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PREFACE.

The labour involved in the oritical tnd exegetioal commen-

tary of about 12,000 Rubrics which are oompriaed in my edition

of the Masaorah has proved far more difficult and tedious than

I anticipated. The different MSS. of the Bible with the Massorah

give different Lists of the same Rubric. As these Rubrics not

infrequently are in conflict with regard to the readings of the

passages which they respectively 8afeguaK4, it involved both a

careful comparison of the several registers which record the same

Rubrics and a re-coUation in each case of the sundry passages

in the text itself in the Standard HSS. of the Bible. The re-

collation disclosed thai the Massqrah is not homogeneous, that

the conflicting Lists are based upon rival recensions of the text

which obtained in the different Massoretic Schools, and that the

vicious attempts to harmonise these differences so as to reduce

them to one uniform standard is not only against the contents

of the Massorah but against its testimony that many of its com-

ponent parts have preserved genuine various readings.

For this purpose it was necessary (1) to collate the several

Massoretic Lists in the MS. Bibles which exhibit the earliest

forms of this corpus with Orient. 4446 and Add. 21,161 which are

the oldest undated Codices; the fac-simile of the St Petersburg

Codex dated A. D. 916 edited by the erudite Professor Strack;

Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 16,250; Add. 16,461 &c.

as these belong to different Schools and countries far apart ^

(2) to compare with these MSS. the editio princep$ of Jacob b.

Chayim's Massorah and with the small portion preserved in the

Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah so ably and conscientiously edited by

Frensdorff, as well as with the larger recension of this indepen-

dent Treatise still in MS. in the Halle Library.

In my endeavour to record under each Rubric whether and

how often it occurs in the printed Massorahs of Jacob b. Chayim

and Frensdorff, and at the same time to specify the correspon-

ding Rubric in the principal MSS. I was obliged to restrict the

number to seven. When, therefore, I give this number it is to

be understood that this is my limit and that the Rubric occurs

more times, and when I give less than this number it is because

I have found no more. The first List is always the one which

I have printed. I have invariably given not only the passages of

the Bib^e on which the respective Rubrics occur, but the folios

of the MSS. so that the student may easily compare the relation-

ship of the different Massorahs.

As each Rubric is independent and complete in itself, and

as the alphabetical order of this corpus is my arrang^ement and

is designed to facilitate reference, I was obliged not infrequently

to repeat similar statements to avoid inconvenient cross-refereneee.

The referencM to the numerous passages I have given in full,

because there is not as yet a Concordance which can absolutoly

be jrelied upon, especially in the case of combinations of particles

and with proper names. I do not presume to imply, that the

> Thetfl MSS. I haT« minntelj d««aibed in my Introduction to the Matto-

rrHeo-Crilieal edilim of the Hebrenl BihU, London 1g97.

numbers which I give are always correct but they do not affect

my argument I have endeavoured in my explanations to avoid

technicalities, and to be as elementary as possible, so that the

inexperienced may understand the mystery of the Massorah. The

expert will readily forgive this treatment for the sake of the

uninitiated. Having translated and explained the mnemonic sign

in letter tt, § 16 c. (p. 7), and with a view to saving space, I have

not deemed it necessary to repeat the process in other instances

where such a sign occurs. The typical example thus given will

enable the student to work it out for himself.

I cannot too emphatically repeat that the Massorah is not

a Concordance, that the unique forms of words, the exceptional

phrases, the peculiar combinations, &c. which it ranges together

under the separate and independent Rubrics are designed to

safeguard these and other readings against the variations which

obtained in rival recensions, and some of which have survived

in the ancient versions. The Massorah is a controversial Corpus.

As the Massorites themselves have only very rarely indicated the

militant design of the respective Rubrics I have tried to trace

it in this critical explanation. Far be it from me to think that

I have always succeeded in the thousands of Rubrics, inxh -hs ¥h

ro»6on.

It is due to the student to state that working at the MSS.,

many of which are partially defaced, for more than forty-five

years and having reached the age of seventy-three years, my sight

has been greatly impaired. When I add to this that my Wife is

the only one who has helped me in reading the proofs, he will

generously forgive the mistakes which have escaped our obser-

vation.

To my old and valued friend, William Aldis Wright of

Trinity College, Cambridge I am practically indebted for being able

to bring my life-work to completion. The original subscription

for the work has not sufficed to cover the expense of printing

the three volumes of the Hebrew originaL Nothing therefore

remained for the English fourth volume, the printing of which

is far more costly than its predecessors, and very few and in

sufficient donations have been made. Under these circumstances

I did not feel justified in proceeding vrith the work to which I

have not only devoted the labour of my life gratuitously but

for which I have incurred great expense. When Mr. Aldis Wright

was made aware of this, he nobly promised to make good any

deficiency in the cost of printing the English volume. Moreover,

he acquired the whole of my collections of (1) the Hebrew MSS.

both of Bibles and general literature (2) the Venice printed books

and (8) all the MS. concordances which I have compiled, as well

as all the Massoretic materials and apparatus from which my
editions both of the Massorah and the Hebrew Bible have been

elaborated. These collections, the use of which he has generously

put at my disposal, as well as his own valuable collection of.

Bibles, he will ultimately bequeath to Trinity College Library,

where the Biblical student will be able to verify and test my
work.

May 1908.

Christian D. Ginsburg
dakthorpe

Palmers' Green, Middlesex.



Letter Aleph.

The words: The order or aiiangement of Utter Aleph, which
stand at the head of this letter, are my own. The Massorites
themselves never arranged the accumulated Massoretic corpus
alphabetically. Even the sundry Massoretic materials, which In
some MSS. of the Bible are appended to each book or to one
of the three great divisions of the Hebrew Scriptures, viz. to
the Pentateuch, the Prophets, or the Hagiographa — a plan
followed in Bomberg's first edition of the Rabbinic Bible edited
by Felix Pratensis (Venice 151f; 17) — are not alphabetically
arranged, but are grouped together according to subjects. This
is also the case in the two independent Massoretic works called
Ochlfth VeOchhh, viz. the Paris recension edited by Frensdorff,
Hanover isiu, and the Halle recension, which is still in MS. It

was Jacob b. Chayim Ibn Adonijah, the first editor of Bomberg's
Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah (Venice l r>-24—2r»), who arranged
the Massorah alphabetically so far as he was able to collect it.

This he distinctly declares in the prefatory note with which the
so-called Massorah Finalis begins and which is as follows:

iMiaipna mr'B' no -nv'v int mn j'nay ^-v in'in» j' pn»» j2 o^n ja apjji ion
•poyaa hMn riiaiyai b'Pw^ xn'a *eh*n -no .o by -n^nj ^rhim nSnj moan lan^-i p^nyn^
lar nina .aiats-n /Warn ^^^n ao^a ^y ^iohk k^ n^»namScKi .manana 'm^yn^ .msan o'

r'npjB iPK nsnan b nr nini .'nn^e- n'jiia pii ,»nr,Bn n'^ya mm ,«rnnD nr« »a .n'oa?

Tlius saith Jacob b. Chayim b. Isaac Ibn Adonijah „he entered into
peace, thejr shall rest in their beds, each one walking in liis upriglitness"
[Isa. 57 2], behold, the following is tlie arrangement, which we have designed
as stated in the Introduction. We liave copied, compiled and arranged
alphabetically the Massorahs Magna and Parva according to the roots and order.
Having dived into the deep sea of the Massorah to bring it up as clear as the
Bun, I tremble with fear since I have not spared the signs and the marks
which lie hid in tlie holes of tlie earth and in the rocks, for I have removed
the redundant letters and blown away from it the superfluous letters, and
eliminated from it the erroneous Makephs, and behold, the following is the
army which I have encountered.

It was he, therefore, who prefixed the heading and appended
the last line to each letter, and I have, followed his example.

Pentateuch, I reproduced the first page of the MS. containing
Gen. I 1—1(5 with the table belonging to it in my Introduction
to the Masaoretico- critical edition of the Hebrew Bible.^

' Comp. Part I, chap. VII, pp. HO, 111, London 1897.

X» — The two instances in which the letter AUph has one
Tag or TiUle and which constitute the contents of this Rubric,
are from Harley 5710— 11, British Museum. The Massorah Parva
repeats the Aleph with the Tag in the margin against -w>k

Exod. 13 5 and dtk verse 15. The heading to this Rubric, viz!

AU])h with one tittle, there are two instances in the Pentateuch, I have
supplied in harmony with the heading of the following Rubric,
which the MS. gives. The Treatises on the Tagin do not give
this Rubric.

S. — The first part of this Rubric, which registers the
number of times AUph occurs in the Bible, is taken from the
Poem ascribed to Saadia Gaon. The Poem in question is given
below, letter k, § 224. Whatever may be the dispute about the
authorship of this Poem, there can be no doubt that the letters
were counted at a very early date, as is evident from the
statement in the Talmud, where we are positively assured that
the Vav in jim (Levit. 11 42) is the middle letter of the Pentateuch
(v«fe infra § 224). The second part of this Rubric, which registers
the number of times that AUph occurs in the Pentateuch, is
from a MS. in my own possession. In this MS. every two pages
are followed by a page containing two tables, which register
line for line the number of times each letter of the Alphabet
occurs in the two pages in question. At the end of every
thirty-two pages another table is given, stating the number of
times each letter occurs in those pages, and at the end of each
book again a general table is given summing up the contents
of both the special tables for each page and the general tables
for every thirty-two pages, and exhibiting the sum total of
times that each letter occurs in the book in question. Accordingly
there can be no mistake here in the statement that the letter
AUph occurs 27,055 times in the Pentateuch, though it is difficult
to test the first part of this Rubric, where it is stated that
AUph occurs 42,377 times in the whole Bible.

To convey a proper idea of the minuteness and accuracy
with which this plan is worked out throughout the entire

j^ ^ — This Rubric, which states that there are seven AUphs
in the Pentateuch, which respectively have seven Tagin, is taken from
the Sepher Tagin, p. 2, ed. Barges, Paris 186G. Misled by Dr. Baer,
who positively declares that the List in question is corrupt and
that this phenomenon occurs in the word ^jnte? Israel, in all the
seven instances (Tikun Ha-S<q)her, p. 19, Rodelheim 1875), I have
so printed the text as to indicate it to the reader. But since
the publication of this Rubric I have found the Treatise on the
Tagin in the so-called Vitry Machsm- (Add. 27,021, Vol. II,

fols. 209 a—215 a), which I printed in letter Tav, § 25, Vol. II,'

pp. 680—701. Prom §§ 8, 12, 16, .3:3 and 41 of this Treatise it will be
seen that according to this recension the tittled AUph occurs only
three times in the word hrvr_ Israel and four times in the word
'obK pnnces of, and that the Rubric is as I have given it in the
Additions, Vol. Ill, p. l, § 3*. According to a second recension,
however, which is exhibited in the text of the Yemen Scrolls of the
Pentateuch (Oriental 1463 and Oriental 1465), the seven instances
are as follows. The tittled AUph occurs five times in the word
SK-jtr Israel (Gen. 32 29, 47 31; Exod. 13 19; Numb. 10 4, 36) and
twice in the word 'b>|j princes of (Numb. 10 4, 36). It is remarkable
that in these Scrolls the AUph in 's^k has in both instances seven
Tagin as depicted under letter Tav, 25, Vol. II, p. 685, § 8,

whilst the AUph in ^jntr has in these two instances only five
Ta^in, the two Tagin at the bottom on the left of the AUph
being absent. According to a third recension exhibited in the
text of the splendid MS. of the Bible (Add. 15,451, fols. 98 6, 99 o),

there are only four instances which have this tittled AUph, two
in V»nttr (Numb. 10 4, 36) and two in 'th^ (Numb. 10 4, 36).
According to a fourth recension exhibited in Harley 5710—11
which not only has the Ta^in on the letters in the text, but
repeats them in the margin as part of the Massorah Parva, it follows
that the tittled AUph occurs six times in b»^, Israel ((Jen. 47 81;
Exod. 13 8; Numb. 1 16; 10 14; 31 5; 34" lb) and once in the
word jnin the earth (Gen. 7 23). When it is borne in mind that
this collation is from the respective texts of the Pentateuch
itself where the AUphs are thus tittled, no doubt will be
entertained that these MSS. exhibit different traditions about the
words which were to be thus distinguished by these tittles, and that
these different traditions were preserved by different Massoretic
Schools. The existence of such variations in Massoretic Rubrics,
arising from the fact that different Massoretic Schools possessed
various recensions of the text, will be evident to anyone who
carefully examines the Massorahs of the MSS. written by scribes
of countries far apart as exhibited in numerous Rubrics of our
edition of the Massorah. Ignorance of this fact has led Dr. Baer
to pronounce every such variation as corrupt, and accordingly
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alter it, when it differed from a Massorah in a MS. which he

happened to have collated. It was before I discovered Dr. Baer's

mode of manipulating MSS. that I printed the Rubric before

Qi according to his alteration.

^ - § 4.

K« — The four Yemen Codices of the Pentateuch, viz. the

tnree in the British Museum, Oriental 1379 (foL 108«), Oriental 2349

(fol. 62&), Oriental 2860 (fol. 98 a) and the one in the Cambridge

University Library, Add. 1174, remark in the Massorah Parva

against Hh Gen. 42 12 apt n - thi, Aleph in thU negative particle

i, curved helaw. As there is no other Aleph in the Pentateuch

thus distinguished, I have added itnniio n to the heading m
harmony with the heading of the preceding Rubric.

•n - § 5.

K* — Three times the letter AUph hoe a Dageeh in worde of

the same root (viz. derived from xia to come) and once it hat

a Dageeh in a word of another root, i. e. mn to eee. This Rubric

is from Harley 1628, on Levit 28 17 (fol. 70a). It will be seen

that of the three instances from the root ira two are w^p

(Gen. 48 26; Ezra 8 18) and one is vr^in (Levit. 28 17). This

accounts for the different forms of this Rubric, which obtained

in the different Massoretic Schools, and which are to be found

in the different MSS. Thus (I) Add. 16,260, fol. 286, on Gen. 43 26,

has in the Massorah Magna -vurfja "rn 'a w?p simply registering

the two instances of urap, where the AJ^h has DageeK (U) The

same MS. which gives this Rubric a second time, fol. 69<i, heads

it on Levit 28 17 as follows nps -^n '3 nr?^ which might imply

that in this form', viz. fuiure second person plural maseuUne, the

Aleph has three times a Dagesh, whereas the word -vhs in the

same root, is simply omitted after the numeral -a - 8, which is

often the case. In this recension, therefore, all the three instances

belonging to the same root are registered. (Ill) Harley 6710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 291a, on Ezra 8 18, has it as follows:

Deut. 12 n
Job 8S 21

Ezra 8 18

aen. 43 26

Oen. 4S 26

Esra 8 18

0«n. 41 19; Jerem. 27 12; Mai. 8 10

„ 4X 34; Exod. St 2; Amoa 4 4;

Neh. 8lfi; 1 Chron. SI 2;

2 Chron. 89 HI

Levit 28 17

nnpa v^n 'a iirw

iS

wan Sai

r»«n orh w;9 vn

It will thus be seen that this Massorah groups together in a

separate Massoretic Rubric no less than twelve instances of the

different forms of the root ku alone, which have a Dageshed

AUph. There can, therefore, be no doubt that the Dageshed Alephs

of other roots, not comprised in this Rubric, were also catalogued

separately according to the respective forms of the verbs, thus

showing that some Massoretic Schools recognised only four

Dageshed Alephs in the Hebrew Bible, whilst other Schools, from

which this Rubric proceeds, had Dageshed the Aleph in numerous

instances. To this School belongs the Karlsruhe Hebrew MS. of

the Former and Latter Prophets (Orossh, Hof- und Landesb^l.

Durlach Hs. 5ti), which is dated A. D. 1106—6. The single page

of this MS. which is published by the Palaeographical Society

(Plate LXXVII, Oriental Series), and which has only six verses

of the Hebrew text, viz. Malachi 3 19—24, exhibits no less

than eleven Alephs with Dagesh, though the total number of

Alephs in these six verses is only thirty. Thus t^, which occurs

twice in these six verses (vv. 19, 21), has both times Dagesh in

the Aleph, n^, which occurs three times (vv. 19, 21, 22), has it

only in the first and second instances, and nl»9at, which occurs

twice (vv. 19, 21), has it in both instances. It is remarkable that

ihfi Aleph of nl*»^ has also Dagesh in the Targwm, which follows

every Hebrew verse in this MS. The fact that different Massoretic

Schools had different Lists of Dageshed Alepha explains the

apparent discrepancies in the instances of this phenomenon

adduced by the old grammarians. Thus Ibn Ezra, who speaks of

this phenomenon {Zachuth 24a, ed. Filrth 1827), gives it as follows:

»in n^K w run '3

differed from those in the MSS. to which I have hitherto had

access. The same is the case with the recension of this Rubric,

given by De Balmes, which is as follows:

niDipo nyaiita ncnn nmraj «|^i«n o
a"' jo»D onann n^w iBoa wan rvsv

isS iK'3'i 'n p'D H-itvai

nnaon rm i^ wa'!

^^ ,
MiJcne Ahrahan. fol. 9 a, Hebrew ed„ and fol. 19 a, Hebrew

and Latin, Venice 1623.) He, therefore, gives iran Deut. 13 11

instead of Levit. 38 17.

(IV) The printed Massorah Magna, which has this Rubric

four times, has it only in two recensions. The first recension,

which is given on Gen. 43 26, consists of the two instances in

which w?:5 has the Dagesh. Here Mb ¥h not unto us (Ps. 116 1),

which in ' sound resembles the two catchwords of the two

passages where the phenomenon occurs, is given as a mnemonic

sign. The second recension which is given on Levit 23 17;

Job 83 21 ; Ezra 8 18, heads it '"-^-ja j'wn r»*'»«
'">

t» ^' *^"^ grouping

all the four instances under one Rubric. The form, therefore, of

this Rubric exhibited under No. II, which registers the three

instances of the same root 'wherein the Aleph has Dagesh, is not

given in the printed Massorah. The theory of Ewald {Lehrlnich

§ 21, 2) and of Gesenius (Gi'ammar § 14) about the import of

these Dageshed Alephs is based upon the existence of the only

four instances given in the printed Massorah, and must now be

set aside in the face of the Rubric here adduced. (See also

below § 17.) It is also to be remarked that though the AUph

has the Dagesh in the upper part of its body in the printed

editions («), the Dagesh is in the lower part («) in the MSS.

"I
- § 6.

K* — This List of words beginning with AUph, which

respectively occur only once, is from Arundel Oriental 16, on

Ezek. 82 4 (fol. 187), where the word i|^|f occurs. It will be

seen that these unique forms are here grouped together without

any regard to alphabetical order or to the sequence of the

books in the Bible. It is the first attempt to register the hapaa:

Ugomena. When they had thus been collected by eariier Massorites,

later critics arranged them alphabetically and furnished them

with headings. The number of words which are thus brought

together frequently depends on the space which has to be filled.

Thus in the MS. in question (Arundel Oriental 16, fol. I94a) on

Ezek. 41 8, where the unique form n^'«« occurs, the Massorah

gives the following four words:

•h
Deut 17 14

Job 1 4 on'n'nK

Ezek. 41 8

2 Sam. 20 14

n^*?*?

"^5?

Levit 23 17

Job S3 21

nwan on^ wan

It will be seen that Ibn Ezra not only gives three instances,

but that one of them (Gen. 42 1) is not contained in the

MaMoretio Lists, whilst he omits two instances (Gen. 48 26;

It will be seen that, with the exception of the last word,

none of these are contained in the first List

The earliest Massorah known at present which is exhibited

in Oriental 4446, fol. 885, on the unique form \%y^^ Gen. 48 9,

tabulates the following seventeen words beginning with AUp9i

which respectively occur once: none of these are contained in

the other Lista

«'?'W
nuM

nwpi

The List moreover illustrates some of the difficulties in

the deciphering of the Massorah. No fewer than five of the

expressions here recorded may severally be read differently

since they are without the vowel-points. Thus naoK which I have

pointed nf^ may also be pointed n^ Numb. 11 16, n^
Deut 82 28, n^en Isa, 24 22 or tx^. Micah 4 6: -pwt may either

be -^^ Cant 8 2 or -^1^ Cant 8 1. nann may either be npiiH

Numb. 22 88 or n^ Exod, 29 86. nten may be i^ Oen. « 17,

-^hM Exod. 88 8 or -^^ Levit 26 87, and n&M may be rv^

Exod. 21 82 or n^ Dan. 8 ^9, as all these forms are unique.

ronu too which is here given as unique occurs twice in the

Kumb
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1 Sam. 18 29
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of this Rubric intended to give another example of riK, to

complete the sequence, after he discovered that he had omitted

the Shin or placed the Tav before the Shin, and that the later

Massorites (who thought it inconsistent with the heading and

with the import of this Massorah, which only enumerates single

words, to represent each letter of the Alphabet), attached to it

the same catchwords, in order that the two lines might yield

the same word. It will also be seen that the later Massorite,

who added the catchwords after •?, in this recension made a

mistake in his reference to l Kings 16 9, giving nt^iini instead

of -iib|5^. These blunders on the part of later scribes are of

frequent occurrence. We shall see that the mistake is not

always confined to one word, but sometimes extends to the

whole part of the verse which constitutes the catchwords. To a

different School and a later recension also belongs the List

given in Add. MS. 15,250, fol. 351a. Not only is the heading

here different, viz. ik ax kk nn p Kn'SB^K an alphabet of single wm-ds

beginning with Aleph Aleph, Aleph Beth, Aleph Gimel, but it gives

rn'anw Job 16 4 for the letter n, instead of ^bm i Kings 5 3,

which the other MSS. and the editions have, and breaks off with

IinBK Cant. 3 9, so that n-x are not represented. Such unfinished

Lists, however, are of common occurrence. When the scribe

found himself at the end of a line and had no more space, ho

would not exceed either the two or the three lines of the

Massorah which are the rule of the special Codex. This is the

reason why ho left off in the middle, just as he not unfrequently

added a few words from a different Rubric, when the line had

to be filled out. Still later and more developed are the Lists in

the Ochlah Ve-Ochlah and in the printed text of Jacob b. Chayim,

Though the headings in the two recensions of the Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah and in Jacob b. Chayim's edition differ - in the

Halle MS. I, § 3fi, it is KniaT wna XK in in jo a-x, in the Paris MS.

(§ 35) pnjO'Di ""n 'la'n wia 'K im in p a"K, and in Jacob b. Chayims
text "jo'Di K'K nn nn lo a"K - they have all alike dropped the

simple 'b = unique, which in the original Lists follows each word,

and have substituted in its stead the lengthy and far more easy

catchwords. In the Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah the later redactor,

who mistook the import of this Massorah, added another example,

viz. Dn'KBK (Deut. 32 2(5), to represent letter c. The remark in !

Jacob b. Chayim's edition on Cant. 3 9, viz. -[banpsfs 'b p-neK
j

niK ro-ipaa 'nan 'lona -1063 "di 'la'n eria k'k -in nn jo a"K j» in Kin: "isro na'rr

TDS f\bixr[ =• it does not occur again and it is one of an alphabetical

List of unique words beginning with Aleph, and, the List is given in

the Gi'eat Massorah under letter Aleph with the help of Heaven, is

not a part of the Massorah, where such language never occurs,

but is Jacob b. Chayim's own statement. More unwarrantable

is the heading, which the editors of the second and third editions

of Jacob b. Chayim's Rabbinic Bible (Venice 1548 and 1568)

and Buxford have attached to this Rubric, viz. ^^ in p 3"S I

»nian n-^ in bvi 'lai n'tn I'n J*K 3"K K'K since this is an arbitrary

alteration of the language of the Massorah. Frensdorff (Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah, § 35, N'achweise etc., p. 13), who did not know that

this alteration occurs already in the second and third editions !

of Jacob b. Chayim's Rabbinic Bible (Venice 1548, 1568), \

wrongly ascribes it to Buxtorf, whose edition appeared in
i

1618—19.
I

The statement that the concise Lists tabulating in alpha-

betical order a certain number of unique forms of words which

begin with Aleph are of the most ancient constituent parts of

the Massorah, is now strikingly confirmed by the two Lists in

the important Codex Orient. 4445 which has come to light since

I printed the text of the Massorah. The first List is on Exod. 6 18

and is as follows:

Jerem. SI 13 '^ nsM 2 Kings S 3 '^

Cant 8 2 'S tjJinSK Prov. 7 16 '^

Pi. 13» 8 ''> P?» Gen. 8 9'^

Exod. t 18 'h nnw „ SS 17 "h

ProT. 80 81 ^ b^pSk

It will be seen that this alphabet is incomplete since five

letters are not represented, viz. Aleph (m), Coph (p), Reth (n),

Shin (») and Tav (n) and that six only of the fourteen correspond

to those in the List which I have printed in the Massorah.

The second List which is given on Exod. 21 18, fol. 627>,

represents all the alphabet with the exception of one letter and

is as follows:

IS 8

Job 31 8C 013 'S n-a^v Deut. 28 14 'n« '^ ;|Jt»e

'n)3 'h na'ipM Josh. S 18 'no 'h ^^ni*

'h . ;|W» Prov. 7 IC 'ni3 'h ]m*

•h nt;)» 1 Kings 20 20 'nw 'h lt8''K

"^ ^» Prov. 16 26 'ni3'^ «i3K

'h ft^H Gen, 87 7 'no -^ o'a^>«

'h mnn Exod. 21 l.s 'nis 'h not

Hos.

1 Kings 11 38

Exod. 7 38

Gen. 5 29

Deut. 32 42

Hos. 2 14

1 Sam. 27 1 'ni3 "h ntSH

'•?!:»•
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it, which occurs eight times, is written in the present text five

times D-^f (Jerem. 3 2; 4 II ; 7 29; 12 12; 14 6) and three times

D«^|> with two Yods (Isa. 41 18; 49 9; Jerem. 3 21), and that

there is, therefore, not a single instance of a<»tv to be found

in the present text to which this is applicable. This difficulty,

however, is solved by the St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 and

Harl. MS. 5720. Thus, on all the thi'ee passages in which it is with

two Yods, the St Petersburg- Codex has in 'the margin -p ffKUW.

Isa. 41 18; tTKB ibid. 49 9, and -p d'k Jerem. 3 21, whilst Harley 5720

has actually in the text avtv in Jerem. 4 11 and in the margin

against it 'p a^bv, thus showing that the preponderance of

ancient recensions was in favour of ontBtP, and that its displace-

ment from the present recensions is due to this Massorah. Equally

important is the light which this Massorah throws upon the

second word. The plural of 'ne occurs eleven times, and is

written in the present text seven times d^ktib witli Aleph

(Ps. 116 6; Prov. 1 4; 7 7; 8 5; 9 6; 14 18; 27 12) and four

times without it, twice with one Yod b^hb (Prov. 1 22, 32) and

twice with two Yods D"nB (Ps. 119 130; Prov. 22 3). According

to this Massorah, therefore, the Codices of the School from

which it proceeds, uniformly read it D^ne, and according to the

directions here given the Keri on all the seven passages in

question must be D'nB. Indeed on the third word in this List,

viz. ontBr, which only occurs once (Ps. 104 12), where this

Massorah is given, and on which there is no Keri in the present

text, the Massorah Parva of this MS. remarks in the margin

'K Tn' 'X np K^ t?ie Aleph is not to be read, the Aleph is redundant;

whilst Add. 15,251 remarks against it '•-ipK^'i 'K 'na '3 three [words] are

written with Aleph, but not read, where p'?& ivords, is to be supplied,

since o-Ksr only occurs once. The plural of "sx with Mem occurs

twice, once it is o^ast 2 Sam. 2 18 and once d^ksx 1 Chron. 12 9.

According to this Massorah, therefore, it must be read in the

second passage Q^ast without Aleph, just as in the former passage.

Hence the recensions of this School of Massorites must have

had on it 'p traat. It will thus be sfeen that the Massorah before

us and the one in the St Petersburg Codex proceeded from two

different Schools of textual critics. The former wrote these

words without Aleph and expressly put a Keri in the margin to

this effect, whilst the latter on the contrary, wrote them with

Aleph, and hence put a Keri in the margin directing that they

should be read without Aleph. The writing of o'HtVf ,D'KnB -D^KBr

and b:»«aat with Chirek under the Yod leaving the Aleph without

any vowel-point, which is to be found in some MSS. and editions

is, therefore, derived from the School of textual critics who in the

Ken cancelled the Aleph.

y = § 14a.

K« — The following words want Aleph in the Pentateuch, This

Rubric is given in the printed Massorah on Levit 11 43. On
comparing it with the other three recensions of this Massorah

(viz. § 146—d), which catalogue the words throughout the

Hebrew Scriptures exhibiting the same phenomena, it will

be seen that the Massorites began first of all to collect the

anomalies in the Pentateuch alone, and that it was only in

process of time, as the work developed itself, that these labours

were gradually exteAded to the other books, and at last to the

whole Bible. We shall find numerous illustrations of this fact in

the course of the work. The Massorah Parva in the MSS. of

the Bible and in the editions has against each of these words

'» "on 'h = it does not occur again with Aleph defective. This exhibits

the Massoretic work in its still more incipient form, since it is

from these separate remarks that the Lists were ultimately made

up for the Massorah Magna. As a further development of the

Massoretic work must be regarded the remark in the Massorah

Parva of the Yemen Codices against several of the seven instances

in this Rubric, viz. k 'dH Wi = fifty-one such instances with Aleph

defective, as this already premises the. existence of the Massorah

Magna. This List, containing the instances of the Pentateuch

alone, I have at present not been able to find in any MS.

T» - § 14ft—c.

K* — The three Lists marked respectively § lib, c and d,

register words in the whole Bible which exhibit the same

phenomenon as is recorded in the preceding Rubric with regard

to the Pentateuch alone. Though Jacob b. Chayim remarks in

the printed Massorah on mnb Numb. 16 24 that this form without

Aleph is unique and that it is one of fifty-eight words in the

Bible which are defective of Akph and refers to the Massorah

Magna at the end of Vol. IV for the List,^ this Rubric is neither

to be found there nor in any other part of the printed Massorah.

(I) The first List marked B, which is headed The following

are defective of Aleph, is from the Vienna Codex No. 85, fol. 836,

on 'nxto Numb. 11 11. (II) The second List marked C, whidh is

headed Fiffy-one words are defective of Aleph and are as follows, is

from Orient 1379 British Museum, fol. 371a. Precisely the same

List is in Orient 2349, fol. 1426, and Add. 1147, Cambridge

University Library. These three MSS. are Pentateuchs from

Yemen and as is often the case in South Arabian Codices the

Lists are identical. I have, therefore, treated them as one Rubric.

(Ill) The third List marked D, which is headed Fiftyfour words

are defective of Aleph and are as follows, is from Add. 1524 in the

Cambridge University Library on the third leaf from the end.

To these three Lists I have now to add a fourth which 1

found in the ancient Codex Orient 4445, British Museum, on

mnh Numb. 16 24, fol. 134 a, and which is represented in the

Table by the letter E. The relationship which these Lists sustain

to each other and the instances which they severally register

will best be seen from the following Table:
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anomalies, thus showing that the collection of them had not as

yet been completed in the several Schools and that the Lists

were still open for additions.

But these by no means exhaust all the instances in the Bible.

For, apart from these Lists, which give the anomalies in question

more or less according to the order of the books in the Bible,
j

the Massorah registers those which belong to the same root in
|

separate Rubrics, and- also catalogues those separately which
j

respectively occur twice, • once without Aleph and once with it, as
;

will be seen from the following Lists. The materials, therefore, for
j

a complete List must be gathered from the differentMassoretic
|

Rubrics, Thus for instance
|

'an letter n § 19 'n'^« letter « § 712

nan letter n g i24 lO"* letter « § 79G
j

"'^yiT? letter ' § 276 ibk letter » § 1033
|

'^ynsf^ letter ' § 708 •«i2 letter a § CC \

Kaa letter 3 § 30 &c. &c. 'J letter J § 125
|

These orthographical features, which are not considered

anomalies in the Massoretic text, unquestionably exhibit the

residue of a mode of spelling which was normal in olden times.

This is attested by the Septuagint, which shows that the Ahph

was frequently absent from the text from which this version was

made, as will be seen from the following examples:

SEPTUAGINT.

inl yijg upon the earth fa = lf'\*Z

i%<PQVceyp.ttToguin(ov through DlkJO

tlieir intolence

dttpavutd'aai thall be h-ought ISC'

to nouglU

xul id'sro aTul enlahlMed Df;}

Sixa^ovrat they qnaneV Wi'^

MASSORETIC TEXT.

Hoi. 4 2 r» f>reak out

„ 4 18 n'SJO her rulers

„ 5 16 '0?''*^ *haU aeknotcledge

their guilt

„ 13 1 °i*^. and he offended

Micah 7 2 ta^M) ihey lie m vait

We must now advert to the manner in which these words

are treated, in the St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916. The List

itself does not occur, nor indeed is its existence referred to in

this MS. The same is the case with Harley MS. 5710—11, the

Massorah of which is in many respects more like that in the

St. Petersburg MS. than any other Massorah. It will be seen that

no less than twelve words, registered in this Rubric as wanting

Aleph, occur in the Latter Prophets of which this MS. consists.

On two of the twelve, viz. n^^ns Isa. 37 12 and SrU Mai. 1 14,

there is no Massoretic remark whatever in the Massorah Parva

of this Codex, two of them, viz. nsK^rn. Zech. 6 9 and D-nK^ei

Ezek. 11 6, are here written with Al^iph, whilst the remaining nine

are variously treated, as will be seen from the following List:

Jerem. 32 36 p »«'B '»"" Isa. 41 22 'na 'Dn b|^k ninpn

„ 39 16 'P
»' '=» Jerem. 9 17 'on natrni

Ezek. 42 6 'p '^3»' '^2T „ 19 15 '^ •«' '33

Micah 1 15 'p »»' '3K „ 20 9 'p ri»aj n'aj

yny' Ps. 139 20, which is given in all the three Lists, con-

stitutes one of the differences between the Easterns and Westerns.

The former have hi-iok' with Aleph in the text. - The Quinta, which

follows the Western recension, reads it xagsnixgavdv 6e have

provoked thee = i|nD:, thus showing that the difference originally

was not simply orthographical but radical, nfrn too (Ruth 1 14)

constitutes one of the differences between the Easterns and

Westerns. 3 It is remarkable that, though this anomaly also

occurs Jerem. 9 17, the latter does not constitute a difference

between these two Schools of textual critics. The treatment of

this anomaly in the Massorah Parva is very various. Sometimes

it is simply remarked in the margin against the word exhibiting

this exception % 'on '*? it does not occur again tcithout Aleph; some-

times 'K TOn n '1 '3 twice, thrice, or four times toithout Aleph, if the

word in question exhibiting this anomaly occurs more than once;

sometimes 'ipa k .'"lern .n'3 ,T3 ,k"3 ja in one of the fifty-one, ffty-fmir,

or fifty-eight words in ike Scriptures, which want Aleph; and some-

times there is a Kej-i on it substituting in the margin the word

in question with the Aleph, as will be seen from a reference to

the List of the Keihiv and Keri under letter 3, § 480 &c., The

Massorah, Vol. II, pp. 55—93.

* Comp. VoUers, Zeiltehrifl fiir die alttettamerUUche Wwemehaft III, 226,

Giessen 1883.

I Comp. The MatMorah, letter H, § 6.W, Vo). I, p. 697.

3 Comp. The Ma»»orah, letter H, § 634, Vol. I, p. 697.

TO = § 15.

K* — Seventeen words have no audible Aleph and are as follows.

This List is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2466, on l Cbron. 12 38.

Of this Rubric I collated fourteen Lists, twelve in MSS. and

two printed, as follows: six in Arund. Orient 10; (I) on ifhx^

; 1 Sam. 1 17, fol, 35 rt; (II) on Sw Ezek, 39 26, fol, 1926; (III) on
! »^K3 Amos 4 10, fol. 2o6o, where it is given as a contrast to

j
the Rubric tabulating the opposite phenomena; (IV) on rryi

1 Chron. 12 39, fol. 24 g6; (V) on ni3>t^a 1 Chron. 28 19, fol. 2560,

where it is again given as a contrast to the List registering

the phenomena of an opposite nature; (VI) on niern Neh, 3 13,

fol. :<80fe; (VII) Add. l.'),45i, fol. 180a, on -r^rht 1 Sam. 1 17;

(VIII) Vienna MS. No. 35 on nieirn Neh. 3 13;' (IX) Cambridge
Add. 465 on •![rbt 1 Sam. 1 17; (X) the same MS. on n~itf

1 Chron. 12 39; (XI) Orient 2371, fol. 202a, on -npl?? 2 Kings 16 7;

(XII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 153, fol. ilGa; (XIII) the

printed Massorah on -ipbe 2 Kings 16 7, and (XIV) Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 199. Though differently headed in the

language of the Massorah, yet this Rubric is closely connected

with the preceding one, inasmuch as the words herein registered

want Aleph. The reason why these instances are grouped together

separately is that the words in question only occur once in

this anomalous form, and that in all other passages they have
respectively an audible Aleph, as will be seen from the follow-

ing Table:

1 "1^?' is written "fiW Esther 5 C; 7 2; 9 12

2 '31W1 „ „ '3-1TKFI1 Ps. 18 40; SO 12

8 nis'n^ „ „ niKSfn^ isa. .37 TZ6

4 'l>"5'l „ „ 'XB-j'1 Ezek. 47 9, 11

5 lO^B „ „ lOK^B 2 Kings W 29; 16 10

6 ipaSs „ „ -idksSb 1 Chron. 5 0; 2 Chron. 28 20

7 «^a „ „ whri 19 times

8 vffi] „ „ w'vi) 10 times

9 inba „ „ inKi-a Ps. 62 5; Job 31 23

10 D'lWn „ „ D'-iiDKn Gen. 39 22; Judg. 16 26

11 niBB'ri „ „ niss'Kn Neh. 2 13; 3 14; 12 31

12 nntf „ „ n''iH8' 46 times

13 'IPS „ „ Wfe-J 10 times.

Two things are evident from the above analysis of these

thirteen instances, viz. (l) that each of the words in question is

unique in this abnormal form. Hence the heading of this Rubric
in the Vienna MS. No. 35 'k pp'oo tub pnira v =^ sixteen icords are

unique in not having an audible Aleph, and in Orient 2371 ybov
'iv yiTh ivb^ 'k "poa Hbf 'ip3 = sixteen words in the Scriptures have no

audible Aleph and are without parallel. And (2) that in its normal
form each of these words occurs again more than once. Bearing
in mind these facts, it will be seen that the other four words,

which are given in this Rubric to make up the seventeen, do
not belong to this Massorah and have been added by later

Massorites, who ignored its proper import o'KBh (1 Sam. 14 83)

the first of these four is indeed written a'ah without Aleph in

List I (Arund. Orient 16, fol. 35 a, 1 Sam. 1 17) and in List IX
(Cambridge Add. 405 on 1 Chron. 12 38). In that case it

might be loosely contrasted with 'Kchr; Prov. 8 36, which is

also the Kal participle and has audible Aleph. But as all the

other thirteen instances are exactly alike in prefixes and suffixes

both in the abnormal and normal forms, it can hardly be con-

ceded that the original compiler of this Rubric would here make
a solitary exception and contrast the plural form o'cn with the

singular 'Kfihi, which besides has also Vav conjunctive. Moreover,

if this were its contrast, it would not belong to this List, but

to the one which registers pairs (see below § 16). This is prob-

ably the reason why o'eh is omitted altogether in the List

here marked No. VI. Still more objectionable is una"" (Psi 139 20),

which is the second of the four words. This abnormal form has

no normal parallel at all, and though it is given in Lists

Nos. IV, V and IX, it is rightly excluded from the other eleven

recensions of this Rubric. It has evidently been inserted in those

three Lists to make up the number i" = 17, which some of the

headings have. As to the third of the four words, viz. wr^

Esther 5 12, it is difficult to conceive that the original Massorites,

who have collated and registered such minute and exact contrasts

in all the other thirteen instances should here contrast this Kal

participle passive with ik"1|5 preterite, third person plural, unless

they found the former written without Aleph in their MSS. The

fourth word, viz. wvrp (Ps. 99 6), even if it had been written

without Aleph, does not belong to this Massorah, since this form

does not occur again with an audible Aleph, and hence is outside

the scope of this Rubric. Accordingly there are really only

thirteen words which properly belong to this Massorah, the other

four words, as is often the case, having beeiK.added by later

Massorites, who did not comprehend the real import of it This

will also explain the altered heading of this Rubric in the List

No. IX which is 'iro 3'n3i 'im nin 'iro "ro k^"i "ins nir 'K ipeo 16 pba v
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- ifxUm ioorda do not sound the Aleph, some of them are loritten

without, it and tome are written with it. It, moreover, supplies the

reason why we find the following addition at the end of this

recension of the List pnnK i''?oa '3i'?b n-ir s)DBDKm w and one is

fWBOim (Numb. 11 4), but there is a difference of opinion about some

of the words in the List. Several of the Lists omit either noba

2 Kings 16 7 or -ibj'?» 1 Chron. 6 26. This is frequently the case

in the Massorah when two examples follow each other, which

are either alike or resemble one another. In the Massorah

Magna »» § 5 this Rubric is mentioned as exhibiting the opposite

phenomena to the Lists in which the wrords with audible Af^ph

are registered, in the following words pr6 •b^ x ppoa nb v prvei'r'm

,., p^ ,2 "a'?03 -C»3 prr-sa'Di lUU on the contrary sixteen words have no

audible Aleph, and are unique, the passofjes are Hnumeroted in 2 kings

chap. 16. The latter part of this sentence is Jacob b. Chayim Ibn

Adonijah's own invention, and it hardly needs to be added that

the Massorah neither divides Kings into two separate books

nor recognizes the divisions into chapters.

re = § 16 a.

K^ — Eight words respectively occur twice, tht first being withmd

Aleph and the second icith Aleph. This List is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 2Ga,on D'aiitn Gen. 38 27. Hitherto the Massoretic

Lists have registered the abnormal forms with Aleph defective

without any direct mention of the normal forms, though their

occurrence is distinctly implied in the preceding Rubric. Now

in the List before us the Massorah restricts itself to words which

not only exhibit the same phenomenon of being without Ahph.

but which respectively are unique in this abnormal form and

have severally a unique companion in the normal form. It will,

therefore, be seen that rmrh 2 Kings 19 2.o, which is given both

in the former List and in this List, is wrongly put in the former

one, since the Massorah registers words which, though unique

in their abnormal form, are not unique in their normal form,

whereas rm^ with Aleph is as much an ha^xtx legomenon as

rtttrh, and hence can properly only belong to this Massorah, the

design of which is to register pairs. It is important to note that

'Dip - rwanp and 'na = mnro in the heading denote the first of the

pair and the second of the pair here adduced. This is evident

from the import of this Massorah as well as from the order in

which these pairs are ranged. In this recension this Massorah

occurs nowhere else. In looking at the Rubric it will be seen

that the first seven lines only have ••? = unique. The reason for

this is that in tljftJilS., where they form the first line of the

Massorah in the lower margin, the ••? in question, as is frequently

the case, is placed above each word exhibiting this phenomenon.

The close proximity of the remaining lines does not admit of

the 'b with its long herfd being placed above the words of this

Rubric, which extend to the second and part of the third lines.

Hence the peculiar appearance of a part of this Massorah with

the Lamed and a part without it. I call attention to this peculiarity

here because it is of frequent occurrence, and because the

presence of this letter in one part of a Rubric and its absence

in the other part of the same Rubric might be interpreted to

imply some emphasis.

rt3 = § 16&.

,

)j^^ — Four groups of two words each respectively occur twice,

the first time without audible Aleph awl the second, time with audible

Al^. Of this Massorah I collated eleven Lists, eight in MSS.

and three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 253fc, on r^trh

2 Kings 19 25, which is the one I printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

foL 242a, on rwnBi i Chron. 7 1, where it is given as a contrast to

the following Rubric; (III) Orient. 2365, fol. 23ft, on aair Gen. 25 24

;

(IV) Orient 2875 on b^n 1 Chron. 6 59, where it is likewise

given as a contrast to the following Rubric; (V) Add. 15,451,

fol 286, on C'BlKn Gen. 38 27; (VI) the same MS., fol. 261 ft, on

mtnb 2 Kings 19 25; (VII) the same MS., fol. 470a, on nxici

1 Chron. 7 i; (VIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah 11, § 155; (IX)

Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 201; (X) the printed Massorah

on CMsin Gen. 25 24; and (XI) the printed Massorah on njjiBi

1 Chron. 7 1. In List III the heading is 'nnai r^bvi B)*po vh -anp 'jit n

•l^»l'pB. That Kj'pa is a clerical error for p-ea is evident from

the fact that on o-alun Gen. 38 27 the Massorah Parva in the

same MS. remarks »]^k p'ca '^j-m *\byt p^na vh 'anp '3it -i. On comparing

this and the following Rubrics marked I'espectively § I6ft and c

with the former one marked § 16 a, it will be seen that they

are simply different recensions of the same Massorah. It so

happens that of the eight pairs which exhibit the phenomenon

under discussion, the word without Aleph occurs first, according

to sequence of the chapters and the order of the Biblical books,

in four of the pairs, whilst in the other four pairs the one with

Aleph occurs first Now it is this principle which guided the

Massorites in the division of the List into two Rubrics. As each

one of the two members of the respective pairs is spelt diffei'ently

from its fellow member, the heading of this Massorah in many

of the MSS. is four pairs varj/ in thu'r xpelting. Thus for instance

in Orient 236.S, Orient. 2350, fol. 60a; Orient 2365, fol. 236;

Orient 2348, fol. 52a; Orient 2349, fol. 42a; on the word aain

Gen. 35 24, the Massorah Parva heads it 'fiirna ^:^^ n, whilst

Orient 2365, fol. 46ft, on rnei Gen. 46 13, heads it 'snwa 'nt •",.

Though the List exhibited in § 16a is the more simple and

hence the older form of this Massorah, yet it is by no means

the oldest From the fact that the Massorah Parva in MS.

Orient 2364, fol. 506, on o'BlKn Gen. 38 27, remarks Kb 'atp "jh a

si'tk p'ca 'J'jn f\b» p'ea two jmirs the first nwmbei' of which has no

audibly Aleph and the second his audible Aleph, it is evident that

originally each pair was respectively made the subject of the

Massorah, and that they were afterwards collected and formed

into one Rubric.

^, _ Four groups of two j^om-ds each respectively occur t^oice,

i' I' first time with audible Aleph and the second without audible Aleph.

As has already been remarked, this Massorah gives the four

pairs in which the word with Aleph occui's according to the

sequence of the chapters and the order of the books in

the Hebrew Scriptures. Of this Rubric I collated twenty-three

Lists, twenty in MSS. and three printed — (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 152o, on bKta Josh. 21 80; (II) Vienna Codex No. 35 on

,^^^ Gen. 42 38; (III) Orient 1379, fol. 1046, on n»np^ Gen. 42 38;

(iVy Orient 2349, fol. 53a, also on Gen. 42 38; (V) Orient 2348,

fol. 63a, on the same passage; (VI) Orient 2363 on the same

word; (VII) Orient 2365, fol. 43a, on the same word; (VIII)

Orient 2350, fol. 946, on the same word; (IX) Orient 2212,

fol. 166ft; (X) Orient 2375, fol. 274a, where the preceding Rubric,

viz. § 16ft, is given as a contrast to this one; (XI) Orient 2376,

fol. 117a, all on the word bta 1 Chron. 6 59; (XII) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 15 a, on «?sfK»8 Josh. 21 30; (XIII) the same MS.,

fol. 1526, on 1BT1 Jerem. 8 11; (XIV) the same MS., fol, 442ft, on

btn 1 Chron. 6 59, where the preceding Rubric, viz. § 166, is

given as the contrast to this Rubric; (XV) Orient 1471, fol. 1676,

on 'nnxan 2 Sam. 23 37; (XVI) Add. 15,451, fol. 1596, on bixpp

Josh, ii 30; (XVII) Add. 15,451, fol. 470a, on nwBi 1 Chron. 7 1,

where it is given as a contrast to the former Rubric, viz. § 166;

(XVIII) Add. 15,251, fol. 136a, on bHta Josh. 21 30; (XIX) Add.

15,251, fol. 443a; (XX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 154; (XXI)

Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 200; (XXII) the printed Massorah on

,-^,, Gen. 42 38, and (XXIII) the printed Massorah on 1 Chron. 7 1

on rm^Bi, where it is given as a contrast to the preceding

Massorah. The headings in the different MSS. of this Massorah

greatly differ. Thus for instance: (1) as the phraseology of this

Rubric is the same. List XVII heads it p'an pyr 'n four pairs are

alike. (2) But though alike in phraseology yet as the members

of these pairs differ in spelling, the heading in the same MS.

here marked List XVI and List X, has •t'?nna "jii n /w'»'

pairs vai-y. (3) Moreover, as the variety in spelling of one and

the same phrase is a source of misleading to the scribes, who

would naturally make them uniform, the Massorah Parva in

Orient 1379, fol. 1046, Orient 2348, fol. 63 a, and Orient 2349,

fol. 53a, on innnpi Gen. 42 38, remarks 'TBa "3it "i four pairs are

mislecuiing. It is to be remarked that this Massorah has a

mnemonic sign. I have found it in the following three different

forms:

K'BK nro"? npi bw I.

Enquire after and call Nahari the physicinn.

The four Chaldee words which constitute this sign are a

rendering of the four words which exhibit this phenomenon, as

will be seen from the following:

I 'nlKan •> Sam. 2» .'JT
,

i ^««a'P Josh. 21 .W

!{ nn3f> =
\ :_::: , „ „„ i ^^ = i

H
Vi'ian 1 Chron. 11 .S9

\wy\ Jerem. 6 14

«T? „ 8 11

SB'S 1 Chron. 6 69

wififJi Gen. 42 »8

«rrip^i „ 44 29

To give point to the sentence, the Ma"ssorites did not

reproduce the third instance of this anomaly, but took the

proper name nn; Nahari, which occurs in 1 Chron. 11 39, where

the instance 'nn$.n without Aleph occurs. This form of the sign.
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which I have inserted in the text, is the most common. I have

found it in ten MSS. and no less than eleven times, (I) and

(II) Arund. Orient. 10, fol. ir>rt, on hK^a Josh. 21 30, and fol. l.'iSfe

on 1BT1 Jerem. 8 11; (III) Orient. ".349, fol. 33a; (IV) Orient. 1379,

fol. I04fc; (V) Orient. 2348, fol. 63«; (VI) Orient 2650, fol. 946;

(VII) Vienna MS. No. 25, all on inK-j|5^ Gen. 42 38; (VIII) Add.

15,451, fol. 1596, on b«ta Josh. 21 3o!'(IX) Orient. 2212, fol. 1666;

(X) Orient. er.Tf., fol.' 271 a; and (XI) Orient. 2376, fol. 117a, all

on "n-ian 1 Chron. 11 39.

WOH annj*? x-ip- bMKV IL

Saul will call in the physician to the sneezers.

This sentence is obtained in the same way as the former,

only that the Massoretic School from which it proceeds have

translated the proper name in accordance with the meaning of

the root. When it is borne in mind that the Hebrews exclaim

ttni'DK when one sneezes in their presence, the play upon the

import of the proper name "-in? will be appreciated. Indeed we
should have assigned the same sense to the former recension of

this mnemonic sign, but for tlie fact that ^'\nb is expressly

pointed with Jhthach in some of the MSS., thus showing that

those who made the sign did not intend it as the plural, but as

a proper name. Two MSS. have this recension, (I) Orient. 2363,

fol. 43 rt, and (II) Orient. 2365, fol. 43o, botli on inK^pi Gen. 42 38. And

K'CK "-ins*? b«z-'n «-\p III.

Mishael cn.ll.ed KaJuiri the physicina.

This recension I have only found in the printed Massorah,

wliere it occurs twice, once in the Massorah Parva on inxnpi

Gen. 42 38 and once in the Massorah Magna on hkibi 1 Chron. 7 l.

X» — ^lle following icords are unique with nndihfe Aleph. To
understand the import of this Massorah it is necessary to ex-

hibit in parallel columns the abnormal words which constitute

it, with the same words in their normal state:

1 D3«3jf is C35t*« Exod. 10 24; Deut. 12 C etc. with : and K transposed

2 tio»*aN „ !\0>ivi 1 Chron. (5 8, 2t-. «.M0

.3 wan „ wan Gen. 42 20; Numb. 20 12 etc. without U'lffi-iih in ».

4 Vl"i!«' „ V'^t?' Peut, 4 34; 5 15 etc.

o '»1^3 „ '63 Joreni. 38 11, 11

G B'Ka „ 's-Ka Isa. 34 H; Joel 2 20

7 noKSaa „ noSoa Dan. 11 9; Ezra 7 1; 8 1.

5 '?''«„ >f\ 1 Chron. 2 12; 2 Chron. 11 18 etc.

9 niaK7io has no proper parallel

10 D'K'2-ivn is D'aii:n Neh. 4 1; 2 Chron. 21 16 etc.

11 T\)Hi „ niM3 Ps. 33 1; 147 1 etc.

12 'yiTK „ 'i'liT Isa. 51 6; «3 5; Ps. SO 22

13 niKse „ ni'JS Neh. 12 47; 13 10

14 nKSia „ n^e3^b 2 Sam. 18 22

15 D^ss**! „ DSB'n Jerem. 25 4; 29 19 etc.

To this we must add the two additional instances from the

second recension of this List marked § 176, viz.

16 nn» is Tin 1 Kings 11 14, 19, 21 etc.

17 nlKa-i „ nla-i Ezra 2 69; Neh. 7 71.

Now on comparing the abnormal forms with the normal

ones, it will be seen that the contrast is not between an audible

and silent Aleph, since the words in question exhibit in their

normal form no less than seven different features. Thus eight

of the words, here marked Nos. 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12 and 17, are

regularly written without Aleph altogether; two marked Nos. 15

and 16 are regularly written with He, one marked No. 13 is

normally written with Yod, one marked No. 1 has the Aleph and

Nun transposed, and one (viz. No. 3) has in its normal form no

Dagesh in the Aleph, one (Viz. No. 9) has no proper parallel.

Hence there are only three words out of the whole List, viz.

those marked Nos. 6, 11 and 14, which have an inaudible Aleph

in their regular forms, and of which it can be said that the

contrast is between an audible and inaudible Aleph. The meaning

of the Massorah, therefore, is that fifteen words according to

the one recension, or seventeen according to the other, are

severally written in one instance with audible Aleph, while in

all other instances they have no Aleph at all, or are written

with He or Yod instead of Aleph, or, in the few cases where

they have the Aleph, it -is inaudible. Hence the different

Massoretic remarks in the Massorah Parva on the respective

words. Thus the Massorah Parva in Orient 2365, fol. 117a, on

wan Levit 23 17, remarks 'vrb^ 'Vii n it is four times with Dageah;

Orient 2365, fol. 161 rtj on Witjic'?, remarks v^vh D'lp p3 Nun and
Aleph are transposed; Orient 2210, fol. 140a; Orient. 2369, fol. 141a,

on n-TK 1 Kings 11 17, remark tibi 'b unique and with Patiiach.

This recension, which is manifestly old, since it does not as yet
fix the number of these instances, is to be found in the MSS.
from Yemen. As here printed, it is taken from Orient 1379,

fol. 306 fl, on toKsat^ Numb. 32 24. Exactly the same List is to be
found in Orient 2348, fol. I8O6, and Orient 2349, fol. 1206, on the

same word. The absence of catchwords and the remark •)?« p'BO 'b

unique with audible Aleph after each word show that the Rubric
is compiled from the Massorah Parva on the respective passages.

r> = § 176.

K* — Seventeen words have atidible Ateph. The difference

between this recension and the former consists not only in the

fact that it gives two more instances, viz. ttk 1 Kings 11 17 and
nlK3-i Dan. 11 12, but in definitely fixing the number of these

anomalies at seventeen. Of this recension I collated seventeen

Lists, fourtee'i inKSS. and three printed — (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 1106, on B>KS Amos 4 10 which I have printed;

(II) Orient 44.4.'i, fol. 476, on ffiD»ra»n Exod. 6 24; (III) Arund.

Orient, fol. 206rt[, on B>«a Amos 4 10; (IV) the same MS., fol. 256a,

on nla»f^tt l Chron. 28 19; ,(V) the same MS., fol. 308 a, on mKj

Ps. 93 5; (VI) the same MS,, fol. 3806, on niBtrn Neh. 3 13, where
it is given as a concrast to § 15; (VII) Vienna Codex No. 35
on BiDf2Ki Exod. 6 24; (VIII) Add. 21,160, fol. 144, on the same
word; (IX) Aud. 21,161, fol. 606, on -hk 1 Kings 11 17; (X) Add.
15,451, fol. 416, on e^D^'Si?! Exod. VI 24; (XI) the same MS.,

fol. 116a, on EO>t.3j{^ Numb. 32 24; (XII) the same MS., fol. 469a,
on '^"Ki 1 Chron. 2 13; (XIII) Orient 2376, fol. 1136, on the same
word; (XIV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 152; (XV) Paris Ochlah
Ve-Ochlah, § 198

;
(XVI) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 91 6, fol. 210a,

on niSK^aa Hag. 1 13, and (XVII) the printed Massorah Finalis

letter k § 4. But though this Rubric is ^ne of the most ancient
constituent parts of the Massorah, as is seen from the fact that

it is to be found both in Orient 4445 and in the St Petersburg
Codex, it simply represents a certain class of textual critics

who founded it upon the Model Codices of thefe respective School.

This is evident from the fact that certain MSS., which have this

Massoretic Rubric, not only write the very words in question
differently from the Rule, but have different Massoretic canons,
thus showing the traces of two or more different recensions of
the text Thus Add. 21,161, one of the most ancient and most
valuable MSS. in the British Museum, which gives this Rubric
(see No. IX), nevertheless reads in Jerem. 25 3 a|tt>n and though
the scribe who annotated this Codex put a Yod over the word
between the Caph and Mem,, viz. natfn, the Massorah Parva simply
remarks against it " n-n- the Yod is redundant and no attempt
was made to correct the He into an Aleph in harmony with this

Massoretic Rule. In Jerem. 32 21 the original reading here ex-

hibited is ?1-iai, but a later scribe who followed the Rubric
before us put the Aleph above the word and made it rnrai. In
Jerem. 38 12 the reading is -ibai as in verse 11, and the Massorah
Parva remarks against both passages 'p '-I'^ai, read "iijai with two
Yod^ at the end, which is quite at variance with our Massoretic

Rubric. The St Petersburg Codex too has "I'sa in the text, and the

Massorah Parva remarks against it 'na -Ki'ja 'b unique it is written

'Ki'?a. It is also to be remarked that the Massorah Parva of the

St Petersburg Codex onnoK^o? Hag. 1 13 has it p^e r fa tj^K 'BO 'b

ma B^^K unique with audible Aleph, it is of the seventeen wo'i'ds which

have Dagesh in the Aleph, and not only has the Aleph actually

Dagesh in the text, viz. niaK^ea, but in the Massorah Magna,
where the Rubric is given, every one of the seventeen words
which constitute it has Dagesh in the Aleph, thus affording

another proof that the different Massoretic Schools had different

rules for Dageshing this letter (see above § 5). I must add that

mK3 Ps. 93 5 is pointed njw with Pathach under the Nun in

Arund. Orient 16, Add. 21,161, Add. 15,451, Orient 2201, Orient
2374, Orient 2875, Orient 2376; whilst Harley 5710—11, Add.
15,250 and Orient 1475 have it mw, and no Chateph Pathach under
the Aleph. The addition of wn Job. 33 21 to this Massorah, which
is to be found in the Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah introduced with

the remark Kmioao ia!?i and apart from this Massorah, proceeds
from a later editor who mistook the import of this Rubric.

K* — EigM words in the hook of Samuel are written in tiie

text with Aleph in the middle, hut are read toiihoui it. Though these

eight words are thus included under the same heading as having
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Rovcrally a BuporfUioiiB Af^-ph, it musk not bo understrf>od that

tho Massorah Parvn in tlio difforont MP5S. lias ilie f>nme romark

n^ainRt oacli <»f tlioui. h\ Honio MSS. it is remarked against tlieso

words 'K vn' thf, AU-ph in mtpcrJluniM, in some 'K 'p ifh fhv, Aleph in

not in hf rffnd, and in some ilio w(n'd is repeated in the spelling

as it should be road. Thus for instance on i]c^*] 1 Sam. IH 29,

Add. 40& Cambridge University Library; Add. ir>,2.'>0 British

Museum, have p "ro 'h unupui in thin upclUvfj; Arund. Orient. HJ,

Harley 6710—11, Hnrley 5720 and Add. iri,2.'>l have 'p »)oin rmd

*W^., t^»oy tl>"8 ""1^ only CftH^ol *l»o ^%>/*, but substitute Vav for
j

it, whilst the printed Ma8s«)rah Parva makes no remark whatever
j

on this word. The same is the case with "thso. Here there is not
j

only a Kt»-i. against all the three passages where it occurs, but i

the Km-i substitutes Vav for the AUiph, viz. 'p •ilso. Those throe
}

instances are also the subject of a special Massorah.' Add. 2l,i6i,
j

which is one of the oldest and most valuable MSS. in the British

Museum reads o-^lptp.? in 2 Sam. 11 l. Tlio' scribe, however, who

supplied it with the Massorah, put an Al^h on the top of the

word O'p^i^n, and remarked against it '"? '»t Tn« the Aleph is evfm^-

flrunu, nniqm. That this Rubric exhibits the earliest attempt to

catalogue these anomalies, is evident from the fact that the

Massorites have here restricted themselves to one book. In this

original form I have only been able to find this List in the

Yemen MSS. I collated five Lists of it: (I) Orient. 1471, foL 1176,

which is here printed; (II) Orient 2210, fol. 776; (III) Orient 2869,

fol. 7»a; (IV) Orient 2870, fol. 86a, and (V) Orient 287J, fol. 90&,

all on »)9tHi I Sam. 18 29. It is very remarkable that they all

give iH»9 as the reading in 2 Sam. 28 20, whereas tho text is

here 'ion. The five MSS., however, really amount only to one,

since these Yemen MSS. are exact copies of e^ch other.

> Comp. The Matam-ah, lottor 3, § 81, Vol, I, p. Iflfi.

n'» - § 18&.

^^ — Fotiy-eight toordt have AXepit. in the muJdlii, hut ar» reatl

feithota it. This List is an expansion of the former Rubric. It

registers the same anomalies throughout^ the whole Hebrew

Bible. Though I have hitherto only been able to find a separate

List for the books of Samuel, there can hardly be any doubt

that the Massorites at first sought out and catalogued these

abnormal forms in each book separately, and that the fusion of

all the separate Lists into one Rubric is a later development

We have already noticed this plan, upon which the Massorites

originally worked, in § 14. The conversion, however, of the

different Lists into one general Eubric must have been effected

at an early period, since it is already given both in Orient 4446,

fols. 455—46a and in the St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, foL 2l8a,

and is mentioned in Add. 21,16 J, foL I77a, on iriKyi Ps. 89 11.

Of this Massorah I collated fourteen Lists, eight in MSS.

and five printed as follows: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, foL 87o,

on iiBptin Exod. 6 7, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16,

foL I28ff, on -rjKj Isa. 10 13; (III) the same MS., fol. 213 a, on

yrt^ Nah. 2 11; (IV> Add- 15,461, foL 210a, on n^n 2 Sam. 10 17;

(V) the same MS., foL 886&, on 'inkyii Ezek. 48 27^ (VI) the same

MS., foL 478 a, on Ttton 1 Chron. U 22; (VH) Add. 1 5,261, foL 441 6,

at the end
;
(VIH) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 86 ;

(IX) Paris Ochlah

Ve-bchlah, § 103; (X) St Petersburg Codex, foL 218a, on -n^
Zech. 11 5; (XI) Orient 4446, fols. 465—46a, on Exod. 5 7;

(XH) the printed Massorah in the square enclosing the word vri

Ezek. 1 1; (XHI) the same in the square surrounding the word

ni Job. 1 1, and (XIV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter it, § 7.

To show how the words constituting this Rubric are treated

in the MSS., I cannot do better than exhibit in parallel columns

the Massorah Parva of the two oldest Codices against each of

them. As no less than twenty out of the forty-eight anomalies

occur in the Latter Prophets, I give the text of the St Petersburg

Codex which embraces this portion of the Hebrew Scriptures.

The blank against the words in this Codex indicates that it has

no Massoretic remark against them, whilst the dots in Add. 2],161

show* that the text here is wanting.

1
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contain it, jkt concludes the Rubric (Nos. II, III, IV, VIII, IX,

XI, XII).

It is this unfinished state of this Massorah which accounts
for the circumstance that some Lists omit instances which the

other Lists have, whilst some Lists have appended to them words
which are not to be found in other recensions. Thus

List No. II omits

D'BKB'Pi Ezek. 28 2G iKaiS 2 Sam. 23 15

List No. Ill omits

O'BKtfn Ezek. 28 26 D'K-ian 2 Sam. 11 24

List No. IV omits
O'tSKtfn Ezek. 28 26

List No. V omits

n'lM Jerem. 2 \n in>«^? 2 Kings 20 12

O'^'kS Nell. 6 7 M>»B"i Jerem. 51 9

BK^J Judg, 4 21 ntiKJs „ S 13

and adds
c'»n|5 Pb. 99 c

List No. VI omits

n'ws Jerem. 2 13 JlKiO Josh. 13 20

='t?«fn Ezek. 28 26 "iwaa 2 Sam. 28 15

^Kl-iK Hos. 10 14 iMbO „ 23 16

nn»a Jcrem. 2 13

adds

CHif Ps. 99 6

and gives twice

nKB<D Deut. 24 10

List No. VII omits
DtMS Dan. 1 4

List No. VIII omits

O'pufn Ezek. 38 26

List No. X omits

"inw Nah. 2 11 D'BKB'n Ezek. 28 26

and adds

'fiK^s Pa. 119 101 a^tt-p Ps. 99 6

Lists Nos. XI and XII add

'K^B Judg. IS 18

List No. XIII adds

DHbS Job 6 14 »Kf^ Judg. 13 18

In the second edition of the Rabbinic Bible (Venice 1548— 49)
the editor of Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah has wrongly omitted
BWih. Add. 21,161, which is one of the oldest and best MSS. of
the Bible in the British Museum, Jias not only dko^ with Aleph
in the text (Job 6 14), but has a Massorah against it 'k 'p k"? =
Aleph not read (fol. 1766). This, as will be seen from the above
table (Nos. 7, 8, 16), is the very phrase which the Massorah in
this MS. uses to indicate a Keri. Frensdorff's remark, therefore,

that DKtt^ does not occur with Aleph, only applies to the printed
editions. He is, however, wrong in ascribing the omission to

Buxtorf (Ochhh Ve-Ochlah, § 103, p. 29, Notes), since it was the
editor of the second edition of Jacolf b. Chayim's Rabbinic Bible
who arbitrarily omitted it. Dr. Baer's remark to the same effect

in his edition of Job according to the Massorah (Appendices
critieae etc., p. 26, Leipzig 1876) is simply a repetition of
Frensdorff's.

B"» = § 19.

K» — An alphabetical List of words ending in Aleph which
respectively occur only once. This List, which contains 628 words
terminating with AUph, I compiled myself (see notes on § 12).

I have detected the following mistakes in the List since it has
been printed:

Omissions:

»«;'?»'i Exra 4 13 »«'a»ni l Chron. 11 2

»^ Prov. IH .W 'nj »^\f2h Dan. 2 6

'on >«ia( ^ 10 18 '^0 K'sioi Isa 54 16

The following 6 words occur more than once:

•^P 2 Kings 12 21 ; 2 Sam 17 2T

W,!"* Dan. 2 39; 35

*r^p Jerem. 17 11; 1 Sam. 3 8 etc.

»nn Zech. 9 6; Obadiah 12, 13

••JW Neh. 9 9; Gen. 3 6 etc.

*f^^ » B 10; 2 Kings 9 26 etc.

The following are typographical errors:

>*ay:^ should be May!^ Dan. 7 19

S'na ¥h 3 Sam. „ .. 2 Sam. i

»»??'•!'?
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them are to be found in the very books which contain these

isolated phenomena. Thus for instance wS>n the Kal preterite

third person plural nol only occurs thirty-nine times without an

Aleph at the end, but has not this supposed emphatic AUpk in

the other two passages in Joshua (2 5; 5 6). The same is the

case with 'Vl?
which besides the passage in question occurs five

times, of which no less than three instances are in this very

book (1 Sam. 25 18; 2 Sam. 17 28, 28) without the Aleph. This

is also the case with ok the Kal preterite third person plural

which is not only without the Aleph at the end in all the other

passages where it occurs (Judg. 19 25; 20 13; 1 Sam. 15 9; 22

17; Ezek. 20 8; Prov. 1 30), but is written without it in this

very book (Isa. 30 9; 42 24). Still more remarkable is the case

with the word S::. This expression is only to be found in Daniel,

where besides the anomaly in question it occurs thirteen times

(Dan. 1 7; 2 49; 3 12, 13, 14, 16, 19., 20, 22, 23, 26, 26, 30) and

no less than eleven times in the very chapter where this

abnormal form occurs. Is it conceivable that the final Aleph

which is to impart this emphasis should have been omitted in

all other instances, that it should not even have been appended

to these self-same words when they occur in the same books,

and that a solitary instance should have been selected from

twelve passages in the very same chapter to exhibit the supposed

emphasis?

A careful examination of the facts will show that the Aleph

in all these twelve passages been introduced into the text has

inadvertently, and that the Massorah rightly indicates it by the

remark k "I'n" the Aleph is mperjlttom and is to be cancelled. In

Numb. 13 9 the word wen which does not occur again in the

Bible as we are here assured, was written without Aleph. The

word now ends the verse and there can hardly be any doubt

that it originally also stood at the end of the line. This was also

the case with the other eleven words. An examination of the

MSS. will show that Aleph is one of the letters frequently

employed by the Scribes to fill out the line when the last word

in it does not come up evenly to the margin. It is this Aleph,

therefore, used for spacing out the line which a later Scribe

joined to the words in question. This is confirmed by the fact

that many MSS. have not the AUph in these twelve words. Those

Massoretic Schools, however, who in their recensions found the

Aleph at the end of the words in question were too scrupulous

to remove it and they satisfied themselves by simply remarking

that it is superfluous or that, though in the text, it is not to be

read as part of the text, and is to be cancelled.^

1 Hence Professor Kautsoh in his last edition of Gesenius (Grammar § 2.S,

3, Note 8, p. 76) rightly regards the AUph in these words as exhibiting an old

scribal error.

rS - § 21.

K« — Ten woi'da are wntten with Aleph "itt the end of the word

and they have no parallel; or, as the recension of Rubric 21

5

heads it. The foUotoing words have no parallel being written with

Aleph at the end of the word. The design of this Massorah is to

catalogue those words which respectively occur only once with

Aleph at the end and which in all other passages where they

occur are severally written with He at the end. That this is the

import of the Massorah before us and that it is not designed

merely to give the unique words ending with Aleph is evident

from the fact th^ there are no less than 628 words which end

with Aleph (see above Rubric 19), whilst all the combined six

recensions of the Rubric before us only yield twenty-two words.

It is equall}'' certain that this Massorah restricts itself to those

words which occur in the other parts of the Bible more than

once with He at the end. For those which severally occur only

once again ending with He belong to the List of words which

constitute pairs, once with Aleph at the end and once with He
at the end. Hence these words not only form a separate Massorah

(see below k, § 23), but are not given in the List before us.

This Massorah is of rarer occurence than the one constituting

Rubric 20. For whilst there are twenty-five Lists of Rubric 20

in the MSS. and in the printed Massorah, there are only six

Lists of this Massorah in the same Codices and printed editions,

viz. (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, foj. 896, on Knaa Ezek. 31 5

which I have printed as No. 21a; (II) Orient 1379, fol. 269a,

on Ktn Numb. 12 13 which I have also printed as No. 21 6; (III)

Orient. 2348, fol. Il8a, also on Ktn Numb. 12 3; (IV) Orient

2365, fol. 1376, on infp Numb. 11 20;' (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

fol. 516, in the upper margin, and (VI) the printed Massorah

Finalis letter k, § 9. The six Lists, however, exhibit different

recensions and proceed from different Massoretic Schools, as will

be seen both from the wording of the several headings and the

variations in the contents.

No. I rrnia 'bt 'a-n 'wa 'k to p^o " (l)

2'en words are written with Aleph at the end of the word and have

no parallel;

Nob. II and III nsTi 'loa p\bn to 'ma n^^ pbo p'?K (2)

The following words have no parallel being wintten' with Aleph at the

end of the word;

No. IV 'ma n""? na^ »iiDa 9p\n 'na p'?K (3)

The following are lon'tten with Aleph at the end of the word having

no parallel;

No. V 'n nnn 'k 'na p'?n y (4)

lliirteen words are written with Aleph instead of He;

No. VI "ot tvh -ini in ^ai 'ma-n "iioa 'k pwawo-i pijo p^x (6)

The folUnoing words which fnJce Aleph at the end of the toord have

each one of them no parallel.

Still more varied are the contents of these Lists, as will be

seen from the following table. The numbers in each column show

the order in which the respective instances are enumerated in

the several Lists, whilst the astei'isks indicate that the word in

question is not given in it

List II. LiM I
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By comparing the two tables marked Nos, I and II it will

be seen that there are properly only thirteen words which occur

once with Aleph at the end which in all other passages of the

Bible end with He, and that the heading in List No. IV is perfectly

correct in fixing this number though some of the instances

adduced are incorrect Of the remaining nine words three, viz.

KToa itTiTwi and Kwai have no parallel at all ending with n and
have manifestly been added by later redactors who mistook the

import of this Massorah. Two, viz. unh contrasted with nnj (Exod.

30 9; lievit. 10 1 etc.) and intptts with maan (Jerem. 32 2, 8, 12 etc.)

and !T1«J0> (I Sam. 20 80; Job 16 12), would exhibit too forced

a parallel since the expressions which are here compared are those

that are spelled exactly alike. Whilst the remaining four words,

viz. KBn which only occurs once with n at the end (Ps. 60 4, see

letter -i, § 427), K^y^ which only occurs once with n at the end

(Jerem. 48 34) the other instances being n^y^jti with Vav conjunctive

(Numb. 32 3; Isa. 16 4; 16 0), ttbi which also occurs only once

with n at the end (Josh. 18 8, see letter e, § 47), and »nrn which

likewise only occurs once ending with n (Ps. 8 5, see letter n,

§ 856), belong to another Massorah which cataloiurues these pairs

once with Aleph and once with He and which gives three out of the

four instances in question (see below k, § 28). We have only to

add that'K^sJia in Rubric 21a can only refer to 2 Chron. 13 2

which is the sole passage where nys? is preceded by jp. As it is,

however, here written with n at the end and, moreovei% as l Chron.

2 49 is the single instance where it occurs with », it is evident

that the Massorite copyist has attached to it a wrong catchword.

This is frequently the case, as will be seen in the course of this

Volume. A similar mistake occurs in this List in the printed

Massorah where the catchword for K«p> is given nijanKStr (Ezra

4 22) whereas it should be p-iapn ^ {ihid. 6 8) as the MSS. rightly

have it

3*3 » § 22 a.

^^ _ Wordi which end tdih Aleph. This Massorah which

catalogues the Chaldee words in Daniel, Ezra and Nehemiah

written with Aleph or He at the end and have Tt^B, I have printed

from Arund. Orient 1 6, fol. 8646, on Mijn^ Dan. 2 9. The heading which

is in brackets I have added in accordance with the remark at

the end to indicate its position here. Of all the MSS. I have

collated it is the only one in which this Rubric occurs. It will

be seen that whilst Kjriif^ is repeated twice in this List, ifj^ir which

belongs to it is entirely omitted. There can, therefore, hardly be

any doubt that the one here marked Dan. 2 2 is a clerical error

for »^t^ Ezra 6 11. The word here printed njpo does not occur

in the Bible. The MS., however, may be read rr^m as the a and :

are so much alike. But as this expression also does not occur it

is probably a clerical error for nj-is Dan. 7 15. The Massoretic

Rule in the printed Massorah on Dan. 2 9 which corresponds to

the Rubric is as follows:
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only occur twice, once with Alt^h and once with He at the end.

Of this Rubric I collated twenty-one Lists, sixteen in MSS.
and five printed. As these Lists exhibit three distinct recensions

I shall enumerate them according to the recensions to which

they respectively belong.

L The oldest form of this Rubric is the one which I have

printed. It is taken from Harley 5710— 11, Vol. I, fol. 93a, on

nofi Numb. 13 la. With the exception of Kf; being at the head

because the Rubric is given on this word in the MS. before us,

the St. Petersburg Codex, fol. 120o, on n|«h Jerem. 62 88 not only

states that there are eleven such pairs (r^^ca n to in 'a '3 pjir r' fS tn

n 're im 'rn), but gives the same eleven instances in exactly

the same order. The similarity of the Massorah in these two

Codices is not only to be seen in the Rubric before us, but

extends to nearly all the parallel Rubrics which are to be

found in them.

IL The second recension of this Rubfiic is by far the

most common both in the MSS. and in the printed editions.

Thirteen out of the twenty-one Lists exhibit it and one MS. alone

(Aruud. Orient 1 6) has it no less than six times as will be seen

from the following enumeration: (I) Arund. Orient. !«, fol. 13 a,

on rifc^ Josh. 18 8; (II) thid. fol. -iSda, on k^ Ps. 10 12; (III) !lui.

fol. 2tf8a on n|-) Ps. 60 4 ; (IV) ibul. fol. «r><Wf,' on n^p Lament. 1 15;

(V) ihitl fol. 383ft, on k^ Neh. 7 48, and (VI) ibid. fol. 248a, on

M)p9S 1 Chron. 15 22; (VII) Add. 15,451, fol. 157a, on nbi Josh. 18 8;

(Vlil) Add. 15,251, fol. 2011ft, on m^^ 2 Kings 15 83; (IX) the

same MS. fol. 43d ft at the end in the Appendix; (X) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah, fol. 51a, I,. § 78; (XI) Felix Pratensis' edition of the

Rabbinic Bible 1517, where it was first printed; (XII) Jacob b.

Cbayim's Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah (Venice 1624—25)

on Fs. 10 12, and (XIII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, $ »5. In the

heading of all these thirteen Lists it is distinctly stated that

there are twelve such pairs ('a -a p y or 'a 'a p a" ja nn). They all

give the same eleven paira which constitute the first recension

and add as the twelfth pair wf^ Prov. 7 20 and n(p|j Ps. 81 4

though List No. V is on iq^n which, however, is not included in

it, and though List No. XII enumerates thirteen by adding at the

end the pair 19137? Esther 1 10; r^ia-jn Esther 7 9. It is to be
remarked that in the first edition of this List (Venice 1517, here

marked No. XI) the catchword for n^ipni is wrongly given njna pa

trata which is, however, properly stated in Jacob b. Chayim's
edition (Venice 1624—25) to be bvnvr npn ps. The catchwords are

additions by later Massorites to facilitate reference and as we
have seen are frequently wrong.

IIL The third recension is the one given in Rubric 23ft. It

is at least as old as the first since it is from the St Petersburg

C^ex, fol. 22 ft, where it is given on uhian Isa. 29 14. It will be
seen that it has no heading and fixes no number, but has at

the end the following remark: T/ieae toord» which respectively^ oeeur

twice, are written once with Aleph at </«« end and once are written

with He. On comparing this recension with the first, which as

we ha>'e seen also occurs in this Codex, we observe that in

addition to the eleven pairs which constitute that Rubric there

are here five pairs more, thus making in all sixteen such pairs.

That the two Rubrics ai-e perfectly distinct and proceed from
two different Massoretic Schools is evident since the same
Massorites would not put the heading to the Rubric stating

emphatically that there are only eleven or twelve such pairs

with the Rubric before them, which enumerates sixteen pairs

and which fixes no number at all. This recension, moreover,
explains the fact that the printed Massorah both on Jerem. 53 33

and in the Massorah Finalis m, § 10 in referring to this Rubric
distinctly says that there are sixteen such pairs. Thus in the

firat instance it says rroja 'o-m 'n sra im •» sra nn -a 'a p prr v 10 in
•« T-ips unai «»« nf tiaOeen tenrde which reapeetireJy occur twice, once

written with Aleph and once written with He; thtt List i» (jlren in

the Mamorah Mtujna under letter Aleph, and in the second instance

to which we are here referred it is as follows: 'k a'rc -in pjin"
•^ |ts*0 B^na leaj n "re nm siaieen pairs of ioord» are respectIrdy written

once with Aleph and once with He; they are ennmemied in thf

Massorah on Ft. 10. It is to the third recension, therefore, that

the reference is here made in the headings of the printed

Massorah, though the List itself which gives this Rubric on
Ps. 10, exhibits the second recensions. Such confusion of different

recensions in the headings and in the body of the Rubrics is of

common occurrence in the Massorah.

We have still to consider the three recensions of this

Rubric which occur in the ancient Codex Orient 4446. The most
developed form of it is given on Numb. 18 13, fol. 131a. The
heading here is simply k -re nm 'n 're "in pjit p^ the folUneing pairs

are sei'einily written once loith He and once with Aleph; and though
no number is fixed, it enumerates sixteen pairs. It, however,
excludes two pairs given in the List which I have printed, viz.

n^^ 19^ and i6f.n tt^fn, whilst it includes the following two pairs

which are not in our List:

Dan. 2 S5 Mnn

Jerom. 5S tS Tuvn

Esther 1 10 KSfa'in

„ 7 9 nsto-m

The other two Lists are given on Exod. 9 4, foL 49fe, and
Numb. 12 13. They have no heading. One List has eight in-

stances only and the other six. Their chief interest consists in

the fact that they exhibit the incipient state of this Rubric
It is to be remarked that whilst the outer margin of foL 181a
gives its inception, the Massorah Magna, in the lower margin of
the same folio gives it in its developed state.

The Rubrics which respectively give eleven and twelve
such pairs, probably owe their origin to the fact that the
Massorites only found this limited number exposed to the

process of orthographical uniformity on the part of the Scribes
in their district Hence they not only remarked in the

margin against each of the words in question that it occurs
twice, once with Akph and once with He, but collected them
into one Rubric. A similar cause underlies the more ex-

tended recensions. The Massorites of the School from which
they proceed found a larger number of instances peculiarly
liable to this process. Hence their Lists are larger. But neither
of these Schools imply that they meant their Lists to be
exhaustive.

No less than eighteen of these pairs form separate Rubrics,
though as we have seen only sixteen are contained in the largest

Lists. They are as follows:

(X)

(XI) K^D

(XII) wn?

(XIII) M*<

(XIV) i^m
(XV) n^
(XVI) urin

(XVII) Kfl

(XVIII) w?*!

triP3 teo letter 3 | 886

, I 188

> Tf f U«
, § 47

• i 98

>
B « 91

>
1 i 2fiO

» f 4«7

r I 806

(I) •W
(II) nyn

(III) npn

(IV) «?*?

(V) Mtavi

(VI) n^
(VII) mf*r

(VIII) rw!

(IX) M9a

r n f lot

n f 868

1 1 70

ni 86

ns 41

'1468
*
I 614

• i 766

B| 687

T3 - § 24a.

JO 3K» An alphabetical List of hapax legnmena which

respectively begin toith tteo letters in alphabetical order. That is, the

first word representing Aleph begins with Ahph Beth, the second

word exhibiting Beth begins with Beth Oimel, the third word,
which according to its initial is the third in the alphabetical

List, begins with Gimel Daleth &c. &e. The design of this Massorah
is simply to catalogue in one way some of the thousands of

words which respectively occur only once and which are

distributed over sundry Rubrics adapted by their various

arrangements to embrace the whole range of these hapax legomena.

It will be seen that this and the following Rubric marked 24ft,

though exhibiting entirely different words, are identical in their

plan inasmuch as they both embrace those expressions only

which begin with two letters in alphabetical order. The alpha-

betical order, however, which these two Rubrics exhibit, is of a

double nature. Thus the twenty-two words of which these two
Rubrics consist exhibit in the first place the alphabet vertically

in the first initial letter beginning with Aleftli the first letter;

and secondly they also exhibit the alphabetical order in the

second letter, only that in the second sequence the first word
begins with Beth the second letter, the Aleph not being repre-

sented. By this means each of the two Rubrics not only exhibits

two alphabets vertically, the second line minus the Al^h, but

the order Aleph BetJi, Beth Gimel, Oimel Daleth &o. &o. is obtained

horizontally.

This Rubric has hitherto been unknown. I have only

found it in Add. 15,451, foL 30 a, where it is given on f^
Gen. 41 43, and its discovery enables us to explain the other-

wise difficult question why there should only be these two

alphabets of forty-two words (viz. Rubrics 24a and 24 ft) out

of the thousands of Jiapax legomena. The explanation of this

question will be best understood by exhibiting in a tabular

form the whole range of materials out of which the two

Rubrics in question are made up, or rather all those hapax

legomena which respectively begin with two letters in alphabetical

order.
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I, 2-S;§12

„ t44—6; §

„ 199; 8 *

„ 21C; § G

„ 242-3; § 7

„ 366; § 28

„ 457; § 8

„ 469; § 13

,614; § 6

„ 6C8—9; § 10

8 19II,

HapM legomena beciDBlng with

II, 102—8; g U
„ 159; 8 IS

„ 260 7

» 320;

„ 364;

„ 436;

„ 506;

„ 623-4

» M9;

„ 597;

661;

8 11

8 9

§ 16

8 18

§12

8 8

8 10

8 11

§ 12

Hence the rendering of this passage in the Septuagfut ^d
the Massorah (see S § 281, VoL II, p. 189). In the Rubric

before us the first and the last letters of each word which

constitute it, exhibit the pairs of this permutation, via.:

Sa 0' jB on jn «p fn jn « ra n»«

It will be seen that this anagrammatic chain consists of?

eleven specific links, and that like Rubric *iB the link which

yields the fewest representatives limits the representatioi^ of each

of the more distinctive links, as the following table will show:

Now in examining the several links out of which the two

chains exhibited in the two Rubrics in question are formed, it

would be misleading to conclude that because there are no less

than 1262 words, therefore they ought to yield 57 such alphabets.

Regard must be had to that letter which furnishes the smallest

number of distinctive links and not to the one which supplies

the largest number. Thus for instance we must not consider

No. 12, viz. aS which could furnish 282 distinct membera for 282

such alphabets, but No. 7, viz. n, which can only supply

representatives for two separate alphabets. Now it is because

the two Lists before us exhaust the letter ni that no more alphabets

could be made up. this new Rubric, therefore, shows us that

the only two representatives of n have been used up. The

catchwords after the 'b = unique, in each line have as usual been

added by later Massorites to facilitate reference. Originally the

form of this Rubric was simply like that exhibited in § 246.

The absence of •? after ten of the instances is due to a want of

space in the margin of the MS.

TD = § 246.

J^ ^» An alphabetical List of hapax legomena which

respectively begin wkh two letters in alphabetical order. Literally the

heading denotes an alphabet of words which respectively take Aleph

Beth Gimel, Beth Gimel Daleth and which have no parallel By Aleph

Beth Gimel and Beth Gimel Daleth this heading indicates the first

letter of the word in the first line and the two letters at the

beginning of the word in the next line. The unpointed letters at

the end of the Rubric are intended to explain fully the import

of this Rubric and are simply an expansion of -im aax given

in the heading. Of this Rubric I have collated six Lists, three in

MSS. and three printed: (I) the St. Petersburg Codex, fol. 20a, on

"mac Isa. 26 16 which I have printed; (II) Harley 5720-11,

VoV I fol. 1826, Qn'nrsK l Sam 14 50; (III) Add. 15,451, fol. 297a,

on nn;a Jerem. 41 17; (IV) Halle Och^ah Ve-Ochlah, fol. 36a,

I, § ^8 ;
(V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 7, and (VI) the printed

Massorah Finalis k, § 20. All these Lists have exactly the same

twenty-two instances, though they vary in the heading. Thus for

instance No. I, Harley 5710-11, as usual has the same heading

as the St. Petersburg Codex, whilst the other four Lists have

the heading of the former List, viz. § 24 «.

n-3 = § 25a- 0.

;2?13 riK* An alphal)efical List of hapax hgnmena, the first

and last Utters of which cnn-espond in sequence to the order of the

alphabetical pei-mvfaiion Athbnsh. To obtain this permutation the

alphabet is bent exactly in the middle and the second half is

turned over under the first where it is placed in a reverse order

' as follows:
3 , H n t 1 n T J a »

ha sDi'DspTirn
The name Athha^h is derived from the first two specimen

pairs of letters which indicate the interchange. To the Biblical

student this anagrammatic alphabet is «yf thfe .utmost interest

since it is now generally acknowledged that i«'wa«used as cipher-

writinc' in the Hebrew Scriptures. Thus for instance Sheshach

(Jerem. 25 26) ite ih accordance with this alphabet' ufeed for

Babel, viz.:
,,< -^ V , Vf , .).,

h 2 i . , i -

It is already so explained by St Jerome. -According to :this

alphabet, moreover, we see that the otherwise .unintelUgiblo

words -op^ ib in t^if^iflsf nfthim thfxt rim.up a^intt rtp ^ecem. 51 1)

denote tlie Chaldeans, i. e.: - i
>

,

Hmprnx legomflBk befiniiiiit witlt

I, 2-9;
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(Laibent 5 'IS) Jtnd j^n^ (Deut 9 21>. It will thus be seen tbW

th« baiifl of tills i^ecsnaion 19 stiVI the duplicate' alphabet, though

it sUfferd :&om the attempt to add triplioa*e examples/ This

recension has already catohW(*d8, though r^ry teiftf ones* .
/.

''' (in> Add. 1&,451, foi. 36*6, 4m esn (Isa. 30 4). Though thi«

list has no leM than seven of tlie ^ie^'en littles represented by

dnplioatds, "thus -rfiowing that the baeis of it is the dnplicatte

alphabet, yet it exhibit* lettures of a reoension q^ite different

fivm the two foregoing Lists, as will be seen fi<om the folkiwing

pe^liartti^. In the first place tKe-^heading is different whi«h

i* |5n^s»«n«w»b'*fffrih]a'a'K, thus adding the third and fourth

linkfe. In the seven links which are here twice represented, vi«.

Nos. 1, S, 5, e, 7, « and 11, »i"w {Exod. 4 IS) Is given as the

i»6biid feptesentettfvfe in link Ne. G instead of *^ <Isa. 44 l%)

Whfeh is given in List Ko. I, ind which List No. IT gives as the

third representative.

(IV) The same MS., fol. &23«k, on »)'r!
(Ez6k. 81 7). This Lifit is

an exact repetition of the foregoing one, having the same heading

and the same seven links represented by two examples each.

(V> The same MS., fol. 4435, on p^ (Dan. 7 «); -though

conl*in«d in the *,ame MS. this Lidt seems to exhibit & dtffer^ent

recension, as ^11 be 6een froih the following pecnliaritiefs:

a) the lieading is different rpa-i rhn vnn xeh nit rvwn a"»e, h}' it

has only six links respectively represented by two examples,

e) some of the pairs are different, viz. Nos. 1, 2, 6, G, 8 and li,

thus showing that there are only fiVe links alike in the two

Lists • exhibiting two examples each, viz. Nbs. 1, % 5, a and 8,

en link !Nfo. 7 i&^hich in the two' previous Lists exliibits two examples •

has Here three, since ynt (Levit. 11 37)^ is added, e) link No. •)

Which has only one example in the two previotis Lists has here

three representatives, since jlPitt (Deut. 9 21) and rfnts (Lament. 5 13)

and iniB (Judg. 16 21) have been added.

(VI), Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, foL 36&, I, § 39. This recension

tpp e:[^hibits the b^isis of a duplicate alphabet, since it has no

less thun seven o| the links represented, by two examples, viz.

Nos.„i, 2,- 6; 6, 7,' p and. lU Only two. links are respectively

represented by three example?, yiz. ]^q& 8 and 4, whilst the

i«maining twp,. viz. No.; 9 (irnct Jndg. 16 21) and No. ,10 (ppm"

UoB. 14 4) are each represented by one ex^ample,

(Vli)i P^ria Oqhlai Ve-Ochlah, § »«- This recension shoves

stUl more the basis 9! the duplicate alphabet, since it has no

liQip than eight links respectively represented )>y two examples,

yjx, the seven of the preceding List and the addition, of t\ne

(Deujt. 9 21) to linlf Np, lOj, bo that it has the same two with

three examples, viz^ links; Nos. 8 and 4 and only, one link with

one example, viz. No. 10.

(VIII) St. Petersburg Codex, fol. 20 6, on a^ya (Isa. 27 11). This

recension whi«h occurs in the oldest d*ted Codex is -also,, based

upon the dnpUcate alphabet Although like the former List it

has no less t^an eight out of the eleven ^inks represented by

two eyamp^es* it makes up the pairs somewhat differently* Thus

l9l^^in^tanee instead of tf-m <Bxod. 4, 26) which is the second

Buwtber of Knk No, 4 in the foregoing List, the Eubric before

iw.has ffif*i (Ia«L44 12). Link, No. 9 which is represented by a

dnpdicate in the former List, viz. timp (Deut 9 21) and }riSe

^dg. 16 21) is here represented by one exampje only, via. ]is^^

(Jiidg> 16 21), whereas link No. J,(V which in the former List l«s

only one example, viz. Brn^f(Ho8. 144^ has heretwo representatives,

i ar the addition of ar (1 Kinga I l).

<IX> The same Codex, fol. imh, on cfn; <Hos. 14 4). This

is exactly like the foregoing List in the e&me Cx^dex.

<X) Pritfted Massorah Finalis letter Aleph, § 21, The heading

*|iw«n r-a rcH wwws in in jo s% is rimilar to Uie one in List No* V,

whilst th* seven links, respectively represented by two exaftiptes,

exactly correspond to List No. VI in the Halle Ochlah V;^-

Oehtih.'

• Lists XI, XII and XIII are exhibited in Rubarics 256 and

26 k, and are discussed in their place.

iT3 ,« § 2ai,

tD HK* This Rubric which consiitutfes* List No. XI is

from the Bt Petersburg Codex, fol. Uib, on »i'«i (Ezek. 81 7) and

is printed exactly as ft is arranged in the Codex. It will bC seen

that With' the exception of link No. 9, which id iw^reeented by

one- ^sbHfary ^xamiilfe, viz. irrte (^nd^:. «> 21) the whole Li«t

cblteiStehtly contains n duplicate alphabet As this exhibits the

M^ form of the Massorah it is dviddnt-that «s we have

aireiidy'i'emarkek, the design of this Rubric was oriKinillly simply

to ichfblt a (ihipHcate «liJhabet of Afhhath, and that tlte additions

of -v (Isa. 27 9) to link No. 3 and pteai-n (2 Kings 16 10) to link

No.^ 4 which we have 4tlready met with in .the other two Lists

of this very Codex, viz. Lists VII and VIII, were made by Scribes

when tiiis Rnbrie. was in a state of transition from a ' duplicate

t» n- tripiicate alphalwt - *

n'3 =
i

25 c.

^^ rM« Of this recMision I ooUi^d thred < Lists here

described as Nos. XIL XIH and XIV. They ^11 occur in Yemen

MSS;, viz.. Orient 137ft, fol. 94a, Orient 2;J4«, fol. 6*&, rtnd

©rient 2349, fol. 49iv *11 on nmk (Gen. 87 2&). It will be seen

that ' no less than seven out of thd eleven . links are hete

represented by three examples; and that tiie transition from tl)e

duplicate to the triplicate alphabet is nearly effected; The- List

as I have printed it, is from Orient 1379, the other twp omit

p-jT (Ps. 97 11), thus showing how easily omissions aye made

even in MSS. which belong to the same School and which, as is

the case with the Yemen MSS., are exact copies of each other.

To enable the student to see the relation of the fourteen

Lists of this Rubric to each other I subjoin a table 'i« which

every -column exhibit^ the List in the order and with the number

under which it is discussed. The numerals in the separate iaolumns

show the tiequenefe in which the examples occur in tl^e respective

Lists,* Whilst the asterisk indicates tlv^t in the List within which

it stands the example in question is no* represented.

I >

I

I
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That is, a^ has always Kametz throughout the Scriptures except

one* where it has Pathach. igg has always Pnthach and has never

Kametz. Hence the separate remarks in the Massorah Parva in

the MSS. on Gen. 17 4 '? ^, I e. s)^ does not occur agailf with

PatJiach, and on verse 5 •'? a^, i. e. ajt does not occur again with

Pathach, and the joint remark aK ifTi 'b a«t^. These two words also

represent the two letters, viz. tt and b in the alphabetical List

of words with Pathach which respectively occur only once.*

Moreover, as the phrase ilona<6 only occurs once (Oen. 17 4),

and paira^ without the Lamed also occurs only once (verse 5),

these two words with their companions constitute a pair in the

Massoretic List of phrases which respectively occur twice, once

with Lamed at the beginning and once without it*

i See The Mtuwah, letter 3, ff 684, Vol. II, p. 297.

> See The Matsorah, letter h, | 2.<), Yol. II, p. 11.

n'3 - § 28.

DK1 3K» Ftxliher and mother oeew twice combined in the

Seriptwres. This Rubric is from Harley 6710—11, VoL II, foL 84a,

on this phrase in Ezek. 22 7. The same MS. has it again

VoL II, foL 271 (, on Esther 2 7 where this phrase is to be found

the second time. Here, however, the heading is somewhat different,

viz. prnaoi p^aon rrp^. 'S. The Rubric also occurs in Arund.

Orient 16, fpL 180 b, on Ezek. 22 7 and in the same MS.,

fol 869 a, on Esther 8 7. This Rubric, though not found in the

printed Massorah, is a very old one, since it already occurs in the

St Petersburg Codex, foL 144a, on Ezek. 22 7. Hence the Massorah

Parva both in the MSS. and in «tacob b. Chayim's edition has

against each of the two passages 'dt '3 twice together, 'a twice.

B'3 - § 29.

"•ipX ''5^* My father, my father! odeurs twice. This Rubric

is from^Add^. 16,261, foL 208a^ on 2 Kings 13 14. It does not

occur in the printed Massorah and I have not found it in any

other MS. The MSS., however, have in the Massorah Parva on

2 Kings 13 4 in the margin 'a = twice.

'i = % 80.

^DK1» And my father occurs twice. This Massorah is most

probably designed to show that though the expression '*^ my
father occurs upwards of one hundred and twenty times without

the Vav conjunctive it is only to be found twice with it The

List is printed from Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, foL 218 a, on

1 Kings 2 32. It is also to be found in the Vienna Codex

No. 86 on the same passage and in the printed Massorah on

1 Sam. 24 11.

H'b - § 31.

^n^JSK* His father occurs seven times and the sign for them

in the Chaldee language is A woman angrily i-usiied from the house,

the king saw her and pierced her head. This is all that three out of

the nineteen Lists which I have collated of this Rubric state,

and it is this enigmatical language which makes is so difficult

for the uninitiated to understand the import of the Massorah.

What this Massorah designs to tell us is, that the noun
2)f

father,

which occurs lf»7 times with the suffix third person masculine, has

only in seven instances the lengthened suffix n, whilst in lOO

instances it has simp^ly the i , i. e. v^. To indicate the seven pas-

sages which exhibit this phenomenon, as well as to facilitate their

being remembe^red by heart by the Scribes who are engaged in

multiplying Codices, the Massorites translated into Chaldee the

catchword of each of the seven passages, thus yielding the

Aramaic mnemonic sign, as will be seen from the following

comparison

:

1 HnnK = nrVn Judg. 14 10 6 «» = -tfyo) i Kings ft 16

2 ntn - nn^ „ „ 19 O mpii = *rnpn^ zecli. W .1

3 Mn'3 p = n'» „ H .SI 7 ne-nia = tftin^ i ciiron. 26 lo

4 nnn = nrij 2 Chron. S 1

Of this Rubric I collated nineteen Lists, sixteen in MSS.

and four printed. (I) Hprley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 106ft, on

Judg. 14 10, where the mnemonic sign is simply given, which

I have printed at the end of the Rubric; (II) the same MS.,

Vol. II, fol. 125&, on Zech, 13 3 where too the mnemonic

sign alone is given; (III) Arund. Orient 1«, fol. 29a, on

Judg. 14 10 which I have printed; (IV) the same MS., fol. 79/>,

on I Kings 5 IT); (V) the same MS., fol. 22l/>, on Zech. 13 3;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 2.54 a, on i Chron. 36 lO; (VII) Vienna

Codex No. sr* on 1 Kings 5 15; (VIII) the same MS. on

Zech. 13 3; (IX) Orient 1471, fol. 81a, on Judg, 14 10 where

the mnemonic sign alone is given; (X) Add. 16,260, foL 8166,

on Zech. 13 8; (XI) Add. 16,261, foL 147a, on Judg. 14 10

which gives both the List and the mnemonic sign; (XII)

Add. 16,461, fol. 1786, on Judg. 14r 10; (XIII) the same MS.,

foL 4826, on 1 Chron. 26 10; (XIV) HaUe Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

foL 120&, n, I 228; (XV) St Petersburg Codex, foL 2196, on

Zech. 13 8 ; (XVI) Orient 2626—28, VoL II, foL »0«, on 1 Kings 6 16

;

(XVII) the printed Massorah on Judg. 14 19; (XVIII) the same on

Zech. 13 8 which gives both th» List and the mnemonic sign,

and (XIX) the same on l Chron. 26 lO which also gives both

the List and the mnemonic sign. The mnemonic sign by itself

is also given in the printed Massorah Finalia, letter m, § 88 where

Jacob b. Chayim adds i"> pv rmaan .i"^ p^ »)« onswra iwss trntrai and

the List is given in Judges at the end of chapter 14, and in Zechariah

chapter 13. It will thus be seen that Jacob b. Chayim has forgotten

that he also gives it on 1 Chron. 26 10.

3'^ - § 32.

V^<1* And his father occurs nine times. Of this Rubric I

collated thirteen Lists, eleven in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, foL 160a, on 2 Chron. 2 18*which I

have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 29a, on Judg. 14 4; (III)

the same MS., foL 81a, on 1 Kings 7 14; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 206 &, on Amos 2 7; (V) the same MS., foL 268a, on 2 Chron.

2 13; (VI) Orient 1474, foL 2355, on Amos 2 7; (VII) Addf 16,260,

foL 140 6, on Judg. 14 4; (VIII) Add. 15,451, foL 26a, on Gen. 35 18;

(IX) Add. 21,160, fol. 88a, on Oen. 37 il; (X) the same MS.,

foL 62a, on Oen, 44 20; (XI) the same MS., foK 167o, on Levit

19 8; (XH) the printed Massorah on Oen. 86 18, and (XIII) the

same on Judg. .14 4.

yh - § 88.

T3K7l« And to his father occurs three times in the Pentateuch.

This is to distinguish it from the fifteen instances where this

expression occurs, and where it is simply r^ without the Vav

conjunctive. Of this Rubric I collated eleven Lists, nine in

MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley ;67l0—ii, VoL I, foL 81a, on

Gen. 45 23 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL I,

fol. 776, on Levit 21 2; (III) the same MS., VoL I, foL 181 6, on

1 Sam. 14 1; (IV) Orient 1379, foL 110a, on Gen. 45 28; (V)

Arund. Orient 16, foL 43a, on 1 Sam. 14 i; (VI). Add. 16,260,

foL 1626, on 1 Sam. 14 1; (VII) Add. 12,251, foL 1676, on 1 Sam.

14 1; (VIII) Add. 15,451, foL 34a, on Gen. 45 28; (IX) the same

MS., foL 188 a, on 1 Sam. 14 1; (X) the printed Massorah on

Gen. 45 28, and (XI) the same on 1 Sam. 14 i.

T^ - § 84.

Q^fpK* Their father (masculine) occurs three times as

feminine. The design of this Massorah is to show that the form

Brail with the suffix third person masculine plural which occurs

no less than thirty-six times in the Bible is used as feminine in

the three passages which constitute this Rubric, and that u^*^

with the suffix second person plural masculine which occurs

twelve times is in one instance used as feminine, though both

^
the nouns occur with the feminine termination when the feminine

gender is referred to in other passages. Thus for instance the

Massorah itself shows that |,T;p^ with the feminine termination

occurs seven times (see below § 36), jp-a^ occurs twice (Gen.

31 6, 6), whilst with the Vnv conjunctive this form occurs

also twice (see § .'J.*)). The anomaly pointed out in this Rubric ~^

appears all the more striking when Gen. 31 7 and 9 are

compared, and more especially Numb. 27 7 where the two

forms Bn''a^ the masculine and |.TaM the feminine are used

promiscuously in the same verse, which a copyist would be most

liable to make uniform. Hence the Massoretic remark against

these anomalies to prevent the Scribe altering them. Yet notwith-

standing this Massoretic caution, not only does th% Samaritan

read ip"3K in Gen. 31 0, but many MSS. exhibit this form. The

same is the case in Numb. 37 7 and 36 G where both the Samaritan

and many Hebrew MSS. have frra^. This is also the reading of

some MSS. in Job 42 15. Of this Rubric I collated fourteen

Lists, twelve in MSS, and two printed: (I) Orient 1379,

foL ISi&a, on Numb. 37 7 which I have printed; (II) Orient 2348,

foL 127a; (III) Orient 2.'i4i>, foL IHa; (IV) Orient 2350, foL 241 6,

all on Numb. 27 7; (V) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 336 a, on Job 43 15;

(VI) Add. 15,251, fol. l04<^ <m Numb. 36 6; (VII) the same MS.,

foL 3856, on Job 43 15; (VIII) Add. 15,451, foL 111 6, on Numb.

37 7; (IX) Add. 'i 1,100, fol. 2.3««, on Numb. 27 7; (X) Vienna

Codox No. 35 on Numb. 36 6; (XI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,
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Additions foL 1306; (XH) Orient 2626—28, Vol. I, foL 45a, on
Qml 81 9; (XIH) the printed Massorah on Numb. 27 7, and (XIV)

the same on Numb. 36 C.

."T^ - § 85.

|3^3KU And your (feminine) father oeeur$ twice. This List

only occurs in Arund. Orient 16, foL 1766, where it is remarked
on }9*s^ji in the Massorah Parva "q bra 'a it oeeurt twice, the second

jiitue it Qen. 31 7, and in the printed Massorah on the same
passage which I have printed. On Gen. 31 7 the printed Massorah
Panra wrongly states '] » d times. This mistake has been per-

petuated in all the printed editions of the Rabbinic Bibles though
on Ezek. 16 46 the Massorah Parva has it correctly a - twice.

rb - § 86.

|iT3K» Their father (feminine) oeeurt seven times. The design

of this Massorah is to show that though the suffix third person

plural refers in ten instances to the feminine, it is only in these

seven instances where it is with \, since in the other three instances

it has which is the masculine termination (see above § 34).

Of this Rubric I collated seventeen Lists, sixteen in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1106, on Numb.
36 12 which I have printed; (11) Orient 1379, fol. 60a, on

Qeai 19 88; (HI) the same MS., foL 81 8 a, on Numb. 36 12; (IV)

Orient 14'71, foL 486, on Josh. 17 4; (V) Orient 2348, foL 48a

on Gen. 19 88; (VI) Orient 2849, foL 38a, on Gen. 19 33; (Vn)

the same MS., foL 1226, on Numb. 36 12; (VIII) Orient 2350,

foL 61a, on Gen. 19 88; (IX) the same MS., fol. 2546, on Numb.

36 12; (X) Arund. Orient 16, foL 126, on Josh. 17 4; (XI)

Add. 16,251, fol. 104a, on Numb. 36 I2; (XII) Add. 15,451, fol. 386, on

Exod. 2 16; (Xni) the same MS., foL 1186 on Numb. 36 12; (XIV)

Add. 21,160, fol. 7a, on Gen. 19 33; (XV) the same MS., fol. 253a,

on Numb. 36 12; (XVI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, fol. 100a,

in the margin and (XVII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 19 33.

Vb - § 87.

I^K» Fathers occurs twice defective in the Pentateuch. The
design of this Massorah is to point out the fact that ^^^ fathers,

which besides the two passages before us occurs six times in the

Pentateuch (Exod. 34 7; Numb. 14 18; 36 1; Deut 5 9; 34 16, 16)

and twenty-three times in the Prophets and Hagiographa (2 Kings

14 6, 6; Jerem. 6 21; 31 29; 32 18; 47 3; Ezek. 6 10; 18 2;

MaL 3 24; Prov. 19 14; Neh. 12 22; 1 Chron. 7 7; 8 6, 10, 28;

9 9, 88; 24 4, 81; 2 Chron. 25 4, 4, 5; 35 12), is in all

the twenty-nine passages written with Vav plene, and that

Exod. 12 3; 20 5 are the only two instances in which it is

written nb^s without Vav. From the heading, viz. -na 'on -a twice

defective in the Pentateuch, it might at first sight appear that this

Massorah only applies to the Pentateuch, and that there may be

other instances of this defective form apart from the Pentateuch.

This interpretation, however, is precluded by the Massorah Parva in

the Cambridge MS. Add. 465 where on 2 Kings 14 6 it is distinctly

declared a'&a vhn rhs it is always plene except in two instances, and
again the same MS. on Jerem. 32 18 'on a'&a 'ba '*ro r6a it is always

written plene except twice where it is defective. Accordingly the

heading before us has the import of 'nai 'en 'a n=ft fatliers occurs

twice defective and both times in the Pentateuch. The caution which
this Massorah gives to the Scribes is all the more needed, since

in all tiie three passages in the Pentateuch where this identical

phrase occurs the noun in question is plene (Exod. 34 7;

Numb. 14 18; Deut 5 9). It has to be remarked that in l Chron.

24 31 ma^ is a proper name. Hence the Massorah Parva against

it is V3tt aw 'b unique as a proper name. Of this Rubric I collated

nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,
Vol I, foL 416, on Exod. 12 3 which I have printed; (H) Add.
21,160, foL 97a, on Exod. 20 5; (III) Vienna Codex No. 35 on
Deut 5 9; (IV) Orient 1379, fol. 161a; (V) Orient 2348, fol. 79 a;

(VI) Orient 2349, fol. G9a; (VII) Orient 2350, fol. 1296, all the

four in the Massorah Parva on Exod. 20 5; (VIII) Orient 4445,

foL 626, on Exod. 12 3 and (IX) the printed Massorah on Exod.
20 6. This Rubric is one of the oldest portions of the Massorah
since it is already given in the ancient Codex Orient 4445.

n*^ = § 38.
\

jnl3>KT|* And the fathers occurs twice. The design of this
\

Massorah is to show that in both these passages the noun in i

question has the Vav conjunctive which is apparently not required, '

especially in the second passage, where indeed some MSS. have
\

not got it<^The Sept has in both passages xal oi Jtaxigeg uin&v !

and their fatlters, by which it renders en^aip Jerem. 9 15. This
'

Rubric I have only found in Arund. Orient 16, fol. 152 a, on
Jerem. 7 18.

0"^ - § 89.

^rrtSK* My fathers occurs seven times plene. As this plural

noun with the suffix first^ person singular occurs fifteen times,

and as it is defective in the majority of cases, viz. Gen. 47, 9, 30

;

48 16, 16; 49 29; I Kings 21 8; Neh. 2 3, 5, the Massorah
registers the fewer instances in which it is plene. In thus

cataloguing the passages in which it is written plene the' Massorah
takes no notice of the fact that three instances out of the seven
which constitute this Rubric are in pause and have Kametz, viz.

'^ilaij 1 Kings 21 4; Ps. 39 13; 2 Chron. 32 16. This is frequentiy

the case when the design of a Rubric is to register the

variations in spelling. The differences in the vowel points

are under such circumstances not noticed. Strictiy the heading
of this Rubric ought to be 'pia^fi -ki -bn •^ ^rfi^ or '^o 't 'nian

"V^a, since in one of the instances it is ^nla^ with Vav conjunctive

(2 Chron. 32 13). Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, eleven

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 956, on
1 Kings 21 4 which I have printed; (11) the same MS., fol. 11 3a,

on 2 Kings 19 12; (IH) the same MS., fol. 2936, on Ps. 39 13;

(IV) Vienna Codex No. 35 on 1 Kings 21 4; (V) Add. 15,250,

fol. 1966, on 1 Kings 21 4; (VI) the same MS., fol. 326a, on
Ps. 39 13; (VII) Add. 15,251, fol. 212a, on 2 Kings 19 12; (VIH)
the same MS., foL 3536, on Ps, 39 18; (IX) Orient 1474, fol. 180a,

on Isa. 87 12; (X) Add. 1^461, fol. 243 a, on 1 Kings 21 4; (XI)

the same MS., fol. 357 a, on Isa. 37 12, and (XII) the printed

Massorah on 1 Kings 21 4. These twelve Lists exhibit two
recensions of this Massorah. The first recension contained in

Nos. I, IV, V, vn, IX, X, XI and XH exhibits the recension

which I have printed, whilst the second recension contained in

Nos. II, III VI and VIII gives nbn rw 'nno = 1 Kings 21 3 as

the first of the seven passages where this plene spelling occurs

and omits 1 Kings 21 4, which is the first instance in the first

recension. It is also to be noticed that all the Lists which give

the lengthy catchwords for 2 Chron. 32 14, viz. Nos. I, H, HI,

IV, V and X, distinctly read nir^ "nbyt bs^ 'a as is it in 2 Kings

18 25, and not oMin ^n^K as the present printed text has it Though
the printed Massorah (List No. XH) also exhibits this reading

in the catchword, Frensdorff has taken no notice of it in his

Massorah Magna, p. 2. Hanover 1876.

'0 = § 40.

"rpnlmW^* " Thy fathers occurs three times with Vav plene,

once in the Pentateuch, once in the Prophets and once in the Hagio-

grapha, and the sign for them in the Chaldee language is the king

returns to Oie world. Though TC^^ occurs no less than twenty-six

times, it is in all the other twenty-three instances written without

Vav (Gen. 15 16; Exod. 10 6, 6; Deut 1 21; 4 31, 37; 6 3;

8 3, 16; 10 22; 12 1; 27 3; 30 5, 9; 31 16; 2 Sam. 7 12;

1 Kings 13 22; 2 Kings 20 17; 22 20; Isa. 39 6; Ps. 45 17;

1 Chron. 17 11; 2 Chron. 34 28). The Massorah, therefore, registers

the three instances which constitute the exception to the uniform

orthography of this • form of the noun, and which the Scribe

might be liable to make conformable to the general rule. The
necessity for this Massorah is still more apparent when it is

borne in mind that the form in question only occurs twice in

Genesis, and that it is defective in the first instance (Gen. 15 15).

Of this Rubric I collated sixteen Lists, thirteen in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 556, on Jerem.

34 5 which I have printed; (11) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 20 6, on

Gen. 31 3; (IH) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 253a, on Prov. 22 28;

(IV) Orient 1379, fol. 81 6, on Gen. 31 3; (V) Orient 1474,

fol. 44 ff, on Jerem. 34 6; (VI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3446, on
Prov. 22 28; (VII) Vienna Codex No. 35 also on Prov. 22 28;

(VIII) Add. 15,250, fol. 206, on Gen. 31 3; (IX) the same MS.

fol. 2586, on Jerem. 34 6; (X) the same MS., fol. 364a, on Prov.

22 28; (XI) Add. 15,251, fol. 392 a, also on Prov. 22 28; (XII)

Add. 15,451, fol. 226, on Gen. 31 3; (XIII) Add. 21,160, fol. 27a,

also on Gen. 31 3; (XIV) the printed Massorah on Gen. 31 3;

(XV) the same on Jerem. 34 5, and (XVI) the same on Prov. 22 28

;

These Lists exhibit several, recensions of the Massorah before

us, as will be seen from the different ways in which it is

formulated. Thus for instance Lists Nos. VIII, XII and XIV have
not the addition "airea "in aja nn 'na in once in the Pentateuch, once

in the PropJiets, and once in the Hagiographa. List No. XIII which
also has not this addition gives the mnemonic sign at the end,

whilst List No. X is simply as follows lo^o ntn proo'Di "k^o 'j ymaK
'irea in "asa nn "ina "Tn ko^p^. The mnemonic sign too which besides
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in this Codex and in Add. 21,160 or List JJo. XIII is al»o to he

found in the printed Massorah parva oh Gen. 31 3, exhibits

variations. Thus for instance in List No. X the verb is -itn, in List

No. XIII it is -nn, whilst in the printed Massorah Parva it is i-n,

though all the three verbs have the same senses Tha sign is

obtained as usual by translating a word into Chaldee froih each of

the three passages in which the anomaly in* question occurs. TTIius

1 Tin ,iin («• "nn = sw Q«n. *1 9

t K3^ = aoSon Jer9ra. S4 ft >

3 ttthvh - thv Prov. ti 28

K'O - § 41.

T'lrrtDK* Wherever his fathers occurs in the Scriptures tt' is

dufective except in three instances fchere it is pkne. Tte design of

this Massorah is to point out the fact that though this form of

the noun in question occurs no less than seventy-six time? in

the Hebrew Scriptures it is only plene ip the three passages

registered in this Rubric. Of this Rubric I collated twelve

Lists, ten in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

foL 1566, on Judg. 2 10 which I have printed; (H) the same MS.,

Vol. II, fol. 188a, on Ps. 4$ 20; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. Ub,

on Judg. 2 10; (IV) the same MS., fol. 296a, on Ps. 49 20; (V)

the same MS., foL 276a, on 2 Chron. 30 19; (VI) Vienna Codex

No. 36 on Judg. 2 10; (VII) Orient 1471, fol. 62a, alsp on

Judg. 2 10; (VIII) Add. 15,260, foj. 1325, on Judg. 2 JO; (IX)' the

same MS., fol. 328a, on Ps. 49 2K>; (X) Add. 15,261, fol. 1396, on

Judg. 2 10; (XI) the printed Massorah on Judg. 2 10, and (Xll)

the same on Ps. 49 20. The fact that the heading of List

No. II which occurs in the sume MS., viz. List No. I, as here

printed, has simply the, heading rmpa '«?o •; rjj^aK i< occurs three

times plene in the Scriptures, shows that the two recensions of this

Massorah proceed from two different Masaoretic Schools Which

formulated this Rubrfc differently.

I'O = § 42.

Vri3K» His fathers occurs three times in this section^ The

design of this Massorah is to register the fact that in the section

extending from Numb. 1 l to 2 84 there are three exceptions to

the general phrase used in the description of the different tribes.

Whilst the. expression onbjt (heir fathers with the suffix third

person plural is used with n"?^ to the house of, no less than

seventeen times in this description (Numb. 1 2, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26,

28, 30, 82, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 45j 2 2^ 82), in the three instances

in question it is rrbjj his. fathers, with the suffix thir4 Pfii^son

singular. Hence the third catchword i-im dtwk i^b rhv - Numb. 13 2

is manifestly a clerical error for rmeh v% vn. v.t dsiwi Humb. 1 4.

Tliis is, moreover, confirmed by the declaration in the heading

of this Rubric, viz. Krsra in this sjBcHon, which cannot be chapter

13 2, since this is found so many sections later on. Xhis Rubric

I have only found in Add. 15,25.0, fol. .726, on. Numb. 1 44. The

importance of this Rubric as a guide to the copyistj will be

all the more apparent when it is borne in mind that y&riatiohs

existed with regard to these passages. Thus is Numb. 1 4 the

Sept exhibits ma^ without any suffix, in Numb. 1 ,44 It exhibits

orftait, which reading is also to be found in several MSS. ad well

as in the Samaritan, whilst in 2 34 the Sept has also "^T^-

a-D =« § 43

Tnt3K» His fathers occurs seven timss defective (in the

Pentateuch). Prom Rubric 41 we have seen that the Massorah

catalogues the three instances in which this form of the noun

is by way of exception written plene in contradist^iction \o the

seventy-three passages in which it is defective. Now in the Rubrip

before us the Massorah registers the instances in which it occurs

altogether in the Pentateuch. It will be seen that though the

heading of this Rubric simply says that rps^ occurs seven times

defective, it ought properly to be mina 'w^a 'fin -i A is seven times

defective in Viis form in the Pentateuch, and that the words 'S^b^

mma are omitted, which is not unfrequently the case. Of this

Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and pne printed

:

(I) Add. 16,261, fol. 82a, on Numb. 1 44 which I have printed;

(II) Add. 21,160, foL 2526, on Numb. 36 7, and (HI) the prmted

Massorah on Niunb. 1 4. The words mvo 'vrbz in this form in

the Pentateuch, which are absent in List No. I are supplied by

the other two List Thus for instance. Lists No. II heads it 'on 't

•«^^a, whilst List No. Ill heads it lifva 'on 't ^*ifiifi r^. It will

thus be seen that all the three Lists distinctly declare that

including yi^b^ which occurs twice (Numb. II 12; Deut 31 20),

there are seven instances in the Pentateuch where this form is

defective. This is confirmed both by the MS. Massor^i Parva pf

Add^ 21,160 which remax'ks in the margin on three of the ini^tancest

Numb. 14; 284; 36 7) -on 't seven times defective, ahd by the.

printed Massorah which makes a similar remark in five out of

the seven instances. Thus on Numb. 1 4 the Massorah Parva has

•vbs 'on •% On verse 44 of the same chapter it has -ywB^*^ 'cn 't

seven times with Vox defective in this Pericope, , where TOa is

evidently a mistake for -ivo PentcOeuch, as the seven instances,

are not in the same Pericope nor even ^n the same bpok. On
Numb. 2 34 and 13 2 it has simply 'on \ whilst on 36 7 it haa

mina 'on 't seven times defectioe in the Pentateuch, But though the

printed Massorah like the MS. Lists distinctly declares that there

are only seven such instances it envimerates' dight h^jf incf^rting

»rn qoya Kan Levit 25 41 between Nuinb. 11 12 and 36 7. There

can, therefore, hardly be any doubt that it is an insertion by a

later writer, since it is not only against the se<queBoe of

the books, but against the heading. Accordingly the tl^^^e Lists

before lis are based upon a recension of the Hiebrew text in

which the form rri^ only occured seven times defective, i. e.

r^ five times (Nuinb. 1 4/ 44; 2 84; 13 2; 36 7) and rrfiip twicp

(Numb. 11 12; Deut 31 20). There is, however, another recensioa

of this Rubric exhihited in the Massorah Parva of the Yemen

Codices ahd of Harley 6710— II. Thus for instance the ,YemenMS^..

Orient 137^, fol. 5376; Orient 2348, fol. 1076; Orient 234^, fcoL 97^^.

remark against r^ai5iLevit2641, 'om 'fO 'JB nine times in the Pentateuch

and defective, and Harley 6710—11, Vol. 1 has agains^J itjn Levit

25 41 -Dm 'na 'p, against Numb. 13 2, to 'on •», a^inst Numb. '36 7

and against verse 8 'pm 'na 'b. These nine instai^es are made up b^

seven times vnbK (Levit 26 41; Numb. 1 4, 44; '2 34; U 2;

36 7, 8) and twice v^h (Numb. 11 12; Deut 31 ^0). The two

instances^ therefore, contained in the recension of the text upori

which this Massorah is based and Vhich are not contained in

the other Lists are Levit 2^5 41 ancl Numb. 36 8.

TO - § 44.

y^nl3i<» Our fathers occurs eight times plene troughnut the

whdle 8crip^res .... and troiighout Joshua, Judges and P^i^ms it is

liketeise so exce^ in one instance. To understand' this Massdrah it

is necessary to remark that the form ifrtoK and wt<a>f5 occurs

forty-four times in the Bibld, that it is sixteen times plen6

with Vav after the Beth and defective In twenty-eight passages.

When, therefore, the Massorah catatlogues eight mstaiices of'

plene and confines itself to three bbolcs. Viz. Gen^sik, Jereoniah

and Chronicles, the arrangement is moat artifical and is palpably

designed to exhibit the three divisions of the 04d Testament vi*.

the Law, the Prophete, and the Hagiographa. Still'more artificial

is the heading of this Rubric in the ancieht Codex Orient 4446

where it is stated Ihat ij"rrta«| is eleven times plene (]«<?b «•') and

where the number eleven is obtained by taking the three boofc»

Joshua, Judges and Psalms as representing three instahcfes. Prom
the fact that the instance in Jerem! 3 25 is wTfli^ci it i« Evident

that this Rubric includes this form with the Vav cbnjtmctive

Accordingly Pa 78 3 which is plene in th^ priiited'edMons mutrt be

defective. Of this Rubric 1 collated twerity-thred Li^ts, twenty-

one in MSS. and two printed: (1) Harley 5710— 11, Vol. ff,

fol. 1386, on 1 CSiron. 12 17 Which I haVe printed; (II) the same

MS., Vol. 11, fol. 166a, pn 2 Chron. 29 9; (HI) Orient I8r&,

fol. 1120I (ly) Orient 2848, fol. 65*; (V)' Orient 234^, fol. 566;

(VI) Orient 2350, foL lOOa, all on Gen. 47 3; (Vll) Arund.

Orient'. 16, fol. 1496, on Jerem 3 24; (VIII) the same MS., fol. 1566,

on Jerem. 14 20; (IX) the same MS., fol. \t>'t% on Jerem: 16 19;

(X) the same MS., fol. 246a, on 1 ChrPn. 12 li\ (XI) Viennst

Codex No. 36 on Gen. 47 3; (XII) the sameldS. on Jerem. 14 20;

(XIII) Add. 15,250, fol. 306, on G6n. 47 3; (XIV) the samfe MS.,

fol. 2466, on Jerem. 14 20; (XV) Add. 16,251, fol. 3^ a, on Gen.

47 8; (XVI) the same MS., fpl. 2466, on Jerem. 14 2o; (XVri)

Add. 15,461, fol. 35 a, on Gen. 47 3; (XVIII) the same MS., fol. 377a,

on Jerem. 14 20; (XIX) Add. 21,160, fol. 566, on Gen. 47^; (X5J)

Orient 4445, fol. 876, on Gen. 47 8; (XXI) Halle Ochlih Ve-Ochlih

n, fol. 131 a; (XXII) the printed Massoi-ah on Gen. 47 8, and
^

(XXin) the same on Jerem. 14 20. Lists VII, XX and Xltll omit^

the addition Ktsa Trat tehtr\ crteBin verer hds, which makes the Rubric

unintelligible, whilst List XI has only 'n»i "loBiBn vwr bs\, omitting

the\word o'bni and roa. The List in the Halle Codex, viz. LXt XX
oniy gives seven instances omitting Jerem. 14 20.

.TO- -'9 *6«-

D^IP^rilSK* Your fathers occurs only once entire:^ plena in

the Pentateuch. This expression which occurs ten timM in> the
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Pentateuch and which is in eight passages written D^-pbif (Gen. 48 21

;

Exod. 8 16, 16; Numb. 32 8, 14; 33 54; Deut 4 1; 32 17)

with Vav defective and Yod plene is in two instances written

differently from the general orthography followed in the Law.

In one instance it is o^'niaif (Exod. 3 13) with Vav plene, whilst

in the other instance it is B^nhif (Deut 1 11). Hence the remark

ymbn tn vna 'on "nn^ the only instance with Vav defective, one instance in

the whole world, i. e. Scriptures which is added in the printed Massorah

from whence this Rubric is printed, is a mistake for -I'ra 'on T-rh

only once loith Yod defective. This is, moreover, confirmed by the

Massorah in Orient 2350, fol. 108«, on Exod. 3 13 where this

Rubric is as follows:

Deut. 1 11 ^yhi «\D'T B3nhi« Exod. S 13 ma '70 "^ DS»ni3H

11 'on 'ro D3»nilK •»v^ m* 'on ini

,T0 = § 456.

WnllSK* Y<mr fathers is throughout the Penfuteuch written so

exempt in two instances. This Rubric which I have printed from Jacob

b. Chayim's Massorah on Numb. 33 64 catalogues the same

phenomena registered in the preceding Rubric. The two different

forms of expressing the same fact show that the two Rubrics

proceed from two different Massoretic Schools.

D3^ri^DK» Your fathers is twice plene in the hook of Samuel.

In Samuel, where this expression occurs altogether fonr times,

the variations in spelling are very striking, since they are not

only to be found in the same chapter, but within three verses,

viz. 1 Sam. 12 6, 7, 8. Indeed in verse 8 where ta^-nlSK occurs

twice it is defective in the first part of the verse and plene in

the second. Hence the Massorah before us guards the Scribes

against obliterating this anomfdy. This List is from Arund.

Orient 16, foL 42a, on 1 Sam, J2 8. As the Massorah is restricted

to Samuel the heading is simply 'uoa in this book. Fqr disttnotness

sake I added the name of the b^ok, which I put in braketsi thus

marking it as my addition

fT» - $ 45d'
.

' '

.
.^'

OyrilSK* Your fathoms is plene throughout Jevemah ^except

in tKo passages. The tw« instances h«re adduced- which- by way

of exception are defective in Jeremiah, viz. Ba-rajjt^i 35 15 and

DyrbKi 44 3 are both with prefixes, ftence strictly the heading

should be 'xrhz 'on 'a t*eice defective in iMs farm,, ^.^g^ ;>^ord

•trhz, however, as we have already seen, isi often omitted. The

reason why the form with .the -prefi«x is h«re registeared is that

BjTrtaiji without the prefix which occurs -eleven, times i» tfois book

(Jerem. 2 6; 3 1»; 7=22; 25; 11 4; 16 11; 17 22; 34r-18, 14;

44 9, 10) is invariably plene. The exceptions are^ ther«foi?e,

confined to the form with the prefix^

,TP ,= § 45*.

D3''n\SK» Yovtr fathers is three times plene ' in the Minor

PrdpJuts. As this expression Only occurs s^rven times in the Minor,

Prdphets «nd is airee times plene (as given in this Rubric) and

for times defective (Joel 1 2j Zech, 1 <-, 8 14; JMal. Jt 7> the

Massovab as lusua:! registesTs -die instances which are fewer m
ntttobqr. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, -four in' MSS.

and two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. .II> fol. ^21 a; on

Zeohi I 2; (H) Arund. Orient, loL202«, on Hoe. » 10; (III) the

sattwB^,:fol. 3i7tt, on 2ech. 12^; (IV> Add. i»,25ft, foL 3 12 at, on

Zech. 1 2; <V) the printed Massorah on Hos. 9 lO, atfd (VI) tbe

aamef on -Zech, 1 2. Th» word' •w>r\ iwdve^ I have add»d in>

brackets to to niak^ ik^ heading more cl«ar. It will be seen that

the Massorah treats the twelve Mhior Projj^faets as cme %ook.

.TO = § 45/ , , ^ „

MTrtSK pV* Sign fM' the sacpre9»hnytrtirftttk0r$. ThiftRubrid'

shows how it is written in the different books of the Hebrew"Sible.

*; In THE PENTATEUCH it is always wifitteft with 2 Vav

defective and Yod plerte except in twb in*taii«e« (see above

§^^45a). •

'

'

by Iti JOSHUAff where it bcours sixtime^ it is uriiforinly-

-Written o^'piaK plene (18 ft; 24 2, 6, 6, n, ib).

e) In JUDf^ES Where, as it is hei»e sflftd '«A »> ationyw phwi.

«iw:*p« W«'', ^eo'ryD)* does nd; occur at all, and the passage

*'hert'^^vfotfed fs'tariiif^ (chaptw '2 1) with the 'pr*fK ^w^h
' biil5*'ofe<iurs bnee' altogether: Hdhdir it shdtiia eithW have

beeri 'hh frt*rt always defective. Or 'feni 'r only bate atifi ktfiikim!

As the Rubric now stands it is misleading. This, however, is

obviated in Lists Nos. V, VI and VII, where Joshiia and

Judges are put together under one heading.

dj In SAMUEL it is always defective except twice where it

is plene (see § 45c).

e) In KINGS it is always plene except once. As this eTcpression

only occurs once in Kings the remark is misleading, since

it implies that it is plene in other parts of this book.

f) In ISAIAH it is always defective except once. In this bopk

too, the word only occurs in the single passage adduced.

The remark is, therefore, misleading.

g) In JEREMIAH it is always plene except twice where it is

defective (see § 45 d).

h) In EZEKIEL it is always plene expept twice where it is

defective. In Ezek. oa-niajf occurs five times (20 18, 27, 30,

36; 37 25) and is always plene, whilst o^niaitb with the prefix

occurs three times, once plene (20 42) and twice defective

(36 28; 47 14, see the next Rubric 4p). The Massorah^ as i^e

have seen, makes no distinction between these forms a^d

hence remarks that it is always plene excejpt , in , two

instances where it* has, the prefix.

i) In the MINOR PROPHETS it is always, defective except in

three instances where it is plene (see § 45 e).

k) In the HAGIOGRAPHA it is plene except in two instances;

Ezra and Nehemiah, which are on^rbool^ in the MjisaoraJti

and in the MSS. and where it occurs three tinges defective

(Ezra 8 28; 10 11 ; Neh. 13 18) ^re net included. This

difficulty is removed in Lists Nos. V, VII and IX where

'niai mw "jsi is added at the end.

It will thus be seen that this Rubric is a lat^eemgilation

of the several Rubrics on the separate books. In order to

enumerate the different books of the Bible the Massorites
, fead

to make highly artificial remarks about those portions which do

not yield materials for distinct Rubrics. Of this Rubric I

collated eleven Lists, ten in MSS. and one printed: (I) Ad^
21,160, fol. 67cf, on Exod. 3 13 which I have printed; (H) Add.

15,251, fol. 426, on Exod. 3 13. This List omits the portion refca-rii^g

to the Hagiographft (*ui D'sma Mi) here n>arked ^; (III) thft;,8aine

MS., fol. 23 8 J, on Isa. 66 7. In this List the words '"ji; 'bp p'Odtw

R-an (marked c) have dropped out pif .the text, since the insftan^

is given, whilst the.whole,portion re|e,rring to Ezekiel (marked A)

is entirely omitte4;j (IV) Ad^, l5,4Al, fol. 39 «, on Exod. 3-13;

(V) Orient 1379, fol. 314^, on J>eut 1 \t. Thi» List put^ Joehua

and Judges together (in 'tya a'»*iBi ripn" !3»i), thus oibvial|ing.-tlM6

difficulty pointed out above (m^J^ed c) and bas at the end V3>i

•ni5 R-itr which as has been pointed , put,, is absent in the othttr

Lists; ;(VI) Orient 21^48,, fol. laaa, also on Deut 1 U. Thj? List

like the one marked Na II omits Uie, portion referring to Uve

Hagiographa, but puts Joshua and Judges togeUiei* as in lA$t

No, V; (VJI) Orient 234.9> fol. 123a, also on Deut 111. Here too

Joshua and Jud^s are put together ,ajB^ 'ni»n ic-iip ^ffi is put.^at

the end; (VIU) Orient 23^0, fol.. 2(is(Ja, on Deut 1 31 whieh is

exactly like the preceding List; (JX) Orient 1471, fol. 0;{a, t>n

Ju4g'. 3 It which has simply >n»» "»"^ nt tliseend; (X) Halle Oc^lak

Ve-OelUahll, Supplement, £gL)31<i, and (XI) ^eprinfied Massorali

Eiealfai, letterjfe § 41. In this List the printed Massorah remarks iat'th©

end 'ttiftt'oprma^'wraa/^e'insbsi «w4 throughout 4kfi HagiographA

it is plena except thl'fe times and, thf, inst^m/^eif fire gf^en 'in Hoseit,

eh^ptet: VIW On Hose* to which. -the first editor of tbe printed

Masserah thus refers u* the .heading alsaisayrf ^q 'ftsn.fi'awto "ma

•onftUa, but. only two instances ace ftdducod. This .^lly agrecis

with all the MS. Lists, thus showing that-tlxe. fetaark atsa, as Is

frequently. the case, is siaiply a mistake f©r a-as whiclralso the

MSS. give. »Bu*torf, however,, in his edition of tbe Rflbbi»ic Bible

most -arbitrarily added aa-niaK'BBPirB k^ Neh;i3*l« ;s© as. to obtaiii

thiree inctaaees. , .
^ .,. >

.

Besides the full Massopnh the iotir Yemen MSS. .
in the

Britn^ 'Museum give an abbreviated fe^ni ef it in the Massorah

Parva: Thns <1) Orient 1379, i«i. I22b; /(II)- Orient 2;J48, foL «9«;

(III)- Orient 2349, fot 59 «»^ and (IV) Orient 2360, fol. lOSa, all

on' Exod. '3 12 have the- foUowinj? form of it im •n3'^>*?-aa'maR

'b» -ma 'a*)to h^vbn ifaa- *Dn -rtia 'wr *WDrt nn^b'a '"^fc '.rtiaw ^vhr*^
•Bn*raa'*» t« "pirn ^T" tensmyws. This not only «li<»ws the identity

of the Massorali in alJ the Yemen MSS., but that the-i<eoenBion

in Sou& Arabia followed a distinct Masdoretic School.

TO = § 46.

CpTlilK?* To your father's is twice defective in Eseliiel. As

this form ocenrs three times in Ezekiel and is plene in one in-

^t6Aie» enly (20 42) the Massorah according to its usual practice

ought to have registered the exception, i. e. the one instance and

8b
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not the two passages. The Rubric, however, may be due to the

fact that the annio examples form part of the j,'eueral List of

plenes and defectives catalo^jfuoil in the precedinjj: Rubric. Of

this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 1«, fol. r.M)rt,

on Erek.}|62H, which I have printed, and (II) Orient. 1174, fol.US^,

also on Ezek. 3G 28.

ra = § 47a.

Dn^ri^3J<7» The^'r fntheis ofcnrs fmr timeit plene [in this form]

/« the j\-ophetM. To understand this Massorah it is necessary to

remark that arniaK with suffix third person plural masculine

(bt ) whicli without and with prefixes occurs thirty-three times,

is restricted to four books in the Bible, viz. Kings, Jeremiah,

Ezra-Nehemiah and Chronicles. Now in the books which here

represent the Prophets, i. e. Kings and 3eremiah this expression

is only to be found four times altogether, once without any

prefix (BTniaif Jerem. 30 7), once with Vav conjunctive (orrr-'a^

ibid. 19 4), once with the prefix Lamed, {arrrfls^b l Kings 14 15)

and once with the same prefix a» well as with Vav conjunctive

(BTniait^i Jerem. 24 lo). In all these four instances the Massorah

tells us it is written plene with Vav after the B*sth. Accordingly

the heading ought strictly to be ••<sa 'ir*?a 'ba\ "i this form only

occurs /our timet in the Prophets and is always plene. The word

•r^a which is in brackets I have supplied. Of this Rubric I

collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 47 o, on

Jeremiah 24 10 which I have printed, and (II) the printed

Massorah on 1 Kings 14 15.

ro - § 476.

QTITlS^* Theirfathers oeeurt nine times defective ia Chronicles.

Deducting the four instances which constitute the preceding

Rubric there are still twenty-nine passages left where this form
is to be found in the remaining two books, viz. Ezra-Nehemiah

and Chronicles. Of these twenty-nine instances only three are to

be found in Ezra-Nehemiah and na less than 'twenty-six occur

in Chronicles alone. As seventeen are plene (1 Chron. 4 88; 5 IS;

23 24; 2 Chron. 11 16; 18 18; 14 8; 16 12; 17 14; 19 4; 24 18,

24; aO 7, 22; 31 17; 34 82, 88; 96 15), the Massorah registers

the twelve defectives which are the exception. Whilst in the

seventeen instances it is the simple form arniaii without any

prefix, the twelve instances exhibit no less than four forms:

a) BTP^ without any prefix eight times (Ezra 8 1 ; Neh. 9 2

;

1 Chron. 5 26; 9 9; 24 80; 29 20; 2 Chron. 7 22; 20 83);

h) arrtif) with Vav conjunctive once (1 Chron. 9 19); c) Drprb|6

with Lamed prefix twice (Neh. 9 28; 1 Chron. 6 4), and
d) urrrtiifh) with the same prefix as well as with Vav conjunctive

once (2 Chron. 6 2ft). The second part of this Massorah which is

headed 'b& TOa "en inon 'iras ho) and throughout the Prophets and

Exra it is Uketoise so except in four places where it is plene, gives

the same four instances which constitute the preceding Rubric

This artificial, arrangement, however, which links the several

Rubrics together is, as usual, at the expense of strict accuracy,

since the word in question does not occur as defective in the

Prophets, whilst in Ezra where it is to be found three times

(Ezra 8 1 ; Neh. 9 2, 28) it is defective in all the three passages

and hence cannot be cited as exhibiting an exception. Of this

Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2696, on 2 Chron. 20 88 which I have

printed. Here, however, the heading is 'iroa 'on 'b nine times defective

in the Hngiographa. The expression 'inaa I altered in to 'Boa in

the hook; (II) the same MS., fol. 260&, on 2 Chron. 6 25 where
the heading is 'naa 'on " ten times defective in the Hagiographa,

though it only enumerates the same nine passages and finishes

with the same second part as the first List; (III) Vienna Coidex

No. 85 on 2 Chron. 20 38. This List has the heading 'neoa "-len •»

nine times defectire in thie hook, i. e. Chronicles, and simply adds

at the end 'en 'rron tnty hen and throughout Exra it is Uketoise defective,

without mentioning the Prophets which obviates the difficulty

pointed out above; (IV) Add. 16,250, fol. 4146, on 1 Chron. 24 30.

This List has also the heading 'Boa ~>Bn ", though it only gives

nine instances which are exactly the same as those contained in

the Rubric which I have printed. It will be seen that here

too it is 'BBa in thi* hook, i. e. Chronicles. In this recension there

is no addition whatever at the end of the Rubric; (V) Orient. 5875,

fol. 2885, on 1 Chron. 29 20. Here the heading is also 'naa 'on "

though the same nine instances only are adduced. The addition

at the end differs somewhat from the one I have printed, viz.

'Va Tea 'mn '»ra: ^ 'rian mw bs\. The four instances from the

Prophets which this List duly enumerates are the same as those

printed in § 47a— 6; and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter k, § 40. Here the List begins with the four plene instances

in the Prophets which form the second part of the Rubric I have
printed and which, as we have seen, are also a separate Massorah,

i. e. § 47 a. The editor, however, does not enumerate the passages,

but refers to i Kings 14 15 (t^ jo'd •»» era^aa 'boj "w^). Then follows

'DO -oa 'bo 'm "aina bce\ and the passages are duly given. It will

be seen that like Lists Nos. II, IV and V the heading here states

that there are ten such instances, though only nine are

enumerated. In this enumeration, however, "^ orrraK npai (Jerem.

50 7) is given which is contrary to the import of this Rubric,

since the passages are distinctly declared to be from the Hagio-

grapha and Jeremiah belongs to the Prophets. There can, there-

fore, hardly be any doubt that if is a clerical error for "rhith

BTroK (2 Chron. 20 33) which belongs to this List, but which is

here omitted. The succeding editions of the Rabbinic Bibles

published at Venice by Bomberg reproduce this Massorah as it

is printed in Jacob b. Chayim's editio princeps (1624—25).

Buxtorf, however, has altered it in his edition, since he not

only puts the heading 'on B-oa '^o 'lan "aina ba\ which, as we shall

presently see, is wrong, but omits •'•'• arnaK mpai and adds moan yt

n-Tf no Kb (2 Chron. 20 83).

Now in examining these six Lists it will be seen that they

exhibit two different recensions of the Massorah before us, viz.

one which restricts itself to Chronicles and hence heads the

Rubric 'toa 'on 'B nine times defective in this hook, and the second

which takes in Ezra-Nehemiah and hence heads it 'inaa 'on "* ten

times defective in the Hagiog*-apha. The ten are made up by the

nine instances in Chronicles and counting by Ezra-Nehemiah as

one, a mode of reckoning which is very common in the Massorah,

especially when the book in question exhibits orthographic uni-

formity in all the instances. In such a case all the instances

are described as one. This is what is meant by the phrase bsn

'mat mtr and aU Esra is so. Accordingly those Lists which give

the number as nine in the heading ought to be 'coa 'on 'b nine

times defective in the book of Chronicles, as it is in List No. lU,

whilst those Lists which give it as ten must be 'inaa 'en " ten

times defective in the Hagiographa, as it is in Lists Nos. II, V and VI.

Hence List No. I which has 'inaa 'on 'b and List No. IV which

has "TBBa 'ion "• have mixed up the two recensions. For this

reason I corrected "inaa 'B in the heading of the List which I

have printed into 'Boa 'B, and for the same reason Buxtorf's

alteration of 'on •"•oa 'ba "on "aina tei into 'on b'bo is wrong.

n-O - § 48a.

Dnl3K« Their fathers is twice plene in the Pejttateueh. Besides

the termination dtp- attached to nla^ footers, to express the suffix

third person plural masculine, which has been discussed in the

preceding Rubric and the use of which, as we have seen, is

restricted to three books, viz. Kings, Jeremiah and Ezra-

Nehemiah, there is also the more frequent termination b- as

the suffix third person plural masculine for this noun. This

form of the noun, even omitting the instances with the different

prefixes, occurs no fewer than eighty-six times. It is defective,

L e. without Vav after the Beth in forty-eight passages and

plene in thirty-eight As the defectives are the rule and the

plenes the exception in some parts, and as the reverse is the

case in other parts of the Bible, the Massorites register the use

of Ihe one or the other form under the three groups into which

the Hebrew Scriptures are divided, viz. the Law, the Prophets

and the Hagiographa. ^^
In the Pentateuch where onait theirfathers, occurs forty-two

times, it is only twice plene and defective in forty passages.

Hence the Massorah registers the exception to guard the Scribes

against making these two passages uniform with the others. For

this reason Add. 21,160, fol. 218 a, on Numb. 17 18 makes a

separate Rubric of these two instances without noticing the other

portions of the Bible, and for the same reason £he Massorah

Parva in the MSS. and in the printed text has against each of

these two passages the simple remark "una 'ba 'a t^iee plena in

the Pentateuch.

In the Prophets where o^iaiji their fathers, occurs twenty-six

times it is plene in twenty-three instances (Josh. 4 21; 22 14;

Judg. 2 12, 17, 20, 22; 8 4; 21 22; 2 Kings 17 14, 15; 21 16;

Isa. 14 21; Jerem. 9 13; 11 10, 10; 16 8; 28 27; 31 82; Ezek. 5 10;

20 4, 24; Amos 2 4; Mai. 3 24) and is defective in only three

passages. Hence the Massorah registers them sepurately. Of this

Rubric, however, registering the Prophets separately I have

found one List only in Arund. Orient 16, fol. 846, on 1 Kings 9 9,

which I have printed and which is marked § 486. In this List

the third instance, viz. 2 Kings 17 41 has been oritted by a
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clerical error. But tlie Massorah Parva in the MSS. duly remarks

against each of these three passages 'rua 'on '3 Atm timet defeetiw

in the Prophete. It will be seen that the three instances are

described as occurring in the Prophets, though they are all to

be found in Kinga But the styling of one portion of the diyision

by the name which belongs to the whole division is of common
occurrence in the Massorah. The fact that these three exceptions

are in this division restricted to Kings explains the remai'k of

the Massorah Parva in the printed edition against 1 Kings 14 22

'B*B3 'on '3 three times defective in this honk.

In the Hagiographa, where nnlaijt their fuflusra occurs eighteen

times, it is in sixteen passages plene (Ps, 78 12; Prov. 17 6;

Job 8 8; aO 1; Ezra 2 59; 1 Chron. 5 15, 24, 24; 7 2, 4, 9;

9 18; 12 80; 24 4; 26 13; 2 Chron. 28 G) and only in two in-

stances defective. Hence the Massorah registers the exceptions.

The grouping together into one List of the different

Massorahs registering the orthography of onia^ as exhibited in

§ 48a is as usual a later development of the Massoretic labours.

Of this Rubric marked § 48 a I collated ten Lists, eight in

MSS. and two printed: (I) Orient. 137!», fol. 436, on Numb. 1 16,

which I have printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 1096; (III) Orient

2849, fol. 996; (IV) Orient 2350, fol. 200«; (V) Orient 4445,

foL 1166, all on Numb. 1 16. These four Yemen MSS. have

exactly the same wording, i. e. have no 'on defective after '-^tn

•^-nm and the other instances in the Pentateuch, nor do they give

the number of the instances in which it is defective in the

Prophets and Hagiographa, but simply enumerate the five

passages and add at the end '^a 'np 'mn "on pbn fJiese are defective

and the others in the Scriptures are plene, thus affording additional

evidence that the Rubric in these MSS. proceeds from the

same Massoretic School; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 81a; (VII) Add.

16,451, fol. 90a; Add. 21,160, fol. 1846; (VIII) Orient 2626—28,

Vol I, fol. 117 a; (IX) the printed Massorah, all on Numb. 1 16,

and (X) the printed Massorah on Neh.-7 61.

H'O - § 486.

Of this Rubric I found two separate Lists: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 846, on 1 Kings 9 9, which I have printed, and
(II) Add. 15,451, fol. 237a, on 2 Kings 14 22. It will be seen that

though the heading states that there are three instances in the

Prophets where an!:|« is defective, the Rubric adduces two only

and that 2 Kings 17 41 is omitted, as is evident both' from the

preceding and the following recensions of this Rubric, viz.

§ 48a and § 48 c. In accordance, however, with the principle

which I have stated in the Preface to Vol. II of the Massorah,

I have faithfully reproduced the MS., especially as the Rubric

occurs' in the superb Model Codex Arund. Orient 16.

»'0 - § 49.

iTT^ljU She perished occurs twice in pause. The Kal preterite

third person singular feminine, which occurs seven times, pre-

cedes the subject in five instances and has Shvivi under the

BeOi .-nsM (Exod. 10 7; Jerem. 7 28; 9 11; 49 7; Ezek. 19 5),

whilst in two instances it follows the subject and being in pause

has Kaimetz under the Beth. Hence thv Massorah registers the

exception. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 340a, on Prov. 11 7 which I have printed, and
(U) the printed Massorah on Eccl. 9 6. The heading in the

printed Massorah indicates the import of this Massorah more
distiiictly by expressing it fdj^ 'a twice with Kametz. The Massorah

Parva, too, both in the MSS. and in the printed edition on
EeeL 9 6 expresses this by the remark '^ with the vowel sign

under the Beih.

•3 - § 50.

rn!^|t| which is here registered as occurring three times,

is probably designed to show that this is the reading in Ezek. 87 li,

where the Fav seems to be superfluous. It may also be intended

to indicate thereby that main in Prov. 27 20 is not to be read

with the same vowel points as it is in these three instances. Of
this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1306, on Isa. 29 14, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol. I90a; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 290a;

(IV) Add. 21,160, foL 2806, all on Ezek. 87 IJ, and (V) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter m, § 44.

K': - § 51.

^9^ ^0 Kal future third person singular masculine occurs

fkn Hmes, In the two instances before us it is in the middle of

tiM Mntence and hence has the normal Pathaeh under the Beth

{"(^ic), whilst- in the other three instances it is in pause and the

PatJuich is changed into l\gri (ijn^ Prov. 19 9; 21 28; Job 20 7).

The Massorah, therefore, registers the minority. Add. 21,161,

fol. 1746, on Job 3 3 describes in the Massorah Parva these two

instances as forming part of the alphabetical List of words
which respectively occur twice with Pathaeh. On referring to

this List, however,^ it will be seen that it is not contained in

the Massorah in question. As in Job 3 3 the accent is on the

penultima (nar), whilst it is on the ultima (nar) in Jerem. 4 9

the Massorah calls the former V-r^a and the latter rha. Of this

Rubric I collated three Lists: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 5926, on

Job 3 8 which I have printed; (II) Harley 5710—11, VoL II,

fol. 223a, also on Job 3 3, and (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1496,

on Jerem. 4 o. The printed Massorah Magna has not this Rubric,

but the import of it is referred to in the Massorah Parva both

on Jerem. 4 9 and Job 3 3.

> Gomp. The MatsoiaJi, letter 3, § 539, Vol. II 299.

nSK'n occurs ticice. nain which occurs six times exhibits

three distinct pairs, each having different vowel-points. Thus in

two instances it is nait^ the normal Kal future with Vav con-

junctive and Sheva under the Beth; in two passages it is the

same tense with Vav conjunctive, but is in pause and has, there-

fore, 7'»?i« under the Beth naih, whilst in two instances it is

rtakn with Vav conversive. This is the reason why the Massorah

so carefully registers the respective forms in the different

passages. In the Rubric before us, i. e. § 52 the two passages

are given where it is with SJieva under the Beth. Of this

Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 1474, fol. 187a,

on Isa. 41 11, and (II) the printed Massorah on the same

passage.

r3 = § 52*.

I'^SKH occurs tmce. This Rubric which registers the two

passages in which this form is in pause with TzSr^ under the

Betli. I have only found in the Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, foL 1256,

II, § 338. I have given it in the Appendix, letter k, § 52*.

r: - § 63.

1^5^ occurs twice. Of this Rubric I collated three

Lists: (I) Add. 15,250, foL 165a, on 2 Sam. 1 27 which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 84a, on Numb. 16 33, and (HI)

Add. 21,160, fol. 2166, on the same passage. Though this Rubric

is not to be found in the printed Massorah Magna yet as in

the MSS. it is indicated in the Massorah Parva on both

passages.

T3 - § 54.

|1*1IM^* Ye shall perish occurs four times, i. e. Kal future

second person plural masculine with paragogic } and in pause

for {naiin or natipi. Strictly the heading shotdd be •kbs\ n four

times and in this book, since the form in question not only occurs

four times, but is restricted to Deuteronomy. But this more
minute description is often omitted in the Massoretic headings.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 1379, fol. 3216, on Deut 4 26 which I have

printed; (H) the same MS., fol. 8296, on Deut 8 20; (III) Orient

2349, fol. 128a, on Deut 8 19; (IV) Orient 2360, fol. 2686, also

on Deut 8 19; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 261 6 on Deut 4 26, and

(VI) the printed Massorah also on Deut. 4 26. It is to be

remarked that List No. V heads this Rubric as follows: t^
"1 pn^ibn ye shall surehf perish occurs four times. Accordingly the

reading in Deut 8 20 should be p-giin -b^ u in harmony not only

with the immediately preceding verse, but with the other two

passages. This reading, however, is not supported by the other

five headings of this Rubric, though it may have belonged

to a particular Massoretic School. It must also be borne in mind
that Lists I—^IV are not four independent witnesses, but belong

to the Yemen School and are copies from the same Model Codex.

iT3 - § 66.

TSwp i« twice plene in this form, i. e. as participle, once as

the simple participle t3« and once with the prefix *? which is

expressed by the term tov^a. Of this Rubric I collated four

Lists, three in MSS. and one prin^: (I) Add. 15,251, foL 118a,

on Deut 26 5; (II) Vienna Codex No. 36 on the same passage;

(III) Orient 2876, fol. 686, on Job 81 19, and (IV) the printed

Massorah on the same passage. There is, however, another
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recension of this Massorah in Add. 21,160, fol. 329 «, on Job. 29 13,

which is exhibited in the following Rubric.

.T3 - § r,.'-,'.

"T5*IK i« twice jtlene. This is another recension of the pre-

cedinK Rubric It registers the fact that naiK which occurs eight

times is in those two instances only plene, whilst it is defective

in tlie other passages (Deut. 26 5; Ps. 31 13; 119 176; Prov. 31 6;

J3ob 4 11; Eccl. 7 15). Accordingly it is Job 29 13 which is plene

and Prov. 31 O is defective. The Massorah in this MS. as we

ha^'x? already seen in the preceding Rubric often proceeds from

a diffei'ent Massoretic School and is based upon a different

,
reQensjon of the text.

T: = § 56.

13K* He has destroi/ed, occurs ticice. The design of this

Massorah is to distinguish the Piel preterite third person singular

from the Kal preterite (nan), the infinitive (thK) and the participle

(ink) as well as from the Piel infinitive (nsx) etc. all of which are

written with the same three letters, but are differently pointed.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 1146, on 2 Kings 21 3 which I have printed; (II) Vienna

Codex No. 35 on the same passage; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 269a,

on Jerem.51 55, and (IV) Orient. 1474, fol. 686, also on Jerem.61 55.

The heading in this List is 'n:o'ci 'cm 'pi •: ism including the

instance witli Var prefix in Jerem. 51 55. In the text of this

Rubric it is wrongly printed tsk with Tzrn- under the Beth instead

of Pathach.

. n = § 67.

DTTlSSl occurs t.tclce. The design of this Rubric is to

distinguish tliis Piel preterite second person plural masculine

fnmi the Kal preterite second plural which is written with the

same letters, but is differently pointed (comp. Levit. 26 38;

Deut. 11 17; Josh. 23 16; Jerem. 27 lo, 15). Of this Rubric I

collated seven Lists all in MSS.: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

{<)i. 109a, on Numb. 33 52 which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250,

fol. 9* a, on the. same passage; (III) Orient. 2348, fol. 1406, on

Deut. 12 3; (IV> Orient. 2349, foL 52a, on Numb. 33 52; (V) the

sameiMSi, f«?l.' 130a, ^m Deut. 12 3; (VI) Orient. 2350, fol. 2.516,

on Numb. 33 52, and (VII) the same MS., fol. 2736, on Deut. 12 3.

.,,,.. '<.._. , , : : n"a = §58. ,, , .
...... .

s 1'^tV^ occurs twtiiie. Of this Rubric I collated two Ligits

bothin MSS. :^I) Arund. Orient 16, foh.2l5?», and (II) Add. 15,251,

fo]^ 9!i)7f?< both on; Zeplu ^ 13. ;

"
'/' [" ^m = § 69.^

'',.,-K.!
',.,'

,r ,.....

nS^^ ^^fc'ii'' three times in the Pentateuch. This expression

is only to be f(mnd once more besides the Pentateuch, viz.

1 Kings 20 8 and is in two instances Kal future second person

singular masculine, (Deut 13 9; l Kings 20 8), nod in two

instances thjird person singular feminine. The Massorali, however,

makes no difference in tlie gender A:c., but registers the words

spelled and pointed alike, u^ider the same Rubric. I have only

found this Rubric in Add. 15,251, fol. 236, cm Gen. 24 5.

'D = § 60.

DIDNIf Crih occurs tin'ce. The design of this Massorah is (I)

to distinguish this noun from the participle passive maiK with

Kameh (Prov. 15 17), from CSK, as well as from the Kal future"

first person singular with Vnr conjunctive ciaKi (Isa. 63 6), from

Cia to trend doimi, both of,which also occur in the same two book?.

This is evident from the recension of this Rubric in the ancient

Codex Add. 21,161, fol. IIMW/, on Prov. 14 4 where it is as follows:

Prov. ir» 17' d;:k -nirmni prov. J4 4 la

Isp. r.:l r; o'Oy B«>n nni iga. \ » vV;2

And (II) it shoA^'s that this expression only occurs" in the

two passives' in question in the MSS. recognizee! as authoritative'

by tlie Masaorites, artd that other Codices had it also in some

other passitgcs. This i* evident from the Tact that both the

Septuagint and the Vulgate have in Job 6 5 ^xl tpdtvrjg i%av xu

pQcjfiara at the crib hnn'ng fothUr and ante praesQpe plenum

steterit wh»>rP, it siandeth before afull crih = "iS*'w disk by. 'tpckvri and

prnesfpe are the very expressi()hs by whicli thd Sel)t and Vulgate

render srzn in Isa. 1 3; Prov. 14 4 and Job 39 •.). Resides the

recension in Oode?^ Add. 21,161 I h^ve only found one other

List of this Rubric in Harley 5710-11, fol. la, on Isa. 1 3

which I have printed. From the fact, however, that it is to be

found in the ancient Codex, viz. Add. 21,161, and that it is

mentioned in the Massorah Parva of the St. Petei*sburg Codex on

Isa. 1 8 it is evident that it is one of the oldest portions of the

Massorah. It is also referred to in the Massorah Parva of most

of the Biblical MSS. as well as in the printed Massorah Parva
on Isa 1 3.

K"D = § 61.

n*3K« Abiyah is ticice the name of a woman. Besides these

two passages this form of the proper name occurs no less than

twenty-one times, seventeen times without any prefix, viz. H??*}

1 Sam. 8 2; l Kings 14 1; Neh. 10 8; 12 4; l Chron. 3 10;

2 Chron. 11 20, 22; 12 16; 13 1, 2, 3, 4, 15, 17, 19, 22, 23; twice

with Vav conjunctive, viz. rvaijii 1 Chron. 6 13; 7 8 and twice

with prefix T^vned n«zKb Neh.' 12 17; 1 Chron. 24 10. As it is the

name of a man in all these passages and as it is only in the

two instances in question that it is the name of a woman, the

Massorah registers the exception. Of this Rubric I found three

Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 131a, on 1 Chron. 2 24

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 31.5a, on the same
passage, and (III) Orient 2626—28, Vol. Ill, fol. 26, also on the

same passage. It is referred to in the Massorah Parva in the

MSS. of the Bible and in the printed edition on both passages.

In the MSS. the reference is under the following three forms:

(I) 'apJ 'veb "2 twice a feminine expression; (II) 'apjs '3 twice in the

feminine, and (HI) rap: ae 'a ttoice the name of a female. On
1 Chron. 2 24 the printed Massorah Parva has the third of these

forms, whilst on 2 Chron. 29 1 it has ktitik dw 'a the same form
in Chaldee.

2'D = § 62.

in*SK» Ahiyahu occurs twice. To understand the import of

this Massorah it is necessary to remark that of the twenty-three

instances in which the name Abiyah occurs, as shown in the

preceding Rubric it is the name of the son of Rehoboam no
less than twelve times, viz. 2 Chron. 11 20, 22; 12 16, 13 1, 2,

3, 4, 15, 17, 19, 22, 23. In 2 Chron. 13, however, where nine of

the twelve instances occur, he is also called twice injajt Ahiyahu

(verses 20, 21). Hence the remark at the end of the first pari

of this Rubric n'SK 'na ikw in the other parts cf the Hagiographa

this name (i: e. Abiydhu) is toritten Abiah.

It will also be seen that out of the twenty-three times in

which the name Abiah occurs, twenty-one are to be found in

Nehemiah and Chronicles which belong to the third division of

the Hebrew Scriptures called the Hagiographa, whilst only two

instances occur in Samuel and Kings which' belong' to the second

division called the Prophets. The naine of the son of Rehoboam,

however, occurs no less than five times in Kings; but here it is

invariably written B»aK Abiyam (1 Kings 14 31; 15 1, 7, 7, 8), and

it is only twice that Abiah occurs in the Prophets', onCtd^Vas^ the

name of the second son of the Prophet Samael (1 &am^ 8 2)

and once as the name of the son of Jeroboam (1 Kings 14 1).

Hente tibe iremark which forms the h-eading df the iiecoad- part

of this Massorah n»aK a-ea oja* '>r» Wi throughout the Prophets: the

mune is Ah^fom except in two instaities in uJiioh it w Hintten Abiyak.

The necessity for this Massorah defining the several, passa^f in

which these throe diff^ent forms, Abiyab> Abiyahu and Abiyam
are respectively used to denote the same person, arose from th&i <

fact that the MSS. greatly varied. Thus for instance tJie;Sept;«
,

hs^ in aU passages, tvp,^. AhlyaJi in which the presetnt text hMi>-t^

'

Abiyrwi. The same is the case in njany Hebrew MSSw, M^hiiei

Add. 15,250, fol. 192a, has one more, instance, of B*^-«46»';^ani'th9Mi

the Massorah recognizes, inasmuch as this Codex readsr.lii'

1 Kings 16 6 ora-'" pai o'aK pa as in verse 7. This was also the

original reading in Orient 26^6— 28, Vol. II, fol. 103a. Add. l.^aso

also points this name in two different ways; in four^^pwssnges

the Yod has Kametz and in three it, has Path/ich, v|z. pp)^ apd
;

UieMa^Sorj^h Parva remarks against it '3, three times so. Mo;r^ov«i^,

ar^, whether written witli Kametz ^ or vrOh Patha.ckj, has no Dn§^h
in the Yod. I have only found this jRubric in Arund. Orienjt. 16,

fol. 2656, on 2 Ohron- 13 19. It is, however, referred to in « the

Massorah Parva on 1 Kings 14 1; 2 Chron. 13 19 both ia4he(

MSS., and in Jtacob b-.Chayim's edition.

ro - § 63. ' '

S^ZIIK occurs three times in the Scriptures. This expression

which occurs nine times altogethi^r, has in six instances the article

and is preceded by the word tnh, viz. a-axn nn denoting the

month Alib (Gxod, 13 4; 23 15; H l^, 18; Deut lls 1, 1), i. e. the
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'??3'9¥»

moiitb pf gr«en ears, or when the barley was in ear, afterwards

called Nisan, and it is only in the three instances in question

that it is without the article and without wnh preceding it.

Hence the Massorah as usual registers the exceptions. This was

all tbe more necessary since in two out of the ^roe passages

the readings varied. Thus one of Kennicott's MSS. reads *i-'£k

tlr0nff^ in Exod. 9 81. In E26k. 3 16 the ancient Codices varied

still more. Thus the reoensioll from which the Septnagint was

made does not seem to hav<e 6xhibited it at all, whilst the ^yriac

wMeh renders it ii wrt^w, ^«/(3^ k^) reads sks. The Massoi^ites,

tli«t:efore, attest > that in the Codices which they regard€(d as

•iithoritative, the r^lading in these three pbdsages wis a^aii. Of

Ibis Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. II,

foL 72rt, on Ezek. 3 15, which I have printed, and (II) the printed

Massorah Finalis k, § 47.

TD - § 64. :

Abigail which occurs seventeen times is written iii

foilr diffiM^eiSt ways: (I) in twelve instances it has two Yods,

i. et one after the Beth and 6ne after the Gitnel (i Sam. 2S 14,

28, 86, 3i, 40, 42; '27 3; $0 5; 2 Sam. 2 2; 1 Chron. 2 16, 17;

•t'l); (II) once it is with the first Yod defective (viz. •?'»»{

1 Banfi. 26 8); (Itt) in three instances the second Yod is ^efectiv^

KKk it Js'l^inted.^ra^j (l Sam. 26 32; 2 Sam. 3 3; 17 25); and

(IV) in one insitance it is written b:vQ» Ahugail, with Vav after

the 5e«^' instead of Yod, biit is read ^:r9i< with Yod^i Sam. 26 1 8).

Though in twp instances o^t of the three where it is without the

second Yod it is pointed Ahigal bi or "?.; (1 Sam, 26 3.2; 2. Sam.

Vl 2^), yet in one instance the Massorah substitutes b"}"^ Abigail,

with Yod in the Keri (2 Sam. 3 3). Moreover b^v^ which occurs

six times without a prefix (1 SanU 2^ 3, 18, 23, 36, 40, 42), is

as we have seen in one instance written "wjoj* with one Yod and

wjth iuowMrfjti^d^r the Qiwil b^ing i^ pause (viz. 1 Sam. 25 3),

wiiilst l^e. f()rm. ^i'aub which occurs tMrice (l Sam. 26 32;

2 9ain, 3 3), is in one ii^st^inoe only b'%'^ in the Ken (2 Sam. 3 8),

whilst, ip the 'other it isrboth written and read bT^ (1 Sara, 26 32).

H^nce theMassor^ register^ .in the first line of the Rubric

before its the single instance in which it is written with the

first y<wi 4ef|BCt»ye. tn the sewpd Une it gives tjbe one inatauoe

in ^.which thft.tejttual readiJjg.brajfb 1^819. the marginal rea4iug

yp^. Iq t]^^ third, li^ the Massorah informs uq that in all

ouicarpassagfta where thisi laame xx^curs besides the ooe mentioBed

iUr.^.lirst.Uiae (lSam-26^a), H- is written with two Fwfo; whilst

in the fourth line it states that 1 Sam. 86 82 which is the

only other instance where the form b^'si^b occurs, both the

textual and marginal readings itre alike, thus differing from

2 Sam. 3 8.

As this name has furnished materials to no less than

fivd' different Massorahs i subjoin Uie ten different forms in

which it oceai«, as wefl as reftfttences to the Rubrieri to which

it has eontributed.

1 , ^^ 1 Sam. Sft 3>

8 aw ^JOH ; „ ^ isV letter 1, f U8, Vol. I, pi 421

4 hf^ 2 Bam. 17 26; letter h, § 16, Vol. II, p. 108

A 'TTin 1 Sam. 2ft 89; letter S, S 6, Vol. I, p. 14.3

« ,1,1 )^»am
rt

17 8; 80' ft; 2 Bast. 8 2; 1 Ohfon. 8 16, V?

t ^^ ,,
MM; lettW \ i 16, ytA tl, p. 108; letter », ff 669,

Vol. II, p. 80ft "

8 3wSj»aii^ 2 8am. 8 8 ; letter 3, § 4^(>, Vol. II, p. 68

• ^^^ 1 Chron. 8 1

'

,, ,

10'" S^Mi^ i Sato. '8ft 14; letter/, § 17^, Vttl. I, p. 829.

Of this ftubriC I collated thrfee Lists: (1) Arund.

Orient '16^' fbl. 688, on .2 Sam. ^ 2; (II) Vienna Codex No. 35

also' on i Sam. 3 8, ahd (H^ the printed Massorah, also on

2 daini^ 8.' In ;ihe text 6t this Rubric '?r3^^ (1 Sam. ^6 32) is by

mistake printed with KaTnetz under tjxe Qtmet instead of Paikach.

iTD = § 66.

trf'SIf* >The poor occurt three times defective in the Sevipturet.

The'singular|i'?|t which without and with
,

prefixes occurs .np

less than forty-one times is invariably written with Vav plene,

whilst the plural d-jI'?^ which' occurs 'eight times, is in six in-

Btan<^ plene (Jerem. 2 34^ 6 28; Amo^ 4 1{ ?s. 12 fj^^fiO 34;

7t:.xi^ and ,is only in two instance^ defective (Ps. liO 18;,

Job. 24 4), and VY!^ which occurs three times, is in two

ftisages plene (Ps. 112 9; Job 29 16) and is only in one passage

defective (Esther 9 22). This is the .reason why the Massorah in

the Vienna Codex No. 35 i*emarks on Deut. 16 4 'ba 'n'?3 ];1'2K that

jttiK if invariably j^ne, and why the Massorah before us registers

the three passages out of the eleven in which the plural is

exceptionally written defective. Of this Rubric I collated three

Lists:' (I) Harley 5710^11, Vol. ll, fol. 275fr, on Esther 9 22

which I haV6 printed; (II) the printed Massorah tin Ps. 140 13,

and (III) the same on Job 24 4. As one of the tliree instances

is B'j'a»6 with Lavml prefix the heading of this Rubric ought

strictly speaking to be jr-ba 'orf T three times defective' in ihia

form, 1. e. in the plural whether With or without the prefix.

But this is implied ih the Massoretic language. Hence the ex-

pression jw'ja is frequently omitted from the headings' of the

Rubrics. Its presence or absence is quite arbitrary. Thus in, the

printii'd Massorah on Ps. 140 18' and Job 24 4 the heading is

'W^a'cn'i, whilst in the printed Massorjah Finalis k, § 49 where

this Rubric is referred to^ the heading is"simply o^ncn ':. .Tlie same

is the case in the Massorah Parva 'both in the MSS. and in the

printed edition. Thus Harley 5710-U has on Ps. 140 13 and

Job 24 4 'cn 'J, whilst on Esther 9 22 the sfime MS. has 'vbo 'on -3.

Arund. Orient. 16 has on all the three passages simply 'on •),

whilst the printed Massorah has on Job 24 4 ; Esther 9 22 simply

'on '3, and on Ps. 140 1 3 'bt'^s 'pn 'j. •

,

VT3 = § 66.

''3''3J<* The poor of occnra twice, once defective and once plene.

Of this^ Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 49a, on Exod. 23 11, and (H) Add. 24,160, fol. 102a,

on the same passage. Here too th.e heading ought strictly to

be jvba '3 twice in the construct form, since one of the two

has Vav conjunctive. The Rubric before us is according to one

School of Massorites who registered the orthography of the

Codices which they regarded as authoritative. According to

another Massoretic School, howfever, b6th these instances were

written defective. Hence Ciambridge Add. 466 has in Isa. 29 19

not ohly ^j^iKi defective, but remarks in the Massorah Parva

Against it •v'j^^ 'on 'i.
* This is corroborated by the St. Petersburg

Codex which 'also reads 's^ski defective in Isa. 29 1 9. It is this

School which the printed Massorah Parva follows in Exod! 23 11

where it remarks on '"a, whilst on Isa. 29 19 where the printed

Massorah Parva has 'b1i^•b unfque and pf'ene, it is no contradiction,

but it simply foUpws the first recensipn of this Rubric.

'

'

' rT3 « § 67. •

b'triljl^* AUchail occurs four times tn the Scriptures. The

design of this Massorah is to distinguish, the four passages in

which this name is masculine and, ' is written with C%«<A from

the two instances in which it is feminine and is written with

He. Of this Rubric I collated thirteen Lists, twelve in MSS. and

one printed. As these Lists exhibit two distinct recensions I

shall divide them acCoi*dingly. * "

RECENSION ONE IS &s follows: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 276&,on Esther 9 29 which I have pointed; (II) Arund.

Orient., fol. 240J, on i Chron. 5 14; (111)1 thfe same MS., fol; 8696,

on Esther 2 15;" (IV) Add. 16,250, fol. 4046, on 1 Chron. 6 14;

(V) Add. i?i;i60, fol. 190a, onNumB. 3 85; <VI) Orient 2626-28,

Vol. I, fol. i20a, also on Numb. 3 85; <VIl) Ihe same MS., Vol. Ill,

fol. 4^, on 1 Chron. 5 l4, and (VIH) the printed Mass6rah FiftaHs

letter k, § 48. With the exceptioh of the printed Massorah 'which

adds at "the end the tw6' instances thM tdim the next RtibiAc,

all the MSS. simply say^ that this name occtirs four' times and

enumerate the tnstanceil as given in the Rubric.

HECENSION TWO which occurs in five MSS., viz, Orient

1379, fol. 249a; Orient 2348, fol. Ill6; Orient 2849; fol. 101^;

Orient, 2360, fol. 205a; Orient 2365, fol. 127a, all on Numb. 3 35

is as follows:

1 Chron. ft J4 '^f P 'j'n'ax Num. 8 36 "^^

in 'ns 'Kifi Bsther 2 ,16; 9 29 "WBk n^JD

It will be seen that, th^ apparent discrepancy between this

recension which states that there are three^ such instanccjs and

the formei; one vhich states th^t Inhere are four is du^ ,to the

peculiar, manner in which this Rubric is foynaulated by the two

MwBoretio Schools. T^^^or^^^r Sehopl i^ecQj:d8. the
,
instances

separately and hence givps \h^ nnjnber as/wr^ whilst, tj^e latter

has regard tp the three bpok^.in which they ocpur, viJ^ th^Law,

Esther and Chronicles and hence giv^s tl^e number as ^r»e, since

the two passages in Esther are according to this artificial

arrangement counted as one.
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n"D = § 68.

^TTpK Ahihail oecurt twice. Though both the Authorised

Version and the Revised Version make no distinction in the trans-

literation of the two instances before us and the four recorded

in the preceding Rubric, yet the Massorah calls special attention

to the fact that in the two passages where it is the name of a
:

woman it is written Abihail with He (n), whilst in the four
j

passages which constitute the preceding Rubric and where it is I

the name of a man, it is Abichail with Cheth (n). The absence of
{

any distinction in the A. V. may be due to the fact that in some
MSS. and in most of the early printed editions of the Hebrew .

Scriptures both names are with Cheth as may be seen in tbe '

notes to my edition of the Hebrew Bible. Of this Rubric I
I

collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley
I

5710—11, Vol. II, foL 131 a, on I Chron. 2 29 which I have
j

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 15Ga, on 2 Chron. 11 18;
|

(III) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 146, fol. 115a, and the printed

Massorah Finalis letter m, § i8. The concluding part of this !

Rubric which refers to the vowel-points and in which it is stated

that "in the Prop/tets it is with Pathach and in Chronicles it is \

with Katnetz"' must be a clerical error, since both instances occur !

in Chronicles. In the second instance where this Rubric occurs
j

again in this very MS. this addition is omitted.

The apparently conflicting remark in the Massorah Parva
|

of some MSS. against 1 Chron. 2 29 that it is unique (-b) or :

does not occur again, whilst in other MSS. it is stated against it I

that it occurs twice (-a) is due to the fact that the former refers '

to its pausal form with Kametz under the He (^rrsK), whilst the

latter has regard t«» the spelling with the He.

points, the Revisers have this margin against every passage

except one, viz. 1 Chr<m. 19 16.

K'J? - § 71.

Dl7^5^ Ahwhalom, occure twice. This is to distinguish it

from a^bfs» Abshalom. which occurs often (comp. § 91). Of this

Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 90a, on
1 Kings 16 2 which I have printed and (II) Orient. 2626—28,

Vol. II, fol. 102a, on the same passage. In the editio prineept of

the Massorah Parva, where this Rubric is mentioned on 1 Kings 15 10,

the catchwords for the two passages are Abigam and Asa,^ the

names of the two Kings in whose reign Abishalom is mentioned.

1 KOH can '3 m'?B"2K.

2-V = § 72.

T'SS to mourn, which ftltcnys taket the preposition ^y hat in

three imtances -bv:. The third instance, viz. Amos 5 16, cannot

properly be said to belong to this category since the preposition

'b¥t is here governed by the verb iini5i and not by bs». Still more
objectionable is this Rubric in the printed Massorah on Eccl. 7 2

which catalogues five instances adding Gen. 37 ;)5 and Eccl. 7 2.

In the first of the two passages b^ belongs to -nK and in the

second to rr^V. They have evidently been added by a later

Massorite who has been misled by the instance from Amos 5 16.

The Rubric as I have printed it is from Arund. Orient. li>,

fol. 45a, on 1 Sara. 15 35 and though I have not found the List

in any other MS., yet the Massorah Parva in Harley 5710—11;
Harley 5720, Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,250, and Add. 15,251,

on 1 Sam. 10 35 distinctly declares that there are three instances

only in this Rubric.

ro = § 60.

T'SS Strong, mighty, occurs twice. The design of this Rubric

is both to guard the reading and to distinguish between the two
instances before us where these four letters are with Pathach

under the Aleph and Dagesh in the Beth from the four instances

where the same letters are with Chuttph-Pathach under the Ak'ph

and the Beth is liaphe (Gen. 49 24; Isa. 1 24; 49 26; 60 10).

I Sam. 21 8 shows that the Codices from which the Sept. was
made read "nnaTiK nyn instead of cy-rt tsk, whilst in Job 34 20

TSK was altogether absent. Moreover, in some of the MSS. tsk
is pointed -rrK in 1 Sam, 21 8 and this pointing is followed in

the editio prineeps of the Bible, Soncino 1488. The Rubric is from

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 338a, on Job 34 20 and though I have
not found it in the Massorah Magna of any other MS. the

existence of these two instances is mentioned in the Massorah

Parva both in the MSS. and in the editio prineeps of Jacob b.

Chayim's Rabbinic Bible 1524—25.

'P = § 70.

^^^SK Ahlshai is the ^spelling throughout the hook of Samuel

except in one instance whfU'e it is Ahshni ('rSK). To understand this

Massorah which I have printed from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 202 />, on 2 Sam. 10 10 it is necessary to remark that Abishai,

one of the sons of Zeruiah the sister of David and one of David's

generals occurs twenty-five times and always in Samuel and
Chronicles. In Samuel, where it occurs twenty times, it is spelled

it^ Ahishai, except in one solitary instance, viz. 2 Sam. 10 10,

whilst in Chronicles, where it occurs five times (I Chron. 2 16;

II 20; 18 12; 19 11, 16), it is without exception spelled 'tfSK.

ITence the recension of this Rubric in the Massorah Parva in

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 626, on 2 Sam. 10 lu 'lat .tt ^si 'b 'tfaK

Ahshni lines not occur again except in Chronicles where it is always so.

The variation in the orthography of this name is due to

the primitive manner in which it was written. Originally it was

T2H without Yod, but pronounced "s^at Ahishai in three syllables

as is attested by the transliteration of the Sept and Vulg. in

Chronicles. When in the course of time the Yofl was inserted

after the Chirek by. the earlier Massorites in accordance with

their principles of orthography, the process of uniformity did

not extend to the last book of the Bible. Hence the later Massorites

pronounced and pointed the primitive form »bt3k Ahshai in those

passages where it survived.

The Authorised Version has uniformly discarded the Mas-

soretic vowel-points in all the six instances where it is "tfsic Ahshti

and made it ^tf^M Alnshai. In one instance only did the trans-

lators indicate that they have altered the Hebrew text, viz.

1 Chron. 19 11, by placing in the margin against it "Heb. Ahshai.

In the Revised Version, which also discards the Massoretic vowel-

i

r» = § 73.

: ''5^ "'*^''' P'J^ff'f'f' [under the lieth] occurs three times. That

i
is the Kal third person, masculine preterite to distinguish it

I
from the adjective ban mournitig which has 'ZW? under the Beth.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS: and two printed:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 128a, on Isa. 24 7 which I printed;

(II) Orient 1474, fol. 174a, on Isa. 33 9; (IH) Add. 15,251, fol. 224o,

on Isa. 24 7; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passage;

(V) the printed Massorah on the same passage and (VI) the same
on Hos. 10 5. As this masculine preterite also occurs once with

Vav conjunctive, viz. bs>fn Amos 8 8, later Massorites have included

this Rubric in the large List which they compiled of all the

words which severally occur four times, three times without

Far conjunctive and once with it.*

' Comp. The Maatoruh, letter ', § 73, Vol. I, p. 406.

TV = § 74.

^SK occurs twice. This Rubric which is given both in the
' Massorah Parva and Magna in the splendid and most carefully

I

written Model Codex Arund. Orient 16, fol. 207 a, on Amos 6 16

I cannot explain, since b^ occurs no fewer than thirteen times.

I
Besides the two passages in question it is to be found in

! Gen. 27 41; 50 11; Deut 34 8; 2 Sam. 14 2; Isa. 61 3; Jerem.

: 6 26; 16 7; Ezek. 24 17; Eccl. 7 2, 4 and Esther 4 3.

.TJ? = § 75.

HT'SS she mmtrned (Kal preterite third person feminine)

occurs Jive times. This Rubric I have found only in the printed

Massorah Finalis letter k, § 51.

rV = § 76.

T^SK^^ and. her mourned (Hithpael future third person

singular masculine with Faw conversive) occurs fmir times. This

Rubric too I have fouijjl only in the printed Massorah where

it occurs twice, once on Gen. 37 34 which I have printed and
once in the Mas.sorali Finalis letter k, § 52, where it is incorrectly

printed. The second i:a bv b^»rr, 2 Sam. 13 37 is omitted and the

catchwords from 1 Chron. 7 22 are wrongly divided into two

separate passages to obtain the requisite four instances.

rV = § 77.

Dpn It'SK^'I and tiie people mourned occurs twice. This Rubric

which does not oc^ur in the printed Massorah is from Arund.

Orient l«, fol. :)«/>, on 1 Sam. 6 19.

n-v = § 78.

?3K3 with a stom- occurs three times in the Scriptures. This

is to distin«,'uish it from ;ax2 with Kametz under the Beth
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[-r^orn^] which also occurs three times in the Bible (Leyit. 20 27;

Jttdg. 20 16; Ps. 91 12). Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, eight

in M8S. and two printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, fol. 206a,

on 2 Sam. U 26, which I have printed; (II) Orient 1879,

foL 158a, on Exod. 21 1«; (IH) Arund. Orient 16, foL 66a,

on 2 Sam. U 26; (IV) Add. 15,460, fol. 44a, on Exod. 21 18;

(V) the same MS. fol. 95 a, on Numb. 86 17; (VI) Add. 16,261,

foL 176a, on 2 Sam. U 26; (VII) Add. 16,451, foL 11 8a, on

Numb. 8ft 17; (VIII) Add. 21,160, fol. 251a, on Numb. 85 17;

(H) the printed Massorah on Exod. 21 18 and (X) the same on

Numb. 85 17. In the first of the two places the printed Massorah

gives the two instances only which occur in the P<3ntateuch. As

an also occurs once with Vav conjunctive, viz. pi|^^ Dan. 11 88

later Massorites have included this Rubric in the large List

which they compiled of the words which severally occur four

times, three times without Vav and%>noe with it'

> Comp. T%» Mauorah, letter \ f !», Vol. I, p. 406.

B-y - § 79.

|^^t^T{ and the itone oecur$ twice. This Rubric is from the

printed Massorah on Gen. 29 2; Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, foL 186,

has it in the Massorah Parva on Qen. 28 22.

'D - § 80.

pK^ for a Hone occurs twice with Kametz under the Aleph.

Of this' Rubric I collated four Lists, three in M88. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, VoL I, foL 1926, on 1 Sam. 25 87

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 686, on the same

passage; (HI) Add. 16,250, fol. 96, on Gen. 11 8, and (IV) the

printed Massorah on the same passage.

y^^
re - § 81.

> D^pH XDH* Stone precede* wood in four inttancM. The

normal phrase in the Bible when these two materiaHs are

mentioned in conjunction is ''wood and stone" ^ except in the

passages before us where they are inverted. The Massorites,

therefore, guarded the scribes against making this anomalous

phrase conformable to the regular order. When it is borne in

mind that some ancient Codices had the normal order in

Levit 14 46 as is evident from the Septuagint, the newjssity for

this Massoretic caution is apparent Of this Rubno K collated

seven Lists: (I) Orient 1H79, foL 2l7a, on Levit U 46 which I have

printed; (II) Orient 2849, foL 905; (HI) Orient 2350, fol. I7i»6;

lIV) Orient 2865, foL 108a; (V) Add. 2i,160, foL I60ta, all on

Levit U 46; (VI) Ochlah Ve-Ochlah Paris recension f| 286 and

(VU) the printed Massorah on Levit 14 46. The compiler of the

Oeblah Ve-Ochlah adds a fifth instance, viz. Jerem. 3 9 wbich

he says is outside the Massorah.*

< Comp. Deut t8 86, 64; S9 16; 2 Sun. S U; 2 Kings 19 18; Im 87 19;

Eidt. to S2 etc.

» rrn nm pim nn iiitjni Hn-noeo la^ nm Comp. | 285, p. 182.

yt - § 82.

^j^KI ^JOK« Two verses are alike, they have severcdly twice -y^

stones of, the first is without Vav conjunctive and the s&eond is with it

The design of this Maraorah is to guard against maV.ing Exod. 25 7

eonformable to the parallel passage in 35 9 ^^rhere "j^ also

occurs twice, but where it has Vav conjunctive in both instances.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists: (I) Orien^i. 1879, foL 1586,

which I have printed; (II) Orient 2348, foL 81a; (HI) Orient 2849,

foL 1716, and (IV) Orient 2350, foL 1356, all on Exod. 25 7.

:'D - § 88.

D^3!3Kn the stool, (he wheel occurs iwic9. 'Of this Rubric I have

found one List only in Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, foL 86 a, on

Exod. 1 16 which I have printed.

TO - § 84.

PpK Ibtan occurs twice. This Rubric which does not occur

in the printed Massorah is from Ar und. Orient 16, fol. 28 a,

on Judg. 12 8.

iTD - § 8f,.

D*|n3K Ql^SK Abraham, Abt •aham occurs twice in this

redaplicated form. It will be seen tl*iat the two instances are not

exactly parallel, since in Gen. 25 l 9 the second Abraham begins

a new sentence. As it is Gen. 22^ 11 only which properly exhibits

an emphatic iteration it is induided in the separate Massorah

which records this special class.' This Rubric I have found only

in the printed Massorah on Gen. 25 19.

1 Ck>mp. The Mauorah, letter V, |f 686, 687, YoL II, p. 6S«.

TD - § 86.

«3p2^ pUSr* &*n!!^ AbrcAam, Isaac and Jaecb occurs twice.

This Rubric records the two exceptional passages where the

three patriarchs occur conjointly and where the third patriarch

is called by his original name Jacob. It is to be remarked that

when -*9tt (Exod. 6 8)^ (Exod. 6 8; 88 1; Numb. 82 11; Deut 1 8;

6 \0; 9 6, 27; 29 12; 80 20; 84 4) -njt (Exod. 2 24) or vh^

(Exod. 8 6, 16; 4 6) pracedM each of the three names of the

patriarchs the phrase is not included in this Rubric Equally

excluded is the triplet in which the second patriarch is called

prrtp: (Jerem. 88 26). Of this Rubric I collated three Lists:

(i) Orient 1879, foL 122a; (II) Orient 2848, fol. 69a, and

(HI) Orient 2849, foL 69 a, all on Exod. 816 and all Yemen MSa

ro - § 87.

7Krt?n pnip 01*08 Abraham, J^iac and Israel occursfour

times. In this Rubric are registered the four instances of this

triplet in which the third patriarch is by way of exception called

Israel, the name given to him by the angel with whom he wrestled

at Penuel. It is remarkable that whilst all the instances in which

the Lamed is prefixed to each of the patriarchs are carefully

excluded from the former Rubric, yet Exod. 82 13 which has the

Lamed before all these names is here included. Of this Rubric

I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

6710—11, Vol. I, foL 56a, on Exopd. 82 13 which I have printed;

(H) the same MS. Vol. I, foL 283a, on 1 Kings 18 86; (HI) Arund.

Orient 16, foL 98a, on 1 Kings 18 36; (IV) the same MS. foL 2566,

on 1 Chron. 29 18; (V) the same MS. foL 276a, on 2 Chron. 80 6;

(VI) Orient 1879, foL 178a; (VH) Orient 2348, foL 8«6; (VHI)

Orient 2849, foL 766, all on Exod. 412 18 and (IX) the printed

Massorah also on Exod. 82 13.

n"D - § 88.

DTTSK1 And Abraham begins a verse five times. With Vav

conjunctive the name of this patriarch occurs only eight times

altogether and this Rubric shows that in five out of the eight

passages it begins a verse. As all the instances occur in Genesis,

the heading of this Rubric ought properly to be 'reai ri 'n ^»«

tim^s at the beginning of a verse and in this book, i. e. Genesis. But

the qualifying expressions are often omitted. This Rubric is from

the printed Massorah on Gen. 18 Id as I have not found it in

any MS.

tS'D - § 89.

D1I38 ^6*"ai» begins a verse twice. Though arr^ Abraham the

trisyllabic name occurs no fewer than one hundred and thirty

eight times it never begins a verse, whilst en^ Abram the bisyllabio

form which occurs fifty times only begins a verso twice. This

Rubric I have printed from Harley 6710-11, Vol. II, foL 180a, on

I Chron. 1 26. As these two instances constitute one of the pairs

without Vav prefix at the beginning of the verse whilst they

have it in all <Aher passages, they are included in the separate

Massoretic List which enumerates these phenomena.^

1 Comp. The Mtutorah, letter i, | 62, Vol. I, p. 898.

.3t - § 90a—6.

ffpK Abram occurs twice: '3 on?* Abram occurs three times.

Thei<3e two Rubrics are simply two different forms of recording

the same fact Though the shorter name on^^t Abram, occurs

altogether sixty-one times, fifty times without prefixes and eleven

times with prefixes, yet in two instances only is this bisyllabic

name to be found outside Genesis. It is this fact which the two

Rubrics before us record in two different ways. The first states

that it occurs twice only, L e. outside Genesis and that every

where from Gen. 11 26 to 17 5 it is also D-p|t The second Rubric

which states that this bisyllabio name occurs three times in the

Scriptures obtains this number in artificially regarding the

portion from Gen. 11 26 to 17 6 as exhibiting one example. The

Rubrics are from Orient 1879, foL 486; Orient 2348, fol. 44a, and

Orient 2349, fol. 84a, all on Gen. 11 26. After mp' K«yi ly mn »m p
these MSS. have -in one, i. e. from Gen. 11 26 to 17 6 <» one

ifiMtfsnee, which I have inadvertently omitted. In § 90a Gen.

II 26—7 5 should be 11 26—17 6 and in § 906, Gen. 10 26

should be 11 26—17 5.
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K*3f - § 91.

QT^tS^SK Absalom ia thirteen times defective. Out of the one

hundred and nine times in which this name occurs, eighty-six times

without and twenty-three times with suffixes, it has retained its

primitive orthography in thirteen instances only. This is the

number given both in the heading of the Jtnbric and in the

detailed enumeration of the passages in the Model Cod,ex liajrley

6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2056, on 2 Sam. 1* 4 which I have printed.

The other fiv« Lists, however, which ^ have collated, > lour in

^S3r And on« printed give the. mumbor as fourteen, though they

differ in some iBst^ces as to the j^recise f»assages which majce

up the requisite number. List 11 is in Arund. Orient 16, foL €66,

on 2 Sam. 15 14; List III is in the same MS^ fol. 676, on 2 Sam.

16 18; List IV is in the Vienna Codex No. 35 on 2 Sam. 15 14;

List V is in Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, fol. 986 note and, List VI
is in the printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 17 18. The following Table

exhibits the points of agreement and difference in the, six

Massoretic Lists; the numbers indicate the order in which the

passages are given in the several Lists:
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the statement absolutely correct. Of this Rubric I collated two

Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 186, on Judg. 1 6, which I have

printed and (U) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Dan. 10 17.

I'p = § 102.

'^flH the lord or master of oeeura four times in the Scriptures.

Though plural construct, this form is used in all the four instances

as plur. exellentiae and is translated by the singular. Of this Rubric

I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed: (I)' Orient 4445,

foL 88a, on Gen. 42 80 which shows that it is, one the oldest

parts of the Massorah; (II) Harley' 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 232, on

1 Kings 16 24; (III) Arund. Orient 16, foL 91a, on the same

pysage; (IV) Add. 21,160, foL 486, on Gen. 43 30; (V) the printed

Massorah on the same passage and (VI) the printed Massorah

on 1 Kings 16 24. As this plural construct also occurs once with

Vnv conjimctive it is included in the alphabetical List of words

which severally occur five times, four times without the prefix

Vav and once with it'

1 Comp. The Mattorah, letter \ § 75, Vol. I, p. 407 etc.

rp -* § 103 a.

m3*TK \?i3 '^pBtt t* In seven instances is the Aleph sounded

in the expression lord. That is though preceded by the prefixes

Beth, Vav, Caph and Lamed this expression has abnormally-C%a<«pA-

rathaeh under the Aleph. Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists

seven in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

foL 26 6, on Gen. 40 1 which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16,

foL 76a, on 1 Kings 1 2; (III) the same MS. fol. 206 a, on Amos 4 1;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 426, on Gen. 40 l which gives the mnemonic

sign; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Amos 4 1; (Vl) the same MS.

on Ps. 136 3; (VII) the same MS. on Neh. 8 10; (VIII) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 40 1 and (IX) the same on Ps. 136 3. The

mnemonic sign King David said to God, the Lord, the Holy one

Give ye thanks, which is given in List IV and which consists of

seven words, is as usual obtained by translating a word into

Chaldee from each of the seven passages in which this anomaly

occurs. In the printed Massorah Parya by Jacob b. Chayim

Venice 1624—25 where this sigh is given on Gen. 40 1 it is as

follows: K«mpf? niK \h'oh -UaK nm »0i3"i >O^0 the King, the Lord ofDavid

said to all Give thanks to the Holy One.

rp = § 1036.

"IJilli Ttt^» Sign for 1M prefixes Beth, Vav, Caph and Lamed^

This Rubric not only records the instances contained in § 103a,

but lays down the rule from which the instances in question

depart In giving this rule, however, the Massorah mentions the

fact (I) that in vr^hn God, wheiv it is preceded by one of these

four serviles the AUph is also Raphe, or has no vowel-points and

(II) that in nirr the Yod loses its Sheva when the Tetragrammaton

ha« one of these prefixes. This Massorah is from Harley 5710— 11,

VoL Ii; fol. 2176, on Ps. 136 8. The seventh instance, i. e. Neh. 8 10

is here omitted. This is manifestly due to an oversight on the

part of the Scribe as is attested by the heading. The omission

of the last line is by no means of uncomniion occurrence.

rp *i § lOSc.

''Ih>jl7« Lord hat in nine inttances an audihk Aleph. Tl^S

recension of Rubric 103 ,which is from the Model Codex Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 31 8 a, on Ps. 136 3 is one of the oldest part* of

the Massorah, «ince it is also given ^l the anciel^.t Cq^9X
.Orient 4445^ fQl..29a^ on Qen. 40 1. It will be seen tli^t whilst

a|L lihe nine Lists .reaord^d in § loaa, aa well 4s the most elabV^te

recension., in g ,1096 i^mphntically state that thdfe ure seven

instances pnly which constitute th^s exception and accordingly

,«;niim9rate.0Aly soveo^ Uiis r^oension. as- emphatically states- th»i

tbsre ar^ nine ins^^nces and irecords the nine exeeptionfl. The
two instanoei? lueco^dJUg to this rftcensipn Are w;'^ which occurs

.twice, viz., Deut 10. 17 and Ps, 136 ,8. It is, therefojre^ evident

that the ancient School o£ Massprites froniL yrhieh this Massorah

tpi¥)ceeds did not limit the effect ol the prefixes uimnb th« vowel'

poii^ts of -the Aleph in }i*t||t l<^'d to ^3is, sin<» in these twa instanoefl

it is-B*}'T|fn with the prefiJs Se-in).

\
' rp'^ § ip4^

'^!'3'T^ <Ay lord oceurs^twic^. >ybat is with the miflix second
person singular feminine. In all the other instance where this

expression has th^ (foiii^f. second peii^on .sy^gu^aiT it is masculine,

viz.il'3'w. Of thiaJiuba:i«a colteted three Lists: ^) Harley .6710—11,

Vol. li, fol. 25 o, on Isa. 51 22; which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 295a, on Ps. 46 12 and (HI) the printed Massorah

on Isa. 51 22. This Rubric forms one of the pairs in the alpha-

betical List of words which severally occur twice with Pathach.*

> Comp. 7%e MoMorah, letter 3, § 539, Vol. II, p. 200.

,Tp = § 105.

13''3^K5 and our lord occurs twice. That is with Vav prefix,

to distinguish it from the other seven instances where it is without

this Vav. Of this Rubric which does not occur in the printed

Massorah I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II,

foL 2176, on Ps. 186 5 which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 1«,

fol. 76 a, on 1 Kings 1 2 and (IH) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Ps. 135 5.

Vp - § 106.

J^rriflK^ to their lord occurs twice. That is with the prefix

Lamed to distinguish it from the other nine passages where it is

without this prefix. This Rubric is from Harley 5710—11, VoL II,

foL 1 10a, on Amos 4 1.

rp - § 107.

"•^K* Lord occurs twelve Himef in the Pentateuch. That is this

expression standinjg by itself is used in twelve instances in the

Pentateuch for the Tetragrammaton. It indeed occurs sixteen times

in this division of the Hebrew Bible, but in the other four

instances it is in combination with the Tetragrammaton, viz.
•>f^

ntT (Gen. 15 2, 8; Deut 8 24; 9 26). As there can be no doubt

about its import in these passage they are excluded frqm this

List The two instances where it has the prefix Lamed and where

it stands for the Tetragrammaton in the Pentateuch, viz. "j'tS^

Gen. 18 30, 32 are according to this Massoretic School, also excluded

from this List because they are part, of a separate Rubric which

registers the passage where this expression with Lamed occurs in the

whole Bible.' Of this separate Rubric which does not occur in

the printed Massorah I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

VoL I, fol. 576, on Exod 84 9, which I have print^d and (II) Orient

1379, foL 576, on Gen. 18 32. In the printed Massorah Parva on

Gen. 18 27, reference is made to this separate Rubric stating

that there are fourteen such instances in the Pentateuch, but this

manifestly includes the two passages with the prefix Lamsd,

viz. 'jhK^.

> Vide infra, g llg, p. 27.

H'p - § 108.

*'^lVk* Lord is five times so written, in Kings. In Joshua *p^

occurs once only by itself, viz. 7 8, in the other passage (7 7)

it is combined with Jehovah, viz. .Tirr 'J'lK. Of Judges where it

occurs twice by itself (6 15; 13 8) and twice in combination with

Jehovah (6 22; 16 28) I have lound no separate List The six

instances in Samuel are all combined with Jehovah (2 Sam. 7 18,

19, 19^ 20, 28, 29). and hen3e do not belong to this category. It

is only when we oome to Kings where it occurs five times that

we have again, a separate List . Of this Rubric which does not

ocQur in th& printed Massorah I <>olUted two Lists: (I) Arund.

Orient^. 16, foL 96a, on 1 Kiiigs 2fi 6 which I have printed and (II)

^.ddt l^^50, foL 197 a, on the same passage. It will be seen that

whilst the passages where this expression hw the prefix Lamed

are excluded from the List on the Penstateucfa the in^ance in

which it has Fa«> prefix ('j'tki t Kings 7 ^) is here given as <ine

ol the five. It is Important to remark that this Massorah proceeds

from a School of textual redactors which read ^pf, in. these

passages instead of njrr and that the recension which o4»tained

in other Schools had njrr in at least diueeout at the livepaswges

as> KiU be sedn from, tl^e notes to my edition of the Hdi»iBW

Bible. '

rp *, §1,109-'
.

'..-,.
< '^Sli^t- Lord ufwanfy^-^rke Htaee 4eritten so in Isaikh. Of this

Rfibria whioh does not occur iu th6 ^Hnted MasSorah I collated

two Lists:' (I) Arundi Orient* 16, foL 1206, on Isa. 4 4 and \U) Add.

ld,2&l,^ M: nrjb, on the same passage^ The headingM the second

^isi distinctiy states that thdre are' twenty-twd Sutfh inbtAflces

only in Isaiah.* But as it'entnn**at«6 Wenty^nfe passagfes Wily

and omits two, viz. Isa. 9 7, anji"^8 16 it is difficult' to say

which of these is meant to be excluded according ^to this

Tebension. ^ Th» Importimt features of this Missorafif, ''however,

which are ©enttmori to both l^ecenMonS arte that (3f)'^they both

4 b
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read *j^ in Isa. 38 14 which is the Palestinian reading, whilst

the Babylonians and the Hellali Codex read here r«r;» (II) thoy

both read ^ in Isa. 49 14a instead of mn^ which is the reading

ia the textus reeepttu and (III) that in no fewer than thirteen

out of the twenty-three passages which are here recorded as

reading ^ some of the CodicM and the early printed editions

read ntr, as will be seen from the notea in my edition of the

Hebrew Bible.

' It if to be remarkod tbat the o-ecUed Babylonian Codex of A. D. 916

reada hare ^i* In aooordanee with the PaleatiniaB reoanafon.

tnj.

•p - § 110.

> Lord it tix [five] thuM to toritttn in Etekitl In Jeremiah
where ^ without any prefix occurs eleven times * and with the

prefix Lamtd three times* it is invariably in combination with
n^ and hence does not belong to this category. It is remarkable
that in Ezekiel, where *;h|( occurs no fewer than two hundred
and twenty-two times, it is combined with niT in two hundred
and seventeen instances and in five passages only does it stand
by itself for Jehovah. Of this Rubric which does not occur in

the printed Hassorah I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient Ifl,

foL 17S<r, on Ezek. 18 26 which I have printed and (II) Cambridge
Add. 1174 on the same passages. Both these Lists state in the
heading that there are nix such instances in Ezekiel and both
enumerate five only which is in accordance with the Uxlut
rtctptut and with the statement of the Massorah Parva in Arund.
Orient 16, on Ezek. 81 14 and the printed Massorah Parva on
Ezek. 18 26. Such discrepancies between the number stated in

the heading of a Rubric and tiie actual number of passages
given in the Rubric itself are not uncommon in the Massorah.

> Comp. Jemn. 1 6; t 19, 22; 4 10; 1 20; 14 IS; tt 17, 25; 44 20;
41 A; 80 SI.

* Comp. 4t 10, 10; M 26.

>rp - g 111.

^J^ Lord ocatri ttven timet in tht hook of the tmlve Minor
l^-epheU. Though y^ without any prefix occurs thirty-three times
In the Minor Prophets it is in seven instances only that it

stands by itself. In all the other twenty-four passages it' is

combined with m-r. The single instance where it has the prefix
Lamed ^piff Mai 1 14) the Massorah does not include in this
List thougk it stands by itsolf. Of this Rubric Vhich does not
occur in the printed Mansorah I collated two Lists: (I) the
Vienna Codex Ko. 86 on Zech. 9 4 which I have printed and
(U) Add. 16,260, toL sub, on the same passage.

a-^p - § 112.

"^^TK* Lord vritten wH Aleph oeeurt thirty-four timet in the

Prophett and hat here a Patek. This Rubric which does not occur
in the printed Massorah is from the St Petersburg Codex
of A, D. 916 on Isa. 11 11. It is of great importance inasmuch as
it shows that the record of the divine name Adonai in the
several books of the Hebrew Scriptures is tstte of the earliest

portions of the Massorah. The expression written >rith AUph is

meant to distinguish it from the Tetragrammaton whiek is also
pronounced Adonai, but is written with Yod at the beginnii^.
The expression 'aa - o^as^does not mean the Prophets generally,
i. e. the Former and Latter which is its usual sense, but is here
restricted to the LatterProphets since the instances from the Former
Prophets, viz. Joshua, Judges, Samuel and Kings are excluded
from this List Nor does per denote that -4<io//ai is followed by
a Pauk in all the thirty-four instances, a sense which might
apparently be assigned to it, but simply means that in the
passage on which this Massorah is giren, viz. Isa. 11 11 Adona%
is followed by this accent

On comparing this ancient general List of the Latter
Prophets with the several Rubrics on each individual Prophet
which I have given from other MSS. it will be seen that with
the exception of Isa. 49 14a they harmonise absolutely. With
regard to the relation of this Massorah to the text of the
St Petersburg Codex itself, however, it is to be remarked that in
Isa. 6 8 and 9 7 this Codex originally read mrr instead of 'jha

whilst in Ezek. 21 14 it reads nvr "sntt

J'^p - § 118.

^J^* Lord it to icritUn forty-tix timet in the PtaUer. This
Rubric which does not occur in the . printed Massorah is from
the Model Codex Arund. Orient 16, foL 800a,. on Ps. 68 12.

ro in the heading is a mistake for vts-46. The forty-six in-

stances are made up by the inclusion of^ with the prefix
Vav Ps. 86 28. The two instances where it has the prefix Lamed,
viz. ^pt^ Ps. 22 81 and 180 6 are excluded though Adonai in

these passages stands by itself. This is in accordance with the

principle of the Massoretic School which included in this reckoning
the prefix Vav and excludes the prefix Lamed. (Oomp. § 108.)

On refering to the notes in my edition of the Hebrew Bible it

will be seen that in no fewer than seven instances some of the
MSS. and early edition read nli; instead of ^p^^ It is also

important to notice that in quoting the passage from Ps. 16 2
the Maraorah before us substitutes Tvh for rvcthf thus giving the
pronunciation of the Tetragrammaton instead of the letters of
the Tetragrammaton.

> Comp. Pa. so 0; 88 10; 89 8; 40 18; 44 24; 80 8, «.

T'p - § 114.

^J^» Lord it fourteen timet to wr^ten in Lameniaiiont. Of
this Rubric which does not occur in the printed Massorah
I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 967a, on Lament 8 81

which I have printed, and (II) Cambridge Add. 466 on Lament2 20.

The two instances which I give in the notes to my edition of the
Hebrew Bible where some MSS. and early editions read rtw
instead of pi( (Lament 2 19; 8 81) are supported by considerable
authority. It is, however, important to remark that several MSS.
read rrjrr in other passages and that the superb Codex of the
Pentateuch with the Megilloth Add. 21,160 originally read np<
in no fewer than thirteen out of the fourteen passages. The
Psalter and Lamentations are the only two books in the Ha<
giographa of which I have found separate Lists recording the
instances in which Adonai occurs by itself instead of the Tetra-
grammaton.

rep - § 115.

^JTK* Lord it one ht^ndred and thirty-four timet vnitten to.

This Rubric distinguishes the one hundred and thirty-four

passages where Ationai stands by itself from the three hundred and
four instances in which it is combined w#b Jehovah. Of this Rubric
which records all the instances in the Bible where Adonai stands
by itself for the Tetragrammaton I collated four Lists, three in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL I, foL 676, on
Exod.84 9 which I have printed; (II) Add. 16,261 in the Massoretie
Appendix fol. 488 a; (IH) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 161, and
(lY) the printed Massorah Finalis letter k, § 86. The heading
in Lists I and II is as I have printed it In the Ochlah Ve-
Ochlah, however, as well as in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah the
expression rrm and wm follow the word vm, I e. rm •jth and
M**m '*>ntti i- e. Adonai entirely or Adonai ly ittelf. List I is complete

having the seven instances in which Adonai has the prefix Lamed
at the end of the Rubric List II gives two instances only of *n»6,

viz. Isa. 28 2 ; Mai. 114, and omits five, viz. Qen. 18 SO, 82; Ps. 22 8
1

;

180 6 ; Dan. 9 9. List III gives one instance only of Adonai with the
prefix Lanted and omits all the others. It also omits Exod. 6 22
and Job 28 28. List IV apart from separating the seven instances

of <ni6 is also complete. It will thus be seen that all the four
Lists include the one instance in which Adonai has the prefix

Beth, the three instances in which it has the prefix Vav and the

Mven with the prefix Lamed^ in the one hundred and thirty-four

passages. According to this computation, therefore, the Pentateuch

has fourteen instances and not twelve (comp. g 107), Isaiah has
twenty-three and not twenty-two (comp. § 109); the Minor
Prophets have eight and not seven (comp. § 111); the Latter

Prophets have thirty-six and not thirty-four (comp. g 112) and
the Psalter has forty-eight and not forty-six (etMup. g 118).

We have seen that in many of these one hundred and
thirty-four instances in which the present received text reads

Adouai in accordance with this Masoorah, some of tiie best M^S.
and early editions read the Tetragrammaton, and the question

arises how did this variation obtain? The explanation is not far

to seek. From time immemorial ^be Jewish canons decreed that

tiie incommunicable name is to be pronounced Adonai as if it

were written nmt instead of mr. Nothing was, therefore, more
natural for the copyists than to substitute the expression which

exhibited the pronunciation for the Tetragrammaton which they

were forbidon to pronounce. This is confirmed by the fact that

the Massorah itself in giving the catchword of a passage

i Comp. *}'iN» Fa. 78 28; *^tH 2 Kings 7 6; biu 40 14; Pi. tt 28; *fwfj

Qeo. 18 80, 82; Iml 28 2; XtL 1 14; Pi. » 81; UO »; Du. 9 9.
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substitutes -j-ik for mrr' (vide supra, § 113) and that the Easterns
read -j-ne where the Westerns have nirr and vice vevsa.^ Hence
we may safely assume that though the Scribe wrote Adonai for

.Tpp he would not- insert the incommunicable name instead of 'hk.

The reading, therefore, in the conflicting passages is in favour
of the Tetragrammaton.

* Comp. I8a. 38 U; Mai. 1 14; Lament 5 21 and the notes in my ediUon
ot the Hebrew Bible.

rop •= § 116a-c.

Adonai Jehovah is four times so toritten in the Pentateuch. In
the Pentateuch there are two different combinations of the
Tetragrammaton with another Divine Name, viz. Jehovah Elohim
which is the more common and which occurs no fewer than
twenty times* and the uncommon combination Adonai Jehovah
which occurs four times only. The Massorah, therefore, in the
Rubric before us records the less usual combination. Of this

Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Orient. 1879, foL 68a, on Gen. 16 2 which I have printed; (II)

Orient 2348, foL 46a; (III) Orient. 2349, fol. 85a, on the same
passage; (IV) Add. 16,251, fol. 110a, on Deut. 9 26 and (V) the
printed Massorah on Gen. 15 2. List I states at the end that all

the four instances occur in the Pentateuch, whilst the other
three Lists record this fact in the heading of the Rubric.

« Comp. Gen. 8 4, C, 7, 8, 9, 16, 16, 18, 19, 21, 22; 8 ]

22, 28; Ezod. 9 30.

8, 9, 18, 14, 21

r^p - § 1166.

Adonai Jehovah occurs four times in the Hagwgrapha. It will
be seen that the heading describes these four instances as
occurring in the Hagiographa though the instances adduced are
all from the Psahns. This is due to the fact that there are no
other passages in the Hagiographa where this combination occurs.
The Psalms, therefore, represent the whole of this division of
the Bible. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,
Vol n, fol. I94i, Ps. 71 5 which I have printed and (II) Add!
15,251, foL 8596, on the same passage.

rtSp = § 116c.

Throughout the Pentateuch <&c. — This Massorah summarises
the various combinations of the two Divine names in the three
divisions of the Scriptures. In the Pentateuch it is always
vrhk mrr with the exception of four passages where it is mm -nK.
In the Prophets it is always mm *t» with the exception of five
passages where it is o'nbK mm, whilst in the Hagiographa it is

always trhti mm with the exception of four passages where it is

mm'j-iK. Moreover, in the Prophets and Hagiographa there are
five instances in which mm precedes -nK. It will be seen that in
these passages the Tetragrammaton has the vowel-points of
Is^him in accordance with the Massoretic rule. Hence the heading
^jiK B'n'?K 'm instead of "hk mm, substituting the expression which
represents the pronunciation of the Tetragrammaton for the
Tetragrammaton itself. Of thisT Rubric I collated six Lists, five
in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient. 1879, fol. 331 5, on Deut. 9 26
which I have printed; (H) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 9a, on
Gen. 16 2; (III) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. I13a, on Deut, 3 24;
(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 210a, on Jonah 4 6; (V) Halle Ochlah
Ve-Ochlah I, § 152, and (VI) the printed Massorah on Ps. 69 7.

rp « § 117.

Adonai wiOi Vav prefix ('shKi) occurs three times. These three
instances are included in the one hundred and thirty-four passages
where Adonai by itself stands for the Tetragrammaton. (Vide
lupra, § 115.)

ny - § 118.

Adonai with Lamed prefix OjhKb) occurs seven times. Of this
Rubric I collated six Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. H, foL 179&,
on Ps. 28 31; which I have printed (II) the same MS., VoL II,
foL 2846, on Dan. 9 9; (HI) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 129 6, on laa. 28 2;
(IV) the same MS., foL 2226, on MaL 1 14; (V) the same MS.,
foL 8716, on Dan. 9 9 and (VI) the printed Massorah on Isa. 28 2.

The mnemonic sign at the end of the Rubric I have found in
the printed Massorah Parvaonly on Gen. 18 30. Though these
seven instances are an integral part of the one hundred and
thirty-four passages where Adonai by itself is equivalent to the
Tetragrammaton yet they not only form a separate Rubric which

by a mnemonic sign. This is due to the fact that the Easterns
read mm^ in Mai. 1 14, and this reading is exhibited in most of
the early printed editions, as will be seen from the notes on
this passage in my edition of the Hebrew Bible. It is to exclude
the Eastern reading, therefore, that the Westerns formulated
this separate Rubric.

83*»p - § 119 a.

J?*7S <^»^ the adverb, begins a verse thirteen times in Daniel . .

.

So it is also from Dan. 3 30 to 6 12 and throughout Esra except in
three instances . . . Every where else it is toith the prefix Beth (frm)-

fi3*»p - § 1196.

|^*TK then, the adverb, begins a verse eighteen times in Daniel . >. .

Sj it is also throughout Ezra except in the three instances where it is

(n>»9) ^^ *^ P^^fi^ Beth.

In order to understand these two apparently conflicting
recensions of the same Massorah it is necessary to remark:
(I) that pTM which occurs twenty times in Daniel begins a verse
in eighteen instances; (H) that i:t»«5 which occurs twenty-five
times in Daniel begins a verse in twenty-two instances and that
(III) this Massorah is designed to guard against the inter-
changing of these two forms on the part of the Scribes. To
effect this the Massorites as usual tabulate the fewer instances
and thereby indicate that in all the other passages which
constitute the majority }n»»j begins the verse. As the part of
Daniel from 6 4 to verse 12 is the only section where ir^ and
I'lK? do not interchangeably begin a verse, the first recension
of this Massorah states that in this portion which exhibits five

instances, it is always p-ne. This leaves thirteen instances where

i:^ begins a verse and where it has to' be safeguarded against
its rival jnK?. The second recension gres the eighteen instances
in their natural order with their separate catchwords. In Enra
where i:njj occurs seven times and where itjitegins a verse six
times, whilst p-TK? only occurs three times, the latter is the exception.
•Hence the minority of instances are recorded for safeguarding.

The first recension of this Massorah which is more artificial

is more popular in the MSS. Of it I collated six Lists, five in MSa
and one printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, VoL II, fol. 277a, on
Dan. 2 17 which I have printed; (II) the same MS. (VoLII, fol. 278a,

on Dan. 2 48; (IH) the same MS. VoL H, foL 2786, on Dan. 8 24;
(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 8646, on Dan. 2 17; (V) Halle
Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 99 and (VI) the printed Massorah
Finalis letters, § 64. Of the second recension I collated three Lists:

(I) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 368a, on Dan. 5 6; (II) the same MS.,
foL 3696, on Dan. 6 15 and (IH) the same MS., foL 3746, on
Ezra 4 24.

rp - § 120.

IIHKS JHK. That is, this adverb without and with the
prefix Beth occurs nine times at the beginning of the verse
with the accent Telisha-gedola. Of this Rubric I collated five
Lists, two in MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II,

foL 281a, on Dan. 6 7 which I have printed; (H) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 3756, on Ezra 6 13; (IH) the printed Massorah on Dan. 6 6;
(IV) the same on Ezra 6 13 and (V) the printed Massorah
Finalis, letter k, § 63. The first of the three printed Lists alone
is complete, the other two are defective.

K'Sp - § 121.

J^IXS* This adverb with the prefix Beth occurs three
times at the beginning of a verse in Ezra. In the other six instances
where it begins a verse in this book it is without the prefix
Beth.^ This separate Rubric which is of frequent occurence in

the MSS. I have printed from Harley 5710—11, VoL II, foL 289a,
on Ezra 5 2. It is also a part of Rubric 119a.

» Comp. Ezm 4 9, 23} 5 4, 9, 16; 6 13.

3'3p * § 122.

Xr^X2 occurs five times with the accent Oeresh. Of this

Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, foL 2786, on Dan. 3 21; (II) the same
MS., VoL II, foL 279a, on Dan. 3 26; (HI) Arund. Orient 16,

foL 3686, on Dan. 6 17 and (IV) the printed Massorah on
Dan. 3 26.

J'Dp = § 128.

D*1*1K the mighty, the noble in Ezek. 32 18 is defective of
18 01 frequent occurrence in the Massorah, but they are guarded | both Yods and in Zech. 11 2 it is defective of the first Yod, whilst
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in all the other instances both without and with the prefixes it

is entirely plena This Rubric which does not occur m the

printed Massorah is from Orient 1474, fol. 108a, on Ezek. 3i 18

The orthography in Ezek. as here set forth is that of the second

edition of the Bible, Naples 1491-93; the Latter Prophets,

Pesaro 1515; the fourth edition of the Bible, Pesaro 1511-17, the

Complutensian, the first edition of Bomberg's Rabbinic Bible,

Venice 1517 and Jacob b. Chayim's edition of the Bible with the

Massorah, Venice 1524-25. But in the editio princeps of the Pro-

phets, Soncino 1485^86, the first edition, of the entire Bible,

Soncino 1488 and in the third edition, Brescia 1494, it is b'-!^

entirely plenc. The same diversity of orthography also obt^ns

with regard to Zech. 2 2. The second edition of the Bible,

imples 1491-93 and the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible 1517

are the only two editions which follow this Massoretic precept

here. The editio princeps of the Prophets, Soncino 1485-86, the

first and third editions of the Bible, the Pesaro edition of the

Latter Prophets, the fourth edition of the Bible, the Complutensian

and the first Rabbinic Bible in the margin, read D'n'^ entirely

plene, whilst the editio princeps of the Rabbinic Bible with the

Massorah by Jacob b. Chayim has on-m with the second Jod

defective and a Massorah against it p -ra '•? unique in this spelling.

r3p = § 124.

DT*1'''TK1 and their mAles occurs twice in the Scriptures once plene

and oncld^fecUve. According to this Massorah which I have printed

from Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 40a, on Jerem. 14 3 the plene

instance is in Jeremiah, whilst in Neh. 3 5 it is xxrr^, with the

second Yod defective. On Nehemiah 3 5, however, where the same

MS gives this Rubric a second time (Vol. II, fol. 294«) it simply

states that d.t-i^i occurs twice and in the text itself this Codex

has both instances plene. This coincides with the Massoretic

Rubric given in the printed Massorah by Jacob b. Chayim where

it is expressly stated that both are plene ^ though in the text Jacob

b Chayim has orrnnKi with the first Yod defective in Jerem. 14 3.

This spelling which I adopted in my edition of the Bible is

supported by the important Codex Harley 5720, which has a

Massorah on it,« Cambridge Add. 4C5, the carefully printed

Lisbon edition of Jeremiah 1492, and the Complutensian The

plene reading d.th'^ki, however, is in the St. Petersburg Codex

of A D 9 J 6, Arund. Orient. 16, t)ie editio princeps of the Prophets,

the first, second and third editions of the Bible (1488, 1491—93;

1494) the first Rabbinic Bible (1517) and the Bomberg quarto

of 1521 It is, therefore, evident that there were different

Massorahs with regard to the orthography of this expression

which were based upon the different recensions of the text

preserved in the several Massoretic Schools. As this expression

also occurs once without the prefix Vav, it is included in the

alphabetical List of words which respectively occur three times,

twice with Vav and once without it.^

1 Sen 'a cnnnm Comp, 4he printed Massorah on Neh. S 6.

2 -So 'H 'a cn-mxi.

3 Comp. The Ma»»orah, letter i, § 71, Vol. I, p. 404.

,TDp = § 125.

D*TK a man occurs ttn 'times at the beginning of a verse. It

will be seen that Adam in i Chron. 1 l which is a proper name

is here included in the ten instances. This Rubric I have not

found anywhere except in the printed Massorah of Jacob b.

Chayim on Levit. 13 2.

r3p = § 120.

DHK5 in a man occurs four times in the Scriptures ...and

once it tVonioi with Vav prefix. The design of this Massorah is

to distinguish between the five instances where the Beth has Sheva

and the twenty passages in which it has Kametz. Of this Rubric

I collated six Lists, four inMSS. and two printed : (I) Harley 5710-11,

Vol. II, fol. 253 6, on Prov.23 28 which I have printed; (II) Orient.

4445, fol. 107 fc, on Levit. 22 5; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 345rt, on

Prov. 23 28; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah fol. 1206 note;

(V) the printed Massorah on Levit 13 9 and (VI) the 'same on

Prov. 23 28. The fact that this Rubric occurs in the ancient

Codex Orient 4445 shows that it is one of the oldest constituent

parts of the Massorah. It also forms part of the alphabetical

List of words which respectively occur five times, four times

without the prefix Vav and once with it'

» Comp. The Maitoi-aJi, letter i, § 75, Vol. I, p. 407.

r"3p - § 127.

DUO and man occurs nine times in the Scriptures. Of this

Rubric F collated elevei Lists, eight in MSS. and three printed:^

(I) Harley fi7l0-il. Vol. II, fol. 2426, on Prov. 3 4 which Ihavfe

printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 1246, on Isa. 13 12; (III) the

same MS., fol. 1386, on Isa. 46 12; (IV) the same MS. foL 1966,

on Ps. 49 13; (V) the same MS. fol. 333a, on Job 34 15; (VI) the

same MS., foL 337a, on Prov. 3 4; (VII) the same MS., foL 344fl, on

Prov. 20 24; (VIH) Cambridge Add. 465, on Isa. 13 12 which

alone has the mnemonic sign; (IX) the printed Massorah on

Prov. 3 4; (X) the same on Prov. 20 24 and (XI) the sam3

on Job 34 15.

n-3p - § 128.

taiKS like man occurs three times in the Scriptures. Of thU

Rubric 'l collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710-11, VoL II, foL 105a, on Hos. 6 7 which I have

printed; (H) the same MS., Vol. H, foL 1996, on Ps. 82 7;

(HI) the same MS.. Vol. H, fol. 235 6, on Job 31 33; (IV) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 305 a, on Ps. 82 7 and (V) the printed Massorah

on Hos. 6 7.

B-Dp - § 129.

GlVh with Sheva under the Lamed without and with Vav

prefix occurs thiHeen times. This Rubric which I have printed from

Jacob b Chayim's Massorah on Job 33 23 is incorrect There are

altogether fifteen such instances. The editor had either an

imperfect List before him or by oversight omitted Isa. 44 15, and

Job 33 23 and altered the heading in harmony with the recorded

instances.

yp = § 130.

' Dnj<^^ occurs three times. That ijJ With Sheva under the

Lamed and the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric which does not occur

in the printed Massorah I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11,

Vol II, fol. 264a, on Eccl. 2 21 which I have printed; (11) Aruni

Orient 16, fol. 351 6, on the same passage; (IH) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah fol. 1206 note and (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35 on

Eccl. 2 21. This Rubric forms part of the preceding List m

Jacob b. Chayim's printed Massorah.

K-^p - § 131.

DIXb occurs five times in the Scriptures Through^

EccUtialtes it is likewise so except in one instance where it t* DTK^.

As DTK"? with Sheva under the Lamed is the normal form and dtkJ?

with kametz under the Lamed is of less frequent occurrence,

the exceptions are safeguarded in this Rubric. In Ecclesiaste^

however, mn'? with Kametz under the Lamed is the rule^ and dtk^

with Sheva Jnder the Lamed is the exception, hence the smgle

instance is recorded. Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists nine

in MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 38a,

on Jerem. 10 23 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II.

fol. 119a. on Zeph. 1 17; (III) the same MS., Vol. II. fol. 234a, on

Job 28 28; (IV) the same MS., Vol. II. foL 2556, on Prov. 27 19;

(V) St Petersburg Codex of A. B. 916 on Zeph. 1 17; (VI) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 1.^4a, on Jerem 10 23; (VII) the same MS.,

fol. 215a, on Zeph. I 17; (VIII) the same MS fol 3*66 on

Prov 27 19; (IX) Cambridge Add. 465, on Zeph. 1 17 from which

I have printed the second mnemonic sign; (X)the printed Massorah

on Exod. 4 11; (XI) the same bn Jerem. 10 23 which gives the

first mnemonic sign and (XII) the same on Zeph. 1 17 where

this mnemonic sign is given again. The mnemonic sign by itself

is also repeated in the printed Massorah Fmalis letter K § 68.

It is remarkable that the St Petersburg Codex gives

Eccl 2 1*8 as the first instance instead of Job 28 28. But as w^

occurs no fewer than seven times in Ecclesiastes and moreover,

as the ^addition of this single instance is contrary to the

structure of this Massorah, there can hardly be any doubt that

the catchword w:kw = E(^cl. 2 8 is a mistake for -^^ or nKnjn-

'^''^

Tn^the printed Massorah by Jacob b. Chayim where as we

have seen, this Rubric occurs three times, it has .«
dif'ei^^t

heading in each instance. The first heading is
«r^^«^%.^°*^^^^

able. In Exod. it is V:h^ T, u^h, i. e. nn.b *n five tmes MOel He^

the Kametz is called MUel in contradistinction to the
f^"'^^

a-r^b which accordingly is Milra. Hence in the second instance

. Comp. Eccl. 1 3; 3 18, 22; 6 H, 12, 12; 8 16.



K — K § 132a—138. 31 § 139—141. K

where this Massorah is repeated in Jeremiah the heading is

fxap 'n DTK*? and the expression ptsp is used for its equivalent

rbp - § 132o.

Sign: In Genesis &c. As the phrase from, man unto beasts,

occurs in five books only and as the preposition is without the

prefix Vao in three books and with it in two, this Rubric simply

specifies the three books in which it is -n? and the two in which

it is -lyi. This Massorah is far more correctly given in Orient.

2849, foi. 626, on Exod. ,9 25 where it is as follows : nsTi 'WKia bo

"CB nm nana in d-iko irron'i mew rhuc '?3i -nana np diko mbnrn 'ro laiaa

»a U'ar i6 roK -i»i mn opn -jmo' hjk ir 'so'd. The mnemonic sign from

Numb. 14 11 indicates that just as in this verse the preposition

without the prefix occurs = first and then the same preposition

with the prefix, so in the phrase under consideration the instances

where this preposition is without the prefix come first and those

with it are second.

rbp - § 1325.

From man unto beast occurs four times in combination in the

Scriptures. Whilst the preceding Rubric simply specifies the books

in which the two phrases occur, this Massorah fixes the four

instances where -i? is without the prefix. It, moreover, adds at

the end that throughout Exodus it is -ipi with the prefix (comp.

Exod. 9 25; 12 12). With this prefix, however, it also occurs

once in Jerem. (60 3). Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Cambridge Add. 1174 on Gen. 7 23

which I have printed; (II) Harney 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2176, on

Ps. 135 8; (III) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Numb. 3 13 and (IV)

the printed Massorah on the same passage.

ybp - § 133.

ma'TK ground, soil occurs eleven times in the Scriptures. Of

this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, foL 2426, on 2 Kings 5 17 which I have

printed; (II) the same MS. Vol. II, fol. 11, foL 1646, on 2 Chron.

26 10; (III) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 229; (IV) Cambridge

Add. 465 on Exod. 20 24 which alone gives the mnemonic sign;

(V) the same MS. on Isa. 15 9, where the mnemonic sign is

repeated; (VI) the printed Massorah on Joel 2 21; (VII) the

same on 2 Chron. 26 1 0.

T^p = § 134.

This good land occurs three times. As this phrase is preceded

by "jyo from off, in all the three instances Arund. Orient. 16,

foL 17 a, on Josh. 23 13 heads this Rubric 'j riKin naitsn nanKn ^ra

from off this good land occurs three limes.

n'''?p - § 135.

nDTKHI and the land occurs three times. Of this Rubric

I collated six' Lists, . four in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 32a, on Gen. 47 19 which I have printed; (H)

Orient 4445, fol. 886, on the same passage; (III) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 121 a, on Isa. 6 11; (IV) Cambridge Add. 4t;5 on Deut. 11 17

which alone gives the mnemonic sign
;
(V) the printed Massorah

on Gen. 47 19 and (VI) the same on Deut. 11 17. The fact that

this Rubric occurs in Orient 4445 shows that it is one of the

oldest portions of the Massorah.

rhp - § 136.

Th9 land of the priests occurs twice. This Rubric which does

not occur in the printed Massorah is from 16,251, fol. 396, on

Gen. 47 22.

Vbp - § 137.

^nO^ my land occurs three tivms in the Scnptures. Of this

Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, fol. 114a, on Jonah 4 2; (II) the

same MS., VoL II, foL 2356, on Job 31 38; (III) Arund. Orient 16,

foL 2615, on 2 Chron. 7 20; (IV) the same MS., foL 232a, on

Job 31 38; (V) the printed Massorah on Jonah 4 2 and (VI) the

same on Job 81 88.

n-bp * § 138.

W1IST8 % land occurs five times. That iS with Segol under

the Tav to distinguish it from the seven instances in which it

has Sheva under the Tav.^ This Rubric which does not occur in

< Comp. Exod. t^ 19; U 86; Deut SI 28; 28 4, 83, 61; SO 9.

the printed Massorah is from Harley 5710—11, VoL I, fol. lHJt#

on Deut 7 13.

fiS'^p ^ § 130.

^JTlttHK "«»• ^«'^ (without and with the pi*efix Vavy is

according to the Sural always defective and nccorrling to the Nehardoi

always plene (i. e. irnanx). Both the second and the first, are df:factive

till Ezra cometh. The terms Surai and Nehardai denote two sub-

ordinate Schools of Massorites so called after the names of the

cities in Babylon where the respective academies flourished. The

famous principal School of textual critics in that country is

quoted by the general name of Madinchai or Easterns. From

this important Rubric we see that even the Babylonians were

not unanimous in their readings. The Massorite who compiled

the Rubric before us declares in favour of the Sarai reading

which he says is so certain that it could only be altered by

Ezra the great Scribe himself when he comes again. This Rubric

which does not occur in the printed Massorah is from Harley

5710—11, VoL I, foL 325, on Gen. 47 19.

1 man* occurs foui* times <Gen. 47 19, 19; Neh. 10 36, 38) and "noi»«

twice (Oen. 47 18, 19).

O'P = § 140.

^3te'TK red, ruddy, occurs twice in the Scriptures and is plene.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, foL I84a, on 1 Sam. 16 12, which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 456, on the same passage;-

(III) Add. 15,250, foL 17a, on Gen. 25 25; (IV) the same MS.,

foL 154 6, on 1 Sam. 16 12, and. (V) the printed Massorah rfn

Gen. 25 25. Both Add. 15,250 in the second instance and the

printed Massorah add -^tki 'W\ and once it is toith Vav prefix, i. ©.

1 Sam. 17 42. In this passage, howevor, it is -sfaTr defective.

K"Op - § 141.

iTIl'lJ^ Adonijah, occurs eight tines defective in the Scriptures.

Of this^ complicated Massorah I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS.

and one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, VoL I, foL 198a, on

2 Sam. 3 4 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, foL 2156,

on 1 Kings 1 5; (III) the same MS., VoL II, foL 299 a, on Neh.

10 17; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, foL 586, on 2 Sam. 3 4; (V) the

same MS., foL 756, on 1 Kings 1 5; (VI) the same MS., foL 239a,

on 1 Chron. 3 2; (VH) the same MS., foL 386a, on Neh. 10 17;

(VIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 46, and (IX) the printed

Massorah on 1 Kings 1 5.

To understand this Massorah it is necessary to remark

that (I) the name Adonijah occurs altogether twenty-seven times,

that in nineteen instances it has the Vav appended to it or is

injsTK and in eight only is it hji'tk and that (II) a difference

obtained in the Massoretic Schools with regard to its ortho-

graphy in one of the eight passages. The Easterns read it n^
defective in 2 Chron. 17 8, whilst the Westerns read it n«?1-i>| plene.

It is also to be added that in one of the eight instances if not

in two passages Adonijah has the prefix Vaoj i. e. :^?'tk]. With

these facts before us we shall be able to explain the various

headings of the different Lists as well as the apparently divergent

statements about their contents.

When List I which I have printed heads this Massofali,

Adonai iS eight times defective, it is due to its being based

upon the Eastern recension of the text which does not admit of

the plene reading in 2 Chron. 17 8. It Will also be seen that

this List reads n»?T»r th3 shorter form in the first part of this

verse and omits' Neh. 10 7. This divergence must presumably

also be due to the Eastern recension.

List II also states that 2 Chron. 17 8 contains two of the

eight instances in which the shorter form occurs, L e. that the

reading here is Tvp^, and not wp^,. It, therefore, also pfoceedfl

from the Eastern' SohooL Here, ' however, a later editor added

the instance from Neh. 10 17 so that the Rubric has actually

nine instances though the heading expressly states that there

are eight only. The heading of this Rubric, moreover, is rrj-m

.n-r-s-ttfi, thus recognising the two instances in which this name

has the prefix Vav according to this recension.

List III is based upon the Western recension and hence

omits the phrase la 'a in 2 Chron. 17 8, and gives Neh. 10 17

as the eighth instance.

The remaining six Lists uniformly exhibit the eight instances

of the Western recension. For the origin of the two forms of

this name see the Introduction to ray edition of the Massoretico*

Critical Text of the Heb»-«w Bible, p. 386 etc.



K — K § 142-149. — 32 § 160—166. t< — K

3Tp = § 142.

STfK A« loved occurs four timet in the Scriptures with Pathach

under the He. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS.

and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2266, on

1 Kings 11 1 which gives the mnemonic sign; (II) the same MS.,

VoL I, fol. 246, on Gen. 37 3 where the heading is npa 'nij 'n aiK

without the mnemonic sign; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, foL SGa, on

1 Kings 11 1; (IV) Orient 2349, foL 43a, on Gen. 37 3 which

giVes the same mnemonic sign; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

%Jtl2, and (VI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 37 8 where the

MasBorah Parva gives the following mnemonic sign vnrwa ^mw
»obo -ma which I have found nowhere else.

raj5 = § 1-13.

3nj< he loved occurs nine times, with TzSrE under the He.

Of this Rubric I collated thirteen Lists, twelve in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL l78o, on 1 Sam. 1 5 which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1766, on Ps. 11 7;

(HI) the same MS., VoL II, fol. 1876, on Ps. 47 5; (IV) the

St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Hosea 12 «; (V) the same

MS. on Mai, 2 11; (VI) Arund. Orient 16, foL 35a, on 1 Sam. 1 5;

(VII) the same MS., foL 2026, on Hos. 12 8; (Vni) the same

MS., foL 223a, on Mai. 2 11; (IX) the same MS., foL 286 a, on

Ps. 11 7; (X) the same MS. foL 804a, on Ps. 78 68; (XI) the

same MS. foL 3086, on Ps. 99 4; (XII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 273, and (XIII) the printed Massorah on 1 Sam. 1 6.

TOp = § 144.

ISHK he hved him occurs four times. The design of this

Massorah ^is to distinguish between this Kal preterite third person

singular masculine with the suffix third person masculine from

the words consisting of the same four letjters which are pointed

differently, viz. lanK .larw lanK and isnk. Of this Rubric I have

collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed : (I) Harley 5710— 1
1

,

VoL I, fol. 30a, on Gen. 44 20; which I have printed; (H) the same

MS., Vol. I, fol. 188 a, on 1 Sam. 20 17; (III) the same MS.,

VoL P, foL 23a, on Isa. 48 14; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

p. 123a note; ("$) the printed Massorah on (Jen. 44 20, and

(VI) the same on 1 Sam. 20 17.

iTOp - § 145.

rf!in^ he loved her occurs twice. Of this Rubric I collated

four Lists, Ihree in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

foL 316a, on Ps. 119 140 which I have printed; (II) Add. 16,250,

foL 3426 on the same passage; (III) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah

Supplement foL 1336 and (IV) the printed Massorah on Ps. 119 140.

rep - § 146.

riSiTK thou lovedsi occurs twice, i. e. Kal preterite second

person feminine. This Rubric which does not occur in the printed

Massorah is from Arund. Orient 16, foL 143o, on Isa. 57 f.

Vlip = § 147.

'riDHK / hved. Kal preterite first person singular has always

Pathach under the He except in Ps. 119 48. That is, in all the

passages where 'rciK is not in pause with Athnach or Soph-Pasuk

the He has always Pathach except in this single instance where

it has Kametz with the accent i?«6/a. This Rubric which does not

occur in the printed Massorah is from Harley 6710—11, VoL II,

foL 2126, on Ps. 119 48

n-Op - § 148.

'!|''ri!ir!K I loved thee occurs twice. That is with the suffix

second person feminine in contradistinction to the single instance

where it is '^ran^ suffix second person masculine (Isa. 43 4).

This Rubric which does not occur in the printed Massorah is from

Arund. Orient 16, foL 30 a, on Judg. 16 15.

tt*Op - § 149.

^lar^ thftj love thee occurs three times plene. Of this Rubric

Icollated five Lists, four inMSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

VoL I, foL 1 866, on i Sam. 18 22 which I have printed; (II) the same

MS., VoL n, foL 2606, on Cant 1 3 where the heading is more

correctly given T[^b&\ '3 three times and plene, since it does not occur

in any other form; (HI) Arund. Orient 16, foL 48a; (IV) the

same MS., foL 348 a, on the same two passages and (V) the

printed Massorah on 1 Sam. 18 22.

rD - § 150.

13njNt love ye occurs twice in the Scriptures. This Rubric which

I' have found in the printed Massorah only on Ps. S% 24 is

incorrect, since lanK with Ckateph-Segol under the He occurs

only once. In the first instance which this Rubric gives it is

la-TKi with Vav prefix. This imperative plural, however, without the

prefix occurs a second time in pause with KaTnetz under the He,

viz. ^aTij Zech. 8 10. Accordingly the heading should either be
'3 la-an lanK or fop nn 'a "am and the reference should be to Zech.

K"3p - § 161.

3nK*1 nnd he loved occurs six times tn the Scriptures

and they are unique. Of this Rubric which does not occur in the

printed Massorah I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 6710—li,

Vol. II, foL 1 56a, on 2 Chron. 1121 which I have printed
;
(U) Orient

2349, foL 42a, on Gen. 25 28 and (HI) the same MS., foL 446,

on Gen. 29 18. Orient 2349, however, not only states in the

heading of both Lists that it occurs five times only, but enume-

rates the five passages and omits Gen. 34 3 > which is given in

List L But this does not solve the difficulty since there are

nine instances in which a.!ij«;] occurs. List I omits three, viz.

Gen. 29 30; Judg. 16 4, and Esther 2 17, whilst Lists II -and HI
omit four, these three and Gen. 34 3. The solution seems to lie

in the fact that though an^r occurs altogether nine times it is

in six instances only that it begins a verse and the MassoriSh

before us, as is often the case, catalogues these alone. This

seems to derive support from Lists I and n in which lill the

five instances begin a verse though these Lists omit Esther 2 17

which is the sixth instance. Accepting this as the explanation of

the difficulty we have to take the catchword mrjn in List I to

stand for -itok who is so called in Esther 2 7, 9, which yields the

sixth passage where anu^i begins a verse. The addition 'vints 'Si

at the end of the Rubric, the Scribe simply added to fill up

the line.

« tHt? -oyam .noSr .spy ;pnv ''oi 'n anm Comp. Orfent 2849, fol. 42*.

l'3p - § 152.

^nSj^J^*!! <*"«' *« hved him occurs twice. This Rubric which

does not occur in the printed Massorah is from Cambridge

Add. 465 on 1 Sam. 16 21.

jj'':p - § 163.

nSriK'l and he hved her occurs twice. Of this Kbbric I

collatedi four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Hac^ey

6710— 11, VoL I, foL 2056, on 2 Sam. 13 1 which I have printed)

(II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 646, on the same passage; (IH)

Orient 2348, foL 516, on Gen. 24 67 and (IV) the printed Massorah

on the same passage.

T3p - § 164.

^1K occurs twice in the Scriptures, once with Kametz and once

with Pathach. That is, once it is Kal future first person

singular in pause, and once Kal imperative singular masculine.

It is to be remarked that the Massorah takes no notice of the

Aleph having Tzere in one instance..and CAaf«pA-^«<jto2 in the other.

This Rubric which does not occur in the printed Massorah is

from Harley 5710-11, VoL II, foL 2466, on Prov. 8 17.

.T3p - § 155.

DTlkl occurs ticice. That is, the participle active singular

masculine with Vav prefix to distinguish it from ankj the future

first person singular withFav conversive in MaL 1 2. Of this Rubric

I

which does not occur in the printed Massorah I collated two

Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 2866, on Ps. 11 6 and (II) Add. 15,251,

foL 1106, on Deut 10 18.

np = § 156.

^^n^ occtirs four times in the Scriptures. That is, this parti-

ciple plural construct occurs four times with the prefix Vav to

distinguish it from the five passages in which it is withoulf this

prefix.^ Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL H, foL 115a, on Micah 3 2

which I have printed; (Ilj the same MS., VoL U, foL 1946, on

Ps. 69 37; (III) Arund. Orient 16, foL 20()6, on Hos. 3 1; (IV) the

same MS. foL 301a, on Ps. 69 37 and (V) the printed Massorah

on Hos. 3 1.

I Comp. Isa. 56 10; Ps. 5 12; 40 IT; 70 5; 97 10.



K - « § 157- — 33 —
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np - § 167.

rOVTK* The Kal participle passive in all its forms whether
masculine or feminine, with or without the prefix He is with Vav
plene^ except in one instance where it is defective. This Rubric
which does not occur in the printed Massorah is from Cambridge
Add. 1174 on Deut 21 15.

1 Camp. »nN| Neh. IS 26; nawij Deut. 21 16; nimtfn Deut 81 16, 16.

n'3p = § 168.

nSilKD than the love, occurs twice. This Rubric I have
found only in the printed Massorah qn Prov. 27 6.

B'3p = § 169 a.

nriK* Throughout the Minor Prophets it i$ mpiKn, rnriK «?»U Cheth.
in ihe middle and He at the end, whilst throughout Ezra it is KiriK wUh
Jffe in the middle and Aleph at the end. To understand this

artificial Massorah it is necessary to remark that the contrast here

is between the orthography of two apparent homonyms, since rnnin

denotes brotherhood whilst ki^tk is the proper name of a river. It

is also to be remarked that the expression b's throughout, in these

artificial contrasts, is not to be taken literally, but simply means
in, since rnnKn occurs only once in the Minor Prophets, viz,

Zech. 11 14 and rnn»t without the prefix does not occur at all.

Throughout Ezra, however, where the name of the river occurs,

it is always with He in the middle and Aleph at the end. This
Rubric which does not occur in the printed Massorah is from
Harley 6710—11, Vol. n, fol. 291 a, on Ezra 8 31. The instance

from Zechariah is incorporated in the List of words which
severally occur once only with Chetk^

> Comp. The Matwrah, letter n, § 14, Vol. I, p. 4T2.

t'ip - § 1696.

KIHK Ahnva, occurs three times. The heading ought properly
to be 'Boai '3 irnM Akava occurs three times and in this book, since

it does not occur outside Ezra. This Rubric I found only in the

printed Massorah on Ezra 8 15.

O'p = § 160.

nSHKI and the love of, occurs twice. This Rubric which does

not occur in the printed Massorah is from Add. 15,251, foL 254b,

on Jerem. 31 3.

H'Dp = § 161.

CSTIK love, occurs three times in the Scriptures. This Rubric
which does not occur in the printed Massorah is from Harley
6710—11, VoL II, foL 1056, on Hos. 8 9. The heading ought
properly to be 'vrbn 'i D'a.-iK, since in Prov. 7 18 it is B-anjo with
the prefix Beth.

yop = § 162.

TP oe<mrs twice, once with Pathach under the Yod and once

with Kam^tz. That is, once it is Piel future third person singular
masculine and stands for bnK'^ from b^ and once it is Hiphil
future third person singular masculine from ^St. Of this Rubric
I collated two Lists: (I) Cambridge Add. 1174, on Job 31 26,

which I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah on the same
passaga These two expressions form part of the Alphabetical
Lists of words which respectively occur twice, once with Pathach

and once with Kametz.^ They also form part of the Massoretic
List of words which severally occur once only with He whilst

in all other passages they are with Cheth.'

« CJomp. The Mtunn-ah, letter 3, § 600, VoL 11, p. 308.

» Comp. The Mtutoi-ah, letter n, § si, Vol. I, p. 269.

yop = § 163.

TTtK tent, without or with a prefix is always defective. This
Rubric which does not occur in the printed Massorah is from
Orient 2349, fol. 636, on Levit 4 18.

TOp - § 164.

^"llQ in ihe tent of, occurs eight times with Sheva under the

Beth. This Rubric which I have found in the printed Massorah
only on Numb. 19 14 is at first very difficult to understand,
since briHa with Sheva under the Beth occurs no fewer than
forty-one times. On examining, however, the thirty-three instances
which are not included in this Rubric it will be found that

^nto in all these passages is followed by n^o congregation or
m^eting^ and that it is in these eight passages alone that it is

without njio. Accordingly this Massorah ought properly to be
pnma-T -tyio ^nlqi b'S^ and wherever bnka is folhnoed by -tjio, or where
the phrase is njio Snto in the tent of meeting the Beth has likewise

Sheva.

' Exod. 27 21; 30 .36; 40 22, 24, 26; Levit 4 7, 18; 16 17; 24 3; Numb. 1 1

;

3 26; 4 3, 4, 15, 2.% 29, ai, 33, 35, 37, 39, 41, 43, 47; 8 19, 22, 26; 14 lo;

17 19, 22; 18 31; Deut 31 14, 14.

iTDp - § 165.

^HKS in the tent, occurs six times in the Scriptures. Of this

Rubric I collated six Lists, three in MSS. and three printed:
(I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, foL 223 a, on 1 Kings 8 4, which I have
printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 826, on the same passage;
(HI) the same MS. fol. 2596, on 2 Chron. 5 5; (IV) the printed
Massorah on Numb. 19 14; (V) the same on Judg. 5 24 and
(VI) the same on 2 Chron. 6 5 where the mnemonic sign is

given which I have printed. It is remarkable that this mnemonic
sign which I have not found in the MSS. Jacob b. Chayim gives
three times more in the printed Massorah without the catchwords
for the six passages, viz. once in the Massorah Magna once
in the Massorah Parva on 1 Kings 8 4 and once in the Massorah
Finalis letter k, § 203.

YDp = § 166.

^riKT^ for the tent, occurs five times in ihe Scriptures. That is

without being followed by -i?io. Of this Rubric I collated two
Lists: (I) Add. 15,250, fol. 46a, on Exod. 26 7; which I have printed
and (II) the printed Massorah on the same passage. Both these Lists

distinctly state that there are jive such instances and give
2 Chron. 1 6 as one of tht^five passages; the catchword ryi
nthv in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah is manifestly a misprint
for no'?w br^, as is evident from the MS. which I have printed.

Moreover the Massorah Parva in Add. 15,2.oO and Add. lft,2.7l,

on Exod. 36 14, as well as in Add. 15,250 and in Add. 21,160,

on Numb. 9 16 state that it occurs five (-n) times. Yet it occurs
four times only without nyio in the present recension of the text,

since in 2 Chron. 1 6 it is followed by i:rlo and is given as

such in the next Rubric. Can this be due to a different recension?

That the import of this Rubric is as stated, viz. bri^ not being
followed by n^io, is evident from the List in the printed Massorah
which says 'lan lyia Sik"? bvi.

rop = § 167.

^Pltt ^'"^^7 for '^« *««< of meeting, occurs five times in the

Scriptures. Though britth with Shetxi under the Lamid, occurs nine
times, it is in five instances only that it is foll^ed by nyio.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS; and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, fol. 1496, on 2 Chron. 1 6

which I have printed; (H) the same MS. Vol. I, foL 74a, on Levit
16 6; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 244a, on 1 Chron. 9 21; (IV) the
same MS. fol. 257a, on 2 Chron. 1 6; (V) Orient 2349, fol., 92a,

on Levit 16 16; (VI) Add. 15,250, fol. 41 8a, on 2 Chron. 1 6

and (VII) the printed Massorah on Levit 16 16. All the seven
Lists include 2 Chron. 1 6 in this Rubric, though it is given in

the preceding Rubric as. one of the instances where bri^ is not
followed by ijto and three of the seven Lists are on 2 Chron. 1 6.

There can, therefore, be no doubt that these different Massoretic
Lists are based upon Codices which read ipia bri^b in the passage
in question.

n'Dp = § 168.

^"ISp for the tent, occurs three times with Kametz under the

Lamed. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2446, on 1 Chron. 9 19 which
I have printed; (H) the ancient Codex Orient 4445, fol. 796, on
Exod. 36 19; (III) Add. 15,251, foL 62a, on the same passage;
(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 128a, on the same passage; (V) Add. 15,250,

foL 46a, on Exod. 26 14 and (VI) the printed Massorah on the
same passage.

B'Dp - § 169.

T^riKto from the tent, occurs four times in the Scriptures. Of
this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 189a, on Ps. 62 7; which I have
printed; (II) Add. 21,160, foL 286, on Gen. 31 33; (III) the same
MS. fol. 137a, on Levit 1 1; (IV) Add. 15,251, foL 656, on the
same passage and (V) the printed Massorah on the same passage.
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rp = § 170.

nSniCT into the tent, occurs eight times. That is with the local

He Of'this ^Rubric I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one

prifited: (I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol. I, fol. lOa, on Gen. 18 fi which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 142a, on Josh. 7 22;

(III) the ancient Codex Orient. 4445, fol. 59 &, on Exod. 18 7;

(IV) the same Codex fol. 76 a, on Exod. 33 8; (V) the same

Codex fol. 1305, on Numb. 11 2«; (VI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 56,

on Josh. 7 22; (VII) the same MS. fol. 21a, on Judg. 4 18;

(VIII) Cambridge Add. 465, on Exod. 33 9 which alone has the

mnemonic sign; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah U, § 84, and (X) the

printed Massorah on Judg. 4 18.

H'Vp = § 171.

rfbnS his tent, is four times writUn with He and read with

Vav. That' is, the suffix third person singular masculine exhibits

the archaic termination He instead of the normal Vav which

the Keri directs to be substituted for the textual orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Orient. 2348, fol. 445, on Gen. 12 8 which I have printed;

(II) Orient. 2349, fol. 34ft, on the same passage; (III) Add. 15,2.jl,

fol. 185, on the same passage; (IV) Cambridge Add. 465 on the

same passage which alone has the mnemonic sign and (V) the

printed Massorah on Gen. 9 21. It is remarkable that though

all these Lists state that there are four only of these instances

which they duly enumerate, yet Jacob b. Chayim in the editio

princepa of this Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah (Venice

1524—25) not only reads n"?:?^ with He in Gen. 20 25, but in the

heading of this Rubric in the Massorah Finalis letter k, § 206

declares that there are five such instances. This statement is

confirmed by Harley 5710—11. Though the List itself does not

occur in it, yet in the Massorah Parva both on Gen. 9 21 and

13 3 this Model Codox distinctly declares that it is so written

in five instances.' There can, therefore, be no doubt that some

Massoretic Schools had preserved more instances of this archaic

form,

1 (3 na 'n nSnK Comp. Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, fol*. 66, 86.

rVp = § 172.

"rpbriS thy tents, with Chokm on the Aleph, with or without the

prefix Lamed is always written with Yod except in one instance.

This Rubric which does not occur in the printed Massorah is from

the Vienna Codex No. 35, on Numb. 24 5.

yvp § 173.

Q'^'^n^S in tents, occurs four times in the Scriptures. Of this

Rubric I Voliated five Lists, three in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 56a, on Jerem. 35 7 which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 24a, on Judg. 8 11; (III) the

same MS., fol, 1705, on Jerem. 35 7; (IV) the printed Massorah

on Judg. 8 11 and (V) the same on Hos. 12 10. List II has at

the end -"•' re: D''?nK2 ki, i. e. Numb. 24 6.

TVp = § 174.

?nk3 in thtj tents, occurs twice. This Rubric which does

not o'c'cur in the Printed Massorah is from Add. 15,251, fol. I24a,

on Dout. 33 18.

.TPp - § 175.

I'^ns'p to hif tents, is twice defective. That is in two instances

the textual reading is i"?™*? - ibnK^ noun singular with suffix

third person singular for which the official Keri substitutes fbnk^

noun plural. This substitution of the plural for the singular the

Massorah supports by referring to the parallel passage in 2 Chron.

25 22. This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only

on 2 Kings 14 12.

YVP = § 176.

Tini I'nnSl? Am-on and Hur, occurs twice. This is intended to

fix the reading of jhnK without the prefix Vav in Exod. 17 10 and

to safeguard against its being made conformable to verse 12

where the two names occur in conjunction with the prefix Vav.

This Rubric which does not occur in the printed Massorah is

from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 60a, on Exod. 24 14.

rvp - § 177.

|hnS Anion precedes Moses fre times. That is against the

normal combination which is Moses and Aaron. Of this Rubric I

Tj^Sl

collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient 2348,

fol. 706, on Exod. 6 26 which I have printed; (II) Orient 2349,

fol. 606, on the same passage; (HI) Add. 21,160, fol. 73a, on theoame

passage; (IV) (Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, p. 575, margin and (V)the

printed Massorah on Exod. 6 26. These five Lists exhibit two

recensions of this Massorah. The one which is given in Lists I

and II states that there are five such instances, giving the whole

of the Hagiographa as containing the fifth instance. The other

recension states in the heading that there are/ottr instances and

throughout Chronicles il is likewise so.' The two different treat-

ments of this anomaly is due to the fact that apart from the

Pentateuch this combination occurs in Chronicles only, viz.

1 Chron. 5 29; 23 13. Hence the first recension which takes

Chronicles to represent the Hagiographa counts the whole of

this division of the Hebrew Bible as exhibiting the fifth instance.

The second recension counts the four instances from the Penta-

teuch and adds that throughout Chronicles it is likewise so. The

Rubric as given in Jacob b. Chayim's printed Massorah List V

is misleading, since it simply enumerates the four instances

and omits the qualifying clause with regard to Chronicles.

n'Vp « § 178.

V331 finW «"«<' Aaron and his sons, occurs three times. Usually*

it is Aaron and his sons without the prefix before Aaron. Of this

Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Add. 15,251, fol. 3166, on 1 Chron. 6 34 which I have printed;

(II) Add. 21,160, foL 1366, on Exod. 40 31; (HI) the same MS.,

fol. 190a, on Numb. 3 38; (IV) the printed Massorah on

Exod. 40 31 and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis letter m, § 2i6.

tS^p - § 179-

1S is 1K» — Nineteen verses which have severally three times

the conjunction ik or. This Rubric which does not occur in the

printed Massorah is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 716, on

Levit. 13 56. There are, however, eighteen such verses since in

Levit 20 27 ix occurs twice only.

B-p = § 180.

IS IS IS 1S» — Eiijht verses have sevei-ally foor times the con-

junction IK. This Rubric which does not occur in the printed

Massorah is from Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 95a, on Nupib. 15 3.

H-Qp = § 181.

is IS Is Is 1S» — Three verses have severally jive times ik-

Of this Rubric which does not occur in the printed Massorah I

collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 895, on Levit 13 59 and

(II) the same MS. foL 95o, on Levit 22 22.

3"Dp = § 182.

ribs occurs six tim^s defective with the prefixes. It is to be

remarked that the Massorah in registering the orthography of

this term takes no notice of the fact that in these six instances

the expression denotes two different things. In the first two

passages where it is with the prefix He it denotes familiar spirits,

necromancers, and though it occurs altogether seven times with

the prefix He > it is only in these two instances where it is entirely

defective. In the other four passages it is Oboth, the proper name

of a station of the Israelites in the desert and in this sense it

is always defective. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 936, on Levit 19 31

which I have printed (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 76a, on the same passage;

(III) Add. 2ljXC,0, foL 248a, on Numb. 33 43 and (IV) the printed

Massorah on the same passage.

« For tho five instances with the second Vav plene see 1 Sam. 28^3, 0;

2 Kings S3 24; Isa. 8 19; W 8.

ypp - § 183.

ri^S because of, on account of, is so written in three instances.

It occurs altogether nine times and is spelled in two different

ways; in six instances it is nltH without the first Vav and with

the second,! whilst in three instances it is nhiK with the first Vav

and without the second. The Massorah, therefore, registers the

exceptional orthography. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three^

in MSS. and one printed: (I) the Vienna Codex No. 35, on Gen.21 li

which X have printed; (II) the same MS. on Exod. 18 8; (III) Add.

« Comp. nnk Gen. 21 26; 26 32; Numb. 12 i ; 13 24; Judg. 8 t; Jerem. 3 8-
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15,250, foL lia, on Gan. 31 11 and (IV^ the printed Massorah

on the same passage. Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah which states

that there are /our such instances and gives Gen. 26 32 as one

of the four is against the MSS.

TDp = § 184.

nn^S she desired, occurs three times. Of this Rubri.c I collated

six Lists; five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11,

VqI. II, fol. IKJ", on Micah 7 1 which I have printed; (II) the

St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 91 6 on the same passage; (III) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 2l2a, on the same passage; (IV) the same MS.,

foL 3296. on Job. 23 13; (Y) the same MS., fol. 344a, on Prov.

21 10 and (VI) the printed Massorah FinaUs letter k, § 210. It

is remarkable that the St. Petersburg Codex distinctly declares

that there are two instances only and omits Job 23 13.

.TBp = § 185.

mSn she desireth, occurs three times. This Rubric which I have'

found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter k, § 220 is

incorrect since this expression occurs ^w times, 1 Sam. 2 16,

1 Kings 11 37 being omitted. It is not unfrequently the case that

a Rubric is imperfect when it is only to be found in the printed

Massorah.

rop = § 186.

D^WJSn they that desireth, or lusteth, occurs twice. Of this Rubric

which does not occur in the printed Massorah I collated three

Lists- (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 3a, on Amos 6 8; which

I have printed; (U) Add. 15,250, fol. 80&, on Numb, 11 34 and

(IH) Add. 15,251, fol. 300a, on Amos 6 8. List II has the headmg

TTp = § 187.

^ ^«IK woe unto m, occurs twice. This Rubric which does

not occur in the printed Massorah is from Add. 15,250, fol. 241 a,

on Jerem. 4 l«. The word -Boa in this hookas is often the case

has been omitted from the heading, since it also occurs twice

in 1 Sam. (4 7, 8). The design of this Massorah is to distinguish

between this phrase and Kb w ^1« woe now unto us which also

occurs twice, once in the very chapter where the first phrase

occurs, i. e. Jerem. 4 13 and once Lament 4 6.

n-Dp = § 188.

TP ^K v}oe to the city, occurs twice. This Rubric which does

not occur in the printed Massorah is from Arund. Orient 16,

foL 1826, on Ezek. 24 6. The headiiig ought properly to be

•KOI -a twice and in this book since this phrase occurs only m
EzekieJ. But, as we have seen, the qualifying expressions 'coa

and 'B0B1 are frequently omitted.

B"Dp = § 189.

U'h)'^ fools, occurs Jive times in thisform. That is, with the first

Yod defective. In all other instances where this expression occurs

whether with or without the prefixes, in the singular or plural

it has Yod after the Vav. The addition ]iirb:^ in this form is to

indicate that the instance in Zech. 11 15 is 'Sw the adjective

siftgular. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol H, foL 2086, which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1266, on Isa. 19 11; (lU) the

same MS. foL 342a, on Prov. 16 22; (IV) the printed Massorah

on Zech. 11 15 ahd (V) the same on Ps. 107 17.

' rp = § 190.

^^ it maylbe, unless, is always plene except in one instance

Khere it is defectiL. This Rubric is from the printed Massorah

on Gen. 24 5. '^ is one of the alphabetical List of words which

severally occur once defective.^

» Comp. The Ma»$mah, letter \ §§ 129, 131, Vol. 1, p. 419.

K'Xp = § 191 a.

D^IK but, neveHheless, occurs three times at the beginning of a

verse. That is in Job, the qualifying expression 'coa or aria, as is

often the case, is omitted. The heading ought properly to be

ario -OB '»m '3 it occurs three times and at the beginning of a verse

in Job, since it only occurs three times altogether and begins a

verse in every instance. d>^k without and with the prefix Vav

occurs altogether ten times in Job and always begins a verse.

35 § 1916—1936. S K

As it is in seven instances ob^jr with the prefix Vav^ and in

three instances only obw without it, this Massorah safeguards the

exception against being made conformable to tha general rule.

Of this Massorah I collated four Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 3
-2 2 a, on Job 2 5 which I have printed; (II) the same MS.

fol. 223rt, on Job 6 8; (III) Add. I5,2ni, fol. 3756, on Job 2 5,

and (IV) Vi3nna Codex No. 35, on Job 5 k.

> Comp. Job 1 U; 11 5; 12 7; 13 4; 14 18; 17 10; 33 1.

K«Xp = § 1916.

obis occurs three times at the beginning of a verse in Job

and in all the rest of the Scriptures it is likewise so, with the

exception of five instances where it is with the pi-efix Vav, i. e. d^^ki.

This is an expansion of the preceding Massorah and its design

is to registar those instances in the Bible apart from Job, where

uhm begins a verse. In so doing, however, the Massorah uses

the "phrase "and in all the rest of the Scriptures d>?k likewise

begins a verse except in five instances" which would be

unintelligeable unless it is borne in mind that it is simply an

artificial expression used to connect Rubrics which bear on the

same subject In the instancs befote us this is manifest from

the fact that in all the rest of the Scriptures nb^ does not occur

at all and hence cannot begin a verse. Of this Massorah I

collated two Rubrics: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 3196, on Job 2 5

which I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah on Joblll.

3''5Cp = 192.

D'^X a p<yrch, occurs three times defective and throughout

the description of the temple it is Ulcewise so except in five instances

where it is plene. To understand this 'Massorah it is necessary

to remark (1) that apart from Chronicles, where dS^k without

and with the prefixes occurs six times and where it is uniformly

plene,! this expression occurs in Kings and Ezekiel only; (2) that

even in Ezekiel with one exception, viz. 8 16 the use of eh>» is

restricted^to the portion technically called nwnmx the description

of the Tejpple (XL-XLVI), that (3) in these two books its ortho-

graphy varies being sometimes plene and sometimes defective

and that (4) the variations in these two books alone form the

subject of this Rubric. It is, moreover, to be added that this

Rubric includes d'?w without and with the prefixes and that the

expression HW^b^ ought property to have been in the headings. In

KincTs, where it occurs altogether ten times, seven times plene

and° three times defective, the minority are safeguarded, whilst

in Ezekiel or rather in the description of the Temple, where it

occurs fifteen times and where it is ten times defective' and five

times only plene, the plenes are recorded. It will be seen that

Ezek. 8 16 whitjh is also plene is excluded from this Rubric

because it is (iutside the description of the Temple. As ob^Kn

44 25 is not one of the five plene instances, it must be defective

according to this Massorah. This Rubric is from Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 81 a, on 1 Kings 7 7. The printed Massorah on tha same

passage gives the first part only of this Rubric.

1 Comp. 1 Chron. 28 11; 2 Chron. 3 4; 8 12; 15 8; 29 7, 17.

s Comp. 1 Kings 6 3; 7 6, 0, 7, 8, 8, 19.

» Comp. Ezek. 40 8, 9, 9, 16, 39, 40, 48, 48, 49; 41 25.

yTtp = 193 a.

D^IKl occurs five times at the beginning of a verse ....and

throughout J6b it is liJcewise so except in three instances. This Rubric

which is from Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 22l6, on 1 Kings 7 7,

forms the second part of § 19l6 and shows how these Massorahs

were originally compiled separately and how they were after-

wards linked together.

yitp = § 1936.

D^IXT occurs five times at the beginning of a verse ....and

throughout Job it is likewise so except in three instances whe^-e it ts

D<,.K without the prefix Vav. This Rubric is identical in its

import with § 1916 and is simply reversed in its order. It is

important, inasmuch as it shows that the two modes of treatmg

the same materials must have proceeded from different Schoo^

of Massorites. It is both the most ancient in form ^^d the mo^

popular in the MSS. Of it I collated seven Lists, six ^^
MSS. and

one printed: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 776, on Exod 9 16 which I hive

printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 1326, on Numb. 14 21; (HI) A-nd.

brient 16. fol. 536, on 1 Sam. 26 34; (IV) the same MS. fol 81a,

on 1 Kings 7 7; (V) the same MS. fol. 211a, on Micah 3 8;

(VI) the Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement No. 101, foL 131a,

5b
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and (VII) the printed Massorah on Exod 9 16. It is remarkable

that all these Lists as well as the recension of this Rubric given

in § 190 & include efrmr] the noun i Kings 7 7/i in the five instances

where this adverb with prefix Vav begins a verse.

TXp - § 194.

*^^1 and Omar, oeeurt twice wiih Kametz. According to

this Massorah which is from the Vienna Codex No. 35, on
1 Chron. 1 86 n^nci with Vav conjunctive and Kametz under the

Mem occurs twice. Hence in both passages the identical phrase

is 11^ i^?Fi Teman and Omar, and not Temnn Omar as it is in

Gen. 86 11 in the texttu recepttu. That this Rubric refers primarily

to the Vav copulative and only secondarily to the Kametz under
the Mem appears certain from the fact that -laiK Omar with
Kametz also occurs in Gen. % 15 and is excluded from this

Rubric because it is without the copulative Vav. This conclusion

is fully confirmed by the recension of this Rubric which is given

in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah and which is as follows: larm

oceura three timet, twice with Kametz and once wUh Pathach, viz.

Gen. 86 11; 1 Chron. 1 36 and Ezek. 13 15.^ Here too the pre-

sence of the copulative is emphasised and forms the connecting

link between the three words which constitute this Massorah.

The variation in the vowel-points and the fact that it is a verb
(Kal future first person singular) and defective in the third

instance are quite subordinate. The Massorites who compiled the

two recensions of this Rubric must, therefore, hav& worked on
Standard Codices which read -loiir in Gen. 36 11. When the

vowel-points and not the presence of the Vav copulative is

emphasised -i&itt forms the subject of a separate Massorah which
is also preserved in Jacob b. Chayim's printed Massorah and
which is as follows: "laiK Omar, oeeure three timet with Kametz,

vii. Gen. 36 11, 16 and 1 Chron. 1 36.» As there is no question

here about the copulative, Gen. 36 11 is rightly included and
no notice is taken of the fact that even in the textue recepttu

1 Chron. 1 36 it is nam The Massorah Parva in Harley 5710—11,
VoL I, foL I80<i, and the printed Massorah Parva on i Chron. 1 36

which remark that Teman and Omar with the copulative does

not occur again, as well as the List of Variations in the parallel

passagM which states that in Gen. 36 11 it is naiit and in

1 Chron. 1 86 n^nr' proceed from Massorites who worked on
Standard Codices in which this reading was preserved and
which is followed in the textua reeeptue.

I rpn pic 03^ TOim ,n"n ran .totih p»n tw Tib in prop 'a 'i tdiki Comp. The
J/mmmA Fhtalit, letter N, | 677.

» nm nam /ja »mVh nh* .whu »S3 i»m "um jntop 'j tow Comp. The MMtvrah
ruudU, letter k, | 227.

* Comp. Th€ Mauorak, letter n, \ 464, Vol. I, fol. 604.

n-TLp ~ I 19..

pK it three time* pfene in thisform. The addition •vb'z indicates

that in Hos. 12 9 it is with the prefix Vav. The design of this

Massorah is to safeguard this orthography against being made
conformable to Gen. 41 45; 46 20 where jk is defective. It will

bo seen that in Hos. \% 9 f» denotes mbetance whilst in the

other two passages it is a proper name. Of this Rubric I collated

six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 6710-11,
VoL II, fol. 1066, on Hos. it 9 which I have printed; (II) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 208«, on the same passage; (III) Add. 21,160,

fol. 46ft, on Gen. 41 60; (IV) Add. 2348, fol. 62o; (V) Add. 2349,

foL 62 a, and (VI) the printed Massorah all on Gen. 41 60.

rxp ' § 196.

l3k if three timet defective. In the other four instances whero
thii form occurs it is plene, viz. Job 18 7; 20 10; 21 19; 40 16.

In the first two passages which constitute this Rubric i:k is a
noun with suffix third person masculine and denotes hie ttrength,

whilst in the third instance it is a proper name Ono with Vav
prefix. Of this Rubric I collated five Usts, three in MSS. and
two printed: (I) Orient. 2348, foL 146a, on Deut 21 17 which I
have printed; (II) Add. 15,261, fol. 116*1, on the same passage;
(III) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 296J, on Neh. 7 87; (IV)

the printed Massorah on Deut 21 17 and (V) the* same on
Neh. 7 37

nfp - § 197.

D"'!)1K force, nothingnett, it three timet plene. This Rubric which
I have only found in the printed Massorah Finalis m, § 224, is

wrong, since this expression occurs five times and is always
plene. Ps. 78 51 and Prov. 11 7 are here omitted.

n-Xp - § 198.

*lfi^ Ophir, with Yod defective it vniqite in itt tpelling, and
in two inttaneet it it tbk with Vav defective. In this Rubric the
Massorah includes both Ophir as the name of a person and a
place in all its forma It altogether occurs thirteen times and
varies in its orthography. Without the prefix and the He local

it occurs seven times and is doubly plene, i. a -pfik both with
Vav and Yod in six instances » and is defective of Yod in this
single instance only. With the prefix Mem it occurs three times
and is in one instance with Vav defective." The same is the case
when Ophir has the paragogic He of which there are also three
instances and one of which is likewise with Vav defective (comp.
the next Rubric). Hence the Massorah records these two
exceptional instances which are defective of Vav, i. e. -p^ita and
rn'^lt. Of this Rubric which does not occur in the printed
Massorah I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2348, foL 44a, on
Gen. 10 29 which I have printed and (II) Orient 2849, foL 84tf,

on the same passage.

• Comp. IM. U 12; Pi. 4S 10; Job 21 24; 28 16; 1 Chron. 1 28; 29 4.

» -TBIKO 1 King! 10 11a; 2 Chron. 9 10 and i'»ko 1 Kings 10 lift.

0'3«p - § 199 a.

rn'^fi^ to Ophir, occurt three timet, twice plene and owce

defective. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 261 o, on 2 Chron. 8 16 which
I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, foL 442a, on the same passage;

(III) Add. 15,251, foL 200 a, on 1 Kings 23 49; (IV) Vienna Codex
No. 35 on 2 Chron. 8 18; (V) the printed Massorah on 1 Kings

22 49 and (VI) the same on 2 Chron. 8 18. With the exception

of the printed Massorah, all the MS. Lists emphatically state

that two of the instances are plene and that in 1 Kings 22 49

it is rn'Bk with Vav defective and this is the textual reading in

these MSS. in accordance with this Massorah.

C'lCp - § 1996—c.

ya lie hattened, occurt tix timet with and without the

prefix Vav. In the four instances where it is without the prefix,

two are the preterite (Josh. 10 18; 17 15) and two the participle

(Prov. 21 5; 29 20). Following the example of Jacob b. Chayimi

in the printed Massorah Finalis, I have erroneously put this

Massorah under »t instead of pn. Of this Rubric I collated four

Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

foL 3476, on Prov. 29 20 which I have printed; (11) Harley 5710—11,

VoL n, foL 261a, on Prov. 19 20; (III) Add. 15,250, foL 368a,

on Prov. 19 2 and (IV) the printed Massorah on Josh. 17 15.

B'Xp = § 199^

rXI occvrt twice in the Scripturet. Though the two instances

of
pf^

are part of the preceding Rubric they are also recorded

as a Rubric by themselves. It will be seen that in both passages

fW] is the participle. This Massorah is from Harley 5710— II,

VoL II, foL 256 a, on Prov. 28 20.

n - § 200.

ftl^lK* — All theformt of nxiK treature are eonttrued with the

prepotUion -•?? vpon with ike exception of two inttaneet where they art

combined toith -"jk. This Rubric which does not occur in the

printed Massorah is from the Vienna Codex No. 35 on Jerem;

50 37. It also forms part of the lengthy Massoretic List which

records the exceptional constructions with -hijt and -by throughout

the Bible, given below under letter m, § 523, p. 60.

K"1 = § 201.

nl"T3ClX3 in treatures, occurt four timet. That is, the plural

absolute with and without prefixes occurs four times entirely

plene, L e. with both the Vavs. To understand this Massorah, it

is necessary to remark that this noun plural absolute occurs

altogether ten times without and with prefixes, that it is entirely

plene in these four instances only, that in five other passages

it is defective of the fiVst Vav^ and that in one instance it is

defective of the second Vav. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards

the orthography of the four passages as well as the single

exception. Hence niixiir 2 Chron. 32 27 which is entirely plene

in my edition of the Hebrew Bible and which is so in Add. 16,451,

in the editio prineept of the Hagiographa, Naples 1486—87, the

» Comp. nnjk Joel 1 17; Trov. 21 6; nnskn i Chron. 26 24; W^Jn
2 Chron. S2 27; nnjtt^i 2 Chron. 8 16.
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firBt, third and fourth editions of the entire Bible, Soncino 14 88;

Brescia 1494, Pesaro 1511—17; the first edition of the Rabbinic

Bible, Venice 1517 and the editio piineeps of Jacob b. Chayim's

Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1524—25 must be

jtraiti without the first Vav in accordance with this Massorah and

with Harley 5710—11 ; Arund. Orient. 16; Orient. 2201 ; Add. 9398;

Add. 16,260; Add. 15,251; the second edition of the Bible, Naples

1491—98 and the Complutensian. Of this Massorah I collated three

Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 291a,

on Ps. 33 7 which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 4046, on

Ps. 83 7 and (III) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 51 13.

an = § 202.

nnSdK ihe treasures of, is eleven times plene. That is the

plural construct without and with the prefixes Beth and Vav is

plene in eleven passages. Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists,

eight in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. lllb,

on 2 Kings 24 13 which I have printed; (II) the same MS. fol. I38fc,

on Isa. 46 3; (III) the same MS. fol. 1595, on Jerem. 20 5; (IV) the

same MS. fol. 2545, on l Chron. 26 20; .(V) the same MS. fol. 3346,

on Job 38 22; (VI) the same MS. fol. 8395, on Prov. 10 2;

(VII) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2305, on l Kings 14 26;

(Vni) the Vienna Codex No. 36 on Job 38 22, and (IX) the

printed Massorah on the same passage.

The eleven plene instances consist of (a) eight without

prefixes, (h) one with the prefix Beth and (c) two with the

prefix Vav. As these three forms also occur fifteen times with the

first Vav defective, viz._ni"utk nine times, nliatta three times and

nrqftn
three times,' this Massorah safeguards the minority against

being made conformable to the orthography of the majority of

instances. This is all the more necessary, since in several

passages where this expression occurs twice in one and the

same verse it is defective in the first part of the verse and

plene in the second (comp. 1 Kings 14 26; Job 38 22). Though

this Rubric consist of forms with the prefixes 5e<A and Vav, none of

the Lists have the expresssion K3W"''?a in the heading. The attempt

in the printed Massorah to indicate it by stating 'ha «•" 'insrw 'i-iyiKi

is misleading since the Rubric also contains nl-ixiKa. Moreover,

KDtt Mm in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah is a mistake for dvd kxi'i

2 Kings 24 13.

» Comp. nmh l Kings 14 26o; Micah « 10; Job S8 22a; 1 Chron. 26 22-

26; 17,25, 28; 2 Chron. 12 9, 9; nmMs l Kings 7 61; 2 Kings 18 19; 2 Chron.

S 1; nrisin t Chron. 11 11; SO 18, 18.

r-l -= § 203.

DTt/KH r\*^ DllidK the treasures of the house of Ood, occurs

four times. To distinguish it from the nine passages where this phrase

is rtrp rv^ irhxlK the treasures of the house of Jrhova comp. 1 Kings

7 51;' 14 26; 16 18; 2 Kings 12 19; 24 13; 1 Chron. 26 22;

2 Chron. 12 9; 16 2; 36 18. This Rubric which does not occur

in the printed Massorah is from Harley 6710—11, Vol. II,

foL 1865, on 1 Chron. 9 26.

T"! = § 204.

^miC^O tn my treasures, in my stores, occurs three tim^s. Of

this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 6710—11, VoL II, foL 185, on Isa. 39 4 which I have

printed; (H) the Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passage; (HI) the

printed Massorah on Deut 32 34 and (IV) the same on 2 Kings

20 16. The two MS. Lists say nothing about any one of these

instances being plene or defective, whilst the two printed Lists

emphatically state in the- headings that all the three instances

are defective. This, however, is against some of the best and

most ancient MSS. as well as against the early printed editions,

as will be seen from the following analysis.

In Deut 32 84 the reading is rhpiK^ with the first Vav

plene in Orient 2201 which is one of the oldest dated MSS.; in

Harley 6710—11 which is a Model Codex; in Add. 15,250;

Add. 16,251; Orient 2348; Orient 2349 as well as in the editio

prineeps of the Pentateuch Bologna 1482, the third edition of

the Pentateuch Ixar 1490, the fourth edition of the Pentateuch

Lisbon 1491, the Complutensian and the first edition of the

Rabbinic Bible Venice 15 1 7. 'nl-ixlK? entirely plene is exhibited

In the editio prineeps of the Bible, Soncino 1488. The defective

form T^xto I have only found in Add. 15,451, in the second

edition of the Pentateuch, Fara 1487, the second edition of the

Bible, Naples H 9 1—93, the fifth edition of the Pentateuch

Brescia 1492 and in Jacob b. Chayim's edition of the Rabbinic

Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1524-25.

2 Kings 20 15. — With the exception of the Pesaro edition

of the Earlier Prophets and the fourth edition of the Bible,

Pesaro I5ii—17 all the MSS. which I have collated and the early

editions read here '^^sAts entirely defective. It is important to

notice that whilst the printed Massorah Magna on this passage

states that it is so in all the three instances, the printed Massorah

Parva on this very passage has the conflicting remark that in

this defective form it is unique ('on '*?) which clearly implies

that it is plene in the other two instances.

Isa. 39 4. — Here 'n'nJt^Ka plene is the reading in the St P'eters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916;' Add. 16,451 ; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251 ; the

carefully printed Lisbon edition of Isa. 1492; the Pesaro edition

of the Latter Prophets 1515; the fourth edition of the Bible,

Pesaro 1611-17 and the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible

Venice 1517; whilst Harley 5710-11 and the first edition of the

Rabbinic Bible with Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah Venice 1524—26,

exhibit "nnsSo with the first Vav defective and the second plene.

Jacob b. Chayim's textual reading is, therefore, in conflict here

with his Massorah. The reading -nnxka defective is exhibited in

Orient 2201; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 9398; as well as in the

editio prineeps of the Prophets, Soncino 1485—86; the first edition

of the Bible, Soncino 1488; the second edition of the Bible, Naples

1491—93; the third edition, Brescia 1494 and the Complutensian.

From this analysis it is clear that "'riisiio plene is the proper

orthography in two passages, viz. Deut 32 34 and Isa. 39 4,

whilst in 2 Kings 20 15 it is 'psto defective as I have given

them in my edition of the Hebrew Bible. Accordingly the

heading of the MS. Lists, if it is filled up at all, ought to be

'on Ki 'bts '3 '3 -nhariKa. The heading -on -3 in Jacob b. Chayim's printed

Massorah proceeds from a School of Massorites who worked on

Codices which exhibited a different recension.

nn = § 205.

n^ri'TStS her treasures, occurs twice in the first instance

it is rrn'njat entirely defective in the second it t^j^tnnxlK entirely plene.

This Rubric which does not occur in the printed Massorah is

from Orient 1474, fol. 61 5, on Jerem. 49 4. It is not quite correct

since in the second instance, L e. Jerem. 50 37 it is rrnhxiM plene

with the first Vav only. This is the orthography not only of

the best Codices and editions, but in this very MS. Strictly the

heading ought to be -r-ba 'a, since in one instance (Jerem. 49 4)

it is .T^Tatto with the prefix Beth.

VI - § 206.

^K occurs three times. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists,

two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 57H' — 1 1, Vol. I, foL 182^,

on 1 Sam. 14 29 which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 435, on the same passage and (III) the printed Massorah

Finalis letter k, § 230. The first and second instances in this

Rubric are the imperative plural from tt^* to curse, whilst the

third expression is the preterite third person plural from niM

to be light, to shine. As usual the Massorah simply records the

homonyms in the same Rubric without any regard to the different

roots and significations. Though none of the three Lists states

whether any of the instances are plene or defective yet the printed

Massorah Parva on Judg. 6 23a is perfectly correct in stating that

of the three instances this one alone is plene and that the other

two are defective.* This is confirmed by the best MSS. and early

editions. Thus Judg. 5 23 a is niM plene in Orient 2201; Harley

6710-11, Add. 9398; Add. 16,461; Add. 16,260; Add. 16,251 as

well as in the editio prineeps of the Prophets, the first, second

and third edition of the Bible (1488, 1491—93, 1494) the Pesaro

edition of the Earlier Prophets; the Complutensian; the first

edition of the Rabbinic Bible, 1M7 and the first edition of

Jacob b. Chayim's Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah 1524—26.

rift defective I have found only in Arund. Orient. 16. The same
is the case with r^ in the second clause of Judg. 6 23. It is

defective in Orient 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient 16;

Add. 9298; Add. 15,251; as well as in the second and third

editions of the Bible (1491—93, 1494) and in Jacob b. Chayim's

edition with the Massorah 1524—25. It is, however, to be stated

that Add. 16,451; Add. 15,260; as well as the editio prineeps of

the Prophets 1485—86; the first edition of the Bible, 1488; the

Pesaro edition of the earlier Prophets 1516; the Complutensian

and the first Rabbinic Bible 1517 read it r^ plene in the second

clause too. As regards the third instance, i. e. 1 Sam. 14 29 n^
defective is the reading in Orient • 25JO l ; Harley 5710—11;

Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,451; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,261 and in

• Comp. "^a f'Ti on 'a '3 »-iU» judg. S 23 o.
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ths following early editions; the Bible of 1491—93; the Pesaro '

edition of the Earlier Prophets 1515; the Complutensian ; the

first Rabbinic Bible 1517 and the first edition of Jacob b.

Chayim's Bible with the Maasorah 1624-25. The plane niK I

have found only in Add. 9308. as well as in the editio princeps

of the Prophets and in the first and third editions of the

Bible 1488. 1494.

m = § 207.

TJCIT and cavse to shine, occurs three timeB. That is the

imperative Hiphil with the Vav prefix, to guard Ps. 80 4 against

being made conformable to verse 20 of this very Psalm where

the identical phrase occurs with the prefix Vav. This Rubric

which does not occur in the priated Massorah is from Harley

6710— n, V9I. II, foL 1985, on Ps. 8J) 4.

n.-l = § 208.

TVTVin cause to shtnf, occurs twice. That is the imperative

with pai-agogic He to guard the phrase in Ps. 31 17 against

being made conformable to Ps. 80 20. This Rubric which does

not occur in the printed Massorah is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 2866, on P& 13 4.

B'l = § 209.

*1K^ occurs twice. The apocapeted future Hiphil occurs twice,

since in \he five instances where the Hiphil future occurs it is

-i-^r. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two

printed: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Numb. 6 25 which I have

printed; (II) the printed Massorah on the same passage and

(HI) the same on Ps. 67 2. The two instances form part of the

alphabetical List of words beginning with Yod which respectively

occur twice.'

t.Cpmp. The Maforah, letter ', § 11. Vol. I, p. 676.

v-l = § 210.

"IK*! and he gave light, occurs twice. Of this Rubric I

(SoUated^four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 314a, on Ps. 118 27 which I have printed; (H) Harley

6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 436, on Exod. 14 20; (HI) Vienna Codex

No. 35, on Ps. 118 27 and (IV) the printed Massorah on the

same passage. The two instances also form part of the alphabetical

List of words beginning with Vav Yod^ which respectively

occur twice. ^

» Comp. The MoMorahj letter », % 69, Vol. I, p. 402

K'n = § 211.

If^lSn UK the morning lujht, occurs six times. Of this Rubric

I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, foL 30a, on Judg. 16 2 which I have printed; (II) Vienna

Codex No. 35 on 1 Sam. 25 36; (DI) Add. 15,250, fol. 161a, on

the same passage; (IV) Add. 15,251, foL 166a, on the same

passage; (V) the printed Massorah on Judg. 16 2 and (VI) the

printed Massorah Finalis letter k, § 232. These six Lists give

three different headings to this Massorah. List I has it simply

•l-nK-» unHllight occurs six times. List V has -ipai -iiK T» until the

morning light occurs six times, whilst Lists U, III and IV have

^3-,.^ the morning light occurs six times. It will thus be seen

that the printed Massorah, viz. Lists V and VI, exhibits two of

the three different headings. But though the heading in the

majority of the Rubrics is as I have given it, the design of

this Massorah is unquestionably more apparent if the preposition

-ip is included in this phrase, i. a n^Sn "nmnf until the morning light,

since it is intended to include the passage in 1 Sam. 26 22

where some MSS. and all the early editions with the exception

of two, viz. the Pesaro edition of the Earlier Prophets 1516 and

Jacob b. Chayim's first edition of the Rabbinic Bible with the

Massorah, also read -pan ilinr. The Massorah before us, however,

is supported by Orient. 2201 second hand, Harley 6710— 11 ; Arund.

Orient. 16, Add. 9398; Add. 15,451, first hand, Add. 15,250,

Add. 16,251.

a-^-l - § 212.

"llSS in the. light of, occurs seven timet plene. This Rubric

which does not occur in the printed Massorah is from Add. 16,251,

foL 364 a, on Ps. 89 16. The heading ••[^six is manifestly a

clerical error since there are not only seveji 9uch instances, but

the Rubric itself records seven. In accordance, however, with my
principle to reproduce the MSS. as they ,are, I have printed the

Fai>; though I correct if in the translation by giving it seven.

<?a plene ought properly to be 'bm and plena since there are no

defective instances.

rn = § 213.

"IIKI occu7's twice. It will be seen that the two instances simply

exhibit homonyms, since in the first passage it is a noun

denoting light with the prefix Vab and in the second it is the

Kal preterite third singular signifying and he shineth. Of this

Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 36, on Isa. 5 30 which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 337 &, on Prov. 4 18; (III) Add.

1.^,251, fol. 387a, on the same passage and (iy),the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter », § 231 which erroneously states that there are

three such instances. All the MS. List, state that there are two

only and record two. The catchword '"' tbK r* which the printed

Massorah gives for the thft-ci passage is absolutely meaningless.

llK7 unto light, occurs thirteen times Raphe, i e. with Sheva

under the Lamed. Of this Rubric which does not occur in the

printed Massorah though it is one of the most ancient parts of

it, I collated four Lists all in the St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 9 16:

(I) Isa. 49 6; (H) ibid 60 19; (HI) Jerem. 13 16 and (IV)

ibid. 31 35.

ran = § 216.

"llKT? to the light, occurs s^ven times with Kametz in the Scriptures.

That is with Kametz under t\i& Lamed in contradistinction to the

thirteen passages where it has Sheva under the tmned. Of this

Rubric I collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 20 a, on Isa. 42 16 which I have

printed; (II) the same MS. Vol. H, fol. 119&, on Zeph. 3 6;

(III) the same MS. Vol. II, fol. 232 &, on Job 24 14; (IV) the

St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. ,916 on Isa. 42 16; (V) the s4me

Codex on Micah 7 9; (VI) the Vienna Codex No. 35 on Isa. 42 16;

(VII) the same Codex on Micah 7 9; (VIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah II, § 238; (IX) the printed Massorah on Gen. 1 5 and

(X) the same on Micah 7 9. The mnemonic sign is given with

Lists VII and X only. It is, however, also given in Cambridge

Add. 465, both on Isa. 42 16 and Job 12 22, in the printed

Massorah on the same passage without the List and in the

printed Massorah Parva on Gen. 15.

ran = § 21 6.

PHIH iA«M- light, occurs three times. Of this Rubric which

does not occur in the printed Massorah I collated three Lists:

(I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 150 a, on Jerem. 4 23 which I have printed;

(II) Harley 571.0—11, Vol. II, fol. 7a, on Isa. 13 10; and (HI) the

same MS. Vol. II, fol. 34a, on Jerem. 4 23. The heading of

Lists II and HI •his\ '3 it occurs three times and plene is more

precise and is better.

V^^ = § 217.

"IIS alieays denotes light fire or is an'vs -ft» TJr of the ChaUees

except in one instance tohere it is the proper name of a man. This

Rubric which does not occur in the printed Massorah is from

Harley 5710—11, Vol. H, foL 138a, on 1 Chron. 11 35.

r'>i = § 217*.

ffniK3 occurs twice once defective and once plene and it

is used in two different senses. Of this Rubric which has been

accidentally omitted in my edition of the Massorah and which

I printed in Vol. IH, k, § 217* I collated three Lists, one in MS.

and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 128 &, on Isa. 24 16

which I have printed; (H) the printed Massorah on 1 Sanu 28 6

and (in) the same on Isa. 24 15. The two instances form part of

the alphabetical List of words which respectively occur twice in

two different senses.^

1 Comp. The ila**<»ah, letter 0, § 248, Vol. II, p. 217.

n-^n = § 218.

flhlK occurt twice. This Rubric which does not occur in the

printed Massorah is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 129a, on Isa. 26 19.

It occurs a second time in the same MS. fol; 1005, on 2 Kings 4 39

where the heading properly is -^ivrh nna '3 twice in two different

senses. These two instances also form part of the same alphabetical

List as the preceding Rubric
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a-n = § 219.

VT'IIK Urijahu, occurs three times. This name which is

compounded with the Divine name rr jah, occurs altogether no

fewer than thirty-nine times, and it is in these three instances only

that the Vav is appended to it. This Massorah, therefore,

safeguards the peculiar orthography in these exceptional

instances.! This separate Rubric I have found only in the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter k,' § 233. As these three instances

are restricted to one book in the Bible, they form part of the

List of words which respectively occur in one form in one

book of the Scriptures, whilst they occur in a different form in

all other books.*

< For the cause of this lengthened form of names compounded with n;

ee m7 Introdaelum to fhe MaitorUko-OriticaX edition of the Hebrew Bible, Part. II,

ehap. XI, p. 386 &c.

.

J Comp. The MuttonJi, letter », § 447, Vol. II, pp. 226, 226.

y-l = § 220.

nkn the sign, occurs three times defective In the other nine

instances' where it occurs it is invariably niKn plene. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the three exceptional instances. Of this

Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Barley 5710-11, Vol. I, foL 396, on Exod. 8 19 which I have

printed; (U) Orient. 2348, fol. 696, on Exod. 4 8; (IH) Orient 2349,

foL 6»6, on the same passage and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter x, § 234.

K'DI.^ § 221.

nhkn the signs, is defective throughout the Pentateuch except

tn three passages where it is nink and once it is nillK. This

Rubric which is from the printed Massorah on Exod. 4 9 is

inexact and will best be understood from the following analysis.

rv«n the' plural with the prefix He occurs altogether seven times

in the Pentateuch. In five instances it is entirely defective and

in two passages it has the second Vav.^ In one instance where

this noun plural is with the prefixes ai it -has also the second

Vav, whilst in another instance where it is without the prefix it

has the first Vav The, design of this Rubric^ therefore, is to

safeguard the exceptional plene orthograhy fife the Pentateuch,

vix. the two instances where it is ninkn, the one nintoi and one

nnlK. Hence the declaration of the printed Massorah that it is

always nr*n in the Pentateuch except in three passages where

it is rmit ' is incorrect, since this plural without prefixes

occurs once only in the Pentateuch. The two Lists of this

Rubric in Add. 21,160, viz. (I) fol. 686, on Exod. 4 9 and (II)

foL 210O, on Numb. 14 11 correctly state the import of this

Massorah u n iroir k"? dk rrm pn^jo'm p -ra 'a rnrwn [Exod. 4 9],

Twr run -» [Numb. 14 1 1], D'ncaai mmai '»n [Deut 26 8], nniK '"^ inr ki

[Dent 6 22].

» (Jomp. n^kn Exod. 4 17, 28, 30; Deut. 29 2; 84 11; «'"»«? Exod. 4 9;

Hnmb. 14 II.

• 3'3n = § 222.

VrilTlk hU signs, occurs three times. Of this Rubric I collated

four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient 2348,

fol. 1396, on Deut 11 3 which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16,

loL 3036, on Ps. 78 43; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 367a, on Ps. 106 27,

and (IV) the printed Massorah on the same passage. List II rightly

has in the heading 'on •» one is defective, List III has at the end

^ ,P3 ygy^ thefirst is defective, whilst the printed List adds rnnK wrniK

www >rw«n a-na **» the Pentateuch it is rnriit defective, whilst in the

other instances it is vnlrt( with the second Vav plene.

:"3n = § 223 a.

'^^ 'D pa '^1151 '^311 'n» ^^^e parallel sentences respectively

occur twice [in the same book] have in one passage a letter more

and a word less and in the other, a letter less and a word more.

This artificial grouping together of parallel passages with

•light variations in the phraseology will best be understood by

exhibiting the phrases themselves indicated by the catchwords.

tyiOBf Kia» h"?! Isa. 28 12

:nim niifiyiDw >««»» I*"? „ SO »

II b^trh^p pyt»n '3b hy hbm Ezek. 11 13

•om prtw 'JB Sv n^BW „ 9 8

il'r6»j mn' ina ^a Deut 7 6

mn' ina hm „ 14 2

najrn inki Deut. 6 13

131 layn ink „ 10 20

nc^w "M o'Ty 0^38' Deut. 17 6

nttf^y « Sy w nny *if „ 19 16

This Rubric is from Harley 571'^— 11, Vol. I, fol. 121a, on

Deut 14 2.

TDT = 2236.

'^T\ 'S '3
"ffi

'311 '1* 'S''« parallel sentences &c. This recension

of the Rubric which is from Orient 2348, fol. HI 6, also on

Deut 14 2 contains an additional pair, viz. Ezek. 34 7 which is

_^-p T3TnK irDW D^n p"? and Ezek. 34 9 mn' lan iraw o'?nn p"?.

It will be seen that in this recension the variations in the

phrases are given. The recension in the printed Massorah on

Ezek. 11 13 which gives six instances omits the pair in

Ezek. 34 7, 9 and substitutes Ps. 24 7, 9. There are also other

recensions of this Massorah which record the following

four instances only, viz. Deut 6 13, 10 2o; Deut 17 6, 19 15;

Isa. 28 12, 30 9; Ezek. 9 81, 11 13, as well as the pair in Deut 7 6,

14 2 which exhibit a reverse instance. This recension is given

in (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 2706, on Deut 10 20; (II) the Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 13 1; (III) the Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah

§§ 234, 235, where however additional instances are given ns

ouiside the Massorah, and (IV) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 1 1.

On Deut 14 2 the printed Massorah simply gives the one pair

exhibited in Deut 7 6; 14 2. On comparing the Lists of variations

in the parallel passages throughout the Bible given in letter n,

§§ 452—587, pp. 500—568, it will be seen that the number of

these pairs might be considerably increased.

TDI = § 224.

nVrnXn r^O* The nun^r of letters. This Poem which gives

the number of times each letter of the alphabet occurs in the Bible

I have printed from Orient 1379, fol. 2^6-30a. It is also to be

found in Orient 2348, fol. 35a-37a, and Orient 2349, fol. 216—226,

which I collated. As I have fully explained it in my edition of

the Massoreth Ha-Massoreth I must refer to that explanation.*

The Massoretico-Grammatical Treatise which is prefixed to the

Yemen MSS. of the Pentateuch and of which this Poem forms

a part has been ably edited by Professor Derenbourg.^

« Comp. The Mtutareth Ha-Mcutvrelh of EUas Levita, pp. 269—278,

London 1867.

» Comp. Manuel du Lecteur, pp. 139-148, 234-241, Paris 1871.

n"3n = § 225.

nmnStt^ m^njl riVniK* An alphabetical List of the majuscular

Utters in the Pentateuch Of this separate Rubric which is not in

the printed Massorah I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Machsor Vitry, Add. 27,200—1, Vol. II, fol. 215a, which

I have printed; 1 (II) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Deut 6 4 and (III) the

Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 82. In List I the final Caph
("i)

is

not represented which is given in List III; in List II the following

ten letters only are represented a a t n i ' "?
j r and -i whilst in

List III the two instances which give the second a, viz. arh^hh

Numb. 1 2 and the second •?, viz. dt/j'?:'? Numb. 1 22 are omitted.

I Comp. the printed edition, p. 683, edited by S. Hurwitz, and published

by the Mtkitxe Nirdamim, Berlin 1893.

r3l = § 226.

D''DinS'l D''K"'S» mbnj nVniK* An alphabetical List of

the majuscular letters in the Prophets and Hagiographa This separate

List which does not occur in the printed Massorah is from the

Machsor Vitry, Add. 27,200—1, Vol. II, fol. 215ay and in the

printed edition, p. 683.

ran = § 227.

'S^lpStr m'rnJ T\y'T\'\)i^* An alphahetical List ofthe majuscular

letters throughout the Scriptures. Of this Rubric I collated ten

Lists, seven in MSS. and three printed: (I) Add. 15,251 in the

supplement fol. 4396—441a which I have printed; (H) the same

MS. fol. 986, on Numb. 27 5; (III) the same MS. fol. 108a, on

Deut 6 4; (IV) the same MS. fol. 3136, on 1 Chron. 1 i;

(V) Add. 15,250, fol. 52a, on Exod. 34 14; (VI) the same MS.

fol. 100a, on Deut 6 4; (VII) the Vienna Codex No. 35 on

1 Chron. 1 1; (VIII) the Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 83; (IX) the

printed Massorah on Gen. 1 1 ; and (X) the same on 1 Chron. 1 1.

The following Tables exhibit the contents of the several

Lists both in the MSS. and the printed editions. The comparison

is between the Rubric which I have printed and the other nine

Lists. The numerals show the order in which the words occur

in the respective Lists. The second Table shows the words which

exhibit this phenomenon in any of the nine Lists and which

are not given in the first List
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on Ezek. 16 47 which I have printed; (II) St Petersburg Codex

of A. D. 916 on the same passage; (III) the same Codex on

Ezek. 80 44; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, foL 3626, on Esther 9 8;

(V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 192 and (VI) the printed Massorah

on Esek. 90 44.

T*»1 _ § 2360—6.

1^^ S'J? |0 'nSl WplS^ '2* Three versen are cdike in having

each repenty-tieo voorda . . .\ yielding the Ineffable Name. That is the

seventy-two letters in each of these three verses severally

correspond to the numerical value of the Tetragrammaton when

the four letters of the Ineffable name are fully written out, viz.

72^1i-lt-??

—

\ : Comp. Ibn Ezra's CJommentary with the
n m Ti TP

super Commentary on Exod. 14 19 Ac. Vienna ed. 1859. For the

important part which these three verses played in Jewish

mysticism see Ginsburg, The Kabbalah &c., p. 132 &c., and the

authorities there quoted. This Rubric which does not occur in

the printed Massorah is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol 436,

on Exod. 14 19.

n-^T - § 287.

priK I^^ttn p '^pa 'DB 'l* Three verees in the Scriptures

have retpeetivehj eighty letters. Of this Rubric I collated three

Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. llOJ, on Numb. 36 8 which

I have printed; (II) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 316 and (HI) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 221. As each of these three

verses begins with tei Lists n and III have in the heading

Ssi "<«r-n and it is due to this that the printed Massorah places

this Rubric under letter a. The printed Massorah, however.

Incorrectly states that each of these verses has twenty letters

(r^a -a |b).

C-^-l » § 238.

friK '3 "a P r*tn fbo n pnn lot ^ Six verses have

severally five words following one another of two letters each, but

about one of them R. Naehman differs. Of this Rubric I collated

ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, foL 188&, on 1 Sam. 20 29 which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient 16, fol, 49 i, on the same passage; (III) the same MS.

fol. 8796 on Neh 2 2; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 24a, on Gen. 35 17;

(V) the same MS. fol. 158a, on 1 Sam. 20 29; (VI) Add. 1.%251,

Supplement foL 448a; (VH) Add, 16,461, fol. 455«, on Neh. 3 2;

(VIII) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Exod. 17 16; (IX) the printed

Massorah on 1 Kings S 26; and (X) the same on Neh. 2 2.

Though all the other Lists state in the heading that there are

five only of these verses which exhibit this peculiarity, yet List IV

adds that according to some, Exod. 17 16 is another of these verses.*

Lists VI and VII too which specify five in the heading enumerate

six, whilst List VI remarks againat the catchwords for Exod.

17 16 that there is a difference of opinion about this passage

among the Massoretio Schools.' The Massorah Parva in the MSS.

has alternately against some of these verses one of six and one

ef five. This is due to rrea in Exod. 17 16 which the Westerns

read rros as one word and the Easterns read it rr ds in two

words. Those, therefore, who follow the Madindiai recension count

six such verses, whilst R. Naehman wko disputes the Eastern

reading and the textual critics who follow the same recension

count only five such verses. It is remarkable that the printed

Massorah which as we have seen, gives this Rubric twice and

which in each case specifies in the heading that there are fiye

such verses only, without referring to any variation, gives in

List IX, Gen. 17 16, as one of the five verses and omits

1 Kings 3 26.

» n» 03 fjp •!» '3 •cm v*\.

» -xhn n» 03 ^ T 's.

E-^l = § 239.

I^nK rrSI J^O 1 p nflKa TDB 'a. TW verses in the

PenteUeuch have wverally seven words and twenty-eight letters. I have

mislaid the reference to the MS. from which this Rubric is taken.

on - § 240.

^1??^ tK then sang, occurs twice. Of this Rubric I collated

two Lists': (I) Vienna Codex No. 85, on Numb. 21 17, which I

have printed and (U) the printed Massorah on Exod. 15 1.

K'O-I - § 241.

TK1 and then, occurs four times. Of this Rubric I collated

eight Lists, five in MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 137<7, on Josh. 1 8 which I have printed; (II) tiie ram*
MS. Vol. n, foL 63a, on Jerem. 32 2; (HI) Arund. Orient If,

foL 16, on Josh. 1 8; (IV) the same Ma foL 1676, on Jerem. 12 2;

(V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement foL 181a; (VI) the

printed Massorah on Exod. 12 48; (VU) the same on Josh, 1 8

and (Vni) the same on Jerem. 82 2. The addition of fo^ in the

heading of the printed Massorah on Exod. 12 48 is misleading,

since this expression has always Kamebi with or without the

prefixes. It does not occur in the MSS, nor in the headings of

the other two Lists in the printed Massorah,

rOI - § 242,

aitM hyssttp, occurs l^ree times plena in the Ihntateuch. That

is without and with the prefixes this noun occurs eight times in

the Pentateuch. As it is defective in five instancee ' and plane

in three only the Massorah saf^^uards the exceptional ortho-

graphy. Outside the Pentateuch this expression occurs only

twice (1 Kings 5 13; Ps. 51 9) and is in both instances plene.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoLI, foL 42a, on Exod. 12 22 which

I have printed; (H) Add. 15,250, foL 886, on the same passage;

(III) Cambridge Add. 465 on Numb. 19 18; (IV) Vienna Codex

No. 35 on Exod. 12 22; (V) the printed Massorah on the same

passage and (VI) the same on Numb. 19 18. The nmemonio ugn
is given in List III only.

i Comp. Levlt. 14 4, 6, 49, 51, 52.

rai = § 243.

^K then, occurs three times. This Rubric is from Cambridge

Add. 465, on Ps. 124 4.

T01 = § 244.

^^TKn they have heard, occurs three times in the Scriptures.

That is, this preterite third person plural is to be distinguished

from WTitn the Imperative plural which though written with the

same six letters is differently pointed. Of this Rubric I collated

five Lists, three in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 6710—11,

VoL II, fol. 2986, on Neh. 9 30 which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 3856; (LU.) Vienna Codex No. 85; (IV) the printed

Massorah, all on Neh. 9 80 and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter M, § 256.

n-01 = § 245.

n^^KH give ear, hearken, occurs sixteen times. That is the

imperative singular masculine with paragogic He. Of this Rubric

I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, VoL I, fol. 1016, on Numb. 23 18 which I have printed;

(II) Add. 15,451, fol. 3106, on Ps. 54 4; (III) the printed Massorah

on Ps. 78 1 and (IV) the same on Job 33 1.

von «= § 246.

^J^KTT give ye ear, hearJcen ye, occurs eight times, i. e. the

imperative plural masculine. Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists,

four in MSS, and three printed: (I) Arund, Orient 16, foL 201a,

on Hos. 5 1 which I have printed; (U) the same MS., fol. 130a, on

Isa. 28 23; (IH) the same MS., foL 141a, on Isa. 51 4; (IV) Add.

15,451, foL 1426, on Deut 32 l; (V) the printed Massorah on

Isa. 28 23; (VI) the same on Hos. 5 I, and (VII) the same on

Job 34 2. It is remarkable that though all the Lists state in the

hiding that there are eight such instances Lists II, III and V,

enumerate seven only and leave out Hos. 5 I.

rm = § 247.

niTKri hearken ye, occurs twice, i. e. the imperative plural

feminine. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 36, on Ctea 4 28

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 132a, on Isa. 82 «,

and (III) the printed Massorah on Gen. 4 23. These two instances

form part of the alphabetical List of words beginning with Hs

Which respectively occur twicb.'

> Comp. The Matwrah, letter n, g 19, Vol. I, p. 261 ke.

n-01 = § 248.

nk the ear, occurs twenty-five times. Of this Rubric which

does not occur in the printed Massorah I collated two Lists:

(I) Harley 6710—11, VoL I, foL 72a, on Levit 14 28 which I have

printed and (H) Orient 4445, foL 99a, on Levit 14 14. The

latter enumerates twenty-three instances only though it distinctly
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states in the heading that there are twenty-five, the catchwords

for Job 29 11 and 34 3 are omitted.

e'ai = § 249.

^3T« mine ear, occurs eight times in the Scriptures. Of this

Rubric'^I collated two Lists, one in MS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 188a, on Ps. 49 5 which I

have printed and (II) the printed Massorah on Job 13 1.

jn = § 260.

•aStK thine ear, is three times effective in the P,-ophets .... and

it is kieikse so in the Bagiographa except in two instancesjohere tt

£,• vUne Though §§ 250, 262 and 263, are given in the MSb. and

acLdingly are printed here as <!-«-* ^assoraha^yetth^ are

properly three different forms of the same import and will be

Lt understood by treating them collectively. They simply

S. bit different treatment of the orthography of the same noux.

«« defective as the Massorah calls it, with the suffix second

^^sofrsculine occurs nine times, eight times without a^d

Tee with the prefix {vide infra, § 263). These nine instances

are confined to the Prophets and the Hagiographa. y?!?
Plene,

with and without the prefixes occurs eight times, also m the

Prophete and in the Hagiographa, viz. six times in the Prophets

and twice in the Hagiographa.^ As there are three, instances

only in the Prophets which are defective and six plene, the

Massorah in Rubric 250 safeguards the exceptional orthography

In the Hagiographa, however, where there are altogether eight

instances and where six are defective and two only plene the

Massorah safeguards the two exceptional passages. This explains

both § 250 and § 262 since the latter simply
^f^^^^^^^^ ^^;;^^^

riving the two exceptions in the Hagiographa first and the three

fn the Prophets second. In § 263 all the nine defective instances

4re given without the artificial division into Prophets and

Hagiographa exhibited in §§ 250, 262.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

Drinted- (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 49 a, on 1 Sam. 20 1 2 which I have

^rinfed; (H) the same MS., foL 1395, on Isa. 48 . ;
(HI) Add. 15,451

ioL 195«, on 1 Sam. 20 12 and (IV) the printed Massorah on the

same passage.

. Comp. 1 Sam. 25 24; Isa. »0 21; Jerem. 28 7; Ezek. 3 10; 40 4: 44 5;

Pb. 180 2; 2 Chron. 6 40.

K«i1 = § 251.

*m his ear, occurs seven times. Of this Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated four Lists:

tt) Harlly 710-llf Vol. I, fol. 48a, on Exod. 21 6 which I have

iitd (II) Orient: 2348, foL 79^; (III) Orient. 2349, fol. 69^

and (IV) Add. 21,160, fol- 98&, all on the same passage. List IV

states in the heading that it occurs eight times which is manifestly

alrical error since the Rubric itself carefully gives the seven

instances. It is remarkable that both in the printed Massorah

on Exod. 21 6 and in the Massorah Finalis, letter s. § 246, where

Jacob b. Chayim mentions this Rubric, he states that he has

given it on Ps. 116, but on referring to this Psalm it will be

seen tha{ he takes no notice of its existence.

n"i"i = § 252.

the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 247, as I have not

found it in any MS.

y:<i = 253.

tm their ear, occurs eight times. This Rubric which I have

not found in the MSS. is from the printed Massorah on Job 36 10.

As is often the case with the Rubrics in Jacob b. Chayim s

Massorah it is incorrect, since wm occurs ten times. Two instances

viz. Jerem. 11 8 and 44 5 are omitted. In the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter k, § 241, where Jacob b. Chayim gives the heading

of this Rubric and where he refers to Job 36 10 for the

enumeration of the passages, it is also stated erroneously that it

occurs eight times only.

T31 = § 264.

D^ilK ears, occurs seven times. This Rubric too I have not

found in 'the MSS. and have, therefore, printed it from the

printed Massorah on Ps. 116 6.

,T:n = § 255.

D''3tX1 and ears, occurs three times. This Rubric which does

not occitf'in the printed Massorah is from Add. 15,250, foL 1126,

§ 256—263. i^ — K

on Deut. 29 3. It will be seen that Ezok. 12 2 is here given as

one of the three instances where c-jjk has the prefix Vav, I e.

D'jmi According to our recension of the Massoretic text, however,

which is in harmony with the preceding Rubric, the reading in

the passage before us is d":tk without the prefix.

r:-) = § 256.

•'iiKS in the ears of, occurs thiHy-seven times. This Rubric

which i'liave printed from Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah Finalis,

letter m § 251, I have since found in the ancient Codex

Orient. 4445, fol. 35a, on Gen. 44 18. Though the two Lists

perfectly agree with regard to the number of instances, yet the

enumeration of the passages follows more strictly the order of

the Biblical books in the MS. List than in the printed Massorah,

nor are the catchwords so lengthy.

ni = § 257.

mrP ^3183 in the ears of Jehovah, occurs three tim^is. That is

in conti-adistinction to the phrase nin-jma in mine ears Jehovah,

which occurs twice (Isa. 6 9; 22 14) where it iB with the suf ix

first person. This Rubric is fron^ the printed Massorah Finahs,

letter K, § i20. I have since found it in Add. 15,461, foL 1846, on

1 Sam. 8 21.

n«:i = § 258.

"':TKD1 and in the ears of, occurs three times in the Scriptures.

Of tiiis Rubric I collated two Lists, one in MS. and
o^J^ P""^^

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. H, fol. 50«, on Jerem. 28 7 which I have

printed and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 248

The latter states that it occura /our times and gives tiie

catchword an= Kn«n.nrr^= Ezra 4 7 for the fourth instance. This

is incorrect, since this expression does not occur in the passage

in question.

^"3-1 = § 259.

••JIKl and the ears of, occurs three times in the Scriptures. Of

this Rubric K^ollated two Lists, one in MS. and o»« P""^**

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 16a, on Isa. 36 5 which I have

printed and (II) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

on * § 260.

^:1K2 in mine ears, occurs twelve times. This Rubric makes

no distinction between the eight instances in which it is^
with Kametz under the Nun and the four passages where it is

,:,K= with Pathach under the Nun. This recension of which I have

found one List only, is from Harley 5710-.1, Vol. H;
J
o^
m^

on Ezek. 10 13. The four instances in which it is with Pathach

("Mss) I have indicated by asterisks.
""

Of the recension which catalogues the eight instances m
which it is '3TK3 with Kametz I collated two Lists, one m the

ancient Codex Orient 4445, fol. I33a, on Numb. 14 28, and one

in the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 242.

K«D1 = § 261.

"31X3 in mine ears, occurs twice with Kametz. That is twice

with the^ accent rarc;.a or Tipcha as in all the other six instances

-where the Nun has Kametz it is either with Athnach or Soph-

t:sl. Of this Rubric which is not in the printed Massorah I

collated two Lists, boUi in Arund. Orient 16, fols. 1206, 1276,

on Isa. 6 9 and 22 14.

3-01 = § 262.

TPDIK thine ears, is twice plene in the Hagiographa .
.

.
.and

it is iki^e so in the Prophet, except in three '^^^ZtLZ
defective. This recension is simply § 250 reversed, V^^^^
Hagiographa before the Prophets. Of this recension I col ated

fwo lists! one in MS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient !«,

flsm, on PS. 130 2 which I have printed and (II) the printed

Massorah on the same passage.

yon - § 263.

•?1D1« thine ear, occurs' nine times. Here the nine defective

instan es^ of this noun, are catalogued witiiout the arti/icial

division into Prophets and Hagiographa which is exhibited in

88 250 and 262. Of this -Ri^ric 1 collated two Lists, one.m MS.

and one printed: (L) Arund. Orient. 16. fol, 3366, on Prov. i 2

ThtchThL printed and (ID.the P^i^^^d Massorah on ^e-^^^^

passage. In List I the expression rrnnnm = and tmmeduOely afi^ »*,

i. e. 1 Sam. 20 13, is manifestly a clerical omission which is

rightly supplied in List II.
.

6b
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Both these Lists, howevel', are in confliot with the recension
of this Massorah which is given in §§ 360 and 262. According
to all the Lists of the latter Rubrics P& 190 2 is one of the

two plene instances in the Hagiographa, whereas in the Rubric
before us it is given in both Lists as bne of the nine defectiveck

There can, therefore, hardly be any doubt that the two recensions,

as is often the case, emanate from two different Schools of

Massorites in which different traditions were preserved with
respect to the orthbgraphy of this expression.

TD1 - § 264.

^Jt81 and thine ear$, occur$ three timet. Of this Rubric
which does not occur in the printed Massorah I collated three
Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 181a, on Isa. 30 21 which
I have printed; (II) the same MS., foL 261 a, on 2 Chron. 6 40 and
(III) Add. 15,251, fol. 881, on the same passage. List II, distinctly

states in the heading that it is plene in two instances and
defective in one passage (-on '»ei -^o -a 's) and though it does not
specify in the List itself which of the three instances is defective,

some of the MSS. and early editions exhibit it beyond the shadow
of a doubt. Thus Prov. 28 12 is i^t^ in Orient 2201; Harley
5710—11; Arund. Orient 16, Add. I6,'25l; the second edition of
the Bible, Naples 1491—93; the Leira edition of the Proverbs 1492;
the fourth edition of the Bible, Pesaro 1611—17; the Salonica
edition of the Hagiographa 1616; the Complutensian and the first

edition of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1524—25.
But XtVT, plene is the reading in the following MSS. and
editions. Add. 21,161; Add. 16,250; the editio princept of the
Hagiographa, Naples 1486—87; the fu^t edition of the Bible,

Soncino 1488; the third edition Brescia 1494; and the first

edition of the Rabbinic Bible by Felix Pratensis, Venice 1517.

This variation is again due to the differences which obtained in

the Standard Codices preserved by the different Massoretic
Schools and accounts for the conflicting Massorahs. Thus the
defective reading is against § 263 since it is not included in
the nine defective instances, whilst the plene reading is against

§§ 250 and 2g2, according to which there are only two plene
instances in the Hagiographa and since Prov. 33 12 is not one
of the two.

iTDT - § 265.

ir3T><5 with our eare, oceurt sue times. This Rubric is from
the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 248, as I have not found
it in the MSS. In my edition Ps. 64 2 should be 44 2.

TD"I = § 266.

D3^3]K3 in your ears, occurs four times. Of this Rubric
which does not occur in the printed Massorah I collated two
Lists: (I) Orient 2348, fol. 136a, ion Deut 6 1 which I have
printed and (H) Orient 2349, foL 126a, on the same passage.

rD1*= § 267.

DiTitS? in their ears, occurs six times. Of this Massorah I
collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund.
Orient ifi, fol. 1 16a, on 2 Kings 23 i which I have printed: (II) the
same Ma, foL 1716, on Jerem. 36 15; (lU) Add. 21,100, foL 76, on
Geii. 20 8; (IV) Add. 16,451, foL 141 6, on Deut 32 11; (V) the
same MS., fol. 264 a, on 2 Kings 23 2; (VI) the same MS., foL 298a,
on Jerem. 36 16; (VII) the same MS., fol. 507a, on 2 Chron. 84 30;
(VIII) the printed Massorah on Exod. 32 3 and (IX) the same on
2 Kings 33 2.

Both Lists I and II distinctly state that qtjt^ occurs six
times and enumerate six passages leaving out 2 Kings 23 2 and
Jerem. 36 15, whilst the other seven Lists not only state as
emphatically that it occurs eight times, but catalogue all the
eight instances. There can, therefore, be no doubt that the omission
of the two instances in lists I and II is due to a clerical error
and that the alteration in the heading was made by the Scribe
who found that the Lists recorded six passages only. This is

confirmed by the fact that the two Massoretic Lists in this very
MS. are given on the two passages which are omitted in the
Lists, thus recognising their existence in the text

n'Dl = § 268.

''^*!?8^5 «n<^ <*o« *«*« girded me, occurs twice. This is to
distinguish it from the third instance (2 Sam. 22 40) where it is

'rtwi without the Ale^. This Rubric which
^ does not occur in the

printed Massorah is from Arund. Orient 16, foL 2906, on
Ps. 30 12.

CD-I - § 269.

ITItK^ <u one horn in the country, occurs three times untk
Knmetz and once with Buhach. That is, in three instances where
the Caj^ has Sheva the Resh has Kxmetz ot is the absolute and
once the Besh h&a Pathach or the word is in the construct
The design of this Massorah is to difttinguish this form from
rmtj with Kametz under the Caph which also occurs three timea»
viz. Levit 24 16, 22; Josh. 8 83.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSa and two
printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL II, foL 102a, on Ezek. 47 22
which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 198a, on the same
passage; (IH) the same MS., fol. 298a, on Ps. 87 36; (IV) the
printed Massorah on Levit 19 84 and (V) the printed Massorah
Finalis, letter tt, § -^67. List III simply gives the three instances
with Kametz and adds at the end of the Rubric -asa in 'ma in
'VOa nm one occurs in the PsTUateueh, one in the Prophets and one
in eAtf Hagiographa. List IV also does not mention the one
instance with Pat/tach, but has not the supplement of List M,
whilst List V not only notices the Patkaeh instance^ but gives
the catchword for it in a separate line.

m - § 270.

^)T^T>{n the Esarahite^ occurs twice. This Rubric which I have
not found in the MSS. is firom ti>e printed Massorah on Ps. 89 I

and as is frequently the case it is incorrect since this patronymio
occurs three times, 1 Kings 5 11 is the third passaga

H'ffl = § 271.

H^ as brother, occurs twice. This Rubric which does not occur
in the printed Massorah is from Add. 15,251, foL 3626, on Ps. 85 14.

ym - § 272.

K'tt3 TpnK '^Ip hD* Throughout the Scriptures U is ^ny
with the exception of one instance where it is yrtif, viz. Gen. HO 16
whilst throughout Samuel it is y"^ ^^ ^' exception of one instance

where it is xn^, viz. 2 Sam. ii 22. To understand this artificial

and complicated Massorah At is necessary to remark: (I) that

yn^ thy brother, with the suffix second person singular masculine,

without and with the prefixes occurs no fewer than fifty-nine

times in the Bible, ^ and that (II) one only of the fifty-nine

instances occurs in Samuel, that (III) yrt^ thy brothei', with the

suffix second person singular feminine, without and with the

prefixes occurs four times in the Bible, that (IV) three out of

the four are in Samuel, and that (V) one instance only occurs
outside this book.^ Hence the Massorah contrasts the usage in

all the other books of the Scriptures with that in Samuel In all

the Bible ap&rt from Samuel ynf is the rule and "xry^ forms a
solitary exception, whilst in Samuel yn^ is the rule and fr^ the
solitary exception.

Of iMa Rubric which do3s not occur in the printed Massorah
1 collated two Lists: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL I, foL 1796, on
2 Sam. 2 22 which I have printed and (II) Arund. Orient 16,

foL 58 a, on tl^ same passaga

> Comp. ^>n» Gen. 4 9, 10, II ; 28 20; 27 6, 86, 40, 42, 44, 46; « 7; S« 1;

88 8; Exod. 4 14; 7 1, 2; tS 1, 2, 4, 41; Levit 1« 2; 18 16, 16; 19 17; 2« 26,

35, 86, 39, 47; Numb. 20 8, 14; 27 8; Deut IS 7; IS 3, 12; 17 16; 22 1, 2, 2,

3, 4; SS 8; 2ft 3; S2 60; 2 Sam. 2 22; 1 Kings 8 7, 21; 80 38; Obad. 10, 12;

Prov. 87 10; V"?? D«ut 1& 9; Pg. M 20; V™^ Gen. 38 8; Deut U 11; 88 Ij

28 10; Tn»»)» Deut 8S 21 ; I'niea Deut « 7.

> Comp. rO* 2 Sun. IS 7, 80, 20; V?^ Gen. 80 16.

JTI = § 273.

TrnH his brother, occurs four times in the Seripttires. As the
normal suffix third person singular masculine of n^ is rn^ which
is of very frequent occurrence, the Massorah here safeguards

these four abnormal forms?'* Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists,

nine in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL IL
fol. 656, on Jerem. 34 9 which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,

VoL II, foL 168 a, on 2 Chron. 31 12; (HI) the same MS. VoL H,
foL 2406, on Job 41 9; (IV) the St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 91ft

on Jerem. 34 9; (V) Arund. Orient 16, foL 1706, on the same
passage; (VI) the same MS., foL 212a, on Micah 7 2; (VII) the
same MS., foL 277flr, on 2 Chron. 31 12; (VIII) the same MS.,
foL 8366, on Job 41 9; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 224,

and (X) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 34 9.

dlrrW their brother, occurs four times . . . and once it is with

Vav cohjunetive. That is with Chirek under the Cheth, u e. noun
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fiiigular with suffix third person plural in contradistinction to

term with Diere under the Chetk, i. e. noun plural which occurs

thirty-seven times without the prefix Vau and sixteen times with

it. The safeguarding of these five exceptional instances was all

the more necessary sinca some MSS., all the early editions and
the Septuagint read arrwi the plural in 1 Chron. 9 17. This is

the reading in Harley 5710—11 which is a Model Codex, the

ediUo princeps of the Hagiographa, Naples 1486—87; the first,

second, third and fourth editions of the Bible, Soncino 1488;

Naple8l491—93; Brescia 1494; Pesaro 151 1— 17; theComplutensian;

the Rabbinic Bible by Felix Pratensis 1517 and the first edition

of Jacob b. Chayim's Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah 1 524—25.

The reading Drrrnr the singular, however, is not only enjoined in

the Rubric before us, but in the long Massoretic List of words
which respectively occur five times, four times without the prefix

Vav and once with it' It is moreover, supported by the Chaldee,

the Syriac and the Vulgate.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 1 99a, on 2 Sam. 3 30 which
I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 222a, on Job 1 13;

(HI) Arund. Orient 16, foL 59 a, on 2 Sam. 3 30; (IV) Add. 21,161,

foL 251a, on 1 Chron. 9 17, and (V) the printed Massorah on
Jndg. 9 24.

> Comp. The Mattarah, letter 1, § T6, Vol. I, p. 407 &c.

iTri - § 275.

ITUK D''HK we are brethren, occurs twice with Kametz. This

Rubric which I have only found in the printed Massorah on
Gen. 42 13 is incorrect, since it is in Gen. 13 8 where this

phrase occurs, that ui^m is with the pausal Kametz. pop 'n is most

probably a clerical error for 'pa 'a it occurs twice in the Scriptures.

m = § 276.

"Tttjl ]''K*rH^ \ Tea woi'dg are respectively combined once with

nrn* ime, and they have no parallel This Rubric which is from the

printed Massorah, as is often the case, is both incorrect and
misleading: (I) Though the heading distinctly states that there

are ten such unique combinations with inx, nine only are

enumerated; (II) the remark -d 'a, i. e. that Numb. 34 18 contains

two such instances is incorrect, since the second instance nriK rv}

also occurs in Numb, 7 li, and Josh. 2t 14, and (III) the

declaration that there are ten such instances only is inaccurate,

since there are many more unique combinations with nriK, viz.:

passages (Numb. 16 15a; Ps. 106 11) it is tm the absolute. Of
this Rubric which does not occur in the printed Massorah I

collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 96a;
(II) Orient 2348, fol. l2o6; (III) Orient 2349, fol. 1106, all on
Numb. 16 15.

n-n = § 278.

^nXrn and the one, occurs four times in the Scriptures. That
is with the Vav prefix and followed by the He. This Massorah
is specially designed both to safeguard the two instances where
nriK is followed by nrsKni (Levit 14 22; 15 15) since the normal
phrase in all other passages is nnjfj . . . nriK without the He,^ and
the single instance in i Sam. 14 5 where it is preceded by
inKn, i. e. nnKrn . . , -^riKn. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three
in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, VoL I, foL 181 6,

on 1 Sam. 14 5 which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 1 6, foL 43a;
(III) Vienna Codex No. 35 and (IV) the printed Massorah, all

on the same passage.

» Comp. Levit 5 7; 12 8; Numb, 6 11]

40 26, 49; 2 Chron. 3 17.

Judg. Ifi29; 2 Sam. 13 1; Esek.

iriM anr» i Kings 4 19

trw hnk 2 Kings 7 8

nn>«-ih Ezek. 8 7

"vw liW Neh. 5 18

inw oyntt Gen, 43 19

IPiM na-iJt Exod. 10 19

in»r baan Numb. 38 4

"»7? T, >t 36 30

This is apart from such passages as inKK3t.«i 2 Kings 4 39,

VMrrn Ezek. 37 19 &c. since the design of this Massorah may
be to register the unique combination with nriK of nouns and

particles only and not of verbs.

The incorrectness of this Rubric is due to a later Scribe

who finding a number of examples of this combination, supplied

the heading which was not given with the instances in their

original form. This is evident from the earliest registers in their

original form. Since printing the above Massorah I found two

Lists of it in the ancient Codex Orient 4445, both are without

headings, without fixing the number of instances and without

the catchwords as is 6ften the case in the earliest recensions of

Massoretic Rubrics. The first List is on Exod. 10 19, fol. bib.

It registers eleven instances, containing all of the printed

Massorah with the exception of the incorrect ia 'a and three new
ones, viz. Exod. 10 19; Numb, 28 4; 35 30. The second List is

on Numb. 28 4, fol. 1486. It registers eight instances only,

omitting Gen. 22 2; 32 23 and Exod. 10 19 which are given in

the first List The omission of the first two instances is due to

the fact that in these passages it is not with ihk, but with -spik

the construct This recension, therefore, strictly confines itself

to the combination with the absolute. Like the first List, this

Register omits the vicious ia 'a of Numb. 34 18 which is given in

Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah and which I have printed. It

contains Numb. 28 4 and 35 30 which are given in List I, but

which are omitted from the printed Rubric.

rPT = § 277.

QID ^HK one of them, occurs four times .... and twice it is

BP^inn one from them. That is in four instances in which this

phrase occurs it is nrw in the construct, whilst in the other two

B-n = § 279.

iTlKS as one, together, occurs seven times in the Scriptures. Of
this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 30b, on Isa. 65 25 which I have
printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 146a, on the same passage;
(III) the same MS., fol. 2596, on 2 Chron. 5 13 which also give*
the mnemonic sign; (IV) the same MS., fol. 355a, on Eccl. 11 6
with the mnemonic sign; (V) the same MS., fol. 3736, on Ezra 2 64;
(VI) the same MS., foL 376a, on Ezra 6 20 with the sign; (VII)
the same MS., fol. 384a, on Neh. 7 66; ^''111) Halle Ochlah Ve-
Ochlah II, § 17, and (IX) the printed Massorah on Isa. 65 25
with the sign.

Besides Lists III, IV, VI and IX which ^Jjpve the mnemonic
sign with the register of the passages, the following Rubrics
give the heading alone with the mnemonic sign: (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1516, on 2 Chron. 5 13; (II) the same
MS., Vol. II, fol. 2676, on Eccl. 11 6; (m) the same MS., VoL II,

foL 2876, on Ezra 2 64; (IV) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 288a, on
Ezra 3 9 arid (V) Arund. Orient 16, fol, 3746, on the same passage.

B'T = § 280.

^iriKv* for everji one, occurs twice in the Pentateuch. This
Massorah is designed to safeguard the vowel-points of these two
exceptional instances, In all the other eight passages where this
numeral with the same prefix occurs the Lamed has Sheva, viz.

inK"?. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, foL 456, on Exod. 16 22
which I have printed; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, foL 88a, and
(III) the printed Massorah on Numb. 15 12. The heading of List I
which I have printed is not precise. It ought properly to be tot 'a

it occurs ttvice antl in the Pentateuch, but the Vav, as we have
seen, is often omitted in such cases. Lists II and III simply
state that it occurs twice. These two instances form part of the
alphabetical List of words beginning with Lamed which respectively
occur twice.*

J Comp. Tlie Matttyrah, letter \ § 17, Vol. II, p. 109.

K'BI = § 281.

*TnK one of, occurs twenty^five times with Pathach in th«

Scriptures, i. e. is in the construct Of this Rubric I collated
eleven Lists, nine in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,
VoLH, foL 2846, on Dan. 10 13, which I have printed; (II) the same
MS., VoL I, foL 126, on Gen. 21 15; (III) the same MS., VoL I,

foL 178a, on 1 Sam. 9 3; (IV) Orient 4445, foL 1356, on Numb.l6l.'V;
(V) Arund. Orient 16, foL 686, on 2 Sam. 17 22; (VI) the same MS.,
foL 1126, on 2 Kings 18 24; (VII) the same MS., foL 1336, on
Isa. 36 9; (VIH) the same MS., foL 249a, on 1 Chron. 17 6;

(IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 17; (X) the printed Massorah on
2 Kings 6 12 and (XI) the same on 1 Chron. 17 6. All these

Lists include thki Gen. 37 9 in the tw6nty-five instances.

TD1 = § 282.

Q^fl *1HK one of the people, occurs twice. Of this Rubric I

collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Add. 15,261,

foL 256, on Gen. 26 10 which I have printed; (II) Orient 2848,

foL 52a, on the same passage; (III) Vienna Codex No. 85 on
1 Sam. 26 15 and (IV) the printed Massorah on Gen. 26 10.
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rOI = § 283.

it^P ins tdcmn, occurs twice in the Pentateuch The design

of this Vassorah is to safeguard this exceptional phrase since

the normal expression for eJ^veu is either -it'y 'naJj (Numb. 7 72;

29 20; 1 Chron. 12 13; 24 12; 25 18; 27 14) or n-it?! 'Ptf?

(Erod. 26 7; 36 U; 2 Kings 25 2; Jerem. 1 3; 52 .5; Ezok. 40 49).

This Rubric which I have found in the printed Massorah only

on Deut. 1 2 is ambiguous. It ought properly to be rrnnsi '3 it

occurs twice and in the PentcUeuch, since it occurs nowhero else.

But the Vav in these cases is often omitted.

TBI = § 284.

"inS5 «» one of, occurs ttcehe times tciih Pathach in the

Scriptures, i. e. in the construct, in contradistinction to iriKS which

occurs seven times and which is registered in Rubric 279. Of this

Rubric which is not only one of the oldest constituent parts of

the Massorah, but is of very frequent occurrence I collated eight

Lists, six in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II,

foL 103o, on Ezek. 48 8 which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,

VoL I, fol. 33i, on Gen. 49 16; (III) the same MS., Vol. I,

foL 168a, on Judg. 1§ 7; (IV) the same MS., Vol. I, foL 202a,

on 2 Sam. 9 11; (V) the 'St Petersburg Code^ of A. D. 916 on

Ezek. 48 8; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ocbl^h"*?!, § 17; (VII) the

printed Massorah on Ezek. 48 8 and (VIII) the same on

2 Chron. 18 12.

.TBI = § 285.

into to one of, occurs six times . . . , and once it is toith the prefix

Vav. That is the construct in contradistinction to nriKb the absolute

which occurs twice and which has already been noticed {vide

tupra, § 280). This Rubric too is one of the most ancient con-

stituent parts of the Massorah and occurs frequently in the

MSS. Of it I collated six Lists,,.five in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—1 1, VoL I, foL 130a, on Deut 28 55 which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. U, foL 126, on Isa. 27 12;

(III) the St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Ezek. 46 17;

(IV) the same Codex on Zech. 11 7; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 17, and (VI) the printed Massorah on 2 Kings 9 1.

TB"! = § 286.

D'nnK a few, occurs fovr times in the Scriptures .... and once

H is withde prefix Lamed. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists,

three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

foL 286a, on Dan. 11 20 which I have printed; (H) Arund. Orient 16,

foL 191a, on Ezek. 37 17; (HI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement,

fol. 129fc, and (IV) the printed Massorah on Gen. 11 1.

rei = § 287.

nrt< hiis in six passages Pathach and the accent Zakeph

Katon .... And v^henetjer it is combined with one of the four words

represented hy the initials hwbn, i. e. n^n ordinance, rno measure,

nj* year, and rnin hw, it is likewise nnx * with Pathach except in

one instance where it is nriK ro^ with Segol and Kametz [Deut 24 5].

And whenever it has the pausal ^accents Athnach Soph-Pasuk and

Zakeph it is likewise nriK with Kametz.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 4 5 6, on Exod. 16 33 which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 200&, on 2 Sam. 6 19

where the mnemonic sign alone is given for the six passages;

(III) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 221a, on 1 Kings 7 16; (IV) the

same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1226, on Zech. 6 7; (V) Orient 4445,

fol. 586, on Exod. 16 33; (VI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 54fl, on

1 Sam. 26 8, which also gives the mnemonic sign; (VII) the

same MS., fol. 2186, on Zech. 5 7; (VHI) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah II, § 16; (IX) the printed Massorah on Exod. 16 33 which

has the mnemonic sign and (X) the same on Josh. 6 14 which

also gives tiie mnemonic sign.

It is important to notice (I) that 'atop is here used to denote

Pathach or is a clerical error for 'nriB, as is evident from the

fact that in the headings of all the other nine Lists including

the three in this very MS. it is 'nno and (II) that Kpin after the

expression rpk in the last line of this Rubric is manifestly a

mistake for Kepn, since rirwt does not occur with tiie accent Zarka

* Conip. riHK npn Numb. • 14; 15 16; nc? "^? Exod. 86 2, 8; 86 9, 16;

1 Kings 6 25; 7 37; Ezek. 40 tO, 10; 46 22; ""»« "?»' 2 Kings 8 26; Dan. 11 1;

t Chron. 22 2; nnK n-jia Exod. 18 49; Lovit 7 7; Numb 16 16, 29. In the case

of th«w combinations the reference Is simply to the vowel-poinu of nri« and

not to (A« aeeent on it, since in tlieee phrases- it is sometimes with Zakeplt and

» with another accent

and Lists VI and VIII have actually itopn and Zakeph. Indeed

the whole of the last line, viz. 'Op "cn KBpn libit ho^ is a later

development. This is attested by the fact that six out of the

ten Lists, viz. II, III, V, VII, IX and X have not got it, and that

amongst them is Orient 4445 which exhibits the oldest form of

the Massorah. It will be seen that whilst this Massorah includes

r\mh '3cm l Kings 3 25 witli the prefix Lamed, it excludes rri>» rmm
1 Sam. 6 7.

n"Dn = § 288.

]T('^$^>{ nnK <yne to another, occurs twice 4n this eonJbinatton.

That is with Pathach under the second nn>t. As this phrase occurs

six times, and as it is nrw-'?>«nnK in the other four instances in

this very chapter (comp.Exod. 36 10, 10, 12, 22), the Massorah

safeguards the vowel-points of the two exceptional instances. Of

this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Orient 2349, foL 79a, on Exod. 36 10 which I have printed;

(II) Orient 234«, fol. 89a; (III) Orient 4445, fol. 796, and

(IV) the printed Massorah all on the same passage.

fiS-'BI - § 289.

fTTKn occurs tv;!ce with the accent Zaleph and Pathneh. In

the other eleven instances where nn»n has Zakeph it is pointed

nmcT* Of this Rubric which does not occur in the printed

Massorah I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 82a,

on 1 Kings 7 38 which I have printed and (II) the Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah H, § 17.

I Comp. Exod. 25 12; 26 4, 10; SC 11; J7 3; 1 Kings 6 24; 7 16, 17,

27, 42; 2 Chron. 4 13.

Xn - § 290.

mK3 as one, occurs ttoice. This Rubric which does not

occur in the printed Massorah is from Arund. Orient 16, foL 76,

on Josh. 10 2.

N'^CI = § 291.

nnXn </*« one, occurs three times with Kametz and

wherever V is with the pausal accents Athnach and Soph-Pasuk it is

likewise with Kametz except in two instances. Of this Rubric I

collated four Lists, three in MSS and one printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 51 6, on Exod. 26 5 which I have printed;

(II) Orient 4445, fol. 676; (HI) Orient 2348, fol. 82a, and

(IV) the printed Massorah, all on the same passage.

To understand this Massorah as well as the various

Massoretic remarks which accompany the several recensions of

it, it is necessary to state that rnnn which occurs altogether

thirty-one times, has in these three instances only the none-

pausal accents Segol (Exod. 26 5; 36 12) and lieUa (i Kings 7 18),

whilst in all the other twenty-eight passages it is with the

pausal accents. Thus in eleven instances it has Zakeph (vide

supra, % 2tt9, note); in twelve it is with Athnach^ and in five it is

with Soph-Pasuk.'^ Accordingly the last line of this Rubric ought

to be 303 "13T fpki 'opT "^si and wherever it is with ZaJceph etc. List II

which exhibits the oldest form of the Massorah rightly has it so.

Still more indistinct is the heading in List III, viz. nnKKnp-flte

jMnmn wherever it has the accent Zarka it is nriKn nrw eascept in

these three passages where it is with Kametz, i. e. nriKn, since this

implies that the three passages in question are by way of

exception nnxn, with ZarAa instead of nriKn (oide supra, §§ 287, 289).

« Comp. nnt«n Exod. 36 2, 8, 24; 28 10; 86 9, 16, 29; Levit 14 6, 60;

1 Kings 7 :^4; l6"l7; 2 Chron. 9 16.

J Comp. nnKn Exod. 87 9; S6 31; Levit 24 5; 1 Kings 1« 16;

2 Chron. 19 16.

n-TCI = § 292.

DT'ITX their hindei- parts, occurs three times in the Scriptures

and is^ defective. In the singular and without the suffix -iinx,

without and with the prefixes is always plene. Of this Rubric

I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. II, foL 746, on Ezek. 8 16 which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 81 6, on 1 Kings 7 25; (III) the same

MS. fol. 269 a, on 2. Chron. 4 4; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35 on

1 Kings 7 25; (V) the printed Massorah on the same passage,

and (VI) the same on Ezek. 8 16.

a'X-l = § 293.

ninK a siefer, occurs three times. That is with Kametz under

the Aleph as some of the Lists have it - the i^bsolate to distinguish

it from mnif the construct Of this Rubric I oolUted seven Lists,
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five in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I,

foL 2045, on 2 Sam. 13 I which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,

VoL II. fol. 2626, on Cant. 8 8; (ni) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 66a,

on 2 Sam. 13 1 which adds nlnK> -rm; (IV) the same MS., foL 1606,

on Jerem. 22 8, with the heading -arap S nirw; (V) Orient 2349,

foL 60a, on Exod. 6 28 with the heading nin^JMriinit rmp ««;

(VI) the printed Maasorah on 2 Sam. 13 l and (VII) the same

on Cant. 8 8.

Tltl = § 294.

TrtTK my tister, oeews three time* pUne. This noun with the

gulfix 'first person singular occurs altogether eighteen times.

It is defective in fifteen instances ^ and plene in these three

instances only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

passages. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 65a, on 2 Sam. 13 5

which I have printed; (11) Add. I5,25i, fol 746, and (IH) the

printed Massorah all on the same passage.

1 Comp. Gen. It 18. 19; 20 2. 6, 12; 2« 7, 9; W 8; 2 Sam. 1» 6;

ProT. 7 4; Cant 4 9, 10, 12; S 1, 2.

,T3fi - § 295.

ITK ''IThK thou art my titter, oeeura twice in thi$ combination

in the Scriptt^et. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, VoL II, foL 245a,

on Prov. 7 4 which I have printed; (II) Orient 2349, fol. 346,

on Gen. 12 13 and (IH) the printed Massorah on Prov. 7 4.

rx"i = § 296.

13''rihK our titter, occurt three timet, twice defective and once

plene, . . . . «« the three inttancet are in the Pentateuch ....and

once it it wir^. That is, in two instances it is without the Vav

and in one iistance it has the Vav. In the passage where it is

with the prefix Lamed it has also the Vav and in all the four

instances it is without the Yod after the Tz^i Of this Rubric

I ooUated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed: (I) Orient 2348,

foL 575 on Gen. 34 14 which I have printed; (H) Orient 2349,

foL475, on the same passage; an) Add. 21,160, foL 156, on Gen.

24 60- (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, foL 1306; (V) the

print^ Massorah on Gen. 34 60 and (VI) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter m, § 265. List HI has at the end of the Rubric

•omwrw'wifl'Vo'nra the httt inttanee [Gen. 34 31] hat Vav

pUne and all the othert are entirely defective, i. e. are defective of

both Vav and Yod. The heading of the printed List VI -non ki •'?o a 'J

is incorrect as is attested, not only by all the MSS., but by the

printed List V.

rXI = § 297.

TDtTK thy titteri, occurt three timet. The word 'Strba »« thit

form as "is often the case is here omitted from the heading, since

in one of the three instances it is with the prefix Vav. Of this

Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 288, which I have printed; (II) Hariey

5710-11, VoL n, foL 795, on Eaok. 16 56 and (III) the printed

Massorah on the same passage. All these Lists give the official

reading or the Keri yn^m in Ezek. 16 51 as one of the three

instances. These three instances form part of the alphabetical

Lists of words which respectively occiy: three times, twice without

the prefix' Fa» and once with it^

J CJomp. The MMtorah, letter », § 70, Vol. I, p. 403 &c.

n'Jtl » § 298.

^nlTK tittert,-occurt five timet in thit form. That is, the plural

of n^n^ or "the form n'riK, as the Massorah expresses it, occurs five

times. The term 'vbii'ia thit form embraces the one instance in

which it has the prefix Tar and covers the fact that it is with

different suffixes. It, however, does not notice that it is with Vav

plene after the Yod in two instances (Josh. 2 13; Ezek. 16 52).

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, five in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 2a, on Josh. 2 13 which I have

printed; (II) the same MS. foL 1766, on Ezek. 16 52; (HI) the

same MS., foL 238a, on l Chron. 2 16; (IV) the same MS.,

fol 886a, on Job 42 11; (V) Add. 15,250, foL 847a, on Jpb 1 4;

(VI) the printed Massorah on Josh. 2 13; (VII) the same on

Esek. 16 62 and (VIII) the same on Job 1 4. The heading in

printed Massorah on Josh. 2 13 or in List VI, viz. TVKnp^ il^ rn -n

H it five timet defective of Yod is manifestly a corruption of 'n

Mnpa IwSa.

B«X"i - § 299.

mnX* For the import of this Rubric see, § 159.

^rilHSCf the Ahohite, occurt four timet, three timet plene and

once defecive and once it it without the prefix He. I have

mislaid the reference to the MS. where this Rubric ia to be fonnd*

It does not occur in the printed Massorah.

H'Vf - § 301.

riK occurt three timet and once with the prefix Vav. Of

this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and three printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, foL 217a, on 1 Kings 1' 61 which I

have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 77a, on the same passage;

(HI) Add. 16,250, foL 181a, on the same passage; (IV) Orient 2849,

foL 666, on Exod. 16 14; (V) the printed Massorah on the same

passage; (VI) the same on 1 Kings 1 51 and (VII) the same on

Job 28 9. Though the Rubric which I have printed simply states

that this word occurs three times, yet it belongs to two different

roots and has two different meanings. In Exod. 15 14 and

1 Kings 1 61 it is the preterite third person singular fromvm

to teize, with the accent on the ultimate, whilst in Job 23 9 it is

the apocapated future first person singular from rrtn to tee, with

the accent on the penultimate. This explains the different

headings of this Rubric in the MSS. and in the printed Massorah.

Thus Lists II and IV have it 'pijo 'ki n'ja -a -a it occurt three timet

twice Milra and once Milel; List V has -a it occurt twice, counting the

two instances only in which it is the preterite, whilst List HI

like List I only notices the fact that the Cheth has B,thaeh in

contradistinction to the instances whes-J this triliteral has Knmeta

under the Cheth and where it is a proper name. Hence also the

addition in List VII rn«?m psp -^ DW bm. As the three instances

occur respectively in each of the three divisions of the Scriptures,

List III has at the end of the Rubric Mvoa •» "raa it ."wa it

The addition at the end of the Rubric which I have printed is

either a clerical error since it also occurs in Job 21 6, or is

due to a recension of the text where it ocurred only once.

2'}ff = § 302.

fPlKI and lay hold, occurt twice. That is, to distinguish this

imperative singular with the prefix Vav from the same quadri-

literal which is pointed :ni(i Judg. 20 6 and m»n 1 Chron. 24 6.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol 68«,

on 2 Sam. 2 21 which I have printed and (II) the printed

Massorah on Exod. 4 4.

yiff = § 303.

tnK'n and he thaU Uy hold, occurt twice. To distinguish it from

the same quadriliteral which is pointed trWi 2 Sam. 6 6 and ihjr

Judg. 6 13; 1 Kings 6 10.

rV = § 304.

T!A occurt four timet in the Scripturet and once it it

with tKe'Vav prefix. Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, VoL II, fol. 2706,

on Esther 1 6 which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol 253a, on 1 Chron. 24 6; (HI) tixe same MS., foL 3586, on

Estiier 1 6; (IV) Add. 21,160, foL 243a, on Numb. 31 30; (V) Vienna

Codex No. 35 on Numb. 31 30 ;
(VI) the same Codex on 1 Chron. 24 6

and (Vn) the printed Massorah on Numb. 31 30.

The conflicting Massorahs on this expression are due to the

different ways in which the several Schools of Massorites treated

this Rubric. Thus Lists I, II, III and IV simply catalogue the

four passages in which thk without any prefix occurs. They make

no reference to its being plene or defective. List V which states

in the heading that it occurs four times, mentions that it is plene

in one instance and defective in three passages. It however,

enumerates the three defectives only, viz. Numb. 31 10; 1 Chron.

24 6, 6 finishing the enumeration with 'on p^n thete are the defecttvet.

List VI states that it occurs five times, four times defective (Numb.

31 30; 1 Chron. 24 6, 66) and once plene (Esther 1 6), thus including

the instance in which it has the prefix Vav; whilst List VH

which also states in the heading that it occurs four times

defective and once plene, obtains the four defectives by including

man Numb. 31 47 and excludes fi-om this Number the one wiUi

the prefix Vav which it adds at the end as tw -irr. This Rubric
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forms part of the alphabetical List of words which respectively

occur five times, four times without the prefix Vav and once with it»

» CoBjp. The UMsm-Ah, letter 1, § 75, Vol. I, p. 407 Ac

n«r - § 305.

ItnXiTl ««<^ y« «^^^ t^^ 'possession, occurs twice. This Rubric

which does not occur in the printed Massorah is from Harley

5710—11, VoL I, foL 226, on Gen. 34 10.

yV = § 306.

nfnK possession of, is alivays combined tdth >«'•? with the exception

of one instance where it is Kn. This Rubric which does not occur

in the printed Massorah is from Orient 2349, foL 975, on

Levit 25 34. It is very artificial and implies that apart from

the passage in question whk occurs often with rn, whereas

Ezek. 46 16 is tha only instance where it is followed by rn and

even here it is with the suffix third person pl^ral, viz. anjriK.

^VD = § 307.

n^THK Ahaajah, without and tcith the prefix Vav, occurs seven

times. That is, to distinguish it from the lengthier form irnrt^

Ahazjahu which occurs no fewer than thirty times. For the reason

which underlies this duplicate form see my Introduction to the

Massoretico' Critical edition of the Hebrew Bible, Part II, chap. XI,

p. 387 &c. Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harlex 5710—11, VoL I, fol. 2446, on 2 Kings 9 16

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 1 6, fol. 976, on 2^Kings 1 2;

(III) the same MS., fol. 1046, on 2 Kings 9 23; (IV) the same

MS., fol. 2695, on 2 Chron. 20 55; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35, on

2 Kings 1 2; Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah H, § 47, and (VU) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 299.

n"r = § 308.

in^PIK Ahljahl, without and with the prefix Vav, occurs five

times. That is, in this lengthened form it is the exception, its

normal form is rem Ahijah, which occurs no fewer than nineteen

times.* Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, foL*2296, on 1 Kings

14 5, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 2636, on

2 Chron. 10 15; (lU) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 252; (IV) the

printed Massorah on 1 Kings 14 5, and (V) the same on

2 Chron. 10 15.

' For the import of this duplicate form see my Jntrodvelion to the

MoMtorelicL-Ctitical edition of the Hebrew Bible Fart II, chap. XI, p. 387 Ac.

O'ttr = § 309.

SllSnti? Ahittib, occurs three timss defective. This proper name
which occurs fifteen times, thirteen times without the prefix Vav

and twice with it, is in these three instances exceptionally written

without the Yod after the Cheth. Hence the Massorah safeguards

the abnormal orthography. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists,

four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 43a, on

1 Sam. 14 3 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., foL 50 5,

on 1 Sam. 22 9; (III) Add. 15,261, foL 158 a, on 1 Sam. 14 3;

(IV) Add. 15,451, foL 1966, on the same passage and (V) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter x, § 281. The printed Massorah

Parya on 1 Sam. 14 3 which states that this name occurs four

times defective ('on 'i) must be based upon a different recension

in which there was another defective instance.

^Ttr = § 310.

"'^'riK Ah'ilai, or Achlai, occurs twice. This Massorah is

designed to safeguard this proper name, since the adverb which

consists of the same four letters, but differently pointed also

occurs twice, once it is -briK Ps. 119 5 and once "hm 2 Kings 5 3.

This Rubric which does not occur in the printed Massorah is

from Cambridge Add. 4C5 on l Chron. 2 31.

H-^V = § 311.

inSiri thou shaU delay or she shall delay, occurs fowt times.

That is the Piel future second person singular masculine or

third person feminine, occurs four times with Tzerg under the

Cheth. It will be seen that the Massorah catalogues the expression

with the same vowel-points under the same Rubric irrespective

of the fact that it is both second person masculine and third

person feminine. Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, five in MSS.

and three printed: (I) Harley 5710- 11, VoL I, foL49a,onExod.2228

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL II, foL 226, on laa.

46 13; (III) the 3am6 MS., VoL II, foL 265a, on EccL 5 3; (IV)

Arund. Orient 16, foL 139 a, on Isa. 46 13; (V) the same MS.,

foL 3526, on EccL 5 3; (VI) the printed Massorah Exod. 22 88;

(VII) the same on Isa. 46 13 and (VIII) the same on EccL 6 8.

^'W = § 312.

*lHKri thou shaU delay, occurs three times in the Seripturet.

That is the Piel future second person singular masculine with

Pathach under the Cheth in contradistinction to the former which

has Tzere. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, foL 1856, on Ps. 40 18

which I have printed; (H) the same MS., Vol. II, foL 1945, on Ps. 70 6

;

(III) Add. 15,260, foL 3316; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35, both on
the same passage and (V) the printed Massorah on P& 10 18..

r»» - § 313.

'"TTKP occurs twipe in the Setiptures. That is with Sheva

under the Mem or the Piel' participle plural construct in contra-

distinction to nrjKO with Tzere under the Mem or the preposition

which occurs twenty-six times. Of this Rubric I collated two

Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, foL 2l6a, on Pa 127 2 which

I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 15 1. It la

remarkable that the printed Massorah both in the heading and

in the Massorah Parva states that it occurs three times and

gives 2 Sam. 15 1 as one of the three instances. As it is pointed

-nriKO in the received text and is so even in Jacob b. Chayim's

edition, the Rubric in the printed Massorah is either based upon

a recension which reads nriKa in 2 Sam. 16 1 or, which is more

probable, the Scribe confused the two expressions. These two

expressions form part of the alphabetical Lists of words be-

ginning with Mem which respectively occur twice. ^

» Comp. Ths Mattorah, letter », § 14, Vol. II, p. 166 Sao.

rW = § 314.

n?Kn D''"l!D'irT "IHK after these things, occurs three times at

the beginning of a verse. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, foL 271a,

on Esther 2 1 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL II,

foL 272a, on Esther 3 i
;
(IH) Orient 2349, foL 356, on Gen. 16 1;

(IV) Arund. Orient 16, foL 359 a, on Esther 2 1; (V) the same

MS,, foL 3596, on Esther 3 l and (VI) the printed Massorah on

Gen. 15 l. The expression 'ob 'm '3 ** occurs three times at the

heginning of the verse which also occurs in List III and in the

printed Massorah Parva on Gen. 15 1 is inexact, inasmuch as it

might imply that it occurs in othw passages where it does not

begin a verse, whereas this phrase only occurs three times

altogether and at the beginning of a verse. Properly therefore,

it ought to be db '»m 'a three times and,at the beginning of a verse,

but the Vav, as is frequently the case, is omitted. Lists II, IV, V
and VI rightly omit 'oe 'jn altogether. The Massorah Parva on

Esther 3 l in Harley 5710—11 adds n'?>a D-nati -immm and once

it is and after these things with the prefix Vav (Ezra 7 1). The

design of this Massorah is to distingfuish this phrase from the

five instances where it is preceded by -rn and it came to pass.

Comp. Gen. 22 1; 39 7; 40 1; 1 Kings 17 17; 21 1.

rcttr = § 315.

T?TT^ IHK aft&r Jehovah, occurs twice. This Rubric which does

not occur in the printed Massorah is from Arund. Orient 16,

foL 116a, on 2 Kings 23 3. As the normal phrase is nirr -imt which

occurs no fewca: than ten times* the Massorah safeguards the

two abnormal passages.

> Comp. Numb. S3 12; Deut 1 36; 13 6; Josh. 14 8, 9, 14; 1 Sam. 7 «;

1 Kings 11 6; Hos. 11 10; 2 Chron. 34 31.

rOttr = § 316.

?3 THK) and aflei'ward, occurs twice. The normal phrase is

p-^-inir which occurs twenty-two times.* Of this Rubric I collated

four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

VoL L foL 725, on Levit 14 36 which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250,

foL 636; (III) Add. 15,251, foL 73o, and (IV) the printed Massorah,

all on the same passage. List III states in the heading that this

phrase occurs three times and gives 1 Sam. 10 5 as the third passagek

The Rubric, therefore, in this recension of the Massorah must have

been based upon Codices which read here iriKi with the prefix Vav.

1 Comp. Oen. 15 14; 2S 19; 33 26; 3S 21; 45 15; Exod. 3 20; 11 8;

.V4 82; Levit. 16 26, 28;.Numb. 4 16; 8 16, 22; 9 17; Josh. 8 34; Jerem. tt 16;

21 7; 46 26; 49 6; Ezra S 6; 2 Chron. SO 86; S3 14.
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P» = § 317.

"*??
"^^T!^*

"^^^ expression nn« without and loith svffixes is

always construed with blf except in two instances -where it is with b^.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

foL »94ff, on Ezek. 41 15 which 1 have printed and (II) the

printed Massorah on the same passage.

n-'e^ - § 318.

T*TrtK» In two passages of the Scriptures the textual reading or

the Kethiu is nnK after, and the official reading or Keri is v^m after

him. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol II, fol. 294&, on Neh. 3 80 which I have printed and (II) the

printed Massorah on the same passage. The recension of this

Rubric printed by Jacob b. Chayim is somewhat lengthier, but

not quite exact, since the statement in the heading is kj'jps 'a

twice in this section which ought to be Kj'jrai 'a it occurs twice and
in this section for it occurs nowhere else in the Scriptures. The
Vav, as is frequently the case, is omitted. It moreover, concludes

with npT 3'ro mnx jtikwi .nn p itp'jk r-iriK npi nrw a-na "pxiowa nm and

onee in Samuel, the Kethio is nrw and the Keri v-jnx (2 Sam. 23 9)

and in all tha other passages innx it both the Kethio and the Keri.

This is contradicted both by Jacob b. Chayim's own text and
Massorah, since he has i-idki as the Kethiv also in 2 Sam. 33 1

1

and gives the Massoretic Keri r-irw) in the margin.

tD">» = § 319.

fl^ nVl^ TP!!^ °f^ J^^^ovah my God, occurs twice. That is

to distinguish it from verse 14 of this very chapter (i. e. 14) where

it is !?jnir ribK njrr nrjK after Jehovah the God of Israel, as well as

from the normal phrase which is simply n\rri nnx (comp. Numb,
as 12; Deut 1 36; 1 Sam. 7 2; 1 Kings' 11 6; Hos. 11 10;

2 Chron. 84 81). This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 10 5, on Josh. 14 8.

yV = § 320.

|5"^*THR after that, occurs three times in the middle of the

verse. This Rubric which I have found in the printed Massorah
only on Gen. 6 4 is absolutely incorrect^ since this phrase

occurs no fewer than six times in the middle of the verse.

Besides the three passages given in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah
it also occurs in the middle of the verse in Gen. 41 31 ; Josh. 10 26

and Isa. 1 26. Altogether this phrase occurs twenty-four times

in the Bible and the position of the remaining eighteen instances

in the respective verses is as follows: once it is at the

beginning of the verse, thirteen times it is preceded by \n'i,

once by rrrn, once by d|5Ji and once by laitf^, always at the be-

ginning of the verse and once it stands at the end of the verse.

'

1 Comp. B"i ??"'!"»» Job 3 1; b't !?'>:?*' '?i,'3 Judg. 16 4; 1 Sam. 94, 6;

X Bun. 2 1; 8 1; 10 1; IS I; 21 18; 2 Kings 6 24; 1 Chron. 18 1; 19 1; 20 4;

t Ghron. tO 1; 24 4; f^ rmq*? njni Joel 8 1; O't rPTinK l}^ ngji i Sam. 24 8;

^ly^™ W'"J5 Jerem. 84 11; B'o {?-'"inR 2 Sam. 21 14.

'

»'DV = § 321.

nto ^^nS after the death, occurs three times in this conjunction

toitk the accent. That is, in these three instances it is with Munach
and Zakeph Katon. In the other six instances where this phrase
occurs it has different accents.^ Of this Rubric I collated three

Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL t,

foL 2485, on 2 Kings 14 17 which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251,

foL 2086, on the same passage and (III) the printed Massorah
on Levit 16 l.

» Comp. monnK Gen. 25 11; Judg. 1 1; nip '-ihr, Gen. 26 18; Ruth 2 11;
ma nrw Jo«h. 1 l; 2 Chron. 22 4; ma nnK 2 Kings 11.

r2V = § 322.

^"THKI and after, occurs seven times at the beginning of a verse

in the Scriptures. That is -*jnKi without being followed by p, since

with this combination, i. e. p-^RKi it also begins a verse eleven
times, viz. Gen. 23 19; 25 26; Levit. 34 32; Numb. 8 15, 22;
Josh. 8 34; Jerem. 21 7; 49 6; Ezra 3 5; 2 Chron. 20 35; 33 14.

This Rubric which does not occur in the printed Massorah is

from Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2846, on Dan. 9 26.

y^V = § 323.

fllD Tff!|Wn and after the death of, occurs twice in the Scriptures

tn this combination. In the other ten passages where this combination
occurs it is without the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric which does
not occur in the printed Massorah I collated four Lists:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 163a, on 2 Chron. 24 17 which
I have printed; (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 1326, on Numb. 35 28; (III)

Orient. 2349, fol. 1226, on the same passage and (IV) Vienna
Codex No. 35 on 2 ChrOn. 24 17.

T3e> = § 324.

P ''1l!!'8tt «A«^ '^i«> occurs three times. As the normal phrase
is r?-'-)rm (vide supra, § 320), the Massorah safeguards these three
exceptional instances with the prefix Mem. Of this Rubric I
collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 666, on 2 Sam. 15 1

which I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter k, § 287.

iT3t£> = § 325.

''^'^0^1 ^""^ ^f^''' ^^^> occttr* ttoice in this section. In the part
of the memorial which extends from Neh. 3 16 to 31 the successive
individuals who took part in the building are introduced with the
expression rnnx after him. It occurs in this connection no fewer
than sixteen times. As it is without the prefix Vav fourteen
times (comp. Neh. 3 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 23, 23, 24, 256, 27, 29a,
30, 30, 31) and with the prefix Vav twice "(3 22, 296), the Massorah
safeguards the exceptional use of the conjunctive. Of this Rubric
I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol. n, fol. 2946, on Neh. 3 22 which I have printed; (II)

the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2946, on Neh. 3 29; (III) Arund. Orient 16,
fol. 3806, and (IV) the printed Massorah, both on the same
passage. The heading in the printed Massorah (List IV) ba jO'd

viriKi a'oa b'i Kin r-inK Krsy X'nn sign; throughout tJiis section r-iPiK begins
the verse with the exception of two instances where it is mmr,
is incorrect, since in the Second instance, viz. 3 29 r-imn
is in the middle of the verse. The MS. Lists have not the
objectionable en.

VDV = § 326.

"TriKn the next, the other, occurs three times. Of this Rubric
I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 2586, on 2 Chron. 3 11 which I have printed;
(II) Vienna Codex No. 35 and (III) the printed Massorah, both
on the same passage.

nr = § 327.

D^JTinKil the last, is seven times .plene in the Scriptures. The
heading ought properly to be 'wba 'cn 't seven times plene in this

form, since two only are without the prefix Fav (Eccl. 4 16; 1 Chron.

23 27), whilst the other five instances have the prefix Vav, but
this term is often omitted in such cases. Apart from the two
instances, viz. the one in 2 Sam. 23 1 where it is defective and in

Eccl. 4 16 where it is plene, D-jmrtKn occurs ten times. These are
all in Chronicles where it is defective in four passages (1 Chron.

29 29; 2 Chron. 20 34; 26 22; 35 27) and plene in six. It will

be seen that in this Rubric, the Massorah safeguards the majority

which is very unusual Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four
in MSS. and .one printed: (I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol. II, fol. 1566,

on 2 Chron. 12 15 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 164a, on 2 Chron. 25 26; (HI) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 166a,

on 2 Chron. 28 26; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2746, on the

same passage find (V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter m,

§ 290. In the printed Massorah, four out of the seven catchwords

are wrong: (1) nan -in"! = 2 Chron. 9 29 ought to be '-on iK«n;

(2) nan "irvn = 2 Chron. 12 15 should be nam; (3) nan -urn =?

2 Chron. 16 11 should be nan ram and (4) mx nan nnn « 2 Chron.

28 26 should be inan nnn.

n-DV = § 328.

n3l*lHK3 in the latter, is twice plene. This feminine adjective

with the prefix Beth occurs six times, and once with the prefixes

Vav Caph. It is defective in five instances (Deut 13 10; 17 7;

1 Sam. 29 2; 1 Kings 17 13; Dan. 8 3) and plene in these two
passages only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

orthography. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 58a, on 2 Sam. 2 26.

As it is .nsmriKai in Dan. 11 29, the heading of this Rubric ought
properly to be 'sr-^a '^a 'a.

63"3r - § 329.

Hi iHXT' at the last, occurs twice in the Scriptures .... onee in

the Pentatiuch and once in the Hagiographa. Of this Rubric I collated

five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,
VoL II, foL 263a, on EccL 1 11 which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 351a, on the same passage; (III) Add. 21,160,
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foL 188o, on Numb. 2 81; (IV) the same MS., foL 302o, on

EccL 1 11 and (V) the printed Massorah on Numb. 2 81. These

two instances form part of the alphabetical Li^t of words beginning

with Lamed which respectively occur twice. ^

> Ctomp. The Matwrah, letter h, § 17, Vol. II, p. 109.

^•tr - § 330.

n"'5'inK haekvcard, occurs seven timet. Of this Rubric I collated

seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed: Arund. Orient. Hi,

fol. 876, on 1 Sam. 4 18 which I have printed; (11) the same MS.,

fol. 98a, on 1 Kings 18 37; (III) the same MS., fol. 114 a, on

2 Kings 20 10; (IV) the same MS., fol. 135 a, on Isa. 38 H;

(V) Add. 15,251, fol. 153a, on 1 Sam. 4 18; (VI) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, foL 1296, and (VII) the printed Massorah

on t Kings 20 10.

H'bV = § 331.

tt^"!tt^nK Ahaahverosk, is four times so written according to

the Westerns ... and ones it is ft^rtvi Ahashrosh. That is, this

name which occurs thirty times, is in these four instances without

the second Vav according to the Palestinians and once entirely

defective, whilst according to the Babylonians they form no

exception, but are plene as in all the other passages. Of this

Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 6710—11, VoL II, foL 2726, on Esther 3 12 which I have

printed; (II) Arimd. Orient 16, fol. 862a, on Esther 8 7; (III)

Add. 21,160, foL 8106, on Esther 3 12; (IV) Add. 16,251, foL 408a,

on Esther 10 1 and (V) the printed Mas.»orah on Esther 2 21.

a-tr = § 332.

D^UnntS^nXn the muUs, occurs twice in this hook. That is, in

Esther. As it occurs no where else in the Bible, the heading

ought properly to be xoai 'a tivice and in this hook. But the Vav,

as we have seen, is frequently omitted in these cases. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Harley 5710—U, VoL II, foL 2746, on Esther 8 10.

ybV - § 883.

ISK7 quiHily, occurs times. That is, this adverb with the prefix

TMmed. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient 16, foL 122a, on Isa. 8 6. These two

instances form part of the alphabetical List of words beginning with

Lamed which respectively occur twice with Sheva under the Lamed. '

> Comp. Ths MMtorah, letter h, § 18, Vol. II, p. 109.

rbv - § 334.

*TteK shut up, impeded, occurs twice. Of this Rubric I collated

four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 6710—11,

YoL I, foL 171a, on Judg. 20 16 which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 20a, on Judg. 3 15; (IH) Add. 15,251, foL 150o,

on Judg. 20 16 and (IV) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

It is remarkable that all the four Lists omit from the heading

'B031 twice and in this hook, though the two instances are restricted

to Judges.

n'bv = § 335.

''K where, occurs three times in the Pentateuch. In all other

passages it is n*x with paragogic He. The interest which attaches

to this Rubric is due to the fact that it shows how the Massorites

elaborated the Massorah. They began to register the peculiarities

of the text by counting at first the expressions in the separate

books and divisions of the Bible. Hence in the Rubric before

us we have the first attempt to register the instances in the

Pentateuch alone, whilst in the following Rubric which contains

the full development we have the catalogue of this adverb in the

whole Bible. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, VoL I, foL 184o, on Deut 32 87.

riv - § 836.

^ where, occurs thirty-one times in the Scriptures. The heading

ought more properly to be tfh '^^ "k, i, e. this adverb without and

with the prefix Vao occurs thirty-one times, since in six instances

it is '>r (1 Sam. 30 13; Isa. 66 1; Jonah 1 8; Job 28 12, 20;

Esther 7 h). It will be seen that this Rubric does not recognise

the Kethiv in Prov. 31 4 which is in, but includes the official

reading or Keri in this Rubric. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, foL 806, on

Isa. 6<> 1.

vbiff - § 337.

^K occurs Jive times and wherever it is combined with nt or

unth rm it is likewise "k. This complicated Massorah is a later

development of the preceding Rubric and it purports to catalogue

those passages only where "k is not followed by rn or rro. Hence

the thirteen instances, where it is nT"i*, the four rn'Ki, the seven

rwa-K and the two rwa-ir are excluded,' whilst the combination

r»^b "H is strangly included. As is usually the case, this artificial

development is the more popular one. Whilst I have found one

List only of the simple catalogue, I have collated no fewer than

six Lists of this intricate Massorah, five in MSS. and one printed

:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 54a, on 1 Sam. 26 16 which I have

printed; (II) Add. 15,250, foL 12a, on Gen. 16 8; (III) the same

MS., foL 162a, on 1 Sam. 26 16; (IV) the same MS., foL 367a,

on Prov. 31 4; (V) Add. 15,251, foL 2416, on Jerem. 5 7, and

(VI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 4 9. mito in the heading is

a mistake, since this combination does not occur in the Bible. It

is manifestly intended for nja 'st. The mistakes to which these

complicated and artificial Massorahs have given rise are, morever,

to be seen in Lists II and V.*

J Comp. np« 1 Sam. » 18; 1 Kings 18 12; 28 24; 2 Kings S «; Isa. M 1

;

56 1; Jerem. 6 16; Job 88 19, 19, 24; Ecd. 2 3; 11 6; 2 Chron. 18 23; npitt

see § 839; ms-iK Oen. 16 8; Judg. IS 6; 1 Sam. 25 11; 2 Sam. 1 3, 13; 16 2;

Job 2 2; nra 'Ki 1 Sam. 80 18; Jonah 1 8.

I List II is as follows: 'K n'svn »nri' sh "lOK'i Tn» S»n '» tin»»3i "npa 'n «H

nsb w ,VBJ ma 'H rhn >» ,nir »»a "ia»«rn »3^n nam nita nm which is hopelessly

corrupt

List V which is ^^ "nna nn Tsr 'H r^DH nmb m .ynm .hzn »» pnaa'Oi 'i m
lainsa in ,''ic:33 is inexplicable.

n'^PV = § 338.

JCton n?0 ^ from whence earnest thou, occurs twice. This

Rubric, whifeh does not occur in the printed MassOrah, is from

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 57 «, on 2 Sam. 1 3. It is designed to

distinguish this phrase from the one in 2 Sam. 1 13; 15 2 which

also occurs twice.

tD'^ttr - § 889.

nt ^1 and where, occurs*four times, i. e. in contradistinction

to !Ti "K without the prefix Vav which occurs thirteen times (vida

supra, § 337). Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS.

and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 1466, on Isa. 66 I

which I have printed; (II) the same MS. 361a on Esther 7 5

and (III) the printed Massorah on Job 28 12.

O'W = § 310.

iTKI and where, occurs three times at the* heginning of a verse.

In all the other five instances where this interrogative begins a

verse it is without the' prefix Vav (comp. 2 Kings 18 34; Isa. 36 19;

37 13; Nah. 2 12; Ps. 89 50). It will be seen that the Massorah

includes here the Keri in Jerem. 37 19 and ignores the Kethiv.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710— U, VoL II, foL 326, on Jerem. 2 28 which I have

printed; (II) thp same MSS., VoL II, foL 586, on Jerem. 37 19;

(III) the same kS., Vol. II, foL 2296, on Job 17 15; (IV) Arund.

Orient 16, foL 3276, on the same passage; (V) the printed

Massorah ^ Jerem. 37 19 and (VI) the same on Job 17 15.

These thr^e instances form part of the List of twelve words

beginning with Vav which respectively begin a versa^

» Comp. The Mattorah, letter \ % 12, Vol. I, p. 405.

vtrnv = § 311.

1'K where is he, occurs Jive times in the Scriptures without and

with the prejix Vav. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, foL 256, ou

Exod. 2 20 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL I, foL 253rt,

on 2 Kings 19 13; (III) the same MS., VoL H, foL 1166, on

Micah 7 10 where the mnemonic sign alone is given; (IV) Arund.

Orient 16, foL 113^/, on 2 Kings 19 13 where both the List and

the sign are given;' (V) the same MS., foL 328a, on Job 20 7

also with the sign and (VI) the printed Massorah on Exod. t 20

also with the sign. The sign by itself is also given in the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 297.

The earlier Massorahs have a separate catalogue for the two

out of the five passages where it is iw with the prefix Vav. Thus

Orient 4445, fol. 67a, on Exod. 2 20 has a Rubric consisting of

these two instances alone. It is remarkable that Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 326 a, on Job 14 10 which has also a separate Rubric fov

l»|ii states that it occurs three times and gives Job 20 7 as wio
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of the three passages. All the Lists exclude the Kethiv i»»r

Jorem. 37 19 from this Rubric.

ror = § 342.

O'K where are they, occurs hoice in the Scriptures once

at the beginning of a verse and once at the end of a verse. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Arund. Orient 16, foL 1266, on Isa. 19 12. These two words

form part of the List of words which respectively occur twice,

oooe at the beginning and once at the end of the verse.^

1 Ck>mp. The Meutvrah, letter t3, ;§ 264, Vol. II, pi 216 iu>.

yOr = § 343.

*Tl35 ''K T-chahod, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which does not

occur in tie printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, foL 376, on 1 Sam. 4 21 which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., fol. 43a, on 1 Sam. U 3 and (in) Add. 16,251, foL 1536,

on 1 Sam. 4 21.

TCr «= § 344.

tr^Kb to the islands, occurs twice, i. e. to distinguish it from

B<^ Dan. il 18 with Sheva under the Lamed. Of this Rubric, which

do«B not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(D Arund. Orient 16, fol. 141 6, on Isa. 59 18 which I have printed,

and (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 2366, on the same passag*.- List II has

in the heading 'Dp 'a it occurs twice with Kametz, i. e. under the

Lamed to distinguish it from the one instance where it is with

Bkna.

iTOr - § 845.

S"^ enemy, occurs three times defective in this form. That is

with and without prefixes, but without suffixes. Of this Rubric

I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol I, fol. 187a, on 1 Sam. 18 29 which I have printed;

(n) the same MS., Vol II, foL 41a,. on JerenL 16 11; (HI) Arund.

Orient 16, foL 48 o, on l Sam. 18 29; (IV) the same MS.,

toL 152a, on Jerem. 6 25 and (V) the printed Massorah on

1 Sam. 18 29.

riyo = § 346.

flpjnp^ 3*^ the enemy and the avenger, occurs twice. This

Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only on Ps. 44 17.

rer - § 347.

S^^KH the enemy, ocmirs five times . . . .four times plene and

once defective. Normally it is y^H without the article. Of this

Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol 244a, on 1 Kings 8 46 which I

have printed; (11) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 93a, on Ezek. 36 2;

(m) the same MS., Vol. n, foL 1646, on 2 Chron. 26 13; (IV) the

Mme MS., Vol. II, fol. 1756, on Ps. 9 7; (V) Arund. Orient 16,

fol 83tf, on 1 Kings 8 46; (VI) the same MS., fol. 1896, on

Esek. 36 2; (VU) the same MS., fol 2736, on 2 Chron. 26 13

and (Vni) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 303. The

instance in which it is defective (Jerem. 16 11) is one of the

three passages catalogued in § 345.

n"Or = § 348.

^^J( iiMne enemy, occurs seven times. Of this Rubric I collated

seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol n, fol 1766, on Ps. 13 3 which I have printed; (H) Arund.

Orient 16, fol 48a, on 1 Sam. 19 17; (III) the same MS., fol 96a,

on 1 Kings 21 20; (IV) the same MS., fol 380 «, on Job 27 7;

(V) the same MS., fol 357a, on Lament 2 22; (VI) Vienna Codex

No. 86 on 1 Kings 21 20 and (VII) the printed Massorah on

Ps. 18 8. None of these Lists state that there is a plene instance

among the seven passages. This shows that 1 Kings 21 20 is

Meetive as all the others are.

tD'Sr = § 349.

flp^ thine enemy, occurs seven times. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710— 11,

Vol I, fol 191a, on 1 Sam. 24 5. It will be seen that this List

indttdes two Keiis, viz. 1 Sam 26 8 and Prov. 24 17.

Z'V = § 350.

TO^ thine enemies, is twice defective. That is the Yod is

t after the Betii. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Cambridge Add. li74, on Deut 20 1.

H'W = § 351.

^S^ his enemy, occurs four times in the Scriptures. Of this

Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710-tll, Vol II, fol 636, on Jerem. 44 30 which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol 52 6, on 1 Sam. 24 20; (HI) Add.

15,250, fol 265a, on Jerem. 44 30 and (IV) the printed Massorah

on 1 Sam. 24 20.

2'W = § 862a.

135?^^ <*«*' «nerny, is twice so written. That is with Vav plene

after the Aleph. This simple Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Mdssorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol 80a, on

Judg. 16 23.

2':v - § 3526.

135?^K our enemy is in two instances so terUten cmd

throughout Ezra it is also «'5;ilK except in one instance "[Neh. 6 1

J

where it is n-3i« and in all the other Scriptures it is also wait This

complicated Massorah is a development of the preceding simple

Rubric and records the plene and defective orthography of this

expression both in the simgular and plural ^d^k the singular,

as we have seen, is twice 'written with Vav after the Aleph. To

this is artificially added the plural form which occurs three

times plene in Ezra-Nehemiah (Neh. 4 9; 5 9; 6 16) and once

defective (Neh. 6 l). Hence the remark "and throughout Ezra &c.".

Outside Ezra-Nehemiah where it also occurs four .times it is

invariably written irai« without the Vav (I Sam. 4 3; 12 10;

2 Sam. 19 10; Lament. 3 46), This explains the remark in the

last line of this Rubric. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists,

two in MSS. and one printe^^: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35 on

Judg. 16 23, which I have printed; (II) Add. 16,251, fol 148a,

on the same passage and (III) -the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter k, § 806. In the heading of List I which I printed, the MS.

states p TO '3 "sa-K as I have given it, but this is manifestly

a clerical mistake for "asrm with Vav.

r:w - § 353.

D'^S'^S enemies, occurs four times, twice defective and twice

plene. Three of these four instances are with the prefixes Landed

and Mem. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol II,. fol 1936, on Ps. 68 24

which I have printed; (H) Arund. Orient 16, fol 31 7a, on Ps. 127 6

and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 807. Lists I

and II neither indicate that three out of the four have prefixes nor

show which two are defective. List III is more explicit, it not only

states in the heading ha 'a r''?a n cra-nw, but adds at the -on inna 'a

the two last instances, viz. Ps. 139 22 ; Lament 1 2 are defective.

r:iD = § 354.

"D^K enemies of, occurs itoiee. That is with Tar after the

Aleph. As this plural construct occurs nine times and is defective

in two instances only, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

orthography. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol 295a, on Ps. 46 6. In

our editions 2 Chron. 20 29 and not Micah 7 6 is one of the

two plene instances.

n'w - § 355.

''5'''I8 mine enemies, is eleven times plene. That is, this plural

with the suffix first person singular, whereas in all the other

twenty-two instances where it occurs it is defective.* Of this Rubric

I collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol 556, on 1 Sam. 2 1 which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., fol 119a, on Isa. 1 24; (HI) the same MS., fol 2476,

on 1 Chron. 14 11; (IV) the same MS., fol 2856, on Ps. 9 4;

(V) the same MS., fol 2876, on Ps. 18 88; (VI) the same MS.,

fol 294a, on Ps. 41 6; (VII) the same MS., fol 2976, on Ps. 66 10;

(VIII) Add. 15,251, fol 3596, on Ps. 71 10; (IX) the printed

Massorah, on Sam. 2 l and (X) the same on Ps. 9 4. In the List

which I have printed, ten instances only are catalogued, though

the heading distinctly says that there are eleven such instances.

The Scribe by mistake omitted Ps. 71 10. This is evident from the

fact that the other Lists include it, and that List VIII has

this Massorah on this very passage. As these eleven instances

include 'a^iKO (Isa. 1 24) with the prefix Mem, List tl rightly

heads it 'r-'ja 'bo k".

» Comp. 'ajh Numb. 28 11; 24 10; 2 Sam. 5 20; 28 S8; Ps. 3 8; 17 0;

18 4; 26 19; 27 6; 30 2; 36 19; 69 5, 10; 138 7; Lament 1 21; 3 62; '3;«»0

1 Sam. 14 24; 2 Sam. 23 49; Ps. 18 40; 69 2; 119 98; 148 9.

7b
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rVD = § 366.

'rt'^S'^lK thine enemies, is seven times plene in the Scriptures. In

all the other thirty-one passages where it occurs, it is y^'^k

without the Vav. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

orthography. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, fol. 159a, on Judg. 6 31

which I have printed; (II) the same MSS., VoL II, fol. 1416,

on I Chron. 17 10; (III) Arund. Orient. IB, fol. 30 5 o, on Ps. 83 3;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 307 a, on Ps. 89 52; (V) Add. 15,251,

fol. 3G4rt, on the same passage and (VI) the printed Massorah

on Ps. 83 3.

r'j^ = § 367.

TS'^lK his enemies, is Jive times plene in the Scriptures. In all the

other nineteen passages where it occurs it is vrk defective. The
Massorah, therefore, guards these exceptions. Of this Rubric I

collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 193flr, on Ps. 68 2 which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2996, on the same passage; (III)

Vienna Codex No. 35 on Ps. 133 18; (IV) the printed Massorah

on Ps. 68 2 and (V) the same on Prov. 16 7.

n-ZV = § 368.

n^lIJ^K her enemief, occurs ttoiee and is defective. Of this Rubric

I collated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3556, on
Lament. 1 5 which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, foL 315<r, on
the same passage, and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k,

§ 208.

^"ZV = § 359.

Dn''5!'*'^ ^heir enemies, is seven times plene. In the other

twenty-nine passages where it occurs it is defective.^ Of this Rubric

I collated four Lists, three in MS. and one printed: (I) Harley
5710— 11, Vol. I, fol. 1566, on Judg. 2 14 which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3116, on Ps. 106 42; (III) Vienna
Codex No. 35 on the same passage and (IV) the printed Massorah
on Ps. 81 15. It will be seen that according to List I which I

have printed, Ezek. 39 27 is one of the seven plene instances.

According to the other three Lists, however, there are only six

plene instances and Ezek. 39 27 is omitted. There can, therefore,

hardly be any doubt that the two conflicting Massorahs proceed
from two different Schools ol^assorites who worked on different

recensions of the text Though all the Lists include Dn-ai^KO with
the prefix Mem, none of the headings have the expression 'w^a.

> Comp. Dn'3|i« Levit. 26 36, 41, 44; Josh. 7 12, 12; 21 42, 42; 23 1;

Judg. 2 18; 8 34; 2 Sam. % 18; 1 Kings 8 48; 2 Kings 21 14, 14; Jerem. 1& 9:

19 7, 9; 20 4, ,6; 21 7; U 20, 21; 49 37; Amos 9 4; Esther 9 6; Neb. 9 28;
on'=*0 Esther 8 13; 9 16, i2.

Ot^ = § 3G0.

Dn^5*K iheir enemies, occurs three times in this Section. That
is, in Pericope -npna - Levit 26 3—27 34 it occurs three times
and is defective in all the three passages. This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—ii.

Vol. I, fol. 82a, on Levit 26 36.

K'Or = § 361.

''riS!^^ w**'"^ enemy, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does not
occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, foL 2l2a,

on Mich. 7 8.

yZV = § 362.

05^ hatred of, occurs twice. Of thia Rubric I collated three

Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol 1836, on Ezek. 25 15 which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,

fol. 189 a, on Ezek. 35 5 and (III) the printed Massorah on the

same passage. List III heads it more precisely me'Dai 'a it ocevrs

twice and in the same hook.

row - § 363.

TK1 occurs twice. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two
in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3276, oh Job
18 12 which I have printed; (II) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 26,

on Gen. 2 6 and (III) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

The heading in List II is far more correct, viz. 'tr"? 'aai 'a it occurs

twice and in two different senses, since it denotes mist in the first

instance and calamity in the second. At the end of this List the

Massorite, moreover^ adds 'cn oip it U defective in the Jint passage.

This pair form part of the alphabetical List of words which
respectively occur twice in two different senses.*

» Gomp. The Mcutmah, letter 3, g 428, Vol. II, p. 217 &o.

rOr =» § 364.

SVK1 and Joh, ocevrs four times. That is, the name of this

patriarch has in four instances the prefix Faw. Of this Rubric
I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 78o, on Ezek. 14 20 which I have printed;
(II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 241 a, on Job 42 8; (III) Arund.
Orient 16, fbl. 3336, on Job 35 16; (IV) the same MS., foL 336a,

on Job 42 8; (V) the printed Massorah on Job 35 16 and
(VI) the same on Job 42 8.

iTDt^ - § 365.

'^J'^KI and how, ocevrs three times at the hginning of a verse. In
all the other fourteen instances where this interrogative adverb
begins a verse it is without the prefix Vav.^ Of thia Rubric I

collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed : (I) Harley 57 lO— 1
1

,

Vol. II, foL 166, on Isa. 36 9 which I printed; (II) the same
MS., Vol. II, foL 2316, on Job 21 34; (III) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 1126, on 2 Kings 18 24; (IV) the s*ne MS., foL 1336, on
Isa. 36 9; (V) the same MS., fol. 8286, on Job 21 34 and (VI) the

printed Massorah on the same passage.

1 Comp. 2 Sam. 1 26, 27; Isa. 14 12; Jerem. 2 28; 47 7; 48 14, 39; 49 25;
SO 23; 61 41; Hos. 11 8; Obad. 6; Ps. 7S 19; 137 4.

rOSr = § 366.

n3*X how, occurs seventeen times. That is to safeguard this

interrogative adverb against the shorter form ^K which occurs

no fewer than forty-three times.* Of this Rubric I collated

eleven Lists, ten in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,
Vol II, fol. 37a, on Jerem. 8 8 which I have printed; (H) Arund.
Orient 16, foL 336, on Judg. 20 3; (HI) the same MS. fol. 109a,

on Isa. 1 21; (IV) the same MS., fol. 3486, on Cant 1 7; (V) the

same MS., fol. 3556, on Lament 1 1; (VI) Add. 21,160 fol. 254a,

on Deut 1 12; (VII) Vienna Codex No. 35 on 2 Kings 6 15;

(VIII) the same Codex on Isa. 1 21; (IX) the same Codex on
Cant 1 1; (X) Halla Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. 1*316,

and (XI) the printed Massorah pn Lament 1 1.

» Comp. Gen. 41 34; Judg. 16 16; 1 Sam 16 2^ 2 Sam. 1 6, 14, 19, 26,

27: 6 9; 1 Kings 13 i; 2 Kings 17 28; Isa. 14 4 12; 19 11; 48 It; Jerem. 2 23f

3 19; 9 6, 18; 36 17; 47 7; 48 14, 39, 39; 49 26; 50 23, 23; 51 41, 41; Ezek.

26 17; Hos. 11 8, 8; Obad. 6, 6; Micah 2 4; Zeph. 2 16; Ps. 11 1; 73 19; 137 4;

Prov. & 12; Ruth S 18; Eccl. 4 11; 2 Chron. 10 6.

rOtr = § 367.

n^D^K how, occurs four times, tvnce with the accent on the

penultimate and tvnce on the ultimate. It is Milel in Canticles and
Milra in Esther. In the fourth instance (Esther 8 66) it is with
the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS.
and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol.11, fol. 262a, on Cant 5 3

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 360a, on the same
passage; (III) the same MS. fol. 362a, on Esther 8 «; (IV) Add.
15,251, fol. 3976, on Cant 6 3; (V) Add. 21,160, foL 313a, on
Esther 8 6 and (VI) the printed Massorah on Cant 5 3.

n'Or = § 36J».

'^nij^ ^"l^l o"*^ one ram, occurs twice in this section ..... the

sign thereof is I'nttocetit. That is, in the Section teating on the
sacrifices to be offered on the respective festivals (Numb. 28 1 &c.)

the phrase in question occurs twice, once with the sacrifices for
the New Moon and once with the Passover. Hence the mnemonic
sign tp innocent in which n is the initial of vnn and b of ncB.
This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Orient 2349, foL 1176, on Numb. 28 11.

B'Dttr = § 369a— c.

fi'*?''?!^ rams, is throughout the Pentateuch written without the

second Yod, except in four instances where t< is entirely plene
In t&« Prophets and in the Hagiographa it is also entirely plene
except in six passages where it is defective of the first Yod, and in
three where it is defective of the second Yod and in one
instance it is entirely defective, i. e. it is without both Yods.

To understand the import of these three Massorahs which
simply exhibit three different recensions of the same Rubric, it

is necessary to remark that the plural wb'H, without and with
the prefixes occurs altogether seventy-five times in the Bible
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and that it is defective in fifty, instances and plene in twenty-

five. In the Pentateudi, wliere it occurs forty-three times, it is

defective in no fewer than thirty-nine times and plene in four

passages only.' Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

or plene orthography. In the Prophets and the Hagiographa,
however, where it occurs thirty-one times, it is plene in twenty
instances and defective in eleven.* Here, therefore, the Massorah
safeguards the defective spelling which is the minority. It is

also necessary to notice that the Massorah includes in the

defectives in which the Yod is absent after the Aleph, five

instances where according to our recension it is the plural of

% Qod.

Of Rubric 3G9a I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 67a, on Levit. 8 2; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 30fe, on Gen. 33 15

and (III) the same MS., fol. I98flr, on Numb. 7 17. Of Rubric 3696

1 collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 257a, on 1 Chron.

29 21 which I have printed and (II) the same MS., fol. 266a, on
2 Chron. 13 9. Rubric 369a I have printed from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 89 &, on Numb. 7 17.

These three recensions, however, exhibit a later development

in which the originally separate and simple Rubrics are

artificially combined. There is no doubt that at first the ex-

ceptional orthography in the Pentateuch formed a Rubric by
itself. In this form of it we have four Lists, three in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. ila, on Gen. 32 15;

(II) Add. 15,251, fol. 966, on Numb. 23 1; (III) Add. 21,160,

foL 2286, on the same passage and (IV) the printed Massorah on

Gen. 32 15. We have also the following six Lists which catalogue

the exceptional orthography in the Prophets and Hagiographa:

(I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 290a, on Ps. 29 1; (II) Add. 15,251,

fol. 3636, on Ps. 89 7; (III) Vienna Codex No. 35 on I Chron.

29 21; (IV) the printed Massorah on Ps. 29 1; (V) the same on

Ps. 89 7 and (VI) the same on Job 41 17.

« For the defeelivet comp. Exod. 15 11; 25 6; 26 14; 29 1, .'J; 85 7, 2.3;

M 19; S9 34; Levit. 23 18; Numb. 7 17, Z:% 29, 35, 41, 47, 63, 69, 66, 71, 77,

88, 87, 88; 23 29; 29 13, 14, 17, 18, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26, 27, 29, 30, 82, 33.

) For the twenty plme* gee 1 Sam. 15 22; 2 Kings 3 4; Isa. t 11;

S4 «; Jerem. 51 40; Ezek. 84 17; 39 18; 40 14, 38, 49; 41 1; 45 23; Micah 6 7;

PH. C6 16; 114 4, 6; Ezra 8 36; 1 Chron. 15 26; 2 Chron. 17 11; 29 62. It is

to be remarked that though recensions § 3ti3a and § SG'Sh omit. Ezek. 40 10

from the defectives it is not only included in § 363 c, but is '^ven in § 370

u one of die two instances where it is without the second Yod. I have, therefore,

ezdnded it from the number of plenes.

rr - § 370.

Dy^K t» ttcice loritten d^'K without the second Yod in the

Prophets. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1926, on Ezek, 40 10.

In the ancient Codex Orient. 4445 this Rubric occurs twice,

once foL 91o, on Levit. 8 2, and once fol. I43a, on Numb. 23 1.

Here it is in both instances connected with the catalogue of

the four plene passages in the Pentateuch and records all the

three instances in which dS'm is without the second Yod.

H-W = § 371.

U?K3 among the gods, occurs ttoice once plene and once defective.

That is in Exod. 15 11 it is without the Yod. Of this Rubric which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 143a, on Isa. 57 5 which I have

printed and (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 27a, on the same
passage. These two expressions form part of the alphabetical

List of words which respectively occur twice in two different

> Comp. The Mattorah, letter S, § 428, Vol. II, p. 217 etc.

3Tr = § 372.

DV^l <*"<^ rauM, occurs seven times [four are] plene. That is

with the prefix Vav and preceding the numeral to distinguish

it from the instances where it is preceded by the numeral
and is without the Vav (comp. 2 Chron. 29 21 with 1 Chron.

15 26). Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS.
and one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, VoL II, fol. 157a, on
2 Chron. 13 9 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

foL 1666, on 2 Chron. 29 21; (III) Orient 4445, fol. 71 a, on
Exod- 29 1; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 78a, on Levit 23 18; (V) the

same MS., fol. 342a, on 2 Chron. 29 21; (VI) Add. 21,160,

foL\118a, on Exod. 29 1 and (VII) the printed Massorah on

Gen. S2 ifi. <

rrr = § 373.

nl^'XS like hinds, occurs three times. Of this Rubric I
collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 3146, on Habak. 3 19, which I have printed; (II)

Add. 15,251, fol. 306a, on the same passage and (III) the printed
Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 319.

TrW = § 374.

rii7^K3 by the hinds of, occurs twice and is plene. This Rubric,
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,250,
fol. 372a, on Cant 3 5.

iTrr - § 875.

|l7'K Ajahn, occurs nine times in the whole Scriptures. That
is without and with the prefixes, since it is in two instances
]h^ (Judg. 1 35; 12 12) and in one passage ji't'ki (Josh. 19 42).

The word 'Br^a is as usual omitted in the heading? Of this Rubric
I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley
57l0-T-.n, Vol. II, fol. 1346, on 1 Chron. 6 54 which I have printed;
(II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 14 a, on Josh. 19 42; (III) the same
MS., fol. 15a, on Josh. 21 24; (IV) the same MS., fol. 28a, on
Judg. 12 12; (V) the same MS., fol. 264a, on 2 Chron. 11 10;
(VI) the same MS., fol. 2746, on .2 Chron. 28 18; (VII) Halle
Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. 1336, and (VIII) the printed
Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 316.

rvm - § 376a—c.

P*?*?
•K Elon, plain, oak, isfour times so written in the Prophets

.,

and throughout the Pentateuch it is likewise so except in two instances ....
and in the other Scriptures it is fihi^. That is, in .tijke Prophets it

is in four instances without the Yod after the Aleph, in the
Pentateuch it has Yod after the Aleph, but is without Vav after
the Lamed, whilst in the other Scriptures it is entirely plene,
having both Yod after the Aleph and Fau after the Lamed. The
difficulty in explaining the import of these three recensions of
the samo Rubric is due to the fact that the Massorah in fixing
the orthography of this expression, groups together the proper
name ^ton with the noun denoting oaff, and that it ignores
the prefixes. It will, therefore, facilitate the deciphering of the
several forms of this Rubric if we state that ji^'k in its three
different spellings without and with the prefixes, occurs altogether
fourteen times in the Bible. i In the Pentateuch, where it occurs
five times, it is once ji^'x entirely plene (Gen. 36 2), three times
pbK without the Yod after the Lamed (Gen. 12 6; 46 14; Numb.
26 26) and once i^'k with the Yod, but without the Vav (Gen. 26 34).
In the Prophets, however, where it occurs nine times, it is four
times jib'K entirely plene (Josh. 1943; Judg. 12 11, 12; 2 Kings 4 9)
and five times pbn without the Yod (Josh. 19 33;' Judg.°4 li;
9 6, 37; 1 Sam. 10 3). In the Hagiographa the expression does
not occur at all.

Accordingly § 376a of which I collated two Lists: (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1626, on Judg. 9 6 which I have printed
and (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 25 a, on the same passage wrongly
omit Judg. 4 11. This omission is both against the orthography
in the text of these very MSS. and against the early editions, as
may be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of
the Hebrew Bible. Moreover the remark s'oa Tia 'iik tei is not
quite correct, since one of the two instances in the Pentateuch
is ib-H with Vav defective (Gen. 26 34) and the other is {I^k
entirely plene. The last line which states that it is entirely plene
refers to Josh. 19 43; Judg. 12 U, 12; 2 Kings 4 9.

Rubric 3766 is from Add. 15,250, fol. 137a. The -3 = 2 in the
heading is a mistake for -t = 4. It simply catalogues the ortho-
graphy ot pbif in the Prophets and also omits Judg. 4 11.

Of § 376c I collated two Lists: (I) Oriant 2348, foL 586,
on Gen. 36 2 which I have printed, and (II) Orient 2849, fol. .486,
on the same passage. It will be seen that this List, too, omits
Judg. 4 11. The last line a-oa -fo fi^K -airoi -ras -kw is incorrect,
since this expression does not occur in the Hagiographa.
Judg. 9 66 should be 9 6. There are still two recensions of this
Rubric to be noticed, inasmuch as they show most conclusively
that the Massorah is not uniform, but that the different Schools
of Massorites elaborated the same materials differently. The
first List is from Add. 21,160, fol. 196, on Gen. 36 34 and is as
follows

:

> Comp. Gen. 12 6; 26 34; S6 2; 46 14; Numb. 86 26; Jo«h. 1» 88, 43;
Judg. 4 11; 9 6, 37; 12 11, 12; 1 Sam. 10 3; 1 Kings 4 9.
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Josh. 19 33

Jnf'g. 9 6

4 11

1 Sam. 10 3

^^^ p"?'*? n»ip i ^'ijai 'na pS>« fhn

It will be seen that this List includes Judg. ill and omits

Judg. 9*37, which is given in the three recensions which I have

printed. The omission of either the one or the other instance

is undoubtedly due to the similarity of the catchwords D'JWJO-

Judg. 4 11 and D'jsiro = Judg. 9 37. The second List is from the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 315, and is as follows:

prraa'D 'oni '^a pb'vt

Gen. 26 34 'ro fr* naw a'ya'w {a wy *m

Josh. S4 15 "* P'''*
'•*

Gen. 86 2 '701 'hs ">n2 ffVx inpa m np"? iiry

Josh. 19 33 1'?"° ""Tiaa ^nn

Judg. 9 6 a»D pSi*

37 B'saipo \<h»

\ Sara. 10 3 ""3" P^»

-mh '' 'on fana \h»

•cm on '»n3 f?R ''aai "'tik 'wn

This Rubric, which is manifestly a recension of the former

one, is very corrupt as is often the case in Jacob b. Chayim's

printed Massorah: (1) The catchwords nKtpS'KnK which can only

refer to Josh. 24 24 or to 1 Chron. 6 54 are incorrect, since the

reading here is jI'jjk and not \\b^ and these passages are duly

given in § 375 as exhibiting two of the nine instances where

the Massoretic text reads jiSjk; (2) from the instances which

are pS'K entirely plene, are omitted Josh. 19 43; Judg. 13 11, 12;

2 Kings 4 9; (3) from those where it is fl^K and where the Yod

alone is absent Judg. 4 11 is omitted and (4) the concluding

words -cm 'on "ro j'?K "231 'niK twpi are hopelessly corrupt, for not

only does this expression not occur in the Prophets, but f?K

entirely defective is not to be found in the whole Bible.

I'W - § 377.

Httb^K Elim, ia twice wriUen to wUk Yod after the Aleph. In

this form with the local He this proper name only occurs twice,

but it is not quit^ correct as far as the Yod after the Aleph is

concerned, since this is the orthography pf D^i< without and with

the prefixes in all the other four passages where it occurs (comp.

Exod. 16 1, 1; Numb. 33 9, 10) and it is only in the compound

B'^ -TK? Beer-Elini (Isa. 15 8) that it Is without the Yod after the"

Aleph. " This Rubric I have found only in the printed Massorah

on Numb. 33 9.

n'W - § 378.

rh'^Vi Eluth, occurs four times in this form. That is without

and with the prefix it is four times with Fathack under the

Lamed in contradistinction to ni«?'K Eloth which also occurs four

time? (1 Kings 9 26; 2 Kings 16 6; 2 Chron. 8 17; 26 2) and

which according to the primitive orthography was originally

written n'3'K with Cholem over the Lamed. Of this Rubric I eoUated

three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed; (I) Orient 2348,

fol. 134a, on Deut 2 8 which I have printed; (II) Orient 2349,

foL l24o, on the same passage and (III) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter k, § 818.

t^'VV - § 379.

fiS'H! hind, occurs three timet in the Scriptures. Of this Rubric

I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

6710—11, VoL II, foL 40^ on Jerem. 14 5 which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., Vol. U, foL 17'Ja, on Ps. 23 l
;

(III) the same

MS., Vol. II, fol. 244a, on Prov. 6 19; (IV) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 156a, on Jerem. 14 5; (V) the same M^., foL 338a, on

Prov. 5 19; (VI) Add. 15,2M, foL 350</, on Ps. 22 1; (VH) the

printed Massorah on the same passage and (VIII) the same on

Prov. 5 19.

t'V =- § 380.

ntt''K /error, t» tn four instances defective of Yod in ihisform.

That is' this noun with and without prefixes, but with suffixes

is in four passages without the radical Yod. This Rubric I have

found only in the printed Masstirah on Job 9 34. It is remarkable

that rw Job 20 26 which is also defective is here omitted. For

the variations in the orthography of this expression see the

notes to my edition of the Hebrew Bible.

K"Dttr = § 381.

D^P'^Sn is twice plene. This Rubric which I have found in

the printed Massorah only on Gen. 14 5 mixes up two different

expressions, viz. d'O'k Em.im the proper name of an ancient people

and D'B'KS which denotes terror. As the design of this Massorah

is to fix the presence of the two Yods so as to guard it against

the instances where it has one Yod only (comp. Deut 2 10, 11)

irrespective of the signification, the heading ought properly to

be •w'ja '"jo '3, since in one instance it is n-a'Kn and in the other

B'O'KSi, but as we have seen, 'ttrba is often omitted. The printed

Massorah has also another Rubric on this expression which is

apparently in conflict with this Rubric. On Deut 2 10 it states

'jo 'ki 'on pn 'a o'DKn that it occurs twice, that it is here defective

apd that the other instance is plene. Here however, the Massorah

is strictly confined to the expression with the prefix He which

really occurs twice, once with the two Yods or entirely plene

(Gen. 14 5) and once without the first Yod or defective (Deut 2 10)

and which this Rubric catalogues.

a"Dr = § 382.

TK nothing, occurs twice once with Kametz and once with

Pathach .... and wherever it has the pausal accent Athnach or Soph-

PasvJe it is likewise with Pathach [= KametzJ. This Rubric which only

occurs in Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, foL 264a, on Eccl.3 19, 1 cannot

explain. From the last line it manifestly refers to the exceptional

vowel-point Kanietz in pK without its having the pausal accent

Athnach or Soph-Pasuk. With this, however, neither the heading

nor the expression -no after the first catchword agrees, and

indeed there is no second instance in the present Massoretic

text where the adverb in question has Kanietz without the pausal

accent. Even if we took it to refer to the accent it would not

explain the difficulty, since ^,^a^ which occurs five times has

Tipcha in two passages (ptrDKi Gen. 30 l; 2 Kings 2 10) and

Sakeph'Gadolin three (i:K-D»r Exod. 32 32; Judg. 9 15, 20), whereas

the companion accent in Eccl. 3 19 is I'i with Sakeph-Katoa.

I must, therefore, leave the explanation of this Rubric to other

Massoretic experts.

rer - § 383.

r8 V^ ^^' "<*• '^^'^ verses respectively begin with no and thii

adverb is repeated in thh middle of the verse. That is, the adverb

is repeated without the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley

6710—11 on Levit 13 31 which I have printed and (II) the

Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 327.

Vor - § 384.

TK TK no, no. Sixteen verses in which this adverb occurs twice

in the middle of the verse. This distinguishes this Rubric from the

former one where the first pK begins the verse. Of this Rubric

I collated ten Lists, seven in MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 71a, on Levit. 13 31 which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 152 a, on Jerem. 8 19; (III) the same

MS,, fol. 2866, on Ps. 14 1; (IV) the same MS., foL 2965, on

Ps 63 2; (V) the same MS., fol. 8246, on Job 9 10; (VI) the

same MS., foL 3466, on Prov. 25 28; (VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

Supplement, foL 134a; (VIII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 320;

(IX) the printed Massorah on Isa. 40 16 and (X) the same on

Jerem. 8 19.

It is remarkable that List I which I have printed omits

Levit 13 31, the very passage on which this Massorah is recorded

and wrongly states in the heading that there are seventeen such

instances. But r^ = 17 is manifestly a clerical error for r- = 16. The

last Une of this Rubric catalogues the two instances which form

a separate Rubric and constitute § 883. List II omits Ps. 53 4;

List VI omits Ps. 14 3; List VH omits Jerem. 8 22, and Pb. 14 1,

and List IX omits n-am = Ps. 63 2.

iTDt^ =- § 385.

Y^ TK TK no, no, no. In one verse this adverb occurs thre^

times. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 98a,

on 1 Kings 18 26 and (II) the Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 880.

rev - § 886.

1^ 1^ r^ "**' ^°' "^^ ""• ^^ *^"* *'*^*' **^ a^eerb occurs

three U^, ^ ji'tt and second time U it without the pr^ Ym onJ
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7ia$ it the thli-d time. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

£oL Vila, on Isa. 42 22 which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,

foL 146&, on Isa. 63 6 and (III) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 320.

reer - § 387.

n<1 1^ no, and no. In ten verses this adverb occurs first in

the middle of the verse without the jrrefix Vav (pK) and then again

with it (pKi) and wherever it begins a verse it is lilcewise so.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 766, on Exod. 32 18 which I have

printed; (II) Orient 2343, fol. 86&, on the same passage; (HI)

Orient 4445, fol. 75fl, on the same passage; (IV) Paris Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah § 32.^ and (V) the printed Massorah on Exod. 32 18.

As is often the c&se, the printed Massorah is incorrect It leaves

ont 2 Sam. 7 22 and erroneously gives as the ninth instance

arm 'onp ni'?nj rwr = Job 5 9 where it is pK p»r which forms one

of the passages in § 390. The remark at the end of this Rubric

that it exclusively refers to the passages where the two adverbs

occur in the middle of the verse and that in the passages where

P9 begins a verse and is followed by this adverb it is also pKi is

important since there are no fewer than six such instances;

comp. Isa. 5 27; 61 18; 69 4; Ps. 19 4; 86 8; Job 34 22. The

two exceptional instances here referred to constitute § 883.

n«D» = § 388a.

TK^ Five words respectively occur only once preceded by pK not.

Tkat is, with this negative without the prefix Vav; in all other

Mssages where words are combined with this negative it has

not only the prefix Vav, but they occur more than once in this

combination. Hence this Rubric excludes those words which

respectively occur twice, once, with pK and once only with p»r.

These are registered in the next Rubric. This Rubric I have

only found in the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 321, and

as usual it is incorrect, since it includes nxh pK, as rwh occurs once

only with pir l Sam. 26 12 and, therefore, belongs to the List

of words which severally occur twice, once combined with pK and

once with pjti. Accordingly there are four such instances only and

the heading of this Rubric ought properly to be 'Trr n pK. The

position of the. fifth instance which is contrary t9 the order of

the booksj confirms the view that.it is an addition by a later

Nakdan who mistook the import of this Massorah and altered

the number in the heading.

n*DK^ = § 8886.

rKI pK not, and not. Thirteen words are severally preceded

once by pK and once by pKi. This Rubric I have only found in

the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 324 and it is as usual

corrupt: (l) -oiy pKi precedes -cr jit; (2) a^ pKi precedes a*? pn

though the catchwords are correct; (3) imbw biaamrnjian rir is

hopelessly confused, roian pn is omitted though the catchword is

given, whilst roian pKi has no catchword, and (4) Dn"? pK l Kings 22 17

ought to be in^pK 2 Chron. 18 IG. With the exception of the

last mistake I corrected the text Since I printed it I found this

Rubric fti the ancient Codex Orient 4445, fol. 29 a, on Gen. 39 23.

In this early form the same thirteen pairs are given, biltt without

any heading, without catchwords and without fixing the number

<rf the pairs. Though the .mistakes in the order which areiound

in the printed Massorah do not occur in this List, yet anb is

here too a clerical' error for fh, and the pair ra^ pK Expd. 22 9

«nd rajh pici 1 Sam. 26 1 2 which are wanted in Jacob b. Chayim's

Rubric are omitted.

C'DttT = § 389.

njn is there notf occurs three times. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, and which is from Add. 15,250,

foL 1406, on Judg. 14 8 is incorrect This interrogative adverb

occurs five times, and 2 Kings 3 il; Jerem. 49 7 are omitted.

i'Vf - § 390.

rK rKl and not, no*. Six verses wherein p»n with the prefix

Vav occurs first and then p|t without this prefix. As the reverse is

.normally the case {vide supra, § 387) the Massorah safeguards

the exceptional instances. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists,

three in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1386,

on Isa. 46 5 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 3196, on

Ps. 142 5; (III) Orient 4445, foL 76a, on Exod. 32 18 where it

is contrasted with the normal passages in § 387; (IV) Paris

Oehlah Ve-Ochlah § 333 and (V) the printed Massorah on

J«dg. 18 28. In my printed text Judg. 8 7 should be 18 7.

X'sr = § 391.

|*KT TK TKI and not, not and not. In one verse where this

adverb occurs tliree times it is first with the prefix Vav, , then

without it and then again with it This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 93 a,

on 1 Kings 18 26.

a'SfSr = § 392.

TKI TKI and not, and not. ThiHeen verses in which pKi with

the prefix Vav occurs twice. Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists,

six in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 6o6, on

1 Sam, 22 8 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 98a, on

1 Kings 18 26; (III) the ^ame MS., fol. 137a, on Isa. 42 22;

(IV) the same MS, fol. 1456, on Isa. 63 5; (V) Add. 15,251,

fol. 1966, on 1 Kings 18 26; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

Supplement fol. 131 «; (VII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 328 and

(VIII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 327.

r^fr = § 393.

TK TKI TKI and not, and not, not. In one verse where this

negative occurs three times it is with the prefix Vav the first

and second time and without it the third time. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two

Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 98a, on 1 Kings 18 26 which

I have printed and (II) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 331.

TTff = § 394.

r^l ]^K1 pKV and not, and not, and not. Three verses in

which this negative with the prefix Vav occurs three times. Of

this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 506, on 1 Sam. 22 « which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., fol. 54a, on 1 Sam. 26 12; (III) the same MS.,

fol. 93o, on 1 Kings 18 29; (IV) Harley .5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 193a,

on 1 Sam. 26 12; (V) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 233a, on

1 Kings 18 29; (VI) the same MS., Vol. II; fol. 120a, on' Hag. 1 6;

(VII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 332 and (VUI) the printed

Massorah on i Sam. 26 12.

n've' - § 395.

I"^"]
and not. Eight toords respectively occur only once preceded

by p>r. That is, with this negative with the prefix Vav; in all

other passages where they occur and are preceded by this

negative it is pK without the prefix Vav. This MassQrah, therefore,

differs from § 388 and registers the reverse instances of those

catalogued in § 387. This Rubric I have only found in the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 322, and as usual it is incorrect

"b pKi which is unique (Ps. 142 5) and which in all other passages

is combined with pit (comp. 1 Sam. 28 1 ; 2 Sam. 18 18; 21 4;

Isa. 27 4; Mai. 1 10; Eccl. 12 l) is omitted, whilst nnilin (Hos. 4 l)

is inserted, though n?n pK without the prefix Vav does not occur.

VXr = § 396.

TKI. and not. Sixteen words are severally always preceded by

pio and never by pK. The design of this Rubric is to tabulate those

words only which respectively occur more than once in combination

with this negative with the prefix Vav, but never with this

negative withct^t the Vav. This is evident from the fact that

there are no fewer than seventy-one words which severally occur

once preceded by p»<i, and though they are never in combination

with pK they are excluded from this Rubric.

This Rubric I have only found in the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter k, § 331, and as usual it is corrupt: (1) It states

in the heading that there are seventeen (v) such instances and

only enumerates sixteen; (2) it includes bp pKi contrary to the

definition in the heading, since b^p pK occurs in Exod. 33 1»;

(3) it omits five instances which belong to it, viz. bijh \^ Deut

28 32; Neh. 6 5; p?;?? p>r Isa. 13 14; Jerem. 49 5; Nah. 3 18;

nnbpKi Isa. 23 22; Jerem. 13 19; nix p»r l Sam. 2 2; Isa. 44 8,

and nxi? pKi Isa. 2 7, 7; Nah. 2 10; 3 4, 9 which never occur in

combination with ^ and (4) it includes three instances which

do not belong to this Rubric, viz. lenja n«i Jerem. 9 21; .-9x9 iT.

Hos. 3 4, and laisa pw Jerem. 14 16 which severally occur once

only and hence are against the import of this Massorah.

Accordingly if the four incorrect instances are cancelled and

the five right passages are substituted, we obtain sixtaen such

combinations which undoubtedly was stated in the original

heading and before an ignorant scribe who found that this

Rubric wanted five instances inserted passages which are in

conflict with the import of this Massorah.
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?'3f» = § 397.

tSTK TKI and no man, occurs seven times. That is to distinguish

it from ipn< j-k without the prefix Vav which occurs six times

(comp. Gen. 31 50; Exod. 2 12; Isa. 69 16; 63 3; Jerem. 8 6;

12 11). Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710 — 11, Vol.1, fol. 170o, which Ihave printed;

(II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 326, on the same passage; (III) the

same MS., fol. 140&, on Isa. 50 '2; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 4i5, on

Gen. 39 1 1 ;
(V) the printed Massorah on the same passage and

(VI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter^, § 356, which omits

Isa. 57 1. In the heading i is a misprint for 't in the Rubric

which I have printed.

n'Tt^D - § 398.

7S7 TKI and there is no power, occurs twice. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,251,

fol. 423 a, on Neh. 5 5.

CD'Xr = § 399.

D\*l7S TKI and no God, occurs three times. That is, with the

Vav prefix before the negative to distinguish it from the other

nine passages where this combination occurs and where the

negative is without the prefix Vav (comp. 2 Kings 1 3, 6, 16;

5 16; Isa. 44 6; 45 5; Ps. 10 4; 14 1; 53 2). Of this Rubric I

collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710-11, Vol.1, fol. ia4o, on Deut. 32 39 which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., Vol. n, fol. 14 16, on 1 Chron. 17 20; (III)

Arund. Orient. Ifi, fol. 6 16, on 2 Sam. 7 22; (IV) Add. 15,251,

foL 1237>, on Deut. 32 39; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 153,

and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter m, § 44G.

'fl = § 400.

DHS TKI and not in them, occurs itcice. In the other seven

passages where this combination occurs, the negative is without

the prefix Vav (comp. l Sam. 30 4; Jerem. 5 13; Ezek. 37 8;

Prov. 8 8; Cant. 4 2; 6 6; Dan. 1 4). Of this Rubric I collated

two Lists: (I) Add. 15,451, fol. 298o, on Jerem. 42 2 which I have

printed and (II) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 44 2.

K"n = § 401.

7S 1^1 and not all or and nothing at all, occurs tvnce in this

combination in the Scriptures. In the other two instances where it

occurs, the negative is without the prefix Vav (comp. Numb. 11 6

;

2 Sam. 12 3). Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 263 or,

on Eccl. 1 9 and (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 302a, on the same passage.

2'n *. § 402.

D^D2) I^KI and no covering, occurs twice. This is one of the

expressions which severally are combined with pxi and never

with j'K (vide supra, § 396). The Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,251, fol. 381 6, on Job 26 6.

yn = § 403.

w I^KI and not to Mm, occurs tvnce. That is to distinguish it

from the twenty-one instances where this combination occurs

and where the negative is without the prefix Vav (comp. Exod.
22 1, 2; Levit 11 10, 12; Numb. 27 4, 8, 9, 10; 35 27; Deut. 12 12;

14 10, 27, 29; 26 5; Judg. 11 34; Isa. 8 20; 55 1; Jerem. 49 1;

Hos. 8 7; Amos 3 4; Eccl. 4 8). This Rubric I have only found
in the printed Massorah on Dan. 9 26.

m = § 404.

' rKI and not for us, occurs twice. In the third passage
where this combination occurs, the negative is without the prefix

V»v (comp, 2 Sam. 20 1). This Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 7 it, on
2 Sam. 21 4.

n'n = § 405.

Dn7 1"^ and not to them, occurs three times in this combination

in the Sci'iptures. In the other eleven passages where this

cbmbination occurs, the negative is without the prefix Vav (comp.
Levit 25 31; Numb. 27 17; Judg. 18 7, 28; 1 Kings 22 17;

Jerem. 8 17; 39 10; Ezek. 88 11; Lament 4 4; EccL 9 6;

2 Chron. 35 15). Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS.
arid one printed: (I) Harley 6710— 11, Vol. II, fol. 636, on
Jerem. 46 23 which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 3996, on
EooL 1 1; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 3036, on the same passage;

^]

(IV) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passage and ,(V) the
printed Massorah on Jerem. 46 23.

rn = § 406.

*1Bptt y^*] and no number, occurs four times. In the other
eleven passages where this combination occurs the negative is

without the prefix Vav (comp. Gen. 41 49; Judg. 6 5; 7 12;

Jerem. 2 32; Ps. 40 13; 147 5; Job 6 9; 9 10; 21 33; Cant 6 8;

1 Chron. 22 16). Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in

MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, foL 107 6, on
Joel 1 6 which I have printed; (H) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2076,

on Ps. 105 34; (III) Add. 15,251, foL 2976, on Joel 1 6; (IV)
Vienna Codex No. 35 on Pa 104 25; (V) the same Codex on
Ps. 105 34; (VI) the printed Massorah on Joel 1 6 and (VII) the
same on Ps. 105 34.

?'n = § 407.

Tip TKI and no more, occurs twice . . . and throughout Isaiah it

is likewise so. The design of this Rubric is twofold. It records

the fact that this combination is to be found twice only in the

Scriptures outside Isaiah, and to safeguard it against the six

instances in the Bible where this combination occurs without

the prefix Vav (comp, Deut 4 35, 39; 1 Kings 8 60; 2 Kings 4 6;

Jerem. 48 2; Ps. 74 9). The remark at the end of this Rubric
that it occurs likewise throughout Isaiah is due to the artificial

construction of this Massorah and must not be understood that

the instances in question are to be found in sundry parts of

this book. This combination, which occurs seven times in Isaiah,

is restricted to the narrow limit of two chapters (comp. 45 5,

6, 14, 18, 21, 22; 46 9). This Rubric only occurs in the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter r, § 66.

n"n = § 408.

"I?.^ r^l ""'^ '*" helper, occurs six times in the Scriptures. That
is with the prefix FaU;, the only other instance where this

combination occurs it is without the prefix (comp. Ps. 22 12).

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed; (I) Harley 5710—11, fol. 268rt, on Lament 1 7 which
I have printed: (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1086, on 2 Kings 14 26;

(in) Add. 15,251, fol. 402a, on Lament 1 7 and (IV) the printed
Massorah on 2 Kings 14 26.

Cn = § 409.

nilP pKI and none ansvjered, occurs five times. As this com-
bination does not occur without the prefix Vav it is part of

§ 396 which catalogues the words which are always preceded
by I'Ki and never by pn. This Rubric I have only found in the
printed Massorah Finalis, letter v, § 288.

'"n = § 410.

niSCp pKI and no end, occurs five times in this comhination in

the Scriptures. As it never occurs without the prefix Vav, this

combination should be part of § 396 which enumerates the words
which are always preceded by pKi and never by j"k. Of this Rubric
I collated three List two in MSS. and one printed:, (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol. n, fol. 1176, on Nah. 2 10 which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 213 a, on the same passage and
(III) the printed Massorah on, Isa. 2 7.

N'Tl = § 411.

Dl^y pKI and no peace, occurs five times in fJie Scriptures.

In the other six passages where this combination occurs the

negative has the prefix Vav (corap. Isa. 48 22 ; 57 2
1 ; Jerem. 12 1 2

;

Zech. 8 10; Ps. 38 4; 2 Chron. 15 5). Of this Rubric I collated

five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,
Vol. II, fol. 356, on Jerem. 6 14 which I have printed; (II) Arund.
Orient 16, fol, 151 a, on the same passage; (HI) the same MS.,
fol. 1526, on Jerem. 8 11; (IV) the same MS., fol. 166a, on
Jerem. 30 5 and (V) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 8 11.

y^D = § 412.

to no, occurs eight times. Of this Rubric I collated three

Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II,

fol. 144a, on 1 Chron, 22 4 which I have printed; (II) Halle Ochlah
Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, foL 134a, and (III) the printed Massorah
Finalis, letter m, § 332.

yn = § 413.

'Si^KI and I am not, occurs three times. In the other nine

passages where this adverb with the suffix first person singular

n?'?
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occurs it is without the prefix Vav (comp. Exod. 5 10; Deut. 1 42;

i 22; Isa. 1 15; Jerem. 7 16; 11 14; 12 12, 12; 37 14). The

Massorah, therefore, safeguards the exceptions. Of this Rubric

1 collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. 185a, on Ps. 39 14 which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient 16, foL 324a, on Job 7 21 and (III) the printed Massorah

on the same passage.

TT) = § 414.

133^81 and he is not, occurs twelve times. As this negative with

the suffix third person singular occurs no fewer than thirty-six times

without the prefix Vav,^ the Massorah here safeguards the instances

in which it is with the prefix. Of this Rubric I collated ten

Lists, nine in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710— ii, Vol. I,

fol. 46, on Gen. 5 24 which I have priJited; (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

foL 66a, on Jerem. 50 20; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 126 a, on

Isa. 19 7; (IV) the same MS., fol. 3226, on Job 3 21; (V) the

same MS., fol. 329 a, on Job 23 8; (VI) the same MS., fol. 3446,

on Prov. 23 6; (VII) Add. 15,'<J51, fol. 2226, on Isa. 19 7;

(Vm) Add. 21,160, fol. 327a, on Job 23 8; (IX) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. 1316, and (X) the printed Massorah

on Job 27 19. List I which I have printed omits Ps. 103 16 though

it distinctly states in the heading that it occurs twelve times.

List II, however, which is in the same MS. correctly gives all

tiie twelve instances and this is confirmed by all the other Lists

of this Rubric.

" Comp. Gen. SO 33; 31 2, 6; 87 30; S9 9; 42 13, 32, 36, 36; 44 26, 30, 34;

Ezod. S 2; Levit 11 4; 13 34; Deut 21 18, 20; 29 14; Judg. 3 26; 1 Sam. 11 7;

2 Sun. S 22; 1 Kings 20 40; Isa. 17 14; Jerem. 31 16; 38 4; 44 16; Ps. 37 36;

Job g 22; Eccl. 1 7; 6 11; 8 7, 13, 16; 9 2; Esther 5 13; 2 Chron. 18 7.

ren = § 415.

rKD^ and from xohence, occuva five times. Of this Rubric I

collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley
6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1436, on Josh. 9 8 which I have printed; (II)

Arund. Orient I6, fol. 7a, on the same passage; (III) the same
MS., foL 1146, on 2 Kings 20 14 and (IV) the printed Massorah
on Josh. 9 8.

rxn = § 416.

nBKH the Ephah, is twice defective. This expression which

occurs fifteen times is defective in these two instances only.

Hence the Massorah here safeguards the abnormal orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 1426, on Levit 6 U; (II) Vienna
Codex No. 35 on the same passage; (III) the same Codex on
Levit 6 13; (IV) Cambridge Add. 465 on Levit 5 11 and (V) the

printed Massorah on the same passage.

rn = § 417.

.nfe*K where, what or how, is ten times so written. That is,

according to the Massorah with He at the end. Of this Rubric
1 collated sixteen Lists, thirteen in MSS. and three printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1876, on l Sam. 19 22 which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2596, on Ruth 2 19;

(HI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 246, on Judg. 8 18; (IV) the same
MS., foL 486, on 1 Sara. 19 22; (V) the same MS., fol. 62a, on
2 Sam. 9 4; (VI) the same MS., fol. 171 6, on Jerem. 36 19;

(VH) the same MS., fol. 28 3 o, on Ruth 2 19; (VIII) the same
MS., fol. 334a, on Job 38 4; (IX) Add. 15,251, fol. 326, on Gen.
17 16; (X) the same MS., fol. 1626, on 1 Sam. 19 22; (XI) the

same MS., fol. I73a, on 2 Sam. 9 4; (XII) Add. 21,160, fol. 38a,

on Gen. 37 1 6 ;
(XIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. 1 306;

(XIV) the printed Massorah on Gen. 37 16; (XV) the same on
2 Sam. 9 4 and (XVI) the same on Job 38 4.

To understand this Rubric both in its simple form and in

its developments which some of the Lists disclose, it is necessary
to remark that later Massorites grouped together nfv: the interro-

gative and KICK the adverb with its defective spelling ibk. Hence
the sixteen Lists exhibit two recensions of this Massorah. Lists I,

II, VII, XIII and XV give the original recension which simply
catalogues the ten passages where the interrogative nfc-H occurs,
whilst Lists III, IV, V, VI, VIII, IX, XI and XIV not only append
to it the four passages in which the adverb ibk is defective and
which in some MSS. rightly form a separate Rubric {vide infra,

§ 1033), but add that in all the other parts of the Scriptures it

is spelled micm with an Al^iph at the end.

In Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah List XVI, only three passages
are given where it is lex; Job 34 25 is omitted though the
heading correctly states that there are four such instances.

n-'n = § 418.

tS^K a man, begins a verse twelve times in the Scriptures,

twice in Job and ten times in the Pentateuch. To understand this

Rubric, which I have found in the printed Massorah only on

Job 1 1, it is necessary to remark that where this expression

begins a verse it has in the majority of cases the prefix Vav. In

the Pentateuch, where it occurs thirty-nine times, it is with Vav in

twenty-nine instances* and in ten only is it without this prefix.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority. Joshua, Isaiah,

Ecclesiastes and Esther wherein it severally occurs once at the

beginning of a verse, as well as the Psalter in which it occurs twice

and Proverbs where it occurs eleven times at the beginning of a

verse, require no safeguarding since b^^ki nevei* begins a verse

in these books. In Job, however, where it occurs five times, it is

twice only without the prefix and three times with it Hence

the minority is recorded. The heading of this Rubric in my
edition should be "jts"! ai"«ai rnina pi~i a" w^k as it is in the editio

princeps. The two instances in Job are given in a separate Rubric

in Arund. Orient 16, fol. 335 6, on Job 41 9.

» Comp. C'Ki at the beginning a verse in Exod. S4 3; Levit IS 29, 88, 40;

15 6, 16; 17 10, 13; 19 20; 20 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 27; 23 14,21;

24 17, 19; 25 2G, 29; 27 14; Numb. 6 10; 19 20. The instances in which B'*!*

begins a verse apart from the Pentateuch and Job are Josh. 23 10; Isa. 4t C;

Jerem. 9 3; Ps. 92 7; 140 12; Prov. 15 18; 16 27, 28, 2»; 18 24; 21 17; 28 20;

29 1, H, 9, 22; Eccl. 6 2; Esther 2 5.

C3"'n - § 419.

tr^K is in two instances in Jthe Pentateuch rendered by -qj. This

Rubric, which is from Cambridge' Add. 1174, on Gen. 13 16 I

cannot explain.

yn = § 420.

ttTS a man. Five loords respectively occur twice followed by vhft

a man. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, one in MSS. and

three printed: (I) HaUe Ochlah Oe-Ochlah II, § 31, which I have

printed; (II) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 243; (HI) the printed

Massorah on Exod. 34 3 and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter », § 344. The printed Massorah as usual is corrupt and

misleading. List III states in the heading that there are six such

pairs and enumerates four and a half. It omits the fellow to the

second pair, viz. b^^^ d31 Jerem. 26 20 and places the fellow of

the first pair, viz. t^K "^b^ Ruth 1 I after the half of the second

pair. List IV contains three additional pairs by a later Massorite

which are against the scope of this Rubric. The first pair are

tf'K B>'tr which occurs twice (Levit 17 10, 13), but as xhK] is the

same as n^vt it cannot properly be reckoned among the words

which are followed by v^tfu The second pair which consist of

B?'»r/i^i Prov. 22 24 and t^'itrrnKi Deut 22 24 cannot be admitted

as a proper pair, since the fellow is sJ-'Kn with the article, whilst

the third pair which consist of i^jrnw Deut 20 6, 7 is against

the import of this Rubric, the design of which is to tabulate t^
with the article. Lists I and II, therefore, exhibit the original

and correct form of this Massorah.

H'jn = § 421.

VHi^ tr^K a man's brothei', occurs times and once ii it

with the prefix Vav. This Rubric I have found in the printed

Massorah only, on Gen. 9 5.

TDn - § 422.

VHK3 tS^^K a man as his brother [or one as the other], occurs

tioice. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 198ct, on Ezek. 47 14

which I have printed and (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 102 o,

on the same passage.

T2T\ = § 423.

tT'^KI tS^^K a man and a man, occurs twice. That is, b>"K followed

by this expression with the prefix Vav. In 2 Sam. 10 6 the

Authorised Version takes w'ki as part of a proper name, L a
Ish fob, whilst the Revised Version renders it and the man of 2'o6.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. «26,

on 2 Sam. 10 6 which I have printed and (II) the printed

Massorah on the same passage.

TDH = § 424.

D^ JT'K ty^S a man of God, occurs six times in this comhination

in the Scriptures [the mnemonic sign for these six passages is]

and an honourable man came from Judah and he the holy one answered
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truthfuUy. As normally or.^ has tho article in this combination,

which occurs no fewer than sixty-one times, ^ the Massorah here

safeguards the six abnormal passages. The necessity for safe-

guarding these abnormal passages is due to the variations yrhich

obtained in the different Codices as will be seen from the notes

on 1 Sam. 2 27; 1 Kings 13 14 &c. in my edition of the Bible.

The sign is as usual made up of six words which severally occur

in the respective six passages where this phrase is to be found.

The unusual part about it is that it is in Hebrew. These signs

as a rule are in Chaldee. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, VoL I, fol. 174a,

on 1 Sam. 2 27 which I have printed; (H) Arund. Orient 16,

foL 88o, on 1 Kings 18 i
; (HI) Add. 15,251, foL Uba, on 1 Sam.9(5;

(IV) the same MS., foL 1935, on 1 Kings 13 i; (V) Halle

Ochlah VeOchlah I, § 163, and (VI) the printed Massorah

Finab's, letter k, § :^38.

> Comp. 0<ih»n B'«M Deat M 1; Josh 14 ft; Judg IS 6, S; 1 Sam. 9 10;

1 King* It 22; IS 4,^ 6, 6, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 14, 14, 21, 26, 29, 31; 17 l8; 80 28;

t Kingi 19, II, 1?, 13; 4 16, 21, 22, 2a, 27, 27, 40; S 8, 14, 16, 20; 6 6, 9,

10, 16; 7 2, 17, 18, 19; 8 2, 4, 7, 8, 11 ; IS 19; S3 16, 17; Jerem. S6 4; Ps. M 1;

lira S 2; Neb. 12 24, M; 1 Chron. 2S 14; 2 Chron. 8 14; 11 ?; S5 9; 30 16.

Onee crlf^n ''in i Chron. ti T, md five times orlSjin B^i*^ 1 Sam. » 7 8; 2 Kings

4 t, it; 2 Chron. » 9.

.Tan - § 425 «.

D^rt^Kn tJ^K Eltven persons are respectively cnlhd man of

Ood. With Uie exception of about twenty passages where the

mame of the person thus distinguished is not quite certain, all

the instances in which thi^ appellation occurs are distributed

rerj unevenly between the elevMi patriarchs and prophets specified

in this Rubric Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS.

and two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, foL 2-29a, on

1 Kings 13 21 which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 500i,

on 2 Chron. 25 7; (IH) HaUe Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 152, foL 62a;

(IV) the printed Massorah on 1 Kings 13 22 and (V) Yalkut

Shimoni on l Sam. 2 27, § r-s Vol H, fol. 14 J, Frankfurt 1709.

List V is the only^ one which gives some catchwords to the

passages where they are so designated.

n"3n = § 425?^.

D^1t!?K^ tri* Eight men ar*t eaVed men of God.. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.

Orient 16, foL »07a, on Ps. 90 1. It is another recension of the

preceding Rubric and evidently proceeds from a Massoretic

School which registered eight such honoured men, omitting Elijah,

Eliaha and Micah.

Tan - § 426.

1ZT21 t£rK every man and hin htnuehoUd, oecvrs three times

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, toL bio, on 1 Sam. 27 8 which I

have printed; (U) Orient 2348, fc^ 68a, on Bxod. 1 1, and

(lU) the printed Massorah on 1 Sam. 27 3.

ran - § 427.

f^y^ t£^ footmen, occursfour times. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, foL l42i, on 1 Chron. 19 18.

n-rn - § 428.

*9SSi t^ man with him, occurs four times. The third passage,

viz. roK - 1 Sam. 27 2 is incorrect since it is here my ib^k B>>t. The
design of this Rubric is probably to guard this phrase against

the construction irtK t^ (Gen. 45 1). I have mislaid the reference

to the M& from which this Rubric is taken.

B-an = § 4-29.

13B| nnn t2^K every man under his vine, occurs three times.

That is to guard this phrase against Che one which is without

rwi after t% which also occurs twice (2 Kings 18 31; Isa. 36 16).

The second line is manifestly a corrupt repetition of the third

since the phrase occurs twice only. This Rubric, which does not
occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15^451, foL 2266,

OB 1 Kings 6 &.

^•n - § 430.

^K3 in or against a man, occurs thirteen times. That is, with
Shem under the prefix Beth in contradistinction to b!"k| with
Kametz which is tabulated in the next Rubric. This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient 2349,

fol. 134«, on Deut 19 15.

K'^n - § 431.

tt^KS occurs eight times. That is, with Kamets under the Beih.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, fol. 16a, on Gen. 26 11 which

I have printed; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, II, § 31, and (IH) the

printed Massorah on Levit 20 3. It will be seen that whilst one

School of Massorites safeguarded the instances in which tf^its is

with Sheva, the other School fixed the passages in which it is

with £ain«fe.

^3'Vn = § 432.

t^^"l heu ttciee Pathaeh in the Seriptiires, onee it it defective

and once plene. There are no fewer than three different Massorahs

on the orthography and import of the expression ihjt with and
without the prefix He. The first is in the Rubric before us. In

it the Massorah emphasises the fact that in these two instances

where shK occurs with the interrogative He it is with Pnthach

instead of «hrr with Chateph-Pathaeh. Of this Rubric I collated

five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 6710—11,

VoL II, foL 296a, on Neh. 6 11 which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., VoL I, foL 206 a, on 2 Sam. 14 19 where this Massorah

is not only ¥nrongly placed, but the heading 'on 'a is a clerical

error for 'nfi 'a, as is evident from the mnemonical sign p*v tantn =

Micah 6 10; Neh. 6 11; (IH) Arund. Orient I6, foL H826, on
Neh. 6 11; (IV) Add. l.%251, foL 4'24a, on the same passage and

(V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter it, § 350.

As tit is defective in one only of the two passages which

constitute the former Massorah and as it occurs again in this

abnormal form in Samuel, the second Massorah deals exclusively

with the defective orthography and is as follows:

'o'Oi 'on 'a B'Kn B'lt

^rn^ fcn^r» c»e 2 Sam. 14 19

yvn n«a vitn Micah < 10

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the {w-inted Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 66a, on 2 Sam.

14 19 which I have printed; (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol II, foL 1166,

on Micah 6 10 and (HI) Add. 15,250, foL I72a, on 2 Sam. 14 49.

The third Massorah, which is as follows, is the most
important:

ran n'3 run -ny Micah C io

CTi we ProT. 18 24

^'Otrn^i l^arh vx bk 2 Sam. 14 19

This Rubric, therefore, which is preserved in the printed

Massorah on 2 Sam. 14 19 emphatically declares that the two

abnormal forms tH as well as the normal tftt in Prov. 14 19 are

simply the textual reading or Kethiv and that the Sevir or

alternative reading in all these three passages is t^ there is»

ybn - § 433.

tS^KHI and the man, occurs three times. This Rubric, which is

from AdcL 15,251, foL 1176, on Deut 24 11 is perfectly un-

intelligible since tf^rn occurs no fewer than seventeen times.

The printed Massorah Finalis which has also this Rubric under

letter k, § 841, heads it oytsa 'J trtm tV occurs three times with the

accent and gives the same three passages. But this is equally

inexplicable since it has a different accent in each of three

passages, and though vrKm (Numb. 9 13) with Telisha Ketanah

does not occur again wiim (Deut 24 11) with Rebia occurs also

in 1 Sam. 4 13; 2 Kings 5 1, and vnen (Judg. 17 5) is also to

be found in 1 Sam. 4 14; 9 6; Dan. 19 21. It may be that the

design of this Massorah is to register the three instances in

which the combination ntfK t^^rn occurs in the Bible and that the

catchwords 1^ rc'o vner\ (Judg. 17 5) are a clerical error for rum
pma nw -i»« Deut 17 12 which is the third passage where tiiis

phrase occurs.

TT-n = § 434.

tS^^K tCn^l and a man man [i. e. whatsoever man], oeeun

twice in this combination. That is tfije with the prefix Vav followed

by this expression without it, being the reverse of the three

instances registered in § 423. The normal combination in these

phrases is simply tt>'»t t'H without the prefix Vao (comp. Levit

17 3, 8; 20 2, 2; 22 4, 18 &c.). Of this Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, I collated five Lists: (I) Cambridge
Add. 1174, on Levit 17 10 which I have printed; (II) Harley
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5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 75rt; (UI) Orient 2348, foL 1026; (IV)

Orient 2349, foL 92&, and (V) Orient 4445, foL ld3a, all on the

same passage. With the exception of th6 first List, all the others

have in the heading 'Dyoai '3''0B1 - it occurs twice in this combination

and with the same accents.

n-^fl = § 435.

1lSC^i%?S tSTKI and every man to his oton eovntry, occurs twice.

This Rubric, which does not occup in the printed Massorah, is

from Add. 15,250, fol. 2196, on Isa. 13 14.

rbn = § 436.

mVT tC^^iO and the man of Judah, occurs in this eomhination

six times in the Scriptures. Ot this Rubric I collated six Lists,

five in MSS. and one one printed: (I) Hariey 5710—11, Vol. I,

foL 215a, on 2 Sam. 24 9 which t have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient 1«, fol. 4l6, on 1 Sam. 11 8; (III) the same MS., fol. 74a,

on 2 Sam. 24 9; (IV) the same MS., fol. 1686, on Jerem. 32 32;

(V) Add. 15251, fol. 156a, on 1 Sam. 11 » and (VI) the prirfted

Massorah Jerem. 32 32.

rbn = § 437.

rDlSTl^O tSTKI and a man of war, occurs twice in this com-

bination! this Rubric, which does not occur in tlS^ printed

Massorah, is from Hariey 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. lS4a, on 1 Sam. 16 18.

n'^n = § 438.

ttTX? o« « w»«W; occurs twenty times wiih Sheva. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated twenty-

one Lists: (I) Hariey 5710-11, VoLII, fol. 1846, on Ps. 38 15 which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL I, foL 1706, on Judg. 20 11

;

(HI) the same MS., Vol. II, foL 297 a, on Neh. 8 1; (IV) the

St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 pn Jerem. 14 9; (V) the

same Coflex on Zech. 4 1; (VI) Add. 15,251, foL l42a, on

Judg. 6 i6; (Vn) the same MS., foL 242a, on Jerem. 6 23;

(Vm) the same MS., foL 293 o, on Prov. 24 34; (IX) the same

Ma, foL 4166, on Ezra 3 1; (X) Add. 21,160, fol. 2106, pn Numb.

1415; (XI) Halle Ochlah V«-Ochlah 11, § 31, and no fewer than

ten Lists in Arund. Orient 16, viz. foL 226, on Judg. 6 16; fol. 1 37a,

on Isa. 42 13; foL 147a, on Isa. 66 13; fol. 156a, on Jerem. 14 9;

foL 161 o, on Jerem. 23 9; foL 218a, on Zech. 4 1; foL 293o, on

iPs. 38 15; foL 338a, on Prov. 6 11; foL 3736, on Ezra 3 1 and

foL 884a, on Neh. 8 1.

There are several points of interest attached to this Rubric

:

(I) the Sheva under the Caph is called in the heading of List I

tpn Chateph; (11) in List V which exhibits the oldest form of

this Massorah it is called 'bi = "in Raphi and (III) List I describes

tike reading «^»o in Judg. 20 1 as that of certain Codices. What the

tJtemative was here it is impossible to say as none of the other

£iBts remark upon it It is remarkable that the printed Massorah

on Ps. 38 15 refers to Pericope yhvn^ for this Rubric' and the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 342, to Pericope •]b tihv where

they say this Rubric is given,* but it occurs nowhere in Jacob

b. Chayim's Massorah.

•TniSyna nioa idoj 'D'di 'Knpa 'avui i

•T^ n*»' hea TD03 'D»Di 'aV'KS 2

tS'^n = § 439.

THK tr^JO as one man, occurs nine times in the Scriptures.

I hftve mislaid the reference to the MS. from which this Rubric

is taken. The note whictf I find is on Add. 15,250, foL 81 6, on

Numb. 14 15. But the Rubric here is m follows: 'i->pa 'a tw tno

and the first two instances alone are given. In the printed

Musorah this Rubric does not occur.

o-n - §.440.

tt?^K^ to the man, occurs thiiiy-two times ..... and once it is

KTuOk the prefix Vav. The design of this Rubric is to safeguard

these thirty-two instances as well as the one instance with the

prefix Vav with Kametz under the Lamed so as not to be confused

with 0>(^. with Shem under the Lamed which occurs no fewer than

sixty times.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest constituent parts

of the Massorah, I collated eleven Lists, ten in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Hariey 5710—11, VoL I, fol. 29a, on Gen. 43 6 which

I have printed; (H) the same MS., VoL n, foL 48a, on Jerem. 26 li

;

(in) Orient 4445, foL 386, on Gen. 43 11; (IV) St Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 26 11; (V) Arund. Orient 16,

foL 806, on Judg. 16 19; (VI) the same MS., foL 40a, on l Sam. 9 7;

(Vn) the same MS., foL 636, on 2 Sam. 12 4; (VIII) the same MS.,

foL 2836, on Ruth. 3 3; (IX) the same MS., foL 3436, on Prov, 20 8;

(X) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochiah H, § 31, and (XI) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 340.

The statement in the heading of List III that there are thirty-

three such instances with Kametz under the Teamed includes the

passage in Judg. 19 24 where it is t^h] the one instance with the

prefix Vao. List IV notices the thirty-two instances without tth«^,

but omits by a clerical oversight Jerem. 26 16.

K'Dn = § 441.

tJ^KT'l and to a man, occurs three times. That is, to distinguish

it from shj^i which occurs once (comp.' § 400). Of this Rubric I

collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed: (I) Hariey

5710—11, VoL I, foL 74a, on Levit 15 33 which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., VoL I, foL 1976, on 2 Sam 2 15; (HI) the

same MS., VoL 11, foL 706, on Ezek. 1 23; (IV) Arund. Orient 16,

foL 58«, on 2 Sam. 2 15; (V) Add. 15,251, foL 74a, on Levit 15 33;

(VI) the same MS., foL 2686, on Ezek. 1 23; (VII) the printed

Massorah on Levit 15 33 and (VIII) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter k, § 353. All these Lists include 2 Sam. 2 1 5 though

it is here part of the proper name Ish-hoshelh.

ran = § 442*—6.

tS^tt/yrom man, occurs three times a&iording to the Weriems

according to the Easterns it is tpi^o in Samuel both in the ^ethiv and

Keri. This Rubric I have found only in Hariey 5710—11, VoL I,

foL 4 16, on Exod. 11 7. Of the second recension I have collated

seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Hariey 5710—11,

VoL I, foL 2006, on 2 Sam. 6 19 where alone the mnemonic sign

occurs; (II) the same MS.,' VoL H, foL 158a, on 2 Chron. 15 13;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fpL 6O6, on 2 Sam. 6 19; (IV) Orient 2348,

foL 736; (V) Orient 2349, foL.64a; (VI) Add. 15,251, foL 47a,

and (VII) the printed Massorah, all on Exod. 11 7.

yon = § 443.

''tSTK my huAand, occurs eighi times. Of this.Rubric I collated

six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 656, on 2 Sam. 14 5 which I have printed; (H) the same MS.,

foL 996, on 2 Kings 4 1; (III) the same MS., fol. 200 a, on
Hos. 2 9; (IV) Add. 15,251, foL 1756, on 2 Sam. 14 5; (V) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, foL 95 a, and (VI) the printed Massorah on

Gen. 29 3?.

TOfl = § 444.

"TO^ thy hu^and, occurs six times. Of this RubricJ collated

two Lists, one in MS. and one printed: (I) Hariey 5710—11,

VoL I, foL 876, on Numb. 5 20 which I have printed and (II) the

printed Massorah on Judg. 14 15. The latter states at the end of

the List that it occurs once with the prefix Lamed (2 Kings 4 26).

iTzan = § 445.

rnSTK her husband, occurs tweniy-five times. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated four

Lists: (I) Hariey 5710—11, VoL I, foL 96, on Gen. 16 3 which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL I, foL 160a, on Numb.

30 11; (III) Add. 15,451, foL 2106, on 2 Sam. 11 26 and (IV)

Add. 21,160, foL 241a, on the same passage.

ran = § 446.

rnST'KI and her husband, occursfour times. This Rubric I have

found only in the printed Massorah on Numb. 30 n.

r-on = § 447.

D1?r^ mtsn, occurs three times. That is the pluraj of Bht Of

this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Hariey 5710—11, VoL II, foL 256, on Isa. 53 3 which I have

printed; (H) the same MS., VoL H, foL 2196, on Ps. 141 4; (lU) the

same MS., VoL 11, foL 246 a, on Prov. 8 4; (IV) Arund. Orient 16,

foL 1416, on Isa. 53 3; (V) the same MS., foL 3196, on Ps. 141 4;

(VI) the printed Massorah on Isa. 53 3 and (VII) the same on

Prov. 8 4 which List alone has the mnemonic sign. Most of the

Lists have in the heading "K^ai '3 it occurs three times and plene.

n*an - § 448.

tttt?1>P as the manikin, or apple [i. e. of the eye],^occwr» three

tim^s. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Hariey 5710—11, VoL II, foL 1776, on Ps. 17 8 which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL II, foL 245«, on Prov. 7 2;

(HI) Arund. Orient 16, foL 287 a, on Ps. 17 8; (IV) the same

MS., foL 3386, on Prov. 7 2; (V) Add. 15,251, foL S49a, oil

8b
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Ps. 17 8 and (VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage. Most
of the Lists have in the heading "vha\ 'i three timet and plene.

B'On = § 449.

^K^ri"'K Jthiel without and with the prefic Lamed, oeeura thre^

times. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Arund. Orient 16, foL 3866, on Neh. 11 7. The printed

Massorah Finalis, letter at, § 360, refers to the Massorah on
Neh. 11 7 where it states that this Rubric is given, but as it is

not unfrequently the case in such references, the Rubric is not

to be found.'

rn = § 4.')0.

Dri''SI» Wlierever Efham occurs it. i« always without Yod except

in one inafance. This is one of those artificial Massorahs which

KFOup toorether homonyms for the purpose of pointing out variations

in their orthograpliy. dti'k with IW which is here given as an

exception to the regular spelling without Yod (onj*), is the Kal

future first person singular from oari, whereas tariK without Yod

which in this Rubric is stated to be its normal spelling and

which without and with the prefix occurs four times (Exod. 13 20

;

Numb. 33 C, 7, 8) is the proper name of a city. The wording

of tliis Rubric, which is from the printed Massorah on Numb. 33 6,

does not make this import quite clear. The Rubric, however, also

occurs in Orient 2348, fol. 131 «, and Orient 2349, fol. 121a, both

on the same passage where the sense is perfectly plain. In these

two MSS. it is as follows r^ Wkei-ei^er tariK without and ivith tJie

prefix occurs it is the proper name of a city and is defective except

in one instance where it is used in a different sense and is plene,

viz. Ps. 1.9 14.

.Bfi'K TK 'a ^bvo* Sk Voi nnie b""?! inbb brn Kn»3 bip onio on'n 'v^b ho <

rin = § 451.

]jy^Vi strong, strength, occurs four times. This Rubric which is

from Add. 15,251, fol. 383a, Job 33 19 is incorrect since it occurs

no fewer than nine times, and five instances are omitted, viz.

Jerem. 49 19; 50 44; Amos 5 24; Ps. 74 15; Prov. 13 15. The
Rubric also occurs in Add. 21,160, fol. 231&, and in the printed

Massorah, both on Numb. 24 21 in a still more inexplicable form

since it states that jn'it occurs three times only, omitting not

only the five passages in question, but also Jerem. 5 15. It will

also he seen that this Rubric excludes }ri'K the proper name
which without the prefix occurs four times (1 Chron. 3 ^; 6 27, "29;

15 17) and which is generally included where the orthography

is identical.

2'in = § 452.

^K only, occurs I eigM times at the beginning of a verse in the

Scriptures. This Rubric which is to be found in the printed

Massorah only, on Levit 23 27, is hopelessly incorrect, since this

adverb begins a verse a great many more times. It cannot

possibly denote that "^ with a certain accent begins the verse

this number of times, for these eight instances have no fewer

than three different accents and in one passage it is with

Makkeph. Each of these accents "^^ has repeatedly in other

passages where it occurs at the beginning of a verse. As it

occurs altogether sixty-eight times at the beginning of a verse,*

the Nakdam probably found tlie full List too long for the margin
and may have intended simply to give the beginning of it as is

not unfrequently the case with lengthy catalogues. A later Nakdan,
however, who did not understand the import of this Massorah,

finding eight instances only enumerated, dropped d [= 60] and left

the n [-= 8] to make the heading conformable to the enumerated
passages.

1 Comp. Gen. 9 4; U 16, 22; Exod. 21 21; Levit. 11 4, 21, 36; 21 23;

3.1 27, 39; 27 26, 28; Numb. 1 49; 14 9; 18 17; 3« 56; SI 22; Deut 12 22; 14 7;

18 20; Josh. 3 4; 1 Sam. 12 24; 1 Kings 9 24; 11 12; 22 44; 2 Kings 12 14;

13 6; 23 7; 3.1 9, 26; 24 3; Isa. 14 16; 19 11; 4ft 24; Jerem. 3 13; 2« 16 24;

28 7; 34 4; Hos. 4 4; Zech. 1 6; Ps. 23 6; $9 7; 49 16; 62 2, 3, 5, G,

7, 10; 68 22; 73 13, 18; 8S 10; 140 14; Prov. 17 11; Job 13 20; U 22;
16 7; 18 21; 30 24; S3 8; 35 13; Lament S 3; Ezra 10 15; 1 Chron. 23 12;

2 Chron. 20 33; .10 11.

yjn = § 453.

"^JK only, occurs five times with the accent Mehupach. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated

two Lists: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. 70fe, on Levit 11 4 which I have
printed and (II) Orient 4445, fol. 946, on the same passage.

r^ = § 454.

"^^ For the various accents which this adverb takes, see

letter c under n-oro.

.T2n - § 455.

n53 ^K only the firstling, occurs twice. This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Cambridge
Add. 1174 on Levit 27 26.

nn = § 456.

nittSn ^K only or hut the high places, occurs twice .... whilst

in all other instances it is niosn pn save that, or except the high

places. This Massorah, therefore, is designed to safeguard these

exceptional instances against being made conformable to the

more common combination niaanp-i. This Rubric, which does
not occur in the printed Massorah, is from the Vienna Codex
No. 35 on 1 Kings 22 44. The last line moam 'ki is incorrect

since niaam in this connection occurs twice, viz. 1 Kings 15 14

and 2 Chron. 15 17.

In Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 161a, where this Massorah
occurs on 2 Chron. 20 33, the variation in these phrases which
record the same event is more strikingly pointed out and is as

follows : By Asa in Kings and Chronicles it is (nia|rn) and the high

places they did not remove [1 Kings 15 14; 2 Chron. IS 17]; hy

Jehoshaphat in Kings and Chronicles it is (nloan "^k) only the high

places they did not remove [1 £ings 22 44; 2 Chron. 20 33] and
in all other passages it is (nloan pn), hut the high places they did not

remove [2 Kings 12 4; 14 4/ 15 4, 36].^

,110 K^ moan i>» o'O'n naii ca^on Bonnn ,no vh moam B'O'n ••«» u>:hen kom »

.no i6 moan pi "nwi

T'an = § 457.

'^jKT and but, occurs three times. Of this Rubric I collated five

Lists, four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 1006, on Numb. 22 20 which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445,

fol. 142a, on the same passage; (III) Arund. Orient 16, foL 16a,

on Josh. 23 19; (IV) Orient 2349, fol. 33a, on Gen. 9 5 and
(V) the pi'inted Massorah on the same passage. Lists II and IV
respectively add, one at the end of the Rubric and the other in

the heading, that it begins a verse in two instances and is in

the middle of the verse in one passage. The printed Massorah

which simply states that it occurs twice at the beginning of a

verse and catalogues the two instances only, is misleading

inasmuch as it may imply that apart from the beginning of the

verse it occurs frequently. The two instances which begin a verse

form part of the words which respectively occur twice with the

prefix Vav commencing a verse. ^

> Comp. Tlie Ma»»orah, letter \ § C3, Vol. I, p. 399.

n-irs - § 458.

mDIT* A List of unique woi-ds [chiefly from the root ^k\.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from the St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Isa. 40 12. Its

design is to catalogue hapax legomena of expressions with Caph

Lamed. {^). As thirteen out of the five-and-twenty words are

from taK, and seven only from rho, two from "j^a, two from ?»

and one from hy I have added in the heading in brackets jr-ba

n^rsK to indicate the root of by far the larger number of the

forms tabulated in the List Why the twelve words of the four

different roots are here mixed up with the thirteen forms from

baK when there are nearly ninety other hnpnx legomena from this

root which could have easily filled up the List, it is difficult to

say. It may be that the Massorites deoined it necessary to fix

the reading of these expressions because they were exposed to

variations in the MSS. or because some Hagadic import was

attached to them.

tS'^n = § 459.

^nri75S he hath devoured Mm, occurs four times in the

Scriptures. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 78fc, on Ezek. 15 5

which I have printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 59/>; (III) Orient 2349,

fol. 497;; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol, 39 fc; (V) the printed Massorah,

all on Gen. .37 38, and (VI) the printed Massorah on Ezek. 15 5.

Lists II and III have in the heading rn -im 'lap 'j -i it occurs four

timex three timeH loith Knm^tz and once with Pathnch, which is more

precise, since in Ezek. 15 5 the Lamed has Pathach.
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D-n = § 460.

0^75^5 ««<^ ^ »^U devour them, occurs twice. That is in
both instances the Tav is with PathacK and the accent is on the
penultima. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS.
and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. IG, fol. 200a, on Hos. 2 14
which I have printed; (U) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Jerem. 5 14
which rightly has in the heading 'na '2; (III) the same Codex on
Hob. 2 14 and (IV) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 6 14.

X"Dn = § 461.

W5^ -'' *«w eaten, occurs twice at the end of a verse, once
ioith Kametz and once with Pathach. That is, this preterite first
person singular, which occurs altogether ten times, ends a versem two instances, once it has the normal pausal Kametz under
the Caph (comp. Ps. 102 10) and once it is abnormally with
Pathach. This Rubric is from the Vienna Codex No. 35 on
Neh. 6 14. The printed Massorah Finalis which gives this Rubric
in letter k, § 375, is hopelessly corrupt'

' The heading in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah is msiaa fnnB 'a 'n^K
which Heidenheim has exposed both in xiipn f»y and be- oiB* on Gen. 81 38.

ron - § 462.

^1??^ o^nd they shall eat it, occurs three times. Of this Rubric
I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley
5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 796, on Levit. 24 9 which I have printed;
(II) the same MS., Vol. n, fol. 386, on Jerem. 10 25; (Til) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. I54a, on the same passage; (IV) Add. 21,160,
foL 1806, on Levit 26 16; (V) the printed Massorah on Levit 24 9
and (VI) the same on Jerem. 10 25. Lists II, III, IV, V and VI
have in the heading 'om 'i or -Dn 'j which refers to the absence
of Vav afte-r the Lamed. It will be seen that -cm and on are used
promiscuously, a fact to which we have often adverted, though
the former is the more correct way ot stating it since it occurs
three times only an^ is defective in all the three passages.

TDfl = § 463.

TOK eating, devouring, is ten times plene. Of this Rubric I
collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley
5710-11, tol. I, fol. 69o, on Levit 10 18 which I have printed-
(H) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 168a, on 2 Chron. 31 10- (HI)
Arund. Orient 16, fol. 71a, on 2 Sam. 19 48; (IV) the same MS
foL 1136, on 2 Kings 19 29; (V) the same MS., fol. 2046, on
Joel 2 26; (VI) the same MS., fol. 277a, on 2 Chron. 31 10-
(VH) Add. 21,160, fol. 276, on Gen. 31 15; (VIII) the same MS.',
foL 151a, on Levit 10 18; (IX) the printed Massorah on the
same passage, and (X) the same on Joel 2 26. It is to be
remarked that though one of the instances is bipKn (2 Sam 19 43)
none of the MS. Lists state in the heading 'v^b:, 'ht '^ and it is
only in the heading of the two Lists in the printed Massorah
that It IS so stated. The heading, however, in the first of
Jacob b. Chayim's List which has it -rba "««?o -^ b^^ is wrong,
since there is no plene instance of this infinitive absolute with
the prefix Vav which the Massorah recognises. The Kethiv in
Isa. 37 30 is excluded from this Lis\ It is, moreover, to be
noticed that though the plene form of this infinitive is the
normal orthography and the defective the abnormal since it
occurs five times only (Gen. 2 16; i Sam. U 30; 2 Kings 4 43-
Isa. 22 13; Prov. 25 27), the Massorah here, contrary to its usual
practice, safeguards the normal spelling.

Ton = § 464.

.1 T^, !^
^*' ** *^*'^*'"' '^'"*** P^"^ ""^ *^ mnemonic sign

thereof m Ckaldee is, the mein killed sheep, and the eagle took bread
in a good month, and the princes finished the cluster and tarried in
the field. As this infinitive occurs fifty-three times and is plenem thirteen instances only, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional
orthography. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS
and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. I76a, on Ezek. 16 20
which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 353a, on Eccl. 5 J7-
on) Add. 15,251, fol. 275«, on Ezek. 16 20; (IV) Vienna Codex
No. 35 on Eccl. 6 17; (V) Cambridge Add. 465 on Levit 25 7
from which I printed the mnemonic sign and (VI) the printed
Massorah on Ezek. 16 20. It is remarkable that all these Lists
contarary to the usual practice of the Massorah, include the Kethivm Ezek 44 3 in the thirteen plene instances since the Massorah
as a rule recognises only the Keri.

There is another recension of this Rubric in Harley 5710—1

1

Vol I, fol. 1876, on 1 Sam. 20 5 which is of great importance

for the orthography of this infinitive. It is as follows: ^isk'? is
seven times plene, viz. 1 Sam. 20 5, 24; 2 Sam. 13 9 16 2- 17^29
2 Kings 4 40; Eccl. O 2; and it is likewise so in the Ttoelve [Minor
Prophets] except in omi instance, viz. Hob. 3 M' It will be seen
that this Rubric not only excludes Ezek. 16 20- 44 3 and
2 Chron. 7 13, but gives Eccl. 6 2 instead of Eccl. 5 17 as one
of the plene instances.

-«3'^ir» ,ipy, ,8-31, ,Drhm ,nwon .^^di h^sHh iSon oy 2vh aw* ims^Di Vo 't h^snh «

')T)B VH-\ VBoa npi kbh tan h* '?ai

•TDD = § 465.

b^^ to eat, occurs twice. That is, this infinitive construct
occurs twice, once with Kametz under the Caph and once withC^&m over it. This Rubric is from the Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah H
§ 33. The heading in the printed Massorah on Gen. 3 li which
this Rubric has, viz. pap tjom tb rjena 'k 'a is unintelligible.

T'Dfl = § 466.

,. V ?^ "***" *^^^ ^' '^'^''* '«^*^'' That is, with the
prefix Beth and once this infinitive with the suffix third pei-son
plural has the prefix Caph. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists,two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 4a, on
Josh. 5 12 which I have printed; (II) Orient 2449, foL 95a, on

Tnf. ?' ™ '^^ P"^^*"^ ^2.BBov2.h on the same passage
and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter «, § 374.

ron = § 467.

^1D^ eat, is five Umes phne. Without and with the prefix\av this imperative occurs altogether twelve times. It is defectivem seven instances' and plene in tliese five passages only. Hence
the Massorah safeguards the minority. C ' this Rubric l' collatedhree Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16,foL 936, on 1 Kings 19 5 which I have printed, but from which Iomitted by an oversight (-is .3) the second instance in Ezek. 3 1-
(II) the same MS., fol. 345a, on Prov. 23 7 and (Ilirttie printed

f SaTt« 02 fh"^-.'
'• '' '' *^ ""' -«-d that though in

1 Sam. 28 22 this imperative has the prefix Vav, none of the
Lists state in the heading -r^an.

^sv, 1 'xr?"""^:,^^"
* ^'"°- * ^*' * ^°«« 1» "! 19 ^; Prov. 35 16; Eccl. 9 T-

73KJ 1 Kings 1.1 16; Ezek. 2 8.
'

n'DfJ = § 468.

"^Pk^ and he shall eat, occurs five times in the Scriptures and
the mnemonic sign thereof is in Chaldee, the grass of the bread stoodup and demed its garden. In all the other twenty-one instances
where this future third ,^person singular occurs, the prefix Vav
has Pa^AacA and the Yod is with Dagesh (^,). Hence the
Massorah safeguards these five instances where "it has Sheva
and hence also some of the^eadings have ptn 'n = five times with
Sheva. Of this Rubric I collated eleven Lists, ten in MSS and
one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, foL 356, on Exod. 2 20
which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, foL 229a, on 1 Kings
13 18; (III) the same MS., Vol. H, fol. 261a, on Cant 4 16-
(IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 886, on 1 Kings 13 18; (V) the same
MS., fol. 8496, on Cant 4 16; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 21a on
Gen. 27 3i; (VII) the same MS., foL 66a, on Exod. 2 20- (VIH)
the same MS., fol. 80a, on Exod. 10 12; (IX) Vienna' Codex
No. 35 on Cant 4 16; (X) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 33, and
(XI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 27 31. Lists V, VI, VII, IX and X
have the mnemonic sign. The mnemonic sign without the List
IS given in the printed Massorah on Exod. 10 12; i Kings 13 18;
Cant 4 16, and in the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 366.

CS'DD = § 469.

-^*- '""^ ^« ate, has twice the accent Zakeph toith Pathach.
This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is
from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 66a, on 1 Sam. 30 li. See, however.
Gen. 27 25 where ^3»(r is also with Zakeph.

rn = § 470.

•?D>^^ he shall eat, occurs thirteen times. That is, with a pausal
accent and Tze,-? to distinguish it from the fori;y-one passages
where it has a non-pausal accent and is with Pathach (b^a^) Of
this Rubric, which is one of the oldest constituent parts of the
Massorah, I collated twelve Lists, eleven in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. ^I38a, on Isa. 44 16 which I
have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. I22a, on Isa. 7 22- (HI) the
same MS., fol. 1466, on Isa. 65 22; (IV) the same MS.,'foL 323«,
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Job 5 5, (V) the same MS., fol. 331&. on Job 31 8; VI) tlie

same MS., fol. 335., on Job 40 15; (VII) the b^'^ M̂?' ^°

„f
.^^'

on Eccl. 5 11; (VIII) Orient 4445, fol. 1225, on Numb. 6 3; (IX) the

St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916. on Isj 65 22; (X) Harley

6710-11, Vol.1, fol. 78a. on Levit2l22; (XI) ^alle Och ah Ve-

Ochlah II, § 33, and (XII) the printed Massorah on Levit 41 a.

rrn = § 471.

^Dkn thm shah, or »he shall eat, occurs seven times, and the sign

thereof is in Chaldee; the priest commanded the wixUno, thy toil and thy

In-end into the city of the king. His companions came and removed death

fra,n the hor.se of destmctim and hu.-nt his hlood and flesh .orth fire.

It is to be remarked: (1) That this Rubric groups together

the nine instances where this form is the second person masculme

(Gen. 2 IG; Deut 12 27; 15 23; 20 19; 2 Kings 7 12, 19; Ezek.

1«> 18- 24 17- Ps. 128 2) and thg eight instances where it is

third person feminine (Levit 22 l5, 13; 2 Sam. 22 9; Isa. 9 17;

Pa 18 9- 50 3- Prov. 31 27; Job 31 12) and (2) that it safeguards

alike these pausal instances with 2WnT against the thirty-six

non-pausal passages with rathach, including both the second person

masculine and the third person feminine. This Rubric too is an

ancient part of the Massorah. Of it I collated fourteen Lists,

thirteen in MSS. and one printed: (I)

^ff ^^ "j^^^'J^^S
fol 77a on Ezek. 12 18 which I have printed; (II) the same Mb.,

Vol II.' fol. 1776, on Ps. 18 9; (III) Orient 4445. fol. 106a, on

Levit 22 12; (IV) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Isa. 9 17;

(V) the sa^e Codex on Ezek. 12 18; (VI) Arund. Orient. 16,

S 725. on 2 Sam. 22 9; (VII) t»^^-^ \%f 7 • ixi th^e

Isa 9 17; (VIII) the same MS., fol. 1825, on Ezek. 2* 1^, (IX) the

same MS..S0I. 2875. on Ps. 18 9; (X) the same MS fo. 9 a

on Ps. 50 3; (XI) the same MS., fol. 31 7a, on Ps. 128 2. (XII)

Cambridge Add. 465 on Levit 22 12, where the ^^^^^^^^'^
is given; (XIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 33. and (XIV) the

printed Massorah Finalis. letter k, § 363.

yyn = § 472.

b^i^l and it shall dtnmir, occurs six times in the Scriptures.

The design of this Massorah is to safeguard these instances with

Sheva against any of them being made conformab e to the

fwenty-one passages wherein the Vav which precedes this future

sIcTnd person masculine or third person feminine has Pati^ach.

Hence some of the Lists head this Rubric n^n . **-?«»•'^ \";^*

triU She^^. Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six ^n MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11. Vol. I, fol. 1625, on Judg. 9 15

^hicfi I have printed; (H) the same MS Vol. I. fc.^2385 on

2 Kings 1 12; (III) Arund. Orient 16. fol. 2^*' «"/"^^-
^J^'

(IV) the same MS., fol. 975, on 2 Kings 1 12; (V) the same MS

fol. 2205, on Zech. 11 1; (VI) Add. 15,251. fol. I44a, on Judg. 9 15

and (VII) the printed Massorah on Zech. 11 1.

rrn = § 473.

SdK the future first person singular has once the prefix

Vav with Kametz-and once Vav with Sheva. This Rubric is from

the printed Massorah on Gen. 27 3... These two expressions form

part of the List of words beginning with Vav ^M which

respectively occur twice, once with Sheva and once with Kamel^.

. Comp. The Mas^ali. letter i, § 11, Vol. I, p. 322 &c.

T»n = § 474.

ns'^SKTI or rtsSpKn thou shaU eat it, occurs twice. This

Rubric^ which does^Aot occur in the
f^^t^

Massorah. is from

Harley 5710-11. Vol. I. fol. 3a, on Gen. 3 17. Bo h the MSS

and the early editions differ as to the pointing of this word

Orient 4445; Orient 2201; Harley 5710-11; Orient 2348;

Orient 2349; Orient 2350; Orient 2365; Orient 2451
;
Orient 2629

;

Orient 4227; the editio princeps of the Pentateuch 1482; the first

edition of the Bible 1488; the third edition 1494; the first edition

of the Rabbinic Bible 1517 have it n:'«Kn
^^^^^f^^^^ff

*^"
.it:

whilst Add. 9401 ; Add. 15.250; Add. 15,251 ; Add. 15.252; Add. 15.282.

Add 15 451 • Orient 2366; the second edition of the Bible 1491-93;

the Lisbon edition of the Pentateuch 1491; the Complutensian

and the editio princeps of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah

1624-26 have it n:'?3«n with Chateph-Pathach under the Caph.

Orient 2201 ; Add. 15,251 and one of my MSS. say that the latter

is the reading of Ben-Asher and the former is that of Ben-Naphtali.

,Trn = § 475.

h^^. and they shall eat, occurs twice. That is with Sheva

.under the daph. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient m
fol 102a, on 2 Kings 6 22 which I have printed and (II) Hariey

5710—11 VoL I, fol. 2425, on the same passage. The latter heads

it "ii«^ 'a 'it is twice Baphe that is with Sheva under the Caph m

contradistinction to the twenty-five instances in which it has

Pathach under the Vav. But this is not very precise, since the

instances which constitute the next Rubric have also Sheva under

the Caph.

rpn - § 476.

h^t^ and they shall eat, occurs three times and the mnemonic

nan the^-eof'u, one pursues aft^ his neigBour = they follow each

other in consecutive verses. That is with Tz^ire under the Caph

in consequence of its having a pausal accent Of this Massorah

I collated two Lists: (I) Cambridge Add. 465 on 2 Kings 4 41

which has the mnemonic sign, and (II) the printed Massorah on

the same passage which heads it r^n •; it is ihree times haphe and

which for the reason stated in the preceding Rubric is inexact

rj?n = § 477.

irf^pi^"' they shall eat it, occurs four times and is defective in

the Scriptures. Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS

and two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol.1, fol. 42a. on Exod.l2 8

which I have printed; (H) the same MS.. Vol. II. fol. 29a. on Isa 63 9

;

(III) Orient 4445. fol. 925. Levit 8 31; (IV) Add. 15,251 fol. 88a

on Numb. 9 II; (V) the same MS., fol. 237a, on Isa. 62 9^ (VI)

Add. 21,160, fol. 202a, on Numb. Oil; (VII) the printed Massorah

on Exod. 12 8, and (VIII) the same on Isa. «2 9. It is remarkable

that List III. which represents the oldest Massorah, gives Levit 6 9

as one of the four instances where the present text has nbzt

and omits Exod. 12 8 which is in^3»t' in the textns recepfns. This

Rubric occurs again in this ancient Codex on Numb. 9 II,

fol 1275, but the leaf is unfortunately defective so that it is

impossible to say whether the four instances given m this

Rubric are the same as those recorded in the first instance.

n-rn = § 478.

h^^ occurs three times, twice it is with AUph and denotes

eatinq and once it is written with Vav and denotes low, deceiving. Of

this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Hariey 5710-11. Vol. I. fol. 25. on Isa. 4 1 which I have printed;

(H) the same MS., Vol. II. fol. I27a. on Mai. 1 14
;
(ni) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 1205, on Isa. 4 1; (IV) the same MS., fol. 223«

on Mai 114- (V) Add. 1 5,251, fol. 31 3 a, on the same passage; (VI)

Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passage; (VII) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah II, § 83, and (VIII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 3 ..

B'Pn « § 479.

^^^T^ and we shall eat htm, occurs twice. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I ^o^^t'^d two

Usts: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 102a, on 2 Kings 6 28 which I

have printed and (II) Add. 15,251, foL 2035, on the same

passage. The latter rightly has in the heading rJWi '= tmce

and in the same section.

D'D = § 480.

h2*\^ eating, is four times plene. As this participle which

occurs thirteen times, is defective in nine instances* and plene

in these four passages only, the Massorah safeguards the ex-

ceptional orthograhy. Of this Rubric I
<^"ll^^ff ««7" ^.^'

'^^
in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

^V^^""'
^^^-

?^'
^^^^Z'"'

on Nah. 3 12 which I have printed; xll) the same MS.. VoL II,

fol. 1865, on Ps. 41 10; (III) Orient 2349, fol. 50 5. on Gen 39 8

;

(IV) Add. 1.5,251, fol. 835; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 4l5; (VI) the

printed Massorah, all on Gen. 39 6, and (VH) the prmted

Massorah on Ps. 41 10.

» Comp. h^ Gen. 40 17; Exod. 18 16, 19; Levit. 7 26; 2 Sam. » U, 18;

1 Kings 21 6; Ps. IOC 20; Prov. W 25.

««Dn = § 481.

^b)3k eaters of, or that eat of occurs four times ....and on^

it is with the pf^efix Vav. 1 have mislaid the reference to the MS

from which this Rubric is taken. This participle plural construct

also occurs a fifth time in the textus recepttts, viz. Ps. Ul i.

ron = § 482.

nSak cownming, or I will eat, occurs five times. Of this Rubric

I collated nine Lists, 6ight in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710-11 Vol n, foL 395, on Jerem. 1* 12 which I have prmted;
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(II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Joel. 2 5; (III) Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. I55a, on the same passage; (IV) the same MS.,

foL ^04a, on Joel 2 b; (V) Add. 16,251, fol. 2456, on Jerem. 12 12^
(VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 2616, on Deut. 4 24; (VII) Orient. 234ft,

foL 1256, on the same passage; (VHI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 33, and (IX) the printed Massorah on Deut. 4 2 J.

As usual, the Massorah here groups together homonyms or
words which are spelled and pointed alike. Hence four of the
instances (Deut 4 24; 9 3; Jerem. 12 12; Joel 2 5) are the
participle feminine of ^k, whilst Deut 12 20 is the first person
future with paragogic He.

J*Dfl = § 483.

^5iS^.^
*^^' ^« eaten, occurs ttoenty-ttoo [-three] tim^a. It is

designe4 to safeguard this Niphal future third person singular
against the Kal future third person singular which is written
with the same four letters, but differently pointed (vide supra

§ 470). Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, 120a, on Deut 12 22
which I have printed. The heading a-s = 22 is a clerical error since
there are twenty-three such instances and the List correctly

enumerates them; (II) Add. ai,i60, foL 1456, on Levit 7 19

and (in) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 385. It will be
seen that apart from the Pentateuch, this Niphal future first

person singular occurs once only.

TDfl - § 484.

^SRF) it shall be eaten, occurs nine times. That is, the Niphkl
future third person singular feminine to distinguish it from the
Kal future third person future singular feminine which is written
with the same four letters, but pointed differently (vide supra

§ 471). Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and
two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 846, on Ezek. 23 25
which I have printed

;
(II) Arund. Orient. 1 6, fol. 2 1 5 a, on Zeph. 1 1 8

;

(HI) Add. l.^,2;^l, fol. 68ct, on Levit 6 9; (IV) the same MS.,
fol. 27!»6, on Ezek. 23 25; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 144a, on Levit 6 9;

(VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and (VII) the
same on Zeph. 3 8.

iTDfl = § 48i>.

^7p^^ they shall be eaten, occurs twice in the Scriptures. The
design of this Massorah is to distinguish these two instances
from the same Niphal future third person plural in Levit 11 13
where it is pointed ii^k: with Sheva because of its non-pausal
accent, as well as to safeguard them against the Kal future third
person plural which is written with the same four letters, but is

pointed differently (^b^). Of this Rubric, which does not occur
in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710 — 11,
foL 52a, on Jerem. 30 16 which I have printed and (II)

Orient 2849, fol. 131a, on Deut 14 19.

ren = § 486.

HDT'DKri they shall be eaten, occurs four times. That is, to
distinguish this Niphal future third person plural feminine from
the Kal future third person plural feminine which is written
with the same six letters, but is pointed differently. Of this Rubric
I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund.
Orient 16, foL 162a, on Jerem. 24 2 which I have printed; (II) the
same MS., fol. 1666, on Jerem. 29 17; (III) Add. 1.5,251, fol. 2536,
on the same passage; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Jerem. 24 2;
(V) the same Codex on Jerem. 29 17 and (VI) the printed
Massorah on Jerem. 24 2.

rOfl - § 487.

175K they have been consumed, occurs three times. Of this Rubric
I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley
1710—16, Vol. II, fol. 2936, on Neh. 2 .n which I have printed;
(II) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Nah. 1 10; (III) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 3796, on the same passage; (IV) Add. 15,250,

foL 3086, on Nah. 1 10; (V) the same MS., foL 3946, on Neh. 2 3,

and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 886.

3fn-n"Dn - § 488—490.

I i?^5K» To understand these three Rubrics which catalogue
the same phenomena in differently worded Massorahs, it is

necessary to remark that the Hiphil h'ovtri occurs fourteen times
with prefixes and suffixes, and that it is plene in seven instances
and defective in seven. In the Pentateuch, where it occurs four
times, it is always defective (Numb. 11 4, 18; Deut 8 8, 16); in
the Prophets, where it occurs six times, it is four times plene

(Jerem. 9 14; 23 15; Ezek. 21 33; Hos. 11 4) and twice defective
(I Kings 22 27; Ezek. 3 2), and in the Hagiographa where it

occurs four times it is plene in three instances (Ps. 81 17;
Prov. 25 21; 2 Chron. 18 26) and once defective (2 Chron. 28 15).

Accordingly § 488 which is from Add. 21,160, fol. 206 a, on
Numb. 11 18 and which states that it is plene once only in the

Hagiographa (Ps. 81 17) and once defectiMp in the Prophets
(1 Kings 22 27) must be based upon a recension which differed

in its orthography from the texttts receptus.

Equally at variance with the texlus receptus is § 489 inasmuch
as it fully supports § 488 in more artificial language. It makes
up the three instances in which this Hiphil is defective by
counting the whole Pentateuch as one, and by counting each
of the two other divisions of the Hebrew Scriptures as one.

§ 490 which is from Add. 15,250, foL 1976, on l Kings 22 27 is

corrupt In the heading, this Rubric states 'nu'oa 'on 'a it is twice

defective in this book, i. e. Kings and yet gives 2 Chronicles 18 26.

Besides in Chronicles it is n^'s^rn plene.

K-JCn - § 491.

pKI surely, occurs eighteen times. The necessity for safe-

guarding this adverb is manifest from the fact that in the

recension from which the Septuagint was made, some of the
instances recorded in this Rubric were omitted altogether (comp.

Gen. 28 16; Isa. 53 4; Jerem. 8 8) and in some instances the

translators read p^ (comp. Isa, 49 4; Ps. 31 23; 66 19). Traces

of the uncertainty about the number of passages in which this

adverb occurs are still preserved in the Massorah itself.

Of this Rubric I collated fifteen Lists, fourteen in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 86a on 1 Kings 11 2 which
I have printed; (U) the same MS., fol. IBOo^ on Isa. 49 4; (III) the

same MS., fol. 141 6, on Isa. 53 4; (IV) the same MS., foL 14 9a,

on Jerem. 3 20; (V) the same MS., I'oL 29 la, on Ps. 31 23;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 3()0a, on Ps. 66 19; (VII) the same MS.,

fol. 305a, on Ps. 82 7; (VIII) the same MS., fol. .H82a, on Job 32 8;

(IX) Orient 4445, fol. 43a, on Exod. 2 14; (X) Add. 15,250,

fol. 1886, on 1 Kings 11 2; (XI) Add. 15,251, fol. 232a, on Isa.

45 15; (XII) the same MS., foL 3586, on Ps. 66 19; (XIII) the

same MS., fol. 3826, on Job 32 «; (XIV) Add. 21,160, fol. 656, on
Exod. 2 14 and (XV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 388.

That the Massorah itself has preserved traces of ancient

variations as to the number of instances in which this adverb

occurs, is evident both from the MSS. and the printed Massorah.

List III states in the heading that there are nineteen such

instances though it enumerates seventeen only, omitting Jerem.

3 236. The Massorah Parva in Cambridge Add. 4fi5 on Gen. 28 16

also states that there are B" = 19. This is not only distinctly

stated in the printed Massorah Parva both on Gen. 28 16, and
Exod. 2 14, but in the Massorah Magna on the latter passage.

When we come to the printed Massorah Finalis, to which the

Massorahs Magna and Parva refer for the Rubric, the heading

here states that there are nineteen and actually enumerates

nineteen giving asb "iiJun as the catchword for one of them. And
though this passage is nowhere to be found in the textus

receptus it distinctly recognises a variation. The nineteenth instance

is manifestly Jerem. 6 2 where the Sevir is pjc instead of p^ as

may be seen in the note on this passage in my edition of the

Hebrew Bible. Another ancient record seems to be preserved

in the printed Massorah Parva on Zeph. 3 7 where it states

(v p^) that it occurs sixteen times only.

2')tn = § 492.

^3K a ploughman, occurs twice in the Scriptures. Of this Rubric

I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. 300a, on Amos 5 l«

and (II) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 61 23 which I have printed.

rSfn = § 493.

T5K ^K n'>t not. Twenty-three verses both bec/in with ^k and have

this adverb of negation in the middle of the verse. Most of these

instances exhibit the abnormal absence of the prefix Vav in the

second part of the verse. The Massorah, therefore, guards them
against the insertion of the Vav on the part of the Scribes. This

applies also to a large extent to the twenty-nine passages where
this negative occurs twice in the middle of the verse without

the Vav before the second b*^ and though I have not been able

to find a Massoretic List of these instances, it is more than

' Comp. Gen. 87 22; 49 6; Exod. S4 3; Josh. 7 S; 10 IP; 22 Ifl; Judg. « 14;

1 Sam. 18 20; 2 Sam. 13 26; 2 Kings 4 16; Isa. 7 4; 61 7; Jerem. 10 2; 18 23;

Ezek. 7 12; Mlcah 1 10; Zeph. 3 16; Zech. 7 10; 8 I7; Ps. 25 2; 35 22; 37 1;

75 5; ProT. 24 17; 27 10; Job 3 6; Lament 2 18; EccL 10 20; Ezra » 12.
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probable that some MSS. may yet come to light containing this

Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 292fe, on Ps. 36 12 which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 345a, on Prov. 23 10; (III) the

same MS., foL 3456, on Prov. 24 15; (IV) Orient 4445, fol. 105«,

on Levit. 19 31; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 18»ifc, on the same passage;

(VI) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Jerem. 43 n
;
(VII) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. 129o; (VIII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

§ 320, and (IX) the printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 1 20.

It is important to remark that eight out of the nine Lists

expressly state in their respective headings that there are twenty-

three such verses, though four only catalogue this number and

though the received text has twenty-six verses in which this

phenomenon occurs. To show the relationship of these Lists to

each other as well as to the tescttu reeeptm, I subjoin the following

Table in which the first column exhibits the Massoretic text.

The numbers in the several columns indicate the order in which

these instances are given in the respective Lists:

IX VIII VII VI

:^S 23 22 20 23 22 24 l.<i 2» 26

HTn h»

nstn h*

)K»n bit

iKi»n btt

unsKD Sk

noK' b*

«P2» b*

'js'Spn bn

^b*
X)in b*

{nn b»

tSB" b*

j»n •?«

afwn bn

•mnn b*t

innnn b»

o^a'jaS b*

bn^n ^K

"jnan b»

lyin b*

LoTit 19 31

2 Sam. 1 20

Isa. 41 10

„* 43 18

Jerem. 6 25

42 11

Micah 7 6

Ps. 35 25

36 12

38 22

M 13

69 7

71 9

74 15)

tOS 16

» 121 3

140 9

ProT. 7 26

23 10

24 15

» » 19

25 6

1 Chron. 16 22

The explanation of the discrepancies in these Lists is supplied

by List IV which is from the oldest MS. The heading here is

simply, the following verges Jiave abnormally ^K in the beginning and

in the middle.^ In this original form of the Massorah we see the

first attempt to collect these passages and hence so many only

are enumerated as the compiler was able to find. He, therefore,

left the List open without fixing the number, as he expected

other Massorites would complete it But instead of doing so, a

later Nakdan counted the instances thus catalogued and as is

often the case supplied it with the numeral heading. In Jacob b.

Chayim*s printed Massorah cTran b'Pi -SBa i»n*n ^k is a mistake for

bss "i^a "sea "ttnTi but (Jerem. 42 J 1) and asaba i-to»e but for i-ia»e "sk

eaba (Ps. 35 2n).

'nns b» nwy'soi vtn D'piDH p"?*! i

r)ir\ = § 494.

V^K yH ^K* Tico verges respectively brgin with bVi and have this

ni'fftttive twice in the middle. Of this Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists : (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. IftGi, on Jerem. 14 21 which I have printed and (II) Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 319.

iTTtn - § 495.

xK ^K xK* In Jive verses the negative bK occurs three times.

That is, in all these passages the repetition of it is abnormally
without the prefix Vav. Whilst the preceding Rubric registers

the two instances only where the first of the three negatives

begins the verse, this Massorah professes to catalogue all the

Yeraes in the Bjible which exhibit thia phenomenon including

the two which constitute § 494. This Rubric is from the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 407. As there are eight such instances

in the textus receptus, the Massorite must have based this Massorah
on Codices in which the second or third b» had the prefix in the

three passages here omitted (Judg. 19 23 ; Jerem. 22 3 ; Ezek. 20 18).

The supposition that the MSS. varied with regard to the presence

or absence of this prefix in the recurrence of ^k in the same
verse is confirmed by Add. 21,160, fol. 2926. Not only does the

Massorah here positively state that there are altogether three

verses only which exhibit this phenomenon, viz. 2 Sam. 13 12;

Jerem. 14 21: Jonah 3 7, but the verse on whiclvthis Massorah
is given actually reads v-i-'jki (Jonah 3 7).

ritn - § 496.

7K» Five words respectively occur once only combined toith ^
That is, these words do either not oc^ur again in combination

with this adverb of negation or where combined with it this

negative is bn) with Vav prefix. This Rubric, which is from the

printed Massorah on Prov. 24 1, is perfectly unintelligible

since there k are ^db(iut one hundred and sixty words which occur
once only combined with ^n. There can be no doubt that it is

simply a small part of a long alphabetical List which catalogued

the unique combination of words with this adveirb of negation

and that it represents one instance of letter Pe and a portion

of letter Tav. This is fully confirmed by the partially illegible

fragment in the Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, foL 666, margin, which
registers some of the words representing letters Aleph and Beth

in combination with ^k and which is another piece of this

alphabetical List. That small portions of long alphabetical Lists

exhibiting different letters of the Alphabet are of frequent

occurence in the Massorah may be seen in a very cursory

examination of the MSS.

rsn = § 497.

"lDrt^"7K let it not hick, occurs twice. That is, to distinguish

it from the combination "iDrr»t'? (Prov. 31 11). This Rubric is

from the printed Massorah on Eccl. 9 8. In registering such

combinations, the Massorah takes no notice. of the fact that in

one of the two instances the verb is in pause and hence the

Samech has Kametz (ion;).

n-stn = § 498.

K^j^X let him not go out, occurs three times in thiS' oom-

bination in the Scriptures. In the other four instances where this

future is combined with the negative, it is vtTih (Levit. 21 12;

25 30; Deui. 24 5; Job 6 6). Of this Rubric I collated seven

Lists, four in MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoLI,

foL 2646, on 2 Kings 9 15 which I have printed; (H) Add. 15,251,

fol. 2056, on the same passage; (HI) Add. 2t,i60, lol. 92«, on
Exod. 16 29; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35, on 2 Kings 9 15; (V) the

printed Massorah on Exod. 16 29; (VI) the same on 2 Kings 9 15

and (VII) the same on 2 Kings 10 25.

B'Jtn - § 499.

Dl'^Jfett K'n'^rr^K be not afraid of them, occurs twice. The
design of this Massorah is to safeguard this phrase against the

similar combination arafp nnn-^K be not dismayed at them, which
occurs in close proximity with the second instance. Indeed the

Massorah Arund. Orient 16, foL 9o, on Josh. 11 6, from which this

Rubric is taken, actually gives Jerem. 1 17 instead of Jerem. 1 8 as

the second instance. As this Model Codex contains the most accurate

redaction of the Massorah, it is evident that the Massorites

worked upon a recension of the text in which the verbs ri'iji and
nnn in Jerem. 1 8, 17 were reversed in these two verses.

p'r\ = § 500.

tDri"7K put not away, occurs tvme. That is, it is designed to

safeguard this apocapated Hiphil future second person singular

masculine from r-^n against vrrbt *«»^ «o'^ the apocapated Kal
future second person singular from n»ri which occurs once (Prov.

4 27). It is also designed to distingmsh it from the normal future

with the negative, i.e. n»ri ^b which occurs three times (Exod. 23 6;

Deut. 16 19; 24 V7). Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 6710— 1 1, VoL 11^

fol- 1806, ou Ps. 27 9 which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 290a, and (IH) Add. 15,251, fol. 351 o, all on the sawB passage.

K-'pn «= § 501.

^t2?Pri"^SI do ye not, occurs three times. That is, to distinguish

it from the normal phrase ^ir^ri |6 ye shall not do which occurs no
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fewer than thirty times. Of this Rubric, which does not occur
in the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 150ct, on Jerem. 5 10 which I have printed; (II) Add.

15,251, fol. 21a, on Gen. 19 8 and (III) Vienna Codex No. 35

on the same passage.

3"pn = § 502.

|Bri"^K do not regard, occurs three times. Of this Rubric I

collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Add. 21,160,

fol. 2156; (II) Add. l.'),25l, fol. 93a; (III) Orient. 2349, fol. 1106,

and (IV) the printed Massorah, all on Numb. 16 15.

:"pn = § 503.

IJJ'n'^T'K let them not feed, occurs twice. This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,
Vol. II, fol. 1136, on Jonah 3 7.

l"pn = § 504.

^*Tri"^K do not slack, or desist, occurs three times in the

Scriptures. Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and
two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2186, on Ps. 138 8

which I have printed; (II) the same MS. Vol. II, fol. 2436, on
Prov. 4 13; (III) Arund. Orient, 16, fol. 76, on Josh. 10 6; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 8376, on Prov. 4 13; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 387ct,

on the same passage; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement
fol. 1336; (VII) the printed Massorah on Ps, 138 8 and (VIII)
the same on Prov. 4 13.

.Tpfl = § 505.

"^Kl and not, occurs five times at the beginning of a verse. This
is the natural import of the heading of this Rubric, which occurs
in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter k, § 411. The design
of this Massorah, which is here given in its incipient form, is

manifestly to catalogue the passages throughotft the Bible in

which hvei begins a verse, as the three instances in which it

begins a verse in Isaiah are mentioned separately,' and the three
passages in which it commences a verse in the Psalms are
given in a special Rubric* No question has been raised about
the meaning -db '»n •: bir where it refers to Tsaiah and the Psalms,
simply because the heading in these cases coincides with the

instances enumerated in the Rubrics. The artificial attempt to

explain away the obvious sense of the heading in the Rubric
before us' is entirely due to the fact that ^ki begins a verse in
no fewer than fifteen instances in the Bible,* whereas the
heading here states that it occurs five times only. The real

explanation, however, is to be found in the fact that the
five passages simply exhibit the first attempt of the original

Massorite to collect these instances and that a later Nakdan,
as usual, mistook the import of this Rubric and supplied the
heading in accordance with the enumerated instances. Similar
cases will be seen in the next two Rubrics.

> Comp. the Massorah in Arand. Orient, 16 lOB 'hi 'j on Isa. 36 15 and
the printed Massorah Parva n"T 'J on the same passage. The three instances are
ba. M 15; 56 3; 62 7.

» This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I have
given in The Mattorah, Vol. Ill, p. I, § 506, from Orient. 2^75, fol. 74 o on
Ps. 119 43.

» Comp. Frensdortt, Matiorelitchu Wmterhuch, p. 212, note 6. Hannover 1876.
« Comp. 2 Kings 18 30; Isa. .96 15; S6 3; 62 7; Jerem. 25 6; 27 14;

Amos ft 6; Obad. 12, 14; Ps. 69 18; 119 43; 143 2; Neh. 3 ,97; 2 Chron. 28 6; .SO 7.

ran - § 506.

"7K1 and not. Words preceded by -f?>r which respectively
occur once only in this combination. In all other instances where
this adverb of negation is combined with the same words it is

•b» without the prefix Vav. This Rubric is from the St. Petersburg
Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 14 17. The heading, which is in
brackets, I have supplied. This List affords a convincing proof of
the oft-made statement that Rubrics frequently contain only
the first attempt of the original Massorite who collated instances
which exhibit the same phenomenon and who left the completion
of the Lists to his fellow-members of the guild. For this reason
the first Massorite who designed this Rubric did not supply it
with the heading, since he could not as yet fix the exact number
of passages which contained this unique combination. The List,
however, was never completed, or if completed has not come to
light For though this incipient form of it catalogues twenty-four
instances only, there are about thirty-six throughout the Bible, so

that no fewer than twelve are here omitted.' But even this incipient
List has been added to by a later Nakdan who mistook its import
This is evident from the fact that there are three instances in it

which do not occur again with -^k* and hence are contrary to the
design of the original Massorite. He catalogued only those
unique combinations with -"^ki which in other passages have -bn,

since without this contrast there are no fewer than ninety-nine
words preceded by -"ski which do not occur, again.

The only other List of this Rubric which I have been able
to find is in the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 408. Not
only does it give two instances less, viz. !ik3;-'?ki Ps. 69 28 which
according to the original design of this Massorah is rightly
omitted and '.J3tpn-^»ti Ps. 27 9 which is wrongly left out (comp.

':im-b» Ps. 38 22; 71 9, 18; 119 8), but it has already added
to it the pernicious heading by a later Nakdan which erroneously
states that there are twenty-two instances only of this unique
conibination with -b»r.

' Comp. (1) B^ar^Ki Jerem. 46 6; o^l'^H l Kings 18 40; (2) «t-'?ki

2 Chron. 15 7; WT-Ijk Zeph. 3 16; (3) «»p«f|-Vin 2 Chron. .32 15; "'aKFi-'?K

Micah7 6; (4) '^Onn-^lO Jerem. 61 3; '^DHft-SK Jerem, SO 14; (5) Bn-'7«i Provli 6;
».?-'?« Ptov, 4 27; (6) wnFi-^»i Josh. 10 25, «ftnw-^x Jsa, 51 7; Jerem. 10 2;
(7) n?Da-^Ki Prov, 5 7, ^-MC^-^K 1 Sam, 12 20; (8) ^DR-hm Prov. 8 33; ^pon-^K
Levit. 10 6; (9) 3^?.r^«l Prov, 6 8, aipR-'jK Exod,3 5; (10) wis'*"n-'?KiJerem, « 21,
iHVR-^H Ezra 9 12; (11) ft3'Pi-^Ki i Kings 13 22, HB'fl-^K Levit, 10 9; Judg,13 14;
(12) 'nsffl-^Ki Judg. 13 4, 'pB'fl-^K Judg. 13 7,

2 Comp, nj'D-lfl-fjMi Jerem. 14 17; wb;-^K) Ps. 69 28; iWb'b-^ki Esther 4 16,

rpn = § 507.

^•>] pJ i" • Seven words respectively occxit ttoice combined tenth

-bKi. This List I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis
only, letter k, § 410. It has, suffered at the hands of later
Nakdanim in exactly the same way as the preceding Rubric, As
there are no fewer than fifteen such pairs, it is evident that the
seven here given simply represent the first attempt of the
original Massorite to collect the instances which exhibit this
peculiarity. A later Nakdan, however, mistook the List as final
and hence added the heading which erroneously fixes the number
at seven. The following eight pairs are omitted:

w?V?i'^ Neh, 8 10, 11 HBai-Vin given in § 508

iri^r^Kl Deut 20 8; 31 6 IIIPi-^K] 2 Kings 18 26; Isa, 36 11

iKfiB-^Ki given in § 511 ts'aPi-fjKi Prov. 1 8; 6 20
iJn?|-^Ki Deut. 2 9, 19 "^ft-^Ki Jerem. 25 6; .35 15

Most of the respective pairs which are catalogued in the
incipient List as well as of those which are omitted from it, are
given as separate Rubrics on the respective passages in the MS.
Massorahs.

n'pfl = § 508.

HbD^^KII and let not him make trust, occurs ttoice. Of this
Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, but which
constitutes one of the omitted pairs in § 507, I collated two Lists:
(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1366, on Isa. 36 15 which I have printed
and (II) Vienna Codex No. 35 on 2 Kings 18 30.

J3"pn = § 509.

|riri"T5K1 and do not give, occurs three times. Of this Rubric
I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 135a, on Deut 21 8,

which I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah on Joel 2 17.

»"pn = § 510.

*TOPr)"7Kn and do not stay, occurs ttoice. This forms the
seventh pair in § 507.

K'-'pfl = § 511.

iJ«|ir)"^Kl and do not desire, occurs ttoice .... and once it is

-^K without the Vav prefix. This pair, which is omitted in § 507, is

from the printed Massorah on Prov. 24 1.

3'»pn = § 512.

"?K occurs twice in a secular sense in the Scriptures. That
is, this expression which normally diBnotes the. divine name God,
is in these two instances abnormally the shortened form of the
secular pronoun n>K thes^:. This Rubric, which does not occur in
the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2896,
on Ezra 5 15, It will be seen that the Kethiv in Ezra 5 15 ha^
the normal pronoun n^ It is the Keri which is bir and the
Massorah as usual does not recognise the textual reading.
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r»pn - § 618.

hnn is in eight passage, vted for n^ these. That is, this

triliteraiVith exactiy the same vowel-points, which in aU the

other nineteen instances where it occurs, denotes Ood, is in

these eight passages used as the pronoun r^ these. Of this

Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 6710-11, VoL I, fol. Ho, on Gen. 19 8 which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., VoL I, fol. 16a, on Gen. 26 3; (IH)

the same MS., Vol. I, foL 766, on Levit 18 27; (IV) the same

MS., Vol. I, foL ll7fl. on Deut 7 22; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 176,

on Gen. 26 8; (VI) Orient 2349, foL 134o, on Deut 19 ll;

(VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 88, and (VHI) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 26 3.
u t • *

Though the heading of this Rubric is in most of the Lasts

either "jin pw"? 'n or n^Kpwb'n yet at the end of Lists I and II

where the Massorite refers to the two instances without the prefix

He (§ 512) he states that the Sevir is n^K. The printed Massorah,

too, on Gen. 19 25, where it simply gives the heading of this

Rubric and refers to Gen. 26 3 for the Lists, emphatically states

that the Seoir is rf!>n in all these instances. The same fact the

printed Massorah 'repeats on Gen. 26 8 where the List is duly

given.

T»pn - § 614a.

-^K to, or agairut. For both -b^ and -bRi in this Verte the Sevir

i» T^ against A«- and rvb^ and against her. This Rubric, which I

have printed in the Massorah, VoL m, p. 1, § 514, is from my

own MS. on Jerem. 51 3. For other variations on this passage see

the Introduction to the MassoreHco- Critical edition of the Hebrew

Bible, pp. 817, 529.

T'pn - § 6146.

b^ hii* In seven in^ances the texttuil reading or Keihiv is -b^f

unto, a^ the official reading or Ken is -«?S upon .... About aU of

them, however, there is a difference of opinion, but the last two are

80 read by the Swra%. This Rubric, which is of supreme importance

to textual criticism, I have found only in the St Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916 on Ezek. 13 2. It discloses the following

facts- (1) In four of the seven passages, where this Rubric states

that the textual reading is -hn, viz. 1 Kings 20 43; Cant 2 17;

Dan 9 17- Neh. 3 37, it is -S? in the textus receptus; (2) three of

these seven passages, which are described as having
\^'^l'^^*

viz Eiek. 13 2; Dan. 9 17; Neh. 8 37, have no such official

marginal reading in the textus receptus; but in aU these three

passages ^V is the substantive reading according to the Eastern

recension without the textual readitig or Kethiv -bif, (3) in the

two passages where the Westerns read -htf and the Easterns -hf

(Ezek 13 17; Neh. 8 37) neither of these Schools accordmg to

the officialList exhibits an alternative reading or Kethiv and Ke,i^

and (4) the printed Massorah Parva on Ezek. 13 2 which refers

to the existence of these variations, but does not enumerate them,

not only states that there are five, but what is more important

•calls these Keris by the interchangeable name Sevinn (•ri-'?j

^V rrao). That these simply represent the few instances which

were preserved in one School of textual redactors, and that

there are many more instances where the Sevir on -^»« »n"St

Tave been -hi is evident from Josh. 16 18; 17 4; 1 Sam. 24 7;

2 Sam. 1 24; Jerem. 30 4; 33 14; 86 15, 17; Ezek. 12 19; 17 2;

21 7 &C. In several of these instances some MSS. and editions

read -bv as may be seen from the notes on these passages in

my edition of the Bible.

Another important Rubric, recording the variations which were

preserved in the different Massoretic Schools with regard to 'b\^

and -hv, I found ih the splendid Codex marked No.1—3 of A.D.1286

in the National Library, Paris on Josh. 6 14. It is as follows:

aiei. '»i 2 Sam. 14 M "01 "^ ^w nmo'j :hn 'J>
nn?r*n nprnn lia. V t vvm* ^'' ^°*^ * **

The latter U -hv in the textus receptus and -^ according to

the Easterns.

> Bwides the omdal List, we have the «<>"o^»»« *»t«'*'*|°«JSI?*
'°

the printed Massorah on Neh. » 37. ,«rS« '-"^ .«»r^
l^^f^

'»™ ^"'^

osir^Ki '1DH '»nim. Here, therefore, no mentton Is made of a K^luv and Ken.

ropn - § 616.

^, In three passages in the Bmtateuch -hK is taken to denote

^....The Sura% add a fomiJt, viz. Gen. 41 55. I have mislaid

the reference to the MS. from which this Rubric is taken.

ropn - § 616.

"SK 'TDB 1» In four verses the preposition -^« occurs first

three tim^ and is followed by M- That is, the prepositions foUow

this order and no regard is had to the fact that two instances

only are strictly in accordance with the heading (2 Sam. 14 38;

Ezek. 10 2), and that in the third passage (Jerem. 48 21) the

third -b» and -h^ have both the prefix Vav, whilst in the fourth

passage '(Neh. 4 8) the second -b* is with this prefix. Of this

Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Add. 15,251, foL 423a, on Neh. 4 8 which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 381 6, on the same passage; (lU) Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 354 and (IV) the printed Massorah on

Ezek. 10 2. With the exception of List III all the other Lists

state in the heading that there are four verses only which

exhibit this peculiarity. Lists II and IV, however, give the

catchwords for the fourth verses n-Mcn "jw tr^m "jk -naKi oipKi nir.

As these words represent two distinct verses of the same chapter,

•viz. Neh. 4 8 and 13, List III states more corractiy that there

are five such verses and properly separates the catchwords into

two instances. The heading in List, H, viz. "jk bin ^Ki Vie 'DB "i

which is also given in' the Massorah Parva of the same MS. is

manifestiy diie to a clerical error.

rpn - § 517.

^Kl *?« In three verses the preposition -«?k is followed four

times by this'preposition with th^ prefix, i. e. by -b^. Here too the

sequence of four times -bw} with the prefix after -bi(, is emphasised

though in one verse (Jerem. 27 3) h^ without the prefix occurs

again after the four instances with the prefix. Of this Rubric

I collated three Lists: (I) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 355; (11) the

printed Massorah on Jerem. 27 8 and (HI) the printed Massorah

FinaUs, letter k, § 894. Not only is the heading in List HI wrong

•?»< bm bvi b» crpiDB % but the catchword on"'??! is a clerical error

for onnbw - Jerem. 27 3. The Massorah FinaUs, letter k, § 391,

also mentions this Rubric and refers to the Massorah on

Jerem. 27 8 for the List But here too the heading in the

Massorah Finalis bn btr, b»r "tki "rir «» 'icb 'J is incorrect, since it is

in one passage only (Jerem. 27 3) tiiat «?!( follows the four

instances of "jic and the manifest design of tiie Massorah is to

catalogue the four instances of bvn after «?»t It is evident that

Jacob b. Chayim did not see that Rubrics 91 and 94 in his

Massorah Finalis and the Massorah on Jerem. 27 3 are identicaL

n'»pn - § 618.

bn bp bn* In seven verses the preposition b\f occurs first, ihen

bi and^thenb^ again. Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, seven

in MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, VoL I, foL 6a,

on Gen. 8 9 which I have printed; (H) the same MS., VoL I,

foL 203a, on 2 Sam. 11 n ;
(HI) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 13a, on

Josh. 18 16; (IV) the pame MS., foL 806, on 1 Kings 6 8; (V) the

same MS., foL 95 a, on 1 Kings 20 30; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 36

on Gen. 8 9; (VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 158; (VHI) Pans

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 353; (IX) the printed Massorah on Gen. 8 9

and (X) the same on Josh. 18 IC.

^•"'pn = § 619.

b}9 bp bn* In eighteen verses the preposition -«?*( occurs first

and is ihen'folhtoed twice by bv.. Of this Rubric I collated thirteen

Lists, ten in MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

foL 286, on Gen. 42 21 which I have printed; (H) the same MS.,

VoL I, foL 626, on Exod. 40 20; (IH) Arund. Orient 16, foL 4 1 6,

on 1 Sam. 16 1; (IV) the same MS., foL 90 6, on 1 Kings 15 20;

(V) the same MS., foL 1276, on Isa. 22 15; (VI) the same MS.,

foL 3796, on Neh. 1 6; (VH) Add. 21,160, foL 48a, on Gen. 42 21;

(VIII) the same MS., foL 112a, on Exod. 28 80; (IX) tiie same

MS., foL 2726, on Deut 11 29; (X) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I,

§ 168; (XI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 361; (XII) the printed

Massorah on Exod. 40 20; and (XIH) tiie printed Massorah

Finalis, letter », § 171.

Lists II, IV, VI, XI and XHI head tiiis Rubric 'Mtt-^-

nineteen verses and give Ezek. 48 21 as one of tiie verses.

D'pn = § 620.

bV\ bPI bv b^* Four verses in this book [L e. Jeremiah]

are alike" in'that'the "preposition b^ occurs first and is ihen fotl-^ved

several times by bv the first without the prefix Vav and the others are tctth

it. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Orient 1474, fol. 11 6, on Jerem. 7 20. One instance only, vii.

Jerem. 44 20, exactly answers to tiie heading. In the first and
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aeoond passages ^^^ is followed once by -bp and three times by

•bg^ whilst in the fourth passage it is followed six times by

-^yi. The design of the Massorah is simply to emphasise the

uniform sequence of -bf after the solitary -^jt

K'3pn = § 521a—d.

^?K« Words which retpeelively occur once only preceded ty thU

prepoeUion. That is, in the exceptional instances where these words

occur again in combination with this preposition, it is -^ki with

the prefix Vav.

The four Rubrics which are here marked §§ 521a, 52 1 i,

621c and 521(2 show in a striking manner the gradual development

Qf the Massorah. The first fragment, which catalogues twelve

instances only, discloses the fact tnat the original Massorite

collated the words in this combination which begin with He and

that he designed it as a part of an alphabetical List. But in the

Massorah of the ancient Codex Orient. 4445, fol. 137a, on

Numb. 17 28, where fourteen instances exhibiting this peculiarity

are given, they are still without alphabetical order nor are they

arranged according to the sequence of the books. In Rubric 521 6,

however, we have already the instances which the compiler of

this List collated, arranged in a limited alphabet. But he too, like

the compilers of the fragments, furnished no heading nor does

he give the catchwords for the respective passages. It will be

seen that he gives two words only to represent letter He and

that neither is among the twelve given in § 521a as representing

combinations with words which begin with this letter.

The most developed form of this Massorah is exhibited in

§ 521c. Not only are the different letters which compose the

alphabet increased in number, but the List is supplied with a

heading and catchwords are given in each instance to facilitate

the identification of the respective passages. Because letter Vav

is not represented, this alphabetical List is described in the

heading as yfy^ « incomplete, I e. wanting this letter. Of this

Rubric I collated four Lists, one, in MS. and three printed:

(I) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § J 56, which I have printed;

(H) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 77; (III) the printed Massorah on

2 Kings 17 4 and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 412.

Rubric 62id which is from Harley 6710-11, VoLI, fol. 17a,

on €ren. 27 9 is remarkable. This List does not record the

instances which exhibit this combination alphabetically as is the

case in the former recensions, but acioording to the order of the

books. It is, therefore, evident that the two different recensions

do not emanate from one and the same School of Massorites.

It will be seen ^at the two recensions of the Lists, viz.

the alphabetical and the book sequence vary in the number of

instances which they respectively record as exhibiting this

combination. List 521 6 gives ; thirty-two. List 521c givies sixty,

whilst List 521(2 gives fifty-seven. When it is stated that there

are nearly five hundred such unique combinations with -^k it

will readily be conceded that even the longest List gives simply

a fragment of the actual number, and that the original Massorites

left it to their colleagues gradually to complete the Rubric.

In 521(2 Judg. 7 17 should be Judg. 7 G.

3'3pn - § 622a—ft.

^K* The foUowing taords throughout the Scriptures are always

eominned with -hn, hut never with -^^. Though § 522a, which is

from Arund. Orient 16, foL 196 &, on Ezek. 44 30, has no heading

in the MS. the heading of the identical Rubric 522b, which is

from the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 402, emphatically

states that this Massorah records words which occur several times

in combination with •*?», but never with 'b^ It is, therefore,

designed as a contrast to the preceding Rubric. That Rubric

registers words which occur once only in combination with -htf,

bat when they occur again combined with this preposition, they

are preceded by -bifi with the prefix Vav.

Accordingly both recensions of this List which are arranged

alphabetically, the one exhibiting an incomplete alphabet with

nineteen instances, and the other a complete one with thirty

instances, suffer from serious corruptions: (1) They contain six

instances which severally occur once only and which, therefore,

belong to the preceding Rubric, viz. ^aa-"?!* Exod. 86 2; yrr^-b^

Judg. 19 22; D^a-^(t I Sam 1 19; wri^-^K Numb. 38 18; •'(Olpfi-^

Numb. 24 11 and rit:^* Neh. 8 13. This is evident from the fact

that there are more than four hundred and seventy unique

combinations with -^ which do not occur with -hvn; (2) though

the heading distinctly declares that none of the words recorded

in this Massorah occur with -bir, no fewer than six are combined

with -f?jn, viz. r|py|t-V>n i Sam.' 28 8, 26; ?ij«rr-^ Josh. 21 i;

Hag. 1 1; 2 2; loipo-^|n EccL 1 5; rr^bx] Isa. 51 2^ ntrrb^,

Jerem. 3 6; Zech. 3 10; n^iiri-bKi Neh. 1 11 and (8) three

combinations are recorded which do not occur in the textus

reeeptus, viz. -pair^K -ajT^rar^K and -["sa-^. In the received text we

have once aK'brnr^Ki (Exod. 36 2). It is more than probable that these

corruptions are due to a later Nakdan who arranged the original

materials alphabetically. Mistaking the import of this Massorah

he added these instances in order to obtain a respectable alphabet

rDpn = § 523.

7X» Words which are exceptionally combined with -^k, but

which are normally in construction with the preposition -bp. Of

this Rubric I collated the following Lists: (I) In the Dikduke

Ha-Teamim edited by Baer and Strack, § 74, pp. 68—71, which

I have printed; (EL) Bodl. MS. No. 179, fol. 5a, which I have

printed in the Massorah VoL III, p. 1, § 523; (IH) Codex Tzufut-

Kale No. 17 which I have printed in Vol. HI, p. 292, § 93; (IV)

Codex Tzufut-Kale No. 15 which I have printed in Vol. Ill, p. 305,

§ 45; (V) British Museum Orient 4227, fol. 278&, where it forms

part of the mpnrjibn and (VI) the separate portions of it in the

Massorah in Orient 4445; on Gen. 42 17, fol. 32a; on Numb. 4 12,

fol. 120a; on Numb. 31 8, foL 151a—6.

T3pn = § 524a -fc.

^P f^K» An alphahetical List of words which respectively occur

twice, once preceded by ->?»( and once by -"??. The earlier portions

of this Rubric, viz. 524 a

—

g, as is the (jase in Rubric 521, furnish

again an illustration of the gradual manner in which the Massorah

was developed. In Orient 4445, fols. 83a, 151 &, where the two

primitive fragments of this Massorah are given on Gen. 39 17

and Numb. 31 8, the first recording nineteen pairs and the

second nine pairs, the attempt to arrange the comparatively few

instances in alphabetical order is still very irregular. More

successful are the fragments consisting respectively of fourteen,

three, four, seven, five and twenty pairs in § 524a

—

g which I

have printed from Harley 5710—11, on Gen. 48 22; Exod. 2 15;

Numb. 36 8; Exod. 9 14; 1 Chron. 13 7; Vol. I, fols. 33a, 866,

40a, Vol. II, fol. 139 a, as well as from Arund. Orient 16, fols. 76i,

377a, on 1 Kings 1 23 and Ezra 8 17.

In §§ 624^ and 524t we have already these pairs ranged

in alphabetical order. But even here the Lists do not contain

all the instances in the Bible. List 524 A gives thirty-two pairs

only, whilst List 624t, which is from the St Petersburg Codex of

A. D. 916, on Ezek. 21 26 and which, therefore, exhibits the

oldest alphabet, not only gives one example for each letter, but

omits the pair for letter Ayin (r) and as no. instances exist to

represent letter Vav (i), records twenty pairs only.

The most complete Rubric is that given in
, § 524X; and

the extensive catchwords attached to each passage show thajt- it

is a later recension. Of it I collated three Lists: (I) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah I, § 2, which I have printed; (H) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah

§ 2, and (IH) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 413. Lists

I and in are identical. They not only tabulate the same seventy-

two pairs, but give the same catchwords, thus affording anoUier

conclusive proof that Jacob b. Chayim took the greater part of

his Massoretic Lists from this recension of the Ochlah Ve-Ochlah

as stated by Levita.

This extensive Rubric, however, contains passages some of

which are erroneous and some which cannot be reconciled

with the present textus reeeptus. There are also omissions in it

which are manifestly due to the oversight of the compiler, as

will be seen from the following analysis: (I) the combination

wnir^ does not occur, •utik is twice preceded by the preposition,

and in both instances it is -bp. Moreover it is w-n^ the singular

in one passage (Gen. 42 21) and n^nit the plural in the other

(1 Chron. 13 2). Yet this pair is not only given in all the three

Lists of 624fc, but in § 524o; § b2ig and § 524^; (2) Bipr*?? the

second of the fifth pair does not occur, though it is not only

given in all the three Lists of 521fc, but in § 624a, and § 524^;

(8) npartK which is the first of the thirteenth pair and in

all the three Lists of 524 X; and in § 624 A, occurs twice

(Josh. 6 8; 1 Sam. 10 5) and hence does not belong to these

unique combinations; (4) njnarr^j which is given as the second of

the twenty-seventh pair in Lists I and III of Rubric 624 X;* as

well as in § 524 &, does not occur and is omitted in List 11 of

Rubric 624ik; (5) a««"-«?p which is given as the s^nd of the

thirty-ninth pair not only in all the three Lists o| Rubric 624 X;,

but in § 524 A, does not occur. The pair to it, which is a^^yi

(Zech. 12 10) with the prefix Vav does not belong to this Rubric;

(6) r9i«»po-^ which is given as the first member of the fifty-third
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pair both in Lists I and III does not occur, whilst nsK^a-Sp the

pair to it occurs three times (Ezra 3 8; 1 Chron, 9 19; 23 4);

(7) the first member of the fifty-fourth pair is ntoya-'?Ki with
Vav prefix which is against the import of this Massorah and
yet it is given in all the three Lists of Rubric 524 fc (8) "i^-bs

the second member of the sixteenth pair does not occur. The
instance here given in all the three Lists of Rubric b2ik is

"z^-bj?-! with the prefix Vav which is contrary to the import of

this Massorah, and (9) i'^p-bvi the first member of the sixty-

seventh pair which is given in Lists I and III of Rubric 524 fc

does not occur and though it is omitted in List II of this

Rubric it is given in the first fragment of the ancient Codex
Orient. 4445, fol. 83a, on Exod. 39 17.

The following four pairs are omitte^ (1) im-b^ Levit. 13 2,

nri»-by Gen. 23 2; (2) nin3ton-'?K Isa. 17 8, n^rowrrbv 2 Kings 23 20;

(3) Bi'-bK 1 Chron. 16 23, Bl'-bjr i Sam. 26 8 and (4) rre-^K Zech. 6 8,

.'TB-'?? 1 Kings 7 31.

n-Dpn = § 525.

"^P '"^^5 Ten worda for twenty pairs] are twice preceded by

•bvi and twice by -bv.. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in

MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 36&, on
Exod. 4 18 which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 313fl,

on Ps. 115 1; (III) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 156; (IV) Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 88 »and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter r, § 168.

T'Dpn = § 526.

"T^P"] "7P "^K* 8ix groups of words are respectively preceded

once by -bvi^ once by -br and once by -bv]. Of this Rubric I collated

eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,
Vol. I, fol. 41 &, on Exod. 12 22 which I have printed; (II) the

same MS. Vol. II, fol. 576, on Jerem. 36 29; (III) Orient. 4445,

fol. 526, on Exod. 12 22; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 34a, on
Judg. 21 6; (V) the same MS., fol. 2775, on 2 Chron. 32 9;

(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, I § 156; (VII) Paris Ochlah Ve-
Ochlah § 89 and (VIII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letters, § 169.

rspn = § 527.

^''riDK^T'K to thy fathers, occurs tivice combined in the

Scriptures. The design of this Massorah is to safeguard the

reading -bvi in 2 Chron. 34 28, since both some MSS. and the

editio princeps of the Hagiographa read it -b$ in accordance with
the parallel passage in 2 Kings 22 20. Of this Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 171a, on 2 Chron. 34 28 which
1 have printed and (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 196, on Gen. 15 15.

n-Dpn = § 528.

ilD jSri^K into the land, occurs six times in this combination.

The design of this Massorah is two -fold. It is to guard it against

the normal expression pKrr'pK into the land or country, since this

is the sense in five out of the six passages which constitute this

Rubric. And in the second place it is to safeguard this excep-
tional combination of the preposition -bn with nonKn, since in all

the other twenty-two passages where nanKn is preceded by the
preposition it is -b^ and not -b»^

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley r.710— 11, Vol. II, fol. 565, on Jerem. 35 15
which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 835, on 1 Kings
8 34; (III) the same MS., fol. 1705, on Jerem. 35 15; (IV) Add
15,251, fol. 122a, on Deut. 31 20; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah ij

§ 159; (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 81 and
(VII) the same letter k, § 422.

» Comp. Gen. 7 8; Exod. 10 6; 20 12; Xuinb. 11 12; Deut. 4 10, 40;
5 16; 7 13; 11 9, 21; 12 1; 25 15; 28 11; 30 18, 20; 31 13; 32 47; 1 Sam. 20 31;'

2 Sam. 17 12; Isa. 24 21; Jerem. 2fi 6; Ezek. 88 2>K

In the second place it is to safeguard the combination -bn

with na*!K, since in the other six passages, where nanK is preceded
by the preposition, it is -br and not -b«.^

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 775, on Ezek. 12 19 which
I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 179a, on Ezek. 20 42;

(III) the same MS., fol. 183a, on Ezek. 37 12; (IV) Vienna Codex
No. 35 on Ezek. 20 42; (V) the same Codex on Ezek. 37 12 and
(VI) the printed Massorah on Ezek. 12^ 1 9.

Lists III, IV, V and VI head the Rubric h nonK-'?tf! na-iK-'jK

which is more correct, since in three instances the preposition

has the prefix Vav (Ezek. 13 9; 20 38; 25 3), whilst Lists II and
VI have also Kiroa h = eight times in this book because all the

instances occur in Ezekiel.

> Comp. Ezek. 12 22; 18 2; 33 24; 36 6; 38 18, 19.

ypn = § 530.

D''(^^K"T'i<{ to God, occurs three times in the Pentateuch and in

the Prophets and three times in the Psalms. In all the other
twenty instances where this combination occurs, it is D",i'?Kn-'?»c

with the article. The three passages in the Psalms are 55 17;

62 2; 84 8. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is not quite correct since o"ri^K-'?K occurs four times

in the Pentateuch and the Prophets, Hos. 3 1 is here omitted.

I mislaid the reference to the MS. from which it is taken.

H'bpn = § 531.

ni?3*lK"^K to the four, occurs four times. This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 1474,

fol. 795, on Ezek. 10 11. It is designed to exclude the Keri ra-ix

in Ezek. 46 21 which is to be found in some MSS. and is given

in the St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916:

2"bpn = § 532.

IIXn^KI |"lKiT'^K to the ark, occurs three times. That is

in three instances p«rr is preceded by -^k without and with the

prefix Vav. In the other eight passages, where it is in combination
with the preposition, it is -b$ and not -bH.^ This Rubric is from
the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 710.

' Comp. Exod. 25 21;

13 10; 2 Chron. 6 8.

40 3, 20, 20; Levit. 16 2; 1 Kings 8 7; 1 Chron.

tS'Dpn = § 529.

i^tt |K"7K to the land of [Israel], occurs eight times in this

combination [in Ezekiel]. The same two-fold reason which is at
the basis of the preceding Massorah also underlies this Rubric.
It is designed in the first place to safeguard this combination
against the interchangeable phrase ^jnftr j^k -'?k. This is evident
from the following Massorah in Arund, Orient' 1«, fol. 184 a, on
Ezek. 27 17 throughout this book [Ezekiel] it is bw^^_ na-iK except in
three instances where it is b^niB^fM, viz. Ezek. 27 17; 40 2; 47 18.

»

bit «3»i2n d'hSk niinaa htmtr jmn min» b»Di Wuc p* Jbb htnv nom mao bs »

.ptn f2D onp rum htrten pn

2'bpn = § 533.

J^KrP!?K to the land, occursfour times in this combination

in the other passages in this book it is n^n"^?- '^^^^^ *s, in these
four passages only is p»-r preceded by -bvi in Genesis, whilst in

the thirty-one other instances where it is combined with the

preposition it is -bs ' and not -^r. This Rubric is from the printed
Massorah on Gen. 12 1 where it is given twice.

' Comp. Gen. 1 11, 15, 17, 20, 26, 28, 30; 2 5; 6 12, 17; 7 4, 6, 10, 12, 14,

17, 18, 19, 21, 21, 24; 8 1, 17, 17, 19; d 14, 16, 17; 19 23; 41 34; 42 6.

Tbpn = § 534.

piKri"7'K» Throughout Leviticus it is fnKrrby except in three

instances where it is y9K^b% In Leviticus, where jnwi is eleven times
preceded by the preposition, it is in eight instances fnKrr^y » and
in three passages only is it combined with -«?k. Hence the
Massorah records the exceptional combination. This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,251,
fol. 76a, on Levit. 19 23.

« Comp. I^vU. 11 2, 21, 29, 41, 42, 44, 46; 25 18.

•T^pfl = § 535.

P^KTr^K occurs five times in this book, i. e. Ezekiel. In
Ezekiel jn^n is seven times preceded by -^y' and six t'mes by
-b^ The Massorah, therefore, catalogues the minority. This Rubric,
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 1474,
fol. 835, on Ezek. 14 19, and is designed to exclude the Eastern
reading rwrbt in 14 19. It is remarkable that Ezek. 13 14 which is

also n^CT^K is omitted. The meaningless addition o'oo 'This\ at

the end of the Rubric is simply intended to fill up the line in

the MS.

> Comp. Ezek. 14 17; 24 7; 2C 16; I 18; 3S 8; M 18; S7 26.
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ripn = § 536a.

yyfT'hp '|nKrr7K» This Rubric, which records the in-

stances in the Pentateuch where pKn is preceded by the pre-

position 'bvt and where it Is combined with -^y, does not occur

in the printed Massorah in this separate form. I have printed

it from the Massorah in the Vienna Codex No. 35 on Exod. 16 14.

We have already seen that Rubrics 533 and 534 catalogue

the instances in Genesis and Leviticus. These separate Lists

exhibit the original form in which the Massorites laboured on
the individual books of the Bible. The Rubric before us embraces
the whole Pentateuch and shows the artificial manner in which
the several Lists have been linked together at a later period.

Genem. — In Genesis, where the combination y^yb$ is the

rule and fitn-bH the exception, the Massorites record the

exception. Vide supra, § 533.

Exodus. — In Exodus, where fn^'T^** occurs three times

(6 8; 13 25; 33 1) and f^rrb^ once only, the exceptional instance

is safeguarded.

Leviticus. — In Leviticus, where p«n-^y occurs eight times

and y^b* tliree times only, the minority is registered. Vide

supra, § 534.

Numbers and Devieronomy are joined together. In these two
books fjKrrbK is the rule. It occurs no fewer than twenty-nine

times,! whilst the combination fnKrr'?p occurs eleven times only,

the Massorah registers the minority.

> Comp. n.Hn-'^K Numb. 13 27; 14 3, 8, 16, 24, 30; 15 18; 20 12, 24; 82 7, 9;

34 2; Deut. 2 29; 4 21; 6 10; 7 1; 9 2; 11 29; 17 14; 18 9; 26 1, 3; 27 2, 3;

30 5; 31 7, 21, 23; 32 52.

rbpn = § 5865.

This Rubric is a still further development and records
these combinations throughout the whole Bible. With the

exception of the difference in the arrangement of the catchwords,
the part which catalogues the instances in Genesis, Exodus and
Leviticus is the same. The other two books, however, viz.

Numbers and Deuteronomy, this Massorah combines with Joshua,
Judges and Samuel. When it is borne in mind that fnKrrbK occurs
once only in Joshua (1 2) and once in Judges (2 1) and that it

does not occur at all in Samuel, whilst pKn-*?? does not occur
at all in Joshua and Judges and only once in Samuel, it will be
seen that the sentence and throughout the rest of the Pentateuch,

Joshua, Judges and Samuel it is likewise p»T''l' except in

twelve instances where it is pKTi-^y, which groups these books
together, is not only highly artificial, but misleading to those
who are not conversant with the language of the Massorah.

Khigs. — In Kings, where f'^Krb^ occurs five times » and
pKrr^H once, the single instance is safeguarded.

Isaiah. — In Isaiah, where pKn-^x occurs twice (36 10;

61 6) and y^*rrb:s twice, the former is recorded.

Jeremiah. — In Jeremiah, where yy^rrbii occurs eight times

(3 18; 16 13; 22 26, 28; 24 6; 26 9, I3;"6b 21) and pKrr«?^ twice
only, the minority is given.

Etekiel. — This book is artificially divided into two parts
for the purpose of Massoretic annotation in connection with this

Rubric. In the first part, which includes Ezek. 1—21 pKrr^R
occurs five times (13 14; 14 19; 20 15, 28, 42) and y^bs
only once, the single instance is recorded. In the second
part of Ezekiel, however, where pKrrfjp is the rule and where
it occurs six times (24 7; 26 16; 28 18; 33 3; 36 18; 37 25)
and f^K^bv, the exception and. where it occurs once only, the
single instance is recorded.

In the rest of the Scriptures, where f^Krrbn is the rule and
where it occurs no fewer than fourteen times' whilst r^rr^K occurs
twice only, the exception is recorded-

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Halle Ochlah Ve-
Ochlah I, § 160 which I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah
Finalis, letter x, § 74s. The latter portion of this Rubric, which
treats on the second part of Ezekiel and the rest of the
Scriptures, is also given separately in the printed Massorah on
Ezekiel 14 17. The catchwords taniwoD bra ry-n - Ezek. 26 16, which
are not only given in both the complete Lists, but also in the
fragment, are manifestly a mistake for BTnrjKO ni^ = 27 29.

' Comp. n??"^ 1 Kings 8 27; 2 Kings 11 3; 1& 19; 18 25; 23 33.
» Comp. n??"^ Hag. 1 11; Ps. 103 11; 105 16; Ecd. 5 1; 8 14, 16; 10 7;

11 2, 3; 12 7; Esther 10 1; 1 Ohron. 2» 16; 2 Chron. 6 18; 22 12.

Vbpr\ = § 537.

trUOK to his land, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does
not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient* 16,

fol. 184 a, on Isa. 87 7. As this phrase occurs .four times in the
textus receptus, it is remarkable that this Model Codex should
omit 1 Kings 22 36 and Isa. 13 14. The omission of 1 Kings 22 36
may be due to the fact that some ancient Codices read it

lantr^Ki instead of the present reading lariK-^K Bhjtv This is attested
not only by the Septuagint and Vulgate, but'by the editio princeps
of the Prophets, Soncino 1485, and the first edition of the
Bible, Soncino 1488. For the omission of Isaiah 13 14 I cannot
account

n'^pn = § 588.

^^tf'^^K whither, occurs Jive times. Of this Rubric I collated
ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710— li.

Vol. I, fol. 57a, on Exod. 32 34 which I have printed; (II) the
same MS., Vol I, fol. 109 a, on Numb. 33 54; (III) the same MS.,
Vol. II, fol. 706, on Ezek. 1 12; (IV) the same MS., Vol. H,
fol. 986, on Ezek. 42 14; (V) the same MS., VoL n, fol. 2586,
on Ruth 1 16; (VI) Orient 4445, fol. 75 6, on Exod. 32 34;
(VII) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1946, on Ezek. 42 14; (VIII) Halle
Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 159; (IX) the. printed Massorah on Exod.
32 34 and (X) the same on Ezek. 1 12.

O'^pn = § 639.

pSS^^ to Babylon, occurs six limes in this combination in
the Scriptures. That is, to distinguish it from the ten instances where
it is ba?-"??.* Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS.
and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, foL 69a, on Jerem.
61 60 which I have printed; (II) the St Petersburg Codex of
A. D. 916 on Jerem. 60 1; (HI) the same Codex on Jerem. 51 60;
(IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 159, an(f (V) the printed
Massorah Finalis, letter «, § 423.

' Comp. his-h^ Jerem. 50 9, 13, 14; 51 1, 11, 29, 35, 42, 48, 66.

O'pfl = § 540.

r)^3rr7K to the House. Throughout Isaiah and Kings it is

always n^an-"?? except in four instances in Kings. That is rrsri which
is eighteen times combined with the preposition in Kings and
Isaiah is in fourteen instances preceded by -b^^ and in four
passages only by -«?K. Hence the Massorah safeguards the
minority, and thereby excludes the Kei-i -b$ in l Kings 8 29
which was the official reading according to some Schools of
textual redactors, as is evident from the important Codex Add.
21,161. This Rubric is from the printed Massorah Finalis letters,

§ 158. It is also given in Arund. Orient 16, fol. 83a, on l Kings
8 29, where the heading is simply 'bos -i n^an b^ For a fuller
development of this Rubric see letter y, § 406, Vol. H, p. 397.

J Comp. n?an-S? i Kings 4 6; 8 43; 16 9; 18 3; 2 Kings 10 6; 12 13-
15 6; 18 18, 87; 19 2; Isa. 22 16; 36 8, 22; 37 2.

K'Opfl = § 541.

^^5"^^ *o <*« house of, is tunce taken in the sense of into the
house of. That is, in these two passages, where T.nbn is preceded
by n-a-bK, it ought to be n-aa and is so given in Onkelos, as it

is in the second clauses of Gen. 39 20, in verse 23 and in Gen. 40 5.

y^pn = § 642.

fT'S'^K to the house of, occursfour times in Jeremiah, n-a, which
is in six instances combined with the preposition in Jeremiah, is

twice preceded by -b? (3 18; 22 6) and four times by -^k. It is

remarkable that the Massorah, contrary to its usual method,
safeguards here the majority. This may be due to the fact that
in Jeremiah 33 14 we should naturally expect rva-^y as is evident
from the next clause. It is, however, probable that the five passages,
where n'a is preceded by -«3?i with the prefix Vav, are included
(Jerem. 6 1; 33 14; 48 22, 23, 23). Of this Rubric I collated two
Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 169a, on Jerem. 33 14 and (H) the
printed Massorah on the same passage.

J'Opn = § 643.

fT<^-^^ <o tHe house of, occurs ihree times in the Minor Pro^iets.
In the Minor Prophets, where n^a is eleven times combined with
the preposition without and with the prefix Vav, it is seven times
preceded by -bp ' and four times by -»?k without and with the prefix
Vav. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2186, on Zech. 5 4. The omission

1 Comp. n«a-^ Hosea 1 4;
n?"^ Zech. 18 4.

Amos 3 16; 7 9, 16; Zeeh. 12 10 and
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of Micah 4 2 is u^accountable, since thid Rubric includes •«Mr with

the prefix Vav, as is evident from Zech. 6 4 which is counted

twice and where the second instance in this verse is -b|^.

TOpn = § 644.

ST2 *?P1 'TPS^^ «iwn the house of, and upon the lunue of.

In thirteen ^t^ges ff'the Sa-ipturet r'? w preceded by -"?? wUhout

and tvith the prefix Vav ...... . Jn Kings, Isaiah, Jeremiah and in

the Twelve Minor Prophets it is likewise so except in eleven instances

where it is preceded by -b^ without and with the prefix Vav.

To understand this Rubric it is necessary to remark

(1) that n'3, which occurs ninety-five times in combination with

the preposition, is in sixty-one instances preceded by -b^ without

and with the prefix Vav and thirty-four times by -b? without

and with the prefix Vav; (2) that the combination with -b* is

the rule in all the books of the Bible with the exception of

four; (3) that excepting these four, the combination with ->?»« occurs

fifty times 1 and with -bv thirteen times only and (4) that in

these four books the combination with -bi occurs twenty-one

times 8 and with -bf eleven times only." Hence the Massorah

divides the Bible into two parts, the first part embraces the

books in which the combination with -b^ is the exception and

the second part the books in which the combination with -bn is

the exception so as to safeguard the minority in each of the

two divisions.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. H, foL77«. on Ezek. 13 5

which I have printed; (JO) the same MS., VoL I, fol. 197a, on 2 Sam.

1 12- (ni) Orient. 4446, fol. 34a, on Gen. 42 19; (IV) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 57a, on 2 Sam. 1 12; (V) Add. 15,261, foL 83a, on

Numb. 3 34; (VI) the same MS., foL 168&, on 2 Sam. 1 12; (VII)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 159, and (VIH) the printed Massorah

where this Rubric is divided into two, the first part is given

on Numb. 2 34 and the second on l Kings 14 10.

< Comp. n'l-^H Gen. IS 2; 8488; 88 21; 59 20; 403; 4«31; W 4; LeTit.83 13;

Josh. 17 17; 21 48; Judg. 18 16; 19 2, 2; 1 Sam. 8 27; 7 1; 19 11; 2 Sam 4 6;

7 19- 17 18; 21 1; Ezek. S 1, 4, 6; 14 6; 17 2; 80 27, SO; 84 3; 86 8; 85 10; 44 6;

Ps. 63 2; Cant. 3 4; 8 4; 8 2; Ecd. 4 7; 7 2, 2; 12 6; Esther 2 8, 8, 14, 16; 7 8;

Ezra S 8; Neh. 6 10; 1 Chron. 1$ 13; 2 Chron. 7 2; 20 28; 86 21.

JCoinp.n'a-^piKiiigiS27;2King8l0S,10;1118;Isa.717;141;812;S8 2C;

Jerem.S18;286;3S14;48 23,28,2S;Ho6.14;81;Amos.8l6;79.16;Zech.l34
10.

3 The two instances, where h» in combined with b» n'l (1 Kings IS 1, 10),

are excluded because it is a proper name.

n'apn = § 545.

n'liS'^K to ^ daughters of, occurs three times. That is,

according to \he Westerns whose recension we follow. According

to the Easterns it occurs twice only, since they read nl3a-'?y in

Ezek. 13 17. Of this Rulyic I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 21,160,

fol. 232 o, on Numb. 25 l and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter a, § 232.

VDpn = § 546.

D"!*I3'^J< to the nations, occurs twice. That is, without the article

before d:U, in the other passages where this combination occurs

it is D^ls-T^. These are given in the following Rubric.

t'Opn = § 547.

0*^311^8 to the nations, occurs five times. In the other five

instances, where trin is in combination with tlie preposition, it is

•bf and not -bn. The safeguarding of these five passages is due

to the fact that in Zech. 2 12 some MSS. and the ancient Versions

exhibit -bv, and -bv ia naturally also expected in Ps. 79 6 as is

evident from the next clause of the verse.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and

two printed: (1) Harley 6710-11, Vol. II, foL 31a, on Isa. 66 19

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient le, fol. 147a, on the same

passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 192 fr, on Ezek. 39 28; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 2l7t, on Zech. 2 12;' (V) the same MS., fol. 804fl,

on Ps. 79 6, where the five instances of the combination with

-bv are given as a contrast to this combination; (VI) the printed

Massorah on Isa. 66 19 and (VII) the same on Ezek. 39 28.

n'Opn - § 648.

?Tl*n Tth'hT^ to the borders of Jordan, occurs twice. To

safeguard it against Josh. 18 17 where it is simply nib'^a-^K without

fTWi. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Add. 15,251, foL 1366, on Josh. 22 10.

B3"Dpn = § 649.

"nHJiT^K to the words of. ITiroughout the Pentateuch it is

nsT^K and throughout Chronicles it is "TST^f vnth the exception of

one instance where it is ns'ir'jlt.

The wording of this Massorah would naturally mislead

those who are not familiar with its artificial expressions, since

it would apparently suggest that nST^^ is of frequent occurrence

in the Pentateuch, whereas this combination occurs only once

in the whole Pentateuch (Deut. 13 4). What the Massorah really

means is that "na-n is preceded by -*?« in the Pentateuch, but

never by -??, whereas in Chronicles it is always preceded by

•bn (1 Chron. 29 29; 2 Chron. 9 29; 32 8; 33 18, 19; 34 21) and

once only by -^k. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Orient 2349, foL 131a, on Deut 13 4.

rpn - § 550.

"nSM?K to my toords, occurs three times. In the only other

instance where '"O-n is preceded by the preposition, it is -bV

(Jerem. 6 19). Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS.

and one printed: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Jerem. 29 19 which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1656, on the same

passage where the Scribe omitted the expression mm and,

therefore, some one ignorantly altered 'a in the heading into -a;

(III) Orient 2349, fol. 1336, on Deut 18 19 and (IV) the printed

Massorah on Jerem. 29 19.

K'3pn = § 551.

^nirT^^t to the way, occurs twice. That is, in contradistinction

to TnTr*?? which occurs five times (Gen. 38 21; Judg, 4 9;

1 Sam. 24 3; 26 3; Ezra 8 31). Of this Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 2606, on 2 Chron. 6 27 and Vienna Codex No. 36

on the same passag^.

»'apn = § 551*a-6.

"TI'IT'^N* These two Rubrics, which I have printed in

Volume III, p. 1, are respectively from Orient 2349, fol. 50a,

and the printed Massorah both on Gen. 38 16. yr\ without and

with the prefixes and suffixes, which is twenty-four times

combined with the preposition, is in seventeen instances preceded

by -^5^ and in seven instances only by -b*. Hence the Massorah

as usual safeguards the minority. Accordingly the first recension

of this Rubric, which gives four instances only, is incorrect The

design of this Massorah is to exclude the Eastern reading

T?T^? in Judg. 20 42.

» Comp. T)r^ Gen. 88 14; Judg. 6 10; 1 Sam. 6 12; Hob. IS 7; Ps. SC 6;

1^in-^J Qen. S8 21; Judg. 4 9; 1 Sam. 34 3; 26 3; Ezra 8 31 ;
B'2-;^"^5? Isa. 49 9;

Jeiem. 8 2; 6 16; "Vrt^ Job 34 21; M'?"ir'?? Hag. 1 B, 7; sn'ST?-"?? Job 24 23.

3":pn = § 652.

TT^K to, or upon Hie mountain, occurs sixteen times. That is,

to distinguish it from the eighteen instances in which nn is

preceded by -•??.* This Rubric, therefore, safeguards the Western

reading -b^ in Isa. 56 7 against the Eastern recension which

reads -erb^.

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, eleven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Hariey 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 104a, on Numb. 27 12

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, foL 149a, on Josh.

16 10; (III) Orient 4145, fol. 43a, on Exod. 3 1; (IV) St Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916 on Isa. 56 7; (V) the same Codex on

Ezek. 40 2; (VI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 11 a, on Josh. 15 10;

(VII) the same MS., fol. 1 19 a, on Isa. 2 3; (VIII) the same MS.,

fol. 211 a, on Micah 4 2; (IX) the same MS., fol. 2946, on

Ps. 43 3; (X) the same MS., fol. 3496, on Cant 4 6; (XI) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 159, and (XII) the printed Massorah on

Isa. 56 7.

List I which I have printed omits Ps. 43 8. This is mam-

festly due to a clerical error, for not only does the heading state

that there are sixteen such instances, but all the other Lists

give the instance in question. The addition that wherever it i*

in connection toHh Carmel without or with the aHicle it is liketdse

-vrbvi, which is also at the end of all the eleven Lists, refers to

the four instances in Kings, viz. l Kings 18 19, 20; 2 Kings 2 25;

4 25, where this combination occurs.

1 Comp. Exod. 19 11, 20; 24 16; Deut 11 29, 29; 27 12; Isa. IS 2; S» 8;

81 4; 40 9; 57 7; 66 20; Ezek. 17 22; 84 2; Obad. 16; Zech. 14 4; Lament. S 18;

Dan. 9 20.
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It is to be remarked that not only do both the Lists in

the St Petersburg Codex, viz. Nos. IV and V give Isa. 56 7 as

one of the sixteen instances, but that the text on which the

first List is given reads -^y^*. This conclusively shows that

neither the textual reading nor the Massorah exhibits the Baby-

lonian recension.

j":pn = § 553.

D'^'TITH^K to, or on the mountains, occurs twice in this

comliinnthn ''.

. . !aml thronghovt EzeJciel it is likewise so except in two

Instances whfi'e it is D'"inn"'?f.

Q,.p,-, is twenty-two times combined with the preposition.

In fifteen instances it is preceded =by -•??» and in seven instances

by -Vk. Outside Ezekiel Dn.rn-'?x is the exceptional combination

whilst in Ezekiel Dnnrr"?? is 'the exception. Hence the Massorah

in each case safeguards the minority. This Massorah is designed

to exclude the Kei-i -bK in Isa. 65 7 which is the official reading

in Standard Codices and is the textual reading in the editto

jmnceps of the Prophets, Soncino 1485-86; the first edition of

the Bible, Soncino 1488, and in the third edition, Brescia 1494.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, fol. 273a, on 1 Kings 22 17

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 215&, on

Ps. 121 1; (in) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 9(5&; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 316a, on the same two passages; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah I, § 159, and (VI) the printed Massorah on Ps. 121 '1.

The Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah in § 2 of the Supplement

registers the two passages in Ezekiel where D'-rrrbK is followed

by two different predicates with variations in the vowel-points

of the same verb. The Rubric is as follows:

'»aiB nne "jsm ''D1 ini 'dd bsH annn-btj Ezek. 18 11

n'siD fsp bs« >&i rap Ssh t^b o'-inn-'jK „ „ 6

That is, nnnn-'jK in one instance is followed by «??^t with

Pathach under the Caph and in one by •?s»«k'7 with gamete under

the Caph. And the mnemonic sign is at eating («?5K) the mouth

is opened (nne Pathach), and when not eating {biifHh) the mouth

is chsed (jrop Kametz). The sign is based upon the double meaning

of Pathach and Kametz.^

» Comp. onnn-'?? Deut 13 2; Judg. 11 37, 38; Isa. 5S 7; 65 7; Jerem. 9 9;

Eick. 18 15; 32 5; Joel 2 2; Nah. 3 1 ; 3 18; Cant. 2 8; Lament. 4 19; 1 Chron. 12 9;

2 Chron. 18 10.

1 Comp. Levita, Ma»»oret.h Ha-Mattm-eth, p. 2G6, ed. Ginsburg, London 1867.

T:Dn = § 554.

i*T,"T-^X; to, or on the maintains of, occurs five times. The

construct plural '-n is fourteen times combined with the pre-

position. In nine instances it is preceded by -"jp^ and in five

only by •% The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the minority

and thereby excludes the reading ny'jK Cant. 2 17 which is

exhibited in the Eastern recension. Vide supra, % § 514.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. Vf^h on Ezek. 19 9 which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 1886, on Ezek. 3413; (III)

the same MS., fol. 1895, on Ezek. 36 l
;

(IV) St Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916 on Ezek. 6 2; (V) the same Codex on

Ezek. 19 9; (VI) the same Codex on Ezek. 34 13; (VII) Add.

1.V351, fol. 2856, on Ezek. 36 1; (VIH) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I,

§ 159; (IX) the printed Massorah on Ezek. 6 2 and (X) the

same on Ezek. 34 13.

It is remarkable that List IV not only heads this Rubric

.~^p^ ,-n ijK, but catalogues four instances only, omitting Ezek. 36

1

and in the text the k in "jk is underlined, thus showing that it is

meant for hi,. The Massorah on it, however, states that it is one

of the five instances where it is "jk and the other two Lists in

this Codex, viz. Nos. V and VI, give both in the heading and in

the Rubric five instances which fully coincide with all other Lists.

« Comp. nn-^ Oen. 8 4; Jerem. 13 16; Easek. 3S 12; 38 8; S» 4, 17;

Amos 3 9; Cant 2 17; 8 14.

n'3pn = § 555.

^irrbK unto Haggai, occurs tioice all the others are by the

hand nf Haggai. The phrase which expresses the communication of

the word of Jehovah to this prophet occurs five times in this

book. In three instances it is followed by -irrr? % «*« ^««<^ of

Haggai (Hag. 1 1 ; 2 1) and twice by \arr^K. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the minority and thereby excludes the reading -ra

in 2 10 which obtained in some Schools of textual redactors

and which is exhibited in the famous Codex Hellali, the

Complutensian Polyglot, the editto princeps of Jacob b. Chayim's

Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1524— 26; the Syriac

and the Chaldee. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Orient 1474, fol. 259o, on Hag. 2 10.

T:pn = § 656.

n}lSlHrn?8 to the waU, is three tim^s ihtis combined in the

Scriptures .... and they are unique in this combination, noinn occurs

twelve times in combination with the preposition. In nine

instances it is preceded by -b^^ and in three instances only is

it preceded by -«?k. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the

minority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 295a, on Neh. 4 9

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 63a, on

2 Sam. 11 21; (III) the same MS., fol. 3816, on Neh. 4 9; (IV)

Add. 15,251, fol. 174a, on 2 Sam. 11 21; (V) Vienna Codex

No. 35 on the same passage; (VI) the same Codex on Neh. 4 9,

and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 27.

The tautological remark at the end of the Rubric has been

added to fill up the line. I have printed it as it is in the MS.

to show that unnecessary phrases are often used by Scribes as

part of the Massorah which are simply intended to fill up a

vacant space.

« Comp. nann-^ 2 Kings 3 27; 6 26, 30; 18 26, 27; Isa. 30 II, 12;

Neh 4 13; 2 Chron. 88 18.

t'ipn = § 567.

•TXTT^K to the court, occurs twice. That is, in contradistinction

to ixn-bR the construct which also occurs twice (Jerem. 32 8;

Ezek. 8 16). Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1936,

on Ezek. 40 28 which I have printed and (II) Add. 16,250,

foL 2926, on the same passage.

n':pn = § 558.

T^K to the hand or side, occurs five times in the Scriptures

and throughout the hook of Esther it is likewise so except in

one instance.

The expression t is thirty-four times combined with the

preposition. In twenty-five instances it is preceded by -•??* and

in nine only by -^k. Outside the book of Esther the combination

T-'pK occurs five times only and t-*?? twenty-three times, whilst

in Esther T^^ occurs four times (Esther 2 3, 8, 8, 14) and

T^t once only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority in

each ease. By fixing the number of r-'jK at five, the Massorah

defends the Western reading t-*?? both in Zech. 14 13 and

Esther 2 14 where the Easterns read n-bK.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2166, on Ps. 123 2

which I have printed; (II) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916

on Ezek. 48 1; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 198a, on the same

passage; (IV) the same MS., fol. 316a, on Ps. 123 2; (V) Add.

16,261, fol. 2936, w Ezek. 48 1; (VI) the same MS., fol. 372rt,

on Ps. 123 2; (VII) Halte Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 159, and (VIII)

the printed Massorah on Ezek. 48 1.

The List from the St Petersburg Codex, i. e. No. 11 affords

another striking proof that this so-called Babylonian Codex

exhibits the Western recension, since it excludes Zech. 14 13

which is T-h^ according to the Babylonians.

1 Comp. Gen. 41 42; Exod. S 6; Josh. 15 46; 1 Sam. 17 22; 2 Sam. IB 2;

1 Kings 14 27; 2 Kings 82 5, 9; Jerem. 28 24; 46 6; Zech. 14 13; Ps. 181 6;

ProT. 1» 11; Esther 6 9; Dan. 10 4; Ezra 1 8; 8 S3; l Chron. 8S 2; 86 28;

29 8; 2 Chron. 18 10; 81 16; S6 11; $4 10, 17. This is exclusive of 2 Kings IS 12

where the Kethiv is iV^. for which the official reading is l?"^ the plural.

B'lpn - § 569.

ninr^X to Judah, occurs six timet in the Scriptures. In all

the other nineteen instances where rnrr is combined with the

preposition it is -bj* and not -bf

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol II, fol. 2936, on Neh. 2 5

1 Comp. niw-^ 2 Sam. 5 6; 1 Kings 16 1, 17; 88 41; 2 Kings » 29;

Isa. 1 1; 8 1; » 20; Zeph. 1 4; Zech. 18 2, 7; 2 Chron. 1$ 1; 1« I; 80 31; 84 18;

28 9; 29 8; 3« 4, 10.
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which I have printed; (11) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 272a, on

2 Chron. 24 23; (III) the same MS., fol. 380a, on Neh. 2 5;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 40&, on Gen, 38 22; (V) Orient. 2349,

fol. 50a, on the same passage; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35 on

Neh. 2 5; (VII) Halle Ochlak Ve-Ochlah I, § 159; (VIII) the

printed Massorah on Gen. 38 22 and (IX) the same on Ezek. 48 1.

As one of the six instances is -'?ki with the prefix Vav

(Jerem. 30 4) the headings in Lists II, IV and V which state

{rmrr' hvn 'K1 'n) that it occurs five times and that once it is with

the prefix is more correct. List VII heads it "i |» in it occurs

four times, though it rightly registers all the five instances and

omits the one with the pi*efix. The heading in List VIII

which states that there are six such instances is incorrect,

it ought to be five (-n) as is evident from the addition at the

end nmrr hv. im.

D"pn = § 560.

t3*rT7X» Throughout, Ezeldel and the Minor Prophets it is always

b.'T'?*? ^^^^^ '^'^ exception of two instances where it is nVT-bv ..... In

all the rest of the Sanptures it is Wcewise n»rr'?? «t"''^ i^ exception

of one instance.

o»n is twenty-three times in combination with the preposition.

In ten passages it is preceded by -^r' and in thirteen by -bv.^

As nine out of the ten passages, where it is D'n-'jK, occur in Ezekiel

and the Minor Prophets, and moreover, as apart from the two

instances in Ezekiel all the eleven passages, where it is ajn-"??,

occur outsidfe Ezekiel and the Minor Prophets and one instance

only of Djn-bK is to be found in the other Scriptures, this

Massorah safeguards the two exceptions of wrrbv in Ezekiel and

the Minor Prophets and the solitary instance of B;rr'?« in the

other parts of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 199a, on Ezek. 48 28 which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 351 «, on Eccl. 1 7; (III) Add.

21,160, fol. 3015 on the same passage; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35

on the same passage; (V) Halle Oehlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 159, and

(VI) the printed Massorah on Ezek. 48 28.

> Comp. cjn-'jK Ezek. 47 19; Joel 2 20, 20; Jonah 1 4, 6, 12, 15; Zech.

14 8, 8; Eccl. 1 '?.

» Comp. ajn-"?? Exod. 14 2, 1C>, 21, 20, 27; Numb. 13 29; Josh. 5 1;

2 Sam. 17 11; iKinffS 4 20; Isa. 10 26; 23 11; Ezek. 47 18; 48 28.

K'Dpn = § 561.

DV^l"^^"^^ to Jerusalem, occurs thirteen timss in the Scrip-

tures .... and throvghout Ezra it is likewise so except in one instance.

Apart from Ezra-Nehemiah p^tfn^ is forty-two times

combined with the preposition. In twenty-nine instances it is

preceded by -b:?^ and in thirteen instances only by -^k. Hence

the Massorah safeguards the minority. In Ezra-Nehemiah, however,

whete pb'Pi'i^ occurs five times in combination with the preposition

and where it is in four instances preceded by 'b^ (Ezra 3 1;

7 7, 9; Neh. 2 11) and once only by -'??, the Massorah safeguards

the solitary instance. Ezra 4 8, 20 are excluded from this Rubric

because they are both Chaldee. By fixing the number at thirteen,

the Massorah designedly excludes Ezek. 14 22 where the Easterns

read d^^-i^-^k.

Of this Rubric I collated sixteen Lists, fifteen in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 596, on Jerem. 39 1

which I have printed; (II). the same MS,, Vol. II, fol. 766, on Ezek.

13 16; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 83a, on Ezek. 21 7; (IV)

St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 39 1; (V) the

same Codex on Ezek. 14 22; <VI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 173&, on

Jerem. 39 1; (VII) the same MS., fol. I75h, on Ezek. 14 21;

(VIII) the same MS., fol. 180 a, on Ezek. 21 7; (IX) the same

MS., foL 1826, on Ezek. 24 2; (X) the same MS., fol. 2216, on

Zech. 14 2; (XI) the same MS., fol. 2476, on 1 Chron. 15 3;

(XII) the same MS., fol. 2596, on 2 Chron. 6 2; (XIII) the same

MS., fol. 269a, on 2 Chron. 20 27; (XIV) the same MS., fol. 2706,

on 2 Chron. 23 2; (XV) Halle Oehlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 159, and

(XVI) the printed Massorah on Zech. 14 17.

In the List which I have printed, the order and the division

of the catchwords in Chronicles should be

2 Chron. 5 2 no'jr "rnp* tk i Chron. 15 3 im 'jnpn

1 „ 28 1 nom

This yields the requisite thirteen instances instead of the

twelve as printed. Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah, List XVI, also

gives twelve instances only, though the heading correctly states

that there are thirteen. This is due to the omission of n-am =

1 Chron. 28 1 after "w fjs riK Tin '?np'i = l Chron. 16 3. At the end

of this, moreover, the essential words "an n>t rnann K'ba are omitted

after •vai vna ba^

As Lists IV and V are from the so-called Babylonian Codex,

they afford additional materials for testing the relationship of the

Massorah of this Codex to the Babylonian recension. The first

of these two Lists gives identically the same thirteen passages

as the Western Lists and like the Western Lists deliberately

excludes the Eastern reading in Ezek. 14 22. It is the second

List on Ezek. 14 22 which is very instructive. The text

itself exhibits the Eastern reading and though the heading
of the Massoretic List here also emphatically states that

there are thirteen instances only, which is in accordance

with the Western recension, fourteen are enumerated, the words

mni3 ran = Ezek, 14. 22 being added at the end of the List

That this addition, however, is no part of the original List,

is not only evident from the fact that it is in direct conflict

with the heading, but from the position which these words
occupy. The List itself is identical both in the catchwords and
in the order of the books with the first List It is at the end
of the Rubric after Chronicles, and separated from the other

instances in Ezekiel that these words have been added by a

later Scribe who, for reasons best known to himself, has frequently

attempted to. make this Codex conformable to the Eastern

recension.

1 Comp. 1 Kings 14 25; 2 Kings 12 18; 21 12, 13; 25 1; Isa. 31 6;

Jerem. 4 16; 6 6; 32 2; 34 1, 7; 37 5; 44 2, 13; 52 4; Ezek. 9 8; 14 22; 26 2;

Zech. 1 16; 12 2, 9; 14 12, 16; Ps. 68 30; Eccl. 1 16; 1 Chron. 21 16; 2 Chron.

12 2, 9; 32 2,

a'Dpn = § 562.

^l>|nw^"'!?K to Israel, occurs three times at the end of a verse. Of

this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I

mislaid the reference.

:"Dpn = § 663.

t'KIw'^'T'K to or over Israel, occurs seven times in this

combination and wherever it is preceded by, I have anointed

the king, it is likewise so except in one instance.

biK-f)^, is combined with the preposition about one hundred

times. In about ninety times it is preceded by -^? and in ten

instances only by -^k. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

minority and thereby excludes the Eastern reading fjK-i^r-^K

1 Kings 21 7. As the phrase ^r^^b ^'m^ precedes in four passages

b»nt|r with the preposition, and moreover, as in this construction

the preposition is in three instances -?>« (2 Kings 9 3, 6, 1 2) and

in one instance -?? (2 Sam. 12 7), the Massorah treats these three

instances separately so as to safeguard the solitary exception

in this combination.

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, ten in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. 'I, fol. 177 o, on 1 Sam. 7 7

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 1536, on Numb. 32 14;

(III) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Mai. 1 1; (IV) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 39a, on 1 Sam. 7 7; (V) the same MS., fol. 166a,

on Jerem. 30 4; (VI) the same MS., fol. 222a, on Mai. 1 1;

(VII) Add. 21,160, fol. 496, on Gen. 43 8; (VIII) the same MS.,

fol. 60 a, on Gen. 49 2; (IX) the same MS., fol. 245 a, on Numb.
32 14; (X) Oehlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 159; (XI) the printed Massorah

on Gen. 43 8 and (XII) the same on Jerem, 30 4,

TDpn = § 564.

iri'wX to Jethro, to the residue of, occurs ttoice in this com-

hination in the Scriptures. That is, to distinguish it from the two
instances where in;; is preceded by -bv- Of this Rubric I collated

six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 366, on Exod. 4 18 which I have printed; (II) Orient

444,5, fol, 45a, on the same passage; (III) Add, 15,251, fol. 2536,

on Jerem, 29 1; (IV) Add, 21,160, fol, 69a, on Exod, 4 18; (V)

the printed Massorah on the same passage and (VI) the same
on Jerem, 29 1. Lists II, III, IV and VI give the two instances

in which it is "inr'?? (see the Massorah, letter y, § 441, Vol. II,

p. 400). This Rubric is part of the lengthier Massorah recording

the ten words or twenty pairs which are respectively preceded

twice by -b^ and twice by -^r. Vide supra k, § 525.

iTDpn = § 665.

^3 V^S has five times the accent. That is, in five instances the

preposition ?« instead of having the usual Makkeph has the accent

Merctia. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Add. 15,251, fol. 119a, on Deut. 27 9.
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VDpn = § 566.

'^JS'^K to all. Throughout the hook of Kingt -h^ w always

preceded by the freposkion -ht except six times where it is preceded

hy-^.

-hs which is twenty-two times combined with the preposition

in Kings, is in sixteen passages preceded by -bv without and

with the prefix Vav * and in six instances only by -bK without

and with the prefix Vav. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

minority.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 23lh, on 1 Kings 16 13

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 91a, on jkhe

same passage; (III) Orient 2210, fol. 147a, on 1 Kings 16 20,

and (IV) the printed Massorah on 1 Kings 18 5. List 11 takes

in the six passages in Samuel which are given in § 568; List III'

gives the mnemonic sign which I have printed in Volume III,

§ 5666, p. 2, and List IV includes Isaiah in the heading, viz.

throttghout Kings and Isaiah it is -^a bpi -hs *?? except in six instances.

This, however, is not quite exact since all the six instances occur

in Kings alone.

» Comp. b»-ht 1 Kings 4 1, 7; 6 10; 8 66; 1142; 12 20; 1423; 15 20, 33;

2 Kings 4 4; 16 20; 17 10; 18 13; 23 26; ^B'Sji 1 Kings IS 32; 16 T.

ropn = § 567.

•^S^K to all, occurs eleven times in the Hagiographa. In the

Hagiographa, where as we shall see in the next Rubric bs is

eighty-two times combined with the preposition and where it is

seventy-one times preceded by -b? and eleven times only by

-bK, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, foL 2726, on Esther 3 13

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 291 6, on

Ps. 33 14; (III) the same MS., fol. 314 a, on Ps. 119 6; (IV)

the same MS., fol. 3426, on Prov. 17 8; (V) the same MS.,

foL 860a, on Esther 3 13 and (VI) the printed Massorah on

Prov. 17 8.

In List I rrn^'z before trairoa in the heading is manifestly

a clerical error and ought to be cancelled. In accordance with

my principles not to alter the MSS. I have printed it as it is

in the Codex. List VI combines with this Rubric the two instances

of b|-b|t in the Minor Prophets and hence heads it te bm ta ^k

-ic^Tm "iroa r\

rropn = 568.

b^yhtT] h'yhlS hl^)^^ ^T^^* This Rubric exhibits a

combination of the separate Massorahs which record the instances

in the several books wherein -^s is either preceded by -^k or

-b? throughout the Bible. To understand this artificial con-

catenation it is necessary to treat each link of this chain

separately. It will be seen that this lengthy List is divisible into

fifteen groups, each one of which has a distinct heading.

I. Gen. 1 1—Exod. 11 10. In this group which embraces the

whole of Genesis and the first eleven chapters of Exodus bs-^p

without and with the prefix Vav occurs eleven times, viz. Gen.

9 2 2; 19 28; 39 5; 41 41, 43, 56; Exod. 7 19; 9 9, 22; 10 14;

whilst hyb», occurs twice only. Hence the Massorah in this group

safeguards the exceptional instances.

n. Exod. 12 1—40 38. In this portion the reverse is the

case, b3rb» occurs seven times, viz. Exod. 13 3; 16 6, 9, 10; 28 3;

35 4 ; 36 2 and hs'b$ occurs four times only. The Massorah,

therefore, records the minority. In the printed text of this group

Exod. 9 9 is a misprint for 18 9.

III. Levit. 1 1—16 34. — In these sixteen chapters h^^V
occurs seven times, viz. Levit 3 2, 13, 16; 10 6; 11 37; 16 33;

81 11 whilst "js-^K occurs once only, and the Massorah, therefore,

safeguards the solitary instance.

IV. Levit. 17 l-Josh. 24 33. - In this group which
includes the rest of Leviticus and the whole of Numbers,
Deuteronomy and Joshua where '?3-'?k occurs no fewer than

thirty times, viz. Levit 18 6; 19 2; 20 16; 31 24; 33 18; Numb.
13 26; 14 7, 10, 89; 15 33; 16 5, 19; 17 24; Deut 1 1, 7; 6 1, 19;

27 9, 14; 39 1; 31 1, 9; 32 45; Josh. 1 16; 7, 23; 9 19; 10 24;

82 18; 34 2, 27 and where bs-bp occurs fifteen times only, the

Massorah records the minority.

V. Judges. — In Judges bs-bp occurs five times, viz. 6 37,

89, 40; 9 44; 16 30; whilst «?3-bK occurs twice only. Hence the

minority is recorded. In Jacob b. Chayim's printed Massorah
T03 'rat emtv tei is a mistake for n-aa.

VL Samuel. — In Samuel b^-hi^ occurs ten times, viz.

I Sam. 7 3; 10 24; 13 1; 14 40; 19 l'; 2 Sam. 3 29, 31; 16 11;

30 22, 23; whilst bsrb:? occurs six times only. The Massorah,

therefore, records the minority.

VIL Kings and Isaiah. — In Kings and Isaiah b^f occurs

no fewer than forty-two times, viz. 1 Kings 4 1, 7; 6 10; 8 66;

II 42; 13 20; 13 32; 14 23; 15 20, 33; 16 7; 2 Kings 4 4; 16 20;

17 10; 18 13; 23 26; Isa. 8 12, 12, 13, 13, 14, 14, 16, 15, 16, 16;

4 5, 5; 8 7, 7; 14 26, 26; 35 7, 7; 38 22; 30 25, 25; 38 13, 20;

34 2, 2 ; 36 1 ; whilst br*?^ occurs six times only and, therefore,

the minority is recorded.

VIII. Jei'em. 1 1—2S 38. — In this portion of Jeremiah

bs-b? occurs twenty-one times, viz. Jerem. 1 7, 14, 15, 15, 16, 18;

320, 34; 3 6, 8; 9 3, 24, 25; 16 17; 19 8, 15; 85 I, 2,' 9, 13, 29;

whilst by-^K occurs four times only. Hence the Massorah records

the minority.

IX. Jerem. 26 1—30 18. — In this second and small portion

of Jeremiah ^s-^k is the rule and '?|-bp the exception. The former

occurs eleven times, viz. Jerem. 36 8, 11, 12, 12, 17, 18; 87 16;

39 1, 16, 25, 25 and the latter once only. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the solitary instance.

X. Jerem. 30 19—36 S. — In the third portion of this

Prophet bv-bii is the rule and b^^ the exception. The former

occurs ten times, viz. Jerem. 30 20; 31 37; 33 19, 32; 33 5, 9, 9;

34 1, 7; 36 2 and the latter once only. The Massorah, therefore,

again safeguards the solitary instance.

XI. Jerfm. 36 9—52 34. — In the fourth portion •?s-«?k is

the majority and "js-bp the minority. The former occurs ten times,

viz. Jerem. 38 1 ; 40'5; 43 8; 43 1; 441,20,24,24; 488; 6037 and

the latter nine times. Hence the Massorah records the minority.

XIL Eeek. 1 1—9 S. -r- In this portion of Ezekiel it is

always ba-bic without any exception, viz. Ezek. 5 4; 6 11, 13;

7 12, 13,' 14, 18.

Xin. Ezek. 9 4—39 29. — Ih the second portion of Ezekiel

•js-bp is the rule and bs-irK the exception. The former occurs

twelve times, viz. Ezek. 9 4^ 6; 13 18; 16 15, 36, 37, 43; 31 20;

32 16, 31; 33 29; 346; whilst the latter occurs three times only.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional instances.

XrV. Ezek. 40 1—4835. —In the last portion of Ezekiel b^
is the rule and •?3-»?p the exception. The former occurs four times,

viz. Ezek. 41 17,' 19; 44 7; 47 9; whilst the latter occurs once

only. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the solitary instance.

XV. The Minor Prophets and the Hagiographa. — This link of

the great chain has already been discussed in its separate form.

{Vide supra k, § 567.)

Of this entire Rubric I collated two Lists, one in MS. and

one printed: (I) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 161, which I have

printed and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 404.

tS'Opfl = § 569.

D^'TVTiT^3"^i|> ^ «^^ *^ J^^> occurs three times in this

combination in the Scriptures. In the fourth instance where D'ninrr

is preceded by -^k it is without -b^ (Esther 8 9). Of this Rubric

I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2755, on Esther 9 20 which I have printed;

(II) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 41 1; (III)

Add. 15,251, fol. 262a; on the same passage; (IV) the same MS.,

foL 408 a, on Esther 9 20; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Jerem. 41 l

and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 120.

rpn = § 570.

"'S^^^S"^^ ^ or against all the inhabitants, occurs twice.

The full phrase here intended is properly fyfri ''Spi'^b^-bH against

all the inhabitants of the land. In the only two other passages

where this phrase occurs it is -by and not -h^ (Comp. letter r,

§ 452, Vol. n, p. 400.) This List, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2916, on Ps. 33 14,

where it is contrasted with the two instances of yyen "^"pTharh^^.

K'rpfl = § 571.

T^jSntt^l'^S'T'K to M Israel, occurs four tim.es in this com-

bination. This Rubric, which is from the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter ', § 438, is incorrect, since this combination occurs no fewer

than eight times. The four instances omitted are Deut 37 9;

89 1 ; 1 Sam. 13 1 ; 14 40. The incorrectness of this Rubric is due

to a later Nakdan who mistook its import The design of the

Rubric is not to catalogue the passages where the phrase in

question occurs, but the instances in which it is preceded by
the verb nai. This Massorah is correctly given under letter n

§ 28, p. 222.
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2'Ppn = § 572.

bitrip^ ''53 ryijrbySK toaUtke congregation of the children

of Israel, ^occurs three "timet. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists,

two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient 2348, foL 77a, which

I have printed; (II) Orient 2849, foL 67a and (III) the printed

Massorah, all three on Exod. 16 9. It is remarkable that ihey all

omit Exod. 35 4 and Numb. 14 7. As the manifest design of this

Rubric is to guard the instances here recorded against being

assimilated to the parallel phrase SjnjT "TT^?"^ ^ ^^ ^
congregation of Israel (Exod. 13 3; Josh. 82 18) without the ex-

pression "31 the children of, this Massorah must proceed from a

School of Massorites who worked on Codices which had not 'sa

in Exod. 35 4 and Numb. 14 7.

yvpn = § 573.

'''?3"*!?K to vessel, occurs twice and once it is toit^ tJie

article. That is, to distinguish it from -^|-'?^ with Sheva under

the Caph which also occurs twice (Levit 14 5, 50). Of this Rubric

I collated two Lists, one in MS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 986, on Numb. 19 17 which I have printed

and (II) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

Trp/1 = § 574.

D^SsrrbK to the vessels, occurs twice, cr^sn is six times

clhHbined with the preposition. In four instances it is preceded

by 'hi (1 Sam. 26 13; 30 24; Jerem. 27 21; 1 Chron. 9 29) and

twice only by -^k. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Riibric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 179a, on

1 Sam. 10 22 which I have printed and (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 283 a, on Ruth. 2 &.

n-rpn = § 575.

iSb"'!?^ •*Q'?"*7P» In thirteen instances ^3h is combined with

the preposition. Four times it is preceded by -•?? (Exod. 28 29, 30;

Jerem. 44 21; Dan. 1 8) and nine times by -bf (Gen. 6 6; 8 21;

1 Sam. 27 1; 2 Sam. 13 33; 19 20; Isa. 44 19; Ezek. 14 4, 7;

Eccl. 7 2). It will be seen that outside the Pentateuch i3^-*?p

occurs twice only, whilst in -the Pentateuch lay^K occurs twice

only. Hence the Massorah in each case safeguards the two in-

stances. In fixing the number of "laybp at two outside the

I^entateuch, the Massorah excludes the Eastern recension which

also reads la^j in 2 Sam. 13 33.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 276a, on Dan. 1 8

which, I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3646, on the

same passage; (IH) Orient. 2348, fol. 43a, on Gen. 8 21; (IV)

Orient 2349, fol. 38a, on the same passage; (V) Add. 15,251,

fol. 4086, on Dan. 1 8; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Gen. 6 6;

(VII) the same Codex on Dan. 1 8; (VIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah I, § 159; (IX) the printed Massorah on Gen. 6 6 and

(X) the same on Dan. 1 8.

vrpn = § 576.

'Tp^'p'^K to, or in thy heart, occurs ttoice. As "n^ib is twice

preceded'by -bK and twice by -bf, the Massorah safeguards each

pair. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35 on

Deut 4 39 which I have printed and (II) the same Codex oil

Deut 30 1. List I also gives the two instances in which "^^b is

preceded by -bf. (Comp. letter p, § 461, Vol. H, p. 401.)

rvpn = § 577.

Hp'prrbi^ occurs tvnce. That is, this Niphal infinitive con-

struct occurs twice and is in both instances preceded by -b».

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 376, on l Sam. 4 21.

n'Vpn = § 578.

nl3^?n"^K to the chambers, occurs tiirice. In the only other

instance in which this combination occurs, it is rfapbn-b» the

construct (Ezek. 46 19). Of this Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Cambridge

Add. 465 on Neh. 10 40 which I have printed and (II) Vienna

Codex No. 35 on the same passage.

B'rpn = § 579.

rQ]firwKI unto the altar, occurs nine times, rotan is sixty

times combined with the preposition. In fifty-one instances it is

preceded by -^5* and in nine only by -b^t Hence the Massorah

safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 65a, on Exod. 30 20

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 636, on

Levit 2 8; (III) Orient 4445, fol. 73a, on Exod. 30 20; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 926, on Levit 9 7; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 58a, on

Exod. 28 48; (VI) Add. 21,160, foL 113a, on the same passage;

(Vn) the same MS., fol. 138 a, on Levit 2 8; (VIII) Orient 2349,

fol. 82a, on Exod. 30 20; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 159,

and (X) the printed Massorah on Levit. 1 15.

> Comp. Oen. S8 9; Exod. 34 6; 89 16, 20, 21, 86, 37, S8; Levit. 1 6, 7,

8, 11, 12; S 2, 8, 18; 6 2, », 6, 6; 7 2; 8 11, 19, 24, 80; 9 12, IS, 17, 18,, 24;

17 11; S8 22; Kumb. 18 17; Judg. 6 28; 1 Kings S 4; 9 26; IS 82, 33, 88; IS 1,

2, 4, 32; 18 26; 2 Kings 16 12, 13, 16; 3S IC, 17; Esek. 43 27; Amos » 1.

D'pfl = § 580.

nSJtlp"^'^ to the altar of, occurs tvnce in this combination.

The construct n^TC, which occurs fifteen times in combination

with the preposition, is in thirteen instances preceded by ""jf'

and in two only by -^k. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards

the exceptional occurrence. Of this Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol I, fol. 256 a, on 2 Kings 23 9 which I have printed and

(II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 159.

» Comp. Levit. 4 10; 17 6; Deut 32 27, 27; Neh. 10 86; 1 Chron. 6 84;

IS 40; 21 26; 2 Chron. 1 6; 8 12; 26 IG; 39 21; SS 16.

K'Dpn = § 681.

mntt"^K to or against light, occurs twice. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient IG,

fol. 81a, on 1 Kings 7 5.

a'Dpn = § 582.

'P"^K unto which, occurs three times. The interrogative '8

which is eleven times combined with the preposition, is in eight

instances preceded by ""jj * and in three by -bif^ Hence the

Massorah safeguards the minority. Of this Rubric I collated

five Lists, two in MSS. 'and three printed: (I) Arund. Orient IC,

fol. 1866, on Ezek. 31 2 which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251,

fol. 2836, on the same passage; (IH) the printed Massorah on

the same passage; (IV) the same on Ezek. 31 18 and (V) the

printed Massorah FinaUs, letter m, § 401, where it is given as

a contrast to 'O-'tki. (Fm7« infra, § 623.)

» Comp. ^-hl 2 Kings 18 20; Isa. 10 »; S6 6; 5.^ 1 ; 57 4, 4; Jerem. 6 10;

Nah. S 19.

repn - § 583.

C^^^K hy the waters, occurs three times, isn is ten times

combined with the preposition. In seven instances it is preceded

by 'bn (comp. letter k, § 468, VoL II, p. 401) and in three in-

stances only by -^k. The Massorah, therefore, records here the

minority. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 6l6, on Jerem. 41 12

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol, I, fol. 72a, on

Levit 14 5 where it is given as a contrast to d^o-*??; (HI)

St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Jerem. 41 12; (IV) the

same Codex on Ezek. 17 8 and (V) the printed Massorah on

Jerem. 41 12. As the expression D'an follows o'0-'?k in all the

three instances Lists III and IV head this Rjubric •; ja in wan ^si^M.

TBpn = § 584.

^"^K hy or with the toaters of, is three times thus combined in

the Scriptures. The construct -a is nine times combined with the

preposition. In six instances it is preceded by -^y (Deut 33 8;

Josh. 11 7; Judg. 6 19; Ps. 23 2; 81 8; 106 32) and in three

instances only by -•?«. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

minority. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 145a, on Josh. 11 5

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 86, on the

same passage; (III) Orient 2349, fol. 103a, on Numb. 5 23; (IV)

Orient 2210, fol. 13 a, on Josh. 11 5 and (V) the printed Massorah

on the same passage.

<TDpn = § 585.

"^^JSTwP f^Jfptl ' ^K* On or to the king, occurs eight

times and wherever it is confined with gootl tfyaS} it is likewise

preceded hy -^5 exc^t in three instances where it is preceded by -^f
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The design of this somewhat complicated Massorah is to

record the instances in which tj^t without the adjective aitt is

preceded by -bv, and the passages in which though combined

wkh this adjective ^^n is preceded by -htf.

The phrase i^^Thv occurs altogether eighteen times. In ten

instances it is combined with alio' and in eight passages only is

it without this adjective. Hence the Massorah registers the

minority. With ale the adjective i^% as we have seen, is

normally preceded by -hv, and it is in three instances only where

it is abnormally preceded by -«?f The Massorah, therefore,

safeguards the exceptions.

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, eleven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. n, fol 1626, on 2 Chron.

23 10 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 247a,

on 2 Kings 11 8; (HI) the same MS., Vol. n, foL 271a, on

Esther 1 16; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 106 a, on 2 Kings 11 8;

(V) the same MS., fol. 116a, on 2 Kings 21 24; (VI) the same

MS., foL 271 a, on 2 Chron. 23 10; (VH) the same MS., foL 279a,

on 2 Chron. 88 26; (VHI) the same MS., foL 868&, on Esther 1 16;

(IX) Add. 15,261, foL 2186, on 2 Kings 21 24; (X) the same

MS., fol. 3886, on 2 Chron. 23 10; (XI) Halle Ochlah V#-Ochlah I,

§ 169, and (XII) the printed Massorah on 2 Chron. 28 10.

(Comp. also letter », § 84, Vol. I, p. 617.)

• Comp. Either t 19; S 9; 6 4, 8; 7 8, 9; 8 5; S 18; Neh. 2 6, 7.

rcpn - § 686.

b''TiCtt"*?K to Egypt, occurs twice. This Rubric I have found in

the printed Massorah only, where it occurs twice: (I) Gen. 37 36

and (H) on Jerem. 26 22 which I have printed. In the other

twelve instances where enp? is preceded by the preposition it

is -h^e^ and not -b^.

1 Comp. Exod. 1 8; 7 6; 14 26; 2 Kings 18 21, 24; I«a. 19 12; 80 3;

S« 6, 9; Jerem. 9 26; Eaek. 80 11; » 16.

T'Dpn- - § 687.

Dlptt"^K to the place, occurs nine times. This Rubric, which

is from the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 398, is in-

correct, since there are eleven instances in the textus recephis.

Though the heading distinctly states that there are nine in-

stances only, the List itself records the catchwords for ten and

the eleventh instance, viz. Numb. 23 27 is omitted altogether. It

is remarkable that both the Massorah on Gen. 1 9 and the

Massorah Finalis, letter p, § 87, where the heading only is

given, the mistake ts ^ 9 is repeated.

n-Dpn - § 588.

THK Dlptt''?KI to qne place, occurs three times in this eom-

Unation in the Scriptures.' Ot this Rubric I collated three Lists,

two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

foL 2656, on Eccl. 6 6 which I have printed; (II) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah I, fol. 676, note, and (HI) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter p, § 88.

tS'Dpn - § 689.

DDlpO"'?J< to their place, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Orient 2348, fol. 130 a, on Numb. 32 17 which I have printed

and (II) Orient 2349, f«l. 120a, on the same passage.

3{'pn - § 690.

P^$7)aTbK to {he tent, occurs three times in this form . . . in all

the oih^ 'instances istwj U preceded hy -»??. That is, without and with

prefixes and suffixes it is ih these three instances only combined

with -'?« or -^Ki. It is in the first instance only where it is l^i^wr^

(Exod. 40 21),"in the second instance it is pi^i? the construct

^umb. 17 28), whilst in the third passage it is not only vnissnto

the plural with the suffix second person singular, but the pre-

position has the prefix Vav (Ps. 43 3). AH these different forms

are embraced in the expression Ksr-'ja in the heading. In all the

other passages which are twelve in number, ]3tn is preceded

by -"jp.^ This Rubric, which I have not found in any MS., is

from the printed Massorah Finalis, letter v, § 150.

» Comp. ?s«'»!l-^ Exod. S« 7; S6 14; 40 19. 38; Numb. S 26; 9 16, 18,

19, 20, 22; l??*?-^ Numb. 1 60; nisstfor^S Cant. 1 8.

it is -bs. This Rubric is from Arund. Orient. 16, fof. 3676, on

Dan. 4 26 where it is contrasted with the two passages in which

it is preceded by -hp The same Rubric is given in the printed

Massorah on the same passage. This Rubric constitutes one of

the ten pairs which respectively occur twice, one pair with -hf

and one with -bv- {^^^ *«P»*«' ^^^^^ *» § ^^5, p. 64.)

rXpfl - § 592.

*TlT^^ to or by the river of, occurs three times. The construct

•vq is nine times combined with the preposition. In six instances

it is preceded by -^?' and in three by -«?it Hence the Massorah

safeguards the minority. In fixing the number at three, the

Massorah excludes the Eastern reading rhifi in Jerem. 46 2. Of

this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 196a, on Ezek. 43 8 which I have

printed; (H) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passage and

(in) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter s, § 63.

« Comp. 2 Kings tS 29; Jerem. 46 2; Ezek. 1 1, 8; S 28; 10 22.

yapn = § 693.

*^^-*Tn7^J< hy the river of Chebar, occurs twice. In the

other four passages where^ laa-inj is preceded by the preposition

it is -bv (Ezek. 1 l, 3; 3 28; 10 22). This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from the St Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916 on Ezek. 3 16.

T5tpn - § 594.

DnSn3"bK* Theform n^nj inheritance, wUh prefixes and suffixes,

is three' U^s preceded hy b^\oithoui and with the pr<^ Vav. In

the other five instances where it occurs in combination with

the preposition it is preceded by «?? (Numb. 86 8, 4; 1 Sam. 10 l

;

Ruth 4 5, 10).

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six m MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, VoL I, foL 1726, on Judg. 4l 28

which I have printed; (H) Arund. Orient 16, foL 846, on the

same passage; (IH) the same MSS., fol. 286o, on Ps. 6 1; (IV)

Add. 21,160, fol. 278a, on Deut 12 9; (V) Orient 2849, fol. 1306,

on the same passage; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 85 on the same

passage; (VH) the printed Massorah on the same passage and

(Vni) the same on Ps. 6 1. The heading in Lists H—VIH is

b» 3Ta bv rtbm pw«? bo, which makes the import of this I^ubric more

clear. The printed Massorah on Deut. 12 9 (List VH) states in

the heading (Toa) that there are four such instances which is

mani^stly an error, since it correctly enumerates the three

passages only.

.T3epn - § 696.

D"WD^K* 2%« form em horse, with prefixes and sjtffiaaes, is

twice preceded "hy -^ wiOiout and with the prefix Vav. dw in its

various forms is thirteen times combined with the preposition.

In eleven instances it is preceded by ""js' and in two only by

•bu. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptions. This Rubric,

which I have not found in any MS., is from tiie printed Massorah

Finalis, letter d, § 20.

1 Comp. om-ht 1 Kings 20 20; Isa. SO 16; Hos. 14 4; own-^i Esther 6 9;

o»wo-Vp Eccl. 10 7; Isa. SI 1; D««r^Si Jerem. 6 28; 60 42; B«w»n-'?y. 2 Kings

U 20; 2 Chron. 86 28; ^WD-^y Hab. S 8.

rXpn - § 696.

*^D^K to, or into a book, occurs three times in this combination

in the Seriptt^res. As iBO is fifty-three times in combination with

the preposition and moreover as it is in no fewer than fifty

times preceded by -^S and in these three instances only by -«^,

the Massorah safeguards the abnormal combination. By this Rubric

the Massorah excludes the reading -«?5 in Jerem. 80 2 which is to

be found in some MSS. as well as in the editio prineeps of the

Prophets, Soncino 1486-86 and the first edition of the Bible,

Soncino 1488.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. H, foL 686, on Jerem. 61 60

which I have printed; (H) the same MS., Vol. H, foL 1976, on

Neh. 8 3; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 884a, on the same passage;

(IV) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passagej. (V) the printed

Massorah on Jerem. 30 2 and (VI) the same ofi Neh. 8 8.

K-Jtpn - § 591. rxpn - § 597.

-TaCKffiOrtK to N^uchadnezzar, occurs twice. In the other n^rvb^ to the well, occurs twice In the other two instances

two i^tancel wher4 n^T5,a? is combined with the preposition |
where r?^ is in combination with the preposition it is -^

10b
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(Gen. 16 7 ; 24 30). These two instances form one of the pairs

which are twice preceded by -b|t and twice by -b^ recorded in

the Massorah. (Vid^ aupi-a, letter k, § 525, p. G4,)

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Orient. 234», fol; 40&, on Gen. 24 21i.

n'jcpn = § 598.

DP"T'X 'DS?"^^ to, over, or against a people, occurs Jive

times .... and throiiffhovt Isaiah and the Psalms it is likewise so except

in three imtances. In these three instances us. is preceded by 'bv..

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, tliree in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 8lfc, on Judg. 18 27 which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 347o, on Prov. 28 15;

(III) Add. 15,251, fol. 3936, on the same passage; (IV) the

printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 6 21 and (V) the same on Prov. 28 16.

The import of this artificial Massorah is very, complicated,

as will be seen from the following analysis, us. is combined
with the preposition nineteen times. In ten instances it is pre-

ceded by '% (Judg. 18 in; 2 Kings 9 G; Isn. 18 2; 65 2; Ezek. 3 5;

12 19; 26 20; Fs. 105 13; Rutli 2 11; 1 Chron. 16 20) and in

nine by -bv (Judg. 18 27; 2 Sam. 6 21; 14 13; Isa. 30 5, 6;

Zeph. 2 10; Prov. 28 15; 2 Chron. 1 9; 32 18). Accordingly the

five instances of c?-'?y contained in the first part of this Rubric

exclude four passages, two in Samuel and two in Isaiah. In the

Psalms tills combination does not occur at all. The heading,

therefore, in the second part of this Rubric is doubly incorrect.

It omits Samuel where cs-bs occurs twice and specifies the

Psalms where it does not occur at all. Lists IV and V, which as

wo have seen are in the printed Massorah, remove the first

mistake, siuce the heading in the second part of the Rubric is

here yU2, "ui m'rnmmm bvnuv bs\ and throughout Sawuel, Isaiah and

the Psalms it is lihiwise so except in three instances, but they leave

the second, inasmuch as they • include the Psalms among the

books in which ay-'?? occurs.

List II exhibits another recension of this Massorah. It is as

follows r^ DS-h^ occurs three times, viz. Judg. 18 27; Zeph, 2 10;

Prov. 28 15 and throughout Samuel, Isaiah, Chronicles and the

Psalms it is likewise so except in four instances lohere it is QS'bVi,

viz. Isa. 18 2; 65 2; Ps. 105 13; 1 Chron. 1^ 20. Though the

first mistake is here removed, the second which states that

us-bs occurs in the Psalms is left. This recension explains the

otherwise inexplicable Massorah in Add. 15,251 (List III) where
it simply states on Prov. 28 1 5 that or-'?? occurs three times

only. It is based upon ^Ulis recension with the omission of the

second part of this Rubric. Why the Massorah so artificially

divides the occurrence of usrb^ and b?-^? and does not plainly

state that the former combinaj^ion occurs ten times and the latter

nine times it is difficult to divine.

,ppip 3T1 onj n» ,zs\»i nnn on'? nxt ,n3»a ntry tck n« inp"? nam 'O'di 'j cy bi i

i3%nnM (Orn hi 'T 'ntris) ,d»"i»5 o'a n'?irn 'o'cr ini 'm '^nm 'a'n 'am n^yci 'jxiatr "jai

.'am ij h» '«o

»"5tpn = § 599.

"teP^X to my people, occurs four times in this combination in

the Scriptures .... and once it is tvith the prefix Vav. -ay is eighteen

times in combination with the preposition. In fourteen instances

it is preceded by ??* and in four only by -*?*{. Hence the Massorah
safeguards the exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 77fc, on Ezek. 13 19

which I have printed; (II) the same MS,, Vol. n, fol. 36, on
Amos 7 15; (III) Add. 15, 15,251, fol 406, on Gen. 49 29; (IV)

Orient. 2349, fol. 57 o, on the same passage; (V) Vienna Codex
No. 35 on the same passage; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I,

foL 676 note, (VII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 49 29 and
(VIII) the same on Ezek. 13 19. List IV heads it 'n 'op-*?^ = it

occurs five times, but this is due to the fact that it includes the

one instance with the prefix Vav (Joel 4 3).

» Comp. '^T^i 1 Sam. 9 IG; 2 Sam, 7 8, 11; 1 Kings 8 IC; 147; 16 2;

Isa. 47 6; Ezek. 38 IC; Joel 4 2; 1 Chron, 11 2; 17 7, 10; 2 Chron, 6 5, 6.

Tn = § 600.

D'^^P^K to peoples, occurs three times. Of this Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Add. 15,251, fol. 269a, on Ezek. 3 6 which I have printed

and (II) the same MS., fol. 307 o, on Zeph. 3 9. It will be seen
that though in one instance it is with prefix Vav {-bK\ Isa. 49 22),

the heading makes no distinction. It ought properly to be
WUS b\K\ 'K1 -3.

K'ln = § 601.

itoSjtP^K to his hone, occurs twice in the Scriptures in this

conibination. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS.
and one printed: (I) Harley 5710 - 11, Vol. II, fol. 2226, on Job 2 5

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1906, on Ezek.
37 7 and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter p, § 306. The
heading of this Rubric in the printed Massorah 'vbz 'S "^k dsp is

not quite correct, since it is exactly the same form in both
instances. The addition by x''''!''i'>«^ refers to the two instances
in which the form uss with suffixes is preceded by -bs, viz.

ua^r^S Lament. 4 8 and on'oscr^P Ezek. 32 27. This addition
ought properly to be worded 'trba bs "sr,.

Tin = § G02.

''B"^K to the mouth of, occurs five tim^s in this combination

in all other instances it is ^U'bs. The construct -b is about fifty-five

times combined with the preposition. In about fifty passages it

is preceded by -bs and in five only is it preceded by -"?«. The
Massorah, therefore, safeguards the exceptions. By fixing the
number at five this Massorah is against the >S«yiV -"^p in Josh. 21 3.

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, eleven in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. \ fol. 144a, on Josh. 10 18

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 148m, on
Josh. 15 13; (III) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 149a, on Josh. 17 4;

(IV) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2846, on Dan. 10 3; (V) Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 8a, on Josh. 10 18; (VI) the same MS., fol. 11 6.

on Josh. 15 13; (VII) the same MS., fol. 126, on Josh. 17 4;

(VIII) the same MS., fol. 146, on Josh. 21 3; (IX) the same MS.,

fol. 372fl, on Dan. 10 3; (X) Add. 15,251, fol. 130a, on Josh. 10 18;

(XI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 159, and (XII) the printed
Massorah on Josh. 17 4,

jnn = § 603.

in^SS''^K to his mouth, occurs twice. This Rubric I have
found only in the printed Massorah Finalis, letter b, § 14. The
design of this Massorah is to safeguard the longer form of the
suffix third person singular masculine. In the other instances

where this combination occurs it is with the shorter form which
is recorded in the next Rubric.

inn § 604.

VB"t'X to his mouth, occurs three times. That is, in this

combination with the shorter form of the suffix third person
singular masculine. It was deemed all the more necessary to

guard the orthography of these two different forms in this

combination since they are used interchangeably in the same
books, as will be seen from a comparison of the two Rubrics.

This Massorah is, moreover, designed to safeguard these instances

in which this shorter form is preceded by "^k from those in

which it is preceded by -bs (Numb. 27 21; 2 Kings 4 34).

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 43a, on 1 Sam. 14 26 which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., foL 3646, on Prov. 26 15;

(III) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 279, and (IV) the printed

Massorah on 1 Sam. 14 26.

n'Vl - § 605.

^3B"^K before the face of, i. e. before, occurs nine times

and from Ezek. 40 1—48 35 it is liketoise so except in four
instances where ijfi is preceded by -bs without w with the prefix Vav.

To understand this Massorah it is necessary to remark that

-3B is combined with the preposition no fewer than one hundred
and twenty-nine times. In one hundred and seven instances it is

preceded by -by and in twenty-two only by -b^ without and
with the prefix Vav.^ It will be seen that not only do fourteen ^

out of the twenty-three instances occur in Ezekiel, but that

thirteen occur in the last seven chapters. The Massorah, there-

fore, for the purpose of recording the exceptional instances

in which "i^-bn occurs, divides Ezekiel into two; the first portion

consisting of chapters 1—40 and the second comprising chapters

41—48. It shows that apart from Ezek. 40—48 '»-'?« is the

exception since it occurs nine times only, eight outside Ezekiel

and once in, the first part of this book. Here, therefore, the

Massorah safeguards the exceptional nine instances. In Ezek.

40—48 the case is different. Here "ztrbvi is the rule. It occurs

1 Comp. '3B-'7« Exod. 2.3 17; Levit. 6 7; 9 5; 14 S.*}; IG 2; Numb. 17 i

20 10; Ezek. IG 5; 41 4, 12, 16, 25; 42 2, 3, 7, 10, IS; 44 4; 48 21; '?S-^>

Ezek. 42 10; 45 7; Neh. 2 13.

2 For these fourteen instances see tlic preceding note.
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no fewer than fourteen times and 'ja-bp which occurs four times
only (Ezek. 40 15; 42 8; 48 15, 21) is the exception. Here,
therefore, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional four instances
and militates against the Eastern recension which reads '.3B-f?K

in Ezek. 42 8. Of this Rubric I collated eleven Lists, nine in
MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 786, on
Ezek. 16 5 which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 89 6, on
Levit 6 7; (III) the same MS., foL 100a, on Levit. 14 53; (IV)
the same MS., foL 1016, on Levit. 16 2; (V) Arund. Orient 16,
fol. 1756, on Ezek. 16 5; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 1606, on Levit
14 53; (VII) the same MS., fol. 1626, on Levit 16 2; (VIII)
Vienna Codex No. 35 on Exod. 23 17; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-
Ochlah I, § 159; (X) the printed Massorah on Exod. 23 17 and
(XI) the same on Ezek. 16 5.

In printing, the words 'o^di nba -la-i -dot 'id ip isni'jj^ rnv vam
-mum -ncan -ttk -s ,to priK'n have inadvertently dropped out of
the text after c-iwra |oi at the end of the Rubric. This part also
forms a separate Rubric and is given under letter p, § 494,
VoL II, p. 403.

r"lfl = § 606.

•"TT^n ''^^"78 to the face of the field or open field., occurs three
times. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient 2348, fol. 101a, on Levit 14 53 which I have
printed; (II) Orient 2349, fol. 91a; (III) Vienna Codex No. 35
and (IV) the printed Massorah, all on Levit. 14 53. The printed
Massorah states that this phrase occurs twice only and omits
Ezek. 32 4. This is due to the fact that the Westerns read it

here rri^ ^jB-^p. The other three Lists of this Rubric emphatically
adopt the Babylonian recension and this affords a striking proof
that the Eastern Massorahs are not unfrequently embodied in
the Western recension of this Corpus.

rnn = § 607.

V3S"^K to, or on his face, is six times thus combined in the

Scriptures. rjB occurs twenty times in combination with the
preposition. In fourteen instances it is preceded by -b^^ and in
six only by -f?K. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.
The safeguarding of these instances is directed against the Sural a
branch School of the Babylonian textual redactors who read
viu-b? both in Josh. 6 14 and 2 Sam. 14 22. The first of the two
passages is also -bp_ in the editio princeps of the Prophets,
Soncino 1485—86; the first and tliird editions of the entire
Bible, Soncino 1488, Brescia 1494 and the Complutensian. {Vide
supra, letter k, § 5 146.)

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. H, fol. 2276, on Job 13 15
which I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL II, fol. 160a, on
2 Chron. 19 2; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 268a, on the same
passage; (IV) Add. 21,1 60, fol. 2686, on Deut 7 10; (V) Orient 2349,
foL 1276, on the same passage; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I,

§ 159; (VII) the printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 14 22 and (VIII)
the same on 2 Chron. 19 2.

' Comp. Via-h^ Gen. 17 3, 17; 32 22; Exod. 34 G, 33, 35; Numb. 16 4;
Josh. 7 6; 1 Sam. 17 49; 2 Sam. » 6; 1 Kings 18 7; 2 Kings 8 16; 13 14; Job 21 31.

nnn = § 608.

"fljSCTl^K unto, or upon the rock, occurs three times in this

form. That is, without and with the prefix He. The expression
•trba indicates that in 2 Sam. 21 io where this combination
occurs nix has the article.

"iistn is seven times in combination with the preposition
(including the two instances without the article). In four passages
it is preceded by -«?5 (Exod. 17 6; 33 21; Judg.' 13 19; l Chron.
11 15) and in three by -"?«. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards
the minority.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
1 collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 213a, on
2 Sam. 21 10 which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16,
fol. 72a, on the same passage and (III) the same MS., fol. 141a,
on Isa. 51 1.

0'"in = § 609.

LDp"T'K to or at the grave of, occurs three times. In the only
other instance where ia[3 is preceded by the preposition, it is

•h$ (2 Kings 23 6). Here we have one of the few instances
where the Massorah safeguards the majority. This Rubric I have
only found in the printed Massorah Finalis, letter

j?, § 10.

^nn = § 610.

*^'')?'J^1^ ^^0 the wall, occurs three times. This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is incorrect since
Tprr^K occurs five times. The two passages omitted are Numb.
22 256 and 2 Kings 9 33. As Tiw^is eight times combined with
the preposition and moreover, as it is in three instances preceded
by -«?? (comp. letter p, § 499, Vol. U, p. 403), this Rubric is

designed to record the passages in which it is preceded by
-'?K. We have thus here another of the uncommon instances
in which the Massorah protects the majority. The minority,
however, is safeguarded in a separate Rubric. (Comp. letter p
§ 499, Vol. II, p. 403.)

mn = § 611.

' Mfp"^^ to t^ «nd or border of, occurs six times. Of this
Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two printed:
(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 236, on Judg. 7 11 which I have
printed; (H) Add. 15,260, foL 2376, on Isa. 62 11; (III) Add. 21,160,
fol. 926, on Exod. 16 35; (IV) the printed Massorah on the same
passage and (V) the same on Josh. 18 16.

mn = § 612.

wH \ VJjt to the top of, occurs twice .... and wherever it is

combined with ^. mountain it is likewise so except in five
instances.

The design of this Massorah is to record the instances in
which t¥h without -rn is preceded by -^ and thei passages in
which though combined with this noun it is preceded by -bv:
{\) the phrase xdvh-b>k occurs altogether eight times. In six
instances it is combined with mrii and in two only is it without
this noun. Hence the Massorah registers the exception-, (2) The
phrase nrn tfKh which occurs altogether eleven times in combination
with the preposition is in six instances preceded by -•?« and in
five by -"jp.* The Massorah, therefore, in this case records the
minority.

Of this Rubric I coUated six Lists, five in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol I, fol. 234a, on 1 Kings 18 42
which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 1436, on Numb. 23 14;
(HI) Arund, Orient 16, fol. 936, on l Kings 18 42: (IV) Orient
2349, foL 115a, on Numb. 23 14; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah. I,

§ 159, and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter -1, § 83.

List IV gives the first part of this Rubric only.

' Comp. Exod. 19 20, 20; Numb. 14, 40, 44; Josh. 15 8; Judg. 16 8.

2 Comp. The Maatmah, letter )>, § 600, Vol. II, p. 403.

r»'Vr^ ^ 613.

TtTK I >X at or on his head, occurs twice in this combination
in the Scriptures. W¥h occurs thirty times in combination with
the preposition. In twenty-eight instances it is preceded by -bf^
and in two only by 'b*. Hence the Massorah safeguards the
exceptional combination, which excludes the ancient reading -«??

exhibited in some MSS. of the Samaritan recension of the
Hebrew text

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 2446, on 2 Kings 9 6

which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 80a, on Exod. 36 29;
(III) Arund. Orient, 16, fol. I04a, on 2 Kings 9 6; (IV) Add. 15,251,
fol. 626, on Exod. 36 29; (V) Orient 2349. foL 796, on the same
passage; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 159, note and (VH)
the printed Massorah Finalis, letter -1, § 85. List V adds at the
end of the Rubric dwkt^k nm (Neh. 3 36) to distinguish it from
the seven instances where this noun with the suffix third person
plural is preceded by -bv. (Josh, 7 6; Isa, 35 10; 61 11; Ezek.
1 25, 26; 44 18; Lament 2 10).

« Comp. iCxT^ Gen. 48 18; Exod. 26 24; 29 6, 7; Levit. S 13; 4 11 ; 8 9; 21 10

;

24 14; Numb. 6 6, 7; Judg. 13 ft; 1 Sam. 1 11; 4 12; 10 1; 17 fi, 38; 2 Sam.
1 2, 10; 15 32; I Kings 2 32; 2 Kings 9 3; Jonah 4 6; Zech. 3 6, 6; ProT. 26 22;
Esther 9 26; 2 Chron. S 15.

T'ln = § 614,

rnUT?R to or into the field of, occurs twice. In the other
two instances where this noun occurs in the construct, it is

preceded by -bv (Levit 25 31; Prov, 24 30). This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 386, on 1 Sam. 6 14.
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,Tnn = § 615.

D^t^rrtK to, or in heaven, occurs jive tinves in the Scriptures.

In the other seven instances where B'0*n is in combination with

the preposition it is -bs (Exod. 9 22, 23; 10 21, 22; Ps. 8 2;

67 6; 113 4). Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.

'of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated five Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II. fol. 286a, on

Dan 12 7 which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 10, fol. 296«,

on Ps. 50 4; (III) Add! 15,451, fol. 4096, on tlie same passage;

(IV) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passage and (V) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 279.

rnn = § eie.

"•JttH^K to, or upon two of, occurs three times. The sign thereof

in Chalkee t^ and the Youth in the first shoul^r. The construct n.B>

occurs nineteen times in combination with the preposition. In

sixteen instances it is preceded by -by^ and in three only by ->?»».

Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional combination. In

this Rubric, therefore, the Massorah militates against the ancient

recension which reads -^y in Exod. 28 7 as exhibited in the

Samaritan text and in the Septuagint and which is confirmed

by the parallel passage in Exod. 39 4.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 52a, on Exod. 28 7 whixsh

gives the mnemonic sign only and which I have printed; (II)

Orient 2348, fol. 836; (HI) Orient 2349, fol. 736, both on the

same passage and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter w,

§ 343.

1 Comp. •JB'-SP Gen. 40 2; Exod. 25 19; 28 28, 26; 90 4; $7 27; 89 4,

16, 19; Levit. tt's; 2S 20; Numb. 7 8; Deut 4 18; i 19; 1 Kings 7 20, 26.

Lists 1 and prefixed to it the heading stating that there are forty-

five such instances.* Apart from these additions and catchwords,

this List is almost identical with List L The reviser, however, omitted

3Kl'-'??i which is given in the other Lists and which does not

occur in the received text

(V) The printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 403. Though

this List like the former one catalogues forty-five instances of

this combination, it differs in this essential point that it fixes

no number in Ifce, heading which simply states: The folhtcing

words respectively occur once only preceded by -bwi.'^ With the

exception of nn^-'^Ki Numb. 31 12 and n'pnsc-'?^ Jerem. 27 12 it

embodies all the additional instances which are given in List IV

and makes up the forty-five by substituting two others, viz.

^irrb)^ Jerem. 47 7 and rnh«fe-'?Ki Ezek. 31 13. The pernicious

addition to the heading of the words -b\^ proa nn n^"?! which is

against the import of this Massorah is due to the editor of the

second edition of Jacob b. Chayim's Rabbinic Bible, Venice-

1546—48 and not to Buxtorf, Basle 1618—19, as is stated by

Frensdorff, Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, p. 26, notes.

That all the early Lists are simply fragments and that the

later expansions with the headings fixing the number are due

to revisers who mistook the import of this Massorah, is evident

from the fact that there are no fewer than one hundred and

forty-eight such unique combinations. The later Nakdanim simply

shaped the different headings in accordance with the number of

instances catalogued in the Lists, ,which they severally copied

without investigating how many times the combination in

question really occurs in the Bible.

1 Viz 'BS"^*" Exod. 12 22; mj,-^!*^. Numb. 31 12; WT^^] Deut. 9 27;

IfiKBn-SKi Dout 9 27; '»'??>. 2 Kings 3 13; nji?-i!r-S»l Jerem. 27 12; o^^^^

Ezek. 28^42; D^»n-h^ Isa.W.'J; ninhn-'jKi Isa. 19- 3 :
n-.b'-^Ki Isa. 51 2; »^rf,H-b\p^

Isa 56 7- nilv-Wi Hos. 4 8; nanr"?*". Neh. 2 14; a^-^w Ezek. 11 21.
' ^
' -

'^ddTm-Ski nrn nn p n'D »

jM«in s § 617a—d.

"hif]* Words which respectively occur once only preceded %
this predion with the prefix Vav. That is, these combinations with

-bm are either unique or when the words in question occur

again with the preposition they are preceded by -b^ without the

prefix Vav.^ . . .

The three Lists marked § enh-d which respectively record

four twelve and thirteen instances of this combination again

show the gradual manner in which the Massorah was developed.

They are simply fragments intended to be completed by

successive Massorites. Hence they are as yet without headings

fixing the number of the passages where this combination occurs

and without catchwords. Exactly the same is the case with the

two fragments given in the ancient Codex Orient, m^, fols. 656,

138a, on Exod. 24 14 and Numb. 28 26, the one vocovding sixteen

instances and the other fifteen. The most developed Lists of this

Rubric are the following: ^. t t

(I) Harley 5710-11, VoL I, foL 16a, on Gen. 18 7 which I

have printed and which is marked § 617a. This List records

thirty-one instancea

(H) Orient 4445, fol. 65a, on Exod. 24 1 which records twenty-

seven instances. Of these, twenty-five are identical with those

in List L Two are new, viz. rrnfrbr^, Gen. 34 11, *^:?^bwi l Sam.

26 6, and the following six are omitted: inpr"?.*? t Sam. 10 14;

•wn-yxa-bw^ Jerem. 25 9; ^T^b«] Jerem. 50 18; rnvr-^ Jerem. 30 4;

pKri^'^Ps.' 50 4 and vspp-bm, EccL 1 5. Botii these Lists have

neither headings nor catchwords.

(HI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 166. Like List I it gives

thirty-one instances with this difference, that it has one instance

('«^3R-'?«1 1 Sam 26 6) which is not in List I, though it is in

List II 'and it omits one (ncr"^ ^^' ^ *> ^^^^'^ ^ ^^^
T*!t

in List n The essential difference between this List and the

two preceding Lists consists in the addition of the heading which

fixes the number at thirty-two.« though thirty-one only are

catalogued and in adding the catchwords. That this is simply a

later development of List I, is evident both from the fact that

the passages are recorded in almost the same order of the books

and from its giving ^^m as one of the combinations though

it does not occur in the textus reeeptus.

(IV) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 85. This List exhibits a

still further development A later reviser added no fewer

than fourteen instances which do not occur in the previous

1 In confirmation of thi. fact I simply adduce the t«wii«t«ceB with

Which this RubHc b^. The ^^^^^^l^'^^^^J'^.^T T^.
• In Oen 4 6, 9; I'TW-b* Gen. 87 28, 26. 30 &e.; a{)^« Gen. 28 30, -7 6, zi «c.

.Ski nmnn 10 a-S p w >

n'nn = § 6i8a—

c

^^ '^Kl* Nine tcords which respectively occur twice in

combination with the preposition, are once preceded by -bKi and once

by -bv)- The difference between this Rubric and the one recorded

in K, § 524a—fc, is that here the prepositions with which these

words are severally combined have in both instances the Vav

conjunctive, whilst there the same prepositions are without the

Vav in both instances.

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, nine in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 69a, on Levit 10 16

which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 956, on Levit 12 4;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 103a, on 2 Kings 8 3; (IV) the same MS.,

fol 232a, on Job 32 21; (V) Orient 2349, foL 1626, on Numb. 4 49;

(VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 76a, on Levit 12 4 ;
(VH) the same MS., foL 285a,

on Jerem. 26 15; (VHI) Add. 21,160, fol. 1936, on Numb. 4 49;

(IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 156; (X) Paris Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah, § 86; (XI) the printed Massorah on Numb. 4 49 and

(XII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter p, § 166.

Though List I distinctly states that there are nine such

pairs it enumerates eight only. I have, therefore, added the ninth

pair from the other Lists, and indicated this addition by the

Massoretic term rn^"- List lU not only states in the heading that

there are .ten pairs, but enumerates ten, giving wa as the first

of these combinations.* But this pair does not occur m the

textus receptus. As to the two fragmentary Lists, marked, § 6186

and § 618c, the one is from Orient 2849, foL 88i, on Levit 12 4

and the other from Arund. Orient 16, foL 216a, on Hag. 1 1.

They exhibit the first attempt to catalogue this phenomenon

and are, therefore, as yet without headings. A third incipient

List recording seven out of the nine pairs is given in the ancient

Codex Orient 4445, fol. 121 6, on Numb. 4 49.

.^31 b nn«a Syi -S nn'3 Sw "jynm bm ti \>m • p nn t

B«nn = § 619.

nt^irtKl and to a woman, occurs twice. That is, to distinguish

it from' the other two instances where this combination occurs

and where the preposition is without the prefix Vat (Exod.,

19 15- Ezek. 23 44). This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, foL 756, on

Levit 18 19.

ann = § 62o.

'ri"?'^ and to his house, occurs three times. In the other

three instances where this combination with the preposition and
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the prefix Vav occurs it is -bj?!.* Of this Rubric I collated nine

Lists, eight in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 146,

on Josh. 20 6 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 63a,

on 2 Sam. 11 13; (III) the same MS., fol. 91o, on 1 Kings 16 7;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 161a, on Jerem. 23 84 where it is given

as a contrast to in'S"*?^!; (V) the same MS., fol. 249&, on l Chron.

17 23 where too it is given as contrast to safeguard it against the

combination with -«??i; (VI) Add. 154,51, fol. 158&, on Josh. 20 6;

(Vn) the same MS.,' fol. 3286, on 1 Kings 16 7; (Vni) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 169, and (IX) the printed Maasorah

Finalis, letter k, § 426.

> €k>mp. TfM Mauorah, letter V, % 614, Vol. II, p. 404.

K'ain - § 621.

IbKb lanri h^^. "i?"^. ^^^ ^^ ^ chmrm of Im-a^l

thou »kaU tpeak tdying, oeeurs four HmM tkua combined. The design

of this Massorah is to safeguard these exceptional instance

against being made conformable to the normal phrases nj*^

Tfa»6 Sr^ na-*3K (Levit 4 2; 7 2», 29; 12 2; 23 24, 34) and nj^

Dr6i| n-jaw "Winter '3|i-^k (Levit 18 2; 23 2, 10; 26 2; 27 2; Numb. 6 12;

6 2, 15 2^ 18,' 38; 33 51 ; 36 10) which are used in this connection,

and which begin the verse. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists,

five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

foL 104a, on Numb. 27 8 which I have printed; (II) Orient 4446,

foL 736, on Exod. 30 31; (III) Orient 2340, fol. 766, on the.

same passage; (IV) Add. 15,251, foL 696, on Levit 9 8; (V)

Add. 21,160, fol, 1176, on Exod. 30 31 :and (VI) the printed

Massorah on the same passage.

As these four instances occur in the Pentateuch and always

begin a verse, the heading in List IV is 'iina 'n - four times in

the Pentateuch and in List V D'plDB 'rtn 'T = four timet at the

beginning a verse, ought more correctly to be -iirai "i four

times and in the Pentateuch or trpiDB twni "i -= four times and at

the beginning of a verse. But we have seen that the Vav is not

unfrequently omitted in the headings.

3-3nn = § 622.

^ri'^^^KI and to the rest,.of, occurs twice. In the other two

instances where this combination occurs, the preposition is

without the prefix Vav. {Vide supra, letter k, § 564.) This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 381 6, on Neh. 4 8.

rain = § 623.

^^Kl and to whom, occurs four times ihus combined in the

Scriptures. In the other three instances where "p is preceded by

this preposition it is without the prefix Fat>. {Vide supra, letter m,

§ 582.) The necessity for fixing the number at four is due to

the fact that some Codices read -o-'jki instead of 'b^ in Isa. 46 5

in conformity with the parallel passage in Isa. 40 25.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, seven in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, fol. 177a, on 1 Sam. 6 20

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 196, on

Isa. 40 25; (HI) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2236, on Job 6 !;

(IV) Arund. Orient 16, foL 136a, on Isa. 40 25; (V) the same

MS., fol. 323a, on Job 6 1; (VI) Add. 15,261, fol. 230a, on Isa.

40 25; (Vn) Add. 21,160, foL 3206, on Job 6 1 ;
(VIII) the

printed Massorah on l Sam. 6 20; (IX) the same on Job 6 1

and (X) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter m, § 400.

It is important to remark that List VII not only states in

the heading that there are five instances of this combination,

but gives Isa. 46 5 as one, thus showing that the Massorites

from whom this Rubric emanates worked upon Standard Codices

which exhibited this reading.

ram = § 624.

n3T)ISn' T'KI and to, or upon the altar, occurs three times thus

combined. In the other nine instances where na]^n is preceded by this

preposition it is without the prefix Vav. {Vide supra, letter it, § 579.)

Of this Rubric I collated eleven Lists, nine in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL I, fol. 636, on Levit 2 12

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 776, on Levit 21 23;

(HI) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 976, on Numb. 18 3; (IV) Orient

4445, fol. 86a, on Levit 2 12; (V) the same MS., fol. 107a, on

Levit 21 23; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 77a, on the same passage;

(VII) Add. 21,160, fol. 1386, on Levit. 2 12; (VIII) Orient 2349,

foL 88a, on the same passage; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I,

§ 159; (X) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 421, and
(XI) the same letter t, § 21.

As all the three instances occur in the Pentateuch, List VIII

heads this Rubric 'na 'a = three times in the Pentateuch, which
ought more properly to be -ran % but the Vav, as is often the

case, is omitted.

n-D^n « § 625.

"1BPT?K1 and into the dust, occurs twice. In all the other ten

instances where n^ is preceded by the preposition it is -hn

without the prefix Vav or with it* Of this Rubric I collated

three Lists, two is MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11,

VoL I, fol 3a, on Gen. 3 19 which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient 16, foL 826 a, on Job 10 9 and (UI) the printed Massorah

on Gen. 3 19.

1 Comp. -W^ Iia. 47 1; Job 17 16; 19 26; 30 11; 21 26; 22 24; S4 16;

41 26; 48 6; "WT^. 'o^ '' ^^'

vann = § 626.

^|lB"^tO and to the face of, or before, occurs three times. In

the other three instances where 'jb is preceded by the preposition

with Vav conjunctive, it is -•jpi (Gen, 16 12; Levit 10 3; Ezek.

40 16). The import of this Rubric is discussed in letter x, § 605.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Orient 1474, foL 1266, on Ezek. 46 7.

r"3in - § 627.

TP^TxKI and to the gates of, occurs twice. In the other four

instances, where this noun is preceded by the preposition with

the prefix Vav it is -bpi (Neh. 12 37, 39, 39; 2 Chron. 26 9).

Of this Rubric, which does not. occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3806,

on Neh. 2 13 which I have printed anl (II) Harley 6710—11,

VoL I, foL 1266, on Deut 21 19.

n'Din - § 628.

"yK occurs four times. That is, this lengthened and poetical

form of the preposition -^ The design of this Massorah is to

safeguard this abnormal form which occurs in Job only against

the various readings which obtained in the ancient Codices, as

is evident from the Septuagint Thus in Job 16 22 ••**?» according

to the reading exhibited in this ancient Version elg xslgag evdi^Qov

is an abbreviation of *t^i* which is now accepted by some of

the best textual critics.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,260,

fol. 354 a, on Job 29 19, and (11) the printed Massorah on

Job 6 26.

ts'jnn - § 629.

^K1 and to or against me, occurs three times. That is, with

the prefix Vav. In the numerous other instances where this

preposition with the suffix first person occurs, it is without

this prefix.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, foL 1056, on Hos. 7 15

which I have printed; (H) the same MS., VoL II, foL 2236, on

Job 4 12; (HI) Arund. Orient 16, foL 201 6, on Hos. 7 15;

(IV) the same MS., foL 378a, on Ezra 9 4; (V) Vienna Codex

No. 35 on the same passage; (VI) the printed Massorah on

Hos. 7 15 and (VH) the same on Job 4 12.

List II states in the heading (mpa typiOB 'nwn 'j) that it

occurs three times at the beginning of a verse in the Scriptures.

As it begins a verse twice only in the textus receptus, the Massorah

in this carefully written MS. probably proceeds from a School

of Massorites in whose text ^^tti also commenced the verse in

Hos. 7 15.

ynn = § 630.

^fpT^KI and unto thee, occurs three times. In the numerous
other instances where this preposition with the suffix second

person occurs, it is without the prefix Vav. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,461,

fol. 2606, on 2 Kings 8 27.

K'^in = § 63la -6.

"DK is the Kethiv or textual reading in three instances for
which the Keri or the official reading, is rbvi. That is, the preposition

^ with the suffix third person which has normally Yod before

the Vav, is in these three instances without it Hence the Massorah
substitutes for it the ordinary orthography in the official Keri.

In this form the first part of this Rubric is simple. It is from
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Orient 2210, foL 81 6, on 1 Sam. 22 18. To the same effect are

the two RubricB in Harley 5710-11, VoL I, foL 1896, on the same

passaire. and VoL H, foL I2l6, on Zech. 2 8. It is the addition

at the end of the Rubric and throughout the Model of the Temple

r- Ezek.40 &c] it xm Ukewiee so, which introduces, a difficult

element ^ere i^ is not the prepositon «?*» without the Yod

before the suffix For, but the noun h^ po$t, buttress, with or

without the radical Ycd after the Aleph and with or without the

prefix Vav. The fact, however, that in all the eleven instances

in Vhich it occurs throughout this chapter it is without the

Yod before the suffix Vav,^ that it is n«? instead of r^. made the

Maasorites include this homonym in the same Rubric.

. Comp. 1^ Ewk: 40 86; ^ 4* 24, 26, 31. 34, 37; i^»« 40 29, 33; ^,
40 9, 21, 37.

V K-^in = § fi3l5.

I^K* Throughota the deseription o/ the Model of the Temple,

y^ U^mntten i^ except in one instance ....and throughout the

£nptures it is Wcewise 1^ except in three instances. Whilst the

preceding Rubric records the abnormal ori;hography^ outside

Ezekiel chap. 40, this Massorah safeguards the single normal

instance of rb|».in this chapter. It will be seen that the solitary

instance is the preposition b^ with the suffix third person, whilst

in all the other passages with which it is contrasted it is the noun.

Of this form of the Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 193b, on Ezek. 40 49 which I have printed and

(H) the printed Massorah on the same passage which enuAierates

the three exceptional instances in the Bible. (Vide supra, letters,

§ 631 a.)

a"!?*Tn = § 632.

n^K unto you, is six times defective in the Pentateuch. This

determines" the fact that in all the other, twenty-one passages

where the preposition ^ with the suffix second person plural

masculine occurs, it is b^'^k plene» according to tiiis Massorah.

This is in harmony with the Jerusalem Codex. According to the

HeUali Codex, however, and the School of textual redactors

from which it proceeds, d^bj} is also defective in Exod. 11 9 and

thus exhibits another instance of the primitive ortiiography.

Of this Rubric I coUated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed

(I) t)rient 2349, foL 61a, on Exod- 7 4 which I have printed:

(m Add. 15,451. fol. 1196, on Deut 1 9; (III) Add. 21,160,

foL 476, on Gen. 42 14; (IV) tiie same MS., fol. 73a, onExod. 7 4;

(V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, supplement fol. 130 6, and (VI) the

printed Massorah on Gen. 42 14.

. Comp. By«?l. Gen. 19 8; » 6; 4S 22; 4» 12; Exod. J 1.% 14, 16; 11 9;

18 26; 2S 13; 84 14; Leyit » 4, 6; 26 9; Numb. 15 28; 18 4; Deut 1 43, 45;

4 12, 16; 10 4.

J-^in - § 633.

BT^K unto them, is in five instances misleading. This Rubric,

which doe"8"'not occur in the printed Massorah nor in any other

MS. which I have hitherto collated, is from the St Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916 on Ezek. 16 37.

Though this Massorah does not give the alternative reading

to which tiie Massorite refers as misleading, two of the five

instances indicate what it is. In Ezek. 16 37 some MSS. most

probably read en^? in harmony witii the preceding clause

instead of bt^ That this was the reading in Esther 9 23 is attested

by Harley 5710—11, VoL II, foL 2756, where this important

Codex has it actually in the text We may, therefore, reasonably

conclude tiiat in the other three passages some Codices

also read trn^y instead of tsrr^ and that this is tiie import of

the Rubric before us. wnsT is an abbreviation of nrwen which

frequently occurs in the Massorah of the important MS. No. 1—3

in the Paris National Library both in its abbreviated form (irbn)

and fully written out It is used interchangeably for r»^isn and

fTscru

ri-vi - § 684.

BTb»K is seventeen times plene in the Pentateuch. Though the

preposition" "jK with tiie suffix third person plural masculine

occurs no fewer than one hundred and one times in the

Pentateuch, it is in these seventeen instances only where the

later plene orthography has been introduced. In the other

eighty-four passages it still exhibits tiie primitive spelling.

The Massorah, therefore, records the exceptional orthography

which is aU the mow necesftary sinoe acme of the Standard

Codices of other Massoretic Schools have retained the primitive

spelling in still more instances, as is attested by the Jerusalem

Codex which reads unb^ in Gen. 37 6; 42 7; Numb. 20 6 or in

at least three of the seventeen passages catalogued in this Rubric

as plene.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2349, foL 876, on Levit 10 11 which I have

printed; (H) Add. 15,250, fol. 136, on Gen. 19 10; (HI) Add. 16,251,

fol. 21a, on the same passage; (IV) the same MS. fol. 70a, on

Levit 10 11; (V) the same MS., foL 946, on Numb. 20 6; (VI)

Add. 21,160, fol. 33a, on Gen. 34 14; (VH) the same MS., fol. 150 6,

on Levit 10 11; (VIH) the same MS., fol. 242a, on Numb. 31 16;

(IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, foL 1306, and (X) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 515.

List I which I have printed omits Numb. 31 15 and hence

enumerates sixteen only, but this is manifestiy due to a clerical

error, since it not only states in the heading that there are

seventeen instances, but all the other Lists record seventeen and

List Vni is on Numb. 31 15. List III concludes this Rubric with

n-aa "on bw«iv^ D-ttBri rmr ^i and gives the eight instances which

constitute the two separate Rubrics, viz. §§ 635, 636.

iT^nn - § 635.

On'?^ M in ttoo instances defective in Joshua. In this book,

where it occurs altogether fifteen times, the primitive orthography

is retained in two passages only, whereas in thirteen instances

the plene spelling prevails.* Hence the Massorah safeguards the

exceptional spelling.

In Jeremiah [where this preposition with the suffix third

person masculine plural occurs no fewer than forty times] and

Isaiah [where it occurs five times] it is invariably plene in the

correct Codices. Here, therefore, the later orthography uniformly

prevails. This Rubric is from the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter m, § 516.

' an'b* plene Josh. 4 12; 7 2; 9 8, 11, 21, 22; 10 9, 26; 17 16; 20 4;

81 2; 88 2, 8.

r^nn = § 636.

Sfp^ is ^ times defective in Judges. In Judges, where it

occurs sixteen times and is plene in ten passages * and defective

in six only, the Massorah records the minority. Accordingly the

reading on^K Judg. 19 25 which is to be found in sojne MSS.

and editions is against this Massorah.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, fol. 1576, on Judg. 3 28

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 206,' on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 246, on Judg. 8 23;

(IV) the same MS., foi 31a, on Judg. 18 2; (V) Add. 15,261,

fol. 140a, on Judg. 3 28; (VI) the same MS., fol. 148a, on

Judg. 18 2; (VII) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Judg. 3 28 and

(VIII) the printed Massorah on Judg. 18 2.

« Comp. arv^* plene Judg. 7 17 ; 8 2, 8 ; 9 1 , 67 ; 12 2 ; 18 18 ; 19 23, 26 ; 21 22.

r^nn = § 687.

Drf?K is thirteen times defective in Kings. In Kings, where it

occurs altogether thirty-three times, it is plene in no fewer than

twenty • instances and defective in thirteen. Hence the Massorah

records the minority. Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. .886, on

1 Kings 13 12 which I have printed; (H) the same MS., foL 976,

on 2 Kings 1 7; (HI) the same MS., fol. 1056, on 2 Kings 10 18;

(IV) the same MS., foL 112a, on 2 Kings 18 18; (V) Add. 15,251,

fol. 193a, on 1 Kings 13 12; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the

same passage and (VII) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

It will be seen that though the heading of the List which

I printed, distinctiy states that there are thirteen plene instances, it

enumerates twelve only. The passage omitted is 2 Kings 10 18,

but this is manifestly due to a clerical error, since thif very

Codex not only gives it in the other Lists, but one 'of the

Rubrics, viz. List IV is on this very passage.

t Comp. on'!?»t plene 1 Kings 8 52; 13 6, 7, 9, 10, 14; 21 11, M; 2 Kings

1 6, 12; 6 11; 911, 20; 10 6, 7; 11 16; 18 23; 18 19, 27; 22 16.

n"V-in - § 638.

IDTI^K is seven times defective in BsekUl In Ezekiel, w^ere it

occurs
'

altogether forty-one times, it is plene in thirty-four
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instances' and defective in these seven passages only. The

Massorah, therefore, safeguards the exceptional orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed

:

(I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1766, on Ezek. 16 37 which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 1786, on Ezek. 20 3; (III) the

same MS., fol. 188 or, on Ezek. 33 27; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35,

on Ezek. 16 37; (V) the same Codex on Ezek. 20 3 and (VI) the

printed Massorah on Ezek. 16 37.

1 Comp. on'^K plene Ezek. 3 4, 4, 7; S 6, 11, 11, 27; 6 2; S T; 12 10, 23^

23, 28; 14 4; Ic'sT; 20 5, 9, 27; 28 16, 27, 40; 24 3, 20; 33 2, 11; 34 2, 20;

37 4, 12, 21; 40 39, 41, 42.

B'^in = § 639.

DH/K i» twice defective in Ecclesiastes. This Rubric is from

the printed Massorah on Eccl. 8 14. As there are two instances

only where this preposition with the suffix third p^pson plural

masculine occurs in Ecclesiastes and, moreover, as they are both

defective the heading ought more properly to be '-iron 'om '3 it

occurs twice in Ecclesiastes and both times defective.

ann = § 64o.

OnpKI is fifteen times defective, seven of iohich occur in this

hook [i. e. Chronicles] and eight in the rest of the Hagiographa and

the others are plene.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 159a, on 2 Chron. 18 5

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2636, on

2 Chron. 10 5; (III) the same MS., fol. 2676, on 2 Chron. 18 5;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 27 la, on 2 Chron. 23 14; (V) Add. 15,251,

foL 833 a, on 2 Chron. 10 5; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the

game passage and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k,

§ 516.

As is frequently the case, these Lists emanate from different

Massoretic Schools where they were compiled from the Standard

Codices which were preserved by the respective custodians of

the text. Hence the conflicting headings and the variations in

the contents of the several Rubrics. Thus (l) Lists I, V and VI

emphatically state that there are fifteen instances only of the

defective orthography in the Hagiographa though it is Lists I and

VI alone which give this number. List V omits the second instance

in 2 Chron. 10 7, which is often the case when two instances occur

in the same verse, and 2 Chron. 18 5. The heading of List I

which I have printed is incorrect and is manifestly due to a

clerical error "sinas 'm 'bd2 pnso 't ought to be "sinDS 'm 'con proa 'ts

as is evident from the contrast. (2) Lists IV and VII state as

clearly in the heading that there are sixteen such instances. These

sixteen instances are made up in List VII by the addition of Ezra

6 21 and Neh. 13 21 and the omission of one of the two instances

in 2 Chron. 10 7. List IV, which belongs to the same School, is

incomplete. It enumerates thirteen passages only, though it states in

the heading that there are sixteen. It omits Eccl. 8 4, 4; Ezra 6 21;

Neh. 1321. (3) Lists II and III state as emphatically in the heading

that there are seventeen instances of defective orthography in the

Hagiographa. Like List IV, however, they enumerate the same

thirteen passages only. Now if we add the two instances in List

Vn (Ezra 6 21; Neh. 13 21) to the fifteen in Lists I and IV we
actually obtain the seventeen passages which are mentioned in

the headings of Lists II and III.

It is to be remarked that this preposition with the suffix

third person plural masculine occurs altogether twenty-seven

times in the Hagiographa. According to the School, therefore,

which acknowledges fifteen defectives only, there are twelve

plenes.1 According to those which register sixteen there are

eleven, whilst according to those which catalogue seventeen there

are ten only of the plene orthography. It will, therefore, be seen

that the defectives constitute the larger number and that the

Massorah here, contrary to its usual practice safeguards the

majority.

' Comp. Ps. 119 7; Job 42 9; Esther 3 4; 9 23, 2C; Ezra 6 21; Neh. C 17;

IS 21; 1 Chron. 12 40; 2 Chron. 8 11; 14 8; 24 17.

K"0"in = § 641.

BTT'KI and unto them, occurs twice once plene and once defective.

The design of this Massorah is to safeguard the abnormal use

of the suffix third person plural masculine in construction with

the feminine noun in 2 Sam. 20 3 against the School of textual

redactors which read yrr^Ki with the feminine suffix. Not only is

the feminine suffix exhibited in some MSS. (comp. Add. 21,161),

I'T*??

but it is the reading in the editio princeps, Soncino 1485— 1486, as

well as in the first and third, editions of the Bible, Soncino 1488,

Brescia 1494.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. "and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 71a, on 2 Sam. 20 3 which I

have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 1656, on Levit. 17 8; (III)

Orient. 2349, fol. 926, on the same passage; (IV) Vienna Codex
No. 35 on the same passage; (V) the same Codex on 2 Sam. 20 3

and (VI) the printed Massorah Parva on the same passage.

'X unto them [feminine], occurs five times. It is a remark-
able feature of the Hebrew Scriptures that whilst the masculine
form D,T^K occurs more than two hundred and ninety times, the

feminine jrrbK occurs five times only.

Of this Rubric I .collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and One
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. L fol. 35a, on Exod. 1 17

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. IT, fol. 98a, on
Ezek. 41 25; (HI) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1946, on the same
passage; (IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 119*6, on Deut. 1 22; (V) Add.
21,160, fol. 646, on Exod. 1 17; (VI) the same MS., fol. 2546, on
Deut. 1 22; (VII) Add. 15,251, fol. 2896, on Ezek. 41 25; (VIII)

Orient 2349, fol. 58a, on Exod. 1 17; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-
Ochlah 11, § 68, and (X) the printed Massorah on Exod. 1 17.

With the exception of two Lists (1 VII) all the others

properly head this Rubric 'on 'j«i '^o "i 'n it occurs five times, four
plsne and one defective, since it is |nbK defective in Exod. 1 IS.

ro"in = § 643.

^K God, is twice with the accent Zakeph-Gadol. This Rubric

is from the printed Massorah on Numb. 16 22.

l"a"in = § 644a—

d

^K* The following proper names compounded with b» God,

respectively occur once only. This heading, which is in brackets,

I have affixed. In these four incipient Lists we have the first

attempts on the part of the Massorites to collect the proper

names which are not only compounded with, but end in ^r.

The first List marked § 644 a which gives twenty-four names
is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 248o, on 2 Kings 14 7. The
second marked § 6446 which gives ten only is from Orient. 2349,

fol. 606, on Exod. 6 25. The third marked § 644c which records

eight is from the printed Massorah also on Exod. 6 25. By an

oversight I omitted ^Kine which is the first name in this fragment.

The fourth, viz. § 644e which gives four instances only is also

from the printed Massorah on Joel 1 1.

It is necessary to remark that these fragmentary Lists not only

register the names which occur once only in this composition,

but the forms with a prefix which are unique. Hence b^rp"

Joktheel (2 Kings 14 7) is given as unique though this name
occurs again with the prefix Vav '?Knp;i (Josh. 16 38). bK"it?»n and
Azriel occurs only once with the prefix Vav (Numb. 26 31), whilst

it occurs twice more without the prefix (Josh. 17 2; 1 Chron. 7 14).

The same is the case with bvfot^ and Shehuel (1 Chron. 26 24)

which is described as unique though it is to be found twice

more without the prefix Vav (1 Chron. 23 16; 25 4) and several

other names. As the design of this Rubric is to catalogue the

proper names in composition with bK the solitary instance of

bHrn (Isa. 5 16), which is not a compound name, has manifestly

been added in § 644a, by a later Massorite who mistook the

import of this Rubric. The List was left open for other Massorites

to complete and hence the first compilers of it affixed to it

neither heading nor number. Hitherto I have not been able to

find a complete List in any MS. I have, therefore, tried to

complete it in § 644e and as usual have indicated my additions

by the Massoretic phrase KnniDDa inb = apart from the Masaoi-ah.

|-"Oin = § 645.

n)T Q^T^illl ?K God, God, Jehovah, occurs three times. That
is this triple name. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol, II, fol. 188a,

on Ps. 50 1 which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 296a,

on the same passage; (III) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 153 and
(IV) the printed Massorah on Ps. 50 l.

rann = § 646.

"•^^ T?K") and God Almighty, occurs twice. In the other four

instances where this combination occurs, it is without the prefix

Vav (Gen. 17 1; 35 11; 48 3; Ezek. 10 5). This Massorah is

designed to exclude the reading '^ Sri in Gen. 49 26 which
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obtained in some Schools ot textual redactors and which is

exhibited in some MSS. as well as in the Samaritan, the Septuagmt

and the Syriac. Hence the addition at the end of this Rubric

and in one passage it i» ^ tWr This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 21,1C0, fol. 22a. on Gen. 28 3.

r'oin = § 647.

bKS like God, occurs twice. In the other three instances

where the Caph comparison is prefixed to the Divine name it

is the longer form D-ribio (Gen. » 5; Zech, 12 8; Ps. 77 14). This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed MUssorah. is from

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 835a, on Job 40 9.

n'OTfl = § 648.

bvh unto God, occurs eleven times. That is, with Kametz under

the Lamed to distinguish it from byh with Shevn under the Ijxmed

which occurs fifteen times.

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, eleven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 85a, on Numb. 3 24

which I have printed; (U) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 23a on

Gen. 36 l; (III) Aruiid. Orient 16, foL 2976, on Ps. 67 3; (IV) the

same MS., foL 325fe, on Job 13 8; (V) the same MS., iohZ2%h,

on Job 21 14; (VI) Add. 15,261, foL 31a, on Gen. 36 1; (VII) the

same MS., fol. 357a, on Ps. 67 3; (VIH) the same MS., ^ol-JTi^h,

on Job 13 8; (IX) Add. 21,160, fol. 34a, on Gen. 35 1; (X) Jhe

same MS., foL 323a, on Job 13 8; (XI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah

Supplement, fol. 1306, and (XH) the printed Massorah on Ps. 67 3.

It will be seen that ^ in Numb. 3 24 is a proper name

iM^l, but, as we have already i^marked, the Massorah includes

homonyms in the same Rubric or words which are spelled

alike and have the same voAl-points irrespective of their

difference in sense. This explains the brief form of this Rubric

in Orient 2349, foL 48a, on Gen. 36 1, viz. nnaiK '.n'riavpa K- '?k«?

•»6 p ICtHk W3 -n DW ^n to it occurs eleven times in the Scriptures and

,> always the Divine name except in one instance where it is the name

of a human being Numb. 3 24.

tt'onn = § 649.

^"feK wy God, occurs twice. That is, this Chaldee form with

the suffix" first person singular. This Rubric is from the printed

Massorah on Dan. 6 23.

y-tn = § 650.

trrf?K God, begins a verse thirty-one Umes. Of this Rubric,

which is one of the oldest constituent parts of the Massorah, as

is evident from the fact that it is given in the ancient Codex

Orient 4445, 1 collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 300 6, on Ps. 69 6, which I have printed;

II) Orient 4445, fol. 64a, on Exod. 22 27; (III) Add. 21,160,

fol. 1016, on the same passage; (IV) Orient 2348, fol. 1356, on

Deut 4 21; (V) Orient 2349, fol. 1256, on the same passage;

(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. l33o, and (VII)

the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 431.

The design of this Massorah is to distinguish between and

thus to safeguard, the vei-ses which begin with this Divine name

and those which commence with the Tetragrammaton. This is

set forth in the headings of Lists IV and V which are on a

verse beginning with Jeh^^h, viz. Deut 4 21. These headings

are as follows: trn^K «•«? to - 'amai -raji -ni»n 'id-b 'm bz throughout

the Law, the Prophets and the Hagiographa Jehovah begins a verse

except in thirty-one instances where it is Elohim.

On looking at Hab. 8 19 and F^ 140 8 it will be seen that

though these two verses begin with the Tetragrammaton they are

reckoned among the thirty-one verses which begin with Elohxm. This

is due to the fact that in both these passages the Ineffable name

is followed by ^^^ Adonai, and that in such combinations m-r

is simply the Ketkiv with the vowel-points of D-ri^|< which is the

Keri or the official reading. {Vide supra, letter % § 107, p. 27.)

In the List which I have printed thirty instances only are

catalogued though the heading gives it as thirty-one. The

omission, viz. Ps. 71 17, which is manifestly due to a clerical

error, is supplied in the other Lists.

x-i-in ~ § 651.

D*n^K God, has in seven instances tfu acc«n« [Dechi] at the

beqinning oTthe ve^-se. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is ft-om Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 176a, on

P8 7 12 Though the heading distinctly states that there are

seven instances, six only are enumerated. The seventh which is m

Ps 64 4, has maiiifestiy been omitted by an oversight because of

§ 6.52-664. K K

its Close proximity to verse 3. It is to be remarked that one of

the instances is irrf?ir with the prefix Vav (Ps. 74 12) and that

the expression 'roa = in the book of Psalms has been omitted from

the heading which is frequently the case, since crr^jf^with the

accent at the beginning of the verse also occurs in Job 28 23.

T:"in - § 652.

Q««|^^^ Forms of the Divine names o'ri'jiji God and ^ which

respectively occur once only. The six words which constitute

this Rubric are irom Harley 5710—11, VoL I, foL 485, on

Exod. 22 19. The heading I have added. It will be seen that it

simply exhibits the first attempt to collect the forms of bi$ and

D'T^K which are unique and that the Massorite had not as yet

affixed any number because the List was still open for additions.

This explains the fact that b¥& Exod. 6 3;^ Isa. 6 16; ^
Ps. 146 5; Tt'jK^i Isa. 48 l; ^rHa 2 Chron. 32 17 which are also

unique forms are not as yet included. Later Massorites, however,

instead of completing the incipient List regarded it as final and

hence put a heading to it fixing the number of instances at six.

This is the case in the three Lists which I have found of this

Rubric, viz. (I) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 153; (H) Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 190, and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter*, § 489. In the List which I have printed bt6ko is with a

query and without a reference. It is a mistake for tn^hf^ Ps. 86 8.

yV\r\ = § 653 a.

D^'lSX* In nine groups which respectively consist of two words

the second it^rd is in a uniqtte manner DTlbit without the article. That

is, in all other instances where these words are combined with this

Divine name it is invariably nribtn with the article.. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated four

Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 23a, on Gen. 36 5 which

I have printed; (H) Orient 4445, fol. 74a, on Exod. 32 16;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 18a, on Josh. 24 26 and (IV) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 153.

It is remarkable that whilst trrtbtt iqt (1 Sam. 4 7) and lan

g^^ (Jonah 4 8) which strictly belong to this Rubric since we

have trrt'sjn t^ in Exod. 20 20 and arh\a \Br\ in Jonah 4 7 are here

omitted^ all the Lists give cri^ npn as one of the nine instances

of this exceptional combination without the article though it is

the only phrase which does not occur again with the article. It

was most probably added by a later Massorite as it does not

belong to this category. That later Massorites were not always

careful in handling this Rubric is, moreover, evident from List H
which records ten instances of this unique combination giving

•^ a'Thvt yaatxa as one, though this phrase occurs twice, viz. Exod.

31 18 and Deut 9 10. This List, however, has not as yet any

heading and gives no fixed number of passages in which words

are thus combined with crrtbjj in an exceptional manner.

r:"in = § 6586.

DTt^K* The following words are combined with a^ and have

no paralleC The difference between th^s Rubric and the former

one is that here the Massorah catalogues: (1) the words which

respectively occur once only in combination with twibK and which

in all other passages are combined with ori^; (2) worda

combined with err^ and which in all other passages are combined

with mrr and (3) words combined with DT6}t which are never

again combined with either crrt^jn or with njrr. Hence this Rubric

not only includes all the nine instances which are given m the

former Rubric, but registers seven words which in all other

passages are combined with the Tetragrammaton and four which

also do not occur again either in combination with orrtfn or with

nirr. This Rubric is from the printed Massorah FinaliB, letter t^

i 489. The heading does not specify the number of instances m which

this combination occurs, as the List was left open to be completed

by other Massorites. This accounts for the omission ota^rfb^^

Ps. 66 5 which is unique (in the only other instance where this

noun is combined with the Divine name it is nirr nlb??p Ps. 4j 9)

and of D^^jt-9 P8. 46 5 which is also unique. The other

combinations are u^h^^^V Ps. 87 8 and nyrn^y Isa. 60 14.

Wn - 8 654.

D^f?K Nine groups which respectively eonsiet of the same three

words and in which the second word is crrtbij. Stripped of its artificial

language the import of this heading is that nme words

respectively occur three times combined with this Divine name^

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I

collated two Liste: (I) Harley 57lO-lI,Vol.II, fol 188a, onPs.601

which I have printed and (H) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 168.
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It will be seen that, though the heading of both Lists

distinctly says that there are nine such groups, the Rubric itself

records ten. List I, moreover, gives at the end two groups which

respectively consist of two instances where a word occurs twice

in combination with this Divine name, whilst List n gives one

only of these two groups. The conflict between the statement of

the heading and the contents of the Lists, is manifestly due to

later Massorites, who mistook the import of this Rubric and

appended the tenth (o'rbx?), as well as the two pairs which are

in manifest conflict with the original design.

Each of these nine groups is the subject of a separate

Rubric: (1) k-q letter a, § 455; (2) n>n? letter % § 576; (3) na^

letter n, § 87;"<4) nsTi letter i, § 60; (5) -iinyi letter a, § 498;

(6) 'a letter a, § 139; (7) b» letter k, § 645; (8) pjti letter k,

§ 399 and (9) poif^ letter v, § 715.

These however, by no means exhaust these triplet groups,

as is evident from the fact that D-rti^K "sin also occurs three times

(comp. letter n, § 320), so also does n%ibK-D? (comp. letter p,

§ 636). It is, therefore, more than probable that the original

compilation simply exhibited the first attempt to collect these

instances and that, as is usual with these incipient Lists, the

Massorite left it open for other Massorites to complete it. Instead,

however, of completing they not only affixed a heading to it,

but supplemented it with groups which do not belong to this

Rubric.

.T3in = § 665.

D'^ri'^Kn /D^'^bK words winch respectively occur twice once

combined with B\t'?K without the prefix He and once with it. This

heading I have added to this incipient Rubric which is as yet

without any heading and without catchwords. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three

fragments: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 31 6, on Gen. 6 1 which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 69a, on Exod. 20 20 and (III)

Orient. 2348, foL 41 fc, on Gen. 6 1.

With the exception of omitting the companion to the first

pair, viz. D-ri'?»n yra which does not occur in the textus receptvs

Lists I and III are exactly alike. List II, however, consists of a

smaller fragment. It simply gives three pairs of which two are

not in the other Lists, viz.:

Ps. 46 6 '": o^rhn Ty Jonah 4 8 6 n'rlS? fO|i

„ 87 3 h D'rtbKn Ty - „ „7 "h o^rh»n jo'i

These fragmentary Lists, however, do not seem to have

been completed. Hence the omission of cribK ^k^»? ( l Sam. 29 9)

ffii^Kn iK^aa (2 Sam. 19 28).

mn = § 656.

(Tin^ »D^n^K* Three pairs of verses which severally contain the

same two wards in the same connection and in which this wm'd is

follmoed in the first instance by God and in the second by the

Tetragrammaton. That is, in each pair of verses or in each

of the three groups there is a word which in the first instance

is in combination with the Divine name Elohim and in the second

instance it is in combination with the Ineffable name. This

Rubric is designed to safeguard these passages against the

variations which obtained in other Schools of textual redactors, as

will be seen from the notes in my edition of the Hebrew

Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I)*" Add. 21,160, fol. 71a, on Exod. 5 17 which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 46a, on Exod. 6 8 and (III) the

printed Massorah on Exod. 5 17.

Though the wording of the heading in List II is somewhat

different, viz. wrhk "im mn" in 'rsr nna paiT '3 thre& groups in the same

connection have once Jehovah and once Elohim, ' yet the List itself

gives the same three pairs only. As this List is from the oldest

Codex extant, it is evident that the original. Massorites catalogued

three such pairs only. As List III, gives five pairs, there can

hardly be any doubt that they are the addition of later Massorites

who completed the Rubric and altered the heading frofti "j = three

into n = five. I have, therefore, added these two pairs to the

original Rubric with the usual term p-vtrt. It is to be remarked

that the heading in List II a^ well as in List III which is nn

ttrh» nm rrcf or m-r "im dvt^k in instead of rtirr -rsn d\-i'?k 'Katp is

more correct, since in two only of the three pairs or in three

of the five pairs does o-ribK occur first, whilst in one pair

according to Lists I and II and in two pairs according to

List III (Ps. 14 7 ; 63 7 and Ps. 36 27 and 70 5) nirr occurs

fird and o'.i'pjt second.

r:nn = § 657.

D']Krf"nK D^'1^1N^ God with men, occurs twice. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two

Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, foL 152a, on 2 Chron. 6 18

which I have printed and (II) Orient. 2349, fol. 1266, on
Deut 5 21.

n'3in = § 658.

DTlK D^^K ye are gods, occurs twice. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient 1474,

fol. 1876, on Isa. 41 23.

6D'':ifl = § 659.

^nHDt D^'^^K God has cast us off, occurs three times in this

combination in the Scriptures. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists,

two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 191a, on Ps. 60 12 which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 2986, on the same passage and (III) the printed Massorah

on Ps. 60 3. As this phrase not only occurs three times in the

Bible, but as all the three instances are confined to the Psalms, the

heading of* this Rubric in the printed Massorah (List III) is

K"iB''Dai '3 three times and in this book, i, e. the Psalter.

D'ln = § 660.

^'^INDtS^^? C3^'ibK God unto Israel, occurs three times thus

combined in the Scriptures. On referring to the notes in my edition

of the Hebrew Bible it will be seen that in 1 Sam. 17 46

both MSS. and early editions read it b)r\xrs d'.'1'?r. Hence this

Massorah militates against the School of redactors which have

preserved this reading.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1856, on 1 Sam. 17 46

which I have! printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 47a, on the same

passage; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 546, on Gen. 46 2 and (IV) the

printed Massi^rah Finalis, letter k, § 548. As one of the three

instances occurs in each of the three divisions of the Bible, List III

has at the end of the Rubric o-ainaa 'x D'-K'-asa 'K mina 'k one occurs

in the Law, one in the Pi'opheis, one in the Hagiographa.

K'D-in = § 661.

DptSP D'^n^K God loith you, occurs twice. In all the other

eleven instances where the Divine name precedes this preposition

with suffix second person plural masculine it is nirr and not

D'.-i^K.^ Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

1 collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 566, on Gen. 48 21

which I have printed and (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1246,

on Zech, 8 23.

» Comp. astt'; nw Exod. 10 10; 24 8; Numb. 14 43; Deut 6 4; 9 9, 10;

2 Sam. 2 6; Ruth. 1 8; 2 4; 2 Chron. 15 2; 20 17.

TDin ='§ 662.

IDBltt^ D^"17hl God. is judge, or Judgeth, is three times thus

combined in the Scriptures. The design of this Massorah is to

safeguard these three passages against being made conformable

to the instance in which o'-i*?!* is followed by D'BBW the participle

plural (Ps. 68 12).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 1886, on Ps. 50 6 which I have printed and (II) Vienna Codex

No. 35, on Ps. 7 12. As all the three instances occur in the Psalms,

the heading ought more properly to be 'c'Dai '3 three times and in

the same book, i. e. the Psalter, but this more precise description

is often omitted.

3"Din = § 663.

D^'1v'K3 in God, begins a verse six times. As all the six

instances are in the Psalms, the heading ought properly to be

B^Hnnai B"n "\ six times at the beginning of a verse and in this book,

i. e. the Psalter, but as we have seen, this expression is not

unfrequently omitted. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Add. 15,250, fol. 329a, on Ps. 66 5

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 411a, on Ps. 66 5

and (III) the printed Massorah on the same passage. It will be

seen that the Vav which expresses the number is closely united

with the abbreviation b"-i thus making of it as it were one word.

This is often the case.

lib
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TD"in = § 664.

D^'^^Km and God, occurs seven times in the Scnptures. Of this

Rubric, I collated eleven Lists, eight in MSS. and three printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol.1, fol. 13a, on Gen. 22 1 which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 157fc, on 2 Chron. 13 15;

(III) Arund. Orient. IG, fol. 255&, on 1 Chron. 28 3; (IV) the same

MS., fol. 265oy on 2 Chron. 13 16; (V) the same MS., fol. 352a,

on Eccl. 3 14; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 226, on Gen. 22 1; (VII)

Add. 21,160, fol. 96, on the same passage; (VIII) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah I, § 153; (IX) the printed Massorah on Gen. 22 1;

(X) the same on Eccl. 3 14 and (XI) the same on 1 Chron. 28 3.

iTDin = § 665.

D^^7K1 and God, occurs five times in the Scriptures. Of this

Rubric I collated twelve Lists, ten in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 346, on Gen. 60 24 which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 1946, on i Sam'. 28 15;

(III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 107 a, on Hos. 13 4; (IV) the

same MS., Vol. II, fol. 171 6, on 2 Chron. 36 21; (V) the same

MS., Vol. II, fol. 196 a, on Ps. 74 12; (VI) Arund. Qrient. 16,

fol. 55a, on 1 Sam. 28 15; (VII) the same MS., fol. 203a, on-

Hos. 13 4; (VIII) the same MS., fol. 2806, on 2 Chron. 36 21;

(IX) the same MS., fol. 302a, on Ps. 74 12; (X) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah I, § 153; (XI) the printed Massorah, on Gen. 50 24

and (XII) the same on 1 Sam. 28 15.

From the remark at the end of List IV D-n^ic 'iKn and in

all the other instances it is D-ri'jK it is evident that the design of

this Massorah is to safeguard these exceptional five instances

where this Divine name has the prefix Vav, from the numerous

instances in which it is without this prefix.

VDin = § 666.

C3^'^7K3 as God, occurs three times in 9ie Scriptures

once in the Law, once in the Prophets and once in the Hagiographa.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—U, Vol. II, fol. 1256, on 2ech. 12 8,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 197a, on
Ps. 77 14; (III) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Zech. 12 8;

(IV) Arund- Orient 16, fol. 221a, on the same passage; (V) the

same MS., fol. 303 a, on Ps. 77 14; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 3116, on
Zech. 12 8; (VII) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Ps. 77 14; (VHI)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 163; (IX) the printed Massorah, on

Zech. 12 8 and (X) the same on Ps. 77 14.

r-Din = § 667.

D'^rfT'Kntt from God, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 133 a, on 1 Chron. 5 22 which

1 have printed and (II) the same MS., Vol. U, fol. 164a, on

2 Chron. 25 20.

n'Dlfl = § 668.

''rt^K the God of, has three times the accent on the penultimate in

the Pentateuch, and ^e mnemonic sign thereof is, the name of stiver

is from of old, i. e. is mentioned very early in the Bible.

Of this Rubric, I collated eight Lists, five in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 476, on Exod. 20 23

[= 20] which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 185a,

on Deut 33 27; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 9 a, on Gen. 9 26; (IV)

the same MS., fol. 1166, on Deut 33 27; (V) Orient 2349,

foL 336, on Gen. 9 26; (VI) the printed Massorah on the same

passage; (VII> the same on Exod. 20 23 [-20] and (VIH) the

same on Deut 33 27. The mnemonic sign I have found in the

printed Massorah only where it is given twice, once on Deut 33 27

and once without the record of the passages in the Massorah

Finalis, letter k, § 478.

B"D"in = § 669.

DTlbK ''rt^S God of their fathers, occurs four times. That is,

the combination" of this Divine name with the shorter form

Dnb)t with the suffix third person plural masculine instead of

the longer form orrrnajt with which it is normally combined and

which occurs no fewer than fourteen times.*

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1656, on 2 Chron. 28 6,

which I have printed; (H) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 196, on

1 Comp. Bn'nlaK rrl^jj l Chron, 29 20; 2 Chron. 7 22; 11 16; IS 18; 14 3;

15 12; 19 4; 34 18, 24; SO 7, 22: S4 it, SH; SS 16.

Judg. 2 12; (tn.) Add. 15,250, fol. 1326, on the same passage;

(IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 1396, on the same passage; (V) Orient 2349,

fol. 59a, on Exod. 4 5; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Deut 29 24;

(VII) the printed Massorah on the same passage and (VIII) the

same on Judg. 2 12.

As the Tetragrammaton precedes "rib* in all the four

instances. List VIII heads it n Dm:M« TibK mrr. {Vide infra, letter %

§ 183.)

»nn == § 670.

7X1^^ "'iT^I?!' f'^^ ^^^ ^f Isi-ael, occurs twenty-eight times in

an exceptional manner That is, without being preceded by the

Tetragrammaton or by niKSX rTi.T with which it is normally

combined.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed, apart from the one which I have printed and the

reference to which I have mislaid: (I) Orient 2348, fol. 120a;

(II) Orient 2349, fol. 110a, both on Numb. 16 9; (III) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 1366, on Isa. 41 17; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 104a,

on Exod. 24 10 and (V) the printed Massorah on the same

These five Lists together yield no fewer than thirty-six

passages in, which this phrase occurs without being preceded by

either rilrr or niKast nin^» since some give instances which the others

omit and vice versa. These exclusions and inclusions, however,

are by no means arbitrary ; they are based upon definite systems

which obtained in the several Massoretic Schools and indicate

two distinct recensions. Among the thirty-six passages there are

four in which 'rt*?!* has the prefix Lamed, viz. bK"*: ^'?'?x^. These

constitute a separate Rubric. (Vide infra, letter k, § 675.) There

are, moreover, seven instances in which the phrase '?K"T.to' ""ri^K is

preceded by piif and these too are the subject of a separate

Massorah. {Vide infra, letter k, § 1070.) This fact supplies the clue

to the two recensions as will be seen from the following Table:

29 26

27

27
I

24

81 28 23

oyDn

3D'

130«1

won

fnif when

tiSk nnjn

inma »3

D»'3yn

tmpn

nriM pK

-I've »3

DSfiCMSI

DB' nam

'nSu ni33i

caian wrn

n»nn k'h

B'anan ii«e"i

mas njm

wa» ^K

yiB^ npi

^thuh D'Man

v^huh »npi

»rtS>^ njD DJ

Gen.

Exod.

Numb.

Josh.

1 Sam.

S3 20

24 10

16 9

22 16

1 17

5 7

2 Sam.

1 Kings

Isa.

Esra

1 Chron,

2 Chron,

25 32

23 3

8 26

29 23

41 17

45 3

„ 16

48 1

» 2

S2 12

8 4

9 3

10 19

69 7

S 2

8 S6

9 4

4 10

5 26

29 7

To facilitate the deciphering of the two recensions, I have

put the expression "rh*. with the prefixes as well as the word

|l-ilt against the catchword of the respective passages where they

occur. By this means it becomes apparent that Lists I, 11 and III
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proceed from a Massoretic School which excluded the passages

in combination with ii-i^e, viz. b»n^ '-tt^K p-iK, whilst Lists IV and V
represent a recension which includes these passages, but excludes

the instances in which 'ri'?K is with the prefixes, viz. bvriitr "^bvh &c.

We have still to consider some of the peculiarities in each

of the five Lists. The headings in Lists I and II differ. The

furst has bvnvr "nh^ 'pa 'iiro to and the second pnrra re '?»nr'.%ibK.

But they both agree in making up the twenty-eight instances

by giving l Sam. 26 32 as the fifth passage and omitting

Ezra 3 2. As the Tetragrammaton precedes btr/en -rt^ in 1 Sam.

25 32 in the textm receptm, these Lists must be based upon a

textual recension which had not rrirr in this passage, but had it

in Ezra 3 2. That the passages which constitute this Rubric

exhibited various readings in the Codices and that this gave

rise to the Massorah before us, will be seen from the notes on

1 Kings 8 26 in my edition of the Hebrew Bible.

List ni which exhibits the same recension heads it re bvrw "n^K

and though it thus states that there are twenty-four instances, it

enumerates twenty-three only, the omission of 1 Sam. 6 3 being

manifestly due to the Scribe. It gives, however, Ezra 3 2 and

not 1 Sam. 26 32.

List IV which exhibits the second recension is by far the

most complete. The omission of Gen, 33 20, which is given in

all the other four Lists, is due to the fact that the phrase

jinir vh^, is here preceded by another Divine name, viz. •rr'pK ^K

htnv and is, therefore, put in the same category with \-i'3K D-ri^K

•jnr (Ps. 68 9) and, hvne^ "rh^t n'ri'?Kn (Ezra 6 23) which are

excluded from this Rubric.

List V, which also exhibits the second recension, has inad-

vertently inserted ^¥h (l Sam. 6 5) against the principle upon

which it is based and gives i Sam. 1 17 twice as Nos. 10

and 81.

K'Pnn = § 671.

*131) ^'!!^K ttrange gods, oeeurg three HmM, twice vrith Kametz

and (mee with Buhaeh. That is, in two instances the noun is 153

the absolute and in one instance it is res the construct. This

phrase, which occurs altogether nine times, has in six instances

the prefix He before the noun, i. e. rejn * and it is in these three

passages only that -9s is without the article. Hence the Massorah

safeguards this exceptional usage. In the only other instance

where this phrase occurs -153 is in combination with aibK the

singular, viz. re? pfib» Dan. 11 39 for which reason it is excluded

from this Rubric. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated ttro Lists: (I) Orient. 2348, fol. 151a,

on Deut. 31 16 which I have printed and (II) Orient 2349,

foL 141a, on the same passage.

> Comp. "Otn ^hSk Oen. S5 2, 4; Josh. U 23; Judg. 10 16; 1 Sam. 7 S;

2 Chron. SS 16.

'

yrin = § 672.

D''*l!3J?n fl7K» God of the Hebrews, occurs jive times .... and

once it is D'nayri. That is with two Yods. Of this Rubric I collated

five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 620,

on Exod. 9 13 which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 776,

on the same passage; (III) Vienna Codex No. 85 on the same

passage; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, fol. 60a, margin and

(V) the printed Massorah on Exod. 5 3. Though all these instances

are restricted to Exodus, the expression 'coai and in this bock is

omitted from the headings in all the five Lists.

rrin = § 673.

nlKDHCl ^'1bKI the Ood of hosts, occurs four times. That is,

in these four instances only has niKSSt the prefix He in combination

with the construct "rib*. Normally it is niKas '.ibn without the

article.'

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II,

foL 1066, on Hos. 12 6 which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,260,

foL 303a, on Amos 3 13 and (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 299&, on the

same passage.

It will be seen that List I not only states emphatically in

the heading that this combination occurs four times, but gives

Amos 9 5 as one of the four instances. The Codices, therefore,

from which the Massorite compiled this Rubric read it here

1 Comp. niMSS tr6M 2 Sam. 6 10; 1 Kings 19 10, 14; Jerem. S5 17; S8 17;

44 7; Amot 4 IS; ft 14,''l6, 16, 27; 6 8; Ps. 89 0.

niKaatn •fl'?^ mm as it is given in the catchword. The other two
Lists state in the heading that there are three such instances only

and omit Amos 9 5. Their Massorah, therefore, is based upon
a recension which exhibited the present textus reeeptus.

Tjnn = § 674a -6.

B^tott^n "'H^K the God of heaven, occurs three times in an

exceptional manner. That is, without being preceded by the Tetra-

grammaton. Normally the phrase is EPO*n rib^ rrtrr. Of this Rubric

I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,451,' foL 3816, on Jonah 1 9

and (11) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 480.

Rubric 6746 which is so given in some MSS. properly

belongs to the combination orafn 'r6K rrfrr Jehovah the God of hosts

and I have, therefore, printed it with its correct heading under

letter \ (Vide inft-a, § 186, p. 711.)

n'VV) = § 675.

T'K*lt£^ ''<!!'^^? *o **« God of Israel, occurs four times in this

combination in the Scriptures. In all other instances where the prefix

Lamed precedes the Divine name in connection with Israel it is the

double union, viz. binto^ 'n^K nirr^ to Jehovah the God of IsraeU

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2916, on Ezra 8 36

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, foL 132a, on

1 Chron. 4 10; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 166a, on

2 Chron. 29 7; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2396, on 1 Chron. 4 10;

(V) the same MS., fol. 275a, on 2 Chron. 29 7; (VI) Add. 15,251,

fol. 3156, on 1 Chron. 4 10 and (VII) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter m, § 499.

The four instances which constitute this Rubric are

according to one recension included in the Massorah given in

§ 670.

* Comp. Josh. 7 19, 20; 8 30; Judg.S 3; Ezra 41, 3; 6 21; 1 Chron. 28 6;

2 Chron. 16 18; SO 1, 6; 38 17.

vrin = § 676.

^*Ti^K the God of, is in one instance plene. As this plural

construct of the Divine name which occurs in numerous passages

without the Vav is plene in this single instance, the Massorah

safeguards this exceptional orthography. This Rubric is from

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 162.

rpnn - § 677.

\niT'K my God, is twice plene. As this Divine name with the

suffix first person singular occurs no fewer than sixty-two times,

and as it is plene in these two instances Only, the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional orthography.

Of this Rubric, I collated five Lists, fouk* in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 320a, on Ps. 143 10 which I

have printed; (II) Harfey 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 220a, on Ps.l45l;

(III) Add. 15,251, fol. 374o, on the same passage; (IV) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 152 and (V) the printed Massorah on

Ps. 143 10. The heading in List HE is 'v^a '^o '3 it occurs three

times plene in this form, i. e. including the single instance which

constitutes the preceding Rubric, whilst List V adds this third

passage at the end, viz. 'ba 'rrt^ nm.

n-Pin - § 678.

^T?K iny God, is in eight instances with Kametz under the He.

That is, apart from those passages in which this Divine name
with the same suffix first person singular has the pausal

accent

Of this Rubric, I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2186, on 1 Kings 3 7

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, foL 1006, on
Numb. 22 18; (III) the same MS., VoLU, foLl50a, on 2 Chron. 2 3:

(IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 786, on 1 Kings 3 7; (V) the same
MS., fol. 92 a, on 1 Kings 17 21; (VI) the same MS., fol. 2676,

on 2 Chron. 2 8; (VII) the same MS., foL 292a, on Ps. 35 24;

(VIII) Add. 21,160, fol. 227a, on Numb. 22 18; (IX) Orient 2349,

fol. 1376, on Deut. 26 14 and (X) the printed Massorah on
Numb. 22 18.

As eight out of the ten Lists have not 'pi « rpt in the

heading and, moreover, as in two instances ri^ is in all the

MSS. with Bevia or Retfia Mugrash (Ps. 36 24; 2 Chron. TS) there
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can hardly be any doubt that this expression has been added

by a later Scribe. He was manifestly misled by the fact that in

six instances \-i^K has actually Zakeph, just as another Scribe

has added in the" heading of one of two Lists in question (List II)

^^pa ,p, ,„ ,-,t,^ ^„ because in all the eight passages which

constitute this Rubric 'rt'?K is preceded by the Tetragrammaton.

(Vide infra, letter % § 18?!)

And wherever this Divine name with the said suffix has the

accent Athnach or Soph-Pasuk it is likevnse with Kametz ('rfrK)

except in two instances where it has Pathach. That is, normally it

is fl'jK with Kametz only where it has the pausal accent Athnach

which occurs eleven times ' or Soph-Pasuk which occurs twenty

times.* As the two instances form a rare exception to the rule

they are thus safeguarded. These two exceptions are also given

in a separate Massoretic Rubric in: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 305a,

on Ps. 84 11; (II) Vienna Codex No. 35, on the same passage,

and (III) the printed Massorah on Ps. 86 2.

i Comp. 'ff?K Deut. 4 5; 1 Kings 5 19; 8 28; Hos. 9 8; Joel 1 13; Zech. U 4;

Pb. 13 4; 30 3;*59"2; 109 26; Neh. 13 29; 2 Chron. 6 19.

2 Comp. "rp* Gen. 31 30; Josh. 9 23; 14 8, 9; Isa. 7 13; 494; Jerem. 31 18;

Hos. i 26; 9 8;"jonah 2 7; Micah 7 7; Zech. 13 9; Ps. 38 16; 43 4; 119 116;

Prov. SO 9; Ruth. 1 16; Dan. 9 20; Ezra 9 6; 1 Chron. 22 7.

o'rnn = § 679.

^1bS my God, occurs thirteen times by itself or in an exceptional

manner. It is very difficult to say with certainty what the

import of this Massorah is. Apparently it is designed to

catalogue the instances in which -ribK is not preceded by nin\

But as this Divine name with the suffix first person singular

occurs about one hundred times, and is preceded by the Tetra-

grammaton about thirty-seven times only and stands by itself

in about sixty-three passages, the record of these thirteen

instances alone can be explained on no other hypothesis than

that it exhibits the first attempt to register this phenomenon,

that the incipient List, as is not unfrequently the case, has not

been completed by later Massorites, and that a Nakdan who

mistook its import added the number in the heading.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis

only, letter k, § 466. As is usually the case in Jacob b. Chayim's

Massorah, the Rubric contains several blunders : (1) This heading

states that there are fourteen such instances (t") and enumerates

thirteen only; (2) the catchwords -[ow nn'sm = Ps. 46 18 which

are apparently designed to give the fourth instance are wrong,

since 'rt'?K does not occur at all in the verse in question and

(3) irro "-n^K nn»/3 which is given as representing one passage does

not occur and these catchwords are manifestly a fusion of two

passages. I have, therefore, divided them and altered -i"' in the

heading into y.

enn = § 6 so.

lisp Vrl^K his God is with him, occurs five times thics combined.

Of this Rubrici I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 1016, On Numb. 23 21

which I have printed; (U) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 158a, on

2 Chron. 15 9; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 257a, on 2 Chron. 1 1;

(IV) the same MS., foL 281 6, on 2 Chron. 36 23; (V) Add. 21,160,

fol. 230a, on Numb. 23 21; (VI) Orient 2349, fol. 115a, on the

same passage and (VII) the printed Massorah on the same

passage.

Lists IV and V have in the heading ler yrbn nirr which

confuses this Massorah with the one given in letter % § 189.

K'Din = § 681.

DTiISK their God., occnrs seven [six] times in the Pentateuch.

This form with the suffix third person plural masculine occurs

thirteen times in the Pentateuch, but it is in these six instances

only that it denotes the true God, {vfp), in the other seven

passages it denotes false gods {b'\n) or idols, ^ and hence they are

excluded from this Rubric. This List I have found in the

printed Massorah Finalis only, letter m, § 4C5. The numeralt = 7

in the heading is manifestly a mistake for i = 6.

I Comp. Exod. 23 33; 34 15; Deut. 7 16, 25; 13 2, 3, 30,

Tsnn = § 682.

|^^'1'?K their Gods, occurs five times. That is, with suffix

Third person plural feminine Avithout and with the prefix Lamed.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 86a, on 1 Kings 11 8 which

1 have printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 77a, on Exod. 34 16;

(III) the same MS., fol. 146a, on Numb. 26 2; (IV) Add. 16,451,

fol. 233fe, on 1 Kings 11 8; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah 11,

§69; (VI) the printed Massorah on Exod. 34 16 and (VII) the

same on Numb. 25 2. Though two of the instances are with the

prefix Lamed yet List V alone has the expression 'erbs in the

heading.

J'Din = § 683.

ft*DKn the curses, occurs three times, twice plene and once

defective. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1706, on 2 Chron. 34 24

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2796, on the

same passage and (III) the printed Massorah on Deut 30 7.

Though none of the three Lists states where the defective

orthography occurs, yet the Massorah Parva as well as the MSS.

give Numb. 5 23 as being without the Fat;.

The ancient Codex Orient 4445, has also the following

Massorah on the singular form of this expression:

Numb. & 27 n»y a'lpa "'?»*'? pnjD'oi 'a rhi^h

Numb. S 21 "pna nysv^ rh*':

As this singular with the prefix Lamed also occurs three

times in Jeremiah (29 18; 42 18; 44 12), it is evident that the

expression RnniJO in the Pentateuch has been omitted in the

heading. I have not found this Rubric in any other MS.^

» Comp. Orient. 4446, fol, 1226, on Numb. 5 21.

TD"in = § 684.

iT^K these, occurs seven times at the beginning of a verse in

the Prophets. This pronoun without and with the prefix Fat;

begins a verse in the Prophets twenty-four times. As it has the

prefix Vav in seventeen instances* and is without it in seven

only, the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this separate Rubric I collated five Lists, all in MSS.:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1476, on Josh. 13 32 which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 2146, on 2 Sam. 23 8;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 14 a, on Josh. 19 51; (IV) the same

MS., fol. 736, on 2 Sam. 23 22 and (V) the same MS., foL 86a,

on 1 Kings 9 23.

> Comp, n^»i Josh, 8 22 ; 9 13 ; 12 1, 7 ; 14 1 ; Judg. S 1 ; 18 18; 1 Sam. € 17;

2 Sam. 5 14; 23 1; 1 Kings 4 2; 20 19; Jerem. 29 1; SO 4; Ezek. 43 13; 48 16, 80.

iTBin = § 685.

ThVi* Throughout 'Mara n^Ki begins a verse except in fonr

instances where it is n^K. In Essra-Nehemiah this pronoun begins

a verse altogether twelve times. In eight instances it is with

the prefix Vav^ and in four only is it without the Vav. Hence

the Massorah records the minority. This separate Rubric I have

found in Arund. Orient 16, only foL 2736, on Ezra 2 62.

> Comp, n^Hi, Ezra 1 9; 2 1, 69; 8 1; Neh. 7 61; U 3, 7; 12 1.

ronn = § 686 a.

rhVi occurs ten times at the beginning of a verse in this section.

That is, in 1 Chron. 1—22. As this pronoun without and with

the prefix Vav occurs altogether thirty-five times at the

beginning of a verse in Chronicles and, moreover, as it is in

one part only of this book that n^Ki prevails and in the other

part the two forms, viz. n^K and n^J?) are of equal occurrence,

the Massorah divides Chronicles into two Sections to register

this fact In the first Section which consists of 1 Chron. 1—22,

where this pronoun begins a verse twenty-seven times, it has

the prefix Vav in seventeen instances * and is without it ten times

only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority. In the second

Section, however, which consists of l Chron. 23—2 Chron. 36

these two forms respectively occur four times.*

For the instances in Ezra-Nehemiah which form the second

link in this Massoretic Rubric see the preceding Rubric, viz.

§ 685. In the rest of the Hagiographa which the third link of

this Rubric registers, this pronoun begins a verse five times

only. In three instances it is without the prefix Vav^ and in

two with it Hence the Massorah records the minority.

1 Comp. n^K) 1 Chron. 1 43; 3 1, 6; 4 3; 6 24; 6 2, 16, 18, ,36, 39; 8 6;

9 33; 11 10, 11; 12 1, 23; 14 4.

2 Comp, n^M 1 Chron. 23 24; 24 19; 26 19; 2 Chron. 17 19.

^ Comp, nU Ps. 20 8; 42 6; 50 21,
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Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 240 a, on 1 Chron. 4 38 which I have printed ^nd (II) the

printed Massorah on 1 Chron. 1 29. In Jacob b. Chayim's edition

1524—26, the first part of this Rubric has manifestly dropped

out of the text, since the List is without heading and begins

with the words -vik p '?''iTaK, the missing portion is ny 'bdt 'Wi jts

r^K .1133 am^in nhn .pitn b¥ner ^33 nhn '&'bi n'?K ^-an 'db 'k-i rh*n pt ttti

-33 rh» ,niow3 nion nb» ,3^3 '•sa rn. The first link of this Rubric is

given as a separate Massorah in (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 237,

on 1 Chron. 1 29 and (II> Add. 15,250, foL 4026, on the same

passage. Another recension of this Rubric combines it with the

two preceding Lists making §§ 684, 685 and 686 links of the

same chain. In this form of it I collated three Lists: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 383a; (II) Add. 16,250,~fol. 4246, and (III) Vienna

Codex No. 35 all on Neh. 7 ().

TDin = § G866.

n*?X1 n^K» The separate Rubrics which record the instances

wherein tliis |>ronoun without and with the prefix Vav begins a

verse in each book or section of a book, are here combined

into a List of seven members so as to exhibit a conspectus

of the entire Bible. It is to be remarked at the outsfet that

without and with the prefix Vav this pronoun begins a verse

no fewer than one hundred and seventy-two times. According

to the artificial concatenation of the seven links they are

distributed as follows:

The Pentateuch. — In the Pentateuch where this prono,un

begins a verse ninety-seven times, it is in sixty-three instances

without the prefix Vav, viz. nV»|t * and in thirty-four with it, viz. n^.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority. Owing, however^

to its artificial arrangement this part of the Rubric excludes

the seven passages in which n^jti at the beginning of 'a ~rt»ii«a.is

followed by nii^>i and the nine in which it is followed by mo* a

and, therefore, catalogues seventeen instances. This is due to the

fact that in these combinations n^Ki is more numerous and n^K is

the minority and hence in accordance with the general practice

of the Massorites the majority is excluded and the lesser number

is recorded. '

27k« JFSr>phet*, — In the Prophets, where this pronoun occurs

twenty-four times at the beginning of a verse and where it is

seventeen times with the prefix Vav and seven times only

without it, the Massorah safeguards the minority. {Vide supra,

letter it, § 684.)

'J%e Hagiographa. — In the Hagiographa, where this pronoun

begins a verse fifty-two times, it is in twenty-one instances

without the prefix Vav and in thirty-one with it Instead,

however, of allocating these instances to the several books which

constitute this division of the Bible, the Massorites artificially

divide the Hagiographa into four sections. Chronicles which

heads the Hagiographa ejid which exhibits thirty-five instances,

occupies two of the sections {vide supra, § 686a), Ezra-Nehemiah

which has twelve instances forms the third section {vide supra,

§ 685), whilst to the rest of the Hagiographa is assigned the fourth

section. The artificial heading of the fourth section, however, is

misleading, since it implies that in Psalms, Proverbs, Job, the Five

Megilloth and Daniel which are comprised in all the rest of the

Hagiographa (ra-ro nw tei) the pronoun n^|i without the prefix is

of frequent occurrence at the beginning of a verse and that

n^ is the rare exception. Whereas n^ does not occur at all at

the beginning of a verse in any of these books except the

Psalter. Three instances only of rrt^ still remain and these are

restricted to the Psalms (20 8; 42 6; 60 21).

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 94 which I have

printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 2846, on Numb. 26 86 and (III)

the printed Massorah which forms the square of three lines

enclosing the wood-cut border within which n^ir Exod. 1 1 is

contained. Lists I and II omit after the second section which

records the four instances of nn'pp rh» the third section, viz. bai

'^Ti'aa 'XTOi narn'?»ri. {Vide infra, letter k, § 694.) List II which

has this section wrongly, gives five instances though it distinctly

states that there are /<?«»• only in the Pentateuch. The fifth instance

> Comp. n^M Oen. 3 4; 6 9; 10 20, 31, 32; 11 10; 25 16; 36 10, 16, 19, 20,

27, 28, 29; 87 2; 46 16, 18, 22, 25; Exod. 6 14; 38 21; Levit. 11 81; 2S 4, 37;

S«4C; 27 84; Numb. 1 18, 44; 3 32; 3 3; 4 37, 41, 46; 10 28; IS 16; 26 7, 14,

18, 22, 26, 27, 30, 34, 88, 37, 41, 42, 47, 50, 61, 68, 63; 29 39; 30 17; 88 1;

S4 17, 29; 3« 13; Deut. 1 1; 4 46; 12 1; 37 12; 28 69.

s Comp. nn^h n^Hi Gen. 10 1; 11 27; 25 12, 19; 86 1, 9; Numb. 8 1. The

(liglith instance in wliich this combination occurs (Ruth. 4 18) does not begin

the verso. For wss» n\* and nio»' 7\\*) see below, letter n, §§ 694, 702.

bKiam B-i3jn niOB> n'?K =* 2 Sam. 23 8 is against the import of this

Rubric which catalogues the instances in the Pentateuch.

rDin = § 687.

n^K these, has four times the accent Tipcha in this section. Of
this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Orient 2349, fol. 116a, on Numb. 26 7 which I have printed;

(II) Add. 21,160, fol. 2336; (III) Vienna Codex No. 35 and (IV)

the printed Massorah, all on the same passage. List II adds at

the end vt vh 'ts'oi and the sign is Rash Mash, sh represents pim
and ppoip, whilst wo is formed of the initials rvna and rhrm,

the four names in conaection with which r6»t has this accent

n"D"in - § 688a -6.

I ipK has six times the accent Tevir at the beginning of the

verse in the some section. List 088a is from the printed Massorah

on Numb. 26 22. The mnemonic sign is 'itk iar and not 'xsk', they

are the initials of rmrr "'^nfii ]byz^ -irk ni -iswtr the six names of the

tribes which are in combination with rh*. Rubric .6886 is from

Add. 15,451, fol. 1106, on Numb. 26 27. It will be seen that the

six instances, are here made up by the omission of Numb. 26 25

and substituting for it Numb. 26 37.

O'Din = § 689.

Dnnfi^^? « « » ^IQ n>JK ihese are ihe sons of . . . according

to their families, occurs four times. In the description of the

descendants of the eleven tribes in Numb. 26 1*—48 two different

phrases are used. In the case of seven the formula is simply

onhlis^^ ••«'?? ^^ *<">' of so and so, after their families (Numb.

26 il2, 23, 26, 28, 38, 44, 48), whilst in four instances only is this

formula preceded by the pronoun n^K these. Hence the Massorah

safeguards this exceptional phrase. The mnemonic sign na be

consists of the abbreviation of the names of the four tribes in

connection with which this exceptional phrase is used, db are the

middle letters of onBK Ephraim and *)D1* Joseph, whilst "ia are the

initials of p-a Benjamin and fn Dan. After the sign the Massorite

added b'ys = "b rtun -p so it appears to me, since there are other

recensions of this Rubric which I have printed from Harley

6710—11, Vol I, foL 103a, on Numb. 26 35. The same

recension is also given in Orient 2349, fol. 116 a, on the same

passage.

3C"in = § 690.

D^3^n rr?K these words, occur five times ^us combined ....

and once it is with the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric I collated ten

Lists, six in MSS. and four printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 58a, on Exod. 35 1 which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445,

fol. 776, on the same passage; (III) Arund. Or-ient 16, fol. 137a,

on Isa. 42 16; (IV) the same MS., fol. 2196, on Zech. 8 16;

(V) Add. 15,251, fol. 1306, on the same passage; (VI) Add. 21,160,

fol. 2536, on Deut 1 1; (VII) the printed Massorah on Exod. 36 1;

(VIII) the same on Deut 1 1; (IX) the same on Zech. 8 16, and

(X) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 505.

K'Xin = § 691.

vSHtP^"^J5 ^'^P'? f^T^ these are thejoumeyings of ihe children

of Israel, occurs twii'e. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,250,

foL 80a, on Numb. 10 28 which I have printed and (II) the same
MS., fol. 936, on Numb. 33 1.

3"5Cin = § 692 a.

nnfettTD n?K these are ihe families of [so and so]^ occurs

twice thuc combined in this section. That is, in these two instances

this phrase though followed by onhara'? after their families, is not

combined with 'sa the sons of. The design of this Massorah,

therefore, is to safeguard these exceptional instances against

being made conformable to the phrase recorded in § 689. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Orient 2349, fol. 1166, on Numb. 26 42.

ritin = § 6926.

In the ancient Codex Orient 4445, fol. 1466, on Numb. 26 18

there is the following Rubric:

Numb. 26 87 b'tbh pnao'ci 'J 'jiSfi '3a nntva rh»

„ 47 itTK Numb. 26 18 1J

This Massorah is designed to safeguard these three instances

against the phrase recorded in § 693, where '33 sons of, does not

occur in this combination.
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ritin = § 693.

DTHpS*? nh^tt^ n^K <Aew are the familiea of

according to those that were numhered of them, occurs three times.

That is, though combined with aren^ith according to those that

ioere numbered cf them, the expression 'sa sons of is absent from

this phrase. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards these passages

against being made conformable to those which are recorded in

§ 6926 whe^e \3a tons of, occurs in exactly the same phrase. Of

this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I

collated two Lists: (I) Cambridge University Library. Add. 465,

on Numb. 26 25, which I have printed and (II) Add. 21,160,

foL 233 &, on the same passage. The mnemonic sign iwn is composed

of the n in rrr'-rr Judah, the w in -amr Issachar and the initial

letter in i^iat Zebulun, being the names of the three tribes in

connection with which this phrase is used.

TXVI = § 694.

riDlitt^ n^K these are the names, occurs five times at the beginning

if a verse ' in the Scriptures. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists,

one in BiS. and one printed: (I) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter m, § 606, which 1 have printed and (II) Orient. 4445,

fol. 1566, on Numb. 34 iT. In all the other ten instances where

this pronoun is followed by matt? the names of, it has the prefix

Vav. (Vide infra, letter k, § 702.) The necessity for safeguarding

these instances will be seen from the notes on Numb. 3 3 in my

edition of the Hebrew Bible. The four instances in which this

phrase occurs in the Pentateuch are included in Rubric 6886.

n"!i'V\ - § 695.

rrt?h rhVl these are the generaHons of, occursfour timss thus

combined. In alf the other eight instances in which rn^r is pre-

ceded by this pronoun, it is n^jr with the prefix Fat?.' Of this

separate Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL la, on Gen. 11 10, which

I have printed; (II) Orient 2349, fol. 30a, on Gen. 2 4; (HI)

Add. 15,451, fol. 86, on Gen. 11 10 and (IV) the printed Massorah

on the same passage. The mnemonic sign nwn the prince is

composed of the initials of mb rri D'Ottn and apr, in connection

with which the phrase occurs. As all the four instances begin a

verse, List II properly heads the Rubric MDU.'Bn "BOTI. This

Rubric is part of the lengthy Massorah give6 above, viz. § 6866.

' For the instances in whicli the combination nn^h n|»n with the prefix

Vav occurs, see § 6866 note.

TXnn « § 696.

rf?i< n'fpKV The expression nla?> names, is always preceded hy

ri^^eaeiept in five instances (vide § 694) and the expression nn^n

generatioh, is cdso always preceded by n^ except in three instances.

This is incorrect as will be seen in § 695, where four instances

are given. rDS must, therefore, be a clerical error for Taa. The

expi-essio^ "npf the numbered of, it always preceded by rf^^ with the

one exception where it is n^ with (he prefix Vav (Numb. 26 57).

-• CJomp. n^B n^t? Exod. J8 21; Humb. 2 82; 4 87, 41, 46; 86 61, 63.

rX"in = § 697.

rf?KT* For the seventeen instances in which this pronoun

occurs with the prefix Vmv in the Pentateuch as well as for the

four instances in which mn^h is preceded by n^ see §§ 6866

and 693.

fmn - § 698.

iT?K1» Seven words respedively occur once only in combination

with n^ "The design of this Massorah is to record the words

which are once only preceded by this pronoun with the prefix

Vav, whilst in all other passages where they occur in this

combination they are severally preceded more than once by this

pronoun without the prefix- Vav. That this is the import of this

Massorah is evident from the fact that there are altogether no

fewer than forty-five words which respectively occur once only

in combination with n^jr. If the Massorah, therefore, had simply

designed to catalogue the unique instances of this combination

the List before us would contain this number and not merely

six or seven instances. Equally certain it is that the original

deiign of the Massorah is to exclude from this Rubric the unique

combinatioiu with n^ which are also unique with n^ This is

evident from the fact that the six instances in which the same
word is once preceded by r6tr and once by n^K are not given.'

These facts show that five only of the instances recorded in

this Rubric properly belong to it, since neither onjan nor o^i-i

occurs in combination with n^K.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two printed and one
in MS.: (I) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 2(>0, which I have printed;

(II) Orient. 4445, foL 147 a, on Numb. 26 57 and (III) the printed

Massorah on Exod. 28 4, List II which exhibits the oldest

Massorah extant, states in the heading that there are six such

instances only, and though it contains cr"t33n n^io (Exod. 28 4)

which shows that this erroneous addition has been made by a

Scribe at an early period, it rightly omits oMan n^Ki (Judg. 3 1).

It, moreover, has at the end of the Rubric m-on "-on n'jK in '"fhrn

and in one instance the contrary is the ease, viz, nan n^K. That is,

nan in combination with n^K is unique (Deut 28 69), but in

combination with nV»o it is not unique. {Vide infra, letter k, § 700.)

List III not only contains both the erroneous instances, but

omits the correct passage «-!ipB n^io Numb. 26 57 and gives

1 Chron. 6 4 twice, thus apparently exhibiting seven instances,

though in the heading it states that there are six only. The real

sixth instance, however, which all three Lists omit is ^jn^^i

2 Sam. 2 13 which is unique, whilst in all other instances it is

bpn^K without the prefix Vav. <Comp. Deut 11 18; 2 Sam. 2 18;

Isa. 47 7; 1 Chron. 25 6.)

» Comp. D'>ian T\\m i Chron. 12 1 and n»K3n n^*t i Chron 4 88; O'snSn n^
Neh, 13 1 and D^inSn rk* ifeh. 10 9; "oyi n^w Deut 27 13 and noy^ rhi

Deut 27 12; nn n^Ki and r\n rktf Josh, 8 22; on^iJO n^tn 2 Chron. 17 14 and
on^B n^K 1 Chron. 24 19; '3B' n^tn Gen. 25 17 and '?»' n^»i Zech. 4 14.

B'lenn = § 699.

"^^3
• i?X1 and these are the sons of, occurs thirteen timet thus

combined in the Scriptures, ija which is fifty-seven times preceded

by this pronoun, is in forty-four instances combined with n^
without the prefix Vav and in thirteen instances only is it with

n^Ki with this prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.

The necessity for safeguarding these instances will be seen by

referring to the notes on Gen. 36 10, 20 &c. in my edition of

the Hebrew Bible. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in

MSS. and one printed: ^(I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2996,

on Neh. 11 7 which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 239 6, on 1 Chron. 4 18; (III) the same MS., fol. 241 6, on

1 Chron. 6 35; (IV) the same MS., fol. 3866, on Neh. 11 7;

(V) Orient 2349, fol. 486, on Gen. 36 13 and (VI) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 215. The catchword aovp 'an rHm

"TO bwrr = l Chron. 4 3 in Jacob b. Chayim's printed Massorah

(List VI), is incorrect; it should be •"ipik -sa n^Ki - 1 Chron. 8 6 as

the MS. Lists have it

vn = § 700.

^*TS1 n^K*) and these are the words of, oceurg- tutice. In the

third instance where this combination occurs the pronoun is

without the prefix Vav (Deut 28 69). Of this Rubric I collated

three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 166a, on Jerem. 29 1 which I have printed; (11) Add. 15,251,

fol. 2536, and (III) the printed Massorah, all on the same passage.

As both these instances begin a verse, List II heads this Rubric

•10B '>n '3 which should properly be 'idb 'mi 'a, but as we have

seen, the Vav is often omitted in such cases.

x-rn = § 701.

I^n I i?)Sn and these were, occurs ttoice. In the other four

instances where rn is preceded by this pronoun it is without the

prefix Vav.^ The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the minority.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Harley 6710—11. Vol. II, fol. 131b, on 1 Chron. 3 1. As

both these instances begin a verse, the heading ought properly

to be 'IDB 'vm 'a

> Comp. I'n pk* Gen. 86 13; Josh, 20 9; 1 Chron. 2 3.S, 50.

3"Wn - § 702.

rtfit?^ « i?Kl and these are the names, occurs ten times in the

Pentateuehi This combination with the prefix Vav occurs altogether

fourteen times in the Scriptures. (Comp. 2 Sam. 5 14; Ezek. 48 l;

1 Chron. 6 2; 14 4.) The reason, why the instances in the

Pentateuch alone are recorded is to exclude the variations which

are exhibited in the different Codices with regard to this phrase
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&8 may be seen from the notes on Numb. 3 3 in my edition of

the Hebrew Bible. This Rubric I have found only in the printed

Massorah oji Numb. 1 5.

yvn = § 703.

n'pSiS in these, occurs twice. In the other six instances where

this pronoun has the prefix Beth it is n^KS with SheiaJ Hence

the Massorah records the exceptions. Of this Rubric I collated

six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 45fc, on 1 Sam. 1(> 10 which I have printed; (II) the same

MS., fol. 47a, on 1 Sam. 17 .^9; (III) the same MS., fol. 327rt,

on Job 16 2; (IV) Orient 4445, fol. 147a, on Numb. 26 53; (V)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, g 3H, and (VI) the printed Massorah

on 1 Sam. 17 3tt. List II has at the end rca -ai n'jtc "rsi,. but

does not give the instances. (Comp. g 704.) List III gives it as

the second part of what is here § 704. List IV joins §§ 703, 704

and 705 into one Rubric, whilst List V. is headed KiBori 's which

is more precise, since both instances occur in the same book.

• Comp. nj-KS Levit. 25 54; 2« 23 ; 1 Kings 22 11 ; Jerem. J> 2.S; 1 Chron. 7 29;

2 Chron. IH 10.

Tt?n = § 704.

n?K3 Uke these, occurs three times. That is, with Sheva under

the Cnph. Ill the other six instances where this pronoun has

the prefix (,'aj>h it is with Kametz.^ The Massorah, therefore,

safeguards tlie minority. Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists,

six in MSS. and two printed: (I) Ilarley 5710— 11, Vol. II, fol. 68cr,

on Jerem. 51 19 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 228^ on Job 16 2; (III) Orient. 4445, fol. 147a, on Numb. 26 53

where it is part of the preceding Rubric; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 327a, on Job 16 2; (V) Add. 21,100, fol. 324a, on the same
passage; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah IL g 38; (VII) the printed

Massorah on Jerem. 51 19 and (VIII) the same on Job 16 2.

1 Comp. n^ws Gen. 27 46; Levit 10 19; Numb. 28 24; Isa. ((6 8; Jerem.

18 1,3; Ezek. 45 25.

n-vn = g 705.

n^K7 to these, occurs fire times in the Scriptures. Of this

Rubric I collated twelve Lists, eight in MSS. and four printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 237a, on 1 Kings 22 17 which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 103&, on Numb.
26 53; (III) the same MS., Vol.11, fol. IbU, on 2 Chron. 18 16;

(IV) Orient. 4445, fol. 147a, on Numb. 26 53; (V) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 96fc, on 1 Kings 22 17; (VI) the same MS., fol. 2106, on
Micah 2 6; (VII) the same MS., fol. 267&, on 2 Chron. 18 16;

(VIIJ) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 38; (IX) the printed Massorah
on Gen. 31 43; (X) the same on Numb. 26 53; (XI) the same on
1 Kings 22 17 and (XII) the same on 2 Chron. 18 16.

rtrh = § 706.

npK7l and to these, occurs three times at the beginning of a

verse. Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 69 J, on Levit. 11 24

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 746, on
Ezek. 9 5; (III) the St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on the

same passage; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1986, on Ezek. 48 10;

(V) Add. 21,160, fol. 152a, on^Levit. 11 24; (VI) Vienna Codex
No. 35 on Ezek. 9 5; (VII) the printed Massorah on Levit. 11 2'4

and (VIII) the same on Ezek. 9 5. The heading ought properly
to be '1DB 'K-n 'J three times and at the beginning of a verse, since

it occurs nowhere else, but at the beginning of the verse. The
qualifying Vav, however, is often omitted in these cases.

?"rn = § 707.

n^KttVawfZ from these, occurs three times. In all the other
thirteen passages in which this pronoun with the prefix Mem
occurs it is without the conjunctive I a v." The Massorah, therefore,

safeguards the exceptions. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists,

five in M§S. and one printed: (I) Ilarley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 66, on Gen. 10 32 which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,

Vol. II, fol. 20a, on Isa. 41 28; (III) Arund. Orient. 10, fol. 1366,

on the same passage; (IV) Add. l.'j,251, fol. 17a, on Gen. 10 32;

(V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, g 38, and (VI) the printed
Massorah on Gen. 9 19. List IV gives the catchwords for the

third passage o'a'n "-oin *:s ja n'?Kai which do not occur in the
textvs reeeptus,

1 Comp. n|«p Gen. 10 5; Levit. 3 8; a 4, 5, 13; Numb. 22 15; Jerem. 4 12;
Eiek. 8 16; 16 6; 18 10; EccL 7 10; 1 Chron. 2 63; 23 4.

n-vn = § 70^.

^?J51 and if, occurs ttvice. Of this Rubric, which does not

occui in the printed. Massorah, I collated four Listis: (I) Ariind.

Orient 16, fol. 353a, on Eccl. 6 6 which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., fol. 361 6, on Esther 7 i; (HI) Harley 5710—11, VoL II,

fol. 2656, and (IV) the same MS., VoL II, fol. 274a, on the same
two passages. From the fact that this Rubric is headed in both
Lists III and IV 'om 'i = it occurs twice and is defective it would
seem that the Massorah takes this particle as a contraction of

1*? 'K analogous to i'j'ki Eccl. 4 1 0.

tt"rn = § 709.

^B f^K leader, guide, is five times defective in this fm-m. That
is, the noun piiVk Uader, both in the singular and plural, without
and with prefixes and suffixes is written without Vav in five

instances.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, five in MSS. and
three printed: (I) Harley 5710—1 1, Vol. H, fol. 1256, on Zech. 12 6

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 221a, on the

same passage; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 32a; (IV) Add. 21,160

fol. 366; (V) Orient. 2349, fol. 49a, all on Gen. 36 30; (VI) the

printed Massorah also on the same passage; (VII) the same on
Jerem. 13 21 and (VIII) the same on Zech. 12 6. List II heads
this List 'on a "c^x and gives the two instances only in which
this noun plural construct is defective (Zech. 12 5, 6), thus

safeguarding this exceptional orthography against being made
conformable to the ordinary spelling 'ti^K which occura no fewer

than twelve times. ^

The necessity for the Massoretic declaration that these five

instances exhibit the defective spelling of »]1^k leader will be

seen by a reference to the Septuagint .of Gen. 36 30. It is evident

from the passage that the School of textual redactors^ which this

ancient version followed did not take it as the plural with suffix

from sj^^K, but from ejbx. They read it are^K^ and not DirB^K"?

and this reading is supported by the fact "tlfat bji^k which occurs

no fewer than nine times in this chapter is uniformly plene.

'« Comp. "P'h* Gen. 36 15,

1 Chron. 1 61, 54.

IT, 18, 21, 29, 30, 40, 43; Exod. 18 16;

»"»n = § 710.

D7^7K idols, occurs twice defective. That is, without and with

the prefix He this plural noun is without the second Yod. This

expression, which is not unfrequently found in the Prophets

and Hagiographa and is uniformly plene, occurs only twice in

the Pentateuch and is defective in both instances. This Rubric

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient

2349, fol. 93 a, on Levit 19 4.

X"'8?n = § 711.

nvK Elijah, occurs five iU^ies .... once it is with the prefiix

Vav and so it is throughout Ezra. That is, in Ezra where it occurs

twice (10 21 26) it is also in this shorter form. Of this Rubric
I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 238a, on 2 Kings 1 12 which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 976, on the same passage; (III) the

same MS., fol. 224a, on Mai. 3 24; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah U,
g 55; (V) the printed Massorah on 2 Kings 1 12 and (VI) the

same on Mai. 3 23. The words 'oi kitp "jsi at the end of this

Rubric, which include, the two instances in Ezra where this

shorter form of the name occurs and which are essential, are

to be found only in Lists I and V and their omission in Lists II

and III is misleading. In List IV the whole of this Rubric is

simply as follows : rr^K is five times so written, and throughout the

Hagiographa it is likewise so except once where it is in»'?K.* And the

Rubric is perfectly correct as far as it goes; it does not give

the catchwords for the identification of the pas;^ages. List VI,

which has substantially the same words at the end of the Rubric,

gives the catchword for the single exception, viz. 2 Chron. 21 1 2.*

The design of this Massorah is to safeguard the few in-

stances in which the primitive orthography of this name has

survived in the text In all the other sixty-three passages where it

occurs the longer form inj'rK Elija.hu has been substituted for it

The reasons for this change are given in my Introduction to the

Massm'etico- Critical edition of the Hebreiv Bible, p. 386 &o.

.ih'Sh in JO 13 it'jh n«n53T «'a«n3 bsi paviB 'n n»^K i

.I.T^HD ansO M"03 n»^K '»3W3 ^31 J
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a'-'vn = § 712.

Trb^ Elihu Isfour times defective of Aleph. This name, which

occurs nine times, is in five instances spelled Kvr'pK^ and in four

without the Aleph. The Massorah, therefore, protects the minority.

The necessity for safeguarding this orthography will be seen in

the notes on these passages in my edition of the Hebrew Bible.

These instances are part of the Massoretic List of words which

are written without ^fepA, but read with it (Vide supra, letter k,

§ lia—d.)

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I> Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2256, on Job 32 4

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. n, fol. 237fc, on

Job 35 1; (III) the same MS., Vol. n, fol. 146a, on 1 Chron. 26 7;

(IV) the same MS., Vol. II, foL 147 a, on 1 Chron. 27 18; (V)

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 265o, on the same passage; (VI) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, fol. 996, margin and (VII) the printed

Massorah on Job 32 4.

« Ck)mp. wn'Vs l Sam. 1 1; Job S2 2; S4 1 ; S6 1; I Chron. 12 21.

Vrn = § 713.

T?*i^^^ Elioenai, occurs five times Tn Ezra 10 27 it is

,3y,,,i,j, 'defective, in the other four instances it is plene. That is, in

tiiese five instances it is without the prefix Vav, in the other

two passages where this proper name occurs (l Chron. 4 36; 7 8)

i* is with the prefix.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2396, on 1 Chron. 3 23 which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 240fl, on 1 Chron. 4 36;

(in) Add. 15,450, fol. 4036, on l Chron. 3 23 and (IV) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 519. At the end of List II a later

editor has added one of the two insta^ices in which this name has

the prefix Vav.^ Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah (last IV) is corrupt

Not. only has rmnam = Ezra 10 27 dropped out of the text, but

the remark that it is defective in this instance is joined to the

third instance.* Hence, though the heading distinctly states that

this name occurs five times, four instances only are recorded. In

List IV, moreover, a later editor has not only given the second

instance in which this name has the prefix Vav (I Chron. 7 8),

erroneously describing it as unique,* but added the single passage

in which the form ^rr^vt occurs (1 Chron. 8 20).

There can hardly be any doubt that originally this name

was written Eljelutenai = towards Jehobah are mine eyes and that

the He (n) has been omitted to avoid the pronunciation irr = nirr a

process which was adopted by a certain School of textual

redactors, but which was only partially carried out This is

attested by the fact that in two instances the primitive orthography

of this name has still been preserved, viz. Ezra 8 4 and 1 Chron.

26 3. (Comp. my Introduction to the Hebrew Bible, p. 369 &c.) In

the Rubric before us, therefore, the Massorah safeguards the

instances in which the He has been eliminated.

t n'mm napyn 'ann'^Ki = i Chron. 4 36.

» ib'jn '' 'on p 'jyi*"?!* nincB »330i should be 'on pn nnaii ,»j«j?i'S»( iinrD 'saoi

» 133 >» 'J'jn'^w "w = 1 Cbron. 7 8.

r»rn = § 7i4.

*1["'^31K these, occurs five times, it is twice defective and three times

pfeiitf . , , . tt« first and second time it is defective and the others are

pleti^. That is in Dan. 2 40 ; 6 7 it is j^it without the Yod and in

Dan. 2 44; 6 S; 7 17 it is p^K with the Yod. Of this Rubric I

collated three tlists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. n, IdL 2776^ on Dan. 2 40 which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient 16, foL^69a, on Dan. 6 3 and (III) the printed

Massorah on the same passage. Though all the three Lists distinctly

state in the heading that this pronoun is three times plene and twice

defective, it is List I alone which fixes the passages where the two

different spellings occur. Accordingly p^K plene (Dan. 2 40) in my
edition of the Hebrew Bible should be |^»e defective.

re»n = § 715*.

Vol.

'HD'^K Bliasaph, occurs six times. Since the publication of

I, of the Massorah I found the following Rubric in thevol. A, oi luw ia«B»uii»u J. xwLiuv. .«« following Rubric in the

ancient Codex Orient 4445, foL 129a, on Numb. 10 20.

Numb. 1 14 '[O'h** ^h

2 14 Kirai 13 nootsi

Numb. 1 42 >W3 wn ova

„ 47 fp^ pi? "'

„ Itt 20 ntstj ttss "tti

The heading ought properly to be 'BD31 '1 six times and in

this book since all the six instances occur in Numbers.

VBtSrn = § 715.

Vl/Sv^ """' Miphlehv, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is fromHarley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 140«, on 1 Chron. 15 18.

rem = § 7i6.

ntSr'pK Eliaha, occurs three times .... once in the Law, once

in the Brophets and once in the Hagiographa. Of this Rubric I collated

six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

VoL II, fol. 87 «, on Ezek. 27 7 which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., Vol. II, fol. 130o, on 1 Chron. 1 7; (III) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 184o, on Ezek. 27 7; (IV) Orient 2349, fol. 336, on Gen. 10 4;

(V) the printed Massorah on the same passage and (VI) the same

on Ezek. 27 7.

r">Vn = § 717.

Ptt^'^'^KI and Elisha, begins a verse three times. This Rubric,

which I have found in the Vienna Codex No. 35 only, on

2 Kings 8 1 is incorrect since this name with the prefix Vav

which occurs altogether seven times, begins a verse six times.

Three instances are omitted (2 Kings 2 12; 6 32; 9 1).

n"'»fl = § 718.

'h^^ woe, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, foL 2l2o, on

Micah 7 1.

t5"»n = § 719,

DSk dumbness, silence, occurs twice. That is, BO pointed to

distinguish it from the triliteral d^ dumb, silent, which also occurs

twice (Exod. 4 11; Isa. 35 6), but differently pointed. '-Of this

Rubric I collated two Lists: <I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2976, on

Ps. 56 1 which I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah on

the same passage.

3"rn = § 720.

•"•rtiOySI and his widows, occurs twice, once plene and once

defective. That is, in Ps. 78 64 it is without the Vav after the

^ttn and in Job 27 15 it is with it This Rubric, which I have

found in the printed Massorah only, on Ps. 78 64 is against the

oldest and best Codices. Orient 2201, Harley 5710—11, Arund.

Orient 16, Add. 21,161, «S:c. have it defective in both instances.

In Orient 2201 which is one of the oldest dated MSS.

where the Scribe wrote it plene in Job 27 15, the Massorite

erased the Vav and Jacob b. Chayim himself contradicts this

Rubrie, since he not only has >r5a^>r defective in Job 27 15, but

states in the Massorah Parva against it on a = it occurs ttoiee

defective.

«"3W - § 721.

ThrrtTp *1f?'?*^, «"<^ Eleazar the son of Aaron, occurs twice

at the beginning of a verse. This Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 155a,

on Josh. 24 33. As -ij^bKi followed by finrn occurs only twice

and in both instances begins a verse, the heading ought properly

to be DB K-n '3 = twice and at the beginning of a verse, but as we

have seen, the Vav is often omitted in such casea The design of

this Massorah is to safeguard this exceptional phrase since in

the other passages where Eleazar with the prefix Faw occurs it

is simply jrfsn niy^Ki and Eleazar the priest (Numb. 26 3, 63; 31 13,

26, 31, 51, 54) and not pn^r]^ '^^. '*"<^ Eleazar the son of Aaron.

Even in the passages where the name is without the prefix Vav

and where Eleazar is called the son of Aaron, it is always followed

by the expression priest, viz. pan fvi»n? "^V^^ (Numb. 8 32 ;
4 16 ; 17 2

;

26 1). This of course does not apply to the instances where Phinehas

is the subject of description (Judg. 20 28).

a'avn = § 722.

^D3 ^^^ a thousand silver-pieces, occurs three times .... on.ee

in the Pentateuch, once in the Prophets and once in the Hagiographa.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 69rt, on 2 Sam. 18 12 w&chi have

printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 8a, on Gen. 20 16; (III) Orient 2349,

foL 886, and (IV) the printed Massorah, all on the same passage.
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J'DW = § 723.

D^riKtt ^wVi a thousand two hundred, occurs sei^en times. That

is, without the prefix Vav; in all other passages where this

combination occurs it is D":mw ^b». This Rubric I have found

only in Harley 5710—11, Vof. II, fol. 287a, on Ezra 2 31. As

Dan. 18 11 is not included in this List, it is probable that this

Massorah is based upon a recension which read D^nnai b^^k in

Daniel.

f\bvi

T3crn.= § 724.

^Kn the thousand, occurs three times [twice] toith Pathach and
once tcith Kametz. That is, in two instances the Aleph has Pathach,

L e. Segol (Exod. 38 28; Cant. 8 12) and once it has Kametz

(1 Sam. 17 18).

Of this Rubric, which exhibits two recensions, I collated

ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. Gla, on Exod. 38 28 which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., Vol. I, fol. 150a, on Josh. 18 28; (III) the same MS.,

Vol. II, fol. 268a, on Cant. 8 12; (IV) Orient. 4445, fol. 82a, on

Exod. 38 28; (V) Arund. Orient. IG, fol. 3506, on Cant. 8 12;

(VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 134fc, on Josh. 18 28; (VII) Add. 21,160,

fol. 132a, on Exod. 38 28; (VIII) the same MS., fol. 3016, on

Cant 8 12; (IX) Orient 2349, fol. 806, on Exod. 38 28 and (X)

the printed Massorah on the same passage.

To understand the different recensions of this Massorah it is

necessary to remark: (1) that t^r\ occurs three times as a numeral,

(2) that as such it is twice with Segol under the Aleph (B;^Kn) and
once it is in pause and is, therefore, with Kametz under the Aleph

(l^) and (3) that it also occurs once as a proper name with

Segol under the Aleph (b^^kh Josh. 18 28). Hence the different

Massorahs on this quadriliteral. List I, which I have printed,

strictly records the three instances in which it denotes the

numeral and, therefore, notices that as such it is twice with

Segol and once with Kametz under the Aleph, 's after •: in

the heading having manifestly dropped out Lists II, III, VI,

VII, VIII and IX have regard to the vowel-points alone and
hence head it ejbKn with Segol under the Aleph occurs three times,

excluding the numeral in pause with Kametz under the Alejth and
including the proper name, whilst Lists IV, V and X give all

the four instances. This explains the apparently conflicting

remarks in the MSS. against each of these passages: (1) 'nc o •:

•ep •»; (2) -rea '»r •s:zyi '-nna 'k •:; (3) pj^Krt 'ki •: or (4) simply -i as

it is in the heading of List IV which represents the oldest form
of this Massorah.

iT'Drn = § 725.

Pl^KI and a thousand, occurs four times, twice toith Kametz and

twice ioith Pathach. That is, in the four instances where the prefix

Vav has Kametz in contradistinction to the eight passages in

which this prefix has Sheva,^ the Aleph is twice with Kametz and
twice with Segol.

Of this entire Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. Il6i, on
Numb. 26 51 which I have printed and (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 373 fc, on Ezra 2 69. The two instances with Kametz are

given in a separate Rubric in Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 103?>,

on Numb. 26 51 and in Add. 15,251, fol. 98a, on the same passage^

whilst the two instances with Segol constitute a separate Rubric
in the printed Massorah on Numb. 3 50.

> Comp. iSxi Exod. .^ 26; Judg. 20 10; 1 Sam. 1.3 2; 25 2; 2 Sam. 19 18;

Job 43 1?, 12; Neh. 3 13.

TDIDD = § 726.

^T'KT' to a thousand, occurs twice. In the other three instances

where this numeral has the prefix the Lamed is with Sheva. Of
this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15^251, fol. 150 a, on
Judg. 20 10 which I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah
on Isa. 60 22.

rp|^K^

f'Dtt^n = § 727.

to a thousand generations, occurs three times. Of
this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed

:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, 1166, on Deut 7 9 which I have
printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1406, 1 Chron. 16 15;

(HI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 31o6, on Ps. 105 8; (IV) Add.
21,160, fol. 2686, on Deut 7 9; (V) the printed Massorah on
the same passage and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k,

§ 526.

n"3t£>n = § 728.

D"'|3pKp foi- thousands. In Exod. 34 7 the prefix Lamed has
Kametz and in Deut 6 10 it has Pathach. This Rubric is from
Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 576, oii Exod. 34 7. Though this is

expressly stated in the Massorah, yet in the text itself the Lamed
has Kametz in both instances alike in this most carefully written

Model Codex.

!3"3t£>n = § 729.

''BT'K* For this plural construct of b^^k the Sevir or the

marginal reading is in four instances o-b^k the plural absolute.

That the Sevir or the reading preserved in the margin is the

proper reading is evident from the normal use of this phrase.'

The abnormal construction exhibited in the text is due to the

primitive orthography which was simply 'shvt. or "b'^k. This, one
School of textual redactors resolved into 'B^k and the other

School into wthvi.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. 60a,

on Exod. 32 28 which I have printed and (II) the printed

Massorah on the same passage. It is important to notice that

in the heading of the MS. List as well as in the margin of this

Codex the alternative readings are described as 'tm, whilst in

the heading of Jacob b. Chayim's printed Massorah they are

called jn-ac. These two technical expressions, therefore, are used

interchangeably. In the margin of Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah

Parva against Exod. 32 28 they are called d-b^k pn-ac '"•?»» H. On
Judg. 4 10 the same Massorah simply state* "b'^k "'aoi n, whilst

on Job 1 3 Jacob b. Chayim has no remark at all. For the

importance of this class of various readings see my Introduction

to the Hebreto Bible, p. 187 &c.

' Comp. b''J« D'B^K ns^rs Josh. 7 S, 4; Judg. 16 27 &c.; B*'!* d'bSk nwy
Judg. 1 4; 3 29; 4 6, 14; 20 34; fK* C'bSk n?2e' 2 Chron. 30 24.

b"e^n = § 730.

yPs^Vi Elpaal, occurs three times and, in the same section. Of
this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1356, on 1 Chron. 8 11 which
I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 243a, on the same
passage and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 523.

r^rn = § 731.

npriT'K EUekeh, occurs twice once it has Aleph at the end and
once He. As this name, which occurs twice only, is differently

spelled, the Massorah safeguards the variations. It is remarkable
that in almost the same connection the k and n are used inter-

changeably. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 14a,

on Josh. 19 44 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 15a,

on Josh. 21 23 and (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 1286, on the same

rbvn == § 732.

T'3K7 Cripl tSK* Mother precedes father three times. The
normal phrase throughout the Scriptures is father and mother
whether with or without prefixes and suffixes. The Massorah,

therefore, safeguards this abnormal order in these three passages.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 54a, on Gen. 44 20 which I have

printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 52a, on the same passage; (III)

the same MS., fol. 1676, on Levit 19 3; (IV) the printed Massorah
on Gen. 44 20 and (V) the same on Levit 19 3.

yblDD = § 733.

D^JIS"^'^ DX the mother upon, or roith the children, occurs twice.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I,

fol. 2! 6, on Gen. 32 12 which I have printed and (II) the printed

Massorah on the same passage.

Ttrn = § 734.

CrOl$ their mothers, occurs three times .... and once it is with

the prefix Lamed. This Rubric, which I have found in the printed

Massorah Finalis only, letter k, § 547 is incorrect. The heading

ought to be '2 = twice and not •; = three times, since it occurs in the

two passages only which are duly recorded. The addition at the

end of the Rubric precludes the alteration of the heading into

'sr'ra :.

12b
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.T^t^n = § 735.

DK if, begins a veise seventeen times in the hook of Exodus ....
and throughout Genesis it is also without the prefix Vav except in

three instances. This conjunctive begins a verse in Exodus thirty

times. In seventeen instances according to this Rubric it is without
the prefix Vav and is with it in thirteen instances.* Contrary to

its usual practice the Massorah records here the majority.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient 2348, fol. 19b, on Exod. 21 10 which I have
printed; (11) Orient. 2340, fol. f.96, on the same passage and
(III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 535. Ail the three

Lists distinctly state that there are seventeen such instances and
all the three Lists omit Exod. 21 4. The MSS., tli^refore, from
which this Rubric was made read rpn dki (Exod. 21 4) with the

prefix Vnv.^ List III has not the addition at the end n'WKia "rsi

raa 'nr.

' Comp. CKl Exod. 7 27; 12 4; 20 22; 21 5, 9, 11, 28, 27, 29; 22 11;

29 34; 40 37. As Exod. 21 4 is oniittod from the List of verses which begin

witli DK in the iexfu» re.ceptv» tins instance according to this Rubric lias to be

added to the verses wliich begin with cki.

2 Accordingly there are thirteen instances in Exod. wliorc dki begins a

verse, viz. 7 27; 12 4; 20 22; 21 4, 5, 9, 11, 23, 27, 29; 23 11; 29 34; 40 37.

rbvn = § 73G.

DK* Throvghont the, hook of Leviticus dki begins a verse except in

seven instances wliere it is nt?. In Leviticus where this conjunctive

begins a verse no fewer than seventy-four times, it is with the

prefix Vav in sixtj'-seven instances* and in seven only is it

without the prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the ex-

ceptions.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 99o, on Lovit. 27 17 which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. Hfio, on Levit. :i 7; (III) Add. 15,251,

fol. 65fc, on Levit. 1 3; (IV) the same MS., fol. 80 rj, on Levit. 2f» 3;

(V) Add. 21,160, fol. 13^n, on Levit. 3 7; (VI) tlie same MS.,

fol. 179fc, on Levit. 26 3 and (VII) the piintcd Massorah on

Levit. 3 7. At the end of List IV is the addition "mri nTXis bz:

'i ja na Dx 'ICE 'K"> which is to bo found at the end of Lists II and

III of the preceding Rubric.

into one List I have found only in Orient. 2349, fol. 89rt, on
Levit 13 26. It will be seen that the heading states that there are

seventeen instances in these three books where dk begins a verse
and that sixteen only are giyen. The conflict between the state-

ment in the heading and the contents of the Rubric is due to

the fact that the instances in Numbers are here based upon the

recension which recognises five only in this book (vide supra

§ 737), whilst the heading is according to the recension which
has six such passages.

B'^W = § 739.

DK begins a verse six tim.es in the hook of Samuel. In Samuel
where this conjunctive begins a verse thirteen times it is with

the prefix Vav in seven instances' and in six without it Hence
the Massorah records the minorit3^

Of tliis Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. SGa, on 1 Sam. 2 25 which
I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 42a, on 1 Sam. 12 14;

(III) the same MS., fol. 43«, on 1 Sam. 14 fl; (IV) the same
MS., fol. 4 6 a, on 1 Sam. 17 9 and (V) the printed Massorah on
1 Sam. 12 14.

1 Comp. I Sam. 12 15, 25; 14 10; 20 22; 2 Sam. 15 2G, 34; 17 K).

4 1.3, 27, 32; S 7,

, 37, 41, r.3, r>C,, 57;

>'>, r.4; 2(; 14, 15, IK,

' Comp. axi Levit. 1 10, 14; 2 5, 7, 14; 3 1, G, 12;

11, 17; 7 10, 1.S; 12 5, H; 13 4, 7, 12, 21, 22, 2:^, 2(i, 28, ;5i

14 21, 4.1, 4«; n 3.'J, 24, 2K; 17 10; 19 7; 20 4; 2.'. 28, .W,

21, 23, 27; 27 4, 5, C, 7, H, 9, 11, l.*?, 15, IG, l,s, 19, 20, 22, 27, .".I.

r-^trn = § 737.

D^( begins n verse six times in thfi hook of Numbers. In Numbers

where this conjunctive begins a verse thirty-one times it is with

the prefix Vav in twenty-five instances* and in six only is it

witliout tlie prefix. Hence tlie Massorah safeguard.s tlio ininority.

Of this Rubric I 'collated four Lists, tliroo in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 1(>7^ on Numb. 32 11

which I have printed; (II) Add. I5,ir)i, fol. \()\h, on the same

passage; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 220a, on Numb. U 8 and (IV)

the printed Massorali on the same passage. Both Lists III and

IV distinctly state in the heading that there are five instances

only in Numb, wliere dk begins a verse and botli record five,

duly omitting Numb. 32 11. The Massorites, therefore, who

compiled this Rubric must have worked on recensions of the

text which read ^ in Numb. 32 21.

' Comp. OKI Numb. B 8, 2«; 10 4; 11 16; ir» 27; 1« 30; 27 9, lo, 11

SO 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 10; .12 23, .W; 33 55; :W 10, 17, 20, 22, 20; .'Mi 4.

n'bwn = § 738^/.

DS begins a vei'se four tim^.s in the bonk of I)euteroiiomji. In

Deuteronomy where this conjunctive begins a vei-so tw(dvc times

it is witli the prefix Vav in eiglit instances' and without it in

four only. Tlie Massorah, tlierefore, records the minority. Of

this Rubric I collated twf) Lists: (I) Orient 234 9, fol. ]39f>, on i

Deut 28 58 which I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah !

on Deut. 1 35.

1 Comp. OX) Deut. 19 8; 20 12; 22 2, 20, 25; 24 12; 25 7; :iO 17.
'

n'biffn = § 7386.

QK« Throughout LevHicus, Nnmhers and Drvt^'ronomg oK* hcgiux

a verse except in serenteev [sixteen] insfaiires wliere it is ps. This ,

Massornh which simply combines Rubrics 730, 737 and 738a I

0"m = § 740.

DK begins a verse eight times in the book of Jeremiah. In

Jeremiah where this conjunctive begins a verse twenty times

it is with the prefix Vav in twelve instances' and eight only

without it The Massorah, therefore, catalogues the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 156a, on Jerem. 14 18 which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 167/>, on Jerem. 31 36;

(III) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Jerem. 14 18; (IV) the same Codex
on Jerem. 42 6; (V) the printed Massorah on the same passage;

(VI) the combined List of Samuel and Jeremiah in Arund.

Orient 16, fol. ]49fc, on Jerem. 4 1 and (VII) in the St Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 4 1.

1 Comp. cvtl Jorcm. 5 2; 12 17; 13 17; 17 27; 22 5; 23 22, 38; 27 18;

38 18, 21; 42 13; 48 27.

N"'Ot?n = § 741.

DJ^I 'DS* For the combined List recording the instances in

which n»< and OKI respectively begin a verse throughout the

Bible see below, § 746.

3"3t£>n = § 742.

DS* Five revues are alike misleading, the conjunctive dk being

absent in them. That is, according t/> the recension on which this

Rubric is based the text in these five instances is without this

conjunctive, though according to other recensions it is given as

a 8fvir or altei*native marginal reading or as the textual

reading.

Of tins Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

l)rinted: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 70a, on 2 Sam. 11> s which I

have i)rintod; (II) the samo MS., fol. l60/>, on Jerem. 22 10;

(III) Add. -21,160, fol. l2/^ on Gen. 24 4; (IV) Vienna Codex

No. ;]5, on Jerem. 22 12 and (V) the printed Massorah on

Cxen. 24 4.

As the treatment of this Rubric and its contents both in

the Massorah and in the text of the MSS. j'ield the clue to the

import of the terms prt:?: and ]—.'zc I shall here give the different

headings of this Rubric from the Massorahs, Magna and Parva

and then t^how how the several passiigos which constitute this

Rubric are indicated in the margin as well as in the text itself.

The headings of List's I, II, III and V state two things with

regard to these five verses (l) that they are misleading (j"j't:i2)

and (-2) that they have not the conjunctive CK, whilst the

heading 01 List IV simply says that they have not the

recjuired ck.^

The several ])assages which constitute this Rubric are

treated as follows:

Gen. V4 4. — The Samaritan recension has CK in the toxl,

whilst Add. l!t,776, which omits it has in the margin against

the passage that it is one of the instances where the Sfvir is

CK and is misleading ("rcia" ck '"ac t,).

1 Sam.. JS 25. — Here the Eastern recension reads cK and

this reading constitutes one of the differences between the

Easterns and Westerns.
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2 Sam. 19 8. — The Model Codex Harley 5710— ii, has dk
in the text, but omits 's, whilst Cambridge Add. 4fi5 which omits
QM states in the margin that this is on the authority of the
Codex Mugah (ok K^a naa).

Jerern. 22 12. — The St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 91« has
ox in the text which the Nakdan struck out and remarked against
it that this combination is unique and that it is one of the four
instances where dk is absent (dk 'Dm '^). But dk here is also the
reading in the editio p-inceps of the Prophets, Soncino 1485—86;
the first edition of the Bible, Soncino 1488; the third edition,
Brescia 1494, and is exhibited in the margin in the first edition
of the Rabbinic Bible by Felix Pratensis, Venice 1517. It is to
be remarked that in Arund. Orient. 16, and in Jacob b. Chayim's
Massorah Parva it is remarked against this passage that it is

one of the four or five passages which are misleading (reo 'idb -i

and Tf<„-iz 'TBO "piDfi -n).

2 Chron. 6 9. — oK is here the textual reading both in
Orient 4227 and in several MSS. of de Rossi; and this reading
is confirmed by the parallel passage in 1 Kings 8 1ft. The
Massorah Parva, however, in Jacob b. Chayim's edition states
that it is one of the five passages which are misleading and
that they are without dk.*

From this analysis we see: (1) that this conjunctive was
originally in the text of certain redactors; (2) that other textual
critics relegated it into the margin because the Standard Codices
which they followed had it not and they, therefore, gave it as an
alternative marginal reading or Sevir and (3) that later Nakdanim
rejected this Sevir, condemning it as misleading and not only dropped
the extra-official term pn^ao, but in many instances substituted
for it simply the condemnatory expression prcia misleading.'^

ZH pnn rr'r pna '«yB» 'iob 'n i

'•' Comp. iny Introduction to the Hebrew Bible Part I, chap VIII
p. 187 &c.

y!i^r\ = § 743.

'?P
^ '^"^ '^ ^^* ^" ^*^''^ passages the textual I'eading is

BK which is officially cancelled in the margin .... TJiey are of the
eight words which are written in the text, but are directed in the
margin to he omitted. This Rubric I have found only in the printed
Massorah on Ruth 3 12. For the full List see letter d, 8 486
Vol. II. p. 54.

93
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T'a»n = § 744.

DK is in two instances taJcen in the Targnm to denote when. That
is, in these two passages the so-called Onkelos Targum renders
this conjunctive as if it were -lertt?. I have mislaid the reference
to the MS. from which this Rubric is taken.

n'otrn = § 745.

DS QK^ Twelve verses in the Scriptures respectively begin with
OK and also have it in the middle of the verse. That is, this conjunctive
is repeated without the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric I collated
seven Lists, four in MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley 5710— 11,
Vol. II, fol. 65a, on Jerem. 49 it which I have printed; (II) the
same MS., Vol. I, fol. 486, on Exod. 22 2; (III) Orient. 4445,
fol. fi3a, on the same passage; (IV) Orient. 2349, fol. 70o, also
on the same passage; (V) the printed Massorah also on the
same passage; (IV) the same on Ps. 27 8 and (VII) the same
on Job 6 12. The catchwords ^b iK= D^-isca dk to which I have
affixed Obad 5 is a mistake for the parallel passage Jerem. 49 9.

The safeguarding of these verses is due to the variations which
obtained in the different Codices, as will be seen from the notes
in my edition of the Bible on Exod. 22 2, 7 «fcc.

rOK>n = § 746 a.

DK Q^* Eighteen verses have respectively tivice DK in the middle
of the verse. That is, apart from the Pentateuch and Jeremiah
where the same phenomenon occurs no less than twelve times. *

It will be seen that 2 Sam. 15 21, in which ok occurs three times
according to the textual reading (tho), is included in this
Massorah. This is due to the fact that the official np cancels
one of the three conjunctives in this verse. (Vide supra, § 743.)
This separate Rubric I have found in Arund. Orient. 16 only,
fol. 92a, on 1 Kings 17 12. The reason for safeguarding these
instances is to be found in 2 Sam. 19 86; Isa. 1 18 &c. as will
be seen in the notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible.

1 Comp. Gon. 42 16; 47 18; Exod. 19 13; Numb. IS 19, 20; 32 20; Deut
18 8; Jerem. 6 1; 7 5; 15 M; 49 20; so 46.

ram = § 7466.

DK1 DK 'DK DK* Tiiroughout the Pentateuch and Jeremiah where
this conjunctive occurs twice in the middle of a verse it is without the
prefix Vav except in ten instances.

To indicate the instances in which ok occurs twice in the
middle of the same verse, the Massorah divides the Scriptures
into two sections in accordance with the predominance of the
respective verses in which the second dk is without or with the
prefix Vav. In the Pentateuch and Jeremiah where there are
altogether twenty-two such verses with the duplicate conjunctive,
the second dk is without the Vav in twelve instances (vide supa,
§ 740 note) and in ten with it. Hence the Massorah records the
minority.

And throughmd all the rest of the Scriptures where this conjunc
live occurs twice in the middle of a verse the second OK i^ likewise
lotthout the prefix Vav except in eighteen instances tohere it is dki.

In this second division, where there are altogether no fewer'
than fifty-five such verses with the duplicate conjunctive, the
second dk is witli the prefix Vav (oki) in thirty-seven instances'
and without it in eighteen only. The Massorah, therefore,
catalogues the exceptions.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, §§ 90, 91 which I have
printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 238a, on Hab. 3 8 in which the
second part of this Rubric is given first; (III) Orient. 4445,
fol. 122a, on Numb. 5 19 which simply gives the first part of
the Rubric; (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 530
and (V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 346.

» Comp. Josh. 22 10; Judg. 4 8; 9 15; 13 IC; 1 Sam. « 0; 24 21; 26 19-
30 15; 2 Sam. 10 11; 18 3; 20 12; 1 Kings 1 52; IS 21; 20 18; 2 Kings 2 10,'

3 14; Isa. f,2 8; Ezek. 2 6. 7; 3 11; 14 16; ^ech. 3 7; 11 12; Cant. 2 7; 3 6-
Ruth 3 10, n; 4 4; Eccl. .1 11; 12 14; Estn«r 7 3; S 5; Neh. 2 5; IS 26-
1 Chron. 12 18; 1ft 12; 28 9.

'

?"Orn = § 747.

DK DK DK* Tliis conjunctive which begins averse in two instances
is foUmced twice by the same conjunctive in the middle of the verse
in a unique manner .... And in three verses which begin with this
conjunctive with the p,-efix Vav it is repeated in the middle of the
verse without the pi-efia:. That is, qk in these instances is exceptionally
without the Vav. This Rubric is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 334a,
on Job 37 13. In other MSS. and in the printed Massorah this
Massorah is divided into two distinct Rubrics. Thus the first part
is given as a separate Rubric in the printed Massorah on Obad. 5

;

Job 37 13 and in Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 345, whilst the
second part is given in Add. 2i,i60, fol. 1826, on Levit. 27 7,
the Printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 533, and Paris Ochlah
Ve-Ochlah, § 343. In the printed Massorah by Jacob b. Chayim
the heading oki dki -idb 'j is a mistake for dk oki 'idb a

n-awn = § 7 48a^c.

DK] DK* Woi'd;s which respectively occur tuyice, once preceded by
DK and once by oKi. The three Lists, marked §§ 748a— c, again
illustrate the gradual development of the Massoretic Rubrics.
Though the first List, which is from Add. 1.5,451, fol. 886, on
Levit. 2() 27, catalogues twelve such pairs the original Massorites
affixed as yet no heading, specifying the number of these
instances, because they did not regard it as final and because
they left it open for other Massorites to complete it in the
course of time. The Massorites who compiled the second List,
which is from Orient. 2349, fol. 906, on Levit. 14 48, were less
successful since they record five pairs only, but in accordance
with the later practice they supplied these pairs with catchwords.
The editors, however, of the ihird List which is from Jacob
b. Chayim's printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 541, mistook
the Rubric as final. Following the example indicated in the
Massorah Parva of some MSS., they supplied it with the heading
stating that there are twelve such pairs only, whereas there are
no fewer than seventeen.' The carelessness, moreover, with which
later Nakdanim handled these Massorahs is to be seen from the
fact that though in the heading it is distinctly stated in Jacob
b. Chayim's printed List that there are twelve such pairs only,
the List itself records thirteen pairs. Some ignorant editor added
the fifth pair, consisting of e>'-dk which occurs no fewer than

> Comp. 'niBPia-DM Xevit. 2fi 3, 'njana-OKi Levit. 2fi 16; fi's-OK Gen. 28 17,
rra-DK) Numb. 30 11; ts'nnn-cN Esther 4 14, Bhnn-oKi Numb. 30 15; »A'-OK
Jerem. .18 17, »r-CKi Numb. .35 rC; npri-oi* Prov. 2 1, npn-DW Gen. SI 50.'
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eleven times' and tpro^l which occurs three times. {Vide infra,

letter x, § 7G.5.)

The great importance of this Rubric is due to the fact

tlyit it is based upon Codices which read jib aitt>; dk in Jerem. 8 4

in accordance with the official Ka-i exhibited in the St Peters-

,burg Codex of A. D. 016. This is attested by Lists I and IH

whicli state that aitf' dk occurs once only, whereas in the Kethw

or in the received text it occurs twice, viz. 2 Kings 20 9 and

Jerem. 8 4. Now the Massoretic Rubrics, as is generally the case,

follow the Keri. This leaves 2 Kings 20 !» with the unique com-

bination which this Massorah requires. The misleading catchword

in Jacob b. Chayim's List gives the reference to Jerem. 8 4

whereas in the original List there is no catchword. By this

official reading we obtain the following beautiful sense m

Jerem. 8 4.

Shall they [i. o. Israel] fall and not arisoV

Shall they return [i. c. to God] and he not return [i. c. to theml»

This not only agrees with the context, but is in harmony

with Mai 3 7. The reference 2 Chron. 20 against nra») the second

member of the third pair in § 748a is a mistake for 2 Kings and

belongs to air^-DX in the next line.

- Conip. Gen. 2S 8; 44 2f.; 1 Kings 17 12; 2 Kings 9 16; Jerem 5 1;

I's. 7 4; Prov. 2.^ J8; Job C r.;..W 23, :«; Lament 1 12.

B'Otrn = § 749.

f^TDK if not, occurs -four times in this combination in the

ScriJnves. Both in the other five instances where pK is preceded

by this conjunctive and in tlie six instances where this adverb

is in the construct and is in combination with this conjunctive

it has the prefix Vnv.^

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five m MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley .'>710-ll. Vol. I, fol. 208fc, on 2 Sam. 17 6

Ihich I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 10, fol. «8«, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 3326, on Job U 33 (IV)

AdT 15 451: fol 2Ua, on 2 Sam. 17 0; (V) Add. 21,1G0, fol. 93«.

on Exod. 17 7; (VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage

and (VII) the same on Job 33 33.
.

. Comp PK-=K, Gen. .W 1; Exod. »2 32; Judg. 9 1.% 20; 2 Kings 2 10;

rK-=- Numb 5 8; 27 9. 10. 11 ; 1 Sam. 11 3; Isa. BO 2. (Vi^^ infra, letter k, § 764.)

rvn = § 750.

S^TDS if ""N &«i/"'» ^ ^'^•"^ ^^^* *^'"''''
• • • •

'""^ '" ^'^' '*'
''

likmcise so at' the beginning of a verse M the excepfion of t.oo

instances where it has the j»'efix Vav.
,, . , •

Outside th- b<K.k of Job this combination occurs thirty-six

times at the beginning of a verse. In twenty-eight instances it

is with the prefix Vnr^ and in eight only is it -!«^«"t^\f
^1;

therefore, Kb-DKi is the rule and k^dk the exception. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the exceptions.

In Job, however, the reverse is the case. In this book,

where the phrase begins a verse eight times, k^-dk without the

prefix Vav is the rule, since it is so in six passages- and k^ck^

Ihich occurs twice only is the exception. Here, therefore, the

Massorah safeguards the instances with the prefix la..

Of this Rubric I collated fourteen Lists, eleven m MSS. and

three printed: (I) Harley 5710^1 1, Vol.1, fol 245.. on 2 Kn^-J2«

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445 fol. '^^
';

<>» Exod^22 7

(HI) Add. 15.451. fol. 1306, on Deut 2S 58; (V) Add. 21 IGO.

fol 14«, on Gen. 24 38; (V) the same MS., fol. 10(»6, on Exod 2> 7;

(VI) Arund. Orient lO, fol. 10l6. on 2 Kings « 20; (VII) the

same MS., fol. 2226, on Mai. 2 2; (VIH) the «^'»« MS^^'Z-^f;! ;;

on P. 7 13- (IX) the same MS., fol. 3176, on Ps. 131 2; (X) the

^anicMS fol. 34s6, on Cant. 1 s; (XI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

'55*

MO- (XII) the printed Massorah <m Cxon. 24 3H; (XIII) the

^amo'on Mai. 2 2 and (XIV) the same .m Cant. 1 8.

Lists VIII IX, XI and XII head this Rubric npn 'db -Kn b=

n r- KH CK- which is more precise since this Massorah contrasts

the exceptional occurrence of kS-dk with the normal ^h-a^, Lists HI,

VIII and X omit the second part of this Rubric which makes it

unintelligible.

1 Comp. .*7-DKiGon.24 8; 34 17; Exod. 40 .37; I^vit 5 7. 11; 12 8; H !<;

25 2H. 30, 51; 2« U; 27 20; Numb 5 2S; 32 23, 30; 33 ..; Deut 20 12; ^ 2;

25 7; .losh. 22 24; Judg. 14 13; 1 Sam. 12 1.1; Jorcm. 12 17: 13 1 . ;
17 2.

;
- ^,

3H 18; 4.S 27.

^ Comp. »*':"« Job 17 2; 22 20; 30 2 ; 31 20. 31, :50.

WWn = § 751.

itrOA if not, occurs seven times at the end of a verse. This

is the contrast to the preceding Massorah. Of this Rubric L

collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 157a, on Judg. 2 22 which Ihave printed;

(II) Add. 15,251, foL 24a, on Gen. 24 21 ;
(III) Add. 15,451, fol. 486,

on Exod. 16 4; (IV) the same MS., fol. 1256, on Deut 8 2; (V)

Add 21,160, fol. 206, on Gen. 27 21; (VI) the same MS., foL 90a,

on Exod. 16 4; (VII) the same MS., fol. 2696, on Deut 8 2;

(VIII) Orient 2349, fol. 406, on Gen. 24 2I; (IX) Vienna Codex

No. 35 on Judg. 2 22 and (X) the printed Massorah on Gen. 24 21.

Lists II and VI give this Rubric as a contrasting part of

Rubric 750.

yyvr\ = § 752.

rrntSS »/ or when he washes, occurs twice. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient 2349,

fol. 95o, on Levit 22 6.

y:wn = § 753.

31t2^"DK if tie return, occurs twice .... and once it is witlfthe

jTrefx Vav. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Arund. Orient IG, fol. 114a, on 2 Kings 20 9.

It will be seen that this Massorah emanates from a School .of

Massorites in which the reading 3i«?; was preserved in their

Codices in Jerem. 8 4 without the Keri. {Vide supra, § 748.)

rwn - § 754.

rttSTDS llttTD^ whether ox or sheep, occurs twice in this

comhinJion. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from OrienJ. 2349, fol. 1336, on Deut 18 3.

.T3»n = § 755.

DXn occurs twice in the Scriptures. That is, the conjunctive

with the'interrogative He. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists,

two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Add. 15.250, fol. 84a; (II)

Add. 21,160, fol. 2186, and (III) the printed Massorah, all on

Numb. 17 28. This Rubric is part of the alphabetical List of

words which respectively occur twice beginning with He with

Pathach or Chateph-Pathach.^

' Comp. The Ma»,orah, letter n, § 19, Vol. I. p. 261 &c.

rwr\ = § 756.

DK1 and if, begins a verse six times [in Job]. In Job, where

this conjunctive begins a verse sixty-seven times, it is in sixty-

one instances without the prefix Vav^ and in six only with it

Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptions, -t in the heading

is a misprint for -v Of this separate Rubric I collated two

Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 335a, on Job 40 9 which I have

printed and (II) the printed Massorah on Job 36 8.

1 Comp. OK Job e 12; 7 4; H 4. 5. G. 18; 9 :^, 16, 19, 20, 2.S 27 30;

10 14 15- 11 10, 1.3. 14; 14 6. 8. 14; lU 6; 17 2, 13; 19 5; 20 6. 12; 22 20, 23;

?>; i*'lJ, 14 !«; 30 25;' 31 ..,' 7.'
9, 1 :^ 16, 10. 20. 21. 24. 25. 26. 29. 31. 33. 3C.

.38, 39; 33 5. 2.3, .32, 33; 34 14; 35 6, 7; 3« 11; 37 13; 39 2..

DK 'DSV This Massorah not only connects into one chain

the several Rubrics which catalogue the instances where this

conjunctive with and without the prefix Tar begins a verse in

some of the books, but indicates the preponderance of tar and

DK respectively in all the books of the Scriptures. This con-

junctive begins a verse about three hundred and thirty-five

times. In some books the form with the prefix Vav preponderates,

whilst in others the simple conjunctive without the Vav prevails.

A reference to the notes in my edition of the Bible discloses the

fact that the Codices which were preserved by the different

textual redactors exhibited considerable variations. Hence the

Massorrtes in the compilation of this Rubric not only record the

readings which obtained in their Standard Codices, but exclude

by implication the readings in the Codices of other Schools.

According to the seven links which constitute this Massoretic

concatenation, the use of this conjunctive with and without the

prefix Vav ip the several books is as follows:

(A) Thronghmit Genesis and t}cod. chaps. 21 and 22 ths con-

jnnctrve without the prefix VaV begins a verse except in ten instances

I

ichere it is with it.
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Genem ISO; Exod. chaps. 21 and 22. — In Gen. and in
|

the two chapters of Exodus technically called (pp"") on Damoges,

where this particle occurs altogether thirty-four times at the

beginning of a verse, it is in twenty-four instances without the

prefix F«r' and* in ten only with it. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the minority. The reason why chapters 21 and 22

are separated from the rest of Exodus is that in these two

chapters alone this particle begins a verse no fewer than

twenty-four times. Here ok occurs seventeen times in this

distinguished position and bki seven times only. Hence this

portion is Massoreticnlly combined with Genesis for safeguarding

the minority.

(B) And in all the rest of the Pentateuch, too, this paHiele with

the -prefix Vav begins a veise except in eighteen instances where it

Itegins a Verse without the Vav.

Exod. without chaps. 21, 22, Levit., Nnnib. and Deut. — In these

four books apart from Exod. 21 and 22 where this particle

begins a verse one hundred and twelve times, it is cMjti in ninety-

four* instances and BM in eighteen only. The Massorah, therefore,

safeguards the exceptional passages. It will be seen that though

the heading here distinctly states that there are eighteen instandes,

this part of the Rubric enumerates seventeen only. Numb. 32 1

1

is omitted. This is manifestly due to a clerical error caused by

the same catchword im- which preceded it. The omission is

supplied in Jacob b. Chayim's List.

(C) Throughout Joshua and Judges this particle with ike prefix

Vav altcays begins a verse and there is no instance of its beginning

a verse without this prefix.

Joshua and Judges. — In these two books, -where this con-

junctive begins a verse seven times, it is always Dir.'

(D) Thr(mghoitt Esther and Proverbs the reverse is the case, this

particle without the prefix Vav altoays begins a verse and there is no

instance of its beginning a verse with this prefix.

Esther, and Proverbs. — In these two books, where this

paiticle begins a verse thirteen times, it is in every instance

without the prefix Vav.*

(E) In Kings, Isaiah, Ezekiel, Psalms and Ecelesiokes dk ahoays

begins a verse except in five instances where it is OKI.

In these five books, where this particle begins a verse

thirty-nine times it is in thirty-four instances without the prefix

Vav^ and in five only is it with the Vav. Hence the Massorah protects

the minority. Owing to the artificial way in which these links

are joined together the hea,ding here is misleading, since it

implies that ox always begins a verse in Ezekiel, whereas it never

occurs at the beginning of a verse in this book.

(F) Throughout iSamuel and Jeremiah this particle with the prefix

Vav likewise begins a verse except in fourteen instances where it is

without this prefix. (Vide supra, letter k, §§ 39, 40.)

(G) In all the rest of the Scriptures, too, this conjunctive without

the prefix Vav begins a vei'se except in eleven instances where it is

with this prefix.

The rest of the Scriptures here grouped together are the

Minor Prophets, the Five Megilloth with the exception of

Ecclesiastes and Esther, Chronicles and Job. In these books this

particle begins a verse altogether eighty-five times. As it is

without the prefix Vav in seventy-three instances" and with it in

twelve instances only, the Massorah safeguards the exceptions.

It will be seen that Obad. 4 which makes up the twelve passages

is here omitted, since eleven only are given.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah n, § 90, which I have printed and (H) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 528.

« Comp. CK Gen. 14 23; 24 38; 26 29; 31 8, 60; 42 19; 4S 4; Exod. 21 8,

4, 8, 10, 19, 30, 32; 22 1, 2, 3, 7, 12, U, 1G, 22, 24, 26.

» Comp. ow Exod. 7 27; 12 4; 20 22; 29 .34; 40 37; Lcvit. 1 10, 14;

2 6, 7, 14; 3 1, 6, 12; 4 13, 27, 3^; 5 7, 11, 17; 7 16, 18; 12 5, 8; IS 7, 12, 21,

22, 2.3, 2fi, 28, 36, 37, 41, 63, 66, 67; 14 21, 48, 48; 15 23, 24, 28; 17 16; 19 7;

20 4; 26 28, SO, 62, 54; 26 14, 16, 18, 21, 23, 27; 27 4, 6, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 16,

16, 18, 19, 20, 22, 27, 31; Numb. 5 8, 28; 10 4; 11 16; 15 27; 16 30; 27 9, 10,

11; SO 6, 7, 9, II, 13, 15, 16; S2 23, 30; 35 55; $3 16, 17, 20, 22, 26; S6 4;

Dent 19 8; 20 12; 22 2, 20, 25; 24 12; 35 7; .10 17.

» Comp. ran Josh. 2 20; 22 24; 24 16; Judg. 7 10; 9 19, 20; 14 IS.

* Comp. ra« Prov. 1 11; 2 4; 8 24, 34; 6 28; 9 12; 32 27; 35 21; 37 22;

SO S2; Esther 1 19; S 9; 5 8.

> Comp. DM 1 Kings 1 27; 9 6; 2 Kings 7 4; 9 26; Isa 1 19; 4 4; 58 13;

Ps. 7 6, 13; 27 3; 44 21; 50 12; 6S 7; 68 14; 7S 15; 78 M; 89 31, .32; 94 18;

ISO S; ISl 2; 1S2 3, 4, 12; 137 6; 138 7; 139 8, 19; Ecel. 5 7; 6 :<; 10 4, 10,

11; 11 3.

« For the sixty-one instances in wliicli SK begins a verse in Job

see M, § 766, note. The other twelve instances arc Hos. 4 16; 13 12; Amos.

5 6; 9 2; Obad. 4, 6; Mai. 2 2; Cant. 11; 8 9; 1 Chron 21 12; 2 Cliron.

6 22; 20 9.

n'3rn = § 758.

DK1 and if, has twice the accent Zarka and in the same section.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 157a,

on Levit 13 56 which I have printed and (II) the printed

Massorah on the same passage.

c'le^n = § 759.

DK1» Throughout, this Section this conjunctive, with and without the

prefix Vav, is ahoays with Makeph except in this instance. That is, in

Fericope o'tsBWs [= Exod. 21 1—^24 18] this particle is once only

with the accent and the mnemonic sign thereof is that in

combination with iitf ox it has these horns, viz. is with Pazer

which is indicated by the phrase in the said Psalm. This Rubric

is from the printed Massorah on Exod. 21 29.

D'm = § 760.

DK DKI* For this Rubric see k, § 747.

rorn = § 761.

DK1 'DJ|{1* Eight verses in which this conjunctive with the prefix

Vav occurs twice. Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, ten in

MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol.1, fol. 153ct, on

Josh. 22 23 which I have printed; (11) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 81 7>,

on Levit 27 20; (III) the same MS., VoL II, fol. 1266, on Mai. 1 6;

(IV) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 157 a, on 2 Chron. 16 2; (V)

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 16a, on Josh. 22 23; (VI) the same MS.,

fol. 164&, on Jerem. 27 18; (VII) the same MS., fol. 266 a, on

2 Chron. 16 2; (VHI) Add. 15,451, foL 88a, on Levit 27 20;

(IX) Add. 21,160, fol. 1806, on Levit 26 15; (X) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah II, § 92; (XI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 344, and

(Xn) the printed Massorah on Levit 27 20.

The heading in Jacob \^ ChayiJi's printed Massorah

(List XII) niTsai bt-i dki dki pro nit o-pioe 'n = eight verses in which

one occurs both at the beginning, and middle of the verse is incorrect,

since in Josh. 22 23 and Mai. 1 6 this conjunctive does not

begin the verse. Moreover, the catchwords wbo"" iscmn bki =

1 Chron. 28 9 are a mistake and ought to be KJtO' rnmn D»r =

2 Chron. 15 2 as all the MS. Lists have it

Torn - § 762.

DK1* Seventeen woi'ds respectively occur once only preceded by

this conjunctive xoith the prefix Vav. In all other instances where

these words are combined with this conjunctive it is without the

prefix Vav. The design of this Massorah is not only to catalogue

the words which are unique in this combination, but which occur

again more than once combined with ok. In this respect, therefore,

the import of this Rubric differs from that of § 750, which

registers the pairs of words once combined with oki and once

with OK.

This Rubric is from the printed Massorah on Esther 8 5.

I have since found three other Lists, in the ancient Codex

Orient 4445: (I) fol. 63a, on Exod. 21 29; (II) fol. 101 a, on

Levit 15 28 and (III) fol. 151 o, on Numb. 30 7. AH the three

Lists, which exhibit the first attempt to collect these unique

combinatione, are still without any headings and without catch-

words. They simply have after each instance 'nts 'b - unique. The

first List gives twelve passages only and omits Numb. 36 4;

Ezek. 14 16; Obad. 4; Eccl. 11 3 and Esther 8 5. The second

List records properly ten instances only. It omits Numb. 36 4;

1 Sato. 17 9; 2 Sam. 17 13; Ezek. 14 16; Obad. 4; Eccl. 11 3

and Esther 8 5. It gives Judg. 13 6 twice and adds one new

instance, viz. rrmo '? .TriB-o*r. Levit 15 28 which does not belong

to this Rubric, since the combination rwe-OK without the prefix

Vav does not occur. The third List, which gives eleven instances

omits Numb. 36 4; l Kings 3 14; Jerem. 6 2, 9; Ezek. 14 16;

EccL 11 8 and Esther 8 5 and contains one instance, viz. I'rroKi

•mo "? Numb. 30 7 which does not belong to this category, since

the combination l^rroK without the prefix Vav does not occur.

The remarkable feature of these three Lipts, however, is the

fact that like the printed Massorah they give the two instances

nojroKi Deut 22 20 and roiB-Di(rj Judg. 9 16 though neither of

these expressions occurs in combination with qm in the textuareceptus.

a'orn = § 763.

^^'^"Dijn and if a man, occurs three times thus combined

once in the Pentaietich, once in t?ie Prophets and once in the Hagio-

grapha. In the other faur instances where «ht is preceded by

this conjunctive it is without the prefix Vav. (Exod. 19 13;

Judg. 4 20; 1 Sam. 30 22; 2 Kings 1 12.) The notes on 2 Kitq:8 1 10
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in my *^.iiti..ii t,f Mih Hihlt- will .«li..w th<^ ipmsmii win- thesr tliret-

ijistiiiices ajv thus safe^'uartleti.

Of this Kiihric I c<.ll:»t.'»l seven Lists, six in MH.^. an<i one

printed: (I) Harley r.TlO—n, Vol. I, to]. '3;58fc, .m 2 Kin,i,'s I 10

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. Hi. fnl. H7/'. on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. :\-iha, on Job 11 2;

(IV) Add. 15,45], fol. inui, on Deut. U 12; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 245t, on 2 Kin^s 1 l<>; (VI) Add. 2l,UiO, fol. 322^,, on

Job 11 2 and (VII) the printed Massorah on 2 Kinjr.'s 1 H».

TD2?n = ^ T(;4.

t'^jTOS'l ««</ «/ ft^'ty occurs three ti'iiiefi in the Scriptures. That

is, the construct pK preceded by ck- to di.'5tinj?uish it fr(»m j'k the

absolute which is als(t preceded by ck- in five instances.^ This

Rubric whicli I have found in the printed Massorah only, (m

1 Sam. 11 3 is incorrect. In the first place j*k-c«' occurs six

times and Numb. 27 9, 10, 11; Isa. 50 2 are <.niitted and in the

second place Prov. 22 27 which is here given as the third

instance is ]'vra» without the prefix Var in the ti^j.-tus receptm.

' Comp. f>»-=i*l Gen. 30 1; Exod. 32 :{2; Judg. » lo, 20; 2 Kings 2 10.

iTDtrn = § T«r..

tt^naSl <tnd if there he, occurs three times. That is, with the

jrefix Vav. In all the other eleven instances where t'_ is pre-

ceded by this conjunctive it is without this prefix.^ Of this

Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund. Orient 1(>, fol. «6a, on 2 Sam. 14 32 which I have

printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 253 «, on Jerem. 27 IH and (III) the

printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 14 a2.

1 Couip. B'^-OK Gen. 2:t »; 44 20; t Kings 17 12; 2 Kings » 15; Jerem. 5 1

;

Ps, 7 4; Prov. 23 1H; Job (i B; ;W 2.!, ?>>; Lament. 1 12.

rown = § 7t;«.

X^"J3XT and if not, occurs tvnce at the heginning of a verse

in Job. {Vid^. sujwa, letter k, § 750.)

rottrn = § 7G7.

S^^DKl <iiid if not, occurs seventeen, times in the middle of a

verse. This combination occurs altogether forty-seven times. As it

begins a verse in thirty instances ' and is in the middle of the verse

in seventeen passages only the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) IlSey 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 83a, on Levit. 27 27

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 77«, on Exod. 34 20

and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter x, § 537. Jacob b.

Chayim's Rubric (List III) is incorrect. Though it states in the

heading that there are seventeen such instances it enumerates

sixteen only. And as one of the passages, viz. ^zb^ ?:; naxr does

not occur in the Bible it gives fifteen only. The two omitted

are Judg. 4 8 and I Sam. 2 IG.

1 Comp. Gen. 24 8; :U 17; Exod. 40 37; Levit. 5 7, 11; 12 8; 17 16;

25 28, 30, 54; 26 14; 27 20; Numh. 5 28; 32 2:J, 30; 33 55; Deut. 20 12; 22 2;

25 7; Josh. 28 24; Judg. 14 1:5; 1 Sam. 12 15; Jerem. 13 17; 13 17; 17 27;

22 6; 38 18; 48 27; Job 24 25; 3ft 12.

n'Dttrn = § 768.

fJitOT^l «'"' '/ refusing, occurs twice. In the other three

passages where this phrase occui's it is without the prefix Vav

(Exod. 9 2; 10 4; 22 10). In fixing this number at three this

Massorah militates against the Codices which read d«i in ExocJ. 22 1

6

as will be seen in the note on this passage is my edition of the

Bible. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient, l (5, fol. 1730, on Jerem. 3S 21

which I have printed and (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 74/>, on Exod. 7 27.

£3"Dm = § 7(Ui.

niSn nSKT l DKI nnd if the jn-iest look on it, occurs tirice

with the accent and in the same Section. That is, with Muitoch

Legarmeh and Mnnach Rerin. This Rubric is from the pi'inled

Massorah on Levit. 13 21.

V"rr\ = § 770.

n^B DJO n»d if it spread, occurs thrfe times. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 2341),

fol. 89rt, on Levit. 13 22.

H"vvn = § 771.

n^nHn"DK1 and if in its place, occurs twice and in the same

Section- This Rubric is from the printed Massorah on Levit 13 23.

n-T^n = j! TT.v.

^aIHI S*rftiK <«•'> '•'*/">« ind a half, ncurs tu-ice >i:!th t,h.i accents

Kadnui Ve-Arda. This phrase occurs four times and as it is with

saments Mehupach Pastita in the other two instances (Kxod. 25 17;

37 <)) the Massoi-ah safeguards the j)eculiar accents in these

parallel passages. It will be seen that the conjunctive accents

usually called Kadnm Ve-Azla are here Massoretically called

•r>f! '?:«. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Orient 234H, fol, 7!*?', on Exod. 37 1.

yvvr\ = § 77y.

nitSK euhits, without and with the prefixes, is always plene

except in one instance. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorali. is from Orient. 2349, fol. 79a, on Exod. 36 21.

T'rcrn = § 774.

nitSS cubits, standu six times at the end of a verse in the

description of the Temple. In the Plan of the Temple given in

Ezekiel (40- 43) where the expression nla*i occurs thirty-eight

times, it is in six instances the last word of the verse. The

Massorah, therefore, safeguards the peculiar position of it Of

this Rubric 1 collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 193a,

on Ezek. 40 27 which I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah

on tlie same passage.

n-vvn = § 775.

nirittSn the maidservants, occurs twice, once it is defective and

once plene] Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS.

and one printed: (I) llarley 5710 11, Vol. I, fol. 2006, on

2 Sam. (> 22 which I have printed; (II) Orient 2349, fol. 46a,

on Gen. 31 3;t and (III) the printed Massorah on the same

passage. List III has at the end So K-ns == the second is plene, i. e.

2 Sam. 2. It also adds vizs r\'ni:>it -trr and once it is ninOK the

construct 2 Sam. 6 20.

rvv?n = § 776.

nlteS peoples, is unique itc. In this attempt to catalogue the

forms of nsK people which occur once only, the Massorites mixed

up the two expressions, viz. nax and sHb. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Cambridge Add. 1174 on Numb. 25 15 which I have printed

and (II) British Museum Orient 2349, fol. 1156, on the same

passage. Both are Yemen MSg.

VWn = § 777.

n51l2K faithfulness, is six times defective in this form. In this

form are included the masculine noun pax which furnishes two

instances (Deut 32 20; Isa. 26 2), the feminine noun nros which

exhibits three instances (i Sam. 26 23; 2 Kings 12 16; Ps. 143 l)

and the participle plural of the verb jan which yields one in-

stance (Lament. 4 5). Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 320a, on

Ps. 143 1 which I have printed; (11) Add. 15,250, fol. 375a, on

Lament 4 5; (III) Halle Ochlah A^e-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. I33fe,

and (IV) the printed Massorah on Ps. 119 190. Though all the

MS. Lists state in the heading that there are seven such instances,

they enumerate six only. Jacob b. Chayim's List gives seven,

but makes it up by the addition of nsaiii Numb. 12 8 which is of

quite a different root and is not contained in any of the MS.

Lists. It is, therefore, more natural to assume that the 't is a

clerical error for 'i which is not unfrequently the case.

n"rrn = § 778.

r^tpKl and strong, occurs four times; it is plene three times and.

once defect i've. That is, in Amos 2 16 it is without the Yod. Of

this Rubric I collated f(»ur Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1206, on Isa. 2K 2 which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., fol. 2056, on Amos 2 16; (III) Add. 15,251,

foU 299a, on the same passage and (IV) the printed Massorah

on Job 9 4. Both Lists I and IV distinctly state that Isa. 28 2

exhibits the only instance whore it is defective. The expression

en against Amos 2 16 in the List which I have printed has

inadvertently crept into the line.

tS'Ttt^n = § 779.

r)2S1 ond strong, is twice defeclire. This Rubric is from

Harley 5710— 11, Vol. II, fol. 126, on Isa. 28 2. The conflict

between this Massorah and the preceding one is due to the fact

that the two Schools of textual redactors from which these
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Rubrics proceed had different traditions with regard to the
orthography of this expression.

C'trn = § 780.

T'pX occurs twice and in two different senses. That is, in
Isa. 17 C it denotes hough and in Hos. 4 7 it is the Hiphil future
first person singular from ma and denotes / will change. Of this
Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated
three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 125&, on Isa. 17 6 which
I have printed; (11) the same MS., fol. 2006, on Hos. 4 7 and
(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 298a, on the same passage. This Rubric
forms part of the alphabetical List of words which respectively
occur twice in two different senses.^

' Comp. The Masaorah, letter 0, § 428, Vol. II, p. 217 &c.

x'Drn = § 781.

'*^f f'Pi^ »Ae languished, occurs twice. This Pulal preterite
third person singular feminine occurs altogether six times. In four
instances it has the regular Sheva under the second Lamed
(comp. n^^ex Isa. 24 4, 7; 33 9; Jerem. 16 9) and it is in these
two passages where it has Kametz because of its pausal accent.
Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptions. This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,
fol. 2036, on Joel 1 12.

TSZ^n = § 782.

JlpSn nursingfather; occurs twice and is defective in this form.
That is, in both instances, the one with the prefix He and the
other without it, this participle is without the Vav. This Rubric,
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 2349,'

foL 107a, on Numb, ll 12. It is part of the alphabetical List of
words which respectively occur twice, once without the prefix
He and once with it {Vide infra, letter n, §§ 16, 17.)

rem = § 783.

JttKJI has twice Pathach. The design of this Massorah is to
register the fact that in these two instances the Mem is with
Pathach. Though in one instance it is the Niphal preterite and
in one the participle construct, the Massorah groups them into one
Rubric because of the identity of the spelling. This identity is
still more striking in some of the best Codices which read it in
both instances fawi with Chateph-Segol under the AUph as is the
case in Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,451; Add. 21,161 &c. and the
early editions given in the notes on 2 Sam. 7 16 in my edition
of the Bible. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol I
fol. 20 1«, on 2 Sam. 7 16 which I have printed and '(II) the
same MS., Vol. II, foL 247a, on Prov. 11 13.

§ 787-791. K

T'Drn = § 784.

""a nJDKn occurs twice. The design of this Massorah is to
safeguard the construction of w^ax; with >3 so as not to be made con-
formable to -b W'B>r in Exod. 4 1 ; as well as to protect ^a onjaRn
since in the only other passage where this Hiphil future second
person masculine occurs it is construed with h and not with is
(Deut 9 23). This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, is from Orient. 2349, foL 108 6, on Numb. 14 11.

iTDrn = § 785.

I^!!3 <»«<' A« believed, occurs twice in the Scriptures. These two
instances are safeguarded because in Exod. 4 31 where it is followed
by the plural verb vaa^i the Scribe would be liable to write it w^ajt?
Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 37«, on Exod. 4 31
which I have printed; (H) Add. 15,250, fol. 346; (HI) Add. 21,160,
fol. 70a, and (IV) the printed Massorah, all on the same passage!
As both these instances begin a verse, List II rightly heads this
Rubric nofi -wk-i 'a.

rem = § 786.

^3^!1 a«<^ tfiey believed, occurs three times in the Sci-iptures
once in the Pentateuch, once in tJie Prophets, and once in the Hagit^
grapha. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol, II, fol. 1136, on Jonah 3 5
which I have printed; (H) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 209a, on the
same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 311a, on Ps 106 12-
(IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 49a, on Exod. 14 31 and (V) the printed
Massorah on the same passage. It is remarkable that Lists II
•nd IV not only state emphatically in the heading that it occurs

twice, but give two instances only. The Massorah Parva too
in Arund. Orient. 16 remarks against it v,3 .3. As these two
MSS. belong to different countries it shows that this List
proceeds from Massorite Schools which did not read waxi in
Ps. 106 12.

rem = § 787.

P?¥ I IP^ Amen, amen, occurs ttoice in the Scriptures. That is,
without the prefix Vav before the second adverb. In the other
three passages where this reduplicate phrase occurs it has the
prefix Vav. (Ps. 41 14; 72 19; 89 53.) Hence the Massorah
safeguards the minority. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists,
two m MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II,
fol. 2976, on Neh. 8 6 which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251,
fol 856, on Numb. 5 22 and (III) the printed Massorah on
Neh. 8 6.

n-Drn = § 788.

rrJp^ occurs three times and once it is wUh the prefix Vav.
The four instances here grouped together exhibit homonyms. In
the first two passages this quadriliteral is a proper name of a
mountainous chain; in the third instance it is a noun denoting
covenant, surety, whilst in the fourth it signifies allowance, poHion.
The Massorah, however, as we have often seen, has regard
simply to the identity of the orthography and for this reason
includes all the four instances in the same Rubric. It will be
seen that in 2 Kings 5 12 the textual reading or Keihiv is to3k =
Ahana, which is followed in the text of iboth the Authorised
and Revised Versions. But the Massorah does not recognise
the Keihiv. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, foL 2416, on 2 Kings 5 12
which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. n, fol. 2616, on
Cant 4 8; (UI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 386aj on Neh. 10 1;
(IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 298, and (V) the printed
Massorah on 2 Kings 5 12. This Rubric forms part of the alpha-
betical List of words which respectively occur four times, three
times without the prefix Vav and once with it (Vide infra,
letter 1, § 73, p. 405 &c.)

fiS-'Drn = § 789.

nj^K occurs three times in this farm. That is, without and
with the prefix Beth. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in
the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349
fol. 386, on Gen. 20 12 which I have printed and (II) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 56, on Josh. 7 20. The second List heads it
simply -n - it occurs ttoice and gives the two instances only
without the prefix Beth.

r»fl - § 790.

DJIpKil indeed, occursfour times and is defective and once
it is without the pi-efi^ He. Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists,
nine in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11 Vol I
fol. 101a, on Numb. 22 37 which I have printed; (II) the same'
MS., Vol. I, fol. 2236, on 1 Kings 8 27; (III) the same MS.,
Vol. II, fol. 152a, on 2 Chron. 6 18; (IV) Orient 4445, fol. 143a,
on Numb. 22 37; (V) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 83a, on 1 Kings 8 27-
(VI) the same MS., fol. 260a, on 2 Chron. 6 18; (VII) the same
MS., fol. 2976, on Ps. 58 2; (VIH) Add. 21,160, foL 2286 on
Numb. 22 37; (IX) the printed Massorah on the same passage
and (X) the same on Ps. 58 2.

K'Strn = § 791.

fttXI and be courageous, is twice with Pathach. This Kal
imperative singular masculine with the prefix Vav occurs
altogether eight times. In six instances it has Kametz under the
Mem^ and in two passages only is it with Ptithach. Hence the
Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography. This Rubric,
which is from the printed Massorah on 1 Chron. 28 20, is in-
correct The catchwords ^ki m'n ^k paKi pm = 1 Chron.' 22 13
ought to be Ties patr ptn - Josh. 1 7 and I have indicated this
mistake in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah by an asterisk against
the passage. The Massorah Parva against 1 Chron. 28 20 both
in Arund. Orient 16 and in the printed Massorah correctly
indicates the two instances. These two instances form part of
the alphabetical List of words which respectively occur twice
with Pathach.^

« In these six instances the Kametz is due to the pausal accent, viz. r?*
Deut M 7, 23; ??«' Josh. 1 9; 1 Chron. SS 18; fOW Josh. 1 6; fOMi Josh. 4 18.

* Comp. The Mattorah, letter J, § 639, Vol. II, p. 299.
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T3Crn = § 702.

nDX^ /Aott hast nu^dc strong, occurs ttcke, Qtice it is defective

and once plena. It is remarkable that this Piel preterite second

person singular masculine which occurs twice within two. verses,

fs in one instance without the He at the end, i. e. defective, and

in one with it. The Massorah, therefore, records this peculiarity

in the orthography. This Rubric, which does not occur m the

printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 304&, on Ps. 80 lO.

y-avn = § 793.

nS><n thou Shalt strengthen, occurs tioice. This Rubric, which

does, not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Cambridge

Add. 1174 on Deut. 15 7.

TXrn = § 794.

iTXttX Aviaziah, occurs nine times. This name occurs altogetlier*

forty time's? in thirty-one instances it is the lengthened form ^n;p

Aviazjahu and in these nine instances only is the original ortho-

graphy retained.1 Hence the Massorah protects the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated eleven Lists, nine in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 107a, on.2 Kings 12 22

which I have printed; (11) the same MS., fol. I08a, on 2 Kings

U 8- (III) the same MS., fol. 207fc, on Amos 7 10; (IV) the same

MS fol. 240a, on 1 Chron. 4 34; (V) the same MS., fol. 2416, on

1 Chron 6 30; (VI) Add. 15,251, foL 317a, on the same passage;

(VU) Vienna Codex No. 35 on 2 Kings U 8; (VIII) the same

Codex on l Chron. 6 30; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 50;

(X) the printed Massorah on 2 Kings U 8 and (XI) the same

on Amos 7 10.
, . , ^

Though List IX states in the heading that this shorter

form occurs nine times, it catalogues six passages only and omits

Amos 7 10 12 14. List VIII, which omits the same three instances,

states in the heading that it occurs six times only. It is, therefore,

most probable that there was a recension of this Rubric with the

heading ffD'n ^onvD'a'^na "> h-jcdk and at the end no'nns 'Ji and that

the last line is omitted in the Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah.

t For the reason of the lengthened fom see my InlrodnctUm to the Hebrew

Bible. Part II, chap. XI, p. 386 &o.

.T5te^n = § 795.

rrrtSK* This Rubric exhibits the first attempt to collect

the forms'of -an which are unique, and hence it is incomplete. It

is from the Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah U, % 9. The heading in

brackets I have added.

r3t»n = § 796.

nTttS* Three forms of this verb are defective of the radical

Aleph. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 70a, on 2 Sam. 19 14 which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 375a on E^ra & H

;

(HI) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 210&, on 2 Sam. 19 14; (IV)

Vienna Codex No. 35 on Ezra 5 11 and (V) the printed Massorah

on 2 Sam 19 14. These three forms are part of the long List

of words throughout the Bible which exhibit the same pheno-

menon. {Vide supra, letter k, § l*«-c» P- & &°-)

J-JtWn = § 797.

Q.^L>^-yi,^
-D;3^ to say unto God, occurs eight times. To say

unto -"TKnoicVaddressing the Divine Being, is in twelve instances

followed hyJeho^^ah (nirr)' and in eight
«f

^y ^y ^«^ (=Tt^S?)-

Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority. Of this Rubric I

collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 36&, on Gen. 7 18 which

I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah Fmahs, letter k,

8 500. As is frequently the case,. Jacob b. Chayim's Rubric is

fncorrect: (1) nnnob = 1 Chron. 29 21 should be r.«^ = i Chron^

21 17 and (2) 'jn='?Dni = 2 Chron. I 8 has manifestly been added

bv a later Nakdan who mistook the import of this Massorah

since it is here D-nb^'r and not eri'^r'^f ^ Nakdan who found

nine passages in the List and not noticing that the last instance is

against the scope of this Rubric altered the h - 8 in the heading

into to = 9.

14 is; 1« 16; « 18; Judg. 10 15; 1 Sam. 14 41; 2 Sam. 24 !<•, 17.

n"Xtt>n = § 798.

•^•p ^^ "laiC* That .is, in four instances where the Prophet

records' that Jehovah had spoken to him ••?« to me precedes nw

§ 799—802. H i^

Jehovah contrary to the usual diction which is '^k nirr nwt. Of

this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 1474, fol. 1246, on

Ezek. 44 5 which I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah

on the same passage. The printed Massorah rightly adds in the

heading m=tK'? amp ^"jk anpi "C, i. e. to me precedes the Tetragiammaton.

It will be seen that Isa. 21 6 which is 'hk in the Uxtus receptns

is here given as one of the four passages where nirr follows -^k.

is'itrn = § 799.

'7X1\2?^ ri'^S'^ '^J^ *^ ^^y *" *** ^""^^ ^f ^"'"^^' occurs three

times. That is, with the prefix Lamed before rr? to distinguish this

phrase from the four instances where -m is followed by rr?-'??

^K^i^ • Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 190a, on Ezek. 36 22 which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 1826, on Ezek. 24 21;

(III) the same MS., foL 2066, on Amos 5 4; (IV) Add. 21,160,

fol. 2766, on Ezek. 36 22 and (V) the printed Massorah Fmahs,

letter % § 431. List II heads it -a b^iT ^'?^ ^°l? ^"^ ^^^^^ *^® ^^"^

instances where the verb is in the imperative (Ezek. 24 21;

36 22).

1 Comp. "rK-jif.' ri'3-V "'O* Ezek. 14 6; 20 30; Z% 10; 44 6.

n-n = § 800.

^K^tp'' ^V^ *lttK to say to the children of Israel, occurs five

times. Normally" the verb -m is followed by ^:^-'?x and it is in

these five instances that it is 'jab. Hence the Massorah safeguards

this exceptional phrase. On referring to the notes on Exod. 3 14

in my edition of the Bible the reason for this safeguarding will

be seen. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 926, on Levit 17 12 which I

have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 66a, on the same passage;

(III) Add 21,160, fol. 676, on Exod. 3 14; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 1656, on Levit 17 12 and (V) the printed Massorah on

Exod 3 14. The heading in List II, is -npa 'j = it occurs three

times in the Sa-iptures and yet all the five instances are given m

the Rubric itself. This shows how careless the Scribes were m
copying the Massorah and how precarious it is to found an

argument on the headings.

K-nn = § 801.

this form.' That is, the verb nOK to say in its different tenses is

combined with a-^a in the heart with different suffixes. This Rubric

which I have fbuAd in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter b,

& 59 is not strictly correct It includes two instances which are

a'j-'jK n»K (Gen. 8 21 ; i Sam. 27 l), one which is 'a"? nan (Ps. 27 8)

and laa-r-a r-iaK D'«n (Job 22 22). We shall see in the next Rubric that

this one is "simply a later development by Nakdanim who have

not adhered to the original design and mistook the scope of this

Massorah.

3"nn - § 802,

13^3 ^^yhSi IISK a person saying in his heart, occurs six times.

The design of this Rubric is to catalogue the instances in which

-,8K to say is combined with la^? in his heart, i. e. exclusively

with suffix third person singular masculine and which specify

the individual between the verb in the third person and the noun

with the suffix thij-d person.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 10, fol. 301a, on Esther 6 6 which I

have printed; (H) the same MS., fol. 876, on 1 Kings 12 26;

(III) Add. 21,160, fol. 4a, on Gen. 17 17; (IV) the same MS.,

fol 312a, on Esther 6 6; (V) Add. 15,251, foL 4066, on the same

passage; (VI) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 228a, on 1 Kings 12 26;

(VII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 17 17 and (VIII) the same

on 1 Kings 12 26.
,

The different Lists afford an instructive illustration of the

manner in which the Massoretic materials were formulated in

the different Schools of textual redactors and how the original

design of certain Rubrics has been marred by later Nakdanim.

Lists I II, III, IV and V most emphatically state that the phrase

here recorded is restricted to the verb in the third person sin-

gular in combination exclusively with the noun with the suffix

third person singular masculine. Hence though la"?? occurs four

times more in combination with nOK (Obad. 3: Ps, 10 6, 11, 13)

they are excluded from these Lists because the person (= •3i'?b)

who says in his heaH which is the essential point of this Massorah,

is not mentioned in these passages. The Nakdan, however, who

manipulated the first List of Jacob b. Chayim's printed Massorah
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(LigtVII) misunderstood this import He, therefore, added the three

instances from the Psalms because they exhibit the combination

la^? ton and what is worse still inserted the two passages which

have •ah-b^-m (Gen. 8 21; l Sam. 28 1) and omitted Ps. 53 2

which is one of the six original passages. As this yielded ten

instances he altered the i = 6 into ^ = 10. The editor of the

second List of Jacob b. Chayim's printed Massorah (List VJII)

has not treated this Rubric quite so barbarously. Though he too

states in the heading that there are ten such instances combined

with is^B he gives the six correct passages first in their proper

order and adds the four incorrect ones at the end. By this

making up tJie ten he avoids the two passages with the combination

la^^K "lOK. From their position, however, and absence of proper

sequence it is evident that he regarded them as out of place.

We have still to consider the recension of this Rubric

exhibited in List VI which is as follow:

1 Kings 12 26 HnDnn oyaT pn'aa'oi '»nDT 'j nhi 'sht io»'i

Esther 6 6 ^hr\T\ pan Gen. 87 41 Win ^vy

.inaa in ''aaa tn 'na nn

It will be seen that in this Model Codex, which gives the

Massorah in its earliest form, the Rubric consists of three

instances only and is strictly confined to the passages which

not only begin with ia»'^_, but which are immediately followed*

by the name of the person. Moreover in all the three instances

the identical phrase is used of three wicked persons and the

Massorah notices the fact that one occurs in the Law, one in

the Prophets and one in the Hagiographa. We thus see how the

Rubric of three was expanded into six, ten, and ultimately into

thirty-three passages. Against iTam in the Rubric which I have

printed (§ 802) should be Ps. 63 2 and not 10 6.

rnn = § sos.

"TOK he said, is three times with Kametz. That is, in these

three instances only has this preterite third person singular

masculine, which occurs upwards of five hundred and eighty

times, Kam^ under the Mem which is due to two having the

pausal accent Athnach (Gen. 18 17; 21 1) and one having Soph

Buvk (Exod. 18 24).

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 1379, fol. 57a, on Gen. 18 17 which I have

printed; (H) Add. 15.251, fol. 206, on the same passage; (III)

Add. 21,160, fol. 95a, on Exod. 18 24; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah II, § 9, margin and (V) the printed Massorah on Gen. 18 17.

rnn = § so 4.

D^'T?S "ttSK God said, occurs six times in this combination in

the Scriptures. Normally when -m is the predicate of the Divine

Being it is followed by Jehovah and it is in these six instances

only that it iS combined with ar^h^. Hence the Massorah safeguards

this exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1886, on Ps. 60 16

which. I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 169&, on

2 Chron. 33 7; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2786, on the same

passage; (IV) the same MS., fol. 29 6 o, on Ps. 50 16; (V) Add.

16.261, fol. 29a, on Gen. 31 16; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35 on

2 Chron. 33 7; (VII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 3 1 and

(Vni) the same on Exod. 13 17.

.rnn = § 805.

nirr If^A^Uehwah said, begins 'oTverse three times. Normally

when this formula begins a verse it is nirr -lO^ nS thus says Jehovah

oj j^j^ ^^ ^ ,j.i The Massorah, therefore, safeguards these

exceptional instances. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Jerem.

46 25 which I have printed; (II) Orient 1474, fol. 586, on the

same passage and (III) the printed Massorah on Ps. 68 23. It

is remarkable that both Lists give Ps. 68 23 which is -am

•pit in the received text as one of the three verses beginning

with nw lUK.

> Comp. nifi: lOH nS' Jerem. 2 6; 6 16 22; 7 3, 21; 9 22; 10 2 &c. ni'va

nim TOJf Jerem. 4 8, 27; 6 6; 10 18; !« 8, 6, 0; 20 4_&c.

rnn = § see.

nVT '^K aaUh Jehovah, occurs ten tim^s at the end of a verse

in this 6ooi. That is, in Jeremiah. This Rubric, which I have found

only in Orient 1474, foli 126, on Jerem. 8 12, does not agree

wii the received text: (l) Jerem. 15 11 which is here given as

one of the instances where ntr -le^t ends the verse is in the

preceding Rubric registered as one of the three instances where

it begins the verse. And (2) Jerem. 30 8; 44 26 and 49 18 are

in the textus receptus in the middle of the verse. Can it be that

this Yemenite Massorah is based upon a recension of the text

in which the verses were differently divided?

r-nn - § 807.

TTTT^ ^K aaid Jehovah, occurs eight times at the end of a

verse in ihis'booh That is, in the twelve Minor Prophets which

are treated as one book in the Massorah. The design of this

Massorah is to protect this formula against the longer phrase

nlK3Jt nlrr -i&k saith Jehovah of hosts, which ends the verse in the

majority of passages ^ and to militate against those recensions

which exhibited variations, as will be seen from the notes on

Amos 7 3 and Mai. 1 13 in my edition of the Hebrew Bible.

This Rubric too I have found in Orient 1474, fol. 234^ only, on

Amos 1 5.

» Comp. ntKax ninj tdk Hag. 2 7; Zech. 1 3; 7 18; MaT. 1 8, 9, 11; » 4, 8;

3 1, 6* 11, 12, 21/ '

'

n-nn = § 8O8.

r^TT "IttK saith Jehovah, occurs twenty times at the and of a

vttrse. This Massorah combines into one Rubric and completes the

instances which the different Lists tabulated on the several books.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 205a, on Amos 1 5 which I have

printed; (H) the same MS., fol. 2056, on Amos 1 15; (III) the

same MS., fol. 216a, on Zeph. 3 20; (IV) Add. 15,251, foL 264a,

on Jerem. 48 8; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Amos 1 5 and

(VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage. Isa. 11 9 in my

Rubric should be Isa. 65 25.

B"nn = § 809.

Trf?K T1)T ^K saith Jehovah thy God, occurs once only at

the end' of the^ verse.
^
Tha.t is, with the suffix second person

masculine. In the other two passages where this formula ends

the verse it is n|\'i'?!} m.T -lOK with the suffix second person

feminine (Isa. 54 6;' 66 9). The Massorah, therefore, safeguards

this unique occurrence. This Rubric is from the printed Massorah

on Amos 9 15.

>'nn = § 810.

Blf? nVl^ HtoK Jehovah said to them, occurs four times in

this combination in the Scriptures. Of this.Rubric I collated nine

Lists, seven in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, VoL I,

fol. 251 a, on 2 Kings 17 12 which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445,

fol. 476, on Numb. 26 65; (III) Add. 15,451, fol. 259a, on 2 Kings

17 12; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, foL II06, on the same passage;

(V) the same MS., fol. 311a, on Ps. 106 34; (VI) Add. 21,160,

fol. 73o, on Exod. 6 26; (VII) Add. 15,251, fol. 3676, on Ps. 106 84;

(VIII)
i
the printed Massorah on Exod. 6 26 and (IX) the same

on Ps.* 106 34.

»">nn - § 811.

''';5 IDS he said to me, occurs five times tJius combined in the

Sn-iptures .
.^.

. . and in two instances it is with the prefix Vav.

Normally noK is followed by ^k;^ hence the Massorah safeguards

this abnormal combination.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. H, fol. 1476, on 1 Chron.

28 3 which I have printed; (H) Arund. Orient 16, foL 1036, on

2 Kings 8 14; (III) the same MS., foL 185a, on Ezek. 29 8;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 255a, on 1 Chron. 28 3; (V) the same

MS., fol. 380a, on Neh. 2 18; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 828a, on

1 Chron. 28 3; (VII) Add. 21,160, foL 7 a, on Gen. 20 5 and

(VIII) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

1 Comp. 'b* iBK Dent. 81 2; 1 Sam. « 17; 28,22; 2 Kings 18 26; Isa. St 10;

Jerem. 28 1; Ps. 8 7; Ruth. 2 21.

T'nn =» § 812.

laKl and he said, occurs eight times in this book. That is, in

the Minor' Prophets which are Massoretically treated as one

book. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I have found only in the St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on

Amos 6 10.

The design of this Massorah is to safeguard the instances

in which this preterite with the Vav conjunctive occurs in the

Minor Prophets in accordance with the recension of the text

preserved in the Massoretic School whence this Rubric proceeds. It

will be seen that according to this School of Massorites the

18b
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reading in Zech. 3 5 is i&^ and this reading is also exhibited

in the Syriac and Vulgate. Other Codices, however, read it nair

Kal future first person singular with Vav conversive, and this

reading is supported by the School of Massorites who compiled

the present textua receptus.

r'fin = § 813.

D^Ttt^ '^" <^"^ **^> 6^'n* a verse three times they are

all outside the Pentateuch. The Kal preterite second person singular

masculine which begins a_verse upwards of fifty times, has in

forty-eight instances the prefix Vok^ and is without it in these

three passages only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the ex-

ceptions.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, fol. 252a, on 2 Kings 18 20

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 112&, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 2726, on 2 Chron. 25 19;

(IV) Vienna Codex No. 36 on 2 Kings 18 20; (V) the same Codex

on Jerem. 45 3; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 9, and

(VII) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 45 3.

1 Comp. iPi-iCKi at beginning of a verse Oen. 33 19; Exod. 4 22; Numb. 38 3;

Deut 6 21; 8 17; SS 13; 1 Kings 88 27; Isa. 7 4; IS 1; Jerem. 7 28; 8 4; 113;

13 12, 13; 14 17; 1« 11; 17 2U; 19 8, 11; 88 2; 85 27; 3« 4; 38 26; 43 10;

fil 62, 64; Ezek. 6 3; 18 19; 13 18; 1< S; 17 8; 19 2; 30 5; il 3, 8; 33 3; 35 S;

87 3; 38 22; 35 3; 38 8, 11; 44 6; Zecb. 1 3; 6 12; Prov. fi 12; Job 33 i:i.

T'nn - § 814.

riTDKI and thou shaU say, occurs five [four] times with the

accent in this book. That is, in Ezekiel this expression has in five

instances the accent Gershaim. This Rubric, which I have found

in the printed Massorah only, on Ezek. 17 3 is incorrect, as is

frequently the case in Jacob b. Chayim's edition. There are four

instances only. The expression -on which is given in this List

as the fifth instance is manifestly a corruption of n^ and belongs

to the catchword "^-jot = Ezek. 13 18 as I have printed it It has

indeed been supposed that it refers to Ezek. 39 3. (Comp.

Heidenheim, corfin 'Cfivs, p. 206 &c.) But in this passage niDKi

has one Geresh only, after Azla as it is in 37 12. Besides all the

instances where nneir has Gershaim begin a verse, whereas in

29 3 this is not the case. The heading 'n = it occurs five times,

has been altered by a later^akdan from "i - 4, who mistook

the import of this Massorah and who did not see that nrn is a

clerical error for -t^ and that it belongs to ••^••jtK, as I have
printed it

rcnn = § sis.

ri*1ttK1 and thou shalt say, occurs three times with the accent.

That is, this Kal preterite second person singular masculine with

Vav conversive has the accent P<tzer. This Rubric, which is from
the printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 23 17, is incorrect: (1) there are

four such instances, Ezek. 21 12 being omitted and (2) tip k^h moxi
with which the catchwords in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah ends,

viz. Ezek. 36 6, is a clerical error for wvh mam as I have
printed it (Vide infra, letter n, § 846.)

fann - § sie.

BT/K ri'Ttt^ and thou sJiali say unto them, occurs three

times with the accent in this book. That is, this phrase has in these

three passages Kadma Ve-Azla. Of this Rubric I collated two
Lists, 'one in MS. and one printed: (I) Orient 1474, fol. 25a,

on tferem. 19 11 which I have printed and (11) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 597. Though the headings in both
Lists state that there are three such instances only, List II

rightly gives four passages as mob nio'? -upk = Jerem. 15 2 has
been added by a later Nakdan. The heading, moreover, in Jacob
b. Chayim's printed Massorah rroTa »67k 'onp 'roa 'i it occurs three

times with' the accents Kadma Ve-Azla in Jeremiah, is more explicit

mn = § 817.

"^^n^^ Tt^S ^"^^^ -TT "ittK-niD ayh^ rnaKi and
thou shalt say unto them thus saith Jehovah of hosts the God of Israel,

occurs twice in this combination.

Besides the formula in question, there are no fewer than
four different ways in which the Divine message is delivered
to the people whom the Prophet is commanded to address
(btSk n-)Oici) in the name of Jehovah. But as all these formulae

are shorter ^ the design of the Massorah here is to safeguard
the two exceptionally long combinations.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Orient 1474, fol. 31 6, on Jerem. 25 27.

« Comp. (I) n1n» io»« nS an^hn K-am Jerem. 8 4; 13 13; 15 2; 36 4;

(11) muss Wn» TOW nS Dri'bK fi^ORi Jerem.'id 11; 35 27; Zeeh. 1 3; (III) R-JOW

jjnb" i1^»« nin; lotc ns dh'^k Jerein. 11 3 and (IV) nin^ 'jik ^0K nil on»^»» r4oki

which is used exclusively in Ezekiel, viz. 2 4; 3 1 1, 27; 13 18; 14 4; 16 3;

20 3, 6, 27; 24 3; 37 12.

n"'nn = § 8i8.

ri^OK thou saidst, occurs seven times .... and they have no parallel

in all the Scriptures. The design of this Massorah is to exclude

the Eastern textual reading or Kethiv which is Tnax both in

Isa. 47 10 and 57 10. It is, moreover, intended to indicate that

though it is riniBK in Ps. 16 2, which is normally the preterite

second person singular feminine, it is in this passage abnormally

the masctdine and that there is, therefore, no necessity to alter

it into -ri-ittK.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 177^, on Ps. 16 2

which I have printed; (II) Arund. OriAit 16, fol. 61a, on

2 Sam. 6 22; (III) the same MS., fol. 139&, on Isa. 47 10;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 1606, on Jerem. 22 21; (V) the same

MS., fol. 287a, on Ps. 16 2; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 2076, on

2 Sam. 6 22 and (VII) the printed Massorah on Ps. 16 2. In

List V where the instance from Ps. 16 2 is the last in the

enumeration, the Massorite remarks lai 'vb "vo in this last passage

it is masculine. To the same effect is the Massorah Parva in this

Standard Codex against Ps. 16 2.

i3'">nn » § 819,

ri^lDKI and thou shalt say, occurs three times. That is, the

second person singular feminine with the prefix Vav to distinguish

it from the numerous instances in which it is pnom the

masculine.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 158o, on Judg. 4 20,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 216a, on

1 Kings 1 13; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 21a on Judg. 4 20;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 76 a, on 1 Kings 1 13; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 1406, on Isa. 49 21; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 1656, on Judg. 4 20

and (VII) the printed Massorah on l Kings 1 13.

ynn = § 820.

''fl'ltoX / said, begins a verse twice. The reason for safeguard-

ing these instances is due to the fact that some MSS. read nnoi*,

the second person singular in Isa. 36 5, which is in accordance

with the parallel passage in 2 Kings 18 20, but which the

redactors of this Massorah reject. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 133a,

on Isa. 36 5.

«"Dnfl = § 821.

^npK they said, occurs ttcice at the beginning of a verse. The

heading of this Rubric ought properly to be 'Boai '3 = it occurs

ttvice and in. this hook, since both instances occur in the Psalms;

but as we have seen, this qualifying expression is often omitted.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 302a, on Ps. 74 8

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 3626, on Ps. 83 5

and (III) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 9.

TDnn = § 822.

DH^T'K Cri'^DKI and ye shall say unto them, occurs ttcice.

That is, to distinguish it from the two instances in which Drino»?i

is followed by on*?, as is indicated in the next Rubric where the

two phrases are contrasted. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 73a, on Levit 16 2 which I have

printed and (II) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

ronn = § 823.

DH^ CTTIttKI a7id ye shall say f^o them, occurs twice .... and

in two instances it is B7\'bvi arrm]. This Rubric, which does n<>t

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient 2210, fol. 70a, on

1 Sam. 14 3 J.
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TJfin = § 824.

llttK to say, occurs six times in the Scriptures, three times plene

and three defective. As this Kal infinitive absolute, which occurs

six times, is spelled in two different ways and in one instance

in the same book, with and without the Vav, the Massorah safe-

guards its orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, eleven in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 476, on Exod. 21 5

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 1746, on
1 Sam. 2 80; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 296, on Judg. 15 2;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 36a, on 1 Sam. 2 30; (V) the same MS.,

fol. ^496, on 1 Sam. 20 21.; (VI) the same MS., fol. 1616, on

Jerem. 23 17; (VII) Add. 15,451, fol. 95 o, on Exod. 21 5; (VIII) the

same MS., fol. 1736, on Judg. 15 2; (IX) Add. 21,160, fol. 986,

on Exod. 21 5; (X) the same MS., fol. I97fl, on Numb. 6 23;

(XI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 9 and (XII) the printed

Massorah on Exod. 21 5. Lists II and VI simply record the three

plane instances.

n"3nn = § 825.

*lbK3» This Kal infinitive construct with the prefix Beth,

occurs three times in the Scriptures once in the Pentateuch, once

in the Prophets and once in the Hagiographa. Of this Rubric I

collated nine Lists, seven in MS. and two printed: (I) 'Harley

5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 936, on Ezek. 36 20 which I have printed;

(H) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 186 a, on Ps. 42 4; (III) St. Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916 on Ezek. 36 20; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 190a, on the same passage; (V) Add. 15,451, fol. 122a, on
Deut 4 10; (VI) the same MS., fol. 4076, on Ps. 42 4; (VII) Add.

21,160, fol. 2606, on Deut. 4 10; (VIII) the printed Massorah on

the same passage and (IX) the same on Ps. 42 4.

With the exception of Lists VII and VIII none of the other

nine Lists state in the headings whether any of the instances

are plene or defective, though all the three instances are defective

in the textus receptus. List VII, however, emphatically heads the

Rubric '^o 'ki 'on 'S •: -ia>a it occurs three times, ttcice plene and once

defective, and gives Ps. 42 4 as the plene passage, whilst List VIII

as emphatically heads it 'em 'S it occurs three tim^s and is defective.

The two conflicting Massorahs, therefore, must be based upon two

different recensions of the text which were preserved in the several

Massoretic Schools.

ronn = § 826.

ftiK/ saying, begins a verse nine times in the Scriptures. The

sign thereof in Chaldee is, the captives forsook their wives in Egypt

and the priests returned and passed their friends from Canaan

Owing to the abnormal position of this infinitive construct

at the beginning of the verse, which might easily mislead the

Scribes who would in some of the instances naturally join it to

the end of the preceding verse, the Massorites carefully safe-

guard these passages. This accounts for this Rubric being not

only one of the earliest constituent parts of the Massorah, but

of such frequent occurrence in the MSS.
Of this Rubric I collated seventeen Lists, fifteen in MSS.

and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 33a, on
Jerem. 3 l which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

foL 476, on Jerem. 25 5; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1406,

on 1 Chron. 16 18; (IV) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2066, on
Ps. 106 11; (V) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 25 5;

(VI) the same Codex on Jerem. 42 14; (VII) the same Codex on
Zech. 7 3; (VIII) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 140a, on Isa. 49 9;

(IX) the same MS., fol. 1626, on Jerem. 25 5; (X) the same MS.,

foL 219a, on Zech. 7 3; (XI) the same MS., fol. 301a, on Ps. 71 11;

(XII) the same MS., fol. 3106, on Ps. 105 11; (XIII) Add. l.'),45l,

foL 297o, on Jerem. 42 14; (XIV) the same MS., fol. 380a, on
Amos 8 5; (XV) Cambridge Add. 465 on Jerem. 3 1, which alone

has the mnemonic sign
;
(XVI) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 25 5

and (XVII) the same on Ps. 105 11.

?*3nn = § 827.

nfiS7 saying, is three times plene in the Saiptures. As this

Kal infinitive construct which occurs no fewer than nine hundred
and thirty-six times in the Scriptures, is plene in these three

instances only, the Massorah safeguards this exceptional ortho-

graphy. In these three instances we have a striking illustration

of the attempt to introduce the later plene orthography which
in tho case of this infinitive, has almost entirely failed. It is

remarkable that in these two books alone in which this abnormal

spelling occurs, the primitive orthography (ifakb) is to be found
about one hundred and ninety-two times, viz. eighty times in
Genesis and one hundred and twelve times in Jeremiah.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 33a, on Gen. 48 20
which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 158a, on
Jerem. 18 5; (III) the same MS., fol. 1966, on Jerem. 33 20;
(IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 40a, on Gen. 48 20; (V) the same MS.,
fol. 2566, on Jerem. 33 20; (VI) Add. 15,451, foL 291a, on the same
passage; (VII) the printed Massorah, on Gen. 48 20 and (VIII) the
same on Jerem. 18 5.

n'snn = § 828.

^«^/l ^^^ "frying, occurs three times in the Scriptures. That
is, of the hundreds of times this infinitive occurs in the Bible it

is with the prefix Vav in these three instances only. Of this
Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 25a, on Isa 51 16, which I have
printed; (11) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 141a, on the same passage;
(III) the same MS.,^ fol. 2776; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 434a;
(V) Vienna Codex No. 35, all .on 2 Chron. 32 17; (VI) Halle
Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 9, and (VH) 'the printed Massorah Finalis,
letter k, § 565.

B"Dfin = § 829.

''I^K* This infinitive with the suffix first person singular
occurs twice. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, is from Cambridge Add. 465 on Josh. 6 10.

b'nn = § 830.

'^^I.^K* This infinitive second person singular feminine
occurs twice only. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the
printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,
foL 183 a, on Ezek. 25 3 which I have printed and (II) Vienna
Codex No. 35 on the same passage.

N'^fin = § 831.

^fT... ''P^ "'^^ ^^ B^'bK lbs say unto them thus saith the

Lord Jehovah, occurs four times .'
. . . in the first instance it is not

preceded by js^.

The design of this Massorah is not to register the instances
in which ^jt^ precedes the Tetragrammaton in combination with
the phrase -iok ni, but the passages in which this phrase itself is

preceded by arrb» nfaK. This is evident from the fact that when
the verb is nnoxi the preterite is with Vav conversive, or when
even nfaK the imperative is not followed by bt^k, the combination
.Ttrr •'snR occurs frequently after the formula -iok ns.

'

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from the St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Ezek. 12 10.

' For the instances in which i»»« nb Dn»^» h"iaiji ig followed by ni.T uik,
see «, § 817, note, and for ibK which are followed by nirv kih without on}htt,

see Ezek. 11 16, 17; 17 9; 24 21.

ybnn = § 832.

nln^ *^t2H HS ^I13K say thus saith Jehovah, occurs four times

in this book, i. e. Ezekiel. This Rubric, which is from the St Peters-
burg Codex of A. D. 916 on Ezek. 11 5, is misleading, since it

is in the first passage only where the imperative nbK precedes
this formula. It is manifestly identical with the Rubric which
registers simply the four instances in which the shorter form
r^:P^ -iDH ns occurs in Ezekiel, and which is given in the Massorah,
letter =, § 72, Vol. II, p. 26.

ybnn = § 833.

Dnp *TbS say to them, occurs ttcice thus combined and
once it is with the prefix Beth. That is, to distinguish it from the
seven instances where this imperative is followed by bt^k.* It

is remarkable that this shorter form is to be found in Deute-
ronomy only. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists, one in MS.
and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1156, on Dent
5 27 which I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter k, § 606. With the prefix it is the infinitive construct,

but the Massorah makes no distinction when the punctuation is

the same.

» Comp. on'^K -ibK Levit. 22 3; Numb. 14 28; Ezek. 12 10, 23, 28; »J II, 26.
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T^nn - § 834.

"htsh ibK »ay unto the king, occurs twice. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710-11,

Vol II, fol. 40 a, on Jerem. 13 18.

n'inn = § 835.

RTHttK say note, or I pray thee, occurs twice. That is, to

distinguish It'from the other four instances where this imperative

singular feminine is used without being followed by iq (Gen. 20 13

I Engs 14 7; Isa. 40 9; Jerem. 48 19) so as to guard agamst

Gen. I'i 13 and 20 13 being made conformable. This Rubric is

from the printed Massorah on Gen. 12 18.

r^nn = § sse.

rttiO and say ye, occurs six times. In the other eighteen

instances where this imperative plural occurs, it is without^e

prefix Vav. Of this Rubric I coUated seven Lists, six m MbS.

and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1496, on Jerem. 4 5

which I have printed; (H) ^^^ ^^'"^ ^^f' '"^;'
^",,Y°'

^ ''

(III) the same MS., fol. 2485, on 1 Chron. 16 35; (IV) Add 15,451,

fol 288«, on Jerem. 31 7; (V) Add. 21,160, fol 290a, on the same

passage; (VI> Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah H, § 9, and (JH)
the

print^ Massorah on 1 Chron. 16 35. Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah

(List Vn) omits Amos 3 9 though it states m the heading

that there are six instances.

rt»nn - § 837.

rftrr "PK^* For the textual reading TaK> Kal future third

person'which is in six instances combined with the Tetra-

iraminaton with the pausaL accent, the proper reading appears

to be noit, the preterite third person. That is, the Semr is na^ It

is the ^eterite and not the future which is the normal form in

this formula.^
, _.. ,^.

Of this important Rubric I have found two Lists only.

(D Orient. 1474, foL 132&, on Isa. 1 11 which I have printed

and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 157. The Nakdan

after whom Jacob b. Chayim printed this List mistook the import

of this Massorah. Its design is not to register all the instances

in which nl!T is preceded by nar. This is evident from the fact

that in thi8'^mbination it occurs altogether no fewer than eleven

times tod that five instances are excluded because nw has not

the pausal accent, but is combined with another Divine name.

The omission, therefore, of two instances in Jacob b. Chayim s

List (Isa 33 10- 41 21) and the insertion of other, two passages

(1 Kings' 1 86; '22 14) are against the scope of this Massorah.

For rrf? Tm which is equivalent to p'soi, see letter k, § 272.

1 comp. ninj -nsK I«a. S9 21, 21; W 7; Jerem. 44 26; nin: 19« I.a. C« 20;

Jewm. 4« 18; r^p] «? I^a- 89 6; «6 26; 66 21, 23 &c.

« Comp, wnt^Kmn^no*.' Deut & 24;^* nim -rof Jerem. 48 20; 'Sh rTinpOK'

1 lOiigB 2« 14; ^^ ni"? V*"' Z««h- « » "«^ '^^ "J"- -"' * ^"^ * *®'

though with Zakeph it is followed by another Divine name.

n'^nn = § 838.

IDK^ and he ihaU say, is six times Raphe in the Scriptures.

That is,' it has in six instances Sheva under the Vav in contra-

distinction to the many instances in which it has Pathach ^nil

which are recorded in the following Rubrics. Of this Rubric

1 collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, Vol. II, foL 1906, on Ps. 58 12 which I have printed;

(ID St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Hab. 2 6? d") ^^^^
Orient lu, fol. 138«. on Isa. 44 16; (IV) the same MS fol 1436

on Isa. 68 9; (V) the same MS., fol. 214a, on Hab 2 6; (VI) the

same MS., fol. 298a, on Ps. 68 12; (VH) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 9, and (VIII) the printed Massorah on 2 Kings 9 17. It will

be seen that the printed Massorah alone has this Rubric on

2 Kings 9 IT and it is most probable that Jacob b. Chayim

followed some MS. in which it was placed on this verse to

safeguard it against being made conformable to noK'i by which

it is twice preceded. In the List I have printed, this instance is

omitted which is manifestly due to a clerical error.

B'^nh = § 839.

•T»K*1 and he said, occurs ninety-one times with Pathach, foiiy

ofif^em^e'in the Pentateuch. That is, with Pathach under the Mem.

This Kal future third person singular with Vav conversive occurs

altogether six hundred and thirty-three times in the Pentateuch.

As it has Segol under the Mem in no less than five hundred and

ninety-three instances and is with Pathach in forty passages only,

the Massorah safeguards the exceptional vowel-points. The Paihach

in these instances is due to the accent being on the ultimate. It is,

however, to be remarked that these forty instances exhibit no

fewer than six different accents which are more or less pausal.'

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in this separate form

in the printed Massorah, I ooUated four Lists: (I) Orient 2348,

foL 123a, on Numb. 21 2 which I have printed; (H) Orient 2349,

fol. 113a, on tiie same passage; (HI) Add. 21,160, foL 26a, on

Gen. 30 28 and (lY) ihe same MS., foL 2296, on Numb. 23 12.

Lists I and H omit Gen. 37 80 which is manifestiy due to a

clerical error since the heading distinctly states that there are

forty such instences in the Pentateuch. They, moreover, give

apr -m as the catchwords for Numb. 21 2 instead of ^msr -m

which is due to the same cause. List IH omite Gen. 47 30, whilst

List IV, which gives this instance, omite Gen. 43 29. The heading

of this List,. viz. nrnraK'tsTari exhibite a scribal mistake.

1 In twenty-five instances it is !!?»«*! with AAnach (Gen. 14 19; ^5 8; 18 8,

28, 27; 19 7; 84 84; 50 28; 87 SO; 48 16; Exod. & 22; S2 81; S8 14, 18; Numb.

11*27 28; 81 2; 88 7, 12, 18; 84 3, 16, 20, 21, 23); in six it U -A^h with Zok^pk

Oadol (Gen. 80 4; 87 36; M 6; 48 29; 47 30; 48 9); in four it is -"O**^ with

Zoki>ph Kaum (Gen. 18 29; 88 17; Exod. 8 14; 88 6); In two it i. >?•« with fieWa

(Gen. 16 8; Deut. 83 2); in two it is toH*! with SegoUa (Gen. 88 IS; Deut. 88 7);

and in one instance it is ^Oic*i with ShaUheUtk (Gen. 84 12).

O-nn = § 840.

15K*1 and he said, occurs six times in this hook That is, in

Samuel." This Rubric, which does not occur in tiie printed

Massorah, is from Add. 15,251, fol. 1646, on 1 Sam. 7 12. It is

incorrect, since there are ten instances in which the Mem is with

Paihaeh instead of the normal 8egol The four omitted instances

are 2 Sam. 19 27; 20 20; 22 2 and 23 15. They are correctly

given in the List which catalogues the instances in tiie whole

Bible. {Vide infra, § 842.) The Rubric exhibits the first attempt

by the original compiler to collect these phenomena who left

the compilation of the List to his colleagues. Instead, however,

of completing it a later Nakdan, as usual, regarded it as final

and hence added the heading, fixing the number at six. As tins

future third person singular witii Vav conversive occurs no less

than four hundred and sevepty times in Samuel and as it is

with Phihach under the Mem (tdk*!) in these ten instances only

the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthogfraphy. The ten

instances exhibit two kinds of pausal accente, In seven passages

it is nbtt»i with Athnach (1 Sam. 22 9, 14; 2 Sam. 3 33; 16 21;

20 20;* 22 2; 23 15) and in three it is lOttH. witii Zakeph Gadol

(1 Sam. 8 18; 7 12; 2 Sam. 19 27).

H'onn = § 841.

"TttK^'V occur, thirteen times in this bock. That is, in Kings.

This Rubric, which does not occur in tiie printed Massorah, is

from Vienna Codex No. 35 on 1 Kings 8 23. It is defective,

inasmuch as it leaves out two instences, viz. 1 Kings 17 11 and

2 Kings 19 15, which are correctly given in the List recor^

the instances of this phenomenon throughout the Bible. (Vide

supra, § 842.) The heading, therefore, must be the addition of

a later Nakdan if the original Massorite did not work upon

Codices in which these two instances exhibited the normal vowel-

pointe. As this Kal third person future witii Vav convwsive

occurs no less than three hundred and forty-seven times in Kings

and as it is noK'i with Segol in three hundred and tiiirty-two passages

and naK^i with Pathach in fifteen only, tiie Massorah safeguards

the exceptions. The fifteen instances exhibit no fewer than five

different accents of a more or less pausal nature. ^

. In three instances it 1. Tpt^. with Athnach (1 Kings 1 29; M 20, 21);

in two it is <S»*' with liakeph Oadol (2 Kings 1 8; 8 14); in five it i. TO«t*) with

Zakeph Katan (I Kings 17 10, U; 2 Kings 6 17. 18; 18 14); in one instance it

is shm with Rt^ia (I Kings 8 23); and in four instances it idk*! with BegoUa

(I Kings 18 36; 2 Kings 7 2, 19; 19 16).

3'onn - § 842. v;.
•-

IIDK^I occurs ninety-one times ..,.and wherever it is preceded

hy in or re'i in Job it is likewise so. The exceptional pointing of

thisexpression which was originally recorded in each book

separately, but for which we have as yet found tiiree separate
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Lists only, is here grouped together into one List extending over

the whole Bible. * As the three separate Lists catalogue sixty-

five instances in those special books (vt'de supra, §§ 839—841),

there are twenty-six only left for the remaining Scriptures. The

distribution of the instances in the sundry books, as well as the

minute and extraordinary labours of the Massorites will best bo

seen when it is stated that apart from the thirty-two passages in

Job to be mentioned hereafter, laK-i occurs altogether two thousand

and forty-two times and that it is pointed -i0»t*i in nineteen hundred

and fifty-one instances, and -lOK*] in ninety-one passages only. The

relative number of each form in the several books is as follows:

2%« Pentateuch.

•am 698 "<?»«*} 40

Gen. 327 21

Exod. 150 6

Levit 10

Numb. S4 11

Deut 22 2

Latter Pt-qphett.

"ia»l*i 178 10K*! 6

Earlier Propfiett.

iSKh 970 iO»»*] 83

Josh. 62 1

Judg. 126 7

Sam. 460 lo

Kings 332 ifi

Hdgiographa.

lOK*} 210 IDK'I 12

Isa. 32 1 Ps. 3 1

Jerem. 49 . Ptot. 1

Exek. 41 . Job 18 4

Minor Proph. 66 6 Megil. 43 1

Dan. 16 2

Ezra-Neh. 16

Chron. 120 4

Total 10K*1 693 + 970 + 178 + 210= 1961.

Total 10K«1 40+ S3 -J- 6 -h 12 = 91

.

As the different accents of iaK»i in the sixty-five instances

recorded in the three separate Rubrics have already been given,

we have only to remark that the remaining twenty-six exhibit

a still greater variety than those in the Pentateuch. *

We have still to consider the import of the remark at the

end of this Rubric that apart from the four instances in Job

where it is "i^ it is likewise so pointed in this book, wherever

it is preceded in the same verse by js'i or b)d»i. There are twenty-

nine instances in which na»«ti is preceded in the same verse by

jyn in Job and three in which it is preceded by »)d'i.» These

thirty-two instances have, therefore, to be added to the ninety-

one so that there are properly one hundred and twenty-three

passages in which this future thi^d person singular with Vav

conversive is pointed i^'i with Pathach under the Mem. Though

in twenty-seven of these instances it is -iok^i with the Silluk on

the penultimate, ' still it is in five instances with the accent on

the ultimata* The Massorah, therefore, correctly indicates these

instances by f\B^_ jpn and not by 'man avKt b-rbo Vai.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol I, fol. 8t, on Gen. U 19 which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 113a, on 2 Kings 19 15;

(HI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah H, § 9, and (IV) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 558. It will be seen that List I

which I have printed records eighty-nine instances only, but as

it states in the heading that there are ninety-one it is evident

that the omission of Gen. 48 15 and Exod. 2 14 is due to a clerical

error. The mnemonic sign at the end, viz. asM consists of the

initials of the instances in Job and ought properly to be abki, since

there are four catchwords. Though the heading of List II distinctly

states that there are ninety-one such instances it practically

records eighty-eight only, since it gives Gen. 27 36 and 2 Sam.

16 21 twice and omits 2 Kiiigs 6 18; 7 19; 2 Chron. 20 6.

> But though there is no oUier separate List of the several books, there

is a List grouping together all the Prophets which I have printed in Vol. Ill,

p. 333, § 96 and there is another List which records the instances in the

Prophete and in the Hagiographa and which is given in Add. 21,160, fol. 281 a.

> In ten distances it is 10»*\ with Athnaeh (Josh. 7 20; Judg. 11 30; IS 8;

le 28; SO 4; Zech. 1 10; Job 1 14, 18; Ruth t 6; 1 Chron. 11 17); in three it

is -lOK*! with Zakeph Gadol 'JwdJK, « 18; 8 19; Dan. » 22); in three it is "iOK^i

Zttkeph Kalon (Judg. 15 18; J^onlih S 4; Dan. 8 16); in four it is •^»*1 Bevia

(Iss. »8 8; Jonah 4 2; .2 Chron..* 14; 180 6); In four it is *)?»«^ SegoUa (Zech.

1 12; Job 1 16, 17; 2 Chron. 14 10); in one insUnce it is 1D»I<1 Paxer (Ps. 18 2)

and in one ion*! Shafthtlelh (Amos 1 2).

» Comp. lex*} .... ISr. Job 1 7, 9; 8 2, 4; S 2; 4 1; « 1 ; 8 1 ; » 1; 11 1;

IS 1; IS 1; 16 1; 18 1; 19 1; 30 1; 31 1; S3 1; SS 1; 36 1; 8« 1; S3 6; S4 1;

J6 1; 88 1; 40 1, 3, 6; 48 1; lOK*! .... «1D*! Job 87 1; 89 1; 86 1.

* Comp. IISNi. • •W 88 6; ion*!. . . lyi 1 9; 8 4; "i?***!. . . llfn 1 7; 8 2.

The catchwords for 2 Sam. 20 20 which are here -lom stk pn
are a clerical error for -io»n aid' {n. The omission at the end of

the Rubric, viz. 'noi arm fp'n ]V^ hs\ leaves the thirty-two instances

in Job unexplained. List III omits five instances, viz. Exod. 32 81

;

Numb. 24 15, 23; 2 Kings 6 18 and 2 Chron. 20 6, whilst List IV,

which is from Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah, records ninety-two

instances. But ]nav BKiaa 'm ,hbt^\'^ which is here given as the

seventeenth instance does not occur. It is evidently intended simply

for p-ttsr BKiaa 'm 2 Kings 6 20 where, however, the textua receptua

is rightly laK*! with 8egol. Moreover, the catchword ib*i'* Numb.
23 12 is a mistake for jyi and b\inv \-i^k '"' nem = 2 Chron. 20 6

is a mistake for irnsK \"6k ••'' lain.

On Exod. 33 14 the printed Massorah states that nax^i occurs

ninety-one times, that forty of these instances are in the Penta-

teuch, that ten of them begin a verse and that they are given

in the Massorah Magna.* In the Massorah Finalis, however, the

ten instances in which "i&k^i begins a verse are not given, and

as the language here is ambiguous and may suggest that these

ten instances extend to the whole Bible, I have to add that they

are restricted to the Pentateuch (Gen. 15 8; 16 8; 18 8; 19 7;

24 12, 34; 30 28; Exod. 33 14, 18; Deut. 33 2) and th^t outside

the Pentateuch iok»i also begins a verse seven times (2 Sam. 19 27

;

22 2; 1 Kings 8 23; Amos 1 2; Ps. 18 2; 2 Chron. 6 14; 20 6).

This notice is interesting inasmuch as it shows that this Rubric

proceeds from a different School of Massorites.

.'nan 'ooa |»»im ''di U^ pnjo " ina pnso "o »•» loiw t

j'onn - § 843.

*T)3K*1* In four instances the Kethiv or textual reading is nan*i

and he said, and the Keri or official reading is nakj and I said. For

the variations which obtained with regard to these readings see

the notes on these passages in my edition of the Hebrew Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 1966, on 2 SanL 1 8

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL H, fol. 2966, on

Nell. 6 9; (HI) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 2 1 8a, on Zech. 4 2; (IV) the

same MS., foL 382^, on Neh. 5 9; (V) Add. 15,251, Supplement^

fol. 488&; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 117; (VH) Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 133, and (VIII) the printed Massorah on

Neh.. 5 9.

rnnn = § 844.

nttK^4 /n tu}elve instances the textual reading is n&K'i and he

said, and the Sevir is iii3K»i and they said. That the Sevir records

the actual readings of important Codices will be seen from the

notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible, as well as

from the Introduction to it p. 187 &c.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Cambridge Add. 1174, on Exod. 14 25 which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 24a, on Judg. 8 6; (HI) the

same MS., fol. 104a, »n 2 Kings 9 11; (IV) the same MS., fol. 219a,

on Zech. 6 7; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 49a, on Exod. 14 25; (VI) Add.

16,451, fol. 2526, on 1 Kings 20 3; (VII) the same MS., foL 892a,

on Zech. 6 7; (VIII) Add. 21,160, fol. 246a, on Numb. 32 25;

(IX) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and (X) the

same on Judg. 11 15.

iTonn = § 845.

*ntti^*1 has in three instances the accent Zakeph. This Rubric,

which does hot occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,250,

fol. 158a, on 1 Sam. 20 37. It is very difficult to explain. Not

only has no»t»5 Zakeph Qadol in Gen. 24 17 which is of frequent

occurrence, but with Zakeph Katon nain it is to be found eight

more times in the texbus rece^us.^

1 Comp. -i»M^i Otitt. 40 18; Exod. 4 1; 1 Sam. 19 22; 81 6; 8S 10; 86 14,

22; 2 Sam. 19 22.

ronn - § 846 a.

^ttK^T occurs four times at the beginning of a verse in the

Pentateuch with the accent Zarka. That is, when it precedes a proper

nWe. This Rubric is from the printed Massorah on Gen. 32 10.

On Numb. 11 21 the printed Massorah gives it again, but here

it registers the two instances only which occur in Numbers and

the heading ought, therefore, to be K-iB'oa DPtta 'a. The expression

""Da is properly given in the Massorah Parva where notice is

also taken of the fact that it occurs altogether ten times with

this accent in combination with a proper name ("n nB^oa 'pea 'a

"jibea 'Ptsa).
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rann = § 8466.

nipK*! occurs nine times with this accent at the beginning of a

verse. That is, when it precedes a proper name. In the preceding

Rubric we have the first attempt of the Massorites to collate

the accents connected with this expression in one of the books

and then in one of the three great divisions of the Bible, whilst

in the Rubric before us we have the result of their collation

throughout the Scriptures.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710— 11,

Vol. I, fol. 26, on Gen. 2 23 which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 569. The two Rubrics,

however, viz, § >'iGa and § 84G6 proceed from two different

Schools of Massorites, as is evident f]?9m the fact that they are

based upon two different principles. The compilers of the first

Rubric regarded D-nen Gen. 2 23 in the light of a proper name
and hence included it in this category, whilst the authors of

the second Rubric took it as an ordinary appellative and hence
excluded it. It will be seen that the Lists of Rubric 84G6 are

in apparent conflict. The one which I have printed distinctly

states in the heading that there are nine such instances and
enumerates nine only, whilst Jacob b. Chayim's List as emphati-

cally declares that there are ten and records ten passages. The
clue to this discrepancy is to be found in the fact that the one
is based upon the names of the persons and, therefore, regards

Numb. 11 21, 16 28 and 1 Sam. 17 37, 23 10 each pair as one

instance, since these four instances refer to two persons only, viz.

Moses and David whilst the other has regard to the passages

and hence gives these two instances separately, though in the

case of David, it inconsistently omits one of the references. The
only other three instances where this future third person singular

with Tav converse has this accent, viz. is ncK^i (Gen. 44 18; Deut.

31 23; Ezek. 37 11) are omitted because they do not belong to

this category. A part of this Rubric is given below § 877.

rann = § 846*.

*1DK 1 has in fourteen instances the accent Pazer.Oi this Rubric,

which i have printed in Vol. II, p. 2, § 846*, I collated three

Lists, one in MS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 13a, on Gen. 22 2 which I have printed; (II) the printed

Massorah on Exod. 34 9 and (III) the same on 2 Sam. 23 17.

Though List I states in the heading that there are fourteen such

instances, it enumerates thirteen only. In the textus recejytus there

are fifteen passages in which -iox*i occurs; the two passages which
are omitted in this List are 1 Sam. 20 29 and Isa. 6 11. List II

also states in the heading that there are fourteen instances only

and records thirteen, since the catchwords in r'?K reE?"! are not

only a mistake for nn v'tk iok'-i = l Sam. 30 1 5, but are given

twice and Gen. 27 33 and 2 Sam. 23 17 are omitted. List III

states that there are seventeen instances. It omits 1 Chron.

11 19 and gives the three instances in which it is nnaKi with this

accent and thus obtains the seventeen passjiges.

rann = § 847.

^TttX'1 /"IDS'I* In seven verses naK'l occurs twice, in the first

instance.it is -iok*1 with Segol under the Mem and in the second iok't

xoith Pathach. The design of this Massorah is to safeguard the

two different pointings of the same expression in one and the

same verse.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 566, on Gen. 43 9 which I have
printed; (II) Orient 444.5, fol. 396, on the same passage; (III) the

same MS., fol. 43fl, on Exod. 2 14; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol.

3216, on Job 1 7, and (V) the printed Massorah on the same
passage. List II affords a striking illustration of the way in

which Nakdanim througli ignorance hopelessly corrupted the

Massorah at the very earliest period. Not only does the Nakdan
state in the Massorah Parva of this ancient Codex that there

are nine such instances, but he mixes up the two opposite Rubrics,

and gives inexplicable catchwords.' That this confusion is due
to the ignorance of the Nakdan is evident from the fact that

in List III which is from the same Codex, this Massorah is

perfectly correct.

i»3K h» t|Di' -laKn ;in:o'oi iom'i "nnsi isx'i 'KOip I'mn ['mn pnn n>« pos 'a «

h« mrr -laK'i 'irScn 'cScn ^aa np '32 '[in* c'rh^ lat? «ip 'sn na.y'i ^•h» lai*? iiv spi\

.n':ni |arn

n"onn = § .s4s.

nttS'l »^fii^T» In three verses the reverse is the case. They

respevtively have noK*] with Pathach first, and then njjKh with Segol.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 566; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 43a;
(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 321 6, and (IV) the printed Massorah
on Job 1 7, all as a contrast to the former Rubric and (V) the

printed Massorah on Gen. 18 29 where it is given as an in-

dependent Rubric.

E3"ann = § 849.

HDK^'I* In tioo verses this expression is repeated forir times. Of
this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two printed

:

(I) Hkrley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 235a, on 1 Kings 20 14 which
I have printed; (11) Add. 15,251, fol. 1976, on the same passage;
(III) Add. 21,160, fol. 10a, on Gen. 22 7; (IV) the printed

Massorah on the same passage and (V) the same on 1 Kings 20 14.

rnn = § 85o.

^"'KH HttK^I and the man said, occurs twice. This Rubric,
which I have ifound in Arund. Orient. 16 only, fol. 326, on Judg.
19 20, is incorrect since the phrase occurs at least in three other

passages (Judg. 19 17; 1 Sam. 4 16; 2 Sam. 18 12).

x":nn = § 85i.

7K lIpS'l and he said, unto me, occurs seven times with the

accent in this hook. That is, in Ezekiel this phrase has seven times
Tipcha Athnach. The design of this Massorah is to safeguard
these seven instances from the other twenty-eight instances in

which it occurs in this book and where it has different accents.

This Rubric I found in the printed ^assorah only (Ezek. 46 24).

3":nn = § 852.

""pK *lttS'1 occurs ten times with the accent in this book. That
is, with Munach. Zakeph Katon in Ezekiel, to distinguish it from
the different accents which this phrase has in the other passages
where it occurs in this book. {Vide §§ 851, 853.) Of this Rubric
I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 94a, on
Ezek. 37 3 which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah
Finalis, letter k, § 603. In both Lists ' = 10 in heading is a

mistake for a = 9 and in both b"-i = at the beginning of a verse, ig

omitted, as is evident from the fact that this phrase with the

same accents occurs three times more in this book (Ezek. 3 22,

24; 41 4) and that they are excluded from the List because in

these three instances it does not begin a verse. It is to be re-

marked that the Massorah expressly safeguards these nine

instances because in the other eight passages where this phrase
begins a verse in Ezekiel it is -^k iDKi;i with Revia after the Munach
(Ezek. 2 3; 3 3; 4 16; 9 9; 42 13; 43 7^, 18; 47 8). The ninth instance

in which it has the accent does not begin a verse (Ezek. 11 5).

r:nn = § 853.

''7X nOK'1 occurs three times with these accents in this hook.

That is, in Ezekiel. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 74a, on
Ezek. 8 12 which I have printed; (II) Add. 1.5,251, fol. 2716, on
the same passage and (III) the printed Massorah on Ezek. 37 11.

In the heading of List I 'npa = in the Scriptures, is mani-

festly a clerical error for 'bds = in this book. More difficult is

the third instance which this List gives, viz. d'tok = Ezek. 37 11,

since it is here ^^k nOR»] ZarJca, Scgolta and not Munach SegoUa as

it is in the other two instances. List II aggravates the difficulty

for it not only gives Ezek. 37 11 as the third passage, but

has catchwords for the second instance which do not occur.*

Jacob b. Chayim's Rubric (List III) is still more inexplicable.

(1) It states in the heading that iaK*i by itself occurs three times

with Zarlca in Ezekiel which is incorrect since it occurs once

only with this accent and (2X it gives catchwords for two passages

only and the second is the same which is given in List II and
which does not occur.^

\2 onax ,n-nn' 'spt n» n»xin .n'a'jprnirx d-k p n'x-rn jinia'Di 'pea 'j h* "iok'i >

h» ptn'a n'?3i

a mm' »jpt .nSsn niasyn 'a'Ci Kiaaa «pnf n^'aa 'i naxi. xhe printed Massorah

Parva, too, against ^sxM Ezek. 37 1 1 remarks ''Da 'yaa 'J == u ocan» titree times

ivUh thi» accent in litis bnok.

T:nn = § 854.

D'lK'ia ri*K"l''!!f 'b'^ ^^^^ ""^i^ he said unto me Son of man
haft thou seen, occurs four times in this combination in the Scriptures.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 74a, on Ezek. 8 12. The
heading ought properly to be 'bD31 "'tan "l it occurs four times and

in this hook, since all the four instances are restricted to Ezekiel.
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n'ifin = § 855.

QTvK ^toK*'1 and he said unto them, occurs five times thus

combined ..... and they are all in the Hagiographa. The design of

this Massorah is to safeguard these exceptional instances in the

Hagiographa against being made conformable to the normal
combination nnh -io»(»i which is recorded in § 874.

Of this Rubric I collated two separate Lists: (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 155a, on 2 Chron. 10 9 which I have
printed and (II) the printed Massorah on the same passage. The
import of this Rubric is aptly expressed in the mnemonic sign
of the heading in List II which is as follows: Throughout
Chronicles, Daniel and Ezra the phrase is on^ iok^i except in

five instances where it is dit^k "!aK*i i

•cn'^j* laK'i n'aa znh lattn r"n hs fco i

r:nn = § 856.

nuK7 Drr^yK HttK'T and he said vnto them saying, occurs

twice. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 5 a, on Josh. 7 2.

?":nn = § 857.

D^*1^KI TpS'1 and God said, occurs twenty-five times. In all

other instances where -laxii is followed by the Divine name it

is rtrr Jehovah and not d',-i'?k God. Of this Rubric I collated five

Lists, four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 786, on 1 Kings 3 5 which I have printed; (II) the same
MS., fol. 2576, on 2 Chron. 1 11; (III) Orient. 2349, fol. 114a, on
Numb. 22 12; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. 1296,
and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 468. List IV
simply records the twenty instances in which this phrase occurs
in the Pentateuch and is very faulty.

n'ann = § 858.

Dfl7K ^ttK'l occurs three times toith these accents. That is, Munach
with Zakeph-Katon to safeguard it against being made conformable
to the other seven instances in which the Munach is followed by
Revia. (Comp. n'.'i'rK laK^i Gen, 1 9, 11, 14, 24, 29; 9 12; 17 19.)

Of this Rubric I 'collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Orient. 2348, fol. 396, on Gen. 1 6 which I have
printed; (II) Orient. 2349, fol. 296, on the same passage; (III)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 296; (IV) the printed Massorah
on Gen. 1 6 and (V) th|j)rinted Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 481,

It is remarkable that all these Lists omit 1 Kings 3 5 where
DTlbK laijji has the same accents. This may be due to the design
of the Massorah which is simply to contrast the different accents
in the Pentateuch only, or* to record the instances where this
phrase begins a verse. In either case, however, the heading
should properly be 'nina '»ti3 -a or c-n Tisa •:.

cs'^nn = § 859.

/ mT IttK^I* In four instances nln^ iok'I and Jehovah said,

is abnormally follotoed by the pi-efix Lam.ed attached to the individual
thus addressed ...... whereas in all other passages it is follotced
by -bK.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1136, on Jonah 2 11
which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 22G6, on
1 Kings 11 11 and (III) the printed Massorah on Gen. 6 13.

The printed Massorah (List III) is very corrupt. It begins
by stating in the heading that mn^K nOK^i is four times followed
by Lamed and after giving one instance in which this phrase
is thus followed by the prefix it continues with the phrase netri
ni.T of which it records three instances, omitting l Kings 11 ii.

D-nn = § 860.

' 7T *P^j5 ** /""'' **"'^* *'^*** Munach Zarka in this hook.
That is, in Exodus to distinguish it from the other accents which
this phrase has in Exodus and which are recorded in the next
Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, fol. 39a, on Exod. 8 l which
I have printed and which alone has the mnemonic sign; (II)

Add. 21,160, fol, 696, on Exod, 4 21 and (IH) the printed Massorah
on the same passage.

K'Dnn = § 861.

nilT IDK'I has in ticelve instances Kadma Ve-Azla in this

book. That is, in Exodus in contradistinction to the accents which
this phrase has in the passages recorded in § 860.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient. 234!», fol. 68a, on Exod. 17 14 which I have
printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 49a, on Exod. 8 16; (III) Vienna
Codex No. 35 on Exod. 10 12 and (IV) the printed Massorah on
Exod. 4 11. The printed Massorah records ten passages only,
though it correctly states in the heading that there are twelve
such instances. It omits Exod. 8 16 and 17 5.

3'Dnn = § 862.

rnrP nttK**! has in nine instances Kadma Ve-Azla in this book.

That is, in Numbers where this phrase occurs twenty-four times
with six different accents it has in nine passages Kadma Ve-Azla.*

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. I07a, on Numb, 11 16 which I

have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 896, on the same passage;
(III) Add. 21,160, fol, 207a, on Numb. 12 4; (IV) Harley 5710—11,
Vol. I, fol. 976, on Numb. 18 20 and (V) the printed Massorah
on Numb. 3 40.

' In five instances it is np' nstoi wltli Mercha, Tipcha (Numb. 7 4, 11;

15 37; 27 6; 31 26); in six mn' na.x^i Melmpach Pashta (Numb. 11 23; 14 11;

15 35; 18 1; 2G 1; 27 12); in one instance it is nin» n3«;i Munach, Zakeph-Kat<m
(Numb. U 20); in one nirr •a»i\ Munach, Zarka (Numb. 20 12) in one nin' "laKji

Darga Tevir (Numb. 20 23) and in one instance rnn' noKi (Numb. 21 34).

J"Dnfl = § 863.

rniT "ItoK'l has in five instances Kadma Ve-Azla in this book.
In Deuteronomy where this phrase occurs fourteen times, it is
with Kadma Ve-Azla five times, that is at the beginning of a
verse.

>
The sixth passage where it also has these accents is

excluded because it does not begin a verse (Deut. 5 25). Its
exclusion, however, may be due to the fact that the Codices are
not agreed on its ac6ents as may be seen from the notes on this
passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. ill 6, on Deut. 1 42
which I have printed: (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 966, on Deut. 2 9
and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 602.

1 In the other eight instances it is nin» laxji three times (Deut 2 2- 9 13
18 17) and five times nin> nOK^i (Deut 2 31; 3 2, 20; 10 11; 31 16).

'

TDflfl = § 864.

I
ini|$"^K nirT| 1ttK*1 and Jehovah said unto Aaron, occurs

three times. That is, on three occasions the Lord addressed'himself
to Aaron alone not in conjunction with Moses, as is recorded
in the next Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated x^x Lists, four in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 596, on Exod. 4 27 which I have
printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 696, on the same passage; (III) the
same MS., fol. 2186, on Numb. 18 1; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-
Ochlah I, § 154; (V) the printed Massorah on Exod. 4 27 and
(VI) the same on Numb. 18 20. The heading of List VI, viz.
Kanoa •; that this phrase occurs three times with the same accents
is misleading, since the design of this Rubric is to record the
event and not the accents. Besides the three passages exhibit
two different accents. In Exod. 4 27; Numb. 18 1 this phrase
is with Mehupach, Pashla, Zakeph-Katon, whilst in Numb. 18 20
it is Kadma Ve-Azla Be via.

iT'Dnn = § 865.

n"TK-bj<1 ntt2rhi< nln^ nipK'l and Jehovah said unto Moses
and unto Aaron, occurs seven times thus combined. That is, Jehovah
addressed his communication to the two brothers together in
contradistinction to the instances recorded in the preceding
Rubric where the Lord spake to Aaron alone.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 646, on Exod. 12 43 which I have
printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol, 77a, on Exod. 9 8; (III) the same
MS,, fol. 2236, on Numb. 20 23; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I,

§ 154, and (V) the printed, Massorah on Exod. 7 8. As this
Massorah, which I have printed, is on Exod. 12 43 which exhibits
the only instance where Aaron is with the prefix Vav (pnjti), the
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heading is '^m^-^^.-^ ^^^ ***^^' Lists however have

it more correctly ^^r^ rrfer^ rrtrr lOKh and List. HI, m
enumerating the seven passages, adds to the catchwords of the

fonrth instance (Exod. 12 43) that it is here with the prefix

Fat./ whilst List IV states that there are six such instances only

and omits the passage with png\ altogether.

ronn - § see.

"iarf? ntt?ia"^K nVr ^S*5 and Jehwah said unto Moaes

raying, ocimr$ Jive tiS^ 'ihLs comUned in the Pentateuch. As the

normal phrase is nbK*? n^te-^ nirr n?Ti and Jehovah spake unto

Mose, saying which occurs no fewer than seventy times m the

Pentateuch, and as it is in these five passages only where it is

T9i«n. and he said, the Massorah safeguards this abnormal

phraseology. , . ,

Oftmr Rubric, which constitutes one of the oldest parts of

the Massorah, I coUated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one printed:

(D Harley 6710-12, VoL I, foL 88b, on Numb. 7 4 which I have

printed; (U) Orient 4445, foL 74a. on Numb. 31 25; (III) Add.

16,251, fol. 92a, on Numb. 16 88; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 118&,

on Exod. 31 12; (V) the same MS., fol. 197a, on Numb. 7 4;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 236a, on Numb. 27 6; (VII) the same

MS., foL 243a, on Numb. 31 26; (VIH) Vienna Codex No^
Exod. 31 12; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 154, and (X)llie

printed Massorah on Numb. 31 26. List VIH adds at the end

the mnemonic sign tot pk which are the initial letters of the

five verses in connection with which this phrase occurs, whilst

List X, which is given in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah, is as

usual corrupt Here this Rubric is headed rn ^^ - it occurs svv

times at the beginning of a verse which is incorrect, since there are

five such instances only, as all the other nine Lists correctly

state. cn>6 ne D© ^ - Exod. 4 U which Jacob b. Chayim gives as

the second instance, does not exhibit this phrase and belongs to

§ 869. Moreover, the expression b-i is incorrect since these in-

stances do not begin a verse, but severaUy constitute the

vkoie verse.

t-onn - § 867.

^K nVT 1t^ and Jehovfirsaid unto me, occurs four times

wUh ihe "accent in ihi^'bo6k and the mnem&nie sign thereof is A pious

youth called to Samuel ,

This phrase, which occurs thirteen times in Jeremiah, has

four different accents. In one instance it is with Darga, Tevir,

Tipcha; in three passages it is with Mercha, Tipcha, AihnacUa; m
four instances it is witii Kadma Ve-Ada, Revia,^ whilst in five

passages it is Mehupach, Pashta, Zakeph-Katon. Of tiiese, however,

the Rubric before us gives four only. It omits Jerem. 1 9 which

is due to the fact that it-does not begin a verse. The headmg

ought more properly to be 'MS 'pen f^ 'i-

Of this Rubric I collated tiiree Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 164a, on Jerem. 11 6 which

I have printed; (II) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passage

and (HI) tiie printed Massorah on Jerem. 1 7. The mnemonic

sign by itself is also given in tiie printed Massorah on Jerem. 11 6

and in the printed Massorah FinaUs, letter k, § 599. Here,

however, the heading rwnuhr^ 'Dip 'Stan is wrong; it ought to

be Kiavfi ^ftna 'wsa 't.

' Comp. •^»« mn' TDUn (Jerem. 1 12); ^ rrm> tdki (Jerem. 1 14; U 9; 14 11);

^» m'nv«)biw (Jerem. 8 6; IJ 6; 14 14; 84 8).

n-onn = § 868.

ntoK^ "^H mn? ^^ «"^ Jehffuah said unto me saying,

occurs twice .

.'.
" and imce it is and Jehovah spake unto me saying.

The phrase mrr no»«*i foUowed by ^ the preposition C?^) with

suffix first person singular, which occurs upwards of tiiirty

times in the Scriptures,* is in these two instances only combined

with -^vh. Hence the Massorah safeguards the two exceptional

phrases. This Massorah is, moreover, designed to guard Deut 2 2

against being made conformable to verse 17 of tlfc» same

chapter. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 112a, on

Deut 2 2.

1 Comp. Deut 1 42; t 0, 81; J 2, 2«; 5 26; 9 12; 10 11; 18 17;

I«u 8 1, 8; Jerem. 1 7, 0, 12, 14; S 6, 11; 11 6, 9; IJ 6; 14 H, 14; 15 1; 248;

Eiek. » 86; Hofc » 1; Amoe 1 8, 16; 8 2; Zech. 11 13, 16.

T^ rrtTP TSK*1 and Jehwah said unto him, occurs six times

thus combined^ at the beginning of a verse. In this combination this

phrase occurs altogether ten times, but in the remaining four

instances it does not begin the .verse. (Comp. Josh. 18 1 ; 2 Sam. 8 1

;

1 Kings 22 21; 2 Chron. 18 20.) As in tiie other six passages

in which this phrase occurs the combination differs, inasmuch

as vb» and rilrr are inverted (comp. Exod. 4 2; 19 24; Judg. 6 12,

16; 7 9; Jerem." 40 2) and, moreover, as in this inverted order

it also begins a verse in three instances, the Massorah safeguards

the normal order and protects the official reading in Ezek. 9 4.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, six in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 186a, on Deut 34 4 which

I have printed; (H) Arund. Orient 16, foL 846, on 1 Kings 9 8;

(III) Orient 2349, foL 1436, on Deut 34 4; (IV) Add. 16,260,

fol. 2976, on Hos. 1 4; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 294a, on the same

passage; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 232a, on 1 Kings 9 3; (VH) tiie

printed Massorah on the same passage; (VIH) the same on

1 Kings 19 15 and (IX) the same on Hos. 1 4.

vnn - § 870.

'h *^K*n ' and he said to me, occurs eight times. Normally

nan*-! is combined with "h^ and it is in these eight instances only

that it is followed by 'V- Hence tiie Massorah safeguards this

exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orients 16, fol. 28a, on Judg. 13 7 which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 67a, on 2 Sam. 1 8;

(HI) the same MS., fol. 140a, on Isa. 49 3; (IV) the same Ma,

fol. 3376, on Prov. 4 4; (V) the same MS., fol. 2556, on

1 Chron. 28 6; (VI) the samfe MS., fol. 880a, on Neh. 2 4;

(VII) Add. 15,451, foL 1726, on Judg. 13 7; (VHI) the same Ma,

foL 4456, on Neh. 2 2; (IX) the printed Massorah on Judg. 13 7

and (X) the same on Prov. 4 4.

K'Pfin - § 871.

rrtiT 'h 'TDK*! and Jehovah said to Mm, occurs four times in

this eombtnation.\he design of this Massorah is to safeguard

these instances against being made conformable to the more

general phrase rrtrr r^ -io>«»5 which occurs six times. (Vide supra,

% 869.)

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL H, foL 1396, on 1 Chron. 14 10

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 226, on

Judg. 6 23; (HI) the same MS., foL 247a, on 1 Chron. 14 10;

(IV) Add. 15,250, foL 135a, on Judg. 6 23; (V) Orient 2849,

fol. 31a, on Gen. 4 16; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 36 on 1 Chron. 14 10

and (Vn) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 184. Jacob b.

Chayim's Massorah (ListVH), as usual, is incorrect; -len nn ought to

be -« nK (Judg. 6 26) and nK ^nnai should be n^a onroi 1 Chron. 14 10.

ypnn - § 872.

run© 'h *TDK^ and Pharaoh said to him, occurs twice thus

combined.' Oi this'' Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSa and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, VoL I, foL 41a, on Exod. 10 28

which I have printed; (II) the same Ma, VoL I, foL 2266, on

1 Kings 11 22; (IH) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 866, on the same

passage; (IV) Add. 21,160, foL 81a, on Exod. 1028; (V) Orient 2349,

foL 686, on tiie same passage and* (VI) the printed Massorah

on 1 Kings 11 22. List II adds in the heading that it occurs

twice and begins a verse in boA instances ('m 'tm).

J'Pfin = § 873.

mrP '^jK^tt rh nttK*!) and the angel of JehovcJi said to her,

occurs ihree tinies in ^this''eonibination. This Rubric I found in the

printed Massorah on Gen. 16 9. The heading ought properly to

be 'DB 'jm, since in all tiie three instances this phrase begins

the verse.

TPnn - § 874.

on*:? ^K*1 and he said to them, occurs twenty-three times.

Throughout ChrmicUs, Daniel and Ezra it is likewise so except in jive

instances where it is a^ na»t»i. To understand this artificial and

complicated Massorah it is necessary to remark: (1) that in tiie

Pentateuch and in the Prophets "itoK^i is followed by on^ P»ne
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or Bn^»» defective no leas than eighty-seven times and by the

shorter form cn^ in thirty instances only and (2) that the

Massorah obtains the twenty-three passages by artificially

reckoning the seven instances which occur in the section recording

the exploits of Samson (Judg. 14 12, 14, IS; 16 3, 7, 11, 12) as

one. In these two divisions of the Bible, therefore, the Massorah

safeguards the phrase Bn> ncafi which is in the minority against

being made conformable to the more usual combination ar\bt$ iO)«*!.

In the Hagiographa, however, the reverse is the case; the

normal phrase is anh -iOK»i and BT-pK neK»i is the exception. The

former occurs fourteen times' and the latter five times only.

Hence the Massorah safeguards in this division of the Bible the

exceptional combination. (Vide mjna, § 855.)

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 25a, on Judg. 9 7 which I

have printed; (H) the same MS., fol. 22a, on Judg. 6 8; (III) the

same MS., fol. U86, on 2 Kings 25 24; (IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 191&,

on 1 Sam. 17 8; (V) the same MS., fol. 2066, on 2 Sam. 4 9;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 261 a, on 2 Kings 19 6; (VII) the same

MS fol. 499a, on 2 Chron. 23 3; (VIH) Vienna Codex No. 35

on 2 Sam. 4 9; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 9, and (X) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 559. Some of these Lists

have at the end of the Rubric •«?T3i am pvav ^3% thus excluding

the Samson Section from the reckoning altogether and hence

only count twenty-two instances.

1 Comp on^ •'2»«*' Dan. 2 3; Ezra 3 63; 4 2, 3; Nch. 7 66; 8 10; 1 Chron.

IS 18; n 12; 2'chron. 12 6; 2S S; 24 5, 20; 28 9; 29 5. This is apart from

the Kelhiv Neh. 7 3.

.Tpnn = § 875.

Drf? IJSK^ occurs three times with this accent in Judges. That

is, with Mehupc^ch PasMa at the beginning of a verse. This is

evident from the fact that it occurs twice more with this accent

(Judg 9 9- 16 12) and that these two instances are excluded

because they do not begin a verse. The design of this Massorah

is to safeguard these three instances against being made con-

formable to the other two passages where this phrase also begins

the verse, but where it has different accents. Thus in Judg. 14 14

it has B^^ nOKji Munach Eevia and in 18 6 DnS -lOKji Darga Tevir. This

Rubric "is from the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 607.

Apart from Judges this phrase occurs five times at the beginning

of a verse with the same accents (Gen. 29 4; 44 15; Josh. 4 5;

2 Kings 19 6; Jerem. 36 18) and once with the same accents,

but not at the beginning of a verse (Exod. 17 2).

r»nn = § 876.

IS'^S "'Jibs |lpX*'1 and he said in his heaH, occurs three times

in this combination .
.'.

. once in the Pentateuch, once in the Prophets

and onee in the Hagiographa. That is, with the name of the person

between -wk»i and is^a. Emphasis is laid upon this triplet because

all the three individuals in this combination are described as

wicked persons and as harbouring wicked thoughts. This explains

the remark in the printed Massorah Parva on Esther 6 6

(ate -ttMn '»^ttn 'j). This Rubric, which doea not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Harley 6710-11, VoL I, foL 228a, on

1 Kings 12 26.

wnn = § 877.

nttto TDK**] and Moses said, occurs twice with the accent Zarka.

That is,''in this combination. This Rubric, which is from the printed

Massorah on Numb. 11 21, is part of Rubric 846.

n'l^nfi = § 878.

nVT^K ntt^D ^)1?K*T and Moses said to Jehovah, occurs Jive

times thus' combined in the Scriptures. Of this Rubric I collated six

Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I,

foL 366, on Exod. 4 10 which I have printed; (II) the same

MS., Vol. I, fol. 57a, on Exod. 33 12; (IH) Add. 15,250, foL 356,

on Exod. 4 10; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 966, on Exod. 19 23; (V) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 154, and (VI) the printed Massorah on

Exod. 4 10.

ttTnn = § 879.

Q-7«^J( TOtt "WSK^n and Moses said unto them, occurs three

times. That Ts, to safeguard it against the three passages where this

phrase occurs and where nfo and BibK are reversed (Numb. 9 8;

81 16; 32 20). This protection was deemed all the more necessary

since the two different orders occur within the same chapter

(comp. Numb. 32 20, 29). Of this Rubric I collated two Lists:

(I) Add. 21,160, fol. 91a, on Exod. 16 16 which I have printed

and (II) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

D'nn = § 880.

"i^Sh nipK*!] and he said before, or in the presence of, occurs

Jive tivies. That is, this future third person singular masculine

with Vav conversive which is normally followed 'by -bK is in

these five passages construed with the more formal expression

'3B^. Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest constituent parts

of the Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) the printed Massorah

on Exod. 6 30 which I have printed and (II) Orient. 4445,

fol. 47o, on the same passage. This ancient Codex gives the

Rubric as follows: unnK pioo issbn Tin ua-i rwa ivna'Di 'n 'ith rn'Oic

13'Tms oijasB vbv stts -a-io roiann. Eccl. 5 5 is excluded because it is

-laKln the second person and not -iok»i.

K'Dnn = § 881.

niriB ISK^ and Pharaoh said, is three times ioiOi Zakeph-

Katon. This phrase, which occurs fourteen times and which begins

a verse in thirteen instances, has no fewer than seven different

accents.' The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the accents in

these three passages against being made conformable to those

in the other passages.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two

printed: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 70a, on Exod. 6 2 which I have

printed; (II) the printed Massorah on the same passage and

(III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter b, § 104.

« In one instance it is n^-a io»t«} (Exod. 8 24); in one nj^i i?»«? (Gen. 60 6);

in two instances n^ lOK*! (Gen. 41 44; 47 3); in two n^ tdr*! (Gen. 41 66;

46 17); in two nS?"» "«>«f! (Gen. 41 16, 39); in three n^TB lOiw (Gen. 41 38, 41;

47 8) anxi in three with Munach, Zakeph-KaUm which constitute the Rubric

before us.

n'onn = § 882.

^K^tP 1DK*'1 and Samuel said, occurs six times with the accent

in this book! That is, in Samuel where this phrase occurs twenty-

eight times and where it has no fewer than nine different accents,*

it has in these six instances Munach, Zakeph-Kaion. This Rubric I

have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter k, § 608.

1 In the other twenty-two instances it is as follows: once 'jwob' noiw

(1 Sam. 8 16); once 'jkwb' W*i (1 Sam. 10 24); once SwOB' W*! (1 Sam. 12 20);

once 'th'Ob' -.o«*3 (1 Sam. 13 13) once bjfmif TDK*] (l Sam. 16 11); twice ^OKJl

h»mvf\l Sai^.*12 6; 1$ 11); three times StoDB^ iDJW (1 Sam. 7 3; 16 22, !>2);

twelve times 'jwOB' iDK*] (1 Sam. S 10; 8 22; 9 23; 11 14; 12 1; 16 1, 16, 26;

16 2, 10, 11; 28 16) and the six instances with Mmach, Zakeph KaUm which

constitute this Rubric. In twenty-two instances out of the twenty-eight, this

phrase begins the verse.

ronn = § 883.

"IDKhl and she said, has Jive times Pathach in the Senptures.

That is^ this Kal future third person singular feminine with Vav

conversive which is normally with Segol under the Mem, has

Pathach in these five instances, which is more or less due to the

pausal accent.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, nine m MSS. and one

printed: (I) Hariey 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 245a, on Prov. 7 18

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 35a, on

1 Sam. 1 11; (HI) the same MS., fol. 361a, on Esther 6 7;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 3616, on Esther 7 3; (V) Add. 15,250,

fol 3596, on Prov. 7 13; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 406a, on Esther 6 7;

(VII) Add. 15,451, fol. 180a, on 1 Sam. 2 1; (VIII) Add. 21,160,

fol. 290a, on the same passage; (IX) the same MS., fol. 3116, on

Esther 6 7 and (X) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

As in four instances ^hpi has the accent on the ultima and in

one passage on the penultima (no«m Prov. 7 13) some of the

Lists head this Rubric '3'r'?a 'xi i?-i'?n "i 'n.

TDfin = § 884.

Dnb *1l2Kin!! and she or thou hast said to them, occurs three

times . .V. . and throughout the Prophets it is likewise so except onee

where it is followed by arr^K.

To understand this artificial Massorah and the different

headings which this Rubric exhibits in the MSS. it is necessary

to remark: (I) that this phrase occurs altogether seven times

and not only includes the six instances in vhich naidm is the

14 b
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future third person singular feminine with Vav conversive, but
the single instance in which it is the second person singular

masculine, viz. Neh. 9 15; (2) that three of the instances occur
in the Pentateuch and the Hagiographa and (3) that in the

Prophets where the remaining four occur ' there is also one
passage where -ibttfii is followed by arf^K instead of the normal
txib. It will thus be seen that in the first and third divisions of

the Bible ttiS -laxpn is the invariable rule, %vliilst in the second
division this rule has one exception. Hence the grouping together

of the Pentateuch and Hagiographa and hence too the separation

of the Prophets. This will also explain the different headings of

this Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2796, on 2 Chron. 34 23 which
I have printed; (n) Add. 15,250, fol. 25 i, on Gen. 39 14; (HI) the

same MS., fol. 435.fc, on 2 Chron. 34 23; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 42a,

on Gen, 39 14; (V) Orient. 2849, fol. 51a, on the same passage
in the central margin; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Neh. 9 15

and (VII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 39 14. For the reason

also ready given List IV heads this Rubric 'n'-nx3 •: an"? -iiMtm

' Oomp. on) iSHki Josh. 2 16; Judg. 9 11, 13; 2 Sam. 17 20.

iTDnn = § 885.

'HttKi'l occurs twice. That is, with Tzere under the Mem
because of its pausal accent. It will be seen that in one instance

it is the second person masculine and in the other the third

person feminine. The Massorah, however, has regard to the

identity of the consonants and vowel-points.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated five Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 79 a, on 1 Kings 6 20
which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 3366, on Prov. 1 21;

(III) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 220a, on 1 Kings 6 20;

(IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 227a, on the same passage and (V) Vienna
Codex No. 35 on Prov. 1 21. This List heads it -ap 'a -latw thus
calling the Tzere, Kametz.

TDnn = § 886.

Itt'TXI and I said, is three times phsne in the Scriptures. As this

Kal future first person singular which occurs upwards of ninety
times, is plene in these three instances only, the Massorah safe-

guards this exceptional orthography. Of this Rubric I collated

six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 294a, on Neh. 2 20 which I have printed; (II) the
same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2936, on Neh. 2 7; (III) Arund. Orient. IG,

fol. 3796; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35, both on the same passage;
(V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, fol. 83 a, margin and (VI) the
printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 576.

rann = § 887.

"'7 1*1ttK^ they sliall say to me, occttrs twice. This Rubric,
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 26a, on Judg. 9 54.

n'Dnn = § 888.

TItoK'n and they shall say, is nine times Raphe. That is, with
Sheva under the Vav to guard it against its being made con-
formable to the numerous instances in which it is naxii with
Pathach under the Vav.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest constituent parts
of the Massorah, I collated twelve Lists, eleven in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 206, on Isa. 43 9 which
I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. H, fol. 41 6, on Jerem.
16 19; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 14 la, on 1 Chron. 16 31;
(IV) the same MS., Vol. H, fol. 183 a, on Ps. 35 27; (V) St. Peters-
burg Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 14 10; (VI) the same Codex
on Jerem. 16 19; (VII) the same Codex on Joel 3 17; (VIII)
Add. 15,451, fol. 1425, on Deut. 32 7; (IX) the same MS., fol. 278a,
on Jerem. 16 19; (X) the same MS., fol. 347a, on Isa. 14 10;
(XI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 9 and (XH) the printed
Massorah on Isa. 14 10. The addition at the end of List III,
viz. nax'i -nxwi -npa 'lan n^^i plainly indicates the design of this
Massorah.

B"Dnn = § 889.

II^K'l* I'>^ ^'hvee instances the textual reading or Kethiv is i-iaK^l

and they said, and the official reading or Keri is iat{*i ati^hesaitl.
\

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I

.

collated five Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 143a, on-
Josh. 9 7 which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 7a,
on the same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 4*6, on 1 Sam. 15 16;
(IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 190a, on the same passage and (V) Vienna
Codex No. 35 on Josh. 9 7. These three instances form part of
the Rubric consisting of eleven words which have Vav at the
end, but which are officially read without it (Vide infra, letter i,

§ 147, p. 423.)

X"nn = § 890.

11ttK*1 and they said, has twice the accent Paza\ This Rubric
I have found in the printed Massorah only, on Gen. 43 7.

ritnn = § 89 1.

^*1pKl has six times the accent Gershaim at the beginning of
a verse. Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and
two printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 34a, on Gen. 11 3 which I

have printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 326, on Gen. 42 21; (III)

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 209a, on Jonah 1 7; (IV) Add. 15,251,
fol. 18a, on Gen. 11 3; (V) the same MS., fol. 261a, on Jerem. 42 2;
(VI) the printed Massorah on l Sam. 11 9 and (VII) the same
on Jerem. 42 2. List II, which exhibits the oldest form of this
Rubric, correctly enumerates seven such instances, adding at the
end that one of them is in the middle of the verse (1 Kings 7 6)
and that the others begin the verse piae tPKi x-ixn pica psaKs jnsa in.

List V not only states in the heading that there are five such
instances only, but records five, omitting Gen. 11 3. But this
is manifestly due to a later Nakdan who found the List in its

incomplete stafe and adapted the heading to the contents as is
evident from List IV which is given in the same MS. and which
is perfectly correct

rstfin = § 892.

Tn^S^T has tJiree times the accent ZarJca at the beginning of the
verse. Of' this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, foL 293a, on Neh. 1 3 which I
have printed; (11) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 43a, on Exod. 14 11;
(III) Orient 4445, fol, 556, on the same passage; (IV) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 379a, on Neh. 1 3; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 4216, on
the same passage; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 876, on Exod. 14 11;
(VII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 29 8 and (VIII) the same on
Neh. 1 3. As there are no other instances in which nax*] has
this accent, and as all the three instances begin a verse, the
heading ought more properly to be 'bb 'Km area •: it occurs three
times with this accent and at the beginning of the verse, since the
heading as it is might suggest that it has this accent apart from
the beginning of a verse. But as we have seen, the Vav is
frequently omitted in these cases.

ritnfl = § 893.

' f*> 1 ittK'l and they said unto him, occurs ttvice at the be-
ginning of the verse. This Rubric, which I have found in the
printed Massorah only, on 1 Kings 20 31, is as usual incorrect
since this phrase, which occurs altogether twenty-eight times,
begins a verse in no less than twenty instances.* It cannot
refer to the identity of the accents since this phrase has two
different^ accents in the two passages. In Gen. 18 9 it has Munach,
Zakeph-Katon v% ^naK'iwhich occurs four times more at the beginning
of the verse (Gen. 40 8; 44 7; 2 Kings 19 3; Jerem. 36 15) and
twice in the middle of the verse (2 Kings 2 3, 5), whilst in
1 Kings 20 31 it is with Munach Zarka {vbK neK»]) which is unique.
It is more than probable that this Rubric exhibits the first

attempt to compile a List of the passages in which rh» naK'i
occurs, in order to safeguard this lengthier phrase against being
made conformable to the shorter form iijnaK'i* which, as is

frequently the case, has never been finished.

' Comp. I'Vk nOH->i Gen. 18 9; 40 8; 42 10; 44 7; Numb. 20 19; Josh. 9 9;
Judg. 8 1; 18 25; I Sam. 8 5; U 3; 1 Kings 20 8, 31; 2 Kings 1 6, 8; 19 3;
Isa. .^7 3; Jerem. 3C 16; 40 U; Jonah 18, 11.

2 Comp. h naxM Gen. 2C 32; :n 8; 47 18; Numb. 22 16; Judg, 1 24; 11 2;
12 6, 6; 14 13, 18; 15 12, 13; 18 3, 5, 19; 1 Sam. 29 4; 2 Sam. 21 4; 1 Kings 1 2;
2 Kings 2 23; Rutli. 2 4; Estber 6 13; 2 Chron. 26 18,

T'3tnn = § 894.

n^^K ^IJpX^I and they said unto her, occurs ttoiee. The design
of this Massorah is to safeguard this lengthier phrase against
being made conformable to the shorter form a^ nak*i which occurs
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three times (Gen. 24 60; Josh. 2 14; Judg. 16 6) especially as

the two phrases are used promiscuously in close proximity.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Add. 15,250, fol. 166, on Gen. 24 58 which I have
printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 1466, on Josh. 2 17 and (III) the

printed Massorah on Gen. 24 58.

n'Xflfl = § 895a~6.

BTpK lllpK*]] and they said unto them, occurs three times. The
oonflicting statement between the two Rubrics, viz. § 895 a, which
emphatically declares that this phrase occurs three times only

and simply records three instances, and § 8956, which as

emphatically states that it occurs seven times and duly cata-

logues seven passages, is probably due to the fact that the

oompilers of the first recension artificially regarded the whole
Pentateuch, in which it occurs five times, as representing one
instance. The heading ought, therefore, more correctly to be
wnmiKte. Rubric 895a is from Orient. 2349, fol. 476, on Gen.

S4 14 and Rubric 8956 from the printed Massorah on the same
passages.

rxnn - § 896.

kSK|? nttKn and they said saying, occurs three times thus

combined. That is, the infinitive following immediately after the

fatare third person plural with Vav conversive. With intervening

words TfaK^ . . . naK*! occurs in Numb. 17 27; Judg. 19 22.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 112a, on Numb. 20 3 which I

printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 696, on 2 Sam. 5 1; (III)

Add. 15,250, foL 1666, on the same passage and (IV) the printed

Massorah on Exod. 15 1. In List I, which I have printed, ••o'?aT

is a clerical error for ^Kiorn which I have given in brackets.

r'xnn = § 897.

DPiT75 TT^K^I and all the people said, occurs four times.

That is, in contradistinction to this phrase without -^3 all, which
occurs three times. {Vide infra, § 902.) Of this Rubric I collated

two Lists: (I) Add. 15,250, fol. 411a, on 1 Chron. 16 36 which
I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah on 1 Kings 1 39.

n'xnn - § 898.

^"Tiprr^D l^pj^'l and all the congregation said, occurs tvnee.

The design of this Massovtf is to safeguard Neh. 5 13 against
being made conformable to the parallel passage in 1 Chron. 16 36.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I

collated two Lists: (I) Vienna Godex No 35, on 1 Chron. 13 4

which I have printed and (II) Harley 5710— 11, Vol.11, fol. 139a,
on the same passage.

B"2Cnn = § 899.

K? TlttK*! and they said not, occurs twice with ilie accent. That
i^ in these two instances has this phrase, which occurs eleven
times, the accents Munach, Zakeph-Katon. In the other nine
passages it has no fewer than eight different accents.^ As the
adverb of negation has abnormally Dagesh in the Lamed, these
two instances constitute part of the Rubric recording the
eighteen words in the Bible with Dagesh in the first letter,

although they are preceded by words ending in an open syllable.*

Of this Rubric, which in this form does not occur in the printed
Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2348, fol. 476, on
Gen. 19 2 which I have printed and (II) Orient 2349, fol. 376,

<m the same passage. The printed Massorah on this passage
linply notices the abnormal Dagesh in the Lamed.

« (1) i6riaK»i Gen. 29 8; (2) "kS nai*]l Gen. S8 21; (3) kS noun Numb.
1112; (4)i«SiT0imi Sam. 18 4; (6) hS nOK'i Jerem. C 16, 1?'; (6) k^ noun
JwwB. U 6; (T) ''Vh nwi Hag. 2 12 and (8) *S nouM Pa. 94 7.

» Comp. The Mattorah, letters, § 524, Vol. II, p. 296.

p'nn = § 900.

V ^*TPK*1 and they said to me, occurs twice in the Scriptures.

That is, in this shorter form; in the only other instance where
the phrase occurs it is '^ noK»i (Ezek. 24 19). This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,250,
foL 606, on Exod. 32 23.

K'pflfl = § 901.

5J/«n "^P^ l^tlpK^ and the kings young man said, occurs

ttwe times. As in the only other passage in which the phrase occurs
in this book it is ^ban •nsy no»«»i (Esther 3 3) the Massorah
nfepiuards the two different expressions against being made

uniform. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, is from Add. 15,251, fol. 4066, on Esther 6 5. As all
the three instances occur in Esther, the heading ought more
properly to be 'Bcai 'i = three times and in this hook. The phrase
which occurs in Esther 3 3 also occurs in 2 Sam. 15 16.

n'pnn = § 902.

DPn nipK*1 and the people said, occurs three times. That is,

to safeguard this phrase against the one in which it has the
expression -^5 all, before oyn the people. (Vide supra, % 8S7.) Of
this Rubric, which does not' occur in the printed Massorah, I
collated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 266, on Judg. 10 18
which I have printed; (II) Add. 16,260, foL 1386, and (III) Vienna
Codex No. 35, both on the same passage.

3'pnn = § 903.

TlttK'' they shall say, occurs three times in tike Scriptures. That
is, with Tzere under the Mem instead of Sheva which it has in
all the other fifty instances where this Kal future third person
plural masculine occurs. The Tzei'e is due to the pausal accent
Athnach,whioh it has in these three passages. Of this Rubric I collated
four Lists, three in MSS. and one printe]}: (I) Harley 5710—11,
Vol. II, fol. 34a, on Jerem. 5 2 which I have printed; (II) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 320a, on Ps. 145 6; (ni) Add. 15,251, fol. 374a,
and (IV) the printed Massorah, both on the same passage.

Tpftfl = § 904.

nOHttKni and they said, is plene once only in the Pentateuch,
but it is always' so in the Prophets and Hagiographa except once. That
is, in the Pentateuch where this future third person plural
feminine with Vav conversive occurs three times (Gen. 31 14
Exod. 1 19; 2 19) it is always without the paragogic He
except in once instance only (Gen. 31 14), whilst on the
contrary in the Prophets and Hagiographa where it occurs five
times (1 Sam. 9 12; 18 7; Ruth 1 10, 19; 4 14) it has always
the paragogic He except in one instance only (1 Sam. 18 7).

Of this artificial Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS.
and one printed: (I) Orient 2348, foL 556, on Gen. 31 14 which
I have printed; (H) Orient foL 466; (HI) Add. 21,160, foL 276,
and (IV) the printed Massorah, all on the same passage.

.Tpfin = § 905.

J*1ttKhl and they said, is three times sa written. This is a more
simple and probably the original recension of the former Rubric.
As this future third person plural feminine with Vav conversive
which occurs altogether eight times, is plene in five instances and
defective in three only, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional
orthography. The necessity for this protection of the minority
will be seen by referring to the notes on Exod. 2 19 in my
edition of the Hebrew Bible. Of this Rubric, which does not
occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient.

2348, fol. 686, on Exod. 2 19 which I have printed and (EL)

Orient 2349, fol. 586, on *he same passage.

vpnn = § 906.

jn^Kin ye shall say, occurs nine times in the Scriptures. This
Kal future second person plural masculine occurs altogether
thirty times. As it is without the paragogic Nun in twenty-one
instances and with it in nine passages only, the Massorah safe-
guards the minority.

Of this Rubric, which is one of thw ^rliest constituent parts
of the Massorah, I collated thirteen Listb, eleven in MSS. and
two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 253a, on 2 Kings
19 10 which I have printed; (II) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916
on Isa. 37 6; (III) the same Codex on Jerem. 21 3; (IV) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 4 16, on 1 Sam. 11 9; (V) the same MS., foL 122a,
on Isa. 8 12; (VI) the same MS., foL 184a, on Isa. 37 6; (VII)
the same MS., fol. 1596, on Jerem. 21 3; (VIH) Add. 15,461,
fol. 2806, on the same passage; (IX) the same MS., fol. 3446, on
Isa. 8 12; (X) Add. 21,160, fol, 30a, on Gen. 32 5; (XI) Hall©
Ochlah n, § 9; (XH) the printed Massorah on Gen. 32 5 and
(XIII) the same on 2 Kin©g' 18 22.

Lists II and III w*ich are literally identical, not only
state emphatically in the headings that there are ten such
instances, but record this number. This is, moreover, confirmed
by the Massorah Parva of this ancient Codex which remarks
against jnoKti both in Isa. 37 6 and io that it occurs ten times
("'). The difficulty in deciphering the tenth instance is due to a
manifest clerical error, in the catchword p'^pacan which, as it

now stands, can only refer to 1 Kings 6 29 where jnoKh does
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not only not occur, but where it is Impossible. It is most

probably a corruption of ^=a 'oyam, viz. the parallel mw -pa of

this catchword - 2 Kings 22 18 where we now read nown

without the paragogic Nun. That the Scribe was careless is

evident from other mistakes in the catchwords of this Rubric,

e_ g^ ^^^^ for irrp-nr-jK Jerem. 21 3; irns instead of iwk Isa.

8 12; i.Tpirr instead of irrptn 2 Kings 19 10.

With the exception of List X none of the other twelve Lists

notice that one of the nine instances is defective. This however,

is plainly set forth in the heading where it is stated that inisKn

occurs nine times, that it is eight times plene and once defective

(•tan x\ '"jo 'n -a) and where it is added against the ninth catch-

word, vij. Jerem. 21 3 on -irra. That some of the Codices had

it here also plene is evident from the St. Petersburg Codex of

A. D. 916; Add. 15,451, first hand. Add. 21,161 and the editio

princept of the Bible, Soncino 1488, which read po>«n.

fpnn = § 907.

1*^ 0''*lttK they saying to me, occurs three tivies in this form.

That is, the Kal participle active masculine plural without and

with prefixes, is in three instances followed by ^b to distinguish it

from the instance where it is followed by ^^s (Jerem. 17 15) and

from die one where it is followed by '??> (Neh. 6 19). For the

combination of -lOK with -b see also Rubrics 870, and 887.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 180a, on Ezek. 21 5 which I

have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 270a; (III) the printed

Massorah, both on the same passage and (IV) the same on

Ps. 122 1.

n"pnn = § 908.

D^^TttKj and they saying, occurs ttcice. That is, this participle

plural masculine which occurs thirty-four times without the

prefix Vav, is with this prefix in two instances only. Hence the

MaBSorah safeguards the exceptional usage. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,

VoL II, fol. 1606, on 2 Chron. 20 21.

O'pnn = § 909.

'TSK'' it is said, occurs three times and once it is toith

the prejixVav. That is, this Niphal future third person masculine

which occurs altogether eighteen times, has in fifteen instances

Teere under the Mem'- and in three only is it with Pathach which

is due to its distinctive accent. The Massorah, therefore, safe-

guards the exceptional orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, nine in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Harley 5710-1 1, Vol. I, fol. 996, on Numb. 21 14

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL H, fol 2006, on

Ps. 87 5; (in) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 30 Get, on the same passage;

(IV) Add. 15,251, foL 95 a, on Numb. 21 14; (V) the same MS.,

foL 363a, on Ps. 87 5; (VI) Add. 15,451, foL I07a, on Numb.

21 14; (Vn) Add. 21,160, foL 2246, on the same passage; (VIII)

Orient 2349, foL 336, on Gen. 10 9; (IX)HalleOchlahVe-Ochlahll,

§ 9; (X) the printed Massorah on Gen. 10 9; (XI) the same on

Numb. 21 14 and (XH) the same on Ps. 87 5. All these Lists

give this Rubric as I have printed it This Rubric, moreover,

forms part of the alphabetical List of words which respectively

occur four times, three times without and once with the prefix

Vav.^

It is, therefore, inexplicable that the Massorah on Jerem. 7 32

in the St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916. which correctly states

in the heading that there are fifteen instances of this Niphal

future third person masculine with Tzere under the Mem (',n_ -lax"),

though it catalogues fourteen only, includes in this List the

three instances which are given in all the MSS. as constituting

the exceptional orthography with Pathfich. ThQ St Petersburg

Massorah makes up its List by excluding four instances which

are in our text, with Tzere under the Meni, viz. Isa. 19 18; 61 6;

Ezek. 13 12 and Zeph. 3 16. Taking, therefore, the omission of

one of these four instances from the, fifteen passages to be due

to a clerical error, the other three which are excluded and which

have Tzere under the Mem in the textus receptus, are here by

implication taken to have Pathach under the Mem.^

1 Comp •^*' Gen. 22 14; 32 29; Numb. 23 23; Isa. 19 18; 32 5; 01 C;

«8 4, 4; Jerem. 4' 11; 7 32; 16 14; Ezek. 13 12; Hos. 8 1, 1; Zeph. 8 16.

i Comp. The Mattm-aJi, letter \ § 70, Vol. I, p. 403 &c.

J The List ol the St. Petersburg Codex I have printed in The Mw>,o^-ah,

Vol. in p. 2, § 900.

-DSKa'p ^

'"pnn = § 910.

to speak, occurs ttoice, once it is tantten with Alepk

and once loithout it. As this Ghaldee Peal infinitive construct with

the prefix Lamed which occurs twice, is in each instance written

differently the Massorah safeguards the two several spellings.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I

collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3646, on Dan. 2 9

which I have printed and (II) Harley 5710-11, Vol. U, fol. 289a,

on Ezra. 6 11. The latter is one of the three instances in which

the verb iqk is defective of the radical Aleph. (Vide supra, letter k,

§ 796.)

K-'pnn = § 911.

IQH tell, occurs three times. That is, the Ghaldee Peal imperative

singular masculine occurs three times and is with Pathach under

the Mem in all the three instances as is attested by the best

MSS., viz. Orient 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient 16,

Add. 15,251 &c.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 367a, on Dan. 4 6 which I

have printed: (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 411a, on the same passage

and (III) the printed Massorah on Dan. 4 15. The heading in

List III 'B-DS pxop -i
= it occurs three times with Kanietz in this

book as well as the remark in the printed Massorah Parva

against Dan. 4 6, 15 that nOK is three times with Kametz ("D3 -j)

is contrary to the best Codices and is probably due to Jacob

b. Chayim himself.

a-'pfin - § 912.

D'HttS words, occurs ttoice. Of this Rubric I collated two

Lists: (I) ^Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah H, § 9, which I have printed

and (II) the printed Massorah on Prov. 22 21.

r»pnn = § 913.

Ttn^lttK thy word, occurs twelve times in this form in the

Scriptures! That is, without and with prefixes this noun with thft

suffix second person singular masculine, has Segol under the Tot? in

these twelve instances which is due to its distinctive or pausal

accent, in contradistinction to the other eight passages where it

occurs and where it has the normal Shffva (Ps. 119 50, 67, 76,

116, 140, 154, 158, 170). The majority is here safeguarded

because both the MSS. and some of the early editions exhibit

variations in several of the instances which constitute this

Rubric, as will be seen from the notes on Ps. 119 11, 103, 133,

162 in my edition of the Hebrew Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710— II, 'VoL II, foL 2136, on Ps. 119 82

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, |ol. 3146, on

Ps. 119 38; (III) Add. 15,451, foL 4296, on the same passage;

(IV) the printed Massorah on Ps. 119 82 and (V) the same on

Ps. 138 2.

T'pnn = § 914.

*llpk a word, occurs six times in the Scriptures. That is, this

noun always occurs without prefixes and suffixes in contra-

distinction to the forms noK and rrm a word, which never occur

without a prefix or suffix.

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, eleven in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, VoL H, foL 1186, on Habak. 3 9

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL II, fol. 193a, on

Ps. 68 12; (III) the same MS., VoL II, foL 197 a, on Ps. 77 9;

(IV) the same MS., Vol. II, foL 232a, on Job 22 28; (V) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 2146, on Habak. 3 9; (VI) the same MS., foL 288a,

on Ps. 19 3; (VH) the same MS., foL 300 a, on Ps. 68 12; (VIH)

the same MS., foL 303a, on Ps. 77 9; (IX) the same MS.,

fol. 329a, on Job 22 28; (X) Add. 21,160, foL 288a, on Habak.

3 9; (XI) the same MS., foL 327a, on Job 22 28 and (XII) the

printed Massorah on Ps. 77 9.

As all the six instances are defective and have the accent

on the penultima the headings in the different MSS. vary: some

notice one feature, some another and some both features. Thus

the heading of List VII is -Dm '1, of Lists VI, IX and X ^^0 i

and of Lists V, VIII and X 'om 'y'?o 'i.

ropnn = § 915.

riDKHI and the truth, occurs three times in tU Scriptures. That

is, to distinguish it from the twenty-two instances where it is

without the article after the prefix Vav, viz. rmy.
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Of this Rubric I collated siac Lists, four in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 6710—U, Vol. I, fol. 124a, on Zech. 8 19
which I have printed; (U) the same MS., VoL II, fol. lG8b, on
2 Chron. 81 20; (IH) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 277a, on the same
passage; (IV) Add. 16,251, foL 8106, on Zech. 8 9; (V) the
printed Kassorah on the same passage and (VI) the same on
2 Chron. 81 20.

fopnn - § 916.

JK where, lehen, oeeure twice. As in all the other twenty-eight
instances where this adverb occurs it has the paragogic He
(?^) the Massorah safeguards this exceptional orthography. Of
this Rubric I collated two Lists; (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 824a,
on Job 8 2 which I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah
on the same passage. The heading of this Rubric in the printed
Massorah states (-vb '-ma -a) that it occurs twice in two different
teH$e$. This is also given against each of the two passages in the
printed Massorah Parva, but it is not quite correct since the sense
of this adverb in the two passages in question does not sustain
this statement The. remark does not occur in the MS. Massorahs,
nor is this pair included in the alphabetical List of words which
respectively occur twice in two different senses. (Comp. The
MoMtordk, letter o,,^ 248, Vol. 11, p. 217 &c.)

rpfin -= § 917.

njKJ njK hiiher and thither, any whither, occurs twice. Of this
Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 78a, on
1 Kings 3 86 which I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah
on the same passage. The printed Massorah (List U) distinctly
states that this phrase occurs three times (mr-ipa •:) and gives
J Kings 6 26 as the third instance. This is supported by the
best MSS. and editions, viz. Orient 2201; Harley 5710—11;
Amnd Orient 16; Add. 16,451; the second edition of the Bible,
Naples 1491—93; the third and fourth editions, Brescia 1494,
Pesaro 1611—17; the Complutensian, the first edition of the
Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517 and the editio princeps of Jacob b.

CJhayim's Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1524—25.
List n, therefore, must be based upon MSS. which read r^ with
SameU under the Nun in 2 Kings 5 25. This is also the reading
of the editio princeps of the Bible, Soncino 1488, and it is for this—~"i that it is excluded from this Rubric.

nynn - § 918.

nj^ / pray, is in six instances writUn with He in the Scriptures.

This interjjBction of entreaty occurs altogether thirteen times. In
seven instances it is tq^ with Aleph at the end and in six with
Be. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the minority. On
referring to the notes on Isa. 38 8; Jonah 1 14 and Ps. 116 4
hi my edition of the Hebrew Bible it will be seen that both
MSa and early editions exhibit variations in the orthography
of this expression and this Massorah is, therefore, designed to
fix the spelling.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, seven in MSS. and
three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. I8a, on Isa. 38 3
which I have printed; (H) the Same MS., Vol. II, fol. Il4a, on
Jonah 4 2; (IH) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 114 a, on 2 Kings 20 3;
(IV) the same MS., fol. 134ft, on Isa. 38 3; (V) the same MS.',
foL 209ft, on Jonah 1 14; (VI) the same MS., foL 8136, on
Pi. 116 4: (VH) Add. 21,160, fol. 292a, on Jonah 1 14; (VHI) the
printed Massorah on Isa. 38 3; (IX) the same on Jonah 4 2 and
(X) the same on Ps. 116 4.

Apart from fm denoting request in Hebrew, this expression
written with He is regularly used as an adverb in Hebrew and
in the sense of entreaty in Chaldee. It is due to this fact that
the headings of this Rubric as weU as the additions to it vary
fa the different MSS, Thus List VII heads this Rubric rn -ro 1

«W3 prte and adds at the end pnman n'O-ut pvh hoi anS Lists IX
Md X head it nrnpa fwpa 'whn 'n yna % whilst Lists HI and IV
have at the end -13-1 rm-nn ran tei /tsn "B-n nj^t hoi and List V *m
ira TO -wn ntntn nat *xn .bvnm rwe.

B'»pnn - § 919.

nj^ whUher, has in two instances the accent on the Nun, on
OtnltMia. That is, in one instance the Nun has Munaeh (Deut 1 28)
Bid fa the other Mercha (Ps. 139 7). As in the other twenty-six*—«, where this adverb occurs, it has the accent on the

-» the Massorah safeguards the exceptional passages.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and
two printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. H, foL 218ft, on Ps 139 7which I have printed; (H) the same MS., VoL I, fol. lllft, on

^.^^^LT' ^"^^ '^"""^- ^"^"*' *^' 'o^- 319a, on Ps. 139 7;
(IV) Add. 15,251, foL 373a, on Deut 1 28; (V) Add. 15,461,
foL 119ft, on the same passage; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35 on
the same passage; (VII) the same Codex on Ps. 139 7- (VIH) the
printed Massorah on Deut 1 28 and (IX) the same on Ps. 139 7.

Not only have the best Codices .tjk in Ps. 139 7, but
Harley 5710-11; Arund. Orient 16; Add.' i5,261, and the edUio
pi'mcep. of Jacob b. Chayim's Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah
have this Rubric on the Nun with the accent Mercha.

' Comp. WH 6«n. 87 30; Numb. 14 11; Josh. 2 6; Jqdg. 19 17; 2 Sam 2 1-
n« Exod. 16 28; Numb. 14 11; Josh. 18 3; na; 2 Sam. IJ 13; P., 63 4; Job 18 2;
."» 2 Kings 6 6; Jerem. 16 2 j Ps. 18 2; Noh. 3 16; njK Jerem. 47 6; Ezek. 81 21 •

Zech. 2 6; Job 19 2; r»» Habak. 1 2; m» Zech. 5 iO; naA p.. ij 2, 8; njK
Pa. IS 3; n» Cant « 1, 1.

3"pnn = § 920.

13K1 and they shall lament, occurs twice. This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16,
foL 126a, on Isa. 19 8. The heading ought properly to be
•Boai -a - twice and in this hock since both the instances occur in
Isaiah.

K'3pnn = § 921.

B^t?^5>f? a^wng men, occurs three times, once with Fathach and
twice with Kametz. That is, in one instance the prefix Beth has
Pathach and in the other two instances it is with Kametz.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, M. 186<., on 1 Sam. 17 12
which I have printed; (H) the same MS., Vol. H, fol. 75a, on
Ezek. 9 6; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 46a, on 1 Sam. 17 6-
(IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 119ft, on Deut 1 86; (V) Add. 15,25l',
fol. 105a, on the same passage; (VI) the same MS., foL 160a
on 1 Sam. 17 12; (VH) the same MS., foL 271ft, on Ezek. 9 6;'

(VIH) Orient 2349, fol. 128ft, on Deut 1 35; (IX) Vienna Codex
No. 85 on 1 Sam. 17 12 and (X) the printed Massorah on
Deut 1 35. List V adds at the end ^kti wwk^ roa 'n» -nia «rw»6^
that in the case of q^^k with the prefix Lamed the reverse is
the case, the Buhach under the prefix is the rule and the Kametz
constitutes a single exception, viz. Gen. 19 8. For these instances
see below § 926.

By fixing the number at three, the design of the Massorah
is to exclude the reading anf^ = typ^ which obtained in some
ancient Codices, as is evident from the. Septuagint and the
Vulgate and which is now accepted by some of the best textual
critics as the correct reading. Comp. Gen. 2^ 1; 1 Kings 1 1.

3'3pnn = § 922.

fi*^5^ni *""* '** "***»> begins a verse eight times. The sign
thereof in Chaldee is The shepherds who went up to send good pursuers
after the wizards died in faith. As this expression occurs altogether
sixteen times and begins a verse in eight instances, the Massorah
records these passages to distinguish them from those which
occur in the middle of the verse.

Of this Rubric, which constitutes one of. the oldest parts of
the Massorah, I collated eleven Lists, ten in M^S. and one printed:
(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 93ft, on Numb. 13 81 which I
have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL II, fol. i70ft, on 2 Chron.
34 12; (IH) Orient 4445, fol. 37ft, on Gen. 46 32; (IV) Arund!
Orient 16, foL 38a, on 1 SanL 5 12; (V) the same MS., fol. 96a,
on 1 Kings 20 38; (VI) Add. 15,251, foL 198a, on the same
passage; (VH) Add. 15,451, fol. 101a, on Gen. 46 32; (VIH) the
same MS., fol. 506ft, on 2^ Chron. 34 12; (IX) Add. 21,160, fol 66a
on Gen. 46 32; (X) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 30, margin
and (XI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 46 32. The mnemonic
sign is from the printed Massorah where it occurs twice without
the List, once on Josh. 2 7 and once in the Massorah Finalis.
letter k, § 656.

3'3pnn = § 923.

D'^KTI and the men, occurs sixteen Hmes in the Scriptures,
eight times at the beginning of the verse and eight in the middU of
the verse. In the preceding Rubric we have the record of one
School of Massorites who safeguarded, the instances in which
this expression begins a verse, whilst in the Rubric before us
which emanates from another School of Massoritee, the passages
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are catalogued in which it occurs in the middle of the verse.

This was all the more necessary since some of the ancient

Codices read dh^jki in 2 Kings 25 23, as is attested by the

Chaldee, the Septuagint and the Syriac in conformity with the

parallel passage in Jerem. 40 7.
^ - . a

Of this Rubric, which does not occur m the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 109a, on

Numb. U 36 which I have printed and (II) Orient 2348, fol. 119a,

on the same passage.

TDpnn = § 924.

D^aKiTI and the men, occurs sixteen times in the Scriptures.

Whilst the" 'preceding two Rubrics respectively recorded the

eight instances in which this expression begins a verse and the

eight in which it is in the middle of the verse, this Rubric

catalogues all the passages of Scripture in which it occurs

irrespective of its position, and thereby exclude the reading

d.t^:ki in 2 Kings 25 23. This Rubric, which does not occur m
the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 2586,

on 2 Kings 25 25. The fact that it is on this passage shows its

design.

n'3pnn = § 925.

D1??3K1 and men, occurs ten times. \pf this Rubric .1 collated

ten Lists,' eight in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11,

Vol I, fol. 96a, on Numb. 16 2 which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 354ft, on Eccl. 9 14; (III) the same MS., fol. 379a,

on Neh. 1 2; (IV) the same MS., fol. 380a, on Neh. 2 12;

(V) Add. 15,251, iol. 1436, on Judg. 9 9; (VI) the same MS.,

foL 40la, on Eccl. 9 14; (VII) Add. 21,160, fol. 2146, on Numb. 162;

(Vm) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah H, § 7, margin; (IX) the printed

Massorah on Judg. 9 9 and (X) the same on Neh. 2 12.

List V again affords a striking illustration of the misleading

headings which later Nakdanim supplied to incipient Massorahs.

As the Rubric now stands it declares that d^jki occurs four

times only and records the following four instances Numb. 16 2;

Judg. 9 9, 13; Ezek. 23 45.i The explanation of this puzzling

Massorah is not far to seek. It exhibits the first attempt of the

Massorites to collect the passages wherein this expression

occurs which was never completed by succeeding Massorites.

The Nakdan who found this fragment mistook it for the final

List and as is not unfrequently the case, supplied it with

the heading in accordance with the instances before him.

List VI, which is from the same MS., gives this Rubric in its

complete state.

,B»rji«i D^nSH notpon ,nM' 'a -tk iovmn "ynir* «3ao o'»3»n pnjn«Bi -n d^b-wi »

vDpnn = § 926.

D^tt^iXb to the men, occurs seven times in the Scriptures

and once Vt'is with the jn-efix Vav. Of this Rubric I collated two

Lists, one in MS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II,

fol 506, on Jerem 29 6 which I have printed and (H) the

printed Massorah on Ruth 1 11. Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah

heads this Rubric 'n d'TOk'? and gives Gen. 19 8 as the first of

the eight instances. But this is wrong, since it is here D'K>3K> with

Kameiz under the Lamed and the printed Massorah Parva itself

on this passage remarks against it that it is unique with

Kametz {'b) and hence does not belong to this category. (Comp.

the next Rubric.)

fapnn = § 927.

D''tt^5Kb does not occur again, in all other instances it is D'tfJK^.

That is, in 'this solitary instance the prefix Lamed has Kametz

whilst in all the other passages where it occurs this prefix is

with Pathach. (Vide supra, § 926.) The reverse is the case when

the plural dt:?jk takes the prefix Beth. Here the normal vowel-

point is iTam^te "and the unique exception is Pathach. {Vide supi-a,

% 921.) This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Vienna Codex No. 35 on Gen. 19 8.

n'Dpnn = § 928.

*«py^ the men of, occurs four times in the first Register. As the

normal expression which begins the verse in Ezra 2 3—57 in

the enumeration of the families who returned from the captivity,

is '33 the children of which occurs no less than forty-eight times,

and as it is in four instances only where '?>?K the men of

abnormally begins the verse, the Mas^rah safeguards this

exceptional usage.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710-^11", VoL II,

fol. 287a, on Ezra 2 22 which I have printed and (II) Add. 15,260,

fol. 389 a, on the same passage. The heading of List 11 pn^
•"SWK "1 10 "13 t"\ '33 W5r is more precise since the import of this

Massorah is not simply to indicate that '^« occurs four times

in this Section, but that it begins a verse, whilst in the other

foriy-eight instances '33 begins the verse.

a-apwi - § 929.

HJS /^5K» From Neh. 7 26 to 34 ^ begins the verse, whilst

in the "rest of this Section '3a begins the verse. That is, in this second

Record we have first '33 beginning a verse in seventeen instances

(Neh. 7 8—25) then -^ in eight instances (Neh. 7 26—33) and

then again -3? twenty-one times (Neh. 7 34—60). The Massorah

therefore, safeguards this remarkable variation. Of this Rubric

I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3836, on Neh. 7 8

which I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah on the

ypnn = § 930.

''t??3K begins a verse eight times in this Section. That which is

recorded in the preceding Rubric in an artificial sign is here

given in its simple and primitive form, and it is evident that

the recensions emanate from two different Schools of Massorites

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2966, on Neh. 7 29.

N'^prin = § 931.

TH ^tyjK the men of David, occurs four times. As in all

other instance's where the followers of David are mentioned, the

phrase is either nn n^3 *^ yo^^9 ^^ ^f ^a»»<^^ or Tn 'T3? the

sei-vants of David,^ the Massorah safeguards these four passages

against being made conformable to the more frequent com-

bination.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 5 la, on 1 Sam 28 3 which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 52a, on 1 Sam. 24 5;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 1596, on 1 Sam. 23 3; (IV) the printed

Massorah on the same passage and (V) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter n, § 68. In List V the catchword 133J is a mistake

for TI33J.

1 Comp. TIT '1?? 1 Sam. SB 10, 40; 2 Sam. 2 17; 8 22; 10 2, 4; 12 17;

18 7, 9; 1 Chron.'l9 4; tit np. 1 Sam. S« 9, 12

ybpnn = § 932.

WtO «"«^ *^« "**" ^f'
occurs four times at the beginning of a

verse in 'tU Scriptures. In the other eighteen instances where this

noun plural construct begins a verse it is without the prefix

Vav.^ The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the exceptional passages.

Of this Rubric I collated eleven Lists, nine in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, VoLI, fol.251a, on 2 Kings 17 30

which I have printed; (H) the same MS., Vol. II, foL 96a, on

Ezek. 39 14; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. Ill 6, on .2 Kings 17 30;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 192a, on Ezek. 39 14; (V) Add. 16,250,

fol lla, on Gen. 13 13; (VI) Add. 15,251, foL 54a, on Exod. 22 30;

(VII) the same MS., fol. 288a, on Ezek. 39 14; (VIII) Add. 16,451,

foi. 2596, on 2 Kings 17 30; (IX) Orient 2349, fol. 35a, on

Gen. 13 13; (X) the printed Massorah on the same passage and

(XI) the same on 2 Kings 17 30.

1 Besides Ezra where '??« begins a verse lour times and Nen. where it

begins a verse eight times (»)/dc «^ra, §§ 928, 930) it occurs in the following

six instances; Numb. 31 63; Ezek. 22 9; Prov. 28 6; 29 8, 10; Job M 84.

3't»pfin = § 933.

"^iJ^tt from the men ^ occurs four Umes in the Scriptures.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 226a, on l Kings 10 15.

T^pnn = § 934.

Vtr^KT and his men, occurs twenty-five times. By fixing (his

number 'the Massorah excludes the textual reading ls»3|n in

1 Sam. 23 5 and adopts the official reading r#3Ki. It is to be

noticed that with the exception of one solitary instance this

expression is restricted to the books of Samuel Of this Massorah,
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1 collated two Lists, one Add. 15,451, fol. 392a, on Zech. 7 2

and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 652, which I

have printed.

iT'^pflfl = § 935.

Dn''t5?5K'1 and their men, occurs four times. This Massorah is

designed to exclude the reading on'tt^JKi in the first clause of

2 Kings 26 23 which is still preserved in some MSS. and in the

ancient Versions and which is corroborated by the parallel

passage in Jerem. 40 7, as will be seen from the notes in my
edition of the Hebrew Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, foiir in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1186, on 2 Kings 25 23 which

I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 2146; (III) Add. 15,451,

fol. 2666; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35, all on the same passage

and (V) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 18 21.

r^pnn = § 936.

Dn^tJ^^KT'l and to their men, occurs twice. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two

Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1186, on 2 Kings 25 24 which

I have printed and (II) Add. 1.5,451, fol. 266 6, on the same

passage.

t'^pnn = § 937.

OirJ^*Tl3K = htdgoywog androgynous. Three words respectively"

exhibit a ttcofold form, partly masculine and partly feminine, one is

in ihe Pentateuch, one in the Prophets and one in the Hagiographa.

That is, njorr Gen. 30 38; nj-i^: 1 Sam. 6 12 and nsnia?;! Dan. 8 22

the prefix Yod is masculine, and the suffix nj is feminine. These,

however, are not all the passages where such anomalies occur. The

Mtnehath Shai on Gen. 30 38 refers also to Jerem. 39 11 and

Ezek. 37 7 and suggests that the reason why the Massorites

record these three instances in the Rubric before us is that they

begin with Yod and end with Nun He.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two

printed: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 266, on Gen. 30 38 which I have

printed; (II) Paris Odlilah Ve*Ochlah, § 193, and (III) the printed

Massorah Parva on Got 80 88. For DirrmjK in List I, Lists II

and III have more correctly DiJ^iTniK with Vao after the liesh,

viz, DirjlTnjK.

n"^pnn = § 938.

nn3X!) she groaned, occurs twice. This quadriliteral occurs

altogether three times. In the two instances which constitute the

Rubric before us, it is the Niphal preterite singular feminine

and is pointed with Segol under the Akph and with Sheva under

the Nun (nrow). This is attested by the Standard Codices and

the early editions, viz. Orient. 2201; Harl^y 5710—11; Arund.

Orient 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; the editio princeps of the

Bible, Soncino 1488; the second and third editions,Naples 1491—93;

Brescia 1494; the Complutensian ; the first edition of the Rabbinic

Bible, Venice 1517, and the editio princeps of Jacob b. Chayim's

Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1524—25. The same

authorities attest that in Lament. 1 21 where this quadriliteral

occurs, and where it is the Niphal participle singular feminine, it is

pointed with Chateph-Segol under the Aleph and with Kametz under

the Nun, i. e. nroxj. The pointing, therefore, of the heading in

the Rubric which I have printed must be altered accordingly^

to ngreb with the text in my edition of the Hebrew Bible.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

foL 268a, on Lament. 1 8 which I have printed and (II) Arund.

Orient 16, foL 3556, on the same passage.

r^pnn = § 939.

^3X I, occurs four times with this accent in this book. That is,

of the ten instances in which this personal pronoun occurs in the

Psalms with the distinctive accent and hence with Kametz under

the Aleph, it is in these four passages with Dechi.

This Rubric, which I have found in Add. 21,161, fol. 1446,

only, on Ps. 45 2, has this accent Dechi also in Ps. 119 125, and
the Massorah remarks against it in 'D3 'BS "i. It is, therefore, clear

that in the terminology of this ancient Codex psra and moDa are

interchangeable. In the heading of this Rubric the accent should

be pw Tsa n ^at

a'pnn = § 940.

^ oeeurs six times in this hook That is, in Ecclesiastes where
tlUf personal pronoun occurs altogether twenty-eight times, it is

in twenty-two instances with Chateph Pathach under the Aleph
(*3k)i and in six only with Kametz (^jk). Hence the Massorah
safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Marley .5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 2636, on Eccl. 2 24 which I have printed and (II)

the printed Massorah on the same passage. The heading in the

printed Massorah K-iB-oa pept '1 six times Znkeph Kametz in this hooJc,

is incorrect In Eccl. 6 17 it is with Eevia -jK not only in all

the best MSS., but in Jacob b. Chayim's text.

' Comp. '?« Eccl. 1 12, 16, 16; 2 1, 11, 12, 15, 15, 15, 18, 20; 3 17, 18; 4 1,

'2, 4, 7, 8; 7 25, 26; 8 2, 15.

K"apnn = § 941.

jS wJS* In two verses I, is repeated and in one verse

it occurs four times, three times without and once with the prefix Vav.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Orient 2349, fol. 476, on Gen. 24 30. As it stands this Rubric
is misleading, since it implies that there are two verses only in

which this personal pronoun occurs twice, just as the same
langirage states in the second part of this Rubric that there

is one verse in the Bible where it pccurs four times. The
fact is, that there are no fewer than thirty verses in the Bible

in which --jk occurs twice.' In spite, therefore, of the same
language denoting in the second part of this Rubric that this

pronoun occurs four times in one verse irrespective of its position,

it denotes in the first part that it occurs twice in close proximHy.

But even this is not quite correct since in Deut. 32 39, which i^s

here given as the verse in which it occurs four times, ':k "IK are

also in close proximity.

' Besides the two verses which constitute this Rubric '3>* occurs twice in

the following twenty-four verses: Gen. 18 17; Exod. G 29; 29 40; Vi 16;

Numb. 15 41; 35 M; 2 Sam. 12 23; Isa. 41 4, 13; Jerem 45 4; Ezek. 2 H;

6 11; 16 62; 17 24; 21 22; 22 14; :16 36; 44 28; Hos. 5 14; 14 9; Zoch. 1 U.;

Ps. 116 16; Eccl. 1 16; Neh. 2 12; in five verses it is '^>{ 'JX, Levit. 11 44, 46;

26 24; Job .T2 17; 33 6; in one verse it is ':x '3X and in three verses »2K '?x. viz.

Jerem. 17 18; Ezek. 17 22; Mai. 16.'

a"apnr) = § 942 «—c.

^JKI '^3K» Wo^'ds which respectively occur tiolce in comhinntion

with this prop.oun, once they are /miceded hy ':^ without the pi^efix Vav

and once hy "Jk;; with the prefix Vav.

These three Lists again disclose the method which the

Massorites adopted in developing the Massorah. List 91 2a, Avhich

is from Harley 5710— 11, Vol. I, fol. 121 a, on Hag. 3 21, records

eight instances or pairs of this combination. These are all which

the first compiler had been able to collect,' and as he expected

his fellow Massorites to continue the search, he left the List open
and did not supply it with a heading.

In Orient 4445, fol. 476, on Exod. 6 12 where this Rubric

is also given, this ancient Codex too, records eight pairs only.

The compiler of this List, however, has ztv •:>{ (Ezek. 8 1) and

a«7^ nxi (Ezra 9 4) which are- not in List 942a, and omits bipx •:«

and "jacK "ski (Isa. 46 4). But he too, regarded the List as incomplete

and hence did not furnish it with a heading fixing the number
of these pairs. Though List 9426, which is from Add. 15,451,

fol. 3 02 a, on Isa. 46 4 catalogues nine pairs its compiler also

did not look upon it as final. He, therefore, also left it

without a heading. A later Nakdan, however, as is often the

case, took these as containing all the instances in the Bible and

hence not only supplied the List with a heading fixing the

number at nine in accordance with the pairs in the List, but

furnished them with catchwords. But this heading in List 942 «,

which is also given in the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k,

§ 025, is incorrect, since there are at least twelve such pairs.'

' Comp. "laiK 'JK Jerem 4 12; laiK i:.*ji i Sam. 19 .S; 1'S^ '??< Ps. Sft 4;

V)* *3Ki Ps. 88 14; -^3) ':» 1 Kings 20 4; -hj) »JW Josh. 8 5.

ja-pnn = § 943.

nnSI ^3K / and thou, is three times tJius combined. Of this

Rubric Vcollated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1386,

on I Sam. 20 23 which I have printed and (II) the printed

Massorah on the same passage. As nnKi by itself occurs three

times only, it is also the subject of a separ'ate Massorah. (Vide

infra, letter k, § 1475.)

I'apnn = § 944.

^/tl ^iX T am going, occurs four times. Of this Rubric I

collated two Lists : (I) Arund. Orient 1 6, fol. 326, on Judg. 19 1

8

iba
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which I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter m, § 628. It is remarkable that both Lists include in this

Rubric the instance where i%n is preceded by 'jjfi with the

prefix Vav, viz. 2 Sam. 15 20 a.

TOpnn § 944*.

T^TT *^'^ JJehovah, occurs twice with the accent. That is, in two

instances in the Pentateuch where this pronoun begins a verse

it has the accent Gershaim. Of this Rubric, which is omitted in

the first Volume of the Massorah, but which is given in Volume

III, p. 2, § 944', I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2365, fol. 1426,

on Numb. 15 41 and (II) the printed Massorah on the same

passage which I have printed.

•Tapnn - § 945.

^TT ''3K / Jehovah, ends the verse in twenty instances. That is,

in Leviticus alone, in contradistinction to those verses which end

with the more lengthy formula recorded below in § 949. This

is evident from the fact that this formula occurs six times in other

parts of the Pentateuch at the end of a verse and no less than

thirty-six times in the Prophets.*

Of this Rubric I coUated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349,

fol. 986, on Levit. 26 45 which I have printed and (II) the printed

Massorah on Levit 18 5. List I gives the catchwords for the

twelfth instance corn p = Levit 20 26. But here nw '3K is

in the middle of the verse. This recension of the Rubric

must, therefore, be based upon Codices in which the formula

here ended the verse or the catchwords are due to a

clerical error. List II heads this Rubric Kircs "p'cc "BX '3

which is. more precise, since it makes it certain that the

design of this Massorah is simply to catalogue the instances in

Leviticus. It, moreover, gives uz'rrrb Dn'?K noK Levit. 22 3 instead

of O'Dpn 10 Levit 20 26 which is in harmony with the textus

receptus.

< Comp. nw ':k Exod. 6 2 8; 10 2; 12 IZ; Numb. 3 13, 45; 1 Kings 20 13,

28; Ezek. 6 7, 10, 14; 7 4, 27; 11 10; 12 16, 20; W 14, 21, 23; 14 8; IC B2;

80 26j 38; 23 16; 24 27; 25 6, 7, 11; 26 6; 28 28; 29 21; 30 19, 26; 82 16; 35 4,

9, 16; 36 11, 38; 37 6; 38 28; 39 6.

ropnn = § 946.

VTD rrTTT ''?^» ^ Sign, indicating the passages in Leviticus

where the phrases rrtr "jk T Jehovah, and oa-rt'jK rrirr; '31* / Jehovah

your God, respectively occur.

In Leviticus where, as 'we have seen, the shorter formula

prirr 'Jit occurs twenty times at the end of the verse, the longer

phrase ayrjh^ nirr 'j^ occurs seventeen times, also at the end of

a verse. The design of this Massorah, therefore, is to safeguard

the respective verses in which these several phrases occur, so

that they may not be interchanj^ed. As one of the phrases occurs

more frequently in one Section of Leviticus and the other in

another Section, the Massorah divides the whole book into the

following three Sections in accordance with the prevalence of

either formula in the respective Sections:

(1.) The first Section consists of Levit 1 1—19 10. Here

the lengthier formula a^'rt'jK nirr 'JK is the prevailing one. It

occurs seven times, viz. Levit 18 2, 4, 80; 19 2, 8, 4, 10, whilst

the shorter form mr '^ occurs three times only. Hence the

Massorah in this Section safeguards the shorter phrase.

(2.) In the second Section, which extends from Levit 19 11

to 23 20, the shorter form nirr 'jk is more frequent It occurs no

fewer than fifteen times, viz! Levit 19 12, 14, 16, 18, 28, 30, Hi,

37; 21 12; 22 2, 3, 8, 30, 31, 33, whilst the longer phrase

B^,-,L,j, -rt.T^ ,j^ occurs four times only. The Massorah, therefore, in

this Section safeguards the longer phrase.

(3.) In this Section, which extends from Levit 23 21 to the

end of the book, the longer formula B^rt^K njrr ^ is the rule. It occurs

no less than six times, viz. Levit 23 22,' 43; 24 22; 25 17, 66;

26 1 and the shorter form rri-v"^ is the exception. It occurs

twice only and, therefore, in this Section the Massorah safeguards

the shorter phrase.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. 756, on Levit 18 5 which I have

printed; (H) Oriept 4446, foL 1046, on the same passage; (III)

Add. 21,160, fol. 1696, on Levit 20 7; (IV) Orient 2849, fol. 93 a,

on Levit 18 6; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Ezek. 20 19; (VI)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 162, and (VII) the printed Massorah

on Levit. 18 6.

vapnn = § 947.

^*f?K mrP ^I^ / «»» Jehovah the God of,,occurs twice. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 152.

n'opnn - § 948.

D3^*1^K TtST^ ^3K / am Jehovah your God, begins a verse Jive

tiims. This Rubric is from the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k,

§ 143 and as is frequently the case it is incorrect, since there

are four instances only in which this phrase begins a verse. In

reprinting it the fourth line, viz. bKptrm n^ .Tppo has inadver-

tently dropped out of the text, whilst rmra*n is manifestly a

clerical error for rr'TTom and can only mean and (he next verse.

But in verse 20 this phrase is at the end of the verse and not

at the beginning. The compiler who erroneously added this

expression also altered the •'\=four in the heading into •r^'-Jive.

ropnn = § 949.

D^^ i^K nlH^ ^JK / am Jehovah your God, occurs twenty-four

times at the end of a verse. The design of this Massorah is to

safeguard these instances against being made conformable to

those verses which end with the shorter formula and which are

recorded in § 945.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 139 6, on Deut 29 5 which I have

printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 1056, on Levit 19 2; (III) Add.

15,251, fol. 75 o, on Levit 18 4; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 167 a, oil

Levit 18 30; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Levit 19 34 and

(VI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 166.

List II, which exhibits the oldest form of this Rubric, is

the only correct one and shows how the Massorah was corrupted

by copyists in the course of time. List I, which I have printed,

though it states in the heading that there are twenty-four such

instances omits two, viz. Levit 24 22; Numb. 15 41 and gives

one instance twice, viz. Levit 26 1. List III heads this Rubric

'DB 'ioa'3 and omits three instances, viz. Exod. 16 12; Deut 29 5;

Ezek. 20 20. List IV which also states in the heading that there

are twenty-two such instances only, omits four instances, viz.

Exod. 16 12; Levit 19 4 10; Deut 29 5.

These omissions are evidently due to a confusion, on the

part of later Nakdanim, of the two recensions of this Rubric

which obtained in the different Massoretic Schools. The first

recension is the one which is exhibited in Lists I and IL The

second recension is given in List VI. It excludes the seven

instances in which this phrase is preceded by the particle "s for

at the end of the verse, viz. Exod. 16 12; Levit 20 7; 24 22;

25 17; 26 1; Deut 29 5; Ezek. 20 10. Hence it not only heads

this Rubric B"o i"" 03"n'?« rrpr •:k, but duly records seventeen

instances only. On comparing the omissions in Lists III and IV

with this recension, it will be seen that they wrongly omitted

instances from the first recension which are rightly excluded

from the second recension. Having thus confused the two

recensions, the copyists also altered the headings. The Rubric in

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 170 a, on Ezek. 30 20 and in Add. 15,251,

fol, 2776, on the same passage, which states that this phrase

occurs ten times only (' DS'n^K mrr 'jk) refers to u¥^* nirr ^^ ^,

(Comp. The Massorah, letter 5, § 141, Vol. IL p. 31.)

rpnn = § 950.

On^l^*^^ irn^ '^X / am Jehomh their God, occurs eight times.

Of this' Rubric, which" is one of the oldest constituent parts of

the Massorah, I collated ten Lifcts, nine in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, 546, on Exod. 29 46 which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 926, on Ezek. 34 80;

(III) Orient 4445, fol. 114a, on Levit. 26 44; (IV) St Petersburg

Codex of A.D. 916; jon Ezek. 39 22-, (V) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1856,

on Ezek. 28 26; (VI) the same MS., fol. 189a, on Ezek. 34 30;

(VII) the same MS., fol. 1926, on Ezek. 39 22; (VIII) Add. 15,451,

fol. 3326, on the same passage; (IX) Add. 21,160, fol. 1156,

on Exod. 29 46 and (X) the printed Massorah on the same

passage.

Lists II, VI and VII head this Rubric -n urrrhn ra-r '3K '?, but

this is incorrect, since though in seven out of the eight instances

this phrase is preceded by 'i, it is without it in Exod. 29 4«6.

The oldest Lists, therefore, rightly omit this particle from the

headings.
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«":pnn = § 951.

''rj*T3^ TltV ""JKI / Jehovah have spoken, occurs twice. That
i«, at the beginning of a verse and in contradistinction to the

lengthier formula which is the subject of the Massorah recorded
in the next Rubric. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 182cf, on
Ezek. 24 14 which I have printed; (II) Orient. 2349, fol. 109 «,

on Numb. 14 35; (III) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Ezek. 24 14 and
(IV) the printed Massorah on the same passage. As this phrase
ends the verse in, no fewer than seven instances (Ezek. 5 15, 17;

17 21 ; 21 22, 37; ^12; 34 24) and as it is in these two passages
only where it begins a verse, the Massorah safeguards the ex-

ceptional position of this formula. Lists II and IV, therefore,

rightly add in the heading en '2 without wjtiich this Rubric is

unintelligible.

3":pnn = § 952.

^ri^'trpi ^ri*!3^ nin^ ^^K / Jehomh have spoken and have done,

occursfour times. That is, to distinguish it froni the shorter phrase
which ends the verse in seven instances and which is noticed in

the preceding Rubric. It is, however, to be remarked that in one
of the four instances which constitute this Rubric, this phrase
does not stand at the end of the verse (Ezek. 37 14). Of this

Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I)

Orient. 1474, fol. 89a, on Ezek. 17 24 which I have printed; (II)

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 177 &, on the same passage; (III) the same
MS., fol. 181 «, on Ezek. 22 14; (IV) the same MS., fol. 1906, on
Ezek. 36 36; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 277a, on the same passage and
(VI) the printed Massorah on Ezek. 17 24. With the exception

of List I, all the other Lists head this Rubric simply 'rror\

Tn'to:^! without •:><, but the heading in the List which I have
printed is preferable, since this lengthier formula is manifestly

contrasted with the shorter one recorded in the preceding
Rubric.

:":pnn = § 953.

DD^nipp nirP ''iNl / am Jehovah which sanctify you, occurs

fmir thne's. Of this^ Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 94a, on Levit. 20 8 which I

have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 108 a, on Levit. 22 32; (III)

Vienna Codex No. 35 on Levit. 20 8; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-
Ochlah I, § 152, margin and (V) the printed Massorah on
Exod. .31 13.

T':pnn - § 954.

O^^pP '*^^'T ''f'l^ -^ ^"* Jehovah which sanctify them, occurs

four times. Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS.
•iind one two printed: (I) Harley 5710 — 11, Vol. I, fol. 78a, on
Levit 22 16 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 82a, on Ezek. 20 n; (III) Orient. 4445,' fol. 107a, on Levit.

22 9; (IV) Add. 15,261, fol. 77a, on Levit. 22 9; (V) the same
MS., fol. 277o, on Ezek. 20 12; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 171a, on
Levit 21 23; (VII) Orient. 2349, fol. 95^, on Levit. 22 IG;

(VIII) the printed Massorah on the same passage and (IX) the
same on Ezek. 20 12. The addition "5 'on '"jn the second instance is

wifJiovi, '3 Levit 22 19 is due to the fact that in all the other
three passages this phrase is preceded by this particle.

*t^'\ ^JK / and my people, occurs three times in thisfmm . . . .

once in the Pentateuch, once in the Prophets and once in the Hagiographa.
Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,250, fol. 1396,

which I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah on Exod.
9 27. The latter rightly heads it -wba 'j which denotes with or
without the prefix Vav, since in Exod. 9 27 it is -:«> The phrase
with the prefix also constitutes one link in the long chain of
pairs, both words of which are with Vav conjunctive and which
are unique in this form.'

> Comp. The Mattorah, letter 1, § 89, Vol. I, p. 41.5 &c.

rypnn = § 956*.

''^Xl occursfour times with this accent at the beginning of the verse.

That is, in the Psalter where it is generally with Dechi at the be-
ginning of the verse' this pronoun has in these four instances i?ema.

Hence the Massorah safeguards in these passages the exceptional
accents. That this is the import of this Massorah and that the
qualifying expression K-iros in this book which restricts it to the
Psalter must be supplied, is not only evident from the instances
recorded in the Rubric, but from the fact that it occurs no less

than ten times with this accent at the beginning of a verse
in other pai>ts of the Bible.^ This Rubric, which does not occur
in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 2375, fol. 2a, on Ps. 5 8.

1 have printed it in Vol. Ill of the Massorah, letter k, § 956.

As one of the instances is •:« without the prefix Vav (Ps. 17 15)

the heading ought properly to be ":« nm 'cbs Ttss •: 'jKi.

' Comp. '3«i Ps. 3 6; 26 11; 30 7; 31 7; 69 SO; 71 14; 73 23; 75 10.

2 Comp. ?lxi Gen. 6 17; Exod. 14 17; Levit. 20 3; Numb. 18 6; Josh. 8 5;
2 Sam. 18 13; Jerem. 23 3; 40 10; Ezek. 4 5; Jonah 2 10.

"r:Dr)n = § 957.

__
''^'] <^^^I, begins a versefofrty three times. This Rubric I have found

in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter k, § 626. It is simply a
fragment, attempting to extend the record to the whole Bible which
the preceding Rubric restricted to the Pentateuch. A later Nakdan
who mistook this List for final supplied it with the heading
fixing the number of instances at forty-three in accordance
with the passages which the original compiler was able to

bring together. There are no fewer than sixty-nine instances in

the Bible where this pronoun begins a verse so that more than
one third of the passages, which the first Massorite left to his

colleagues to supply, are here omitted.* Originally each book
was examined separately for this phenomenon, as is evident
from the separate List on the Pentateuch. The first compiler of

the List before us, therefore, brought together the instances of

these books -only which he found with these registers in a inore
or less complete state. This explains the fact that no fewer than
four entire books are not represented in this Rubric, viz. Joshua,
Isaiah, Jeremiah and Jonah. The catchwords "TiDna ^jki are a
clerical error for -[ncn S"^: -jk: = Ps. 5 8. I have reproduced it as
it is in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah

• Comp. '3X1 Gen. 9 9; Exod. 14 17; Josh. 8 .->; t Sam. 4 16; 2 Sam. 13 13;
Isa. 49 4; 59 21; Jerem. 1 18; 5 4; 11 19; 17 IG; 23 3; 26 14; 40 10; Ezek. 4 6;
Hos. 5 12; Jonah 2 5, 10; 4 11; Ps. 30 7; 40 18; 70 6; Ruth. 4 4; Neh. G 10;
2 Chron. G 2.

n":pnn = § 958.

jN ' yKj* Seven verses in ichich this pronoun occurs twice, the

first time with and the second without the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric
I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2340, fol. 476, on Gen. 34 30 which
I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 23 24. The
printed Massorah (List II) has not the^iddition of the verse in which
this pronoun occurs three times with the prefix Vav nor of the verse
in which it occurs four times, three times without and once with
the prefix Vav. As Ezek. 34 24 is the only one of the seven
instances in which -rKi begins the verse, it also forms part of

the Rubric recording the verses which begin with a word with
Vav and in which the same word is repeated in the middle of

the verse without the Vav.^

' Comp. The Massorah, letter i, § 97, Vol. I, p. 415.

t3"jpnn = § 959.

n5K ''JKI and I whither, is twice thus combined in the Scriptures.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 25a, on Gen. 37 30 which I have printed and (II) the
printed Massorah on the same passage.

r:pnn = 956.

'^}l^ and I, begins a verse eleven times in the Pentateuch. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated

two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 101 a, on Numb. 3 12, which
I have printed and (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 3a, on the same
passage.

D^'1bK^ n;nK ^jif) and l shall . . . God. Throughmd the

Scriptures D',l'?Kb .Tnx is preceded by -jki except in one instance ....
whilst throughout Jeremiah it is preceded by ••ajKi except in one
instance.

To understand this artificial Massorah, it is necessary to
remark: (1) that as n",i'?K^ DDb .Tn>t ';ki does not occur the variation
here recorded must refer to a*ri'?i<S .... rrriK ":ki and ci^kS .... .thk "aiKi

without D3^ and anb; (2) that o-ribx^ .... n-ns -rxi occurs six
times (Jerem. 32 38; Ezek. 11 20, 14 11 ; 34 24; 37 33; Zech. 8 k)
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and (3) that bni*?k^ , . . . rrn^ pi^ occurs four times (Jerem. 11 4;

24 7, 30 22; Ezek. 36' 28). Apart from Jeremiah, therefore,

nrat "^in is the rule and piK) the solitary exception, whilst in

Jeremiah pJKi is the rule and ••ski the solitary exception. Hence

the Massorah safeguards in each case the exceptional use of the

pronoun in this phrase. It is to be remarked that .thk the

future first person singular when used by God is alternately

preceded by •oim and n^i.^

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 94 a, on Ezek. 36 28 which I have printed and (II) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 152.

» Comp. njHK o5ki Exod. 4 12, 15; Deut. 31 23; "'riK '3Ki Zech. 2 9;

1 Ghron. 28 6.

X'Dpnn = § 961.

^7 Tinj ''3X1 and I have given to thee, occurs twice. In the

other three instances where "prij is combined with this pronoun

at the beginning of a verse it is 'JK-dji and not 'jki (Ezek. 20 25

;

Amos 4 6; Mai. 2 9). This Rubric I have found in the printed

Massorah only, on Ezefe 4 5. It is to be remarked that 'nnj •'m

by itself occurs twice only.

a'Dpnn = § 962.

triK ""iKI and J will give, occurs twice. That is, to distinguish

it from the other two instances where this phrase occurs and

where it is without the prefix Vav (2 Sam. 21 6; l Kings Jil 7).

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol.1,

fol. 7U6, on Levit 20 3 which I have printed and (II) the printed

Massorah on the same passage.

yupnn = § 962*.

"•riPtttr ''3K1 and I have heard, occurs twice. "Ftsaf is five

times combined with this pronoun, in three instances it is without

the prefix Vav (Exod. 6 5;. Ezek. 35 13; 2 Chron. 34 27) and

in two with it. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the minority.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

1 have printed in Vol. Ill, p. 2, § 962', from Orient. 2451,

foL 49 a, on Gen. 41 15.

yopnn = § 963.

'^^'P because I, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does not

occur'in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710— 11, Vol. II,

fol. 2636, on Eccl. 2 18.

n-D|5nn § 964.

nl*JK3 in the ships, occurs four times. Of this Rubric I

collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, fol, 130&, on Deut. 28 68 which I have printed;

(II) the smne MS., Vol. I, fol. 238a, on 1 Kings 22 50; (III) the

same MS., Vol. II, fol. 208 6, on Ps. 107 23; (IV) Arund. Orient. IG,

fol. 976, on 1 Kings 22 50; (V) the same MS., fol. 1376, on

Isa. 43 14; (VI) the same MS., foL 311 6, on Ps. 107 23; (VII)

Add. 15,451, fol. 245a, on 1 Kings 22 50; (VIII) the same MS.,

fol. 3606, on Isa. 43 14; (IX) the printed Massorah on Deut. 28 68

and (X) the same on Isa. 43 14. As this expression also occurs

once with the prefix Vav (Dan. 11 40) five of the ten Lists, viz.

Nos, VI—X add at the end nl'SKSi 'ki.

n'Dpnn = § 965.

^3X Uad, plummet, occurs four times and in the earns section.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from the Cambridge University Library Add. i65 on Amos 7 7.

TDpnn = § 966.

^piK I, has in seven instances the accent on the Nun and

wherever it is toith Athnach, Soph-Patuk, Zakeph or Zarka it is also

on the Nun except in one tnttanee. That is, the accent is on the

penultima or is Milel in the language of the Massorah.

Of this Rubric I collated sixteen Lists, fifteen in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, foL 260a, on Ruth 3 13

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 31 a, on Judg. 17 9;

(III) the same MS., fol. 40 a, on 1 Sam. 9 21; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 56 a, on 1 Sam. ^13; (V) the same MS., fol. 58a, on

2 Sam. 3 8; (VI) the same MS., foL 2076, on Amos 7 14; (VH) the

same MS., fol. 2836, on Ruth 3 13; (VIII) Orient 2201, fol. lOla—6,

in the Massoretic Appendix to the Pentateuch; (IX) Add. 15,251,

fol. 14a, on Gen. 3 10; (X) the same MS., fol. 1556, on 1 Sam. 9 21;

(XI) the same MS., fol. 395fr, on Ruth 3 13; (XII) Add. 15,451,

foL 185a, on 1 Sam. 9 21; (XIII) Vienna Codex No. 85 on the

same passage; (XIV) tho. same Codex on Amos 7 14; (XV) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 103, margin and (XVI) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 3 10.

The seven passages catalogued in this Rubric exhibit:

(1) three instances in which the Revia is abnormally on the

Nun (Exod. 4 10; Judg. 17 9; 1 Sam. 30 13) instead of its

normal position on the Caph, as it is in the other twelve passages

where it occurs with this accent ;i
(2) three instances in which

the Tipcha is on the penultima (Gen. 3 10; Amos 7 14; Ruth 3 13)

instead of the ultima as is the case in all the other forty-three

times where this quadriliteral occurs with Tipcha;^ and (3) one

solitary instance where it has Pashta on the Ntm (1 Sam. 9 21)

instead of the Yod only, which is the case in the other thirty-

seven passages.3 Thus far the import of this Rubric is simple.

Not only do the other fifteen Lists record the same seven

instances, but the Standard Codices exhibit the abnormal position

of these accents in the text.

It is the second part of this Rubric which causes the

difficulty. Here we are told that wherever "sJk. has one of four

pausal or distinctive accents it is always Miel, that is, the accent

is likewise on the Nun except in one solitary instance. This is

perfectly correct with regard to three out of the four accents,

viz. Athach,*^ Soph-Pasuk^ and Zakeph,'^ but it is not so in the

case of Zarka. With Zarka •'siK occurs four times (Gen. 50 5;

Exod. 34 10; 2 Sam. 3 8; Job 16 4), and excepting one questionable

instance, this accent is always on the -ultima in all the Standard

Codices and in the early editions. If is, therefore, more than

probable that the expression Kpnn is due to a later Scribe who

imported it here from another recension of this Massorah. I must

add here that. "-ajK n\f^ Judg. 6 3 in the Rubric which I have

printed is my mistake for -aJK "'t'? Judg. 17 9.

A second recension of this Massorah is exhibited in the

other fifteen Lists which I have collated. In the heading of

these Lists it is stated that there are eight instances in which

this pronoun has the accent on the penultima {bvhn 'n -odk) .and

2 Sam. 3 h is given as the eighth instance where it is taken to

have two Zarkas, one on the Yod and one on the Ntm ("sjk). But

though this is the more general form of the Rubric, the

best MSS. (Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient. 16;

Orient 4227; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251 «S:c.) and all the editions

exhibit one Zarka only on the ultimata, exactly as it is in the

other three passages where -giK has this accent, and I have found

the two Zarkas in one MS. only (Add. 15,451).

The second part of this Rubric is differently stated in

these fifteen Lists. Thus Lists II, VI, IX, X have it -idi 'potk bs\

riaa'ian'iDB; Lists IV, VII, XI, XII, XIII, XVI -ot 'lOVsnKi e)pi tai

K"aa "i3-i; List VIII has it K"aa 'lan 'db 'idi 'roriK npn Kp-ir by\; List XV
simply '13T "rai without stating what the accents are, whilst

Lists III, V and XIV have not this second part at all. It will

thus be seen that there is only one other MS. which has the

vicious expression Kpnr in the second part of this Rubric.

I Comp. 'ilK Gen. 24 27; 46 4; Exod. 7 27; Deut 29 13; Josh. 14 7;

Judg. 6 3; 6 37; 1 Sam. 1 28; 12 23; 2 Sam. 2 6; Isa. 8 18; Jerem. 34 18.

4 Comp. '35« Gen. 16 8; 21 24; 2S 4; 24 3, 37, 42; 30 3, 30; 38 26; 47 SO;

48 21; 50 24; Exod. 3 12; 4 11; 32 18; 34 11; Numb. 11 12, 21; Deut. 4 2;

12 11, 14, 28; 18 19; 32 40; Judg. 7 18; 11 37; 1 Sam. 16 14; 20 36; 2 Sam. 14 18;

24 12; 1 Kings 19 4; Isa. 6 5; 43 11; Jerem. 1 17; 3 14; 14 12; 26 6; 28 7;

32 42; 33 9; Jonah 3 2; Job 9 29; Ruth 4 4.

3 Comp. '3iK Gen. 7 4; 15 1; 27 19; 31 6, 38; 32 12; 43 9; Exod. 3 6;

20 2; Numb. 11 14; 22 32; Deut. 4 2; 6 6; 13 1; 31 2; Josh. 13'6; 1 Sam. 1 8;

4 16; 10 8; 18 18; 2 Sam. 13 28; 1 Kings 2 16, 20; Isa. 46 12, IS; 5416; 6613;

Jerem. 25 29; 27 6; 33 9; Hos. 2 10, 16; IIJO; Amos 6 8; 9 9; Mai. 3 23; Ruth. 3 9.

* Comp. 'Siw Gen. 15 14; 24 24; 25 22, 30; Jerem. 1 7; Amos 7 14;

Jonah 1 9; Zech/lS 6; Ps. 109 22; Ruth 3 12.

5 Comp. '?i» Gen. 4 9; 24 34; 30 1; Exod. 4 10; 2 Sam. 1 8, IS; 2 20;

11 6; 20 17; Jerem. 1 6; Ps. 50 7.

6 Comp. 'si? Gen. 26 24; 29 33; 30 2; Exod. 3 11; Judg. 19 18; 1 Sam. 1 16;

17 43; Isa. C 5; Amos 7 14.

fDpfin - § 967.

''PJK ^piS I, occurs three times thus combined in the Scriptures,

That is, in this reduplicate form. Of this Rubric I collated seven

Lists, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol. II,

fol. 206, on Isa. 43 11 which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 1376, on the same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 141a, on

Isa. 51 12; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 2346, on the same passage;

(V) Add. 15,451, fol. 3606, on Isa. 43 11; (VI) Vienna Codex

No. 35 on Isa. 61 12 and (VII) the printed Massorah on Isa. 43 11.

As all the three instances occur in Isaiah, the heading ought

properly to be 'B-oai '3 it occurs three times and in the tame book,

though none of the Lists have it so.
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iTDpnn = § 968.

X'^SO ^3JK / am bringing, occurs four tivieg in this hook, i. e.

in Jeremiah. The design of this Massorah is twofold: (1) It is

to safeguard this exceptional phrase against being made con-

formable to K-'Sa •'Jjn which is the normal combination used both

in this book, where it occurs nine times, and in the other parts

of the Bible,' and (2) it is to guard the Scribes against inter-

changing the pronouns, since in the other six passages where

rao is preceded by the pronoun it is 'jh and not 'ojk.*

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists, both in the ancient St. Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916: (I) On Jerem. 4 6 which I have printed

and (II) on Jerem. 6 19. As these four instances are restricted

to Jeremiah, the heading ought more correctly to be k-isscsi "t.

» Comp. >«'?» "pjn Exod. 10 4; 1 Kings 14 10; 21 21; 22 16; Jerem. 5 16;

11 11; 19 3, 15; 31 8; 35 17; 39 IG; 45 6; 49 5; Ezek. 26 7; 28 7; 29 8;

Zech. 3 8; 2 Chron. 34 24.

2 Comp. »'?» -}» Levit. 18 3; 20 22; Numb. 15 18; 2 Kings 10 24; 22 20;
'

Jerem. 42 17; Ezek. 37 5; 2 Ciiron. 34 2^.

rDpnn = § 969.

TlJ?*!'' ''piK / know, occurs three times in this combination.

'pyT is ten times preceded by the pronoun first person. In seven

instances it is combined with 'jk ' and in three only by "six. The

Massorah, therefore, safeguards the exceptional phrase.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1326, on Deut. 31 27

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1656; (III)

Add. 15,250, fol. 2546; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 2536; (V) Vienna

Codex No. 35, all on Jerem. 29 11; (VI) the printed Massorah

on Gen. 20 6 and (VII) the same on Jerem. 29 11. Lists I and IV

head this Rubric '3 "nrT "Sjk -a which is incorrect, since in Gen. 20 6

••nyT "Six is not preceded by "3, but by 05-

' Comp. 'nynj 'ix 1 Sam. 17 28; 2 Kings 2 3, 6; Jerem. 48 30; Hos. 5 3;

Ps. 135 5; 2 Chron. 2 7.

j?"pnn = § 970.

mn'' ""piK / Jehovah, occurs twelve times in this combination.

In theNumerous instances in which the Tetragrammaton is

preceded by the pronoun first person it is •'jjii and it is in these

twelve passages only that it is combined with isjs. Hence the

Massorah safeguards this exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I coUijIed nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 69a, on Exod. 20 2 which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 79a, on the same passage; (III)

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3046, on Ps. 81 ll; (IV) Add. 15,251,

fol. 3626, on the same passage; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 97a, on

Exod. 20 2; (VI) the same MS., fol. 2686, on Deut. 5 6; (VII)

Vienna Codex No. 35, on Exod. 20 2; (Vm) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah I, § 152, margin and (IX) the printed Massorah on

Exod. 20 2.

It is to be remarked: (l) that all the nine Lists include

the three instances in which the pronoun in this combination

has the prefix Vav (Isa. 51 15; Hos. 12 10; 13 4) and (2) the

instance in 2 Sam. 7 18 where the phrase ia m^ 'rt^ 'pin because

in the combination of riln;' ''3'ik Adonai has the vowel-points of

ruT and mrr the vowel-points of n*rb». {Vide supi-a, §§ 107, 116.)

The addition at the end of Jacob b. Chayim's (List IX), viz.

pbK ''"' 'D3K1 proa "\ is incorrect since rrtrr piKi with the prefix Vav

occurs three times only. It is due to a clerical error as it is

not given in any of the other eight Lists.

K-rpnn = § 971.

3tth'^ ^SiK I dioell, occurs five times. Of this Rubric I collated

seven Lists, four in MSS. and three printed : (I) Arund. Orient. 1 6,

fol. 61 a, on 2 Sam. 7 2 which I have printed
;

(II) the same MS.,

fol. 121o, on Isa. 6 5; (III) the same MS., fol. 249 a, on 1 Chron.

17 1; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 168a, on 2 Sam. 7 2; (V) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 24 3 ;
(VI) the same on 2 Sam. 7 2 and (VII)

the same on 1 Chron. 17 1.

yppnn = § 972.

np ^pJK I die, occursfour times thus combined. Of this Rubric

I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

6710—11, VoL I, fol 114a, on Deut 4 22 which I have printed;

(U) Add. 21,160, fol. 636, on Gen. 50 24; (HI) the same MS.,

fol. 2616, on Deut. 4 22; (IV) Orient. 2349, fol. 576, on Gen. 50 24;

(V) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Deut. 4 22 and (VI) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 48 21.

rppnn = § 973.

''^ty^ ''5«'^ /^aye given, occurs three times, 'nris is eight times

in combination with the pronoun ; in five instances it is preceded

by "jK without and with the prefix Vav^ and in three only is it

preceded by *2iK. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the

minority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 49a, on Jerem. 27 6

which I have printed: (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 104a, on

Hos. 3 10; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 200a, on the same

passage; (IV) Orient. 2349, fol. 36a, on Gen. 16 5; (V) Vienna

Codex No. 35 on Hos. 2 10; (VI) the printed Massorah on Gen.

16 5 and (VII) the same on Jerem. 27 6. That the number of

these instances required fixing and safeguarding is evident from

the Massorah on Gen. 16 5 in Add. 15,250, fol. 11 6, where it is

emphatically stated that this combination occurs four times

("-ipa "7 TTC ''35K). Though the passages are not given, it is more

than probable that tlie Massorites of this beautifully written

Standard Codex must have compiled the Rubric from MSS.

which exhibited this combination in their text four times.

< Comp. Wj '?« Ezek. 20 25; Amos 4 6; Mai. 2 9; 'nnj '3tn Gen. 48 22;

Ezek. 4 5.

rrpnn = § 974.

jrij ''pJK 1 am giving or / give, I set, occurs seven times. This

participle active singular masculine occurs altogether eighteen

times in combination with the pronoun first person. In eleven

instances it is preceded by "jx* and in seven by -d5k. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orieht 2349, fol. 130a, on Deut. 11 26 which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 9a, on Josh. 11 6; (III)

Add. 21,160, fol. 2606, on Deut. 4 8 and (IV) the printed

Massorah on 1 Sam. 24 4.

» Comp. fnS
'3!f

Gen. 9 12; Levit. 14 34; 23 10; 25 2; Numb. 13 2; 16 2;

Deut. 32 49, 62; 1 Sam. 23 4; Ezek. 2 8; 3 3.

n-rprin = § 975.

"^DP ''pi^ I ant tcith thee, occurs three times . . ; . andin all

othei- passages it is i[ar ""aJK. That is, in these three instances the

preposition oy with the suffix second person singular masculine

the Mem has Kametz and the Caph Sheva, i. e. Tiay, whereas in all

other instances where this combination occurs it is ^oy.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 17a,

on Josh. 23 14 which I have printed and (II) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. ,185a, on Ps. 39 13. The addition at the end of the

Rubric that in all other instances where this combination occurs

it is !»? is inexplicable, since iij^'p ''35k does not occur in the

textus receptus.^ List II, therefore, is without this addition. It is

also to be noticed that List I is on Josh. 23 14 where this

phrase does not occur at all.

t It is remarkable tliat Heidenheim also found a MS. Massorah witli this

addition wliicli is given in Frensdorff's Matsoretitche* Wmterhuch, p. 269, note 4.

vrpnn = § 976.

TVDHi ^PiS I am doing, or / will do, occurs three times, nttrr

occurs fifteen times in combination with the pronoun first

person; in twelve instances it is preceded by "j^^ and in three

only by -siK. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the exceptional

usage.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 366, on 1 Sam. 3 11 which

I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 147a; (III) Add. 15,451,

fol. 1816, and (IV) the printed Massorah, all on the same passage.

Lists IV heads it 'wbs n and gives nwr mm rsSK Isa. 44 24 as the

fourth instance, which is manifestly designed to safeguard this

solitary passage, since in the other two instances where this

phrase occurs it is nwr mm "jk (Isa. 45 7; Jerem. 9 23).

» Comp. n^y y» Gen, 18 17; Exod. 34 10; Isa. 6 6; OC 22; Jerem. 89 32;

I
Ezek. 33 14; 36 22, .??; Mai. 3 17, 21; Nch. 3 16; 6 3.
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rvpnn = § 977.

""SiXri have D, occurs twice in the Scriptures. That is, the

pronoun Vsk with the prefix n interrogative to distinguish it

from the only other instance where the pronoun first person

wittr the interrogative He occurs and where it is 'skti (Isa. 66 9).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 231a, on Job 21 4

which I have printed; (U) Orient 4446, fol. 1296, on Numb. 11 12;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, foL 2286, on Job 21 4; (IV) Add. 16,250,

fol. 80o, on Numb. 11 12; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 2056; (VI)

Orient 2349, fol. 107a, and (VII) the printed Massorah, all on

Numb, il 12.

rrj^pnn = § 978.

''piKI find I, begins a verse nine times. As this pronoun

which, apart from the Minor Prophets, begins a verse twenty-

six times and, moreover, as it is in seventeen instances without

the prefix Vav^ and with it in nine instances only, the Massorah

safeguards the minority.

And throughout the Minor Ptophets it is likewise so. That is,

in this portion of the Scriptures where this pronoun begins a

verse five times it is without exception* with the prefix Vav.

(Comp. Hos. 11 3; 12 10; 13 4; Amos. 2 9, 10.)

Of this Rubric I collated sixteen Lists, fourteen in MSS.

and two printed: (I) Harley 671O-II, Vol. I, fol. 1466, on

Judg. 11 .27 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 179a, on Ps. 22 7; (III) St Petersburg. Codex A. D. 916, on

Jerem. 3 19; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 596, on 2 Sam. 3 39;

(V) the same MS., fol. I41/i, on Isa. 61 15; (VI) the same MS.,

fol. 147a, on Isa. 66 18; (VII) the same MS., fol. 149a, on

Jerem. 3 19; (VIII) the same MS., fol. 2886, on Ps. 22 7;

(IX) Add. 16,451, fol. 142o, on Deut 31 18; (X) the same MS.,

fol. 206a, on 2 Sam. 3 89; (XI) the same MS., fol. 269.o, on

Jerem. 2 21; (XII) the same MS., fol. 402a, on Ps. 22 7; (XIII)

Cambridge University Library Add. 465, on J^rem. 2 21 which

alone has the mnemonic sign; (XIV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 104; (XV) the printed Massorah on Isa. 61 15, and (XVI) the

same on Ps. 22 7.

The addition at the end of List II pnnian rrbi -O'm r^'^p ntwi

piDB 'Ki rrnp "jas explains the import of this Massorah. List HI

which exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah omits Jerem. 2 21

which is manifestly due to a clerical error, since the heading

distinctly states that there are nine such instances. Lists V, VI

and XIII omit at the end "en -iW nn "jsi which makes this

Massorah in conflict with, the text, inasmuch as, .including the

Minor Prophets, -^iKi begins a verse no fewer than fourteen times.

• Comp. '3iK Gen. Jl 13; 43 0; 46 4; Exod. 20 2; Deut. 5 6, 6; 2 Sam. 20 19;

1 Kngs 2 2; Isa.' 48 11, 12, 26; 46 12, 13; 61 12; Jerem. 27 6; Ps. 81 11;

Job 9 29.

SD-rpflfl -= § 979.

itliT ^?3K1 and 1 Jehtroah, occurs four times. {Vide supra,

§ 970.)'

D'pnn = § 980.

P]3J<rin he was angry, occurs three times. This Rubric I have

found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter k, § 645. The

heading ought properly to be nB-oai % since all the three

instances are restricted to Deuteronomy.

K'Dpnn = § 981.

^'^1B3P f^niB3K Ms face, is with Dagesh in Pe; his branches, is

without t</ These two Chaldee homonyms which respectively

consist of three syllables with exactly the same vowel-points,

severally occur twice in Daniel As the former is with Dagesh

in the Pe and the latter is without it the Massorah safeguards this

orthographical phenomenon. Accordingly the. current editions of

the Bible and the Lexicons which have it ^rriwy are against the

Massorah. This Rubric is from Add. 465, Cambridge University

Library on Dan. 4 11.

3"Dpnn = § 982.

OTK incurable, desperate, occurs four times. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two

Lilts, both in the St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916: (I) on

Jerem. 17 16 which I have printed and (11) on Jerem. 30 12.

Though this participle passive singular masculine occurs five

times, both Lists state in the heading that it occurs four times

only. The remarkable feature of these two Lists is that in

the one which I have printed Job 34 6 is omitted, whilst List II

includes this passage {1tr\ = Job 34 6) and omits -niKm. Jerem.

17 16. But these Lists, however, add at liie end that it also

occurs once with the prefix Vav, In List I this addition is

'310 'o a'?n sps 'tn and in List 11 im nsKi 'm;= Jerem. 17 9. The two

Lists, therefore, cannot emanate from the same Massorites.

j'Dpnn - § 983.

KU^ man, is twice mi^sk in the Kethiv. That is, in the

Kethiv or textual reading the form is »«fi»f for which the Keri

or official reading is in both instances jt|b*|. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two

Lists: (I) Harley &710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2796, on Dan. 4 13 which

I have printed and (II) Arund; Orient 16, fol. 367 a, on the same

passage. The points of the Kethiv in the heading of the Rubric

should be KttMSK in accordance with the notes in my edition of

the Bible, and not K^iSJj.

TB^nn = § 984.

riiKI and thou, begins a verse in two instances They

constitute one of the fourteen groups of two words each which respect-

ively have Vav at the beginning of the verse.

As this pronoun second person begins a verse altogether

eight times and as it is without the prefix Vav in six instances ^

and in two only with it, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

occurrence. For the fourteen groups of which this pair constitutes

one, see below letter % § 63, p. 399.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only,

on Dan. 5 22.

» Comp. WH Dan. 2 29, 31, 37; 3 10; 4 19; 6 18. In these instances the

Massorah as usual recognises the official Keri only.

n"Dpnn = § 985

P]''pKn the ingathering, occurs twice, once it is defective and

once plene. As the two instances occur in the same book and are

differently spelled in each case, the Massorah safeguards the

divergent orthography of the two passages. Of this Rubri<5, I

collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 49a, on Exod. 23 16 which I have printed;

(II) Add. 15,250, fol. 46a, on the same passage; (III) the printed

Massorah, on Exod. 34 22 and (IV) the printed Massorah FinaUs,

letter k, § 670.

rDPfin = § 986.

"T'DK a prisoner, occurs twice with Kametz. As this expression

occurs fiVe times, and as it is in three passages with Pathach

under the Aleph^ and in these two instances only with Kametz,

the Massorah safeguards the minority. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 465 University

Library Cambridge on Ps. 102 21.

»-!(Jomp. I'BK a prlimer Isa. 10 4; 24 22; 42 7.

?"Dpnn = § 987.

D'n^pK prisoners, occurs three times in this form. That is,

Jbwice without and once with the prefix He. By fixing the number

at three, the Massorah militates against the textual reading or

Kethiv on^wri in Judg. 16 21 and 25. Of this Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three Liste:

(I) Orient 2349, fol. 505, on Gen. 39 22 which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 322 a, on Job 3 18 and (III) Vienna

Codex No. 36 on Ps. 68 7. The heading in List III is much

simpler, viz. on^DKn 'ki '2 wyp^.

n'cpnn = § 988.

D'H'OK they are bound, occurs three times in the Scriptures,

This Rubric,' which does not occur in the printed Massorah and

which I have found in Harley 5710—11 only, Vol. I, foL 266,

on Gen. 39 20, is incorrect, since this participle plural occurs

six times. Comp. also Ps. 146 7; Job 36 8; Neh. 4 12. The heading

was most probably added by a later Nakdan to an incipient List

O'Bpnn = § 989.

^^K occurs twice in two different tente*. That is, in Isaiah it

denotes a prtwmef whilst in Exodus it is a proper name, Assir
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one of the sons of Korah. As both these expressions respectively

occur several times ^ it is evident that the design of this Massorah
is not to record the number of instances, but to emphasize the

fact that this word is used in two different senses, and the two
passages" adduced are simply designed to illustrate this statement
This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah^ is

from "Vienna Codex No. 36 on Exod. 6 24.

• Comp. "?« A*nr also 1 Chron. 6 7, 22; once "»«» defective 1 Ghron. S 17;

ind -rtif a pritoner Isa. 10 4; 24 22.

v'pnn = § 990.

^0^ '*19^* ^*«''«'«»* <*" triliteral is a proper name it u
ffffi

toith Kametz under the Sameeh and when it is the preterite third

perion eingular masculine, denoting to gather &c. it is nnt urith

Pathach under the Sameeh. This Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1085,

on 1 Chron. 6 24.

rXpDfl = § 991.

7P PpK* The verb tjOM in all its furms is normally construed

toith the preposition -^|t except in three instances where it is combined

with -bj. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol, 255 i, on 2 Kings 22 20.

It will be seen that Jerem. 47 6 which is in the received text

"^'poRTi is given in this Rubric as the second instance where
it is -^j »ibk; whilst Amos 3 9 which is -bv iBC|n in the textus

reeeptus is here omitted. In the printed Massorah on Amos 3 9

where this abnormal construction is mentioned, Jacob b. Chayim
refers to the Massorah Finalis for the Rubric and in the

Massorah Finalis he states that it is given in the Massorah on
Amos, but it is not recorded in either place.

n'Sfpjnn = § 992.

^DXI and he shall gathei', occurs three times^ That is, to

distinguish it from the other four instances in which this triliteral

occurs with the prefix Vav and where it is ticxi a proper name
with Kametz under the Sameeh. (Comp. Neh. 12 46 ; 1 Chron. 16 5

;

2 Chron. ^ 30; 36 15.)

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest constituent parts

of the Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 98a, on Numb. 19 9

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 138fc, on the same
passage; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 124a, on Isa. U 12;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 221a, on Numb. 19 9; (V) Orient. 2349,

fol. 11 2a; (VI) the printed Massorah, both on the same passage
and (VII) the printed Massorah on Isa. 11 12.

j"5tpnn = § 993.

rifiOK% Wherever this preterite second person singular with the

prejix Vav, occurs in the Scriptures it is defective except in one

instance where it is plene. As it occurs altogether six times and
is in five instance without the He (hedki Gen. 6 21; Exod. 3 16;

23 10; Levit. 25 3; Deut 11 14) and plene in one instance only
(Judg. 18 25) the Massorah safeguards the solitary exception.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Cambridge University Library Add. 465 on Exod. 23 10.

T:^pnn = § 994.

iDfiS^ ^^^ **o« «*«^ gather it, occurs twice. Of this Rubric,
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated five

Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1256, on Deut. 22 2 which
I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 2ilh, on 2 Kings 5 6;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 100 6, on the same passage; (IV)

Add. 15,451, fol. 1346, on Deut 22 2 and (V) Orient 2349, fol. i35a,

on the same passage. List I adds at the end that it denotes two
different things in the two passages {ravrb '33 psir).

n'xpnn = § 995.

fpH to gather, occurs three times. The design of this Massorah
is to distinguish between this Kal infinitive from »)ok, and the Hiphil
future first person singular from »i«, which also occurs three
times (Zeph. 1 2, 3, 8) and in one passage is used in close

proximity therewith. Of this Rubric, I collated four Lists, two
in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1526, on
Jerem. 8 13 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 2146,

on Zeph. 1 2; (III) the printed Massorah on Jerem, 8 13 and
(IV) the same on Micah 2 12. The printed Massorah heads both
Lists om '3.

rxpnn = § 996.

^bKp to gather, occurs three times. Of this Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:
(I) Add. 15,250, foL 368a, on Eccl. 2 26 which I have printed
and (II) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passage. It is

remarkable that both these Lists give the catchword i-om for
the second instance, viz. 2 Kings 6 7, although Zeph. 3 8 and
2 Kings 5 7 are not parallel passages.

rxpfifi = § 997.

^IPWO when thou hast gathered, occurs three times. This Rubric,
which I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter m,

§ 675, is incorrect, since this Kal infinitive with the suffix

second person singular occurs twice only. In Levit 23 39,, here
given as the first instance, it is osBOKa with the suffix second
person plural, which is unique and is so marked in the Massorah
Parva of Harley 5710—11 (•? Dssasa).

n'Jtpnn = § 998.

J'^bK^ and he gathered, occurs twenty times. That is, this Kal
future third person singular masculine with Vav conversive, to

distinguish it from the same quadriliteral which is the Niphal
future third person singular masculine which is pointed »|ok:i

and which is recorded below in § 1008.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Orient 4445, fol. 4 la, on Gen. 49 33; (II) Add.

15,451, fol. 480a, on 2 Chron. 1*14; (III) the same MS., fol. 502a,

on 2 Chron. 29 20 and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter k, § 669 which I have printed. Of the three MS. Lists which
I have found since the publication of the first Volume of the

Massorah, List I exhibits the oldest form of tbis Rubric. The
sequence of the passages is more regular, and shows how the

later Nakdanim mixed up the catchwords.

tJ-xpnn = § 999.

^BpK / gather thee, occurs three times and tj defective. Though
i|fipk is in 1 Sam. 15 6 the Kal future first person singular

masculine with suffix second person singular and the active

participle with the suffix second person singular in the other

two passages, yet the Massorah groups them together because

this quadriliteral has identically the same vowel-points. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated

two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1156, on 2 Kings 22 20

which I have printed and (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 2126, on the

same passage.

Tfin =. § 1000.

^DKri thou shall gather, occurs twice. That is, to distinguish

this Kal future second person singular masculine from the same
quadriliteral which is pointed »icKri Niphal future third person
singular feminine which occurs three times. {Vide infra, § 1009.)

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,
Vol. I, fol. 1805, on Ps. 26 9 which I have printed and (II) the

printed Massorah on Deut 28 38.

Knnn = § 1001.

IfipK^ and they gathered, occurs ten times, and the sign thereof

in Chaldee is: The aged sent quails, the Philistines sent the bones of
the King, and to their brethren silver and wine.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the most ancient and most
popular parts of the Massorah, I collated twenty-two Lists,

twenty in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 925, on Numb. 11 32 which I have printed; (II) Orient 4446,

fol. 1306, on the same passage; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 375,

on 1 Sam. 5 11; (IV) the same MS., fol. 46a, on 1 Sam. 17 1;

(V) the same MS., fol. 72a, on 2 Sam. 21 13; (VI) the same MS.,

fol. 116a, on 2 Kings 23 1; (VII) the same MS., fol. 174a, on
Jerem. 40 12; (VIII) the same MS., fol. 271 5, on 2 Chron. 24 11;

(IX) the same MS., fol. 275a, on 2 Chron. 29 15; (X) Add.

15,251, fol. 43a, on Exod. 4 29; (XI) the same MS., fol. 181 a, on
2 Sam. 21 18; (XII) the same MS., foL 260 5, on Jerem. 40 12;

(XIII) Add. 15,<6l, fol. 1026, on l Sam. 5 8; (XIV) the same
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MS., foL 264a, on 2 Kings ^ 1; (XV) the same MS., fol. 296a,

on Jerem. 40 12; (XVI) the same MS., fol. .5026, on 2 Chron. 29 15;

(XVII) Add. 21,160, fol. 70a, on Exod. 4 29; (XVIII) the same

Ma, fol. 207a, on Numb. 11 32; (XIX) the same MS., fol. 279a,

on 2 Kings 23 l
;
(XX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 232; (XXI)

the printed Massorah on Exod. 4 29 and (XXII) the same on

9 ChroiL «9 15.

The design of this Massorah is to safeg«€ttid_this quinque-

Uteral with Pathnch under the Yod, i..e. Kal future third person

plural masculine against being made conformable to the same

q^queliteral with Tzei-e under the Yod, i. e. the Niphal future

which occurs twelve times and which is recorded below § 10 11.

Hence List XXI, as well as the printed Massorah on Numb. 31 32;

1 Sam. 5 11; 17 l; 2 Chron. 29 15 where this Rubric is mentioned,

heads it pnriB " it occurs ten times with Pathach. This explains the

Massoretic term in the headings of Lists XIII, XIV, XV, XVII,

XVni and XIX, viz. powB '% thus showing that tawo or nts5?B and

nne are synonyms and are used interchangeably. No fewer than

fourteen out of the twenty-two Lists have the mnemonic ^gn,

viz. Lists HI. IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, XI, XHI. XIV, XV, XVI,

XVIII and XX. Whilst the sign with the heading, but without

the List is also given in seven instances: (I) St Petersburg Codex

of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 40 12; (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 1756, on 1 Sam. 5 11; (III) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 256a,

on 2 Kings 23 l; (IV) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 60 &, on Jerem.

40 12; (V) the printed Massorah on Numb. 11 32; (VI) the same

on 1 Sam. 6 U and (VII) the same on 17 l.

annn = § 1002.

PipKi he teas gathered, occurs three times, twice with Pathach

and oncTwith Kametz and once it is with the prefix Jav. That

is, in the two instances where it has Pathach under the Samech

it is the Niphal preterite third person singular masculine, whilst

in the one instance where it is with Kametz it is in the Niphal

participle singular masculine. The Massorah, however, as usual

groups them together and simply indicates the difference in the

vowel-points. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS.

and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 104a, on

Numb. 27 13 which I have printed; (II) the printed Massorah

on Gen. 49 29, and (III) the same on Isa. 67 i.

rnnn = § ioo3.

nBD>$!)"l and thou shaU he gathered, occurs three times. Of this

Rubric '

l"
collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 104a, on Numb. 27 13 which I

have printed; (II) the same MS.. Vol. I, fol. 255 &, on 2 Kings

22 20; (III) Vienna Codex No. 35, on 2 Chron. 34 28 and (IV)

the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, 677.

T"inn = § 1004.

IBPKI) they were gathered, occurs fourteen times. Of this Rubric

1 collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 264/^ on 2 Chron. 12 5 which I have printed;

(II) Add. 15,250, fol. 4236, on the same passage; (III) Add. 15,451,

fol. 4606, on Neh. 8 13; (IV) the same MS., fol. 503a, on

2 Ghron. 30 3 and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 665.

iTinn = § 1005.

IBDi^Pl (ind they were gathered, occurs four times. That is,

this Niphal 'preterite third person plural which occurs fourteen

times, as is recorded in the preceding Rubric, also occurs four

times with the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists,

one in MS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 186, on Gen. 29 3 which I have printed and (II) the printed

Massorah on Zech. 12 3.

rinn = § looe.

IBpKH gather ye, occurs six times. This Rubric I have found

in the printed Massorah only, on Gen. 49 1. It is in conflict

with the textus receptus in which there are five instances only

of this imperative plural masculine and where we have yai or

sran as the official reading in some MSS. in Isa. 43 6 and

not «D»n as is stated in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah. It may be

that this Massorah is based upon MSS. which read here wdkh

just as other Codices read iran.

rinn = § ioo7.

rOT he shall be gathered, occurs nine times. The design of

this Massorah is to safeguard the reading of this Niphal future

third person singular masculine in these passages and thereby

to exclude the variant ^pv:^ = eipl' in Job 27 19 which obtained in

the ancient Codices, as is evident from the Septuagint {iCQo»iq6Ei)

and the Syriac and which is accepted by many textual critics as

preferable to the present Massoretic text.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 99a, on Numb. 20 26

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 140a, and (HI) the

printed Massorah, both on the same passage.

nnnn = § loos.

^PK'1 and he was gathered, occurs seven times, four times it

is Milelank three times Milra. That is, in four instances Samech

has Segol and in three it has Tzere.

There are three recensions of this Massorah. The first groups

all the seven instances together. In this form of it I collated

five Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 156, on Gen. 25 8

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 1156, on Deut. 32 50;

(III) Add. 21,160, fol. 16a, on Gen. 26 8; (IV) Orient. 2348,

fol. 516, and (V) Orient. 2349, fol. 41 6, both on the same passage.

From Lists II and III it is evident that the heading in List I

as it is in the MS. and as I have printed it is incorrect, that

it ought to be nba -ai b^vba 'n and that Deut. 32 50 is omitted

from the five instances in which this expression is pjok^ with Segol.

Lists IV and V have this Rubric as follows: orroK 'nso^OTt »p»ri

Dnan ]-m nwa apr pnr ^ttriaws thus making no distinction between

the Milel and Milra.

The second recension heads this Rubric b'-rbo 'n 'n r]D»n

and simply catalogues the five instances in which it is with

Segol. In this form of it I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 62a, on Gen. 49 33; (H)

Vienna Codex No. 35, on Gen. 25 17; (HI) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah II, fol. 121a, margin and (IV) the printed Massorah, on

Gen. 25 8.

The third recension heads it -hn 'a »idk!i and merely records

the two instances in which the Samech is with Segol Of it

I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I)

Arund. Orient. 16, fol; 33a, on Judg. 20 11; (II) Add. 15,250,

fol. 81a, on Numb. 11 30; (HI) Add. 15,451, fol. 1776, on Judg.

20 11, and (IV) the printed Massorah on Numb. 11 30. List in

heads it D'piDC-wkt ]13Ki rn'?a 'OPaa -a «i3KT as in both these instances

it begins the verse.

annn = § 1009.

PlDXri thou shalt or she shall he gathered, occurs three times.

The Massorah, as usual, groups here together the Niphal future

second person singular masculine with the future third person

singular feminine because it is the same form for both.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis

only, letter K, § 678.

'"inn = § 1010.

IBDK^ they shall he gathered, occurs four times. This Niphal

future third person plural masculine occurs altogether seventeen

times. In thirteen instances it is with the prefix Vav (vide infra,

§ 1012) and in four only is it without the prefix. Hence the

Massorah records these exceptional passages. This Rubric I have

found in the printed Massorah only, on Gen. 29 8.

K'nnn = § ion.

IfidK"! and they were gathered, occurs twelve times. The design

of this Massorah is to safeguard this quinqueliteral with IWa

under the Yod, against the one with Pathach under the Yod

as set forth in § 1001, that is to distinguish the Niphal icp^.«i

from the Kal WDxr.

Of this Rubric I collated fifteen Lists, fourteen in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 566, on Exod. 32 26 which

I have printed; (11) the same MS., fol. I62a, on Judg. 9 6; (HI)

Orient 4445, fol. 766, on Exod. 32 26; (IV) Arund. Orient 16,

fol 76, on Josh. 10 5; (V) the same MS., fol. 256, on Judg. 9 6;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 266, on Judg. 10 17; (VII) the same MS.,

fol. 33a, on Judg. 20 14; (VIH) the same MS., fol. 46 a, on

1 Sam. 17 1; (IX) the same MS., fol. 735, on 2 Sam. 23 11;

(X) the same MS., fol. 3736, on Ezra 3 1; (XI) the same MS.,

fol. 3876, Neh. 12 28; (XII) Add. 15,451, fol. 178a, on Judg. 20 14;

(XIII) the same MS., fol. 4596, on Neh. 8 l; (XIV) Add. 21,160,

fol. 1206, on Exod. 32 26, and (XV) the printed Massorah on

the same passage.

It will be seen that in. the Rubric which I have printed

the catchwords for the twelfth instance, viz. 2 Chron. 30 18 are

^ -53. This is manifestly due to a clerical error, since they are a
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duplicate for Exod. 32 26 and ought to be ai w as the other

Lists have it List II is of importance to textual criticism

inasmuch as it gives azv ^lao as the catchwords for Judg. 9 6,

thus reading here asv btja -b92 "js in harmony with verses 46 and

47 of this very chapter. This reading is not only supported by

the Massorah of the most ancient Codex extant, Orient. 4445

(List III), but by Lists VII, XII and XIII which emanate from

different Massoretic Schools and belong to countries far apart.

There can, therefore, hardly be any doubt that the Codices on

which these Lists are based read d2W h'^p -bra b's in Judg. 9 6.

ynnn = § 1012.

D"'BDK5 they are being gafhered, occurs three times. This Rubric

I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter k,

§ 663.

rnnn = § 1013.

PiDKtt gathering, occurs four times .... and once it is gathered.

That is, in four instances this quadriliteral is pointed p)BK^, Piel

participle singular masculine and in one instance it is pointed

c^BK& Pual participle masculine.

"of this Rubric, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 9lfe, on Numb. 10 25

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 129 a; (III) Add.

15,250, fol. 80a; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 204rt; (V) Orient. 2349,

fol. 1066; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35, all on the same passage

and (VII) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 9 21.

rnnn = § 1014.

PlDSI and it shall be gathered, occurs tioice. That is, in these

two instances this quadriliteral is pointed v\^\, Pual preterite,

whilst in the other three instances where it occurs it is pointed

B^oKi Kal preterite (Numb. 19 9; 2 Kings 5 11; Isa. 11 12). This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 222a, on Zech. 14 14.

rcsnnn = § 1015.

ISpSI and they shaU be gathered, occurs twice. That is, Pual

preterite third person plural, in the other two instances where

this quinqueliteral occurs it is pointed ibdki Kal preterite third

person plural (Josh. 20 4; Dan. 11 10). Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 202&, on Hos. 10 10 which I have

printed and (II) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 24 22.

fonnn = § 101 6.

?jDS a gathering, occurs tiviee. That is, with Segol under the

Samech'to distinguish it from c)pk with Tzere under the Samech

which also occurs twice (Deut. 18 16; Ezek. 5 16) and which is

the Hiphil future first person singular from e\o\ This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient

1474, fol. 172Z>, on Isa. 32 10.

rnnn = § 1017.

IbK to bind, occurs twice, once it is defective and once plene.

As the two instances of this Kal infinitive absolute not only

occur in the same book, but within seventeen verses of each

other and yet are differently spelled, the Massorah safeguards

this peculiar phenomenon. Of this Rubric, which does not Occur

in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 296, on Judg. 15 13 which I have printed and

(II) the same MS., fol. 30a, on Judg. 16 11.

n"nnn = § 101 8.

nl^b* Four forms of the verb -\dk to bind, are plene. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated

two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 296, on Judg. 16 10 and

(II) Add. 15,451, fol. 174a, on the same passage. It will be seen

that though the heading of the List which I have printed

states that there are four such instances, three only are recorded.

From List 11 we see that this discrepancy between the heading

of the Rubric and its contents is due to the carelesness of the

Scribe who omitted is 'a after the catchwords ^3i^d«' -iidk tsK which

states that Judg. 16 11 contains two instances of this plene

orthography.

E'nnn = § 1019.

I^K bind ye, occurs twice in the Scriptures. In the other instances

where this quadriliteral occurs it is pointed neiK and iidk, being the

|»ual preterite third person plural (Isa.22 3). Of this Rubric, I collated

five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 636, on Jefem. 46 4 which I have printed; (II)

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 314a, on Ps. 118 27; (III) Add. 15,251,

fol. 263a, on Jerem. 46 4; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Ps. 118 27

and (V) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

annn = § 1020.

*lbK^ and he bound, occurs three times [in the Pentateuch]

twice it is with Sheva and once with Chateph-Segol ..... and

throughout the record of the binding of Samson it i» likewise with

Chateph-Segol.

Of this important Rubric I collated two Lists, one in MS.

and one printed: (I) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement fol. 132a

margin, which I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah

on Gen. 42 24. It is also to be remarked that on Gen. 42 24, which

is the only instance where this quinqueliteral has Chateph-

Segol under the Aleph, the Massorah Parva in Harley 5710—11;

Add. 15,251; Add. 21,160; Orient 2349 and the printed Massorah

state that this is unique and that in the record of Samson's binding

the Aleph is also with Chateph-Segol (-niat jiriawn Kn'EO bai -Bi '?).

To understand this artificial Massorah it is necessary to

remark that (1) the three instances which constitut3 this Rubric

are restricted to the Pentateuch, the expression KT-iiKa as is

frequently the case, has been omitted from the heading. {Vide

infra, § 1025.) This is evident from the fact that -ibK,'] also occurs

three times outside the Pentateuch (2 Kings 9 21; Job 12 18;

2 Chron. 13 3). That (2) the instances in connection with the

history of Samson where the Aleph is also with Chateph-Segol

are not the Kal future third person singular with the prefix Vav

but three forms which have prefixes with Segol and that they

too are followed by Chateph-Segol muAqt the Aleph (Judg. 16 10,

12, 13), just as is the case in the unique -ibK^ where the Segol under

the Yod is followed by Chateph-Segol under the Aleph. And that

(3) by the expression Dageah the Massorah denotes the simple

Sheva and by Raphe, Chateph-Segol or ChcOeph-Fathach.*^

1 Comp. my InroducHon to the MatsorOico-Ciiticdl edUion of the HOrew Bibk,

p. 122 &c. To what I have here stated I will add the following important tes-

timony of the Mincliaih Shai on Gen. 42 24 on the Massoretic terminology Baphe

and DagethTW^rf\'Qon ''nno' nh) .oicd k'ib'3 ^^Kn "j't vxt) ."juo tjona f^b»n V't 'nm ''m

i« "tub e\Dna >rnw nsni .v'nnt* m« nnnc' k"ib6 vn nnpS moon -pt \s\ .pan o'^iaa o

nnB eiona by Baphe the Masgatah mean* that the Aleph u icitli Chateph-Segol and

by Bageah that the AlejA is viOi rimpU Sheva, and not that the Samech ha* Dofftth,

for it i* wlihmU Dageah in all the nutanee*. Thi* i» the matmer of t/ie Mattorah to

call the Sheva under the giUtwaU V'nm by the name Dageth and Begahe where these

guttural* have Chateph-Segol or Chateph-Pathaeh.

K'Dinn = § 1021.

^i*1DK^ they shall bind me, occurs twice once it is defective and

once plene. As the two instances of this Kal future third person

singular masculine with suffix first person singular not only

occur in the same book, but within four verses of each other and yet

are differently spelled, the Massorah safeguards the variation in

the orthography. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Add. 15,256, fol. 1476, on Judg. 16 7.

a'Dnnn = § 102a.

irnDK^I and they bound him, occurs three tim.es, twice it is

defective and once plene. It will be seen that one of the two

defective instances occurs in Judg. 16 13, and as the single plene

also occurs in this book (Judg. 16 21) the Massorah safeguards

this diversity in the orthography which obtained within so short

a space. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2786, on 2 Chron. 33 11

which I have printed; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 312,

and (III) the printed Massorah on Judg. 16 21. At the end of

this List (No. IH) Jacob b. Chayim adds that he has also given it

in Gen. 12 1—17 27 {-p n^a m nooji), but it is not to be found

in this Pericope.

, yj-inn = § 1023.

T\'^yt^ "^tyA Esther the queen, occurs fourteen times. Between

the crowning of' Esther as queen and the end of the book

chap. 2 17—10 3 this name without and with preffxes occurs

no less than forty-seven times. In thirty-three instances it is

simply Esther and in fourteen only is the appellation re^n the

queen added to it Hence the Massorah records the exceptional

phrase. The necessity for safeguarding these exceptions will be

apparent when the irregularity of the presence and absence of

this appellation is considered. In chap. 2, after the coronation,

Esther's name is mentioned five times and it is in four instances

without and in one instance only with the royal title. In chap. 4
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where her name occurs ten times it is never accompanied by
the qiieen. In chap, 5 where her name occurs eleven times it is

Esther simply in eight instances and Esther the queen, in three
only. In chap. 6 where it occurs once only it is merely
Esth-^r. In chap. 7, however, where it occurs seven times it is

Esther the queen in five instances and without the appellation in
two only; whereas in chap. 8 where it occurs eight times it is

in two instances only Esther the queen, and in six Esther
alone; and in chap. 9 where she is mentioned five times, she is

called Esther the queen in three instances and in two Esther
without the royal title.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. U, fol. 272a, on Esther 2 22
which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 273a, on
Esther 5 3; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3606, on the same
passage; (IV) the same MS,, fol. 3636, on Esther 9 29; (V)
Add, 15,251, foL 406a, on Esther 5 3; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 311o,
on the same passage; (VII) Vienna Codex No, 35, on Esther
7 1 and (VIII) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

T3"lfin = § 1024.

7K ^» The noun »ik, with its various suffixes both singular
and plural denoting nose, nostrils, face &c. when governed by an
active verb, is always preceded by the preposition bf^ except
in one instance where it is combined with -h^. This separate
Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, on Ezek. 8 17.

It forms part of the lengthy Massoretic List of words which are
exceptionally combined with -*?it, but which are normally in
construction with -^p. {Vide supra, § 523, p. 59 &c.)

> Comp. Gen. 34 47; 2 Sam. 14 4; 1 Kings 1 23»; Eiek. 16 12; Pa. 1.W 7.

iT^inn = § 1025.

PjRn wheOur aUof is three times with Pathach. That is, the
prefix Be in the particle e]x also, has Pathaeh (n) because it is

the interrogative and thus distinguishes it from the same triliteral

in which the He is with Kametz (n) because it is the article.

{Vide infra, § 1030.)

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only,
on Gen. 18 24. As these three instances are in the Pentateuch
and, moreover, as t^ also occurs three times outside the
Pentateuch (Amos 2 11; Job 34 17; 48^8) there can hardly be
any doubt that this Rubric is restricted to this division of the
Bible and that the expression Kn-nijo, as is not unfrequently the
case, has been omitted from the heading. (Vide supra, § 1020.)

Vjnnfl = § 1026.

*^ and also, begins a verse six times in the Seriptnres
and throughout Esra it is Ukevnse so except in one instance where
it it withovi the prefix. As it is without the prefix Vav in
twenty-eight instances » and with it in these six only, the Massorah
safeguards the minority. In Ezra-Nehemiah, however, where it

begins a verse four times, the reverse is the case r)Ki is in the
majority and rjR in the minority, hence the Massorah safeguards
the solitary instance.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in this form in the
printed Massorah, I collated seven Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,
VoL II, fol. 85a, on Ezek. 23 40 which I have printed; (II) the
same MS., VoL n, foL 280a, on Job 19 4; (HI) Orient 4446,
fol. 114a, on Levit 26 44; (IV> Arund. Orient 16, foL 3276, on
Job 19 4j (V) Add. 15,261, foL 3796, on the same passage; (VI)
Orient. 2349, fol. 986, on Levit 26 44 and (VII) Vienna Codex
No. 35, on Job 19 4.

All the Lists give »|»ei Ps. 78 31 as one of the six instances
in which this triliteral begins a verse though it is here a' noun
with the prefix Faw denoting and the wrath of. This affords a striking
illustration of the fact that the Massorah groups together under
one Rubric, worda which are totally different in sense provided
they are spelled alike.

» Comp. «|K Levit SC 16, 41; Numb. IC 14; Dent S* 8; 1 Sam. 14 80;
2 Sam. 4 11; Isa. 3C 8; 40 24; 48 IS; Pfc 44 10; S8 8; 89 28, 44; 119 S;
Pror. 2S 28; Job 4 10; 6 27; » 14; 14 3; 18 4, 16; SS 6; S4 12; 35 14; S6 29;V 1, 11; Neb. 9 18.

printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,
fol. 3756, on Ezra 6 15 which I have printed and (II) Add. 15,261,
fol. 418a, on Ezra 5 14. As this particle with the prefix Vav
occurs altogether three times in Ezra and always begins a verse,
the heading ought properly to be 'toz 'm '3 1^.

n"3inn = § io28.

^K1 and also, begins a verse nine times in the Scriptures. The
six Hebrew instances and the three Chaldee which in one School
of Massorites have been treated separately in §§ 1026 and 1027
because of their being two different languages, are here uiiited
into one Rubric, by another School of Massorites.

Of this recension of the Rubric, which occurs more
generally, I collated eleven Lists, eight in MSS. and three printed:
(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 289a, on Ezra 5 10 which I
have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2896, on Ezra 5 14;
(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 182a, on Ezek. 23 40; (IV) the same
MS., fol. 375 a, on Ezra 5 10; (V) Add. 15,251, foL 280a, on
Ezek. 23 40; (VI) Add. 21,160, foL 182a, on Levit 26 44; (VII)
Vienna Codex No. 35, on Ezek. 23 40; (VIII) the same Codejt
on Ezra 5 14; (IX) the printed Massorah on Job 19 4; (X) the
same on Job 36 16 and (XI) the same on Ezra 5 14.

Like the first recension of this Massorah, this Rubric too
gives Ps. 78 31 as one of the instances in which this triliteral
begins a verse.

a'annn - § 1029.

^85^ and in anger, occurs ttoice. The design of this Massorah
is primarily to safeguard the reading in Jerem. 21 5 against
being made conformable to Deut 29 27,where identically the
same phrase is used, but where c)Ma is without the Vav
conjunctive.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, foL 446, on Jerem. 21 5
which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. I60a, on the
same passage; (HI) the same MS., fol. 297a, on Ps. 65 4 and
(IV) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

^"Vlfl = § 1030.

f|KrT the anger, occurs three times in the Serijdures. That is,

with Kametz under the He because it is here the article, to

distinguish it from the same triliteral with Pathach under the
He which also occurs three times. {Vide supra, § 1025.)

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, five in MSS. and
three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. U, foL 57a, on Jerem.
36 7 which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 171a,
on the same passage; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. llOo, on Deut 9 19;
(IV) Orient 2349, fol. 140 a, on Deut 29 23; (V) Vienna Codex
No. 35, on the same passage; (VI) the printed Massorah on Deut
9 19; (VII) the same on Deut 29 23 and (VIH) the same on
Jerem. 36 7.

From the remark in the Massorah Parva in Add. 15,260,
on Deut 9 19 (_;i i^in) it is evident that some Massorites grouped
together § 1025 and this Rubric into one Massorah and headed
it, It occurs six times, three with Kametz and three with Pathach. This
supplies the clue to Jacob b. Chayim's incorrect Massorah Parva
on the same passage which states pnnB 'm rap 'j 'n t^yen and which
ought to be pnn» 'ji f«p 'j n.

K*^inn = § 1031.

rannn = § 1027.

Wn and also, occurs three times at the beginning of a vei'se in

Emra, These three instances constitute a separate Rubric because
they are Chaldee. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

Dn3 ^BK my math against them, is twice thus combined in
the Scriptures. In the other two instances where this phrase
occurs.it is the shorter form 05 "wt (Ezek. 20 2l; Hos. 8 6). As
both the longer and shorter forms are used within a few verses
of each other, the Massorah guards Ezek. 20 8 against being
made conformable to verse 21 of the same chapter. This Rubric,
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley
5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 816, on Ezek. 20 8.

3'^"infl = § 1032.

''pBX thy face, thy nostrils, is tvxice plene. That is, in these
two instances the Yod after the Pe with Segol (a) to show that it is

the plural, thus distinguishing it from the other nine instances
where this noun occurs with Segol under the Pe and is pronounced
in exactly the same way because' of its distinctive or pausal
accent, but where it is the singular.' The record of these two
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instances was deemed especially necessary, since in the passage

in Psalm 18 16 which is identical with Exod. 15 18 the phrase

is IIK f^i"^ in the singular.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed; (I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol. I, fol. 3a, on Gen. 3 19 which

I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 6&, on the same passage;

(III) Orient. 2348, fol. 76a, on Exod. 15 8 and (IV) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 3 19. Lists II and III head this Rubric

•vrbo, '"to •: ^''E« and give ^rsK Lament, i 20 as the third instance

which is very artificial.

• Comp. ^2» Exod. 32 12; Hab. 3 8; Lament. 2 21; "SM Ps. 18 16; 77 C;

85 4; ?I.S.W Ps. »0 11; Job 14 i:J; 40 11.

ybinn = § 1033.

iBK nmcj is four times toithouf Aleph and they occur in the

same hook. In the other eleven instances where it occurs it is

KIBK with Aleph paragogic*

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah in this separate form, I collated three Lists: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 230a, on Job 19 6 which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3296, on Job 24 25 and (III) Add.

15,250, fol. 3516, on Job 19 6.

These four instances form part of the Massoretic Lists of

words throughout the Bible which are defective of Aleph. (Vide

supi-a, § lia—d, p. 5 &c.) They also constitute part of the

Massorah in some MSS. which record the orthography of the

intei'rogative nfc'K. {Vide supra, § 417, p. 57.)

» Comp. K'3X Gen. 27 3S, 37; 43 11; Exod. 33 16: Judg 9 38; 2 Kings

10 10; Isa. 19 12; 23 1; Hos. 13 10; Prov. C 3; Job 9 24.

rb'inn = § 1034.

TlSS Ephod, is nine times plene in this form .... and

throvr/hnvt the Prophets and Hagiographa it is likewise so. That

is, this noun with the prefixes He, Vav and Lamed is with

Vnv plene in these nine instances. As this noun with the

different prefixes occurs no fewer than thirty-one times in the

Pentateuch and as it is defective in twenty-two instances*

and plene in these nine only, the Massorah safeguards the

orthography in the minority of cases. In the Prophets and Hagio-

grapha, however, where this noun occurs eighteen times without

and with the prefixes,* the later plene orthography has uniformly

been adopted. And as there is not a single exception to this

rule the Massorah sim^ records the fact.

Of this Rubi-ic I Collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2348, fol. 84a, on Exod. 28 27 which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 2349, fol. 74 o; (III) Orient. 4445, fol. 70a;

(IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 4:7b; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 112a, all on the

same passage and (VI) the printed Massorah on Exod. 28 4. All

these Lists state that there are nine such instances only and

omit Exod. 28 26. This, as is to be seen in the notes to my
edition of the Hebrew Bible, is in accordance with the Jerusalem

Codex. The Hellali Codex, however, has it plene.

> Comp. IBM Exod. 28 15; 29 8; iBKn 28 G, 12, 25, 20; 29 6, 5, 5; 39 2,

7, 18, 19, 20, 20, 21, 21, 21, 22; Levit. 8 7,' 7; Iblh Exod. 23 7.

* Comp. T1BK Judg. 17 5; 18 14; 1 Sam. 2 18, 28; 14 3; 22 18; 23 6;

2 Sam. 6 14; Hos. 3 4; 1 Chron. 15 27; TlBxri Judg. 18 17, 18, 20; 1 Sam. 21 10;

28 9; 30 7, 7; Hbk^ Judg. 8 27.

iT^nnn = § 1035.

T^K^ for, or in the Ephod, occurs three times, it is twice

plene and once defective. That is, in Exod. 35 9, 27, it is spelled

with the Vav and in the first instance, viz. Exod. 25 7 it has

retained its primitive orthography -ibK^ without the mater

leetionet. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Cambridge Add. 1174 on Exod. 35 9 which I

have printed; (II) Orient. 4227, fol. 346, on the same passage

and (HI) the printed Massorah also on the same passage. Jacob
b. Chayim's printed Massorah (List III) which states that the

defective instance is in Exod, 35 27 ('cn '-ina ijron DKWjm) is incorrect.

The expression -va = Exod. 35 27 is a mistake for 'onp = Exod.

25 7 as it is in List II and as is evident from the fact that

Exod. 35 27 is given in the preceding Massorah, viz. § 1034 as

one of the nine plenes.

v!?inn = § 1036.

rnSKlp in darkness, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 1474, fol. 29 a,

on Jei-em. 23 12.

?"^"inn = § 1037.

D^K it ceased, is at an end., occurs four times and ones

it is tcith the prefix He. That is, to distinguish this preterite third

person singular with Tzere under the Pe from the two instances

where this triliteral is with Segol under the Pe and where it is

a noun with the pausal accent (Isa. 34 12; Amos 6 10).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 556, on Geu. 47 15 which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1256, on Isa. 16 4; (III) the

same MS., fol. 1306, on Isa. 29 20; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 39a, on

Gen. 47 15; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 57a, on the same passage; (VI)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. 132 a, and (VII) the

printed Massorah on Gen. 47 15. In Harley 5710—11, VoL I,

fol. 32 a, on Gen. 47 15 the parallel Rubric simply records

the two instances in which p)D3 ce.s occurs and hence the heading

is 'nx: 's.

n"'?"inn = § io38.

DSK an end, nothing, occurs twice tcith Kametz. That is, with

Kametz under the Aleph instead of Segol as it is in all the other

eleven instances where it occurs.* This is due to the pausal

accent which is Soph-Pasuk in Isa. 34 12 and Athnach in Amos
6 10. -This Rubi'ic, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Orient 1474, fol. 2386, on Aiftos 6 10.

' Comp. C3N Numb. 13 28; 23 13; Deut. 15 4; Judg. 4 9; 2 Sam. 12 14;

Isa. 5 8; 41 29; 45 C, 14; 54 16; Amos 9 8.

6i"^*inn = § 1039.

DBKD^ and without, occm-s tioice. Of this Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I)

Arund. Oinent 16, fol. 341 6, on Prov. 14 28 which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 371a, on Dan. 8 25 and (III)

Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passage.

!3"nnn = § io40.

''JIDBK fJiey compassed me, occurs four times in the Scriptures.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1776, on Ps. 18 5 which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2876, on the same

passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 3146, on Ps. 116 3 and (IV)

the printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 22 5. Though none of these

Lists state that it is defective in any of these passages, yet the

Massorah Parva on 2 Sam. 22 5 emphatically notices that this

is a unique instance in which this preterite third person plural

with the suffix first person singular is defective ('cn ? -sebj?).

Comp. Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,250 and the printed Massorah

on this passage. Other MSS., however, read it plene here also.

x-'onnn = § io4i.

pBKri'1 and he refrained himself, occurs twice in the Scriptures.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest constituent parts of

the Massorah, I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed

:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 296, on Gen. 43 31 which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2736, on Esther 5 10;

(III) Orient 4445, fol. 34a, on Gen. 43 31; (IV) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 361a, on Esther 5 10; (V) the printed Massorah on Geu. 43 31

and (VI) the same on Esther 5 10.

3'onnn = § 1042.

npSK io Aphek, ApheJca-, occurs five times and in one

instance it is tcith the prefix Vav. That is, in four passages where

it is without the prefix Vav it is the name of a city pBK with

the local He, whilst in Josh. 15 53 it is the proper name n^BK

Aplieka Avith the prefix Vav.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists, one in MS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 85a, on 1 Kings 20 26 which

I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k,

§ 690. The last line in List I ought properly to bo npsKi pn:i3 'ki

since it is one of the five instances. List II does not refer at

all to the fact that one of the instances is with the prefix Vav

which is misleading.

yainn - § 1043.

D'^ITIBX youry birds, is always defective. That is, whether

without or with prefixes and suffixes this plural noun is always

without law after the Eesh. (Comp. Deut 22 6; Ps. 84 4;

Job 39 30.)

16b
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rairin = § io44.

D^BK Ephraim, is in four instances with Kametz and the.

mnemonic 'sign thereof in Ckaldee is. The staff of Micah is preceded

and firmly established and xoherever it has the accent Athnach

or Soph-Pasuk it is liJcewise so.

This proper name without the prefixes occurs altogether

one hundred and forty-nine times, and when it is with a non-

pausal or conjunctive accent, which is the case in one hundred

and six instances, has the normal Pathach under the Besh, viz.

cn^^t. In four instances, however, it is abnormally with Kametz,

viz. D'nBtt though it has not a pausal accent Hence the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional vowel-points. But that which is the

exception in these four instances is the uniform rule wherever

this name has the pausal accent Athnach or SopJi-Pasuk which

is the case in thirty-nine passages.'

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, ten in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 30&, on Judg. 17 1 which

I have printed: (11) the same MS., fol. 200h, on Hos. 4 17; (III)

Add. 15,251, fol. 90a, on Numb. 13 8; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 295a, on Hos. 4 17; (V) Add. 15,451, foL 1006, on Numb. 13 8;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 176 &, on Judg. 17 1; (VII) the same MS.,

foL 372&, on Hos. 4 17; (VIII) Add. 21,16o, fol. 208a, on Numb.

18 8; (IX) Orient. 2349, fol. 108a, on the same passage; (X)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 186; (XI) the printed Massorah,

on Numb. 13 8 and (XII) the same on Hos. 4 17.

Lipts HI, VIII, IX and XI have the mnemonic sign which

is also given without the record of the passages in Orient. 4445,

fol. 1816, on Numb. 13 8 and in the St. Petersburg Codex of A.

D. 916, on Hos. 4 17 and Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 168&,

which I have printed. Of these, four read irra^oi Knein (Nos, III,

IX; Orient 4445; Harley) and three Knaan inain (Nos. VIH, XI,

St Petersburg Codex).

' Comp. tlie twenty-three instances of BnB« with Athnach Gen. 41 52;

Numb. 1 33; 7 48; Josh. 19 50; 20 7; 21 21; 24 30; Judg. 2 9; 3 27; 45; 10 9;

18 4; 18 13; 1 Sam. 1 1; 2 Sam. 13 23; Isa. 7 2; Jerem. 31 C; Hos, 11 9;

1 Chron. 6 62; 27 10, 14; 2 Chron, IS 4; 15 8 and the sixteen with Soph-Patuk

n;^K Gen. 4$ 20; 48 1; Josh. 17 8, 15; 21 20; 24 33; Judg. 10 1 ; 2 Sam. 18 6;

1 Kings 4 8; Isa. 11 13; 28 3; Jerem. 4 15; 7 15; Neh. 8 16; 1 Chron.

6 61 ; 2 Chron. 25 7.

iTOinn = § 1045.

D^SJKI and Ephraim, occurs five times in the Scriptures .^. . .

and whenever it is combined with Manasseh it is likewise so. With the

prefix Vav this name occurs altogether thirteen times. As it is

in eight instances preceded by Manasseh ' and in these five only

it is without the companion name, the Massorah safeguards the

passages in which it is alone.

Of this Rubric I collated fourteen Lists, twelve in MSS.

and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 1556, on

Judg. 1 29 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 1046,

on Hos. 6 5; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 19 a, on Judg. 1 29;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 1666, on Jerem. 31 9; (V) the same MS.,

'fol. 202o, on Hos. 9 13; (VI) the same MS., foL 2026, on Hos.

10 11; (VII) Add. 15,251, fol. 255a, on Jerem. 31 9; (VHI) the

same MS., foL 296a, on Hos. 10 11; (IX) Add. 15,451, fol. 163a,

on Judg. 1 29; (X) the same MS., fol. 3726, on Hos. 6 5; (XI)

^dd. 21,160, fol. 2906, on Jerem. 31 9; (XII) Halle Ochlah Ve-

%chlah II, § 172; (XIII) the printed Massorah on Numb. 26 28

and (XIV) the same on Jerem. 31 9.

List XH not only states in the heading that there are four

instances only ('i DnB»i), but enumerates four and omits Hos. 10 11

which is due to a later Nakdan who found an incomplete Rubric

and altered the heading in accordance with the number of

instances contained in the List This is evident from all the

other thirteen Lists which duly give the five passages.

» Comp. onsKi HB'm Num)&. 26 -28; Josh. 14 4; IC 4; Isa. 9 20; Ps. 60 9;

108 9; 2 Chron. 34 6, V

vainn =' § 104 6.

n^BK Ephrath, occurs twice with the accent Zakeph-Katon and

Kametz. That is, in the only two instances in which it occurs it

has this accent

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I).*Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2386, on 1 Chron. 2 19 which

I have printed; (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 131a, on the

same passage; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 59a, on Gen. 48 7; (IV)

Orient 2349, fol. 566, and (V) the printed Massorah, all on the

same passage.

The heading in List I ought properly to be 'jnsp 'pn 's it

occurs twice and with Zakeph-Kametz, since it only occurs twice

altogether and has in both instances this accent with Kametz.

To the fact that msM in the first instance is the name of a place

near which Rachel died (Gen. 48 7) and in the second passage

the name of one 9f Caleb's wives (1 Chron. 2 19) are due the

different headings in the other four Lists. Thus List II has it

to""? •'-ina p-in: Lists III and IV 'w^ "nra patop 'a and List V -a

•vrb 'aoi pop »ipT. It will thus be seen that all the other Massorahs

emphasise the fact that this expression is used in two different

senses which is unnoticed in the Rubric I have printed. These

two expressions form part of the alphabetical List of words

which respectively occur twice in two different senses.'

» Comp. The Ma»»omh. letter 0, § 248, Vol. II, p. 217 &c.

roinn = § 1047.

nniBK Ephratha, occurs five times. Of this Rubric I collated

two Lists, one in MS. and one printed: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. 315a,

on 1 Chron. 2 24 which I hav6 printed and (II) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 48 7. There are altogether seven instances in

which this expression occurs and the Rubric which I have

printed omits Micah 6 1 and 1 Chron. 2 50. Jacob b. Chayim's

Massorah (List II) which gives all the seven is corrupt ,An

ignorant Nakdan divided 1 Chron 4 4 into two separate catch-

words and hence another Nakdan altered the heading t = 7 into

n = 8. Moreover, the catchwords p-iK maa mra = Gen. 35 16 should

be p^Kn nnaa nip.

This Rubric affords another example of the manner in

which the Massorah groups together in one Rubric words which

are spelled and pointed alike without any regard to their

difference in sense. Thus this quinqueliteral is in three instances

the name of the place nnBK Ephrath, with the local He (Gen. 35 16,

19; 48 7), in two it is the name nn'itK Ephrata, with the He

as part of the expression (Micah 5 1; 1 Chron. 2 24)^

whilst in two passages it is the name Ephratha, the father of

Hur (I Chron. 2 50; 4 4). When the Massorah Parva both in

the MSS. (Add. 15,250; Add. 21,160) and in Jacob b. Chayim's

edition remarks against Gen. 36 16, 19;- 48 7 that nnnoK occurs

three times it refers to nnpK with the local He which occurs three

times in the Pentateuch. By fixing the number at three the

Massorah militates against those Codices which read rncK without

the local He in Gen. 36 19.

n"onnn = § io48,

"•ri^lBS an Ephrathite, occurs three times in the Scriptures. In

the fourth instance where this gentile noun occurs it is with

the prefix He (Judg. 12 5). This Rubric I have found in the

printed Massorah only on 1 Kings 11 26.

y"inn-t2"onnfi = § 1049—1050.

VK he hastened, without and with the prefix Vav, occurs six times.

For this Rubric see above § 18F9a— 6, p. 36.

K'iinn = § 1051.

iT!?''3tK» Words derived from bsui which are unique. This

List, consisting of seven expressions without any heading, does

not occur in the printed Massorah. It is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 776, on Ezek. 13 18, and exhibits the first attempt to

collect the different forms of the root «?»{ which respectively occur

once only, and hence is incomplete. It will be seen that three

of the seven instances represent the verb ^»t (Numb. 11 17;

Ezek. 42 6; Eccl. 2 10), one the noun ^'jtK a noble (Isa. 41 9) and

three the noun ^acK a Juncture, a joint, (Jerem. 38 12; Ezek. 13 18;

41 8), whilst three are omitted, viz. n^x^ (Gen. 27 36); b»w
(Numb. 11 25) and "b^^M (Exod. 24.11).

"

y:iinr\ = § 1052.

72tK Azal, Ami, occurs three times. That is, with Pathcush under

the Tzadl These three instances include the one where Azal is

regarded as the name of a place near Jerusalem (Zech. 14 6)

and the two passages in which it is the name of a Benjamite.

As a proper name of the Benjamite it occurs four times, but

two instances only are included in this Rubric because it is

here with Pathach, which is due to its being in pause; in the

other two passages it is bpf with Tzere (I Chron. 8 37; 9 48).
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Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 130^, on 1 Chron. 8 38

which I have printed; (H) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2446, on

1 Chron. 9 44 and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k,

§ 696. Lists II and III head this Rubric ppinci 'j = it occum three

times and with Pathach which is not quite correct since it ought

properly to be prnfi '3 in contradistinction to the other two
instances where it is with Tzere. The phrase pnmsn .t'?i at the end
of List I which I have printed has simply been added by the

Scribe to fill up the line.

r:"ifin = § 1053.

blJttvP^ and to Azel, occurs tioice. That is, the name of the

same Benjamite with the prefixes. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 136 a, on 1 Chron. 8 38.

T:"ifin = § 1051.

S iK'' he lieth in toait, occurs three times. This Rubric, which I

have found in the printed Massoi'ah Finalis only, letter k,

§ 701, is incorrect since this Kal future third person singular

masculine occurs twice only, and though the heading of the

Rubric states that it occurs three times, the Rubiic itself

records two.

iTiinn = § 1055.

3*I1K ambush, is three times plene in this form. That is,

with the different prefixes, a-ik with and without prefixes

occurs altogether seventeen times. In fourteen instances it is

defective' and plene in these three instances only. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography. Of this Rubric

I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley
5710—li, Vol. II, fol. 2916, on Ezra 8 31 which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 6a; (III) Add. 15,451, fol. 1506, and
(IV) the printed Massorah, all on Josh. 8 19.

» Comp. a'lh Josh. 8 2, 12, 14; Lament. 3 10; aittn Josh. 8 21; Judg. 20 36,

ST, 38; a:*"!- Judg. 16 9, 12; 30 37; a^ki Judg. 20 33; 3:?i<^ 1 Sam. 22 8, 13. •

vannn = § io56.

alJ nS'TKT' to the locust, occurs twice. Of this Rubric I collated

four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,
VoL II, fol. 2576, on Prov. 30 27 which I have printed;

(II) Add. 15,251, foL 394a, on the same passage; (III) the printed

Massorah on Ps. 78 46 and (IV) the same on Prov, 30 27.

r":inn = § 1057.

.

ft ll3^i{3 in Aruboih, in the windows, occurs twice.'^ Qt this

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated

two Lists: (I) Ariihd.. Orient. 16, fol, 335a, on Eccl, 12 8 which
I have printed and (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 3076, on the same
passage. As this expression denotes two different things in the

two passages. List II rightly heads this Rubric 'vrb "nna a.

ri':inn = § io58.

niy rritTj^ J?3^KI1T and in the fourteenth year, occurs twice

at the beginning of a verse. Of this Rubric, which does not occm*
in th3 printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710 -U,
VoL I, fol. 252a, on 2 Kings 18 13 which I have printed;

(H) Add, 15,250, foL 11a, on Gen. U 5 and (III) the same MS.,

fol. 2096, on 2 Kings 18 13. As this phrase, which occurs twice,

begins a verse in both instances the heading in Lists I and II

ought more properly to be 'dc 'r-ii -a. In List III the heading is

simply "piDB 'wn 'a paiKa'' which is perfectly correct since ra-iKai

by itself occurs twice only, but here too it ought properly to be

•"piDB 'K-ll 'a.

fiD":ifin = § 1069.

PS'nKI and four, begins a vei-se in two instances. This numeral
with the prefix Vav occurs altogether seven times at the be-

ginning of a verse. In five instances it is the masculine n^a'^Ki*

and in two only the feminine r3"!Ki. Hence the Massorah safeguards

the minority.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, on
Dan. 7 3, The end of the Rubric states that these two instances

form part of the Massorah which records fourteen expressions

with the prefix Vav which respectively occur twice at the be-

ginning of a verse. {ViJe infra, letter % § 63, p. 399.)

' CJomp. fr^'a-im i Kings 7 30; 2 Kings 7 3; Ezek, 1 6; 10 14; 40 42.

onnn = § 1060.

J^S'lKS ahmit four, occurs four times. This Massorah is

designed to exclude the reading ya-ix? in Zech. 2 10 which is

exhibited both in MSS. and early editions as well as in some of

the ancient Versions and which is now accepted by textual critics

as the original reading.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 192a, on 1 Sam. 26 13

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol, II, fol. 1216, on
Zech. 2 10; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 526, on 1 Sam. 25 13;

(IV) Add, 15,251, fol. 3086, on Zech. 2 10; (V) Add, 15,451,

fol. 1986, on 1 Sam. 22 2; (VI) the same MS., fol. 3906, on
Zoch. 2 10 and (VII) the printed Massorah on 1 Sam, 22 2,

K'mnn = § loei.

niStt P3"]K3 about fo-ur hundred, occurs three times. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated

tw9 Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol, 50 6. on 1 Sam. 23 2 which
I have printed and (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 159a, on the same passage.

3"Dinn = § 1062.

"it^P n^3'nSp to the fourteen, occurs tioice. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Vienna
Codex No. 35 on 1 Chron. 25 21.

3"Dinn = § 1063,

|riP3*lS7 to the four of them, is four times with Nun. That
is, with the suffix third person plural feminine. This numeral
with the prefix Lamed and with the suffix third person plural

occurs altogether ten times, all restricted to Ezekiel, In six in-

stances this suffix is the masculine^ an. in four only is it the

feminine. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority. In fixing

the number at four, the Massorah militates against those Codices

which read onranK^ in all the three instances in Ezek. 1 10 and
which is also exhibited in the editio prineeps of the Prophets,

Soncino 1485—86.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 70 6, on Ezek. 1 18

which I have printed; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 129;

(III) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 295, and (IV) the printed

Massorah on Ezek. 1 18. The heading of this Rubric in List II

clearly indicates the design of this Massorah and is as follows:

iajw pnjo'Di jnya-iK^ Taa Dnra")K^ "jKprrrn Kj'jr bo throughout Ezekiel it is

Drira*iK^ except in four instances tchei-e it is jnyanK^ and the

mnemonic sign thereof is ibjr which are the initials of -m on

(Ezek. 1 10) -IW3 eagle (1 10) nK-ia appearance of (ver. 16) and jrraji

and their felloes (ver, 1 8) and in connection with which tliis form
is used,

> Comp. nn^a-iK^ Ezek. 18, 10; 10 10, 12; 46 22, 23-

TDinn = § 1064,

D^Plp'nSt f<y>ty, begins a verse twice. Of this Rubric I collated

seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 204a, on Ps. 95 10 which I have printed; (II) Arund.
Orient, 16, fol. 308a; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 365a, both on the

same passage; (IV) Orient. 2349, foL 137a, on Deut. 25 3;

(V) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Ps. 95 10; (VI) the printed Massorah
on Deut. 25 3 and (VII) the same on Ps. 05 10. These two
instances constitute part of the List of words which respectively

occur twice at tlie beginning of a verse without the prefix Vav
whilst in all other instances they are with Var. (Vide infra,

letter % § 62, p. 398 &c.)

iT-Dinn = § 106.').

D"'1?I3*1K5 in the fortieth, or in forty, occurs twice , , . . and
once it is with the prefix Caph. Of this Rubric, which does not
occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol, I, fol, 1106, on Deut, 1 3 which I have printed
and (II) Orient, 2349, fol. 123a, on the same passage.

roinn = § iogg.

D''P3'^Kn the foi'ty, occurs three times in the Scripttn-es. That
is, in these three instances only has it the prefix He. Of this

Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed:
(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 146 6, on i Chron. 26 31 which
I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol, 2546, on the same
passage; (III) Add, 15,250, fol. 126, on Gen. 18 29; (IV) the same
MS., fol. 916, on Numb. 33 38; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 2476, on the
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same passage; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passage;

(VII) the printed Massorah on Gen. IS 29 and (VIII) the same

on Numb. 33 38. List III adds at the end mss 'K "k-=;s '« '"iira -K

one instance is in the Pentateuch, one in tU Prophets and one in the

Hagiographa.

r'D-inn = § io67.

^1K1 and lo! occurs five tirtus in this Section. That is, to

distinguish it from the other five passages.>yrhere tlie interjection

is used and where it is ^b^, (Dan. 2 31; 4 7, 10; 7 8, 8). As

these two expressions are used interchangeably (comp. Dan. 7 6,

7, 8) the Massorah records the instances where they are to be

kept distinct from each other.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 282«, on

Dan. 7 2 which I have printed and (II) Annul. Orient. 16,

fol. 370a, on the same passage. List II indicates the design of

this Massorah by the addition at the end ^bvr. 'Ktri.

n'Dinn = § 1068.

n^D^K a healing, occurs four times in the Scrlftures, twice it

is defectwi'and tioice plene. Of this Rubric I collated-seven Lists,

six in MSS. and one printed; (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. 11, fol. 52o,

on Jerem. 30 17 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 546, on Jerem. 33 6; (lA) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 163 a,

on 2 Chron.24 13; (IV) Aruiid. Orient 16, fol. 166^, on Jerem. 30 17;

(V) Add. 15,251, fol. 422&, on Neh. 4 1; (VI) Vienna Codex

No. 35 on 2 Chron. 24 13 and (VII) the printed Massorah on

Jerem. 33 6.

The design of this Massorah is to distinguish between this

feminine noun which is without Dagesh in the Caph and the

feminine adjective nsnK long which occurs three times and is

with Dagesh. {Vide infra, § 1092.) This is indicated in the heading

of List IV which is pan n these four instances are Raphe. The two

instances in which it is plene and the two defective which are

partly indicated at the end of List I are better described by a

mnemonic sign at the end of List III, viz. non rnr 'ba nar ^c

with the verb in the past it is pUne [Neh. 4 1; 2 Chron. 24 13]

with the future it is defective [Jerem. 30 17; 33 6].

ts'Dtrrnn = § loee.

flS the ark of, is three times defective in the Pentateuch. In

the Pentateuch, where this construct occurs altogether eighteen

times, it is plene in fifteen instances and defective in these three

passages only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptions

which in fact exhibit the original orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 101 6, on Numb. 4 5 which I have

printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 84a, on the same passage and

(III) the printed Massorah, on Exod. 30 G. At the end of List III

there is the following addition bsi c^x'?tt 'msi "s: 'cn "mKi r^x:^ "rai

,,,-,-j^ L,23 ^L,0 p-,j,3 nnd with the prefix He it is ahcays defective (p^ri)

in \he Pentateuch and plene (jlnxn) in the Prophets and Hagiographa,

hid with the pi'efix Beth it is unifoi-vihj plene (|nK2) throughout ike

Scriptures. This indicates the portions of the Bible in which

certain forms of this expression have retained tlieir primitive

orthography as well as those parts in which the later introduction

of the iriater lectionis has successfully been carried through.

nnn = § 1070.

bS'nt^^ ^'1^X fnX the ark of the God of Israel, occurs seven

times. ThV ark, which *

is mentioned about fifty-two times in

Samuel, is followed by six different epithets: (1) In twenty-two

instances it is called the ark of God; (2) in eighteen the ark of

Jehmah; (3) in two the ark of the covenant of God; (4) in two the

ark of the covenant of Jehovah; (5) in one the ark of the covenant

of Jehovah of hosts,"^ and (6) in the seven passages before us the

ark of the God of Israel. As the latter are restricted to one section

and, moreover, as in this section some of the other epithets occur

in the very same verses, the Massorah safeguards these seven

instances against being interchanged with the other epithets.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 37?>, on 1 Sam. 5 10 which I

have printed; (II) Cambridge Add. 465; (III) the printed

Massorah, both on the same passage and (IV) the printed

« Comp. (I) D^rt^K pi« 1 Sam. 8 .'i; a^ri'^Kn tlii? 1 Sam. 4 13, 18, 19, 21, 22;

S 1, 2, 10, 10; 14 18," 18-; 2 Sam. 6 2, 3, 4, G, 7, 12, 12; 1.5 24, 25, 29;

(ID ninj r^K 1 Sam. 4 .0; 6 :i, 4; 6 1, 8, It, 15, 18, 21; 7 1, 1 ; 2 Sam. <t 9, 10,

11, 13l', 16, 16, 17; (III) n'll^S!; "'I? T""* 1 Sam. 4 4; 2 Sam. 15 24; (IV) n\r\\ nna ]!1K

1 Sam 4 3, ''-, (V) nn»3X nin;-nn3 |n« i Sam. 4 4.

Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 496. Jacob b. Chajdm's Massorah

is incorrect. List III states that there are six instances only and

omits 1 Sam. 5 It, whilst List IV which also states in the

heading that there are six instances enumerates seven, but some

of the catchwords are incorrect. iccK-i n^»'i = l Sam. 5 8 ought

to be iBCifi inb^'i and dtik s-nb'vii a« = 1 Sam. 6 3 ought to be ck

n« a"n'7U?!2. As all the seven instances occur within a short space,

i. e. 1 Sam. 5- 7—6 3 and, moreover, as one of the instances is

Vrf»b (1 Sam. 5 8) the heading of this Rubric should properly be

p:ym vavi-'bn ?.

s"j?nnn = § 1071.

D^*1^X^! n^nS tllK the ark of the covenant of God, occurs

four times. As in ail the other passages where the Divine name

follows the combination nns jiiK it is the Tetragrammaton {vid^

infra, § 1072), the Massorah safeguards this exceptional phrase.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1406, on 1 Chron. 10 6

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 2485, on the

same passage; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 1506, on Judg. 20 27 and

(IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter x, § 485. The heading

in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah (List IV) 't Brrib» nna p"iK is

incorrect and should be D'rt^^n n'"i2 jnx.

rrnnn = § 1072.

n^lTV rr^^SJ VnVi the ark of the covenant of Jehovah, occurs

tioenty-six times. That is, apart from Kings. Of this Rubric I

collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 248a, on 1 Chron. 15 26 which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., fol. 3rt, on Josh. 4 7; (III) Add. 15,451,

fol. 99a, on Numb. 10 33; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 2046, on the

same passage and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k,

§ 173.

And throughout Kings it is likewise so except in ttoo instances,

viz. 1 Kings 2 26; 8 4. As the combination nirt; n"i? piK which is

the exception in all the other books of the Bible is the normal

one in Kings where it occurs four times (1 Kings 3 15; 6 19;

8 1, 6) and moreover, as in this book the phrase nin' p-iK without

nna is the exception, occurring twice only, the Massorah safeguards

here the minority.

It is remarkable that all the Lists exclude Deut. 10 8 and

include Josh. 3 17 where it is p-ixn the absolute. As four of the

instances are with the prefix Vav (piti Numb. 10 33; 14 44;

Josh. 6 8; 1 Chron. 17 l) and one is with the prefix Lamed }1-W|^

(1 Chron. 28 2) the heading of this Rubric ought to be jn^^ ,pnKi .pTtt

,»-, -ij.,, f,,^^ xhe addition at the end of this Rubric in Jacob b.

Chayim's Massorah ^"rhi^r\ nna p-iK K'laa 'man D'aba '?a'i is due to an

ignorant Nakdan. Tliis combination does not occur in Kings and

the second part of this Rubric is correctly given in the

other Lists.

j"rinn = § 1073.

n'ilT t1*lSl <6e ark of Jehovah, occurs ttoenty-six times. The

design of this Massorah is to safeguard this ph-ase against being

made conformable to the combination B"rt'?Kn piK which occurs

thirty-three times.^

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 386, on 1 Sam. 6 15 which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 46, on Josh. 6 13; (III)

the same MS., fol. 262a, on 2 Chron. 8 11; (IV) Add. 1^,250,

fol. 1186, on Josh. 4 5; (V) Add. 1.5,451, fol. i486, on Josh. 6 13

and (VI) the printed Massorah, Finalis, letter k, § 174.

This Massorah is of importance to textual criticism. It

discloses the fact that in 1 Kings 2 26 a, the original reading

was simply nl-T ^n». and that --nK which is its traditional pronuncia-

tion, as is often the case, has been inserted into the text. (Vide

supi-a, letter k, §§ 107—115, p. 27 &c.) It, moreover, shows that the

reading in the second part of verse 2 in 1 Chron. 15 according

to the Massorah, is nin^ piK and not wr^b^rt piK. This is confirmed by

the Standard Codices (Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund.

Orient. 16; Add. 21,161 &c.) and all the early editions except

Jacob b. Chayim's, Venice 1524—25. This is the reading in the

editio princeps of the Hagiographa, Naples 1486—87; the first

edition of the Bible, Soncino 1488; the second and third editions

Naples 1491—93; Bresica 1494; the Complutensian, the first

' Comp. D'Sj^^lv" i^"'»* 1 Sim. 3 3; 4 1.% 18, 19, 21, 22; 5 1, 2, 10, 10;

14 18, 18; 2 Sam. ^2, 3, 4, 0, 7, 12, 12; 15 24, 25, 29; 1 Chron. 13 6, 6, 7, 12, 14;

15 2 2 15, 24; 46 I; ». .Ghron. 1 4. This is exclusive of the combination wiUi

the prefix^, viz. n'rl:>fn'rnxi l Sam. 4 11, 17; 2 Sam. 7 2 and O'rt^wi jn*^

1 Chron. 15 1.
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edition of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517 &e. I have, therefore,

adopted it in my edition of the Hebrew Bible where I give

the alternate reading from the Codex Hellali in the margin.

And from 1 Sam. 6 1 to 7 2 it is likewise rrw piK except in

one instance, viz. 6 3. The promiscuous use of the two phrases

rrirr fliK and ort^Kn pK does not obtain in 1 Sam. 6 1—7 1. In

this portion rrfrr flnx is uniformly used. (Comp. 1 Sam. 6 1, 8, 11,

15, 18, 21; 7 1, 1.) The Massorah, therefore, in the second part

of this Rubric, exempts this portion as requiring no protection

and simply safeguards the solitary deviation in 1 Sam. 6 3.

In Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah (List VI) this Rubric is

incorrect It wrongly states in the heading that there are twenty-

three instances of this phrase and records this number only,

omitting 2 Sam. 6 11, 17; 2 Chron. 8 11. Like all the other Lists,

however, it gives 1 Kings 2 26 as one of the instances and as

explicitly states that in the second part of verse 2 in l Chron. 15

the reading is r^rr jliie.

TPinn = § 1074.

mjyn |i*lK the ark of the testimony, occurs twelve times. That

is, in contradistinction to the other epithets which follow the

expression jIik and which are recorded in §§ 1070—73. It will

be seen that with the exception of the solitary instance in Joshua,

this phrase is restricted to Exodus and Numbers.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. l^Ja, on Josh. 4 16 which

I have printed; (11) Orient 4445, fol. 68o, on Exod. 26 33;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 36, on Josh. 4 16; (IV) Add. 15,451,

fol. 1476, on the same passage; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 1086, on

Exod. 26 33; (VI) the same MS., fol. 1346, on Exod. 39 35; (VII)

Orient 2349, fol. 73a, on Exod. 26 33; (VIII) the printed

Massorah on Exod. 30 26 and (IX) the same on Numb. 7 89.

n'Pinn = § 1075.

TtiTT^ ri'''nlS li'nKl and the ark of the covenant of Jehovah^

occurs tioice. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 212a, on Numb. 14 44 which

I have printed; (II) Orient 2349, fol. 107a, on Numb. 10 33;

(III) the printed Massorah on the same passage and (IV) the

same on Numb. 14 44. Though all the four Lists state that there

are two instances only of this combination, this phrase actually

occurs four times and Joh. 6 8 and 1 Chron. 17 1 are omitted.

It is, therefore, evident that the qualifying expression vntrxa in

this hook, i. e. in Numbers, or Knmxa in the Pentateuch has been

omitted, as is often the case in such headings.

T'pnnn = § 1076.

0^1^X3 as cedars, occurs twice, once it is with Pathach and

once with Kametz. That is, under the Caph; hence the Massorah

safeguards the two different vowel-points. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists:

(I) Add. 21,160, fol. 23 Iff, on Numb. 24 6 which I have printed;

(II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 262a, on Cant 6 15 and (III) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 350a, on the same passage. These two instances

form part of the alphabetical Lists of words beginning with Caph

which respectively occur twice, once with Sheva or the feeble vowel

which is its substitute and once with its normal vowel-point*

1 Comp. T/,e Munnorah, letter 3, § 18, Vol. II, p. C.

?*r"inn = § 1077.

''H^K my path, occurs tioice. This Rubric I found in the

printed Massorah only, on Ps. 139 3.

nT"inn = § io78.

"'nXS as a lion, occtirs twice with Kametz. That is, to distin-

guish it from the other two instances in which this quadriliteral

occurs and where it is with Pathach. (Comp. the next Rubric.)

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 289a, on Ps. 23 17 which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 135a, on Isa. 38 13; (III)

the Leicester Codex on Ps. 22 17 and (IV) the printed Massorah

on Numb. 24 9. These four Lists exhibit different recensions of

this Rubric. According to Lists I and II the two instances here

recorded are both with Kametz. According to List III Isa. 38 13

is with Pathach and Ps. 22 17 with Kametz,^ whilst according to

List IV Ps. 22 17 is one of the two instances in which this

quadriliteral has Pathach and is the subject of a various reading.*

The Rubric in this magnificent Codex is as foUoV : ns m op m a nH3

J This Rubric i« as follows: 2'n3 nH3 ^bm 't nio ,»-i«3 23V p2 ''Ci 'a n»a.

2"i?-inn = § 1079.

^K5 as a lion, occurs four times, twice -with Kametz and

tioice with Pathach. As this quadriliteral, which occurs altogether

four times, has in two instances Kametz under the Caph and in

i two Pathach, this Massorah fixes the passages in which this dif-

ference obtains.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists, one in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement fol. 133o, which

I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k,

§ 702, For the examination of the different recensions of this

Massorah and the charges against Jacob b. Chayim in connection

therewith I mast refer to my Introduction to the Massoretico Critical

edition of the Hehreiv Bible p. 968 &c.

D"inn = § 1080.

^K^K Ariel, occurs four times. That is, without the prefixes,

as is evident from the fact that with prefixes this name occurs

more times, as we shall see in the next Rubric. This Rubric, which

1 have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter k,

§ 703, is incorrect since it occurs five times, 1 Chron. 11 22 is

omitted. The addition at the end of the Rubric denotes that in

2 Sam. 23 20 it is "tk-ik with Yod defective.

K'-Dinn = § 1081.

^K'HK* Mnemonic sign for the orthography of Ariel. Whilst

the preceding Massorah is restricted to the instances in which

this name occurs without the prefixes, tihis Rubric records the

proper orthography of it without and with the suffixes. This

name, which occurs altogether nine times, is according to this

Massorah, spelled in three different ways: (1) in 2 Sam. 23 20

it is b^-^ without the Yod; (2) in Eze'i 43 15, 16 it is b'«n». with

the Yod after the Aleph and (3) in all the' other six instances,

viz. Isa. 29 1, 1, 2, 2, 7; 1 Chron. 11 22 it is ^k"ik with the Yod

after the Resh. This Rubric, therefore, takes no notice of the

Keri in Ezek. 43 15, 16. This Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Orient 147^, fol. 124a, on Ezek. 43 15.

Two mistakes have crept into it in the printing; in the first

line it should be bH"^* and in the last line '?Knx.

TDinn = § 1082.

^K^TMIp to Ariel, occurs twice in two different senses. That is,

with the prefix Lamed it is once emblematically used for Jerusalem,

and once it is the proper name of a chief. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Add. 15,251, fol. 420a, on Ezra 8 16 which I have printed

and (II) Orient 1474, fol. 1676, on Isa. 29 2.

j'Dinn = § 1083.

rPIK ''I3J1 hV rT'lK* For the import of this Rubric, wliich

prescribes the arrangement of the poetical lines of Exod. 15 1—19,

see letter », § 381, Vol. II, p. 620.

TBinn = § 1084.

^5^*nK^ they may he lengthened, occurs three times in this

form in Kings it is dsfactive, in the other two instances it is

plene. That is, this Hiphil future third person plural masculine,

without and with the prefix Vav occurs three times in contradistinc-

tion to the other three instances in which it is with paragogic

Nun and which are recorded in the following Rubric. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 2349,

fol. 137a, on Deut 25 15.

iTB'nnn = § io85.

PID'^KIJ they may lengthen, occurs three times. This Hiphil

future third pei'son plural masculine with paragogic Nun, which

occurs three times, is differently spelled in every instance. The

first time, which is in the Decalogue, it is jo-ik;: without the Yod

but with the Vav (Exod. 20 12); the second time, which is the

parallel passage also in the Decalogue, it is jsn^ with the Yod,

but without the Vav (Deut 5 16), whilst in the third instance it

is p-ixt;: without both Yod and Vav (Deut 6 2). The Massorah,

therefore, safeguards the striking phenomenon in the orthography

of this expression.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 476, on Exod. 20 12 which I have printed; (II) Orient 2349,

fol. 69a, on the same passage; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 2646,

on Deut. 5 16 and (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same

passage.
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rpinn = § lose.

IJD^TK'I and they drew out, occurs twice, once it it plene and

once defe2ive. This Hiphil future third person plural masculine

with the prefix Vav which occurs twice, is in the first instance

without the Yod after the Re*h, whilst ip the parallel passage

which is the second instance, it is with it Hence the Massorah

safeguards the variation in the spelling. This Rubric, which

does not* occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,850,

foL 1856, on 1 Kings 8 8.

rDlfin = § 1087.

13''"Wt ye shall prolong, occvm three times. That i?«, in contra-

distinction* to the other two instances in which this Hiphil future

second plural masculine occurs and where it is with paragogic

Nun and with the Vav (Deut 4 26; 30 18). As both these forms

occur in the sariie book, the Massorah indicates the passages in

which this variation in the orthography obtains. Of this Rubric

I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient

2349, fol. 1296, on Deut 11 9 which I have printed; (II) Orient

2348, fol. 1396, on the same passage and (III) the printed Massorah

on Deut 32 47.

n'Dinn = § io88.

nttK] nprraT! D"!^ T^ long»ufering and plenteous in

mercy and in truth, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 576,

on Exod. 34 6. It will be seen that this careful Nakdan gives

the catchwords for Ps. 86 15 DT^K.-rrr rrri^, whereas the received

text reads it "^ f* ™^-

tt'Dinn = § 1089.

*TpJ<5J in the length of, occurs three times and is defective in

the Scriptures once in the Pentateuch, once in the Propliets and

once in the Hagiographa. In the other two instances where it

occurs it is with Kametz under the Beth (-i;^ Exod. 27 11;

Ezek. 48 18).

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, fol. 90a, on Ezek. 31 7,

which I have printed; (H) the same MS., Vol. U, fol. 2546, on

Prov. 26 15; (HI) Orient 4445, fol. 676, on Exod. 26 13; (IV)

Arund. Orient 16, foL 1866, on Ezek. 31 7; (V) the same MS.,

foL 346a, on Prov. 25 15; (VI) Add. 15,250, fol. 466, on Exod.

26 13; (Vn) Add. 15,251, fol. 566, on thrf' same passage; (VIII)

Add. 15,451, foL 326a, on Ezek. 81 7; (IX) Orient 2349, fol. 726,

on Exod. 26 13 and (X) the printed Massorah on Ezek. 31 7.

The heading in List VI, viz. "ftn -j p»«^ ** occurs three times

with Sheva shows that the design of this Massorah is to safeguard

it against the instances in which it is with Kametz. It will be

seen that '*bi here denotes Sheva.

Jt'TTin - § 1090.

typ'' "'prf? for length of days, occurs three times in the Saip-

tures thus ^comAined. In the other four instances where this phrase

occurs it is without the prefix Lamed (Ps. 21 5; 91 16; Prov.

8 2, 16) and once it is with the prefix Vav (Job 12 12).

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL 11, foL 203a, on Ps. 93 5 which

1 have printed; (H) the same MS., VoL II, foL 2706, on Lament

5 20; (III) Arund. Orient 16, foL 8076, on Ps. 93 5; (IV) the

same MS., foL 868a, on Lament 5 20; (V) Add. 21,160, foL 8l8a,

on the same passage and (VI) the printed Massorah on

Ps. 98 5.

K'JfTnn - § 1091.

arfn ISHK the length thereof and the breadth, occurs tiiree

times. Norinally'when t* with the suffix third person singular

masculine, viz. ixyt, is followed by arh the latter is also with

this suffix, L e. larn with or without the prefix Vav (Ezek. 40 20;

2 Chron. 8 8 Ac) The Massorah, therefore, records this abnormal

combination. This Rubric, which does not occur ih the printed

Massorah, is from Orient 1474, foL 120a, on Ezek. 40 21.

3'3fVin « § 1092.

n^lK long, oeeurs three times and i$ defective. That is, this

feminine 'adjective with Dagesh in the Caph in contradistinction

to the feminine noun without Dagesh in the Caph and is plene.

(Vide supra, % 1068.) The necessity for safeguarding these instances

will be seen from the note on Jerem. 29 28 in my edition of

the Bible,

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, nine in MSS.

and three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, foL 198a, on

2 Sam. 3 1 which I have printed; (H) the same MS., VoL H,

foL 51a, on Jerem. 29 28; (HI) the same MS., VoL H, fol. 2266,

on Job 11 9; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, foL 58 a, on 2 Sam. 3 1;

(V) the same MS., foL 166a, on Jerem. 29 28; (VI) the same MS.,

foL 325a, on Job 11 9; (VII) Add. 15,250, foL 1656, on 2 Sam. 3 I;

(VIII) Add. 15,-i51, foL 254a, on Jerem. 29 28; (IX) Add. 15,451,

foL 205a, on Jerem. ^J9 28; (X) the printed Massorah on 2 Sam.3l;

(XI) the same on Jerem. 29 28 and (XII) the same on Job 11 9.

r3t"inn = § 1093.

iTfliO'TK her palaces, is four times defective. This plural noun,

without and with the prefixes, but with the suffix third person

both feminine and masculine, which occurs altogether fourteen

times, is pleue in nine instances^ and defective in five only.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient 16, foL 205a, on Amos 1 7. As one of

the instances is not only with the suffix third person singular

masculine, but with the prefix Vav (vnia"}Ki Amos 6 8) the heading

ought properly to be •v*n. 'on "\ ^niB-iKi or vroo-uo 'ki 'on ': rrrcOTK.

' Comp. n'n»9"?»» Isa. 8S 13; Jerem. 6 5; Amos 1 10, 14; P«. 48 14;

Lament. 2 5, 7; 2 Chron. 3« 19; "frt50"««a Ps. 48 4.

Ticnnn = § io94.

]l3'nK Amon, is three times defective in the Pentateuch. With

the exception of Numb. 21 24, which is excluded from this Rubric

because it is here jinico with the prefix, the name of this river

occurs twelve times in the Pentateuch. As it is defective in nine

instances' and plene in three only, the Massorah safeguards the

exceptional orthography. The necessity for safeguarding these

instances will be seen in the notes on these passages in my
edition of the Bible.

Throughout the Prophets it is likewise plene except in one in-

stance. In the Prophets, however, where it occurs altogether

eight times without the prefixes the reverse is the case, the plene

is the rule and the defective is the exception. Here it is plene

in seven instances^ and defective in one place only. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the solitary exception.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, foL 996, on Numb. 21 13

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, foL 866; (III) Add. 15,451,

foL 107a; (IV) Add. 21,160, foL 2246; (V) Orient 2349, foL 1136,

and (VI) the printed Massorah, all on the same passage.

The different headings of these Lists are very instructive

inasmuch as they show that they do not emanate from the same

School of Massorites. Thus List II has it simply -^k^b i it is three

times defective, without the qualifying expression rrnna which is

misleading since jIs-tk is ten times plene. Lists III, V and VI

have it 'ina ••?» •: taking no notice of the second part of this

Rubric which treats of the Prophets, whilst List IV states at

the end of the Rubric '^a prniai cnras bs^ not admitting the single

exception in this part of the Bible. The printed Massorah Parva

on 2 Kings 10 33 -inaai "raJS 'on -b p-iK this defective jJ-tk i» unique

in the Prophets and Hagiographa, is incorrfect since the name of

this river does not occur at all in the Hagiographa.

« Comp. ]^» Numb. 21 26, 28; 28 36; Deut. 8 24, S6; S 8, 12, 16; 4 48.

' Comp. pi-}» Josh. 13 1, 2; IS 9, 16; Judg. 11 18, 18, 26. The four instances

with prefixes which occur in this division of the Bible are also plene, rix.

I13-W3 Jerem. 48 20; V^^) Isa. 16 2; r31»!? Judg. 11 13, 22.

,T3i"inn = § 1095.

*Ttt^?fi1K1 and Arpachshad, occurs three times at the beginning

of a verse. In the other two instances where this name is with

the prefix Vav it is in the middle of the verse (Gen. W 22;

1 Chron. 1 17). This Rubric, which does not occur in the p*mted

Massorah, is from Add. 15,251, foL 18a, on Gen. 11 12.

VJCTfin = § 1096.

y^ a land, begins a verse thirteen times. Of this Rubric I

collated 'six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, VoL I, fol. 117o, on Deut 8 8 which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., VoL 11, foL 46a, on Jerem. 22 29; (IH) Add. 15,251,

foL 859a, on Ps. 67 7; (IV) the same MS., foL 368a, on Ps. 107 34;

(V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, fol. 97a, margin and (VI) the

printed Massorah on Ps. 68 9. Though the heading of the List

which I have printed distinctly states that there are thirteen
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such instances twelve only are recorded, as Job 10 22 is omitted.

This, however, is manifestly due to a clerical error since all the

other Lists give it.

rstifin = § 1097.

P*nK land, is in fourteen instances loith Kametz in the Scriptures.

That is, this triliteral without the pausal accent is abnormally

f^ instead of jnjt with Segol under the Al^h. Hence the Massorah

records the exceptions.

And wherever it is with the accent Athnach or Soph-Pamk it is

likewise so except in four instance*, f^ with Kametz occurs altogether

about one hundred and eleven times. In forty-eight instances it is with

the pausal Acc&nt Athnach^ and in forty-nine with the pausal accent

Soph-PasukJ^ As it is in these fourteen instances only where it is |nK

without tlfe pausal accent, the Massorah records this phenomenon.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists, fourteen in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 376, on Jerem. 9 18

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. H, fol. 186&, on

Ps. 44 4; (III) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Isa. 49 13;

(IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1246, on Isa. 14 9; (V) the same

MS., fol. 132a, on Isa. 33 9; (VI) the same MS., fol. 1535, on

Jerem. 9 18; (VII) the same MS., fol. 1666, on Jerem. 31 8;

(VIII) the same MS., fol. 221a, on Zech. 12 1; (IX) the same

MS., foL 2946, op Ps. 44 4; (X) Add. 15,250, fol. 220a, on

Isa. 14 9; (XI) Add. 15,251, foL 8116, on Zech. 12 1 ;
(XII) Add. 15,45^

foL 288a, on Jerem. 31 8; (XIII) the same MS., fol. 366a, on

Isa. 49 18; (XIV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 36, and (XV) the

printed Massorah on Isa. 14 9.

The heading in six of these Lists (III, VI, VII, X, XI, XV)

states that it is in these fourteen instances with the accent

Zakeph ^'3tap xpT i") ; but this is incorrect, since it is in eleven

instances jni with Zakeph (Deut 32 13; Isa. 14 9, 21; 33 9;

44 28; 49 13; 51 16; 62 10; Jerem. 9 18; 16 19; Zech. 12 1);

in two' instances it is pnK with SegoUha (Isa. 51 13; Jerem. 31 8),

whilst in one instance it is pk with Revia (Pa. 44 4). The other

nine Lists simply and more correctly head it 'xap T'' it isfourteen

times with Kametz apart from where it is with the pausal accents

Athnach and Soph-Pasuk. Against the thirteenth instance in the

List which I have printed Zech. 9 lis a mistake for Zech. 12 1.

The second part of this Rubric is also given as a separate

Massorah. Of it I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 292a, on Ps. 36 20; (II) the

same MS., fol. 2956, on Ps. 48 11; (III) the same MS., fol. 348a,

on Prov. 30 14; (IV) the printed Massorah on Ps. 36 20 and

(V), the same on Prov. 30 14.

* Comp. pK Deut 33 17; 1 Sam. S 10; 2 Sam. 3 12; 23 43; Isa. 8 »;

9 18; 11 4; 18 3; 4S 22; 58 14; 60 21 ; Jerem. 10 13; 33 29; 51 16; Amos 4 13;

Micah e 2; Hab. 3 12; Ps. 23 28; 37 11, 22, 29, 34;. 46 3; 50 1 ; 74 17; 89 12;

95 4; 98 3; 101 8; 114 7; 119 119; 138 4; 117 13; Prov. 2 21; 3 19; 29 4; SO 4,

24; Job 3 14; 6 10; 7 1; 14 19; 18 4, 17; U 11; 38 4, 18; 39 24.

3 Comp. pM Exod. 15 12; 1 Sam. 35 23; 2 Kings 5 19; Isa. 23 S, 9;

24 18, 19; 26 15; Jerem. 6 22; 25 32; 50 41; Ezek. 37 33; Hos. 6 3; Amos 8 4; 9 9;

Obad. 3; Mieah 1 3 ; 5 3; Hab. 3 9; Zech. 9 10; Ps. 3 8, 10; 25 1^47 «-, 4ft T; m-%i
72 6, 8; 75 9; 76 13; 79 2; 80 10; 83 6; 89 28^ 189 16; 147 G; 148 11; Prov. 8 16,

2.3, 29; 10 30; 17 24; 3^ 23; Job 8 9; IS 16; 80 4; 24 4; 38 24; Lament. 3 34.

n'xnnn = § i098.

t^HK* In Jive instances the textual reading is fnx hmd for which

the Sevir is nriK to the land. On referring to the notes on these

passages in my edition of the Bible it will be seen that the Sevir

is the textual reading in a number of MSS.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2348, fol. 65a, on Gen. 46 25; (II) Orient 2349,

fol. 66a; (III) Orient 23G5, fol. 46a, and (IV) the printed Massorah,

all the same passage.

B'xnnn = § 1099.

HPpS r^K the land of Qilead, occurs twice .... and in two

instances fyt is with ihe prefix Beth and n^^a with the prefix He. As

iy*?i which is in eight instances preceded by pnx^ has the prefix

He six times 1 and is without it in these two instances only, the

Massorah safeguards the exceptional combination. In the second

part of this Rubric the reverse is the case. Here the Massorah

protects the two instances in which n^^a has the prefix He against

being made conformable to the two passages where this com-

bination is without it (1 Kings 4 19; 1 Chron. 5 9). This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1076, on Numb. 32 1.

t Comp. f^hm f*iK Numb. SS 29; Josh. 33 9, 18, 16; 2 Sam. 17 20;

2 Klan M S3.

tt^nn = § 1100.

^Kjt^ r^^» Throughout this book it is ^tr nSTte except in

three instances wh^re it is hirfvi |n^,The normal phrase throughout

Ezekiel, when speaking of the land of Israel, is b^r^, noT* which

occurs no fewer than seventeen timea* As it is in these three

instances only where the synonym pit takes the place of non^jt

the Massorah safeguards the abnormal combination.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists, one in MS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 184a, on Ezek. 27 17 which I

have printed and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 426.

« Comp. hirjyy^ naiK Ezek. U 17; 12 19, 22; 13 9; 18 2; 20 38, 42; 21 7;

25 3, 6; S3 24; 36 6; 37 12; 38 18, 19; b¥n}f] DOlN^ Ezek. 7 2; 21 8.

K'e^nn = § iioi.

D^tttth Yl^ ^ 6arth and the heavens, occurs twice. The design

of this Massorah is to safeguard this abnormal combination

against being made conformable to the normal phrase jnr wpi
which occurs seven times< ' and which was also the reading here, as

is {^.tested by the Samaritan text, the Septuagint and the Vulgate.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists, one in MS. and one
printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 30a, oh Gen. 2 4 which I have
printed and (H) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

> Comp. pKi O'OB' Gen. 14 19, 22; Jerem. 33 26; 41 7; Joel 4 16; Ps. 69 36;

146 6.

3'»nn = § 1102.

IPbin |nK3 in the land of Gilead. For this Rubric see

§ 1099/ ' "

rrnn - § uos.

B^*DlT I'THtSi in the land of ihe living, occurs three times in

this combination. The design of this Massorah is to safeguard this

exceptional phrase against the normal combination which is

B"*!? {HKa without the prefix He and which occurs eight times

(Ezek."26 20; 32 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 32; Ps. 27 13).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 18a, on Isa. 38 11

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 135a, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 3196, on Ps. 142 6; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 3306, on Job 28 13; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 2296,

on Isa. 38 11; (VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage

and (VII) the same on Job 28 13.

rvnn = § 1104.

gi'oups or phrases of the sams import in which the first and fourth

are the same and the second and third are the same.

Divested of its artificial language, the design of this

Massorah is to safeguard the Variation in the expression used

in connection with the identical admonition. And thou shalt remember

that thou toast a hondman^ reiterated in four passages. In the first

and fourth instances this admonition is followed by the expression

onxa fiKS tin the land of Egypt, whilst in the second and third

passages it is followed by onwa in Egypt.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, three in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 1366, on Deut 24 18 which I have

printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 1466, on the same passage; (III)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 120; (IV) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

§ 290; (V) the printed Massorah on Deut 16 16 and (VI) the

same on Deut 16 12. The expression 'opea in the heading must

denote here in the same sense or of the same import, for it cannot

possibly refer to the accents which are not the same in these

four passages, unless it is a clerical error for "sps which is in

the heading of List IL Both these Lists (I, II) emphatically state

in the heading that there are four such instances only and

record four, and though Lists III and IV have no headings they

too catalogue the same four instances. Lists I and II omit

Deut 16 16 where the present Massoretic text has o'lnata pM^

following the admonition tm "Ojj 'j Jji-pn, whilst Lists III, IV and V
which give this passage, omit Deut 6 15. List VI, which exhibits

a different recension of this Massorah, gives three instances in

which D^nxoa follows this admonition and says that in all the

others it is "tr-oa f^-^ ^"* *h® catchword btk for the first of the

three instances does not occur in any verse in which anxai^

follows ;jn3Tj, nor does this List specify the passages in which

^TW? ryf^ follows this admonition.
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The conflicting Massorahs are due to the variations which

were preserved in the ancient Codices, as will be seen from the

notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible, and to the

fact that the different Massorites worked upon different recensions

of the text

.Trnn - § 1106.

riij?^ ^^ *'" *** ^"'^^ occurs Jive times. That is, in con-

tradistinction to jnMai which occurs seven times (comp. Deut. 3 24;

1 Sam. 26 8; Joel 3 3; Ps. 113 6; 135 6; 1 Chron. 29 11;

2 Chron. 6 14).

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 169o, on Jerem. 33 13 which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., foL 866a, on Neh. 9 35;

(III) Add. 15,251, fol. 2626, on Jerem. 44 1; (IV) Add. 21,160,

foL 57a, on Gen. 47 14; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Neh. 9 86

and (VI) the printed Massorah on Qm. 47 14.

rtrnn - § iioe.

l^JKH* Sixteen words respectively occur once only in combination

with fyxn. Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Jerem. 1 18 which I

have printed; (II) Orient 4446, foL 476, on Gen. 41 47 and

(III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 754.

Though List I states in the heading that there are sixteen

such combinations, it enumerates fifteen only and as one of these,

i. e. No. 5, is wrong since rWr^if occurs about sixty times (vide

supra, letter k, §§ 683-^536) it actually gives fourteen instances.

List II,, which exhibits the oldest extant form of this Massorah,

has as yet no heading and simply records twelve instances of

this unique combination. It gives two which are not in List I,

viz. f-jKn to?ni Gen. 41 47 and jnict D?n Ezek. 45 16. It not only

omits the wrong instance }r«rpbi*, but also four others, viz. rts^oarr^s

fn^ Jerem. 26 26; jn??"^ Ps. 50 4; jn^'i'OOp Neh. 9 24 and

fn^T "wpi Neh. 10 32. Whilst List III, which is the latest development

of this Rubric and which has already the catchwords, makes up the

sixteen instances by giving the fifteen of List I and the addition

pKTj D^n Ezek. 45 16 which, as we have seen, is already given in

List II.' It, moreover, substitutes brw --a but -on -iwa {men an equally

wrong instance for the incorrect jrjun *?»(. Besides Jacob b.Chayim's

List in the printed Massorah suffers from the following serious

blunders. It gives nrshh", o-roB an -mmrt f^ifm rfrpi = 2 Kings 26 12

instead of rraTS n-ittKi pKn m^nai = Jerem. 62 16; it has f^i^^f

instead of y^n •'i?y Zeph. 2 3, as is evident from the catchwords,

and pKn-bK instead of p»tT'?Ki Ps. 60 4.

The difficulty, however, connected with this Massorah,

arises from the heading in Lists I aiid III which states that

there are sixteen such unique combinations, whereas there are

about seventy. The explanation of this discrepancy, as is often

the case, is to be sought in the fact that this Rubric exhibits

the first attempt of the original Massorites to collect these unique

combinations, leaving it to their colleagues and successors to

complete the List For this reason they did not supply it with

a heading as it is in List II. Later Nakdanim, however, instead

of completing the catalogue, mistook the fragment as containing

all the passages and, therefore, affixed a heading to it corre-

sponding to the number of instances recorded in the incipient

Massorah.

r»nn - § hot.

inKH* Three verses respectively end with fyn and the next

verse in each case begins wi^ the same expression with ike prefix

Vav. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. 11, fol. llo, on Isa. 24 4 which I

have printed; (II) Orient 2848, fol. 396; (III) Orient 2849, fol 296,

and (IV) the printed Massorah, all on Gen. 1 1.

ri'vnn - § iios.

nX^n Y^t^ **^ ^*»<^> occurs three times. This Rubric, which

I have found only in the Model Codex Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2686,

on 2 Chron. 20 7, is inexplicable, since this combination occurs more

than thirty times.' I must leave the explanation of this enigmatic

Rubric to those who are greater experts in Massoretic terminology.

1 Comp. ntt^n pMn Gen. 13 7; IS 7; 24 5, 7; 31 18; CO 24; Numb. 14 8,

8, 14; S3 6, 22; Deut sVs; 9 4; 36 9; Josh. 1 IS; 11 16; IS 7; 2 Kiii«t 18 25; Ita.

36 10, 10; Jerem. IS 13; 16 IS; 84 6; SS 9; 8« 20; S3 22; S€ 29; S7 19;

Ezek. 47 21 &o.

B'Wn = § 1109.

t^^^ll and the earth, begins a verse eight times and in

one instance it is without the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric I collated

eleven Lists, nine in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol II, fol. 11 a, on Isa. 24 6 which I have printed; (II) Orient

4445, fol. 1116, on Levit 25 23; (III) St Petersburg Codex of

A. D. 916, on Isa. 24 6; (IV) the same Codex on Ezek. 36 34; (V)

Arund. Orient 16, foL 106, on Josh. 13 6; (VI) the same MS.,

fol. 128a, on Isa. 24 6; (VII) the same MS., foL 1906, on Ezek.

36 34; (Vni) the same MS., foL 200a, on Hos. 2 24; (IX) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, foL 97a, margin; (X) the printed Massorah

on Oen. 1 2 and (XI) the same on Levit 25 23.

^'Vfin = § 1110.

V*^ and the earth, is thrie times with Kametz in the Scrip-

tures and whenever it is preceded by a^pf heaven it is like-

wise so. Normally the prefix Vav is with Kametz in the phrase

jnjKj tre^ which occurs eleven times. ^ As it is in these three

instances only that it is with Kametz apart from this combination,

the Massorah safeguards the exceptional vowel-points.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, foL 12a, on Isa. 26 19 which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2646, on Prov. 25 3;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, foL.129a, on Isa. 26 19; (IV) the same

MS., foL 146a, on Isa. 65 17; (V) the same MS., fol. 8456, on

Prov. 25 3; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 392a, on the same passage;

(VII) Add. 16,461, fol. 3706, on Isa. 65 17; (VIH) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah II, § 86; (IX) the printed Massorah on Isa. 26 19 and

(X) the same on Prov. 25 3.

As the three exceptic^ occur in the three divisions of the

Bible, List IV adds "iroa 'k\ 'asa -n 'iro m. The heading of List VI

}nrra 'i it occurs three times in an exceptional manner or by itself is

due to the fact that in these three passages it is without o^a^^.

1 C!omp. ri^ n«aB' Oen. 14 19, 22; Jerem. SS 26; 61 48; Joel 4 16;

Ps. 69 86; 115 l&Vlsi^; 124 8; 1S4 i; 146 6.

K"»»nn = § 1111.

irTKS €u the land, occurs five times in the Scriptures. That is,

with the prefix Caph with Sheva, to distinguish it from the

numerous passages in which it is with the prefix Beth.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. n, foL 1035, on Hos. 2 5 which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. H, fol. lS8a, on Ps. 78 69;

(HI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 200 a, on Hos. 2 6; (IV) the same

MS., foL 820a, on Ps. 143 6; (V) Add. 16,251, fol. 1106, on

Deut 11 10; (VI) the same MS., fol. 2945, on Hos. 2 5; (VII)

Add. 21,160, fol. 27 la, on Deut 11 10; (VIII) Orient 2349,

fol. 35a, on Gen. 13 10; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah H, § 36,

and (X) the printed Massorah on Gen. 13 10.

The design of this Massorah is to exclude the reading

p^ in Ps. 78 69 and 143 6, which is to be found in some MSS.

and editions and which is exhibited in the ancient Versions, as

may be seen from the notes on these passages in my edition

of the Bible.

3'»rnn - § 1112.

tnK5 as ihe land, occurs twice. That is, with Kametz under

the Caph in contradistinction to the five instances in which

it is with Sheva and which are recorded in the preceding

Rubric.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1416, on Isa.

61 23 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., foL 200a, where

it is given as a contrast to the preceding Rubric and (HI)

Add. 21,160, fol. 271a where it is also given as a contrast to

the preceding Rubria

y»»nfj - § 1118.

inKiTO fi'om the land, or ground, occurs five times. Of this

Rubric Y collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed: (I)

Harley 5710—11, Vol. H, fol. 985, on Ezek. 41 20 which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 546, on l Sam. 28 3; (HI)

the same MS., fol. 64a, on 2 Sam. 12 20; (IV) the same MS.,

foL 194a, on Ezek. 41 20; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 167a, on 1 Sam.

28 3; (VI) Add. 15,461, fol. 201a, on 1 Sam. 28 28; (VII) the

printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 12 30 and (VIII) the same on

Ezek. 41 20.
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rwnn = § iii*.

n5Cnj< the land, or her land, occurs eight times in .a unique

eomhination. That is, eight words are severally preceded once

only by this noun, with the paragogic He or with the suffix

third person singular feminine. In all other instances these words

are preceded by f^. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I have found in the Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah

only, § 263.

TOtt^nn = § 1115.

tP^P niC^ to the land of Canaan, occurs eight times. That is,

in these eight instances ™t-« with the local He is used instead

of n*rbK (comp. Levit. 'l4 34; Numb. 33 51; Josh. 22 32;

Ezek."l6'29; 17 4 «&c.) or simply for i?33'jn*' as the Samaritan

recension has it in Gen. 12 56. This Rubric is especially designed

to guard the Scribe against making Numb. 33 51 conformable

to 36 10 which is exhibited in some MSS. and in the Sama-

ritan text.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated five Lists: (I) Add. 21,160, foL 626, on Gen.

60 13 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 2506, on

Numb. 36 10; (IH) Add. 15,250, fol. 10a, on Gen. 11 31; (IV)

Cambridge Add. 465, on Gen. 46 17 and (V) the same MS., on

Numb. 36 10. As all these instances occur in the Pentateuch,

List m heads this Rubric 'mna -n. That Jacob b. Chayim must

have had this Rubric is evident from the fact that in no fewer

than three instances he mentions it and refers to the Massorah

Finalis for the List, viz. Gen. 11 31; 46 17; Numb. 36 10 where,

however, it is not to be found.

rfiDtrnn = § 1116.

rtCHKH the lands or countries, in the Pentateuch is always

defective exwpt once. Considering that it occurs altogether three

times only in the Pentateuch and that it is twice defective

(Gen. 26 3, 4) and once plene, this Massorah would have been more

simple and less artificial if it stated •?» 'w 'on '3 nina 'i rirjKn. Of

this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two printed:

(I) Add. 15,251, foL 25a, on Gen. 26 3 which I have printed;

(II) the printed Massorah on the same passage and (III) the

same on Gen. 41 54. Lists 11 and III add at the end of this

Rubric 'on X'oa 'ran '"aTfiai '"H^M '?31 and throughout the Prophets and

Hagiographa it is likewise plene except once, viz. Neh, 9 30. In these

two divisions of the Scriptures, however, where it occurs no fewer

than forty-four times, the later orthography with the mater

leetxonis is the rule and the original spelling without the Vav the

rare exception. Hence the Massorah safeguards the solitary

instance. On referring to the note on Gen. 26 3 it will be seen

that the Standard Codices preserved different traditions about

the orthography of this expression.

rmn = § iii7.

nitlKSl in the lands of, is tunce defective. As this plural

construct with the prefix Beth occurs only three times altogether

and is plene in the third instance (Ps. 116 9), the heading of

this Rubric ought properly to be '^a -ki 'on 'a '3 nanjo. It will be

seen that the Massorah here, contrary to its usual practice,

safeguards the minority. Here too the primitive orthography is

exhibited in the Pentateuch. Of this Rubric I collated three

Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (IX Orient. 2349, fol. 986, on

Levit. 26 36 which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 182a,

and (HI) the printed Massorah, all on the same passage. As

both these instances occur in the same section. List III heads this

Rubric rspai cion 'a.

iT^ttrnn - § 1118.

*^<ri l^u shali curse, occurs three times. Of this Rubric I

collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed: (I) Add. 15,251,

fol. 956, on Numb. 22 6 which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445,

fol. 1426, on the same passage; (III) Add. 15,451, fol. 108a, (IV)

Add. 21,160, fol. 2266, also on the same passage; (V) the printed

Massorah on Exod. 22 27 and (VI) the same on Numb. 22 c.

As this expression is defective in all the three passages and,

moreover, as all the three instances occur in the Pentateuch, some

of the Lists head this Rubric 'om '3 and some 'tvo '3. The proper

heading, however, ought to be 'om "tina '3. The heading of List 11

which is the most ancient form extant of this Massorah, is -a rrntnai

which is due to the Nakdan who mistook the import of this

Massorah. This is not only evident from the catchwords which

refer to -ikn, but from the fact that 'Ptiip'ri) occurs once only (Numb.

22 11) and which from its proximity to "iim has misled the

Nakdan. This affords a striking illustration of the difficulty in

deciphering the Massorah.

o«»erfin = § iii9.

ni'TK cursed, occurs eight times with this accent, i. e. Zakeph-Gadol.

To understand this Massorah it is necessary to state: (I) that

this participle passive without and with the prefix Vav which

occurs sev'enteen times in two parallel sections in Deut. 27—28,

has three different accents; (2) that in Deut 27 16—26 where

it occurs eleven times it is not only with two distinctive accents,

viz. Zakeph-Gadol and Bevia, but they occur in almost alter-

nate verses and (3) that in Deut 28 16—19, where it occurs

seven times, it has on the contrary the conjunctive accent

Mercha.^ Hence the Massorah records these exceptional accents

and safeguards the passages in which they are used alternately.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 346, on Judg. 21 18 which I

have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 1456, on the same passage;

(III) Add. 15,251, fol. 119 a, on Deut 27 16 and (IV) the printed

Massorah on Jerem. 48 10.

The four Lists exhibit two recensions. One is exhibited in

Lists I and IV and embraces all the eight instances, the six in

the Pentateuch and the two outside this division of the Bible.

Hence the heading here is 'apaa 'n. The second recension is

represented in Lists II and HL It is headed '»r»a "i and records

the six instances only which occur in Deut 27 16—34. The

heading, however, in either is not quite correct In the first

recension it ought properly to be 's^ba '»»a 'rr since one of the

instances is -i?-iki (Jerem. 48 10) with the prefix Vav; whilst in the

second recension it should be em "Tina 'wsa 'i 'since the instances

recorded here are restricted to the Pentateuch and begin a verse.

» Comp. inn Deut. 28 16, 17, 18, 19; WW Deut 28 16, 19.

yvr\r\ = § 1120.

II'IK cursed, occurs jive times vnth the accent [Revia] in the

same section and the sign thereof in Chaldee is Th^ judgment of the

sister was revealed and estdbUshed by deceit.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 138a, on Deut 27 19 which I have

printed; (II) Orient 2348, foL 148a, on the same passage; (HI)

Add. 15,250, fol. 266 a, on Jerem. 48 10; (IV) Add. 15,251,

fol. 119a, on Deut 27 19; (V) the printed Massorah on the same

passage and (VI) the same on Jerem. 48 10. Lists V and VI alone

have the mnemonic sign. This sign is also given in the printed

Massorah Parva on Deut 27 19.

«"3rfin = § 1121.

'ni'IK'l and cursed, occurs twice. That is, with the accent

Mercha. In "the other instances where this participle passive with

the prefix Vav occurs it is in one instance irw with Zakeph-

Gadol (Jerem. 48 10) and in the other -atki with Munach (Mai.

1 14). This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is ffom Add. 15,250, fol. 266 a, on Jerem. 48 10.

3'Drnn = § 1122.

D''*13"^K ye are cursed, occurs three times and is plene. Of this

Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed: (I)

Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 212a, on Ps. 119 21 which I have

printed; (11) Arund. Orient 16, fol, 7a, on Josh. 9 23; (HI) the

same MS., fol. 54a, on 1 Sam 26 19; (IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 15l6,

on Josh. 9 23; (V) the same MS., foL 2006, on 1 Sam. 26 19;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 429 a, on Ps. 119 21; (VII) the printed

Massorah on Josh. 9 23 and (VIII) the same on Ps. 119 21.

y3»nn = § 1123.

J5T^^ Ararat, occurs four times, three times it is with Kametz

and once with Pathach. In two instances it is with the pausal accent

Athnach (2 Kings 19 37; Isa. 37 38) and in one with Soph-Pasuk

and hence the second Resh has Kametz, whilst in one instance it

is with Tipcha (Jerem. 61 27) and, therefore, the Resh has Pathach.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 254a, on 2 Kings 19 37
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which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 68a, on

Jerem. 61 27; (III) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa.

87 38; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1345, on Isa. 37 38; (V) Add.

15,251, foL 229a, on the same passage; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35

on 2 Kings 19 37; (VII) the same Codex on Jerem. 61 27; (VIII)

the printed Massorah on Gen. 8 4 and (IX) the same on 2

Kings 19 37.

rarnn = § 1124.

"TPl^nKI and I will betroth thee, occurs three times. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated

two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 200a, on Hos. 2 21 which

I have printed and (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 298a, on the same passage.

iT3»nn - § ii2t>.

KTlptt^HTl^K /KTltytpnri'lK Artaxerxes. From the beginning

of this book [Ezra-Nehemiah] to chap. 6 22 it is itntett^nR-iK andfrom

Eera 7 1 to the end of Nehemiah it is Knp«>nn*iMi.

This name without and with prefixes occurs altogether

fifteen times and they are all restricted to Ezra-Nehemiah.

In six instances it is written with (*) Sin after the («>) Shin

(Ezra 4 7, 7, 8, 11, 23; 6 14) and in nine with (d) Samech after

the («>) Shin (Ezra 7 1, 7, 11, 12, 2l; 8 1; Neh. 2 1; 5.14; 13 6).

As the 8tn instances are restricted to Ezra 4 7—6 14 and the

Satnech to Ezra 7 1—Neh. 13 6, the Massorah divides Ezra-

Nehemiah into the two parts which respectively exhibit the two

diverse orthographies.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three« in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 288a, on Ezra 4 7

which -I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 290a, on

Ezra 7 12; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3766, on the same passage;

(IV) the printed Massorah on Ezra 4 7 and (V) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 753. At the end of List V there is

the following addition ehv^ aro Knswnn-« «"oa '-np KnwrnrTTK pn'?i3i

and they are all read .yjwwnmK [with Sheva under the TavJ except

the single instance in Ezra 4 7 where it is KnttnpnmK with Kametz

because of the distinctive accent Revia.

rarnn = § 1126.

trS is twice defective. For this Rubric see letter m, § 432, p. 58.

r'Dwnn = § 1127.

DflT'XTTX the fire of Qod, occurs twice. In the other three

instances where the Divine name is combined with fire it is

riirr x6*. the fire of Jehovah (Numb. 11 1, 3; 1 Kings IS 38) and not

trn^K. The reason for safeguarding these two instances will be
seen in the notes on 2 Kings 1 12 in my edition of the Bible.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 321 i, on Job 1 16.

n'ownn = § 1128.

rrnSJI tt^K fire and brimstone, occurs twice. In the only other

instance where these two elements are in combination the order

is reversed (Gen. 19 24). This Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2866, on

Ps. 11 6.

fia'Dttrnn = § 1129.

tt^ll and the firs, occurs three times in the Scriptures ....

once in tt^ Pentateuch, once in the Prophets and once in the Hagio-

grapha. Normally it is tiK] without the article. This Massorah is most

probably designed to safeguard Levit. 6 5 and 6 against being

made conformable to one another.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. 11, fol. 786, on Ezek. 16 7

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1766, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 261a, on 2 Chron. 7 1;

(IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 2746, on Ezek. 16 7; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 3316, on 2 Chroii. 7 1; (VI) Add. 21,160, foL 1436, on Levit 6 6

and (Vn) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

yrnn - § 1180.

tS^Kl and fire, occurs three times with this accent. This ex-

pression, which occurs altogether fifteen times, has no fewer than

seven different accents.^ As it is in these three instances where

it has Zakeph-Qadol the Massorah safeguards this distinctive accent

< Comp. Vfm Eiek. 1 A; vfm LevU. ( 2; Numb. 16 85; 2 Sfttn. 29 9; B^W

2 Kings 18 28, 28, 26; 'vftn Pfc 18 9; «>» P«. 78 21; B** Pfc IM 89; Prov. SO 16;

Job U 34.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Add. 15,260, foL 301 o, on Joel 1 20 which I have
printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 786, on Exod. » 24; (IH) the

printed Massorah on the same passage and (IV) the same on
Exod. 40 38,

K-^tt^nn = § 1131.

rrij^brilp ^KI and a fire flashing continually, occurs twice.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Add. 15,251, fol. 46 a, on Exod. 9 24.

T^wnn = § 1132.

tth^^ for, or to a fire, occurs three times. b>k with the prefix

Lamed occurs seven times, in four instances the Lamed is with

Kametz (tyth Ezek. 1 13; 16 4, 6; 21 37) and in three it is with
Sheva. The Massorah, therefore, records the minority. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient 1474,

fol. 1466, on Isa. 10 17.

y^vnn = § 1133.

I^K his fire, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Orient 2848,

fol. 136a, on Deut 4 36 which I have printed; (II) Orient 2349,

fol. 126a; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 2626, both on the same passage

and (IV) Add. 21,160, fol., 325a, on Job 18 6.

rbvnn = § 1134.

ntB^K afire-offering, occursfour times with three points .... and
wherever it is followed by Lamed it is likewise so.

This triliteral with Segol or with three points as the Massorah
calls it, i. e. the noun absolute, occurs altogether thirty-one times.

In twenty-seven instances it is followed hy Lamed,^ and in these

four passages only, is followed by He and Ayin. Hence the

Massorah safeguards this exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2348, fol. 966, on Levit 8 21 which I have
printed; (II) Orient 2349, fol. 86a; (III) Orient 4445, fol. 92a;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 148a, all on the same passage; (V) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, fol. 79a, margin and (VI) the printed

Massorah on Levit. 8 21. List VI heads this Rubric pnnfi 'D nvK

which is manifestly a clerical error since there are four such

instances only, as all the MS. Lists state, and since this number
is duly recorded in Jacob b. Chayim's List itself. It will be seen

that the Segol which is called nmps nbr\ in the MSS. is called rme in

Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah. The reference in the last line of

the Rubric which I have printed should be Numb. 28 19 instead

of Levit 23 8.

1 Comp. nln\^ ne^M Exod. 89 18, 41; SO 20; Levit. S 11, 16; S 3, 9, 11, 14;

7 6, 26; 22 27; 23 8, 13, 26, 27, 36, 36, S7; 24 7; Numb. 1ft 3, 26; 28 6, tS;

29 6; nni nf» Levit. 8 16; Numb. 18 17.

iT^ernn = § 1135.

ntE^K 'HtS^K fire-offering, fire-offering of, throughout the Scriptures.

Wherever it is followed by Lamed, He or Ayin it is n^H • . . . and

wherever it is followed by any other letter it is rr^ with Ttere , . . It

is likewise with Tzere when it is spelt with Yod, viz. ^ except in

one instance.

Divested of its artificial language, this Massorah lays down
the rule for the vowel-points of this noun when it is in the

absolute and when in the construct state. It is always ,1^ in the

absolute when it is followed by a word beginning with Lamed, He

or Ayin and the construct .19^ when it is followed with a word which
begins with any other letter. It is also with Tiere when it is the

plural construct n|h< with the exception of one solitary instance,

viz. Levit 10 15. It will thus be seen that whilst the preceding

Massorah (§ 1184) which is restricted to this triliteral in the

absolute state, treats the instances in which n^ is combined

with He and Ayin as exceptions, this Massorah includes them

in the general rule. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Orient 2849, fol. 88a, on

Levit 3 14.

ybvr\n - § use.

»*fliT7 KV1 ntS^ it is a fire-offering unto Jehovah, oeeurt three

times in the Pentaieueh .... and in one instance the second and third

words in this phrase are reversed.

As the normal phrase is simply riirrS rip, which occurs

twenty-five times {vide supra, § 1184, note) and as it is in these

four instances only where it has the additional mw, the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional oombinatioii.
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Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 86a, on Levit 8 21 which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 746, on Exod. 29 25; (III) Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 54a, on the same passage; (IV) Add. 15,250,

foL 485, also on the same passage; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 69a,

on Levit 8 21 and (VI) the printed Massorah on Exod. 29 25.

vbvnn - § 1137.

Kin nliT"? ntS^)^ t» the combination throughout the Scriptures

except once. This is simply another form of the preceding

Massorah and emanates from a different Massoretic School. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Orient 2349, fol. 746, on Exod. 29 18.

n-^ernn - § iiss.

rrc^K 'iTtt^K* Throughout Leviticus n^ is tcith Tevir except

in two' instances where^ it is with Mentha .... and throughout

Numbers it is also with Mercha except in tioo instances where it

has Tevir,

The construct n#K a Jire-offering of, occurs only in Leviticus

and Numbers. In Leviticus, where it occurs seven times, it is five

times with Tevir {rm Levit 1 13, 17; 2 2, 9; 3 5) and with

Mercha in two instances only. Hence the Massorah in this book

safegua|d8 the exceptional accent. In Numbers, however, where

it occurls six times, the reverse is the case. Here Mercha is the

rule since it is tvj^ in four instances (Numb. 16 10, 13, 14; 28 24)

iand Teoir which occurs twice only, is the exception. Here

therefore, the Massorah safeguards the Tevir.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 826, on Levit 1 9 which I have

printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 85a, on the same passage; (III) the

same MS., fol. 138a, on Numb. 18 17; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 137a,

on Levit 1 9; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passage

and (VI) the printed Massorah also on the same passage.

As far as Leviticus is concerned the received text is in

harmony with this Massorah. But the second part of this Rubric

which refers to Numbers exhibits two difficulties: (1) it includes

rm (Numb. 18 17) which is a solitary instance of the absolute,

whereas all the others are nj^ the construct and (2) the heading

which states that throughpiit Numbers it is also n^K with Mercha

except in two instancea where it has Tevir does not agree with

our text since it is twice rm (Numb. 29 13, 36). As a matter of

course the accent in rr\ is affected by the one under n*K. When

rm is with Tevir, rrn has M0«ha, viz. rrn nfK and when rra^K is

with Mercha rrn. is joined to nfr? by Makeph, viz. -ir?. .-«>«. This

explains the different headings of this Rubric in the MSS.

Some give the whole phrase with the two different accents and

some simply give Ttfhk or rm aftone. The additional words

rbs nnn Tanrw in the heading of Jacob b. Chayim's printed Massorah

(Levit VI) is due to a later Nakdan who mistook the import of

this Rubric.

tS'^Wfin - § 1139.

^^^ fire-offerings of, is nine times with Yod and wherever

it w wUh the prefix Mem it is likewise so. That is, in nine instances

it is the plural construct and is always so when it has the prefix

Mem indicating thereby that n*KO does not occur.

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, eleven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 78a, on Levit 21 6

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 1466, on

Josh. 13 14; (III) Orient 4445, foL 88a, on Levit 6 12; (IV) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 10a, on Josh. 13 14; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 67a,

on Levit 4 86; (VI) the same MS., fol. 182 a, on Josh. 13 14;

(Vn) Add. 21,160, foL 1416, on Levit 4 36; (VIII) the same MS.,

foL 1716, on Levit 21 21 ;
(IX) Orient 2349, fol. 855, on Levit 7 30;

(X) Vienna Oodex No. 86 on Levit 5 12; (XI) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. 1816, and (XII) the printed Massorah

on Levit 7 80.

D'vnn - § 1140.

1*1^^ a wife, is in three instances the textual readingfor which

the Sevir is rrpf^ to a wife. On referring to the notes on 2 Chron. 21

6

in my edition of the Bible it will be seen that the Sevir is the

substantive reading in MSS. and editions. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1616, on 2 Chron. 21 6 which

I have printed and (II) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same

passage.

K'ownn = § 1141.

n^^'T) and the woman, occursfive times. That is, to distinguish

it from the twenty-two instances where it is simply n^. Of
this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed

:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 126 a, on Deut 22 22 which I have

printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 11 3 a, on Numb. 531; (III) Orient 2349,

fol. 103a, on the same passage; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 1165, on
Deut 22 22 and (V) the printed Massorah on Numb. 6 31.

List IV heads this Rubric 'j mwcti and records three instances

only, viz. Numb. 5 31; Deut 22 22; 1 Kings 3 17, omitting

1 Sam. 25 3 and 2 Sam. 11 2. This is probably due to a recension

of this Massorah which recorded these three instances and which

had at the end 'man ^a» bai but which ending the Scribe has

here omitted.

rornn = § 1142.

ntE^S? as a woman, occws twice. Of this Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists : (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 655, on 2 Sam. 14 2 which I have printed and

(II) the same MS., fol. 142 a, on Isa. 54 6.

rott^nn = § 1143.

ntt^JO to the tooman, occurs three time^^ in the Scriptures ....

and once it is with the prefix Vav. That is, with Kametz under the

Lam£d to distinguish it from the numerous instances in which

it is with Sheva. ^^ ^

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, s«|ia in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1666, on Judg. 14 7

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 2025, on

2 Sam. 11 3; (III) Orient 4445, fol. 122a, on Numb. 6 21; (IV)

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 29 a, on Judg. 14 7; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 63a, on 2 Sam. 11 3; (VI) the same MS., fol. 103a, on

2 Kings 8 6; (VII) Add. 15,451, fol. 1736, on Judg. 14 7; (VIII)

the printed Massorah on Gen. 3 13; (IX) the same on 2 Sam.

11 3 and (X) the same on 2 Kings 8 6.

rnvnn = § H44.

ntS^") and the wife of, occurs six times. Of this Rubric I

collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 142a, on Isa. 54 6 which I have printed; (II)

the same MS., fol. 3466, on Prov. 27 15; (III) Vienna Codex

No. 35, on Mai. 2 14; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement,

fol. 1296; (V) the. printed Massorah on Isa-. 54 6 and (VI) the

same on Prov. 27 16.

iTornn - § 1145.

"riritt^K thy wife, occurs seven times and once it is with

Segol under the Aleph. The design of this Massorah is to distin-

guish between thes^ instances in which the Tav has Sheva and

those in which it is with Segol (in<?K Gen. 3 17; 18 9, 10; 26 10).

In this Rubric, therefore, the Massorah, contrary to its usual

method, safeguards the majority.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. lla, on Gen. 19 16

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2076, on

Amos 7 17; (HI) Add. 15,251, foL 256, on Gen. 26 9; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 3005, on Amos 7 17; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 18a,

on Gen. 26 9; (VI) Orient 2349, fol. 42a, on the same passage;

(VII) Vienna Codex No. 85 on Amos 7 17 and (VIII) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 17 15.

It will be seen that the List which I have printed (List I)

makes up the seven instances by giving Gen. 26 10 as one and

omitting 17 19 and though the other Lists do not support it, it

is difficult to suppose that this is due to a clerical error since

the Massorah in this Model Codex is most carefully written.

rowfin - § 1146.

intH^K? to his wife, occurs three times and once it is

with the prefix Vav, Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 42a, on Gen. 26 7

which I have printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 52a, on the same

passage and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 769.

fOrnn = § 1147.

Ul^ytvives. See letter j, §§ 436—439, Vol. II, p. 291.
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n'oe^nn = § ii48.

m^tS^K to Astyrta, occurs six times. That is n^^ Asshur, which

occurs numerous times, is in these six instances only with the

local He.

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, ten in MSS. and
two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 15&, on Gen. 26 18

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1096, on

2 Kings 15 29; (III) the same MS., fol. 1106, on 2 Kings 17 6;

(IV) the same MS., foL Ilia, on 2 Kings 17 23; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 112a, on 2 Kings 18 11; (VI) Add. 15451, fol. 260a, on

2 Kings 17 23; (YU) Add. 21,160, fol. 166, on Gen. 25 18; (VIII)

Orient 2349, fol. 41 6, on the same passage; (IX) Vienna Codex
No. 35, on 2 Kings 15 29; (X) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement
fol. 130a; (XI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 26 18 and (XII)

the same on 2 Kings 15 29.

ts'amn = § 1149.

D^lwK occurs three times in three different senses, each one

of which is unique. In the first instance it is the gentilic noun

plural of nitt>K and denotes Asshurim (Gen. 25 3) in the second

it is iitt>^ / will observe, Kal future first person singular from

•rvi (Hos. 13 7) and in the third instance it is noun masculine

with suffix first person plural from -vnhf denoting our steps

(Ps. 17 11).

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, on

Gen. 25 3. It is part of the alphabetical List of words which

respectively occur three times in three different senses.'

> Comp. The Mattorah, letter 0, § 429, Vol. II, p. 219.

rmn - § ii5o.

n^tt^l and a raisin-cake, occurs twice. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—^11,

VoL II, fol. 1406, on 1 Chron. 16 3.

K'jtrnn = § 1151.

^St£^ Eshcol, is five times defective. Under this quadriliteral

the Massorah grovps together: (1) the proper name of the brother

of Mamre Gen. 14 13, 24; (2) the name of the brook Numb. 13 28;

Deut 1 24 and (3) the noun denoting hunch, duster Cant. 1 14.

It is this fact which explains the headings of the different

Lists in the MSS.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, seven in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 349a, on Cant. 1 14 which I

have printed; (H) Add.. 15,251, fol. 3966, on the same passage:

(III) Add. 15,451, fol. 1006, on Numb. 13 23; (IV) Add. 21,160,

fol. la, on Gen. 44 13; (V) Orient 2349, foL 356, on the same

passage; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passage; (VII)

the same Codex on Numb. 13 23; (VIII) the printed Massorah

on Gen. 14 13; (IX) the same on Numb. 13 23 and (X) the same
on Cant 1 14.

The heading of this Rubric in List VII is as follows : When
it is tlie name of a man it is defective and when it is the name of

a river it is plene except in three instances, viz, Numh. 13 23; Deut.

1 24 and Cant. 1 14.^ The instances in which it is ^13«JK plene

as the name of the river are Numb., 13 24; 32 9. Still this

classification is not quite correct since Cant 1 14, where it

denotes cluster, is given as one of the three passages. The heading

in the printed Massorah (List VII), viz. 'on rraa D'Kbo •»''? bo it is

plene in all its forms except five times, is due to the fact that it

includes the three plene instances in which it denotes cluster

and which are with prefixes (Numb. 13 23, 24; Isa. 66 8).

.loan ,in-o»i ,ijb»i 'jo'Di 'on yea *« hmt /on naj hs b^fn »

i'3«rnn = § 1152.

&wK occurs twice, once it is defective and once plene. As this

infinitive absolute, which occurs twice only, is written in two

different ways, the Massorah safeguards the different spelling in

each case. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 846, on Levit 5 19 which I

have printed; (II) Orient 4446, fol. 89a; (III) Orient 2348,

fol. 946; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 143o, all on the same passage;

(V) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 183 a, on Ezek. 25 12 and (VI) the

printed Massorah on Levit 5 19. It will be seen that in the

Ptntateuch the primitive orthography without the limter hctionis

hM bMu preserved.

ywTsn = § 1153.

D^K he has trespassed, is Uoiee with PcUhach. That is, it is

in two instances the preterite third person singular masculine,

and hence has Pathach under the Shin in contradistinction to the

infinitive recorded in the preceding Rubric where it has Cholem. Of
this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Add. 15,251, fol. 85a, on Numb. 5 7 which I have printed;

(II) Add. 21,160, foL 143a, on Levit 5 19; (III) the same MS.,

fol. 194a, on Numb. 6 7 and (IV) the printed Massorah on the

same passage.

Tjrnn = § 1154.

1Dt£^K|1 and they have trespassed, occurs twice .... and once

it is loith Sheva under the Vav. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 183 a,

on Ezek. 25 12.

iT:»nn = § 1155.

^tttt?lNl7 for the trespassing of, or against, occurs twice. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated

two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 274a, on 2 Chron. 28 13

which I have printed and (II) Vienna Codex No. 35 on
Levit 4 3.

vjrnn = § 1156.

HBtt^ a quiver, occurs twice in the Scriptures. Of this Rubric
I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol. n, fol. 10a, on Isa. 22 6 which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., Vol. II, foL 2396, on Job 39 23; (III) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 127a, on Isa. 22 6; (IV) the same MS., foL 835a,

on Job 39 23 and (V) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

vwnn = § 1167.

iDBt^K his quiver, occurs three times in the Scriptures and the

sign thereof in Chaldee is A man arose from his grave. Of this Rubric
I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 346, on Jerem. 6 16 which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2166, on Ps. 127 5; (III) the same
MS., Vol. II, fol. 269a, on Lament 3 13; (IV) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 317a, on Ps. 127 5; (V) Add. 1^51, fol. 242a, on Jerem. 5 16;

(VI) Cambridge Add. on Lament 3 13 and (VII) the printed

Massorah on Jerem. 5 16. Lists V and VI only have the mne-
monic sign.

n":rnn = § 11 58.

nfetPKtt fi-om the dunghill, occurs twice. Of this Rubric I

collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Add. 15,251,

fol. 369a, on Ps. 113 7 which I have printed: (II)' Arund.' Orient

16, fol. 313 a, and (III) the printed Massorah, both on the same
passage. Lists II and III head the Rubric -an 'a it occurs twice

defective, which ought properly to be 'am 'a since it occurs twice

only and is in both instances defective.

ts'icrnn = § 1159.

"IBt^Jijll occurs twice. This Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, fol. 1406, on

1 Chron. 16 3.

D'tPnn = § 1160.

iTlltS^K^I and blessed her, occurs twice and is plene. Of this

Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. H, fol. 258a, on Prov. 31 28 which I

have printed; (11) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 350a, on Cant 6 9;

(III) Add. 21,160, fol. 301a, on the same passage; (IV) Vienna

Codex No. 35 on Pro. 31 28 and (V) the printed Massorah on the

same passage.

rocrnn = § 1161.

Itt^K is in three instances loith Gaya. That is, between the

Sheva and Pathach. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Cambridge Add. 1174 on Deut 28 69.

3"Drnn = § 1162.

ntl^S* Jii foiir instances the textual reading is ije>k and the

Sevir -itfR?'. On referring to the notes on these passages in my
edition of the Bible it will be seen that the reading suggested
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by the Sevir is the textual reading in MSS. and the ancient

versions.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Add. 2i,i60, fol. 1466, on Levit. 7 36 which I have

printed; (11) Add. 15,251, fol. 68a, and (III) the printed Massorah

both on the same passage. List III rightly states in the heading

that there are five such instances (-i^*?? p-i'aD -n) and gives

Deut. 4 23 as the fifth passage. For the reverse instances, where

the textual reading is ifK? and the Sevir -i^^j?, see below § 1188.

rDttrnn = § nes.

*)\J^X is three times toith the accent. This Rubric is from

Add. 15I251, fol. 246, on Gen. 24 40. Its import is obscure, which

is due to the catchwords in the second line. From the second

and third catchwords, however, which respectively refer to

Jerem. 34 14 and 2 Kings 20 3 it seems that the accent here

intended is Darga. If so -an" ni»K in the second line should be

'nam -iwt = 2 Kings 20 3 and Isa. 38 3. This yields the three

instances of nj^it. That this Massorah is on Gen. 24 40 may be

due to the Nakdan who placed it on this passage because of the

phrase -reVrinn -itPK which also occurs in the other two instances

(2 Kings 20 3; Isa. 38 3) where i»k is with Darga.

TD»nn = § 1164.

'l^K^^K occurs eight times thus comhined in the Scriptures.

i«>»| is followed about one hundred and forty-five times by the

preposition. In about one hundred and thirty-seven times it is

combined with by and it is in these eight instances only that

it is followed by "jk. Hence the Massorah safeguards the ex-

ceptional combination. When it is borne in mind how often these

two prepositions are the subject of various readings both in the

MSS. and in the editions, and moreover when in Jerem. 36 23,

where the same phrase occurs, it is nxrr'^K -iwk and nKn-"?? -ifk, the

safeguarding of these exceptional instances will at once be

apparent.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 976, on Ezek. 41 12

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. I94a, on the

same passage; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 293a, also on the same

passage; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 112a, on Exod. 28 26; (V) Orient. 2349,

fol. 81a, on Exod. 39 19; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Ezek. 41 12

and (VII) the printed Massorah on the same passage. List V

adds at the end v^^bn -itPK bvi »^5m, thus contrasting it with the five

instances in which these two expressions are reversed in the

combination. {Vide supra, letter k, § 538.)

iTDttrnn = § 1165.

DSni^ niitlS '^piK Itt^K wMch I command you, occurs eleven

times in Deuteronomy. Normally ^5k -i^k when followed by the Piel

participle, .155:0 takes the pronominal suffix second person singular

and the phrase is i^ni^ "Dii* ifk or i|isa.

In this form it occurs no fewer than twenty-one times in

Deuteronomy. 1 As it is in eleven instances only that this Piel

participle is without the pronominal suffix and is followed

by asm the Massorah safeguards the minority.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Add. 21,160, fol. 260a, on Deut. 4 2. It is remarkable

that Jacob b. Chayim who mentions this Rubric three times, viz.

on Deut. 11 22; 13 1 and 27 1 refers in the first instance to the

Massorah Finalis where he says he has given it, and in the second

and third instances he refers back to Deut. 11 22 where he

states it is enumerated, ^ but it is nowhere to be found.

» Comp. Deut. 4 40; 6 2, C; 7 11; 8 1, 11; 10 13; U 8; 12 14, 28; 13 19;

15 6; 19 9; 27 10; 28 1, 13, 15; 30 2, 8, 11, 16.

2 Comp. Deut. 11 22 '031 1003 1DD3 a'Di K"« D3n« mSD and Deut. 13 1 ; 27 l

spy riMi -noi noaj '»di «"» nariK mso

VD^nn = § 1166.

H11T 1tt?S which is brought, occurs twice. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 2349,

fol. 85a, on Levit. 6 23.

roe^nn = § ii67.

'^Jj|"n''3 lU^K ichich is Beth-el, o^urs txoiee. The design of

this Massorah is' to call attention to this anomalous phrase which

ought to be '?X-n''3? 18>k which is in or at Beth-el, as it
'
is in

2 Kings 23 15 and as the the Sevir gives it for both these

passages. {Vide infra, letter a, § 247.) This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund, Orient. 16,

fol. 98 a, on 2 Kings 2 3.

n"Dtt^nn = § 1168.

D'"H DTf n^!7K that they live, occurs three times .... once in

the Law, once in the Prophets and once in the Hagiographa. In the

only other instance in which this phrase occurs it is a^n ntt.i ib>k

(Eccl. 4 2). Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS.

and one printed: (I) The printed Massorah on Deut. 4 10 which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 83a, on 1 Kings 8 40;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 186a, on the same passage and (IV) the

same MS., fol. 4206, on 2 Chron. 6 31. Lists II, III and IV head

this Rubric simply 'j Dvn ai without ik>k for which reason I have

given it so under letter n, § 256.

o'Drnn = § 1169.

iTH *lt£^K see n\itt>, letter n, § 135.

vvnrs = § 1170.

Tprt^K nirr 1t2^ wMch Jehovah thy God, occurs f(mr times

with these accents in this book. That is, in Deuteronomy where this

phrase occurs thirty times it is in these four passages only,

with Pashta, Darga Tevir. In the other twenty-six instances it

has no fewer than six different accents.^

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists, one in MS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1226, on Deut. 16 18

which I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah on Deut 3 20.

As one of the instances is Q^^1f?t< mn'' ''jk (Deut 3 20) it is evident

that this Massorah is designed to include the suffix second person

plural. The heading, therefore, in List II 'vrb^ 'leoa 'res 'i is more

precise.

1 In one instance it is yrhit nin» WK (Deut. 13 13); in one Trhn nifv WK

(25 19); in one I'^hn nin«-ic« (27 3); in two instances T^b» mn' •)VH (7 16; 17 14)

in ten yrh» njn' nt?s< (4 21; 16 4; 19 1, 2, 10, 14; 20 16; 21 23; 24 4; 26 1; in

ten T"':'** nin'-Wi* (5 16; 12 9; 15 7; 16 5, 20; 17 2; 18 9; 26 15; 27 2; 28 8)

and in two instances n3'r('?K mn'-iffK (11 31 ; 12 10).

«''pernn = § 1171.

nSriD ^b p: "f^hl< r]^) "I^Vi wUch Jehovah thy God

giveth thee fm' an inheritance, occurs six times thus combined. The

design of this Massorah is two-fold. It is (1) to safeguard these

six passages against the eighteen instances in which this phrase

occurs without the adjunct rhni inheritance,^ and (2) to protect

it against being made conformable to those passages in which

the adjunct is ?|"B3!r'? according to thy tribes (Deut. 16 18); rup^t'h to

possess it (Deut. 19 2, 14) and nn»iS nSn? for an inheritance to

possess it (Deut 15 4; 25 19). This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 128a,

on Deut 26 1. As all the six instances are restricted to Deutero-

nomy the heading ought more correctly to be 'ibd3 "^odi a
» Deut. 4 40; 5 16; 7 16; 12f^9; 13 13; 16 7; 16 6, 20; 17 2, 14; 18 9;

19 1; 25 15; 26 1, 2; 27 2r 3; 28 8.

2-vvnn = § 1172.

*l'np''3 t^Sn "^7^11 nt^K whom the king delighteth to honour,

occurs four times thus combined. This Rubric, which I have found

in the printed Massorah only, on Esther 6 9, is incorrect since

this phrase occurs five times. Esther 6 7 is omitted. A later

Nakdan, therefore, who found only four passages enumerated,

affixed the heading accordingly. Moreover as this phrase occurs

in Esther only, the heading ought to be 'ibds "vaoi m.

i'wnn = § 1173.

1)ISP"nti^K that were toith him, occurs eleven times. Apart from

Chronicles ifK is followed sixty times by the preposition with

the suffix third person singular. In forty-nine instances

this preposition is inK* and in eleven only is it lay. Hence the

Massorah records the minority.

And throughout Chronicles it is likewise so. In Chronicles, where

inK 1WK does not occur at all and where the phrase is uniformly

lar IKK in all the four instances where this combination occurs

(I Chron. 19 14; 2 Chron. 14 12; 18 2; 32 7), the combination

required no protection. Hence the Massorah simply mentions

the rule.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 26a, on Judg. 9 44 which

1 Comp. ln« iB't* Gen. 8 1; 14 5, 17; 24 32; 32 8; 40 7; Numb. 22 40;

Josh. 8 11; 22 30; Judg. 4 13; 7 1, 19; 8 4; 9 33, 35, 48; 1 Sam. 6 15; 14 17,

20; 23 6; 30 4, 9, 21; 2 Sam. 1 11; 3 20, 23, 31; 6 2; 15 14, 22, 30; 1« 14;

17 2, 10, 12, 29; 18 1; 24 2; 1 Kings 1 41 ; 2 Kings 25 28; Jerem. 23 28; 41 7,

11, 1.% 16; 42 8; 52 32; Esek. 88 22; Esther 3 1.
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I have printed; (11) the same MS., fol. 43a, on 1 Sam. 14 2;

(in) the same MS., fol. 576, on 2 Sam. 2 3; (IV) Add. 15,250,

foL 188a, on Judg. 9 44; (V) Add. 15,451, fol. llob, on the same
passage; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. I6a, on Gen. 24 54; (VII) the

same MS., fol. 346, on Gen. 35 6 and (VIII) the printed Massorah

on 1 Sam. 9 5.

Tjwnn = § 1174.

HwP *^?^^ *ohich he did, occttr* six times. This Rubric I

have found in the printed Massorah only, on 2 Kings 15 3C. In

its bare form it is both incorrect and unintelligible, since

TTf:^ n^ occurs about one hundred and fifty times.

To evolve the sense of this Massorah it is necessary to

remark that, though not state<j in the heading: (1) this Rubric

refers to the occurrence of this phrase in Kings only; (2) that

even here it is restricted to those passages where this phrase

is preceded by •"-on -in^ and ihe rest of the acta of, which sums up

the deeds of the several sovereigns, since n^y i^k occurs altogether

no fewer than forty-one times in this book and (3) that it is

designed to safeguard the exceptional instances in which this phrase

occurs against being made conformable to the normal combination

which is used in these summaries. This is evident from the fact

that •"p'l nnin precedes the names of the respective rulers in twenty-

seven passages. In twenty-one instances the deeds of the King

are expressed by the phrase ntoy "ittr'r^i and aU which he did, '

and in six only is this normal formula exchanged for the

abnormal rwy n^K tokieh he did, without the expression 'bz). The
Massorah, therefore, protects this exceptional phrase. That this

protection was necessary will be seen from the notes on these

passages in my edition of the Bible. The solitary instance of

n*y "«>K .... '^•1 vi;^ in 2 Chron. 36 8 is not included in this

Rubric because n^ -n^ -hz) never follows -"vzn '-rr, in Chronicles

and hence required no protection.

Tested by this rule we see: (1) that the omission of n»:p nrs

in 1 Kings 12 33; 16 19; 2 Kings 17 22 from this Rubric is due

to the fact that the summary phrase '"•pr\ nnr does not occur in

these passages; (2) that two instances which belong to this Rubric,

viz. 1 Kings 22 48; 2 Kings 1 18 are wrongly omitted and (3)

that two passages which do not belong to it, viz. l Kings 22 .^)4;

2 Kings 15 36 are wrongly included, since in the case of Ahaziah

it is not only rrtry -iwx bis, but it is without the summary phrase

'12'n nn;;i and in the case of Jotham it is ."m?j? -i»»{"f?2i and (4) that

tlio heading of the Rubric ought to be hv\ ymttm .... 0"2'?a3 •^ nwr nwK

iTPP "WK.

> Comp. rva^ ifr^?} '^?? "1"^ 1 Kings It 41 ; 14 29; 15 7, 2:$ 'A\

;

Ifi 14; 22 39; 2 Kings 8 2.S; 10 34; 12 20; \% «, 12; 14 28; 15 6, 21, 20, :^1. :W;

81 17; 23 28; 24 6.

n-PK^nn = § 1175.

D5riK nt2?P n^^K which he did ivith, or fm- yon, ocnirs hdce.

The design of this Massorah is to safeguard Deut. 1 30 against

being made conformable to 4 34 where it is d:^ ntp-i^'K whereas

in Joel 2 2<J it is ngop nipy~i«j»|. This Rubi'ic, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 21,100, fol. 25.') a, on

Deut. 1 30.

rmtrnn = § inc.

ntTP^ *1tt^ which he shall do, occurs twice. This Rubric,

which is ifrom Arund. Orient. IG, fol. 352a, on Eccl. .3 14, I cannot

explain, since this phrase occurs twenty times more.' The same

statement is repeated in the Massorah Parva of this Model Codex.

It is possible that the original Massorah was 'a i\py: -itfK, as this

phrase actually occurs twice (Exod. 28 4; Eccl. 2 3) and that

the Nakdan, mistaking it for rrtpp! ntf^t supplied it with the wrong
catchwords and transferred it from Eccl. 2 3 to 3 14.

> Comp. T\f^: "i^t* Exod. 14 13; .W .SB; Lovit. ft 22, 2G; 18 29; Numb. 24 14;

Deut. S 24; 17 2, 12; 27 16; 1 Sam. 88 2; Isa. 19 16; .18 7; Ezek. 20 n, 21;

P». 1 8{ Eccl. 7 20; 11 6; Esther 1 20; Noli. 9 29.

rpvnn " § 1177.

nln^ miC "(pH which Jehovah commanded, occurs three times in

this eomhination at the end of a verse. That is, to distinguish j it

it from the other three instances where this -phrase ends the

verse, but where i^ is with the prefix Caph, viz. "v^. {Vide infra,

letter K, § 1199.)

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists, one in MS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 58fl, on Exod, .35 10

which I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah on the same
passage. It is remarkable thkt both Lists omit 1 Kings 11 10.

n're^nn - § ii78.

^^1!iC nt|/K tohich thou hast commanded me, is twice' thus

combined in the Scriptures. This Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—U, Vol. II, fol. 75a,

on Ezek. 9 11. It will be seen that whilst this Rubric includes

the official or marginal reading in Ezek. 9 11 it omits Deut 26 14.

B«P»nn ^ § 1179.

1^7X3 in that, because &c. occurs fifteen times in the Scriptures.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and most popular parts

of the Massorah, I collated eighteen Lists, seventeen in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol. II;^fol. 113a, on Jonah 1 8 which
I have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa.

47 12; (III) the same Codex on Jonah 1 8; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 22a, on Judg. 5 27; (V) the same MS., fol. 1396, on Isa. 47 12;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 143a, on Isa. 56 4; (VII) the same MS.,

fol. 209a, on Jonah 1 8; (VIII) the same MS., fol. 2S26, on

Ruth. 1 17; (IX) the same MS., fol. 352a, on Eccl. 3 9; (X)

Add. 15,250, fol. 1346, on Judg. 5 27; (XI) Add. 15,451, fol. 166o,

on Judg. 5 27; (XII) the same MS., fol. 251a, on 2 Kings 8 1;

(XIII) the same MS., fol. 3626, on Isa. 47 12; (XIV) Add. 21,160,

fol. Ort, on Gen. 21 17; (XV) the same MS., fol. 426, on Gen. 39 23;

(XVI) the 'same MS., fol. 292 a, on Jonah 1 8; (XVII) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 164, and (XVIII) the printed Massorah

on Judg. 6 27. The two of the fifteen instances in which n^
begins the verse are also given in a separate Massorah in

Harley 5710— 11, on Ruth. 1 17 and in Add. 15,251, on the same
passage.* On referring to the notes on Eccl. 8 4 in my edition

of the Bible, the necessity of safeguarding these instances will

be seen.

Comp. The Maftm-ah, Vol. Ill, p. 3.S6, letter », § 133.

D"ttrnn = § 1180.

"1U?K5^ and in which, occurs four times in the Scriptures, That
is, the preceding expression with the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric

I collated seven separate Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 30«, on Isa. 65 12 which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 240a, on Job 39 30;

(III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2586, on Ruth 1 16; (IV) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 146 a, on Isa. 65 12; (V) the same MS., fol. 2826,

on Ruth 1 IG; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Isa. 66 4 and

(VII) the printed Massorah on the same passage. Besides these

separate Lists^ this Rubric also forms the second part of the

following Lists of § 1179, XlV, XV, XVI and XVIIL

K'Smn = § 1181a—/.

"ntt^KI* Wm'ds which respectively occur once only, ^^'^c^r/wZ by

",s?Ki. These six fragmentary Lists are respectively: (I) From
Orient. 2349, fol. 40 6, on Gen. 24 7; (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 168a, on Jerem.32 24; (III) Add. 15,451, fol. 81a, on Levitl6;$2;

(IV, V) from the same MS., fol. 259a, on 2 Kings 18 5 and (VI) tlie

same MS., fol. 348a, on Isa. 17 8. Since these fragments have

been printed I have found two others in the ancient Codex
Orient 4445, one fol. 1026 on Levit. 16 32 containing twelve of

these unique combinations and one fol. 1016 on Levit 15 32

giving fourteen instances. The latter gives one instance, viz.

nni; itftti Job 3 25 which is not given in any of the other fragments.

It will be seen tliat the shortest fragment gives three instances

only and the longest thirty of these unique combinations and

that none, of them have headings to specify their number, nor

doHhey ^ive catchwords for the identification of the passages.

It is, therefore, manifest that the sundry fragments exhibit

simply the first attempt on the part of the different Massorites to

register these unique combinations and that they left the completion

of the catalogue to successive Massorites, who have never com-

pleted it The two printed Lists extant with the headings, one in

the Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 790, and the bther in the Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 254, which state that there are thirty-six

such unique combinations are simply misleading. They as usual,

proceed from a later Nakdan who found a fragment which con-

tained this number and accordingly affixed the heading to

correspond to the instances therein recorded, without taking the

trouble to ascertain whether there are any others. This is

evident from the fact that there are altogether about seventy

of these unique combinations with -itfKi and that the longest List

does not record much more than half the number.
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In fragment III, which records thirty, there are properly

twenty-nine only, since 1n»t nfiji is given twice, whilst in Jacob b.

Chayim's List there are the following mistakes: mprn-icsi should

be n^^ nwiri l Sam. 12 6 ; -qt -larK should be friK itk Jerem. 23 28

;

DP should be o^n Neh. 7 71, and .Tpm should be injp^n 2 Chron. 34 22.

3"D»nn = § 1182.

"Itil^XI and thai, begins a verse twelve times. Of this Rubric I

collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 806, on Levit 26 33 which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 382a, on Neh. 5 18; (III) the same

MS., fol. 384a, on Neh. 7 72; (IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 3836, on

Micah 3 3; (V) the same MS., fol. 4626, on Neh. 8 15; (VI)

Add. 21,160, fol. 78 a, on Exod. 9 21; (VII) the same MS.,

foL 99 a, on Exod. 21 13 and (VIII) the printed Massorah on

Levit 26 33.

remn = § ii83.

XlS^ ^wKI and who shall come, occurs twice. That is, with the

prefix Vav in contradistinction to the other eleven instances in

which this combination occurs where it is without this prefix.^

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Orient 2349, foL 134o, on Deut 19 5.

< Gomp. Kh;-iB'i( Exod. 29 80; Levit. 11 34; Numb. 31 23; Deut 29 21;

1 Sam. 2 34; 2 Kings 19 33; Ezek. 47 9, 9; Esther 4 11; Neli. 6 11; 2 Chron. 19 10.

TDmn = § 1184.

"Tlil^ ^tt^KI and which he spake, occurs twice. The design of

this Massorah is to safeguard these two solitary instances with

the prefix Vav against being made conformable to the ninety-

eight passages in which this combination occurs without the

prefix. This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only,

on Jerem. 9 ll.

iTornn = § 1185.

K7 *1wK5 and who not, occurs eight tim^s. That is, to distinguish

it from the numerous instances in which this combination occurs

without the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, nine

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 142a, on

Isa. 52 15 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. I78a^

on Ezek. 18 8; (III) the same MS., fol. 211a, on Micah 3 5;

(IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 462a, on Neh. 10 31; (V) Add. 21,160,

fol. 78a, on Exod. 9 21 ; (VI) the same MS., fol. 99a, on Exod. 21 13;

(VII) Orient 2349, fol. 626, on Exod. 9 21; (VIII) Vienna Codex

No. 35 on Isa. 52 15; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 164,

margin and (X) the printod Massorah on Exod. 9 $1.

VDemn = § use.

yV "Ttt^KI and who was over or upon, occurs twice. In

the other numerous instances in which this combination occurs

it is without the prefix Vav. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 105a

on 2 Kings 10 5. Though the heading of this Rubric in the MS.

is '3 -i-pn" hv -swn it is manifest that the Massorah is on -b? ntfKi

alone which occurs twice only, and that Tyn which does not

occur in the second passage is the addition of an ignorant

Nakdan.

rernn - § ii87.

nUi? ^tt^l and what he did, occurs seven times, four [three]

times in the Pentateuch and three [four] tim^s in the Prophets. As
this combination, which occurs about one hundred and eighty

times, is without the prefix Vav in upwards of one hundred and
seventy instances and with it in these two passages only, the

Massorah safeguards the exceptional phrase.

Of this Rubric I collated eleven Lists, ten in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 119a, on Deut 11 4

which I have printed; (II) jUie same MS., Vol. I, fol. 218 a, on
1 Kings 2 24; (HI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 176, on Josh. 24 17;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 776, on l Kings 2 24; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 91a, on 1 Kings 16 5; (VI) Add. 15,451, foL 162 a, on
Josh. 24 17; (VII) the same MS., fol. 225a, on 1 Kings 2 24;

(VHI) the same MS., foL 238o, on 1 Kings 16 5; (IX) Add. 21,160,

fol. 271a, on Deut 11 4; (X) Orient 2349, fol. 1296, on the same
passage and (XI) the printed Massorah on 1 Kings 2 24. The
heading in List I which I have printed, viz. 'rnja '3i 'to 't is

manifestly a clerical error and ooght to be -irosn "n 'na '3 as is

attested by the contents of the Rubric, and this coincides with

all the other Lists.

n-ornn - § ii83.

n^^^* l\oelve instances are misleading where the textual reading

i» *TK>»|? and the Sei^ir -t^. Here we have the reverse of the record

in § 1162. There instances are catalogued in which this relative

pronoun or conjunctive is without the prefix 'Caph in the text,

but has it in the Sevir, whilst here it is with it in the text, but

is cancelled in the Sevir.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 1326, on Deut 16 10 which I have

printed; (II) Orient 5404, foL 1315, on the same passage; (HI)

Add. 15,251, foL 1136, also on the same passage and (IV) the

printed Massorah on Jonah 1 14. List III heads it pm '"Visan 'o

XV3K '33 and gives nine instances only, omitting Josh. 9 21;

Jerem. 23 27; Eccl. 4 17: whilst List IV which heads it rxn '"Wen "

omits Josh. 9 21; Eccl. 4 17. This shows the different traditions

preserved in the different Massoretic Schools with regard to the

number of Sevirin which their respective texts exhibited.

tt'Brfin = § 1189.

ntt^"SK rrVT "IS'I "T^^HS as Jehovah spake unto Moses,

occurs four times Aus combined. The phrase ntt; "^"n itfio <u Jehovah

spake, is in ten instances followed by Moses. In six passages it

is n^OTS by the hand of Moses ^ and in four only it is n^-^K unto

Moses. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the minority. This

Rubric, .which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 40 a, on Exod. 9 12. As in two of

the four instances it is 'viu without the prefix Caph (Exod. 4 30

;

Numb. 15 22) and moreover as this phrase occurs also twice in

Joshua (11 23; 14 6) the heading ought properly to be Tvnm '«r^3 "i.

» Comp. nfa T? «"'w "ib**" Exod. 9 35; Numb. 17 5; 87 23; 1 Kings 8 63,

66; 2 Chron. S» 6.

rwnn = § ii9o.

nVr TVSl ^tt^5 as Jehovah commanded, ends a verse in three

instances in a unique mannei: That is, to distinguish it from the

other three instances where this phrase ends the verse, but where

it is n^>5 without the prefix Caph. (Vide supra, letter m, § 1177.)

Of this Rubric I collated, five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 68a, on Levit 9 7 which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 746, on 2 Sam. 24 19;

(III) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Levit 9 7 ; (IV) the printed Massorah

on Levit 10 15 and (V) the same on 2 Sam. 24 19.

rsfwnn = § ii9i.

rittto T\% 1tt?K5 «» Moses commanded, occurs three times in

a unique manner. That is, without any adjunct to distinguish it

from the other three instances where this phrase is followed by

rrfrns^ the servant of Jehovah (Josh. 8 31, 33; 11 12). In fixing

this number at three, the design of the Massorah is to exclude

the reading nfo-nx nyr nj? -if»<? in Levit 9 21 which is exhibited

in the most ancient recension of the text, as will be seen in the

notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated five Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 686, on

Levit 9 21 which I have printed; (II) the same MSS., Vol. II,

fol. 140a, on 1 Chron. 15 15; (III) Orient 4445, fol. 93a, on

Levit 9 21; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, foL 2476, on 1 Chron. 15 15

and (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 321, on the same passage.

ygtfnn = § 1192.

DKH ntt?K3 when he saw them, occurs twice in the Scriptures.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists, one in MS. and one printed:

(I) Add. 15,250, foL 21 6, on Gen. 32 3 which I have printed and

(II) the printed Massorah on the same passage. As D*n by itself

occurs twice only, the Massorah has also a separate Rubric on

this triliteral. Of this separate Rubric I collated four Lists, three

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 596,

on Jerem. 39 4; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1736; (III) Add. 15,250,

fol. 262a, and (IV) the printed Massorah, all on the same passage.

It will be seen that the two Lists which record the |Jhrase have

also the Rubric which gives an by itself.

i'Ttvnn - § 1193.

nt^51 '*"'^ when, begins a verse twice. As this quinqueliteral,

which occurs altogether fifteen times, is in thirteen instances in

the middle of the verse and in two instances only it begins the

verse, the Massorah safeguards its exceptional position.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, but which does not occur in this separate form in the
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printed Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 946, on Ezek. 37 18 which I have printed; (II)

Orient. 4445, fol. 42a, on Exod. 1 12; (III) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 191a, on Ezek. 37 18 and (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 64a, on

Exod. 1 12. This pair forms part of the List of fourteen words

commencing with Vav which respectively occur twice at the

begianing of the verse.'

1 Comp. The Ma*»orah, letter \ % 63, Vol. I, p. 399.

rtvnn = § 1194.

^3X *ltt?K7 to that which I, occurs twice. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Vienna Codex

No. 35 on Jerem. 38 20.

iTicwnn = § 1195.

1t£7KD1 and of that, occurs ttmce in the Scriptures. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,250,

fol. 206, on Gen. 31 1.

rjfwnn = § ii96.

iTT'C^K Ashei-ah, is three times plene in this form. That is,

the name of this goddess without and with prefixes and suffixes,

which occurs forty times in the Bible, is in these three instances

only with Yod after the Sliin. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards

this exceptional spelling. The necessity for protecting this peculiar

orthography will be seen from the notes on Deut 7 5 in my
edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. Ilia, on 2 Kings 17 16

Vrhich I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 268a, on Deut. 7 5;

(III) Vienna Codex No. 35 on 2 Kings 17 16; (IV) the printed

Massorah on Deut. 7 5 and (V) the same on 2 Kings 17 16.

ricrnn = § ii97,

^tS^K O the blessedness of, occurs four times at the heginving

of the verse with the accent Mercha and the sign thereof in Chaldee

is strong man of the children of men hearken unto me, and another

sign is A thoughtful man obeys the Lord. Of this Rubric I collated

nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 174a, on Ps. 1 1 which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., Vol. II, fol. 182 a, on Ps. 32 2: (III) the same MS.,

Vol. II; fol. 185a, on Ps. 40 5; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 3196, on

Ps. 1 1 ;
(V) the same MS., fol. 360a, on Prov. 8 34; (VI) Add. 15,251,

fol. 347a, on Ps. 1 1 ;
(VII) the same MS., fol. 354a, on Ps. 40 5;

(VIII) Add. 15,451, fol. 3976, on Ps. 1 1 and (IX) the printed

Massorah on the same passage. List I gives the first mnemonic

sign and List IX the second. The second sign without the List

is also given in the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 772.

To understand this Massorah it is necessary to remark:

(1) that ntfx which occurs altogether thirty-six times begins a

verse in twenty-four instances; (2) that in this position it has

no fewer than five different accents ;i
(3) that in four out of

the six instances where it has Mercha it has also Oaya under

the Aljyph in some MSS. or in some MSS. two Gayas, one under

the Aleph and one under the Shin and (4) that it is these four

instances which are recorded in the Rubric before us.

It is, however, to be remarked that this is according to

one School of Massorites and that according to another School

these four instances are with Makeph and the accent Mercha.

This is emphatically set forth in the heading of List III which

is pBpbi pTjtts 'roa "1 and not only is it ""\^ in the text in all

the four instances of this Standard Codex, but also in the remark-

able Model Codex Arund. Orient. 16. These two Codices belong

to two different countries, the first is Italian circa A. D. 1230

and the second German circa A. D. 1120. It is important to state

that not one of the Lists heads this Rubric p-iKa ^v ortsa ppioe 'wx-i -i.

1 Comp. nrK 1 Kings 10 8; Ps. SS 12; 84 6; 89 16; 144 16; Prov. S 13;

28 14; 2 Chron. 9 7; ^v* Isa. 66 2; Pb. 65 6; 94 12; 127 5; W7 9; ntPK Ps. 41 2;

84 6; 106 3;*119 2; 'TtPX Ps. 119 1; Dan. 12 12 apart from the four instances

with this accent and Gaya and ne-K Ps. 146 5.

n-5tttrnn = § ii98.

trl3K "ntTK O the blessedness of the man, occurs twice. That is,

in contradistinction to the combination -i^in nc^K which is recorded

in the next Rubric. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 323a, on

Job 5 17 which I have printed; (II) Vienna Codex No. 35 and

(III) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

ss'3twnn = § 1199.

"TllUn "ntS^ O the blessedness of the man, is four times thvs

combined in the Scriptures. It will be seen that whilst the former

combination occurs outside the Psalms, this phrase is confined to

the Psalter. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, fol. 2166, on Ps. 127 5

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3076, on Ps. 94 12;

(III) the same MS., fol. ai7a, on Ps. 127 5 ;
(IV) Vienna Codex No. 35,

on the same passage; (V) the printed Massorah on Ps. 94 12 and

(VI) the same on Ps. 127 5. List III heads this Rubric 'j -on nrK

and gives three instances only, omitting Ps. 34 9. This is due

to the fact that this recension records those instances only which

begin a verse. The expression on has been omitted after 'j = three

which is not unfrequently the case.

D'nn = § 1200.

DPn ''ntrX O the blessedness of the people, occurs three times.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, fol. 220a,

on Ps. 144 15 which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 320a, on the same passage and (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 364a,

on Ps. 89 16.

rnnn - § 1201.

^Iti^KI and the blessedness of, occurs twice. That is, this

constnict plural which occurs altogether thirty-six times, is in

these two instances only, with the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three

Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 246a, on Prov. 8 32 which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2626, on 2 Chron. 9 7

and (HI) the same MS., fol. 3396, on Prov. 8 32.

3"nnn = § 1202.

"Tltt^S thy bUssedness, or blessed art thou, occurs twice. That

is, with the suffix second person singular masculine, in the only

other instance where it occurs it is xiP^ ^^*^ *^® suffix second

person singular feminine (EccL 10 17). Of this Rubric I collated

four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

VoL I, fol. 135a, on Deut. 33 29 wWch I have printed; (II) the

same MS., VoL II, foL 2166, on Ps. 1282; (HI) Add. 15,251, foL 372o,

on the same passage and (IV) the printed Massorah on the same

:'nnn = § 1203.

^iXnt^ Eshta^l, is twice plene. This proper name without

and with prefixes occurs altogether seven times. As it is defective

in four instances^ and plene in three, the Massorah safeguards

the minority. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS,

and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 11 6, on Josh. 16 33

which I have printed; (II) Vienna Codex No. 35, on the same

passage and (III) the printed Massorah also on the same passage.

The apparent conflict between the heading of Lists I and II

which emphatically states that this expression is twice plene and

that of List IH which as emphatically states that it is three

times plene is due to the fact that the former refers to

b^m^ without the prefix which occurs twice, whilst the latter

includes 'tIkpetki with the prefix Vav (Josh. 19 41) and ought,

therefore, to be '«r^a O'vtha 'a. Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah, however,

(List III) is incorrect, inasmuch as lorB"? nvr rrn brm = Judg. 13 25

is given as the third instance, whereas it should be onbro "jTaa 'm

Josh. 19 41.

» Comp. '?»»fl»'*l Judg. M 25; hitRfm Judg. 18 8; 'jUBW'iJJM Judg. 18 2, 11.

Tnnn = § 1204.

^1*tritt?10 and sedition, occurs twice. This Rubric is from the

printed Massorah on Ezra 4 19.

•Tfinn = § 1205.

"HK* Whatever this particle begins a verse in combination with

any other expression it is toith the prefix Vav (-riKi) except in fifteen

instances where it ijt without this prefix {-r»).

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient. 2348, fol. 846, on Exod. 29 39 which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 2349, fol. 746, on the same passage and

(III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 801.
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This highly artificial Massorah can only be understood and

its contents tested by a minute analysis of the instances in

which -n« and -riKi severally begin a verse throughout the Penta-

teuch. Without and with the prefix Vav this particle begins a

verse in this division of the Bible no less than one hundred

and sixty-seven times as follows:

Genesis. — In Genesis, where it occurs altogether thirty times

at the beginning of a verse, it is in twenty-five instances with

the prefix Vav^ and in five instances only it is -riK without the

prefix (Gen. 9 13; 14 9; 15 19; 22 21; 34 28). Hence the Massorah

Parva in Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251, Cambridge Add. 1174, on

Gen. 22 21 protects this minority. The necessity for safeguarding

these passages will be seen by referring to the notes on Gen. 34 28

;

35 12 in my edition of the Bible.

Exodvs. — In Exod., where it occurs forty-eight times at

the beginning of a verse, it is in thirty instances with the prefix

Faw* and in eighteen only it is without the Vav. Hence the

Rubric before us safeguards the minority, and thereby excludes

the variations which obtained in the ancient recensions exhibited

in the notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible. It

will be seen that this Rubric is based upon recensions of the text

which had fifteen instances only without the prefix Vav. Hence

23 15, 27; 34 18 are omitted.

Leviticus. — In Levit., where it begins a verse fifty times,

it is in eleven instances without the prefix Vav (11 9, 15, 22;

14 6, 31; 18 4; 19 19, 30; 25 5, 37; 26 2) and in thirty-nine

instances with it.^ Hence the Massorah Parva in Harley 5710—11,

on Levit. 11 2 and in Cambridge Add. 1174 on Levit. 18 4 and

19 30 protects the minority. It is remarkable that both these MSS.

in all the three instances state that it occurs ten times only at

the beginning of a verse in this book ('"oa 'DS 'Ni '0, but as the

List is not given, it is impossible to say in which instance these

Codices read "^^1 where the present received text roads -nx.

NnnAei's. — In Numb, this particle begins a verse nineteen

times. In fourteen instances it is with the prefix * and in five only,

is it without it (7 7; 15 23; 17 3; 28 4; 35 14). Hence the Massorah

Parva in Add. 15,250, on Numb. 15 23 safeguards the minority.

Denterovomy. — In Deut, where this particle begins a verse

altogether twenty times, it is in ten instances with the prefix

Vnv^ and in ten without it. {Vide infra, letter k, § 1206.)

And in all the rest of the Pentateuch it is with the prefix at

the beginning of the verse ("nsi) except in twenty-five instances ivhere

it is without it, viz. -nK.

From the above analysis we see that there are thirty-one

instances apart from Exodus where -dk begins a verse. Even if

rraoa except ttoenty-five is taken to be n'soa except twenty-eight, as

the n and n are so much alike, there is still a difference of three

passages. This is probably due to the fact that this Massorah

emanates from a Massoretic School whose text exhibited various

readings.

Though Lists I and II emphatically state in the heading

that there are fifteen such instances, they catalogue fourteen

only and omit Exod. 39 35 which is manifestly due to a clerical

error. The heading in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah (List III),

viz. n-rtris iBca b"-i r- hk is a mistake for m»w -ibds since all the

sixteen instances are from Exodus. This List too is based upon

Codices which had sixteen such instances and henceExod. 2315, 27

are omitted. It is without the addition at the end which sum-

marily gives the number of instances of tk beginning a verse

in the rest of the Pentateuch.

' Comp. -nw Gon. 10 12, 14, 16,' 17, 18, 27, 28, 29; 14 C; 15 20, 21;

17 21; 19 11; 22 22; 34 26, 29; 35 12; 36 3; 41 52; 42 4, 20; 43 13; 44 2;

46 28; 47 21.

» Comp. -n»i Exod. 4 17; 5 8; 18 3; 26 1, 29; 29 4, 14, 15, 17, 41;

30 27, 28, 30; 31 8, 9, 10, 11; 35 14, 15, 28; 36 34, 38; .38 28, 31; 39 18, 28,

29, 34, 38; 40 29.

3 Comp. "nw Levit 3 4, 10, 16; 4 9, 11, 19, 26, 31, 35; 5 10, 16, 26;

7 3, 4, 32; 8 3, 17, 20, 21; 9 10, 11, 13, 19, 21; 10 14, 16; 11 5, 6, 7, 13, 14,

16, 17, 18, 19; 14 41; 16 26, 27; 18 22.

< Comp. -nw Numb. 1 18; 3 10, 46; 426; 617; 78; 17 18; 288; 318,10;

32 36, 36, 38; 35 6.

* Comp. -nw Deut. 2 4; 8 21; 9 21; 11 3; 13 17; 14 8, 14, 15; 34 2, 3.

rnnn = § 1206.

"nS begins a verse ten times in Deutei'onom.y. The design of

this Massorah is to exclude the variation in Deut 14 IG which

obtained in the ancient recensions, as will be seen from the

notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient. 2348, fol. 141 6, on Deut. 14 IG which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 2849, fol. 13lfc, on the same passage and

(III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 806. For the analysis

of the respective numbers of -riK and -ntr at the beginning of a

verse in this book see the preceding Rubric.

r'nnn = § 1207.

"DKI* From Josh. 21 3 to vei-se 37 whether at the beginning

or in the middle of a verse, the proper name of the city is ahoajft

preceded by -riKI except in twentyfour [-eight] instances where it is

pi'eceded by this particle without the prefix Vav, viz. -rw.

The forty-five proper names of the cities recorded in this

section of Joshua are promiscuously preceded by the particle

"DK without and with the prefix Vav. In seventeen instances the

proper name is preceded by this particle with the prefix Fat?>

and in twenty-eight it is without this prefix. The design of this

Massorah, therefore, is to register the instances in which the naiAe is

preceded by -riK. For this reason the seven expressions which

are preceded by -riK, but which are not proper names of cities

are excluded from this register (Josh. 21 3, 8, 13, 21, 27, 32, 36).

It will be seen that the Massorah here, contrary to its usual

practice, safeguards the majority. This is due to the fact that the

variations exhibited in the ancient Codices and early editions are on

the passages which constitute this majority, as is disclosed in the

notes on Josh. 21 16, 18, 23, 24, 29, 31, 34 in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1516, on Josh. 21 18

which I have printed: (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 15a; (III)

Add. 15,451, fol. 159 6, (IV) the printed Massorah, all on the same

passage and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 806. In

List I mj'?B and TDsa are manifestly clerical errors for ^i-bt =

proper name and pi'aaa except ttoenty-eight tim£s, as they are correctly

given in the headings of the other Lists. The omission in this

List of nsaT-riK 21 35 is also due to a scribal error. List II

omits ii'?jK-n« 21 24; List III omits iirarns 21 17 and gives

"sijyri-nK 21 25 twice. But as all these Lists state in the headings

that there are twenty-eight such instances, the omissions are

unquestionably clerical errors. The addition to the heading in ListV
which forms part of the Rubric according to the ten instances

in Deuteronomy where -r\^ begins a verse, viz. ,«?isi p rnrr ibd bo^

is meaningless. It is to be remarked that this Massorah is based

upon a recension of the text which omits Josh. 21 36, 37. (Comp.

my Introduction to the Maasoretico- Critical edition of the Hebrew

Bible, p. 178 &Q.)

» Comp. -nKi Jogh. 21 13, 14, 14, 15, 16, 16, 16, 18, 21, 22, 22, 26, 27; 31,

32, 32, .36.

n'nnn = § 1208 a.

"JHK begins a verse four tim^s in this book, i. e. in Jeremiah. In

Jeremiah, where this particle begins a verse nineteen times, it is

with the prefix Vav in fourteen instances » and in four or rather

five without it. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund*. Orient. 16, fol. 1626, on Jerem. 25 19 which.

I have printed; (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 48a, on

Jerem. 25 ?1; (III) Add. 15,451, fol 2976, on Jerem. 25 23, and

(IV) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 25 19. All these Lists state

that there are four instances only whereas there are five. Lists I,

II and IV omit Jerem. 43 6 ; whilst List III omits Jerem. 25 23.

According to List II which heads this Rubric i-aa dki '"JP "^a the

design of this Massorah is to safeguard the four instances in

Jerem. 25. In this chapter alone this particle begins a verse nine

times; in five instances it is with the prefix V'av (25 20, 22, 24,

25, 26) and in four it is without it (25 18, 19, 21, 23). Jerem. 43 6

is, therefore, rightly omitted because it is not in this Section. The

other Lists which do not restrict this Massorah to Jerem. 25 are

defective. That these instances required safeguarding may be

seen from the notes on Jerem. 25 23 in my edition of the Bible.

t Comp. -nKi Jerem. 6 11; 25 20, 22, 24, 26, 26; 28 4; 34 21; 86 17; 41 3;

52 11, 17, 18, 19.

n'nnn = § 12086.

riK occurs three times at the beginning of a verse. This Rubric,

which I have found in the printed Massorah only, on Gen. 14 9

is inexplicable, since in the Pentateuch alone this particle without

the prefix Vav begins a verse no fewer than forty-nine times.

{Vii^ supia, letter k, § 1205.) It may be that the number three

is intended to represent the three divisions of the Bible, the Law,

the Prophets and the Hagiographa.

18b
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r^Tinn = § 1209.

n^i w wlfJi Tzere (rwt), but when it is with MaJceph it is with

Segol (tik) except in one instance .... and in three instunees it is

toith Segol though it is without MaJceph. jep jrap in Massoretic

terminology denotes Tzere and pp nne Segol

Of this Rubric, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2426, on Prov. 3 12

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 295a, on Ps. 47 5;

(III) the same MS., fol. 337a, on Prov. 3 12; (IV) Add. 15,251,

fol. 13a, on Gen. 1 1; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same

passage; (VI) the printed Massorah on Pa 47 5 and (VII) the

same on Prov. 3 12. The different headings of this Rubric

•juaa 'i riK (List II) and >t»ti:i 'i nt (List III) are due to the peculiar

features which the Massorites emphasise in this exceptional

orthography. The one lays stress on its being with Segol though

it is without Makeph and the other emphasises its having the

accent Mercha though with Segol.

^-nnn = § 1210.

For HK and nj|n with the accent Tiphcha see below, letter k,

§ 1289.

iT^nnn - § 1211.

r^ rnX* in five verses of the Pentateuch this particle occurs

twice with one word only intervening. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 536, on Exod. 29 5.

T'nnn = § 1212.

riK »"riS« In ttoenty-seven iferses this particle occurs twice toith

one word only intervening. The peculiar position of the particle,

which the preceding Rubric records with regard to the Pentateuch

alone, is here noticed with regard to the whole Bible. These two

Rubrics show how the Massorah was developed. In the first

instance one division of the Bible was analysed and then the

analysis gradually extended to the whole Scriptures. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, foL 876, on Numb. 5 24,

y-'nnn - § 1213.

"HK TDK rriK* In thirUen verses of this hook [i. e. Leviticus]

the particle TiK occurs three times. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 2349, fol. HGr/, on

Levit 8 7. In the received text there are fourteen such verses,

since the same peculiarity also occurs in Levit. 26 15.

T^nnn = § 1214.

"HK iTiK iTK* In six verses of this book [i. e. Deuteronomy]

the particle -r» occurs three times. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massoyah, is from Harley 5710— 11, Vol. I,

fol. 1196, on Deut 12 3.

ronnn = § 1215.

"nS »"nK i"nK» in eight verses of Joshua the particle -ntt

occurs three times. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists : (I) Arund.

Orient. 16, foL Ha, on Josh. 10 24 which I have printed and

(II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 828.

ronnn = § 121 e.

"jn>( »"^$ i"ftK» In fifteen verses of Samuel this particle occurs

three times. The reason for safeguarding these passages will be

seen by a reference to the notes on 2 Sam. 7 7, 12 in my edition

of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) The printed Massorah

Finalis, letter k, § 829, which I have printed and (II) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 626, on 2 Sam. 10 3. Though Jacob h'. Chayini's

Massorah (List I) correctly states in the heading that there are

fifteen such instances, it enumerates fourteen only. It omits

2 Sam. 14 21 which the MS. List (No. II) rightly gives.

T'»nnn = § 1217.

"HK «"nK «"nS* In nineteen verses of Kings this particle occurs

three times. The design of this Massorah is to militate against

the reading 'tpm-'ra-nKi in l Kings 8 1 which is exhibited in the

best Codices (Orient 2201; Harley 5710— 11; Add. 2 1,1 61 ; Orient. 1478

first hand, Orient. 4227); in the editio princeps of the Prophets,

Soncino 1485—86; the first edition of the Bible, Soncino 1488,

and the editio princeps of Jacob b. Chayim's Rabbinic Bible with

the Massorah. Veni^ 1524—25, and is coiToborated by the parallel

passage in 2 Chron. 6 2. Other MSS. and editions, however,

follow the reading of this Massorah, viz. Arund. Orient. 16;

Harley 5720; Add. 15,2.')0; Add 15,261; Add. 15,451; the second,

third and fourth editions of the Bible, Naples 1491—93; Brescia 1494

;

Pesaro 1511—17; the Complutensian and Felix Pratensis' edition

of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517. In my edition of the Bible

I have followed the oldest dated and Standard Codices.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 116a, on 2 Kings 23 8 which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 1166, on 2 Kings 23 16;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 213a, on the same passage and (IV) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 827.

n-'nnn = § 121 8.

"HX i"nS «"riK *"nK» in sixteen verses this particle occurs

four tinum. On referring to the notes in my edition of the Bible

on Levit. 20 18; Deut. 11 2; 2 Chron. 18 30 it will be seen that

the design of this Massorah is to exclude the variations which

obtained in the Codices of other Schools of Massorites with

regard to some of these passages. It is, moreover, designed to

safeguard the parallel passage in 1 Kings 22 31, where this

particle also occurs four times, but where it is with the prefix

Vav (-riKi) in the third instance, against being made conformable

to 2 Chron. 18 30.

Of this Rubric, I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 896, on Levit. 13 62 which I have

printed; (H) Orient. 2348, fol. 996, on the same passage; (III)

Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 119a, on Deut 11 2 and (IV) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 816. The heading in List II is

pnk "f ]'aiiti in ^32 n-K 'id-b v si.xteen verses have respectively four times

riK or rather four Eths. It will be seen that pnx which is normally

used in the Massorah as the plural of niK is here used as the

plural of the particle -riK.

t5">nnn = § 1219.

T\H rn^ '"fT^ #"JnK i"nK* /« four verses this particle ocevrx

five times. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 626, on Exod. 40 18 which I have printed and

(II) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

a^nnn = § 1220.

" "HKI i"riK /"flK 'TnK* In seben verses this particle occurs

four times, in the first three instances it is without the prefix Vav and

the fourth tirne it is with it. The reason for safeguarding these

verses will be seen in the notes on Exod. 23 28 in my edition

of the Bible.

^ Of this Rubric, I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

prihted: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 746, on Levit 16 24

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 20 o, on

Judg. 3 7; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 1396, on the same passage{

(IV) Add. 21,160, foL 316, on Gen. 13 10; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 164a, on Levit 16 24 and (VI) the printed Massorah on the

same passage.

K-3nnn = § 1221.

"nX") rnK"! X^^ rriK »"nK rnK* /» three verses this particle

occurs six ' times, in the first three instances it is without the prefix

Vav and in the second three it is toith it. Normally the first five in-

stances in the verse would be without the prefix Vav and the

sixth only would be with it Hence . the Massorah safeguards

this abnormal use of the prefix.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) The printed Massorah

on Exod. 29 5 which I have printed and (II) Add. 21,160,

fol. 113a, on the same passage. List II heads this Rubric

D'piDB '3 and gives two instances only. The absence, however, of

the third instance is evidently due to a Nakdau who overlooked

the expression n-am. Hence the copyist who found two instances

only, altered the -j in the heading into '3 to agree with the

contents.

n"Dnnn = § 1^22 a--6.

"nKI rriK »"nS* in nine verses of Exodus this particle occun

throe times; the first and second time it is toithoiit the prefix Vhd and

the third time it is with it. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists:

(I) Add. 15,251, fol. 65rt, on Exod. 30 ;t3 which I have printed

as § I222rt and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 826,

reproduced in § 12226. Both Lists nro corrupt

In § I222a there are four instances only which exhibit the

import of the heading (Exod. 35 10; 39 .'J3, 36, 40). The otheV five

are at variance with the statement in the heading. In Exod. 36 11
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which is here given as two separate verses, this particle occurs
no fewer than eight times: the first, second, fourth, sixth and
seventh time it is without the prefix Vav, whilst in the third,

fifth and eighth it is with it. In Exod. 36 17; 89 37 it occurs
four times, the first and second time without and third and
fourth with the prefix Vav. In Exod. 89 40 it occurs six times:
the firsl^ second and fifth are without, whilst the third, fourth
and sixth are with the prefix Vav.

In § 1222& six out of the nine instances are correct
(Exod. 6 20; 7 3; 36 19; 89 88, 86, 41). The other three are the
same incorrect ones which are given in § 1222a, viz. Exod. 36 11,

17; 39 40. There are altogether ten instt^nces in Exodus which
answer to the statement in the heading of this Rubric, and the
following four passages must be substituted for the incorrect
ones giv9n in these two Lists: Exod. 9 20; 10 15; 21 6; 23 25.

j'arifin = § 1223.

TH^ rDH i"nK» In eleven verges this particle occurs three

times, the first and second time it is without and the third with the

prefix Vav, and in each com with one word only bettoeen these particles.

In this respect, therefor^ this Rubric differs from the preceding
one. In the former Rubric no limit is specified for the expressions
which intervene between the recurrence of this particle, whilst

in the Rubric before us the intervention is in each case

limited to one word.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest constituent parts

of the Massorah, I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient 2849, f<^. 846, on Gen. 11 26 which I have
printed; (II) the same MS., foL 826, on Levit 1 8; (HI) Orient 4445,

fol. 62 a, on Exod. 21 5; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, foL 1656, on
Jerem. 29 17; (V) Vienna Codex No. 36 on Gen. 11 26 and
(VI) t^e printed Massorah on Exod. 21 5.

Not only do all the other Lists state that there are twelve

such verses, but List II which is from the same MS. as List I

which. I have printed also states that there are twelve and gives

Gen. 6 82 as the first instance which is omitted in List L
Moreover in List I Tnn»6n - Gen, 11 27 is incorrect, since it is

m Wfi .-nit .-r«j and belongs to the following Rubric. It ought to

be m ihm = Gen. 6 10. Though List III, which exhibits the oldest

form extant of this Massorah, correctly states in the heading that

there are twelve such instances, it enumerates eleven only. It

omits Deut 26 15 which is manifestly due to a scribal error.

The notes on Deut 28 20; Isa. 29 10; Jerem. 24 10; 29 17

in my edition of the Bible show that the design of this Rubric
is to exclude the various readings which some of the ancient

Codices exhibited on these passages.

rannn - § 1224.

fTK rriKI rflK rnNU in twelve verses this partiele occurs

four times; in the first, second and fourth instances it is without the

prefix Vav and is loith it in the third instance.

The design of this Massorah is twofold. It is to exclude
2 Chron. 18 30, which is the parallel passage to l Kings 22 31

and which according to the recension of another School ought
to belong to this Rubric, and also to militate against the various
reading in Jerem. 41 10 which would exclude it from this Rubric,
as iiiill be seen from the notes on these passages in my edition

of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 59a, on 2 Sam. 3 25 which I

have "ijrinted; (II) Add. 15,261, fol. 1166, on Deut 22 24; (III)

Add, 16,451, fol. 2446, on 1 Kings 22 81; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 376,

on Gen. 37 2; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Gen. 33 6; (VI) the
same Codex on 2 Sam. 3 25; (VII) the printed Massorah on
Gen. 11 27 and (VIU) the same on 2 Sam. 3 25. It will be seen
that though the heading of the List which I have printed states
that there are twelve such verses, it records ten only. As the
two missing verses, viz. Judg. 16 24; l Kings 22 31 are given
in the other Lists it is evident that the omission here is due to
a clerical error. List Vn, which also omits l Kings 22 31, is

manifestly due to the same cause.

H'snnn - § 1225.

*^T^ "^ *flK1 #"flK /"HK* Infour verses this partiele occurs

five times, in the first, second andfourth instances it is without the prefix
Vav, whilst in the third and fifth it is with it.

As in two out of the four verses the MSS. of other Massorites
exhibit various readings, which are duly recorded in my edition
of the Bible on Exod. 6 28; Jerem. 3 24; this Massorah, which
emanates from another School, safeguards its readings.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS and one
printed: (I) Orient 2849, foL 606, on Exod. 6 28 which I have
printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 1496, on Jerem. 3 24; (III)
Add. 21,160, foL 726, on Exod. 6 28; (IV) Orient 2848, foL 706,
on the same passage and (V) the printed Massorah on 1 Kings 6 22.

In one verse the reverse is the ease &e. That is, here where
this particle also occurs five times it is in the first, third and
fifth instances without the prefix Vav and in the second and
fourth with it This second part of the Rubric is absent in
Lists n, III and V.

rannn - § 1226.

"Dl^ rVd^ .TIK TW^ In nineteen [eighteen] terses ihis

particle oeeurs four times, in the first and second instances it is

without the prefix Vav, ighilst in the third and fourth it is wUh the

prefix.

The variations which obtained with regard to the readings
in Exod. 36 17; 89 87; Levit 8 80; Jerem. 61 28 as exhibited
in the notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible, are
the cause of this Massorah.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Missorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 8866,
on Neh. 9 24 which I have printed and (II). Orient 4446,
fol. 1555, on Numb. 33 52. It will be seen that though it is

stated in the heading that there are nineteen such verses, eigh-
teen only are enumerated. From the fact that List II, which
is from the oldest undated MS. extant, emphatically heads it

•piOB n- and records the same eighteen passages it is manifest
that B'^ = 19 should be n^ - la

rsnnn = § 1227.

TIKI ,tlK rriKl "JT^ #1TH iT^ Mnemonic sign for the

two verses^ viz. Exod. 30 89 40 in which this partieU occurs six
times. In Exod. 89 40 it is without the prefix Vav in the first,

second and fifth instances and with it in the third, fourth and
sixth instances. The mnemonic sign for it is Deut 27 18 where
the names of the six tribes are recorded without and with the
prefix Vav in exactly the same order.

In Exod. 39 89 the absence and presence of the prefix in
the six instances is different Here it is without the prefix in
the first, third and fifth instances and with it in the second,
fourth and sixth. The sign for this in Hosea 2 7 where the six
articles of food and raiment are enumerated in the second half
of the verse without and with the prefix Vav is in precisely the
same sequence. The reason for safeguarding these verses will

be seen in the notes on Exod. 39 89, 40 in my edition pf the
Bible.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in this separate form
in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 21,166,
foL 135a, on Exod. 39 89 which I have printed and (II)

Orient. 4445, fol. 886, on the same passage where this Rubric
is somewhat expanded.

n-annn - § 1228.

TIKI rriKI rfTKI rtlH rnK» in fourteen verses this partiele
occurs five times; the first and second time it is without the prefix
Vav and: the third, fourth and fifth time it is with U. The design of
this Massorah is to militate against the various reading in
2 Chron. 29 18 which obtained in other Schools of textual redac-
tors, as will be seen in the notes on this passage in my edition
of the Bible.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the
Massorah, I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Add. 15,451, fol. 4696, on 1 Chron. 6 62 which I have printed;
(II) Add. 4446, fol. 806, on Exod. 37 16 and (HI) the printed
Massorah on the same passage.

These three Lists exhibit two distinct recensions of this
Massorah. Lists I and III register all the fourteen verses in
which this particle occurs five times without and with the prefix
Vav and hence head this Rubric 'bo^ "cb n-, whereas List II is

more artificial It catalogues ten instances only and accordingly
heads it nKi Kn pioei -mp nnm pna mi pioe •' and adds at the end
prmia-j piDB ^lo tei that is, and wherever this particle in combination
with its noun ends the verse, as is the case with the four
instances included in the first recension, viz. Josh. 21 18, 21, 27,

86, it is likewise so. Though Jacob b. Chaylm's Massorah
(List III) distinctly states in the heading that there are fourteen
such verses, it enumerates fifteen. It gives rto Va m i^» win -
Numb. 4 14 as one instance. But as it is here (run nn nnm nit)

three times without and twice with the prefix Vav it does not
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belong to this Rubric. It is manifestly the addition of a later

Nakdan who mistook the import of this Massorah, as is attested

by its absence in Lists I and II.

B'Dnnn = § 1229.

TlK rriKl .TIK* In six verses in Judges where this particle

occurs three tim^s it is'in the first and third instances without the prefix

Vav and in the second it is taith the prefix. Of this Rubric I collated

five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Anxnd. Orient 16,

fol 27a on Judg. 11 21 which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250,

fol. 139a, on the same passage; (HI) Add. 15,451, fol. iTlfe, on

Judg 11 29; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35 o;i the same passage and

(V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter »^ § 818. List II rightly

heads this Rubric nn n»rnK pna rru 'wb 't and gives iwt nam rx o>«^
-

Judg. 9 20 as the fourth instance.

ynnn = § 1230.

"DK rnX rnKl »"riX* in six verses where this particle occurs

four times it is in tfvi first, third and fmiHh instances tmthout the

prefix Vav and in Hie second only, with it. Of this Rubric I collated

four Lists, thre^ in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. IG,

fol llOo, on 2 Kings 16 13 which I have printed; (II) the same

MS., fol. 115a, on 2 Kings 21 13; (III) Add. 15,451, fol. 258a,

on the same passage and (IV) the printed Massorah Fmahs,

letter K, § 819.

K'^nnn = § 1231.

"HKI rnSI rriK* in fourteen verses in Genesis whei-e this

paHide Iccurs "tiiree times it is wUhout the prefix Vav in the first

instc^nce and with it in the second and third instances. Of this Rubric

I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 356, on Gen. 36 5

which I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah Fmahs,

letter k, § 808. Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah (List II) is incorrect

Gen. 15 19 is omitted and pia-i itui n^'-ra op^ = Gen. 32 23 is inserted

to make up the fourteen passages. But here it is m mo n«r. nK which

is against the import of this Rubric and belongs to § 1234

where it occupies its proper place.

rVnnn = § 1232.

"riKI »TIK1 .nK» In twenty-six verses of the Pentaieiuih where

this participle oc<^rs three times it is without the prefix Vav in the

first instance and with it in the second and third instances.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, fol. 60a, on Exod. 37 26. apy rrm =

Deut 7 12 is manifestly a clerical error, since in this passage it

is (rm DK hk) twice without and once with the prefix Vav. If this

scribal error is cancelled and the two verses in numbers where

ninnirnK occurs are added (Numb. 4 25; 31 12) to which the

end of this Rubric refers, we obtain the requisite number twenty-

six. It will be seen that whilst the preceding Rubric catalogues the

instances which occur in Genesis only, this Rubric embraces the

whole Pentateuch, and militates against the various reading which

the recension of another School of textual redactors exhibited in

Exod. 36 18, as may be seen from the notes on this passage in

my edition of the Bible.

yinnn = § 1233.

"DKI rriKI »"r)K« in four verses cf Samuel where this particle

occurs three ti^s it "is without the prefix Vav in the first instance

and with it in the second and third instances. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 526, on 1 Sam. 26 U. The record of this peculiarity which

the preceding two Rubrics have preserved with regard to the

Pentateuch is here extended to Samuel, and there can hardly

be any doubt that it also exists with regard to the other books

of the Bible.

T^nnn - § 1234.

"UK iTTKl rriiO rnK» in eighteen verses where this particle

occurs fwr tint's it is withmtt the prefix Tav in the first and fourth

instances and tmth it in the second and third. The design of this

Maasorah is to militate against the various reading which obtained

with regard to Jerem. 25 18, as may be seen in the notes on this

passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Hariey 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1156, on Deut 5 21

which I have printed; (U) Add. 16,451, fol. 469a, on 2 Chron.

4 11; (in) Add. 21,160, foL 164a, on Levit. 16 20 and (IV) the

printed Massorah on l Kings 7 14. Though List I, which I have

printed, states in the heading that there are eighteen such verses,

it enumerates seventeen only and omits Neh. 1 7. But this is

due to a clerical error, since it is given in all the other Lists.

n'^finn = § 1235.

"DKI rn^ rriKI «"nK» in nineteen verses of the Pentateuch

where this particte occurs four times it is in the first instance without

the prefix Vav and with it in the other three.

Of thip Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 1406, on

Deut 30 15 which I have printed and (II) Orient. 2348, fol. IbOh,

on the same passage. This Rubric forms part of the Massorah

which records the verses in the Bible wherein the same four

words occur without the prefix Vav in the first and with it in

the other three instances.*

1 Comp. The Mtutmah, letter 1, § 110, Vol. I, p. 417.

rbnnn = § 1236.

'tW rnKI rriKI rnXI rm* in eighteen verses this particle

occurs five tim^,' the first time' it is without the prefix Vav whilst in

the following four instances it is with it. The design of this Massorah

is to militate against the various readings which obtained in

the Codices of other Schools, as may b^ seen from the notes,on

Exod. 28 5; Levit. 14 6 in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 526, on Exod. 28 5

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, foL 86a, on

Numb. 4 9; (III) Add. 15,451, fol. 566, on Exod. 28 5; (IV) the

same MSS., fol. 2406, on 1 Kings 18 38; (V) the same MS.

fol. 2986, on Jerem. 44 9; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. IIO6, on Exod.

28 5; (VII) the same MS., fol. 191a, on Numb. 4 9; (VIII) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 119 margin, fol. 112a, and (IX) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter m, § 820.

Though List I distinctly states in the heading that there

are eighteen such instances, it enumerates seventeen only. It

omits Gen. 34 28, which is manifestly due to a clerical error since

it is given in all the other Lists. It gives Jerem. 36 26 as

the seventeenth instance where the received text" has riKi nin nK

run DK, but as this is also given as the seventeenth instance in

Lists VIII and IX it can hardly be regarded as a scribal blunder,

since these Lists belong to MSS. of different countries and it

probably exhibits a different recension. For 2 Kings 28 4 is to

be substituted 2 Kings 22 12. Lists IV, V and VIH give as the

eleventh instance tto -pan in = 2 Kings 16 15 where the received

text has riKi nw nxi hki n»t hk, whilst List VI heads this Rubric

mr nxi rx\ nto nw o-piDB :•" and records thirteen passages only in

the following order Gen. 33 2; 34 28; Exod. 28 5; Numb. 4 9;

Josh. 3 10; 2 18; l Kings 18 38; 2 Kings 22 12; 24 15; Jerem. 8 1;

13 13; 44 9; Ezek. 34 16. It will be seen that List VII, which

is from the same MS., duly gives the same seventeen instances

which are recorded in List I plus the omitted passage in

Gen. 34 28.

f^nnn - § 1237.

"riKi rnKi.rnKi »"nio rr\vc\ rriK* in six verses this panicle

occurs seven times, in the first instance it is witlwut the prefix Vav,

whilst the other five instances are with it. Of this Rubric I collated three

Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35, on

1 Chron. 6 45 which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 242a,

on 1 Chron. 6 61 and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter x,

§ 820.

n'^nnn = § i238a.

-nKi rnxi rnKi rriKi rriKi rniNr] rm* in three verses

of the Pentateuch wheie this parHcie' occurs seven times it is without

the prefix Vav in the first instance only and with it in all the six. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Add. 21,160, fol. 1466, on Levit 8 2.

n'^nnn = § i2«86.

-riKT rnsi rrw rm) rm} rriKi rr\H* seven such in-

stances occur altogether in'the Bible. These two Rubrics again

exhibit the gradual development of the Massorah. The Massorites

first began their work on the Pentateuch and then extended

their researches to the whole Bible.
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Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 86a, on Levit 8 2 which I

have printed; (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol I, fol. 250«, on 2 Kings

16 29; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1096, on the same .passage;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 274i, on 2 Chron. 88 18; (V) Add. 15,250,

fol. 4316, on the same passage; (VI) the printed Massorah on

Gen. 36 6 and (VII) the same on Levit. 8 25. The heading of

List II which states that 'i 'acs 'wn r^it^p 'O-tp 'ba 't 'irn rvvt 'pa 'loc 't

aeven verses in the Scriptures have severally seven words the first of

which is without the copulative whilst all the rest have the prefix Vav is

important, inasmuch as it shows that this recension emanates

from a different School of Massorites.

o-'jnnn = § 1239a—

c

TIK* Words which respectively occuV once only combined

with this particle without the prefix Vav, but which in all other

instances are preceded by -niti.

Lists 1239a and 6, which are from Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 1686, on Jerem. 32 24 and the same MS., fol. 169 a, on

Jerem. 33 20 exhibit the first fragmentary attempts on the part

of the earlier Massorites to register these unique combinations.

They have, therefore, as yet no headings nor catchwords.

List 1239 c which exhibits the later development of this

Massorah, I have found in the printed Massorah only, letter k

§ 798. The Nakdan who completed it and who supplied it with

the heading, fixing the number at forty-four and attached the

catchwords, mistook its import Hence he incorporated some

instances which do not belong to it, and omitted some which

ought to be included. Thus for instance m"'|?;TH>' Josh. 10 24 and

o^!?^?en-nK Isa. 33 18 (Nos. 21 and 27) have no companion at all

with -nfi, whilst yiV^ Ezek. 16 20 and ari^p-nK 2 Chron. 11 14

(Nos. 34 and 43) respectively occur once only with -riKi and,

therefore, belong to «, § 1246. The following three instances

which belong to this Rubric are omitted: 'SJ-riK Ezek. 16 21 which

is everywhere else \3a-nKi, (Exod. 17 3; 31 5); D;-nK 1 Chron. 18 8;

elsewhere o^-nKi (2 Kings 35 13; Jerem. 52 17; and nrro-nK

Josh. 31 17 elsewhere nfB'0-n*n (Josh. 31 3; 1 Chron. 6 64). The

mistakes in the catchwords which are manifestly due to scribal

errors I have corrected.

OTIfin = § 1240.

flK* An alphabetical List of words which are always combined

with TK and are never preceded hy -riKi.

Whilst the preceding Rubric records those words which

are normally combined with -riKi and which are severally pre-

ceded by -riK in one solitary instance, this Massorah catalogues

the expressions which in all instances are combined with -n»?

without a solitary exception.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two

printed: (I) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 100, which I have

printed; (II) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 79, and (III) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 805. All these three Lists are almost

identical and record fifty-four or fifty-five such instances,

some of which are incorrect. Thus iin"? No. 5 also occurs with

-riKi Deut 16 16. :^y\ No. 16, occurs once only preceded by -riK

(Gen. 1 7) and hence does not belong to this Rubric. "T No. 32

also occurs with -rwi (Ezek. 39 21). npgo No. 87 neither occurs

with -riK nor with -nsi and is manifestly a clerical error for

r*sa which is given in List III. The solitary -n^ which represents

No! 41 and is exhibited in Lists I and III shows the identity of

this Massorah in the Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah and in Jacob b.

Chayim's recension, nwr riK No. 42 does not occur, nw r» which

List II exhibits is better since -ivs^nin does occur (2 Sam. 16 16;

30 3; 1 Kings 7 37), whilst rrjvJi which List III gives occurs both

with -riK (Deut 10 4; 1 Kings 11 35) and with -nxi (1 Sam. 17 18;

Esther 9 12, 13, 14) and, therefore, is against the import of this

Rubric, -mi No. 51 which is given in List II is incorrect, since

this expression occurs also with -riKi (Ezek. 36 27).

The importance of this Rubric consists in its conclusively

proving the oft-stated fact that Massoretic Lists whether arranged

alphabetically or otherwise are frequently selections or fragments

of certain materials which exhibit the same peculiarities. In

casually looking at this Rubric the reader would naturally

conclude that we have here a catalogue of all the words which

are uniformly preceded by this particle without the copulative.

But this is not the case. Numerous instances are omitted, as will

be seen from the fact that in Ahph alone which is here repre-

sented by four instances, about thirty are omitted, viz.:

^noK-DK o'!»«"n»» M'nK-n» i-ixiic-ni«

iiWK-n*! af'K-nM on'nie-fiK n>^K-nvi

m»rn« 3K''?K-n« «»nM-nM smstK-riK
.
- V T ,1 V TV T Tt,> - :

K'Dnnn = § 1241.

"JlJjt* Three groups or ph-ases which respectively occur twice in

the same Section and. which in the first instance are without this paiiicle,

and with h in the second, instance. As the phrases in question are

exactly alike, the promiscuous absence and presence of this

particle is very striking. That this diversity only obtained in

the School in which the present text was redacted and that the

text of other Schools did not exhibit these variations may be

seen from the notes on Gen. 33 4 in my edition of the Bible.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, on

Gen. 33 4.

yonnn = § 1242.

"flK* Two grtntps or phrases which respectively occur tioice in

Leviticus ixiry; they are in the first instance with this particle and

tdthout it in the second. In these instances, therefore, the reverse

is the case. On referring to the notes on Levit 4 17 in my
edition of the Bible, it will be seen that this Massorah militates

against those Codices which do not exhibit this variation. Of

this Rubric, which does not occur in this separate form in the

printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: <!) Orient 2349, fol. 836,

on Levit. 4 17 which I have printed and (II) Orient 2348, fol. 936,

on the same passage.

ronnn - § 1243.

"inK* Ttvo groups or pairs which respectively oeewr twice and

which in the first instance are without this particle and with it in the

second, instance. The same peculiarity with regard to this particle

which the preceding Rubric registers in Leviticus is here recorded

in Numbers. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in this separate

form in the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists : (I) Orient. 2349,

fol. 102a, on Numb. 4 14 which I have printed; (II) Orient 2348,

fol. 112a, and (HI) Add. 21,160, fol. 191a, both on the same

passage.

Tonnn - § 1244.

"nS» 2W groups tohich respectively occur three times are in

the first and second instances with this particle and in the third without

it .... and in one group the reverse is the ceue. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three

Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 188a, on Ezek. 33 9 which I

have printed; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 132, and (IH) Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah §§ 232, 233.

iTDnnn - § 1245.

"^^. »nK» Eleven words which respectively occur twice in the

same verse are otice preceded hy -n« and once hy -nxi.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest constituent parts

of the Massorah, I collated eleven Lists, eight in MSS. and three

printed; (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 239a, on 1 Chron. 2 46 which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 1726, on Jerem. 38 4;

(in) Orient 4445, fol. 786, on Exod. 35 18; (IV) Hariey 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 219a, on 1 Kings 3 25; (V) Add. 1.5,251, fol. 936, on

Numb. 18 15; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 333a, on Ezek. 43 7; (VII)

Add. 21,160, fol. 2196, on Numb. 18 15; (VIII) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah II, § 171, margin fol. 117a; (IX) Paris Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah § 280; (X) the printed Massorah on Exod. 35 18 and

(XI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 803.

With the exception of Lists IV, IX and X all the other

eight Lists make up these eleven verses by including the two

which are given at the end of this Rubric as instances wherein

the reverse is the case, viz. where the expression, which occurs

twice in the same verse, is first preceded by this particle with

the prefix Vav and is then repeated without it The heading,

therefore, in Lists I, II, VI, VII, VIII and X which states that

in these eleven verses the expression in question is first preceded

by "DK and then by rwi, viz. ntr "w\ r» 'O-ip "fflea 'a p pit «" is

incorrect The oldest form of this Massorah extant (List III) has

not the vicious n»r "yni nK 'Oip, but simply n»r rm piosa pn p f^^ K"

I'nrro. This does not fix the priority of the particle without and
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a-in nw l Sam. 22 10

gU'-DK Jerem. * 24

:!?»j^-n»ii Gen. 81 42

with the copula. It, moreover, emphatically lays it down that

these instances are unique and hence excludes such passages

as (1) Numb. 32 1. Judg. 11 15; Micah 6 5; (2) Numb. 35 14

with Judg. 7 16; (3) Ezek. 40 6 with 2 Sam. 21 18 &c. But all

doubt with regard to the import of this Massorah is set aside

by the clear heading of List IV which is as follows: 'a ja "3ii 'd

liS'n '31 m\ "3m nn 'aip "obs 'a. These three additions have

been made by later Nakdanim (one in List VI and two in List X)

who mistook the import of this Massorah.

ronnn = § i246a—/.

TIKI rriK* Words which respectively occur twice, once

preceded by this particle without the prefix Vav and onco

with it.

The six fragments which are marked § 1246a—/ and which

are from Orient. 2349, fols. 33a, 86a, on Gen. 9 9; Levit 8 9;

Add: 15,461, fols. 62a, 676, 79a, 322a, on Exod. 35 11; 40 18;

Levit. 14 45; Ezek. 24 25, contain the various attempts on the

part of the different Massorites to collect the instances in the

different books which exhibit these peculiar combinations. It

will be seen that the smallest List registers jjiree instances or

such pairs only, whilst the largest records nineteen. Hence they

have as yet no heading fixing the number, nor any catchwords.

Rubric 246^, which represents the latest development- of

this Massorah, I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis

only, letter m, § 799. The heading, fixing the number and the

catchwords as usual have been added by a later Nakdan, and

as is frequently the case in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah, are

incorrect To understand this Rubric it is necessary to remark

that the eleven unique instances in which this particle occurs

twice in the same verse, once without and once with the prefix

Vav, and which are the subject of the preceding Massorah, viz.

§ 1245 are on principle excluded from this List. Apart, however,

from these there are no fewer than the following thirteen other

instances omitted which belong to this Rubric:

ranirnji Exod. 40 18

vnK-nxi „ S« 11

Sva-n» Prov. 22 24

cn'B'-iJta-nK 2 Chron. 11 14 ^?3-n>n Numb. 32 .SS

crre'-iJO-nHi l Chron. 6 49 fjr"? Jorem. 25 23

DnbXD-nK DeuL 12 3 17?""?) Gen. 25 3

DrtJTO-nw Exod. 34 13 a'S^in-n« 2 Kings 21 21

nin3?;nK Josh. 21 18 D»V^in-nK] „ 23 24

ninai-nKi l Chron. 6 45 ''n?"""*! Gen. 82 24

^W-rtK Deut 20 14 '^nsn-nw 2 Chron. 82 4

ifnvn^ Isa. 8 4 nlnntfri-nK Gen. 38 2

Tijyfi-nK Josh. 21 26 ninBBfl?-nJO Jerem. 34 11

^j'yB-nw Judg. 1 27 =")r? "« Judg. 7 22

Moreover one pair is given (No. 72), viz. aiBrrriK and aiisn-n^i

which is incorrect, since aiiaTrttt occurs twice 2 Sam. 19 39;

Job 2 10. We have, therefore, altogether eighty-four such pairs

instead of seventy-two as stated in the heading. That this

heading is the addition of a later Nakdan is, moreover, evident

from the fact that the printed Massorah on Ezek. 32 22 where

this Rubric is referred to, no number of instances is specified,

but it is simply called nor LiM.

fonnn = § 1247.

DTQJCn^* Abraham is in four instances preceded hy thi^

paHicle^ That is,' in all the other six instances where this com-

bination occurs, the name of this patriarch is the shorter form

AhramJ This Rubric is incorrect since this combination occurs

seven times; Josh. 24 3; Isa. 29 22; and Ps. 105 42 are omitted.

I have mislaid the reference to the MS. from which it is taken.

» Comp. OlSW'n? Gen. 11 26, 27, 31; 13 5; 14 23; 16 18.

n'onnn = § i248.

rroSTlKl ]hn>rn>{* Aaron and Moses, occurs twice in this

conihinaiion. The design of this Massorah is to safeguard these

two instances against being made conformable to the other six

passages in which these two names occur together and each is

preceded by this particle, Moses comes first and Aaron second.'

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 38a, on Exod. 6 20. As ntfa-riKi

1 t^inr^* nifo-nii Exod. S 20; 10 8; IS 50; Josh. U 5; 1 Sam. 12 6, 8

by itself also occurs twice only, this combination of Moses pre-

ceded by the particle with the prefix Vav forms the subject of

a separate Rubric which is given in Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 104 o, on Numb. 26 59 and Orient. 2349, fol. 60 5, on Exod. 6 20.

cs"onnfi = § 1249.

Israel, occurs tioice thus coniJnned in the Scriptures. In the other

three passages where ji-it* is preceded by -r*t and is followed by

bynif. '^^» the phrase is simply 'jk^*: '.i^K 11"ik-"K the ark of the God

of IsraeC without the Tetragrammaton (l Sam. 6 8, 11; 6 3). This

Massorah is, moreover, designed to safeguard the phrase in

question against being made conformable to the other combinations

in this very section. In 1 Chron. XV jinK-nK occurs eight times;

in three instances it is followed simply by D'ri'?i|n (1 Chron. 15 2,

2, 15) in one instance by nlrr alone (15 3) in two instances by

rrirrnna (15 25, 28), whereas in the two passages before us it is

followed by '?»rittr ^rt"?)* nin\ That the early recension of the Hebrew

text had not rtrf, in these passages is evident from the Soptuagint

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 140a, on 1 Chron. 15 12.

The heading ought more properly to be 'snwi 'a, since the two

instances are not only unique, but occur in the same Section.

rnnn = § 1250.

133 IIPbiCnK Eleazar, h'ji son, occurs twice. In the other

two instances in which this combination occurs the particle is

with the prefix Vav (Numb. 20 25; 1 Sam. 7 1). This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,250, fol. 860,

on Numb. 20 26.

x"3nnn = § 1251.

Tl^yi Itt^^jl DK thai which, followed hy to command, occurs seven

times. Normally the phrase in this combination is ntfif^a nK^ and

it is in these seven instances only, that -ba is absent. Hence the

Massorah safeguards these exceptional instances. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two

Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 776, on Exod. 34 11 which I have

printed and (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 876, on the same passage.

« Comp. ms-b-rx Exod. 7 2; 25 22; 31 6; 35 10; .% 22; Numb. 15 23;

Dout. 18 18; Josh. 22 2; Jerem. 32 23 &c.

T:nnn = § 1252.

V53TIS his sons, occurs four times and throughout the

Prophets'and Hagiographa it is likewise so except in four [six] instances.

vsa is in thirty-three instances preceded by this particle

without and with the prefix Vav. In the Pentateuch, where it is

sixteen times with the prefix i and four times only without it,

the Massorah safeguards -the exceptions, whilst in the Prophets

and Hagiographa, where this combination occurs altogether

thirteen times and where rsa-nn occurs seven times « and va-n^i

six times only, the Massorah records the minority. As usual the

design of this Massorah is to exclude the variations which

obtained in the Codices of other Schools of textual redactors,

as may be seen in the notes on Gen. 31 17 in my edition of

the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Gen. 49 33 which I have

printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 41a; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 62fl,

both on the same passage; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supple-

ment, fol. 131 a; (V) the same fol. 132a and (VI) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 49 33. List I, which I have printed is incorrect,

since two instances are omitted, Esther 9 25; 1 Chron. 10 8. In

letter k, § 1327, where this Massorah is exhibited in a different

recension from the same MS., it is perfectly coiTCCt. List III

heads this Massorah nina n and simply gives the four instances

in the Pentateuch. List IV which has the same 'heading and

which concludes the Rubric with 'man "nai '^K^aJ "rai is misleading,

since it implies that this combination without the prefix Vav is

the uniform reading throughout the Prophets and Hagiographa.

The reference in List VI to Josh. 7 24 for the instances of

V3a-nKi in the Prophets and Hagiographa, is incorrect since Jacob

bV Chayim has omitted to give them.

> Comp. i'?3-"^l Gen. 1; SC 6; Exod. 4 20; 28 1, 41; 29 4, 8; 80 30;

40 12, 14; Levitt's 2-8 2, 6, .30; Numb. 8 10; 81 .36.

» Comp. »Vr"^ ^^^e- 9 18; 1 Sam. 8 1; Jerem. 35 14; E«ek. 4C 18;

Job 43 IC; 2 Chron. S8 3; S3 6.
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yynnn = § 1253.

nS'nSn'nK the hUasing, occurs twice tvitk (he accent Athnach.

In the other two instances where n^'iarr is preceded by -n*t it is

with Pashta (Deut 11 29) or Zakeph-KcOon (Deut 28 8). Of this Rubric
I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1196, on Deut. 11 27 which I have printed;

(II) Add. 16,451, fol. 128a, on the same passage and (HI) the

printed Massorah on Ps. 133 3. As ro-w? which occurs altogether

ten times has in these two instances only the accent in question,

List III heads it simply rdhwik "»tta o nj-jian without -n^.

Tififin = § 1254.

ntT '''iS^nK the words ofJehovah, arefive times thue combined

in the Scriptures. That is, in these five instances this phrase is

exceptionally without tlie expression 'h^, whilst normally it is

rrjT 'na'n-^3-n|{.* The safeguarding of this phrase was necessary,

since in Jerem. 36 4, 6, 11 the two phrases are used promis-

cuously and moreover since in Amos 8 11 Codices of another
School of textual redactors exhibited various readings, which
will be seen in the notes on this passage in my edition of

the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. n, iol. 155tf, on 2 Chron. 11 4

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 26, (/n Josh. 3 9;

(HI) Add. 21,160, fol. 206 a, on Numb. 11 24 and (IV) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 149. The heading -n mm "-ci without

-riK in List II is incorrect, since this phrase occurs more than
five times. It is manifestly due to the careless omisnou of the

particle on the part of the Scribe.

9 Comp. nin) n?r^ n? Exod. 4 28; 24 3; 1 Sam. 8 10; Jerem. S6 4, 11;

4S 1; Ezek. 11 25.

iTannn = § 1255.

nninn ^*)5^nK <^ wM'ds of the Law, is twice thus combined.

Normally the phrase in the Pentateuch is mjlnn naT*??"™ aH the

words of the Law, which occurs seven times (vid^ infra, letter k,

§ 1267). As it is in these two instances that it is without

-^y all, the Massorah safeguards tliis abnormal combination.
And throughout the Prophets and Hagiographa it is likewise so

except once. This second part of the Massorah is designed to

safeguard the two instances in question, since the Codices of

other Schools of textual redactors exhibited rnnlrn •'na'i-^s-nK in

Deut 27 26, as will be seen from the notes on this passage in

my edition of the Bible.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Harley 5710—11, VoL I, foL 1326, on Deut 31 24. Another
recension of this Rubric which re-^rses the order is given below,
letter x, § 1266.

rannn = § 1256.

SnirmK the gold, is six times thus combined in the Scriptures.

arffii is fifteen times preceded by this particle. In nine instances

it is with the prefix Vav^ and in six only is it without the

prefix. Hence the Massorah records the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, foL 221a, on 1 Kings 6 82

which I have printed; (H) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 126a, on
Zech. 13 9; (III) Orient 4446, fol. 153a, on Numb. 31 51; (IV)

Arund. Orient 16, foL 81o, on 1 Kings 6 32; (V) the same MS.,

foL 2216, on Zech. 13 9; (VI) Add. 15,250, fol. 3156, on the same
passage; (VII) Add. 16,261, fol. 57a, on Exod. 28 5; (VIII) the

same MS., fol. 187 a, on 1 Kings 6 32 and (IX) the printed

Massorah on Exod. 28 5.

> Comp. antn-nw l Kings 7 61; 2 Kings 16 8; 20 13; 2S 36; Isa. 39 2;

Szra 8 25; 1 Chron. 28 16; 2 Chron. 1 16; fi 1.

vinnn = § 1257.

nOln"nK ^e wall of, occurs tfiree times. This noun singular

construct is seven times preceded by this particle. In four

passages it is with the prefix Vav^ and in three without it The
Massorah, therefore, catalogues the minority. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two
Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2936, on Neh. 2 17 which
1 have printed and (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1726, on
2 Chron. 36 19.

» CJomp. noin-n»n i Kings 9 1; 9 16; Neh. 3 15; 2 Chron. 26 6.

n':nfin « § i268.

CT^nrri^^ tt*^ Hving, Ufe, occurs three times thus combined in

the Scriptures, Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol II, fol. 2636,

on Eccl. 2 17 which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 283a, on Ruth 2 20; (IH) Add. 15,250, fol. 368a, on Eccl. 2 17;

(IV) Add. 21,160, foL 299 a, on Ruth 2 20; .(V) Orient 2349,

fol. 1406, on Deut 30 16; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 36 on the
same passage; (VII) the same Codex on Ruth 2 20 and (VIII) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 99.

fiS'Ofinn = § 1259.

D^*WT»T"nK the Jews, occurs twice in this book. That is, in

Esther since apart from this book it also occurs three times

(2 Kings 16 6; Jerem. 38 19; Neh. 13 23). The design of this

Massorah is to safeguard these two instances against being made
conformable to the other three passages in this book where it

is B'-nmn -^r-riK (Esther 3 6, 13; 4 16), and thus to exclude the

various reading which obtained in other Schools of textual

redactors with regard to Esther 8 5, as will be seen in the notes

on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of .this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) H*rley 6710—11, Vol. 11,

fol. 2476, on Esther 8 6 which I have printed and (11) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 362a, on the same passage. The addition at the

end of List II shows the design of this Massorah, viz. dk 'KW
D-mmn bo.

D'nnn = § i26o.

f^Jl ni-'*^ "^^ **^ Jordan, occurs five [six] times, firm which
is forty-one times preceded by -nK is in thirty-seven instances

simply fTirmK, without the adjunct of the demonstrative pronoun'
«nd in six passages only is it with this adjunct. Hence the

Massorah safeguards this exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Cambridge Add. 1174, on Deut 31 2 which I have
printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. l6, on Josh. 1 2 and (III)

the printed Massorah on Deut 31 2. List I not only states in the

heading that there are five such instances only, but enumerates
five, omitting Gen. 32 11. Lists II and IH, however, as emphatically
state in the heading that there are six and duly record six, which
is in accordance with the textus receptus. It is, therefore, more than
probable that the Nakdan of List I who found that it contained
five instances only affixed the heading in harmony therewith.

1 Comp f?"i!n-n? Numb. 32 5, 21, 29; 33 51; 35 10; Deut. 2 29; 4 21, 22,

26; 9 1; 11 31; 12 10; 27 2, 4, 12; SO 18; 31 13; 32 47; Josh. 3 14, 17; 4 22;

7 7; 22 26; 24 11; Judg. 10 9; 1 Sam. IS 7; 2 Sam. 2 29; 10 17; 17 22, 22, 24;

1» 16, 37, 40, 42; 24 6; 1 Chron. 12 16.

K'pnnn = § i26i.

P^Kil ''5^''"^^ *** inhabitants of the land, occurs twice in the

Pentateuch. Apart from the Pentateuch this phrase occurs four times
(Jerem. 10 18; Neh. 9 24; 1 Chron. 22 18; 2 Chron. 20 7). The design
of this Rubric is to safeguard these two passages against being
made conformable to the fuller phrase which is the subject of

the Massorah in letter k, § 1270, and thus to exclude the various
reading in Exod. 23 31, as will be seen in the notes on this

passage in my edition of the Bible. This Rubric I have found
in the printed Massorah only, on Numb. 33 55.

3'Dnnn = § i262.

*TriK w23rmK the one lamb, does not occur again. That is,

this combination without the prefix He before the numeral. This
phrase with the article before the numeral is also unique. This
Rubric, which is from the printed Massorah on Numb. 28 4 is

incorrect, since nriKn toaarrn^ occurs twice, viz. Exod. 29 39;

Levit 14 12. The Rubric is correctly given in Orient 2349,

fol. 1176, on the same passage where it is -mict raan 'av^ nriK raan
and in Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 546, on Exod. 29 39.' Far
more artificial is this Rubric in Orient 2349, fol. 75a, on Exod.

29 39, nnx wasn dk -Ta-n bai ipikti eaannKnio© nhm ho since it may not
only suggest that these two phrases respectively occur several

times in Exodus and Numbers, but it ignores the instance in

Leviticus. Even according to this artificial language the Rubric
ought properly to be lami tei nnn vaan riK vsro mm mow n'jin bo
-trtK waan nte.

.inK caan nt* nm ,\nsn np"?! ntn neyn tntm psan n» '3 in»r\ waan m «
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yonnn = § i268.

tnKiT^3"nK all the land, oecura fourteen times. That is,

in contradistinction to the numerous instances where this phrase

occurs and where it is without -^. By fixing the number at

fourteen the Massorah militates against the various reading which

obtained in some Schools of textual redactors with regard to

Josh. 2 3, as may be seen in the notes on this passage in my

edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated six Usts, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 8016, on Ps. 72 19 which

1 have printed; (II) Add. 16,251, fol. 2666, on Jerem. 61 25;

(III) Vienna Codex No. 86, on the same passage; (IV) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, foL 1826; (V) the printed

Massorah on Deut. 34 l and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter k, § 780. All these Lists include in this number Jerem.

45 4 where it is -rwn with Vav which is due to the fact that the

combination jn^trHj^-n^ is uniqua

TDnnn - § i264.

D^'niT^3"f1^ oZf the vjorda, occurs thirteen time* thus

combined. That is^ without being foUowed by the expression rh^ip

which is its normal adjunct, when -^? precedes trna-ri as it is

stated in the headings of the other Lists, viz. Thii:\ 'an y\

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 67a, on Jerem. 86 2

which I have printed; (H) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1630, on

Jerem. 26 2; (IH) the. same MS., foL 171a, on Jerem. 86 2;

(IV) Orient 2849, foL 41a, on Gen. 24 66; (V) Add. 16,250,

foL 2596, on Jerem. 36 2; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 268a, on the

same passage; (VII) Add. 15,451, fol. 298a, also on the same

passage; (Vin) Add. 21,160, fol. 70a, on Exod. 4 30; (IX) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. 130 a, and (X) the printed

Massorah on Jerem. 36 2. Though i48t I, which I have printed,

distinctly states in the heading that there"- are thirteen such

instances it enumerates twelve only, omitting Jerem. 30 2;

but as this passage is given in all the other Lists there

can hardly be any doubt that its omission is due to a

clerical error.

In fixing the number at thirteen, this Massorah militates

against those textual redactors who exhibit various readings in

Jerem. 36 16, 20, as will be seen from the notes on these passages

in my edition of the Bible.

n'onnn - § i265.

rf?Kn BHDTrtS'riK aU these words, occurs twenty-five

times «AWco«j6inJA' Normally when this phrase has the adjunct

n^wn it is without -b^.' The Massorah, therefore, records the

minority, and in so doing it excludes both the Eastern reading in

2 Sam. 18 21 and the various readings in Deut 81 1, 28, as wUl be

seen from the notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 6710—11, VoL I, foL 47 a, on Exod. 20 1.

1 comp. n^nn omwnii Gen. 44 6; 48 1; Exod. U 27; Numb. 14 89;

DeuL 6 19; 81 1,' 28; j'udg. t 4; 1 Sim. U 6; 18 28, 26; 21 18; »4 16; S& 87;

1 Kings 21 27; 2 King. 1 7; 18 27; 28 16, 17; IM. 3C 12; Jerem. S 12; 20 1;

22 6; 26 7, 10; Zech. 8,9; Job 42 7; Erther 9 20; Neh. 1 4;

VDflflrt - § 1266.

mini •HDT^I'riK M the words of the Law, occurs once

only, in th^ Propheu\ni Hagiographa and throughout the

Pentateuch it is likewise so except in two instances. This is simply

a different recension of the Rubric given above in letter k,

§ 1256. Its importance is due to the fact that it shows these two

different forms of it emanate from two different Schools of

MasBorites. Of this recension I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 16,461,

foL 1606, on Josh. 8 84 which I have printed and (II) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 66, on the same passage.

ronnn - § i267.

nK^ iTflFirr n^'rty^ «" *** *''**'^ of this Law, occurs

ttven timei ihui odmbitied.' By fi^ng the number at seven, this

Massorah miUtates against those Schools of textual redactors

which exhibited this reading also in Deut 27 26, as will

be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of

the Bible.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, VoL I, foL 1286, on Deut 17 19. As all

the instances occur in Deuteronomy the heading ought more

properly to be 'fosn "tten %

n'Dfinn = § laes.

TH3T^3"rtt< aH his words, occurs twice. In the four instances

where this phrase occure it is without -ba (Josh. 20 4; Jerem. 26 21;

Ps. 106 28, Kethiv; 2 Ohron. 34 27). Of this Rubric I collated

four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol 27a, on Judg. 11 11 which I have printed; (11) Add. 15,451,

foL 171a, on the same passage; (III) the printed Massorah

on Amos 7 10 and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 41.

B'Dnnn - § i269.

D'^TTPrrtS'lTlK all the Jews, occurs five [four] times. That

is, in contradistinction to the other six instances where this phrase

occurs and where it is without -b^ {Vide supra, letter k, § 1259.)

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from the St Petersburg of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 41 3. Though

the heading states that there are five such instances, the Rubric

itself records four only. As four only occur in the Bible the 'n

in the heading is manifestly due to a scribal error. Moreover,

the heading is -n p nn D'-iirrn bs-P/K) which is also incorrect, since

this phrase occurs once only with the prefix Vav (Jerem. 41 3).

It ought more properly to be -vhs "i o'Turn » n»r.

rnnn = § 1270.

inXil ^5tth'^3TlX all the inhabitants of the land, is four

times thus \omhmed. In the other six instances where this phrase

occurs it is without -bs. {Vide supra, letter k, § 1261.)

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 109a, on Numb. 33 52

which I liave printed; (II) Add. 21,160, foL 248a, on the same

passage; (IH) the printed Massorah on Josh. 9 24 and (IV) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter m, § 729,

K'pnnn - § 1271.

T>'53-';?3-nK all its vessels, occurs twice. rS?-^? is sixteen

times preceded by this i)article. In fourteen instances it is with

the prefix Fa«» and in two only is it without the prefix. The

Massorah, therefore, safeguards the exceptional combination. The

design of this Massorah is to exclude the ancient reading which

obtained in some Schools, in Exod. 39 36, as will be seen

in the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, VoL I, foL 62a, on Exod. 39 36

which I have printed; (H) Orient. 4446, fol. 836, on the same

passage and (IH) the printed Massorah also on the same passage.

The heading of l.ist HI \vvz rwsOT '3 H occurs twice and is misleading,

is of importance, since it shows that this condemnatory clause

is used of actual various readings exhibited in MSS. just as it

is used with regard to the p^ao which give the alternative

readings.

t Comp. y^t^r^^, Exod. 80 27, 28; SI 9; 55 18, 10; M 88, 39; 40 9, 10;

Numb. 1 60; 7 1, 1; 1 Chron. 2* 26; 2 Chron. 29 18.

rpnnn - § 1272.

^IW rfllT rrt!?P)5"b3 n^ aU the great work of Jehovah,

occurs Uoice. That is, "to distinguish it from the only other instance

where this phrase occurs and where it is-, without the adjunct

"ji-iin (Josh. 24 31). Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 1296,

on Deut 11 7 which I have printed and (H) Orient 2348,

fol. 1896, on the same passage.

yvrm\ - § 1278.

nVT nlSttP'^yrOjl all ihe commandmenU of Jehovah, is three

times thus' combined in the Scriptures once in the Law, once in

ihe B-ophets and once in the Hagiographa. As this phrase, which

occurs altogether eleven times, is in eight instances without -^^'

« Comp. nW nlW-W Deut. 4 2; « 17; 10 18; 28 9; Jndg. S 4; 1 King- 18 18;

2 Kings 17 19; t Chron. 24 20.
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and with it in three passages only, the Massorah safeguards the

exceptional combination. This safeguarding was deemed necessary,

since the two phrases are used promiscuously within three verses

of each other (2 Kings 17 16 with 19).

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and

one printed: <I) Harley 5710—1 J, Vol.1, fol.251a, on 2 Kings 17 16

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. H, foL 299a, on

Neh. 10 80; (III) Orient 4445, foL 1346, on Numb. 16 39; (IV)

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. Ilia, on 2 Kings 17 16; (V) the same

MS., fol. 386a, on Neh. 10 30; (VI) Add. 16,261, foL 427a, on

the. same passage; (VII) Add. 21,160, foL 2146, on Numb. 15 39;

(Vni) Orient 2345, fol. 110a, on the same passage and (IX) the

printed Massorah, also on the same passage.

TPnnn - § 1274.

Vn'^^"73"nK aW ^19 commandments, is jive times thus com-

bined. i'ni3ta which occurs altogether twenty-five times, is in four-

teen instances the direct accusative, without being pi*eceded

either by -riK or -hs;^ in five instances it is preceded by -njj

alone, without and with the prefix Vav* and in one instance by

-h^ alone (Deut 26. 18); whilst in the five passages which con-

stitute this Rubric it is preceded by both -iiK and -^s. Hence

the Massorah safeguards this peculiar combinatioii.

Of this Rubrip, which does not occur in the printed Massora^,

I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol.'^I, fol. 121a, on

Deut 13 19 which I have printed; (II) Orient 2349, foL 13l6,

on the same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 140 a, on Deut 30 8

and (IV) Orient 2348, fol. 1416, on Deut 13 19. Lists II and III

head this Rubric 'titq '3 it occurs twice in the Pentateuch and give

Deut 13 19; ^ 8 as the two instances. These Lists must, therefore,

be based upon a recension of the text which did not exhibit

this combination in Deut 28 1, 15.

« Comp. vnis? by itself Deut 7 9; 8 2, 11; 28 45; 8010, 16;.Josh. 23 6

1 Kings 3 3; 8 68, 61; 2 Kings 18 6; 2S 3; Dan. 9 4; Neh. 1 5.

» Comp. vnWO-r.K Deut. 27 10 (Keri); 2 Chron, S4 81; vniSOTttO Deut. 4 40;

13 6; Eccl. 13 18.

iTPfinn = § 1275.

rnii|/?3"]nK all the field of or country of, is twice thus

combined. In the other four instances where this phrase occurs

without or with the Vav conjunctive it is without the expression

-^3 (Levit 27 22; Josh. 21 12; Obad. 19; 1 Chron. 6 41).

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2016, on 2 Sam. 9 7

which I have printed; (U) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 62a, on the

same passage; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 11 a, on Gen. 14 7 and

(IV) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

rj^nnn = § 1276.

nppp"inK the covering of, occurs twice. In the other two in-

stances where this combination occurs it is with the prefix Vav

(Exod. 39 34, 34). This Rubric I have found in the printed

Massorah only, on Exod. 40 19.

rrnnn = § 1277.

''l^Btt^fi'JnK wy judgments, occurs three times. ''Bfi^a is thirteen

times preceded by this particle. In ten instances it is with the

prefix Vav^ and in these three passages only is it without it

Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 926, on Levit 18 4 which I

have printed; (H) Add. 15,250, fol. 66a; (HI) Add. 15,251, foL 75a,

both on the same passage; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 270 o, on

E«ek. 5 6; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 166a, on Levit 18 4; (VI) the

printed Massorah on the same passages and (VII) the same on

Ezek. 5 6. These Lista afford a striking illustration of the

difficulties connected with the deciphering of the Massorah. Thus

List I heads this Rubric 'iD'e 'wn 'i it occurs three times at the he

ginning of a verse which is incorrect since the first instance alone

begins a verse. List II states in the heading that all the three

instances occur in the same book ('nc^os 'i) whereas two instances

occur in Leviticus and one in Ezekiel, whilst List III declares

that there are four such instances and gives Levit. 26 3 as one*

where this phrase does not occur at all in the textus reeeptus.

« Comp. DBB'o-nw Levit. 18 6, 26; 36 18; 1 Kings 6 12; E«ek. 6 7; 11 20;

20 11, 18, 19, 21.

.'tMWD riK -oni fitmn »npn3 dki ,wSn 'npna bm ,wj?n »D»rB nn 'd»di "i 'dbito n»» j

n'»nnn = § 127a.

nirr n'll3P"nK the service of Jehovah, occurs three times and

is used once the Law, once the Prophets and once Hagiographa. In

the other six instances where this expression of service occurs

it is niTTT^ riTia? the service of the honor of Jehova.^

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, two in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 2006, on Numb. 8 11 which I have

printed; (II) Add. 15,250, foL 286, on the same passage; (III) the

printed Massorah also on the same passage; (IV) the same on

Josh. 22 27 and (V) the same on 2 Chron. 25 16. It will be seen

that List I which I have printed is based upon a recension of

the text which had rv^-n^ in 2 Chron. 35 16 instead of rna?-"?!

which is the reading of the textus reeeptus. Hence also the heading

'J rrtrr nnh^-rw. The other four Lists are based upon the received

text and hence head this Rubric simply rrirr nnh? without the

particle -rw. The heading n mrr mss of List II is due to a clerical

error since this phrase occurs three times only and the Rubric

itself duly records the three passages.

» Comp. nw-n'a nnhj; l Chron. 28 18, IS, 20; 2 Chron. 34 12; 29 35;

SS 16; three times it is is-rl'jKn-n'a mbg l Chron. 9 13; 23 28; 28 21 and once

njm p^a n"ti^-nK Numb. IS 9.

ts'rnnn = § 1279.

Tw)S^r^ the burnt offering of, occurs twice in the Scriptures,

nbif the construct singular is five times preceded by this

particle; in three instances it is with the prefix Vav (Levit. 16 24;

2 Kings 16 15, 15) and in two without it Hence the Massorah

records the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed; (I) Add. 16,250, fol. 58a, on Levit 7 8 which I have

printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 145a, and (IH) the printed Massorah,

both on the same passage. The heading -a gr-K rhv in List I and

'3 tru rhv r» in List IH is incorrect and is manifestly due to a

clerical error since »'K rhv occurs once only (Levit. 7 8), I have,

therefore, substituted for it the correct heading from List II.

cnfjn = § 1280.

b^nte^^DK ^^P"ni|jt my people Israel, is six times thus comlrined.

That is, with the particle -riK repeated before biryp-,. In the twelve

instances where God speaks of his people as Israel, three

different phrases are used (1) bvriv', 'BJ-nK which occurs four times,

viz. 2 Sam. 3 18; 1 Kings 6 13; 16 2; Ezek. 36 12; (2) 'ijrn^

jKnto^-^n which occurs twice, viz. Exod. 3 10; 7 4 and (3) -ay-riK

•jKntr-riK which occurs six times with -riK repeated before f?>nto'.

The reason why the Massorah safeguards here the majorit;^ is

that Codices of a different School of textual redactors did not

exhibit in all these passages this peculiar combination, as will

be seen from the notes on 2 Sam. 7 7 in my edition of the

Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 137a, on 1 Chron. 11 2

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 59a, on

2 Sam. 5 2; (III) the same MS., fol. 826, on 1 Kings 8 16;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 161a, on Jerem. 23 13; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 245a, on 1 Chron. 11 2; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 230a, on

1 Kings 8 16; (VII) Vienna Codex No. 35 on 2 Sam. 5 2; (VIII) the

same Codex on l Kings 8 16 and (IX) the printed Massorah, Finalis,

letter n, § 434.

K'Bnnn = § 1281.

^^JPTIK my affliction, occurs three times. That is, in contradistinc-

tion to •'J|;-nn which also occurs three times (Exod. 3 7; 2 Kin^s

14 26; Neh. 9 9). This Rubric I have found in the printed

Massorah only, on Lament 1 9.

yDfinn = § i282.

nKBTiK the side of, occurs twice. The construct riKB is eight

times preceded by this particle which is in six instances with

the prefix Vav (Numb. 36 5, 5, 5; Ezek. 47 17, 18, 19) and in

two only is it without the prefix. Hence the MassOrah safeguards

the exceptional combination. This Rubric is from the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter b, § 4.

3'Dnnn = § i283.»

ITfP^^nKI his neighbour, occurs five times. This Rubric, which

I have printed in Vol. Ill, p. 2, § 1283* and which does not

19b
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Dccur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 2210, fol. 80 a, on

1 Sam. 30 41. It is manifestly the beginning of a Rubric which

was left to other Massorites to complete, since this phrase

occurs no> fewer than seventeen times and tlie following twelve

instances ai-e omitted: Exod. 21 18; 32 27; Deut. 4 42; 15 2;

19 4, r.rJosh. 20 5; 1 Sam. 20 41; 2 Kings 3 23; Jerem. 31 34;

Prov. 36 li»; Ruth 8 14.

j'Dnnn - § i285j.

nS^iTTTK tlu SaUnith, ncmra fmtr times. That is, without

the expression' 01' thus distinguishing it from the other eight

instances where n^s^ri is preceded by this particle, but where the

phrase is ra^ oi'-nK.^ By this Massorah which proceeds from

the dominant School, the Massorites militate against the recension

of those Schools which exhibited these passages in the normal

and fuller form. This is evident from the fact that the important

MS. No. 1—3 in the National Library in Paris emphatically

states, both in the Massorahs Parva and Magna that according

to the Sfii'ir the reading in these four instances is ns^ ni'-riK.^

Of this Rubric, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. IC, fol. 389a, on Neh. 13 1« which I

have printed; (II) Orient 444», fol. 74a, on Exod. 31 ! 6; (III) the

Paris Codex, National Library No. 1—3 on the same passage;

(IV) Add. 15,260, foL 401 6, on Neh. 13 18; (V) Add. 15,251,

fol. 59 &, on Exod. 31 14; (VI) Add. 21,1 GO, fol. 1186, and (VII) the

printed Ma&sorah, both on the same passage. The heading of

List II is OP T«n n ravn rnu

1 Coiup. rafn tA^rm Exod. 20 «, 11; Deut. 15 12, .15; Jeroiu. 17 22, 24;

Neh. IS 17, 22.

> Thus on Exod. %\ 14 the Massorah Panra of this Modol Codex romarks

B1« nn*? ^rn 'd-i n navn hn and on verse 16 of the same chapter the Massorah

Magna has 'Dl T 01' pn"? ^vn nawn mt. That pn'? ^nn and p'aoT arc interchangeable

terms we hare shown above, letter K, f 729, Vol. lY, p. 91.

TDnnn - § i284.

TIVTS^HK my Sabbaths, occurs twice in this book. That is, in

Ezokiel. There are two recensions of this Rubric, the one which

I have printed from Arund. Orient IG, fol. 179a, on Ezek. 20 12

and which is also given in the printed Massorah on Ezek. 20 21.

The second recension is as follows: Throughout the Pentateuch it

is 'r^t-TM except once, viz, Levit. 19 3 and throughmtt Ezekiel it is

Ulanvise «o with the •prefix Vav except twice, inz. Ezek. 20 12, 2V
Of this recension I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 98rt,

on Levit 19 3 which I have here given and (II) Add, 16,261,

'fol. 277«, on Ezek. 20 12 which is corrupt-

The reason which is at the basis of these different recensions

will be apparent when the passages are given where the phrase

in question occurs, '•^ira^J is fourteen times preceded by this

particle. In six instances it is "nlrsrriK without the prefix Vav

(Exod. 81 13; Levit 19 30; 26 2; Isa. 56 4; Ezek. 20 12, 21) and

in eight it is 'nlD^rr^ with the prefix (Levit 19 3; Ezek. 20 13,

10, 20, 24; 22 8; 23 38; 44 24). It will thus be seen that in

Ezekiel, where this phrase occurs nine times, it is seven times

with the prefix and twice only without it. The first recension,

therefore, has regard to Ezekiel alone and safeguards the

minority in this book. This was all the more necessary since

Codices of the less dominant School of Massorites exhibited a

different reading in Ezekiel 30 21, as will be seen from the

notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

The second recension is based upon the occurrence of this

phrase in the Pentateuch and Ezekiel, In the Pentateuch, where

it occurs four times, it is in three instances without the prefix

and in one passage only is it with it Here, therefore, t^ie

Massorah, safeguards this solitary exception. In Ezekiel, however,

the case is inverted. Here, where it occurs nine times and where

it is in seven instances with the prefix Vnv and in two only is

it without it, the Massorah safeguards the reverse minority.

'map riK aaa iwi tn' ^n c»np rhnm larn 'nnsp nm in as 'nnsc r\» nw "rs >

.'2 ns'i 'nnar dk bji

» As it affords another ilhistration of tho difficulty connoctwl witli

deoiplicrinK tlio Ma««»rah 1 subjoin it, 'nn: 'niMP Die cjn pn:3'Di M'z:: a 'ninar nn

.1213= B'>:2n 2 na«i .wt 'np "rsi .nS

n-onnn = § i285.

•TTftjrnK the fieUl of, occurs tiriev. In the other two in-

stances where this phrase occui-s it is rn^-bi-nij. (Vhh. svpni.

loiter M, }i
127.'i.)* Of this Rubric I collated tlinn' Lists, one in

MS. and two printed: (I) IFaH.'y r,7lo 11, Vol. I. fol. H-ib, on

Levit 27 22 which I have prinled; (11) the printed Ma.«*»oiali on

the same passage an<l (III) the same *in 0)m«l in.

VDnnn - § i286.

|n>^n"nW D")0^rrf^ the heaven and the earth, is thii-teeu

times thus cmnhiued. By fixing the number at thirteen this

Massorah militates against the ancient reading which is preserved

in the Septuagint and which shows that there were other instances

of this combination. Thus in Deut 8 19 the Septuagint has it

diccfLUQTvQoiim -i^iv ai^fispov xov xe oiQCCvbv xal tijv y^P = qm "rhvrt

piKTrriKi B'afrrriK oi'n which undoubtedly represents the Hebrew
recension of the translators, as is attested by the parallel

passages in Deut 4 20; 30 19; 31 28.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the most ancient constituent

parts of the Massorah and most popular, I collated fifteen Lists,

thirteen in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley .5710-11, Vol. I,

fol. I33rt, on Deut. 31 28 which I have printed; (II) the St Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 910 on Hag. 2 0; (III) Arund. Orient. 10,

fol. 1136, on 2 Kings 19 16; (IV) the same MS., foL 134a, on

Isa. .37 10; (V) the same MS., fol. 16lt, on Jerem. 23 24; (VI) the

same MS., fol. 168a, on Jerem. 32 17; (VII) the same MS.,

fol. 2106, on Hag. 2 0; (VIII) the same MS., fol. 258a, on

2 Chron. 2 11; (IX) Add. 15,451, fol. 2Gl6, on 2 Kings 19 15;

(X) the same MS., fol. 357 a, on Isa. 37 16; (XI) the same MS.,

fol. 35>Oa, on Hag. 2 0; (XII) Add. 21,100, fol. 976, on Exod. 20 11;

(XIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. 131 6; (XIV) the

printed Massorah on Hag. 2 21 and (XV) the same on 2 Chron. 2 1 1

.

T'Dnnn = § i287.

DlnriTlS the deep, occurs three times. This Rubric I found

in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter n, § 19.

n'onnn = § 1288.

ntT nttTTTlTlK* For this Rubric see letter n, § 208,

Vol. 11,^ pi 710.

B'Bnnn = § 1239.

PK #nK1» This paHicU with and without Hie prefix Vav occurs

serpen times with the accent. That is with Tipcha. Of this Rubric I

collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 1336, on Isa. 36 22 which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., fol. 382a, on Neh. 5 0; (III) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 17a, on Isa. 36 22; (IV) Add. 21,1.60, fol. 240a, on

Numb. 32 28; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Isa. 36 22; (VI) the

printed Massorah on Numb. 32 28 and (VII) the printed Massorah

Parva, outer margin on Isa. 36 22.

Though List VI is the only one which states in the heading

that the accent is Tipcha (kpibb 'yes 't) Lists III and IV have this

accent under the particle, viz. dk or tki. There is, therefore, no

doubt that the accent here intended is Tipcha. The difficulty,

however, in deciphering this Massorah consists in the fact that

this particle without and with the prefix Vav, has Tipcha in

numerous other passages. In Genesis alone it has this accent

no fewer than thirty times. ' The headings in Lists III ('wsa "JttO 't),

V and VII ('tbo tbs "), that in these seven instances the accent

is misleading, supply the clue to the solution of this Rubrip. We
have seen that ppBO is used as a condemnatory expression for

p'sc. This implies that the Serir on these passages exhibited

a different form, viz. -n^ with Makeph and without any accent,

which is confirmed by the fact that -nin is actually the textual

ifeading in some of the best MSS. and nearly all the early

editions in 2 Kings 15 87, as may be seen from the notes on this

passage in my edition of the Bible.

It is remarkable that with the exception of List III all the

Lists have -m ^p: iswri l Sam. 25 12 as one of the seven instances.

There can, therefore, hardly be any doubt that these Massorahs

are based upon a recension of the text which exhibited here

n^KH cnsxi riK instead of bt^ as it is in the texim recepttu. This

is confirmed by the Septuagint which does not exhibit «?22. It is

also to be noticed that not a single List gives Isa. 37 28 as one

of the seven passages. -|Bm Gen. 19 25 in the List which I have

printed is my mistake for ^2t^r^ 1 Sam. 25 12. Jacob b. Chayiin's

Massorah (List VI) gives ye nsu Ezek. 3 8 as tho sixth instance,

but tho accent here is MercJm (rjt) both in the MSS. and in the

best editions, and is, therefore, rightly excluded from the other

Lists. The omission of 2 Kings 15 37 in the same List is correctly

supplied in List VII.

' Comp. nn (Jon. 2 l.J; » 22, 2:«; 14 1(5; 17 11, 25; 20 14; 21 5; SI 17;

24 tin; 2r. H; .10 2<.»; SI t; M 2:»; .14 I.'J; 44 21; nw (;on. 1 1«; 10 10; U l»!

Itt ?;.; 22 :i, Ti; 34 20; 41 in. .'il; 44 2;. 45 l.J; 4« 15; 47 12; 4» 31.



H — K § 1290-1296. — 149 — § 1297— 1299. K-«

rnnn = § 1290.

TlK »"riK1» For the two verses in which this particle occurs

twice, first with the prefix Vav and then without it, see letters, § 1245.

K'jtnnn = § 1291.

"DKI 'T\H i"^^* Seven verses have severally this particle three

times; in the first and third instances it is tvlth the jn-efix Vav and

in the second it is without the prefix. This Rubric is designed to

exclude the various reading of the less dominant School of

textual redactors in Levit. 3 9, as will be seen in the notes

on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of.this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 1036, on Numb 6 17 which I have

printed; (II) Orient 2848, fol. 113 fe, on the same passage; (III)

Add.. 21,160, fol. 139a, on Levit. 3 9; (IV) the printed Massorah

on the same passage and (V) the same on Jonah 1 9. List III

heads this Rubric n«i pik riKi -im nn 'jsa n-m pan o-piDB 'i.

Txnnn = § 1292.

"DKl "HK) "DK rriK% ^Three verses in which this particle

respectively occurs four times are unique; the first which begins the

verse, the third and the fourth are vnth the prefix Vav and the second

is without it In one verse the reverse is the case, the first which

begins the verse and the third are without the prefix whilst the se&fnd

and fourth are with it. From the notes on Exod. 35 12; Jerem. 41 3

in my edition of the Bible it will be seen that the Codices of

other Schools exhibited variations. Hence the safeguarding of

these passages by the dominant School of Massorites.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 66a, on

Levit 7 3 which I have printed and (II) Orient 2349, foL 85a,

on the. same passage.

rxnnn = § 1293.

flKT rriKl* In fourteen verses of the Pentateuch this particle

occurs tioice with one toord only intervening and is in both instances

with the p-efix Vav. This Rubric registers the reverse phenomenon

to that which is recorded in letter k, § 1212.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 87a, on Levit. 9 11

which I have printed and (II) Orient 2348, fol. 97a, on the same

TJtnnn = § 1294.

"HJO »"nK1 /"nS1» Four verses in which this particle occurs

three times in this bock and in each instance with the jn'^fi^ l^^*'-

That is in Exodus. This Rubric, which* does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 54a, on

Exod. 29 14.

.TJtnnn = § 1295.

"n^n #"nK1 /"nSI /"HKI* Twenty-seven verses in which this

particle respectively occurs four times and is with the prefix Vav in all

the four instances. This Rubric registers the reverse phenomenon

to that which is recorded in letter k, § 1218.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 696, on Levit 11 16. It will

be sSen that two of the instances are in conflict with the received

text In Jerem. 25 23 the textus receptus has nT^i? without the prefix

Vav. The only instance in which the present text has |Tttiki is

Gen. 25 3 where this particle occurs twice only, once without and

once with the prefix Vav, nor is it here followed by Ka'n-niin. In

1 Chron. 1 16 the present text has only three times -riKi. The
Rubric before us must, therefore, be based upon Codices which

begin this verse with TftTnjo which ends verse 15 in our text

rxfinn - § 1296.

TK"! |0^D* That is, a sign indicating the words which

are severally preceded by this particle with the prefix Vav

(•r^r) in Exod. 35 11—19 in contradistinction to those words in

this Section which are preceded by this particle without the

prefix (-njj). According to this catalogue there are in all twenty-

five words which are preceded by -nf] and sixteen only are

eombined with -nf In referring, however, to the notes on this

Section in my edition of the Bible it will be seen that in no

fewer than twelve out of the sixteen combinations with -riK in

the present text some of the best MSS. read -nic. This Massorah,

therefore, militates against these various readings. This Rubric

I have found in the printed Massorah only, on Exod. 38 20.
;

fxnnn - § 1297.

"HKI jD^'D* That is, a sign indicating the words which are

severally preceded by this particle with the prefix Vav {-rw) in

Exod. 39 33—41 in contradistinction to those words in this Section

which are preceded by this particle without the prefix ("nn).

Accordingly there are in all twenty words which are

preceded by -riKi and fifteen only are combined with -dk, as -riK i»r3»i

jsran is simply the designation of the Section and the combination

belongs to the fifteen instances without the prefix. The reason

for this Massorah will be found in the notes on this Section in

my edition of the Bible. It will there be seen that in no fewer

than eleven instances out of the fifteen where the present text

has -riK in accordance with this catalogue, both MSS. and early

editions read -njr. It is to militate against these readings that this

Massorah was designed. This List I have found in the printed

Massorah only, on Exod. 39 38. npsp-riKi in verse 34 should be

repeated, since it occurs twice in this verse. )a\^-nKi in verse 37 and
np?o-r*ti in verse 39 I have corrected into io«>-nKi and -iMa-riKi

shice they are manifest mistakes in the printed Massorah.

n"3tfinn = § 1298*-e.

/ "nSTl* Words which respectively occur once only preceded

by this particle with the prefix Vav.

The four fragments which are marked § 1298a— <Z and which
are respectively from Orient 2349, fol. 100a, on Numb. 1 49;

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 116o, on 2 Kings 23 10; the same MS.,

fol. 1926, on Ezek. 40 6; Add. 15,451, fol. 69a, on Levit 1 12,

contain the first attempts of the different Massorites to collect

the instances which exhibit this unique combination. It will be

seen that with very few exceptions they are confined to the

Pentateuch. Since the publication of this Rubric I have found

no fewer than eleven different fragments of this Massorah in

the ancient Codex Orient 4445, fols. 87a, 406, 51a, 62a, 67a,

68a, 71a, 80a, 91 6, 93a, 1386. All these are as yet without

catchwords.

Rubric I298e which represents the latest development of this

Massorah, I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only,

letter k, § 797. The design of this Massorah is to catalogue: (1) words

which are not only unique in this combination with -hki, but

which never occur again with -n^ and (2) those words which

though combined once only with -rwti occur also more than once

preceded by -riK. For this reason words which are unique in their

combination with -riKi, but which are also unique in their

combination with -riK are excluded from this cataloguie. They
belong to the List of words which respectively occur twice, once

preceded by -hk and once by -n»r, recorded in letter k, § 1246.

It will be seen that though this List has already a heading

and gives the catchwords, it does not specify the number of these

unique combinations. The one hundred and eighty-nine instances

which are therein enumerated do not represent one third of the

passages, since there are 'altogether about seven hundred words

which are preceded once only by -n|n.

BD'xnnn = § 1299.

"flKI* Fifty-two words respectively, occur twice preceded by this

paitiele with the prefix Vav.

The design of this Massorah is to record those words which

occur twice preceded by -rm and which in all other passages

are preceded more than once by -mm. This is attested by the

fact (1) that there are altogether nearly two hundred words

which are combined with -njr and that this List includes those

only which in all other passages where they occur are combined

twice at least with -n^ and (2) that it uniformly excludes the

words which, though combined twice with -r^ are yet unique in

their combination with -riK and of which there are no fewer

than seventeen instances.'

This Rubric, in the form in which I have printed it, I have

found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter m, § 802.

» Comp. (I) 'nhJrnw Exod. 10 2; l^umb. 14 22; (2) '»-n»n Exod. H 8;

216;»a"nKEMk.l6 21; (8)PlT*?rjTi>n 1 Kings 7 48; 2Chron.4l4; ni"i*>n-nMiKingB720;

(4)nl«»n-nKiJudg.« 20,21; ni«»n"n«{Kxbd.l8ir; (5)D'iJin-nwNeh.B7; 7 6;D«3«rrni;

Neh. IS llV (6) WOT-nw Esther 6 10, 11; WM-flK i Klnga 20 21; (7) nrrnin

Numb. SI 8; Jorii. 1$ 21; •«n-ni» i Obron. 2 19; (8) »'"«>« Gen. 10 29;

1 Chron. 1 28; 3al*-nN i Chron. 8 9; (9) D«'nin 2 Kings U 18; Jerem. ftS 17;

o^-nK 1 Chron. 18 8; (10) <n»tef^-nin 2 Chron. tS 1; S4 8; wbr^Wt 2 Chron. 28 71

(11) on^B^rnx) Oen. 84 29; 40 6; orp^rriM Jerem. 8 10; (12) r^arf^n ^ Chron. • 69;

2 Chr^n.*84 "20; fwroK Josh. 21 80; (18) nytn-nin Esek. 20 40; Neh. If 88;

nME'MT-nN Deut 26 10; (14) xas'^nm Oen. 10 28; 1 Chron. 1 22; i»i^ Qmt.U S;

(16) iJrnin Qen. 40 22; 41 10; "^rm Gen. 40 21; (16) ¥*«" Bxod. M »;

SO 16; dftvf Numb. Sft 6; (17) n'ni3T«-ni»i Eiek. 2S 8, 11; n'nMtR-nie Esek. SS 19.
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Though the heading states that there are fifty-two such pairs

the List itself gives fifty-one. There are actually fifty-eight such

instances and the following seven are omitted: (1) onirrttn

2 Sam. 10 6; Ps. 60 2; comp. with onfTf^ 2 Sam. 8 18; 10 16 &c.;

(2) on^irrnni 2 Chron. 17 6; '34 7 with 2 Kings 23 14; 2 Chron.

14 2 &c!; (3) on^nnKi Numb. 36 6; Deut 1 22 with Gen. 19 25,

29 &c.; (4) irroT «p Jerem. 36 26; 43 6 with Jerem. 20 1, 2 &c.;

(&) 'fj-n^ 2 siain. 12 8; 2 Kings 24 15 with Numb. 81 9; Jerem.

29 28
i (6) pnarnir l Kings 2 35; 1 Chron. 16 89 with 1 Kings 1 44;

1 Chron. 6 34 &c.; (7) ]tf rm, 2 Kings 22 12; 2 Chron. 34 20

with 2 Kings 22 8; 2 Chron. 34 8.

As is often the case, we have in this List simply an

expansion of fragmentary attempts to reco/d the passages in

the Bible which exhibit this peculiarity. This is evident from

the Massorah in Orient 4445, foL 836, on Exod. 39 86 where

this ancient Codex gives an incipient catalogue of five pairs

only which are Nos. 17—21 in our Rubric. The heading in

Jacob b. Chayim's List, which I have printed and which fixes

the number is probably due to a later Nakdan and not to the

editor, who mistook it for a complete catalogue. This Rubric,

moreover, exhibits blunders in the catchwords "jirow mp ^"^ noK'i

should be ", i^k bicaw rp"" l Sam. 12 18; dk "'^ fm dk ought to be

"s-iK }Tn OK Isa. 4 4.

,ynnn - § isoo.

bnirnKI and the tabernacle of, is five times thus combined in

the Scriptures^' In the other six instances where ^nk is preceded

by this particle it is without the prefix Vav (Expd. 29" 44; ^26;
31 7; 40 34; Numb. 8 15; Josh. 18 1).

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 223a, on 1 Kings 8 4

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 746, on

Levit 16 20; (HI) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 161a, on 2 Chron. 6 5;

(IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 826, on 1 Kings 8 4; (V) Add. 15,250,

fol. 4196, on 2 Chron. 5 6; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 806, on

Levit 16 33; (VII) Add. 21,160, fol. 164a, on Levit 16 20 and

(VIII) the printed Massorah on the same passage. As nyfa follows

•jnk in all the five instances List V heads this Rubric 'n -i^b bnk-n^.

K'pnnn = § i3oi.

•fB'^nKl and Ophir, occurs twice, once it is defective and

once plene. As^ this phrase, which occurs twice, is differently

spelled in the two parallel passages, the Massorah safeguards

the variation in the spelling. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,261, foL 314a, on

1 Chron. 1 23.

2'pnnfi = § 1302.

"rrnKTlKI and thy brethren, occurs twice, '^hk is five times

preceded by this particla In three instances it is without the

prefix Vav (Numb. 18 2; 2 Sam. 15 20; 2 Chron. 21 13) and

two it is with the prefix. Hence the Massorah records the

minority. Of this Rubric, which I have found in the printed

Massorah only, I collated two Lists: (I) on Gen. 47 6 which I

have printed and (II) on l Sam. 17 18.

rpnnn = § i303.

ITIKTIKI and his brethren, is five times thus combined in the

Scriptures. In the other ten instances where this combination

occurs it is tk without the prefix Vav.^ The Massorah, therefore,

safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated eleven Lists, eight in MSS. and three printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 32a, on Gen. 47 11 which I have

printed; (II) Orient 4446, foL 38a, on the same passage; (III)

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 26a, on Judg. 9 41; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 1706, on Jerem. 36 3; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 124a, on Deut 33 9;

(VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 170a, on Judg. 9 41; (VII) Add. 21,160,

foL67a, on Gen. 47 U; (VIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement

fol. 132a; (IX) the printed Massorah on Gen. 47 11; (X) the

same on Judg. 9 41 and (XI) the same on Jerem. 35 3.

' Comp. i'n?-n*> Gen. 81 23, 26; 87 2; 48 4, 7, 8; 4» 24; Numb. 8 2«;

Judg. 9 6, 24.

Tpnnn = § i304.

M^HKTlJ^ and ymir brother, occurs three times in this book.

That isj in~ Genesis. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,260, fol. 276, on Gen. 42 20.

It is incorrect, since in Gen. 43 14 to which the catchwords

pcsa rm imt as^m ran refer it is tatitmij without the prefix Vav.

My attempt to correct it by printing to-n^r^ in larger type

and putting 'vrsa nn before it in brackets does not remove the

difficulty, since there are four more instances of BS-njrm in

Genesis (42 16, 84, 84; 43 7). As the reading -ri^ji is impossible

in Gen. 43 14 there can hardly be any doubt that the original

heading was 'coai 'a dstw ntn to distinguish it from the other five

instances where this phrase occurs in Genesis and where it is

without the prefix, and that a later Nakdan added the third

instance and altered the heading.

iTpnnn = § isos.

THXn"nK1 and the one, occurs four times in the Scriptures.

"THKn is ten times preceded by this particle. In six instances it

is without the prefix Vav (Levit 14 30, 31; 15 30; Numb. 812;

2 Sam. 14 6 ; 1 Kings 12 49) and in six it is without the prefix.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric, I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2849, foL 906, on Levit 14 81 which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 1056, on Numb. 8 12; (HI)

Orient 4445, fol. 127a, on the same passage; (IV) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 88 a, on 1 Kings 12 29; (V) Add. 15,451, fol. 2356, on the

same passage and (VI) the printed Massorah on Levit 14 31.

rpnnn - § i306.

^^KTTWn and the ram, occurs five times. That is, to distinguish

it from the other seven instances where this combination occurs

and where it is without the prefix Vav (Gen. 2^ 13; Exod. 29 16,

19, 20; Levit 8 22; Dan. 8 4, 7). This Massorah is, moreover,

designed to safeguard the solitary combination of this particle

with the same quadriliteral but with a slight difference in the

punctuation (^jisttiki Deut. 12 22) which denotes and the hart,

against being made conformable to these five instances.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710--11, Vol. I. fol. 536, on Exod. 29 16

which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 92a, on Levit 8 20;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 486, on Exod. 29 16; (IV) Add. 16,451,

fol. 746, on Levit 8 20; (V) Add. 21,160, fol 114a, on Exod. 29 15;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 1476, on Levit 8 20; (VII) the printed

Massorah on Exod. 29 16 and (VIII) the same on Levit 9 1».

As all the five instances occur in the Pentateuch, the heading

of List VI '-una "-nnK p-aon 'n "jici tw is more precise.

vpnnn - § i307.

tt^''Kn"nK1 and the man, occurs twice, vhri is twenty-three

times preceded by this particle. In twenty-one instances it is

without the prefix Vav^ and in these two instances only is it

with the prefix. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards this ex-

ceptional combination. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 16,260,

foL 1086, on Deut 22 24 which I have printed and (II) Orient. 2349,

fol. 1356, on the same passage.

« Comp. ''Kn-nK Exod. S 20, 21; Levit 14 11; Deut 17 6, 6; 82 18;

Judg. 4 22; 17 11; 19 17, 22; 1 Sam. 17 24; 2» 4; 1 Kings SO 89; 2 Kings 9 11;

IS 21; Jerem. 28 30; 38 '4; Ezek. 10 6; EccL 9 15; Esther 6 9; Dan. 18 7.

n'pnnn = § isos.

lTP^K"nKT and E^Boxar, occurs twice. In the other five in-

stances' where this combination occurs it is without the prefix

Vav (Exod. 6 23; Numb. 20 26, 28; 26 60; 32 28). By fixing the

number at two, this Massorah militates against the various

reading which obtained in other Schools of textual redactors

with regard to Exod. 6 23, as will be seen from the notes on

this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 996, on Numb. 20 25 which I have printed and

(II) the same MS., Vol I, fol. 1766, on 1 Sam. 7 1.

o'pnnn = § i309.

1I3KTIK1 and his mother, occurs three times. Of this Rubric,

I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed : (I) Orient 2849,

foL 946, on Levit 20 9 which I have printed; (H) Harley 5710— tl.

Vol. L fol. 26, on Gen. 2 24; (IH) Add. 21,160, fol. 1696,

on Levit 20 9 and (IV) the printed Massorah on the same

passage.
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'•pnnn = § i3io.

•nbKiTriKI and the Amorite, occursfour times. -HbHK^ is twelve

times combined' with this particle. In eight instances it is without

the prefix Vav^ and in four it is with this prefix. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 66, on Gen. 10 16

which I have printed; (H) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 1646, on

Josh. 24 18; (III) the same MS., VoLH, fol. 180o, on l Chron. 1 14;

(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 18 a, on Josh. 24 18; (V) Add. 16,461,

fol. 465a, on 1 Chron. 1 14; (VI) ^the printed Massorah on

Gen. 15 21 and (VII) the same on Josh. 24 18.

J CJomp. 'ibjfn-nH Gen. 14 7; Exod. S4 11; NunA. 21 32; 82 39; Josh. 10 12;

Jndg. U 2S; Amos 2 9, 10.

K'^pHfin = § 1811.

T^3K"nK1 and Us men, occurs twice in the Scriptures. In the

other three instances where this combination occurs it is without

the prefix Vav (l Sam. 34 7; 2 Kings 11 9; 2 Chron. 23 8).

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Add. 15,251, fol. 166, on Gen. 24 69.

3"»pnnn = § 1812.

T^rm^l and the ephod, occurs tvnce thus combined. nbKn is

seven times preceded by this particle. In five instances it is

without the prefix Vav (Exod. 28 6; 39 2; Levit. 8 7; Judg. 18 20;

1 Sam. 30 7) and in two only is it with the prefix. The Massorah,

therefore, safeguards the minority. Of this Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Orient. 2349, fol. 74a, on Exod. 29 5 and (II) Orient. 4445,

foL 71a, on the same passage. The apparently conflicting

Massorah in Add. 15,250, fol. 48 a, on the same passage which

states that this combination is unique ("is "h ncKn rm) is due to

the omission on the part of the Scribe of the expression rmro.

In the Pentateuch this combination occurs once only.

r^pnnn - § 1313.

D^"lBK"n8') and Ephraim, is twice thus combined in the

Scriptures! As in the other six instances in which Ephraim is

preceded by this particle it is without the prefix Vav (Gen. 48 13,

20; Judg. 12 4, 4; Isa. 9 20; 11 13) the Massorah safeguards

the exceptional two passages in which it is with the prefix.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL I, fol. 32a, on Gen. 48 1

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 2349, fol. 56a, on the same

passage and (III) the printed Massorah also on the same passage.

T^pfinn = § 1314.

Wl^TTIKI and the coffer, occurs ttoice. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,250,

fol. I486, on 1 Sam. 6 11.

As regards the pointing of wnK which occurs three times,

both the MSS. and early editions differ. Harley 5720 which is

one of the oldest Codices, Add. 15,250, Add. 15,451, the first,

second and third' editions of the entire Bible (Soncino 1488;

Naples 1491—93; Brescia 1494) the Complutensian and the editio

princeps of the Rabbinic Bible (Venice 1617) point it with Kametz

under the Gimel {ir»), whilst Orient 2201; Harley 6710—11;

Arund. Orient. 16 have it tnx with Pathach \Wiich I have followed

in my edition of the Bible. It is remarkable that Jacob b. Chayim

in the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, has

it ir«j and «-t^ with Pathach in the first and second instances

and T|-]|tn in the third instance.

vBpnnn - § 1315.

pJfjrrriKI and the earth, occurs Jive times and wherever

it is preceded by (he heaven it is likewise so. Normally this phrase

is preceded by ffwph-rw (««^« «*2»'«^ le^er k, § 1286), and as it

is in these five instances only where this combination with tibe

prefix Vav stands by itself, the Massorah safeguards this ex-

ceptional position. On referring to the notes on Gen. 36 12 the

roMon for recording these instances will be apparent.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 113a, on Deut 3 12

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 45a, on

Jerem. 22 12; (III) Orient. 4445, fol. 33a, on Gen. 35 12; (IV)

Arund. Orient 16, fol. I606, on Jerem. 22 12; (V) Add. 15,250,

foL 976^ on Deut 3 12; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 259a, on the same

passage; (VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement foL 1306;

(Vni) the printed Massorah on Gen. 36 12 and (IX) the same

on Jerem. 22 12.

rtspfinn = § 1316.

^t*TK"^K1 and his land, is five tim^s thus combined. ijnK is

eleven times preceded by this particle. In six instances it is

without the prefix Vav (Numb. 21 24, 35; Deut 2 31; 4 47;

2 Kings 18 '33; Isa. 36 18) and in five with it. Hence the

Massorah records the minority.

Of this Rubric, I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 103a, on Numb. 21 34

which I have printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 134a, on Deut 2 24;

(III) Orient 2349, fol. 124a; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 2576, both on

the same passage; (V) the printed Massorah on Numb. 21 34

and (VI) the same on Deut 3 2.

r'pfinn = § 1317.

pV^>fHt<1 and their land, occurs three times. This phrase,

which occurs altogether fifteen times, is in twelve instances without

the prefix Vav^ and in three only it is with the prefix. Hence

the Massorah safeguards the exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS., and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 145a, on Josh. 10 42

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 17a, on

Isa. 37 18; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 86, on Josh. 10 42; (IV)

the same MS., fol. 134a, on Isa. 37 18; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 1306,

on Josh. 10 42; (VI) the same MS., fol. 212^6, on 2 Kings 19 17;

(VII) the printed Massorah on Josh. 10 42 and (VIII) the same

on 2 Kings 19 17.

1 Comp. Bf?»rn? Deut 4 38; 9 5; 19 1; 29 7; Josh. 12 1; 28 5; 24 8;

Judg. e 9; 2 Kings 18 36; Isa. 86 20; 2 Chron. 7 14; 82 18.

n'»pnnn = § lais.

^"TJ^'Jni^ and the garments of, occurs six times, nja is preceded

by this particle in twenty instances. In thirteen instances it is

without the prefix Vav^ and in seven it is with the prefix.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists, one in MS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 556, on Exod. 31 10

which I have printed and (H) the printed Massorah on the same

passage. It will be seen that List I enumerates six such instances

only, omitting Exod. 39 41. The notes in my edition of the Bible

on Exod. 39 41 and a comparison of Exod. 35 19 with the

parallel passage in 39 41 will disclose the design of this Massorah

which is to exclude the variation in the Codices of other

Massoretic Schools.

J Comp. '"ifa-nK Gen. 27 16; Exod. 28 3; 86 19, 19; 89 1, 41, 41; 40 13;

Levit 16 28, 82; 2 Kings U 29; Jerem. 82 33; Ezek. 16 18.

r'pnnn = § 1319.

1^*TaT)Kl and its staves, occurs four times. In the other five

instances where this combination occurs it is without the prefix

Vav (Exod. 27 7; 36 16; 89 39; Numb. 4 8, 11). By fixing the

number at four this Massorah militates against those Schools of

textual redactors who exhibited this reading also in Exod. 36 16;

39 39, as will be seen in the notes on these passages in my edition

of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 62a, on Exod. 39 35

which I have printed; (II) Add. 16,261, foL 6I6, on Exod. 36 12;

(in) Add. 21,160, fol. 1256; (IV) Orient. 2349, fol. 78a and (V)

the printed Massorah, all on the same passage.

rpnnn = § 1820.

JT^SHTIKI and the house, is five times thus combined. That is,

in contradistinction to the thirty-five times where this phrase

occurs and where it is n?»rrn»J without the prefix Vav.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and most popular

parts of the Massorah I collated fourteen Liste, twelve in MSS.

and two printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 726, on

Levit 14 41 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I,
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foL 225a, on 1 Kings 9 7; (m) the same MS., VoL I, fol. 257d,

on 2 Kings 23 27; (IV) Orient 4446, fol. 996, on Levit 14 41;

(V) Anind. Orient 16, foL 846, on 1 Kings 9 7; (VI) the same
MS., foL 117a, on 2 Kings 28*27; (VU) the same MS., foL 2616,

on 2 Chron. 7 20; (VIH) Add. 16,261, fol. 190a, on l Kings 9 7;

(IX) the same MS., fol. 3296, on 2 Chron. 3 6; (X) Add. 15,461,

f9L 490a, on 2 Chron. 7 20; (XI) Add. 21,160, foL 160a, on
Levit U 41; (XII) Vienna Codex No. 35, pn 2 Chron. 3 5;

(Xm) the printed Massorah on Levit 14 41 and (XIV) the same
on 1 Kings 9 7.

K'apnnn - § 1321.

ItT^TTK) and Jns house, is seven times thus combined. In the

Other seven instances in which in-? is preceded by this particle

it is without the prefix Fat? (Levit 27 14, 15; Josh. 7. 18;

1 Sam. 3 13; 2 Sam. 6 20; 1 Kings 3 1; 1 Chron. 16 43).

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, foL 221a, on 1 Kings 7 l which I

have printed; (11) the same MS., VoL II, fol. 1536, on 2 Chron.

8 1; (HI) Add. 16,161, fol. 186, on Gen. 12 17; (IV) Add. 15,461,

foL 219 a, on 2 Sam. 19 42; (V) the printed Massorah on Gen.
12 17 and (VI) the same on 1 Kings 4 7.

a"3pnnn «= 1322.

DPy'SlTlXI and Balaam, is three times thus combined in the

Scriptures. That is, in contradistinction to the four instances where
it occurs withput the prefix Vav (Numb. 22 41; 28 28; Deut 23 6;

Neh. 13 2).

Of this popular Rubric I collated twelve Lists, nine in MSS.
and three printed; (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol I, fol. 1466, on
Josh. 13 22 which I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL II,

foL 1346, on 1 Chron. 6 66; (HI) Arund. Orient 16, foL 10a,

on Josh. 18 22; (IV) the same MS., foL 242 a, on 1 Chron. 6 66;

(V) Add. 16,251, foL 132a, on Josh. 13 22; (VI) the same MS.,

foL 317a, on 1 Chron. 6 56; (VH) Add. 15,461, foL 1646, on
Josh. 13 22; (Vm) Add. 21,160, foL 242a, on Numb. 31 8; (IX)

Orient 2349, foL 119a, on the same passage; (X) the printed
Massorah also on the same passage; (XI) the same on Josh. 13 22
and (XII) the same on 1 Chron. 6 65. As Balaam is in Numb. 31 8;

Josh. 13 22 the name of the son of Beor and in 1 Chron. 6 6 of a
city in the territory of Manasseh, List IX heads this Rubric
nrb "TTO '3 it occurs three times in two different senses. The heading
in List Vin, viz. yk 'v&i -i denotes that it occurs three times,

once in the Law, once in the Prophets and once in the Hagio-
grapha.

rapnnn - § 1323

^^^"HNtl and ma/ son, occurs twice,
'<3f

is nine times preceded
by this particle. In seven instances it is without the prefix Vav
(Gen. 24 6, 8; Exod. 4 23; l Kings 3 20, 21; 17 18; 2 Kings 6 29)

and in two with it Hence the Massorah safeguards the ex-

ceptional combination. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, foL 666, on
2 Sam. 14 16.

rapfifin = § i324.

13I|J"nKl and his son, occurs twice. The design of this Massorah
IB to exclude the Kethiv or textual reading in Deut 2 83; 33 9

which the Keri or official marginal reading cancels.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL II, foL 496, on Jerem. 27 7

which I have printed; (II) Orient 4446, foL 108a, on Levit 22 28;

(IH) Arund. Orient 16, foL 164 a, on Jerem. 27 7; (IV) Add. 16,260,

foL 686, on Levit 22 28 and (V) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 27 7«

The heading in List IV which emphatically states that there
are four instances of this combination and the. fact that the
Rubric itself actually enumerates four would sugg^t that the

Massorah in this MS. proceeds from a School of Massorites
whose text exhibited the Eethiv as the substantive reading. But
the catchwords for the other two passages are inexplicable.^

run ,»3 p nw ua nm ,rarm\ t^ uan m inw nr m nwn pnaavfi "npa »! pa rwn i

.laa rm rffch Tapn ua

iT3pnnn - § i826.

r!^"^|t1 and her son, oeewrs twice in this combination. That
is, in contradistinction to the other six instance where it is

without the prefix Vav (1 Sam. 1 23; 1 Kings 17 20; 2 Kings 4 87;

6 29; 8 1, 6). This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah
only, on Gen. 21 10.

rapnnn = § 1326.

''f??"^'^ "'^ *^« 'ons of, occurs ten times thus confined in the

Scriptures. In the numerous other instances where this combination
occurs it is without the prefix Vav.

Of this Rubric I collated thirteen Lists, eleven in MSS.
and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, foL 2485, pn
2 Kings 14 6 which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16,

foL 108a, on the same passage; (III) the same MS., foL 118a,
on 2 Kings 25 7; (IV) the ^ame MS., foL 188a, on Ezek. 26 6;
(V) the same MS., foL 2726, on 2 Chron. 25 24; (VI) Add. 16,261,

foL 340a, on the same passage; (VH) Add. 21,160, fol. 376, on
Gen. 37 2; (VIH) Orient 2849, foL 49a, on the same passage;
(IX) Vienna Codex No. 35 on 2 Kings 14 6; (X) the same Codex
on 2 Chron. 26 24; (XI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement
foL 1806; (XH) the printed Massorah, on Gen. 37 2 and (XIH)
the same on 2 Chron. 25 24.

rapnnn « § 1327.

T'JSTtt^l and his sons, occurs six times &c. This Rubric is

simply § 1252 inverted. It shows how the same materials were
differently elaborated by the different Massoretic Schools. Of
this inverted form, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated five Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 566, on 1 Sam. 30 22
which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 388a, on Esther 9 25;
(HI) Add. 16,251, fol. 168a, on 1 Sam. 30 22; (IV) Vienna Codex
No. 35 on the same passage and (V) the same Codex on
1 Chron. 10 8.

n'3pnfin = § i828.

DTJS'njjtl and their sons, is four times thus combined. That
is, to distinguish it from the twelve instances in which it is

without the prefix Vav (Deut 12 31; 2 Kings 1717, 31 ; Jerem. 3 24;
7 31; 18 21; 19 5; 32 35; Ezek. 23 39; Hos. 9 12; Zech. 10 9;

Ps. 106 87).

The design of this Massorah is to exclude the various
reading in Jerem. 3 24 which obtained in other Schools of

textual redactors, as may be seen in the notes on this passage
in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I Collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710^11, VoL H, foL 1636, on 2 Chron. 25 4

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 272a, on
the same passage; (HI) Add. 15,260, foL I486, on 1 Sam. 6 10;

(IV) the same MS., foL 4296, on 2 Chron. 25 4; (V) Add. 15,251,

foL 127a, on Josh. 5 7; (VI) the same MS., foL 3396, on
2 Chron. 25 4; (VII) Add. 15,461, foL 122a, on Deut 4 10;

(Vni) Add. 21,160, foL 2606, on the same passage; (IX) the
printed Massorah also on the same passage and (X) the same
on Josh. 6 7.

rapnnn = § 1329.

|^^jl3"nijn and Benjamin, occurs four tirnes. In the other
four instances where this combination occurs it is without ithe

prefix Vav (Gen. 43 16, 29; Judg. 20 35, 43).

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and
two printed: (I) Orient 2349, foL 536, on Gen. 43 16 which I

have printed; (H) Add. 21,160, foL 486, on Gen. 42 36; (III)

Vienna Codex No. 86 on Gen. 43 15; (IV) the printed Massorah
on Gen. 42 36 and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a,

§ 248.

b'pnnn - § i38o.

"51^*13"^^ and Barueh, occurs twice. That is, in contra-

distinction to the four instances where it occurs without the
prefix Vav (Jerem. 32 13; 36 4, 6, 26). Of this Rubric I collated

two Lists, one in MS. and one printed: (I) Add. 16,251, foL 2586,
on Jerem. 36 17 which I have printed and (EL) the printed
Massorah on Jerem. 43 6.

K^pnnn = § i38i.

"•iT^T^'tTKI and my covenant, occurs twice. •>rra is thirty-two
times preceded by this particle. In thirty instances it is without
the prefix Vav and in two only is it with this prefix. Hence,
the Massorah safeguards this exceptional combination. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 1696, on Jerem.
88 20 which I have printed and (H) Orient 2849, foL 86&, on
Gen. 17 21.
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3'^pnnn = § 1332.

TOTTKI and the daughter of, occurs five times thvs combined.

That is, in contradistinction to the seven instances where it is

without the prefix Vav (Gen. 24 48; 34 7; Exod. 2 l ; Levit. 18 17;

2 Sam. 12 24; Lament 2 1; Neh. 6 18).

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest constituent parts

of the Massorah, 1 collated ten Lists, seven in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 69a, on Levit 11 16

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1.54a, on

2 Chron. 8 11; (III) Orient 4445, fol. 104a, on Levit 18 17;

(IV) Arund. Orient 16, foL 86 a, on 1 Kings 11 1; (V) the same

MS., fol. 262a, on 2 Chron. 8 11; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 2336, on

1 Kings 11 1; (VII) Add. 21,160, fol. 1665, on Levit 18 17;

(Vni) the printed Massorah on Levit 11 16; (IX) the same on

1 Kings 11 1 and (X) the same on 2 Chron. 8 11. The catchword

"iSam for Levit 18 17 in the List which I have printed is mani-

festly a scribal error. List II, which is from the same MS., has

it rightly mpKrmr which is confirmed by all the other Lists.

r^pfinn = § 1333.

In3"n>51 and his datighter, is twice thus combined. In the

other two instances where this combination occurs it is without

the prefix Vav (Exod. 21 7; 1 Chron. 2 35). This Rubric, which

does not occur in tlfe printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol I, fol. 256a, on 2 Kings 23 10.

T^pnnn = § 1334.

1!l*TrrnK'l and the word, ocevrs twice, -lavi is preceded by

this particle about sixty-seven times. In sixty-five instances it is

without the prefix Vav and in these two instances only is it

with this prefix. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards this abnormal

combination. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 946, on 1 Kings 20 24.

iT^pnnn = § 1335.

D''^3''TrrnK1 and the words, occurs three times in the Scriptures.

In the other forty instances where. o-o-rt is preceded by this

particle it is without the prefix Vav. Hence the Massorah

safeguards this exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2956, on Neh. 5 6

which I have printed; (H) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 171 6, on

Jerem. 36 27; (III) the same MS., fol. 219a, on Zech. 7 12;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 382a, on Neh. 5 6; (V) Add. 15,250,

foL 396a, on the same passage; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 2586, on

Jerem. 36 27 and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 40.

v^pnnn = § 1336.

TITHKI and David, occurs twice, -vn is altogether preceded

fifty-one times by this particle. In forty-nine instances it is without

the prefix Vav^ and in these two instances only is it with the

prefix. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards this exceptional

combination. This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah

Finalis only, letter i, § 70.

« Comp. W-njt 1 Sam. 16 19; 17 38, 42, 4:^, r>6; 18 9, IC, 20, 26, 29;

19 1, 6, 7, 12, 14, 16, 20; 20 17, 33; 21 6; U 2; 25 23; 26 2; 2 Sam. 2 4;

S 17, 36; & 3, 17, 17; 8 6, 14; 16 6, 10; 21 16; 24 1 ; 1 Kings 5 17; 8 16;

Jerem. 33 21; Pa. 144 10; Ruth 4 22; 1 Chron. 11 3; 12 32, 39, 39; 14 8; 18 13;

21 1, 21; 2 Chron. « 4.

r^pfinn - § 1337.

D^nn"nK1 and Hadoram, occurs twice. In the other two

instances where this combination occurs it is without the prefix

Vav (I Chron. 18 10; 2 Chron. 10 18). This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,251, fol. 314ff,

on 1 Chron. 1 21.

n'^pnnn = § isss.

^"rnijfl and the bloods of, occurs twice. The design of tnis

Massorah is to militate against the reading oTf^ the singular,

which obtained in some Schools of textual redactors, as will be

seen in the notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible.

In the other three instan<;es where this combination occurs it is

without the prefix Vav (Gen. 4 11; 2 Kings 9 26; Hob. 1 4).

This Rubric, which doies not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1206, on Isa. 4 4.

fiS'-t'pnnfi = §. 1339.

""JjPt r\H) and the elders of, occurs three tim^s. In the other

five instances where this combination occurs it is without the

prefix Vav (Exod. 3 16; Judg. 8 16; I Kings 8 l; Ezek. 20 3;

2 Chron. 5 2). Of this Rubric I collated throe Lists, one in MS.

and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 113a, on 2 Kings 19 2

which I have printed; (II) the printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 17 15

and (III) the same on 2 Kings 19 2.

O'pnnn = § 1340.

]37nn"nK1 and the fat, ocevrs five times and wherever

it is preceded by and the two hidneyn it is liketoise so. This com-

bination occurs altogether twelve times. In seven instances it is

part of the lengthier phrase s^nrrriKi n'''??ri -ntf nx] and the two

Iddneys and the fat (Exod. 29 13, 226; Levit 3 4, 10, 15; 4 9;

7 4) and in these five instances only it is used without being

part of this lengthier phrase. Hence the Massorah records these

instances. This Massorah is, moreover, designed to safeguard

Exod. 29 22 against being made conformable to the parallel

passage in Levit. 8 25. In the former it is simply abwrri^ whereas

in the latter it is a^nn-^s-riKi.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 54a, on Exod. 29 22

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 66a, on Levit 3 9

and (III) the printed Massorah on Exod. 29 22. List IH simply

states that this combination occurs five times and omits the

addition at the end of the Rubric, which makes this Massorah

unintelligible, since a^nrrriKi occurs twelve times.

K'iipnnr. = § 1341.

"ibrTnStl and Hamor, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 21,160, foL «8a,

on Gen. 34 13.

3"0pnnn = § 1342.

"'riblTTTKl and my statutes, occurs five times. That is, in

contradistinction to the six instances where this combination

occurs without the prefix Vav (Levit 18 5, 26; 19 19; 20 8;

26 18; Ezek. 20 11).

Of this Rubric, which is one of the earliest parts of the

Massorah, but which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

1 collated nine Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, fol. 826, on

Levit 26 43 which, I have printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 1036,

on Levit 18 4; (III) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on

Ezek. 20 16; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 196a, on Ezek. 44 24;

(V) Add. 15,251, fol. 270a, on Ezek. 5 6; (VI) Add. 21,160,

fol. 166 a, on Levit 18 4; (VII) the same MS., fol. 182 a, on

Levit 26 43; (VHI) Orient 2349, fol. 986, on the same passage

and (IX) Vienna Codex No. 35 also on the same passage. It is

remarkable that not only does the heading of List III state that

this phrase occurs twice, but that two instances only are

enumerated in the Rubric itself, viz. Levit 26 43; Ezek. 20 16.*

The Massorah Parva too of this ancient Codex on Ezek. 20 16

remarks that it occurs twice only.

ropnflfl = § 1848.

D^pnrrriKI and the statutes, oeewrs four times. In the other

five instances where this combination occurs it is without the

prefix Vav (Exod. 18 20; Deut 5 1; 16 12; 26 16; 1 Chron. 2213).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Listrft five in MSS! and two

printfed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, fol. 1166, on Deut 7 11

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, foL 25l6, pn

2 Kings J7 87; (HI) the same MS., VoL H, fol. 293a, on Neh. 1 7 ;

(IV) Arund. Orient 16, foL lll6, on 2 Kings 17 37; (V) the same

MS., fol. 87^6, on Neh. 1 7; (VI) the printed Massorah on

Deut 17 19 and (VH) the same on 2 Kings 17 87.

rapruTD - § is44.

"•pn^TTlKI and the JebusHe, occursfour times. Of this Rubric

I collated two Lists, one in MS. and one printed: (I) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter % § 38, which I have printed and
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<II) Add. 16,4U, foL 465a, oa I Chron. 1 14. It is remarkable that

both Lists not only emphatically state in the heading tiiat there are

four such instances only, but enumerate four and that both omit

Gen. 15 2 1
,1 which is the fifth instance in the received text It would,

therefore, seem that these Lists are based upon a recension of the

text which exhibited this combination four times only, and that this

Massorah militates against those Codices which had it five times.

4s»«9ien nam .jwwi shmv «3bw ,i*^ rare /I'nnan nS' wsai pnao»w "n »Dtt»n nw i

iTopnnn - § .1345.

SffTHKI and thy hand, occurs twice thus combined, yr^ is

thirteen times in combination with this particle. In eleven instances

it is without the prefix Vav (Exod. 8 1 ; 9 22; U 16; Numb. 27 18;

J)eut 15 7, 8, 11; 2 Kings 10 16; Ps. 146 16; EccL 7 18;

Neh. 9 16) and in two only is it with this prefix. The Massorah,

therefore, safeguards the exceptional combination. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley

6710—11, Vol. I, foL 2236, on 1 Kings 8 42.

vopnnn - § i846.

n^irrrntjn and Judak, i» three times thus combined in the

Scrifturee. That is, in contradistinction to the twenty instances

in which this combination occurs without the prefix Vav.^

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and the most

popular parts of the Massorah, I collated twelve Li^ts, ten in

MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL I, /ol. 8l6, on

Oen. 46 28 ^hich I have printed; (EE) the same MS., Vol. I,

foL 21 6 a, on 2 Sam. 24 1; (in) the same MS., Vol. H, foL 886,

on Ezek. 21 25; (IV) Orient 4446, foL 876, on Gen. 46 28; (V)

Arund. OWent 16, foL 74a on 2 Sam. 24 1; (VI) the same MS.,

foL 1806, on Ezek. 21 26; (VII) Add. 15,261, fol. 886, on Gen.

46 28; (Vm) tiie same MS.,, fol. 1826, on 2 Sam. 24 1; (IX)

Add. 16,451, foL 8196, on Ezek. 21 25; (X) Add. 21,160, fol. 556,

on Gen. 46 28; (XI) the printed Massorah on the same passage

and (Xn) the same on Ezek. 21 26.

1 Comp. n^n^nii Jadg. 1 19; 2 Sam. 20 6; 2 Kings 8 19; SI 11, 16; 2S 27;

IBIL 11 13; Jerem. 14 19; 22 Sfi; Zeeh. 2 2, 4, 16; 1 Chron. S 41; 2 Chron. 21 11,

13; 2t 6; 28 19; S3 9; S4 8 6.

fDpnnn = § i847.

nVT"nK1 and Jehovah, i$ nx times ikus combined in the

Scriptures'. The Tetragraounaton is preceded by this particle

about two hundred and twenty-eight times. In about two hundred

and twenty-two instances it is without the prefix Vav (niT-«je)

and with it in these six instances only. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11; Vol II, foL 146, on Isa. 81 1 which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 1226, on Isa. 9 12;

(ni) the same MS., foL 154a, on Jerem. 10 21 ;
(IV) the same MS.,

fol. 2010, on Hos. 6 4; (V) HaUe Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 162,

and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter tt, § 152.

rropfinn = § i348.

^tthiT"nKl and Jo^ua, occurs twice thus combined. That is,

in contradistinction to the seventeen instances where it is without

the prefix Vav.^ Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 1206, on

Numb. 32 28 which I have printed; (II) Harley 5710-11, VoL I,

foL 108 a, on the same passage; (HI) Add. 16,260, foL 98a, also on

the same passage and (IV) Add: 15,451, foL 121 6, on Deut 3 21.

1 Comp. SV^i-nti Numb. 27 18, 22; Deut 2 28; 21 14, 28; Josh. 1 16;

4 10, 10, 14; « rt;! 20; 8 27; t 24; 10 4; 11 16; 17 14; Zeeh. 2 1.

B'Dpnnn - § 1349.

Q^TT^Hn and the sea, occurs five times. Kb this phrase, which

occurs 'altoglLther sixteen times, is in eleven instances without

the prefix Vav (Exod. 14 21, 21; 20 11; Josh. 24 7; 1 Kings 7 23,

24; Jonah 19; Ps. 146 6; 2 Chron. 4 2, 3, 15) and with it in

these five instances only, the Massorah records the minority.

By fixing the number at five, the design of the Massorah is to

exclude the reading cffrnyj in Exod. 20 1 1 which obtained in

the Codices, of the less dominant School of textual redactors.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 82o, on 1 Kings 7 39 which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 1106, on 2 Kings 16 17;

(m) Add. 16,261, foL 1886, on 1 Kings 7 39; (IV) Add. 15,451,

foL 2296, on the same passage and (V) the printed Massorah

als'o on the same passage.

ypnnn = § 1350.

''DttT^I^KI and the itUiabitants of, occurs nine times. That is,

in contradistinction to the eighteen instances in which this

combination occurs without the prefix Vav (Exod. 23 81;

Numb. 33 65; Deut 13 14, 16; Judg. 1 19, SO, 31, 33; 21 10;

1 Sam. 23 5; Jerem. 10 18; 21 6; Ezek. 15 6; Neh. 9 24;

1 Chron. 8 13; 22 18; 2 Chron. 20 7; 21 11). By fixing the

number at nine, the design of this Massorah is to include the

Keri or official reading ar^nn in Judg. 1 27 a.,

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

1 collated four Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 126, on Josh. 17 11

which I have printed
;
(II) the same MS., fol. 278a, on 2 Chron. 32 22

;

(HI) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 156a, on Judg. 1 27 and

(IV) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Josh. 17 11. On Judg. 1 27 the

printed Massorah refers to Pericope |rpo where Jacob b. Chayim

says he has given this Rubric, and in the Massorah Finalis,

letter % § 386, he refers to Judg. 1 27. ' In neither of these two

places, however, is this Rubric given.

.'« jp'o o'BBwa noDa pn'aa'oi 'o »3Bn' run :fpD iioa loos '»« 'o ow nin 1

K'ipnnn = § 1351.

^T^O*T 'T^ "^^^ Jeremjahu,^ occurs twice. vrftT is seventeen

times preceded by this preposition. In fifteen instances it is

without the prefix Vav (Jerem. 20 1, 2, 8; 26 7, 24; 37 13, 21;

38 6, 6, 7, 10, 13, 14; 39 14; 44 15) and in* two instances only

is it with this prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the ex-

ceptional combination. This Rubric I have found in the printed

Massorah only, on Jerem. 43 6.

yapnnn - § 1352.

te^SSn DKI and the lamb, occurs four times. In the other

five instances where this phrase occurs it is without the prefix

Vav (Exod. 29 39; Levit 14 12, 13; Numb. 28 4; Ezek. 46 15).

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, on

Numb. 28 8.

ripnnn = § 1353.

7rt^"T"nKT and the priest, occurs twice. In the other two

instances where this combination occurs it is without the prefix

Vav (Levit 13 49; 1 Sam. 21 6). This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 31 6,

on Judg. 18 27. The heading ought properly to be 'msi 's, since

both instances occur in the same book.

Tipnnn - § 1354.

'T*Sn"ni|n and the laver, occurs three times. That is, to

distinguish it from the other four instances where this phrase

occurs without the prefix Vav (Exod. 35 16; 38 8; 40 11, 30).

The design of this Massorah is two-fold. It is to guard against

Exod. 30 28 being made conformable to the parallel passage in

Exod. 35 16 and to exclude the Kethiv or textual reading in

2 Kings 16 17.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 55a, on Exod. 30 28

which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 74a, on Exod. 31 9;

(in) Orient 2348, foL 856, on Exod. 30 28; (IV) Orient 2349,

foL 756, on the same passage; (V) the printed Massorah also on

the same passage and (VI) the same on Levit 8 11.

iT3pnnn = § 1355a—c.

75'nK]* Words which severally ddcur once only preceded by

and aU or and every. These Lists exhibit the first attempt

to catalogue the words which are unique in their combination

with -V>|-n^

Lists I and II are respectively from Add. 16,451, fols. 78a,

104 a on Levit 14 9 and Numb. 16 32, whilst List III is from the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 52. It will be seen that

§§ 1855a and 6 have not as yet any heading, fixing the number

of these unique combinations, nor are they supplied with catch-

words for the identification of the passages. The same is the

case with the incipient List registering thirteen only of these

instances which I have found in the ancient Codex Orient 4446,

fol. 986, on Levit 14 9, since printing the Massorah. It is List m,
viz. § 1355 c which exhibits the latest development of this Rubric.

Hence we have here already both the heading which ftiEas the

number of the instances and the catchwords.

The design of this Massorah is not simply to record the

words which are unique in their combination with -^|-n|(i, but

those which in aU other instances are combined with "^s-niit without
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the prefix Vav. This is attested by the fact that there are altogether

no fewer than eighty words which are preceded once only by

-bym\, but which do not occur at all in combination with -hs-ti^.

Tested by this canon, we shall see that five instances

recorded in these Lists do not belong to this category, viz.

(1) r»3K-'?3-PKi; (2) D^j«-'?3-n^; (3) -isar^snKi; (4) nla^oar^l n>r

and (5) iTlarbs-nKi, since these do not occur at all in combination

with -^3-m. They b^ong to the numerous instances of unique

combinations with -"js-mi, which do not occur again preceded

by -'?3-nK and which are excluded from this Rubric. As is usually

the case,' they have been added by a later Nakdan who mistook

the import of this Massorah. Accordingly these Lists contain

sixteen unique combinations only, which properly belong to this

Rubric,

r:pnnn = § i356.

rT'lsrrtS"^^ «"** '^ "'^^^ *'^*' '"'*^*'* **^**'*' '^^^^ R"^ri<5'

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,250,

fol. 184a, on 1 Kings 6 22. It is in conflict with the received

text which has n^sn-nKi in Levit 14 41 without -ha and which is

in accordance with letter k, § 1320.

npnnn = § 1357.

n'^S'bS riKT and all the house of, occurs nine times thus

combined^ That is/ in contradistinction to the twenty-nine times

where this combination is simply n'S-^n without -h's.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 186, on Isa. 39 2 which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 135a, on the same

passage; (HI) the same MS., fol. 1706, on Jerem. 36 3;' (IV)

Add. 15,250, fol. 270a, on Jerem. 62 13; (V) Add. 15,261, fol. 39a,

on Gen. 47 12; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 292a, on Jerem. 35 3;

(VII) Add. 21,160, fol. 57 a, on Gen. 47 12; (VIII) Vienna Codex

Na 35 on the same
.
passage; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

Supplement fol. 132a, and (X) the printed Massorah on 2 Kings 26 9.

n"3pnnn = § 1358.

ntD'SSTlKI* Throughout the Scriptures it is hU flesh

weept in Aree^instances where it is and oU his fiesh, l-^a is in

twelve instances combined with the particle -m without and

with the prefix Vav. In nine passages it is simply 1-itoa-nK or

ri^-riKi* and in three only is this particle followed by the

adjunct -ho. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the exceptional

combination. This protection is designed to guard the variation

in the two parallel passages, viz. Levit. 15 16; 16 4 against

being made conformable to each other, since in some ancient

recensions ' the two passages were identical, as is evident from

the Samaritan text

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I coUated three Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol 886, on Levit 4 it

which I have printed; (II) Orient 2848, foL 936, and (HI) Harley

5710—11, Vol I, foL 646, both on the same passage.

I Comp. t^^r"? Exod. 81 28; »9 81; Levit 14 «; 16 4, 24, 26, 28;

S«Bl. 4 6; 'i^r"?1 •l^^**-' * *''•

B'lpnnn - § 1359.

D'nVPrrtyHKI andaaiheJews. For this Rubric see above

letter it, § 1269.

D'pnnn - § i860.

3'TJH?3 rttin and every raven, occurs twice. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley

6710—11, Vol I, foL 1810,= on Deut 14 14. It conflicts with the

textus rectus, where this phrase is witl^out the prefix Vav in

Levit 11 15 and with it in Deut 14 14. The received Massorah,

moreover, especially safeguards this variation in the two parallel

passages. From the^notes on Levit 11 15 in my edition of the Bible,

however, it will be seen that in the ancient recensions of the

text as well as in the Versions, the reading in both passages

was alike with the prefix Vav. The Rubric before us, therefore,

may be based upon a text which exhibited this reading also in

Levit 11 16.

K'Dpnnn - § i36i.

iJPn^STlKI and aU the people, occurs three times. That is,

in contradistinction to the twelve instances where this phrase

occurs without the adjunct -hs. {Vide infra, letter m, § 1391.)

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 446, on 1 Sam. 16 8

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 1746, on Jerem. 41 10;

(III) Add. 15,251, fol. 261a, on the same passage and (IV) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter r, § 251,

yopfinn = § i362.

D'^'^STrnKI and the vessels, is tiiree times thus combined. In

the other four instances where it occurs the phrase is o'^sn-^s-niti

and aU the vessels (1 Kin^ 7 45, 2 Chron. 6 1; 26 24; 29 19).

The design of this Massbrah is to exclude the various reading

exhibited in 2 Chron. 6 1, as will be seen from the notes on

this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, VoL I, fol. 2226, on 1 Kings 7 51

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 276a, on

Dan. 1 2; (IH) Arund. Orient 16, foL 826, on 1 Kings 7 51;

(IV) the printed Massorah on the same passage and (V) the

same on Dan. 1 2.

rDpnnn = § i863.

^STlKI and the vessels of, occurs twice in this combinaHon.

This plural construct is eight times preceded by this particle.

In six instances it is without the prefix Vav (Numb. 4 82;

Deut 1 41; Jerem. 21 4; 50 25; 2 Chron. 28 24, 24) and in two

instances only, is it with the prefix. The Massorah, therefore,

safeguards the exceptional combination. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 142a, on 1 Chron. 18 8. The needless pnnoi t(^ at

the end has simply been added by the Scribe to fill out the

line and shows that the Massoretic terminology must not be too

strictly pressed,

TDpnnn = § i364. .

^'^STHH and his vessels, occurs three tim^. That is, in contra-

distinction to the fifteen instances where this combination is

with the adjunct -'?3, viz. vb3-'?r'i«l (Exod. 30 28; 31 9; 35 18,

16; 39 33, 39; 40 9, 10; Levit 8 11; Numb. 1 50; 7 1, 1; 1 Chron.

23 26; 2 Chron. 29 18, 18). The design of this Massorah is to

exclude the various reading in Exod. 31 8 which was exhibited

in other Schools of textual redactors, as will be seen from the

notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, thr^e in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Orient 2849, foL 76a, on Exod. 31 8 which I

have printed; (II) Orient 2348, foL 86a, on the same passage;

(III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 74a, on 1 Sam. 17 54 and (IV) the

printed Massorah on Exod. 31 8. L^st IV adds at the end of

the Rubric ijit which denotes that one of the instances occurs

in the Law, one in the Prophets and one in the Hagiographa.

.TDpfinn - § 1365.

iT'^STTKI and her vessels, occurs twice. On referring to the

notes on Exod.' 80 27 in my edition of the Bible it will be seen

that this Massorah is directed against the recension of the text

which exhibits here .T^s-bs-nKn.

Of this Rubric, wtfich does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2849, fol. 766, on Exod. 30 27,

which I have printed and (II) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, foL 55a,

on the same passage. I have already referred to the fact that

there are additions made by the Scribes which must not be taken

as part of the Masgorah, but which are simply designed to fill up

the line. A striking illustration of this we have in the Rubric

before us. At the end of List H is the following: nniob 'n»«a t6

TDpnnn - § i366.

''IPJSrrnK'l and the Canaanites, occurs twice, -j^jsn is fourteen

times preceded
" by this particle. In twelve instances it is

without the prefix Vav^ and in two only is it with this prefix.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional combination.

This safeguarding was designed to militate against the various

reading which was prese^rved in the Standard Codices of other

Massoretic Schools in Exod. 23 28, as will be seen in the notes

in my edition of the Bible on this passage. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 96, on Gen. 16 21.

» Comp. '?J:?3rn« Exod. 2S 28; 33 2; Numb. 21. 3; Josh. 3 10; 1« 10;

17 IS, 18; Judg. 14, 5, 17, 28, 29.
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ropnnn = § ise?.

^DSrn^ and the silver, i» four timet ihui combined. That
is, in contradistinction

: to the twenty-eight instances where this

combination occurs without the prefix Vav. By fixing the number
at four, this Massorah militates against the various reading in

1 Chron. 5 1 which is in harmony with the parallel passage in

1 Kings 7 61, as will be seen from the notes in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. H, fol. 151ft, on 2 Chron. .6 1

which I have printed; (11) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 6ft, on Josh. 7 24;
(III) the same MS., fol. 2596, on 2 Chron. 5 1; (IV) Add. 15,250,

foL 4196, on the same passage; (V) Add. 15,261, foL lOlo, on
Numb. SI 22; (VI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 43 12 and
(VII) the same on Numb. 81 22.

n'Dpnnn = § ises.

D^^SITDRj and the CTuddees, is three times thus combined.

In the other three passages where this combination occurs it is

without the prefix Vav (Jerem. 32 B; 33 5; Hab. 1 6). Of this

Rubric I collated six Lists, three in MSS. and three printed:
(I) Harley 6710—11, VoL I, foL 268ft, on 2 Kings 25 25 which I

have printed; (11) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1186, on the same
passage; (III) Add. 16,251, fol. 216a, on the same passage;
(IV) the printed Massorah also on the same passage; (V) the
same on Jerem. 21 4 and (VI) the same on Jerem. 41 3.

B"Dpnnn = § i869.

fiil^TlK^ and Lot, occurs twice. That is, with the prefix Vav
in contradistinction to the other five instances where it is without
this prefix (Gen. 11 27; 14 12, 16; 19 10, 29). This Rubric is

from the printed Massorah on Gen. 11 31.

rpnnri = § 1370.

d^lrLT*^^ <»»»<^ *^ Levites, occurs four times, o^hn is twenty-
four times preceded by this particle. In twenty instances it is

without the prefix Vav and in four only is it with this prefix.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional combination.
Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. U, fol. 576, on Jerem. 33 21

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2746, on
2 Chron. 29 4 and (III) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 33 21.

K'Ppnnfl = § 1871.

DlTpn"^n and the bread, occurs three times. In the only other

instance where this combination occurs it is without the prefix Vav
(Exod. 1682). Hence the printed Massorah Parva both on Gen.27 17

and on Exod. 29 82 remarks that (arhn m roa arhn ntfl "np bs)

throughout the Scriptures this phrase is toith the prefix Vav ^KSpt once.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL I, foL 546, on Exod. 29 82

which I have printed; (U) Add. 16,260, foL 18a, on Gen. 27 17;

(in) Cambridge Add. 1174, on Exod. 29 32 and (IV) the printed

Massorah on the same passage. Lists n and IV not only state

in the heading that there are two instances of this combination
with the prefix Vav, but they enumerate two only. From List II it is

impossible to say which are the two instances since it practically

gives one instance twice ;» whilst List IV omits Levit 8 31. This
omission, however, is manifestly due to a clerical error and hence
a later Scribe, as is usually the case, altered the heading in accord-

ance with the instances enumerated in the Rubric. This is attested

not only by Lists I and in which are from Model Codices, but
by the Massorah Parva in the MSS. against the several passages.

» Thus on Gen. 27 17 where this Rubrio ooenrs its n»n 'Di '3 on^ e\m

Harm nnrp -wk Dr6n - Gen. 87 17 ind in this place, i. e. Gen. 87 17.

3'ypnnn - § 1372.

HSteTTHK) and the altar, occurs four times, nsmn is nineteen
times preceded by this particle. In fifteen instances it is without
the prefix Vav and in four only, is it with the prefix. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL I, foL 646, on Exod. 29 44
which I have printed; (II) Orient 2348, foL 85a; (HI) Orient 2849,

fol. 75a, both on the same passage and (IV) the printed Massorah
on Levit 16 20.

j'Ppnnn - § 1873.

^I^^R] and the altar of, occurs nine times. The construct

rata is twenty-six times preceded by this particle. In seventeen

instances it is without the prefix Vav and in nine only is it

with the prefix. The Massorah, therefore, records the minorily.
By fixing the number at nine the Massorah mijitat^ against
those Codices which read -n^ in 2 Chron. 29 18. This reading,
moreover, is also excluded by Rubric 1228 which gives 2 Chron.
29 18 as one of the fourteen verses with t^ in the first part
of the verse followed by three times -niri.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the
Massorah, I coUilted six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed:
(I) Add. 21,160, foL 117a, on Exod. 30 27 which I have printed;
(II) Orient 4446, foL 74a, on the same passage; (IH) Add. 15,260,
foL 496, also on the same passage; (IV) the same Ma, foL 4196,
on 2 Chron. 4 19; (V) the printed Massorah on Exod. 88 80
and (VI) the same on Exod. 89 88. List IV only gives four
passages though it states in the heading that there are nine,

whilst List V which also states that there are nine, omits
Exod. 38 30 which is manifestly due to a clerical error. The
pointing of rana in the heading which I have printed is a mistake
and ought to be nsta as it is given here.

Trpnnn - § 1374.

^TIKI and who, or whom, is four times thus combined in the

Scriptures. This interrogative is fifteen times preceded by this

particle. In eleven instances it is without the prefix Vav and in
four only is it with the prefix. Hence the Massorah saf^piards
the exceptional combination. This Rubric is designed against
those Codices which read •'p-riKi in 1 Sam. 12 36, as will be seen
from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.'

Of this Rubric I collated eleven Lists, nine in MSS. and
two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11', VoL I, foL 180a, on 1 Sam. 12 8

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL II, foL 227 », on
Job 12 3; (HI) Arund. Orient 16, foL 416, on 1 Sam. 12 8; (IV)

the same MS., fol. 1296, on Isa. 28 9; (V) the same MS., foL 148o,
on Isa. 67 11; (VI) the same MS., foL 3256, on Job 12 8; (VII)
Add. 15,251, foL 225a, on Isa. 28 9; '(Vni) Add. 16,461, foL 1866,
on 1 Sam. 12 8; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 161; (X) the
printed Massorah on Isa. 28 9 and (XI) the same on Job 12 8.

iTrpnnn - § i876.

^^fK] and the Jang, occurs four times. That is, in contra-
distinction to the normal combination which is without the prefix
Vav (i^-m) and which occurs twenty-four times. Of this Rubric
I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed:. (I) Arund.
Orient 16, foL 626, on 2 Sam. 10 6 which I have printed; (II)

the same MS., foL 66, on Josh. 8 23; (IH) the same MS., fol. 2506,

on 1 Chron. 19 7; (IV) Add. 15,260, foL 121a, on Josh. 8 28 and
(V) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

Vppftfin = § 1376.

IT]iSiTri81 and the candle-slick, occurs three times. rnS^n is nine
times preceded by this preposition. In six instances it* is without
the prefix Vav and in three only is it with the prefix. Hence
the Massorah safeguards the minority. By fixing the number at

three, the Massorah militates against the recension which exhibited
the reading rnJairriK in Exod. 31 8, as will be seen from the
notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest constituent parts
of the Massorah, I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient 2349, foL 756, on Exod. 30 27 which I have
printed; (H) Orient 4445, foL 74a, on Exod. 31 8; (IH) Orient
2348, foL 856, on Exod. 30 27 and (IV) the printed Massorah
on Exod 31 8.

r*ri5nnn = § 1377.

nrrt^TTlKI and the meat-offering, occurs eight times in the

Scriptures. In the other fourteen instances where this combination
occurs it is without the prefix Vav.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, foL 101a, on Ezek. 45 17

which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445, foL 99a, on Levit 14 20;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, foL 197a, on Bzek. 45 17; (IV) the same
MS., foL 2616, on 2 Chron. 7 7; (V) Add. 18^1, foL 78a, on
Levit 14 20; (VI) the same MS., foL 292a, on Ezek. 45 H; <VII)
Add. 15,451, foL 2316, on 1 Kings 8 64; (VHI) Add. 21,160,

foL 1366, on Exod. 40 29 and (IX) the printed Massorah on the

same passage.

n'vpnrm - § i878.

n^^'f^ and Manasseh, is twice ikita combined in the Scrip-

tures. That is, in contradistinction to the other four instances
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where tills oombination occurs without the prefix Vav (Gen. 46 20;

48 1; Isa. 9 20; 2 Chron. 33 U).

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol I, foL 165a, on Judg. H 29

which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445, foL 895, on Qen. 48 18

and (III) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

B'j^pnnn - § i879.

T'rilSKJTTK'l and his commandments, occurs three times. Of this

Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed: (I)

Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, foL 114i, on Deut 4 40 which I have
printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2676, on Eccl. 12 18;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3555, on the same passage; (IV)

Add. 15,250, foL 104a, on Deut 13 5; (V) Add. 15,261, foL 402a,

on EccL 12 13; (Vl) Add. 21,160, fol. 808a, on the same passage

and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter x, § 66.

B'pnnn = § i38o.:

ntt^TlKI and Moses, occurs twice. In this separate form this

Rubric is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 104a, on Numb. 26 59.

It also occurs in Orient 2349, fol. 606, on Exod. 6 20. It is,

however, simply another recension of Rubric 1248.

K'Dpnnn § i38i.

nntttt^"n^ and the charge of, is four times thus combined.

rnosto is eighteen times preceded by this particla In fourteen

instances it is without the prefix Vav and in four only is it

with this prefix. The Massorah, therefore, records the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 154a, on 1 Chron. 23 32,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 91a, on Numb. 3 7;

(III) Add. 21,160, fol. 1886; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35 and (V) the

printed Massorah, all on the same passage. Jacob b. Chayim's
Massorah (List V) is incorrect His List is headed •: mesns nKi

and omits Numb. 18 5.

n-Dsrifin = § i382.

^K^5^^^ ^''^^ '% pfophets, occurs three times. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in the Massorah, I collated four

Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2346, on 1 Kings 19 14,

which I have printed; (11) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2986, on
Neh. 9 26; (IH) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 936, on 1 Kings 19 10,

and (IV) the same MS., fol. 8856, on Neh. 9 26.

rspfinn = § i383.

VTl3"^S1 and his habitation^ occurs three times in the SeHptures.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 386, on Jerem. 10 25.

Tfipnnn = § i384.

D'HPSlT'ftKI and the young men, or Oie servants, occurs three

times in the Scriptures thus combined. That is, with the prefix Vav.

In the other three instances where this combination occurs, it is

without this prefix (Gen. 48 16; 2 Samu 4 12; Ruth 2 9).

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 222a, on Job 1 15, which
1 have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 50a, on i Sam. 21 3;

(HI) the same MS., foL 8216, on Job 1 15 and (IV) the printed

Massorah on the same passage.

iTDpfinn - § 1385.

tC^I^^ nXI and the soul, is four times thus combined in the Scrip-

fures. That is, in contradistinction to the other four instances

where this combination is without the prefix Vav (Gen. 9 5;

Exod. 23 9; Jerem. 20 18; Prov. 1 19).

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol I, fol. 2lo6, on 2 Sam. 19 6,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, foL 1496, on
2 Chron. 1 11; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 70a, on 2 Sam. 19 6;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 76 a, on 1 Kings 1 12; (V) the same MS.,

foL 2576, on 2 Chron. 1 11 and (VI) the printed Massorah on
I Sam. 25 29. List VI adds at the end (B^Bin-riKi tm) that once b>b3

in this phrase has the prefix He, viz. Geia. 12 5.

TDpnnn - § isse.

jri^fTK^ and NeUAan, occurs twice. In the other two instances,

where this combination occurs it is without the prefix Vav
(2 Sam. 12 1 ; 1 Chron. 2 86). Of this Rubric, which does not
occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Add.
15,250, foL 1806, on 1 Kings 1 44, which I have printed and (II)

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 76a, on the same passage. This Rubric
forms part of the lengthy Massorah recording words which
respectively occur twice preceded by Tin. {Vide supra, letter it,

§ 1299.)

rBpnnn - § iss?.

T'TpPTltt) and his ssrvanis, oeeursfomr times, r^ is sixteen

times preceded by this particle. In twelve instances it is without

the prefix Vav and in four only is it with this prefix. The
Massorah, therefore, safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric, which does nipt occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated eight Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 68a,

on 2 Sam. 11 1, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., foL 746,

on 2 Sam. 24 20; (IH) the same MS., fol. 160a, on Jerem. 21 7;

(IV) the same MS., foL 1626, on Jerem. 26 19; (V) Add. 16,260,

foL 1696, on 2 Sam. 11 1; (VI) the same MS., foL 2&2a, on
Jerem. 26 19; (VII) Add. 16,251, foL 1786, on 2 Sam. 11 1 and
(Vni) Add. 15,461, foL 281a, on Jerem. 26 19.

n-epnnn - § isss.

rn'i^rrrttin and the Immt offering, oeeurs ihree ^mes in the

Scriptures thus combined. This phrase, which occurs altogetiier

twenty-one times, is without the prefix Vav in eighteen 'instances

and it is in these three passages only that it is with this prefix.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, fol. 101a, on Ezek. 45 17

which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 149a, on Levit 9 18;

(III) Orient 2849, fol. 87a, on the same passage; (IV) the same
MS., foL 90 a, on Levit 14 13; (V) the printed Massorah on
Levit 9 13 and (VI) the same on Levit. 14 18.

srDpnnn - § i889.

T'PiTTlKI and the city, is eight times thus combined in the

Scriptures. Normally the combination is n^Tm without the prefix

Vav which occurs no fewer than forty-six times. As it is in

these eight passages where it is with the prefix Vav, the Massorah
safeguards the exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 47a, on Jerem. 23 89,

which I have printed; (II) Orient 2849, fol. 626, on Exod. 9 33

and (III) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 23 39. List II indicates

the design of this Massorah in the heading, viz. ma yyn dm 'np V:

"Vffnrm.

rpfinn - § 1390.

^*T]P"nK1 and the cities of, is seven times thus combined in the

Scriptures. In the other eight instances where this combination

occurs it is without the prefix Vav (Gen. 19 29; Josh. 80 2;

2 Kings 13 25; Jerem. 10 22; Obad. 20; 1 Chron. 6 42, 52;

2 Chron. 12 4). These instances are especially safeguarded, since

in I Kings 9 19 the two phrases n^riKi and T^^-^n|n occur

promiscuously.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, fol. 154a, on 2 Chron. 8 6

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL I, foL 225 a, on
1 Kings 9 19; (III) Arund. Orient 16, foL 85 «, on the same
passage; (IV) the same MS., foL 170a, on Jerem. 34 22; (V) the

same MS., foL 2G2a, on 2 Chron. 8 6; (VI) Add. 15,250, foL 259rt,

on Jerem. 34 22; (VII) the same MS., fol. 4216, on 2 Chron. 8 li;

(VIII) Add. 15,461, foL 292a, on Jerem. 34 22; (IX) the printed

Massorah on Zech. 1 12 and (X) the same on 2 Chron. 8 6.

R-vpnnn - § 1391.

DPrrnk|n and the petals, oeeurs ttoelve times in the Scriptures.

0^ is altogether preceded by this particle about one hundred
and thirteen times. Normally this combination is without the

prefix Vav, which is the case in about one hundred and one
instances and it is in these twelve passages only that it is

with this prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards this abnormal
combination. It is, moreover, designed to distinguish this

combination from the one recorded in letter n, § 1361, which
has the adjunct -^ viz. oyn-^^pTy.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the most ancient and most
popular parts of the Massorah, I collated fourteen Lists, thir-

teen in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 6710—11,. VoL II,

foL 2966, on Neh. 7 5, which I have printed; (II) Orient 444.'),

foL 885, on Gen. 47 21; (III) Arund. Orient 16, foL 46, on
Josh. 6 10; (IV) the same MS., foL 26a, on Judg. 9 45; (V) the

same Ma, foL 160a, on Jerem. 21 7; (VI) the same MS., foL 2966,
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on Neh. 7 6; (Vn) the same MS., foL 2446, on 1 Chron. 10 9;

(Vm) the same MS., foL 261a, on 1 Chron. 20 3; (IX) Add. 15,451,

fol. 281a, on Jerem. 21 7; (X) the same MS., foL 4686, on Neh. 7 5;

(XI) Add. 21,160, foL la, on Gen. U 16; (XH) the same MS.,

fol. 256o, on Dent 2 4; (Xm) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah H,

foL 1236, margin and (XIV) the printed Massorah on Numb. 13 18.

Though List I, which I have printed, explicitly states in the

heading that there are twelve such instances, it catalogues eleven

only, omitting 1 Chron. 20 3. But as all the Lists duly give

this passage, there can hardly be any doubt that this omission

is due to a scribal error.

3'5fpnnn = § i892.

^jP'HKI and my people, u/otir timet ihut eombined, Normally

Its 18 preceded by ^ which is the case in no fewer than forty-

one instances. As it is in these four passages only where it is

preceded by -tm^, the Massnrah safeguards the exceptional

combination.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. l76a, on 1 Sam. 5 11

which I have printed; (H) the same Ma, VoL II, foL^lOav.on

Ezek. 44 28; (HI) Arund. Orient 16, foL 886, on 1 Sam 6 10;

(IV) Add. 16,250, foL 148a, on the same passage; (V) Vienna

Codex No. 85 on Jerem. 33 24 and (VI) the printed Massorah

FinaUs, letter 9, § 248.

yxpnnfr = § 1393.

1)SP*11K1 and hit people, oeeure teven times. That is, in

contradistinction to the other eight instances where it occurs

without the prefix Vav.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the most ancient and

popular parts of the Massorah, I collated fourteen Lists, eleven

in MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, fol. 171a,

on 2 Chro^. 35 3, which I have printed; (H) the same MS.,

Vol. I, foL 46 a, on Exod. 17 13; (III) Orient 4446, fol. 666,

on Gen. 14 6; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 86, on Josh. 10 33;

(V) the same MS., foL 2606, on 1 Chron. 19 7; (VI) the same

MS., fol. 2766, on 2 Chron. 31 8; (VII) Add. 15,251, fol. 486 on

Exod. 14 6; (Vni) the same MS., foL 1286, on Josh. 8 1;

(IX) Add. 15,451, foL 604a, on 2 Chron. 31 8; (X) Add. 21.160,

foL 87a, on Exod. 14 6; (XI) the same MS., foL 936, on Exod. 17 18;

(XII) the printed Massorah on Exod. 14 6; (XIH) the same on

2 Chron. 31 8 and (XIV) the same on 2 Chron. 36 8.

Ticpnnn - § 1394.

rt05f?"OiO and the bonet of, occurs seven times. In the other

eight passages where this combination occurs it is without the

prefix Vav.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11. VoL I, foL*213a, on 2 Sam. 21 12,

which I have printed; (H) the same MS., VoL n, foL 366, on

Jerem. 8 l; (HI) Arund. Orient 16, foL 72a, on 2 Sam. 21 12;

(IV) the same MS., foL 162 a, on Jerem. 8 1; (V) Vienna Codex

Np. 85 on Josh. 24.82 and (VI) the printed Massorah on Jeremu 8 1.

.TJtpnnn - § 1395.

ItS^PKI and Esau, occurs twice. That is, in contradistinction

to the ^other* three instances where this combination Js without

the prefix Vav (Gen. 26 28; 27 1; Jerem. 49 10). This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 16,261,

foL 1876, on Josh, ti 4.

vxpnnn - § i896,

^ f^ and a buUock, occurs twice in this hook, thus eombined.

That is, in "Leviticus to distinguish it from the other four

instances in this book where it occurs wititont the prefix Vat>

(Levit 8 14; 16 6, 11; 11). This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 16,260^ foL 696, on

Levit 8 2.

rypfinn - § 1397.

"iBTrr^ and the buUodc, occurs three times. That is, both in

contradistinction to the other thirteen instances where this phrase

occurs without the prefix Vav, and to distinguish it from the

three passages where this combination occurs with the prefix

Vav, but without the J9e before -^ recorded in the preceding

Rubric.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest constituent parts

of the Massorah, I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Orient 2S49, foL 74a, on Exod. 29 8, which I have

printed; (II) Orient 4446, foL 70 6, on the same passage; (HI)

Add. 16,261, foL 586, also on the same passage; (IV) the same

MS., foL 69 a, on Levit 8 17; (V) the printed Massorah on

Exod. 29 3; (VI) the same on Levit 8 17 and (VII) the same

on Judg. 6 28.

n'xpnnn - § i398.

P3D72r'nK1 and Zalmunna, occurs three times. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.

Orient 16, foL 24a, on Judg. 8 21.

B'xpnnn = § 1399.

"nte^prrrttO and the Urd, is three times thus combined. By
fixing the number at three, the design of this Massorah is to

exclude the reading -rttti in Levit 14 6a which obtained

in the less dominant School of textual redactors, as will be

seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of the

Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two printed and one

in MS.: (I) the printed Massorah on Gen. 16 10, which I have

printed; (II) the same on Levit 14 6 and (IH) the ancient

Codex Orient 4446, foL 100a, on the same passaga

Tfinn - § 1400.

VT!)fiynK1 and ZepJmnjahu, occurs twice. The iesign of this

Massorah is to safeguard these two instances which exhibit the

later orthography of the proper name against being made
conformable to the other two instances where this combination

occurs and where the primitive orthography is exhibited, viz.

rrs^x-n^ and Zephanjah (Jerem. 21 1; 62 24). The reason for the

diversity in the names originally terminating in jah (rr) is fully

set forth in my Iniiroduction to the MassoreUeo-Qriticqi edition of

the Hebrew Bible, p. 386 &c. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 1^, foL 118 a,

on 2 Kings 25 18.

K-innn = § i4oi.

nltoK*rn>0 and Samoth, occurs three times. In the other two

instances where this combination occurs it is without the prefix

Vav (Josh. 21 88; 1 Glfroh. ^ 65). Of this Rubric I collated

three Lists, one in MS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

VoL n, foL 1346, on 1 Chron. 6 58; (H) the printed Massorah

on Deut i 43 and (III) the same on Josh. 20 8. It will be seen

that the Massorah, contrary to its usual method, records here

the majority.

ynivifi - § 1402.

- tt^kT"fTJO and the head, ocvurs twice. B>th is eighteen tinges

preceded by this particle. In sixteen instances it is without the

prefix Vav and in two only is it with the prefix. Hence the

Massorah safiaguards the exceptional combination. Of tiiis Rubric

I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

6710—11, VoL I, M. 1996, on 2 Sam. 4 12 which I have printed;

(n) Add. 16,261, foL 346, on Gen. 40 20; (HI) the printed

Massorah on the same passage and (IV) the printed Massorah

FinaUs, letter -i, § 84.

rnnnn = § i408.

iTTTHNtl and the spirit, occurs four Hmes in, the Scriptures.

That is, in contradistinction to the eleven instances where this

combination occurs without the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric I

collated four Lists, three in MSS., and one printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, VoLU, foL 1206, on Hag. 1 14 which I have printed;

(n) Arund. Orient 16, foL 216a, on the same passage; (IH) the

same MS., foL 2406, on l Chron. 6 26 and (IV) tiie printed

Massorah on Hag. 1 14.

rinnn - § 1404.

P'Tl rW(1 and the evil, occurs twice. In the other eight

instances where this combination occurs it is without the

prefix Vav. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Orient 2849, foL 1406, on Deut 80 16.

.TVinn - § 1406.

rfflTTllO and ihefieU of, occurs twice. That iia, to distinguish

it from tiie other two instances where this phrase occurs without

the prefix Vav recorded in letter m, § 1286. This Rubric, which

I have found in the printed Massorah only, on 1 Chron. 6 41,

is in conflict with the received text where this

occurs three times, Josh. 21 12 being omitted.
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rinnn = § i406.

DDt^riKI and Shechem, oceun twice. c^bJ is six times preceded

by this particle. In four instances it is without the prefix

(carriK Gen. 34 13; Josh. 21 21; 1 Kings 12 25; 1 Chron. 6 52)

and in two only, is it with the prefix. Hence the Massorah

records the minority.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 14 6,

on Josh. 20 7, which I have printed; (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

foL 23a, on Gen. 34 26 and (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 23a, on the

same passage. It will be seen that in the first of these two

instances Shechem is the name of a son of Hamor, whilst in the

second it is the name of a city. The Massorah, however, has

regard only to the identity of the spelling. This Rubric

constitutes one of the pairs of words which respectively occur

twice preceded by -nir given above in letter k, § 1299.

mnnn - § 1407.

Trb^iTTKI and the table, occurs three times. By fixing the

number a\ three", this Massorah militates against the various

reading which obtained in the less dominant School of textual

redactors, as will be seen in the notes on Exod. 81 8; 36 12;

39 36 in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric ;i collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 756, on Exod. 80 27, which I have

printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 117a, on the same passage; (III)

the printed Massorah also on the same passage and (IV) the same

on 1 Kings 7 48.

innnn = § i408.

QtllT'nKI and the name, is four times thus combined, ap, which

is thirty-seven times preceded by this particle, is in thirty-three

instances without the prefix Vav and with it in these four

instances only. Hence the Massorah safeguards this exceptional

combination.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 97a, on Numb. 17 18,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 956, on

Ezek. 39 7; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 84a, on Numb. 17 18; (IV)

the same MS., fol. 291a, on Ezek. 39 7; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 366,

on Gen. 41 52; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 2l8a, on Numb. 17 18; (VII)

the same MS., fol. 2956, on Ezek. 39 7; (VIII) the printed

Massorah on Numb. 17 18 and (IX) the same on Ezek. 20 39.

onnnn = § i409.

Ifitt^DJO and the oil, occurs seven times. In the other four

instances where this combination occurs it is without the prefix

Vav (Exod. 29 7; 37 29; 40 9; Levit. 8 10).

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Orient. 2349, fol. 786, on Exod. 35 14, which I have printed;

(II) Orient. 4445, fol. 74a, on Exod. 31 11; (III) the same MS.,

fol. 836, on Exod. 39 38; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 1186, on Exod.

31 11; (V) the same MS., on Levit. 8 2 and (VI) the printed

Massorah on Exod. 31 11. It will be seen that this Massorah,

contrary to its usual method, records here th*' majority.

»nnfin = § i4io.

*'y0 VtVl) and the two, occurs three times. The design of this

Massorah is to distinguish this combination from the two instances

where the triliteral •<iv is also preceded by riKi, but where it is

with Chirek under the Nun ('Sf-n>o Levit 14 6, 51) being the

construct of "?*.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2849, fol. 68a, on Exod. 18 3, which I have

printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 71a, on Exod. 2^3; (III) Add.

16,251, fol. 58a, on the same passage; (IV) Orient 2348, fol. 78a,

on Exod. 18 3 and (V) the printed Massorah on the same

passage.

K'nnnn = § hu.

DKISrri '^PP r\K\ and the goat of the sin offering, occurs

twice. In the other two instances where this phrase occurs it is

without the prefix Vav (Levit 9 15; 16 15),

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 92 o, on Levit 16 27,

which I have printed and (II) Orient 2348, fol. 102a, on the

same passage. The heading ought properly to be roai '2 since

both instances are restricted to the same book.

r^innn - § 1412.

^^HHI and the princes of, occurs three times. The plural

construct n;^ is twenty times preceded by this particle. In seven-

teen instances it is without the prefix Vav and in three only is

it with the prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

phrase.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 1036, on 2 Kings 8 21,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 16,250, fol. 2516, on Jerem. 24 1;

(III) Vienna Codex No. 36 on the same passage and (IV) the

printed Massorah on the same passage.

rnnnn - § i4i3.

^rit£^"nK1 and the two, occurs six times in this comJnnation in

the Scriptures '. and wherever it is combined with kidneys
it is likewise so.

To understand this artificial Massorah it is necessary to

remark that: (I) ^rv6 is twenty-nine times preceded by this particle,

fourteen times it is without the prefix Vav (Gen. 32 23; Exod.

28 9, 11, 12, 23, 24; 39 16; Levit 16 21; Numb. 7 7; 1 Kings

7 41, 42; Dan. 8 7; 2' Chron. 4 12, 13) and fifteen times with '

this prefix; that (2) in the fourteen instances where it has the

prefix Vav it is never followed by ri'^n; and that (3) in the

fifteen passages where it has this prefix it is in nine instances

followed by this exception (Exod. 29 18, 22; Levit 3 4, 10, 16;

4 9; 7 4; 8 16, 25) and in six only is it combined with another

noun. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority, i. e. the six,

passages in which it is not combined with n''^|n.

Of this Rubric, which constitutes one of the oldest portions

of the Massorah, I collated eleven Lists, nine in MSS.* and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I ft>!l 1956, on 1 Sam. 30 18,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fof. 93a, on

Ezek. 35 10; (III) Orient 4446, foL 826, on Exod. 39 18; (IV)

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 56 a, on 1 Sam. 30 18; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 1896, on Ezek. 35 10; (VI) Add. 15,250, fol. 164a, on ijjam.

30 18; (VII) Add. 15,251, fol. 168a, on the same passage; (VIII)

Add. 21,160, fol. 1116, on Exod. 28 26; (IX) Orient 2349, fol. 736,

on the same passage; (X) the printed Massorah on Exod. 39 18

and (XI) the same on Ezek. 35 10.

Lists VI, VII, Vin and XI omit the second part of this

Rubric, viz. on n-^jan tei which makes the import of this Massorah

unintelligible since -n«>-r^, as we have seen, occurs altogether

fifteen times and not six. In the references which I have printed

Exod. 26 25 is a mistake for Exod. 28 25.

rnnnn = § i4i4.

ClPiT'nKIp* ^n two instances where this particle, with w wiihovA

the prefx Mem, precedes tjyn the people as the textual reading, the

8evir or extra-official reading is |0 and is misleading. For the Sevir

and the import of the condemnatory adjunct see letter it,

§§729, 742. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah. is from Orient 2349, fol. 1386, on Deut 18 3.

rssnnnn = § i4i5.

^3fe nStt from the presence of, is five times thus combined. That

is, instead oif thfe normal expression ^itbp. Of this Rubric I

collated six Lists, two in MSS. and four printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, foL 2606, on 2 Kings 16 14, which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 116a, on the siime passage;

(III) the printed Massorah on Gen. 27 80; (IV) the same on

Levit 10 4; (V) the same on 2 Kings 16 14 and (VI) the same

on Job 2 7.

rtDirinn - § i4i6.

QiriK them, occurs five times. The design of this Massorah

is not merely to register the five instances in which this abnormal

sign of the accusative (n»{) with the suffix third person masculine

plural occurs, but to record the fact that the five verbs with

which this anomalous form is here combined take the normal

form in all other passages.^

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists, twelve in MSS.

and three printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 92a, on

Ezek. 34 12, which I have printed; (11) St Petersburg Codex of

A. D. 916 on Ezek. 34 12; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1886, on^

I Comp. <1) oNt T^an Gen. 1 22, 28; & 2; 4» 28; Exod. S9 43; (2) oniM trmn

E«ek. S 17; SS 7; (3) oirlK iwpTnn josh. S 10; om o'-inft innn Deut 1 2; b-ttiii

DniM Deut. S 6; (4) nnh 'h'tnn' 2"i.ingt 19 12; Jul. « 12; oniK Ww? Jndg. 8 S4;

and (.'») onS Mnjs* Deut. 2 11, 20; Judg. 10 4.
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the same passage; (IV) the same M&, foL 242a, on 1 Chron. 6 &0;

(V) Add. 15,250, fol. 2886, on Ezek. U 12; (VI) Add. 15,251,

fol. b'ia, on Exod. 18 20; (VII) the same MS., foL 95a, on

Numb. SI 3; (VIII) the same MS., fol. 285 a, on Ezek. 84 12;

(IX) Add. 15,451, foL 107 a, on Numb. 21 3; (X) Add. 21,160,

fol. 29a, on Gen. 82 1 ; (XI) the same MS., foL 946, on Exod. 18 20;

(Xn) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah H, § 74; (XIH) the printed

Massorah on Qen. 32 1; (XIV) the same on Ezek. 34 12 and

(XV) the same on 1 Chron. ft 60. Lists X and XI have at the

end ay^ iMir 'm Ezek. 23 45.

rnnnn = § 1417.

^ty^ nte, U fUn£ mux only, in the Pentateuch. As in all the

other thirty instances in which it occurs, this sign of the

accusative with th6 suffix first person singular has uniformly

retained its primitive orthography; » the Massorah safeguards

this unique exception. This Rubric is from Add. 15,251, foL 1236,

on Deut 32 51.

• Comp. *riit Qen. 4 U; IS 12; IS S; SO IS; 24 56; S« 27; SO 20; SI 27;

S4 30; St 3; 40 15; 41 lO, 10, IS; 48 36; 4S 4, 6, 8; 48 3, 11, Ifi, 16; 49 29;

Exod. IS 32; 17 3; Levlt 10 19; Numb. 14 22; Deot 1 14; 4 10; S 26.

n'^vmn - § i4i8.

"^rilM is Jive time* plene in Igaiah. Though headed "rdlt this

Rubric contains one instance only of "nlK without a prefix. Three

of the instances are with the prefix Vav (thhi Isa. 57 11, 11;

58 2) and one is with the prefix Mem (tumd Isa. 64 15). This

sign of the accusative with the suffix first person singular does

not occur in Isaiah with the prefix. Without it, it occurs four

times and is defective (Isa. 29 18; 43 22; 61 1; 65 3). The design

of this Massorah is to militate against those Codices which retained

the primitive orthography in Isa. 67 11, 11; 58 2, as will be seen

from the notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. I43a, on Isa. 67 II, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 134a, on Isa. 37 6; (III)

Add. 15,250, foL 2276, on the same passage; (IV) Add. 21,160,

fol. 291a, on Isa. 68 2; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Isa. 67 11,

and (VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage. The different

headings of the Lists, viz. ba 'n -mK and 'bt 'a ^nwn are due to the

Rubric including the different forms.

0'»innn - § 1419.

^rilK is eleven [twelve] Umes plene in this hook and onee

it is %oith the prefix He. This sign of the accusative with the

suffix first person singular occurs altogether twenty-five times

in Jeremiah. It is defective in thirteen instances^ and plene in

twelve. The Massorah, therefore, records the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL n, foL 38o, on Jerem. 9 23,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 1506, on

Jerem. 6 19; (III) the same MS., fol, 153a, on Jerem. 9 5; (IV)

the same MS., foL 155 a, on Jerem. 13 5; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 1626, on Jerem. 25 6; (VI) the same MS., foL 1686, on

Jerem. 32 39; (VII) the same. MS., fol. 1726, on Jerem. 37 18;

(Vin) Add. 15,251, fol. 256a, on Jerem. 32 89 and (IX) the

printed Massorah on Jerem. 9 23.

These nine Lists exhibit two recensions of this Massorah

based upon two different redactions of the tiext Listd I, VI,

yn, Vin and IX constitute the recension which I have printed.

They make up the twelve plene instances of T/^ and the one

instance of 'nun as exhibited in the Rubric which I have

printed. In this Rubric, however, the heading '^ tr is a clerical

error for '^a zr. The second recension is exhibited in Lists II,

ni and IV. This recension makes up the twelve plene instances

by omitting Jerem. 26 6; 37 18 by giving in their stead -pt

Tftn vtfvsa Jerem. 82 80 and by including the one instance with

the prefix He Jerem. 6 22. Hence the Lists of this recension

add at the end "rvatn pnac nn instead of Ynitn -im. List V is simply

a ^agment giving four instances only. The heading 'rea '^& y^

in Li^t IX is due to the fact that it includes the one instance

with the prefix Vav.

> Comp. *nii Jwern. 2 13; 4 17; 1ft 6; 22 16; 24 7; SC 16; 29 12, 13;

82 80; SS 22; 88 19; 42 9, 20.

3'innn - § 1420.

''ftlK is five times plene in Etekiel. In Ezek., where it occurs

altogether thirteen times, it is in eight instances defective' and

> Comp. «rtt EsAk. 8 24; 8 3; 11 1; 18 19; 20 3; 88 16; 40 1; 44 1.

in five only plene, the Massorah safeguards the minority. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in this separate form in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 182a,

on Ezek. 23 35, which I have printed and (U) Vienna Codex
No. 35 on the same parage.

rainnn - § 1421.

^ri^ is five times plene in the Hagiogirapha. In the Hagibgrapha
this sign of the accusative with the suffix first person singular

occurs altogether six times or seven including the single

instance where it is with the prefix Vav (Job 14 3). It is

defective in one instance only (2 Chron. 12 5). It will be seen

that the normal orthography in this' division of the Bible is

plene and the exceptional spelling is defective and that

the Massorah contrary to its usual method records here the

majority. This is probably due to the fact that the design of

the Massorah is to catalogue the plene instances only of this

expression.

And throughout Joshua and Judges it is Uketoise so except in two

instances. In Joshua and Judges, where it occurs altogether thirteen

times and where it is plene in eleven instances^ and defective in

two only, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Arund. Orient 16, foL 367a, on Lament. 3 2.

> Comp. <nlM Josh. 14 10, 11, 12; Jtidg. 8 15; 10 13; U 7, 9; 122; 18 26;

19 18; 20 6.

rainnn = § 1422.

''rilK occurs thirty-two times plene and throughout Joshua and
Judges it is likewise so except twice. Whilst the preceding five

Rubrics (§§ 1417—1421) record severally the orthography of

this expression in the separate books, the Massorah before us

gives a complete catalogue of the plene instances throughout

the Bible.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest constituent parts

of the Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL I, foL 1346, on Deut 32 51

which I have printed; (II) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916

on Jerem. 24 6; (III) Arund. Orient 16, foL 2d06, on Ps. 31 6;

(IV) the same MS., foL 361a, on Esther 6 12; (V) Add. 15,250

foL 8866, on the same passage; (VI) Add 15,451, fol. 294a, on

Jerem. 37 18 and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k,

§ 847.

It will be seen that though List I, which I have printed,

expressly states in the heading that there are thirty-one such

instances, it enumerates twenty-nine only. The omission of one,

viz. Ezek. 20 27, or Isa. 37 6 is manifestly due to the fact that the

catchword mm which may refer to either of these two passages,

ought to have been repeated by the Scribe. As Neh. 6 14 is given

in the other five Lists, there can hardly be any doubt that

its omission here is due to the same carelessness on the part

of the Scribe. It is, moreover, to be reniarked that Jerem. 24 6

('•tniknr6), is here given as one of the plene instances which
is also given in Lists II and IV and which agrees with

§1419.

List U, which as we have seen is the oldest form of this

Massorah, is very peculiar and evidently exhibits a different

recension. It states in the heading that there are thirty-two

plene instances ('ba vb ^rmt) though it enumerates thirty-one

only. It counts Joshua and Judges as eacli representing one
plene instance and omits 2 Kings 19 6; Isa. 37 6; Jerem. 32 39;

thus making up the twenty-nine passages.

Listsm and IV state in the heading that there are thirty

such instances ('^& ^'s «niit) and duly enumerate thirty only,

omitting 2 Kings 19 6; Jerem. 24 6. Though List V also states

in the heading that there are thirty plene instances ('<i6& ""a "itM)

it catalogues twenty-seven. It omits 2 Kings 19 6 ; Jerem. 82 39

;

Ezek. 20 27 and b a =» Ezek. 38 856; but Uke Lists I and II it

gives Jerem. 24 6. List VI is very remarkable and affords a

striking illustration of the difficulties and blunders which later

Nakdanim imported into the Rubrics. In this splendid Codex
(Add. 15,451) the heading of the Rubric states that there

are twenty-six such plene instances of 'niK and though it duly

records twenty-six they are made up as follows: (1) eight

instances are omitted, viz. 2 Kings 19 6; Isa. 57 11, 11; 58 2;

Jerem. 24 6; Ezek. 6 9; Lament 3 2; Neh. 6 14; (2) two are

inserted, viz. Josh. 14 10, 11 which are not only contrary to

the scope of this Massorah, but are in ilireot conflict with the

addition of this very Rubric and (8) Isa. 60 5 is given where

TiiK does not occur at all instead of Zeph. 3 7 which is
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manifestly due to the same ignorant Nakdan. ^ Jacob b. Chayim's
Massorah (List VII) states in the heading that there are twenty-

seven plene i^pstances {ainha fa 'nix), but catalogues twenty-eight.

It omits Jerera. 24 6; 32 39; Ezek. 20 27; Lament. 3 2; Neh. 5 14.

On comparing this List with the Lists which record the instances

in the separate books, viz. Rubrics 1417—21, it will be seen that

the latter yield altogether twenty-nine instances only, as follows

Deut. 1, Isa. 6, Jerem. 13, Ezek. 5 and the Hagiographa .'): whilst

the different recensions of the Rubric before us yield altogether

thirty-three instances.

nnaty -it?so ,»mK ni^tr ora ,''niK nin' n'nn ,»n)M on^ya irn pnao'Di '^o I'a '.niK >

hy ,n3D i^niJi nt ,mDa injDBKi ,'niK yn-'i hsvn ,na-ia iina nnatr ,nw ixTn «S »niKn ,'<tym

«3y ^»w '3 ,»niK nKT^ ,»ni« ijfT D^a »3 ,'nw lo^sn kSi
,f
ny iiaM ninn ,»ni« ia»j? m"9 irm

nyj tais ivH ,ncna riKiaa ,«piDDa 'a ,»nii« nnair jv /iw "ny »nni ,n»a ^k tik onnj »a ,'r.iK

D'KTa ,n^ Knp dk nna^ dji ,'nn TpoK iTa /nnsi '«Tn t« ,«niKa ddk "nj* "lu fn .yiVH i^a

'mM D'Hra ,nipa n^trs 'on a"oa 6o 'man d'bbim i'twn* ^ai ,»ni»

rainnn = § 1423.

^nlKH mef occurs ivnce, once it is plene and once defective.

As this expression, which occurs twice, not only in the same
book, but within a few sections, is differently spelt, the Massorah

safeguards the variation in the orthography. The reason for

this protection will be seen in the notes on Jerem. 7 19 in my
edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1506, on Jerem. 6 22,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 152a, on Jerem. 7 19;

(III) Add. 15,451, fol. 274a, on Jerem. 6 22 and (IV) the printed

Massorah on Jerem. 7 19. These two instances form part of the

alphabetical List, recording the words which begin with He
Aleph and which respectively occur twice with Pathach or Chateph-

Pathach under the -He.*

» Comp. The Ma»»orah, letter n, § 19, Vol. I, p. 261 &c.

T3innn = § 1424.

^rilK tJiee, is seventeen times plene as masculine. This accusative

with the suffix second person singular masculine without prefixes

occurs altogether forty-eight times. As it is defective in thirty-two

instances* and plene in sixteen only the Massorah safeguards the

minority, especially as some Codices exhibit variations in the

orthography of this expression which will be seen in the notes

on Numb. 14 12 ; Jerem. 22 26 ; Ezek. 38 4 in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and most popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated twelve Lists, eleven in MSS.
and one printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 71 6, on Exod. 26 9 which

1 have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 66a, on the same passage;

(III) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Ezek. 3 27; (IV) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 191a, on Ezek. 38 4; (V) the same MS., fol. 2896,

on Ps. 25 5; (VI) Add. 15,250, fol. 271 a, on Ezek. 2 3; (VII)

Add. 15,251, fol. 55a, on Exod. 25 9; (VIII) Add. 15,451, fol. 1266,

on Deut. 9 14; (IX) Add. 21,160, foL 36, on Gen. 17 2; (X) the same
MS., fol. 776, on Exod. 9 15 ;

(XI) HalleOchlahVe-Ochlah, Supplement
fol. 130a, and (XII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter «, § 849,

It will be seen that though List I, which I have printed,

emphatically states in the heading that there are seventeen

such plene instances it enumerates fifteen only, omitting Ezek.3 3, 4.

But as these are duly given in all the oldest Lists, their

omission is undoubtedly due to a clerical error. Jacob b. Chayim's

Massorah (List XII) makes up the seventeen passages by omitting

Ezek. 2 3 and giving Ezek. 38 17 which is contrary to all the

other Lists. As ^riiKa 2 Sam. 24 24 is included in the plene

instances. List IV correctly heads it 'vrb^ 'ba r\

' Comp. ^nk defective Gen. 7 1; 17 6; 28 3; 30 26, 30; 41 41; 46 11;

Exod. 23 33; 87 8; Numb. 14 12; 16 10; Deut 88 21, 36; 89 12; 1 Sam, 8 7;

2 Sam, 14 32; 18 12; 19 34; 1 Kings 8 43; 2 Kings 1 10, 12; 8 13; Jerem, 88 26;

SO 11; 38 14; 43 6; 43 3; Ezek. 38 17; Micah 6 16; Zeoh. 3 4; Prov. 36 8;

2 Cliron. 6 33 and in two instances it is witli the prefix Vav ^nMi i Kings 11 37;

Jerem. 46 28.

iToinnn = § 1425.

^rilX thee, is nine [eight] times plene as masculine. Owing to

the pausal or distinctive accents, this accusative with the suffix

second person singular masculine which is normally iink or iiriiK,

has in eighteen or nineteen instances the same vowel-points as

the feminine. In eleven instances it is defective* and in eight

' In seven instances the pausal accent is Soph-Peuuk (^p*< Gen. 27 8;

Deut. 88 48, 51; 1 Kings 83 24; Jerem. 7 16; Ezek. 3 1; 2 Chron. 18 23); in

one instance it is with Bevia {'^nit prov. « 22) in two with Zakepfi-Katm (linn

Joreni. 18 1; Ezek. 44 6) and in uno wltli PaiffUn (iinl* Jerem. 49 10).

plene. The Massorah here records the passages in which the
otherwise feminine form is masculine.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1806,
on Ezek. 21 34, which I have printed; (II) the san^ MS., fol. 1916,

on Ezek. 38 9 and (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 290/&, on the same
passage. Though the heading of Lists I and ll state that there

are nine instances, the Rubrics themselves give eight only and
List III emphatically states in the heading that there are eight only
(-13? 'wb ""R^a 'h) and duly gives the same eight passages. It will

thus be seen that whilst both include ^irilKa l Kings 20 25, they
exclude l Kings 22 24; Jerem. 12 1. As these two Standard
Codices belong to different Massoretic Schools and to countries
far apart there can hardly be any doubt that these two instances
are designedly excluded from the plenes because they belong
to the defectives.

rannnn = § 1426.

"sjrilK thee, is thirteen [fourteen] tim£s plene as feminine. This
accusative, with the suffix second person singular feminine, occurs
altogether twenty-seven times. In eleven instances it is defective

'

and in fourteen it is plene. As the plenes are all along recorded,
the Massorah for the sake of uniformity departs here from its

usual method and catalogues the majority which consist of the
later plene orthography. By referring to the notes on Numb. 6 21;
Ezek, 16 8, 39; 21 35; 27 26 in my edition of the Bible it will be
seen that this is the orthography of the predominant School of

Massorites and is designed to militate against other Codices.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. 11, fol. 796, on Ezek. 16 57,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1766, on
Ezek. 16 39; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 141a, on Judg. 14 15; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 278a, on Ezek. 16 57; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 147a,

on Judg. 14 15; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 315a, on Ezek. 16 4;

(VII) Add. 21,160, fol. 195a, on Numb. 6 21 and (VIII) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 850.

It will be seen that though the List which I have printed
(List I) states in the heading that there are thirteen such in-

stances only, it records fourteen and omits Ezek. 16 59, 60. As
this MS. is a Model Codex, this List must be based upon MSS.
in which these two instances were defective. The other six

Lists, however, contain these two passages and though they all

state in the headings that there are sixteen instances, List IV omits

Ezek. 23 29; Lists V and VII omit Jerem. 11 17; List V also

omits Ezek. 16 57; 23 25 and List VI omits Ezek. 22 15. As
these omissions are in conflict with the statement in the heading,

they must be ascribed to clerical errors.

» Comp, -^nit defective Gen, 13 12; Numb. 5 19; 1 Sam, 86 34; 2 Sam, 14 18;

Ezek. 16 6, 8, 39 a; 31 84, 36; 36 19; 37 26.

r'3-innn = § 1427.

"^rilK is in four instances with Kametz in the JScnptures ....

That is, in these four instances this feminine form is masculine
apart from those specified in the second part of this Rubric.

Whilst § 1425 is restricted to the plenes, this part of the Rubric
records the passages in which this feminine form is masculine
without any regard to its orthography or the accents.

And whenever it has the accent Athnach or 8oph-Pasuk. That
is, when it has either of these pausal accents it is with Kametz

under the Tav (-^nk or ^rilK). This statement is not quite correct

For though "siriit which occurs altogether eighteen times {vide

supra, letter K, § 1425) has Soph-Paauk in ten instances^ it never

occurs with Athnach. The phrase must, therefore, be interpreted

here in a loose sense to denote the great pausal accents including

Sakeph-Katon, Bevia and Pashta which the four passages in the

first part of this Rubric exhibit.

And when it is feminine. — As feminine, which occurs

altogether twenty-seven times {vide supra, letter », § 142G) the

Kametz under the Tav {-^rk or -^ik) is its hormal form.

And throughout the book of Ezekiel it is likewise so except in

six instances. In Ezekiel, where this accusative with the suffix

second person singular occurs twelve times, it is with Kametz

under the Tav (-Jirik) in six instances* and in six with Shera

(^nlK). The Massorah records the latter. Though the instances

with Kametz (-itnlK) and with Sheva (unlit) are evenly divided in

this book yet the Massorah applies the expression "psi and all,

» Comp. link or lljilx Gen. 37 8; Deut. 38 48, 61 ; 1 Kings 33 24; Jerem. 7 16;

19 10; Ezek. 3 1; 3 22*; 38 9; 2 Chron. 18 23,

2 Comp, ink „r xn'.it Ezek. 3 1, 6; 3 22; JJ8 9; 40 4; 44 5,
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or and throughout to the former half to denote that it is -sirilK

irrespective of the accent, since in three of the six instances it

is with Zakeph-Katon (uniK Ezek. 2 6; 40 4; 44 5) which would

otherwise have put these passages in the same category with

Judg. 13 15; Jerem. 12 1 recorded in the first part of this very

Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1656, on Judg. 13 15

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 28 &, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 3386, on Prov. 6 22;

(IV) Add. 15,461, fol. 173a, on Judg. 13 15; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 3016, on Jerem. 49 16 and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter k, § 851. The printed Massorah (List VI) only gives the

second part of this Rubric and Jacob b. Chayim refers to

Jerem. 12 1 where he says the first part is given, but it is no-

where to be found.

n-sinnn = § i428.

*in1S htm., is tioice plene in this hook. That is, in Jeremiah-

This Rubric, which I have found in the printed Massorah only,

on Jeremiah 18 10, is incorrect, since it is three times plene,

26 15 is omitted. This is attested by all the Lists which record the

plene instances in the Bible {vide infra, letter k, § 1432). As this

sign of the accusative with the suffix third person singular

masculine occurs thirty times in this book and is defective in

twenty-seven instances' and plene in three only the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional orthography.

1 Comp. ini» defective Jerem. 20 2; 22 12; 26 12; 20 8, 24; 27 7, 8, 12;

2t 20; 32 5; :17 4, 15, 15; 38 6, 13, 27; 3» 5, 7, 14; 40 1, 1; 41 2, 9, 12; 44 20;

U 9, 31.

r3"innn = § U29.

Iril8 is twice plene in this hook, i. e. Ezekiel. In Ezekiel where

it occurs altogether fifteen times it is defective thirteen times ^

and plene twice only. Hence the Massorah records the exceptions.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1776, on Ezek. 17 17.

• Comp. 'nk defective Ezek. 12 13, 2.'}; 13 10, 15, 15; 17 13, Ifi; 31 IG;

U 2; 3« 29; 3» 16; 43 26; 4« 13.

y-innn = § U30.

IrilK is four times plene in this hook. That is, in the twelve

Minor Prophets which are Massoretically treated as one book.

In the Minor Prophets where it altogether occurs twelve times

and where it is defective in eight instances* and plene in four

only, the Massorah safeguards the minority. This Rubric, Avhicli

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 128«, on Mai. 3 22.

' Comp. 'ni( defective Joel 2 19; Micah 6 5; Hag. 2 13; Zcch. II 10, 13;

13 9; Mai. 1 12; 3 17.

x"^nnnn = § 1431.

Tf\ii is four timen plena in this hook, i. e. in the Psalms. The

only other instance in which it occurs in this book is defective

(Ps. 101 r>). Here again the majority is recorded contrary to the

usual practice of the Massorah, because the plenes are all along

catalogued. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Add. 15,251, fol. 349a, on Ps. 18 1.

T^innn = § 1432.

InlK is plene in ttoenfyfotir imtmices and thmvghout Judges

it is likewise so except twice. It will be seen that these instances

embrace seven books only: (l) Joshua, (2) Kings, (3) Jeremiah,

(4) Ezekiel, (5) the Minor Prophets, (G) Psalms and (7) Nehemiah,

for the following reason:

The Pentateuch. — The Pentateuch, where it occurs no

fewer than two hundred and forty-eight times,^ is omitted

because ink is without an exception defective. No Massoretic

School attempted to introduce the later plene orthography into

this division of the Scriptures.

Joshua. — In Joshua where it occurs nineteen times it is

defective in fifteen instances '^ and plene in four t)nly. Hence the

exceptions are included in this general List. Here, therefore, the

later plene ortliography has only partially prevailed, and even

1 Viz. 02 in Genesis; r.l in Exodus.; 62 in Leviticus; 49 in Numbers and

24 in r>euteron«>my.

•i Comp. ink defective Josli. 3 3; 4 14; 7 i:., 25; H 23; t 12; 13 21; 14 7;

IS 20; |» 14; 20 4; 24 3, 14, 30, .H-S.

in one of the four instances (Josh. 16 e) some of the beat

Codices have still the primitive spelling as niay be seen in the

notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible, where, however,

lnlj« Jofeh. 24 30 should be ir* defective.

Judges. — In Judges where it occurs nineteen times it is

plene in seventeen instances i and defective in two only. Hence

this Massorah safeguards the rare exceptions by recording them

especially at the end of the List and does not catalogue the plenes

which are the rule. Accordingly the following three instances

which are defective in my edition of the Bible must be plene

Judgrt 6; 8 8 and 16 21. It will be seen that the later ortho-

graphy has almost uniformly been introduced into this book.

Samuel. — In Samuel where it occurs forty-four times it is

without exception defective. Hence like the Pentateuch, it is not

included in this catalogue.

Kings. — In Kings where it occurs sixty-two times and

four times with the prefix Mem, it is defective in fifty-eight

instances-^ and plene in four and with the two instances of

iniKa (2 Kings 3 11; 8 8) in six only. The Massorah, therefore,

safeguards these exceptions in the List before us.

Isaiah. — In Isaiah where it occurs four times it is uniformly

defective (Isa. 8 13; 20 1; 39 11; 36 21) and hence like the

Pentateuch and Samuel, it is not included in this catalogue.

Jeremiah. — In Jeremiah where it occurs altogether thirty

times it is defective in twenty-seven instances and plene in

three only. {Jide sup-a, letter x, § 1428.) Accordingly the excep-

tional orthography is included in this catalogue.

Ezekiel. — In this book where it occurs fifteen times it is

defective in thirteen instances and plene in two only. {Vide supra,

letter x, § 1429.) Hence the exceptions are here included.

Minor Prophets. — In this part of the Bible it occurs

altogether twelve times. Here it is defective in eight instances

and plene in four only. {Vide supra, lettem, § 1430.) Accordingly

the minority is included in this List.

Psalms. — In the Psalter where it occurs altogether five times

and where it is plene four times and defective in one instance

only {vide supra, letter m, § 1431) the majority is here represented,

because the plenes are all along registered.

B-overhs. — This sign of the accusative with the suffix

third person masculine does not occur at all in Proverbs, either

as defective or plene.

Job. — In Job it occurs once only and is defective (42 11)

for which reason it is not included in this List.

The Five Megilloth. - In this part of the Bible it occurs

three times. These are not only restricted to Esther, but are

defective (Esther 9 17, IH, 25) and hence, like the Pentateuch,

Samuel and Isaiah, tlie Megilloth are not included in this

catalogue.

Daniel. — In Daniel, as in Proverbs, ink does not occur

at all either as defective or plene.

Ezra-Nehemiah. — In this book it occurs once only and is

plene (Neh. 13 26). Accordingly it is included in this catalogue.

Chronicles. — In Chronicles, where it occurs sixteen times,

it is uniformly defective-' and hence, like the Pentateuch, Samuel,

Isaiah and Job, it is not represented in this List.

It will thus be seen that there are altogether four hundred

and seventy-nine instances in the Bible of this accusative with

the suffix third person singular masculine, that four hundred

and thirty-eight are defective (ink) and that twenty-four without

Judges and forty-one with Judges are plene (mix).

Of • this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 43a, on Jerem.

18 10, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 46, on

Josh. 6 18; (HI) the same MS., fol. 'J9a, on 2 Kings 3 11; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 1776, on Ezek. 17 17; (V) the same MS., fol. 2996,

on Ps. 67 8; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 2456, on 2 Kings 3 26; (VII)

the same MS., fol. 29 4 a, on Ezek. 17 17 and (VIII) the printed

Massorah, Finalis, letter k, § 846.

As the twenty-four plene instances include two with the

prefix Mem, Lists II, III and IV head this Rubric more properly

t Comp. miK plene Judg. 1 6; 2 9; C 31; 7 5; 8 8, 27, 27; 11 11, 24, 24;

12 6; 14 11; !« 5, 21, 26, 316; 20 42. Tliis added to the twenty-four plene

instances recorded' in tliis Rubric, yields altogctlier forty-one plene instances

for the whole Bible.

2 Comp ink defective 1 Kings 1 33, 34, 38, 44, 46; 5 16; 7 23 24; 11 28,

29 34; 12 1, 20, 20; 13 31; 14 13, 18, 22; 15 8; 16 7; 18 21; 20 16, 41; 21 25;

22' 14;' 2 Kings 1 10, 12; 5 3; 6 32; 7 20; 9 2, 27, 28, 28: 10 10, 35; 11 2, 2,

2, 12;' 12 10, 22; 14 20, 21; 15 7; 16 14, 17; 17 36; 18 .36; 21 26; 22 5; S3 29.

:iO, 30; 24 1*2; 26 6, 6; inko 1 Kings 22 7, 8.

3 Comp. ink 1 Chron. 16 1; 2 Chron. 4 2, 8; 10 1; IS 11, 23; 18 13;

22 11, II; 23 11; 24 25; 25 28; 26 1, 23; 27 9; 34 10.
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•be TaihiKa im»{. Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah (List VIII) is incorrect.

Dmayi should be on-ssyi = Josh. 6 18. noKSi o-ana imK n=ri = Josh. 24 14

is defective according to the Massorah. nasittn bK in'?ri = 1 Kings 20 33

is wrong since there is no imn in this verse and it is manifestly a

mistake for ^k in'?p''i without the expression naaion = Jerem. 39 5.

"irron imx a: does not occur and is evidently a mistake for imK a:

ironn = Neh. 13 26. Moreover the heading of the second part of

this Rubric, viz. "oi rtoen PBnrr bai is in conflict with this Massorah,

since the plene instances in Joshua are included in this List.

The expression yj^irr' must, therefore, have been added by an

ignorant Nakdan.

r^innn = § 1433.

ink is twice defective in this hook. That is, in Judges. As it

occurs altogether nineteen times in this book and is plene in

seventeen instances and defective in these two passages only

{vide supra, letter k, § 1432), the Massorah safeguards the ex-

ceptional orthography. The reason for safeguarding these two

passages is to exclude the various reading exhibited in Judg.

16 31, as will be seen in the notes on this passage in my edition

of the Bible. This Rubric, which is part of the precceding Massorah,

and which does not occur in this separate form in the printed

Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 306, on Judg. 16 24.

T^nnnn = § 1434.

nrriK her, is ttvelve times plene. That is, without and with

the prefix Vav. This applies to the following six books only.

The Pentateuch. — In the Pentateuch where this sign of

the accusative, with the suffix third person singular feminine

and with the prefix Vav, occurs no fewer than ninety-six times, it

is defective in ninety-four instances ^ and plene in two only. Hence

these two passages are included and safeguarded in this List

Samuel — In Samuel where it occurs altogether nine times

it is defective in seven instances (l Sam. 9 23; 16 9; 18 17;

20 9; 21 10.; 30 10;, 2 Sam. 13 14) and plene in two only.

Accordingly the minority is safeguarded in this catalogue.

Isaiah. — In Isaiah it occurs six times and the defectives and

plenes are equally divided. In 1 7; 9 6 and 19 17 it is defective

whereas in the other three instances it exhibits the later plene

orthography for which reason it is included in this List.

Jeremiah. — Here it occurs three times only and is defective

in one instance (Jerem. 32 23) and plene in the two instances

included in this List. The notes on Jerem. 32 31 ; 32 2 in my edition

of the Bible will show the reason for safeguai'ding these passages.

The Minor Prophets. — In this part of the Bible where it

occurs altogether four times the different spellings are evenly

divided. It is defective in two (Amos. 9 8 ; Zech. 6 6) and plene

in two which are here given. The safeguarding of these two

instances is due to the various reading exhibited in.- other

redactions, as will be seen in the notes on Hos. 4 19 in my
edition of the Bible.

Psalms. — In the only instance in the Psalter where it

occurs, it exhibits the later plene orthography.

Throughout Joshua, Judges [Samuel], and Ezehiel it is liketvise

so except in three instances. Whilst in the preceding books the

later plene orthography is the exception and the defective the

rule in the books specified in this second part of the Rubric

the reverse is the case. The plene is the rule in in these

three books and the defective the exception. In Joshi^a

where it occurs eleven times it is plene in nine instances

(Josh. 1 15; 8 29; 10 30, 37; 18 4, 8; '19 47, 47, 47) and

defective in the two instances here recorded. In Judges where

is occurs nine times (Judg. 1 8, 17; 11 85, 38; 14 2, 3, 12;

16 6; 19 25) it is uniformly plene and in Ezekiel where it occurs

altogether twenty-three times it is plene in twenty-two instances

(Ezek. 2 10; 4 3; 17 7, 9; 20 28, 42; 21 166; 23 8, 17, 34;

26 4; 30 25; 32 16, 16, 18, 20; 36 17; 43 17; 47 14, 22; nniKi

12 13; 23 10) and defective in one solitary instance which is

recorded in this part of the Rubric. In referring to the notes

on Ezek. 2 10; 4 3; 17 7, 9 in my edition of the Bible I-he

reason for safeguarding the solitary defective instance will

be seen, since this Massorah is designed to exclude the various

readings exhibited in the redactions of the less ascendant Schools

of Massorites.

Of this Rubric 1 collatea iive Lists, four in MbB. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 290a, on Ps. 27 4, which I

» That is Gen. 20; Exod. 15; Levit. 23; Numb. 22 and Deut. 6. The two

instances with the prefix Vav are Levit. 10 17 and Numb. 22 33 the latter is

included in the plene List of the twelve passages.

have printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 1086, on Numb. 32 33; (III)

the same MS., fol. 290a, on Jerem. 33 2; (IV) Add. 21,160,

fol. 228a, on Numb. 22 33 and (V) the printed Massorah on the

same passage.

The heading in the second part of this Rubric in List I, which

I have printed, viz. •bl2^ "pRpJin b»^avn D'BBn pmi"' bo^ is incorrect,

since the instances in Samuel are included in the first part of the

List. There can, therefore, be no doubt that "jKian has been added

by an ignorant Nakdan and is rightly absent in all the other

four Lists. The heading in List II, viz. ••?& a" nniRi nniK is more

precise since one of the twelve instances is with the prefix Vav.

This also accounts for the heading of List V, viz. avha a^nniin

'Br'ja. As three of the five Lists (II, IV, V) are on ariiKi Numb. 22 38

it is evident that this Massorah is designed to include this form

with the prefix Vav which accordingly is unique apart from

Ezekiel.

iT^nnnn = § 1435.

nniK* Throughout Joshua and Ezekiel this accusative with the

suffix third person singular feminine is plene with the exception of

three instances. This is simply another form of the second part

of the preceding Massorah. This Rubric, which does not occur

in this separate form in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 126, on Josh. 18 5.

v^innn = § i436.

nnlK"] and her, occurs four times, three times plene and once

defective. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1006, on

Numb. 22 33, which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 151a,

on Levit. 10 17; (III) Orient. 234r, fol. 1146, on Numb. 22 33;

(IV) the printed Massorah on Levit. 10 17 and (V) the same on

Ezek. 23 10. .

Both Lists IV and V head this Rubric 'ki 'on •: r'lpa "i nriKi

•biz and distinctly specify Ezek. 12 13 as -the only instance in

which it is plene (Ki^a x-tfia nK-i" k"? nniKi). But this is certainly

incorrect. Not only is nnitr Numb. 22 33 one of the twelve plene

instances given in all the Massoretic Lists of § 1434 including

the printed Massorah, but Ezek. 12 13; 23 10 are emphatically

excluded from the plenes in Ezekiel both in the second part of

Rubrics § 1434 and § 1485 where it is distinctly stated that it

is defective in one solitary instance in this book, viz. Ezek. 21 16,

Besides all the three MS. Lists head this Rubric •tm 'ba •! "i nnim

-on and List II emphatically states that the first instance alone

is defective -on 'Ka-!p= Levit. 10 17. There can, therefore, be no

doubt that some later Nakdan has ignorantly inverted the heading

and that Jacob b. Chayim has so printed it with the addition

at the end without examining its contents.

r^innn = § 1437.

IjniK us, is three times plene once in the Law, once in

the Prophets and once in the Hagiographa. This accusative, with the

suffix first person plural, occurs altogether thirty-two times

without and twice with the prefix Vav. As it is defective in

thirty-one instances 1 and plene in three only the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional orthography. The notes "on Jerem. 21 2

in my edition of the' Bible, as well as the plene reading in

Josh. 22 19, which is exhibited both in MSS. and editions will

show the design of this Massorah.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fpl. 446, on Jerem. 21 2,

which I have printed; (II) Arund, Orient. 16, fol. 1596, on the

same passage; (HI) the same MS., fol. 3826, on Neh. 6 9,;

(IV) Add. 15451, fol. 1086, on Deut. 6 23; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 249 a, on Jeren. 21 ?; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 1246, on Deut 6 23;

(Vil) the same MS., fol. 2806, on Jerem. 21 2; (VIII) Add. 21,160,

fol. 2676, on Deut. 6 23; (IX) Orient. 2349, fol. 127a, on the

same passage and (X) the printed Massorah also on the same

passage.

As one of the instances is with the prefix Vav (isniKi

Deut 6 23) Lists III and V head this Rubric '^a •: isniKi isniK and

Lists IV, VI, VIII and- IX -w^^a be 'J iDnm All the ten Lists not

only record the same three instances, but Lists I, V and VII

state that they respectively occur in the three divisions of the

» Comp. lanh defective Gen. 84 9; 42 30; 4» 18; 47 19; Exod. 16 3;

Numb. 10 31; US, 8; 20 6; Deut. 1 19, 22, 25, 27, 27; « 23; 2« 6; Josh. 7 7;

9 22; 24 17; 1 Sam. 11 8; 17 9; 30 23; Jerem. 2 6, 6; 42 2; 43 3, 3, 3;

Ezek. 8 12; Ezra 4 2 and ""**] Josh. 22 19.

21b
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Bible and exclude Josh. 22 1» which would otherwise assign two

iuatanoes^ixr the Prophets. Accordingly nniKi Josh. 22 1 9 which is

plene in my edition of the Bible, in accordance with the reading

of many MSS. and editions must be corrected into ^;riir. in harmony

with the Massorah.

n'^nnnn - § uasa.

D^<» III four instances the textual reading is nrilK them fm-

which the Seiur is a^n her, and they are misleading in the Scriptures.

Viz. Josh. 10 28; Judg. 18 i7; Jerem. 38 9; 4 12J On referring

to Josh. 10 28 it will be seen that the Sevir is in some MSS.

described as the official Keri, whilst in other MSS. and early

editions it is actually the substantive textual reading. For the

interchangeable use of pr^ nrn and p-'aon see above, letter k,

§§ 729 and 742.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

1 have found since the publication of my edition of the

Massorah, in MS. No. 1-H in the National Library of Paris, on

Josh. 10 28.

.¥ha nn ,'h nn'm .v^ph ,mpo -ci "pa 'oo 'i aniK pn^ *tm cnm '

n'^innn = § i4»«.

CnlK flittnt., is thiitynine times -plene in the rentnteuch and the

sign thereof Is, my head is full [= plene] with dew [ba = 39 times].

This accusative, with the suffix third person plural masculine,

occurs altogether two hundred and twenty-two times in the

Pentateuch (viz. in Genesis 30; Exod. 57; Levit. 42; Numb. 37

and Dent. 17 times). It has retained its primitive defective ortho-

graphy, in one hundred and eighty-three instances, whilst in

thirty-nine instances only has the later plene spelling been

introduced. Hence the Massorah records the exceptions.

Of this Rubric which is one of the oldesjt parts of the

Massorali, I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one printed:

(1) Harley r)710—11, Vol. I, fol. 120o, on Deut. 12 29, which I

liavo printed; (II) Orient. 444:», fol. 30a, oh Gen. 41 8; (III)

Add. irvi.Ol, fol. H4«, on Numb. 4 12; (IV) Add. 21,1(!0, fol, 61&,

on Gen. 4« 2h; (V) the same MS., fol. 1906, on Numb. 6 20;

(VI) tlie same MS., fol. 2C0«, on Deut. S 28; (VII) Orient. 2349,

f.)l. 141 a, (m Deut. 31 7; (VIII) Halle Ochlah VeOchlah,

Supplonifnt, fol. 1MI&, and (IX) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter k, § 866.

It will be seen that though List I, which I have printed,

emphatically states in the heading that there are thirty-nine such

instances it recor*f'thirty-four only. As all the other Lists with

the exception of List III duly catalogue all the thirty-nine

passages it is evident that the five instances here omitted are

Levit 23 43; 24 «; Nunjb. ft 20; 7 3; 25 4 and that their omission

is due to a clerical error as is not unfrequently the case in

long Lists. List II which exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah,

describes the instance in Levit. 15 55 as constituting a difference

of opinion in the Massoretic Schools whether it should be plene

or defective (•:'?ib "rn^Br •:=''? ri. For No. 27 this List gives the

catchwords jtk rjcKi = Numb. 19 9 instead of Deut. 1 15 in which

verse, however, there is no omK in the received text. List III

which is headed -ims w prisei -nrc •'?8 b"a dttk gives the eleven

instances only which occur in Numbers and adds at the end

en Ss xcn mwi. It is remarkable that Lists IV, V and VI give

naTC-i b* nnra n = Exod. 28 43 as the seventeenth instance in

which zrm does not occur. It is evidently a clerical error for

rp T% enrjs = Numb. 4 1 9. In Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah (List IX)

there are the following mistakes, -ice-i ryrtriK bo br should.be

WBi oip nrw be by Exod. 29 3, since it is the first dtiik in this

verse which is plene. omn nb«n should be anjnnb^n Numb. 6 4;

a.TB5 bra orrn nwts npr is a mistake for rbarn hk nwa np'i Numb. 7 6;

Bsnit HK np:i = Deut. 29 7 should be Tnnrutnpxi Deut 1 15; ""•pvn

insiccs should be rcn»6 '" pwn Deut 10 15; idbi T:n omK mwi

should simply be -rw ottk mn or -irc Deut 27 4 as it is in

our List, to distinguish it from the first DTKfnn in verse 2

of the same chapter. In the List which I have printed cibs

Levit. 14 <; is a mistake for baci.

B'binnn - § 1439.

DTTlK M /o«r times plene in Samuel. In Sam. where it occurs

fourteen times it is defective in ten instances * and plene in four

only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptions. Of this

< Comp. OJik defective 1 Bam. ft 0; IS 9; IS 18; 17 40; SS 20; St 12;

2 Sam. 8 11; 17 18; SI 12; S» 10.

Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 178tf,

on 1 Sam. 9 12 and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k,

§ -857, which I have printed. The heading of List II 'ia»3 'bo 'n nniK

is a mistake as is evident from the fact that the Rubric itself

correctly records four instances only as well as from the heading

of List I, viz. 'CD3 'ha 't omK.

»""innn = § 1440.

DrtK i« nine times plene in this hook. That is, in Kings where

it occurs altogether thirty-two times, and where it is defective

in twenty-three instances ' and plene in nine only. The Massorah

safeguards the minority. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists,

four in MSS., and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 99a,

on 2 Kings 3 10, which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,

fol. 1050, on 2 Kings 10 6; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 201 &, on

2 Kings 3 10; (IV) Add. 16,451, fol. 2465, and (V) the printed

Massorah, both on the same passage.

' Comp. nnk defective 1 Kings 5 17; 8 4, 21, 48; 11 24; 2 Kings 10 8;

11 4, 4, 4; 13 4, 23; 16 3; 17 7, 15, 28, 33; 19 12; 21 3, 8; 34 20; 26 20,

20, 21.

rannnn = § 1441.

DTllK <« twice plene in the Acinar Prophets. In this part of the

Bible where it occurs eight times, it is defective in six instances*

and plene in two only. Hence the Massorah records the exceptions.

This Rubric is from the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k,

§ 8(i3.

' Camp, nnk defective Hosea 2 !i; Joel 4 7; Zecli. 2 4; 8 8; Mai. 3, .S, 19.

3"0"innn,= § 1442.

DTllK is four times plene [in the Hagiographa]. In the

Hagiographa, where, apart from Ezra-Nehemiah, it occurs seven-

teen times it is defective in thirteen instances' and plene in

four only. Hence the Massorah records the minority.

And throughout Ezra-Nehemiah it is liken:ise so except in one

instance. Here where this accusative with the suffix third person

plural masculine occurs five times the plene orthography is also

the rule, inasmuch as it is on'K in four instances (Ezra 4 4;

8 17; Neh. 2 20; ft 4) and Neh. 1 9 constitutes the solitaiy

exception for which reason the Massorah safeguards it.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 311a, on Ps. 106 2« which I

have printed; (II) Add. 1.V'51, fol. 267i, on the same passage

and (III) the printed Massorah on Ps. 9 13. List II omits the

second part of this Rubric which is misleading since an'n jjlenf.

occurs more than four times in this division of the Bible.

List III rightly heads this Rubric 'wra D-Kba n omK. It will be

seen that according to this Massorah Neh. 2 20 which is defective

in my edition of the Bible should be plene whilst 2 Chron. 8 2

which is plene should be defective. The former, in accordance

with the second part of this Massorah, recognises Neh. 1 9 as

the only defective instance in Ezra-Nehemiah and the latter, in

accordance with the first part of this Rubric which declares

that there are four plene instances in the Hagiographa, excludes

2 Chron. 8 2 from the plenes.

< Comp. onk defective Esther 8 11; 1 Chron. 8 «; 11 18; 18 11;

2 Cliron. 2 Ifi; ii 10; 5 6; » 38; 8 2; 19 10; 20 IC; 2S 23; »:j 3.

roinnn = § i44;j.

tSDH is six times defective in this hook. That is, in Joshua. In

this book where it occurs altogether twenty- nine times the later

plene spelling prevails in twenty-three instances ' and the original

defective orthography is retained in six instances only. Hence

the Massorah records the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 139 5, on Josh. 5 7, which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 4a; (III) Add. 15.251,

fol. 127a; (IV) Add. 21,1(50, fol. 278a, and (V) the printed

Massorah, all on the same passage.

' Comp. onlK plene Josh. 1 14; 2 10, 23; 4 .3, 3, 3; 6 7^*; 7 11; S 6, 12 22;

9 20, 26; 10 19, 26, 28; 11 12, 14; 14 1; 22 32; 34 8, 11, 12.

TOinnn = § 1444.

DTIK w »«ctee« times (Ufeetive in this hook. That is, in Jeremiah

where it occurs altogether fifty times, the primitive orthography ifc

exhibited in these instances only whereas in thirty four passages
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ihe later plene spelling prevails.' That attempts were made to

introduce this spelling in other passages of this book may be

seen from the notes on Jerem. 25 18; 27 4; 29 21 in my edition

of the Bible.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest portions of the

Massorah, I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund. Orient. IC, fol. lG4a, on Jerem. 27 4, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol. I70a, on Jerem. 34 16; (III)

St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 5 3; (IV) Add. 15,250,

fol. 2536, on Jerem. 27 i; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 257 &, on

Jerem. 34 16; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 282a, on Jerem. 23 2;

(VII) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Jerem. 37 4 and (VIII) the

printed Massorah, on Jerem. 23 2. Though the List, which I

have printed, like all the other Lists, states in the heading that

there are sixteen such instances {v"' is a mistake for r"), it

enumerates fifteen only. It is remarkable that Jerem. 25 4, which

it omits, is also omitted in Lists II and IV. It is, however, not

only duly given in List III, which is the oldest form of this

Massorah, but in Lists V, VI and VIII and its omission is

manifestly due to a clerical error.

1 Comp. onlK plene Jerem. 1 16; 4 12; 5 6, 7; 7 22, 23; 9 16; 10 5;

11 4, 4, 6, 7; 12 16; 14 12; 16 3, 3, 7, 8; 21 4; 2.^ 15; 29 17; 31 8; 32 40, 41;

33 9; 34 13, 20; 35 2, 2; 49 37; 52 3, 26, 26, 27.

iToinnn = § 1445.

DHK is twenty-Jive times defective in this hook. That is, in

Ezekiel. As in Joshua and Jeremiah so in Ezekiel the later plene

orthography is the rule and the original defective spelling the

exception. In this book the accusative with the suffix third person

plural masculine occurs altogether seventy-four times. In forty-

nine instances it is plene ' and in twenty-five only is it defective.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority. The necessity for

protecting these instances will be seen in the notes in my edition

of the Bible, on Ezek. 3 17; 4 9; 5 16; 7 18; 16 23; 17 12;

20 19, 21, 21, 38; 37 19; 44 12 where the primitive orthography

was still exhibited in the less dominant School of textual redactors

against which this Massorah militates.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(1) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 17<;6, on Ezek. 16 37, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 179a, on Ezek. 20 13; (III) the

same MS., fol. 188&, on Ezek. 34 4; (IV; the same MS., fol. 195a,

on Ezek. 43 8; (V) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on

Ezek. 5 4; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Ezek. 7 27 and (VII) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 862.

With the exception of List VI, which exhibits simply a

fragment, though it states in the heading that there are twenty-

five defective instances, and the printed Massorah which is

hopelessly corrupt, all the other five Lists absolutely coincide

with regard to these defective passages. Preeminent amongst

these is List V which exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah

and which is faultless. Apart from the omission of Ezek. 37 17,

which is manifestly due to a clerical error, Lists I, II, III and IV

give exactly the same instances as are recorded in List V of

the ancient St. Petersburg Codex. Accordingly Ezek. 30 22 and

37 19, which are defective in my edition of the Bible, should be

plene. In the List which I have printed, the reference to the

catchwords dhk Tixapi, the fifth instance, should be Ezek. 16 37

instead of 37 21 and to the catchwords -ocn 'np npb -jk njn, the

sixteenth instance, Ezek. 37 21 instead of 37 19.

As to Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah (List VII), the corruptions

are numerous. The later Nakdan having mistaken n"3 = 25 in

the heading for n"3 = 2S, tried to make up the twenty-eight

instances in the following manner: (l) Ezek. 6 4 and 34 23 each

of which contains one instances, viz. Nos. 2 and 15 he divided

each verse into two, so that they make Nos. 2, 3, 26 and 27.

(2) He omitted eight instances, viz. Ezek. 7 27; 11 20; 16 37;

20 18; 34 14; 37 22, 23; 39 28, and (3) he inserted ten others

which are plene, viz. Ezek. 5 4a; 12 15, 15; 16 21; 20 15, 19,

21 6, 22; 30 10, 19; whilst sma OHK '?3K'" which does not occur in

Ezekiel, is manifestly a corruption of 'Bxa nriK b'D»i Ezek. 43 8. In

Baer's manipulated List, which this Massoretic authority gives

in the Ct'itical Annotations on Ezek. 7 27, three instances are

omitted, viz. Ezek. 20 13; 39 28 and 43 8, for which he substi-

tutes three others, two from Jacob b. Chayim's corrupted List,

< Comp. onlM plene Ezek. 3 9, 17; 4 9, 9; 6 3, 4a, 16; 7 IH; 8 18;

10 17; It 15, 16; 14 4; 1« 21, 33; 17 12; 30 11, 11, 15, 17, 19, 21, 21, 22,

2U, 20, 38; S8 23; 28 24; 30 26; 3S 81; 33 32; 34 2, 8, 10, 26; .37 19, 21 &,

nh, 24, 20, 20; 39 27o; 43 11, 11, 24; 44 12, 14, 19.

viz. Ezek. 20 216, 22 and 37 19. But these, as will be seen, are

contrary to all the MS. Lists.

The result of §§ 1438—1445, which register the different

spellings of this sign of the accusative with the suffix third

person plural masculine, is that it occurs altogether 472 times

in the three great divisions of the Bible, as follows: (I) In

the Pentateuch, where it occurs 222 times, it is orik 183 times

and DTilit 39. Here, therefore, the primitive orthography prevails;

(II) in the Prophets, where it occurs 228 times, it is onk 87 times

and 141 oniK. Here the later orthography has more successfully

been carried through, whilst (III) in the Hagiographa, where it

occurs 22 times, it is Dni< 14 times and onlK 2. Here the original

orthography prevails.

roinnn = § i446.

pnlSI and them, occurs three times, twice plene and once defective

in the Scriptures. Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts

of the Massorah, I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 756, on Ezek. 10 22,

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 986, on Levit. 14 11;

(III) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on' Ezek. 10 22; (IV)

Add. 15,451, fol. 3116, on the same passage; (V) Orient. 2349,

fol. 90a, on Levit. 14 11; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Ezek. 10 22;

(VII) the printed Massorah on Levit. 14 11 and (VIII) the same

on Ezek. 10 22. It will be seen that, whilst the -earlier ortho-

graphy is retained in the Pentateuch, the later spelling is

exhibited in Ezekiel.

ronnnn = § 1447.

n^nK them, occurs twice. That is, this accusative with the

suffix third person plural feminine with the paragogic He. In

the only other instance where it occurs it is without the He

(Ezek. 16 54). Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 189 a, on Ezek. 34 21, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250,

fol. 2886, on the same passage; (III) Add. 21,lG0, fol. 126a, on

Exod. 35 26 and (IV) Orient. 2349, fol. 786, on the same passage.

Lists III and IV more properly head it '?» im 'on nn '3 it occurs

tivice, once defective and once fhne, since it is defective in the

first passage and plene in the second.

n"0'innn = § i448.

TfriK with thee. Throughout Numbers it is always i^m with the

exception of three instances. That is, in Numbers where this

accusative with the suffix second person singular masculine

occurs altogether ten times, it is in six instances -^inK, being the

same as the second person feminine, which is due to its pausal

accent,! whilst in three or rather four instances only has it the

normal masculine vowel-points. The Massorah, therefore, records

the minority.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

but which is one of the oldest parts thereof, I collated five

Lists: (I) Add, 21,160, foL 2186, on Numb. 18 7, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 1376; (III) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 976; (IV) Orient. 2349, fol. Ill 6, and (V) Vienna

Codex No. 35, all on Numb. 18 7. As there are four such

instances in Numb, and as the Rubric, which I have printed,

emphatically states that there are three only andomitsNumb.il 17,

it may be that List I is based upon a recension of the text

which did not read iinK here. The other four Lists, however,

state in the heading that there are four and duly record four.

It is remarkable that List II, which exhibits the oldest form of

this Rubric, heads it pyea "t "inK, whilst List IV heads it tbs 't "^m.

1 Comp. TIJH Numb. 18 19; '^f» IC 10 and l!W 18 1, 1, 2, 2.

o-ainnn = § 1449.

"ririS tt'ith thee, occurs sixteen times in the Pentaieuch. This

accusative with the suffix second person singular masculine

occurs altogether thirty-three times in the Pentateuch. In seven-

teen instances it is pointed -^jriit which is due to its pausal accent

and in sixteen T|nK. Hence the Massorah records the minority.

The safeguarding of these instances was deemed all the more

necessary since the text of other recensions read o^riK in two

of the sixteen instances, viz. Exod. 12 48; Levit. 29 33, as will

be seen in the notes on these passages in my edition of the

Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 186, on Gen. 26 24, which I have
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printed: (II) the same MS., fol. 219a, on Numb. 18 7; (III) Vienna

Codex No. 35 on Numb. 11 17; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah H,

§ 10 margin and (V) the printed Massorah on Levit. 10 15. It

will be seen that though the List which I have printed states

in the heading that there are sixteen instances, it enumerates

fifteen only and omits Numb. 11 17. It is remarkable that

List IV, which states in the heading that there are fourteen

such instances and records fourteen, also omits this passage as

well as Levit. 10 15, whilst in the printed Massorah on Numb. 18 19,

where this Rubric is mentioned and where Jacob b. Chayim

refers for the List to Levit. 10 15, the heading is rmra Tts iriK.

rinnn = § 1450.

"^jnK with thee, occurs Jive times in the Scriptures. That is,

this feminine form is in five instances masculine with the
j

accents Pashta (\m Gen. 24 40), Revia -^m (Levit. 10 9 ; Judg. 7 4)

and Tipcha (tipk \ Kings 13 6).

And wherever it is the feminine or has the accents Athnach and

Soph-Pasuk it is likewise so pointed. As feminine this accusative

with the suffix second person singular occurs seven times only

(Gen. 20 16; Josh. 2 19; 2 Sam. 14 19; Isa. 64 l^, 17; Ezek. 16 62;

Ruth 1 10) and is always so pointed irrespective of the accents.

As masculine, however, it has these points in thirty-seven out

of the forty- one instances in which it occurs because of the

four pausal or distinctive accents, viz. Soph-Pasuk, Athnach,

Segoltha and Zakeph-Katc

This Rubric, which does noi occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 229a, on 1 Kings 13 16.

As the Rubric now stands it is incorrect, since iTsm can only

refer to the parallel passage in Gen. 24 7 where, however, -iiriK

does not occur, but yitb. The only other instance where it is

\r» with Pashta is Josh. 2 19, but as it is here feminine it is

precluded by the scope of this Rubric. It is, therefore, most

probable that a later Nakdan who simply thought of the two

parallel passages (Gen. 24 40 and verse 7 of the same chapter)

added the expression iTam and then altered the n = 4 in the

heading into 'n = 5 to agree with the contents of the Rubric,

an expedient which as we have seen, has often been resorted

to by later Nakdanim.

» Thus in (1) thirteen instances ii is with Soph-Pasuk l!n« Gen. 6 186;

8 16; Exod. 18 22; Numb. 18 19; 1 Sam. 21 2; 2 Sam. 16 21; Ezek. 38 6;

Prov. 2 1; 3 28; 29; 6 17; 7 1; 33 11; (2) in sixteen instances it is with

Athnach HBK Gen. 6 18a, 19; 8 17; 17 4; 28 4; Levit. 10 14; Numb. 16 10;

Judg. 9 3*2; 1 Sam. 29 10; 1 Kings 13 IBi; 2 Kings 19 9; Isa. 37 9; Jerem. 12 3;

Ezek. 38 16; 39 4; Job 14 5; (3) in on* instance, it is with Segoltha 7|Fi«

Jerem. 38 26 and (4) in seven instances it is with Zakeiih-Katon Numb. 18 1,

1, 2, 2; Judg. 7 2, 46; 1 Kings 6 12.

K«a-innn = § 1451.

^nS is three times with Dagesh in this Section. That is, of

the sixteen instances in which this normally feminine form is

masculine because of the pausal accent Athnach, three occur in

the Section recording the denunciation of Gog. (Ezek. 38—39),

vide supra, § 1450, note. This Rubric I have found in the printed

Massorah only, on Ezek. 39 4.

T2"innn = § 1452.

"^jnKIp from thee, occurs jive times in the Scriptures. Of this

Rubric' I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, foL 2176, on 1 Kings 2 16 which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 239a, on 2 Kings 2 10;

(III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 257a, on Prov. 30 7; (IV) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 776, on l" Kings 2 16; (V) the same MS., fol. 348a,

on Prov, 30 7; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35 on l Kings 2 16 and

(VII) the printed Massorah on the same passage. The Massorah,

as usual, has regard simply to the identity of the vowel-points

and hence makes no distinction between the three instances in

which it is masculine (1 Kings 18 12 ; 2 Kings 2 10; Prov. 30 7)

and the two in which it is feminine (i Kings 2 16, 20).

miinn = § 1453.

DDinJ<1 and with you, occurs three timss. This accusative with

the suffix second person plural masculine, which occurs altogether

fifty-one times, is in forty-eight instances without the prefix Vav

and with it in these three instances only. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the exceptions.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 83a, on Numb. 1 4

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 2456, on

2 Kings 10 2; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 105a, on the same

passage; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 206a, also on the same passage;

(V) Add. 21,160, fol. 184a, on Numb. 1 4; (VI) Vienna Codex

No. 35 on 2 Kings 10 2 and (VII) the printed Massorah on

Numb. 1 4.

rnnnn = § 1454.

DpriKIS from you, occurs three times. This Rubric is from

the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 870.

.T:-innn = § 1455.

DTIK with them, occurs thirty-seven times. The design of this

Massorah is to exclude the various readings which obtained in

other Schools of textual redactors in Gen. 11 31 and 42 7, as

will be seen in the notes on these passages in my edition

of the Bible. This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah

Finalis only, letter k, § 868. Though the heading states

that there are thirty-seven such instances, the Rubric records

thirty-six only, Levit. 26 39 is omitted, which is manifestly

due to a clerical error.

mnnn = § i456.

nriK^ he shall ccmie, occurs twice. This Rubric is from the

printed Massorah on Job 37 22.

ninnn = § 1457.

ITin hring ye, occurs three times, it is twice defective and once

plene. The design of this Massorah is to exclude the Eastern

reading in Isa. 31 14 which is rn^n plene. It is remarkable that

the St. Petersburg Codex of A. b. 916, which is described as

exhibiting the Eastern recension, has here the Western ortho-

graphy, viz. i-nn defective.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2786, on Dan. 3 13,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 127a, on

Isa. 21 14; (III) the same MS., fol. 155 a, on Jerem. 12 9;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 366a, on Dan. 3 13; (V) Add. 15,251,

fol. 223x1, on Isa. 21 14; (VI) the same MS., fol. 410a, on Dan. 3 13;

(VII) Add. 15,451, fol. 3496, on Isa. 21 14 and (VIII) the printed

Massorah on Dan. 3 13. Lists VI and VIII add at the end •»?» 'nna

the last (i. e. Dan. 3 IS) is plene.

n-nnnn = § 1453.

nriK he came, occurs three times, iwice it is written with He

and once "with Aleph. As this Peal preterite third person singular

masculine, which occurs three times, is differently spelt, the

Massorah safeguards the variation in the orthography. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated

two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 370a, on Dan. 7 22, which

I have printed and (II) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, fol. 2826, on

the same passage. List II has at the end 'k -ns 'Knna which fixes

the spelling with Aleph to Ezra 6 16. Hence the diversity in

the orthography occurs within the same chapter.

B''3-innn = § 1459.

tt?i DK* For this alphabetical permutation called Athhash,

see letter k, § 25.

D'innn = § i46o.

I^n^i cmie ye, occurs three times. Of this Rubric I collated

two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 127a, on Isa. 21 12, which

I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k,

§ 853. For the second part of this Rubric see above, letter k,

§ 1457.

K'Dnnnn = § i46i.

nnS* In jive instances' this pronoun second person singular

masculine without and with the prefix Vav is in the text icintten f»

for which the marginal or ojficial reading is nriK. On referring to

the notes on Ps. 6 4; Job 1 10; Neh. 9 G it will be seen that

the alternative marginal reading is the substantive textual

reading in many MSS. and early editions.
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Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. 247 &,

on Ps. 6 4, which I have printed and (II) the printed Massorah

on Eccl. 7 25?. These five instances form part of the List

recording twenty-nine words which are without He at the end

of the word in the text, but for which the official reading

substitutes the i/e.»

1 Comp. Tht Matwiali, letter n, § 33, Vol. I, fol. 269.

' 3'D-innn = § i462.

nnK thou, occurs foui-teen times at the heginmng of a verse

in the U.W avd in the prophets, four of which are in the Late. This

pronoun second person singular masculine begins a verse twenty-

one times. In seventeen instances it is with the prefix Vav

(nr*n)^ and in four instances only, is it without this prefix.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptions.

Of this separate Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS.

and one printed: (I) Cambridge Add. 1174, on Gen. 41 40, which

I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 36a, on Exod. 7 2 and

(III) the printed Massorah on Deut, 2 18.

1 Comp. nnxi Gen. 6 21; 15 15; 32 13; 45 19; Exod. 9 30; 14 16; 18 21;

27 20; 28 1, 3; 30 23; 31 13; Numb. 1 60; 18 7; Deut. 5 28; 21 9; 30 8.

yD"innn = § i463.

nnK occurs seven times at the beginning of a verse in the

Prophets] In the Prophets, where it begins a verse sixty-five times

and where it is with the prefjx Vav fifty-eight times ^ and

without it seven times only, the Massorah safeguards the excep-

tional instances. The design of this Massorah is to exclude the

various readings of the less dominant School of textual redactors

which obtained with regard to 1 Kings 1 20; 8 43; Jerem. 18 23;

46 28 and Ezek. 43 10, as will be seen from the notes on

these passages in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed:-(I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 79fc, on l Kings 5 17, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 156fe, on Jerem. 16 15;

(m) Add 15,451, fol. 231a, on Jerem. S- 43; (IV) the printed

Massorah, on Jerem. 16 15 and (V) the same on Ezek. 43 10.

. Comp. nn«i Josh. 3 8; 1 Sam. 24 18; 1 Kings 1 20; 8 32, .34, 36, 39;

9 4- 20 26; Isa. 14 13, 19; 41 8; Jerem. 1 17; 7 16; 11 14; 12 3; 18 23; 20 6;

26 .30; 30 10; 32 25; 34 3; 45 5; 46 27; Ezek. 2 6, 8; 3 19, 21, 25; 4 1. .3, 4;

6 1-7 2; 12 3; 13 17; 19 1; 31 11, 19, 24, :W, 33; 22 2; 24 25; 27 2; 32 28;

S3 7, 9, 10, 12, 30; 30 1; 37 16; 39 1, 17; Hos. 12 7; Micah 4 8; 5 1.

i"Dinnn = § i464.

T]r\'^ begins a verse sixteen times in the Psalm.s. In the Psalter,

where it "begins a verse thirty-one times, it is in fifteen instances

with the prefix Vav^ and in sixteen without it. Contrary to its

usual method, the Massorah here records the majority. This is

due to the fact that the design of the Massorah is to catalogue

allthe passages in which it begins the verse without the

prefix Vav.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 300 fe, on Ps. 69 20, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 314a, on Ps. 119 4; (III)

Add. 15,251, fol. 366a, on Ps. 103 14 and (IV) the printed

Massorah on the same passage.

1 Comp. nwi Ps. 3 4; 23 4, 20; 41 11; 50 17*55 14, 24; 59 6, 9; 80 15;

89 39; 92 9; W 13, 28; 109 21.

n-Dinnn = § i465.

nnS begins a verse eleven times in the Law and the Prophets.

This Rubric groups together the contents of the two separate

Rubrics marked §§ 1462, 1463. Of it I collated six Lists, five in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 112a, on

Deut. 2 18, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 97a, on

the same passage; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 257a, also on the same

passage; (IV) the same MS., fol. 297&, on 1 Kings 8 34; (V)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § IM;, margin and (VI) the printed

Massorah on 1 Kings 5 17.
*

It is remarkable that not only does the heading in Rubric 1462

state that there are twelve instances where nwt begins a verse

in the Law and Prophets, but that four of the Lists of the

Rubric before as (Lists II, III, IV, V) state the same, though

they all enumerate the same eleven instances only. As these MSS

belong to countries far apart and to different Massoretic Schools,

it is more than probable that the headings originally corres-

ponded with the contents and that later Nakdanim omitted the

twelfth instance to harmonise this Rubric with the dominant

text. The heading of List V which is simply 'db '»n 3"' nnn without

•»P33ai '-flro is misleading, since this pronoun second person

singular masculine occurs many more times. {Vide stip-a, § 1464.)

TDinnn = § uQGa-d.

nriK has in fourteen instances the accent. That is, has the

accent on the Aleph, as the heading of § 14666 states oris Milel,

as the heading in §§ 1466 c and d give it.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 766, on 1 Kings 1 42, which

I have printed, marked § 1466a; (II) the same MS., fol. 138a,

on Isa. 44 21 marked § 14666; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 60a, on

Gen. 49 3 marked § 1466 c; (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter k, § 840 marked here § 1466 d, and (V) Arund. Orient. IG,

fol. 3026, on Ps. 76 8.

The bare statement in the headings of all the four Lists

which I have printed, that this pronoun occurs fourteen times

with the accent on the penultima is misleading. nriK occurs

altogether about five hundred and thirty-two times. In forty-

eight instances it is with Kametz under the Aleph (nm) because

it is either with Athnach or Soph-PasuJc and these accents are

invariably on the penultima.* The import of this Massorah, there-

fore is that with its normal vowel-point Pathach under the Aleph

nm), the accent which is on the ultima in upwards of four

hundred and fifty instances, is in these comparatively few

passages on the penultima.

It will be seen that though all the four Lists emphatically

state that there are fourteen such instances only, Lists I and III

enumerate sixteen, List II records thirteen whilst List IV gives

twenty. This discrepancy is due to the fact that none of them

is complete. There are twenty-seven instances in which npK with

Pathach under the Aleph, has the accent on the penultima, viz.

Gen 3 19; 22 12; 29 15; 32 18; 49 3; Exod. 33 »; Judg. 12 5;

1 Sam 17 33; 20 8; 30 13; 2 Sam. 15 2, 19; 1 Kings 1 42;

Isa 41 9- 44 216; Jerem. 2 27; 17 17; Hos. 2 25; Ps. 2 7; 25 7;

40 18; 70 6; 76 8; Eccl. 7 22; Ezra 9 15; l Chj^. 28 3;

2 Chron. 14 10. These twenty-seven instances of nm have

respectively the following five different accents : four have ^</inacZ*

(Ps 2 7- 25 7- 40 18; 70 6); fifteen have Zakeph (Gen. 3 19; 22 12;

29 15- 49 3; Exod. 33 3; 1 Sam. 17 33; 20 8; 30 13; 2 Sam. 15 2, 19;

Isa 41 9- 44 21; Hos. 2 25; Ezra 9 15; 2 Chron. 14 10); five have

Tipcha (Judg. 12 5; 1 Kings 1 42; Jerem 17 17; Eccl. 7 22;

1 Chron. 28 3); iv^o Revia (Jerem. 2 27; Ps. 76 8) and one h^s Pashta

(Gen. 32 18). It is, therefore, evident that later Nakdanim affixed

this heading, because in the respective fragmentary Lists which

they found there were only fourteen instances recorded and that

still later Nakdanim added a few more which they happened

to find. This is fully confirmed by the heading of List V which

emphatically states that there are twenty-six such instances (rs nnx)

though the List itself catalogues fourteen only. In Lists I and II

nan and nsn, after which I have put a query, are manifestly a

clerical error for n=t = Isa. 44 21. In Jacob b. Chayim's printed

Massorah (List IV) there are the following mistakes (i) mo »^

nnx or Jonah. 1 8 it is nnK with Kametz under the Aleph and hence

does not belong to this 'category and (2) -[nan nK opm nnK pna =

Neh. 9 8 should be nnK p-iac without Tnan nK opni = Ezra 9 15.

The reference Gen. 32 18 to No. 5 should be l Sam. 30 13 and

2 Sam. 14 32 should be 1 Sam. 20 8 and 'smam should be 'snan

without the prefix Vav. These references are of course my mistakes.

t Comp. nn» Gen. 3 11; 4 U ; 27 32: 39 14; Numb. 27 13; 1 Sam. 15 lib;

30 13- 2 Sam. 1,1, 13; 19 14; 1 Kings 2 9, 26; 17 24; Isa. 44 21; 48 4; 49 3;

U J; PB 6 5; ic 2; 31 4; 89 18, 27; 119 114; 139 8; 140 7; Job 17 14;

^""'
*nS" Deut. 9 6; Judg. 11 2; 1 Sam. 29 6; 2 Sam. 16 8; 1 Kings 20 14;

n 19- isa. 43 1; 44 17; 51 16; Jerem. 3 4; 17 14; Jonah. 1 8; Ps. 22 11;

31 15'; 71 3; 93 2; Prov. 38 19; 38 2; 36 4; Ruth 3 9; Neh. 9 8, 31.

r'Dinnn - § 1 467.

nnSl* Eleven words are respectively preceded once only by this

jM'onoun. 'That is, they are unique in combination with this

pronoun without the prefix Vav, whilst in all other passages

where this combination occurs the pronoun has the prefix

(npKi). That this is the import of the Massorah is evident from

the' fact that there are altogether about one hundred and

eighty-two words in the Bible which respectively occur only

once preceded by nnK and that with.the exception of two those

only are selected which in all other passages are preceded

by nnKi.
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Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two

printed: (I) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 841, which

I have printed; (II) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 261, and (III)

Orient. 4445, fol. 31 a, on Gen. 41 40. It is important to remark
that List III, which exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah,

is as yet without any heading or catchwords and hence does

not fix the number of these unique combinations. It records

ten of these instances and omits nnK-js nnx Ezek. 43 10. The fact,

therefore, that six instances are omitted in all the three Lists ^

and that these are in conflict with the number given in the

heading of Lists I and II does not militate against List III,

where no number is specified. But all the three Lists

include two instances which do not occur with nr*ii and henc'ie

are against the import of this Massorah, viz. m nriK and B>"'Kn nriK.

The notes on 1 Kings 1 24; 8 43 and Ezek. 43 10 in my
edition of the Bible will show that the design of this Massorah

in recording these unique combinations, is to exclude the various

readings which obtained in the less dominant School of textual

redactors with regard to these passages.

1 Comp. (1) -DK npiK Josh. 5 1.3 with "OK nPiRi i Kings 9 4; 2 Chron.7 17;

(2) 'JiK nnx 1 Kings 1 13 with verse 20; (3) in5 nriK 1 Kings 18 9 with

-fnl3 nriKi Ps, 145 15; (4) T7??l ^t^» Jerem. 22 2 with ?l'13»i nnw Exod. 9 30;

(6) 'pna naK pg. 142 6 with 'pn© nnw Ps. 71 7; and (6) -"s nrix Ezra 9 15 with

-ni HFiw Ezek. 3 19, 21; S3 9.

n'Dinnn = § i468.

D^'^T'K nnilll thou art Ood, occurs Jive times. That is, this

pronoun second person masculine without and with the prefix

Vav, is in five instances followed by;0'ri'?K in contradistinction

to the thirty-four instances in which njjiK and nriKi are followed

by rri.'T-^

Of this Rubric, which I have found in the printed Massorah

only, I collated two Lists: (I) On Ps. 55 24, which I have printed,

and (II) on Ps. 86 10. As four of the instances are ofr^b^ nnx

without the prefix Vav (1 Kings 18 36; Ps. 60 12; 61 6;
86^^^

10>

and one is D^1'?K nr*n with the prefix (Ps. 55 24), the headings

of both these Lists are inaccurate since the heading of the

first List states that D^i'7« nriKi occurs five times and the second

says that a^nbH nn« occurs five times. The latter is also repeated

on Ps. 61 6 where this Rubric is mentioned and where the instances

are not given. The heading ought to be wnhn nmi "m 'i a>:ib» nm.

1 Comp. nin; nnx Numb. 14 14, 14; 2 Sam. 7 27; 1 Kings 18 37; 2 Kings 19 19;

Isa. 37 20; Jerem. 322; 12 1; 31 18; Jonah 1 14; Ps. 4 9; 12 8; 40 6; 86 17;

91 9; 97 9; 109 27; 119 12, 137, 151; Lament & 19,; 1 Chron. 17 27; 29 10.

nin» nRHi z Sam. 7 24; Jerem. 12 3; 18 23; Ps. 3 4; 22 20; 41 11; 59 6, 9;

102 13; 109 21; 1 Chron. 17 22.

B'D-innn = § i469.

mn") nriK thou art Jehovah, begins a verse three times. As

this pronoun second person singular masculine is followed in

twelve instances by the Tetragrammaton at the beginning of

a verse, and as it is in nine instances with the prefix Vav^

and in three only without it, the Massorah safeguards the

minority.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1766, on Ps. 12 8, which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2866, on the same

passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 2936, on Ps. 40 12; (IV) Add. 15,250,

fol. 3756, on Lament. 5 19; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 354a, on Ps. 40 12

and (VI) the printed Massorah on Ps. .12 8.

' Comp
103 13; 109 21.

s-nnnn = § 1470.

nPiP nriK thou now, occurs three times. That is, in three

instances these two homonyms follow each other without any
other expression intervening. Of this Rubric I collated eight

Lists, six in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 166, on Gen. 26 29, which I have printed; (II) the same
MS., Vol. I, fol. 2276, on 1 Kings 12 4; (III) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 16 a, on 1 Kings 21 7; (IV) Add. 15,260, fol. 1966, on the

same passage; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 26a, on Gen. 26 29; (VI)

Add. 21,160, fol. lya, on the same passage; (VII) the printed

Massorah also on the same passage and (VIII) the same on
1 Kings 21 7.

It is remarkable that though one of the instances is with

the prefix Vav (npj nnKi i Kings 12 4) yet not only do none of

the headings take notice of this fact, but with the exception of

List VII, all the Lists give nriK without the prefix Vav in the

catchwords for all the three passages.

nw nriH] Jerem. 12 3; 18 23; Ps. 3 4; 22 20; 41 11; 69-6,

x'Tinnn = § 1471.

HT nriKn an thou this? occurs four times in the Scriptures

thus combined. Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS.
and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1976, on
2 Sam. 2 20 which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 58a, on the same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 926, on
1 Kings 18 7; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 1696, on 2 Sam. 2 20;

(V) Add. 15,451, fol. 2046, on the same passage; (VI) Add. 21,160,

fol. 206, on Gen. 27 21 ; (VII) the printed Massorah on the same
passage and (VIII) the same on 1 Kings 18 7. Lists II and VII

add at the end rn nnK 'K1 = and in one instance U is ivitkout the

interrogative He (Gen. 27 24).

3"rinnn = § 1472.

ninKI has in four instq,nces the accent Pazer . . . and in one

instance it has this accent without the prefix Vav. This Rubric I

have found in the printed Massorah only, on Exod. 28 1. The

extraordinary minuteness with which the Massorites analyzed

every expression throtighotlt the Bible is attested by this Rubric,

wherein they confidently state that this pronoun, which without

and with the prefix Vav occurs hundreds of times, has in these

five instances only the accent in question. Having collated

every passage in which it occurs I can testify to the absolute

accuracy of this statement

j-pnnnfi = 1473.

^\i^^^ has in Jive instances the accent Tevir. This Bubric, which

1 have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter »{,

§ 845, is corrupt. There are altogether eight instances in which

this pronoun is with Tevir, viz. Gen. 15 15; l Sam. 24 12;

2 Sam. 5 2; 7 20; 1 Kings 18 37; Jerem. 46 5; 2 Chron. 2 15;

21 15. It will thus be seen that the following four instances are

here omitted 2 Sam. 5 2; 7 20; 1 Kings 8 37; 2 Chron. 2 15,

whilst 1 Kings 1 18 is included, thus showing that this frag-

mentary List emanates from the Massoretic School which read it

riBKi with Aleph, as will be seen from the notes on this passage

in my edition of the Bible. The heading as usual has been

added by a later Nakdan who mistook the fragment as exhibiting

all the instances.

T^nnnn = § 1474.

nnj?1 /nmStl and> thou, and noit, occwr eighteen times with the

accent Tevir. That is, these two homonyms, the pronoun second

person singular masculine and the adverb with the prefix Fat?

have this accent in eighteen instances.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2226, on Mai. 1 9, which I

have printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 2996, on Jerem. 45 5; (III)

the same MS., fol. 396a, on Mai. 1 9; (IV) the same MS., fol. 4866,

on 2 Chron. 2 15; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 566, on Gen. 47 4;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 205a, on Numb. 11 6 and. (VII) the

printed Massorah on the same passage.

Though all the seven headings agree in the statement that

there are eighteen such instances. Lists I and VII alone record

this number and coincide in the passages. List III records

sixteen and omits Micah 4 ll; 2 Chron. 2 15. Lists II and IV

give seventeen, both omitting 2 Chron. 2 15. List V enumerates

twenty-two instances or rather twenty-one, since it records

3 Sam. 7 20 twice and makes up this number by rightly adding

2 Sam. 5 2; 7 20, as well as giving one of the instances in

1 Sam. 21 4 which is nri?i with Bcvia in the received text. It is

remarkable that List VI which records twenty-two instances,

not only gives the same two passages (2 Sam, 5 2; 7 20) as

well as 1 Sam. 21 4, but adds 1 Sam. 27 l which is :i,p! without

the prefix Vav in the texttis receptus.

That all these Lists are more or less defective and incorrect

the following data will disclose: (I) nnxi with Tevir occurs eight

times {vide supra, letter k, § 1473) and nnri twelve times (Gen. 47 4;

Numb. 11 6; 22 34; 2 Sam. 19 10; 1 Kings 1 18; 2 Kings 5 15;

Isa. 5 3; Hos. 2 12; Micah 4 11; Mai. 1 9; Ezra 9 10; 10 2).

This makes it in all twenty instances and not eighteen. (II) Though

Lists V and VI rightly give 2 Sam. 5 2 and 7 20, which are

omitted in all the other five Lists, yet they, like the other five

Lists, not only omit 1 Kings 18 37, but in common with those

Lists give as one of the instances Hos. 5 7 which is mnp without

the prefix Vav. These two Lists, moreover, add 1 Sam. 21 •»

and 27 l which are also rv^ without the prefix contrary tg the
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scope of this Massorah. That the design of the Massorah is

simply to record these two expressions not only with this accent,

but with the prefix Vav and to exclude those with this accent,

but which are without this prefix, is evident from the fact that

nwt with Tevir, but without the prefix Vav occurs no less than

nineteen times * and mnp eight times.* Otherwise we should have

forty-seven instances if those without the prefix were included.

• Comp. nw Gen. 17 9; Exod. 10 25; 18 19; Numb. 22 34; Deut 28 52;

Josh. 5 16; Judg. 7 10; 1 Sam. 28 9; 29 9; 2 Kings 19 10, 19: Isa. 14 10;

S7 10; Jerem. 6 17; 10 6; 22 6; Obad. 1.S; 1 Chron. 11 2; 17 4.

J Comp. nfij Numb. 22 33; 1 Sam. 14 30; 27 1; 1 Kings 12 26; 21 7;

Ezek. SS 43; Hos. 5 7; Hicah 7 10.

iTrnnnn = § 1475.

nniO and thou, occurs three times in the Scriptures, twice it

it with Kametz under the Aleph and once with PatJiach. Of this

Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed:

(1) Add. 15,251, fol. 206a, on 2 Kings 9 25 which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient. IG, fol. 496, on 1 Sam. 20 23; (III) Add. 15,251,

fol. 1626, on the same passage; (IV) Add. 15,451, fol. I95a, on
the same passage; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 29a, on Gen. 31 44, and
(VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage. (Vide supra,

letter k, § 94.3.)

vrinnn = § i476.

ilDK »nriK1 and thou., thou. Five [six] verses in lohicfi this

pronoun second person masculine occurs twice; it is with the prefix

Vav in the first instance and without it in the second four

[five] of these begins a verse. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists,

one in MS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 224a,

on 1 Kings 8 39, which I have printed; (II) Paris Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah, § 297, and (III) the printed Massorah on Gen. 17 9.

Though the heading distinctly states that there are five such

instances only, the Rubric itself records six. The heading of

the other two Lists correctly states that there are six and
the Lists duly enumerate the same passages.

rrnnnn = § 1477.

nriK") and thou. Eight loords are respectively preceded once only

hy this p'onoun with the prefix Vav. That is, they are unique in

the combination with this pronoun with the prefix Vav, whilst

in all the passages where the words in question are combined
with the pronoun second person masculine it is without the

prefix, i. e. nnx. That this is the meaning of this Massorah is

evident from the fact that there are altogether upwards of

eighty words which respectively occur only once preceded by
nnin and that with the exception of two, those only are here

selected which occur again and are preceded by nriK. This Rubric,

therefore, is the contrast to the one in letter k, § 1476.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two
printed: (I) the printed Massorah Finalis', letter k, § 842, which
I have printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 69 &, on Exod. 28 3; (III)

the same MS., fol. 135&, on Numb. 16 17, and (IV) Paris Ochlah
Ve-Ochlah § 262.

As already stated, the design of this Massorah is not

merely to catalogue the words which occur once only preceded by
nnjn, but those words which when they occur again are preceded by
npK. Accordingly (i) two instances in this fragmentary List do
not belong to it, viz. rtevn nriKi 1 Kings 5 23 and "ti^ nnxi Dan. 12 13,

since neither of these words is ever preceded by nnx and
(2) no fewer than eleven which belong to this Rubric are

omitted.^ The omissions, as is often the case, are due to the

fact that this List exhibits the first attempt to collect these

unique combinations and that the original Massorites left it to

their colleagues to complete the catalogue, which as far as it is

at present known, was not done. Hence List II, which is the

oldest form of this fragment, has not only no heading as yet
fixing the number of instances, but contains one combination
which is not in the other fragments, viz. nann nn«i (Exod. 28 3,

comp. with Exod. 7 2) and omits one which the others have,
viz. ''j'i»|nriKi (1 Kings 1 20). List III which records the same

> Viz. (1) 'p« nfiw pg, 86 15 comp. with 'pK nm 2 Sam. 7 20; Pg. 86 5;

(2) B'rt^K nftW Ps. fi& 24 with D»rl'7K nn» i Kings 18 36; Ps. 60 12 &c.;

(3) 1?? npl» Exod. .% 13 with 1M nPiK z'sam. 17 6; (4) Tlf;} nftw Exod. 9 30
with I'^aj?] r\P» Jerem. 22 2; (5) hviyf) riFiw lea. 41 8 with ''Ki^.' nnx Isa. 44 21;
Hos. 4 16; (6) 'pno npiHi pg. 71 7 with 'Dno nri» Pg. 142 G; (7) ntp_ nnw 1 Kings 12 4

with nPi? npiK Gen. 26 20; 1 Kings 21 7; (8) ^3»<n n?iKi 2 Sam.' 9 7 with ^aKn npiK

Hicah 6 14; (9) xlafl naMi Gen. 15 15 with Klan nm Deut. 31 7; (10) Ti^ ntiKi

Pb. 109 28 with T|n3ft nfiM pg. 6 VA; (11) aiB-'n nnxi Deut. .30 8 with ais'n nriw

Pi. 85 7.

eight instances as List I, ends this fragment with in ba pTn" -n

.TJi! r\'h im. This simply gives the number contained in the

fragment to fill up the lines, and there can hardly be any doubt
that later Nakdanim who mistook this fragment for a complete

catalogue, made this ending into a heading. List IV is of

importance inasmuch as it supplies the clue to the proceedings

of the later Nakdanim. Mistaking the import of this Massorah
a Nakdam added three more instances which do not belong to

this Rubric, viz. dI'tb? nnKi (I Sam. 25 6); «rn nriKi (I Kings 5 23)

and 11^63 nntti (Ezek. 33 9) since they do not occur in combination

with nriK and he forthwith altered the r = 8 in the heading

into «"• = 11.

iTPifinn = § 1478.

D^TK"tD nriKI and thou, son of man, occurs twenty-four times

in this book. That is, in Ezekiel to distinguish it from the

numerous instances in which Qi^\z occurs in this book without

being preceded by '"?<*!. As this phrase does not occur outside

Ezekiel the heading ought more properly to be 'bd21 T3. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Llassorah, is from

Orient. 1474, fol. 1096, on Ezek. 33 10. Though the heading

states that there are twenty-four such instances the Rubric itself

records twenty-two only. Ezek. 37 16 and 39 1 are omitted which

is ;nanifestly due to a clerical error. In the received text there

are twenty-three instances, but this Rubric is based upon a

recension which read DnK-pnriKi in Ezek. 43 10, as will be seen

in the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

ts'nnnn = § 1479.

"^"•ilU^ nriKI and thou and thy sons, occurs three times. Yp*
is eleven times preceded by this pronoun second person singular

masculine. In eight instances it is nnK without the prefix Vav

(Gen. 6 18; 45 10; Levit. 10 9, 14 J Numb. 18 l; Deut. 30 2;

1 Sam. 28 19; 2 Sam. 9 10) and in three only is it with the

prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority. Of this

Rubric I collated two Lists, one in MS. and one printed:

(I) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Numb. 18 1, which I have printed,

and (II) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

Dnnnn = § 1430.

K^n nnKI and thou art he, occurs twice. Kin is eleven times

preceded by the pronoun second person singular masculine. In

nine instances it is nriK without the prefix Vav (2 Sam. 7 28;

2 Kings 19 15; Isa. 37' 16; Jerem. 14 22; Ps. 44 5; Neh. 9 6, 7

;

1 Chron. 17 26; 2 Chron. 20 6) and in two instances only is it

with the prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

combination. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 309ft, on Ps. 102 28.

dti'tkh in the first catchwords is manifestly a clerical error and

is due to the fact that this divine name follows Kin nriK in five out of

the nine instances in which this phrase occurs. This made it

familiar to the Nakdan and hence he substituted it for the

less familiar phrase npsn np:.

X"D'nnnn = § i48i.

niSCTl nriSI and thou shalt command, occurs twice at the be-

ginning of a verse. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in

MSS. and two printed: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Josh. 3 8,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. llOa, on Exod. 27 20;

(III) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and (IV) the

same on Josh. 3 8. As this combination, which occurs twice

altogether, begins a verse in both instances one Massoretic

School emphasise the fact that its begins the verse and hence

Lists I and IV head this Rubric -idb 'k-i 'a; whilst another Massoretic

School which had regard to the combination, irrespective of

the position it occupies in the verse, headed Lists II and IV

pa^isDn '3. Only the heading in Lists I and IV ought more properly

to be 'IDB 'K-n 'a.

rainnn = § i482.

fnKI 'and thou, is in three instances used for the masculine. That

iS; this pronoun second person which was originally epicene, but

which according to later orthography is normally feminine, has

in these three instances retained its primitive spelling for the

second person masculine.

Of this Rubric I collated ton Lists, seven in MSS. and
three printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 115fe, on
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Deut. 5 24, which I have printed; (II) the same MSS., Vol. II,

fol. 88a. on Ezek. 28 14; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 185a;

(IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 285a; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 282a, all on

the same passage; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 9i)a, on Numb. 11 15;

(VII) Add. 21,160, fol. 2056; (VIII) the printed Massorah, both

on the same passage; (IX) the printed Massorah on Deut. 5 24,

and (X) the same on Ezek. 28 14.

:"Binnn = § i483.

^ijliJt is the textual reading in five instances as the feminine

foi-m of' the pronoicn second jierson singular, for which the official

reading or the Keri substitutes m"" and one instance it is with the

prefix Vav ^>m•,yn the Kethiv for which the Keriis :^»). This Rubric I

have found in the printed Massorah only on 2 IJ^ings 4 16. The

addition at the 'end, which states that there is one instance only

where this spelling occurs with the prefix Vav, is incorrect since

there are three such instances, viz. Judges 17 2; 2 Kings 4 7,^nd

Jerem. 4 30. The passage in 2 Kings 4 7 is in the Model

Codex Orient. 2626—28.

TDinnn = § i484.

DriS ye, occurs four times at the beginning of a verse. This

pronoun second person plural masculine, which begins a verse

thirty-one times, is in twenty-seven instances with the prefix

Vav' and in four only is it without the prefix. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional pccurrence.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley .5710-11^ Vol. I, fol. 37/>, on Exod. 5 11, which

1 have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 206, on Isa. 43 10;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 1126, on Deut. 29 9; (IV) Orient. 2349,

fol. 60a, on Exod. 5 11; (V) Orient. 1474, fol. 190a, on Isa. 53 10;

(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 160, margin and (VII) the

printed Massorah on Exod. 5 11. The mnemonic sign is given

in List V alone.

1 DBK1 Gen. 9 7; 50 20; Exod. 19 fi; Numb. 31 10; Deut. 1 40; 4 4;

Josh. 8 ^', 10 19; 18 G; 22 18; 23 3; Judg. 2 2; 9 18; 10 13; 1 Sam. 10 19;

Isa. 57 .S; CI 6; 65 11; Jerem. 16 12; !

2 8; Esther 8 8; 2 Chron. 15 7.

; 29 20; Ezek. 20 :!9; 36 8; Mai. 1 12;

,TB"innn = § 1485.

DTlKT and ye, occurs four times with the accent at the beginning

of the verse in the Scriptures: That is, with Qcrshayim.. Of tliis

Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 25a, on Judg. 9 18, which I have

printed, except the heading with the mnemonic sign which is

f.rogi Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 93a, on Ezek. 36 8; (II)

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1896, on Ezek. 36 8; (III) Add. 15,250,

fol. 1376, on Judg. 9 18; (IV) the same MS., fol. 289 6, on Ezek. 36 8;

(V) Add. 15,251, fol. 2866, on the same passage; (VI) Add. 15,451^

fol. 1696, on Judg. 9 18, and (VII) the printed Massorah on

Josh. 18 6. The mnemonic sign without the record of the

passages is also given in Harley 5710— 11, Vol. II, fol. 93a; the

same MS., Vol. II, fol. 301, on Neh. 13 18, and in the printed

Massorah on Ezek. 36 8.

It is remarkable that both the Model Codex Harley 5710—11

and the printed Massorah on Ezek. 36 8 most emphatically

state that these four instances respectively begin a verse,

wh-ereas d^iki Neh. 13 8 does not begin the verse in the received

text. It is possible that in the Codices from which this recension

was? made this passage was divided into two verses?

T'Dinnn = § i486.

rtiriKT and ye, occurs four times in the Scriptures. That is,

this pronoun second person plural feminine without and with the

prefix Vav. The design of this Massorah is to exclude the

reading n:rnKi in Ezek. 13 11 which obtained in the earliest

Codices, as is attested by the Septuagint and Vulgate, which

will be seen in the notes on this passage in my edition of

the Bible.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and most popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists, thirteen in MSS

and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, ,Vol. I, fol. 21a, on

Gen. 31 6, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 92a, on Ezek. 34 17; (III) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916

on Ezek. 13 11; (IV) the same Codex on Ezek. 34 17; (V) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 189a, on the same passage; (VI) Add. 15,250,

fol. 206, on Gen. 31 6 ;
(VII) the same MS., fol. 2886, on Ezek. 34 17;

(VIII) Add. 15,251, fol. 2736, on Ezek. 13 11; (IX) the same MS.,

fol. 285, on Ezek. 34 17; (X) Add. 15,451, fol. 3286, on the same

passage; (XI) Add. 21,160, fol. 27o, on Gen. 31 6; (XII) Orient.

1474, fol. 826, on Ezek. 13 11; (XIII) the same MS., fol. 1116, on

Ezek. 34 17; (XIV) the printed Massorah on Gen. 31 6, and

(XV) the same on Ezek. 13 11. List XII alone has the mnemonic

sign. As this pronoun is in three instances with the prefix Vav

and once without the prefix, it forms part of the List of

words which respectively occur four times, three times with and

once without .the prefix Vav.'

1 Com p. The Massorah, letter 1, § 74, Vol. I, fol. 407.

rsinnn = § i487.

^iDriK yesterday, occurs three times. That is, in contra-

distinction to the eight instances where this adverb is "jion

without the prosthetic Aleph (Exod. 5 8, 14; 1, Sam. 20 27;

2 Sam. 3 17; 15 20; Job 8 9; Ruth 2 11; 1 Chron. 11 2). Of

this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed

:

(I) Add. 15,250, fol. 1476, on 1 Sam. 4 7, which I have printed;

(II) Add. 15,451, fol. 182rt, and (III) the printed Massorah,

both on the same passage.

n"D-innn = § i488.

7lDriK3 as yesterday, occurs twice. This adverb with the

prefix Caph precedes o'^tbp nine times. In seven instances it is

without the prosthetic Aleph, viz. Dli:>b?> *>''on3 (Gen. 31 2, 5;

Exod. 5 7, 14-;_Josh. 4 18; 1 Sam. 21 6; 2 Kings 13 5) and with

it in these two instances only, viz. Dla>^tt?^ "jienKS. The Massorah,

therefore, safeguards this exceptional phrase. This Rubric, which

does, not occur in the printed MassoraTi, is-from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 43 a, on 1 Sam. 14 21.

t2"Dnnnn = § i48fl.

]^T\K hire, without and ivith prefixes occurs five times tcith

Pathach. That is, under the Nun. Of this Rubric I collated

eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 128.6, on Deut. ^83 19, which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient. 16; fol. 1766, on Ezek. 16 34; (III) the same

MS., fol. 210a., on Micah 1 7; (IV) .Add. 15,250, fol. 109a,

on Deut. 23 19; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 117a, on the same

passage; (VI) the same. MS., fol. 275a, on Ezek. 16 34; (VII) the

printed Massorah on Deut. 23 19 and (VIII) the same on

Ezek. 16 34.



Letter Beth.

The first part of this Rubric, which registers the number
of times Beth occurs in the Bible, is taken from the celebrated

Poem given above, letter k, § 224. The second part, which records

the number of times Beth occurs in the Pentateuch, is from a

MS. in my possession. For a description of this remarkable MS.

see my Introduction to the Massoretico-critieal edition of the Behrew

Dihk, Part I, chap. VII, pp. IIO, ill.

'^ == § 2.

]II> — The instance in which letter Beth has one Tag is

from Harley 5710—11.

'J = § 3.

Zl* — The four instances in whigh this letter has two

Tugin is from Harley 5710— 11 on these passages,

'T = § 4.

Zl» — In four instances the Beth has three Togin. These four

instances are from the Sepher Tugin in the Vitry Machsor

KM. 27,021, Vol. II, fols. 209a—215 «f, which I have printed in

The Massorah, letter n, § 25, Vol II, pp. 680—701.

•n = § 5.

^» — This List of words beginning with Beth, which

respectively occur once only, I have compiled myself and arranged

alphabetically. The necessity for such a List is described in

letter k, § 12. {Vide supra, p. 4.) Without this List, the five

fragments marked § 5 a

—

e, which I have printed at the end of

it and which are respectively from Vienna Codex No. 35 on
Numb. 10 22; Arund. Orient. 16, fols. 1536, 179o, 1876, on
Jerem. 10 3; Ezek. 20 18, 32 30, could scarecely be identified;

nor could the following Rubrics six and seven be explained.

To Students who understand the labour and the difficulty

of collecting and arranging upwards of forty thousand forms

which respectively occur only once, the impossibility of being

absolutely correct will be apparent. They require no apology
for the mistakes which have crept into this first attempt. The
following I have detected since this Rubric has been printed:

Jerem. 46 2
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'63 = § 9.

23^ — Ttcenty-nine words which begin with Beth have the accent

Piizei: This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis

only, letter a, § 4. It will be seen that though the heading

states that there are twenty-nine such instances the Rubric

itself records thirty-one. Amongst these is one instance with

Pazer-Gadol, commonly called Kame-Para, viz. r^>a (Numb. 35 5).

The catchword for pnna, viz. ib nrtss njn = 2 Kings 18 21 is a

clerical error for njyipia bv nnea nan = Isa. 36 6. I have given the

right reference though leaving Jacob b. Chayim's words.

"> = % 10.

'2* — An alphabetical List of words which respectively occur

twice, once with Beth at the beginning and once without it.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1286—I29a, on Deut.'iSJ*,

which I have printed; (n) Orient. 4445, fol. 104o, on Levit. 18 18;

(in) Add. 15,451, fol. 3306, on Ezek. 36 38; (IV) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah I, § 6; (V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 6, and (VI) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § ll.

List II, which is from the oldest undated Codex extant,

gives twenty-six pairs only. It omits the following eighteen

pairs: Nos. 2, 8, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 15 16, 18, 22, 24, 27, 30, 31,

34, 37 and yet it represents every letter in the alphabet in so

far as the alphabet is represented in the other five Lists. This

shows conclusively that the original design of the earlier

Massorites was simply to compile a limited alphabet of single

pairs in so far as they were able to find them, in order to

illustrate each expression which occurs twice, once with and

once without the prefix, and that later Massorites aimed at

multiplying these pairs for each letter. And yet though all the

other five lengthier Lists are almost identical, letters i, =, b and

» are not at all represented. The heading ought, therefore, more

properly to be 'isi ji"?"! rrae'^K an imperfect alphabet &c. The only

difference in the five later Lists consists in List V having as

No. 3 the pair oa^aK Gen. 3 5 and na^axa Numb. 15 19 which

none of the others have, and in List VI having as No. 38 the

pair rr^'i Numb. 35 22 and rrnxa Numb. 35 20 which also none

of the others have, whilst it omits the pair (No. 27) p-y^y^

Levit 13 49 and pnp^a Ps. 68 14 which the four lengthy Lists

give. It is to be remarked tbat in some Massoretic Schools the

words beginning with the same letter of the alphabet which

occur twice, once without and once with the prefix Beth, were

collected and treated in separate Rubrics with separate headings.

Hence the pairs which exhibit letter a are given in the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 1, under the heading nn pn'a pm -j

ja -im '3. Here, however, three pairs only are given, and the pair

(No. 6) ;i-a Isa. 3 16, ji-ija Isa. 58 l, which are given in all the

long Lists', are omitted'. The pairs which exhibit letter a are

given in the printed Massorah Finalis, under letter a, § 4, with

the heading '^©'na oa im 'd -rn p-n 'n, whilst those beginning with b

are given in the printed Massorah Finalis under letter u, § 2,

with the heading ea "im b in pan 'a.

)X"> = § lla—c.

3^ _ Words beginning with Beth which respectively occur twice,

once with Sheva or Chirek under the Beth and once ivith Pathach.

It is important to notice that § lla and b which are from

the same MS., viz. Orient 2349, fol. 396, on Gen. 33 13 and-

fol. 98a, on Levit. 26 26, the one recording three pairs only

and the other five, exhibit the first attempts to collect these

instances. Since the pubUcation of this Rubric I have found two

more incipient Lists in the ancient Codex Orient 4445, one on

Exod. 27 7, fol. 69 a, and one Exod. 32 4, fol. 746. The first

records ten pairs and omits na^aaa Isa. 19 2 and na'posa Amos 9 8

which constitute the seventh pair in § lie. It, moreover, has

no companions to nbiatna No. 6 and nmea No. 8. The second

List records eight pairs only. It omits p^na No. 3, rasa No. 9

and -nana No. 11. Neither has a heading or catchwords.

Rubric lie, which is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 302o, on

Ps. 74 5 and which is still without a heading, catalogues eleven

such pairs. It is probably due to this recension that the later

editors of the other Lists have added the heading fixing the

number of the pairs at eleven. Of its form with the heading,

I have collated five Lists, two in MSS. and three printed:

(I) Add. 15,451, fol. 5076, on 2 Chron. 35 13 which heads it

-K3 '^aeo »rp«?a -iti ribo % a-a m 'Jtt «'S (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I,

§ 50; (III) the printed Massorah on Isa. 8 1; (IV) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 2, and (V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

§ 49. All the five Lists with the headings call the first of the

pair which has Sheva or Chirek under the Beth ribo behw and

the second member which has Pathach yr'jO above.

List I of the five Lists with heading, omits the first pair

?iaD2 and -^aBa and gives in its place p-iK3 .ratn ••:» ya» na-'^ani pxa

laa ar-im (Gen. 41 53; 43 l). But as p-ix? and piKa are of frequent

occurrence, this pair is contrary to the scope of the Massorah

which is to record unique pairs. It is manifestly the addition

of a later Nakdan who mistook the import of the Rubric and

is rightly absent in all the other Lists. List V, which gives the

same eleven pairs recorded in Lists II, III and IV, has at the

end under the heading KnilDOO ia'?"i and apaH from the Massorah

the following additional pair "nwa and 'n^a (Levit 13 48;

Eccl. 10 17). This is not only in conflict with the number given

in the heading, but shows that the List is not final and that

the heading is a later addition.

It will be seen that the expressions Milra and Mihl, which

in their more restricted sense describe the position of the

accent when it is on the ultima or penultima, are here used to

indicate the quantity of the vowel-sign. This is the case with

all the four prefixes b'ya with words which respectively occur

twice only, once with one kind of vowel and once with another.

The Massorah classifies the words with the several prefixes,

mostly according to the letters of the alphabet by which they

are followed. Thus in connection with the prefix Vav there are

four separate Lists headed as y-hn and '?-»'?», viz. (1) pairs

beginning with ki; vide letter % % l^d; (2) pairs beginning with

^1 and ending with •;; vide letter % § 15/t—n; (3) pairs mostly

beginning with r; see letter i, § 10, and (4) pairs beginning with

m; see letter i, § 24/. In connection with the prefix ^op^ there

is one List of pairs thus described; see letter a, § 18; whilst

with the prefix Lamed there are no fewer than five Lists of

such pairs; see letter b, §§ H, 12, 17, 18, 19a— e.

Graetz has shown, and I believe conclusively, that prior

to the introduction of the present system of vowel-signs the

different value and pronunciation of the prefixes bva in the

pairs of homonyms were indicated by a single point placed

either above or below the prefix.* Thus ntwa indicated the

present pointing nxf? and hence was called '?''p'?o above, because

the point was above the prefix ; whilst nKwa stood for the present

nxtoa and was called y-i'^o beloto, because the point occupied the

position belmo the prefix. The same was the case with the prefix

Vav [naat"! =] '?'y'?a nari and ri'?o b'^W^ =°1 "^^"^ ^° ^^^° tr'-^z

['r-y'^a ffnxa =] and ynba [b't-ik? =] B'nxa so also '?'r'?B [c^b =] a'a*?

and y-iba [o'ab =] a^a"?.

< Comp. MonaUschri/i fur GeschicIUe tmd WistentrJtaft de* Judenthumt,

Vol. XXX, pp. 348—367, 395—405. Krotochin 1881.

T> = § 12.

3» — In four tooi'ds the prefix Beth which is loritten in the

text is officially cancelled . . . and in one icord the reverse is the case, the

prefix is not in the text, but is officially stipplied. The design of

this Rubric is to harmonise 2 Kings 22 5 and 9. On referring

to the notes in my edition of the Bible on the passages which

constitute this Rubric it will be seen that both MSS. and editions

exhibit in the text the Keri as the substantive reading.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated twelve Lists, ten in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2026, on 2 Sam. 10 9, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 696, on Jerem. 62 11

;

(III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 256 a, on Prov. 28 8; (IV) St Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916 on Jerem. 53 11; (V) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 626, on 2 Sam. 10 9; (VI) the same MS., fol. 1156, on

2 Kings 22 5; (VII) the same MS., fol. 347a, on Prov. 28 8;

(VIII) Add. 15,451, fol. 2096, on 2 Sam. 10 9; (IX) the same

MS., fol. 3056, on Jerem. 52 11; (X) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I,

§ 89; (XI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 107, and (XII) the printed

Massorah on Prov. 28 8. It will be seen that List I gives first

the four words consecutively which are the subject of this

Massorah and afterwards the catchwords also separately, a

method which is not unfrequently adopted in the Massorah of

this Model Codex.

y = § 13.

3* — Eleven words are in the text written with Beth, fm'

tohich the official reading substitutes Caph in three instances the

reverse is the case the textual reading it Caph and the Kf^n Beth.
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On referring to the notes on these passages in my edition of

the Bible, it will be seen that the official Ket-i is in almost all

the instances the substantive textual reading.

Of this Rubric I collated eleven Lists, seven in MSS. and
four printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 140a, on Josh. 6 5

which I have printed; (II) the same MS,, Vol. I, fol. 170 6, on

Judg. 19 25; (III) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 240 a, on 2 Kings 3 24;

(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 36, on Josh. 4 18; (V) the same MS,,

fol. 3596, on Esther 3 4; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 310a, on the same
passage; (VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Oehlah I, § 137; (VIII) Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 149; (IX) the printed Massorah on Hosea 1 1

in the inner square enclosing the first word; (X) the same
on 1 Chron. 1 1 occupying the same position, and (XI) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 10. Lists I, VII, IX, X
and XI are the only five which give the second part of this

Rubric,

According to the Model Codex Harley 5710-11 ni*??? with

Beth is also the textual reading in Josh. 6 15 and the Massorah
in this important MS. has against it 'p nibys. The edltio jn-inccfs

of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah by Jacob ben Chayim,
Venice 1524— 25, has also rfh^'z in the text with the Massoi-ah

on it '3 npi "-na 'a. Hence the Kethiv and Keri in my edition of

the Bible.

It is remarkable that in all the three Lists of the printed

Massorah the catchwords after •'a; are either ""rnj? '•annnK (Lists

IX, X) or •'^nr 'at p'mr^ rnriK (List XI). As there is no such passage

in the Bible, it is evident that a later Nakdan who supplied the

catchwords has here mixed up the two passages in which -s:

occurs, viz. Ezra. 10 28 and Neh. 3 20. This confusion, however,

already occurs in Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah (List VII). In the

Rubric which I have printed the reference to ygKfs, should be

2 Sam. 5 24 and not 6 22,

T» - § 14a— c.

2 i2» An alphabetical List of words which respectively occur

twice, once with the jyrefix Belli and once with Caph. The simi-

larity between the a and a and indeed their almost identity in

many MSS. have been a fruitful source of various readings, as is

attested by the preceding Rubric. This caused the Massorites

to safeguard especially those expressions which are limited in

theii" occurrence to twice with the two prefixes which though
differing in their meaning are yet alike in their appearance.

As is often the case with lengthy Lists, we have in the Rubric
before us the first attempt of the Massorites which is restricted

to sections of the alphabet. Hence the fragment marked here

§ 14a, which is from Harley 5710 — 11, Vol. 11, fol. 289o, on
Ezra 5 l records five pairs only, exhibiting two letters, viz. v
and n. The second fragment marked § 146, which is from the

same MS., Vol. H, fol. 1326, on l Chton. 4 31 also records

five pairs exhibiting the same two letters. Yet it omits one
pair in v, viz. nx^ and bu^ which is in the first fragment
and gives a pair in i, viz. Y9?ni ^^^ T9^ which that fragment
has not. Since the appearance of the first volume of the Massorah
I have found four other fragments in the ancient Codex
Orient 4445: (1) foL 52a, on Exod, 11 1 which records nine
pairs; (2) fol. 686, on Exod. 16 31 which also catalogues nine
pairs; (3) fol. 996, on Levit 14 35 which gives eleven pairs, and
(4) fol. 1206, on Numb. 4 20 which also gives eleven pairs.

From the printed Massorah of Jacob b. Chayim on Ps. 71 9

which gives a fragment of three pairs exhibiting letter a, and
which I have printed in Volume III, p. 3, § 14, it will be seen
that these fragments or sections of the alphabet were issued
from some Massoretic Schools with separate headings. Thus for

instance this fragment is headed a -im 'a nn pm 'i and at the end
of it is added a nm a -in a'K p pr«i. The expression pm, which I

have reproduced as it is given in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah,
is manifestly a mistake for pan.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two printed:

(I) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Ezek. 3 3, which I

have printed; (11) the same Codex on Isa. 47 3; (III) Add. 15,451,

fol. 3296, on Ezek. 36 17; (IV) the same MS., fol. 8866, on
Habak. 1 13; (V) the same MS., fol. 4056, on Ps. 35 14; (VI) the
same MS., fol. 4886, on Dan. 2 43; (VII) Add. 21,160, fol. 192a,

on Numb. 4 20; (VIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 4; (IX)
Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 4, and (X) the editio princeps of the
Rabbinic Bible by Felix Pratensis, Venice 1516—17, Vol. H, at
the end. In the printed Massarah by Jacob b. Chayim this Rubric
does not occur, though the editor refers for it to the Massorah

Finalis, letter a, in no less than six places (Numb. 4 20; Ps. 71 9-

89 37; Prov. 5 11; Eccl 7 16; Dan. 4 5), where he states he has
given it

Both the pairs and the number of instances to represent
each letter of the alphabet, vary in almost every one of these
Lists, In the earlier recensions of the Rubric as a rule there is
not only one pair given for each letter, but some of the letters
are not represented. Thus List I, which I have printed, gives
nineteen pairs only and omits b a and b; whilst List II, which
is from the same ancient Codex, gives twenty-one pairs and
omits to represent letter b. It moreover, gives three different
pairs for the three letters i s and r, viz. (i) rnsaai ,rna»ai 2 Kings
17 34; 2 Cliron, 31 21 instead of nK-iaai .nlneai Eccl. 11 9;
Ezek. 43 3; (2) ipnra .ipnxa Ps. 7 18; Eccl.

7
" 15 instead of

labsa .la^sa Gen. 1 27; 5 3, and (3) ttipz tats Ps. 89 37; Isa. 38 8;
instead of in^ts -inWa Ezek. 31 5; Exod. il i. It also gives
irKcna m-h^k Ps. 1()3 lO; Dan. 9 1(5 instead of the corrupt 'n»mn3
na. When it is added that the largest number of pairs in the
ancient recension of this Rubric is twenty-one and that in the
later recension exhibited in Lists VIII, IX and X there are
forty-eight and fifty such pairs, it will be seen that the instances
which required safeguarding in the different Massoretic Schools
increased in the course of time.

ra = § 15.

tt /^» Six woi'ds are im-itten in text with Beth for which
the official reading svhstitutes Mem .... and in one instance the

reverse is the case the textual reading is with Mem and the official
rending is Betfi. The design of "this Massorah is not only to
exclude the Eastei'n recension, which follows the textual reading
or the Kethiv and which is supported \r tlie ancient Versions,
but to militate against other Schools of textual redactors in
several of these passages, as will be seen from the notes in my
edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, ten in MSS. and
two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1386, on Josh. 3 16,
which I have printed; (II) the same MS. on the same passage;
(III) the same MS., Vol I, fol. 247 a, on 2 Kings 12 10; (IV)
Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3 a, on Josh. 3 16; (V) the same MS.,
fol. 176, on Josh. 24 15; (VI) the same MS., foL 117a, on
2 Kings 23 33; (VII) Add. 15,451, fol. 147 a, on Josh. 3 16;
(VIII) the same MS,, fol, 162a, on Josh, 24 15; (IX) the same
MS,, fol. 25.')a, on 2 Kings 12 10; (X) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I,

§ 141; (XI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 154, and (XII) the printed
Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 11,

r-B = § 16.

D7 #D« Three toords respectively occur twice, onc^ beginning
with Beth and once with Lamed Beth. For this Rubric see
letter b, § 15, Vol. 11, p. 108.

r - § 17.

!! — An alphabetical List of words ending with Beth which
respectively occur once only. This List I compiled myself and
arranged alphabetically in accordance with the last letter but
one. The necessity for such a List is described in letter k, § 12.

(Vide supra, p. 4.) The following additional instances I have found
since this Rubric has been published.

Gen.
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The following wrtU occur mere

3^
3^i

than once:

ab

3?f>B

3jn

aV^Fi

ans'ri

n«' = § 18.

nD3 t« or hy fhee, it three time$ plene in this foi-m . .
.
once

in the Lan,, once in the Prophet, and once in the Hagiographa. That

is. this preposition with the suffix second person masculine

without and with the prefix Vav which is normally i|? has in three

instances silent He. Of this Rubric I ^'o"^*^
V^^^t "i'T". T on

MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol.1. *ol. ^Uft on

2 Sam. 23 30. which I have printed; (II) the s™ ^^S., Vo I,

fol. 39a. on Exod. 7 29; (III) the same MS.. Vol. II fol 2196

on Ps Ul 8; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 45a, on Exod. 7 29, and

(V) the printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 22 30. The one instance

which is with the prefix Vav (Exod. 7 29) denoted by the ex-

pression w^.'.a in the heading is also given in the List of

twenty words which respectively occur once only ending with

rra instead of ». {VUe supra, letter n, § 56c.)

5D'» = § 19.

13 in or with him, is in six instances accm^ding to the Sevir

m in or with her. That is, in these six instances the suffix third

person singular masculine should be feminine. This Rubric I

have found in the printed Massorah only, on Exod. 4 1/.

••3 = § 20.

TO in or with Aei', for which the Setnr ,uh»f^,vtes another ex-

pression in three instances. That is, the prefix B.</», according to

^e Sevir, is in the first instance to be read with the suffix

third person plural masculino (na) instead of the textual reading

ns with the suffix third person singular feminine. In the second

place it is to be read with the suffix third person singular

masculine (to) whilst in the third passage an Aleph is to be

substituted for the He and is to be read ks Kal preterite third

person singular.
, ... . • +„

The importance of this Rubric to textual criticism, consists

in the fact that these three alternative readings which are here

called Sevirin are in other parts of the Massorah described as

official Kei-is (vide letter 3, § 481). thus confirming the oft-

repeated statement that Sevir and Keri are frequently used as

interchangeable terms. This is. moreover, attested by the fact that

the SeviHn in question, like the Keris, are in many MSS. and editions

the substantive te^al reading, as will be seen from the notes

on these three passages iiimj^ -edition of the Bible. This separate

Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only,

letter n § 114. I hardly* need remark that the expression "ao is

in the heading of the Rubric in the editio princeps and not pnp.

K.3 = § 21 a -h.

133 in them. In tt^ injdances the textual reading is 03, the

Wejix mth the suffix third person plural masculine, for which the

official Keri substitutes ra, the prefix with the suffix third person

singular feminine.

Qf this Rubric I collated three Lists, two m MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 105&, on Hosea 9 2,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 20a, on

Judg 2 22 where it is given as the converse of § 23, and (III)

the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § HI. It is remarkable that

the heading of List I which is from the Model Codex gives ins

as the Keii whilst that of List 11, which is also a Model Codex

and List III describe it as ^0, thus yielding additional evidence

that the two expressions are identical. § 21 &, which is from the

splendid MS. in the Paris National Library No. 1—8 on

Judg 11 25 not only gives two additional instances which

belong to this category but head^ this Rubric -»ttO -n na. The

School of Massorites, therefore, from which this Rubric emanates

describes these instances as misleading instead of regarding them

as official.

2-3 = § 22.

nSI and in her, occurs three times. This preposition with the

suffix third person singular feminine occurs about two hundred

and twenty-two times. In about two hundred and nineteen times

it is without the prefix Vav and in three instances only is it

with th^ prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

occurrence.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, seven in MSa and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 146, on Gen. 24 14,

which I have printed; (H) the same MS., VoL II, foL 76, on

Isa. 14 32; (IH) the same MS., VoL H, fol. 143 a, on 1 Chron.202;

(IV) Arund. Orient 16, foL 125a, on Isa. 14 82; (V) the same

MS., fol. 2506, on 1 Chron. 20 2; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol 16a, on

Gen. 24 14; (VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement fol. 180a;

(VIH) the printed Massorah on Gen. 24 14, and (IX) the saine

on Isa. 1432. As these three instances occur in the three divisiona

of the Bible, some of the Lists add "iras 'K "aja % 'ina 'k <me» it

occurs in the Law, once in Uie Prophets and once in the Hagio-

grapha.

J'D = § 23.

DSJ* In three instances the textual reading is o^ in them, for

which the Sevir substitutes a^ in her. Of this Rubric I- collated

three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol, 20a, on Judg. 2 22, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,451,

fol. 3436. on Isa. 6 13, and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter a, § 112. On refering to the notes on these passages it

will be seen that the Sevir is the substantive reading in many

MSS. and editions, thus showing that this expression describes

the textual reading of the less dominant School of Massorites. It is

remarkable that both Lists II and III emphatically state in the

heading that there are four instances (oa n*?"" ^ P'^ "^) ^^^ ^^^

as the fourth instance ba n'jwo k"? o'jiro i3«n Isa. 63 19, though it

is difficult to see to what the suffix third person singular

feminine refers in this connection.

T3 - § 24.

03» In three instances a or n after a closed syllable is Raphe.

The 3=3 does not refer to aa alone, "but to fbii words which

has to be supplied, as is evident from the fact that the other

two instances which are without Dagesh lene after a closed

syllable (= p^Bb) are inn Isa. 34 11 and n? Ezek. 23 42. This

Rubric is from the printed Massorah on Ps. 68 18.

.T3 - § 26.

D3 »CD» In six verses this preposition with ihe suffix third

person plural occurs twice. The design of this Massorah is to ex-

clude the various readings' which obtained in other Schools of

textual redactors in Judg. 2 22 and Ezek. 28 25, as is attested

by the MSS., the Versions and eariy editions, as will be

seen frOm the notes on these passages in my edition of the

Bible. In the Model Codex Hariey 5710—11 which reads ut in

Ezek. 28 25 the Nakdan added the following marginal note: In

another Massorah I have found that o^ h^re ought to he ea since it

includes this verse in the six verses which have respectively d? twice.

I have also seen another Codex in which it was written ds>.'

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 20a, on Judg. 2 22,- which I

have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 1396; (HI) Vienna Codex No. 35;

(IV) the printed Massorah, all on the same passage, and (V)

Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 334. List lU states in the heading

that there are four verses only in which na occurs twice. It omits

Exek. 26 17; 36 11 and Hosea 14 whilst it gives Judg. 2 22 twice.

ona v>v '1 Dni«D 'onn nt nsio Kin 'a oa nrn"? nm ea m o 'nnxa nriK miooa 1

,oa aina n»n» p »n»Ki inie 'wa nx oa oa

ra = § 26.

'll^SI occurs four times. Though in three instances it is part

of a proper name denoting and Beer, and once it signifies a pit

(Prov. 23 27), yet because the spelling is identical in all the four

instances the Massorah as usual includes them under the same

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 125a, on Isa. 16 8, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 2066, on Amos 6 5; (IH)

the same MS., fol. 345a, on Prov. 23 27; (IV) Add. 16,250.

fol. 3646, on the same passage; (V) Add. 16.251, fol. 133a. on

Josh. 16 28; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 85, on the same passage,

and (VII) the printed Massorah, Finalis, letter a, § 93.

I.ist VI heads it lou ow prDO in -3 nwi which properly makes a

distinction between the proper name and the noun, but it omits
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Amos 6 6 which is the second instance where v^f -nt^^ occurs in
accordance with the number specified in the heading. It is

therefore, probable that this Rubric is based upon a recension
which reads -apsi in Amos 5 5. The two instances of v^f tk21
constitute one of the pairs in the alphabetical List of
words beginning with Vav Beth which respectively occur twice.
{Vide infra, letter % § 67.)

rs = § 27.

Wtt^ "lK3te Jrom Beer-8heba, occur$ twice. That is, in these
two instances it is followed by j-^yi and to Dan, as the
Massorah Parva in the Model Codex Harley 5710—11 on
2 Chron. 30 5 has it. Without this adjunct yaf "^p occurs six more
times (Gen. 28 10; 46 5; 2 Kings 12 2; Neh. 11 .SO; 2 Chron. 19 4;
24 1).

This Rubric is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 251a, on
1 Chron. 21 2. The Massorah Parva in Harley 5710—11, on
2 Chron. 30 5 shows it beyond doubt that the catchwords
rrrwb "ism = l Kings 19 3 ore a scribal error for btnvr ha =
2 Chron. 30 5. This is moreover, corroborated by the fact that

in 1 Kings 19 3 it is r?^ -iiita and the Mem prefix is here im-
possible.

n'2 - § 28.

«T1K5 to Beer, or Beerah, occurs four times in the Scriptures,

in one instance it is the proper name of a man. Of this Rubric I

collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 31a, on Gen. 46 1 which I have printed;
(H) the same MS., Vol. I, foL 1625, on Judg. 9 21; (HI) the
same MS., Vol. II, fol. 132&, on 1 Chron. 6 6; (IV) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 256, on Judg. 9 21; (V) the same MS., fol. 240a,
on 1 Chron. 5 6; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 2245, on Numb. 21 16;

(VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. 132 a; (VIII)

the printed Massorah on Gen. 46 1, and (IX) the same on
Numb. 21 16.

To understand the apparently conflicting statements of

these Rubrics it is necessary to remark that besides rriKa in

1 Chron. 5 6 which is the name of a person, there is another
name of a person inj^ written with an Aleph 1 Chron. 7 37 and
that these two have the accent on the ultima, whilst in the other
three passages where this expression is the name of a place (-ijtj) with
the local He (rri^), the accent is on the penultima. List I, there-
fore, which heads this Rubric vi ia oiw nn -i has regard simply to
the identity. List II adds at the end >n>?ai -im thus giving the
second name of the person written with Aleph. List V which
heads it --i^o 'm ^-y^o 'j "t mna not only records the four instances
with He, but emphasises the fact that three have the accent on
the penultima and one on the ultima whilst Lists IV, VI, VH,
VIII and XI which head this Rubric • • • p-i«?o •s\

'**'
b^vhtt 'i mKS

K TO wvQ not only separate the penultimates from the ultimates
but include in this List the fifth instance written with k. Hence
also the heading k 'na in • • 'n mna of List III.

'^ - § 30.

^*TR9 Beej-i, occurs twice. That is, in contradistinction to the
proper name which is written -i? without the ilfepA(i Chron. 7 86)
Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
pnnted: (I) Harley 6710-11. Vol. II, fol. 1036, on Hosea 1 !, which
I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, foL 18a, on Gen. 26 34- (HI)
Add. 21,160, foL 195, on the same passage; (IV) Vienna Codex
No. 35 on Hosea 1 1, and (V) the printed Massorah on the same
passage. The heading in the printed Massorah (List V), viz. -a
'tr'? aoi it occurs twice and in ttvo different senses, is incorrect, since it is
a proper name of a person in both instances -r^ -aai is, there-
fore, rightly absent from the headings of all the other Lists.

K'^ - § 31.

pK^tt from the toeU or pit, is in three instances so written.
That is, in these three instances the normal expression ma with the
prefix He and Mem, is abnormally written with Aleph. These three
instances as well as the two instances of nhitij -ntTKi Jerem. 2 13
belong to the List of forty-eight words which are written with
Aleph in the middle in the text and which the official reading
cancels. (Vide supra, letter k, § 18.)

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
pnnted: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 735, on 2 Sam. 23 15, which
I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 179a; (III) Vienna Codex
No. 35, and (IV) the printed Massorah, all on the same passage.

yi - § 82.

Dn$^5 wild grapes, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does
not occur in the printed Massorah. '» from Arund. Orient 16
fol. 1206, on Isa. 5 2. The heading ought more properly to be
•rjyai a, since the two instances not only occur in thfe same book
but in the same section.

J*^ - § 33.

'?9? *" -So^^n, occurs eight times in the Scriptures. Of this
Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one printed: (I)
Harley 6710—11, VoL I, fol. 2585, on 2 Kings 26 28, which I
have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 1185, on the same
passage; (HI) the same MS., fol. 1395, on Isa. 48 14; (IV) the
same MS., foL 1655, on Jerem. 29 22; (V) the same MS., fol. 3765,
on Ezra 5 17; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 363a, on Jerem. 48 14;
(VII) the same MS., fol. 306a, on Jerem. 61 44; (VIII) Vienna
Codex No. 35, on Jerem. 29 22, and (IX) the printed Massorah
on the same passage.

0'3 = § 29.

rhK^l Beeroth, or pits of. Throughout the Pentateuch and
Samuel it is nhjt^ defective except in one instance and throughout

the rest of the Scriptures it is likewise plene.

In explanation of this Massorah it is necessary to remark
that it is designed to include the defective and plene orthography
of nh|a, with the prefixes and suffix, not only as the name of a

place and the noun denoting pits, or wells of, but the gentilic

noun 'nh^on the Beerofhite. This is evident from the fact that
apart from this gentilic noun, m-i|tt occurs once only in Samuel
and that without the instances of -nhio.'i the declaration in the
heading of this Rubric that it is defective throughout Samuel would
be meaningless. '

In the Pentateuch and Samuel, therefore, where it occurs
altogether eleven times and where it is defective in ten instances
and plene once only,* the Massorah safeguards the solitary ex-
ception, whilst in all the rest of the Scriptures where it occurs
four times and where it is uniformly plene* the simple statement
of this fact is sufficient This Rubric, which does not occur in
the printed Massorah, is from j^rund. Orient 16, fol. 373 a, on
Ezra 2 25.

{f Co0p. n'wi Gen. 86 18; nhKan Gen. SC 16; n*ii«ao Dent 10 6; nhHs
4 10, 10; nl<iMJ«iJen« 2 Sam. 4 2; 'n'wan dk/eetive 2 Sam. 4 2. 5 9; 2S St!B^n^ 2 Sam. 4 8.*^

» Comp. nn»3< joBh. 9 17; 18 26; Esra S 25; Neh. 7 29.

I'b - § 34.

^99^ "'"^ Babylon, occurs four times in the Scriptures. Of this
Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 53a, on Jerem. 32 5, which I
have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2005, on Ps. 87 4;
(in) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1596, on Jerem. 20 6; (IV) the same
MS., fol. 1676, on Jerem. 82 5; (V) the same Ma, foL 1696, on
Jerem. 34 3; (VI) the same MS., fol. 306a, on Ps. 87 4; (VH)
Vienna Codex No. 35 on Jerem. 20 6; (VIII) Halle Ochlah
Ve-Ochlah II, § 77, and (IX) the printed Massorah Pinalis,
letter a, §' 96.

n'i - § 35.

•1/39 ****" Babylon, occurs twenly-nine times. The design of this
Massorah is to militate against the reading r6^ in 2 Kings 25 7 and
Jerem. 28 3, which obtained in the less dominant School of textual
redactors and is exhibited in some of the oldest MSS. and editions.

This Rubric is one of the earliest and most popular parts
of the Massorah. I have collated no fewer than twenty Lists of
it, nineteen in MSS. and one printed, and simply give the following
ten as typical: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1145, on 2 Kings 20 17,
which I have printed; (11) the same MS., fol. 1875, on Isa. 43 14;
(III) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on the same passage;
(IV) the same Codex on Jerem. 29 1; (V) Add. 16,260, fol. 214o,
on 2 Kings 24 15; (VI) the same MS^ foL 2306, on Isa. 43 14;
(VII) Add. 15,251, fol. 3445, on 2 Chron. 38 II; (VIII) Add. 16,461,
foL 283 a, on Jerem. 20 5; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah H, § 77,
and (X) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 94. All these
Lists include the one instance with the prefix Mem, viz. n^a^
Jerem. 27 16, though none of the headings have it 'w^ae-a.

It has been stated that the reading n^ in Jerem. 28 8 is

that of the Eastern recensions simply because the so-called
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Babylonian Codex of A. D. 916 has it. The official Lists which

record the variations between the Babylonians and Palestinians

do not give it The Massorah itself of this so-called Babylonian

Codex, which as we have seen, gives two Lists of this Rubric

(Lists III and IV) and in which we should naturally expect to

find it amongst the twenty-nine instances if it were a Babylonian

reading, carefully excludes it from both these Lists.

V^ = § 36.

*n^'2'2 occurs twice in two different semes. That is, in the

first instance it is the noun n3| with the prefix Beth and the

suffix third person singular masculine denoting by his garment

(Gen 39 12) and in the second instance it is the infinitive of

the verb njs meaning in his having SsaU deceitfuUy (Exod. 21 8). This

Rubric is from the printed Massorah on Gen. 39 12. These two

expressions are part of the alphabetical List of words which respec-

tively occur twice in two different senses. (Comp. letter a, fe
428,

Vol. II, p. 217 &c.)

Vh = § 37.

1*125*1 nnd they dealt uvfaithfuUy, occurs ticice. This Rubric

is from 'the printed Massorah on Ps. 78 57.

n-^ = § 38.

n*n:*Q the treacherous, is five times phne in the Scriptures.

This Karpi»rticiple plural without and with the prefixes occurs

altoc^ether twelve times. In seven instances it is defective (Isa. 24 16;

Jerem. 9 1 ; Ps. 119 158; Prov. 11 3, 6; 13 2, 15) and plene in five

instances. Hence the Massorah safeguards the orthography of the

minority. This was deemed all the more necessary since in Isa. 24 1 6,

where it occurs twice, it is spelt in two different ways.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 118a, on

Habak. 1 13, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. I28fe, on Isa. 24 16 ;
(III) the same MS., foL 337a, on Prov. 2 22;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 345a, on Prov. 23 28; (V) the printed

Massorah on Isa. 24 16; (VI) the same on Habak. 1 13, and

(VII) the same on Ps. 26 3. As three of the instances have the

prefix i?e and Vav, the heading of this Rubric in the printed

Massorah, viz. •V'b'2 -bn 'n is more precise.

tS'^ = § 39.

?tt''D rnlJ3» A sign: In describing the treachery of Judah

(Jerem. 3 7, 8, 10, 11) three different forms of the same root

are used, first the adjective feminine, then the participle feminine

then the adjective again and then again the participle with the

prefix Mem. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the three

different expressions. This Rubric is from Orient 1474, fol. 56,

on, Jerem. 3 11.

'0 = § 40.

^iarn «n<^ <^« garment, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which

does not'occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Levit 13 58, which I have printed,

and (II) Add. 21,160, fol. I57i, on the same passage. The latter

heads it opiOB 'Ki '3 which is misleading, since it suggests that

it occurs again apart from its beginning a verse. It ought more

properly to be 'piDU 'mi '3 it occurs ttmce and at the beginning of

a verse.

K'O = § 41.

^SSS as a garment, occursfour times. Th&tia, in contradistinction

to the two instances in which it is ijm with Sheva under the

prefix Caph (Ps. 109 19; Job. 13 28).

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1406, on Isa. 60 9, which I

have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 234a, on the same passage,

and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 100. The

heading of List III is -wn -i = four times with Dagesh which

denotes in Massoretic terminology four times with Pathach under

the Cajih in contradistinction to the two times with Shevu which

in the language of the Massorah is called Raphi.

3-0 = § 42.

^b ^33 holy garments, occiirs three times. The construct

na is eight times followed by this noun; in five instances it is

with the article, viz. B>n|5n n» (Exod. 31 10; 36 19; 39 1
;
40_13;

Levit 16 32) and in these three only is it without the article.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient 2349,

fol. 91a, on Levit 16 4.

yO = I 43.

I^'IJSI and his garments, occurs four times. Of this Rubric

I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

5710—11 Vol. I, fol. 536, on Exod. 29 21, which I have printed;

(II) the 'same MS., Vol. I, fol. 1966, on 2 Sam. 1 2; (IH) the

same MS, Vol. H, fol. 2446, on Prov. 6 27; (IV) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 3386, on the same passage; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 486 on

Exod 29 21; (VI) the same MS., fol. 1646, on 2 Sam. 1 2;

(VII) Add. 21,160, fol. 1146, on Exod. 29 21; (VIII) the printed

Massorah on the same passage, and (IX) the same on 2 Sam. 1 2.

TO = § 44.

^5 Bigvai, occurs twice with Zakeph-Kametz. This proper

name 'occurs altogether six times. In four instances it is with

Pathach under the Vav and with the accent Tipcha ('in Ezra 2 2;

8 14; Neh. 7 7; 10 19) and in these two instances only is it

viithKametz and Zakeph-Katon. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards

the minority. This Rubric is from the printed Mass6rah on

Neh. 7 19.

.TO = § 45.

l^b 13 occurs twice. That is, with Kametz and the accent

Zakeph-Katon. Normally the biliteral na is with Pathach (n?) and

has Kametz only when it is with the accent Soph-Pasuk (na),

which is the case in four instances (l Sam. 2 18; 22 18;

2 Sam. 6 14; 1 Chron. 15 27). In one instance, however, it has

abnormally Kametz with the accent Zakeph-Katon, viz. na (Exod.

28 42). Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional vowel-

point in the noun na which denotes linen.

With regard to the adverb with the prefix Lamed which

occurs altogether thirty-three times, the Massorah is more

artificial and complicated. In the Pentateuch, where it occurs

eight times it is in four instances with Pathach (nab Exod. 12 37;

Numb. 29 39; Deut 3 5, 18 8) and in four with Kametz (na^

Exod. 26 9, 9; 36 16, 16) and though they are thus evenly diviedd

the Kametz instances are restricted to one Section, viz. the

construction of the Tabernacle, whilst the Pathach instances occur

in different parts of the Pentateuch (Exod. 12 37; Numb. 29 39;

Deut 3 5; 18 8). In the other two divisions of the Bible, where

it occurs 'altogether twenty-five times, it is thirteen times with

Pathach (nab Josh. 17 5 ; Judg. 8 26 ; 20 15, 17 ; 1 Kings 5 3, 30
;
10 1 5

;

2 Kings 21 16; Isa. 20 13; Eccl. 7 29; Esther 4 ii; Ezra 1 6;

2 Chron. 9 14) and twelve with Kametz (na^). But though here

again they are evenly divided, the Kametz instances with one excep-

tion Judg. 7 5 are restricted to the. Minor Prophets (Zech. 12 12,

12 12, 12, 12, 13, 13, 13, 13, 14, 14) and all the Pathach instances occur

in 'the other parts of the Prophets and Hagiographa, with one solitary

exception, viz. Judg. 7 5 where it is with Kametz and Zakeph-Katon,

viz na"? This not only explains the Rubric before us, but the

other 'two Rubrics on this subject, which I have printed m

Vol III, § 45*, from the printed Massorah on Exod. 26 9 and

Levit 16 4. The heading, however, in the printed Massorah on

Exod 26 9, viz. pap ne^nm kib'd pin "pa is"? contains a serious mistake.

KnB'D ought to be K3a»o, as is attested by Add. 19,776, on

Exod. 26 9, viz. pp 'sawa-i na*? b^ and the Massorah Parva m
Arund. Orient. 16 on Judg. 7 5 -ts-i iwp 'nm 'jaco b:>-\ pp ^P' '^ •^'^

TO = § 46.

•-j«^«2^ thyself, alone, occurs three'- tim^s .... and tohenever

it has the accent Athnach or Soph-Pasuk it is likewise so. That is, with

Segol under the Daleth without having either of these pausal accents.

With Segol under the Daleth this quadriliteral occurs altogether

eleven times. In six instances it is with Soph-Pasuk (i;^'? Exod.

18 18- Numb. 11 17; 2 Kings 19 19; Isa. 37 20; Ps. 71 16;

86 10) and in two with Athnach (^na> Ps. 83 19; Prov. 5 17).

As it is in these three instances only where it has the Segol

without the accents in question, the Massorah safeguards the

abnormal vowel-points. This safeguarding was deemed all the

more necessAry, since two of the three exceptibnal instances are

with Sakeph-Katon (rB> Exod. 18 14; 1 Sam. 21 2), whilst in the

other three instances where it has this accent it is with Sheva

under the Dakfh ("Ji^aS 1 Kings 8 39; 2 Kings 19 15; Isa. 37 16).
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Of this Rubric I collated thirteen Lists, ten in MSS. and
three printed: (I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol.1, fol. idb, onExod.l8l4,
which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, i|t 189a, on

1 Sam. 21 2; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 298a, «n |^h. 9 6;

(IV) Arund. Orient. IG, fol. 50a, on 1 Sam. 21 2; (V) ih» same
MS., fol. 385a, Neh. 9 6; (VI) Add. 15,250, fol. 398 6, On the same

passage; (VII) Add. 15,25 1, fol. 52a, on Exod. 18 14; (VHI) the

same MS., fol. lG3a, on 1 Sam. 21 2; (IX) the same MS.,

fol. 4256, on Neh. 9 6; (X) Add. 2l,l60, fol. 946, on Exod. 18 14;

(XI) the printed Massorah on the same passage; (XII) the same

on 1 Sam. 21 2, and (XIII) the same on Neh, 9 G. As these three

instances occur in the three divisions of the Bible, Lists V, IX,

X, XII and XIII add at the end ('iroa 'k ""sjs 'K 'M-a •») that one

occurs in the Law, one in the Prophets and one in the Hagio-

grapha. List VI omits the addition at the end 'lan e]"BH bsi which

makes this Rubric unintelligible and proves the oft-repeated

statement that these restricting adjuncts are not unfrequently

absent.

ro = § 47.

Qi^^ ijfp 1^5 staves of shittlm wood, occurs three times. That

is, in contradistinction to O'lzv ''Sp O'^'nan the staves of shittim. toood

which occurs five times (Exod. 25 28; 30 5; 37 15, 28; 38 G).

The design of this Massorah is to safeguard this phrase against

being made conformable to the other combination. This Rubric,

which is from Add. 16,250, fol. 47a, on Exod. 27 6, does not occur in

the printed Massorah.

n'D = § 48.

TlrtS ahne, occurs three times. The design of this Massorah

is to exclude the various reading in Ps. 102 8 which obtained

in some Schools of textual redactors in accordance with Prov. 27 8,

as will be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of

the Bible.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated ten Lists, seven in MSS. and three printed

:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 76, on Isa. 14 31, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1056, on Hosea 8 9;

(HI) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 205 a, on Ps. 102 8; (IV) St.

Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Hosea 8 9; (V) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 125a, on Isa. H 31; (VI) the same MS., fol. 309a,

on Ps. 102 8; (VII) Add. 15,251, fol. 221a, on Isa. 14 31; (VIII)

the printed Massorah on the same passage; (IX) the same on

Hosea 8 9, and (X) the same on Ps. 102 8. Lists V, VI, VH,
VIII and X head this Rubric •bH'i 'i three times and plene. But

in the older form of this Rubric, which is exhibited in Lists I—IV,

the expression 'bai is absent

fol. 229a, on the same passage; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 200; (X)*the printed Massorah on Numb. 23 9, and (XI) the
same on Ps. 4 9.

H'i = § 51.

^'''l!?^ and tin, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does not
occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,250, fol. 2816,
on Ezek. 22 18.

3"! = § 52.

1^*13*1 and they toere separated, or separated themselves, occurs
twice. The design of this Massorah is to safeguard it against the
various reading i^ bn?;] Ezra 10 16, which was preserved in the
less dominant School of textual redactors and which is now
regarded as preferable by some of the best critics. This
Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from
Vienna Codex No. 35 on Neh. 9 2.

ta'D = § 49.

TnS alone, occurs eight times in the Scriptures. This is one

of the oldest and popular parts of the Massorah. Its design is

to safeguard these passages against being made conformable to

those in which this adverb with the prefix* Lamed occurs and

which are recorded in the following Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated thirteen Lists, eleven in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 268a, on Lament. 1

1

which I have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916,

on Jerem. 15 17; (III) the same Codex on Jerena. 49 31; (IV)

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1296, on Isa. 27 10; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 357rt, on Lament 3 28; (VI) Add. 15,250, fol. 63a, on
Levit 13 46; (VII) Add. 16,251, foL 72a, on the same passage;

(VIII) the Same MS., fol. 403a, on Lament 3 28; (IX) Add. 15,451,

foL 302a, on Jerem. 49 31; (X) Add. 21,160, fol. 1566, on
Levit 13 46; (XI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 236; (XII) the

printed Massorah on Levit. 13 46 and (XIII) the same on
Jerem. 49 31.

^137 abne, occurs three times in the Scriptures .... once in

the lato, once in the Prophets and once in the HagiograpJia. That is,

in contradistinction to the eight instances without the prefix
Lamed recorded in the preceding Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated eleven Lists, nine in MSS. and
two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 1166, on Micah 7 14,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2126, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 285a, on Ps. 4 9; (IV)

Add. 15,250, fol. 308a, on Micah 7 14; (V) the same MS., fol. 3196,

on Ps. 4 9; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 2046, on Micah 7 14; (VII)

Add. 15,451, fol. 109 a, on Numb. 23 9; (VIII) Add. 21,160,

yi - § 53.

^""^ISn/ to make a separation, to separate, is twice with the

accent That is, in the two out of the three instances in which
it occurs in the Pentateuch it is with the accent Zakeph-Gadol.

The qualifying expression mins in the Pentateuch, is manifestly

omitted from the heading, since this Hiphil infinitive construct
occurs also once outside the Pentateuch where it has the same
accent viz. ^""Tan^ Ezek. 42 20. This Rubric is from the printed

Massorah on Gen. 1 14.

Ti = § 54.

^''^^5?/^ "^ ^^ »naA:« a separation, or to separate, occurs

twice in the Scriptures. That is, with the prefix Vav, in contra-

distinction to the three instances where this Hiphil infinitive

construct occurs without the prefix.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists, one in MS. and one
printed: (I) Add. 15,250, fol. G06, on Levit 10 10, which I have
printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on the same passage. The
latter heads this Rubric rmro wsroa 'a it occurs twice with the

accent in the Pentateuch, that is, with the accent Zakeph-Katon in

contradistinction to the three instances without the prefix Vav
which have Zakeph-Gadol Neither of the two headings, however
is quite correct Both for "ipa and for mina it ought properly to

be rmnai and in the Pentateuch, since this form does not occur

outside the Pentateuch.

iTi = § 55.

^^D'1 and he separated, occurs three times. By fixing the

number at three, this Massorah militates against the reading of

the fourth instance in Ezra 10 6 recorded above in Rubric 52.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists^ two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. la, on Gen. 1 4, which
I have printed; (11) the same MS., VoLII, fol. 1456, on 1 Chron. 25 1,

and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 107.

Vi = § 56.

^^5K1 is twice defective in this form .... and in all the other

forms it is plene. That is, in these two instances of the Hiphil

form, the one future first person singular with Vav conversive,

and the other the participle plural, the Yod after the Daleth is

absent, whilst in all the other forms of the Hiphil the Yod is

expressed.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 946, on Levit 20 26, which I have
printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 144a, on Isa. 59 2, and
(HI) the printed Massorah on Levit 20 26. These two words form
part of the Lists recording the expressions which respectively

occur once with Yod defective in the middjie. {Vide infra, letter',

§§ 17.-19.)

n = § 57.

'j^l^' Bedan, or in Dan, occurs four times in the Scriptures; %n

two of the instances it is the name of a person. That is, in 1 Sam. 12 H
and 1 Chron. 7 17 it is the name of a place Bedan, whilst in

1 Kings 12 29 and 2 Kings 10 29 the Beth is the prefix to the

proper name Dan. It will be seen that the Massorah here as

elsewhere has regard to the identity of the spelling irrespective

of the sense of the expressions.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. I8O6, on 1 Sam. 12 11,
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which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 42 o, on the

same passage; (lU) the same MS., fol. 88o, on 1 Kings 12 29;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 2426, on 1 Chron. 7 17; (V) Add. 15,250,

fol. 190&, on 1 Kings 12 29; (VI) the printed Massorah on

1 Sam. 12 11, and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a,

§ 108. List I alone indicates in the heading the import of this

Rubric.

n'3 = § 58.

bnS? occun three times, tioice with Kametz and once with

Pathach. That is, in two instances it is the Niphal participle and

in one place it is the preterite third person singular masculine.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 181 &, on

Ps. 80 P, which I have printed, and (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 256 &, on Prov. 28 22. The Jitter adds at the end nne rwanp

the Jirst instance is toith Pathach, i. e. 1 Sam. 28 21.

B'l = § 69.

''JSbnS'^ t/j«y trovhled me, occurs three tirnes. That is, this

Chaldee"Paei future third person plural with the suffix first

person singular, is without the Vav after the Lamed. Of this

Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,' fol. 279a, on Dan. 4 2, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2876, on Dan. 7 15;

(III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 370 tf, on the same passage; (IV) the

printed Massorah on Dan. 4 2, and (V) the same on Dan. 7 15.

Lists II and V head it -Dm •: it occurs three times and is defective,

i. e. without the Vav after the Lamed.

'D = § 60.

.'^'ipnyrS »n haste, occurs Uoice and is vyriiten with He.... and

once t<^M tmOiihe prefix Vav. Of this Rubric I collated three

Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Vienna Codex No. 36,

on Dan. 2 25, which I have printed; (II) the same Codex, on

Dan. 8 24, and (III) the printed Massorah on Dan. 2 25.

ITD - § Gl.

riKlptp ri)an3 unclean cattle, occurs ttoice in this hook. That

is, in Leviticus! In the third instance where this phrase occurs

it is with the prefix Beth (Levit 7 21). This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,250, fol. 72*7,

on Levit 27 11.

HDliaa in cattle, is four times Raphe. That is, with Chirek

under the prefix Beth and hence without Dagesh in the second

Beth. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Orient 2349, foL 856, on Levit. 7 21, which I have

printed; (H) Add. 16,250, fol. 59a, on the same passage; (III)

Add. 15,451, fol. 896, also on the same passage; (IV) Add. 21,160,

fol. 1835, on Levit 27 10, (V) the printed Massorah on Gen. 9 10,

and (VI) the same on Levit 7 21.

rO - § 68.

ntSTfiJ in the cattle, is six times with Dagesh in the Scripttires.

That is,^ in contradistinction to the Raphe instance recorded in

§ 62. The design of this Massorah is to exclude the various

reading which was exhibited in Gen. 9 10 in the early recensions

of the text, as will be seen from the notes on this passage in

my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710— ll, Vol. II, fol. 2575, on Prov. 30 30

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 348 a, on the

same passage; (IH) Add. 16,^50, fol. 61 a, on Levit 11 3; (IV)

Add. 15,261, foL 394o, on Prov. 30 30; (V) Add. 15,451, fol. 896,

on Levit 7 21; (VI) Add. 2l,i60, fol. 1836, on Levit 27 27;

(Vn) Orient 2349, fol. 83a, on Gen. 9 10; (VIII) the printed

Kassorah on the same passage, and (IX) the same on Levit. 11 3.

TD - § 64.

nttTtM as the cattle, oeairs twice. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3276, on Job 18 8, which- I have

printed, and (II) Add. l.'>,251, foL 288a, on Isa. 63 14.

.TD - § 66.

HIDTlS^'l a»^ ^f or for the cattle, occurs three times in the

Scriptures. Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS.

and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, fol 2396, on

2 Kings 3 9, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 226, on Isa. 46 l
;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 139a, on the same

passage; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 59a, on Levit 7 26; (V) the same

MS., fol. l99o, on 2 Kings 3 9; (VI) the same MS., fol. 232a,

on Isa. 46 l
;
(VII) Add. 15,251, fol. 2326, on the same passage;

(VIII) Add. 15,451, fol. 2466, on 2 Kings 3 9, and (IX) the

printed Massorah on Levit. 7 26.

I'D - § 66.

rWJ3» Nine forms of the verb kIS are defective of the Aleph,

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 10, fol. 526, on 1 Sam. 25 8, which

I have printed; (II) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passage;

(III) Halle Ochlah Ve Ochlah II, § l margin, and (IV) the printed

Massorah on Jerem. 39 16. It is remarkable that all the MS.

Lists emphatically state that the defective instance in connection

with Jeroboam is in Chronicles, viz. o'O'n 'S-n bai Dpa-i"' wi which

may either be 2 Chron. 10 3, or 12. The printed Massorah alone

has it D^ijo-i "wi BTST »i = l Kings 12 12. The printed Massorah,

moreover, describes the instance in Ruth 3 15 as a point of

dispute in the Massoretic Schools (snr'?B Kina ybv nw nneoaT 'an).

But on examining the notes on these passages in my edition

of the Bible it will be seen that both the MSS. and edition

also exhibit variations on m6st of the other instances. This

Rubric forms part of the general List of words which are

defective of the letter Aleph in the Bible. (Vide supra, letter m,

§ 14.)

t'D = § >67.

nK^3* Eight forms of the verb Kla are singular according to

the textual reading for which the Sevir gives the plural. Of this

Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah, I collated

nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient 2349,

fol. 108a, on Numb. 13 22, which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445,

fol. 1316, on the same passage; (lU) St Petersburg Codex of

A. D. 916, on Ezek. 14 1; (IV) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 826,

on Ezek. 20 88; (V) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 936, on Ezek. 36 20;

(VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 2086, on Numb. 13 22; (VII) Vienna Codex

No. 35 on the same passage; (VIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 1, and (IX) the printed Massorah on Numb. 13 22.

With the exception of Lists III and IV, all the other seven

Lists emphatically state in their respective headings that there

are eight such instances and give identically the same passages.

Most of them emphasize the fact that the Sevir is not restricted

to Ka«i the Kal future third person singular masculine, but

includes several forms of this verb. Hence the Rubric before

us records four instances of inaji, three of Kla; and one of 19.

Lists II and IV state in the heading that there are only six

such instances and accordingly give six, omitting 2 Sam. 3 22

and Jerem. 51 48. But even this shorter List includes two

instances of Kla;, viz. Isa. 45 24 and Ezek. 20 38. The shorter

recension show's conclusively that the traditon with regard

to the Sevirin, or extra official Keri, like that about the official

Keri. varied in the different Massoretic Schools. Whilst this

School preserved a shorter List of this Rubric another School

had a ifauch longer List containing double the number of in-

stances. As this School also extended the Sevir to the instances

in which Ki5;i precedes ofn (Numb. 21 7; Judg. 21 2; 1 Sam. 4 3;

14 26) I have given the longer List on K3;i. {Vide infra, letter a,

§ 119.) The fourteen passages in which the Sevir has 1K2; the

future third person plural for Ka; the singular, form a separate

Rubric. {Vide infra, letter a, § 113.) At the end of this Rubric

rBp= 116 should be ts"","? = § 119 a.

n'D - § 68.

HK^D* [Forms from the root kis which respectively occur

once only.] This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 384a, on Neh. 8 1. As

is usually the case, it exhibits the first atttempt to collect the

unique forms of this verb and is, therefore, simply a fragment

This is evident from the., fact that there are altogether no fewer

than one hundred and forty forms of Kia which respectively

occur once only. The incipient List is, therefore, without
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heading, which I have indicated by the brackets. Another fragment,

recording twelve unique forms is given in the Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah II, § 1.

O'D = § 69.

np nK^iS to go there or thither, occurs twelve times. That is,

in these twelve instances this verb is exceptionally combined

with the adverb of place without the paragogic He. In the other

thirty-four instances 'where this combination occurs, the adverb

is na^.^ By fixing the number at twelve, the Massorah militates

against the ancient recensions which also exhibited this

combination in Exod. 26 33; Deut. 12 11 and 31 16, as is attested

by the Samaritan text. The safeguarding of these instances was

also deemed necessary, since the two combinations are used

promiscuously in close proximity. (Comp. Deut. 1 37, 38;

Ezek. 47 9, 9.)

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. lUh, on Deut 1 37,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 190a, on

Ezek. 36 22; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 2766, on the same passage; (IV)

Orient 2349, fol. 1236, on Deut 1 37; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35,

on Ezek. 36 22, and (VI) printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 69.

1 Comp. nfB'riK'a Gen. 19 22; 20 13; Exod. 10 26; 26 38; Levit. 18 3;

to 22; Numb. 14 24; 15 18; Deut. 1 38, .H9; 4 5; 7 1; 11 lU, 29; 12 6, 6, 11,

29; 2S 21; 28 21, 63; SO 16, 18; 31 16; Judg. 18 17; 2 Kings 4 11; 9 2;

IM. 7 24, 25; Ezek. 11 18; SO 21; 40 1; 47 9, 9.

'V " % 70.

K3 K!3 he Cometh, he cometh, occurs twice thus combined. The

design of this MaSsorah is to militate against the School' of

textual redactors which exhibited an Ka in Jerem. 46 20, as will

be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of the

Bible. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Add. 15,451, fol. 3096, on Ezek. 7 6.

H'P = § 71.

D^*!3 K!3 gone into dags, or stricken in age, occurs four times

thus combined. In fixing the number at four, the Massorah militates

against the reading n-a;? ks or o-JS^a in 1 Sam. 17 1 2 which is

exhibited in the Septuagint, Syriac &c. and which is now adopted

by some of the best textual critics.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,451, fol. 16a,

on Gen. 24 l, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter ", § 160. As j;?t precedes this phrase in all the

four instances, the printed Massorah on Oen. 24 1 also heads

this Rubric "i D'Oja Ka
JISJ-

(Vide infra, letter t, § 121.)

rV = § 72.

KI31* This Kal preterite third person singular masculine

with the prefix Vav occurs altogether fifty-three times. In thirty-

six instances it is in the middle of the verse and in seventeen

only is it at the beginning of the verse. Hence the Massorah

records its exceptional position. In this number the Massorah

includes the Kei-i in Jerem. 43 1 1 as the textual reading here is

,i|^ The MS. Lists which heiad this Rubric 'pioB 'rtn v" are based

upon Codices which exclude the Keri.

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, nine in MSS. and
three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol.' 976, on Ezek. 41 3,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 121 6, on

Deut 14 29; (HI) Orient 4445, fol. 996, on Levit 14 44;

(IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 1306, on Deut 14 29; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 215a, on 2 Sam. 16 5; (VI) the same MS., fol. 298a, on

Jerem. 43 11; (VII) the same MS., fol. 834a, on Ezek. 41 3;

(Vni) Add. 21,160, fol. 1596, on Levit 14 35; (IX) the same
MS., fol. 191a, on Numb. 4 5; (X) the printed Massorah on

2 Sam. 16 5; (XI) the same on Isa. 47 li, and (XII) the same
on Dan. 11 9.

yV •= § 78.

n yK' HD^ and he came unto her, occurs twice thus combined

in ihe Scriptures. Normally when k^^ is combined with this pre-

position, b\f is followed by a noun and not the pronominal suffix.

Hence the Massorah records this abnormal combination.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated five Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, fol. 267a,

on EccL 9 14, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16,

foL 3546, on the same passage; (III) Add. 15,451, fol. 136 a, on

Deut 22 18; (IV) Orient 2349, foL 1356, on the same passage,
and (V) Vienna Codex No. 35 on EccL 9 14.

TV = § 74.

i^jO she is coming, is eleven times with the accent. That is,

on the ultima, being the Kal participle feminine, in contra-

distinction to the twenty-three instances in which it is the

preterite third person singular feminine and has the accent on
the penultima.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and most popular
parts of the Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists, fourteon in MSS.
and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, fol. 2l8a, on
Prov. 13 12, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 2716, on Esther 2 13; (III) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916
on Jerem. 10 22; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 53a, on 1 Sam. 25 19;

(V) the same MS., fol. 147o, on Isa. 66 18; (VI) the same MS.,,

fol. 209a, on Jonah 1 3 ;
(VII) the same MS., fol. 222a, on Zech. 14 18

;

(VIII) the same MS., fol. 341a, on Prov. 13 12; (IX) the same
MS., fol. 359 o, on Esther 2 13; (X) Add. 15,451, fol. 274a, on
Jerem. 10 22; (XI) Add. 21,160, fol. 236, on Gen. 29 6; (XII) the
same MS., fol. 38a, on Gen. 37 25; (XIII) Orient 2349, fol. 44a,

on Gen. 29 6; (XIV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 1, and (XV)
the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 18.

And throughout Kings and £aekiel it is likewise with (he accent

on the ultima, except in two instances where it is on the penultima.

In Kings and Ezekiel this participle occurs no fewer than fifteen

times whilst the preterite occurs twice only. Here, therefore,
Milra is the rule and MiM the exception. Hence the Massorah
safeguards the exceptional occurrence in thes3 two books. As
this Rubric includes the one Milra instance with the prefix Vav
(riKai Micah 4 1 8) the heading ought more properly to be TBa r"
'»'?a though none of the Lists have it so.

rVV = § 75.

riKjl and thou shalt come, occurs seven times vxith the accent

on Tav. That is, in contradistinction to the other twelve instances
where this Kal preterite second person singular masculine with
the prefix Vav occurs and where the accent is on the penultima,
as is shown in the following Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated thirteen Lists, twelve in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 4a, on Gen. 6 18,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 1286, on
Deut 26 3; (HI) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 566, on Jerem. 36 6;
(IV) the same MS., VoL II, fol. 1226, on Zech. 6 10; (V) Arund.
Orient 16, foL 49 a, on 1 Sam. 20 19; (VI) the same MS.,
fol. 171a, on Jerem. 36 6; (VH) th« same MS., foL 2186, on
Zech. 6 10; (VIII) Add. 15,251, foL 16a, on Gen. 6 18 with the

mnemonic sign; (IX) Add. 15,451, fol. 6a, on the sanie passage;
(X) the same MS., foL 137 a, on Deut 26 3; (XI) Vienna Codex
No. 35, on Gen. 6 8 with the mnemonic sign; (XII) Halle
Ochlah Ve-OchJah II, § 1, margin, and (XIII) the printed Massorah
on Gen. 6 18.

riK31 is in three instances wiiJiihejaceent. That is, with JRevia

and on the penultima. In the fourth instance where it has this accent
it is on the ultima. The seven instances in which this quadriliteral

is Milra and the twelve in which it is Milel exhibit no fewer than
twelve different accents^ and as it is in these three instances

only where it is Milel with Bevia the Massorah records . this fact

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed; (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, foL 116a, on Deut 6 18,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL I, foL 2846, on
1 Kings 19 15; (HI) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 94 a, on the same
passage; (IV) Add. 15,250, foL 3136, on Zech. 6 10; (V) Add, 21,160,

foL 2676, on Deut 6 18; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same
passage, and (VH) the printed Massorah on Zech. 6 10.

< The seven Milra instances have five different accents: (1) nM3l Deut 17 9;

(2) riNai Gen. 6 18; Dent SO 3; 1 Sam. SO 19; (3) n^i Exod. S 18; (4) rwai

Jerem. SO 6, and (5) rwa) Zeoh. 6 10, whilst the twelve Mitel exhibit seven, varieties:

(1> riKii Deut 12 26; (2) nKai 2 Kings 9 2a; (3) nnai the three instances which

constitute § 70; (4) n«3i i Sam. 10 3; 2 Kings 9 26; (6) nM3i Exek. S8 15;

(6> n»tai Deut. IS 5; 2 Sam. 5 23; 1 Chron. 14 14, and (7) -nnai i Sam. 28 5.

VV " % 77.

HK^ thou earnest, is twice with Kametz. This Rubric, which is

from the printed Massorah on Gen. 16 8 and which states that
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this Kal preterite second person singular feminine occurs twice

with Kmtelx, is meaningless, since it can have no other vowel-

point under the Beth, fepa is manifestly a clerical error for

•npn in the Scriptures as the heading has it in Add. 15,250, fol. 12fl,

on the same passage. That is, in these two instances it is without

the prefix, in contradistinction to the five instances m which it

has this prefix and which are recorded in the following Rubric.

n-p = § 78.

nKSI and thou ahaU come, occurs Jive times and once it

is tcith Aleph defective. Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six

in -MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 10, fol. 89«, on

1 Kings 14 3, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 996,

on 2 Kings 4 4; (ni) the same MS., fol. 2837>, on Ruth 3 4;

(TV) Add. 15,250, fol. 199&. on 2 Kings 4 4; (V) Add. 15,2^1,

fol 1756, on 2 Sam. 14 3; (VI) the same MS., fol. 20lfe, on

2 Kin^s 4 4, and (VII) the printed Massorah on Ruth 3 4. The

latter ''is the only List which has in the heading (napsb -n) that

it occurs fiv& times as feminine.

tt'P = § 79.

iiatt? nXai and thou shaU come thithei% occurs twice. The

design of this Massorah is to militate against the ancient reading

ntttf oniei and ye shaU com'e^ thither in Deut. 12 5 which is exhibited

'in^he Samaritan and the Septuagint and which is in accordance

with verse 9 of this chapter. For the combination of the verb

jtra with this adverb of place with and without the paragogic

He see above a, § 69.

This Rubric, which does. not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 104a, on 2 Kings 9 2.

'P
= § 80a.

Kla to come, or come thou, is fourteen times plene in the

Scriptures, four of these are in thi Pentateuch. It will be. seen

that this Rubric includes both the Kal infinitive and the imper-

ative singular masculine. The Massorah as usual has regard

simply to the identity of the speUing, irrespective of the difference

in the sense.

In the Pentateuch, where tjla occurs altogether eighteen

times, it is defective in fourteen instances ^ and plene in four

passages only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

orthography.

This Rubric, which does not occur in this separate lorm

in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 2349, fol. 436, on

Gen 43 25. The declaration that there are altogether fourteen

such instances in the Bible is due to the fact that, according to

the School of textual redactors /rom which this Rubric proceeds,

Josh. 23 7 is plene.

1 Comp. Hb Gen. 7 1; 16 2; SO 8; »8 8; Exod. 2 18; 6 11; 7 26; 9 1;

10 I; 17 12; 23 25; Levlt 14 48; Numb. S2 9; Deut 4 21.

'B = § 806.

K*Q is ihirUen times plene. That is, apart from Samuel and

the Hagiographa. Outside these two exceptions it occurs alto-

<Tether forty-five times both as infinitive and imperative, eighteen

times in the Pentateuch and twenty-seven times in the Prophets

excepting Samuel. As the Pentateuch has already been analysed

in the preceding Rubric, it is only necessary to state that of the

twenty-seven instances in the Prophets, eighteen are defective^

and nine only plene. Hence the Massorah in this division of the

Bible safeguards the orthography of the minority.

And throughout Samuel and the Hagiograplm it is Ukeioise pUne

except in five instances where it is defectioe. In Samuel it occurs

altogether six times. It is plene in five instances (l Sam. 9 6,

15-2 Sam. 3 35; 16 28; 16 21) and defective in one instance

only (2 Sam. 14 32). Hence the solitary exception is recorded.

In the Hagiographa, too, where it occurs ten times, the plene

orthography is the rule and the defective the exception. The

former occurs six times (Job 14 14; Dan. 11 10, 13; 2 Chron. 13 11

;

18 34; 25 14) and the defective four only. Here, therefore, the

Massorah also records the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, eleven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 110a, on 2 Kings 16 U,

1 Comp. Mh Jodi. U 7; 1 King. 1 42; 14 28; 2 Kings 5 5; Ua. 20 1;

8S 16; 36 20; Jerem. 27 7; S« 2-J; 40 4; E«ek. » 4, 11, 24; 8 9; 10 2; 31 .W;

Hftbak. 2 3; Hag. 1 2.

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 188a, on Ezek. 83 22;

(III) the same MS., fol. 19i6, on Ezek. 38 18; (IV) the same

MS., foL 224a, on Mai. 3 23; (V) Add. 15,250, fol. 208a, on

2 Kings 16 11; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 210a, on the same passage;

(VII) Add. 15,451, fol. 29a, on Gen. 39 16; (VIII) Add. 21,160,

foL 14a, on Gen. 24 31 ;
(IX) the same MS., fol. 42 o, on Gen. 39 IG;

(X) the same MS., fol. 3236, on Job 14 14; (XI) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah II, § l, margin, and (XII) the printed Massorah on

Ezek. 33 22.

With the exception of Lists XI and XII, the headings of

all the other ten Lists coincide in stating that there are thirteen

such plene instances apart from Samuel and the Hagiographa;

though some of them differ with regard to one instance. Thus

Lists V, VIII and X which belong to different Schools and to

countries far apart, give »awn xis iv Exod. 23 25 as the fifth

instance instead of jpern Kp nr^ Josh. 10 27. This is also the case in

Lists XI and XII which head this Rubric differently. This might

be due to a confusion of the catchwords warn kis npb (Josh. 10 27)

and ©ttwn kis nr (Exod. 23 25), but for the fact that in List VIII

it is 1"? MZ'vn wawn Kia nr and in List XII -|n no'?w bann "jian ok which

preclude such a confusion. List XI states in the heading that

there are eighteen such instances (n-^ K',a), and gives the following

four in addition to the thirteen recorded in the oth6r Lists, viz.

Hag. 1 2; Job 14 14; Dan;. 11 10, 13. It is evident that an

ignorant Nakdan who found' this List without the heading of

the second part n-aa la'i 'in=i 'ia» bz^ altered the heading of the

Rubric. List XII is very remarkable and instructive: (I) It

states in the heading that there are ('Knpa '"ra i'" Kia) fourteen

such plene instances, which agrees with the heading in § 80 a;

(2) it gives Exod. 33 25 as the fifth instance instead of Josh. 10 27

thus coinciding with Lists V, VIII and X; (3) it gives Exod. 17 12

as the sixth instance and states (p-i bv M'ht px inp'i onaa rwa '-n)

that there is a difference of opinion in the different Schools on

this passage; (4) it gives D'ua «ia 'n'?a'? = Josh. 33 7 as the seventh

instance which is supported by some of the best MSS., viz.

Orient. 2201, secondhand; Harley 5710—H; Orient. 2627 second

hand, and the editio princeps of the Rabbinic Bible with the

Massorah, as well as with the Massorah Pai-va on this passage,

and (5) it omits Joel 3 14. The addition »<iy tra naT -irK ba =

1 Sam. 9 6, is manifestiy due to an ignorant Nakdan, since it

not only makes fifteen instances and conflicts with the heading,

but is contrary to the express statement at the end of the

Rubric ('an n-aa 'ba 'nan b»r.w "rai) which excludes Samuel from the

List of the fourteen plene instances. It is to be remarked that

the omission of p'ainai after bvflw is also in Lists I and II. As

it is K31 with- the prefix Vav in Esther 5 14, the heading of the

second part^of this Rubric ought more - correctly to be "jtoaw ^ai

'ttp'ja 'on rraa 'lan 'inai yet none of the Lists have it so.

re = § 81.

Ki3 is five times defective in the Hagiogi-apha and Samuel Of

this separate Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 164 a, on 2 Chron. 36 8, which I have printed, and

(II) the printed Massorah on Ps. 136 6. For its import see the

preceding Rubric.

3'D = § 82.

SID^ Kb coming he shall came, or he shall surely come, occurs

five times.'' Thai is, this combination of the infinitive followed by

the Kal future third person singular masculine. Of this Rubric

1 collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 726, on Levit. 14 48, which I have printed;

(II) Orient. 4445, fol. 100a, on the same passage; (III) the printed

Massorah also on the same passage, and (IV) the same on

Habak. 3 3.

J"£3 = § 83.

Kil and come, occurs twice. That is, this infinitive with the

prefix Vav is in these two instances defective in contradistinction

to the third instance where it is plene (2 Chron. 18 29). As

the identical phrase occurs in two parallel passages (comp.

2 Kings 33 30 with 2 Chron. 18 29) and varies in its orthography,

the Massorah safeguards this variation.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 786, on 1 Kings 3 7,»whioh

I have printed; (II) Add. 15,260, fol. 4266, on 2 Chron. 18 29,

and (III) the printed Massorah on i Kings 22 30. Lists H and HI

head this Rubric 'ba 'm an 'a •: Kai and include in the enumeration

the plene instance.
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TD = § 84.

Xl33 w nine times tcith Vav plene in the Scriptures. This

Kal infinitive construct with the prefix Beth and without and

with the prefix Vav, occurs altogether twenty times. In eleven

instances it is defective '^ and in nine plene. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, ten in MSS. afld

two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 28 fc, on Gen. 43 15,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 101 or, on

2 Kings 5 18; (III) the same MS., fol. 107 «, on 2 Kings 12 10;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 296a, on Ps. 61 2; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 297a, on Ps. 54 2; (VI) the same MS., fol. 343 a, on Prov.

18 3; (VII) Add. 15,251, fol. 202h, on 2 Kings 5 18; (VIII) the

same MS., fol. 356 n,, on Ps. 51 2; (IX) Add. 21,160, fol. 476,

on Gen. 43 15; (X) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § i, margin;

(XI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 48 15, and (XII) the same on

Ps. 62 2.

Though eleven out of the twelve Lists agree in stating in

their respective headings that there are nine such plene instances,

yet in enumerating them they differ with regard to the passages

in which they occur. This conflict is due to the fact that these

Lists represent two distinct Schools of textual redactors, viz. the

Western and Eastern. According to the Westerns Ps. 54 2 is plene

and Ezek. 46 8 is defective. They, therefore, include the former

and exclude the latter ; whilst according to the Easterns the

reverse is the case, Ps. 54 2 is defective and Ezek. 46 8 is plene.

Hence this recension excludes the Psalm instance and includes

the Ezekiel passage. Lists I, III, VIII and IX exhibit the Eastern

recension whilst Lists II, IV, V, VI and VII represent the Western

recension. List XII is a mixture of both Schools and hence gives

ten instances. The Massoretic note no'? on Kina against Ps. 54 2

in the Model Codex No. 1—3 in the Paris National Library, has

supplied the clue to the apparently conflicting passages recorded

in these Lists. As these Lists include the instances with the prefix

Vav, the headings ought more properly to be '^bz •?» 'to or Kiaa

•ht 't inaai.

» Comp. Hba Numb. 33 40; 1 Sam. 30 1; 2 Sam. 4 4; Jerem. 22 23; 28 9;

Ezek. 46 8; Prov. 1 26, 27, 27; «ba« Exod. 34 34; Numb. 7 89.

n'D = § 85.

Xt^l occurs four times, ttvice defective and ttoice plene. This is

in accordance with the Eastern recension, since according to the

Westerns Ezek. 46 8 is defective, as will be seen in the preceding

Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 78a, on Ezek. 34 34, which

I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 776, on the same passage;

(HI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 197a, on Ezek. 46 8; (IV) Add. 15,251,

foL 876, on Numb. 7 89; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 1246, on Exod. 34 34;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 200a on Numb. 7 89; (VII) the same MS.,

fol. 2776, on Ezek. 46 8, and (VIII) the printed Massorah on

Exod. 34 34.

VD = § 86.

Kto3 is three times plene in the Pentateuch. Apart from the

Pentateuch, this Kal infinitive with the prefix Caph also occurs

five times plene (l Sam. 4 5; 5 lO; 2 Sam. 17 27; 2 Kings 5 6;

Ezek. 23 44) and twice with the prefix Vav (Josh. 3 15; 8 29).

By fixing the number at three, this Massorah militates against

the reading of the celebrated Hellali Codex which exhibits kss

defective in Gen. 18 14, as will be seen in the notes on this

passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 1226, on Deut 16 6, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah on Gen. 18 14. Jacob b. Chayim'^s List is

hopelessly corrupt It not only states that there are two such

plenes in the Pentateuch (Gen. 12 1 4 ; Deut 16 6), but declares that

in one instance it is also plene with the prefix Vav^. mas* plene

does not occur in the Pentateuch and the catchwords for

it consist of a confusion of two passages, viz. Deut, 23 12

and 24 13.

svn rorn masi nm ,o'-)jfao nn»v i»id ropn mas .man waa <nn 'wa 'h^ 'a »iaa i

.Biayn riK -h

K^ is six tim£s defective. That is, without and with the

prefix Vav, in contradistinction to the ten instances in which it

is plene recorded in the previous Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 2456, on 2 Kings 10 2,

which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 76a, on Exod. 33 9;

(III) Arund. Orient IB, fol. 97a, on 1 Kings 82 36; (IV) the
same MS., fol. 105a, on 2 Kings 10 2; (V) Add. 15,451, fol. 250a,

on 2 Kings 6 32; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 12i6, on Exod. 33 9, and
(VH) the printed Massorah on the same passage. List I, which
I have printed, gives as the second instance nirr p-K Kaa = 1 Sam. 4 5

instead of tpatpn »ss = Deut 23 12. But as roipn ksd is not only
given in List II, which exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah,
but in all the other Lists and, moreover, as all the six Lists

unanimously exclude p-iK xaa there can hardly be any doubt that

p-,K is a clerical error for worn. It is remarkable that both
Lists III and IV which correctly record the same six instances,

not only head this Rubric 'on 't k22, but enumerate seven. List III

gives -jKban taa nnn as the fifth passage and List IV gives

"IK^an X32 -n"!. Neither of these pasages, however, is to be found
in the present text As this Rubric includes one instance with

the prefix Vav, List VII rightly heads it •v'bi 'cn 'i km.

SaSwi occurs three times, twice pUne and once defective. The
of this Massorah is to exclude the reading kIssi in

Josh. 3 15, which is exhibited in some MSS. and early editions,

as will be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition

of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS., and two
printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 136a, on Deut 23 12, which I have
printed; (II) the priijted Massorah on the same passage, and
(III) the same on Josh. 8 29.

!S"S = § 89.

Kil^ to come, is nine times defective. As this infinitive

with the prefix Lamed which occurs altogether about eighty-

eight times is defective in these nine instances only, the

Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography. In fixing

the number at nine, this Massorah defends the reading of the

Jerusalem Codex in Gen. 48 7, against the Hellali Codex, as

will be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of

the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley r)7 10—11, Vol. I, fol. 1196, on Deut 11 31,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 31 6, on Judg. 18 9;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 103«, on Deut 11 31; (IV) Add. 15,451,

fol. 176a, on Judg. 18 9; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 836, on Exod. 12 23;

(VI) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Judg. 18 9; and (VII) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 48 7. It will be seen that all these Lists

include the two instances of vth which are exceptionally defective.

This accounts for the 'tp-'^a 'on ts of List III.

'3C = § 90.

T^^\^ Kllm^ to go to possess, occurs twice in this hook. That

is, in Joshua. Apart from Joshua, it occurs five times (Deut 9 1

;

11 31; Judg. 18 9; Neh. 9 15, 23). This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 126,

on Josh. 18 3.

«"iC = § 91.

Kl37T and go, or come, occurs four times. Of this Rubric

I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710— 11, Vol. I, fol. 132o, on Deut 31 2, which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 14«, on Josh. 14 11; (III) the

same MS., fol. 2786, on 2 Chron. 33 14; (IV) Add. 15,251,

fol. 1216, on Deut 31 2; (V) the same MS., fol. 193a, on

1 Kings 13 16; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 506a, 2 Chron. 33 14;

(VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 1, and (VIII) the printed

Massorah on Deut. 31 2.

List IV heads this Rubric ''?ai 'n it occurs four times and is

plene, which is perfectly correct since this form of the infinitive

with the prefixes Lamed and Vav is plene in all the four

instances. The heading in the printed Massorah (List VIII), viz.

C^bfi n it occurs four times plene, is misleading for it suggests that

in other passages it is defective, whereas it occurs four times

only and is plene in all the instances. List VII heads this

Rubric o'sba '; ja nr xia*?! and enumerates three only, viz. Deut. 31 2

;

Josh. 14 1 1 and 1 Kings 13 1 6, which implies that it is defective

in 2 Chron. 33 14.
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3'3f = § 92.

K^!3Q from, coming, occurs six times .... the sixth instance is

defective. That is, 2 Kings 23 11. The design of this Massorah

is to militate against the ancient reading tan which is preserved

in the Septuagint and Vulgate and which is now accepted by

some of the best textual critics as preferable to the received text,

as will be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition

of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 41a, on Gen. 24 G2, which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. bSa, on 1 Sam. 26 2G;

(III) the same MS., fol. 11 Go, on 2 Kings 23 11; (IV) the same

MS., fol. 1276, on Isa. 23 1; (V) Add. 15,250, fol. iGla, on

1 Sam. 25 26; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 24 &, on Gen. 24 «2;

(VII) Add. 15,451, fol. 176, on the same passage; (VIII) the

same MS., fol. 199 o, on 1 Sam. 25 26; (IX) Add. 21,160, fol. 156,

on Gen. 24 62, and (X) the printed Massorah on the same

rX = § 93.

^K13 my coming, or come thou, is three times plene without and

with the -prefix Vav. The Massorah, as is usually the case, records

here the expressions which are identical in the spelling

irrespective of the difference in their meaning. Hence it

includes in this Rubric the infinitive with the suffix first

person singular (i Sam. 10 8) and the imperative singular

feminine (2 Sam. 13 11; Cant 4 IG). Both these forms, without

and with the prefix Vav, occiir altogether fifteen times. As they

are defective in twelve instances * and plene in these three passages

only, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 40a, on 1 Sam. 10 8.

« Comp. 'tta defective Gen. 48 6; Judg. 6 18; 1 Kings 14 6; 17 13;

22 27; 2 Kings 18 .S2; Isa. SO 17; Ezek. 37 9; Nah. 8 14; '«<i« Gen. 19 34;

1 Kings 1 13; Isa. 47 5.

TX = § 94.

•tIK^S thou cotfiest, ocatrs five times. That is, this infinitive

with the suffix second person masculine is in five instances plene

with Chateph-Pathach under the Ateph in contradistinction to the

three instances in which it is plene with Segol unter the Aleph

recorded in § 96. This Rubric is from the printed Massorah

on Gen. 10 19. As one of the instances is with the prefix Vav and,

moreover, as they are manifestly also contrasted wiUi the four

instances which have Chateph-Pathach under the Aleph, but which

are defective (Gen. 19 22; Judg. 11 33; 1 Sam. 29 G; 2 Sam. 6 25)

the heading ought more properly to be 'jrba 'ha 'n. Accordingly

-iiKla which is plene in 1 Sam. 29 G, in my edition of the Bible

should be t|K3 defective.

•TX = § 95.

1*15X3 thou comest, is six times so written. That is, with He

at the end in contradistinction to the instances recorded in the

preceding Rubric, which ar^ also given in the second part of

this Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 156, on Gen. 25 18,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 234a, on

1 Kings 18 46; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 936, on the same

passage; (IV) Add. 1 5,251, fol. 176, on Gen. 10 19; (V) Add. 15,451,

fol. 8 a, on the same passage, and (VI) the printed Massorah also

on the same passage. The statement in the second part of this

Rubric to the effect that -inria occurs four times, which is in

apparent conflict with the statement in the preceding Rubric that

there are five such instances, is due to the fact that in this part

of the Rubric those instances only are given which are i^fiB, whilst

in the former Rubric the one instance with the prefix Vav is

included.

rx - § 96.

^13 thou, comest, it four times plene. That is, without and

with the prefix Vav, this infinitive with the suffix second person

masculine with Segol under the Aleph which is due to the pausal

or distinctive accent, is in four instances plene in contradistinction

to the five instances with Chateph-Pathach under the Aleph recorded

in § 94. In the only other passage where it occurs it is ^iKi

defective (1 Kings 2 13). This Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Orient 1474, foL 150a, on

Isa. 14 9.

Vi = § 97.

1K^ he cometh, is always plene except in one instance. As this

infinitive with the suffix third person singular masculine which

occurs altogether eight times, is in seven instances defective

(comp. iKJs Exod. 33 18; 34 35; l Sam. 9 13; 16 II; 19 23;

2 Sam. 6 13; Ezek. 44 27) and plene in one instance only, the

Massorah safeguards this solitary exception. This Rubric is

from the printed Massorah on Exod. 34 35.

n'3f - § 98.

iKj331 and when he cometh, occurs three times. Of this Rubric

1 collated' six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2466, on 2 Kings 11 8, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 162 a, on 2 Chron. 22 7; (III) the

same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2836, on Dan. 8 17; (IV) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 106a, on 2 Kings 11 8; (V) the same MS., fol. 27u6, on
2 Chron. 22 7, and (VI) the printed Massorah on 2 Kings 11 8.

List III heads it 'om ':, which is due to the fact that it is

defective in all the three passages.

8D'3f = § 99.

nXilDI and when she cometh, occurs twice and is defective.

That is, in contradistinction to the three instances where' this

infinitive with the prefix Beth and with the suffix third person

singular feminine, but without the prefix Vav occurs and where

it is plene (Josh. 15 18; Jugd. 1 14; Ezek. 24 24).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated five Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1886,

on Ezek. 33 33, which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,

fol. 363a, on Esther 9 25; (III) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916,

on Ezek. 33 33; (IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 328a^n the same passage,

and (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, §'l. List III heads this

Rubric \-i "ca k^ 'on 'a it is twice defective with inaudible He. That

is, it is the infinitive Kal with prefixes Beth and Vav and with

He paragogic as in 1 Kings 14 12. But this must be regarded

as peculiar to a certain School of textual redactors, since all the

Standard Codices which I have collated have it nwaai. (Comp.

Orient 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,250;

Add. 15,261; Add. 15,451 &c.) As this variation is not in the

official List of the differences between the Easterns and Westerns

and, moreover, as it is not indicated as such in any marginal

Massorahs it is hazardous to describe it a» Eastern.

'j9 - § 100.

&2X^!3 when ye go, occurs three times and is defective. In

declaring that this infinitive with the suffix second person

plural masculine is defective in all the three instances, this

Massorah follows the Jerusalem Codex and militates against

the reading oa»fiaa of the Hellali Codex in Numb. 15 18, as will

be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of the

Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, foL 686, on Levit 10 9,

which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 936, on the same

passage; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 826, on Numb. 15 18; (IV)

Add. 21,160, foL 1506, on Levit 10 9; (V) the same MS., fol. 213 a,

on Numb. 15 18; (VI) Cambridge Add. 465, on the same passage,

and (VII) the printed Massorah also on the same passage. The

mnemonic sign occurs in List VI only.

«"p = § 101.

Q5K^3 as ye come, or go, occurs three times. The design of

this Massorah is to exclude the reading tsttba with Beth instead

of Caph in Josh. 8 8 which is exhibited in several MSS. and

early editions, as will be seen from the notes in my edition of

the Bible. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 316,

on Jugd. 18 10, which I have printed, and (II) Add. 16,261,

fol. 155o, on 1 Sam. 9 13.

Tp = § 102.

^03 when they come, is three times defective. Of this Rubric

I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 756, on Exod. 80 20,

which I have printed, and (II) Orient 2848, foL 856, on the
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same passaga As this infinitive with the yretix Beth and the

suffix third person plural masculine is five times defective in

the textua receptus, this Rubric must be based upon a recension

of the text in which Exod. 40 32 and Ezek. 42 14 were plene.

rp = § 103.

QK^S is three times defective. That is, in contradistinction

to the six instances in which it is plene (l Sam. 16 6; 18 6;

Ezek. 44 17, 21; 46 10; Ezra 2 G8). Of this Rubric, which

exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah, I collated four Lists,

three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient. 4445, fol. 71a, on
Exod. 28 43; (II) the same MS., fol. 846, on Exod. 40 32; (III)

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2686, on 2 Chron. 20 10, and (IV) the

printed Massorah on Exod. 28 43. The three instances are

obtained in accordance with the artificial manner of the Massorah

by counting the Pentateuch where BKsa occurs three times

(Exod. 28 43; 30 20; 40 32) as one instance, and the two

passages which respectively occur in the Prophets and the

Hagiographa. List III discards this artificial arrangement and
simply has it "an 'niK "jbi . . on '2 DKsa. The printed Massorah

(List IV) is hopelessly corrupt* and must be corrected in

accordance with the three MS. Lists.

•MS' Btnaa nsina ,o»33n oitaa ,nnsa j*")** ''Bi J'oa 'on 6i3 Dwaa «

rp = § 104.

7K3!3 iohen they came, occure twice, once defective and once

plene. As this infinitive with the prefix Beth and the suffix third

person plural feminine which occurs twice, is differently spelt,

the Massorah safeguards the variation. Of this Rubric I collated

four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 20a, on Gen. 30 38, which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 1946, on Ezek. 42 12; (III) the printed Massorah

on Gen. 30 38, and (IV) the same on Ezek. 42 12.

iTp = § 105.

n3Kl3 their coming, occurs three times, twice plene and once

defective. By fixing the plene instances at two, the Massorah
excludes the defective reading in Ruth 1 196 which is exhibited

in several MSS. and early editions, as will be seen from the

notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2826,

on Ruth 1 19, which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 2986,

on the same passage, and (III) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Jerem. 8 7.

As it is njjriM with the prefix Caph in Ruth 1 196, the heading

ought more properly to be 'vbs 'i, but as we have seen, the

expression tctr^n is often omitted from the headings.

rp = % 106.

^KiW and go or come thou, occurs four times in the Scriptures.

That is, the imperative singular feminine with the prefix Vav.

In the other five instances where it occurs it is without this

prefix (2 Sam. 13 11; 1 Kings 14 6; 17 13; Ezek.^7 9; Nah. 3 14).

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 216a, on 1 Kings 1 13,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 23a, on
Isa. 47 5; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 76 a, on l Kings 1 13;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 139a, on Isa. 47 5; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 3496, on Cant. 4 16; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 136, on Gen. 19 34;

(VII) Add. 21,160, fol. 66, on the same passage; (VIII) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 1 ;
(IX) the printed Massorah on Gen. 19 84,

and (X) the same on 1 Kings 1 13. As it is plene in one instance

(Cant 4 16), Lists IV, V, VI, VII and IX rightly head this

Rubric 'ba 'Ki 'on •: 't and List VII defines it still more by adding

against the catchwords for Cant 4 16 '^o -ma.

Vp = § 107.

^3l and come ye, occurs three times. This imperative plural

masculine occurs altogether eleven times. In eight instances it

is with Shurek (iKii Gen. 46 18; Deut 1 7; 2 Kings 10 6; Jerem.

49 14; Ps. 96 8; Job 17 10; 1 Chron. 16 29; 2 Chron. 30 8),

and in three with Kametz. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

minority.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 205a, on Joel 4 11, which

I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 288a, on Ezek. 39 17;

(III) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passage, and (IV) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 75.

ryp = § 108.

Ktl^ he shall come, occurs twice with the accent. That is, with

Munach''on the penultima. Of this Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349,

fol. 1236, on Deut 1 38, which I have printed, and (11) Add.
15,251, fol. 105 a, on the same passage.

tt'p = § 109a.

H\D>'^ he tcill come, is seven tim^s plene in the Pentateuch. This

Kal future third person singular masculine occurs altogether

forty times in the Pentateuch. It is defective in thirty-three

instances^ and plene in seven only. Hence the Massorah safe-

guards the exceptional orthography. By fixing the number at

seven, the Massorah militates against the Jerusalem Codex which

reads Kb; defective in Levit 11 34 and Kla; plene in Numb. 19 7,

as well as against the Hellali Codex which reads ma; in

Levit 14 366, as will be seen from the notes on these passages

in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 74a, on Levit 16 26,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 22 o, on Gen. 32 9;

(HI) Add. 15,451, fol. 976, on Numb. 8 24; (IV) Add. 21,160,

fol. 306, on Gen. 32 9; (V) the same MS., fol. 1526, on Levit 11 34;

(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 1, margin, and (VII) the

printed Massorah on Levit 16 26. List IV has the following

mnemonic sign "ki*? Tpia ibbi Km b'vun una iw, which I have found
in no other MS.

1 Gomp. Mb; defective Oen. 49 10; Exod. 18 16, 2.3; 81 3; 38 8; 29 30;

Levit 14 36, 36, 48; 16 2, 3; 21 11, 23; Numb. 6 6; 19 7; 20 24; 27 17; SI 2S,

23; Deiit. 1 38; 18 6, 22; 19 5; 23 2, 3, 8, 4, 4, 9, 11, 12; 2S 5; 29 21.

O'p = § 1096.

^*C^ is seven times plene in the Pentateuch and throughout

Isaiah, it is Ukewise plene except once. With the exceptional ortho-

graphy of the future third person singular masculine in the

Pentateuch this recension of the Rubric combines the solitary

exception in Isaiah. In this book, where it occurs twenty-one times,

it is plene no fewer than twenty times ^ and defective in one in-

stance only. TheMassorah, therefore, safeguards the unique passage.

The design of this Massorah is to militate against the

reading Kh; defective in Isa. 7 24 and 59 19 as well as against

the Sevir ^Kia; in Isa. 45 24 and 66 23 which is the textual

reading in MSS. and early editions and is exhibited in the

ancient Versions, as will be seen from the notes on these passages

in my edition of the Bible. Of this Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2348,

fol. 102a, on Levit. 16 26, which I have printed, and (II) Orient 2349,

fol. 92 a, on the same passage.

1 Gomp. Mia; plene Isa. 1 23; S 14; S 26; 7 24; 13 6; SO IS; S3 10; SS 4,

4; 37 S3; 40 10; 41 3; 4S 24; 67 2; 59 19; 60 13, 20; CO 7, 16, 23.

^•!5 = § 110.

K13'' is plene throughout Jeremiah except four times. In this

book, where it occurs altogether twelve times, it is plene in eight

instances * and defective in four only. Hence the Massorah safeguards

the minority. By thus fixing the number at four, the Massorah

militates against the reading xa; defective in Jerem. 17 6, 15 and

21 13 which is exhibited both in MSS. and early editions, as will be

seen from the notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from the St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Jerem. 36 29,

It is remarkable that both Jerem. 6 26 and 36 29 which are

here described as exhibiting variations in the MSS. are plene

in the text, though the Rubric itself counts them, as two of the

four defective instances. A later Nakdan, however, erased the

Vav in Jerem. 36 29 and remarked against it 'na 'on. It is equally

remarkable that Jerem. 17 6 and 21 13 which ought to be

Kla; plene are in the text of this Codex Ka; defective. Such

conflicts, however, between the Massorah and the textual readings

of this MS. are of frequent occurrence.

> Gomp. Mia* plene Jerem. 4 12; 17 6, 16; 21 13; 4« 18; 49 4, S«; II 40.
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vp = § 110*.

K12'' throughout Psalms, Job and Proverbs it is kz; defective

except in 'five imtances where it is flene. In these three poetical

books, where it occurs altogether sixteen times, it is defective in

eleven instances' and plene in five only. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the minority. In fixing the number at five, this

Massorah militates against the reading Kin; plene in Ps. 131 1

which is exhibited in some MSS. and in the editio princeps of

the Bible with the Massorah by Jacob b. Chayim. It, moreover,

excludes the plene reading in Prov. 6 15, which I have given

in my edition of the Bible. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ I, margin. I have given it in the Massorah, Vol. HI, p. 3,

letter. 3, § 110.*

' The cloven defective instances are as follows, five in the Psalms, viz.

S7 13; 60 3; &r> 6; 121 1; 126 C; three in Job, viz. 3 C, 25; 41 8, and three

in Proverbs, viz. 6 15; 7 20, 22.

K-'p = § 111*.

H,*Cr is four times plene in this book. That is, in Job. This

Rubric, which is from the printed Massorah on Job 6 21 and

which I have given in the Massorah Vol. Ill, p. 3, letter a,

§ 111*, simply records the instances in Job, where this future

third person singular masculine occurs altogether seven times

and is defective in three instances. It will be seen that the

Massorah here, contrary to its usual method, records the majority.

i«"jp = § 111.

Ki'' is twice defective in this book That is, in Ezra-Nehemiah.

Here, where it occurs altogether five times, it is plene in three

instances (Ezra 10 8; Neh. 13 1, 10) and defective in two. Here,

therefore, the Massorah records the minority. Of this Rubric I

collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3826, on Neh. 6 11,

which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on

Ezra 10 8.

2y = § 112.

XlS^. The instances of the defective and plene orthography

of Kb-* which the preceding five Rubrics record in the separate

books of the Bible are here given In one concatenation. The

six links of which it consists are combined by separate headings

which as usual, are more or less artificial.

(A) The first member of this chain states that Throughout

the Pentateuch, Joshua and Judges it is ahvays defective except in

nine instances.

The Pentateuch. — In the Pentateuch, where it occurs forty

times, it is defective in thirty-seven instances and plene in seven

only. {Vide supra, .§ 109a.)

Joshua. ^ In Joshua it occurs once only and is plene (6 19).

The declaration, therefore, that it is always defective in this

book, which is made in the heading is simply artificial.

Judges. — In Judges, of which there is no separate Rubric^

it occur? five times, four times defective, viz. 4 20; 13 12, 17;

14 18, and once plene, viz. 13 8. Here, therefore, tire heading

is strictly applicable.

(B) And in all the rest of the Prophets it is likewise plene except

in six instances. The remaining Prophets embraced in this member

of the chain are as follows:

Samuel — In Samuel, of which there is no separate Rubric,

it occurB altogether eleven times; there is only one defective

instance, viz. 1 Sam. 2 34. All the other ten instances are

plene, viz. i Sam. 2 36; 9 6; 21 16; 26 10; 2 Sam. 6 6, 8; 6 9;

16 4, 37; 18 27. Accordingly 1 Sam. 26 10, which is Kb; defective

in my edition of the Bible and which is in accordance with

Orient 2201 first hand; Harley 5710—il; Harley 5720;

Add. 15,451; Add. 15,251 first hand, the editio princes of the

Prophets, Soncino 1485; the first edition of the Bible Soncino 1488;

the third edition Brescia 1494; the Earlier Prophets^ Pesaro 1511;

the Complutensian ; the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible by Felix

Pratensis 1517 and the editio princeps of the Rabbinic Bible with

the Massorah 1524—25, must now be corrected into Kia; plene in

accordance with this Massorah and with Orient. 2201 second

hand; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251 second hand

and the second edition of the Bible, Naples 1491—93.

Isaiah. — In Isaiah, of which there is no separate Rubric,

it occurs twenty-one times. It is plene in twenty instances and

defective once only. {Vide M/p'«, letter a, § 1096.)

Jeremiah. -~ In Jeremiah, where it occurs twelve times, it

is plene in eight instances and defective in four. {Vide supra,

letter a, § lio.)

Ezekiel. — In Ezekiel, of which there is no separate Rubric,

it occurs ten times and is defective in one instance only.

Accordingly 20 38; 24 20; 44 3, 9, 25; 46 8, 10; 47 9, 9 are plene.

Minor Prophets. — Of the Minor Prophets there is also no

separate List. Here it occurs eighteen times and is defective

in one instance only. It is, therefore, plene in the following

seventeen passages: Hosea 7 1; 9 4; 10 12; 13 15; Joel 1 15;

Amos 6 9; Micah 1 16; 6 4, 5; 7 12; Habak. 1 9; 3 3, 16;

Zeph. 2 2, 2; Zech. 9 9; Mai. 3 1.

(C) And throughout Kings, the Psalms, Job and Proverbs it is

Ukeioise defective except in six (five) instances.

Kings. — This book ought properly to belong to B and be

included in the heading D'R'aj ike' h^^ since it is in the Prophets

and not in the Hagiographa, which this member of the chain

discusses. There is no separate List of Kings. In this book Kb;

occurs six times (1 Kings 14 13; 2 Kings 6 8; 6 32; 19 32,

33, 33) and is uniformly defective.

The Psalms, Job and Proverbs. —. For the sixteen instances

in these three poetical books, viz. the eleven defective and five

plene see § 111.

(D) Canticles. — And throughout Canticles it is Ukeioise plene

except once. This heading is misleading, since it states tha.t the plene

orthography is the rule in this book, whereas it occurs only in

one instance in the whole of Canticles &nd is defective (Cant. 4 1 6).

(E) Ecclesiastes. — And throughout Ecclesiastes it is likewise

defective except once. This is still more misleading. Not only is

the defective orthography of this future third person singular

masculine not the rule in Ecclesiastes, but neither Kb; nor Kia;

occurs in this book and the solitary instance which is adduced

as an exception is KtejBJ with the prefix Shin.

(F) And throughout the Hagiographa it is likewise plene except

in three instances. As the Psalms, Job, Proverbs, Canticles and

Ecclesiastes, which belong to the Hagiographa, have already

been noticed in this concatenation, the heading here ought

more properly to be D^aina ikp "rai.

Lamentations. — In Lamentations it occurs altogether only

once and is defective (4 12).

Ezra-Nehemiah. — For this book, where it occurs altogether

five times, see a, § ill.

It will be seen that Esther, Daniel and Chronicles are not

included in this long Rubric. This is due to the fact that in

Esther, where.it occurs four times (4 11; 6 4, 8; 6 5), Daniel,

where it occurs twice (11 13, 24), and Chronicles, where it occurs

four times (2 Chron. 19 10; 23 6, 19; 26 7), it is uniformly plene.

From the above analysis we obtain the following results

with regard to the orthography of this future third person

singular masculine. Of the 159 instances in which it occurs, 94

are plene and 65 defective. The original defective spelling Kb;

has uniformly maintained its position in Kings and Proverbs

only. Its ascendency is exhibited in the Pentateuch, Judges and

the Psalms; whilst in the rest of the Bible Kia;, the later plene

orthography has been introduced either wholly, as is the case

in Daniel and Chronicles, or in the majority of instances.

Moreover, even in some of the passages where the textus receptus

has prevailed the Standard Codices of other textual redactors

exhibit important variations.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 158a, on Levit. 14 8, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., foL 2016, on Numb. 8 24; (III) the

same MS., fol. 287a, on Habak. 3 3; (IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 4586,

on Neh. 6 11, and (V) the printed Massorah on Numb. 8 24. The

printed Massorah (List V) adds at the end that according to

some, Prov. 6 15 is the only plene instance in this book

("•jwoa ¥hti 'b n-K Ka' dikhb naKT n-Ki). Hence Proverbs where, apart

from the Kethiv (18 17), it occurs altogether three times (6 15;

7 20, 22) and which is one of the two books wherein the original

defective orthography is uniformly retained according to the

textus receptus, is thus deprived of its preeminence by this School

of textual redactors.

r'p = § 113.

ti,*0^ the future third person siMffUlar, is according to the

Sevir ^Kia; the plural in fouHeen instances. This Rubric is from

the printed Massorah on Levit 11 34. Since the publication of

this Rubric I have found it also in the ancient Codex Orient 4446,

fol. 95a, on the same passage. This Massorah is exclusively

restricted to the future third person singular masculine for
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which the extra official reading is the future third person

plural. It is, therefore, distinct from d, § 67, which records the

several forms of this verb belonging to this category.

T'p = § 114.

i^
^J3*» it shall come upon me, is twice thus combined in the

Scriptures. This Rubric is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 189&,

on Ps. 65 6. As Jerem. 4 12 is '^ to; in the received text, it shows

that 'a and ^^ respectively exhibit the readings of two different

Schools of textual redactors and that each School guarded its

reading in a separate Rubric.

rep = § 115.

i'^
J^J3^ it sliall come unto me, occurs twice. This Massorah

emanates from the School of textual redactors which preserved

the reading "b in Jerem. 4 12. Hence the conflict between this

Rubric and the preceding one.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1496,

on Jerem. 4 12 which I have printed and (II) Add. 15,250,

fol. 241a on the same passage.

rep = § 116.

rflStt^ Viy occurs twice with the accent. For this Rubric see a,

§ 108.
'

'

\y = § 117.

itiy^_ and he shall come, is eleven times Raphe in the Scnptures.

That is, with Sheva under the Vav in contradistinction to those

numerous instances in which it is with Paihach.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and most popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated eighteen Lists, seventeen in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 646, on

Jerem. 48 8, whicli I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 180a, on Ps. 24 9; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 23 la, on

Job 21 17; (IV) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 285a, on Dan. 11 7;

(V) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2856, on Dan. 11 15; (VI) St. Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 26 2; (VII) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 37 a, on 1 Sam. 4 3; (VIII) the same MS., fol. 129 a, an Isa.

26 2; (IX) the same MS., fol. 1366, on Isa. 41 25; (X) the same

MS., fol. 201a, on Hosea 6 3; (XI) the same MS., fol. 289o, on

Ps. 24 9; (XII) the same MS., fol. 3286, on Job 21 17; (XIII)

Add. 1.5,250, fol. 230a, on Isa. 41 25; (XIV) Add. 15,251, fol. 2306,

on the same passage; (XV) the same MS., fol. 246a, on Jerem.

48 8; (XVI) Add. 15,451, fol. 3006, on the same passage; (XVII)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 1, and (XVIII) the printed Massorah

on Job 31 17.

List XI alone heads this Rubric properly 'ba 'a '^en k'^ «a'i

'DH 'tsi thus emphasising the fact that it is plene in two instances

(Hos. 6 3; Ps. 24 7), which List I states at the end.

n''p = § 118.

K121*1 and he came, is fifteen times plene. With the exception

of the book of Esther, this future third person singular

masculine occurs upwards of two hundred and thirty times. As

it is defective in about two hundred and eighteen instances and

plene in fifteen only, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

orthography.

And throughout Esther it is likewise plene except ttcice. In Esther,

where it occurs altogether six times and is plene in four instances

(4 2, 9; 5 10; 6 6) and defective in two only, the Massorah

safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated fifteen Lists, thirteen in MSS., and

two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 97a, on 1 Kings 22 30,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 37 o, on 1 Sam.

4 13; (III) the same MS., fol. 1046, on 2 Kings 9 30; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 190o, on Ezek. 36 20; (V) the same MS., fol. 32l6,

on Job 1 6; (VI) Add. 15,250, fol. 1976, on 1 Kings 22 30; (VII)

the same MS., fol. 291a, on Ezek. 40 6; (VIII) the same MS.,

fol. 247a, on Job 1 6; (IX) Add. 15,451, fol. 226a, on 1 Kings

7 14; (X) the same MS., fol. 244a, on 1 Kings 22 15; (XI) the

same MS., fol. 3136, on Ezek. 14 1 ;
(XII) the same MS., fol. 3576,

on Isa. 38 l; (XIII) Add. 21,160, fol. 27 G 6, on Ezek. 36 20; (XIV)

the printed Massorah on 1 Sam. 4 13, and (XV) the same on

Ezek. 40 6. List VII omits the second part of this Rubric which

makes it unintelligible.

I2''p = § 119a.

iii'1 a7id he came, is in twelve instances according to the Sevir

and they came. This Massorah is from Harley 5710— 11, Vol. I,

fol. 936, on Numb. 13 32. Its design is manifestly to record

those instances only of the future third person singular masculine

which are with Vav conversive (irnji) for which the Sevir

is iKia«i the plural, just as § 118 catalogues exclusively the

instances of this future without the prefix (k^s;). This is not

only indicated in the heading, but in the addition at the end

of the Rubric, which emphasises the fact that wherever x^^tl is

followed by orn the extra-official reading is likewise istoji the

plural.

Accordingly six only out of the twelve instances properly

belong to this Rubric, viz. Kbji Numb. 13 22; 2 Sam. 3 35; 19 9;

Ezek. 14 1; 23 44; 36 20. Four, viz. kis; Isa. 45 24; 66 23;

Jerem. 61 48; Ezek. 20 38 belong to § 113, where they are duly

given, whilst the two instances of Ka belong to § 67. As is often

the case, a later Nakdan, who mistook the import of this Massorah

not only mixed up the different forms of this verb, but altered

the heading to correspond with the number of instances which

he put promiscuously together.

S3"'p = 1196.

Kil* In eight instances this verb is in the singular as the textual

reading, for which the Sevir substitutes the plural. This is simply

another recension of § 67.

D'p = § 120.

ISKlni* he shall come upon him, occurs twice, once defective and

once plene. That is, to distinguish it from the only other instance

where it is «»<ia; with Tzere under the Aleph and without Dagesh

in the Nun, being the suffix first person plural (Isa. 28 15),

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 347a, on Prov. 28 22.

K'3p = § 121.

Ji^tjn she shall, or thou shaU come, is three times defective.

That is, in the Prophets. It will be seen that the Massorah, as

usual, which has regard simply to the identity of the spelling

irrespective of the difference in the sense, couples together the

third person singular feminine (2 Sam. 13 5; Jerem. 2 3) with

the second person singular masculine (1 Kings 22 25). This

future, both as second person masculine and third person femi-

nine, occurs altogether twenty-nine times in the Prophets. As

it is plene in no fewer than twenty-six instances and defective

in three^only, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 966, on 1 Kings

22 25, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 1976, on the

same passage, and (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 1996, also on the same

passage. The headings of this Rubric afford a striking illustration

of the difficulty in deciphering the Massorah. Thus Lists I and

III simply state that it is three times defective, whereas it is

defective in no fewer than fifteen instances. The three times

must, therefore, refer to the Prophets alone and the word d-traaa

must be supplied. The heading in List II x-iB-'oa 'on '3 it is three

tiTnes defective in this booh, i. e. Kings is still more puzzling, since

it occurs only once in Kings and the other two instances are

in Samuel and Jeremiah. K-iB'oa must, therefore, be a scribal

error for o'-rasa.

n'Sp = § 122.

Kin is seventeen times defective. That is, as future second

person masculine and third person feminine. In the Pentateuch,

where it occurs altogether twenty-two times, A is plene in thirteen

instances and defective in nine. Hence the Massorah safeguards

the minority. The Massorah, after enumerating the nine instances,

adds 'mxa 'en p^ix these are defective in the Law.

The follotoing are in the Prophets and Hagiographa. In these

two divisions of the Bible apart from Proverbs it occurs altogether

fifty-seven times. It is plene in forty-nine instances and defective

in eight only. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the minority.

And throughout Proverbs it is likewise defective except in four

instances tohere it is plene. In Proverbs, where it occurs altogether

eight times, it is defective in four instances (3 25; 4 14; 23 10;

26 2) and plene in four. As this is the only book in the Bible
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where the two kinds of spelling occur in equal numbers it

occupies a part of the Rubric by itself.

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, ten in MS^. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 70a, on Levit

12 4, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 66a, on Exod.

23 27; (in) Arund. Orient 16, foL 321 5, on Job 1 7; (IV) the

same MS., foL 331a, on Job 29 18; (V) Add. 16,250, foL 456, on

Eiod. 23 27; (VI) the same MS., fol. 8476, on Job 2 2; (VII)

4dd. 16,451, fol. 186a, on Deut 23 26; (VIII) the same MS.,

lol. 2676, on Job 2 2; (IX) Add. 21,160, foL 2566, on Deut 1 37;

(X) Halle Ochlah Ve-Oohlah II, § 1, margin; (XI) the printed

Massorah on Levit 12 4, and (XII) the same on Job 2 2, Lists

VI and X omit the third part of this Rubric, which excepts

Proverbs from ther seventeen instances, and thus render this

Massorah unintelligible. List X, moreover, heads this Rubric

•on n"< Kan and enumerates sixteen only, omitting 1 Kings 22 25

which is manifestly incorrect

rap - § 123.

KllSTll it ten timea plene. That is, in the Prophets. As the

defective and pleno orthography of this future third person

singular feminine with the prefix Vav varies in the different

books, the Massorah separates the three Divisions of the Bible,

according to the predominance of the one or the other mode
of spelling.

T%e Pentateuch. — The Pentateuch, where it occurs twice,

is omitted because there is no difference in its spelling in this

Division, since it maintains here the primitive orthography in

both instances (Gen. 8 11; 19 88).

The Propheti. — In this Division it occui's altogether thirty-

six times. Here it is defective in twenty^six instances * and plene

in ten. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority. In fixing

the number at ten, this Massorah militates against the redactions

of other Schools which read it plene in Judg. 19 26, as will be

seen from the note on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Hie Hagiographa. — And throughout tJie Hdgiographa it m
likewise phne except twice: In this Division it occurs altogether

twelve times. It is plene in ten instances' ^nd defective in two

only. Here, therefore, the exceptional orthography is safeguarded.

In fixing the number of the defectives at two, the Massorah militates

against the Eastern recension, which reads it defective in Ruth 2 7

and which is also the reading in the earliest editions, as will be

seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 63a., on 2 Sam. 11 4,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 716, on 2 Sam.

20 22; (lUT the same MS., fol. 1066, on 2 Kings 11 16; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 1806, on Ezek. 22 4; (V) the same MS., fol. 1876,

on Ezek. 33 4; (VI) Add. 16,250. fol. 1696, on 2 Sam. 11 4;

(VII) Add. 15,251, foL 279a, on Ezek. 22 4; (VIII) Add. 21,160,

fol. 2806, on Ezek. 39 10, and (IX) the printed Massorah on

Ezek. 22 4, List Vn omits the Hagiographa which m^kes

the Rubric unintelligible.

1 Comp. MbAi defeciire Jadg. • 67; IS 6; 19 14, 26; 1 Sam. 2S 36; 2 Sam.

8 6; 1 Kings 1 16, 28; S 19; .10 1, 2, 2; 14 4, 17; 21 6; 2 Kings 4 7, 26, 27.

S6, ST; 11 13; 24 10; 26 2; Jerem. fi2 5; Exek. 2 2; S 24.

1 Comp. Klam plene Job S7 8; Ruth 2 3, 7, 18; S IC; 2 Cbron. 9 1, 1;

2S 12. 16; SO 27<

T3p = § 124.

QT/K Kbril «n<i fihe came upon Oiem, occurs twice. That is,

this Kal future third person singular feminine with and without

the prefix Vav, is in two instances followed by the prepo8iti<fci

•?« with the suffix third person plural masculine, in contra-

distinction to the only other instance where this phrase occurs

and where it is on^ Kh^ (Judg. 19 14). This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 26 a, on Judg. 9 57.

•T3p = § 125.

^^'ton she shall come upon him, occurs three times, twice

plene and once defective. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol II, fol. 2476,

on ProV. 11 27, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol.. 340a, on Prov. 10 24; (III) the same MS., fol. 3406, on

Prov. 11 27; (IV) Add. 16,250, fol. 3606, on Prov. 10 24; (V)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 1, margin, and (VI) the printed

Massorah on Prov. 11 27. List V has the following mnemonic

sign KITS hTn Kyaj?.

V3p - § 126.

"^iSri thou shaU come, occurs three times in this form. That
is, this future second person singular feminine without and with

the prefix Vav, in contradistinction to the l^ture second person

singular masculine which is of frequent occurrence.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 1474, fol. 86a, on
Ezek. 16 7, which I have printed, and (11) Harley 5710—11,
Vol. n, fol. 260a, on Ruth 3 17. The conflict between these two
Massorahs is manifestly due to the fact that they are based upon
two different recensions of the text List I emphatically states

that- Ezek. 16 17 is itarii defective and this is confirmed by
many of the Standard Codices and all the early editions except

two, viz. Orient 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient 16;

Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Orient 2627; Orient 1474 on which
this Massorah is given &c. for which reason I have adopted it

in my edition. List H, however, heads this Massorah ">itV»o 'a 'iriari

mpa and hence is based upon a recension which had iclsrii plene

in Ezek. 16 17. This is the reading in St Petersburg Codex of

A. D. 916; Add. 15,452-, the editio princeps of the Prophets,

Soncino 1485—86, and the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible

with the Massorah. It is remarkable that the Model Codex itself,

which gives this recension of the Massorah (Harley 5710—11),
is one of the MSS. which read "^(tm defective.

rap - § 127.

KbM / shall come, is Jive times defective. This Kal future fifst

person singular without and with the prefix Vav, occurs altogether

thirty-three times. As it is plene in twenty-eight instances* and
defective in five only, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2286, on 1 Kings 13 8,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 211 6, on
Ps. 118 19; (HI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 8176, on Ps. 132 3;

(IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 17a, on Gen. 24 42; (V) Add. 21,160,

fol. 82a, on Gen. 33 14; (VI) Orient 2349, fol. 41a, on Gen. U 42;

(VII) the same MS., fol. 47 a, on Gen. 38 14; (VIII) Cambridge
Add. 465, on Gen. 24 42, which alone has the mnemonic sign,

and (IX) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

As this Rubric includes the one instance in which it is

Kb^ with the prefix Vav Lists I, 11 and VI rightly head it

'vhi 'on 'n. List IX expresses it by '.-i Kh«i Kay.

1 Comp. k1:m plane Gen. S8 16; Exod. 20 21; 1 Sam. 29 8; 2 Sam. 11 11

1 Kings 1 14; Ezek. S8 11; Hos. 11 9; Mai. S 24; Ps. 6 8; 26 4; 42 8; SC l.t;

71 16; 78 17; Job 38 .3; Esther 4 10; Neh. 2 7, 8; 6 11; ki:ki 2 Sam. 17 2;

Isa. 37 24; Kiaw Eiok. 3 16; 8 10; 1« 8; Neh. 2 9, 11, 16; 13 7.

'

n'3p = § 128.

K1I3K1 and 1 shall come, occurs twice. That is, with Sheva

under the prefix Vav, in contradistinction to the eight instances

where it is with Kametz, for which see the note to the preceding

Rubric. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 134a, on Isa. $7 24.

B'3p - § 129.

HKlDKI and I will come, occurs four times, and once it is

without the prefix Vav .... the second instance, viz. Judg. IS 1 is

defective. That is, in these five instances this Kal future first person

singular is with paragogic He. In fixing the instances with Vav

conjunctive (i) at five, the Massorah militates against the ancient

reading rmiaKi in 2 Kings 19 23, which is exhibited in the Septuagint

and which is now accepted by most textual critics as prefera]t>le'

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 149a, on 2 Chron. 1 10,

which. I h^« printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1136, on

2 Kings 19 '2^^/(111) the same MS, fol. 2946, on P%. 43 4;

(IV) Add. 16,260, fol. 196, on Gen. 29 21; (V) Add. 16,451,

fol. 21a, on the same {)assage; (VI) the same MS., fol. 261 6, on

2 Kings 19 28; (VII)' Add. 21,160, fol. 24a, on Gen. 29 21;

(VIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § l, and (IX) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 29 21.

yp = § 130.

1K15'' theTj shall come, is three timet plene. This future third

person plural masculine occurs fifty-three times. It is defective
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in fifty in^ances and plene in three only. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the exceptionitl orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1965, on 1 Sam. 81 4,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, foL 2006, on

Pa. 86 9; (in) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 566, on 1 Sam. 31 4;

(IV) the same- MS., fol. 3066, on Ps. 86 9; (V) Add. 15,250,

fol. 885a, on the same passage; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 363a, also

on the same passage; (VJI) Add. 15,451, fol. 203a, on l Sam. 31 4;

(Vin) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and (IX) the

same on Ps. 86 9.

K'^p - § 181

^Cl'^ and they shall come, is seven times Hdphe. This future

third person plural masculine is preceded by the Vav no fewer

than 196 times. In 189 instances the Vav in Massoretic language

is with Dageah =r Paihaeh, i. e. is Vav conversive, whilst in seven

instances only, is it Raphe ?= with 8heva, i. e. conjunctive. Hence,

the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the most ancient and

popular parts of the Massorah, I collated thirteen Lists, ten in

MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley 5710—li, Vol. I, fol. 1496,

on Josh. 18 4, which I have printed; (H) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 66, on Isa. 13 2; (III) the same MS., VoL II, fol. 91a, on

Ezek. 33 31; (IV) Orient. 4445, fol. 56a, on Exod. 14 17;

(V) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 18 a, on Josh. 18 4; (VI) the same

MS., fol. 124a, on Isa. 13 2; (VII) the same MS., foL 149 a, on

Jerem. 3 18; (VIH) Add. 21,160, fol. 88a, on Exod. 14 16;

(IX) the same MS., fol. 2566, on Deut 10 11; (X) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah II, § l ; (XI) the printed Massorah on Josh. 18 4

;

(Xn) the same on Isa. 13 2, and (XIII) the same on Jerem. 3 18.

Though most of the Lists state lat the end ('"jb "vu) that

in Ezek. 33 81 it is plene, yet List IX alone heads this Rubric

'^ 'in 'on 1 't iKa*i and adds against the catchwords for Ezek. 33 31

that this is the plene instance which is more precise. List XIII

heads it fBen'tiKa-n, thus affording another proof that tpn and

*Bn are synonymous in Massoretic terminology and denote Sheva.

ybp = § 132.

^ID'I and they came, is three times plene. As this future third

person plural with Vav conversive occurs no fewer than

189 times and is defective in 186 instances and plene in three

only, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography. By

fixing the number at three, the Massorah militates against the

reading tttbj! defective in Jerem. 8 16 which is exhibited both

in MSS. and the early editions, as will be seen from the notes

on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 247a, on 2 Kings 11 19,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 87a, on

Jerem. 8 16; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1666, on 2 Chron.29 18;

(IV) Arund. Orient 16, foL 1 066, on 2 Kings 11 19 ;'(V) the same MS.,

foL 1580, on Jerem. 8 16; (VI) the same MS., fol. 257a, on 2 Chron.

2918; (VII) Add. 15,250, fol. 482a, on the same passage; (VIII)

Add. 15,251, fol. 248 6, on Jerem. 8 16, and (IX) the printed Massorah

on 2 Kings 11 19.

r^p = § 138.

Jton* A sign for the spelling of this future third person

plural feminine. The design of this Massorah is to indicate

where this form is plene. Apart from'jKhr\, whfch is simply the

catchword for this sign and the spelling of which without the

/Zeis unique, this Rubric catalogues the five instances of- this

future without and with the prefix Vav which are plene, in

contradistinction to the seven instances in which it is defective,

viz. Gen. 41 21; Exod. t 16, 18; 1 Kings 3 16; Isa. 44 7; 47 9;

48 8. This is evident from the remark at the end of the Rubric,

which emphatically states that in all the other instances where

this future occurs it is defective. Accordingly this Massorah is.

based upon Codices which exhibited nj'mari in 1 Sam. 10 7. Of

this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 265, on

Gen. 30 88, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah

on Exod. 2 16.

rbp = § 184.

n^CSTTI and they shall come, occurs twice, once at the beginning

of the vei-se ^and once at the end. That is, with Vav conjunctive,

in contradistinction to the instances in which it is with Vav

conversive, recorded in the following Rubric.

Of this Rubric, whichC does not occur .a the . printed

Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 153a,

on Jerem. 9 16, which I have printed; (II) the same' MS.,

fol. 1896, on Isa. 47 9, and (IH) Add. 15,451, foL 2736, on

Jerem. 9 16.

n'bp - § 135.

n^K^ni and they came, occurs Jive times. That is, with Pathaeh

under the Vav, in contradistinction to the two instances in

which it is Raphe or with Sheva. {Vide supra, § 134.) The design

of this Massorah is to exclude the textual reading or Kethiv in

Esther 4 4, as will be seen from the notes on this passage in

my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, foL 23a, on Isa. 48 3,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol» 1896, on the

same passage; (HI) the same MS., fol. 860«, on Esther 4 4;

(IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 266, on Gen. 41 21; (V) Add. 16,261,

fol. 42a, on Exod. 2 16; (VI) Add. 15,451, foL 39a, on the same

passage; (VII) Add. 21,160, fol. 66a, also on tht same passage;

(Vm) the same MS., fol. 8106, on Esther 4 4; (IX) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah II, § 1, margin, and (X) the printed Massorah on

Exod. 2 16. Not only do none of these Lists state that according

to the official reading or Keri the instance in Esther 4 4 is

plene, but those Lists which give it in the catchwords have it

nsMam defective, as it is in all the other four instances.

rip - § 186.

Kb5 we shall come, is three times defective. This future first

person plural without and with Vav conversive occurs altogether

twelve times. It is plene in nine instances^ and defective in

three only. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the exceptional

orthography. This was deemed especially necessary since the

two different spellings occur within a few verses of each other

(comp. 2 Kings 7 4, 12).

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 1026, on 2 Kings 7 12, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah on Gen. 87 10. According to this Massorah,

therefore, Ezra 8 82 must be «13|3 plene. This is corroborated

by the Standard Codices, viz. Orient 2201; Harley 5710— 11;

Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251 &c. and by all the

early editions except one, viz. by the first second, third and fourth

editions of the Bible^ the Complutensian, the first Rabbinic

Bible, Venice 1517, and the editio princeps of the Rabbinic 'Bible

with the Massorah, Venice 1624—26. Kh|i defective I have found

in Add. 15,451, and in the editio princes of the Hagiographa,

Naples 1486—87. Accordingly Kh|i defective Ezra 8 82 in my
edition of the Bible is to be corrected into- Kiaji plene.

1 Comp. W133 plene Oen. 20 13; 87 10; 2 Kings 7 4; Jerem. 3 81; 43 14;

Job 9 a2; Kefa. 4 6; Mlaii l Sam 10 14; Ezra 8 S2.

Vbp - § 187.

S1331 and we shall come, occurs twice and is plene. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1526, on Jerem. 8 14.

n'^p - § 188.

nXl331 and let us come, occurs three times, twice plene and

once defective. That is, the future first person plural with

paragogic He and with or without the prefix Vav.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 1496, on Jerem. 4 5, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 8176, on Ps. 132 t, and

(IH) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 4 5. As one of the instances

is without the prefix Vav, List II heads this Rubric more

correctly -on '»r •'?b o -a rwaai n»ras whilst List IH has it •»» -a nrsr

•on 'ir 'ha and adds at the end .-nroj 'ki.

B'^p - § 139.

K3rn and he that cometh, occurs six times. This Rubric 1 have

found in the printed Massorah Pinalis only, letter a, § 72.

O'p = § 140.

KSI and coming in, occurs three times. That is, to distinguish

this triiiteral with Kametz under the Vav where it is the par-
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tioiple from the one with Shurek under the Vav which is the

preterite third pereon singular masculine and which occurs

about fifty times.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Arrund. Orient 16, fol. 2666, on 2 Chron. 16 1,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 4946, on the same

passage; (in) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 1, and (IV) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 35.

rap = § 141.

Q^i||Oni and they that came, occurs twice. This participle

plural masculine, which occurs altogether about thirty-eight

times, is in thirty-six instances without the prefix Vav and in

two only is it with this prefix. Hence, the Massorah safeguards

the exceptional occurrence.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2956, on Neh. 6 17,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 382 o, on the

same passage; (lU) Add. 16,251, fol. 4236, also on the same

passage; (IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 66, on Gen. 7 16; (V) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § l, and (VI) the printed Massorah on

(Jen. 7 16.

3'Op = § 142.

nK3n w three times Milra. That is, with the accent on the

ultima, being according to the Massorah the participle. The
accent in each case is different, viz. .iKan Gen. 46 20; n^an

Ruth 4 11 and r^n l Chron. 27 1.

Of this Rubric, I collated fourteen Lists, eleven in MSS.
and three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 31 6, on

Gen. 46 26, which I have printed; (H) the same MS., Vol. H,

foL 147a, oi^ 1 Chron. 27 1; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 284 a,

on Ruth 4 11; (IV) the same MS., foL 255 a, on 1 Chron. 27 l;

(V) Add. 15,250, fol. 31a, on Gen. 46 26; (VI) the same MS,,

foL 319 a, on Ruth 4 11; (VII) the same MS., fol. 416 a, on
1 Chron. 27 l; (VIII) Add. 15,251, fol. 386, on Gen. 46 26;

(IX) the same MS., fol. 327 a, on 1 Chron. 27 1; (X) Add. 21,160,

fol. 556, on Gen. 46 26; (XI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah H. § 1;

(XII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 46 26; (XIII) the. same on
Ruth 4 11, and (XIV) the same on 1 Chron. 27 1.

rap = § 143.

nX3n M three times Milsl That is, with the accent on the

penultima, being the preterite according to the Massorah. The
three instances exhibit two different accents, viz. rm'^'^ Gen. 18 2

1

;

46 27, and nxan Job 2 ll.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the most ancient and
popular parts of the' Massorah, I collated fourteen Lists, twelve

in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 31a,

on Gen. 46 27, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. H,
fol. 2226, on Job 2 11; (III) Orient 444 5, fol. 376, on Gen. 46 27;

(IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 322a, on Job 2 ll; (V) the same
MS., fol. 265a, on 1 Ch^on. 27 1; (VI) the same MS., fol. 284a,

on Ruth 4 11; (VII) Add. 14,250, fol. 31a, on Gen. 46 27;

(VIII) the same MS., fol. 3476, on Job 2 11; (IX) Add. 15,251,

fol. 386, on Gen. 46 27; (X) the same MS., fol. 3756, on Job 2 11;

(XI) Add. 21,160, fol. 556, on Gen. 46 27; (XII) Halle Ochlah
Ve-Ochlah II, § 1; (XIH) the printed Massorah on Gen. 18 21,

and (XIV) the same on Job 2 ll. List III, which exhibits the

oldest form of this Massorah, alone heads it n-aa orisa •: man.

TOp = § 144.

nK^l3» Twelve forms erf the verb ma to come are defective of

Yod. The design of this Massorah is to catalogue the Hiphil

forms of the verb Kia which are without Yod.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists, one in MS. and one

printed: (I) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 1, margin,*which I have

printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 17 26. This

Rubric again affords a striking proof of the oft-repeated statement

that Lists frequently contain simply the first attempt of the

Massorites to collect as many of the forms belonging to the

same category as they could find; that they left the completion

of these Lists to their colleagues who, however, never completed

them, and that later Nakdanim mistook these incipient Lists

for complete, and hence furnished them with headings, fixing

the number of these forms so as to correspond to the instances

recorded in the fragmentary attempts. This is evident from the

fact that though the heading positively states that there are

twelve of these forms and catalogues twelve, there are actually

about fifty-five and that no fewer than forty-three are omitted,

some of which the Massorah itself records in separate Rubrics.

»

This List II, moreover, confirms our contention, since it simply

states on '%'^s Jerem. 17 26 that it is one of the forms of the

verb K^a which are defective, without specifying any number
(rwa }ttr^a "jt 'om p^a jo nn) and records fourteen.

In List I there are the following mistakes : eariK itaMi Jerem.

35 4 should be Exod. 19 4; -man Vk DKaifi Ezek. 20 28 should be

20 10 and nbaa ORa-i Jerem. 24 1 is both in the MS., and in

List II instead of ^aa which is the reading in the texlus receptus.

In List n there are the following three additional instances:

(1) oanttKaw Josh. 24 8 which, as will be seen from the notes

on this passage in my edition of the Bible, is not only the subject

of a Keri and Kethiv, but of a difference between the Easterns

and Westerns; (2) -j-nKwri T-naaw Ezek. 39 2, and (3) ^kbitkioki

rovh Jerem. 35 4, whilst nanon h*. OKaKi Ezek. 20 10 which is in

List I is omitted. Moreover, pH ^K u/csxs is a mistake for oTttom

p»r\ "sK Jerem. 25 9.

» Comp. si'niKSm Ezek. S9 2; vfihan iga. 48 16; »?; five timeB (vide 3,

§167); '3K3n twice (a, § 172); ^r\»v Exod. 2S 12; mwn six times (3, S 174);

njeaji twice (3, g 176); 3t«3fti Ezek. 11 24; 4» 6; <n»»M Jerem. 18 1; wksW twice

(3, § 177); 4M3^ 1 Kings & 8; «M3M 13 times (3, g ISl); tnK3^ Ezek. 19 9; triKan

1 Sam. 5 1; Ezek. 19 9; 2 Chron. it 9;, B«Maa Jerem. 17 26; 3S 11.

.TOp - § 145.

''JK'^Iin he brought me, occurs four times. The design of this

Massorah is to militate against the School of textual redactors

which had 'strian in Ezek. 40 2 and which had 'iiran in the margin,

as is the case in the St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916,

Of this Rubric I collated seveii Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1176, on Deut 9 4,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, foL 96a, on

Ezek. 40 2; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2606, on Cant I 4;

(IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1926, on Ezek. 40 2; (V) the same
MS., fol. 3486, on Cant 1 4; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. I26aj on

Deut. 9 4, and (VII) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

rap = § 146.

nK''5n thou hast brought, occurs twice. As this Hiphil preterite

second person singular masculine without and with the prefix

Vav occurs altogether seventeen times, and is with Yod after

the Beth with Tzere in these two instances only, the Massorah

safeguards this exceptional spelling. This Rubric, which does

not occur in this form in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 104a, on 2 Kings 9 2.

mp « § 147.

"'riXSrr)* [This Hiphil preterite first person singular with

Vav conjunctive] is always -nKarn except twice; in one instance

it is with Yod plene after the Beth and in one with Vav and

Cholem after the Aleph. This Rubric is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 48a, on Jerem. 26 13.

n'Op = § 148.

^^rilKSn^ ^*'<^ ^ will bring thee, occurs twice and is differently

v»-itten. This Rubric is from Orient 1474, fol. 117a, on Ezek.

38 16. The addition at the end ought to be 'ran ,'ro TTiTKam 'i»Tp

'na imKam. Accordingly in Ezek. 38 1 6 this preterite first person

singular with suffix second person singular masculine and with

the prefix Vav is without Yod after the Beth and with Vav after

the Aleph. This is .corroborated by St Petersburg Codex of

A. D. 916 second hand; Orient 2201; Arund. Orient 16;

Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Orient 2627; the Pesaro edition of the

Prophets 1515; the f4«rth edition of the Bible, Pesaro 1511—17

and the Complutensians. The spelling which is next in authority

to it is ''["nlfarn with Yod after the Beth and without Vav after

the Aleph. This is the reading in the Model Codex Harley 5710—11;

the ediiio princeps of the Prophets; the first edition of the Bible,

Soncino 1488, and the extremely accurate second edition, Naples

1491—93. The third reading in point t)f authority is fnurpni

entirely plene, i. e. both with Yod after the Beth and Vav after

the Aleph. This is exhibited in Add. 15,451; the third edition of

the Bible, Brescia 1494, and the first edition of the Rabbinic

Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1524—25. As to its orthography

in Ezek. 39 2 it is i|iniM9rn according to the Massorah before us,
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that is without the Yod both after the Beth and after the Tav,

but with Vao after the Ale^h. This is not only corroborated by
the text of the St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, but by its

Massorah, which remarks against it that it is defective of both
Yods (nr p-ma -om •an), the Complutensian; the margin of the editio

princeps of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517, and the first edition

of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1524—25.
Trtrarn without the Yod after the Tav, but with it after the
Beth, is in Harley 5710—11. i]''!'^?'!!!) is in the editio pinnceps of

the Prophets, Soncino 1485—86, and the first edition of the
Bible, Soncino 1488, yritoni is in the second edition, Naples 1491—93,
whilst the third edition, Brescia 1494, has Tr^iiom.

rap = § 149 a.

1"'l^«''SrT1 and I will hmng Mm, occurs Uoiee plene. That is,

this preterite first person singular with the suffix third person
singular masculine with Vav conversive, which occurs twice

only, is in both instances with Yod after the Beth in contra-

distinction to the one instance where it is without the prefix

Vav and is defective of the Yod (Isa. 48 15).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 94 &, on
Numb. 14 24, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 82£r,

on the same passage, and (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 211 o, also on
the same passage. Lists II and III show beyond doubt that

the design of this Massorah is to reoord the two instances in

which this preterite with Vav conversive occurs, and hence they
give the catchwords for the second passage -jb fiK ntt-iji = 1 Sam.
1 22 and not n-^s rnran »b dk = Gen. 43 9 which List I gives.

O'Op = § 1496.

"nX'^Zlj ^ have hrought him, occursfour times in the Scriptures

in this form, that is, this preterite with the suffix third person
singular masculine, without and with the prefix Vav, is in these

four instances with Chirek under the Beth and Cholem on the Aleph.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 53a, on Gen. 43 9, which I have
printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 139&, on Isa. 48 15; (III)

Add. 21,160, fol. 496, on Gen. 43 9; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35

on the same passage; (V) the same Codex on Numb. 14 24;

(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § i, margin, and (VII) the

printed Massorah on Gen. 43 9. Lists II, III, IV and V head
this Rubric 'on -ai 'bo '3 "i because in two instances it is without
the Vav.

yp = § 150a.

VriK^5rit£?* In three instances is this foi'm plene. That is, in

these three instances only is this Hiphil form with Yod after

the Beth with Tzere or is plene, whereas all other instances are
without this Yod. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists, one in

MS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 349a, on
Cant 3 4, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah
on the same passage.

rp = § 1506.

riKjUn* Four Hiphil forms of the verb Kl3 are with Yod plene.

This recension of the same Rubric is from the printed Massorah
on Isa. 43 23. This Rubric, therefore, is based upon the more
popular recension of the text, which had riK-an with Yod after

the Beth in Isa. 43 23, and this reading is not only confirmed
by Harley 5710-^11; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 16,451;
Add. 15,251; the third edition of the Bible, Naples 1491-93; the
Lisbon edition of Isa. 1492; the third edition of the Bible,

Brescia 1494; the Complutensian ; the editioprinceps of the Rabbinic
Bible, Venice 1517, and the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible with
the Massorah, but by the Massorah on this passage in the MSS.,
which states that there are two plene instances of this preterite
second person singular masculine. (Vide supia letter a, § 146.)

That another School of textual redactors had it n>an is equally
evident from the St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916; Orient. 2201;
the editio princeps of the Prophets, Soncino 1485—86; the first

edition of the Bible, Soncino 1488; the Pesaro edition of the
Prophets 1515; the fourth edition of the Bible, Pesaro 1511— 17,

and the marginal reading; in the editio princes of the Rabbinic
Bible, Venice 1517. This explains the two conflicting Massorahs
in § 150a— 6, which as usual emanate from two different Schools
of textual redactors, as well as Jacob b. Chayim's remark at the
end of this Rubric.

rap = § 151.

'^''50 ^ brought him, occurs twice and is plene. Of this
Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated
two Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 75a, on Levit. 17 4,
which I have printed, and (II) the same MS., Vol. IL fol I98a'
on Ps. 88 71.

'

3":p - § 152.

HK^^n she brought, occurs three times in the Scriptures
and once it is with the p-efix Vav. That is, in contradistinction
to this quinqueliteral with Kametz under the He, which also
occurs three times without and once with the prefix Vav, but
which is the imperative singular masculine with paragogic He
{Vids infra letter a, § 163.)

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, foL 1926, on 1 Sam. 25 35,
wliich I liave printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2736, on
Esther 5 12; (III) Arund. Orient. IG, fol. 536, on i Sam. 25 35;
(IV) the same MS., fol. 2626, on 2 Chron. » 12; (V) Add 15 25o'
fol. 3866, on Esther 6 12; (VI) Add. I5,25i, fol. 406a, on* the
same passage; (VII) Add. 15,451, foL 1996, on 1 Sam. 25 35;
(VIII) Add. 21,160, fol. 3116, on Esther 6 12; (IX) the printed
Massorah on the same passage, and (X) the same on 2 Chron.
9 12. This Rubric is part of the alphabetical List of words'which
resp actively occur four times, three times without and once with
the prefix Vav. {Vide infra, letter i, § 73.)

r:p = § 153.

nX''5rn and he shall h-ing it, occurs tivice in this book That
is, in Leviticus. As this preterite third person singular masculine
with the suffix third person singular feminine and Vav conversive
not only occurs twice, but is restricted to the same book and
begins a verse in both instances, the heading' ought more
properly to be cm 'B'oai 'a.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Add. 15,250, fol. 56a, on Levit. 2 2, which I have
printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 856, on the same passage; (III)
Add. 21,160, fol. 138a, also on the same passage; (IV) Halle
Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 1, margin, and (V) the printed Massorah
on Levit. 5 12. List V heads this Rubric kti jj'Bn 'a, thus em-
phasising the fact that in these two instances it is with the
feminine suffix, but this heading too ought to be ktt d-boi 'a.

T:py = § 154.

D^riK''5ni and I toill bring them, occurs four times. This
preterite first person singular with suffix third person plural
masculine with Vav conversive, which occurs four times, is spelt
in three different ways. In two instances it is entirely plene
(D'ril»rarii Isa. 56 7; Ezek. 34 13), in one instance it is entirely
defective (o^rtKaT Jerem. 35 9) and in one it is with Yod plene
and Vav defective (D'Hlrarri Neh. 1 9). Hence the Massorah safeguards
this divergent orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1627>, on Jerem. 25 9, which
I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 3796, on Neh. 1 9; (III)

Add. 15,250, fol. 2886, on Ezek. 34 13; (IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 292a,
on Jerem. 26 9 ;

(V) the printed Massorah on the same passage,
and (VI) the same on Neh. 1 9. Lists V and VI are not only
in conflict with the MS. Lists, but with themselves, as will be
seen from the following remarks: Jacob b. Chayim states in
List V that in Jerem. 25 9 it is o-nlrani and in Neh. 1 9 ffnkarn,^

whilst according to the MS. Lists the reverse is the case; the
instance in Jeremiah is entirely defective and in Neh. it is the
Vav only which is absent In List VI where Jacob b. Chayim
records the two instances alone which are entirely plene, he
gives Neh. 1 9 as the second, which contradicts his own Massorah
(List V) where this very pa 5sage is given as entirely defective.

i'»i ion a»n3 o'nK»2ni n»aT ,'hci 'ha yr\s o^nwani httpr\>) 'lyc in'nKa jm pi i

.I'ini 'oip "n"' non avia ovmani mp

.T:p = § 155. .

^^•Il "**<^ t^y «^'*^^ bring, occurs four times in the Scriptures.

That is, in contradistinction to the six instances where this sexe-
literal occurs with Kametz under the He and where it is imperative
second person plural masculine. {Vide infra, letter a, § 166.)

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

I

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 31a, on Isa. 66 20,
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Which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 6^, on Levit. 4 14;

(III) the same MS., fol. 73«, on Levit 14 42; (IV) Add. 21,160,

fol. 1407., on Levit. 4 14; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. I60a, on Levit.

14 42, and (VI) the printed Massorah on Levit. 4 14.

np = § 156.

DS^Sni and they shall hring them, occurs three times, twice

plene akd Zee defective. As this Hiphil preterite third person

plural with the suffix third person plural with Vav conversive,

which occurs three times, is differently spelt, the Massorah

safeguards the divergency in the orthography.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated nine Lists, six in MSS. and three printed:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 75a, on Levit. 17 •>, which

I have printed; (II) Orient 4445, foL 103a, on the same passage;

I i) Lund. oAent 16, foL 1595, on Jerem. 20 5; (IV) Add 15,251,

fol. 221a, on Isa. 14 2; (V) Add. 15,451, fol. 347a on the same

passage; (VI) Add. ?1,160, fol. 165a, on Levit 17 5; (VII) the

printed Massorah on the same passage; (VUI) the same on Isa.

14 2, and (IX) the same on Jerem. 20 5.

np = § 157.

Dn«nn ye have brought, occurs three time,. The design of

this Ma;sora:h is to exclude the ancient reading nK^n m Numb^

20 4, which is exhibited in the Septuagint and which is now

accented by most textual critics as preferab e to the received

text, as will be seen from the notes on this passage in my

edition of the Bible.
.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, VoL I, foL 98&, 'on Numb 20 4,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol 18 6 on

1 Sam. 21 16; (III) the same MS.. Vol. II, fol. lOSfe, on Joel 4 5;

(IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2046, on the same passage; (V)

Add. 21,160, fol. 2226, on Numb. 20 4, and (VI) the printed

Massorah on the same passage.

n-:p = § 158.

>rnn to hHng, occurs eight times in the Sa-iptvres. That is,

in contradistinction to the same quadrlliteral with IJere und*

the He, which occurs sixteen times and which is the preterite

third person singular.
.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the most ancient and

popular parts of the Massorah. I collated sixteen Lists, fourteen

in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11. Vol. II. fol. 425,

on Jerem. 17 18, wl^ich I have printed; (II) the same MS

Vol n. fol. 8a 6. on Ezek. 20 15; (HI) St Petersburg Codex of

A i). 916 on Jerem. 17 18; (IV) the same Codex on Ezek. 20 15;

(V) Arund. Orient 16. foL 68a. on 2 Sam. 17 14; (VI) the same

MS., fc^. 119a, on Isa. 1 13; (VH) the same MS., ^ol. 15 8a. on

Jerem. 17 18; (VHI) the same MS.. foL 179a. on Ezek. 20 15;

(IX) Add. 16.250, foL 215«, on Isa. 1 13; (X) Add. 15,251.

k 178a, on 2 Sam. 17 14; (XI) Add. 15,451. ^olSlSa on

Ezek. 20 16; (XII) Add. 21,160, fol. 5a, on Gen. 18 19; (XIII)

fhe same MS.; foL 2675. on Deut 6 23; (XIV) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah II, § l; (XV) the printed Massorah on Isa. 1 13,

and (XVI) the same on Ezek. 20 15.
, .^ . .

It is important to remark that twelve out of the sixteen

Lists viz V—XVI expressly state against the catchwords for Ruth

3 15' that it is here defective of Aleph ('xw nmsoan ^n). thus

showing that according to the Massorah ^an is Hiphil of Kis

and not the imperative of arr. That this constituted one of the

differences between the Easterns and Westerns, that the former

read it rw Milei to indicate its being Kal imperative from aT,

whilst the latter read it V? ^»^»-« ^ show its being from KI2,

is nowhere stated in the official Lists, which record the variations

between these two Schools of textual redactors, nor is it given

in the margin of any MS. Moreover, it is the Standard Western

Codices and the early editions which have '^n Milel, viz.

Orient 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,250;

the second and third editions of the Bible, Naples 1491-93;

Br«8cia 1494; the editio princeps of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517,

and the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah,

Venice 1524-25. "^n Milra I have found only in Add. 15,250

and Add. 21,160, but in none of the early editions; whilst ^^.-i

ig the unique reading in the editioprineeps of the Bible, Soncino 1485.

The appeal to the printed Massorah Parva on Jerem. 39 9 in

support of the statement that this constituted one of the differences

between the Babylonians and Palestinians is unjustifiable. All

that is stated here is that nine forms of the verb Kia are

defective of Aleph and that the instance in Ruth. 3 15 is dis-

puted (n bv RnJibBi HK-a -vrbn '« 'on 'o 'an), but this difference refers

to the orthography of it since some textual redactors read it

K-an with Aleph. This is attested by List IX, which states nneeon -an

,P^' pytja Q.3^1 -on 'Knna. Accordingly, the accent in Ruth S 15,

and the note on it in my edition of the Bible are to be corrected

as follows: ,2't pi -'p x^aK = k ion rbr noaji -= aneo aiia '?'»'?b p '?n

y-.pi'-nrn.rn'ra^anK-D.ve-na-T-v-i List XHI heads this Rubric

'cn •Ki''?Dr™o'T'»P'nt«-=^ thus indicating the design of this

Massorah, which is to safeguard this quadriliteral with Kametz

under the He against its being mixed up with the one which is

with Tzere under the He.

rsp = § 159.

><''3tS^ and to Iring, occurs twice in the Scriptures. This

Hiphil infinitive occurs altogether thirty-four times. In thirty-

two instances it is without the prefix Vav and in two only is

it with the prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptions.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 2996, on Neh. 10 36.

D-p = § 160.

K'^a'? to hring, occurs ttoice in the Scriptures and wherever

it denotes Hon it is likewise so. That is. in these two instances

this quadriliteral is the contracted form of the Hiphil infinitive;

everywhere else it is the masculine noun denoting lion (Isa. 30 6;

Joel 1 6- Nah. 2 12; Job. 4 11). This Massorah emanates from

the predominant School of textual redactors and is designed

to militate against those Codices which had the normal form

K^nnb in these two passages, as is attested by the Sevir which

is given in List III.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four m MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11. Vol. II, foL 595, on Jerem 39 7,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. H. fol. 168a, on

2 Chron. 31 10; (III) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on

Jerem. 39 7, which adds at the end »ran«? pnb im •^^; (IV) Arund

Orient 16, fol. 1735, on the same passage, and (V) the printed

Massorah also on the same passage. Lists IV and V have at

the end »ra<7 lox rro «-aa -nan ^k jw"? V-ai. i. e. whe^-ever it denotes lion

it is likewise so except in one passage where it w KJ5> Honesit

(Ezek. 19 2). In List IV nmK ^ai is manifestly a clerical error

for '"« bo^.

K'Dp = § 161.

Knn h-ing thou, occurs three times in the Scriptures, twice

defective \nd once plene. As this Hiphil imperative singular

masculine is differently spelt, the Massorah safeguards the

orthography in the respective passages.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, seven m Mbb. ana two

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 29a, on Gen. 43 16,

which I have printed; (H) the same MS., Vol. I.. foL 366, on

Exod 4 6; iUi) Arund. Orient 16. foL 50a, on 1 Sam. 20 40;

(IV) Add. 15,250. fol. 28a. on Gen. 43 16; (V) Add. 15.451.

fol 1956, on 1 SU. 20 40; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 50a, on Gen. 43 16;

(VII) the same MSS., fol. 686, on Exod. 4 6; (VHI) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 43 16, and (IX) the same on 1 Sam. 20 40

It will be seen that List I has in the catchwords for

Exod. 4 6 ^p^rrb^ instead of ^ij-ns. But as this reading is not

supported by any of the other Lists it must be due to a clerical

error List IV omits Exod. 4 6 and gives in its stead a third

instance, which it states is from the Hagiographa.^ but which

I cannot identify. As this, however, is against the import of all

the other eight Lists it is evidently due to some confusion on

the part of the Nakdan.

K-n ,Tyn Ksn -[h ,pni nao nam nr'sn B'tPJ«n n» wn pnso'Di 6a 'w 'on '3 '3 wn «

n'Dp = § 162.

K'^DH* In two instances the HiphU singular mOscuXine of Kla

occurs fc^ the feminine. In one instance it is the preterite

(1 Sam. 25 27) and in one the imperative. The design of this

Massorah is to safeguard these abnormal forms agamst thoM

Codices which read nK'a,T the normal feminine in 1 Sam. ib 27,

as well as to militate against deriving 'an in Ruth 3 15 from arj.

From the notes on 1 Sam. 25 27 in my edition of the Bible, it

will be seen that the Sevir is r^'^'^, whilst the root aT. ta actually

given in the margin of the Complutensian against -sn in Ruth 8 15.
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Of this Rubric I collated two Lists, one in MS. and one
printed: (I) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 23, which
I have printed, and (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 1.

rop = § 163.

HK^pn hring thou [masculine], occurs three times in the

Scriptures .... and once it is with the prefix Vav .... once in the

Law, once in the Prophets and once in the Hagiographa. That is,

this imperative singular masculine with He paragogic, in

contradistinction to this quinqueliteral with Tzere under the He
which also occurs three times without and once with the prefix

Vav, but which is the preterite third person singular feminine.

(Vide supra, letter a, § 152.)

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. llOa, on Amos 4 1,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. 11, fol. 2536, on
Prov. 23 12; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 206a, on Amos 4 1;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 345a, on Prov. 23 12; (V) Add. 15,45J,

foL 19a, on Gen. 27 7; (VI) the same MS., fol. 3786, on Amos 4 1

;

(VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § l, and (VIII) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 27 7. This Rubric forms part of the alpha-

betical List of words which respectively occur four times, three

times without and once with the prefix Vat\ {Vide infra,

letter i, § 73.)

TDp = § 164.

''K'^Sn hring thou [feminine], occurs three times. The design

of this Massorah is to exclude the textual reading or Kethio

itran both in Isa. 16 3 and 43 6. That the Kethit^ in Isa. 43 6 is

Iran and that "ran is the Keii is attested by the St. Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916 and Harley 5710-11.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and
'one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 646, on 2 Sam. 13 10,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 137a, on Isa. 43 6;

(III) Add. 16,250,' fol. 171a, on 2 Sam. 13 10, and (IV) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 67.

iTDp = § 165.

DCSv^ 6iinflr ye, occurs three times in the Scriptures. By fixing

the number of this imperative second person plural masculine

at three, this Massorah militates against the Kethiv in Isa. 16 3 ; 43 6.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and most popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and
one printed; (I) Harley .5710— 11, Vol. I, fol. 286, on Gen. 42 19,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS, Vol. II, fol. 496, on
Jerem. 27 12; (III) the same MS., Vol. H, fol. 128a, on Mai. 3 10;

(IV) Orient. 4445, fol. 33 a, on Gen. 42 19; (V) St Petersburg

Codex of A. D 916 on Jerem. 27 12; (VI) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 164a, on the same passage; (VII) Add. 15,451, fol. 2876,

also on the same passage; (VIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 1, and (IX) the printed Massorah on Gen. 42 19.

rOp = § 166.

ll^OTI and bring ye, occurs six times in the Scriptures. The
design of this Massorah is to distinguish this imoerative second

person plural which, without and with the prefix Vav, occurs

altogether nine times (vide supra, letter a, § 165) from the

preterite third person plural with Tzei-e under the He (^pn),

which occurs thirty times without and with the prefix Vav.

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, ten in MSS. and
two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 110a, on Amos 4 4,

which I have printed; (11) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2976, on
Neh. 8 15; (III) Orient 4446, fol. 83a, on Gen. 42 34; (IV)

St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Jerem. 27 12; (V) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 206a, on Amos 4 4; (VI) the same MS., fol. 2756,

on 2 Chron. 29 31; (VII) Add. 15,250, fol. 4326, on the same
passage; (VIII) Add. 15,451, fol. 2876, on Jerem. 27 12; (IX)

Add. 21,160, fol. 486, on Gen. 42 34; (X) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah II, § 1; (XI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 42 84, and
(XII) the same on 2 Chron. 29 31. Seven out of the twelve

Lists (III, JV, VI—X) combine the preceding Rubric and this

in one Massorah with the heading 'b sararn wj.'i.

VDp = § 167.

K5J *« '^^ 6nn<jf, is five times defective. As this Hiphil

future third person singular masculine, which occurs altogether

thirteen times (see the following Rubric), is plene in eight
instances and defective in five, the Massorah safeguards the
orthography of the minority. This was deemed necessary since
the MSS. of the less dominant School had it ra; plene in
Cant. 8 11, as will be seen from the notes on this passage in

my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: <I) Harley 6710— 11, Vol. I, fol. 88a, on Numb. 6 10,
which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1976, on
Ps. 78 29; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 766, on Numb. 6 10; (IV)
Add. 21,160, fol. 308a, on Eecl. 12 14, and (V) the printed Ifassorah
on Cant. 8 11.

rrop - § 168.

K''3^ he shall hring, occurs thirteen times, five times defective

and eight plene.

Of this Rubric I collated eighteen Lists, sixteen in MSS.
and two printed. Of these I specify the following ten only:
(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 154a, on Josh. 23 15, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 163a, on 2 Chron.
24 11; (III) Orient 4445, fol. 128a, on Numb. 6 13; (IV) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 17a, on Josh. 23 15; (V) the same MS., fol. I64a,

on Jerem. 27 11; (VI) the same MS., fol. 3036, on Ps. 78 29;

(VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah H, § 1; (VIII) Cambridge Add. 465,

on Levit 7 29, which alone gives the mnemonic sign; (IX) the

printed Massorah on the same passage, and (X) the same on
Ps. 78 19.

Though List VII states in the heading that leaj occurs

fifteen times, it rightly enumerates thirteen only; List IX is

corrupt Jacob b. Chayim too states in the heading that it

occurs fifteen times and attempts to obtain this nun^lier by
wrongly dividing the catchwords, since nroan is no vorse and «t 'a

rwvan h^ and -on cBvoa Ka% whiofc he ^gives as two separate
catchwords, are one verse (EccL 12 14). Besides rvefort should

be rwsti. It is remarkable that nroan is also given as a catchword
in List VII. A later Nakdan, however, has erased it and sub-

stituted for it pt«n riK ra' wa vn = 2 Chron. 24 11.

SD'Dp - § 169.

iO^ <»**<' ^ hrought, occurs three times in this book. This

quadriliteral with Pathaeh under the Vav and Kametz under the

Yod with Dageah, occurs altogether 27 1 times. In 220 instances

it is with Cholem on the Beth, being the Siol future third person

singular masculine with Vav conversive {vide supra, letter a,

§ 118), and in 51 instances only is it with Tkere under the Beth,

being the Miphil future third person singular masculine with

Vav conversive. Hence, the Massorah in §§ 169—171 safeguards

this Hiphil form which is the minority against being confused
with the Kcd. The Rubric before us and the following Rubric
show that the Massorites, as is usually the case with long Lists,

originally worked on the text of the several books, though the

separate registers of the other books have not as yet come
to light

The separate List on Samuel, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Vienna Codex No. 35 on 1 Sam. 18 27.

It will be seen that the catchword for 1 Sam. 19 7 is here

Tn-^K instead of irh as it is in the received text Whether the

Massorlte based this Rubric on MSS. which had this reading,

or whether it is due to a clerical error in this carefully written

Standard Codex is difficult to divine.

rp = § 170.

k!!3*1 occurs ten times in Kings. Of this separate Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two

Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 95a, on 1 Kings 20 89, which

I have printed, and (II) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same

K-yp = § 171.

K^^ occurs fifty-one times. That the design of this Massorah

is to militate against the Codices of other Schools, which

exhibited the Kal where we now have the Hiphil and vice versa,

is evident from the following instances. In Gen. 37 18 the

Massoretic reading is tbp the Kal, whereas the text from which

the Septuagint and Vulgate were made exhibited iq^ the Hiphil.

Again in Ps. 105 40 the received text is m^ the Hiphil, whilst

the ancient text, according to the Septuagint and Vulgate was

Mb*i the Kal.
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Of this Rubric I collated thirteen Lists, twelve in MSS. and

one printed; (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, foL 596, on Exod. 37 5,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 48a, on

1 Sam. 19 7; (III) the same MS., fol. ilia, on 2 Kings 17 24;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 179«, on Ezek. 17 12; (V) the same MS.,

fol 260«, on 2 Chron. 5 i; (VI) Add. 15,250, fol. I57a. on

1 Sam. 19 7; (VII) the same MS., fol. 425 a, on 2 Chron. 15 18;

(VIII) Add 15 251, fol. 335fl, on the same passage; (IX) Add.

15,451, foL2486, on 2 Kings 4 42; (X) Add. 21,160, fol. ISOfc,

on Exod 38 7; (XI) Vienna Codex No. .'55 on Ezek. 17 12;

(XII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § l, and (XIII) the printed

Massorah on Exod. 37 5.

List VII is very instructive, inasmuch as it affords a

striking proof of the fact that in the case of lengthy catalogues

the beginning only is given. Though the heading states that

there are fifty-one such instances, the first ten alone are

recorded. List XIII, as is frequently the case with Jacob b.

Chayim's Massorah, is incorrect. Thus for instance p«n nx and

p»on nK, which are given as two passages, are one instance and

ought to be pBran-bKpKnnK Exod. 40 21. The same is the case

with -' ?« pm and ncKO D«n which are not two separate passages,'

but represent one instance and ought to be bcKD dbti ^"' b» ipm

Josh. 24 7.

2-Vp = § 172.

"•iSS*^ and he brought me, is twice defective. This Hiphil

future' third person singular masculine with the prefix Vav occurs

altogether nine times. In seven instances it is plene (Ezek. 40 17,

28 32, 35; 41 1; ^ 4; 46 19) and in two only is it defective.

Hence, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography.

This protection was especially necessary, since all the nine

instances occur in the same book and the two different spellings

occur in the same chapter.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 1474, fol. 121a, on

Ezek. 40 48, and (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 293a, on the same passage.

yvp = 173.

^H'y^ »« three times defective in this form. That is, three

forms of the Hiphil future with the prefix Vav, one with the

suffix first person plural, and two with the suffix third person

plural are defective of Yod. Of this Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Vienna

Codex No. 35 on Deut 20 9, which I have printed, and

(II) Orient. 2349, fol. 137 64 on the same passage. From the notes on

Jerem. 24 1 in my edition of the Bible it will be seen why this

passage is described in the Massorah before us as being the subject

of various reading. These three instances are part of the Rubric

which records the defectives of the Hiphil generally. (Vide svpra,

letter a, § U4.)

rvp = § 174.

TTS*'S''5 and he brought him, is five times plene. That is, in

the Law" and the Prophets where this Hiphil future third person

singular with the suffix third person singular masculine and

the prefix Vav occurs altogether nine times. It is defective in

four instances (l Sam. 17 54, 57; Jerem. 37 14; 62 11) and plene

in five. It will be seen that the Massorah, contrary to its. usual

method, records here the majority. This is due to the artificial

form of the Rubric.

And thrtmghout the Hagiographa it is likewise plene except once.

This part of the Rubric is misleading, since it implies that

i-ira'i is of frequent occurrence in this third division of the

Bible. It occurs here three times only and the three instances

are restricted to Chronicles, where it is twice plene (2 Chron. 25 23

;

36 4) and once defective.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 44a, on Gen. 29 13, which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 31 a, on Judg. 19 21
;

(III) the

same MS., fol. 456, on 1 Sam. 16 12; (IV) the same MS., fol. lOOa,

on 2 Kings 4 20; (V) Add. 15,451, fol. 21, on Gen. 29 13; (VI)

Add. 2l,lG0, fol. 236, on the same passage, and (VII) the printed

Massorah also on the same passage. The printed Massorah, which

heads it simply -n in>«i and adds at the end -bn jmbsi, is not quite

exact, since it suggests that this expression occurs altogether

flTe times apart from Chronicles and is always plene. The second

ptrt of tJiis Rubric, however, in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah

„^ .^ y^ i^vis better, since it avoids the ambiguity of this part

in the other Lists.

n-vp = § 175.

if^i^^'l and he brought her, occurs four times twice plene and

tioice defective. As the four instances are spelt in two different

ways, the design of the Massorah is to safeguard these different

spellings.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, six in MSS. and four

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2186, on l Kings 3 1,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 284a, on

Dan. 9 14; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 78a, on 1 Kings 3 1;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 371 6, on Dan. 9 14; (V) Add. 15,451,

fol. 2256, on 1 Kings 3 1 ;
(VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 156, on Gen. 24 67;

(VII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 2 22; (VIII) the same on

Gen. 24 G7; (IX) the same on l Kings 3 1, and (X) the same

on Dan. 9 14. Most of the Lists state that the first two instances

are defective and the second are plene. It will thus be seen that

it is in Genesis where the primitive orthography has been

preserved. List VIII heads this Rubric 'on 'a and records the

two instances only which are defective.

rvp = § 176.

K^Sn thou Shalt or she shall bring, occurs thirteen times. Here

again the Massorah has regard simply to the identity of the

spelling, irrespective of the fact that in two out of the thirteen

instances it is the future third person singular feminine (Levit

12 6; Prov. 31 14).

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and most popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated eleven Lists, nine in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. l28o, on Deut 26 2,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 44a on

Jerem 18 22; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2276, on Job 14 3;

(IV) the same MS., VoL II, fol. 258a, on Prov. 31 14; (V)

Orient 4445, fol. 64 6, on Exod. 23 19; (VI) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 32Ga, on Job 14 3; (VII) Add. 1^,250, fol. 626, on Levit 12 6;

(VIII) the same MS., fol. 236a, on Isa. 58 7; (IX) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah II, § 1; (X) the printed Massorah on Exod. 23 19,

and (XI) the same on Isa. 58 7.

rVp - § 177.

inS^I and she h-ought him, is twice defective in the Scriptures

and once plene. As these three instances are spelt in two

different ways, the Massorah safeguards the respective spelling.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two prmted:

(I) Harley r>710— 11, Vol. I, fol. 35a, on Exod. 2 10, which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 356, on 1 Sam. 1 24; (III)

Add 21,160, fol. 656, on Exod. 2 10; (IV) the same MS. fol. 2896,

on 1 Sam. 1 24; (V) the printed Massorah on Exod. 2 10 and

(VI) the same on 1 Sam. 1.24.

n"rp = § 178.

«5>n and / h'ought, is twice defective. This Hiphil future

first person singular ' with Vav conversive occurs altogether

seven times. As it is plene in five instances (Josh. 24 8 Ke^y

Judg 2 i; 1 Sam. 15 20; Jerem. 2 7; 11 8) and defective m

two only, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol 1706, on Jerem. 35 4, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah on Exod. 19 4. The printed, Massorah (List II)

not only states in the heading that there are three such defective

instances (anon -i KaKi), but enumerates three, giving pK h» oanK KaKi

Sonsn Jerem. 2 7 as the second of the three instances. This Rubric

must, therefore, emanate from a School of textual redactors whose

Codices nead it K3St in Jerem. 2 7.

B'pp = § 179.

IS^D'' they shall bring, occurs nine times in the Sci-iptures. Of

this very popular Massorah I collated fifteen Lists, fourteen in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. H' ^^1. 2736,

on Esther 6 8, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I,

fol. 75a, on Levit 17 5; (III) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 976 on

Numb. 18 13; (IV) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 220a, on 1 Kings 6 8;

(V) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2996, on Neh. 10 40; (VI) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 796, on 1 Kings 6 8; (VII) the same MS., fol. 147a,

on Isa. 66 20; (VIII) the same MS., fol. 3616, on Esther 6 8;

(IX) the same MS., fol. 3866, on Neh. 10 40; (X) Add 21,160,

fol. 906. on Exod. 16 5; (XI) the same MS., fol. 95a, on l^xod. 18 2«;
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(XII) the same MS., fol. 2196, on Numb. 18 13; (XIII) the
same MS., fol. 312a, on Esther 6 8; (XIV) Halle Ochlah Ve-
Ochlah II, § 1, and (XV) the printed Massorah on Levit. 10 15.

Though most of the Lists remark on the catchwords for

1 Kings 6 8 that this single instance is defective (-ion), yet
Lists XI and XII alone head this Rubric -en 'ki '?» 'n 'e ik's'.

B"p = § 180.

^i^^5*1 and they brought, occurs thirty-six times, nineteen [fourteen]

of these are defective tioo of these have Dagesh in the Aleph.

Of this important Rubric I collated fifteen Lists, fourteen in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 62a, on
Exod. 39 33, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 199a,

on 2 Sam. 4 8; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 75 &, on 1 Kings 1 3;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 79 a, on 1 Kings 3 24; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 245a, on 1 Chron. 11 18; (VI) the same MS., fol. 262a, on
2 Chron. 8 18; (VII) Add. 15,250, fol. 4196, on 2 Chron. 5 7;

(VIII) Add. 15,251, fol. 183a, on 1 Kings 1 3; (IX) Add. 15,451,

fol. 6G6, on Exod. 39 33; (X) the same MS., fol. 4906, on
2 Chron. 8 18; (XI) the same MS., fol. 5036, on 2 Chron. 31 12;

(XII) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Gen. 37 28; (XIII) the same
Codex, on 1 Chron. l<i 1; (XIV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § l,

and (XV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 16.

Twelve of the fifteen Lists say nothing about any of the
thirty-six instances being defective, though most of them notice

the fact that in two instances ik-i^ji has Dagesh in the Aleph.

Lists I, Xn and XIII, however, state in their respective headings
that in a number of passages this Hiphil future third person
plural masculine is ixaj] defective. Lists I and XII fix the number
at nineteen, whilst List XIII fixes it at fourteen. But as even
these three Lists give no indication where it is plene and where
defective we have here no clue to the passages. There is, however,
another recension of this Massorah which I give in the following

Rubric that supplies the clue. It will be seen that though the

heading distinctly states that there are thirty-six such instances,

the Rubric itself records thirty-five only. But as all the other

Lists give thirty-six it is evident that the omission of Ezra 8 18

is due to a scribal error, especially as it is given at the end by
way of repetition as one of the two instances with Dagesh in the

Aleph.

K'Bp § 181.

1S5'^ «^<^ f'^^y brought, is three times defective. That is, in the
Pentateuch and the Hagiographa. In these two divisions of the

Bible it occurs altogether twenty-five times. In twenty-two
instances—it is plene and in three only is it defective. Here,
therefore, the plene is the rule and the defective the exception.

Hence the Massorah safeguards here the exceptional orthography.
And throughout the Prophets it is likewise defective except once.

In this division, where it occurs eleven times or according to

another mode of reckoning twelve times, it is always defective

except in one instance. Here the defective Orthography is the

rule and the plene the exception. Hence the Massorah here
safeguards the solitary exception. Accordingly the following

fourteen instances are defective in the Bible: Numb. 31 12, 54;

Judg. 21 12; 1 Sam. 1 25; 5 2; 7 1; 2 Sam. 4 8; 6 17; 23 16;

1 Kings 1 3; 3 24; 86; 9 28; 1 Chron. 11 18. This agrees with
the statement in the heading of List XIII of the preceding
Rubric. Hence the number given in the respective headings of

Lists I and XU, if it is not due to a clerical error which is

hardly likely in two such Model Codies belonging to two different

Schools and countries, must be based upon MSS. which exhibited
five other plene instances.

Of this important Rubric, which does not occur in the
printed Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. 320a,
on 1 Chron.i 11 18, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250,

fol. 4086^.^*1 the same passage; (HI) Add. 15,461, fol. 1146, on
Numb'. 31 12, and (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passage.
Lists I and IV, which add at the end of the second part K-aa, give
as the single plene exception in the Prophets Isa. 66 20. Here,
however, it is w?; without the prefix Vav which does not belong
to the thirty-six instances. Lists II and HI simply state 'lan a''K"aj ^ai

leaving out hvi'^vr "» iK'a" -itwc '•?» K'oa and are, therefore, more correct.

According to this Massorah ijraji plene 1 Kings 3 24 ought to be
«3ji defective.

2'Dp = § 182.

VTK'^DI'I and they brought him, occurs seven times in the

Scriptures. Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of

the Massorah, I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, foL 155a, on Judg. I 7, which I
have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. H, fol. 81a, on Ezek. 19 9;
(III) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on the same passage;
(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 376, on 1 Sam. 5 1; (V) the same
MS., fol. 117a, on 2 Kings 23 30; (VI) the same MS., fol. 164a, on
Jerem. 26 23; (VII) Add. 15,251, fol. 1536, on 1 Sam. 5 I; (VIII)
Add. 15,451, fol. 1825, on the same passage; (IX) Halle Ochlah
Ve-Ochlah II, § 1, and (X) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 26 23.

Eight of the ten Lists simply state in the respective
headings that this expression occurs seven times, without any
indication whatever whether it is spelt differently in any of
these instances. This would naturally suggest that there is no
variation in its orthography. Lists IV and VIII, however, have
the following important addition at the end that it is wx^a-i with
Yod after the Beth in the first instance (Judg. 1 7) and ^nxa^.

without the Yod after the BeO. in all the other six instances
('na imc'i -awn 'na in>fa^i 'anp). This is confirmed by the Massorah
Parva in Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,251, on Judg. 1 7, which
remarks against irar-a^ with Yod after the Beth that it is unique
in this spelling (p 'na '^) as well as in the printed Massorah,
which states that it occurs seven times and that in this spelling
it does not occur again (p -na '"ji 't inx-a"!)- The remark in the
Massorah Parva of other MSS. on several of the instances to

the effect that it is defective seven times refers to the absence
of the Vav after the Aleph in all the seven passages, which is

in accordance with the dominant School of textual redactors.

In spite, however, of this Massorah the greatest difference in

the orthography of this expression is exhibited both in the
Standard Codices and in the early editions, as will be seen
from the following analysis of the seven instances:

(1) Judges 1 7.

inx-a;] Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient. 16;

Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; the editio princeps of the Prophets,

Soncino 1485—86; the second edition of the Bible, Naples 1491—93;
the third edition, Brescia 1494; the Pesaro edition of the Earlier

Prophets 1511; the editio princeps of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1617

;

and the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah,
Venice 1524—25.

rtKa^i the Complutensian.

vmrs'^ Add. 15,451.

in>ra^i the editio princeps of thei Bible.

(2) i Samuel S 1.

iwa^i Orient. 2201 first hand; Add. 15,451; the editio princeps

of the Prophets; the first and third editions of the Bible; the

Pesaro edition of the Earlier Prophets.

vwcn Orient. 2201, second hand; Harley 5710—11; Arund.
Orient. 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; the second edition of the

Bible; the Complutensian; the editio princeps of the Rabbinic
Bible and the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah.

(3) 2 Kings 23 30.

inna^i Orient 2201 ; Arund. Orient. 16 ; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251

;

Add. 15,451; the second edition of the Bible; the Pesaro edition

of the Earlier Prophets and the Complutensian.

iriK'yi Harley 5710—11; the editio princeps of the Prophets;
the first and third editions of the Bible; the editio princeps of
the Rabbinic Bible and the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible
with the Massorah.

(4) Jerem. 26 23.

vtKar St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916; Orient 2201 first

hand; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,251; the

second edition of the Bible; the Lisbon edition of Jeremiah 1492;

the Pesaro edition of the Latter Prophets 1515; the fourth edition

of the Bible, Pesaro 1511—17; and the editio princeps of the

Rabbinic Bible.

VTJ«'5:3 Orient 2201 second hand; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,451;

the editio princeps of the Prophets; the firi^ and third editions

of the' Bible; the Complutensian and the first edition of the

Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah.

rrtipap entirely plene, that is with Yod after the Beth and Vav after

the Aleph so given in the Massorah Parva of Cambridge Add. 466.

(5) Ezekiel 19 4.

^rw?^ St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916; Orient 2201;
Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 16,250; Add. 15,251; the Pesaro edition

of the Latter Prophets; the fourth edition of the Bible; the

Complutensian and the editio princeps of the Rabbinic Bible.

vnra^] Harley 5710—11; Add. 15,461; the first, second and
third editions of the Bible, and the first edition of the Rabbinic
Bible with the Massorah-

vniraii entirely plene, the editio princeps of the Prophets.
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(6) Eeddel 19 9.

wpn St Petersburg Codftxj Orient 2201; Add. 15,260;

Add. 15,261; the first, second and third editions of the Bible;

the Pesaro edition of the Latter Prophets; the fourth edition

of the Bible; the Complutensian ; the editio prineep* of the

Rabbinic Bible, and the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible with

the Massorah.- ^. ,., „„j
flrar. Harley 6710-11; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,451 and

the editio prineeps of the Prophets.

(7) 2 Chronicles 22 9.

]rms^ Orient 2201; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,251; the

editio pHncep, of the Rabbinic Bible and the first edition of the

Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah.

.nrri Harley 5710-11; Add. 1.5,250; Add. 15,451; the edttxo

princepi of the Hagiographa, Naples 1486-87; the first, second,

third and fourth editions of the Bible; the Complutensian and

the editio prineept of the Rabbinic Bible, margin.

This detailed analysis will confirm my oft-repeated statement

that the Standard Codices as well as their sundry Massorahs

exhibit different recensions which emanate from different Schools

of textual redactors, and that the attempt to reduce them to

uniformity is simply to obUterate the several traditions which

were preserved in the respective Schools. In the List which

I have printed, six instances only are enumerated though the

heading states that there are seven. There can hardly be any

doubt that the omission of Ezek. 19 9 is due to a clerical error,

since it is not only given in all the other Lists, but in List II

which is from this very MS.

rep = § 183.

tOV it shall he brought, occurs Jive times in the Scriptures. Of

this Rubric I collated eleven Lists, nine in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol I, fol. 247a, on 2 Kings 12 r,,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol 2476 on

2 Kings 12 17; (HI) Orient 4445, fol. 90a, on Levit. 6 23; (IV)

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1066, on 2 Kings 12 5; (V) the same MS.,

fol. ir,3fc, on Jerem. 10 9; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 68a, on Levit 6 23;

(VII) Add. 15,451, fol. 726, on the same passage; (VIII) Add. 21,160,

fol. 1446, also on the same passage; (IX) the same MS., fol. ir,26,

on Levit 11 32; (X) the printed Massorah on Levit 6 23, and

(XI) the same on 2 Kings 12 5.

TDp = § 184.

D^aitt are brought, occurs three times. Of this Rubric, which

is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah, I collated seven

Lists, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 536,

on Gen. 43 18, which I have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex

of A. D. 916, on Ezek. 23 42; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol- 182 «,

on the same passage; (IV) the same MS., fol. lH6a, on Ezek 30 ii

;

(V) Add. 21,160, fol. 50a, on Gen. 43 IH; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah n, § 1, margin, and (VII) the printed Massorah on

Ezek. 30 11.

iTDp - § 185.

Itia^ they shall despise, occurs three times, tioice plene and once

defective. As this Kal future third person plural masculine which

occurs three times, is not only differently spelt, but varies in

its orthography within a few verses of each other (Cant. 8 1,7),

the Massorah safeguards this variation. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 2G26, on Cant. 8 7, which

I have printed, and (II) Add. 21,160, fol. .1016, on the same

passage. The needless addition of jvirnsn r*?! at the end of the

Rubric is simply due to the Scribe who wished to fill up the line.

VDp - § 186.

rch to shame, occurs twice in the Scriptures ....and both

are plene. The design of this Massorah is to distinguish this

noun with the prefix Lamed from the same quadriliteral with

Cholem on the Vav, which also occurs twice and which is the

Kal infinitive form ra. (Vide supra, letter a, § 204.)

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. H, fol. 2476, on Prov. 12 8,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 3406 on the

same passage; (IH) Add. 16.250, fol. 25a, on Gen. 38 23; (iV)

Add. 15,251, fol. 389a, on Prov. 18 8; (V) Orient 2349, fol. 50a. on

Gen 38 23, and (VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

r-Bp = § 187.

Sis occurs twice in the Scriptures. That is, in two different

senses. In one instance it is the name of the month Bui (1 Kings

6 38) and in the other it denotes increase, food.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah in this separate form, I collated three Lists: (I) Harley

5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 240a, on Job 40 20, which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 335a, on the same passage,

and (HI) Add. 15,251, fol. 188a, on 1 Kings 6 38. The last

has the more correct heading •vrb -nna •=. This pair form part

of the alphabetical List of words which respectively occur twice

in two different senses. {Vifle infra, letter a, § 24H, Vol. II,

p. 217 etc.)

n-op = § 188.

npDiaritt trodden down, or weltering, occurs twice. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 17Ga, on Ezek. 16 22. As both instances do not

only occur in the same book, but in the same section, the heading

ought more properly to be -rirai -•

,t3"Dp = § 189.

a pit, is ttoice defective. This noun, which occurs twenty-

five times, is plene in twenty-three instances and in two only

is it defective. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

orthography. This Rubric is from the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter a § 123, and is designed to exclude the defective reading

nla in Exod 21 33 a, which is preserved in the celebrated HellaU

Codex, thus making the spelling in the two clauses of the same

verse uniform, as will be seen from the notes on this passage

in my edition of the Bible. This Rubric emanates from the

Eastern School of textual redactors, since it is the Madmchat

who read ^ defective in Prov. 28 17 whilst the Maarbai or

Westerns, whose text we follow, read it nia plene.

rp = § 190.

nl3m and the pit, occurs ttoice. Of this Rubric I collated

four Lists; two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 496,

on Gen. 37 24, which I have printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 596,

on the same passage; (HI) the printed Massorah also on the

same passage, and (IV) the same on Jerem. 41 9.

rTtp = § 191.

Vi*0 his pit, or cistern, occurs twice. As this expression, which

occurs twice only, is differently spelt in the two parallel passages,

being defective in the first instance and plene i^ the second, this

Massorah is designed to safeguard the variation. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.

Orient 16. fol. 1336, on Isa. 36 16. The Massorah Parva on this

expression in the same MS. and in the same place is more

distinct, viz. rn 'ki '?» 'K 'a.

3»Xp = § 192.

five times, and the absence of loth Vavs is unique .... in Deut h 11

it is defective of hoih Vavs, whilst in all the other passages the first

Vav only is absent. Throughout .Jeremiah, hatoever, the plural u

nliKis or n-iKS with Aleph.

To understand this Massorah it is necessary to remark

(1) that there are two forms of this noun, viz. n«3 with Meph

and nia with Va.r, (2) that in the case of the singular of the

form nia the absence of the Vav is the exception (rW« 'n^pra,

letter - § 189), whilst in the plural which occurs altogether

five times as recorded in the Rubric before us. it is the invariable

rule, and (3) that in one instance even the second Far is absent

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, f^K 11««. «% V'"?./ nn
which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, ol. 426 on

1 Sam 13 6; (III) the same MS., fol. 273a, on 2 Chron. 26 10,

ll)"ie same MS., foj. 3856. on Neh. 9 25; (V) Add 15.2.5U

fol. 152a. on 1 Sam. 13 6; (VI) the same MS., fol. 399a, cm

Neh 9 25; (VII) the same MS., fol. 4306, on 2 Chron. 26 0;

(VIII) Add. 21,100, fol. 386, on Gen. 37 20; (IX) the same MS.,

fol 267 «, on Deut 6 11, and (X) the printed Mas.sorah on Gen.

37 oo List in adds at the end of the Rubric n-aw 'na n-^r T
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•TdonawsniRSni-ae -'ns, whilst List IX has it n"oi ,prra m"i2 p'?n

n-iMa 'piDBT "p 13 '3 'OP rtws mr-i dtiw ^ p "to '3i {'om 'on pn o-3isn

"•ro nrita jq^iDoi 'rsn stq. It will be seen that according to this

addition the first instance in Jerem. 3 13 is nhK^ defective and

the second is nl"ii43 plene contrary to the received text.

Jacob b. Chayim's note which he appended to his Massorah

(List X), is very insjtpuctive inasmuch as it fully confirms the

fact to which I have often adverted that there is not unfrequently

a conflict between the readings in the MSS. and in the statement

of the Massorah which is due to the different traditions preserved

in the several Massoretic Schools of textual redactors. Thus he

tells us:

According to the Spanish Codex and one Massorah both instances in

Jerem. 3 13 are ri'^NS defective. Another Massorah states that all the five

instances are iV^s entirely defective. It moreover remarks that the first instance

in Jerem. 2 13 is n1*i»ts, the second n^Kh and all the others are rilia. However

in all the MSS. which I examined it is riiia with the second Vav except in

DeuL 6 11, whereas it is entirely defective in accordance with the statement of

the first Massorah. Moreover, in the Tikun S^her Thorah it is nlnan with

the second Vav in Gen. 37 20, but in some ancient MSS. I found it n'^rt

entirely defective with a Massorah thereon that it is twice entirely defective. >

'TODi (DHK 'nooa 'ina -[S /on pn'nn "OBdk ibd21 .onars niKS mua .miea "na 'ai i

''M nnKa nnawn 'sip inw o'jia 'om 'on 'tan iSn aniat ja "ina 'n ma h'n a»na vinnK

'»n3i [o ia hna Tia nna 'D'ht oneDn Saai .'»na [ma] ?nna "ikim Tia [mxa] ?ni«n2 '"ni

'nan nnw ms^si wtoa n'o pp'na cji pB'Kin '-noDn pr^a nom ion mm aio ^a d'k^d

.lana dijdu rn 'om 'on 'a vby iiooi 'om ion i*nKxa catr* 'noo nvjsi ,'Tna i"ia

rSfp = § 193.

"'fttt^ / toas ashamed, occurs three times in the Scriptures.

That is, with ChoUm on the Shin being the Kal preterite first

person singular, in contradistinction to the instance where the

Shin is with Kametz and where it is a noun with the suffix first

person singular and with the prefix Vav. (Ps. 69 20.)

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 291a, on Ezra 8 22,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3776, on the

same passage; (III) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 31 19, and

(IV) the same on Ezra 8 22.

T3tp = § 194.

IttnlSJ they have been, or be ye ashamed, is three tim^s plene in

the Scriptures. This expression, which is both the preterite third

person plural and the imperative second person plural, occurs

altogether nine times. It is defective in six instances {vb% Jerem.

14 3, 4; 20 11; 48 13; Ps. 71 24; Job. 6 20) and plene in

these three instances only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

minority.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. 11, fol. 94o, on Ezek. 36 32,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 286 ft, on the same

passage, and (III) the printed Massorah also on the same passage.

Misled by Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah, which gives the longer

and wrong catchwords, viz. iwr -iwk "jso iia'?a5 dki = Ezek. 43 11,

I affixed this reference to the second instance, whereas it ought

to be Isa. 45 16.
,

.TXp = § 195.

^tt?S1 <*nd they shall he ashamed, occurs three times. That is,

with Shurek, in the other two instances where this preterite

third person plural occurs with this prefix, the Vav is with

Kametz (wai Isa. 30 5; 37 27). This Rubric I have found in

the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter a, § 129.

r'it^ = § 196.

tt^3 to shame, is three times defective. That is, without and

with the prefix Vav, since in Jerem. 48 13 it is not only the

preterite third person singular, but is with the prefix Vav. In

the other two instances it is the infinitive, and the design of

the Massorah is to safeguard the spelling in these passages

against being made conformable to the three instances in which

this infinitive is plene (Judg. 3 25; Jerem. 6 15; 8 12). This

Rubric too, I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only,

letter 3, § 125.

ritp = § 197.

Itt^S^ and they were ashamed, occurs tivice. This Kal future

third person plural masculine with the prefix Vav occurs

altogether seven times. In five instances the Vai is with Sheva,

being the copulative (Isa. 36 11; 45 24; Hos. 4 19; Micah 7 16;

)Ps. 86 17) and in two only is it with Pathach, being Vav

conversive. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the minority.

This Rubric, which is from Arund. Orient. 16, foL 3126, on
Ps. 109 28, is incorrect since in Ps. 86 17 it is i«>3'„i with Sheva

and this is the reading not only in the Standard Codices, but

in this very MS. There can, therefore, be no doubt that the

catchwords nwiiowijn"'! Ps. 86 17 are a clerical error for inn

i«?3-i 2 Kings 19 26. Accordingly iwi in the heading of this Rubric

should be it^sr.

n'Xp = § 198.

t5^3 he delayed, occurs twice. Of this Rubric I collated four

Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 159a, on Judg. 5 28, which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 22a, on the same passage; (III) Orient. 2349,

fol. 76 a, on Exod. 33 1, and (IV) the printed Massorah on the

same passage.

B'Sfp = § 199.

"'JtS^'^Si!^ *^w *^^ P"* "** ^ shame, occurs twice. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 3156, on Ps. 119 116.

n = § 200.

O? for o, prey, occurs three times. The noun ta with the

prefix Latned occurs altogether sixteen times apart from the Keri

(Ezek. 25 7). In thirteen instances the Lamed is with Kametz

{i^b Numb. 14 3, 31; Deut 1 39; Isa. 43 22; Jerem. 3 14; 16 18;

173; 30 16; 49 32; Ezek. 7 21; 34 8, 22; 36 5) and in three

only is it with Sheva. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

exceptional vowel-points. This Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol, II, fol. 86 a,

on Ezek. 25 7. It will be seen that this Rubric, contrary to the

method of the Massorah, excludes the Keri in Ezek. 25 7, though

the Nakdan put the Rubric on this very passage.

«n = § 201.

m3 he despised, occurs eight tim^s in the Scriptures .... and

once it w toith the pi-efix Vav. Of this popular Massorah I collated

fifteen Lists, thirteen in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 2536, on 2 Kings 19 21, which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., Vol. II, fol. 17 a, on Isa. 37 22; (III) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 1136, on 2 Kings 19 21; (IV) the same MS., fol. I34a, on

Isa. 37 22; (V) the same MS., fol. 1776, on Ezek. 17 16; (VI) the

same MS., fol. 289a, on Ps. 33 25; (VII)- fhe. same MS., fol. 301a,

on Ps. 69 34; (VIII) the same MS., fol. 309 a, on Ps. 103 18;

(IX) Add. 15,250, foL 83 a, on Numb. 15 31; (X) the same MS.,

fol. 2786, on Ezek. 17 16; (XI) Add. 15,251, fol. 2286, on Isa. 37 22;

(XII) the same MS., fol. 366a, on Ps. 103 18; (XIII) Add. 21,160,

fol. 214 a, on Numb. 15 31; (XIV) the printed Massorah on the

same passage, and (XV) the same on Ezek. 17 16.

n""l = § 202.

75*1 ««flf ^« despised, occurs twice. Of this Rubric I collated

five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 16a, on Gen. 35 34, which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., Vol. II,* fol. 272a, on Esther 3 6; (III) Add. 15,250,

fol. 17a, on Gen. 25 34; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 310a, on Esther 3 6,

and (V) the printed Massorah on Gen. 35 34.

an - § 208.

,"Trt2l despising, occurs twice, once it is witit ETe at the end and

once with Yod. That is, this participle construct is once the

singular and once the plural. This Rubric, which does not occur

in this separate form in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 3436, on Prov. 19 16. It is incorrect, since the

second instance which is here given is rnia with Segol and is so

in this very MS., whereas the design of this Rubric manifestly

is to give the pairs with Tzere. There can, therefore, be no

doubt that the catchwords naK.-ira = Prov. 16 20 are a clerical

error for i»3"nrrrl3 = Prov. 19 16 and this is confirmed by the

fact that the Rubric before us is actually on this passage.

Accordingly the expression in the Rubric should be pointed

nria with T^re. These two forms constitute one of the pairs of

words which respectively occur twice with 2We, once ending

with He and, once with Yod. {Vid« infra, letter n, § 50.)

25b
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TT - § 204.

ttSy to seize as Jtrey, occurs three times, twice plene and once

defective. As this infinitive with the prefix Vav, which occurs

altogether three times, is spelt in two different ways, the design

of this Massorah is to safeguard the different spelling.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 360a, on Esther 3 13, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 269a, on 2 Chron. 20 25;

(III) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 161 o, on the same passage;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 310&, on Esther 3 13; (V) the printed

Massorah on the same passage, and (VI) the same on 2 Chron. 20 25.

Lists IV, V and VI distinctly define the passage in which it is

defective by adding -ion 'Ktttp, viz, 2 Chron. 20 25,

nn = § 205.

D''*lin5^ ^^d *^* young men, occurs twice, once -plene and once

defective. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Orient. 1474 on Isa. 40 30. Its design is

twofold. In the first place it militates against those Codices

which exhibited the plene orthography in Jerem. 31 13 (St. Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916; Harley 5710—11) by emphatically

stating that it is here defective and in the second place it is

against the ancient, but less dominant School of textual redactors

which read here onina without the prefix Vav and which is not

only preserved in some MSS., but is the reading of the editio

piHnceps of the Prophets, Soncino 1485—86; the first edition of

the Bible, Soncino 1488; the Septuagint and the Vulgate, This

Rubric is part of the alphabetical List of words beginning with

Vav Beth, which respectively occur twice. {Vid^ infra, letter i, § 67.)

ri = § 206.

D^"lH3tt» This eaypression, without and with the prefix Mem, is

three times defective. The term 'ip'ba in this foi'm, is due to the

fact that in two instances onna is the name of a town in the

territory of Benjamin (2 Sam. 3 16; 1 Kings 2 8), whilst in the

third instance, which is also part of the preceding Rubric, it is

the plural of the noun nins and denotes young m£n.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient, 16, fol, 586, on 2 Sam, 3 16, which

I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 166a, on the same passage;

(III) Add. 15,251, fol. 170a, also on the same passage; (IV) the

same MS., fol, 1846, on l Kings 2 8; (V) Add. 15,451, fol. 2056,

on 2 Sam. 3 16, and (VI) the printed Massorah on the same

passage. The printed Massorah alone (List VI) heads this Rubric

•vrbn 'on "\ and gives 2 Kings 8 12 as one of the four instances.

But as it is here Drrnroi with the suffix third person plural and

as the design of this Massorah is to record the defective instances

terminating in on, all the other Lists rightly exclude this passage.

According to this Massorah, therefore, the name d'-ito which

occurs altogether five times, is defective in two instances only

(2 Sam. 3 16; 1 Kings 2 8) and plene in three (2 Sam. 16 5;

17 18; 19 17). Hence a-iiroa plene which I give in the margin

of 2 Sam. 17 18 and which is exhibited in Orient. 2201 first

hand; Harley 5710—11; Arund, Orient. 16; Add. 21,161 &c. and

annas which I give in the text must change places,

n = § 207.

tSTP^^HSI and their young men, occurs four [three] times.

That is, this noun with the suffix third person plural masculine

without and with the prefix Vav, which occurs three times, is

defective in the first instance and plene in the other two

passages. Hence the Massorah safeguards the two different

spellings.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient, 16,

fol. 1036, on 2 Kings 8 12, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 134. The heading in List I,

which states that there are four such instances (-i), is manifestly

due to a clerical error, since the Rubric itself catalogues three

instances only. Though the heading of List II, viz. u'uhh -a 'J is

more precise, yet the heading in both the Lists ought more

properly to be 'Va 'a 'vh^ 'J, since one of the instances is with

the prefix Vav.

nn - § 208.

Trininip% yo%ith, occurs twice in the Scriptures. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley

5710 -11, Vol. II, fol. 2676, on Eccl. 11 9. It will be seen that

this Massorah does not say that there is any difference in the

spelling of this expression in the two passages. In the Model

Codex itself from which I took this Rubric it is "H'rihina without

the second Vav in both instances. As the MSS, and the early

editions exhibit variations in both passages, I subjoin the following

collation

:

(1) Ecclesiastes 11 9.

l-nl-wna with two Vavs, Orient 2201 second hand; Arund.

Orient 16; Add. 15,251; Orient 4227; the editio pnnceps of the

Hagiographa, Naples i486—87; the first, second and third

editions of the Bible (Soncino 1488, Naples 1491—93, Brescia 1494);

the Complutensian and the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible

with the Massorah, Venice 1524—25.

ij-nh^na without the second Vav, Orient. 2201 first hand;

Harley 57IO—II4 Add. 15,250; Add. 21,160, and the editio pnnceps

of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517.

(2) Ecclesiastes 12 1.

i|»nTin3 without the second Vav, Orient 2201 ; Harley 5710—11

;

Arund, Orient 16; Add, 15,251; Add. 21,160; the second and third

editions of the Bible; the Complutensian; the editio princeps of

the Rabbinic Bible, and the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible

with the Massorah.

Tl'nnn? without the first Vav, the first edition of the Bible.

ilTil-nwa with both Vavs, the editio princeps of the Hagiographa.

il'nnna without the two Vavs, Add. 15,250; Orient 4227.

Froni the above analysis it will be seen that its spelling

^,p^-„n3 yrith the two Vavs in Eccl. 11 9 and yrh^n^ with the

first Vav only in 12 1, which I have adopted in my edition of

the Bibl&, is supported by most of the MSS. and editions. This

is corroborated by the Massorah Parva on Eccl. 12 1 in Arund.

Orient 16, which states on ^'in'Tiria that it occurs twice and is

opce defective ('an 'k 'a).

t3-| - § 209.

riTlSI and thou hast tried, occurs twice. This Rubric is from

the printed Massorah on Jerem. 12 3.

v"! = § 210.

D'^riinSI and I have tried them, occurs twice. Of. this Rubric

I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 153a, on Jerem. 9 6, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS,, fol, 2216, on Zech. 13 9; (III) Add. 15,250,

fol, 2436, on Jerem, 9 6; (IV) the printed Massorah on the same

passage, and (V) the same on Zech, 13 9. This Rubric is part of

the alphabetical Lists of words beginning with Vav Beth, which

respectively occur twice. {Vide infra, letter % § 67.)

K-n = § 211.

Tins they chose, occurs three tim^s. That is, with j^metz under

the Cheth,\liich is due to the pausal accent instead of Chateph-

Pathach.

Of this popular Rubric I collated thirteen Lists, ten in

MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. ll, fol. 242o,

on Prov. 1 29, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 1466, on Isa. 66 4; (III) the same MS., fol. 3366, on Prov. 1 29;

(IV) Add. 16,250, fol. 8a, on Gen. 6 2; (V) the same MS., fol. 358a,

on Prov. 1 29; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 166, on Gen. 6 2; (VH) the

same MS., fol. 239a, on Isa. 66 4; (VIII) the same MS. 3866, on

Prov. 1 29; (IX) Add. 15,451, fol. 56, on Gen. 6 2; (X) the same

MS., fol. 3706, on Isa. 66 4; (XI) the printed Massorah on

Gen. 6 2; (XII) the same on Isa. 66 4, and (XIII) the same on

Prov. 1 9. Lists IV and XI head this Rubric -jtap •: and add at

the end 'sa 'K '3a 'k 'na 'k or simply themnemonic sign yk denoting

that one instance occurs iii the Law, one in the Prophets and

one in the Hagiographa, whilst Lists VI, VII, VIH and XII simply

emphasise the fact that the three instances respectively occur

in the three divisions, of the Bible.

3-n •= § 212.

IIHSII and to choose, occurs three times in the Scripturet. Of

this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 174a, on 1 Sam. 2 28, which I

have printed; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 317, and (HI) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 135.

The Rubrics do not state whether any of the instances are

defective, whilst the Massorah Parva on the several passages is
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most conflicting. The Massoretic remarks clearly^ow that they

proceed from different Schools of textual redactors and that

they are based upon different recensions. With the exception of

Add. 15,451 all the MSS. and the early editions coincide in

reading ito defective in l Sam. 2 28. It is on the second and

third passages where the conflict is so glaring, as will be seen

from the following analysis:

Isaiah 7 15.

tn^% plene, Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient 16;

Orient. 4227; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; the editio princeps of the

Prophets, Soncino 1485—86; the first, second and third editions

of the Bible (Soncino 1488; Naples 1491—93; Brescia 1494); the

Pesaro edition of the Earlier Prophets (1511); the fourth edition^

of the Bible, Pesaro 1511— 17; the Complutensian ; the editio

princeps of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517, and the first edition

of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah.

-ihai defective, St. Petersburg Codex of A. D, 916; Cambridge

Add. 465 and the very accurately printed liisbon edition of Isa. 1492.

Isaiah 7 16.

i^nni plene. Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11; Orient. 4227;

Add. 15,250; Add. 15,261; the editio pi-inceps of the Prophets; the

first, second, third and fourth editions of the Bible; the Pesaro

edition of the Latter Prophets 1515; the Complutensian; the

editio princeps of the Rabbinic Bible and the first edition of the

Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah.

-ihai defective, St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916; Arund.

Orient 16 with the remark against it 'on in the Massorah Parva,

Cambridge Add. 465 and the very accurately printed Lisbon

edition of Isaiah.

To these various readings are to be added the conflicting

remarks in the Massorah Parva. The Massorah Parva in Arund.

Orient 16 on nh^? l Sam. 2 28 distinctly states that it occurs

three times, twice plene and once defective ('on •am '^ft '3 'j), whilst

the printed Massorah Parva on the same passage states as

emphatically that it is twice defective and once plene ('"jd •»^ 'on 'a ':).

yf) = § 213.

^nS^ he shall choose, is five times vnth Kametz. This Kal

future third person singular masculine occurs altogether thirty-

two times. In twenty-seven instances it is with the normal Pathach

under the Cheth, and in five instances only has it Kametz, which

is due to the pausal or distinctive accent Hence the Massorah

safeguards the exceptions.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. ll4a,

on Deut 16 1 6, which I have printed, and (II) the printed

Massorah on Josh. 9 27. It is necessary to remark that in two

instances the accent is Athnach (Deut. 31 1 1 ; Isa. 40 20), in two

Soph-Pasuk (Josh. 9 26; Ps. 26 12), whilst in one instance only

is it Zakeph-Katon (Deut 16 16). This explains the Massorah

Parva in Harley 5710—11; Cambridge Add. 1174 and in Jacob

b. Chayim's edition, which remarks on Deut 16 16 that it is

unique with Zakeph and Kametz {yap e\pi •?) and the lengthier

form of it in Add. 15,251, which states that it is unique with

Zakeph and that wherever the accent is Athnach or Soph-Pasuk

it is likewise with Kametz {•is "jdb 'idi 'snx bsi ^). At the end of List II

as well as in the printed Massorah Parva on Josh. 9 26 the

mnemonic sign for the five instances is bnaiw. This consists

of the initial letters of the five words which respectively begin

the verses wherein these five instances occur.

T'-i = § 214.

n^Tj ^nS^ Jehovah shall choose, exceptionally occurs nine [eight]

times in the Pentateuch . ... in all other instances it is Jehm'ah thy

Ood shall choose. This design of this Massorah is twofold. It is

to safeguard the future (ire^) in combination with the Tetra-

grammaton, and in the second place to protect the minority of

passages in which this future is followed by the Tetragrammaton

alone, against being confused with the larger number of instances

in which it is followed by the formula Jehovah thy God (Deut. 12 18,

21; 14 24, 26; 16 6, 7, 11; 17 8, 15; 26 2). That the Massorah

emphasises the reading nna^. in this combination is evident from

the fact that, with the solitary exception of Numb. 16 7, the

Samaritan recension exhibits ipia the preterite in all the other

passages. The safeguarding of these passages was deemed all

the more necessary since the two phrases are used promiscuously

in the same chapters.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 16,261, fol. 92a, on Numb. 16 7,

which I have printed, and (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 122a,
on Deut. 15 20. List II rightly heads this Rubric 'nina 'nn'o r
and properly omits Deut 14 2 where it is np' nna the preterite,

which is contrary to the scope of this ' Massorah. It has
manifestly been added by a later Nakdan, because in the other
three passages where this preterite occurs it is x^^^ "'^'T "ins

(Deut 7 6; 18 5; 21 5). Having mistaken its import and added
this passage, the Nakdan, as usual, altered the heading accordingly,

rSDI = § 215.

D^^'!1^K il)r\'^_ "1^51 Jehovah your God shall choose, is twice

thus combined. That is, in contradistinction to the other ten

instances where ina' is followed by this longer formula and
where it is fT)bH with the suffix second person singular masculine.
{Vide supra, letter a, § 214.) This Rubric, which does not occur
in the printed Massorah, is from Orient 2349, fol. ISQb, on
Deut. 12 5. Here too the Samaritan recension has in| the

preterite.

rOI = § 216.

n*lH5^ 1^ shall choose, occurs ttvice. That is, with paragogic
He, in contradistinction to the other three instances where this

Kal future first person singular occurs and where it is nnaK
(Numb. 17 20; Isa. 66 4; Job 29 25). Of this Rubric, which does
not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 208a, on 2 Sam. 17 1, which I

have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3246, on Job 9 14.

V">-\ = § 217.

"^K HTT'DD* The root naa to trust, in its dijfe^'ent foi'ms is

always combined with -^9, with the exception of ten instances where it

is construed with -"?«. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 133a, on Isa. 36 7, which I have
printed, and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 138.

On Ps. 4 6 Jacob b. Chayim refers to «?k in the Massorah
Finalis where he says he recorded this Rubric. It is, however,
not to be found in this place. Against the catchwords inoan ?«

in the List which I have printed, the reference should be
Jerem. 7 4 and not Micah 7 5.

n"n = § 218.

inDD*!! o,ndthey shall trust, occurs twice. That is, with this future

third person plural masculine which occurs altogether four times

with this prefix, the Vav has in these two instances Sheva and
is thus to be distinguished from the other two passages where
it is with Pathach (Judg. 9 26; Isa. 31 1). Of this Rubric I

collated two Lists: (I) the printed Massorah on Ps. 9 11, which
I have printed, and (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 329.

CS'n = § 219 a.

HPS trusting, is four limes defective in this book. That is, in

the Psalter. In the only other instance where this participle

singular masculine occurs in the Psalms it is naia plene (Ps. 27 3).

And throughout the Scriptures it is likewise plene except in

three instances. To understand the import of this and the following

recensions of this Massorah it is necessary to remark that the

participle in question occurs altogether fourteen times and is

distributed in the three divisions of the Bible as follows: One
in the Pentateuch, five in the Prophets and eight in the

Hagiographa. In the Pentateuch the single instance is defective

(Deut 28 52). In the Prophets it is three times plene (Isa. 37 10;

Jerem. 5 17; 12 5) and twice defective (Judg. 18 10; 2 Kings 19 10)

according to the Westerns; or vice versa twice plene (Isa. 37 10;

Jerem. 12 5) and three times defective (Judg. 18 10; 2 Kings 19 10;

Jerem. 5 17) according to the Easterns; whilst in the Hagio-

grapha the two modes of spelling are equally divided. It is four

times defective (Ps. 21 8; 84 13; 116 8; 136 18) and four times

plene (Ps. 27 3; Prov. 11 15, 28; 28 26). List I, therefore, which

restricts the heading in the first part to the Psalms is not quite

correct in the second part, since it ignores the single plene

instance in the Psalter. Hence List II which heads it 'on 'n

is more correct since, as we have seen, apart from the

Prophets, it is nph defective in five instances only; instead

of giving Deut 28 53 as one of the five instances, it gives

msm "••"a naa Prov. 16 20, which is not only plene but has the

prefix Vav.
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0"n = § 219fe.

ntDia is twice plene in the Prophets ...and throughout the

Haqiographa it is likewise so except Jive times. Of this Rubric I

collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. lUa, on Isa. 37 10, which I have printed;

(H) the sake MS., fol. 305&, on Ps. 84 13; (III) Add. 16,251,

fol 120a, on Deut 28 52, and (IV) the printed Massorah on

Prov. 28 25. Lists II and IV reverse the two parts of this Rubric,

whilst List III divides it into three parts, giving the one defective

instance in the Pentateuch first, then the two plene instances m

the Prophets and lastly the five defectives in the Hagiographa. It

will be seen that though List I states that there are five defectives

in the Hagiographa it records three only, omitting Ps. ^1 8;

and 136 18. As these are duly given not only in List IV, but

in List II, which is from the same MS., there can hardly be

any doubt that the omission is due to the carelessness of the

Scribe. All these four Lists give Prov. 28 25 as one of the five

defectives in the Hagiographa. It is, therefore, evident that this

recension also includes the instances of this participle with the

prefix Vav which occurs once defective in this division of the

Bible The importance of this recension, however, consists in

the fact that it emanates from the Eastern School of textual

redactors, since, unlike § 219a. it excludes Jerem. 6 17 from the

plenes, and since the official Lists testify that the Madmch^z

only read it here rmi defective. As this defective orthography

is also exhibited in some of the Standard Western Cjdices and m

all but two of the early editions, viz. Orient 2201 ;
Harley 5710-1 1

;

Arund Orient 16; Orient 1474; Orient 4227; the editio piinceps

of the Prophets; the first second and third editions of the Bible;

the Complutensian; the editio p^-inceps of the Rabbinic Bible and

the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, it

clearly proves that no argument can be derived from a parti-

cular reading that a MS. is of an Eastern or Western recension

because it exhibits a reading which according to the official

Lists belongs to Eastern or Western Schools of textual redactors.

It is important to remark that the Massorah Parva in the

St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 or in the so-called Babylonian

Codex on Jerem. 12 5 which states yn -ba •: ntai^ is not Babylonian,

but Palestinian, since according to the Easterns it is naia plene

twice only (Isa. 37 10; Jerem. 12 5) and nea defective in

Jerem. 6 17. Moreover, pa should be hJS,

D"1 = § 220.

nD3 he tnisteth, occurs twice, once defective and once plene.

As this participle singular masculine, which occurs twice only,

is differently spelt in each case, the Massorah safeguards the

difference in its orthography. Of this Rubric I collated two

Lists- (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 313a, on Ps. 112 /, which

I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on the same

passaj^e. The latter states that the plene instance is m Isa. 26 3.

K-31 = § 221.

ni^y he sJmll cause to trust, occur.<! frvke. In the only other

instance" where this apocopated Hiphil future third person

sincvular masculine occurs it is with Vav conversive. This

Rubric which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Vienna Codex No. 35 on 2 Kings 18 30. As it is preceded by bni

in both instances it is also given in the same MSS. as a separate

Rubric in combination with this adverb of negation. {Vnle supra,

letter k, § ''OS.)

a-sn = § 222.

?iniS3 confidence, occurs three times. That is, without and

with the 'prefix He. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. 401«,

on Eccl 9 4, which I have printed, and (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 227 «,

on Isa. 36 4. The latter heads it •'?ai '= p™-"^ and gives the two

instances only with the prefix He.

r3-| = § 223.

?P35 in the helly, ocatrs three times tn the Scriptures. That

is witii Pathach under the Beth in contradistinction to the other

two instances where the Beth is with Sheva (Ps. 139 13; Eccl. U 5).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 31a, on Jerem. 1 5,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II. fol. 2r.5.,. on

Job 31 15; (III) Arund. Orient 16. fol. 147&, on Jerem. 1 5;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 33lfe. on Job 31 15; (V) Add. 15.25:

fol. 2396, on Jerem. 1 5; (VI) the same MS., fol. 2966, on

Hos. 12 4, and (VII) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

Lists II and IV which head this Rubric -en 'j indicate the design

of this Rubric.

1-3-1 = § 224.

''^^K "^3 Oh my Lord, is seven times thus cornhined in the

Sanptures. As this particle of entreaty occurs altogether twelve

times, and is always combined with two different forms of the

same quadriliteral, the design of this Massorah is to safeguard

here its combination with the one special form.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, foL 30o, on Gen. 44 18,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 226, on Judg. 6 13;

(in) the same MS., fol. 366, on l Sam. 1 26; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 79 a, on 1 Kings 3 26; (V) Add. 15,451, fol. 33a, on Gen. 44 18;

(VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 52a, on the same passage; (VII) the same

MS., foL 2076, on Numb. 12 11; (VIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah.

Supplement fol. 131 a, and (IX) the printed Massorah on Gen. 44 18.

n-'D-l = § 225.

"'J^TK ''3 Oh Lo)'d, is five times thus combined in the Scriptures.

That Ts, in these five instances the quadriliteral is with Kam^tz

under the Nun in contradistinction to the seven instances in

which this combination occurs and in which this quadriliteral

is with Chirek under the Nun, being the suffix first person

singular. The safeguarding of these two different forms was

deemed necessary since they are used within two verses of each

other (Judg. 6 13, 15).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 366, on Exod. 4 10,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. (5rient 16, foL 5a, on Josh. 7 8;

(III) the same MS., fol. 286, on Judg. 13 8; (IV) Add. 15,251,

fol. 128a, on Josh. 7 8; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 69a, on Exod. 4 10;

(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 152, and (VII) the printed

Massorah on Exod. 4 10.

r3*l = § 226a.

"[3 son of, or consider, occurs three times, ttoice defective and once

plene ..... once it is with the prefix Shin, and wherever it is in

combination with the name Nun it is liketoise so. That is, with Chirek

under the Nun. The design of this Massorah is to record the

instances in which the Beth in this expression has abnormally

Chirek apart from the twenty-nine passages in which it is in

construction with the proper name Nun, the father of Joshua.^

It will be seen that in the two instances which are here described

as defective as well as the one with the prefix Shin, |a is the

construct of ja, whilst the one which is here called plene is the

imperative of pa to understand, to consider.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in this form in the

printed Massorah, I collated seven Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11,

Vol. I, fol. 1276, on Deut 25 2, which I have printed; (II) the

same MS, Vol. II, fol. 114a, on Jonah 4 10; (III) Arund. Orient 16,

fol 3446,'on Prov. 23 1 ;
(IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 3666, on Prov. 30 1;

(V) Add. 21,160, fol.293«, onJonah4lO; (VI) Orient 2349, fol. 137a,

on Deut. 25 2, and (VII) Orient. 2348, fol. 147a, on the same passage.

These seven Lists exhibit two recensions of this Massorah.

The first recension to which belong Lists I, III and IV are

confined to p without the prefixes apart from its combination

with Joshua. Hence it includes Prov. 23 1 and excludes Jonah 4 10

or adds it at the end as outside the simple form. The second

recension is strictly confined to this noun construct, without and

with the prefixes, of which there are four instances apart from

its combination with the name Joshua. Hence it heads this

Rubric -vrb^ 'i \s it records the following four passages Deut. 25 2;

Jonah 4 10, 10; Prov. 30 1 and rightly excludes Prov. 23 1,

which is the imperative of pa. To this recension belong Lists II,

V, VI and VII. The absence of 'lan rs p "JSi at t^® end of List IV

makes this List unintelligible,

1 Comp. Exod. 83 1; Numb. 11 28; IS 18. 16; 14 6, SO, 38; 26 65; 27 18

32 12, 28; 34 17; Deut. 1 38; 51 23; S8 44; S4 9; Josh. 11; 2 1, 23; 6 6

14 1: 17 4; 19 49, 61; 21 1; 24 29; Judg. 2 8; 1 Kings 16 34; Neh. 8 IT.

1-31 = § 2266.

rS is seven times defective in this form. That is, the form p?

without and with the prefixes, occurs seven times defective or
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is written without the Yod. This Rubric, which I have found in

the printed Massorali only, on Prov. 23 1 is incorrect. Jacob b.

Chayim himself has appended a note to it in which he states

(1) that in the Standard Godices he found four defectives only,

viz. Deut. 25 2 ; Jonah 4 10, 10 ; Prov. 30 1, and (2) that in Prov. 14 9,

which is here given as the sixth instance, it is pzi with TWe and

not with Ckirek. This either exhibits a difference of opinion among

the Massorites which is not unfrequently tlie case, or is due to an

error in the Massorah. He, moreover, states that in another Massorah

the heading of this Rubric is vbz *?» 't which is incomprehensible. ^

The printed Massorah gives this Rubric a second time on

Jonah 4 10 where the heading is simply 'vrbz 'i [=» without the

vicious expression 'cn. But here too Prov. 14 9 is given as one

of the instances and it is doubtful whether the addition at the

end of the Rubric, viz. man rrpp vva 'on prea s is part of the

original Rubric or is due to Jacob b. Chayim. The probability

is that it is the editor's, for had it been part of the Rubric

he would have quoted it in the note on Prov. 23 1, since it

would have removed one of his difficulties. It is, moreover, to

be remarked that his comment at the end of this Rubric with

regard to Prov. 14 9 is much more toned down.^

The real explanation of the difficulty is to be found in the

fact that a later Nakdan, who was misled by the instance pa

given in the first recension of this Massorah {vide mpra, § 226a),

mistook its import as exhibited in the second recension. He,

therefore, expanded it by adding to the four instances of pa the

construct of ja; three forms from the root pa to understand, viz.

the infinitive pa Prov. 23 1; the preterite p^i Dan. 10 1 and the

wrong catchwords ];,^n Bner pai Prov. 14 9, instead of the imperative

-ana pai Dan. 9 23.

ynn ''di 'on pnaa "t d» o tunsvH nh cp'Tion 'ntoii 'h H^vp moon nw Vjy i

r\'h '>fp ?'3m iJi'na m^ji n'xa Tiisa pai 'kh pn Dn»' pai hv piDoaT '"j nvp ini iijk p'p'p

p Sai a'na moaaT nivts w 'nan noaa wnatPttna "iDon '^'a u^'jd ''jik 'onan Vn n'sa

noi KTna kSi '^''^a '^a T 'loa wnnK '-loaai .a^naa nhi ^nh «aia 'npan fan> in«Bi 'lai ps

.p^na fai in^ 'np pan hv^hi kj^^jb 'ncan »Sii» n»sa pai pST one" pai 'npi

»^a nyib ^htm n»sa pa nipj 'nDon baar »b'? >h H'cp r>'!''>
nncv pai hv pice '»ni i

.pTna mn 'noon

r31 = § 227.

^T'Z consider ye, occurs three times. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Vienna Codex No. 35

on Deut. 32 7.

n-21 = § 228.

Q'^l and he shall understand, occurs three times in the Sciriptures.

That is,^'this future third person singular masculine, which occurs

altogether seven times with this prefix, has in these three passages

8hem under the Vav, in contradistinction to the four instances

in which it has Pathach recorded in the following Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. H, fol. 2856, on Dan. 11 30^

which I have printed; (II) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916

on Jerem. 9 11; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 244a, on Jerem. 9 11;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 297a, on Hos. 14 10; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 4156, on Dan. 11 30; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 2736. on Jerem. 9 11;

(VII) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and (VIII) the

same on Hos. 14 10. Lists II, III, IV, VI vid VII head this

Rubric pel 'J it i« three times Raphe which is the usual expression

to denote Sheva.

tt'31 = § 229.

Q*1 ««<^ *« undet'stnod, occurs four tim^s in the ScHptures. In

contradistinction to the three instances recorded in the preceding

Rubric. The prefix Vav in the same quadriliteral, has not only

Pathach in these four passages, but the Beth is with Segol which

is due to this PMhach, for which reason the Massorah safeguards

it. This Massorah militates against the ancient reading Kb^ instead

of 13% in Dan. 9 22, which is still preserved in the Syriac and

which is now accepted as more correct.

Of this Rubric I collated eleven Lists, ten in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 174a, on 1 Sam. 3 8,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 204ff, on

2 Sam. 12 19 ;
(IH) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 156a, on 2 Chron. 11 23

;

(IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 366, on 1 Sam. 3 8; (V) the same

MS., fol. 64a, on 2 Sam. 12 19; (VI) the same MS., fol. 264a, on

2 Chron. 11 23; (VII) Add. 15,250, fol. 147a, on I Sam. 3 8;

(VIII) Add. 15,251, fol. 334a, on 2 Chron. 11 23; (IX) Add. 15,451,

fol. 181 6, on 1 Sam. 3 8; (X) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 260,

and (XI) the printed Massoi'ah Finalis, letter a, § 149. It is to

be remarked that Lists VII and VIII head this Rubric -op n pr\

in contradistinction to pen 'i pi, thus calling the Paihmh, Kametz.

y-l = § 230.

rSl he tmdei'stood, occurs three times in the Scriptures. That

is, with Tzei-e under the He, being the Hiphil preterite third

person singular, in contradistinction to the same quadriliteral

wiih Kametz under the He which is the Hiphil infinitive recorded

in the following Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 136, on Isa. 29 16,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. 11, fol. 234a, on

Job 28 23; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1306, on Isa. 29 16; (IV)

the same MS., fol. 364a, on Dan. 1 17; (V) Add. 15,250, fol. 376a,

on the same passage; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 4086, also on the

same passage; (VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Qchlah II, § 275, and

(VIII) the printed Massorah on Job 28 23. List III gives the

following mnemonic sign with it "rrn^ raa^ u.-6k and List VI

bttn^ Ka-i »n'?K.

rtJl = § 231.

T^Sn understanding, is five times with Kametz. That is, in

contradistinction to the three instances in which the He is with

Dsere and which are recorded in the preceding Rubric.

Of this popular Rubric I collated twelve Lists, eight in

MSS. and four printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 786, on

1 Kings 3 11, which I have printed; (11) the same MS., fol. 130a,

on Isa. 28 19; (III) the same MS., foL 143 a, on Isa. 66 11;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 29 la, on Ps. 32 9; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 344a, on Prov. 14 8; (VI) Add. 15,250, fol. 86l6, on the

same passage; (VII) Add. 15,251, fol. 352a, on Ps. 32 9; (VIII)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah U, § 274; (IX) the printed Massorah

on 1 Kings 3 11; (X) the same on Isa. 28 19; (XI) the same

on Ps. 32 9, and (XII) the same on Prov. 14 8. List^ I, V, VII,

IX—XII have the mnemonic sign with the catalogue, whilst (I)

Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 219a, on 1 Kings 3 11; (II) the

same MS., Vol. II, fol. 27 a, on Isa. 56 11, and (III) St J^ers-

burg Codex olA^^D^ 916, on the same passage, give the mnemonic

sign alone for the identification of the five instances.

r^Jl = § 232.

liDSriTl* There are altogether sixteen forms of this Hith-

palel. In thirteen of its forms it i» with Vav after the Beth and

in three only is this Vav absent Hence the Massorah safeguards

the exceptional orthography. The reason for protecting these

exceptions will be seen from the notes on Isa. 43 18 and Job 30 20

in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, -fol. 1376, on Isa. 43 18,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 331a, on Job 30 20;

(III) Vienna Codex No. 35, on the same passage, and (IV) the

printed Massorah also on the same passage.

r^l = § 233.

r3 rS hetw6en, heitceen. In three verses this preposition occurs

timce with two w&rds intervening ...... once in the Law, once

in the Prophets and once in the Hagiogi-apha. Normally when

this preposition is thus repeated it has the prefix Vav in the

second instance. (Comp. Exod. 30 18; 40 7, 30; Levit 11 47;

Judg. 11 27; 2 Sam. 3 1, 6; Ezek. 34 20; 47 16; 48 22 etc.)

As it is here without the prefix, the Massorah safeguards

the exceptional construction. That this is the reading of

the predominant School of textual redactors and that the Codices

of other Schools had the Vav in these passages is attested

by the Samaritan, the Septuagint etc. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 1066, on Numb. 30 17.

T^l = § 234.

TDI rSI iJ'^DI »p3* In three verses where this preposition

respectively occurs four times, it is wUhout the prefix Vav the first

time only and with it in aU the other three instances. In the

Samaritan recension it is pai pai ,p ,pa in Levit 11 47, which is

probably the cause of this Massorah. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,

VoL I, fol. 70a, on Levit 11 47. It will be seen that in Gen. 3 15

pa is with the suffix second person singular masculine (y^Y^)-

There is one verse in the Bible in which pa is followed four

times by pai (2 Kings 11 17).
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n"^-| = § 235.

Ql'p D'TrS hetween hlood and blood, is ttoice thus combined.

That is/and not d-i pai D^p?- Of this Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, I collated three List^^(I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 160a, on 2 Chron. 19 10, which I have printed;

(II) Orient. 2349, fol. I33a, on Deut. 17 8, and (III) Vienna

Codex No. 35, on the same passage.

V^"1 = § 236.

rSI TDI ''IT?^ ^r5 between me and hetween thee, arid between ..

and bettoeen, occttrs in three verses. Of this Rubric I collated seven

Lists, five in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 158a, on 2 Chron. 1B_3, which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 50a, on 1 Sath. 20 42; (III) the same MS., fol. 2GG6,

on 2 Chron. 16 3; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 158&, on 1 Sam. 30 42;

(V) Add. 15,451, fol. 9A, on Gen. 13 8; (VI) the printed Massorah

on the same passage, and (VII) the same on 2 Chron. 16 3.

Lists II and III head this Rubric "pisi "rn pro n'K pot 'ides 'j and

add at the end 'ins? nn '"an "tn -nna nn. List IV has at the end

•fi-'O -iih whilst List VII has simply y».

Vb^ = § 237.

13"'ri3^''Si between us, occurs three times. That is, this exceptional

pr^osition with the feminine plural and the suffix first person

plural instead of the normal form ir?''?, which occurs eight

times (Gen. 26 28; 31 53; Josh. 22 25, 27, 28; Job 9 33; 34 4, 37).

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 16 6, on Josh. 22 34,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS. fol. 27a, on Judg. 11 10;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. I39a, on the same passage; (IV) Add. 15,451,

fol. 161a, on Josh. 22 34; (V) the same MS., fol. 171a, on

Judg. 11 10; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 19a, on Gen. 26 28; (VII)

Orient. 2349, fol. 42fe, on the same passage; (VIII) Halle Oehlah

Ve-Ochlah, Supplement fol. 130a, and (IX) the printed Massorah

on Judg. 11 10. Not only do Lists V, VI, VII and IX head this

Rubric en 'ki 'bn -a -i, but Lists V, VI and IX indicate that it is

the Joshua instance which is defective (en 'xrso).

IT'^-I = § 238.

|3riil''3 between them, is three times defective of Vav. Normally

the form of this preposition with the suffix third person plural

is oiT?. which occurs seven times without and with the prefix Vav

(1 Sam. 17 3; 26 13; 2 Sam. 14 6; Ezek. 20 12; 43 8; Job 41 8;

Lament. 1 17). Hence the Massorah safeguards this exceptional form.

Of this Rubric, which .does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 476, on Jerem. 25 16, which I have printed, and (II) Orient. 2349,

fol. 526, on Gen. 42 23. As this expression occurs three times

only, and is defective in all the three instances, the heading of

List II 'sm •: is more correct. • »

O'"?-! = § 239.

,7313 understanding, or understand thou, consider thou, is ttoice

with the accent. That is, with, the accent on the penultima. This

quadriliteral, which occurs altogether twenty-three times, and

which is in twenty-two instances a noun and in one instance

imperative singular masculine with paragogic He (Ps. 5 2), has

in twenty-two instances the accent on the ultima,* and in two

only is it with the accent on the penultima. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the exceptions.

And once it is with the prefix Vav and has the accent on the

j)enuUima. With the prefix Vav this noun occurs five times. As

it has the accent on the ultima four times » and on the penultima

once only, the Massorah safeguards the solitary instance.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1746, on Ps. 5 2, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 237a, on Job 34 16

;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 285a, on Ps. 5 2; (IV) the same MS.,

I'Comp. nya with Scph-Pa»uk Isa. S.3 19; Jerem. 3S 20; Prov. 1 2; 4 1, 7;

9 6, 10; Job 28 12, 20, 28; »8 4, 36; Dan. 9 22; ns'a with Atimach Isa. 29 24;

ProT. 4 6; n3'3 with Zakeph-Katm Dan. 1 20 ; 8 16; ns'S with Tipeha 2 Chron. 2 12;

rw'a with Pathta 1 Chron. 12 3.3; nl»a with Ohh Ve-Yvred Prov. 8 14; IC 10.

s Conip. ni'a? with Athnadi Prov. 23 2.3; nrai with Zak^i-Katm t Chron.

22 12; 2 Chron. 2 11; ni'?' with Rteia Isa. 11 2.

fol. 372a, on Dan. 10 l; (V) Add. 15,260, fol. 3826, on the sams

passage; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 2146, also on the same passage;

(VII) the printed Massorah on Ps. 6 2, and (VIII) the same on

Dan. 10 1. As one of the instances is with the prefix Vav,

List VI heads it more precisely '^vb^ ': nrai t\t^, whilst most of

the other Lists head simply '»aa '3 or •^sbh '3. These three instances

form part of the alphabetical List of words which respectively

occur three times, twice without the prefix T at- and once with

it. {Vide infra, letter % § 70.)

an = § 240.

Q''2^^3 eggs or Bezai, is altoays plene with two Tods except in

four instances. This Rubric artificially groups together the plural

form of CT^ eggs, which occurs six times, and the proper name

isa Bezai which occurs three times. Of these nine instances five

are plene with both Yods, one after the Beth and one after Zadi

(Deut. 22 6, 6; Isa. 10 14; 59 5, 5), and four are defective of

the first Yod. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Cambridge Add. 1174 on

Deut. 22 6, which I have printed; (II) British Museum Orient. 2348,

fol. 1456, on the same passage, and (III) Vienna Codex No. 35

also on the same passage. Though List III omits Neh. 10 19,

which is manifestly due to a clerical error, all the three Lists

coincide in stating that in Job 39 14 it is rr-xs without the first

Yod. This is confirmed by the Standard Codices, viz. Orient. 2201;

Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,251, as well as by

the following early editions; the editio in-inceps of the Hagio-

grapha, Naples 1486—87; the Salonica edition of the Psalms,

Proverbs, Job and Daniel 1515; the Complutensian and the first

edition of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1524—25.

Accordingly n-ra plene which is the reading in Add. 15,250; the

first, second, third and fourth editions of the Bible (Soncino 1488;

Naples 1491—93; Brescia 1494; Pesaro 1511—17) and the editio

in-inceps of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517, and which I have

adopted in my text, must be altered into n-sa in harmony with

this Massorah.

K"a"l = § 241.

n1'i^^3 fortresses, castles, occurs twice in the Scriptures. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Harley 5710—11, "Vol. II, fol. 165a, on 2 Chron. 27 4.

ran = § 242.

n^S7 rT'lSn* The noun n^a house, without and icith the prefixes,

has in four instances Kametz under the Beth. That is, without having

the pausal accent. In three of the instances it is with Zakeph-

Katon, viz. n4 Gen. 17 12, 27; n^ab l Kings 6 4 and in one

Tipeha, viz. n^an 1 Kings 6 31.

And loherever it is with Athnach or Soph-Pasulc it is likewise

nia loith Kametz. With Athnach n^a, without and with the prefixes

occurs forty-five times* and with Soph-Pasuk forty-one times.*

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2206, on 1 Kings 5 31,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 80a, on the

same passage; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 20a, Gen. 17 12; (IV) Add.

15,451, fol. 11 6, on the same passage; (V) the same MS., fol. 2276,

on 1 Kings 6 4; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 4a, on Gen. 17 12; (VII)

Orient. 2349, fol. 37a, on Gen. 17 27; (VIII) Halle Oehlah Ve-

Ochlah II, § 189; (IX) the printed Massorah on Gen. 17 27, and

(X) the same on 1 Kings 5 31.

1 Comp. n'a Gen. .^3 17; Isa. 68 7; Prov. 24 3; 1 Chron. 17 12, 25; n.'M

Gen. 27 16; .39 8;"Levit. 14 44; 2 Kings 4 2; 5 24; Estlier 7 8; n'an Levit. 14 ;i8,

45, 48; 2 Sam. 10 21; 19 6; 1 Kings 4 6; G .3, 17, 22; 8 19; 17 17; 18 'A;

2 Kings 12 8; 18 18; Isa. 36 3; Jerem. .39 14; Ezek. 9 3; 10 4, 18; 4;j 4, 12;

44 11, 14; Hag. 1 8; 2 Chron. 3 12; 6 9; 7 3; 28 7; n'ani 2 Chron. :« 8;

n»ana Ezek. 43 6; n.'a^i 2 Kings 11 ll'; 2 Chron. 23 10; H'sa' l Kings C 15;

Ezek. 7 16.

2 Comp. n^a Isa. 44 13; l Chron. 14 1 ; "'2? Gen. 34 29; 39 11 ; Levit. It 36;

1 Sam. 6 10; 1 Khigs 3 17, 18; n.'an Gen. 43 19; Levit. 14 36, .39, 42; 2 Sam. u 8;

15 16; 1 Kings 5 32; « .3, 0; 7 12; 9 25; 2 Kings 12 7, 9; 22 5, 0; Isa. 22 151

Ezek. 9 6; 40 46, 47; 41 G; 43 5, 12; 45 20; EccL 10 18; Esther 5 1 ; 2 Chron. 7 1

;

34 10; fi.'jsno Ezek. 40 9; n.'sS Exod. 12 3; Ezek. 41 9; 2 Cliron. 3 13; n'a"?i

Levit. 14 65; n.'ao 2 Kings 6 30.

ran = § 243.

n^!I33 in the ^ house, is six times Raphe. That is, in these

instances the prefix Beth is with Sheva, in contradistinction to

the thirty-two passages in which it is with Pathnch.
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Of this Rubric, which is one of the most ancient and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated seventeen Lists, sixteen in

MSS. and one printed. I shall enumerate the following ten only

:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 42 6, on Exod. 13 46, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 200 &, on 2 Sam. 1 6;

(III) Orient. 4445, fol. 54or, on Exod. 12 46; (IV) St. Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 6 8; (V) the same Codex on Amos 6 9;

(VI) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 61 o, on 2 Sam. 7 G; (VII) Add. 15,250,

fol. 2166, on Isa. 5 8; (VIII) Add. 21,160, fol. 85a, on Exod. 12 46;

(IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 248, and (X) the printed

Massorah on 1 Kings 3 17.

ran = § 244.

J^pi^ntSTK iH^iH TT3,il in this house which is called, occurs

tivice. That this combination required safeguarding is evident

from the Septuagint. In the first passage this version exhibits

h x& otxBt = ne^K n^aa without nri and in the second 6 olxog (lov =

-n'^ This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Orient 1474, fol. 11a, on Jerem. 7 10. As it is n^aa in

the first instance where this combination occurs and ni'an in the

second, the heading ought more properly to be 'w^a 'a, but this

expression, as we have seen, is often omitted.

iTOn = § 245.

nrY'lSn into the house, occurs eighteen [nineteen] times. That

is, with paragogic He instead of n^arr^x. The design of this

Massorah is to exclude the reading nn'an in 2 Sam. 19 6, which

obtained in some Schools of textual redactors; as is attested by

the Standard Codex Harley 5710— 11, as well as by the Keri nri^an

which was preserved in other Schools and which is exhibited

in the Massorah Parva of Add. 21,161.

Of this Rubric I collated fifteen Lists, fourteen in MSS.

and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 11a, on

Gen. 19 10, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 406,

on Exod. 9 10; (HI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 32a, on Judg. 19 15;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 66a, on 2 Sam. 14 31; (V) the same

MS., fol. 886, on 1 Kings 13 15; (VI) the same MS., fol. 100a,

on 2 Kings 4 32; (VII) the same MS., fol. 104a, on 2 Kings 9 6;

(VIII) Add. 15,250, fol. 1436, on Judg. 19 15; (IX) Add, 15,251,

fol. 1256, on Josh. 2 18; (X) the same MS., fol. 1766, on

2 Sam. 14 31; (XI) the same MS., fol. 202a, on 2 Kings 4 32;

(XII) Add. 1.5,451, fol. 2166, on 2 Sara. 13 7; (XIII) Add. 21,160,

fol. 50a, on Gen. 43 26; (XIV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 79, and (XV) the printed Massorah on 1 Kings 13 15.

Nine of the fifteen Lists (III, V, VI, VII, IX—XIII)

emphatically state in the respective headings that there are

nineteen such instances, though three only (Lists III, VIII, X)

record all the nineteen instances. As is often the case with

lengthy Lists, the copyists omitted passages even in these Lists

which correctly state in the headings that there are nineteen

(Lists V, VI, VII, IX— XIII). Later Nakdanim, however, altered

the numbers in the headings to correspond with the recorded

instances. As the omission is principally of la 'a in^the catchwords

e\Of yon = Gen. 43 26, that is the second instance in this verse

(Lists I, IV, V, VII, XIV, XV) the Nakdanim altered a" into n-\

It will be seen that in ten instances this expression is nn^an with

Pathach under the Beth and in nine rrt^sn with Kametz, which is

due to the pausal accent and that the Massorah takes no notice

of this fact

rO*l = § 246.

nn^DI and loithin the house, or and inward, occurs twice. Of

this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) the printed Massorah on

2 Sam. 5 9, which I have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

on the same passage. The heading pap -a is not quite correct:

it ought either to be pepi 'a, since it occurs twice only and is

with Kametz in both instances, or simply 'a as it is in List II.

r'DI = § 247.

n^DI and the hoitse of^ for which the Sevir in four instances

is rraai and into the house of. On referring to the notes on these

passages in my edition of the Bible it will be seen that the

Sevir exhibits the textual reading of some MSS. and editions.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists: (I) Add. 21,160,

fol. 76a, on Exod. 8 20, which I have printed; (II) the printed

Massorah on the same passage, and (III) the same on 2 Kings 2 3

(see also ira rrrvr letter % § 650).

n-ai = § 248.

IT'S #ri^53* -^^^^ tP07-ds respectively occur twice in the same

connection in an exceptional manner, once pi'eceded by n'aa in the

house of and once hy n'? the house of. Of this Rubrical collated

seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed: (I) Orient 2349,

fol. 646, on Exod. 12 29, which I have printed; (II) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 3606, on Esther 5 1; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 84a,

on Exod. 12 29; (IV) the same MS., fol. 311a, on Esther 6 l;

(V) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Exod. 13 29; (VI) the printed

Massorah on Jerem. 37 16, and (VII) the same on Esther 5 1.

BD'On = § 249.

nti^J^ IT'S the house of her huAand, occurs twice. That is, in

contradistinction to the combination fv6^ n-a the house of a woman
which occurs once (Josh. 2 1). Of this Rubric I collated three

Lists, one in MS., and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 106a, on Numb. 30 11, which I have printed; (H) the printed

Massorah on Ruth 1 9, and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter k, § 351.

yi = § 250.

?Vi n^3» Beth El is in three instances with Munach under the Beth . .

.

in all the other passages it is with Gaya. bK which, in combination

with rr^a without and with the prefixes occurs altogether about

seventy times, has in sixteen instances the accent Zakeph-Katon (hk).

In thirteen out of these sixteen instances rfa is simply with Makeph
and the normal Metheg,^ and in three only is it with Shophar =

Munach. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional accent

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and
two printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 48a, on Gen. 35 16, which I

have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 6a, on Josh. 8 17;

(HI) Add. 15,250, fol. 121a, on the same passage; (IV) Add. 15,451,

fol. 26a, on Gen. 36 16; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 35a, on the same
passage; (VI) the printed Massorah also on the same passage,

and (VII) the same on 1 Kings 12 32. List II heads this Rubric

raa rrwa npi ipjK ""Bpn b» n-a ho. In List HI which heads it rvva 'i

three times with Gaya, ,Twa is manifestly a clerical error for 'area.

» Comp. Str-n»a Gen. 31 13; Judg. 21 2; 1 Sam. 7 16; 13 2; 2 King 2 2;

Hos. 10 15; Amos 3 14; 5 6; 7 10; ^K-n'M i Kings 12 32a; IS 4; bif-n^a

Amos 7 13; hi-n'-ah josh. 7 2.

K":*! = § 251.

D^'^I^K fT'S house of God, occurs Jive times in the Scriptures.

In all the other instances in which this combination occurs and

which are recorded in the following Rubric it is D'-i^Kn rca with the

article. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional instances.

Of this Rubric, I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1686, on Judg. 17 5,

which I have printed ;
(II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1866, on Ps. 42 6

;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 31a, on Judg. 17 5; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 279a, on 2 Chron. 34 9; (V) the same MS., fol. 294a, on

Ps.42 5; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 1756, on Judg. 17 5; (VII) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah I, § 153; (VIII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 28 22,

and (IX) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 487. The
heading in Jacob b. Chayim's printed Massorah (List VIII)

which states that this combination occurs five times in the Law,

in the Prophets and in the Hagiographa apart from Chronicles

and Ezra (tntpi nnaa 'inai '"K'asi "ina 'n '\-6k n-a) is incorrect, since

one of the five instances is in 2 Chron. 34 9, whilst in Ezra-

Nehemiah arbm n-a does not occur at alL Here it is always

DTl'?Kn tr^ with the article. The blundering heading is, as usual, due

to an ignorant Nakdan.

T3T = § 252.

D^'T?Kn tr^ the house of God, occurs forty-eight times. The

design of this Massorah is to safeguard this combination against

being interchanged with the more common phrase nirp n-a. The

construct n'a and rY"?^ is followed both by the Tetragrammaton

and by o'rt'pK with the prefix He (o'.ibKn) about 243 times. In

195 instances {he combination is mn'; n"? or n^rr rra^ and in 48 only

is it D',i'?Knn''a or mi'pKn n'ab.* Hence the Massorah safeguards

1 Of 195 instances in which the combination with the Tetragrammaton

occurs 181 are njn^ "'? and 14 are nw n's^, whilst of the 48 instances in which

the combination is with O'rt'jjin 46 are^ °^^b^^ "'? and 3 o^^*!^ n»a^. it is remark-

able that whilst n^a with the prefix Lamed (n^aS) is included in this Rubric the

Massorah rigidly excludes this construct with prefix Belli (n*3S) althoni^

nin» n«a3 occurs 35 times, and n'rl^Knii'M ocean 7 times only.

26 a
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the minority. This protection was all the more necessary since

the two phrases are promiscuously used in one and the same

verse (i Chron. 23 28; 25 G; 28 12).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

1 collated four Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. IC, fol. 259a, on

2 Chron. 4 19, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 281 6,

on 2 Ghron. 36 18; (III) Add. 16,451, fol. 451 6, on Ezra 6 22,

and (IV) Cambridge Add. 465, on 2 Chron. 4 19. In the preceding

Rubric (List VIII) Jacob b. Chayim states that in Chronicles

and Ezra-Nehemiah n'rtbKn's occurs forty-eight times and that

he has given the List in the Massorah Finalis (pro n'K -itpi nm

•nan nas^-a^ arth» n's n'o). Not only is this Rubric nowhere given

in the printed Massorah, but this statement is incorrect:

(J) a-n'TKn-a should be D-ri'jKri n-a and (2) the forty- eight instances

arc not restricted to Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah since three

occur outside these two books, viz. Judg. 18 3 ; Eccl. 4 17 and Dan.l 2.

r:T = § 253.

nyi SrfrlHI rr'S this house of God, occurs four times and

in all other pc^sages it is simply with the devvmstrative pronoun 'p_.

The combination Kri^^ n'? is in nine instances followed by the

demonstrative pronoun. In five instances it is -r^, (Ezra 5 17;

ft 7,7,8,12) and in four it is the emphatic n:-!. The Massorah, there-

fore, safeguards the respective phrases. Of this Rubric I collated

three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. IC,

fol. 375 a, on Ezra 5 13, which I have printed; (II) Vienna Codex

No. 35 on Ezra 7 24, and (III) the printed Massoraji Finalis,

letter k, § 471.

T:-! = § 254.

'!?iOtr""n'^3 the house of Jsi-nel, occurs four times [in the

Pentateuch], btcntr is preceded by n"? and '« about 640 times.

In the Pentateuch the phrase h^-vr. •?£ is the rule. In this division

of the Bible it occurs about 316' times whilst '?snr-fT2 occurs

four times only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

combination. The necessity for safeguarding the respective

phrases will be seen on referring to the notes on Exod. 16 31

whence it is evident that the readings in the received text are

those of the dominant School and that the ancient Codices of

other textual redactors exhibited '?»nt:-';2 where the textiis receptus

has '?K"iiP"'"ri"3 and vice versa.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Orient 2348, fol. 92a, on

Exod. 40 38, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 97a, on

Levit. 10 6, and (III) Orient. 2349, fol. 87«, on the same passage.

< As follows: Genesis G; Exodus 105; Leviticus 49; Numbers 142; DeuL 14.

,T:1 = § 255.

'^S^lt^'^n"? the house of lirael, occurs twenty times and

throughout Jeremioh and Kzekiel it is liJcewise so except m eighteen

instances whei-e it is b^^^v^-^zz.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, and which does not occur in this form in the printed

Massorah, I collated seven Lists: (I) Arund, Orient. 16, fol. 386,

on 1 Sam. 7 2, which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,

fol. 6()/>, on 2 Sam. 6 5; (UI) the same MS., fol. 876, on

1 Kings 12 21; (IV) Orient. 4445, fol. 1406, on Numb. 20 29;

(V) Add. 15,251, fol. 2727), on Ezek. 12 9; (VI) the same MS.,

fol. 2886, on Ezek. 2!) 12, and (VII) Add. 21,160, fol. 92«, on

Exod. 16 31. Lists I, II, IV and V have the same addition at the

end of the Rubric. List VII has -raz 'an b»p)m rran' bai whilst

Lists III and VI have no addition at all, which makes this Rubric

unintelligible. It is remarkable that all the Lists which have

the addition omit nrr "ini after Ezekiel though ^K"j^-n'a occurs

thirteen times in the Minor Prophets.

It will be seen that the twenty instances embrace all the

three divisions of the Bible with the exception of three books,

viz. Jeremiah, Ezekiel and the Minor Prophets. The reason for

it will be seen from the following analysis:

(A) The Pentateuch, — In this division, as we have

already seen, btn^T'"'? ^^ *^^® ^^^'^ exception and is safeguarded

in a separate Rubric. {Vide supin, letter a, § 254.)

(B) The Prophets, — An analysis of the occurrence of the

respective phrases in the several books in this division will

disclose the reason why some of the books are included in this

Rubric and why others are excluded form it

Jonhua. — In Joshua where '?R-j^-';3 occurs 50 times and

L,j,^^.r,.5 once only, the solitary instance is included in the List

of twenty.

Judges. — In this book, where bit-jlf-35 occurs no fewer thar.

53 times the alternate phrase '?K-nir-n'3 does not occur at all.

Samuel. — In Samuel "jK^ir-^Si occurs eleven times anc

i,|j-i5y..r,,3 seven times only. Hence the minority are included in

the List

Kings. — In this book, where ^rj'T'*?? occurs twenty-one

times and '?K-nir-n''3 twice only the exceptions are safeguarded

in the List.

Isaiah. — In Isa. bvrif:-'}^ occurs five times and ^jntoTF^'l

three times. Hence the minority are included in the List,

Jei-emiah. — Here the case is different b*r<f:-ty% is the rule.

It occurs twenty-one times and ^jntr-sa, which occurs nine times

constitutes the minority. Hence the latter is excluded from the

List and is safeguarded in a separate Rubric. {Vide infra,

letter a, § 250.)

Kzekiel — The same is the case in Ezekiel. In this book

L,^^^.„,3 is the rule. It occurs no fewer than sixty-six times,

whilst bK-i^'-'ia is the exception since it occurs nine times only.

The former is, therefore, excluded from the List and the latter

is safeguarded in a separate Rubric. {Vids infra, letter a, § 250

and § 363.)

77te Minm- Prophets. — In the Minor Prophets, which the

Massorah treats as one book, the arrangement is very artificial

as will be seen from the following Rubric. As br-^n-a occurs

here thirteen times and ^Knto:-'.33 eleven and, moreover, as one

of the combinations prevails in one portion and one in

the other, the Minor Prophets a^e divided into two parts in

accordance with the prevalence 6f the respective phrases. {Vide

infra, letter a, § 250.) It is due to this division that the Minor

Prophets are excluded from the List before us.

(C) The MagiograpJia. — In the ten books of which the

third division of the Bible consists, the occurrence of the

respective combinations greatly varies, as will be seen from tlie

following analysis.

The Psalms. — In the Psalter . 'jKnfer-n'a occurs twice and

'?xntr-';3 does not occur at all. The two instances are, therefore,

included in the List

Proverbs. — In Proverbs neither of the phrases occurs.

joft, _ The same is the case with Job.

The Five MegiUoth. — In these five books ^K-;i?r-n'a occui-s

once only (Ruth 4 11) and ^jnw?"'?? not at all. The solitary

instance is, therefore, included in the List

Daniel. — In Daniel neither of the phrases occurs.

Ezra-Nehemiah. — In this book btrifr'}^ occurs eight times

(Ezra 6 16, 21; Neh. 1 6; 8 14, 17; 9 1; 10 40; 13 2) and

i^j,..,^.p,,3 not at all. As there are no exceptions to safeguard, there

is no sieparate List which records the instances in this book.

Chronicles. — The same is the case with Chronicles. Here

the combination ^K-if-':a exclusively occupies the ground. It

occurs twenty-one times (1 Chron. 2 l; 6 49; 2 Chron. 5 10;

6 11; 7 3; 8 2, 8, 9; 10 18; 13 12, 16, 18; 28 3, 8; 30 6, 21;

31 I'o- 33 2, 9; 35 17). There is, therefore, no cause for a

special List since there are no vai-iations to safeguard.

ran = § 256.

bK"ltr"''33 hi^'iVTT'^* In Jeremiah and Kzekiel it is ahmys

the house ^of' I^^'ael except' eigJiieen times where it is the children of

hrael. In these two books, as we have already seen, 'rx-itr-n-? is

the rule. It occurs no fewer than ninety-seven times and "?sn^r-33

eighteen times only. Hence the exceptions are safeguarded.

And from Hosea 1 1 to Amo.<i .'i 11 it is likewise the children

of Imiel except four times where it is the house of I.ii-nel. In this

part of the Minor Prophets bKniT'"? occurs seven times (Hosea 2 1;

3 1 4, 5; 4 1; Amos 2 11; 3 1) and ^Knte^^-n'S four times only.

Hence the minority is safeguarded.

Andfrom Amos .1 12 to the end of the hook of Minor Prophets it is

likewise the house of hrael except four times where if is the children

of Israel. In this part the contrary is the case, "^x-iifr-n^ is the

rule. It occurs nine times (Amos 5 1, 25; 6 1, 14; 7 10; 9 9;

Micah 15; 3 1, 9) whilst 'rtn'T"??' which occurs four times only,

is the exception and hence is safeguarded.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient l<:, fol. <;i«, on Jerem. 23 7, which I

have printed; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 29; (III) the

printed Massorah on Ezek. 44 9, and (IV) the printed Massoraii

Finalis, letter % § 419. Both Lists III and IV distinctly state that

<?Kite:"J2 occurs seventeen times only in Jeremiah and Ezekiel and

List III which duly enumerates this number omits Jerem. 23 7.

As List VII of Rubric 255, which is from a carefully written Model
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Ck}dex, also states that there are only seventeen such instances,

there can hardly be "any doubt that the different Massoretic

Schools had different records with regard to the number of the

respective phrases.

T'31 = § 257.

Vh'3 rT'S hottse oftettraint, or priaon, occurs three Hmea. That

is, without and with the prefix, in contradistinction to the other

four instances where ^ "this combination occurs and where it is

ibsnn'a with the article (I Kings 22 27; Jerem. 37 16, 18;

2 bhron. 18 26). Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

foL 110 6, on 2 Kings 17 4, which I have printed, and (11) Add.

15,250, fol. 208 fe, on the same passage. As k^s itself without the

prefix He only occurs three times, List II heads this Rubric

i K^s to distinguish it from the four instances in which it is

yhsn. The reference in the Rubric which I have printed should

be 2 Kings 17 4 and not l Kings.

n-ai = § 258.

*^'pSrT^ aheanng house, occurs twice. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16,

foL 1056, on 2 Kings 10 14.

B'31 - § 259.

T^mS^ in the house of. Eleven words are respectively preceded

once only by this noun in the construct with the prefix Beth. That is,

in this combination the words in question are unique, since in all

other instances where they occur preceded by this noun, it is

n^ without the prefix Beih.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest constituent parts

of the Massorah, I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. arid two

printed: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 2405, on Numb. 30 4, which I have

printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 151a, on the same passage;

(in) Add. 15,250, fol. 391a, on Ezra 6 5; (IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 237o,

on 1 Kings 14 13; (V) the same MS., fol. 451a, on Ezra 6 5;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 476 &, on 1 Chron. 17 1; (VII) Vienna

Codex No. 35 on Numb. 30 4; (VIII) the printed Massorah on the

same passage, and (IX) the printed Massorah Finalis, letters, § 169.

Though not explicitly stated so in the heading, the design

of this Massorah is not simply to record the unique combinations

with n'aa, but those words only which occur again more than

once preceded by this noun in the construct without the prefix

Beth. This is evident from the fact that no fewer than twelve

unique combinations' with n'^aa are here excluded because they

do not occur in combination with n-a^ and that four unique

combinations with n-?3 are omitted because they occur once only

preceded by n'Si.*

Tested by this canon we see that B-on "'lai-i QT^ ri'-aa

1 Chron. 17 1 which is given in seven out 6t the nine Lists

(I, n, IV, V, VI, VIII, IX) is incorrect,, since ot^t n'-a does not

occur and though it already occurs in the ancient Massorah of

Orient 4445 (List II) it is manifestly due to an ignorant Nakdan

who mistook it for "jKUbsn dttk n-aa (see the note). Moreover

^rraa does not belong 'to this Rubric, though it is given in

all the Lists, since ^^jsn^a occurs once only. List IV omits

bwl n-aa 2 Sam. 3 6 and makes up the eleven instances by

giving ytfTA n-aa Ezra 5 17 and though this instarice is also given-

in Lists V and VIII it is against the import of this Massorah,

since M*n| n-a does not occur. It is the addition of an ignorant

Nakdan. List VIII is hopelessly corrupt and it is difficult to say

whether its confusion is due to Jacob b. Chayim or a scribe. It

is to be reriiarked that the oldest form of this Massorah (List II)

has as yet no heading.

» CJomp. (1) ri?"'?? Levit. 14 34; (2) nn»»<ri noa Judg. 16 21; (3) n'aa

WI^P?" 2 Kings 15 6; (4) ^K»n n»3a Amos 14; (5) n^tf} iraa Micah 1 10;

(6) »^3D n»aa Pg. 119 64; (7) w»3'0 «'?» Judg. 17 4; (8) DBf^pa n-aa 2 Chron. S6 17;

(») m-mif^p ivaa Gen. 4S 19; (lO) •^3? "'?? Prov. 5 10; (11) nno/' n'?a eccI. 7 4;

(12) 'MWi n-aa' isa. 66 7.

» Gomp. (1) "jait n-aa Eccl. 7 4 with ^3»rn'? Eccl. 7 2; (2) I'JiH n'aa

Gen. S9 2 with vjiK n'a Gen. 40 7; (3) iian n'aa Exod. 13 29 with ilan n-j

Jerem. S7 16; (4) rtu^an n>aa Esther B 1 with nuf^an n^a Esther 1 9.

D'-l = § 260.

Vr^ fT'55 *»« <A« house of our father, occurs twice. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated

two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 164a, on Judg. 11 2,

which I have printed, and (II) Orient 2349, fol. 456, on Gen. 31 14.

K'On = § 261.

^^rPm& in BeA-El, occurs four [five] times in the Scripturea

and from' 1 Kings 12 29 to 13 32 it is likewise so with ihe

exception of one instance where it is wWiotU the prefix BeOi.

With the prefix Beih, this proper name occurs altogether

thirteen tim^. As eight of the instances are restricted to one

section (1 Kings 12 29, 32, 32, 33; 13 4, 11, 11, 32) and five

are outside this section, the Massorah divides the books in which
this combination occurs, into two parts, viz. the part in which

VK-n-aa is the exception and accordingly requires safeguarding

and the part in which bit n-§ is the exception and hence requires

protection. This Rubric, which I have found in the printed

Massorah only, on 2 Kings 23 15 is incorrect, since ^n-^f
occurs five times apart from the two chapters in Kings. The
omission of 1 Sam. 30 27 is manifestly due to a clerical error.

A later Nakdan, as usual, who found four instances recorded,

altered the n into n.

3'D1 = § 262.

D'TPK r)''53 »« ^ house of God, occurs twice. That is,

without the prefix He. The two instances are given in the

following Rubric They are a separate Rubric in Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah I, § 153.

yOl - § 268.

D^*1^K^ Ii^l33 in the house of God, occurs seven times

and in two instances this combination is without the He. The design

of this Massorah is to safeguard this combination against being

interchanged with the more common phrase nVr n-^ which is

recorded in the following Rubric, just as o-il'r^n-? without the

prefix Beth is safeguarded against rfirp n-?. (Vide supra, letter a, 252.)

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 374a, on Ezra 3 9, which

1 have printed; (II) the same MS., foL 2785, on 2 Chron. 33 7;

(III) Harley 5710—11, Vol H, fol. 151a, on 2 Chron. 4 II;

(IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 4986, on 2 Chron. 22 12, and (V) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter m, § 472.

TDI = § 264.

nVT fT'DS *'»* *^ house of Jehovah, is thtrty^nine timet thiu

combined in the Scnptures. The design of this Massorah is twofold.

In the first place it is to. distinguish between those instances in

which n-aa is followed by the divine name D'.i^n recorded in the

former Rubric and the passages in which it is in combination

with the Tetragrammaton. And in the second place it is to fix

the instances in which the phrase is rUT n-^, in contradistinction

to the 180 instances in which it is rrtrrn-a without the prefix

Beth. By fixing the number at thirty-nine the Massorah not only

militates against ' the various reading exhibited in some MSS.

in 1 Sam. 1 7 and 2 Kings 22 13 a, but against the textual

reading or Kethiv in 2 Kings 22 5 a, as will be seen from the

notes on .these passages in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated fifteen Lists, fourteen in MSS.

and one printed: (I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol. I, fol. 246a, on

2 Kings 11 10, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 88a, on 1 Kings 12 27;' (HI) the same MS., fol. lO&a, on

2 Kings 11 10; (IV) the same MS., fol. 118a, on 2 Kings 25 13;

(V) the same MS., fol. 159 a, on Jerem. 20 1; (VI) the same MS.,

fol. 1646, on Jerem. 28 5; (VII) the same MS., foL 216a, on

Hag. 1 14; (VHI) the same MS., fol. 2546, on 1 Chron. 26 12;

(IX) the same MS., fol. 290a, on Ps. 27 4; (X) the same MS.,

fol. 318a, on Ps. 135 2; (XI) Add. 16,250, fol. 212a, on 2 Kings 21 4;

(XII) Add. 15,451, fol. 2636, on 2 Kings 22 5; (XIII) Add. 21,160,

fol. 294a, on Zech. 14 21; (XIV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 152

and (XV) the printed Massorah on Ps. 135 2.

Though all the fifteen Lists state in the respective headings

that there are thirty-nine such instances, yet their form's show

that they are derived from two different Schools. Lists I, XI

and XV possess the same features and manifestly proceed from

the same Massorites though List I alone gives all the thirty-

nine instances and List XI omits the Psalms and Lamentations,

which is apparently due to a want of space, and though List XV
like the other twelve Lists omits 2 Cron. 20 5, All the other

twelve Lists" not only coincide in omitting this verse, but also

in excluding 2 Kings 22 8 and in making up the thirty-nine

instances with two other passages, viz. mrr n-a '[ban •?»-! = 2 Chron.

34 30 and nM? bs l^on lar-i = 2 Chron. 34 31. In the received

text, however, there is nirp n-? and not nw n-5S in the first of
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the two passages, whilst in the second there is neither rrtr n^a?
nor even rtn] n-a. Jacob b. Chayim, the first editor of the Rabbinic
Bible with the Massorah, who printed List XV which as we
have seen, belongs to one School of Massorites, had also before
him this Rubric in its second form, as exhibited in the twelve
Lists. He too testifies to the fact that all the Massorahs which
he collated, give these two verses as making up the thirty-nine

instances and he declares his inability to explain this mystery.

»

As all these MSS. belong to different ages and to countries far

apart, it is evident that this recension of the Massorah is based
upon Codices which read .-rt-r n^aa xsasn in 2 Chron. 34 30 in

accordance with the parallel passage in 2 Kings 23 2 and which
repeated this phrase after na "iRBn-"?? in verse ai.

Jacob, b, Chayim's remark (meaa psa-D "ana "•? ^vpi ne j^yi

-3-tK T^ra Knai) at the end of the Rubric on Ps. 135 2 where he
refers to the difficulties connected with these passages and to what
he had said in the Massorah Finalis under the Rubric 'nK, is of

peculiar interest to the Massoretic student. It shows that he
printed first the Massorah Finalis before printing the so-called

Massorah Marginalis which accompanies the text of the Bible.

n'nn '« n'a ^^Bn !?j?i ''j«>30 -nvi '« n»a2 k^ '« n«a vh ksds nh Minn piDoai ni-^s^i nay Sy

xyjfi D'a^oT DK »a '« n^aa xht '» fi'a en wnn pionan '»» n«a fW'nn o'pvnon Dnoon Saai

kSb* nKi3 pi ^"D ''3ia '^Da^ »idd "jai ^'d kSi '" n^aa n'a ok o 03«k i'?k b'bcj dki pwDT
jm» »3>K » <,2; ifl-i n'lT 'M n»a ^^a^ H"i piODa cir '" n'aa inttv 'am oxi cSia its-antpj

a'J! nay nay by -[hen loyi 'idbi h^ ik o'a'jaT loa Idbt 'ran wn an Kin nt»« n'ain"?

.Vay nan"? »S moan '-idd ho inw»an na^ «»tpp:

iTDT = § 265.

DpJ?^ n*'D3 in the house of Jacob, occurs twice. The design
of this Massorah is to safeguard this phrase in Jerem. 5 20

where the parallelism requires either ai5?.'a in the first clause or

rrnrr n-aa in the second which is exhibited in some MSS. of the

Septuagint. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 206 o, on Amos 3 13.

VD1 = § 266.

DriTJ ri^53 *" Beth-lehem, is three times thus combined in the

Sci-iptures. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated five Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 137fe, on 1 Chron. 11 16, which I have printed; (II) Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 28a, on Judg. 12 10; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 140 a;
(IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 146a, and (V) Add. 15,451, fol. 1726, all

on the same passage.

ron § 267.

"^Pton iT'Dl? **» ihe house of the king, occurs three times . . . .

and once.it is toith the 'prefix He. Of this Rubric, which is one of

the oldest parts of the Massorah, I collated five Lists, three in

MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2706, on
2 Chron. 23 5, which I have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex
of A. D. 916 on Jerem. 38 7; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 428/;, on
2 Chron. 23 5; (IV) the printed Massorah on Esther 9 4, and
(V) the same on 2 Chron. 23 5.

tn fT'a^ and the house of David, occurs ttcice. The design

of this Massorah is to safeguard this combination in l Chron. 17 24

against being made conformable to 2 Sam. 7 26 where the phrase
is inverted, viz. -tin Ti-^iar n'ai. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists:

(I) Vienna Codex No. 35 on 1 Chron. 17 24, which I have printed,

and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter -r, § 62.

B'DI = § 269.

^pi'^ T\*^'2^ and *the house of Joseph, ocairs twice. Of this

Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed

:

(I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 13a, on Josh. 18 5, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., fol. 209a, on Obad. 18; (III) Vienna Codex
No. 35 on the same passage, and (IV) the printed Massorah, also on
the same passage.

m - § 270.

^7^^ ^''^^ «"<^ **« house of the king, occurs three times in

the Scriptures. That is, to distinguish it from the other two
instances where this combination occurs without the prefix He.

(Jerem. 27 18, 21.) This Rubric is from the printed Massorah
on 2 Kings 12 19.

H'V^ = § 271.

0^^^^^^ n^5
f'

¥f^r the house of their fathers, occurs seven
times. That is, in this longer form rra^ is in forty-five instanoee
followed by this plural noun with the suffix third person plural
masculine. In thirty-eight instances the combination is with the
shorter form, viz. OTiaHn^a^^ and in seven only is it with the
longer form. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional
phrase. It will be seen from the note that the longer form
is restricted to Chronicles and that even here it is in the
minority since the shorter combination occurs eight times in
this book.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 267a,
on 2 Chron. 17 14, which I have printed, and (II) Vienna Codex
No. 35 on 2 Chron. 31 17. As one of the instances is n^i (l Chron.
4 38) the heading ought more properly to be -vb^ 't.

1 Coinp. onax jraS Numb. 1 2, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, U, 30, 38,
40, 42, 45; 2 2, 32; .3 16, 20; 4 2, 22, 29, 40, 42; 17 17, 21; 26 2; .^4 14, 14;
Ezra 10 16; 1 Chron. 5 15, 24; 7 2, 4; 9 13; 12 31; 24 4; 26 13.

3"^ = § 272.

D^'lT'Kn D'^^y for the house of God, occurs three times. This
construct noun with the prefix Lamed is followed by the Divine
name nineteen times. In sixte^ instances it is the Tetragrammaton
(nin^^n^ab 2 Kings 25 16; Jerem. 52 17, 20; Zech. 7 3; Ezra 2 68;
Neh. 10 36; 1 Chron. 9 23; 22 14; 26 27; 2 Chron. 4 16; 5 1-

9 11; 24 14; 29 31; 30 1; 31 16) and in three only is it D-rf^xn'

Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional combination.
This was all the more necessary since the two phrases are
used interchangeably in one and the same verse (Ezra 2 68).

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3736, on Ezra 2 68, the verse
which required safeguarding.

JT1 = § 273.

rllSK tVlly to the house of her mother, occurs tunee. Of this

Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Add. 15,251, fol. 246, on Gen. 24 28, which I have printed;
(II) Add. 15,451, fol. 166, on the same passage, and (III) the
printed Massorah also on the same passage.

T'rn == § 274.

^^'^^!' fT'^P ^^ *^^ *"^'** "/ -'^'fl'e^, it.« four times thus combined
in the Scriptures. Apart from Ezekiel this combination is the
exception and the rule is bvi-vif, 'Ja^ to the children of Israel, which
occurs twenty-four times. Here,' therefore, the Massorah safeguards
the exceptional phrase.

And throughout Ezekiel it is Ulceioise 'iK'ir' rraS except in one instance.

In Ezekiel, where this phrase is the rule and whore it occurs
twelve times (Ezek. 3 17; 4 3; 12 6; 2-I- 31; 29 6, 16, 21, 22;
33 7; 36 37; 40 4; 45 k) and b^-ie^,':^ is the exception,' the
Massorah safeguards the solitary instance.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 57I(»— 11, Vol. II, fol. uoh, mi Amos 5 3,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II. fol. 204 6, on
Ps. 98 3; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 206 6, on Amos 5 3; (IV)
Add. 15,250, fol. 303a, on the same passage; (V) Add. 15,251,
fol. 3656, on Ps. 98 3; (VI) Halle Ochlali Ve-Oclilah II, § 29,
and (VII) the printed Massorah on Ps. OH 3.

It will be seen that List I gives Ezek. 37 21 as the solitary
passage where "^K-itr "ja is used in tliis book instead of the regular
phrase ^tj-jtr n^a^. List V, however, has it 'jr^i K"aa "lan bttp^r- bz'.

nan'pKi»' tiius giving Ezek. 37 16 as the only exception. As
neither of these instances is ':^b, one being -js and the other 'jsSi,

Lists n, VI and VII which simply state 'ir"t bap-^rr^ bz^ without
mentioning any exception, are more correct In Lists III and IV
the second part of this Rubric is entirely absent wliich makes it

unintelligible, since it suggests that "^Knt^ n'a^ occurs four times
only, whereas it occurs altogether sixteen times.

,W = § 275.

rr^S?^ «"'^ *" *^"^ Jiovse of, occurs three times at the heglnning

of a verse in the Scriptures. This Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 566,

on Jerem. 35 18.
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rri - § 27G.

n'^Dvl and to the hmue of^ oeeurt t.eM iim^s, tkrfe of them at

the beginning of a vei'M. Tho design of this Massorah is to militate

against those Codices which read it rrnb without the prefix Fat-

in Numb. 4 38 and 46, as will be seen from the notes on these

passages in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and most popular
parts of the Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists, fourteen in MSS.
and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 2016, on
2 Sam. 9 2, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I,

fol. 866, on Numb. 4 34; (III) Orient. 4445, foL 121 a, on the

same passage; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 856, on 1 Kings 10 12;

(V) the same MS., fol. 1276, on Isa. 22 21; (VI) the same MS.,

foL 1436, on Isa. 68 1; (VII) the same MS., foL 160a, on Jerem.

21 11; (VIII) the same MS., fol. 171 a, on Jerem. 35 18; (IX)

the same MS., fol. 2626, on 2 Chron. 9 il; (X) Add. 15,451,

fol. 936, on Numb. 4 34; (XI) the same MS., fob 233a, on
1 Kings 10 12; (XII) the same MS., fol. 2996, on Jerem. 35 18;

(XIII) the same MS., fol. 491 a, on 2 Chron. 9 11; (XIV)
Add. 21,160, fol. 193 a, on Numb. 4 46^ and (XV) the printed

Massorah on the same passage.

rrn = § 277.

DTI^K ^^5 r^ ""'^
"rf^^' '^^ house of their fathers, occurs three

times in all other passages it is without the prefx Vav, As
this combination, which occurs altogether twenty times, is in

seventeen instances without the prefix Vat^ ij^p* n*?^ Numb. 1 2,

20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42; 4*2," 29,' 40, 42) and
in these three instances only with the Vav, the Massorah
safeguards the exceptional phrase. Of this Rubric, which does

not occur in this form in the printed Massorah, I collated two
Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 866, on Numb. 4 34,

which I have printed, and (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 846, on the

same passage. The addition at the end of List II, viz. aroit nrs"? 'xn

expresses the design of this Rubric better than the addition at

the end of List I which has ar\ntmvh, since there is a separate

Massorah on the combination oroit n"?^i DriniiB?o^, contrasting it

with the inverted combination onhetfo^ dtok n'3^. ( Vide infra,

letter 0, § 856, Vol. II, p. 250.)

n'ri = § 278.

^K^tP^ ^^3P Z*'""* **« house of Israel^ is six times thus combined
in the Scriptures. That is, in contradistinction to the normal phrase
^Jlrtr. »)aa from the children of Israel, which occurs sixteen times
(Levit. 17 13; 20 2; Numb. 3 12; 8 IG; 16 2; 25 6; Deut 23 18;

24 7; Josh. 2 2; 4 4; Judg. 19 12; 1 Sam. 9 2; 2 Sam. 21 2;

1 Kings 9 20; Dan. 1 3; Ezra 7 7).

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, isight in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 776, on Ezek. 14 4,

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 103a, on Levit. 17 10;

(III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 175a, on Ezek. 14 4; (IV) Add. 15,451,

fol. 3136, on the same passage; (V) Add. 21,160, foL 1656, on
Levit 17 10; (VI) the same MS. fol. 1726, on Levit 22 18; (VII)
Orient 2349, fol. 926, on Levit. 17 3; (VIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-
Ochlah II, § 29; (IX) the printed Massorah on Levit 17 3, and
(X) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 421. It will be seen
that List I, which I have printed, enumerates five instances only,
though it states in the heading that there are six. The omission
is manifestly due to a clerical oversight of the expression "Tni6»i

[
=» Ezek. 14 7] after the last instance. This expression and tram

are not unfrequently omitted.

tJ'r-l - § 279.

niT3 in the house of, is Jive times plene in the Pentateuch. That
is, in these instances the construct is abnormally with paragogic
He. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,
Vol. I, fol. 396, on Exod. 8 20, which I have printed and (II)

the printed Massorah Finalis, letter 2, § 177. By an oversight
the fifth instance rrnn rrm tss 3^» i«ai Exod. 8 20, has dropped
out of the List which I have printed. It is remarkable
that Gen. 44 14, where the present text has also nrra, is

excluded from this List, whilst List II, which also states in the
heading that there are five such instances only omits
Gen. 43 17. The heading ought properly to be rmnai and in
the Pentateuch, since all the instances are restricted to the
Pentateuch.

B'T - I 280.

^&P Tlt1% the house of Joseph, occurs three times. The design
of this Massorah is to safeguard the two different forms which
are used in the two consecutive verses, viz. Gen. 43 17 and 18.
This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is
from Add. 1.5,251, fol. 37 a, on Gen. 43 17.

K'DI = § 281.

nSI^ t^ty% the house of Pharaoh, occurs iicice. This Rubric,
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,251,
foL 396, on Gen. 47 14.

ren = § 282.

uT'S^ and his house, occurs six times in the Scriptures. Of this
Rubric, which is one of tho most ancient and popular parts of
the Massorah, I collated twelve Lists, ten in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 346, on Exod. 1 l,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol I, fol. 197a, on
2 Sam. 2 8; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, foL 1146, on Micah. 2 2;
(IV) the same MS., Vol. n, fol. 163 a, on 2 Chron. 24 16; (V)
Orient 4445, fol. 42a, on Exod. 1 l; (VI) Arund. Orient 16,
fol. 54a, on 1 Sam. 27 3; (VII) the same MS., fol. 2106, on
Micah 2 2; (VIH) the same MS., fol. 2716, on 2 Chron. 24 16;
(IX) Add. 15,451, fol. 204a, on 2 Sam. 2 3; (X) Hftlle Ochlah
Ve-Ochlah II, § 247; (XI) the printed Massorah on Exod. 1 l,

and (XII) the same on 2 Chron. 24 16.

J'DI - § 288.

D^'TSJ? D^1^3 places for staves. Throughout the Pentateuch it

is for places for the staves except twice sfih^'e it is places for staves.

This phrase, which occurs altogether five times, is not only
confined to the Pentateuch, but is restricted to one book. In
three instances it is with the prefix Lamed, viz. o^btrKih
(Exod. 25 27; 30 4; 37 27) and in two only is it without this
prefix and with Pathach under the Lamed of the second noun,
viz. D'^? Q-p^ (Exod. 37 14; 38 5). Hence the Massorah safeguards
the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 80a, on Exod. 38 5, which I have
printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 536, on the same passage, and
(IH) the printed Massorah on Exod. 37 14. As the two passages
occur in the same section. Lists II and III simply head this
Rubric pjrai a ty-^b o'n^. The punctuation and the references m
the Rubric which I have printed, are to be corrected in accordance
with those given here.

TBI = § 284.

D'^liSn the houses, has in three instances two accents. That is, it

is with Munach and Zakeph-Katon. This Rubric is from the printed
Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 176. Both the MSS. and the early
editions give four such instances, but they greatly vary, as will
be seen from the following analysis:

(1) Exodus 12 7.

trnp with two accents is exhibited in Orient 4445;
Orient ""2201; Harley 5710—11; Add. 21,160; Add. 15,451;
Orient 4227; the second edition of the Bible, Naples 1491—93;
the Lisbon Pentateuch 1491; the editio princeps of the Rabbinic
Bible, Venice 1517 and the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible
with the Massorah 1524—2.5.

OTijn with Zakeph only Add. 15,250; editio princeps of the
Pentateuch Bologna 1482; the first edition of the Bible Soncino 1488;
the third edition Brescia 1494 and the second quarto, Venice 1521.

(2) Isaiah 22 10.

amn Orient 2201; Harley 5710-11; Arund. Orient 16;
Add. 16,451; Add. 15,251; the Lisbon edition of Isaiah 1492;
and the Pesaro edition of the Latter Prophets 1515.

crri|n Add. 1.5,250; Orient 4227; the first, second, third and
fourth editions of the Bible; the editio princeps of the Rabbinic
Bible; the second quarto, and the first edition of the Rabbinic
Bible with the Massorah.

(3) ZachaHah Id 10.

onitjn Orient 2201; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 16,251 and the
first edition of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah.

avan Harley .5710—11 ; Add. 15,451; Add. 15,250; Orient 4227;
the first, second, third and fourth editions of the Bible; the Pesaro
edition of the Latter Prophets; the editio princeps of tlie Rabbinic
Bible and the second quarto.
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(4) 2 Chronicles 34 11.

tj^nan Orient. 2201; Harley 5710-11; Arund. Orient. 16;

Add. 15^51 ; Orient 4227; the edttio prtneeps of the Rabbinic Bible

and the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah.

D'niO Add. 15,250; Add. 15,4.'>1; the first, second, third and

fourth editions of the Bible and the second quarto.

.TB-I = § 285.

D'^riSI and houses, occurs four times. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated eight Lists:

(I) Harley .5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 110a, on Deut. 6 11, which

1 have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol.11, fol. ia, on Isa. 6 11;

(III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 121 fc, on the same passage; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 2106, on Micah 2 2; (V) Add. 15,250, fol. 2l7a,

on Isa. 6 11; (VI) the same MS., fol. SOGfc, on Micah 2 2; (VII)

Add. ir.,251, fol.303o, on the same passage, and (VIII) Add. 21,160,

fol. 267a, on Deut. 6 11.

VB1 = § 286.

nn^S house, is twice written with He. That is, this emphatic

Chaldee noun which is normally with Akph (wn^? Ezra 5 3, 9, 11;

6 3) is in these two instances abnormally with He, for which

reason the Massorah safeguards it. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol.11,

fol. 290a, on Ezra 6 15. As it is with the prefix Vav in the first

instance, the heading ought more properly to be Hivrb^ O. But

this qualifying expression, as we have already seen, is often

omitted.

rOI = § 287.

I^j^ "Ti^^^ The verb n23 to weep, to mourn, is always conihined

with the' pi-eposition -bp except in three instances where it is with -•?«.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 1986, on 2 Sam. 3 32,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 59a, on the

same passage; (III) Vienna Codex No. 35. on Ezek. 27 31, and

(IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 18G, These three

instances form ftart of the long List of words which are exceptionally

construed with -^k. (Vide supra, letter x, § 5^3.) The note on

2 Sam. 1 24 in my edition of the Bible will show the reason

why the Massorites safeguarded these passages.

n"D"1 = § 288.

*I33 to iveep, to lament, is five times written with Vav in the

Seripttires. This infinitive absolute, without and with the prefix

Vav, occurs altogether nine times. In four instances it is with

its normal He (1 Sam. 1 10; 2 Sam. 3 IG; 15 30; Ps. 126 6)

and in five with Vav. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the

abnormal orthography. On referring to the notes on the four

instances in my edition of the Bible it will be seen that the

official Keri cancels the He in all cases and directs us to read

it 132 with Vav, whilst the notes on Jerem. 22 10 and Lament. 1 2

show, on the contrary, that another School of textual redactors

liave a Keri on the instances which are written with Vav, directing

that they should be read with He. The two conflicting Massorahs,

therefore, show that they proceed from two different Schools

of textual redactors who preserved different traditions about its

orthography.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol. II, fol. 45 a, on Jerem. 22 10, which I have

printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Micah 1 10;

(III) Arund. Orient. 1(5, fol. 1G06, on Jerem. 22 10; (IV) the same

MS., fol. 2106, on Micah 1 10; (V) the same MS., fol. 3556, on

Lament. 1 a; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 402«, on the same passage;

(VII) Add. 21,100, fol. 315a, also on the same passage; (VIII)

the printed Massorah on Isa. 30 19, and (IX) the same on

Jerem. 22 10.

B"D1 = § 289.

naaSl and Ishall toeep, occurs twice. That is, this Kal future

first person' singular with Vav conjunctive, in contradistinction

to the tlirco instances in which it is with Vav conversive recorded

in the following Rubric.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 10, fol. 276, on Judg. U 37,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. lo3a, on Jerem. 8 23,

and (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 244a, on the same passage.

Xn « § 290.

n3DK1 and I wept, occwrs three times in the Scriptures. By

fixing the number at three, the design of this Massorah is to

militate against the reading n|?ir in Ps. 69 1 1, which is still exhibited

in the Septuagint, which is now^ccepted as more correct and which

is supported by Ps. 35 13. The variation is due to the abbreviation

in the original text which was simply »ti and which one School

of textual redactors resolved into nasKi and another into ropKi.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 204a, on 2 Sam. 12 22,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 194a, on

Ps. 69 11; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3006, on the same passage;

(IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 3596, also on the same passage, and (V)

the printed Massorah also on the same passage.

rxn = § 291.

Mi^^i they shall weep, is ttoice plene. That is, with the para-

gogic Nun. This Kal future third person plural masculine occurs

altogether six times. In four instances it has its normal form

(Levit. 10 6; Numb. 11 13; 1 Sam. 11 5; Joel 2 17) and in these

two instances only does it exhibit this paragogic j.
Hence

the Massorah safeguards the abnormal orthography. Of this

Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2356, on Job 31 38, which I

have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 332a, on the same

passage, and (III) the printed Massorah also on the same

T2i1 = § 292.

nD3 weeping, occurs seven times .... and is always defective

except once. The design of this .'Massorah is to militate against

the extra-official reading or the Sevir ops the plural in Numb.

11 10, as will be seen from the note on this passage in my

edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 58a, on Exod. 2 6, which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 696, on 2 Sam. 19 2; (III)

the same MS., fol. 1036, on 2 Kings 8 12; (IV) Add. 15,251,

fol. 89a, on Numb. 11 10; (V) the same MS., fol. 261a, on

Jerem. 41 6; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 65a, on Exod. 2 6; (VII) the

same MS., fol. 205a, on Numb. 11 10, and (VIII) the printed

Massorah on Exod. 2 6. As two of the instances are with the

prefix Vav, six of the Lists head this Rubric more precisely

•T nasi nas.

rxn = § 293.

J^^S'l^l and tceeping, occurs twice, once plene and once defective^

As this' participle active singular masculine with the prefix Vav

which occurs twice only, is differently spelt, the Massorah

safeguards this variation in the orthography. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 67a, on 2 Sam. 15 30.

T2{"l = § 294.

D''?1I3 they weeping, is twice plene in the Scriptures. This

participle active masculine plural occurs altogether six times.

It is defective in four instances (Numb. 25 G; Judg. 2 5; Job 3031;

Ezra S 12) and plene in these two instances only. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the minority. Of this Rubric I collated two

Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. H, fol. 2976, on Neh. 8 9, which

I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on Numb. 25 6.

n-lC-l = § 295.

*155% [Forms of the root laa tvhich respectively occur once only.]

This List,
'

which does not occur in the printed Massorah and

the heading of which I supplied, as indicated by the brackets,

is from Orient 2349, fol. 135a, on Deut 21 17.

ritn = § 296.

133 Jlrstboim, is seven times defective in the Pentateuch. This

noun occurs altogether forty-six times in the Pentateuch, and

once with the prefix Beth (nbaa Deut 15 19). It is plene in

forty instances and defective in seven only, including the

solitary instance with the prefix Beth. The Massorah, therefore,

safeguards the exceptional spelling, which in fact exhibits the
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primitive orthography. This protection of the several spellings

was all the more necessary since they are used indifferently in

one and the same chapter (Comp. Numb. 3 40 and 41 with 3 12,

13, 13 &c.).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 38^, on Exod. 6 14,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 165, on Gen. 26 13;

(III) Add. 15,451, fol. 925, on Numb. 3 40; (IV) Add. 21,160,

fol. 166, on Gen. 25 13; (V) the same MS., fol. 190a, on Numb. 3 40;
(VI) Orient. 2349, foL 996, on Numb. 1 20, and (VII) the printed
Hassorah on Gen. 46 8.

It will be seen that the List which I have printed makes
up the seven instances entirely of nbB without any prefix and
gives as one of the instances Gen. 35 23 which is plene in the
received text. The other Lists give six instances only of -is^

omitting Gen. 35 23 and the solitary instance of iba?. Accordingly
the heading ought either to be 'arte 'on 'i or -oaa nm 'on %

rSCI - § 297.

"nlDSn t?ie firstborn, is four times plene in the Pentateuch. In
the Pentateuch, where this noun with the prefix He occurs altogether
ten times and where it is defective in six instances (Gen. 43 33;
48 18; Numb. 3 2; Deut. 21 15, 16, 17) and defective in four,
the Massorah safeguards the minority. By fixing the number at
four, the Massorah militates against the Hellali Codex which
reads nft^ti plene in Gen. 48 18 as will be seen from the notes
on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

And throughout the Prophets and Hagiographa it is likewise plene
except once. In these two divisions of the Bible where this noun
with the prefix He occurs altogether eighteen times, the plene
spelling is the rule and the defective the exception. Here, therefore,
the Massorah safeguards the solitary instance.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah,
I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and two printed : (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1276, on Deut. 25 6, which I have printed;
(II) the same MS., Vol.1, fol. 28a, on Gen. 41 51; (III) Orient. 4445,
fol. 316, on the same passage; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 356, also on
the same passage; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 466, also on the same
passage; (VI) Orient. 2349, fol. 137a, on Deut. 25 6; (VH) Halle
Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement fol. 132a; (VIII) the printed
Massorah on Gen. 41 51, and (IX) the same on Deut. 15 19.

Lists n, ni and IV have not the second part of this Rubric.

n'SI = § 298.

^3to from the. firstborn, is twice defective. This n6uh with
the prefix Mem occurs altogether four times and is restricted
to Exodus and Numbers. As it is spelt in two different ways
the Massorah here safeguards the two defective instances. This
Rubric is from the printed Massorah on Exod. 12 29.

fi3*3tT = § 299.

ItD!?^ from the firsibom, is ttoice plene. Here the Massorah
safeguards the other two instances which exhibit a different
spelling. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 2],160,
fol. 1906, on Numb. 3 46, which I have printed, and (II) the
printed Massorah on Exod. 11 5.

rV = § 302.

1*113^ his firstborn, is three times plene. With the suffix third
person singular masculine this noun occurs eleven times. It is
defective in eight instances (Gen. 10 15; 22 21; 1 Kings 16 34-

1 Chron. 1 13; 2 13, 42; 8 i, 39) and plene in three only. Hence
the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography.

Of this popular Massorah I coUated twelve Lists, ten in
MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, foi. 256, on
Gen. 38 6, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I,

fol. 1616, on Judg. 8 20; (HI) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 1976^
on 2 Sam. 3 2; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 246, on Judg. 8 20;'

(V) the same MS., fol. 586, on 2 Sam. 3 2; (VI) Add. 15,250,
fol. 1366, on Judg. 8 20; (VII) Add. 15,251, fol. 170a, on 2 Sam!
3 2; (VIII) Add. 15,451, fol. 1686, on Judg. 8 20; (IX) the same
MS., fol. 205a, on 2 Sam. 3 2; (X) Add. 21,160, fol. 396, on
Gen. 38 6; (XI) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and
(XII) the same on Judg. 8 20.

yV = § 303.

T\Tti% firstlings, without and with prefixes. This plural
occurs five times. In three instances it is entirely defective i. e.

without either Vav (Comp. nhbai Deut. 12 6, 17; 14 23) and in
two instances it has the second Vav which is thus indicated by
this Rubric. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, is from Cambridge Add. 1174 on Gen. 4 4.

TV = § 304.

tr^yS^firstfi-uits, occurs twice. That is, in these two instances
it is preceded by a noun in construct therewith, in contra-
distinction to the other two instances wlii&re it occurs (Levit 23 17-

Nah. 3 12). This Rubric, which does not occur in |he printed
Massorah, is from Cambridge Add. 1174 on Levit 2 1 4.

r - § 300.

""h? "iy firstboi-n, has in two instances the accent on the

pen«W«}a.. That is, in contradistinction to the other two instances
where this noun with the suffix first person singular occurs
with the accent on the ultima (Exod. 4 22; Micah 6 7).

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists; two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710~li, Vol. I, fol. 336, on Gen. 49 3,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 2906, on Jerem. 31 9,

and (III) the printed Massorah on Gen. 49 3.

«•» = § 301.

TTb^ thyfirs&om, occurs Uoice in the Pentateuch. That is,

with Segol under the Besch instead of Sheva which is due to its

pausal or distinctive accent. In the only other instance where it

occurs it is with its normal Sheva (Gen. 27 32), This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,
Vol I, fol. 37 a, on Exod. 4 23. The heading ought more properly
to be 'mroi -a since it does not occur outside the Pentateuch.

n'V = § 805.

D''*Tl33n the firstfruits, occurs twice, once defective and once
plene. As this noun with the prefix He, which occurs twice only,
is spelt in two different ways, the Massorah safeguards the
variation in its orthography. This Rubric, which does not occur
in the printed Massorah, is from Vienna Codex No. 35 on
Levit. 23 20 which is defective.

r» = § 306.

DniSan d'ni33» without and with the prefix He this
plural noun occurs four times in the Pentateuch. The other two
instances are outside this division of the Bible (2 Kings 4 42;
Nah. 3 12). Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 83a, on
Levit 2 14, which I have printed, and (II) Orient 2348, fol. 93 a,

on the same passage.

rr = § 307.

**P^a in weeping, occurs six times. The design of this Massorah
is indicated in List IV which heads this Rubric pel 'i six times

Raphe, that is, with Chirek under the Beth, in contradistinction
to the two instances with Pathach under the first Beth and Segol
under the second (Isa. 15 3; 22 4).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 546, on Gen. 45 2, which I have
printed; (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 526, on Jerem. 31 9;
(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 309a, on Ps. 102 10; (IV) Add. 15,251,
fol. 375, on Gen. 45 2; (V) Orient 2348, fol. 645, on the same
passage: (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement fol. 131a, and
(VH) the printed Massorah on Gen. 45 2. That there must have
been some uncertainty about the reading of this quadriliteral in

some MSS. is evident from Lists II and III which are in two
carefully written Model Codices. Thus List II heads this Rubric
'^•55 'n 'oaa and enumerates four only, omitting Gen. 45 2 and
Ps. 102 10, whilst List IH which is headed -n ^aaa and which
also gives four instances only, omits Isa. 16 9 and Jerem. 48 5.

List IV which, like List H, is headed '-b-i -n gives all the six.

npiS Bocheru, occurs twice. The design of this Massorah is

to safeguard this reading of the predominant School of textual
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redactors against the Ck)dices of the less dominant School which

read it l-tb? hi$ firrtbom, and which is stUl exhibited in the

Septuagint and the Syriac, as will be seen from the notes on

these passages in my edition of the Bible. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16,

foL 244 &, on 1 Ghron. 9 44.

B^ - § 809.

h% Bel, occur* thru timet. That is, in these three instances

Baal has been contracted into Bel. For the reason of this con^

traction see my Introduction to ike Maeeoretieo-Oriiieal edition of

the Hebrew Btbie p. 400 &c Of this Rubric, which I have found

in the printed Massorah only, I collated two Lists: (I) on

Isa. 46 1 and (II) on Jerem. 50 2.

*T - § 810.

ni'^58'1 and I became cheerful, oeeure three times. Of this

Rubrical collated three Usts, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. H, foL I860, on Ps. 89 14, which I

have printed; (H) Vienna Codex No. 85 on Job 9 27; (HI) the

printed Massorah on the same passage.

ir»r - § 811.

TTb'2 the OT it did not vxmx old, or wear out, ocewra twice. The

design *of this Massorah is to militate against the reading 63

the plural, in Deut 29 46, which is exhibited in the Samaritan,

the Septuagint, the Targum of the so-called Jonathan and some

MSS. These have read the last clause arSri bfa^^iih n?*^^?! in

the plural which is not in harmony with the first part of this

verse, but with the following verse.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Add. 15,261, fol. 1206, on

Deut 29 4, which I have printed; (U) Add. -16,250, foL 1126,

on the same passage, and (HI) Orient 2349, fol. 1396, also on

the same passage. As 16 precedes this verb in both instances,

List in is headed 's rvf^ >6.

valence of the respective orthography, safeguarding in each

case the exceptional spelUng. In Dan. 1 1—4 84 where it occurs

eight times it is uniformly u*»>?^ (1 7; 2 26; 4 6, 6, 15, 16,

16, 16) and hence no exception is here safeguarded, whilst in

Dan.' 5 1—12 18 where it occurs nine times, the spelling without

the Teth is the rule and with it the exception. The former occurs

seven times (6 1, 2, 9, 22, 30; 7 1; 8 1) and the latter twice

only (6 12; 10 l). Hence the Massorah safeguards in this part

the exceptional orthography.

This recension of the Massorah I have printed from

Harley 5710-11, VoL n, fol. 2806, on Dan. 4 16. It wiU be seen

that it refers exclusively to the first and second spelling, viz.

with and without the Teth and leaves the third spelling in

which the Shin and Aleph are transposed entirely unnoticed.

Whether this omission is due to the fact that it is based upon

Codices in which this transposition did not occur or whether

this School of Massorites simply intended to emphasise the

presence and absence of the Teth cannot be stated with certainty.

A reference to the notes on Dan. 5 80, 8 l and 10 l favours

the first hypothesis.

Very difficult is the recension of this Massorah in Arund.

Orient 16, foL 369 a, on Dan. 5 80 and Vienna Codex No. 85 on

the same passage which seems to state that from Dan. 1 1 to

5 80 -«»t^^ is written ysM^i and from Dan. 61 to 12 13

-ijit^ is written -i¥»«?b^?.^ The difficulty would indeed disappear

if we adopted Jacob b. Chayim's version of it on Dan. 5 80,

which divides the book into two parts for the purpose of

pointing out that in the first part the name is written with

Shin before the Aleph and in the second the Aleph is before

the Shin.* But this not only iqjplies that the recension in both

these carefully written Codices is corrupt, but it omits altogether

the indication of the places where the first and second

spellings occur.

•wneSa 'Ml 'Bw IS K'^ja na tan /na isnrSa Thwro'ja whh^ na ly 'eon 'm jo 1

na pi «|Si«^ onp pv a»na ramhi ftMnshi h^p •t'^'ja na ly r»« m jo p«o »

.f'r'? nnp ^V a»na wtw'ja •otrKoSa rwo «po iy i»»W?a

yt^ = § 312.

'bS they waxed old, occur* four time*. By fixing the number

at four, this Massorah militates against the ancient reading 63

recorded in the preceding Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, seven in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 1396, on Deut 29 4, which

I have printed; (H) Arund- Orient 16, fol. la, on Josh. 9 13;

(III) the same MS, fol. 291a, on Ps. 82 3; (IV) the same MS.,

foL 3856, on Neh. 9 21; (V) Add. 15,251, foL 1206, on Deut 29 4;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 1296, on Josh. 9 13; (VII) Add. 15,451,

fol. 151a, on the ^e passage; (VIH) the printed Massorah on

Deut 29 4; (IX) the same on Ps. 32 3, and (X) the same on

Neh. 9 21.

y^V - § 813.

1^51 tribute,^ or in Lo, i» four timet to lariiten. It will be seen

that in the first instance l^a is part of the compound proper

name -01 1"? Lo-Ddmr with the prefix Beth and that in the other

three instances it is the noun ^^ denoting tribute. The Massorah,

however, which has regard only to the identity of the spelling,

as usual, groups them together under the same Rubric. The

remark in the heading that it is four times so written with Vav

has special reference to 2 Sam. 17 27 where this proper name

occurs again and where it is j6 with Abiph. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah. is from Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 62 a, on 2 Sam. 9 4.

r»r - § 314.

najRtt^ba iTSOWfi^?* BeUethaxasar, Belthazmr, sign indica-

ting their respective occuifrence. To understand this Massorah it is

necessary to remark that this proper name, which occurs altogether

seventeen times and is confined to Daniel, is spelt in three different

ways, viz.: (1) niK^'?? with Teth after the Lamed and silent

Aleph after the Shin; (2) i^i^ without the Teth, but still with

Aleph after the Shin, and (3) nit^ not only without the Teth, but

with the silent Aleph before the Shin. Moreover, as these spellings

are restricted to certain sections of the book, the Massorah as

usual, divides the book into parts in accordance with the pre-

TBV = § 31.5.

•^5^ without, occurt three times. That is, this adverb with

the prefix Lamed. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Cambridge Add. 465 oh Job 41 25.

row = § 316.

"^^ipn beeaute not? occurs four times. That is, in these four

instances it is used pleonastically in combination with fit not.

instead of simply p^ei which occurs five times (Judg. 14 3;

1 Kings 22 7; 2 Kings .3 11; Jerem. 49 7; 2 Chron. 18 6).

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (1) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 976, on 2 Kings 1 6, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 98a, on 2 Kings 1 16;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 1986, on the same passage; (IV) Add. 21,160,

fol. 876, on Exod. 14 H, and (V) the printed Massorah on the

same passage.

VV = § 317.

'hh'^ mixture, meslin, occurs three times. That is, twice without

and once with the prefix Mem. Of this Rubric I collated three

Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3296,

on Job 24 6, which I have printed; (II) Add. 2 1,1 GO, fol. 3276,

on the same passage and (III) the printed Massorah on Job 6 5.

List III heads this Rubric 's 1"?"^? and duly gives the two

instances only without the prefix Mem, whilst Lists I and II

head it -j ^b^'ysa lb'!?? or ww-'ya 'a ^b'h2. It will thus be seen that

these two Lists are based upon Codices which read it in Job 18 15

as one word.

n-»r - § 318.

hTh'S^ and woHhlessness, or worthless, occurs twice. That is,

this compound noun is twice with the prefix Vav. The design

of this Massorah is to safeguard the reading in 2 Sam. 23 6

against those Codices which read it here simply br^a and

connected it with the preceding verse, viz. bp;'?a rror k"? "O as is

evident from the Septuagint &ti o<> {lij /?Aa<fr^«i? 6 aaQdvoiiog. Of

this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I

collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1956, on

1 Sam, 30 22, which I have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 66 a, on the same passage.
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^">tf = § 819.

7i?3 nfingled. TTirovghout the Scripture$ this Kal partieipU

pcutive vt feminine (n^ibs) excejft infour ingtances tohei-e it is maseuHne

Cy^hs). This participle passive occurs altogether thirty-three times.

In twenty-nine instances it is the feminine and four times only is it

masculine. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional form.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 886, on Numb. 7 13,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, foL 636, on Levit 14 21;

(III) Add. 21,160, fol. 159a, on the same passage; (IV) the same
MS., fol. 2126, on Numb. 15 4; (V) Orient 2349, fol. 90a, on
Levit 14 21; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Numb. 15 4 and
(VII) the printed Massorah on Exod. 29 40.

ytf = § 320.

nSPPSril and they devoured, occurs twice in the same section,

ufiih He plene in tiie first instance and wiihoui it in the second. As
the only two instances' in which this Kal future third person

plural feminine with Vav conversive occurs, are not only within

a few verses of each other, but they exhibit two different spellings,

the Massorah safeguards this orthographical phenomenon. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 27 a, on Gen. 41 7.

«'3W = § 321.

Vpy, he shatt he swallowed up, occurs twice in the Scriptures,

once wUh 'Palhach and once with Kametz. That is, in one instance it

has its normal Pathach and in the other it is with Kametz

because of the pausal accent

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2086, on 2 Sam. 17 16,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 686, on the

same passage, and (III) the printed Massorah on Job. 37 20.

These two instances form part of the alphabetical List of words

which respectively occur twice, once with Pathach and once with

Kametz. {Vide infra, letter j, § 600, Vol. II, p. 308.)

2*3W - § 322.

"nPbSpn without? occurs three times. Of this Rubric I collated

six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 1126, on 2 Kings 18 25, which I have printed; {U) the same
MS., foL 1336, on Isa. 36 10; (IH) Add. 16,251, foL 228a, on 'the

same passage; (IV) the same MS., foL 2626, on JerenL 44 19;

(V) Vienna Codex No. 35, on 2 Kings 18 25, and (VI) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 200.

rar - § 323.

"T^VTS Pr9* ^<*^^ *** '^ °f ^ippor, oeeurs five times.

That is, in these instances only is his father's name given. In

the other thirty-eight instances where his name is mentioned

he is simply called Balak thirty-six times. Even in the two

instances where he is described as king of MocA the d^gnation
son of Zippor is omitted (Numb. 23 7; Micah 6 5).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 114a, on

Numb. 22 2, which I have printed, and (U) Orient. 2348, foL 124a,

on the same passage. It is remarkable that both Lists omit

Judg. 11 25. This can hardly be explained on the hypothesis

that it is here with the prefix Mem (p^^a), since in Numb. 22 4,

which is given as one of the five instances, it is also with

the prefix (p^ipi). It is, therefore, more than probable that in

the Codices on which this Massorah is based -iiM$ f^ was absent

T3W - § 824.

|1^3 Bilshan, occurs twice. This Rnbfio I have found in

the printed Massorah only, on Neh. 7 7.

iT3ttr - § 325.

^ri/^/l and without, occurs four times in a unique manner.

That is, in these four instances 'i!)^?^^ is exceptionally not

preceded by this adverb or preposition without the prefix Vav

L 6. ^9^ in the same verse.

And u^terever it occurs twice in the same verse it is likewise

wUk ihe prefix Vav in the second instance except onet. With the

prtfix Vav ("i^^^O i^ occurs altogether eight times. In four instances,

U we have seen in the first part of this Rubric, it is in an

exeeptional inanner not preceded by <in^^ in the same verse.

In the other four instances, however, it normally follows 'ri^^

(Deut 4 21; 17 20; 2 Kings 12 9; Jerem. 17 28) with one solitary

exception where in^ab occurs twice in the same verse and is

without the j^^refix Vav both times.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the
Massorah, I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 1696, on Jerem, 33 20, which I have
printed; (II) the same MS., foL 1706, on Jerem. 35 9; (III)

St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on the same passage; (IV)

Add. 15,251, fol. 2576, also on the same passage; (V) Vienna
Codex No. 35, also on the same passage, and (VI) the printed
Massorah on Ezek. 13 3. Lists IH and IV omit the second part
of this Rubric which makes it' obscure.

r^V - § 326.

^ri73p hecause not, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which does
not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 176a, on Ezek. 1628, which I have printed; (II) Add.
15,250, fol. 2776, on the same passage; (HI) Orient 2348, fol. 1086, on
Numb. 14 16, and (IV) Orient 2348, foL 1186, on the same passage.

far - § 327.

rittSnD from the high place, occurs twice. This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah is from Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 406, on 1 Sam. 9 25.

n'3W = § 328.

^ri1^^ the high places of, is three times plene. That is, in three

instances the textual reading is "ty^ for which the marginal

reading is '>ri^ Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS.
and one printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, foL 1336, on

Deut. 32 13, which I have printed; (H) the same MS.^ Vol. H,

fol. 276, on Isa. 68 14; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1146,

on Micah 1 8; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. I486, on Isa. 68 14;

(V) the same MS., fol. 210a, on Micah 1 3, and (VI) the printed

Massorah on Isa. 58 14. List II heads it np k^ "npa i ro a The
Keri is the textual reading not only in St Petersburg Codex of

A. D. 916 in Micah 1 3, but in other MSS. and in printed editions,

as will be seen from the notes on Isa. 58 14 and Micah 1 8 in

my edition of the Bible.

tD'ar - § 829.

"rl^ritoS thy high places, oeeurs three times, twice plene and

once defective. That is, in two instances it is with Vav after the

Mem and in one it is without Hence the Massorah safeguards

this variation in the orthography. Of this Rubric I collated

five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

foL 67a, on 2 Sam. 1 19, which I have printed; (II) the same

MS., foL 1576, on Jerem. 17 3; (III) Add. 15,251, foL 169a, on

2 Sam. 1 19, (IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 8086, on the same passage,

and (V) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 17 8.

b'tr - § 880.

^^ in, with, by, occursfour times i. e. in Isaiah. That is, la is

pleonastically annex€»d to the preposition 3 and thus forms a separate

word in four instances in this book. The design of this Massorah

is to exclude the textual reading -a^ in the waters of, in Isa. 25 10

and 43 2, as will be seen from the notes on these passages in

my edition of the Bible. Of this separate Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I)

Add. 15,251, foL 2246, on Isa. 25 10, which I have printed, and

(II) Add. 16,260, foL 228 a, on the same passage.

r!?W - § 331.

'9ml^ in, wUhy 6y^ oeeurs nine times .... in Isa. 25 10 the

textual reading is ^, and ihere is a difference of opinion citoui it.

The yariations exhibited in Isaiah with regard to the textual

reading of this expression which gave rise to the safeguarding

of it in that special book, are also the cause for the extension

of this Rubric to all the books of the Bible. By this expanded

List, the Massorah designs to exclude the textual reading laf in

Job 9 80 for which it substitutes <9;p in the Keri.

Of this Rubric, which is one of tiie oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated four Lists, tw;o in MSS. and two printed:

(I) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 2o 10, which

I have printed; (II) the same Codex on Isa. 48 2; (III) the

printed Massorah on Isa. 25 10, and (IV) the same on Job 87 8.

The addition at the end of Lists III and IV, viz. pnpi yro ntt 'aip

10s in ike first instance (- Isa 26 10) the textual reading is tjs

and the marginal reading las, is of importance to Massoretic

terminology, inasmuch as it shows that the expression 'rht\ which

is appended to Lists I and II, denotes Keri.
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yiv ' § 332.

|3 8on, begins a verse three times and is with Kametz. That is,

in three instances this expression not only begins a verse, but

is with Tzere and has a separate accent. This Rubric I have

found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter o, § 206. But

f3 with Tzere and a separate accent also begins a verse in

Gen. 49 22.

ybv " § 833.

73 son, is four times teUh Makeph. Normally this noun

when it is joined by Makeph to the following word is with

8egol (-|a) except in these four instances. Here though thus joined

it is abnormally with Tzere. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards

this phenomenon.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and

o^e printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 190a, on l Sam.

82 20, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 61a, on

the same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 626, on 2 Sam. 9 12;

(IV) the same MS., foL 1775, on Ezek. 18 10; (V) Add. 15,461,

fol. 1966, on 1 Sam. 22 20; (VI) the same MS., fol. 2096, on

2 Sam. 9 12; (VII) Add. 21,160, fol. 256, on Gen. 30 19, and

(VIII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 30 19.

T'?V - § 834.

]3 is six times toith the accent. This Massorah catalogues the

contrary phenomenon to the one recorded in the previous Rubric.

With the accent it is normally with Tzere (ja) except in these

six instances, where it is abnormally with Segol.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 6710— 11, Vol. I, fol. 63a, on Levit 1 5, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 4446, fol. 110a, on Levit 24 10; (III) Arund,

Orient 16, fol. 122a, on Isa. 8 2; (IV) the same MS., fol. 359 a,

on Esther 3 6; (V) the same MS., fol. 383a, on Neh. 6 18;

(VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 4046, on Esther 2 6; (VII) Add. 15,451,

fol. 69a, on Levit 1 5; (Vni) the same MS., fol. 1966, on

1 Sam. 22 20; (IX) Add. 21,160, fol. 4a, on Gen. 17 17, and

(X) the printed Massorah on Gen. 30 1 9. In several of the Lists

both of the preceding Rubric (§ 333) and of this Rubric, the

two Rubrics are given together as exhibiting two opposite

phenomena. List IX deserves special notice. It is not only headed

•aPB3 "I jabn la, but after enumerating the six instances it continues

ramp foa mTips rbwa "ipta p '?ai »ip»a r= o»»2 pa '"»» '"«*'
P*^'' P^ ^=^-

There is another form of this Massorah, given in the Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 29, margin, which has regard to the

phenomena in the Pentateuch alone, and hence records the one

instance only of the preceding Rubric (§ 333), viz. Levit 30 19

and the two instances (Levit. 1 6; 24 10) in this Rubric contained

in this division of the Bible.^

nmpj 'nra »« npea fa "jai i?pb 'PT p K'oa ni-nps 'a «ipiDi iioc minaff fa ^3 1

.n'Smcrn fn ws'i npan-fB n»« Bntyi 'D'di a-oa

n'bvf - § 335.

3'TJ^"T3 son of man, occurs thirty-eight times toith the accent.

That isi with Zakeph-Oadol in Ezekiel. This phrase occurs no

fewer than ninety-two times in this book and has twelve different

accents.1 The design of this Massorah, therefore, is to safeguard

those instances which have this special accent.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, fol. 71 6, on Ezek. 3 17,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 186a, on

Ezek. 28 12, and (IH) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter tt,

§ 76. It will be seen that though the heading of the List, which I

have printed, expiressly states that there are thirty-eight such

instances, the Rubric itself records thirty-seven only.

> The different Kooents tre ai foUowi: (l>B7,K-r» &>p*-Pa«*,Tl«.oneEiek.tl4;

(I) OTM-fa Aiknaek four. Ti«. Eiek. 8 16; tO 4; 88 2; 47 6; (8) Bl»r?« SegoUa two,

Til. Eiek. 8 12, 17; (4) OVtr^i Zakeph-Oadol thirty-one, vii. Eiek. 8 1, 10, 17;

e 2; 8 6, 6; 11 2; 18 2, 9, 18; IS 2; IS 2; 18 2; 17 2; 81 14; 88 18, 24; 88 86;

U 16; 8S 2; 28 12, 21; 8S 2; SO 2, 21; SI 2; 88 18; 84 2; SS 2; 87 3, 11;

(6) B^M-^A ZakephKaUm ten, vie. Eiek. SO 27; 81 17, 19; 88 2; 84 25; 87 2;

SS 7, 80; 36 1; 88 14; (6) B^trfb TSpoka two, Tit. Eiek. 8 8; 81 11; (7) ^»'\^

Sevla twenty-seTen, Tit. Eiek. 8 8; S 4, 26; 7 2; 11 16; 18 3, 22, 27; IS 17;

M 8, 18; 80 8; 81 2, 7, 88; 84 2; 88 2; 89 18; 88 2; SS 2, 10, 12, 24; S« 17;

87 16; 88 2; 4S 10; (8) ^W^ Patiha teTen, tIi. Etek. 8 1, 8; 4 1, 16; 89 1;

4S 7, 18; (9) cVfi Axla, or Q^ruh three. Tit. Eiek. ft 1; 81 24; 89 17; (10) oVfl

Pmm thrM, vii. 88 2; 40 4; 44 6; (11) rrirtB TefoAa-OedobA one, vU. Enk. t «;

tad (12) *B^t9 TtUaka-KUcmah one, Til. Biek. S7 9.

From the analysis of the various accents which this phrase

has in the text and which I have subjoined in the note, tiie

following facto are disclosed: (l) that there are thirty-one

instances only in which this phrase is o'^^ with Zakeph-Oadol;

(2) that one of the instances either 29 2 or 31 2 is here omitted,

as the catchword .-ir-iB may refer to the one or the other passage

and the duplicate is probably the cause of its omission, and

(3) that no fewer than seven of the instances do not belong to

this Rubric, since six of them are aj)r^ with Zakeph'Katon, viz.

Nos. 16, 17, 23, 31, 82, 36 (Ezek. 21 19; 22 2; 24 25; 33 7, 30;

36 1) and one is d^K-}? ^^^^ Revia, No. 20 (Ezek. 26 2). As it

cannot be supposed that the original compilers of this Massorah

intended to include in this List both the instances with Zakq^h'

Gadol and with 2kikeph-Katon, since in that case they would not

have given six only but ten, and moreover, as one of the

instances is with Bevia, it is evident that these seven passages

have been added by a later Nakdan who mistook the import of

this Massorah and who, as usual, altered the original heading

(k"^ = 31 into n**? = 38) to agree with the instances thus

given in the List This conclusion is confirmed by Lists II

and III which emphatically state in the respective headings

that this Rubric consists of thirty-one instances only, and

exclusively with Zakeph-Gadol, though in enumerating them

there are omissions and mistakes, as is frequently the case

with long Massoretic Lists, as will be seen from the following

description:

List II. — Though the heading states that there are thirty-

one instances, twenty-nine only are catalogued. Not only are three

instances with Zakeph-Gadol omitted, viz. Nos. 6, 8 and 29

(Ezek. 8 6; 12 2; 32 18), but two are given (Nos. 9 and 11 in

this List) which are Dn>r|a with Revia, viz. mn bvan na = Ezek. 12 22;

and '^KSsnn-apK = Ezek. 14 13.

List HI. •— The heading bra »ipT 'yea rh on»rp leaves the

import of this Massorah beyond the shadow of a doubt, though

it has not the expression eoa which Lists II and III have. The

thirty-one catchwords, however, for the passages contain some

serious blunders. Thus for instanc^JJie catchwords for Tina niap

-i-yn No. 2 which is Ezek. 9 4 has no oitrfa at all. The same is

the case with No. 19 'janKHp"? Ezek. 37 21 which has no enrp.

No. 16 abiio"? ]Vnb i. e. Ezek. 21 20 or 19 is otk-jj with Zakeph-

Katon. -|-n yyv K3 m Ezek. 8 6 and bvne' n-a -b m Ezek. 22 18 are

omitted; whilst the following are wrong catchwords yn yxp oiirp

No. 6 should be np"i anirp Ezek. 3 10; -lan lira No. 8 should

be '-lan n'a nwa Ezek. 12 8; moKJobn No. 9 should be inaKKbn

Ezek. 12 9 ; a-in ain ann No. 16 should be mrm ann ann Ezek. 21 14

;

and TOinnn No. 30 should be ns-rtm Ezek. 37 3.

VbV = § 386.

ni^ D^PSIlliriS « »on of forty years or forty years old, occurs

tmce a« the beginning 'of a verse. That is, to distinguish it fromi

the other two instances where this phrase occurs in the middle

of the yerse (Gen. 26 20; 26 34). Of this Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I)

Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 197a, on 2 Sam. 2 10, which I have

printed, and (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 67 ft, on the same passage.

r^ - § 887.

rW^SnS wn. of a woman, occurs tudce at the beginning of a

verse in the ^Scriptures. In the other three instances where this

phrase occurs it is in the middle of the verse (Levit 24 10;

Judg. 11 1, 2). This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah

only, on 1 King 7 14.

n'hV - § 388.

thus combined \n Oe ^Scriptures. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, i8 from Harley 6710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 291a, on Ezra 8 18.

r^W - § 889.

^p3rrt3 ton of the ox, bullock, occurs twice and once it

is with the prefix Vav. This phrase occurs altogether thirty-two

times. In thirty instances it is Tj|"|^
without the prefix He and

in these two instances only is it with the He. Hence the MaBSorih

safeguards the exceptional combination. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists:

(I) Orient 2849, fol. 1096, on Numb. 15 9, which I have printed;

(II) Harley 6710—11, VoL I, foL 68a, on Levit. 1 6, and (HI)

Add. 16,261, foL 916, on Numb. 1ft 9.
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O-er = § 340.

'^Kiin"!? son of Reml, occurs twice. That is, in the Pentateuch

since it occurs once outside this division of the Bible. (1 Chron.

9 8.) This phrase occurs altogether six times in the Pentateuch.

In four instances it is bwisrr]'^ with Daleth (Numb. 1 14; 7 42,

47; 10 20) and in these two only is it with Besch. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the minority. This protection is designed

to exclude the reading "jryr|3 eip;^K Numb. 2 14 in conformity

with the identical combination in Numb. 114 which is exhibited

both in MSS. and the early editions, as will be seen from the

notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two

Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 846, on Numb. 2 14, which

I have printed, and (II) Orient. 2349, fol. 1006, on the same

passage. List I omits from the heading the expression mira. List II,

which exhibits a different recension of this Massorah, renders its

import more precise, viz. '-ibds wi "ns 'a 'o-tsawn m»wa er-i "ria 'h f?»er-i

•jKiy-i p .aain*?.

K'Or = § 341.

?5^ and the son of, is in four [five] instances the textual reading

for which the Sevir is and the srnts of. On referring to the notes on

these passages in my edition of the Bible, it will be seen that Sevir

is the substantive reading not only in MSS. and early editions, but

in the ancient Versions. This is fully confirmed by the context

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 1€,

fol. 2426, on 1 Chron. 7 34, which I have printed, and (II) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 46 23. Though List I states in the heading that

there are four instances only, it correctly enumerates five. The i

must, therefore, be a clerical error for n. List II heads it pT^D 'i

|3i p^ '331 and records six, adding bra a^no iniirp pi. But as this passage

occurs twice (1 Chron. 8 34; 940) it amounts to seven. As bra a-io is

the name of one person, there can be no doubt that it is the

addition of a latter Nakdan who mistook it for two separate

persons and hence altered the n in the heading to i. It will be

seen that with the exception of this blundering addition the two

Lists agree.

yar = § 342.

DTK"Q1 and the son of man, is five times thus combined in the

Scrijitures. That is, in contradistinction to the numerous instances

in which this combination occurs without the prefix Vav. {Vide

supra, letter a, § 335.)

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 26a, on Isa. 66 2,

which I have printed: (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 175a, on

Ps. 8 5; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2326, on Job. 25 6;

(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1425, on Isa. 66 2; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 2856, on Ps. 8 5; (VI) the same MS., fol. 327o, on Job. 16 21

;

(VII) the same MS., fol. 330a, on Job. 25 6; (VIII) Add. 15,250,

fol. 353a, on the same passage; (IX) Add. 21,160, fol. 230a, on

Numb. 23 19, and (X) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

i'nv = § 843.

]5 r^ occurs twice in two different senses. That is, in the first

instance this quadriliteral is the adjective construct of pb with

the prefix Vav, denoting and white of, and in the second the noun

construct p with the prefixes Vav and Lamed, denoting and to

the son of
Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

pHnted: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 336, on Gen. 49 2,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2376, on

Job. 35 8; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3335, on the same passage;

(IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 316, on Gen. 49 12; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 606,

on the same passage, and (VI) the printed Massorah on Job. 35 8.

Lists II, III and VI simply head this Rubric 'a pbi which is not

so explicit

TOr = § 344.

Oy^ occurs three times in this form, ttoice with Pathach and once

with Knmetz. This Rubric, which is another recension of the former

one with the addition of pbi Ezek.44 25, is from the printedMassorah

on Gen. 49 12. It will be seen that Segol is here called Pathach

and Tzere is Kametz,

iTOr = § 345.

rfpm n^p o-it^n?'? '^Wr ^?^ o'^^f^'nt^ from
twenty years and uptoards, from thirty years and uptvards. In the

two censuses, one of the people and one of the Levites, two
different phrases are used. In the census of the people it is from
twenty years and upwards, which occurs fifteen times in this Section

(Numb. 1 3, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 45).

In the census of the Levites, however, it is frovn thirty years and

upwards, which occurs seven times (Numb. 4 3, 23, 30, 35, 39, 43, 47).

As these two phrases consist of the same number of words and
differ in one expression only, both the reader and the copyist

would be liable to interchange them. Hence the Massorah

safeguards them by describing the Sections to which they are

severally restricted. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 836, on
Numb. 1 38.

rOr = § 346.

njtJ^ D''ttr!5tt^ |3p from thirty years and upwards, has twice

this accent. As this phrase occurs seven times in this Section

and is with Kadma, Mekupach, Pashta in five instances (ro^ trjs>b«> jao

Numb. 4 3, 35, 39, 43, 47) and in these two instances only

with Telisha Ketanah, Kadma Ve-Azla, the Massorah safeguards

the exceptional accents.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 86a, on Numb. 4 23,

which I have printed; (II) Orient 2349, fol. ]02o, on the same

passage, and (III) the printed Massorah also on the same passage.

ror - § 347.

"|3)p^ and from the son of, occurs twice. That is, to distinguish

it from the forty-eight instances in which it is without the prefix

Vav. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated three Lists (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 906, on Numb. 8 25, which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160,

fol. 201 6, on the same passage, and (III) Orient 2349, fol. 106 a, also

on the same passage.

rcnV - § 348.

D^*l\rP j3P/ from twenty, is twice thus combined in the

Scriptures. Normally the phrase is antoy-j^o {vide supra, letter a,

§ 345) without the prefix Lamed. Hence the Massorah safeguards

this abnormal combination. This Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 1636,

on 2 Chron. 25 5.

O'OCr = § 849.

D''33 children, begins a verse three times in this book. That is,

in Deuteronomy. As this plural noun which occurs altogether

about 167 times begins a verse in these three instances only, the

Massorah safeguards its exceptional position. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient 2349,

fol. 139a, on Deut 28 41. As all the three instances are restricted

to Deuteronomy, the heading ought more properly to be -vn 'j

'Boai 'Cft.

yV - § 350.

D^^SIS among the children, occurs twice. That is, this noun

absolute with the prefix Beth. This Rubric I have found in the

printed Massorah only, on Prov. 7 7.

H'iV = § 361.

D''53'^ '^"^ '** children, occurs three times in tfce Scriptures.

That is, with the prefixes Vav and He, in contradistinction to

the other nine instances in which it is simply en:^^ with the

prefix Vav alone. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 40a,

on Jerem. 13 14, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251,

foL 269a, on Ezek. 2 4; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 29a, on Gen. 31 48;

(IV) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Jerem. 13 14, and (V) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 31 43.

nV - § 852.

''Si the children of, occurs nineteen times at the banning of

a verse in the Pentateuch. This Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Orient 2849, fol. 116a, on Numb.

26 12. It will be seen that though the heading distinctly states

that there are nineteen such instances, seventeen only are

recorded in the Rubric itself. One of the two instances omitted

is Numb. 26 38; the other I have been unable to find. In the

heading 'va is a misprint for 'to.

27b
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i'W - § 868.

"•391 ''351 the toru of, and the tone of. A sign indicating where
th«y respectivelj begin a yerae. This noun plural construct,
without and with the prefix Vav, begins a verse in Chronicles
about one hundred and eleven times. In sixty-four instances
it is with the prefix Vav including ^% with Kametz in 1 Chron.
24 28, whilst in forty-seven it is without the prefix. As in some
parts of the book the instances with the prefix prevail and
in others those without it predominate, the Massorah divides
Chronicles into three sections in accordance with the predom-
inance of these instances and in each case safeguards the
minority.

A. Bwn 1 Chron. 1 1 to 22 19, it i$ '}» with the prefix which
heyine the veree except in iwenty-eeven [thirty] inetancee^tchere it it

'j| without the prefix. In this part where '331 begins a verse fifty-

seven times ^ and -a thirty times, the Massorah safeguards the
minority. It will be seen that though the heading of this section
states that there are here twenty-seven instances in which "jy

begins a verse, the Rubric itself records twenty-eight and omits
two which are in the received text, viz. 1 Chron. 1 8 and 12 25.

There is, however, no doubt that this omission as well as
the alteration of the heading, is due to the carelessness of the
Scribe.

B. And from 1 Chron. 23 1 to 27 34 ^ likewiee begins a
verse except three timet where it it 'j^ji. In this Section the instances
without the prefix are the rule and with it the exception. Here
'5? begins a verse seventeen times* and -j^i three times only.
Here, therefore, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional 'sai. It

will be seen that though the heading of this section distinctly

states that there are here three such instances, two only are
recorded and l Chron. 27 1 is omitted, which is manifestly due
to the carelessness of the Scribe. By fixing the number at three,
this recension of the Massorah excludes the reading -531 in

1 Chron. 24 28 which is not only the reading of many MSS.
and all the early editions except one, but is exhibited in the
Septuagint and the Syriac, as will be seen from the notes on
this passage in my edition of the Bible.

C. And from 1 Chron. 28 1 to 2 Otron. 36 23 ^33^ likewise

begins a verte. As there is no instance in which '33 begins a
verse in this Section, since in all the three passages in which
this plural noun construct commences the verse it is '.33? with
the prefix Vav (2 Chron. 10 17; 26 18; 31 6), there "is no
exception to safeguard. Here, therefore, the simple statement
is sufficient without recording the passages.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,
foL 2876, on I Chron. 1 5, which I have printed, and (II) the
printed Massorah Finalis, letter s, § 227. The printed Massorah
(List n), which also divides this Rubric into three Sections,
states in the heading of A that there are thirty-two instances
in which 'j^ begins a verse (^33 s-^as). But this is manifestly due
to a clerical error, since there are thirty only which the Rubric
itself correctly records. Moreover at the end of the heading of C
it states that in this Section there is one exception where '33

without the prefix Vav begins a verse (vrr '33 ros), viz.

1 Chron. 24 28. But this too is incorrect, since it is here ^39^ with
Vav. Besides, the passage does not belong to this Section for it

occurs before ynb^p-^ l Chron. 28 1. Against the catchwords
^^ 'js in the Rubric which I have printed, the reference 1 Chron. 2 27
is a mispript for 6 27.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the
Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, fol. 103 a, on Numb. 26 12, which I
have printed; (II) Orient 4445, foL 146 a; (HI) Add. 16,260,
fol. 89a; (IV) Add. 16,261, fol. 98a; (V) Add. 16,451, fol. 110&,
all on the same passage; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 234a, on Numb. 2026,
and (VII) the printed Massorah on Numb. 26 12. The sign at
the end consists of the initials of the several tribes which have
the accent in question. Lists III, V, VI and VII head this Rubric
'jnos •! •'i'bt 'SB which is more distinct The mnemonic sign at the
end of List IV. is ^>k3k i3V and of List VII pm mr 3»o which is

more ingenious.

n'W = § 865.

'^Tht ^53 is seven times with the accent. That is, in seven
instances where '35 begins a verse and is followed by a proper
name, this combination is with Mercha Tipeha. In such combinations
it is generally 'js with Munach (Gen. 10 2; S4 27; 85 23, 24;
Numb. 1 42 &c.) This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, is from Add. 16,251, fol. 98 o, on Numb. 26 28. Though
it states in the heading that there are seven such instances it

records five only. It gives n»r3? Gen. 37 27 which neither begins
the verse nor has this accent, and even if we take the
catchword to refer to, l Chron. 1 42, which is the only other
place where this combination occurs and where it does begin
the verse, it does not obviate the difficulty, since it is here

lir'J? with Zakeph-Katon. It omits Ijumb. 26 19; Ezra 2 24, 29;
1 Chron. 1 41 &c.

T:r - § 856.

^'Tht ^^5 « ttoiee with the accent in this Section. That is, with
Mercha Tipeha, to distinguish it from the other instances in this

chapter where this phrase is with different accents. ( Vide supra,

letter 3, § 354.) This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, is from Add. 16,451, fol. 11 06, on Numb. 26 19.

nr - § 367.

''Jl^fi ^33 is three times unth the accent in this Section. That
is, with Mehupach Pushta, in contradistinction to the different
accents which this combination has in the other instances where
it occurs in this Section recorded in §§ 335, 336. Of this Rubric
I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 103a, on Numb. 26 23, which I have printed;
(H) Orient 4446, fol. 146a; (III) Vienna Codex No. 35, and
(IV) the printed Massorah, all on the same passage.

« Comp. '3M 1 Chron. 1 6, 7. 9, 92, 8S, »8, 89; t «, 7, 8, 9, 80, 81, 82,
38, 42, 43, 47; S 16, 16, 17, 19, 22. 24; 4 7. 18, 16. 16, 19, 20, 26; » 1, 11, 23.
28,29; 6 8. 10, 12. 29; 7 2. 8, 7, 8,' 10. 17, 20, 81. 88, 84, 88, 89; 8 12, 36, 89;
8 41; 18 16.

> Comp. *» 1 Chron. 28 8,

2«, 27; n 7, 2t 22.

12. 18, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20. 21, 28; 24 21,

I'iV - g 854.

^^ is in seoen itittanees with the accent in this Section. That
is, 'Ji when followed by the tribal name as well as the expression
«?h^i^> after their familitt, and preceded by rrw or .n^ or is

without it, the tribal name has the accent Zarka in these
instances. This combination occurs altogether twelve times in
Numb. 26 12—51. In five instances it has two different accents*
and it is in these passages only that it is uniformly with the
same accent The Massorah, therefore, safeguards them against
being interchanged with any of the other accents.

Vamb. M 23, 42. 48; (2) wvwnh^ W .onnwro^ p«»-»» rhst Knmb. M 28, 41.

n'W = § 368.

^JIT^B '^^ is five times with Zakeph in this Section, they are

misleading. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS.
and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1306, on
1 Chron. 1 38, which I have printed; (II) Vienna Codex No. 36
on the same passage, and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter 3, § 224.

Though these Lists do not state it in their respective
headings, the design of this Massorah manifestly is to safeguard
these accents when this combination begins a verse and either

is without or with the prefix Vav. In the Section before us
(1 Chron. 1 1—-54) the construct 'jip or ^331 followed by a proper
name, begins the verse seventeen times and has no fewer than
seven different accents: (1) In five instances it is Tipeha, Athnach,
viz. 1 Chron. 1 6, 8, 36, 36, 37; (2) in one place it is -1^33 with
Zakeph-Katon, viz. 1 42; (3) in one it is Pashta Zakeph-Kat^,
viz. 1 28; (4) in one (1 83) it is Munach Revia; (6) in one (1 82)
Kadma Ve-Azla; (6) in three places (1 7, 89, 41) it is Mercha
Tipeha and in five (1 5, 9, 17, 88, 40) it is Munach Zakeph-Katon.
The latter constitij^te this Rubric.

From this analysis it will be seen that Lists I and II which
are identical omit two instances, viz. n^f ''37 1 6 and ghs "ssi 1 9

and make up the five by n^ j^ (1 42)^ which is in the best
Model Codices -^^ (Orient 4''445; Harley 5710—11; Arund.
Orient 16; Add. 16,2'61 &c.) and which I have adopted in my
edition of the Bible; and by noi-npaif>a (1 30) which is manifestly
the addition of an ignorant Scribe who mistook the import of
this Massorah, since- there is no -}| in this verse. Still more
corrupt is the printed Massorah (List III). It not only omits
the same two instances, but makes uiTthefive by tli^ee correct

ones (1 Chron. 1 17, 88, 40) and two which occur in the middle

of the verse, viz. pn^*?^ (1 846) and ^,'^^ (I 416).
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e":t^ - § 859.

CHH ^33 the 8on$ or children of men, occurs nine times. That

is^ apart from the Psalms where it occura eleven times (11 4;

14 2; 31 20; 49 3; 53 3; 57 5; 58 2; 62 10; 66 5; 89 48; 90 3).

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) The printed Massorah

on Prov. 15 11, which I have printed, and (II) Add. 15,250,

fol. 115a, on Dcut. 32 8.

In fixing the number at nine, the design of the Massorah

is to exclude the Eastern readings dtici'ss in Jerem. 32 10 and

on^f^sa in Joel 1 12 which are also exhibited in some MSS. and

early editions, as will be seen from the notes on these passages

in my edition of the Bible.

This Rubric exhibits one of the great difficulties connected

with the deciphering of the Massorah. It will be seen that the

heading simply states that there are nine such instances only

and that the List itself records this number without any

qualification. List II is still more puzzling, since it not only

states in the heading that there are six such instances in the

Scriptures (""ps -i dtk ^a), but gives the following six passages

:

Deut 32 8; 2 Sam. 7 14; Jerem. 32 19; Ezek. 31 14; Joel 1 12;

Dan. 10 Ifi, without any explanation whatever. This difficulty is

duly noticed in a note by Jacob b. Chayim on Prov. 15 11.'

The solution of it is that in the recension of this Rubi'ic

exhibited in List I those instances are catalogued which occur

outside the Psalter and that the Nakdan omitted the remark

•151 ni^nn bs\, whilst in the recension given in List II the instances

both in the Psalter and Proverbs are excluded and the Nakdan

omitted at the end the qualifying addition 'lai "'jwai mbnn bsi.

nam pnn' '« vh »Wot pnvi^n »jni bik us 'i oh o noa leS 'ido 'nco naina i

nsD nxpai 'b pym Hsroffm dih »» pa'ie htkitt kj^t wt nhr\p hs^ i bikh »3a ibot "lOon

0»oro ,Bin »33^ p'-nnS 'd»di antm 'sa a'sa bix 'ja 'ot ni'jnn "jai 'a \h 'so b"dbdk 'ido

.»•' can

D'V - § 360.

D"TKn ^33 the children of men, occurs jive [six] times . . . and

throughout Ecclesiastes it is likeu-ise so. Of this Rubric I collated,

six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 43o,

on Gen. 11 5, which I have printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 44a,

on the same passage; (III) Arund. .Orient 16, fol. 54a, on

1 Sam. 26 19; (IV) the same MS., fol. 2606, on 2 Chron. 6 30;

(V) Halle Oohlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement fol. 1296, and (VI) the

printed Massorah on Ps. 33 13.

As Lists I and II include Jerem. 32 1 9, which is n-tjjn 'ja

according to the Babylonians, it is evident that these two Lists

are based upon the Eastern re,cen8ion of the text Moreover, as

they exclude 2 Chron. 6 iJO it would seem that the Codices on

which this Massorah is based exhibited Here onK 'ss without the

prefix He. The 'n in the heading of the List, which I have

printed, is manifestly due to a clerical error since the List itself

duly records six instances. List II which emanates from the same

School is correctly headed n = «>. Lists III—VI exhibit the

Western recension. They exclude Jerem. 32 19 and include

2 Chron. 6 :iO. It will bo seen that all the Lists give Ps. 145 12

as one of the instances. As it is onKn "irsh, with the prefix Lamed,

the i*esppctive headings ought more properly to be 'sr^a 'i.

Normally the phrase is onK :£, which occura altogether

twenty times {ride supra, letter s, § 3.')») and cwn '33 is the exceptional

combination apart from Ecclesiastes. Hence the design of the

Massorah is tf» snfojruardtho minority. Moreover, as in Ecclesiastes

this combination is the invariable rule (Eccl. 1 13; 2 3, 8; 3 10,

18, 19, 21; 8 II; .'5, 12), there is no necessity for specifying

the instances. The Massorah, therefore, simply records the fact

nrOV - § 361.

inSn |inK ^y^ the »on$ of Aaron the jiriest, is three timet

thus cnmhincd. When the priestly function follows or precedes

the i)hrase the sons of Aaron, it is normally arzrfsn fvit '31 (Levit 1 8,

11; 3 2; 3 2; Numb. 3 :i; 10 8; Josh. 21 19*; 2"Chron. 29 21;

31 1 9) or fxi^ "•:? O'pnSH the jnitints the sons if Aaron (Levit 21 1

;

2 Chron. 26 IK; 35 1 4, 14). As it is in these three instances

only where jnlrn the singular is abnormally used in connection

with this phrase, the Massorah safeguards this exceptional usage
|

and thus militates against the various reading in Lovit 1 7 and
i

2 Chron. 31 19, as will bo seen from the notes on these passages

in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 826, on Levit 1 7, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 234H, ful. 926, on the same passage, and

(III) the printed Massorah Pinalis, letter k, § 214. The latter is

misleading. It heads this Rubric "3tr«?= '3 |nrn piM whereas [r&n fhrj^

occurs about twenty*three times.

rOCr = § 362.

D^ j?Kn ''iS the sons of God, occurs four times. Of this

Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 375a, on Job 2 1, which I have
printed; (II) Add. 15,261, fol. 322a, on Job. 1 6; (III) Vienna

Codex No. 35, on the same passage, and (IV) the printed Massorah

on Gen. 6 2.

hvrm^'

j'Dtr =. § 363.

^ ''IIS the sons, or children of Israel, occurs nine times

in Ezekiel. For the explanation of this Rubric see letter a, § 25r,.

TDtr = § 364.

VnB3 ^i3 the sons, or children of Naphtali, occurs twice in

this book. That is, in Numbers this phrase begins a verse in two

instances. In the other two instances it is preceded by niso ksx"*??!

or simply by ntso^i (Numb. 10 27; 34 28). The design of this

Massorah is to exclude the reading '32^ in Numb. 1 42 which is

not only exhibited in some MSS. and editions, as will be seen fi-om

the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible, but which is

in accordance with the diction of this Section where the descendants

of the tribes begin the verse with 'izb. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 84a, on Numb. 1 42.

n'DV = § 365.

'^iS^* Throughout this Section '» begins the verse except three

times where U is ^331. That is, in Numb. 26 1— 51 where the

desiendants of the several tribes begin the verse twelve times

with this construct plural noun, it is in nine instances without

the prefix Vav ps Numb. 26 12, 16, 19, 23, 26, 28, 38, 44, 48)

and in these three instances only is it with the prefix. Hence
the Massdrah safeguards the exceptional usage. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Ilarley

6710—Tt, Vol. I, fol. 103a, on Numb. 26 8.

TDV = § 366.

^331 begins a verse three times in Chronicles. For this Rubric

see letter a, § 353.

VDV = § 367.

'^SS^ »''33^» Proper names preceded throughout the Scriptures

by this noun plural construct without the prefix Tmi- (•:?) except

in one instance where it is (-jai) with it The design of this

Massorah is to exclude the various reading in Gen. 34 27, as

will be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of

the Bible This Rubric, wliich does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 226, on Gen. 34 27.

n'DV = § 368a -6.

^33^ and the so^ of, io in four instances the textual reading,

for whteh the Sevir is and the smi of That is, the singular instead

of the plural. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in

MS& and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2426, on

1 Chron. 7 17, which I have printed; (II) Vienna Codex No. 35,

on Numb. 26 8, and (III) the printed Massorah on Gen. 46 23.

Lists I and III are identical. List II headp this Rubric '3 10 in

Tir br B-n D'3-i p»'?3 "sibB '331 "iCB 'Ki and record^ throe only, omitting

1 Chron. 7 17. It is however perfectly evident that these three

Lists simply exhibit the first attempt to collect the Sevirin and

that later Nakdanini as usual, supplied the headings to correspond

with the instances given in the respective Lists. This is attested

by the fact that since the publication of this short List I have

found the following four Lists of a larger recension of this

Rubric: (I) Orient 234 8, fol. 60a, on Gen. 46 23, which I iave

printed in Vol. Ill, letter 3, § 33; (II) Orient 2849, fol. 66«j

(III) Orient 2350, fol. 996, and (IV) Orient 1379, fol. Ilia, all

on the samo passage. Thcmgh these Lists state in their respective

headings that there are fourteen such instances, they enumerate

fifteen. But even these long Lists do not give all the instances einoe

it is evident that 1 Chron. 3 7 ; 7 14 and 24 29 belong to this category.
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B-Cr = § 369a—

d

"'^211 one? <^e «on», or children of. Thefollowing words respectively

occur once only in combination with 'jai. That is, in being preceded
by this noun plural construct with the prefix Vav they are

unique. In all other instances where these words are preceded by
this noun plural construct it is -ja without the prefix Vav.

The four Lists, more or less fragmentary, which I have
printed are from the following MSS. and editions. List I marked
a69a is from Orient. 2349, fol. 48a, on Gen. 35 26; List II

marked 3696 is from the same MS., fol. 124a, on Deut 2 12;

List III marked 869c is from Add. 15,451, fol. Sih on Gen. 46 14.

Of List IV marked 369 d I collated two editions; one Paris
Oehlah Ve-Ochlah § 366, which I have printed and one in the

Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 214. These four Lists again exhibit

the gradual development of the Massorah. The first, second and
third, as is usually the case with the original attempts, have as

yet neither headings specifying the number of these unique
combinations, nor the catchwords to facilitate the identification

of the passage.

The design of this Massorah is not simply to record the
words which are unique in their combination with ^:yi, but those

which only occur again more than once in combination with
"31. This is evident from the fact (I) that no fewer tlian forty-

three unique combinations with -jai are excluded from these

Lists because they do not occur again preceded by -ja' and
(2) that thirteen others are excluded because they occur once
only preceded by "s^*. Tested by this canon the following facts

are disclosed:

(1) Five combinations recorded in the Lists do not belong
to this Rubric, since words do not occur at all preceded by
"33 viz. [n'te^sai No. 13 in List 1 and No. 8 in List ii; "3"[5 "jai

No. 31 in List III and No. 16 in List IV; -lasn "jai No. 20 in

List in and No. 23 in List IV; ^"bp "jai No. 3o' in List III and
No. 27 in List IV; -n^n "jai No. 6 in List I and No. 29 in List IV.

(2) nnr "sai No. 12 in List III and IV and (Wn "sai No. 24

in List III and No. 32 in List IV are against the import of

this Massorah since these combinations occur once only without
the prefix Vav (1 Chron. 23 18, l Chron. 1 42) and, therefore,

belong to those instances which are excluded and which are

given in the notes. In Gen. 36 26, 28 it is ^ "».

(3) the heading of List IV which as usual, has been added
by a later Nakdan is therefore misleading. Moreover, the expression

•>y\bt after "sai is incorrect since it denotes a proper name whereas
several of the combinations are not with proper names.

(4) ^o'bH "sai No. 12 in List I does not occur and is most
probably a clerical error for ar^K -jai Numb. 26 9 which is given
in Lists III and IV. Neither does ncK -m No. 6 in List II occur.

ittK ".ja occurs twice Ezra 2 37, Neh. 7 40 and it may be that the

compiler of this fragment read tok "sai instead of "i»k "jaw in

Ezra 10 20.

« Comp. (1) n^» '331 1 Chron. 4 16; (2) '3'?1'^»« '?« i Chron. 3 24; (3) r\i^)» '3=1

1 Chron. « 10; (4) O'BK '»« i Chron. t 31; (6) n-jH ««< Gen. 10 23; (6)''n>» '331

2 Chron. 22 8; (7) jn^a '3M i Chron. 7 10; (8> TXH^n «33i l Chron. 4 7; (9) '?«

niifn 1 Chron. 2 9; (10) <n»^»*» »3M i Chron. 3 16; (11) ^i; '3M i Chron. 2 32;

(12) 'W '33? 1 Chron. 2 47; (IS) D'p^in,' 'SM 1 Chron. 3 16; (14) ^H^fin; '33?

1 Chron. 4 16; (16) \M^ '?« i Chron. 2 33; (16) n'nTt' '3at l Chron. 7 8;

(17) n'33) '33« 1 Chron. 3 17; (18) Jte'f?; '3M l Chron. 1 32; (19) WT '3« i Chron. 24 23;

(20) in^'aw 1 Chron. 7 38; (21) 071 '33« 1 Ohron. 2 7; (22> K'3^ '3W Job 4 11;

(23) n^-iB '3M 1 Chron. 2 42; (24) TfOfp '331 l Chron. 4 26; (26) 3-13 '3M 1 Chron. 2 30;

(26) '»^' '33* 1 Chron. 7 3; (27) D?y '33* 2 Chron. 35 7; (28) '»'? '33* Jerem. 40 8;

(29) >f^\ '331 1 Chron. 7 39; (80) pf? '33< I Chron. 8 39; (.HI) ^fTsn? '33* l Chron. 4 13;

(32) nnp »3a« 1 chron. 3 19; (33) »^t '3M Numb. 26 8; (34) Mp '33«' 1 Chron. 4 IS;

(36) n'3n-i '3M 1 Chron. S3 17; (36) 18'-i-»33< Job 6 7; (37) hnmif '334 1 Chron. 6 12;

(38) pa's' '33? 1 Chron 4 20; (39) n;???* '33< 1 Chron. 3 22; (40) '»»' '3W 1 Chron. 2 28;

(41) lOB' '33« 1 Chron. 7 34; (42) rftf '33* 1 Chron. 2 31; (4.3) P^ln '331 1 Chron. 7 2.

» Comp. (1) h-iahH '33i 1 Chron. 8 12 with H?^k '33 yerse 18; (?) 133 '331

1 Chron. 7 8 with 133 •» the same verse; (3) I'b '321 1 Chron. 7 7 with i*V3-'33

Numb. 26 40; (4) r37 '??' Oen. SS S, with JT? '?? Ezek. 27 16; (6) rni, '331 1 Chron. 2 6^

with HTT '33 9 6; (6) fi-i3n '331 1 Chron. 2 43, with pisn '33 23 19; (7) ':!*ri' '331

1 Chron. 7 10, with Terse 11; (8) B^B'. «.33« l Chron. 7 33, -with B^l>2 ':a in the

same verse; (9) folb '33i i Chron. 1 39, with Jol'r-'H Gen. 36 22; (lo) •?''0 '33'

1 Chron. 24 29, with '»'io »3a 23 28; (11) oio;? »33i i Chron. 5 29, with D-ip? '«

23 13; (12) {lysX'Mi 1 Chron. 1 40, with pj?ar'33 Gen. 36 24; (13) n^aif '33i

1 Chron. 3 22, with ri*!fOf »3a 26 7.

V'V - § 870.

7)Nnt^^ "'JSI and the children of Israel, occurs fifteen times in

the middh of a verse. The design of this Massorah is not only
to protect this phrase with the prefix Vav against the numerous
instances in which it is without this prefix {vide sujn-a, letter a,

§ 254) but to safeguard the reading in 1 Sam. 14 18, since the
Codices from which the ancient Versions wore made exhibited

here -"sa pa or ^K-nttr-ja dk, as will be seen from the notes on this

passage in my edition of the Bible.

And toherever it begins a verse it is likewise so. Apart from
the fifteen instances where it is in the middle of the verse, this

phrase begins a verse eleven times (Exod. 1 7; 12 35; 14 29;

16 35; Deut. 10 6; Judg. 3 5; 1 Kings 12 17; 20 27; 1 Chron.
27 1; 2 Chron. 10 17; 31 6), so that this combination occurs
altogether twenty-six times. Why the Massorah did not group
them together in one List, but divided them in this artificial

manner it is difficult to divine.

Of this popular Rubric I collated fifteen Lists, thirteen in

MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 102&,

on Numb. 26 4, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I,

fol. 1456, on Josh. 12 6; (III) the same MS, Vol. I, fol. 2126,

on 2 Sam. 21 2; (IV) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 288^, on Ezra 3 1;

(V) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 436, on 1 Sam. 14 18; (VI) the same
MS., fol. 200a, on Hos. 2 2; (VII) the same MS., fol. 2036, on
2 Chron. 10 17; (VIII) Add. 15,250, fol. 153a, on 2 Sam. 14 18;

(IX) Add. 15,451, fol. 866, on Levit. 24 23; (X) the same MS.,

fol. 1536, on Josh. 12 7; pCI) the same MS., fol. 371 6, on Hos. 2 2;

(XII) the same MS., fol. 449a, on Ezra 3 1; (XIII) Halle Oehlah
Ve-Ochlah II, § 29 ;

(XIV) the printed Massorah on Numb. 26 4,

and (XV) the same on Hos. 2 2.

Lists V, VI and VII simply head this Rubric vo bH-\t': "jai

without stating that these instances are in the middle of the

verse and without giving the second part, which makes this

Massorah unintelligible. List XIV omits Neh. 7 73 which is

evidently due to a clerical error, since it r%htly states in the

heading that there are fifteen such instances. The expression

nam after Ezra 3 l, which represents the passage in question,

is often overlooked by the Scribes. The phrase 'idb 'Jto which
appears in the heading in eleven of the Lists is not quite correct,

since in l Sam. 14 18 ^Knto: "jai ends the verse. In List XIII
'1DB 'Jto is, therefore, more correctly omitted.

H'VV = § 371.

''jJjpl «w<Z against the children of occurs four times. By fixing
the number at four, the design of the Massorah is to controvert
the reading "jaw in 1 Chron. 25 which is that of several MSS.
several early editions and the ancient versions, as will be seen
from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 44a, on 1 Sam. 14 47, which
I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 253a, on 1 Chron. 24 5;
(III) the same MS., fol. 2556, on 1 Chron. 28 4; (IV) Harley
5710—11, Vol. II, fol. GOa, on Jerem. 40 11; (V) Add. 15,451,

fol. 1^96, on 1 Sam. 14 47; (VI) the same MS., fol. 296a, on
Jerem. 40 11, and (VII) the printed Massorah on i Chron. 24 5.

3T» = § 372.

^i'DlD as children of, occurs three times in the Scriptures. Of
this Rubric, which does not occiir in the printed Massorah,
I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2106, on
Ps. 144 4, ^hich I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 1126, on Amos 9 7; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 208a, on
the same passage, and (IV) Add. 16,251, fol. 301 a, also on the

same passage.

yW = § 373.

"ST' ''^ '^® **"^ ^ff l>egins a verse three times in this Section,

That is, in contradistinction to the four instances where this

dative is with the prefix Vav in this very Section ("ja^i l Chron.

6 42, 46, 47; 7 1). Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 2416, on 1 Chron. 6 48, which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., fol. 242a, on 1 Chron. 6 56:; (HI) Harley 5710—11,
Vol. II, fol. 1346, on 1 Chron. 6 48, and (IV) Add. 15,250,

fol. 4056, on the same passage.

rjW = § 374.

''JIT'B TiD7 to the sons of, is in three instances with this accent.

"» with the dative Lamed without and with the prefix Vav and
followed by a proper name, begins a verse five times in Josh. 21.

In three instances it is with the accent Munaeh ("ja^i Josh. 21 G,

13, 27) and in two this combination is with IfCadma Ve-Azia

("Si'jB na^ josh. 21 6 7). The Massorah, therefore, safeguards this

variation in the accents in the minority of passages.
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This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Orient. 1471, fol. 535, on Josh. 21 5. The heading which

restricts it to -^sb or 'jibc -a^ is not quite correct, since the

third instance shows that the variation in the accents includes

also the phrase •r'?B>nB»oi which occurs seven times in this

chapter at the beginning of a verse (21 7, 23, 28, 30, 32, 36,

38) and which has tlfe same accents as •ji'rfi 'ah] in one instance

only (21 32).

D'PV = § 375.

^33/1 and to the sons of, ia in three instances with the accent

in this Section. Exactly the same variation in the accents occurs

in the parallel Section in 1 Chron. 6. Here where ^jaS, without

and with the prefix Vav followed by a proper name, begins a

verse six times, it is in one instance with Munach (6 42), twice

it is with Zarka (6 50, 62) and three times this combination is

with Kadma Ve-Azla. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, foL 134a,

on 1 Chron. 6 48.

rVV; " § 376.

^33)p from, the sons of, begins a verse eight times in this /Section.

In Ezra 8—10 where the List of the families is given, the

respective names are preceded by this expression which begins

a verse twenty-four times. In sixteen instances it is with the

prefix Vav ('jsw 8 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14; 10 20, 21, 22, 26,

27, 28, 29, 30) and in eight only is it without the prefix. Hence

the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 29 la, on Ezra 8 2,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 377a, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 399a, on Ezra 10 33;

(IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 394 a, on the same passage, and (V) the

printed Massorah, also on the same passage. As there are no

other instances of this occurrence in^ any other parts of this

book. Lists II—V head this Rubric -ibds en 'n.

rrer - § 377.

''ilSpl ^33p from the sons of, without and with the jrrefx Vav,

occurs seven times in this hook. In Chronicles 'sa is normally

preceded by -|p without and with the prefix Vav when j**"'^ taken

out of the whole is expressed. In this combination it occurs no

fewer than thirty-seven times.' In seven instances, however, it

has the partitive Mem prefixed to it instead of this preposition.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional usage in

this book.

And throughout the Scriptures it is liketoise so except four times.

For this part of the Rubric, see letter § 531, Vol. II, p. 232.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5610—11, Vol. II, fol. 1386, on 1 Chron

12 32, which I hare printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 250a,

on 1 Chron. 18 11; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 4l2a, on the same

passage; (IV) Halle Ochlah, Ve-Ochlah II, § 167, and (V) the

printed Massorah on' l Chron. 12 32. List II has not the second

part of this Rubric.

> Comp. 'aa-fa 1 Chron. 4 42; 6 18; 9 H, 4 (KeriJ, 14; 12 17, 26, 27;

24 3, 3, 4; 26 1, 10; 27 3, 10, 14; 2 Chron. 20 14, 19; 29 12; .U 12, 12; '3a-fp?

1 Chron. 9 3, 3, 6, 7, 10, 32; 12 30, 31; 15 17; 2 Ohron. 8 9; 20 19; 29 12,

18, 13, 14, 14.

n"VV - § 378.

J
33 thy sons, occurs eighteen times. That is, with the suffix

person singular feminine, in contradistinction to the forty-

five instances in which it occurs without and with the prefix

Vav, with the suffix second person masculine, viz. ^5? *T?2i. By
fixing the number at eighteen, the Massorah excludes the ancient

reading ^sa in Zech. 9 13, which is still exhibited in the Septua^int

and which is now accepted by many textual critics as the

correct one, whilst it includes the Keri n^jsi with the prefix Vav

instead of the textual reading "0"^^ in 3 Kings 4 7.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis

only, letter a, § 229. It will be seen that though the heading

emphatically states that there are eighteen such instances, the

Rubric itself records seventeen. This is manifestly due to the

Scribe who omitted the official reading in 2 Kings 4 17. Amongst
these eighteen there are three y:^ with Kametz under the Nun (Isa.

49 17; 54 13; (>2 5) which is due to the pausal accents. But

the Massorah has no regard to the difference in the vowel-

points.

B'»0 = § 379,

TpriJSI "^1131 and thy sons and (hy daughters, is three timet

thus combined. This combination occurs altogether eight times.

In five instances it is without the prefix Vav (YiTSa' Ti? I*®ttt. 28 32,

53 ; 2 Sam. 19 6; Jerem. 6 17 ; Job 1 18) whilst in these three instances

only is it with the prefix. Hence the Massorah records the minority.

This safegnarding was deemed especially necessary, since in €ren.

19 12 the ancient Codices exhibited a various reading, as will be

seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I)Harley 5710—11, VoLI, fol. 69a, on Levit. 10 14, which

I have printed and which omits the third instance; (II) Arund.

Orient 16, foL 207 6, on Amos 7 17, and (III) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter a, § 230.

ti'Vf - § 380.

133 his son, is in four instances the textual reading for which

the official reading is rj^ his sons. Of this Rubric I collated six

Lists, four in MSS. and two printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 124a,

on Deut. 2 33, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 1056,

on the same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 4156, on Dan. 11 10;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 258a, on Deut. 2 33; (V) the printed

Massorah on the same passage, and (VI) the same on l Sam. 30 6.

That there were more than these four instances is evident from

the fact that both the Midrash Rabba and the Zohar also give

Numb. 21 35 as an instance which may be seen in the Minchath

Shai on this passage.

ror = § 381.

Ttt^31 V33 his sons and his toives. In two instances his sons are

placed before his wives. Normally when the plural tS't^ wives with

the pronominal suffix is combined with o'sa, »on» or children with

the pronominal suffix, vs^j and btb^s take precedence of na and

BT33. Thus it is rsa-nKi vw-dk (Gen. 36 6), aTsai rsrti (Numb. 16 27

;

I'Sam. 30 3; Jerem. 14 16;' Neh. 10 29; 2' Chron. 20 13; 31 18)

except in these two instances where the position is reversed.

That this is the import of this Massorah, which is designed to

restrict it to the plural wti with the pronominal suffix and not to

in^ the singular with the pronominal suffix, is evident from the

fact that in the case of the singular there is no fixed precedence.

Sometimes it is vja-nKi Intfx (Exod. 4 20; 1 Sam. 30 22 &c.) and

sometimes the reverse ins?>r vja (Gen. 7 7; 8 18; Exod. 18 5 «S;c,).

That this anomalous combination was preserved in the dominant

School of textual critics, and that the less dominant redaotors

of the text had the normal combination in Qen. 31 17 will be

seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the. printed

Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 456, on

Gen. 31 17, which I have printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 556, on

the same passage, and (III) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 283.

IteP T33 his sons with him, occurs four tim^s. V3^ without and

with the prefix Vav, i^ fifteen times followed by the prepositon

with the suffix third person singular masculine. In eleven instances

it is 1PK (Gen. 7 7; 8 18; 9 8; 46 7; Exod. 28 1, 41; 29 21, 21;

Levit 8 2, 30, 30) and in four only is it lof. Hence the Massorah

safeguards this exceptional combination.

Of this Ri^bric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 56a, on Gen. 48 1, which I have

printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 66a, on the same passage, and

(III) the printed Massorah also on the same passage. As two

of the instances are with the prefix Vav (Levit 25 41, 54), the

heading ought more properly to be "\ lisp vj^i lay vj^.

j-Dr = § 383.

13^3371 and to our children, is tteice phne. The design of this

Massorah is to safeguard the reading in Deut 29 28 which is

marked by the dots as spurious. See my Introduction to the

Massm'etico-Critical t.ext of: the Bible p. 330 &c.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Gen. 31 16,

which I have printed, and (11) Add. 15,250, fol. 21a, on the same

passage. As this expression with the prefix Vav occurs twice

only, the heading ought more properly to be 'ban '3. So also the

heading of List II should be mai 's instead of >va 'a since this

expression is restricted to the Pentateuch.
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rOV - § 384.

DP^rijSI Dp^^!^\ and your »<mi and your daughters, occurs

twice in thia combination. This phrase occurs altogether five times.

In three instances it is without the prefix Vav (csTsai eo'^3

Exod. 32 2; Joel 3 l; Neh. 4 8) and in these two instances it

is with the prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Add. 15,250, foL 108&, on Deut. 12 12.

H'Dr = § 885.

Oll^nUSI BTiSI and their »on» and their daughters, is three

times thus combined in the Scripture*. That is, in contradistinction

to the five instances where this combination occurs without the

prefix Vav (orrnJai orja Jerem. U 22; Ezek. 23 47; 24 25; Ps. 106 38;

Neh. 10 29). By fixing the number at three, the design of the

Massorah is to controvert the various reading in Jerem. 14 16,

as will be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition

of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 406, on Jerem. 14 16,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol, I, fol. I95a,

on 1 Sam. 30 3; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 156a, on Jerem.

14 16; (IV) the same MS., fol. 277 a, on 2 Chron. 31 18;

(V) Vifenna Codex No. 85 on Jerem. 14 16, and (VI) the printed

Massorah on 2 Chron. 31 18.

VDtr = § 38ft,

7rT3D^ #7rT33 ^if «o«* or children, occurs three .times in this

form. That is, this noun plural without and with prefixes, which

occurs numerous times with the suffix third person plural

masculine, occurs three times only with the suffix third person

plural feminine. The design of this Massorah is to controvert

the ancient reading urf'^'A in Gren. 31 43 which is still preserved

in the Samaritan recension' of the text. This Rubric, which does

not occult in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 2349, fol. 46a,

on Gen. 81 43.

VtV - § 3a7.

n^Sil and he shall build, occurs six times in the Scriptures.

r^f occurs altogether forty-six times. In forty instances it is

without the prefix Vav and in six only is it with this prefix.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional instances. This

design of the Massorah is indicated by the- addition at the end

of the Rubric. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. H, fol. 1706, on

2 Chron. 88 4.

n'DW = § 888.

D''ri"'32l^ and I wiU build them, occurs twice, once defective and

once plene. As this Kal preterite first person singular with Vav

conversive and with the suffix third person plural, which occurs

twice only, is spelt differently in the two passages of the same

book, the Massorah safeguards this variation in the spelling

against being made uniform by the copyists. Of this Rubric I

collated two Lists: (I) Vienna Godex \o 35 on Jerem. 24 6,

irhich I have printed, and (U) the isorah on the

same passage.

B'Dr - § 389.

^0*331 and we shaU build, oecurs twice. This Rubri<5, which

does not dccUr in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,451,

foL 456 a, on Neh. 2 18.

rr - § 390.

n35?5 *****' ^ huiU, occurs three tunes . . . and once it is wOh
Sheva. That is, in three instances the Vav is conversive and in

one it is the conjunctive. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists,

three in MSS. and obe printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 2336, on 1 Kings 18 82, which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 273(1, 2 Chron. 26 6; (ID) Add. 15,250, foL 195a,

on 1 Kings 18 82; and (IV) the pfinted Massorah on the same
passage.

K'JW - § 891.

|3ri1 and she huiU, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does not

oo<nir in tiie printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16|

fd. 2426, on 1 Chron/ If 24.

3'XW - § 392.

nj5l *"* *'^^^ build, occurs seven tim^s . . . and once it is

with Vav conversive (.tj^ii). This Rubric I have found in the
printed Massorah only, on Numb. 32 16. The addition at the end
should be naira dk TO3ji Neh. 3 38. It is my mistake.

rier = § 393.

n3l3 building, is Jive times plene in the Scriptures in this form.
That is, including the one instance in which it is with the prefix
He (Amos 9 6), in contradistinction to the six instances in which
it is defective (Comp. nsis Gen. 4 17; 1 Kings 6 12; Jerem. 22 13;
Ezek. 13 10; Micah 3 10; Habak. 2 12).

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 150a, on 2 Chron. 2 3, which
I have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on
Amos 9 6; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 208a, on the same passage;
(IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 8046, also on the same passage; (V) Vienna
Codex No. 35 on 2 Chron. 2 3, and (VI) the printed Massorah
Pinalis, letter a, § 244. The heading of List II -ra -^a 'n is incorrect

since the five instances do not occur in the same section.

Tltr - § 394.

d''5l3n the builders, occurs Jive times .... and once it is with

the prefix Vav. In the other three instances where this participle

plwal occurs it is without the prefix He. (Ezra 4 1; Neh. 3 33, 35).

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL H, fol. 21 la, on Ps. 118 22,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 288a, on
Ezra 3 10; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2946, on Neh. 3 37;

(IV) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Ps. 118 22; (V) the printed

Massorah on the same passage, and (VI) the same on Job 3 1 4.

It is remarkable that though this participle plural is plene in

three instances (csian Ps. 118 22; Neh. 3 37; 4 11) and defective

in two {wiax} Job 3 14; Ezra 3 10) none of the Lists indicate

this variation in the orthography.

,T3CtE> = § 895.

njIS i^yZ the builders, or the builder of, occurs twice, once with

He and once with Yod and is with Tzere. That is, this Kal parti-

ciple is in one instance the plural [= with Yod\ and in the other

the singular [= with He\ and is the construct [= with pp L e.

Tzere] in both instances.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Add. 15,451, foL 2276, on 1 Kings 5 32, which I

have printed; (H) Harley 5710—11, VoL H, fol. 211 6, on Ps. 118 22;

(HI) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3206, on the same passage; (IV)

Add. 15,260, fol. 1836/ on i Kings 6 32; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 346 a, 6n Ps. 147 2, and (VI) the printed Massorah Pinalis,

letter a, § 243.

Here too, as in Rubric 394, the Massorah does not notice

the variation in the plene and defective orthography of this

expression, though in the second instance (Ps. 147 2) it is

undoubtedly plene. This is attested by the Standard Codices,

viz. Orient 2201 ; Harley 6710—11; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,250;

Add. 15,251; Add. 15,451 &c. as well as by all the early editions

as will be seen froin the notes on this passage in my edition of

the Bible. This Rubric constitutes part of the alphabetical List

of words which respectively occur three times, twice without

the prefix Vetv and once with it {Vide infra, letter i, § 70).

WW - § 396.

X]}Zl7« Forms of the Chaldee r^f to 6ui2e2 which are written

with AJ^h. Of this Rubric 1 collated two Lists: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 3646, on Dan. 2 21, and (II) the printed Massorah

on Dan. 2 9. From these two Lists I separated the forms of n^.

See also letter tt, § 22 a.

rrV - § 397.

^^3 Binnui, occurs six times. The design of this Massorah

is to exclude the Eastern reading v? in ^eh. 7 15 in aoeordanM
with the parallel passage in Ezra 2 10.

This Rubric I have found in the printed'^Massorah Finalii

only, letter a, § 250. It is incorrect since it^states in the heading

that it occurs six times and enumerates six only whereaa it
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occurs seyen times Ezra 10 88 is omitted. In two of the instances

it is with the prefix Vav (Ezra 10 30, 88). As these two form

part of the alphabetical List of words beginning with Vav Beth

which respectively occur twice (tfide infra, letter i, § 67) it is

evident that the omission of Ezra 10 38 is due to a clerical error.

n-Jttr - § 398.

^32} Bunni, oeeurt three timet. Of this Rubric I collated two

Lists: Jl) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 299«, on Neh. 10 16,

which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter a, § 121. The printed Massorah (List 11) which states that

it occurs four times is hopelessly corrupt.

t3«3C» - § 899.

iTp Benaiahj oeeurt aeven times in the 8eriplure$. This

proper name without and with the prefixes occurs altogether

forty-two times. In thirty-one instances it is the longer form

rrj9* and in eleven instances only is it the shorter form rr^z.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the orthography in the minority

of the passages. The statement in the heading that this form

occurs seven times only is exclusive of the instances in Ezra

where, as we shall see, it occurs four times.

And throughout Ezra it it likewise so. On comparing the books

in which the two forms are used it will be seen that this

promiscuous occurrence is restricted to three, viz. Samuel, Ezekiel

and Chronicles. Here this name occurs altogether twenty-three

times and here it is that the longer. form is used in sixteen

instances and the shorter form in seven only. Here, therefore,

the Massorah safeguards the divergent minority. In Kings, where

this name occurs fifteen times, it is uniformly the longer form.

There is, therefore, no instance to be safeguarded. In Ezra,

however, the contrary is the case. Here where this name occurs

four times (Ezra 10 25, 30, 35, 43) it is always the shorter

form. Hence the bare statement of this suffices without specifying

the passages. For the cause of these two forms see my Intro-

duction to the Massoretieo-Critical edition of the Bible p. 386 &c.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 756, on Ezek. 11 13,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL II, fol. 137&, on

1 CJhron. 11 22; (HI) the same MS., Vol. H, fol. 147a, on 1 Chron.

27 14; (IV) Atund. Orient. 16, fol. 71 6, on 2 Sam. 20 23; (V) the

same MS, fol. 2456, on 1 Chron. 11 22; (VI) Add. 15,250,

foL 275a, on Ezek. 11 13; (VII) Add. 15,251, foL 3196, on

1 Chron. 11 22; (VIII) Hallo Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 49, and

(IX) the printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 20 23. Lists I, VI and VIII

omit the second part of this Rubric, which makes this Massorah

unintelligible. List IV rightly heads the Rubric -t mai ma, since

two of the instances have the prefix Vav (2 Sam. 20 23;

1 Chron. 4 36).

» Comp. <n;ja, without and wkh the prefixes, 2 Sam. 8 18; 2.^ 20, 22, .30;

1 Kings 1 8, 10, 2G, .'12, id, 38, 44; 2 25, 29, 30, 30, 34, 35, 4G; 4 4; Ezra 11 1;

1 Chron. 11 24; IB 18, 20, 24; 1« 6, 6; 18 17; 27 5, 6, 34; 2 Chron. 31 13.

n = § 400.

np^33 Benjamin, is seventeen times plene in the Sa-iptures.

This proper name, without and with prefixes, occurs altogether

about one hundred and sixty-five times. In one hundred and

forty-eight instances it is defective i. e. without the Yod between

the Mem and the final Nun and in seventeen instances only is it

with the Yod. Hence the Massorah safeguards this exceptional

orthography. The protection of this abnormal spelling was all

the more necessary since the Standard Codices of other textual

redactors exhibited the normal orthography in several instances,

as will be seen from the notes on Gen. 35 18 and 42 4

in my edition of the Bible. The design of this Massorah,

moreover, is to exclude the textual reading in 1 Sam. 9 1 and

1 Chron. 27 12.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and most popular

parts of the. Massorah, I collated seventeen Lists, fourteen in

MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley .'>710— 11, Vol. II, fol, 300a,

on Neh. 11 36, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 406,

on Gen. 49 27; (III) Arund. Orient 10, fol. 15 a, on Josh. 21 17;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 426, on l Sam. 13 2; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 168 a, on Jerem. 32 8; (VI) the same MS., fol. 201 «, on Hos.

5 8; (VII) the same MS., fol. 387 a, on Neh. 11 36; (VIII) Add.

15,251, fol. 316, on Gen. 35 18; (IX) the same MS., fol. 2556,

on Jerem. 32 8; (X) Add. 15,451, fol. ir>9«, on Josh. 21 17; (XI)

the same MS., foL 378o, on Hos. 6 8; (XH) Add. 21,160, fol. 35a,

on Gen. 35 18; (XIII) the same MS., fol. 47 a, on Gen. 42 4;

(XIV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement fol. 132a; (XV) the

printed Massorah on Gen. 35 18; (XVI) the same on Josh. 21 17

and (XVII) the same on Neh. 11 38.

It will be seen that, though the heading of the List which

I have printed (List I) emphatically states that there are seven-

teen such instances, it enumerates fifteen only. As all the other

Lists not only state in their respective headings that there are

seventeen, but record this number, it is evident that the omission

of Hos. 5 8 and Neh. 11 36 is due to a clerical oversight, which

is frequently the case in long Lists. These two instances are

not only given in the other Lists, but five of the Rubrics are

actually on these passages, as will be seen from the above

description.

K'fl - § 401.

t0^p5^ and Benjamin, occurs nine times in the Scriptures. Of

this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated eleven Lists: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL I, fol. 171a,

on Judg. 20 39, which I have printed; (11) Orient 4445, fol. 36a,

on Gen. 45 14; (IH) Arund. Orient 16, foL 209 a, on Obod. 19;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 2426, on 1 Chron. 7 10; (V) the same

MS., fol. 251a, on 1 Chron. 21 6; (VI) the same MS., fol. 280a,

on 2 Chron. 34 32; (VII) Add. 16,251, foL 8176, on 1 Chron.

7 10; (VIII) Add. 15,451, fol. on Gen. 45 14; (IX) Add. 21,160,

fol. 546, on the same passage; (X) Vienna Codex No. 85, on

I Chron. 7 10, and (XI) the same Codex on 2 Chron. 84 82.

The bare statement of the heading that this proper name

with the prefix Vav occurs nine times without any qualification,

which is not otaly that of the List which I have printed (List I),

but that of four other Lists (III, V, VI and IX), is misleading

since ip-sai occurs no fewer than twenty-eight times. Its import

is indicated by the qualifying addition at the end of the Rubric

in List II which exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah. It states

that these nine instances are unique, since in all the other

passages where it occurs it is either preceded by the name

riDV or rmr* as the following analysis will show. In fifteen

instances where it occurs it is preceded by Judah (Comp. rnrr

rp;5» I Kings 12 23; Ezra 1 5; 4 1; 10 9; Neh. 12 36; 2 Chron.

II 1, 3, 12, 23; 15 2, 8, 9; 25 5; 81 1; 34 9) and in four

instances it is preceded by Joseph (Comp. jp;:?! rpf Gen. 35 24

;

46 19; Deut 27 12; 1 Chron. 2 2). The printed Massorah mentions

this Rubric on Exod. 1 3 and refers to Judg. 29 39 where

Jacob b. Chayim states he has given the List, whilst on Judg.

20 29 he refers to the Massorah Finalis for it, but it is nowhere

to be found.

.p,inon mini «jdii spw rmn* bay pinvia paw 'ta fO'aai «

Tn = § 402.

rtt^iSDI and in Benjamin, occurs twice, once plene and once

defective^ kk this form of the name which occurs twice only is

differently spelt in each instance, the Massorah safeguards the

variation in the spelling. This Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 266, on

Judg. 10 19.

yn = § 403.

KP3S Bina, occurs twice in all the Scrijttures and is in hoth

instances toritten with Aleph. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 136 a, on 1 Chron. 9 43.

Tfl = § 404.

KP3 entreating, occurs twice, once toritten with He, and once

with Aieph. This Chaldee Peal participle active, which occurs

twice, is differently spelt within two verses of each other. The

Massorah, therefore, safeguards it against being made uniform.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3696, on Dan. 6 14,

which I have printed and (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 412, on the

same passage.

n-n = § 405.

li>3 Beor, is tteice defective. This proper name occurs alto-

gether ten times. In eight instances it is plene (Tipa Gen, 36 32

;

Numb. 23 5; 31 8; Deut 23 5; Josh. 13 22; 24 9; Micah 6 5;

1 Chron. 1 43) and in these two instances only is it defective.
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Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography.
This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Add- 21,160, fol. 2306, on Numb. 24 3.

rr\ = § 406.

''IH^PS / have become a husband, occurs twice. The design of

this Massorah is to exclude the various reading in the early
Codices in Jerem. 31 32, as is attested by the Septuagint which
exhibits rutikrida - "rbm. Modern critics rightly take it that the

3 in the Massoretic text was originally a and that the correct

reading, therefore, is "w^pi. This Rubric, which does not occur
in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1676,

on Jerem. 31 32.

T'n = § 407.

rfpiPlS manned, or married wife, occurs twice. This Rubric
I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter 5

§ 252.

n-n - § 408.

T'PS"ri7P3 manned to a husband, occurs twice and is^ defective.

The expression 'om defective refers to the participle construct

which is plene in the absolute, as will be seen in the preceding
Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 1356, on Deut. 23 22, which I have
printed; (II) Orient. 2318, fol. 1456, on the same passage; (III)

Add. 15,250, fol. 1086, also on the same passage; (IV) Vienna

Codex No. 35 also on the same passage; (V) the printed Massorah
on Gen. 20 3, and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a,

§ 253. The heading of List V "oa "5-OD-r 'a ought more properly

to be ")K3i "a'ttOT *a, since both the instances are restricted to the

Pentateuch.

tS'fl = § 409.

T't'PS/ ''^ '^ owner thereof, occurs three times. Of this Rubric
I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed: (I) Orient. 2349,

fol. 70a, on Exod. 21 34, which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 3526, on Eccl. 5 12; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 536,

on Exod. 21 34; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. lOla, on Exod. 22 11;

(V) the printed Massorah on Exod. 21 34, and (VI) the same
on Eccl. 5 12.

>'n = § 410.

nl7J>131 and. Bealoth, occurs twice. This Rubric I have found
in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter a, § 254, These two
words constitute part of the alphabetical List of words beginning
with Fat7 jBe<6 which respectively occur twice. (Vide infra, letter i,

§ 67.)

w>r\ = § 411.

K5P3 Baana, is three times loritten with Aleph. This proper
name, without and with the prefix Vav, occurs altogether twelve

times. In nine instances it is with He (Comp. ns?? 2 Sam. 4 2, 5,

6, 9; 23 29; Ezra 2 2; Neh. 7 7; 10 28; 1 Chron. 11 30) and in

these three instances only, isitwith yl^pA. The Massorah, therefore,

safeguards the exceptional spelling. This protection was deemed
all the more necessary since in 1 Kings 4 1 2 some MSS. and editions

exhibit a different reading, as will be seen from the notes on
this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 79a, on 1 Kings 4 12, which
I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 3806, on Neh. 3 4; (III) the

printed Massorah on 1 Kings 4 16, and (IV) the same on Neh. 7 7.

y>n = § 412.

*Ti?lS1 occurs ttcice in two different senses. That is, in Exod. 22 4

it denotes and he shall feed and in Levit. 6 5 and he shall burn.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two printed

:

(I) Add. 15,250, fol. 44a, on Exod. 22 4, which I have printed;

(II) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and (III) the

same on Levit 6 5.

r»n =4 413.

T'K'lt^^tt P^TI ri'TPSI and thou shalt put away evilfrom Israel,

is twice thus confined. The phrase ryiri'Tpai which occurs nine
times altogether and which is restricted to Deuteronomy, is in

seven instances followed by •^'•^ from the midst of thee (13 6

;

17 7; 19 19; 21 21; 22 21, 24; 24 7) and in two only by br^a
from, Israel. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional
combination. This protection was all tire more necessary since

the two phrases are used promiscuously within a few verses of

each other (17 7, 12; 22 2i, 22). The addition at the end of the

Rubric indicates the design of this Massorah.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 1356, on Deut. 22 22,

which I have printed, and (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 1456, on the

same passage.

T'fl = § 414.

TTPlIll and they shall burn, occurs twice. This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 192a, on Ezek. 39 96. It is remarkable that this Model Codex
gives Isa. 1 31 which is in?ai Kal in the received text, as the

first of the two instances where 1-1531 the Ptel occurs, instead

of Ezek. 39 9 a. That this is no Scribal error is evident from
the fact that the Massorah Parva of this most carefully written

Codex, is not only on Ezek. 39 96, but gives the catchword for

the second instance aT3» = Isa. 1 31.

rCSfl = § 415.

tt'KS IPS burning with fire, occurs twice. That is, in contra-

distinction to tfjta Tjyia (Hos. 7 6). This Rubric, which I have found
in the printed Massorah only, on Deut. 4 11 affords a striking

illustration of the difficulty in deciphering its import which is

due to the artificial manner in recording the instances. The
phrase tE^Ka nria occurs four times and not twice. As the second
instance is in the combination sjxa -i?a nnrr! which occurs three

times and as these instances are restricted to the same book
(Deut. 4 11; 6 20; 9 15), the Massorah, as is not unfrequently
the case, treats all the passages in this ,book as yielding one
instance.

rOfl = § 416.

D''*T?3 brutish men, occurs twietf Of this Rubric I collated

three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 180 6, on Ezek. 21 36, which I have printed; (II) the same
MS., fol. 3076, on Ps. 94 8, and (III) the printed Massorah on
Ezek. 21 36. List II heads this Rubric "•jw'? "-ma 'a = it occurs twice

in two different senses.

rn = § 417.

''3nP5]n thou shalt, or she shall terrify me, occurs three times

and with Pathach. That is, with Pathach under the Tav in contra-

distinction to 'sn^a^ this Piel future third person with suffix first

person singular which is with Shurek under the Tav (2 Sam. 22 5

;

Ps. 18 5). This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah
Finalis only, letter a, § 257.

n-'Tl = § 418.

innP^*! ^hey shall teiTify him, occurs ticice defective in the

same book. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, is from Vienna Codex No. 35 on Job 3 5. As it occurs
twice only and is defective in both instances and, moreover, as

the two instances are restricted to the same book, the heading
ought more properly to be 'ceai 'oni -a.

83'»n = § 419.

nPS3 he was afraid, occurs twice in the Scriptures. Of this

Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 274a, on Esther 7 6, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol.11, fol. 144a, on 1 Chron. 21 30;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 4136, on the same passage; (IV) Vienna
Codex No. 35 also on the same passage, and (V) the printed

Massorah on Esther 7 6.

It is to be remarked that the best Standard Codices

(Orient 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient 1 6 ; Add. 15,251 &c.)

and several of the early editions have it with Pathach, as will be
seen from the notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible.

yn " § 420.

PS^tS greedy, is twice plene. This participle active singular

occurs altogether five times. In three instances it is defective.

($3ti3 Jerem. 8 10; Hab. 2 9; Prov. 1 19) and in two it is plene
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Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority. It will be seen

that the two different spellings occur in the same books. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Cambridge Add. 4(ir> on Prov. 15 27. '^oi in the heading is a

printing mistake for '•?».

K-Dn = § 421.

"^jPitS thy covetoumess, occurs twice. That is, with the suffix

second person singular feminine, in contradistinction to the only

one instance where this quadriliteral is T|?3p with the suffix

second person singular masculine (Jei*em. 22 17). This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 181 «, on Ezek. 22 13.

T3n = § 422.

ntl13£3 is twice plene in this form. That is, both in the first

instances where it is the plural of rnisa fenced place and in the

second instance where it is the plural of -iis »*ocA: with the prefix Beth,

it is plene with the two Vavs. Of this Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 100/), on Ezek. 30 3.'), which I have printed, and (II) Add. 2 1, 160,

fol. 277 rt, on the same passage. The heading in List I emphasises

the fact that the expression is different in sense, whilst the

heading of List II ('Stst "^n '=) lays stress on the fact that it is

with the two Vtws.

:"3n = § 423.

nl*l2t3 fenced places. To understand this Massorah it is

necessary ' to remark that the plural of nn'sa, without and with

the prefixes, occurs altogether twenty times and with the Job

instance {vide supra, letter a, § 422) twenty-one times. Its normal

orthography is nl-i:t3 with the second Vav only. In this form it

occurs fifteen times (Numb. 13 28; Deut. 28 52; Josh. U 12;

2 Sam. 20 6; 2 Kings 18 13; 19 25; Isa. 3G 1 ; 37 26; Jerem. 33 3;

Hos. 8 14; Zeph. 1 16; 2 Chron. 17 2; 19 5; 32 1; 33 14). The

remaining six instances are spelt in three different ways. Two
arc n-iija with the first Vav, but without the second (Deut. 1 28;

Neh. 9 25); two are nnixa with both Vavs {vide supra, letter a,

§ 422) and two are nhxa without either Vav (Deut. 3 5; 9 1).

The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the three different abnormal

spellings only, as these constitute the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1176, on Deut. 9 1,

which I have printed; (11) Add. 21,160, fol. 209a, on Numb. 13 28,

and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 261. Add. 21,160,

has also another recension of this Massorah which is principally

designed to safeguard the orthography in Deuteronomy. It is

on fol. 258/), Deut. 3 5 as follows: preoTi pna mtsa onann n'?K "rs

.jana ninsa 'ixttn htn ^» law' niiisa -mii'a o-'-ir td"?"! .loon irnK n'hv ijhjk n:K

TDn = § 424.

nniSCDI is ticice 80 toritten. That is, plene with the first Vav

and without the second Vaw Of this separate Rubric, which

safeguards the first two instances recorded in the preceding

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 123«, on

Deut. 1 28, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah

on Neh. 9 2.^. The catchword D'OiTi = Deut. 9 1 is a mistake for

cn» i-o"?-! Neh. 9 25.

iTDfl ='§ 42.5.

111C3^ it shall he withhohUn, occurs twice. This Rubric I have

found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter a, § 259.

van = § 426.

n^Ut!3tt ftnm Bnzrnh, occurs three times in the Sc/iiptiires. Of

this popular Massorah I collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harloy 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 24«, on Gen. 30 3:5, which

I have printed; (11) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 29«, on Isa. 03 1;

(III) the same MS., Vol.11, fol. 130/>, on 1 Chron. 1 44; (IV) Arund.

Orient., 16, fol. l45/>, on Isa. 03 1; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. .$2^, on

Gen. 36 33; (VI) the same MS., fol. 2.176, on Isa. 63 1; (VII) the same

MS., fol. 314^/, on 1 Chron. 1 44; (VIII) Add. 21,160, fol. .37^, on

Gen. 36 33; (IX) the printed Massorah on the same passage,

and (X) the same on Isa. 03 1. As these three instances occur

respectively in the Law, the Prophets and the Hagiographa

Lists VII, VIII and IX add 'iroa -in "asa 'in "ina in or simply the

initials -^jk.

j-an = § 427.

J?pD*] and he clave, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol, 1676, on Judg. 15 19.

n"3n = § 428.

^r5l3 cleaving, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710— 11, VoL II,

fol. 267a, on Eccl. 10 9.

t3'3n = § 429.

i?piD1 and cleaving, occurs twice. That is, with the prefix Vav.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,250, fol. 3456,

on Ps. 141 7, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter a, § 263. It will be seen that according to List I not

only is Eccl. 9 1 defective, but it is with the prefix Vav contrary

to the received text whilst according to List II, which is headed

'vrh2 'ba 'a ppai and in which pKa ypiai rt>iB vss is the second

instance, Ps. 141 7 is jilene, though it is defective in the textus

receptus.

yn = § 430.

1Pp5^ they were in-oken up, occurs twice. This Niphal preterite

third person plural which occurs four times, is in these two

instances only with Sheva under the Coph. In the other two

passages it is irija? with Kametz (Prov. 3 20; 2 Chron. 25 12)

which is due to its pausal accent. This Rubric I have found in

the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter a, § 265.

X'^n = § 431.

PpSrn and she was Jrrohen up, occurs four times. Of this

Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular parts of the

Massorah, I collated twelve Lists, ten in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2166, on 1 Kings 1 40, which

1 have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 136a, on Numb, 10 31;

(III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 766, on l Kings 1 40; (IV) the same

MS., fol. 1176, on 2 Kings 25 4; (V) Add. 15,250, fof. 84a, on

Numb. 16 31; (VI) the same MS., fol. 2696, on Jerem. 62 7;

(VII) Add. 15,251, fol. 926, on Numb. 16 31; (VIH) the same MS.,

fol. 184a, on 1 Kings 1 40; (IX) the same MS., fol. 2156, on

2 Kings 25 4; (X) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Numb. 10 31; (XI)

the printed Massorah on the same passages, and (XII) the same

on 1 Kings 1 40. List X only has the mnemonic sign.

rhn = § 432.

PpS a hekah, occurs twice in the Scriptures. Of this Rubric

I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,250, fol. 16a, on Gen. 24 22,

which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter a, § 262.

yhn = § 433.

pp'2* Forms from the root pf5a to make void, which respecti-

vely occur once only. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is, from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 676, on

Jerem. 51 2. The heading I have added in accordance with the

import of the Rubric n|3?r Isa. 19 3, which is the only other

unique form of pps, is omitted.

T^n = § 434.

nr?1l3 making empty, or mid, occurs twice. With the two instances

of the Kal participle active singular masculine added to those

in the preceding Rubric all the forms of the verb from pj?a

are exhausted. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 202a, on Hos. 10 1, which I have printed, and (11) Add. 15,251,

fol. 296a, on the same passage. The heading of List II, viz.

'jai 'a is more precise, since both instances are plene.

.Ttri = § 435.

^^pDT' to enquire, to consider-, occurs twice in the Scriptures ....

and once it is with the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric I collated four

Lists, two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 252a, on Prov. 20 25, which I have printed; (II) Arund

Orient. 16, fol. 1106, on 2 Kings 10 15; (III) the printed Massorah

28b
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on the same passage, and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter a, § 266. This Rubric constitutes part of the alphabetical
List of words which respectively occur three times, twice without
Vav and once with it {Vide infra, letter i, § 70.)

rbn = § 436.

Ij?^'! *« **«^Z 'Mk, occurs twice. That is, this Piel future

third person singular with Tzere under the Coph, in contra-

distinction to -i,w the Chaldee Pael future with Pathaeh under
the Coph, which occurs once (Ezra 4 15). Of this Rubric I collated

two Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fpL 71a, on Levit 13 36,

which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on the same
passage. As it is combined with ikb in both instances, List II

heads this Rubric 'a "ijsa^ i6.

r^n = § 437.

|K!SC1 "^(53 oxen and ahee-p, occurs five times. Normally when
these two classes of animals are combined pst sheep precedes n,*;^

oxen. In this form the phrase occurs about eighteen times. (Comp.

i|?3!litt Gen. Vi 16; 13 5; 20 14; 21 27; 24 35; Exod. 12 38;

Deut 16 2; 1 Sam. 14 32; 15 21; 27 9; 2 Sam. 12 2; 1 Kings 1 9;

8 5; 2 Kings 5 26; Jerem. 31 12; 2 Chron. 5 C; 18 2; 32 29).

As it is in these five instances only that the order is reversed,

the Massorah safeguards this exceptional combination. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, foL 83a, on Levit 27 32.

rr^n = § 438.

np33 liTte the ox, is three times vnth Dagesh in the Scriptures.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL H, fol. 240a, on Job. 40 15,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 146 ft, on

Isa. 65 25; (III) the same MS., fol. 335a, on Job 40 15;

(IV) Add. 16,251, fol. 220a, on Isa. 11 7; (V) the printed Massorah

on the same passage, and (VI) the same on Job 40 15.

B'^n = § 439.

*TpijJ3 in the morning, Itcffins a verse three times. This Rubric

1 have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter a,

§ 269.

tST\ = % 440.

"IptlS "^p-i^^ iHMming by morning, or every morning, occurs

thirteen times. Of this popular Massorah I collated seventeen

Rubrics, fifteen in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11,

Vol. I, foL 66a, on Levit 6 5,. which I have printed; (H) the

same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1016, on Ezek. 46 13; (lU) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 646, on 2 Sam. 13 4; (IV) the same MS., foL 130a, on Isa. 28 19;

(V) the same MS., foL 1406, on Isa. 50 4; (VI) the same MS.,

fol. 1976, on Ezek. 46 13; (VII) the same MS., fol. 2156, on Zeph.3 5;

(VIII) the same MS., foL 253 a, on 1 Chron. 23 30; (IX) the same

MS., fol. 265a, on 2 Chron. 13 11; (X) Add. 15,250, fol. 171a, on

2 Sam. 13 4; (XI) the same MS., fol. 224a, on Isa. 28 19; (XII) the

same MS., fol. 2336, on Isa. 60 4; (XIII) Add. 15,251, fol. 2926,

on Ezek. 46 13; (XIV) Add. 21,160, fol. 91 6, on Exod. 16 21;

(XV) the same MS., fol. 116a, on Exod. 30 7; (XVI) the printed

Massorah on Zeph. 3 5, and (XVII) the same on 2 Chron. 13 11.

K-Dfl = § 441.

HpSSI and in the morning, occurs six times. That is, in contra-

distinction to the one hundred and five instances in which it

is -ipa? without the prefix Vav.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. H, fol. 86, on Isa. 17 11,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 201 a, on Fs. 88 14;

(in) the same MS., VoL II, fol. 2716, on Esther 2 14; (IV) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 126a, on Isa. 17 11; (V) the same MS., foL 3596,

on Esther 2 14; (VI) the same MS., fol. 36 la, on Esther 5 14;

(VH) Add. 21,160, fol. 91a, on Exod. 16 12; (VIII) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah, Supplement fol. 131a; (IX) the printed Massorah on

Exod. 16 12, and (X) the same on Esther 5 14.

ran = § 442.

*1pi37l and to the morning, occurs twice. The design of this

Massorah is to safeguard the peculiar construction in these two

passages and thus to exclude the more natural reading ijsiaa

without the prefix Lamed which is required by the parallelism

and which is still preserved in the Septuagint. Of tliis Rubric

I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley
.'.710 11, VoL II, foL 181 a, on Fs. 30 6, which I have printed;

(H) Arund. Orient 16, foL 244 a, on 1 Chron. 9 27, and (III) the
printed Massorah on Fs. 30 6.

ran - § 448.

*1|5i3ntt from the morning, oeeurs three time*. That is, to

distinguish it from the only other instance where it occurs and
where it is -^"sia without the prefix He (Job 4 20). Of this

Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 746, on 2 Sam. 24 16, which I have
printed; (II) Add. 16,251, foL 1696, on 2 Sam. 2 27, and (III)

the printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 24 16.

TOn - § 444.

D'Hj^l^p every morning, is four tim^ with Dagesh and
once it is with Chirek. Normally the phrase for every morning is

^JiaTpba (vide supra, letter a, § 440). Hence the Massorah
safeguards this exceptional expression.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, foL I6a, on Isa. 33 2,

which I have printed; (EI) Arund. Orient 16, foL 182a, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., foL 309a, on Fs. 101 8; (IV)

the same MS., 357a, on Lament 3 23; (V) Add. 15,250, foL 8876,

on Fs. 101 8; (VI) the same MS., foL 3746, on Lament 3 28;

(VII) Add. 15,251, foL 403a, on the same passage; (VIII)

Add. 15,451, foL 4236, on Fs. 101 8; (IX) the printed Massorah
on Isa. 33 2, and (X) the same on Fs. 101 8.

iTOn - § 445.

DriwjpDI and ye shall seek, oeeurs three times in tJte Scriptures

and once it is without the prefix Van. By fixing the number
at three the design of this .Massorah is to exclude the ancient

reading ntfisa^ and thou shaU seek which is still preserved in the

Samaritan recension in Deut 4 29 and which is the more correct

reading, as is attested by rut^i the next verb of this very clause.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated fourteen Lists, eleven in MSS.

and three printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL II, foL 606, on

Jerem. 29 13, which I have printed; (U) the same MS., VoL I,

fol. 96o, on Numb. 16 10; (III) Orient 4445, foL 1346—136a,
where it is given twice; (IV) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916,

on Jerem. 29 13; (V) Arund. Orient 16, foL 1666, on the same

passage; (VI) Add. 1.^260, foL 98a. on Deut 4 29; (VII) the

same MS., foL 2546, on Jerem. 29 13; (VHI) Add. 15,261, foL 92a,

on Numb. 16 10; (IX) the same MS., foL 2536, on Jerem. 29 13;

(X) Add. 15,451, foL 1226, on Deut. 4 29; (XI) Add. 21,160,

fol. 215a, on Numb. 16 10; (XII) the printed Massorah on the

same passage; (XUI) the same on Deut 4 29, and (XIV) the

same on Jerem. 29 13. This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical

List of words which respectively occur four times, three times

with the prefix Vav and once without it (Vide infra, letter i, § 74.)

I-On - § 446.^

tvDS tf-ek, occurs three tinges in the Scriptures .... and once

it is ivith the prefix Vav. It will be seen that in Eccl. 7 25,

which the Massorah gives here as the one instance with the

prefix Vav, x^ is not the imperative as in the other three

instances, biit the infinitive.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL H, foL 183a, on Fs. 34 16,

which I have printed; (U) (ke same MS., VoL II, foL 216a, on

Fs. 119 176; (III) Arund. Orient 16, foL 396, on 1 Sam. 9 8;

(IV) the same MS., foL 3166, on Fs. 119 176; (V) Add. 16,260,

fol. 343a, on the same passage; (VI) Add. 15,461, foL 1846, on

1 Sam. 9 3 and (VU) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a,

§ 275. This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of words

which respectively occur four times, three times without the

prefix Vav and once with it (Vide infra, letter % § 73.)

ran - § 447.

tt^j55 f*^
""'^ *° ^^f occurs four iim^.. This Fiel infinitive

with the prefix Lamed, which occurs altogether twenty-eight times, is

in twenty-four instances without the conjunctive Vav and with it in

four instances only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL I, foL 192a, on l Sam. 25 29,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL II, fol. 124a, on

Zech. 8 21; (III) the same MS., VoL II, foL 206a, on Fs. 104 21;

(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 310a, on the same passage; (V) the

same MS., foL 3606, on Esther 4 8; (VI) Add. 15,261, foL 4066,

on the same passage, and (VII) the printed Massorah on Fs. 104 21.
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n'On = § 448.

12^[53 seek ye, occurs seven times. This quadriliteral occurs
altogether sixteen times. In eight instances it is with Cliirek

under the Beth and without Dagesh in the Coph i. e. ^rps preterite

third person plural (Ps. 54 5; 86 14; Lament. 1 9; Eccl. 7 29;
Esther 6 2; Ezra 2 62; Neh. 7 64; 12 27) and in seven it is

with Pafhach under the Beth and Dagesh in the Coph i, e. the
imperative plural masculine. The Massorah, therefore, records
the minority and thus safeguards them against being interchanged.

And once it is with the prefix Vav. With the prefix it is

preterite four times (Ezek. 7 25, 26; Hos. 3 5; 5 15) and once
only is it the imperative. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

single instance.

Of this Rubric I collated eleven Lists, nine in MSS. and
two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 119a, on Zeph.

2 3, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1406,

on 1 Chron. 16 11; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 55 m, on 1 Sam.
28 7; (IV) the same MS., fol. 21 5a, on Zeph. 2 3; (V) the same
MS., fol. 248&, on 1 Chron. 16 11; (VI) the same MS., fol. 2y0a,

on Ps. 27 8; (VII) Add. 15,250, fol. 310/^ on Zeph. 2 3; (VIII)

Add. 15,251, fol. 322a, on 1 Chron. 16 11; (IX) Add. 15,451,

fol. 201a, on 1 Sam. '28 7; (X) the printed Massorah on Zeph.
2 3, and (XI) the same on 1 Chron. 16 11.

It is remarkable that List IV, which is from the carefully

written Model Codex, not only States in the heading that there
are four such instances only, but gives Ps. 22 27 as the fourth
passage {vxm "" vcpz 'idbs ': "'"' hk irpa 'S'cim 't irpa). It will thus
be seen that this List not only omits 1 Sam. 28 7; Ps. 27 8;

105 4; 1 Chron. 16 11, but reads itfp? in Ps. 22 27, wliich i^*

i^^n^ in the received text.

12"0n = § 449.

1trp5''l "*"^ ''"'Z/
shnlL or hid let them aeeh, is three times

To understand the import of this Rubric, it is necessary
to remark that this Chaldee emphatic of n? a field occurs
altogether eight times. It is in two instances preceded by
'^KKn-TS in the tender gi-ass of (Dan. 4 12, 20 a) and in six by
nrri the beasts of (Dan. 2 38; 4 9, 18, 206, 22, 29). The Massorah,
therefore, as is not unfrequently the case artificially counts all
the six combinations with nyn as exhibiting one, and thus obtains
the three instances.

y^n = § 4536.

K^3 is three times written icith Aleph. This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,
fol. 3676, on Dan. 4 18. It will be seen that it is another
artificial recension of the preceding Rubric. The three instances
are here obtained by (I) giving the solitary exception of »n2 to

eat with Aleph instead of the nns; (2) by counting all the seven
instances of k^s to create (Gen. 1 1, 27, 27- 2 3- Deut. 4 32-
Isa. 40 26; Jerem. 31 22) as one, and (3) all the eight of k^s the

fiehl in Daniel (2 38; 4 9, 12, 18, 20, 20, 22, 29) as one. There
is another recension of this Massorah in Orient. 2365, fol. 2a,
on Gen. 1 27 which is as follows: ^Kin^K pr^ ^^• .^^t^ tq nK«n= prb b^
Dn^ nnK k-c ))h^ e\b^ 'na K'aa 'n 'n=.

T':n = § 454.

^"^rf ' ij ^5^3 God created, is three times thus c/mhined. That
is, in contradistinction to the combination rtirr: k-is Jehovah created,

.1
=

Iiaj)he in the Scriptures. That is, this s^xiliteral, which occurs
altogether twelve times, is in three instances with Chirek under
the Vav, being the copulative, in contradistinction to the nine
instances where it has Pathach, being Vav conversive (Comp.

^y^. Josh. 2 22; Judg. 6 29; 2 Sam. 17 20; 1 Kings 1 3; 19 10,

14; 2 Kings 2 17; Zech. 6 7; Esther 2 21). It will be seen that
Raphe is here the Massoretic terminology for Chirek.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 239a, on' 2 Kings
2 16, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1536,

on 2 Chron. 7 14; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 986, on 2 Kings
2 1 6, and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 279.

yn = § 450.

•^3 occurs twice. Of this Rubric I collatea inree Lists, two
in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 348a, on
Parv. 31 2, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 334a,
on Job 37 II, and (III) the printed Massorah on Prov. 31 2.

List III heads this Rubric 'ar"? -Tia 'a. The same heading Jacob b.

Chayim also gives in the Massorah Parva on this passage. But
none of the MS. Lists, nor the Massorah Parva in the MSS.
which I have collated have this remark. Indeed Jacob b. Chayim
himself does not give it in the Massorah Parva on Job 37 11,

where he simply remarks 'a na as it is in the MSS.

K'3n = § 451.

131 and pure, occurs twics in the Scrijftnres. This Rubric,
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley
5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 180a, on Ps. 24 4.

a-ifi = § 452.

135 "« <*« *on of, is ttaice with Pathach. That is, in contradistinc-
tion to the fifteen instances in which this triliteral is -as with
Kametz. With Kametz it is seven instances an adverb denoting
ah-eady &c (Ecol. 1 10; 2 12; 3 15, 15; 6 10; 9 6, 7) and in
eight the name of a river (Ezek. 1 1, 8; 3 16, 28; 10 15, 20, 22;
43 3). Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. H,
fol. 2825, on Dan. 7 13, which I have printed, and (11) Vienna
Codex No. 35 on Dan. 6 1. In List II the Rubric is more explicit
and is as follows: -op 'np bai . , . . -iroa 'ne 'a naa.

r:fl - § 453a.

KT3 tJie field, it three times wHtten with Aleph. This Rubric,
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. I5,25l'
foL 411a, on Dan. 4 12.

' '

which is recorded in tlie following Rubric.
Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. la, on Gen. 1 1, which
1 have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 56, on the same passage;
(HI) Add. 1.5,251, fol. 107a, on Deut. 4 32; (IV) Add. 1.5,451,
fol. 26, on Gen. 1 1, and (V) the printed Massorah on the same
passage. This Rubric forms part of the List of nine words which
respectively occur three times combined with dti"?*?. (Vide supra,
letter k, § 654).

iT3n = § 455.

niiT K13 Jehovah created, is three times thus combined. That
is, in those passages the different forms of the verb x^s precede
the ineffable Name, in contradistinction to the other combinations
where the verb follows this divine Name (Isa. 40 28- 42 5-

43 1, 15; 45 8).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 26, on
Isa. 4 5, and (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 53a, on Jerem. 31 22.
As in Numb. 16 30 it is x-jr future and in Isa. 4 5 it is Kiai
with the prefix T ar, the heading of List II "-ipa -ac-t 'j mn' njcVa
is more correct.

v:n = § 456.

nils pure, or Barah, is in fire instances, written with lie. That
is, in contradistinction to the instances in which this triliteral is

written with Aleph, recorded in letter a, § 453.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 24a, on Judg. 7 24, which I

have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 136a, on the same passage;
(III) Add. 15,251, fol. 350a, on Ps. 19 9; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 331a,
on Cant. 6 9; (V) the printed Massorah on Judg. 7 24, and
(VI) the same on Cant 6 9. It will be seen that in two instances
this triliteral is part of the proper name rna n-a (Judg. 7 24, 24)
and in three the feminine of the adjective na. The Massorah,
however, as is frequently the case, has regard simply to the
identity of the spelling irrespective of the difference in the
sense. List IV adds at the end of the Rubric p-inian nb'aK pr"? Sai

nrh ariK »na k^i e)'?K "na K-aa r-.t pa'na which leaves it beyond doubt
that in 2 Sam. 12 17 the Massoretic reading is K"ia with Aleph.
In the printed Massorah (Lists V and VI) where the same addition
is to be found, Jacob b. Chayim omits the reference to the
exceptional instance.

nn = § 457.

mK15 I *<»w creatJid him, occurs twice. This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,
fol. 1386, on Isa. 45 8.

n'in = § 458.

K13 occursfour times in thisfm-m. The design of this Massorah
is to catalogue the triliteral forms without and with the prefixes,
with Kametz and Tzete. Hence the four instances include two
Piel imperatives of jna to form, to make (Ezek. 21 24, 24), one
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Piel iuflaitive with the prefix Vav of the same root (Ezek. 23 47)

and one plural construct with the prefix Lamed of the adjective

13 jyure (Ps. 73 1). This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Orient. 1474, fol. 946, on Ezek. 21 24.

CS'3fl = § 459.

nK^*13 occurs tvnce in two different senses, once plene and once

defective. That is, in one instance where it is plene it denotes

a creation, or unheard of thing (Numb. 16 30) and in the other where

it is defective, it is the feminine of the adjective K^"ia and denotes

fat (Hab. 1 16).

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 1106, on Numb. 16 30, which I have

printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 836, on the same passage; (III)

Add. 15,251, fol. 3056, on Hab. 1 16, and (IV) the printed Massorah

on Numb. 16 30. List II, which heads this Rubric ^»b& -npa '5 nKna.

emphatically states that it is plene in both instances. These two

instances form part of the alphabetical List of words which

respectively occur twice in two different senses. (Vide infra,

letter a, § 428, Vol. II, p. 217.)

DT = § 460.

nS'^Sn the fat, the fadings, occurs twice. This Rubric I have

found in the printed Massorah only, on Ezek. 34 3.

K'On = § 461.

ri1><^l3 the fat ones, is three times plene in this section in this

fm-m. That is, this adjective plural feminine without and with

prefixes (= r'?3)', which occurs altogether six times ir> this section

(= Gen 41 1—20), is in three instances plene, whilst in the other

three it is defective (Gen. 41 2, 4. 20). The Massorah, therefore,

safeguards this diversity of spelling within such a limited space.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 27a, on Gen. 41 5,

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 61 6; (UI) Orient. 2349,

fol. 516; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35, and (V) the printed Massorah,

all on the same passage.

yon = § 462.

TT&Ti the food, occurs three times. This Rubric, which does

not occur' in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 64 6, on 2 Sam. 13 5. As these instances are not only restricted

to the same book, but occur within a few verses of each other,

the heading ought more properly to be ^i^VJ^ ':.

yon = § 463.

rry^ fleeing, gliding, is twice defective. In the only other passage

where" it is plene and with the prefix Vav it is a proper

name (1 Chron. 3 22). Of this Rubric, which does not occur m

the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists : (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol 129a, on Isa. 27 l, which I have printed, and (II) the same

MS., fol. 330a, Job 26 13. For another recension of this Rubric

see below letter a, § 469.

TDD = § 464.

D^rPl3» D^fTIS 6ar», fugitives, is always without the second

Yod faxeptitvice.'wiihout and with prefixes this plural noun

occurs altogether eleven times. As it is defective nine times

(Exod. 26, 26, 27, 27, 29, 29; 36 32, 32, 34, 34) and plene in

in these two instances, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

ortho«yraphy. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Masso'rah, I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. 566, on

Exod. 26 26, which I have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 1376, on Isa. 43 14. This recension includes the instance in

which it is D'iT-13 with Kametz (Isa. 43 14).

iTOn - § 465.

Dn^3 hnrs, is always unihout the second Yod except once.

This recension excludes the instance in which it is n'n-!? with

Kametz and hence gives one plene instance only. Of this form of

the Massorah I collated three Lists: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35, on

Exod. 26 26, which I have printed; (II) the printed Massorah

on the same passage, and (III) the same on Exod. 36 32.

ron = § 466.

n'l^b to flee, occurs four times, three times defective and once

pUne. Of tills Rubric, which I have found in the printed Massorah

only, I collated two Lists: (I) the Massorah Finalis, letter a,

§ 2846, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on

Exod. 36 36. As is frequently the case, Jacob b. Chayira's Lists

are incorrect. List I is headed 'on 'Ki '"?» '3 "i ma^ which is

manifestly a mistake and ought to be the reserve '"jo 'K1 'on -a as

I have printed it, since against the third instance only is the

remark '"jo. List II is headed 'om 'j rrab and 'h^ rijv ap-'i Jonah 1 3

is omitted altogether. Moreover, according to the oldest and

Standard Codices n^ab in Jonah 1 3 is defective, viz. St. Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916; British Museum Orient. 2201 ; Harley 5710—11;

Arund. Orient: 16, Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251 &c. as well as according

to all the early editions.

ron = § 467.

Irrp3 when he ft^d, occurs three times. Of" this Rubric

I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 346, on Gen. 36 7,

which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on Ps. 57 l.

n-on = § 468.

nrn!3 /««%, occurs twice. Of this Rubric I collated three

Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 34a, on Jerem. 4 29, which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 150a, on the same passage, and (III) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 16 8. In List III this Rubric is headed nma

jrop nm nriB in and Jacob b. Chayim has against it in the Massorah

Parva mPK-ian 'idb 'ion I'nnc k" ja tn Kiln pap nm nne in nn nn ps a-K rrna.

But this is incorrect, since it is with Paihach in both instances.

This is not only attested by the. best MSS., but by the fact that

the Massorah gives it in the alphabetical List of words which

respectively occur twice with Pathach. {Vide infra, letter 2, § 539,

Vol. II, p. 299.) In Gen, 16 8 it is with Pathach at the end of

the verse. Hence it is included in the List of words in Genesis

which have Pathach with the pausal accent Soph-Pasvk. ( Vide infra,

letter 3, § 540, Vol. H, p. 299.)

O'DD = § 469.

mi3 i» three times defective in this form. That is, in the two

passages Vhere it is the adjective and in the one instance where

it is the Hiphil participle. In this respect, therefore, this Rubric

differs from the one exhibited in letter a, § 463. The latter

simply records the two passages where it is the adjective.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. ond one

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 726, on Exod. 26 28; (II) Add. 21,160,

fol. 1086; (HI) Vienna Codex No. 35, and (IV) the printed

Massorah, all on the same passage. As these three instances

respectively occur in one of the three divisions of the Bible

List III has at the end of the Rubric "avoa nm 'trasa in -nna in.

^•n = § 470.

lrT*1l3 his bar, is twice the textual reading and the official

reading is w-ja his bars. Of this Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Orient. 2349,

fol. 816, on Exod. 39 33, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251,

fol. 64 6, on the same passage, and (III) Vienna Codex No. 35,

on Exod. 35 11. The latter adds at the end "twpi 'ma iniaa bom^

'hn i. e. the same is the ease in Ezek. 17 21 where the Kethiv

is in-i3» and the Keri vrnao and that in all other instances it

is plene.

H-Vn = § 471.

nn''*l3 her bars, is twice defective. That is, in the first instance

it is without the second Yod and in the second it is without the

first Yod. On referring to the notes on these passages in my

edition of the Bible it will be seen that both the MSS. and early

editions vary in the orthography of this expression. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 21,160,

fol. 292 a, on Jonah 2 7.

TlJn = § 472a.

rrri^nS her bars, occurs four times, three times plene and once

defective' Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710 1 1, Vol. II, fol. 686, on Jerem. 51 30,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 2216, on Isa. 15 5,

and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 285. All these

Lists state without any qualification that three of the instances

are plene and do not indicate which is the solitary defective,

though List II states in the heading ('Kina nv 'on 'ki 'ba 'j n n^ff-ia)

that the defective consists in the absence of the second Yod i. e. nrrna.

yvn = § 4726.

rPn'''13 ichieh occurs four times varies in its letters, twice it is

entirehf plene, once it is without the second Yod and once 'without

the first Yoil. According to this recension, therefore, which I have
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found in Orient. 1474, only, fol. 67a, on Jerem. 51 30, there are
two instances only which are entirely plene, viz. rt'n-is (Jerem. 51 30,

Lament. 2 9), one is nnna without the second Yod (Isa. 15 5)
and one .Trna without the first Yod (Jonah 2 7) and it is this

recension which we follow in the received text. With the evidence,
however, of the variations indicated in § 471 this recension can
only be accepted as emanating from the dominant later School
of textual redactors. This is attested by the oldest Codices. Thus
Isa. 15 5, which is nrr-i? in the textiis recej)tns, is r\'n"\z entirely
plene in the St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 91(i;'Add. 15,250;
Arund. Orient. 16, first hand and Add. 15,451 also first hand.
Again Jonah 2 7, which is .Tn-is without the first Yod in the
received text, is n«n"i3 entirely plene in the St. Petersburg Codex
of A. D. 916; Add. 15,451; Add. 21,160 &'C.

yvn = § 473.

'^rilK »DriiK "'ri''*l3 covenant with f/ievi, or ivith thee, occurs

four times. Normally when nn? is followed riK with the suffix
third person plural, or with the suffix second person singular
it is oriK (Exod. fi 4 ; Levit. 26 44 ; Deut. 28 G9) and riPK (Gen. 6 1 8 ; 17 4

;

Ezek. 16 62). As it is in these instances only where it is abnormally
combined with onix and -siniK, theMassorah safeguards the exceptional
combination. This protection was all the more necessary since
the two phrases are promiscuously used within two verses of
each other (Ezek. 16 60, 62). This Rubric, which does not occur
in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 1474, fol. 1166, on
Ezek. 37 26.

TVn = § 474.

D^'lT^K fT'lS the covenant of God, occurs twice. The design
of tliis Massorah is twofold. In the first place it is to safeguard
this combination against being made conformable to the normal
phrase n'a: nna the covenant of Jehovah (Numb. 10 33; Deut. 4 23;
10 8; 29 24 &c.) and in the second place it is to record that
in these two instances this combination differs even from the
exceptional passages in which nna is followed by the Divine
Name crrt>^, since in the only other four places where this is

the case it is with the prefix He, viz. D-'ri'?K.'n nn? (Judg. 20 27;
1 Sam. 4 4; 2 Sam. 15 24; 1 Chron. 16 6).

'

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 303«, on Ps. 78 10. The heading
ought more properly to be -v^b^ -a since in one of the instances
it is r-ias (2 Chron. 34 32). The 'n in the MS., is manifestly a
clerical error for 'a, since the Rubric records two passages only
which is the correct number.

n-rn = § 475.

rf"!!?!? in covenant, occurs three times. That is, with Chirek
under the Beth, or is Raj)he as some of the headings have it, in
contradistinction to the five instances in which it is with 7'«/Artc/t

and which are recorded in the following Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, six in MSS. and three
printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 13ia, on Deut. 29 11;
(II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 188 r/, on 1 Sam. 20 8, which gives
the mnemonic sign only and which I have printed; (III) Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 1756, on Ezek. 16 8; (IV) Add. 15,2.i0, fol. 277a,
on the same passage; (V) Orient. 2349, fo^^ 139&, on Deut. 29 11;
(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement fol. 131 6; (VII) Paris
Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Add. § 18, which also has the mnemonic sign;
(VIII) the printed Massorah on Deut. 29 li, and (IX) the same
on 1 Sam. 20 8.

rvn - § 476.

n'''l55 **« fhe eorenant, is five times with Dagesh. That is,

with Pathach under the Jieth to distinguish it from the preceding
form which is with Chirek,

Of this popular Massorah I collated twelve Lists, eleven
in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 2356,
on 1 Kings 20 34, which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,'

Vol. II, fol. 56a, on Jerem. 34 10; (III) Arund. Orient. 16,
fol. llGa, on 2 Kings 23 3; (IV) the same MS., fol. 170a, on
Jerem, 34 10; (V) the same MS., fol. 266o, on 2 Chron. 15 12;
(VI) the same MS. fol. 2706, on 2 Chron. 23 1; (VII) Add. 15,25o',

fol. 196a, on 1 Kings 20 34; (VIII) the same MS., fol. 116a', on
2 Kings 23 3; (IX) Add. 15,251, fol. 214«, on the same passage;
(X) the same MS., fol. 170a, on Jerem. 34 10; (XI) Halle Ochlah
Ve-Ochlah, Supplement fol. 13 16, and (XII) the printed Massorah
on 1 Kings 20 34.

vph =. % 477.

^^''^I?^ «wc? my covenant, occurs twice. This noun with the
suffix first person singular, which occurs altogether forty-nine
times, is in forty-seven instances without the prefix Vav and in
two only is it with this prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards
the exceptional occurrence. Of this Rubric, which does not occur
in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,
fol. 201 6, on Ps. 89 29, which I have printed, and (II) Harley 5710- 11'

Vol. II, fol. 1776, on Ezek. 17 19.

n'Pn = § 478.

'^?1?* Forms of the root -^^ to hlets which respectively
occur once only. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, is from Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochiah II, § 23. The heading
and the catchwords I have added. It will be seen that of the
eighteen instances here recorded fourteen are different forms
of the verb, one of which is Chaldee (No. 18), and four are
of the noun na-ia with prefixes and suffixes (Nos. 2, 9, 12, 16).
That this is simply an incipient List, exhibiting the first attempt
to collect these unique forms, is evident from the fact that there are
altogether no fewer than fifty-nine forms of the Hebrew verb alone,
four of the Chaldee and ten of the noun ro-ffl, which respectively
occur once only.

D'Pn = § 479.

n^tt?* A List of unique forms 0/ ^na each one of which
has no parallel. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) St. Petersburg
Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 51 2, which I have printed, and (II)
the same Codex on Isa. 65 16. Though these two Lists record
identically the same eighteen instances, List II is not only without
the heading, but ends differently, viz. Ssi njit n^^i 'm -in tei ner r^n
'Br'?3 'na-i n-"? 'm -in.

But though this Rubric, like the preceding one also records
eighteen instances, eight only are the same, thus showing that
the compilers of this List were different from those who put
together § 478. The great interest, however, which attaches to
this recension is due to its very early date.

D'n = § 480.

•"'3"'^* ^^l the foi-ms of the verb "^-i^ which have the accent on
the pentdtima i. e. on the Beth have simply Sheva under the Re$h

«»^ "^^ which have the accent on the ultima l e. the Caph
have Chateph-Pathach tinder the Resh except in one instance. This
Rubric, which does not occur in this separate form in the printed
Massorah, is from Add. 1.5,251, fol. 360^, on Ps. 72 15. See also
my Introduction to the Massoretico-Critical edition of the Bible
p. p. 282, 992, § 21.

K'Dn = § 481.

2 'J^^ V*^'?
^^***<^ *« ^^d, occurs twice, once at the beginning

of the verse and once at the end of the verse Normally when this
participle singular masculine is followed by the Divine Name it

is the Tetragrammaton. In this form i. e. n^ «^ it occurs about
twenty-five times. As it is in these two instances only where it

is followed by o'ri^K, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional
combination.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2996, on Ps. 66 20, which I have
printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 3006, on Ps. 68 36; (III) Add. 15,250,
fol. 331a, on the same passage, and (IV) the printed Massorah also
on the same passage.

ran = § 482.

rnrr nriK "^TIS Messed art thou O Jehova, occurs twice. That
is, with the personal pronoun intervening between ipia and the
Tetragrammaton. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massoi-ah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 314a, on Ps. 119 12.

J"On = § 483.

Kin "^^13 blessed is he, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does
not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Cambridge Add. 1174,
on Numb. 22 12.

TOn = § 484.

'^1^*13^ and blessed, occurs seven times, three times at the beginning

of a verse. This participle passive singular masculine, which
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occurs altogether sixty-three times, is in fifty-six instances

without the prefix Vav and in seven only is it with this prefix.

The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the minority.

Of this popular Massorah I collated fourteen Lists, thirteen

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 129a,

on Deut. 28 3, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I,

fol. 8h, on Gen. 14 20; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1786, on

Ps. 18 47; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 73«, on 2 Sam. 22 47;

(V) the same MS., fol. 288a, on the same passage; (VI) the same

MS., fol. 301 &, on Ps. 72 19; (VII) the same MS., fol. 301 6, on

Ps. 73 19; (VIII) Add. 15,251, fol. 181 6, on 2 Sam. 22 47; (IX)

Add. 15,451, fol. 10a, on Gen. 14 20; (X) the same MS., fol. 1386,

on Deut. 28 3; (XI) the same MS., fol. 1996, on l Sam. 25 23;

(XII) the same MS., fol. 221 a, on 2 Sam. 22 47; (XIII) Add. 21,160,

fol. 16, on Gen. 14 20; (XIV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 23,

and (XV) the printed Massorah on Gen. 14 20. Tne three instances

in which ^nai begins a verse are given in a separate Rubric in

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1926, on 1 Sam. 25 33 where

it is added that one instance is in the Law, one in the Prophets,

one in the Hagiographa ('inamn "s;a in nmm nn), and (II) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 53 a, on the same passage. These three instances,

moreover, constitute part of the Massorah which records twelve

words beginning witli Vav, which respectively begin a verse and

which severally occur three times. (Vide infra, letter \ § 72.)

rron = § 485.

nin'' "^nS blessed of Jehovah, occurs tioice and in the Pentateuch.

That is", the Tetragrammation is here preceded by this participle

passive singular in the construct state. Normally the phrase is

-^-,, ^,-,2 with Kametz under the Beth. Of this Rubric I collated

three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Add. 15,250,

fol. 18a, on Gen. 26 29, which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,101,

fol. 19 a, on the same passage, and (III) the printed Massorah also

on the same passage.

VDn = § 486.

2^P"Q ye are blessed, occurs three times, twice plene and once

defective. As this participle passive plural, which occurs three

times, is spelt in two different ways, the Massorah safeguards

the spelling against being made uniform, especially as the

variation m the spelling occurs in the same book.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, six in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1976, on 2 Sam. 2 5,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 211a, on

Ps. 115 15; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 51 6, on 1 Sam. 23 21;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 576, on 2 Sam. 2 5; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 3136, on Ps. 115 15; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 2696, on 2 Sam. 2 5;

(VII) the printed Massorah on 1 Sam. 23 21; (VIII) the same

on Sam. 2 5, and (IX) the same on Ps. 115 15. The MS. Lists I,

II, V, VI distinctly state in the heading that two of the instances

are plene and Lists I and III state that 2 Sam. 2 5, is the

defective. When, therefore, the printed Massorah on 1 Sam. 23 21

heads this Rubric 'on a % Jacob b. Chayim copied here a clerical

error which also exists in the MS. of List IV, viz. -on "3i 'btt 'K 'i.

In the two other Lists of the printed Massorah Jacob b. Chayim

correctly gives it -bo 's.

ran - § 487.

"T^ he blessed, occurs thirteen times. The design of this

Massorah is to safeguard the reading -pz he blessed in I Kings 21 1

3

and Ps. 10 3, which the redactors of the text, in accordance

with a well known canon, substituted for the original reading

bbp or irjna to curse, bla»phewe, in order to remove the harsh and

impious phrase, he cursed, or he blasphemed the Lord. (Comp.

my Introduction to the Massoretico- Critical edition of the Hebrew

Bible p. 363 &c.)

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 14a, on Gen. 24 1,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 976, on Exod. 20 11,

and (III) the printed Massorah on Job 42 12, For -am after

ma: ^na for which I liave given the reference to Job 2 9 it is

better to give Ps. 10 3, which is also Piel preterite third person

singular masculine, though it is with Tzere under the Resh instead

of Pathack The same principle, however, underlies both the

passages. Though List II states in the heading that there are

twelve such instances only it records the same thirteen passages.

The printed Miissorah (List III) states in the ^heading that there

are twelve only and catalogues this number, omitting '"•am

after ma: -j-ia.

n"S3fl = § 488.

'^*15'' '^'"^^ ^ blessed, occurs three times .... ttoice in the Law

and once in the Prophets. Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, seven

in MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1736,

on 1 Sam. 2 20, which I have printed
;

(II) the same MS., Vol. 1,

fol. 116 6, on Deut. 7 13; (III) Arund. Orient. IG, fol. 36 a, on

1 Sam. 2 20; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 1526, on the same passage;

(V) Add. 15,451, fol. 536, on Exod. 23 25; (VI) the same MS.,

fol. 1806, on I Sam. 2 20; (VII) Add. 21,160, fol. 2686, on

Deut. 7 13; (VIII) the printed Massorah on Exod. 23 25; (IX)

the same on Deut. 7 13, and (X) the same on 1 Sam. 2 20. It

will be seen that whilst the preceding Rubric includes the

instance of the preterite with 2zere under the Eesh (Ps. 10 3),

tliis Rubric with the prefix Vav excludes the one with the same

vowel-points (Numb. 23 20).

tS-'Dfl = § 489.

13*113 he blessed him, occurs fotir times. Of this Rubric I collated

eight Lists, five in MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 96, on Isa. 19 25, which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., Vol. II, fol. 146 a, on 1 Chron. 26 5; (III) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 254a, on the same passages; (IV) Add. 15,451,

fol. 19 6, on Gen. 27 27; (V) the same MS., fol. 482a, on

1 Chron. 26 5; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 23; (VII)

the printed Massorah on Gen. 27 27, and (VIII) the same on

Isa. 19 25. Though in the received text three of the instances

are -ana with Chateph-Pathach under the Resh and one only is

lana with Sheva (l Chron. 26 5) yet in the carefully written

Model Codex, Harley 5710—11, all the four instances are with

Sheva. The other MSS. and the early editions are not uniform.

2£"n = § 490.

"^HS to bless, occurs four times. This Rubric, which I have

found in\dd. 21,160 only, fol. 230a, on Numb. 23 25 is incorrect

This triliteral occurs altogether ten times. It is Piel infinitive

in eight instances (Gen. 22 17; Numb. 23 11, 20, 25; 24 10;

Deut. 15 4; Ps. 132 15; 1 Chron. 4 10) and imperative in two

(Deut. 33 11; Job 3 9). It will thus be seen that in the four

instances here recorded six instances of the infinitive are

omitted. The solution may probably be found in the fact that

the original Massorite simply gave the first part of the List

and that a later Nakdan mistook it as complete and altered the

Jieading to accord with the passages thus enumerated.

a-Ttn = § 491.

'^*^2'p to bless, occurs nine times in the ScHptures. That is,

the Piel infinitive construct with the prefix Lamed.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 115a, on-Numb. 24 1, which I have

printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 2076, on 2 Sam. 6 20; (III) the

same MS., fol.^ 224a, on 1 Kings 1 47; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 4766, on 1 Chron. 16 43; (V) the same MS., fol. 477a, on

1 Chron. 17 27; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 2306, on Numb. 24 1, and

(VII) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

rxn = § 492.

'?T*n^7'!l and to bless, occurs four times. By fixing the number

at four, the Massorah militates against the ancient variation

in Deut. 28 12, as will be seen from the notes on this passage

in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 129a, on Deut. 10 8, which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2526, on 1 Chron. 23 13;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 414a, on the same passage; (IV) Add. 1.5,251,

fol. 1106, on Deut. 10 8; (V) the same MS., fol. 116a, on Deut. 21 5;

(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 23; (VII) the printed Massorah

on Deut. 10 8, and (VIII) the same on 1 Chron. 23 13.

rxn = § 493.

i^nD/l and to bless him, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three Listsi

(I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 62 a, on 2 Sam. 8 10, which I have

printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 209a, on the same passage and

(III) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 23.
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T5in = § 494.

•tTIZII a»u? 6?e«s thou, occurs three times in the Scriptures

once in the Late, once in the B-ophets and once in the Hngiographa.

That is, the imperative with the prefix Vav, in contradistinction

to the same quadriliteral which is -sjiai the preterite and which

also occurs three times. {Vide svpra, letter 2, § 488.)

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 201 «, on 2 Sam. 7 29,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 181a, on

Ps 28 9; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. Gl/>, on 2 Sam. 7 29; (IV)

the same MS., fol. 290a, on Ps. 28 9; (V) Add. ir,,2r,i, fol. n^h,

on Deut. 26 15; (VI) the same MS., fol. 351 a, on Ps. 28 9; (VII)

Add. 15,4 51, fol. 2087;, on 2 Sam. 7 29; (VIII) the same MS.,

fol. 4036, on Ps. 28 9; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 23, and

(X) the printed Massorah on Ps. 28 9.

n"3fn = § 495.

T\*\tT 1D*13 hless ye Jehovah, is Jive times thus combined. The

summons 'to the people to bless Jehovah occurs altogether eleven

times. In six instances the Tetragrammaton is preceded by the

sign of the accusative, viz. n^n^nK o-ia (Ps. 134 1; 135 19, 20, 20;

Neh. 9 5; 1 Chron. 29 20), whilst in the combination before us

this accusative is absent. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

minority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 158a, on Judg. 5 2, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS , Vol. II, fol. 2056, on Ps. 103 20;

(III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 21 6, on Judg. 5 2; (IV) the same

MS., fol. 3096, on Ps. 103 20; (V) Add. 15,250, fol. 134a, on

Judg. 6 2; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 16.^)6, on the same passage, and

(VII) the printed Massorah also on the same passage.

rstn = § 496.

i;3'n31 and hless ye, occurs twice in the Scriptures. Of this

Rubric I 'collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 2176, on Ps. 134 2, which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 71 6, on 2 Sam. 21 3;'

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 1776, on the same passage, and (IV) the

printed Massorah on Ps. 134 2.

rifn = § 497.

"Tlp^l find he shall hless, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which

does not" occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. HI a, oh Deut. 1 11, which

1 have printed, and (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 23.

n"vn = § 498.

DTI^K 'T^'y) «»"^ G!"f^' ^'If-^-^f^A occMvs three times. This future

third person singular masculine with Vav conversive is seven

times followed by the Divine name. In four instances the

combination is nirr; Tin^^i and .Jehovah blessed (Gen. 30 30; 39 5;

2 Sam. 6 11; 1 Chron! 13 14) and in three only is it n'rt'rK.

Hence the Massorah records the minority. In this separate form

I have found this Rubric in the printed Massorah only, on

Gen. 2 3. It is part of the Rubric, consisting of nine words

which respectively occur three times combined with D'ribH. (Vide

supra, letter », § 654.)

12"Vn = § 499.

J3f^ji5 '^S'^'l (ffd he blessed, tltati, occurs four times in the

Pentateuch. That is, in contradistinction to the five instances in

which -ri-iTi has the pronominal suffix third person plural.

(Comp. Dsnri, Gen. 48 20; Levit. 22; Josh. 22 6, 7; Ps. 107 38.)

This Rubric which I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis

only, letter a, § 304, is incorrect. There are five such instances;

Gen. 5 2 is omitted. As all the instances are restricted to the

Pentateuch, the heading ought to be nnins'; n.

,rn = § 500.

nln^ ^P'TIi'' Jehovah ahall bless thee, is three times thus combined

in Ota Scriptures. Th^t is, without yrpvi following the Tetra-

grammaton.

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, ten in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. II, fol. 53o, on Jerem. 31 2.%

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 259a, on

Ruth 2 4; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 167 a, on Jerem. 31 23;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 3l7a, on Ps. 128 5; (V) Add. 15,250,

fol. 256a, on Jerem. 31 23; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 3726, on

Ps. 134 3; (VII) the same MS., fol. 395a, on Ruth 2 4; (VIII)

Add. 15,451, fol. 95a., on Numb. 6 24; (IX) the same MS., fol. 2886,

on Jerem. 31 23; (X) Add. 21,160, fol. i97o, on Numb. 6 24;

(XI) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and (XII) the

same on Deut. 14 29.

And throughout the Psalter it is likewise mrv tikis'; [viz.

Ps. 128 5; 134 3], whilst in all the other instancies it is

T'l'^K nin: ^3-ir. (Comp. Deut. 14 24, 29 ; 16 lO; 16 10, 15 ; 23 21 ; 24 19.)

These twelve Lists exhibit two recensions. List I is based

upon the ancient recension of the text which reads Y^bn mn"; "Tia-^r

in Deut. 15 4, as will be seen from the notes on this passage

in my edition of the Bible, and hence it emphatically declares

that there are three such instances only, one in the Law, one in

the Prophets and one in the Ilagiographa. The Massorah Parva on

Jerem. 31 23 in Harley 5720, which is one of the oldest and

most important Codices, is also based upon this recension, since

it explicitly states that there are three such instances. Nine of

the other Lists are based upon the recension of the text which

reads nin'^ -ijana" without
Y^?''!*

in I^e"*- 1^ *• They, therefore, head

this Rubric -i ni,T I?"!?",
including the instance in question. Though

Lists IV and VI also state in the heading that there are four

such instances, yet like List I they both exclude Deut. 15 4.

Besides omitting the Deuteronomy passage. List IV also omits

Jerem. 31 23 and makes up the four instances by including

Ps. 128 5 and 134 3, whilst List VI includes Ps. 128 5 only,

which yields the four requisite instances. It is also to be

remarked that, as is not unfrequently the case, six of the Lists

(Nos. I, III—VII) omit the second part of this Massorah, which

makes it difficult to understand, since this shorter phrase also

occurs twice in the Psalter.

As ntT: Tj3-)3', which occurs altogether thirteen times, is in

seven instances followed by ii'rt'?K according to the textus receptus,

and is six times without it the more natural way would have

been to record the minority by simply stating pra •^ rru^,^ ^jana^

it occurs six times hy itself. Still more artificial is the corrupt

printed Massorah Parva on Ruth 2 4, which is based upon

another mode of formulating this Rubric. Of the thirteen

instances in which this phrase occurs, both in its shorter and

longer forms, three are preceded by \pKh (Deut. 14 29; 23 21;

24 19) and two occur in the Psalter. Deducting, therefore, these

five passages eight remain. Accordingly Jacob b. Chayim's

Massorah Parva ought to be 'lan mbnn bv Knm>n nana" ]vab "rai 'n

instead of 'lan 'n"msn -[a-ia' ]vnb "^ai 'n -p-ia'.

Dpl^"*!! and he blessed them, occurs twice, once at the end of

the verse aJifl once at the beginning. That is, in the same section,

the qualifying expression Wira is omitted. This is evident from

the fact that it not only occurs three times more, but that in

two of the three instances it begins a verse. (Gen. 48 20;

Levit. 9 22; Ps. 107 38.) This Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 156, on

Josh. 23 6.

Tpn = § 502.

HDIpSI and I will Idess, occurs twice in the Scriptures. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Hai-ley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 220a, on Ps. 145 l.

J"pn = § 503.

inp'lDSI awfZ / blessed him, occurs twice, once tvith Kametz

under the Vav and once with Pathach. Of this Rubric I collated

two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 141a, on Isa. 51 2, which

I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on Gen. 27 33.

The latter which states fsp 'ki nns '.a is incorect, since it occurs only

twice altogether. This Rubric constitutes part of the twenty-one

words beginning with T'av Alejdi which respectively occur twice,

once with Pathach under the Vav and once with Kametz. (Vide infra,

letter i, § 1 1 f
.)

Tpn = § 504.

'TS'lSP i^iose who bless thee, occurs twice .... and once it is

with the 2irefix Vav. This Rubric I have found in the printed

Massorah only, on Gen. 12 3.
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n'pn = § 503.

^^3^ he shall he blessed, occurs four times, tioice with Kametz

and tioice with Pathach. The two instances with Kametz under the

Eesh are due to the pausal accent. (Ps. 112 2; Prov. 22 9.)

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 201a, on 2 Sam. 7 29,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 61 6, on tho

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 31 3a, on Ps. 112 2; (IV)

the same MS., fol. 317a, on Ps. 128 4; (V) Add. 15,250, fol. 3436,

on the same passage; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 2086, on 2 Sam. 7 29;

(VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 23, and (VIII) the printed

Massorah on Ps. 112 2.

rpn = § 506.

^t^STl sfie shall be blessed, occurs three times, twice with Kametz

and once loiih Pathach. The two instances with Kametz (Judg. 6 24a;

Prov. 20 21) are due to the pausal accent.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. I59a, on Judg. 5 24,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 252a, on

Prov. 20 21; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 344a, on the same

passage; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 23, and (V) the

printed Massorah on Judg. 5 24,

rpn = § 507.

^ptlO is blessed, occurs three times and is defective . . . and

once it Is with the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric, which is one of the

oldest and popular parts of the Massorah, I collated nine Lists,

seven in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 100a, on Numb. 22 6, which I Jiave printed; (II) the same

MS., Vol. II, fol. 210a, on Ps. 113 2; (III) Orient. 4445, fol. 1446,

on Numb. 22 6; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 322a, on Job 1 21;

(V) Add. 15,251, fol. 3756, on the same passage; (VI) Add. 2l,iG0,

fol. 2266, on Numb. 22 6; (VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 23 ;
(VIII) the printed Massorah on Numb. 22 6, and (IX) the

same on Ps. 113 2. This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical

List of words which respectively occur four times, three times

without the prefix Vav and once with it. (Vide infra, letter i, § 73.)

n-pn = § 508.

D'^SniS knees, in all its forms is always loith Dagesh in the

Caph except in two instances. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists,

four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 576, on

Gen. 50 23, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3G9a,

on Dan. fill; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 1426, on Judg. 7 6; (IV)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 23 margin, and (V) the printed

Massorah on Dan. 6 11.

O'pn = § 509.

HD'nSn the blessing, is hmce with the accent Athnach. For this

Rubric'^see letter k, § 1253.

niS'nlS^ occurs twice in two different senses. That is, in

1 Chron. 12 3, it is the proper name Be^achah with the prefix

Vav and in Prov. 11 26, it is the noun ron? denoting blessing

with the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in

this separate form in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:'

(I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol. II, fol. 247a, on Prov. 11 26, which

I have printed, and (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 138a, on

1 Chron. 12 3. This pair forms part of the alphabetical List of

words which respectively occur twice in two different senses.

{Vide infra, letter a, § 428, Vol. II, p. 217 «S:c.)

K-»pn = § 511.

riS^S? according to the blessing of occurs twice. That is, to

distinguish it from the quadriliteral ra-aa Prov, 11 11, the only

other instance where this noun construct occurs and where the

prefix is Beth. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 1326, on Deut. 16 17,

which I have printed; (II) Add, 15,250, fol. 1036, on Deut. 12 15,

and (III) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

ypn = § 512.

^^3^3 my blessing, occurs three times. Of this Rubric I collated

seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. 796,

on Lovit. 25 21, which I have printed; (II) Add, 15,451, fol. 80o,

on Gen. 27 3C; (III) Add. 21,100, fol. 32a, on Gen. 33 11; (IV)

the same MS., fol. 178a, on Levit. 25 21; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah II, § 23; (VI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 33 11, and
(VII) the same on Levit. 25 21.

As it also occurs once with the prefix Vav (Comp, -ri^'i^i

Isa. 44 3) this Rubric constitutes part of the alphabetical List

of words which respectively occur four times, three times without

and once with the prefix Vav. (Vide infra, letter % § 73.)

y»pn = § 513.

?|ri5^3 thy blessing, occurs ttcice and is defective. That is, it is

in the singular. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1746,

on Ps. 3 9, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2846;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 3196, and (IV) the printed Massorah, all

on the same passage.

r^pn = § 514.

nlSnSl blessing, occurs four times in the Scriptures. That is,

with Kametz under the Resh, in contradistinction to the two

instances with Tzere recorded below § 516. Of this Rubric

I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed: (I)

Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 256a, on Prov. 28 20, which I

have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 305a, on Ps. 84 7;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 366«, on Prov. 28 20; (IV) Add. 15,251,

fol. 350 a, on Ps. 21 7; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 23;

(VI) the printed Massorah on Prov. 10 6, and (VII) the same
on Prov. 28 20. The heading of List VII, viz. 'stap n rons

indicates the import of this Massorah.

VBpn = § 515.

^ iID*ll3 the blessing of, occurs six times, five times defective and

once plene. Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS.

and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 179a, on

Ps. 21 4, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2886,

on the same passage; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 3226, also on the

same passage; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 40 6, on Gen. 49 25; (V)

Add. 15,451, fol. Slct; (VI) Orient. 2349, fol. 57a, and (VII) the

printed Massorah, all on the same passage.

rapn = § 516.

ril3*l3 pools, occurs twice. That is, with Tzere under the Resh,

in contradistinction to the four instances where it is with Kametz

recorded above in § 514. Of this Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists : (I) Harley 5710— 11,

Vol. II, fol. 2636, on Eccl. 2 6, which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 3506, on Cant. 7 5, and (III) Vienna Codex

No. 35, on the same passage.

Ppn = § 517.

irTpniS Berechjahu, occurs four times in the Scriptures. This

proper name occurs altogether eleven times. In seven instances

it exhibits the primitive shorter form rrp-ia (Zech. 1 1 ; Neh. 3 4,

30 ; 6 18; 1 Chron. 3 20 ; 9 1 6 ; 15 23) and in these four instances

it exhibits the later longer form. Hence the Massorah safeguards

the minority. This protection is all the more necessary since the

two forms are used promiscuously within a few verses of each

other. (Zech. 1 1, 7; 1 Chron. 15 17, 23.)

Of this Rubric, which is one of -the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS, and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 121 o, on Zech. 1 7, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1336, on 1 Chron. 6 24;

(III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1656, on 2 Chron. 28 12; (IV)

St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Zech. 1 7; (V) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 217a, on the same passage; (VI) the same MS.,

fol. 2416, on 1 Chron. 6 24; (VII) the same MS., fol. 248a, on

1 Chron. 15 17; (VIII) Add. 15,451, fol. 4756, on the same

passage; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 56, and (X) the

printed Massorah on Zech. 1 7. In List IX the -n in the heading

is manifestly a clerical error for 'i as is attested both by the

contents of the Rubric itself, and by all the other Lists. For

the reason of changing the shorter form into the jpnger see my
Introduction to the Massoretico-Critical edition of the Bible p. 386 &c.

nyn = § sis.

5*13 the glittering of, or Berak, occurs three times. It will be

seen that in two instances this triliteral is the noun construct of

p-ia lightning, glittering (Deut 32 41; Hab. 3 11) and that in one

instance it is part of the compound proper name of a place in

the tribe of Dan. (Josh. 19 45). The Massorah, however, as we

have often seen, has regard to the identity of the spelling

irrespective of the difference in the sense. Of this Rubric I
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collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,261, fol. 123&, on Deut. 32 41,

which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter a, § 306.

r''pn = § 519.

n''p*l51 and lightnings, occurs ficice. Tliat is, in contradistinction

to the other five instances where this plural noun is without the

prefix Vav. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Harley 5710— 11, Vol. I, fol. 47a, on Exod.l9ir,.

ypn = § 520.

p"0^ and Barak, or and lightning, occurs three times in the

Scriptures. The expression pn2, without and with the prefix Vav,

occurs altogether nineteen times, twelve times as proper name

(Comp. p-js Judg. 4 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 14, 15, 22; 6 12, 15; pnsi

Judg. 4 G; 5 1) and seven times as a noun denoting lightning^

As it is without the prefix Vav in sixteen instances and with

it in three only, the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 157&, on Judg. 4 IG,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 230&, on

Job 20 25; (III) Arund. Orient IG, fol. 2 la, on Judg. 4 IG; (IV)

Add. 15,250, fol. 1337^ on the same passage; (V) Add. 15,451,

fol. lG5fc, on Judg. 5 1; (VI) the printed Massorah on Judg. 4 ir>,

and (VII) the same on Job 20 25. List III rightly adds at the

end wjK mw 'KOtp '3, since here too the Massorah has regard simply

to the identity of the spelling irrespective of the difference in

the sense.

K'3pn = § 521.

11*13 polished, or pure, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 332 1, on Job 33 3, which I have

printed, and (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 236cr, on the

same passage. The latter heads it 'bai 'a.

rapn = § 522.

llt^^Sn Besor, occurs three times. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. IG,

fol. 56a, on 1 Sam. 30 9. As the three instances occur in the

same section, the heading ought more properly to be 'j-srai :. The

catchwords for the third passage bThy\ ri r-K "ja jn are l Sam, 30 22

where -ii\P3n does not occur. It is manifestly a clerical error for

DTKO bx nn Ka-i verse 21 and shows that the Scribes often mistook

the catchwords.

yjDpn = § 523.

mtySl glnd tidings, is three times dfifedive. As this noun,

which occurs altogether six times, is plene in three instances

(2 Sam. 18 22, 25, 27) and defective in three, the Massorah

safeguards this variation in its orthography. This is especially

necessary since the two different spellings occur within a few

verses of each other. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two

in MSS. and two printed: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. 1786, on

2 Sam. 18 20, which I have printed; (II) Vienna Codex No. 35,

on the same passage; (III) the printed Massorah also on the

same passage, and (IV) the same on 2 Kings 7 29. At the end

of List III Jacob b. Chayim states that in another recension of

the Massorah 2 Sam. 18 22 is substituted for 18' 20 as the second

defective instance. * The two MS. Lists, liowever, which I have

collated have this Rubric as I have printed it.

.DKSia niea pK naSi nriK mica tr'K vh cipna idgj 'mriK moaai j

T'Opn = § 524.

btS^lSp sodden, occurs twice with Kametz. Tliis Rubric I have

found in the printed Massorah only, on Exod. 12 9.

iTDpn = § 525.

ItS^Srn and the Jlesh, occurs three times in the Pentateuch.

Of thisVubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah,

I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient. 2349,

fol. 856, on Levit 7 19, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 444.%

fol. 91a; (III) Add. l.'>,250, fol. 59a; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 1456,

all on the same passage, and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter a, § 310. As the three instances are restricted to the

Pentateuch the heading ought more properly to be mnai 'i, but

the Vav, as we have seen, is frequently omitted in such cases.

The heading of List III 'idb •mn 'i is wrong, since one instance only

begins the verse (Levit 7 19 a), the other two are in the middle

of the verse, as the Rubric which I have printed correctly states it.

rspn = § 526.

ItS^lSI and flesh, occtirs eight times. Of this popular Massorah
I collated fourteen Lists, twelve in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 706, on Levit 13 18, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 94a, on Ezek. 37 8; (III)

the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 226 o, on Job 10 11; (IV) the same

MS., Vol II, fol. 2846, on Dan. 10 3; (V) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 91 6, on 1 Kings 17 6; (VI) the same MS., fol. 325a, on

Job 10 11; (VII) the same MS., fol. 372o, on Dan. 10 3; (VIII)

Add. 15,250, fol. 290a, on Ezek. 37 8; (IX) Add. 15,251, fol. 14a,

on Oen. 2 23; (X) the same MS., fol. 1856, on 1 Kings 17 6;

(XI) Add. 15,451, fol. 4456, on Dan. 10 3; (XII) Add. 21,160,

fol. 322 a, on Job 10 11; (XIII) the printed Massorah on

Levit 13 18, and (XIV) the same on Ezek. 37 8.

r-Dpn = § 527.

1nb"TJ? "l\r3 the flesh of his foreskin, is in ttoo instances not

preceded hy the accusative 't%. Normally when this phrase follows

the verb ^e;, to ait off, it is preceded by the accusative particle

(Comp. Gen! 17 11, 14, 23 25). As it is in these two instances

only that -riK is absent, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

combination. The design of this Massorah is to militate against

the ancient recension which exhibited -riK in both these passages

and which the Samaritan text still preserves. Of this Rubric,

which I have found in the printed Massorah only, I collated

two Lists: (I) on Gen. 17 24, which I have printed, and (II) on

Levit. 12 3. The latter which heads this Rubric 'a •n'^nr iwa bio'

'vb^ riK 'DH is interesting, inasmuch as it shows that it is

formulated by a different Massorite.

n"3pn = § 528.

1tP35 as the flesh of, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 24l6, on 2 Kings 5 14, which

I have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. lOlo, on the

same passage.

B-Dpn = § 529.

''it^Sp from my flesh, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710 — 11,

Vol. I, fol. 26, Gen. 2 23. In Job 19 22, which this Rubric gives

as the second instance, the received text is nwaai with the prefix

Vav. It is remarkable that the catchwords for this passage in

this carefully written Codex is warn r"? ""isdo without the prefix.

The Vav in the Rubric which I have printed has been added

by mistake to agree with the textus receptus.

b'pn = § 530.

''1t273fi1 and from my flesh, occurs twice. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient l fi,

fol. 328 a, on Job 19 22. It will be seen that the instance which

is given in the preceding Rubric, as being without the prefix

Vav, is here given as with it

n"bpn = § 531.

D'n^3 occurs twice in two different senses. That is, in

Prov. 14 30 this quinqueliteral is the plural of ntoa flesh and is

metonomically used for the body, whilst in Prov. 19 10 it is the

plural of nt? jn-ince with the prefix Beth. Of this Rubric I collated

four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710— 11,

Vol. II, fol. 249a, on Prov. 14 30, which I have printed; (II)

Arund. Orient IG, fol. 341 6; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 390a, and

(IV) the printed Massorah, all on the same passage. This Rubric

forms part of the alphabetical List of words which respectively

occur twice in two different senses. (Vide infra, letter a, § 428,

Vol. II, p. 217 &c.)

rbpn = § 532.

rit2?33 in shame, occurs tunce. Of this Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I)

Add. 15,250, fol. 434a, on 2 Chron. 32 21, which I have printed,

and (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 278 a, on the same passage.

ybpn = § 533.

DTltrS their shame, occursfour times. Of this Rubric I collated

seven Lists^ five in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 2156, on Zeph. 3 19, which I have printed; (II) the same

MS., fol. 2936, on Ps. 40 16; (III) the same MS., fol. 301a,

on Ps. 70 4; (IV) the same MS., fol. 3126, on Ps. 109 29;
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(V) Add. 15,250, fol. 331 6, on Ps. 70 4; (VI) the printed Massorah

on the same passage, and (VII) the same on Ps. 109 2n.

rbpn = § 534.

'?J/tt"n5 daughter of a king, is three times thus coivhined in

tJie Scriptures. This combination occurs altogether six times. In

thfee instances it is with the prefix He before, '^^a i, e. ij^ffln-na

(2 Kings 11 2; 2 Chron, 22 11, 11) and in three it is without

the He. Hence the Massorah records this variation in the phrase

and thus safeguards it against beeing made uniform. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated

two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 245a, on 2 Kings 9 .'54,

which I have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient. !(!, fol. 105«, on

the sam^ passage. As it is with the prefix Vav in one of the

instances (Dan. 11 6) the heading ought more properly to be

'^b'z 'i "ii^a-ria or ^i^a -nai 'ki 'a "ii^o-na.

iT'^pn = § 535.

^155 »". the Javf/hter, occurfi tn-ice in the Scriftvren. Of this

Rubric I collated* four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 23^, on Gen. 34 19, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. IL fol. 2G8/>, on Lament. 2 5;

(III) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement fol. 130/>, and (IV)

the printed Massorah on Gon. 34 10. In the printed Massoi'ah,

(List IV) this Rubric is headed -ivb '"ina a which is very difficult

to explain, since it has the same sense in both passages. As it is

absent in all the MS. Lists, it is more tlian likely that it is due to a

later Nakdan who mistook its import. This Rubric forms part

of the alphabetical List of the triliteral words which respectively

occur twice. {Vide supra, letter m, § 233.)

rbpn = § 53G.

ft3n the dnughter, occurs four times .... and wherever it

denotes the measure Bath it is likewise so. This triliteral with

Pathach under the He occurs altogether seven times. In the four

instances which constitute this Rubric it denotes daughter- whilst

in the other three instances it is the name of a measure

(Ezek, 45 11, ll, 14). It is the latter which is referred to in

the second part of this Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, six in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 58m, on Exod. 1 22, which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient. IG, fol. f67a, on Jerem. 31 22; (III)

Add. 15,250, fol. 26Gfe, on Jerem. 49 4; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 374a, on Lament. 2 13; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 255a, on

Jerem. 31 22; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 646, on Exod. 1 22; (VII)

the printed Massorah on the same passage; (VIII) the same on
Jerem. 49 4, and (IX) the same on Lament. 2 13.

It is remarkable that List I alone gives the second part

of this Rubric which makes its import intelligible. The omission

of it in all the other Lists leaves the occurence of this triliteral

apart from the four instances in question, unexplained. The
heading of List VII wm 'i and that of List IX nne -i are due

to the fact that this triliteral occurs once with Chateph-Pathach

(Comp. -nan Gen. 17 17).

r^pn = § 537.

"DS^ ""'^ ^^'^ daughthr, occurs four times at the beginning of

a verse. That is, in contradistinction to the five instances in

which this triliteral is in the middle of the verse. (2 Sam. 14 27;

Ezek. 45 14; Dan. 11 6, 17; 1 Chron. 2 49.) This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710 - 11,

Vol. L fol. 78 a, on Levit. 22 12.

n"^pn = § 538.

D^3D1 niJ3 /Dlilll D^^S* Throughout the Scriptures it is sons
and daughters excejjt once where it is daughters and sons.

The normal phrase ni:3i o-ja occurs twenty-seven times (Gen. 5 4,

7, 10, 16, 19, 22, 26,' 30;' 11 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25;

Deut. 28 41; 1 Sam. 30 19; 2 Sam. 5 13; Jerem. IG 2; 29 6, 6;

Ezek. 14 18, 22; 23 4; 1 Chron. 14 3; 2 Chron. 28 8). As
it is in one instance that this regular order is abnormally

inverted, the Massorah safeguards this solitary exception. This

Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, on Gen. 5 4.

In the received text, however, 2 Chron. 24 3 exhibits no exception

to the general rule, since here too it is ni:ai d';3. This Massorah
must, therefore, be based upon a recension which had o-iai nUa

unless we assume with Heidenheim {b::v aw on Gen, 5 4) that

an ignorant Nakdan wrongly formulated this Rubric, that it ought

to be Q'vi ri'in' i"? Kr-i nuai d':3 ibrj K'aa fn:ai Dp n'?n Knp "?= and that

it does not denote the inversion of the phrase at all, but refers

to the accents. The phrase msai cja ibr\, which occurs altogether

eighteen times is in seventeen instances with Mercha Tipcha and
with Tipcha Mercha in the solitary instance of 2 Chron. 24 3.

tS''^pfl = § 539.

nl333 occtirs three times in the Scinptures. That is, in two
instances it is the noun plural construct of nua with the prefix

Beth and denotes among the daughters of, whilst in the third

instance it is the infinitive construct with the prefix Fa?; signifying

and in the building of (Ezek, 17 17).

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol, I, fol. 22/;, on Gen. 34 l,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 106a, on
Judg. 14 3; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 29a; (IV) Add. 15,250,

fol. 1406; (V) Add. 15,451, fol. 173 a, all on the same passage,

and (VI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 34 1. The third instance

with tlie query in the List, which I have printed, is manifestly

meant for Ezek. 17 17, though the catchwords are wrong, msaa

bHp'>rri ^ixn ought to bo b»pmn pn nuaai. The other five Lists,

including List II from the Massorah in the same MS., head this

Rubric 'a nisa and give the two instances only.

0"pn = § 540.

nl353 ^'"*'« *^^ daughters of, occurs twice. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two
Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 21 06, on Micah 1 8, which I have
printed and (II) the same MS., fol. 336a, on Job 42 15.

K"Opn = § 541.

'rj^ri |J3 thy daughters, is three times plene once in the

Law, once in the Prophets and once in the Hagiographa. That is,

with Vav after the Nun. This plural noun with the suffix second

person singular masculine, without and with the prefix Vav, occurs

altogether twelve times. In nine instances it is defective (Comp.

YHja Gen. 19 15; 31 41 ; ^ni^i Gen 19 12; Levit. 10 14; Deut. 28 82,

53; 2 Sam. 19 6; Jerem. 48 46; Amos 7 17) and in these three

instances only is it plene. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards

the exceptional orthography and thus excludes the variation in

Gen. 31 31, which is exhibited in the famous Codex Hallali, as will

be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Orient. 234 9, fol, 46a, on Gen. 31 31, which I have
printed: (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 321a, on Job 1 18; (III)

Add. 21,160, fol. 286, on Gen. 31 31; (IV) the same MS., fol. 319a,

on Job 1 18; (V) the printed Massorah on Gen. 31 31, and (VI)

the same on Job 1 18.

ropn = § 542.

l^nUllI and his daughters, is three times plene in the Scriptures.

With the prefixes this plural noun with the suffix third person

singular masculine, occurs altogether eight times. It is defective

in five instances (Exod. 34 6; Numb, 21 29; 36 2; Deut. 32 19;

Job 1 3) and plene in three only. Hence the Massorah safeguards

the minority. Of this Rubric I collated four List, three in MSS.
and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 294a, on
Neh. 3 12, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 386, on
Gen. 46 15; (III) Orient. 2349, fol. 46a, on Gen. 32 1, and (IV) the

printed Massorah on the same passage.

ropn = § 543a— c.

n^riS her slaughter's, or the villages thereof, is five [six] times

defective , . . , and throughout the Hagiogi'apha it is likeunse so except

in five instances.

The three Rubrics marked § 543 a—c are simply three

different recensions of the same Massorah the design of which
is to register the variation in the orthography of this expression.

This plural noun with the suffix third person singular feminine,

without and with the prefix Vav, occurs altogether fifty-two

times It is defective in twenty-four instances and plene in twenty-

eight. As one of the two spellings, however, occurs more frequently

in one division of the Bible and one in the other divisions, the

Massorah, or rather the different Massoretic Schools, have more
or less artificially formulated these occurences in accordance

with their respective predominance in the several divisions,

§ 543a. The Law and the Prophets. — In these two

divisions this expression occurs altogether thirty times. Here
the plene orthography predominates. It occurs twenty-two times ^

and the defective eight times only. Hence the Massorah here

' Comp. n'nUa ."'nUai Josh. 15 47, 47; 17 11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 16; Judg. 1 27,

27, 27; 1 Sam. 1 4; Ezek. 16 4C, 46, 48, 53, 53, 55, 55; 23 10; S6 6; SO 18.
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safeguards the exception. Of this form of the Rubric, which is

the oldest, I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Ilarley r)7l(»-ll, Vol. I, fol. 1087>, on Numb. 32 4i, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. li'.ih, on Josh. 17 11;

(III) Orient. 4445, fol. 14lZ», on Numb. 21 25; (IV) Arund. Orient. 1(!,

fol. I'.'rt, on Jud^-. 1 27, and (V) the printed Massorah on Numb, 21 32.

As the only three instances which occur in the Pentateuch

are uniformly defective (Numb. 21 25, ;r2; 32 42), Lists I, III

and V artificially regard this division of the Bible as furnishing

one instance, calling it T'-nK be, which with the five from the

second division yield the six requisite instances. Hence -en 'n in

the headings of Lists I and V, is a clerical error for en 'i. List III,

which is the oldest forni of the Massorah, correctly heads it n'n:2

'•^n ^5rri rrb'i^ ttn'i'^K pnjo'ci pTcn '% whilst List I, which I have

printed, simply states at the end that it is likewise defective in

the Hagiographa except in six instances. Lists II, III, IV and V
append these six passages.

§ r)43?>. Tfie Hagiographa. — This Rubric, which is from

Ilarley .')710— 11, Vol. I, fol. 150 a, on Judg. 1 27, registers the

plene instances in the Hagiographa. In this division this

expression occurs altogether twenty-two times. Here the defective

orthography is the rule and the plene the exception. The former

occurs sixteen times ' and the latter six times onlJ^ Here, therefore,

the Massorah safeguards the reverse, which is the minority. The

necessity for safeguarding these variations arises from the fact

that the two different spellings occur in one and the same

verse. Thus in 1 Chron. 7 29, where it occurs four times, it is

twice defective and twice plene. In 2 Chron. 13 10, where it

occurs three times, it is twice plene and once defective, whilst

in 2 Chron. 28 18, it is three times plene and once defective. In

the heading of this Rubric the expression 'npr is manifestly

a clerical error for 'inss.

§ 543c. This recension of the Rubric, which is from Arund.

Orient. 1 0, fol. 242/^, on 1 Chron. 7 29, is the most simple and correct.

It gives the three divisions of the Bible in the inverse order,

beginning with the Hagiographa and ending with the Law. Like

§ 543/>, and the other Lists which mention the Hagiographa, it

emphatically states that in this division of the Bible there are six

plene instances only, and duly enumerates the six. Accordingly

1 Chron. 2 23 and the third instance in 2 Chron. 28 18, which

are plene in my edition of the Bible in common with other

editions, must be defective.

1 Comp. ri'ni3 n'niai Neh. 11 26, 25, 27, .SO, 31; 1 Chron. 2 2.T; 7 28, 28, 28,

28, 20, 29;. 8 12; 18 1; 2 Chron, 1.3 19; 28 18.

TOpn = § 544.

n^nlOD?'! '*W'^ *^ '"''' daughters, or rUlages, occurs four times,

fvjice phne and twice defective. As this expression, which occurs

four times, is spelt in two different ways, the Massorah safeguards

the variation in the spelling in the respective passages.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol. II, fol. 300a, on Neh. 11 28,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 10, fol. 27&, on

Judg. 11 2(5; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 145/>, on the same passage, and

(IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter 2, § 239, List II alone

indicates which two of the four instances are plene. After giving the

catchwords for the two passages in Judg. 11 20 it adds '•?» a "^k.

iT'Opn = § 545.

13^ril33fiP of our dnwjhters, is four times j>lene. That is, with

different prefixes. This plural noun with the suffix first person

without and with prefixes, occurs altogether twelve times. It

is defective in eight instances (Gen. 34 9, 10, 21; Jerem. 35 8;

Neh. 5 2, 5, 5; 10 31) and plene in four only. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 172fl, on Judg. 21 7,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 10, fol. 34 a; (III)

Add. 15,250, foL 145a; (IV) Add. 1.5,251, fol. 151a, all on the

same passage, and (V) the printed Massorah on Ps. 144 12.

List V alone has the correct heading -vrbz 'ba n, since these

instances include the plural form with the different prefixes.

ropn = § 54 c.

OrriiS their daughters, is Jive timas defective. That is, without

and with prefixes, this plural noun with the suffix third person

plural, which occurs altogether fifteen times, is in these five

instances only, defective in contradistinction to the ten passages

where it is plene (Comp. Judg. 3 6, G; 2 Kings 17 17. Jerem. 3 24:

32 35; Ezek. 23 47; 24 25; Ps. 106 37, 38; 2 Chron. 31 18). This

Massorah, therefore, excludes the variation which is exhibited

in several MSS. and early editions in Ezek. 23 47, as may be
seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, foL 120&, on Deut 12 31,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 556, on
1 Sam. 30 3; (III) the same MS., fol. 152 a, on Jerem. 7 31; (IV)

the same MS., fol. 159a, on Jerem. 19 9; (V) Add. 15,250, fol. 1636,

on 1 Sam. 30 3; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. ll2o,. on Deut. 12 31;

(VII) the same MS., fol. 1676, on 1 Sam. 30 3; (VIII) Add. 15,451,

fol. 1296, on Deut. 12 31, and (IX) the printed Massoyah on the
same passage. It"i^ instructive to note that though this Rubric
includes Dn'riis without and with the prefix none of the headings
have the expression 'tp-'ba.

r"opn = § 547.

nl^iriSl p''D» Sign for the orthography of ni'?ins throughout
the Scriptures. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol. II, foL 187a,

on Ps. 45 15, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 321a, on Ps. 148 12; (III) Add. 9401, fol. 78a, on Exod. 22 U,
and (IV) the printed Massorah on Ps. 148 12.

To understand this Massorah in its different forms as

exhibited in the several Lists, it is necessary to remark that

this noun plural, without and with the prefix He, which occurs

altogether thirteen times, is spelt in four different ways. In

four instances, apart from the three in Esther, which are

regarded by the Massorah as one, that is, in seven instances, it

is the three entirely plene or with both Vavs i. e. nlbna. nibinan

(Isa. 23 4; Ps. 45 15; 148 12; Esther 2 2, 17, 19). In five instances

it is without the second Vnv i. e. h'?ina. fi'?inan (Exod. 22 16; 2 Sam.
13 18; Ezek. 44 22; Amos 8 13; Lament. 2 10). In one instance

it is nibna without the first Vav (Zech. 9 17) and in one h"?;!!

without both Vavs or entirely defective (Lament. 5 11).

List I. — According to this analysis List I, which I have
printed, duly records the three entirely plene instances apart

from Esther, simply refers to Esther as exhibiting the same
spelling without specifying the number and states that with the

solitary exception in Zech. 9 17, it is without the second Vav
in all other passages without giving the number or catchwords.

The fault of this Rubric is that it ignores the one instance in

Lament. 5 11 which, as we have seen, is entirely defective.

List IL — This List exhibits quite a different arragement
It states that this plural noun is always defective or is without

the second Vav except in four instances, counting Esther as one,

that in Zech. 9 17 the Palestinians read it entirely plene whilst the

Babylonians read it with one Vav, and that in Lament. 5 11, it

is entirely defective.^

List HI. — Still more different is this List. It states that

this plural noun is always written without the second Vav except

in two instances where it is entirely plene, viz. Isa. 23 4 and
Ps. 45 15; that it is likewise so throughout Esther; that in

Zech. 9 17 the Babylonians read it entirely plene and the

Palestinians write it without the second Vav and that in

Lament. 5 11 it is entirely defective.^

List IV. — Perfectly unintelligible is this Rubric in the

printed Massorah (List IV). The Nakdan who manipulated it

mistook its import. It states that this plural noun varies four

times in its letters, that the four instances are Isa. 23 4; Ps. 45 15,

where it is without the first Vav\ Lament. 5 11 where it is

without both Vavs and Zech. 9 17 where it is with both Vavs;

and that throughout Esther it is likewise with both Vavs. On
comparing this statement with the analysis as well as with the

contents of the other three Lists, the wonder is that Jacob
b. Chayim simply took exception to Ps. 45 15 being here given

without the first Vav and that he did not point out the muddle
of the whole Rubric.^

nnnK m'jina ,nb\t^i 'noon »mS» kS vi^n vh 'O'oi '^o Toa 'on ^:> ni^nan n^a i

'KrwnaSi 'Maiyo^ 'ii »-ina ni'?ina aaw j" : 'hn lai inoH rhxi ^ai ni^na dji onina .nvnm
,'om 'on n'jna u» pnra D»r: .ina

pSxi 9ai .n'niyi nnnw mh^T^i ."rhn nh 'D'di "hm ^ a'oa p 'na '^a n^inan n^na »

.na n^na uy p'lra cirj ,'na rhvM 'Kaiyob 6dt 6d •lenann^ nifnna aais* mvm {60 lan inoK

'on 's'na m^na ijxh bin ninpi^ ,'m^» »6i 'n^n vh 'o»di pn»niia i"3pd '^ mfnna s

ni^ina inoit rh^sa hl^ ,niSina aau' e-n'm '"jon '^a 'w ,My pnta dipj 'cm 'on 'vn ,»onp i'»i

n^na pn kiioidt ni^ina y\ 'a eiOKon I'v^n »3H n'ain^ >h vr rnioan nt pB^oi — r^D '»na

'niatoT n»T '1^503 Ju'? I'nir unton 'jaaip 'n^ ^an 'nan wna w»npi na»ni pn Kina '^ 'on ''na

: 'So 'T pn jnn bs leoj n'n inn iwai \sn> v^ n-won njn^i hw '"jo nsi



Letter Gimel.

K = § 1.

3» — The first part of this Rubric, which registers the

number of times Gimel occurs in the Bible, is taken from the

alphabetical Poem given above, letter k, § 224. The second part,

which records the number of times Gimel occurs in the Pentateuch,

is from a MS. in my possession. For a description of this remarkable

MS, see my Introduction to the Massm^etico critical edition of the Bible.

Part I, chap. VII, pp. 110, 111.

J» — The three instances in which Gimel has four Tagin are

given in the Vitry Machsor, Add. 27,021, Vol.11, fol. 209a-216a,

which I have printed in the. Massorah, letter n, § 25, Vol. II,

pp. 680—701.

J = § 3a—b.

2* The two fragments which record unique words beginning

with Gimel are respectively from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 110a,

on 2 Kings 15 25, and the same MS., fol. 196a, on Ezek, 45 9.

Since the publication of this Rubric I found two other fragments

in the ancient Codex Orient. 4445. One is fol. 566, on Exod. 15

and consists of nine such expressions and one fol. 986, on

Levit. 19 9, gives eleven words. The latter exhibits the first

part of the alphabet.

1 = § 4.

J* This List of words beginning with Gimel which respectively

occur once only, I have compiled myselfand arranged alphabetically.

The necessity for such a List I have described in letter k, § 12.

( Vide svpra, p. 4.) I need not repeat here the difficulty in collating

and arranging upwards of forty-two forms which are unique,

or apologise foi> the mistakes which have crept into this first

attempt. Those who have been engaged in a similar task will

readily forgive mistakes. The following I have detected since

this Rubric has been published:

OmUtion*:

Deut 33 h ihi Pb. 146 12 i^rpiii

Lament. 2 14 fen* Joah. 5 9 'op ^i^i

The foUotoing uxn-d* occur more than once:

BHi ,»^v ,^qj naj

n = § 5.

^4 An alphabetical List of toords ending loith Gimel which

respedively occiir once only. This List I compiled and arranged

alphabetically in accordance with the last letter but one. For
the necessity of such a List see letter tt, § 12. The following

are some corrections:

1 Chron. 12 1 h^;'lh

1 Sam. 27 6 J^i??

1 Sam. 22 8 s^'h

1 Chron. 12 20 J^i3'»

The follamng tocrdt occur more than onet:

T = § 6.

n^3 splendour, pride, occurs Jive times. This Rubric I have

found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter a, § 4.

? = § 7.

nTl|C!3 in pride, occurs ttoice. This Rubric too, I have found

in the printed Massorah only, on Ps. 31 19.

pK| splendour, pride, occurs three times in the Scriptures. That
is, in contradistinction to the twenty-three instances where this

quadriliteral occurs with Sheva under the Gimel, being in the

construct.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS, and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 79 &, on Ezek. 16 49,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 240a, on
Job 40 10; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 335a, on the same passage;
(IV) the same MS., fol. 342a, on Prov. 16 18; (V) Add. 15,250,

foL 357a, on Job 40 10; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 315fe, on Ezek. 16 49,

and (VII) the printed Massorah on the same passage. This Rubric
is part of the alphabetical List of words which respectively

occur four times, three times without the prefix" Vav and once
with it. {Vide infra, letter i, § 73.)

t2 = § 9.

^K| redeem-, occurs three tirnes and is defective .... and wherever

tt is the participle it is likewise defective except in two instances in

the Prophets and the Hagiographa.

The design of this Massorah is to show where this triliteral,

which is both the infinitive absolute and the participle active,

remains a triliteral. As infinitive Crjo) it continues a triliteral

or is defective in all the three instances in which it occurs. As
participle, however, CtrJ) in which capacity it occurs altogether

nineteen times, it ceases to be a triliteral or is plene (^j)
in one instance only. The declaration in the second part of this

Rubric that it is plene in two instances, is due to the fact that

it includes one instance with the prefix He (Ps. 103 4; vide infra,

letter j, § 12), which it indicates by the term -w^b^.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 99a, on Levit. 27 13, which I have
printed; (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 109a, on the same passage, and
(III) the printed Massorah also on the same passage. List III

has not the second part of this Rubric.

'> = § 10.

^1>{27 to redeem, is twice plene. Of this Rubric, which does
not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I)

Harley 5710—11, Vol. 11, fol. 260 a, on Ruth 4 C, which I have
printed, and (11) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 284a, on the same passage.

It will be seen that both these Rubrics emphatically state that

this Kal infinitive construct with the prefix Lamed, which
occurs twice, is plene in both instances. As we are distinctly

told in the official List of variations between the Easterns and
Westerns that according to the Palestinians it is b^h both in

the Kethiv and Keri and that the Babylonians read b'^^ih plene in

Ruth 4 6, it is evident that this Massorah follows the IBabylonian

recension and that it was formulated at a time when the two
Schools of textua^ redactors were not as yet so strictly divided.

N"» = § 11.

7K3 redeem thou, occurs ttoice and in this hook, once with Kametz
and once toith Pnthach. That is, in Ruth where it occurs twice

this imperative masculine singular has two different vowel points.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the variation. This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 260a, on Ruth 4 4. It is part of the alphabetical

List of words which respectively occur twice, once with Kametz
and once with Pathach. {Vide infra, letter ;, §§ 600, 602, Vol.11,

pp. 307, 309.)
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r' = § 12.

^Kll redeemer, is three times plene in this form. That is,

without and with the prefix He. Of this Rubric I collated two
separate Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 28a, on Isa. 69 20,

which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on Gen. 48 1 6.

The third instance in the List which I have printed, is the

imperative b*,i from bb\ to roll and does not belong to this

Rubric. It has manifestly been added by a later Nakdan who
mistook the import of this Massorah and who altered the 's in

the heading into '3 to correspond to the number of the instances

recorded by him. This is not only confirmed by the independent

List II, but by the second part of Rubric 9, where it constitutes

the second part of that Massorah.

r' = § 13.

D^KJ their redeemer, occurs twice, once at the beginning of a

verse and once at the end. Tliis Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 675,

on Jerem. 60 34.

T' = § 14.

pTH D7K5 their redeemer is strong, occurs twice. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Vienna

Codex No. 35, on Prov. 23 11.

T'B = § 15.

T^KJp they were defied, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. IG,

fol. 144 a, on Isa. 59 3.

rc3 = 10.

^T32 thy vault, or arched cell, occurs twice. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. l.'i,250,

fol. 277&, on Ezek. 16 31.

r> = § 17.

^D)l locusts, occurs tioice, once it is defective and with Pathach,

and once it is 2)hne and with Kametz the latter is plene and

with Kametz. As this expression, which occurs twice only, is spelt

differently in each passage, the design of the Massorah is to

safeguard the variation in the orthography. This Rubric I have

found in the printed Massorah only, of which there are two
Lists: (I) the Massorah Finalis, letter j, § 8, which I have printed,

and (II) the Massorah on Amos 7 1. I have also given this Rubric

below 3, § 91.

n'> = § 18.

HD^ he was lifted up, or exalted, occurs five times in the

Scriptures. That is, in contradistinction to the triliteral naa the

construct of the adjective rraa which occurs twice and to the

adjective aba which occurs eighteen times as well as to the noun
rial which occurs three times. {Vide infra, letter a, § 2(>.)

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 88a, on Ezek. 28 2, which
1 have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 165a, on
2 Chron. 26 16; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. I69a, on
2 Chron. .32 25; (IV) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2l7a, on
Ps. 131 1; (V) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 184i, on Ezek. 28 2; (VI)

the same MS., fol. 273&, on 2 Chron. 26 16; (VII) Add. 15,251,

fol. 282a, on Ezek. 28 2; (VIII) the same MS., fol. 344a, on
2 Chron. 32 25, and (IX) the printed Massorah on Ezek. 28 2.

C3-> = § 19.

rtSJn exalt thou, or to make high, occurs ttvice. Of this Rubric

I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1805, on Ezek, 21 31,

which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on the

same passage.

'3 = § 20.

r^M height, occurs three times and is defective. Of this Rubric
I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two printed: (I) the

printed Massorah on Prov. 16 18, which I have printed; (II)

the same on Job 22 12, and (III) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 250o, on Prov. 16 18, which adds at the end nnKrteKnam
which does not occur and is evidently intended for nnx ryM aaii

Ezek. 40 42; but roii occurs twice (Comp. Ezek. 1 18).

S"3 = § 21.

nDJ^ ^'*^'« the height, or exaltation, occurs twice in the Scriptures.
The design of this Massorah is to militate against the reading
rej? with the prefix Beth instead of Cap/j in Ps. 10 4, which is

exhibited in several MSS. and early editions, as will be seen
from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible, and
which is regarded as preferable.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 176o, on Ps. 10 4,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 299a, on Amos 2 9,
and (III) the printed Massorah on Ps. 10 4.

y3 = § 22.

^DJI and the boi-der, is three times defective. With the prefix
Vav this noun occurs altogether eighteen times. It is plene in
fifteen instances ("jia^i Numb. 34 6, 6; Josh. 12 4; 13 11, 23; 15 5, 5,

12, 12, 47; 17 9; 22 25; Judg. 1 36; Ezek. 40 12; 47 17) and
defective in three only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the
exceptional orthography.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 113a., on
Deut. 3 16, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 1345,
on the same passage, and (III) Orient. 2349, fol. 124 5, also on
the same passage.

a"3 = § 23.

73|ri the hoi-der, is four times defective. With the prefix He
this noun occurs- altogether forty-eight times. As it is plene
(•jisan) in lorty-four instances and defective in four only, the
Massorah safeguards the exceptions. Of this Rubric, which does
not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I)

Cambridge Add. 1174, on Numb. 34 8, which I have printed,
and (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 156a, on the same passage. The latter

heads it ti and includes ^aap Numb. 21 13.

T3 - § 24.

^D| border, is seven times defective in this form. That is,

without" and with different prefixes. This Massorah embraces all

the passages in the Bible in which this noun without the suffixes

is defective. Hence it not only includes the instances contained
in the two preceding Rubrics, but the passage where it is

without any prefix C^aj 2 Sam. 21 5) and the one where it is

with the prefix Mem Cjaao Numb. 21 13).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. 95a, on Numb. 21 13, which I have
printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 132o, on Josh. 13 27; (III)

Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 147a, on the same passage; (IV)

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 10 5, also on the same passage; (V)

Add. 15,451, fol. 1545, also on the same passage; (VI)

Add. 21,160, fol. 2245, on Numb. 21 13, and (VII) the printed

Massorah on the same passage. Though the List which I have
printed (List I) states in the heading that there are nine such
instances, it enumerates eight only, omitting Numb. 34 8, but as

this is given in all the other Lists there can hardly be any
doubt that its omission is due to a clerical error.

n'3 = § 25.

"rfplll^ thy border', occurs three times. That is, with Segol under
the Lamed which is due to its pausal accent In the other four

instances where this noun with the suffix second person singular

masculine occurs it is with Sheva under the Lamed (Comp. i|baj

Exod. 23 31; Deut. 12 20; 16 4; 19 8). Of this Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Cambridge Add. 1174, on Numb. 20 17, which I have printed,

and (II) British Museum Orient. 2349, fol. 113a, on the same
passage. It is remarkable that both Lists omit Exod. 34 24. Is

it because the Massorite designed to record the three instances

only in which it is with Soph-Pas^dt and hence omitted Exod. 34 24

because it is here with Athnach?

rD = § 26.

"iV'IDI ihy border, is three times plene in the Pentateuch. That
is, with Vav after the Beth in contradistinction to the instances

in which it is defective recorded in the preceding Rubric. Of
this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two printed:
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(I) Orient. 2348, fol. 149a, on Deut. 28 40, which I have printed;

(II) Orient. 2349, fol. 139 a, on the same passage; (III) Add. 15,251,

fol. dih, on Numb. 20 1(5; (IV) the printed Massorah on Exod. 7 27,

and (V) the same on Deut. 28 40. As all these Lists include

Exod. 7 27, where it is 'f\b'izi with Shera under the Lamed it is

evident that the design of the Massorah is to emphasise the

fact that in these instances this noun is with Vav after the Beth

irrespective of the vowel-point under the Lamed. This is confirmed

by the Massorah Parva in Add. 21,1 GO and in Jacob b. Chayim's

edition on Exod. 7 27 which remarks 'w^bn ma 'bts "i.

^^ni thy hm^der, occurs twice. That is, with the suffix second

person singular feminine in contradistinction to the eleven

instances in which it is masculine. Of this Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I)

Arund. Orient. IC, fol. 321a, on Ps. 147 14, which I have printed,

and (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 346&, on the same passage.

n"3 = § 28.

1^52 his border, is five times defective. That is, this noun

with the suffix third person singular masculine without and

with the prefix Beth.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710- 11, Vol. I, fol. 14a, on Gen. 23 17,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. IG, fol. 27a, on

Judg. 11 20; (III) the same MS., fol. 195a, on Ezek. 43 12; (IV)

Add. 15,250, fol. 139a. on Judg. 11 20; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 294a, on Ezek. 43 12; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 1G«, on

Gen. 23 17; (VII) Add. 21,1G0, tol. 12a, on the same passage;

(VIII) the same MS., fol. 225a, on Numb. 21 23, and (IX) the

printed Massorah on Gen. 23 17. It is remarkable that the List

which I have printed (List I) makes up the five instances by

giving Josh. 18 5, which is plene in the received text, instead

of Numb. 21 23, which is defective. As all the other eight Lists,

however, reverse it, giving Numb. 21 23 and omitting Josh. 18 5,

the Rubric which I have printed mi^st either be based upon a

different recension of the text whfch is not unfrequently the

case with the Massorah in this Model Codex, or this inversion

is due to a clerical error. Lists III, V and IX head this Rubric

more precisely -ion 'n I'^an i'?3:.

Q5732 yonr border, occurs three times, twice defective and once

plene. As this noun with the suffix second person plural masculine,

which occurs three times only, is differently spelt, the Massorah

safeguards the variation against being made uniform. On

referring to the notes in Josh. 1 4 and Amos 6 2 in my edition

of the Bible, the necessity for protecting the orthography will

be apparent. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS.

and one printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 130a, on Deut. 11 24,

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 140a, on the same

passage; (III) Add. 21,100, fol. 272a, also on the same passage,

and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter j, § 10. As one of

the instances is with the prefix Mem (aabnao Amos 6 2) the

heading ought more properly to be '©"'72 'i mb^i.

•b = % 30.

n'^^S borders, is twice defective in this form. That is, in the

plural form, without and with the prefix Beth it is in two

instances entirely defective, or without either Vnv. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two

Lists: (I) Orient. 2348, fol. 151/>, -on Deut. 32 8, which I have

printed, and (II) Orient. 2349, fol. 141 6, on the same passage.

X"^ = § 31.

iiSD5 borders. To understand the conflicting statements

with regard to the orthography of this word it is necessary to

remark that this plural noun which occurs altogether five times,

foiir times without the prefix and once with the prefix Beth,

is spelt in four different ways as follows:

(1) rh^: entirely defective occurs twice and the two instance^

are given in the preceding Rubric. This is attested by Orient. 2201;

Harley 5710—11; Add. 1.5,250; Add. 15,251; Add. 15,451;

Add. 21,100 &c.

(2) In one instance it is ni'7=i33 entirely plene (Ps. 74 17).

This is the spelling in Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund.

Orient. Ifl; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Add. 15,451 &c.

(3) In one it is mbai without the first Vav (Job 24 2), as it

is in Orient. 2201 first hand; Arund. Orient. 16, with the Massorah

Parva against it p to 'b; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Add. 21,1G0,

with the Massorah Parva against it p tis 'b. In Orient. 2201

second hand, however, and in Harley 5710—11 it is ri'^aj without

the second Vav and the Massorah Parva in the latter remarks

on it p -re 'b.

(4) In one it is n'?03 without the second Vav (Isa. 10 13).

This is the reading in St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 91 G;

Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient. IG; Add. 15,250;

Add. 15,251; Add. 15,451 &c.

These data will explain the import of the following five

Lists, three in MSS. and two printed, which I have collated

of this Rubric: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 1086, on

Numb. 32 33, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 329i, on Job 24 2; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 248Z*, on

Numb. 32 33; (IV) the printed Massorah on Numb. 32 33, and

(V) the same on Ps. 74 17.

It will be seen that List I, which I have printed, omits the

Job instance altogether which is the only one that is the subject

of a various reading.

List II disposes of the five instances as folloys (l) hbaj

entirely defective, one Deut. 32 8; (2) nibaj entirely plene,

one Ps. 7 4; (3) ni'raj without the first Vav Numb. 32 33;

Job 24 2, and (4) ri^n? without the second Vav, one

Isa. 10 13.1 It will thus be seen that Numb. 32 33, which List I

gives as one of the two entirely defective instances, is here

given with the second Vav contrary to the MSS.

List III exhibits all the four different spellings in accordance

with the MSS. in the following order: two entirely defective

(Numb. 32 33; Deut. 32 8); one defective of the second* Vav

(Isa. 10 13) one defective of the first Vav (Job 24 2) and one

entirely plene (Ps. 74 17).-

List IV. — In this List, which is couched in less artificial

language, the orthography of the five instances is thus described:

two entirely defective (Numb. 32 33; Deut. 32 8), one entirely

plene (Ps. 74 17) and two defective of the first Vav (Isa. 10 13;

Job 24 2). 3 Accordingly Isa. 10 13 which has the first Vav and

is defective of the second Vav in Lists I and II in harmony

with all the MSS. is here reversed. The addition at the end of

this List, which states that in all the other instances apart from

these five it is hbia? without the second Vav, is due to an ignorant

Nakdan who probably wanted words to fill up a line, since this

plural noun without suffixes does not occur outside these five

List V. — Though differently arranged, this List gives the

orthography of the five instances exactly the same as List III,

but in the following order: one entirely plene (Ps. 74 17) two

without the first Vav (Isa. 10 13; Job. 24 2) and two entirely

defective (Deut. 33 8; Numb. 32 33). It has also at the end the

same misleading addition which List III has.* The printed

Massorah also gives the two instances without the first Fat-

in a separate Rubric on Job 24 2, which entirely agree with

those given in Lists III and IV. ^ Jacob b. Chayim refers to

the Massorah on Ps. 74 for the entire Rubric.

nasn nnx /ns D'ay rh^2^ tdki /cm 'on coy n^a- str /na ni72J3 nnj:'? pxn i

.'n3 mb; iJ'c"' niSaj /ns nh)ii hs

mSaj /"nz n^inj n«ay r\hi2i tdki /om 'on ''ns caj? n^aj as' ,nSa.';a rr-nyS ymn 2

.'^31 ho pK niSiaj Sai /vis niSaj i^» iny u»b"

31 ,'h^-t 'ho ni^iaj Sa nasn nnn /cm 'en s-'ov nSaj as' .y-^nn 'ly nSajsa nny^ 3

.)"3n i">i ion 3»na n^iaj 'iKtri ,-nv i.v£?» m'ra.'i ,o'Dy niSaj tcki "01 xanp vi ion a'na ni^aj

':i .iJi'B" niSaj ,o'ay ni^a;: tdki ">oi a'na niSaji 'ai ,navn nnx 'hai 'ha 'h nibia:i *

.Kina T'l 'on a'na nSiajs xixtn ,nit:m nj ^izh nea nn"? jn'i .cay n'-a:: av^'Di 'oni 'on

.Ty |a»D ''ina f>'yi :u't!" niSa.i ,c»ai" m^a-i tdxi 'a'ci p '»na 'a niSa;! 5

rb = § 32.

n^^ri 75JT' with the borders or coasts thereof, occurs four times

in the Scriptures. The two instances in Numbers are defective

and the two in Joshua have Vav after tlie Beth.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5720— 11, Vol. I, fol. 1506, on Josh. 19 49,

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 15G&, on Numb. 34 2;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. l4a, on Josh. 19 49; (IV) Orient. 2349,

fol. 121 fc, on Numb. 34 2, and (V) the printed Massorah on the

same passage. List II, which exhibits the oldest form of this

Massorah, rightly adds at the end that the instances ' in the

Pentateuch are defective and those in Joshua are plene
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(TO irn'jiaj'? »mT .pana r^rh:iib kti'iik). The same addition is given in

Ligts III, IV and V. This explains the import of the enigmatical

addition at the end of the Rubric, which I have printed and

which ought to be -ba o'lfMa 'Si 'on '-iwa 'a p"?'**^ '"^ ^^"^^ ^^^^ Scribe

having carelessly omitted 'on after -nna and '?» after B'lrasa.

Ti = § 33.

bD5 Gehal, occurs twice, once with Kametz and once teith Pathach.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 1«,

fol. 184 a, on Ezek. 27 9, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah on Ps. 83 8. These two instances are part

of the alphabetical List of words which respectively occur

twice, once with Pathach and once with Kametz. {Vide infra,

letter 3, § 595, Vol. II, p. 307).

rb = § 34.

T^V^n 'riPDJI a hill, the hill, or Gibeah. Whether as a noun

denoting 'mZ which occurs eleven times without the prefix He

and three times with it, or as the proper name of a place in

which sense it occurs about forty-seven times, it is always

rtraa with He, except once where it is xr?a with Aleph. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 131 &, on l Chron. 2 49. This

exceptional expression forms part of the Rubric, recording ten

words ending with Aleph, which respectively occur once only.

{Vide mpra, letter k, § 21a).

.T^ = § 35.

"nlSS* In three instances in which the textual reading is -i13J

the singular, the Sevir or extra-official reading, is 'lis? the plural

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 159a, on 2 Chron. 17 16.

Against the catchword "pv the reference should be 2 Chron. 13 3

and not 13 16.

rb = § 36.

'T3I mighty, is three times defective in this fmyii. That is, this

adjective, without and with the prefix He, which occurs altogether

about forty-eight times, is defective in these three instances only.

The safeguarding of this exceptional, but primitive orthography,

was all the more necessary since the two modes of spelling occur

in two clauses of the same verse (Gen. 10 9 a and h). This

Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, on Gen. 10 8.

Vb = § 37.

ItoJI and mighty, occurs three times. Of this Rubric I collated

two Lists:' (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2056, on Amos 2 14, which I

have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter :, § 23.

n"^ = § 38.

nl3)iP from, or than the mighty, occurs twice. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 3426, on Prov. 16 32.

^'b = § 39.

D'^liSlS rtdghty man, is seven times defective. This plural noun,

without and with the prefix Caph, occurs altogether twenty-one

times. It is plene in fourteen instances ^ and defective in seven

only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority. By fixing

the number of a-nsa at seven, this Massorah excludes the textual

reading, or Kethiv in 2 Sam. 23 9 for which the official reading,

or Keri substitutes n''n33n.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1436, on Josh. 10 2,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2526, on

Prov. 21 22; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 76, on Josh. 10 2;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 3495, on Cant. 3 7; (V) Add. 15.451,

fol. 1516, on Josh. 10 2; (VI) the printed Massorah on the same

passage, and (VII) the same on Cant 3 7.

With the exception of List II, which omits Prov. 21 22 and

which is manifestly due to the carelessness of the Scribe, all

the other six Lists enumerate the same seven instances in

» C!omp. nniaa plene 2 Sam 1 19, 21, 22, 27; 2 Kings 24 16; Isa & 22;

Jermn. 6 16; 48 14; Ezek. 33 12, 21, 27, 27; 39 18; nnla^ Joel 3 7.

identically the same order. As the catchwords ibea -['k may refer

either to 2 Sam. 1 25 or 27, since it is followed by the noun in

question in both these verses, it is at first difficult to decide

which of the two instances is here meant. The following collation

of the Standard Codices, however, is conclusive. In verse 25 it

is not only ana? defective in Orient. 2201; Arund. Orient. IG;

Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Add. 15,451 &c., butr the Massorah

Parva in Arund. Orient. 16 and Add. 15,250 emphatically states

that it is one of the seven defective instances ('cn -t), whilst all

these Codices have it anis? plene in verse 27. Accordingly 2 Sam. 1 25

against the catchwords in the List which I have printed, ought

to be 2 Sam. 1 25. As one of the instances is with the prefix

Caph the heading ought more properly to be 'ar^a 'on -t though

none of the Lists have it.

And wherever it is with the prefix He (a'-iiMn) it is likewise

defective except in six instances. Of this part of the Rubric I

collated eleven Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1436, on

Josh. 10 2 where it is the second part of this Massorah; (II) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 76, on the same passage where it is also the

second part of this Massorah and the following nine Lists where

this part is given as an idependent Rubric; (III) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol! 766, on 1 Kings 1 8; (IV) the same MS., fol. 2046, on

Joel 4 9; (V) the same MS., fol. 2456, on 1 Chron. 11 19;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 3446, on Prov. 21 22; (VII) Add. 15,250,

fol. 180a, on 1 Kings 1 8; (VIII) Add. 15,251, fol. 320a, on

1 Chron. 11 19; (IX) Add. 15,451, fol. 377a, on Joel 4 9; (X) the

printed Massorah on the same passage, and (XI) the same on

1 Chron. 11 19.

With the prefixes He and He Vav, where this plural noun

occurs altogether twenty-four times, the reverse is the case; it

is defective in seventeen instances ^ and plene in seven only.

Here, therefore, the defective is the rule and the plene is the

exception. Hence the Massorah here safeguards the exceptional

orthography. It will be seen that the List, which I have printed

(List I) states in the heading that there are six such plene

instances only and duly enumerates six, omitting 1 Chron. 28 1.

But as it is given in all the ten Lists and, moreover, as the

headings of these Lists are '?» 't, there can hardly be any doubt

that the omission is due to a clerical oversight and that the Nakdan

altered the 't in the heading into •^ to agree with the contents

of the List. It is remarkable that both the Lists in the printed

Massorah (Lists X and XI) omit Joel 4 9 and make up the

seven instances by giving i-iKist -m bnjoa Cant. 4 9 which is

contrary to all the MS. Lists. That the Canticle passage is a

later addition to make up for the omission of the Joel passage

is certain. Not only does the printed Massorah Parva on Joel 4 9

state that it is one of the seven plene instances ('?» '»), but List X

is on this very passage. The reference 2 Sam. 10 7 to the

catchwords saan ba nxi is a mistake for 1 Chron. 19 8.

» Comp. anaiin defective Gen. G 4; 2 Sam. 10 7; 16 6; 20 7; 23 8, 9

fKe,-tJ, IG, 17, 22; Cant. 4 4; Ezra 7 28; Neh. 3 16; 1 Chron. 11 10 11, 12, 24;

onaJPii 1 Chron. 29 24.

'a = § 40.

D''*l'i333 among the mighty, occurs four times. As all the four

instances are plene, the heading ought properly to be b-k'jdi "i-

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2056, on Amos 2 16, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 246a, on l Chron. 12 1;

(III) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Amos 2 16, and (IV) the printed

Massorah on Judg. 5 13. The heading -^a n of Lists III and IV

is insufficients inasmuch as it suggests that this expression is in

four instances plene and that it is defective in other passages,

whereas it occurs altogether four times only.

K"0 = § 41.

D'''l*'32n occurs six [seven] times ^kne. For this Rubric

see above § 39.

TO = § 42.

hT\^ "^^liajl vali^int men of might, oc6urs five times. That is,

with Pathach both under the He and Cheth, in contradistinction

to the two instances in which it is b^m niaj with Segol under the

He and Kametz under the Cheth (Josh. 6 2; 10 7), which is due

to the pausal accent. Apart from these two passages the construct

niaa is followed by the singular noun b^n eighteen times. In

thirteen instances it is without the prefix He in this combination *

» Comp. h^n ni3J Neh. 11 14; 1 Chron. 5 24; 7 2, 9; 8 40; IS 22, 26, 81;

26 6, 31; 2 Chron. 14 7; 17 13, 14.
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and in five only is it with this prefix. Hence the Massorah
records the minority. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists:
<I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 246a, on 1 Chron. 12 8, which I have
printed, and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter ji, § 29.

J"0 = § 43.

^'^^T!
'''^.'^'51 ««^*«n< men of might, isfour times thus cmnUned.

Normally the construct niaj is followed by this noun in the
singular as set forth in the preceding Rubric. As it is in these
four instances only that it is in the plural, the Massorah safeguards
the abnormal combination. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists,
two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 135a, on 1 Chron. 7 11, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251,
fol. 3176, on the same passage, and (III) the printed Massorah
Finalis, letter i, § 30. It will be seen that though the heading
of List I, which I have printed, states that this combination
occurs four times, five instances are recorded. As it is b'r\ niap
in 1 Chron. 26 31 and as this instance is not given in the other
two Lists, there can hardly be any doubt that it is the addition
of an ignorant Nakdan who mistook the import of this Massorah.
The heading of the printed Massorah (List III) n n'^;nn maj is

also due to a careless Scribe, since it is D'b;n without the prefix
He in all the four passages. The only instance where it is with
this prefix is in the combination D'^;n.n nisji 1 Chron. 11 26 which
is no part of this Rubric. As all the four instances not only
occur in the same book, but are restricted to the same section
the heading ought more properly to be k-ib'dsi n or 'rjym -i.

TO = § 44.

ITTT^-??* The singular noun maa might, with the suffix and
without or v/ith the prefix, which is normally plene, is in two
forms ('w'^)3) abnormally without the Vm^ after the Beth. Hence
the Massorah safeguards this exceptional spelling. This Rubric,
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 22a, on Judg. 5 31.

.TO = § 45.

nrilDil the mighty, occurs twice [and is] plene. Of this Rubric
I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,250, fol. 339a, on Ps. 106 2,

which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on the
same passage. As this plural noun, without prefixes and suffixes,
occurs twice only and is plene in both instances, the heading
ought properly to be '"joi 'a.

ro = § 46.

"ypfTTID^^ and thy might, occurs three times in the Scriptures.
That is, this plural noun with the suffix second person singular
masculine which occurs altogether three times, twice with the
prefix Vav and once with the prefixes Vav Caph, is plene with
Vav after the Beth in all the three instances.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS, and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2206, on Ps. 145 4,
which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol II, fol. 296, on
Isa. 63 15; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1456, on the same passage;
(ly> the same MS., fol. 320a, on Ps. 146 4; (V) Add. 15,2'5li
fol.'l06a, on Deut. 3 24; (VI) the same MS., fol. 238a, on Isa. 63 15;'

(VII) Add. 15,451, fol. 3696, on the same passage; (VIII) Add. 21,160*
fol. 2596, on 'toeut. 3 24, and (IX) the printed Massorah on the
same passage. As one of the instances is with the prefixes "y\

(Deut. 3 24) and one is with Yod after the Taw (yrn^aii Ps. 145 4)
Lists II, III, V, VI, VIII and IX head this Rubric ^r'^a j.' Moreover,
as one of the instances occurs in the Law, one in the Prophets
and one in the Hagiographa List II has at the end ^n na nn
'iroa nn ""sja.

ro = § 47.

i riiijl his powers, or mighty acts, occurs three times. That
is, this plural noun with the suffix third person singular without
and with the prefix Beth. The design of this Massorah is to
exclude the various reading in Ps. 160 2 and to include the
marginal reading in Job 26 14, as will be seen from the notes
on these passages in my edition of the Hebrew Bible. This
Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from
Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3206, on Ps. 146 12. As one of the instances
» with the prefix Beth (Ps. 150 2) the heading ought more
properly to be 'vb2 ':.

n"0 = § 48a— i.

Cl^SI boiDls. These four Lists are simply different forms
of the same Massorah. They emanate from different Schools of
Massorites and are designed to indicate the spelling of j-aa cup,
bowl, both in the singular and the plural. List 48 a, which is from
Vienna Codex No. 35, on Exod. 37 19 declares that the plural
is always o-ra? without the Yod after the Beth in the Pentateuch,
whilst the singular raa both with prefix and suffix, is always
with Yod after the Beth and concludes by laying down the
general rule that whenever the plural without the suffix precedes
a word which begins with the letter Mem, it is invariably written
B-raa without the Yod after the Beth. This implies that in Jerem. 35 5

where it is followed by a word beginning with Mem, it is

D'K^p B-ya^. Hence the best MSS. and early editions have it defective,

viz. St. Petersburg Codex ofA.D.916; Orient.2201 ; Harley 5710— 11

;

Arund. Orient. 16; Orient. 2627; Add. 15,451; Add. 21,161 and the
latter has the following Massorah on it -bii mow n'?Ki bit .•" 'cn 'b.

For the editions which follow this Massorah see the notes on
this passage in my edition of the Bible.

List 486 is from Add. 15,251, fol. 63a, on Exod. 37 19. With
the exception of including the two instances among the plenes, in

which it is the plural with the suffix third person singular feminine,
this recension is substantially the same and also declares that

wherever it is followed by a word beginning with Mem it is

written o-ra?. Like the preceding recension, therefore, it lays it

down that in Jerem. 35 5 it is o-yaa without the Yod after the Beth.

List 48c. — Of this form I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349,
fol. 72 a, on Exod. 25 33, and (II) the printed Massorah on
Exod. 37 19. It will be seen that this recension emphatically
declares that the plural without the suffix is invariably D-ya?

without the Yod after the Beth, thus including the Jeremiah passage.

List 43 d. — This recension I have found in the printed

Massorah Finalis only, letter a, § 18. It explicitly states that the

Jeremiah passage is entirely plene, viz. dT?? and is thus not only in

conflict with the printed Massorah on Exod. 37 19, but with the

Standard Codices and the best early editions. I have, therefore,

given it as an alternative reading in my edition of the Bible.

O'O = § 49.

mi?5jl the hills of, occurs three times twice plene and once

defective. As this noun plural construct which occurs three times,

is spelt in two different ways, the Massorah safeguards the
difference in its orthography. Of this Rubric I collated four
Lists, two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 10,

fol. 214a, on Habak. 3 6 which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250,

fol. 3096, on the same passage; (III) the printed Massorah on
Gen. 49 26, and (IV) the same on Habak. 3 6. Though none of

these Lists state which is the single defective yet the Massorah
Parva on Gen. 49 26 remarks that this is defective. As in all

the three instances this noun construct is followed by o^ir. List IV
heads this Rubric nxnpa "vi^oi 'a ob^s niraa.

'3 = § 50.

*1lS|ri'^ he shall strengthen himself, occurs tioice. This Rubric,
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 21,160,

fol. 324a, on Job 15 25.

X": = § 51.

|D5 a 7nan, is tioice with Kametz. That is, in two instances

the Gimel has Kametz without having the pausal accent Soph-
Pasuk or Athnach which is normally the case in all the seventeen
instances when it is with this vowel point. In the other two
instances where this noun has Zakeph-Katon and Bevia the Gimel
is with Segal. (Comp. -laa Judg. 5 80; naa Job 14 14). This Rubric,
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. *«l7a, on Ps. 128 4.

3-3 = § 52.

"ISJ a man, occurs eighteen times. That is, with Kametz under
Gimel in contradistinction to the twenty instances in which it is

with Segol. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS.
and one printed: (I) Add. 15,451, fol. 245a, on 1 Kings 22 49,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 4976, on 2 Chron. 2036,
and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 21.

It is very remarkable that all the three Lists expressly
state that there are eighteen such instances only, whereas there
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OK nineteen. But though the heading says eighteen List I gives

seventeen only, omitting Job 34 9. It may, however, be that the

catchwords naa po^ bvhn are to be divided, viz. bnbr^ Job 22 2 and

-03 PD' Job 34 9, thus yielding eighteen. But even so Prov. 28 21

is omitted. List II omits Isa. 32 17; Dan. 8 15 and 2 Chron. 20 36,

though it also states-, in the heading that there are eighteen.

It however, gives Prov. 28 21 with the wrong catchwords

BBwaa ffst -on = ProV. 24 23 instead of aits >6 ffjfi -isn. This is

manifestly due to a clerical error. List III, like List I omits

Job 34 9 "and what is remarkable, it gives the same wrong

catchwords Dcwoa d'JB -i=n for Prov. 28 21 as List II. Moreover,

in this List 'jK-n'mi should be ^jk ^nKnn ^m Dan. 8 15. It is to be

added that in five of the nineteen instances i3| is the second

part of the compound proper name -1=3 ]m Ezion-geher .{J^nmh. 33 35,

3G; Deut. 2 8; 1 Kings 22 49; 2 Chron. 20 36).

ra = § 53.

"155 a man, occurs three times. The design of this Massorah

is to safeguard the abnormal Aramaic form laa for the normal

Hebrew naa in Ps. 18 26 and thus to preclude its being made

conformable to the parallel passage in 2 Sam. 22 26 where it is

D'on nisa instead of tran n??. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists,

two in MSS. and one' printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 365a,

on Dan. 2 25, which I have printed; (II) Vienna Codex No. 35

on the same passage, and (III) the printed Massorah also on the

same passage.

t: = § 54.

rTm.53 her mistress, occursfour times in the Scriptures and

once it \s'''ukth the prejtx Caph. Of this Rubric I collated eight

Lists, six in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I,

foL 241 &, on 2 Kings 5 3, which I have printed; (II) the same

MS Vol. II, foL 257&, on Prov. 30 23; (III) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol 100&, on 2 Kings53-; (IV) Add.15,250, fol. 367a, on Prov. 3023;

(V) Add. 15,451, fol. lla, on Gen. 16 4; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 2b,

on the same passage; (VII) the printed Massorah also on the

same passage, and (VIII) the same on 2 Kings 6 3.

rUHn on the roof, occurs tioiee in the Scriptures, once defective

and oncepUne. That is, in one instance it is without the paragogic

He and in one with it. In 1 Sam. 9 26, where it is without the

He in the textual reading or Kethiv, it is supplied by the official

marginal reading or Keri. Normally on the roof is aan-'?? (Josh.

2 6, 8; 1 Sam. 9 25; 2 Sam. 16 22 &c.) and as it is in these two

instances only that the form with the paragogic He is used to

express locality, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional use. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 17G6, on 1 Sam. 9 26.

n = § 56.

153 his roof, occurs four times. That is, this noun singular

with the suffix third' person singular. Of this Rubric I collated

five Lists, three in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11,

Vol. II, fol. 966, on Ezek. 40 13, which I have printed; (II)

Add. 21,160, fol. 130a, on Exod. 37 26; (III) Orient. 2349, fol. 80a,

on the same passage; (IV) the printed Massorah on Exod. 30 3,

and (V) the same on Ezek. 40 13. As one of the instances is

with the prefix Lamed (133^ Ezek. 40 13), List II heads this Rubric,

n uj"? TJJ; List IV v'bi -i 133"? 133 and List V 133 'to 'ai •*? "Mh.

r: = § 57.

r)l3| roofs, occurs four times in the Scriptures and is plene. Of

this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I

collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 65a, on

Jerem. 48 38, which I have printed, and (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 2166, on Ps. 129 6.

n'3 = § 58.

DiTnl33 their roofs, occurs twice, once plene and once defective.

As this' plural noun with the suffix third person plural masculine

which occurs in the same book, is differently spelt, the Massorah

safeguards the variation in its orthography. Of this Rubric I

collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1686, on Jerem. 32 29,

which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter 3, § 33. The addition at the end of List II as well as the

Massorah Parva in the MSS. on Jerem. 19 13, indicates that it is

defective in 19 13 and plene in 32 29. As both instances occur

in Jerem. the heading of this Rubric ought properly to be 'roai '3.

0*3 = § 59.

T| Coriander, occurs ttoice. That is, with Pdthach under the

Gimel in contradistinction to the sixty-five instances in which this

biliteral is with Kametz, being the proper name Gad. Of this Rubric

I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. 1, fol. 92a, on Numb. 11 7, which I have printed;

(II) Add. 15,251, fol. 51a, on Exod. 16 31 ;
(III) Add. 15,451, fol. 99a,

on Numb. 11 7, and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter 3, § 34.

Lists II and IH indicate the import of this Massorah in the heading,

viz. nu a. List IV adds at the end that in one instance it is with the

prefix Lamed (Isa. 66 11).

'D = § 60.

Tnn3 his banks, is four times plene. By fixing the number

at four^ the design of the Massorah is to exclude the textual

reading or the Kethiv rn-na in l Chron. 12 16, and to include the

official marginal reading or Keri vrina in this Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1396, on Josh. 4 18,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, foL 1386, on

1 Chron. 12 16; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol, 3a, on Josh. 3 15;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 36, on Josh. 4 18, and (V) the printed

Massorah on the same passage. List II heads this Rubric "i rnna

•an -im 60 'a which is in direct conflict with the. heading of List I

from the same MS., and which is manifestly due to the fact

that the two Rubrics emanate from two different Massoretic

Schools who worked upon different recensions of the text. As this

plural noun with the suffix third person singular masculine occurs

altogether four times, the heading ought more properly to be

ba\ "I rrna.

K'D = § 61.

IrHSn the, troop, occurs five times. This Rubric, which I have

found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter a, § 36, is

corrupt. There are altogether nine such instances and the following

four are omitted viz. 1 Sam. 30 15, 15, 23; 2 Kings 13 21. The

only solution which I can hazard of this puzzling Rubric is

that after the heading originally followed the instance from

2 Kings 13 21, which has dropped out and that the Rubric

finished with -nia-i bKinw bai for which an ignorant Nakdan sub-

stituted the solitary instance of the misplaced 1 Sam. 30 8.

h'^l* A. List of unique foi-ms from the root «?na. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from the

St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 61 18, and hence is

one of the oldest parts of the Massorah. It exhibits the first

attempt to collect the different forms of the root bna which

respectively occur once only and thus furnishes an instructive

illustration of the method which the early Massorites adopted in

formulating a Rubric. Jn analysing this List it will be seen that

the twenty-three expressions of which it consists contain the

following six varieties of this noot, all mixed up together.

(1) Twelve of the instances are forms of the verb bna which

respectively occur once only, viz. Nos. 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15,

17, 21, 22. But, as there are altogether forty-one siich unique

expressions twenty-nine are omitted. (2) Five are forms of the

noun nbna greatness, viz. Nos. 1. 2, 5, 13, 23. There are however

nine unique forms of this noun, to that four are omitted. (3) Two

are forms of the noun b^} greatness, viz. Nos. 18, 9. Of this class

one only is omitted. (4) One is a form of the noun ^-lao a tower,

viz. No. 16. As there are eight unique forms of it, seven are

omitted. (5) Two are of the adjective "jna great, viz. Nos. 4, 9;

but as there are thirteen unique forms of it, eleven are omitted.

And (6) one is a proper name viz. No. 20 and the second unique

form of it is omitted. It will thus be seen' that though these six

varieties have altogether seventy-six forms which respectively

occur once, the Massorite in the List before us records twenty-

three and left it for his colleagues to collect the fifty-three.

j'D = § 63.

b"!3 great, is three times defective in this form. That is, without

and with the prefix Caj)h, which is indicated by the expression -aerba.
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Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol. II, fol. 1906, on Ps. 67 11,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL I, fol. 128a,

on Deut. 26 8; (III) Orient. 2349, fol. 1376, on the same passage;

(IV) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Ps. 57 11; (V) the printed Massorali

on Deut. 1 17; (VI) the same on Ps. 48 2, and (VII) the same
on Pa 67 11. The three Lists in the printed Massorah are

conflicting. Thus on Deut. 1 17 and 48 t (Lists V and VI)

Ps. IQS 5 is given as the third defective instance whilst on
Ps. 67 11 (List VII) Jacob b. Chayim gives 67 11 as the third

passage. From the four MS. Lists, however, it is certain that

the latter is the right passage. There can, therefore, be no doubt

that this apparent contradiction in the printed Massorah is due
to the carelessness of the Scribe who confused the parallel

passages o-ow tr Ps. 67 1 1 with n-ow hva Ps. 108 5.

TD § 64.

^1"T5n the great, is eight times plene in the Pentateuch. In the

Pentateuch this adjective with the prefix He occurs altogether

twenty-six times. It is defective in eighteen instances and plene

in eight only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority. The
reason why the Pentateuch alone is here safeguarded, is that

outside this division of the Bible, where it occurs upwards of

eighty times, the later plene orthography uniformly prevails.

Hence the Prophets and Hagiographa required no safeguarding.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 1436, on Deut. 34 12, which I have
printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 8a, on Gen. 10 21; (III) the same
MS., fol. 1446, on Deut. 34 12; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 28, fol. 936, margin, and (V) the printed Massorah on Gen. 10 21.

iTD = § 65.

7l*U1 and great, occurs eight times and is plene. With the

prefix Vav this adjective does not occur at all in the Pentateuch,

and outside this division of the Bible where it occurs eight

times, it invariably exhibits the later plene orthography.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and most popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated seventeen Lists, fourteen in MSS.
and three printed. I shall, however, enumerate seven only:

(I) Harley 5710—21, Vol. I, fol. I99a, on 2 Sam. 6 10, which
I have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on
Jerem. 10 6; (III) Arund. Orient. 17, fol. 536, on 1 Sam. 25 36;

(IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 2446, on Jererau 10 6; (V) Add. 15,251,

fol. 2446, on the same passage; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Onhlah II,

§ 39, and (VII) the printed Massorah on Job 3 19.

VD = § 66.

|^D"*7^ v11|tt7 from great to small, occurs twice. In the only

other instance where this phrase occurs it is without the prefix

Lamed (2 Chron. 34 30). As the normal phrase is blirnp }b,"3a

from small to great (Gen. 19 11; 1 Sam. 6 9; 30 2; 2 King's 25 26;

Jerem. 8 10 ; 42 1 ; 44 12) and ^n|~ipi \s>^Kh (2 Kings 23 2 ; Jerem. 42 8),

the Massorah safeguards here this abnormal inversion. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from
Arund. Orient 16, fol. 359a on Esther 1 20.

rO = § 67.

v1n3 great of, occurs three times, twice plene and once defective.

As this adjective in the construct state which occurs three times

is spelt differently, the Massorah safeguards the difference in

its orthography. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS.
and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 168a, on Jerem. 32 19,

which 1 have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 177a, on Ezek. 17 3;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 278a, on the same passage; (IV) Add. 15,451,

fol. 2896, on Jerem. 32 19, and (V) the printed Massorah on the

same passage. Lists IV and V add at the end 'on xanp which fixes

Jerem. 32 19, as the defective.

n'D = § 68.

Dv'^13 the great, or potoerful ones, is six times plene in the

Scriptures. Without and with the prefix He this adjective plural

occurs altogether thirty-six times. In thirty instances it is defective

and in six only is it plene. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

exceptional orthography. On referring to the notes on Prov. 18 16

and Eccl. 9 14 in my edition of the Bible, it will be seen that

the design of this Massorah is to militate against the various
readings which obtained in the Codices on these passages. In
accordance with this Massorah Jerem. 27 7, which is plene in

my edition of the Bible should be Ey^hi defective.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, foL 48a, on Jerem 25 14,

which I have printed; (H) the same MS., fol. 1416, on 1 Chron. 17 8;

(III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 387a, on Neh. 11 14; (IV) Add. 15,251,

fol. 427a, on the same passage; (V) the printed Massorah on
Jugd. 6 16; (VI) the same on Jerem. 26 14, and (VII) the same
on Neh. 11 14. As two of the instances are with the prefix He
(Neh, 11 14; 1 Chron. 17 8) Lists III, IV and V head this Rubric
more properly 'ba "\ o''?ni"i cbi-u, whilst List VII heads it 'i c^nan
'ttr'?3 'bn. Though no fewer than eleven out of the thirty-six

instances of this adjective plural occur in the Pentateuch, there

is not a single plene instance in this division of the Bible.

tS'D = § 69.

n^lni greatf is four times plene in the Pentateuch. Without
and with the prefix He and Vav this adjective feminine occurs

altogether about one hundred and thirty-two times in the Bible.

It is plene in one hundred and one instances and defective in

thirty-one. But as the plene orthography prevails in one division

and the defective in another, the Massorah has so arranged this

Rubric as to safeguard the minority in each case. For this

purpose this Rubric is divided into the following three parts:

(A) The Pentateuch. — In this division where this adjective

occurs twenty-two times, it is defective in eighteen instances * and
plene in four only. Hence here the Massorah safeguards the plenes.

(B) And throughout the Prophets and Hagiographa it is likewise

plene except seven [eight] times. In these two divisions of the Bible,

exclusive of Daniel, it occurs altogether one hundred and four

times. Here the plene orthography is the rule and the defective

the exception. It is plene In ninety-six instances* and defective

in eight only. Here, therefore, the Massorah safeguards the

defectives.

(C) And all through Daniel it is likewise so except once. The
reverse in the case in Daniel Here where it occurs six times, the

defective orthography is the rule and the plene the exception,

since it is defective in five instances (Dan. 8 8; 9 12; 10 7, 8,

11 44) and plene in one instance only (Dan. 8 21). Here, there-

fore, the Massorah safeguards the solitary plene spelling.

Of this Rubric, which in one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Orient. 2349, fol. 137a, on Deut 25 13, which I have printed;

(H) Orient 4445, fol. 142a, on the same passage; (HI) Arund.

Ch-ient 16, fol. 296, on Judg. 15 18; (IV) the same MS., foL 1546,

on Jerem. 11 16; (V) Add. 15,250, foL 394a, on Neh. 1 3; (VI)

Add. 15,251, fol. 245a, on Jerem. 11, 16; (VH) the same MS.,

fol. 422o, on Neh. 2 lO; (VIII) Add. 15,451, fol. 275a, on Jerem.

11 16, and (IX) the printed Massorah on Esther 4 1.

Though all the Lists coincide in recording the same number
of plenes and defectives for the different divisions of the Bible,

yet Lists I and II alone give the arrangement which I have

printed. As it is exhibited in Orient 4445 it must be the oldest

form of this Massorah. fan in heading B, which I have printed,

is manifestly a clerical error for n-aa. This is not only attested

by the Rubric itself which duly enumerates eight instances, but

by the heading n"aa of all the other Lists and by their giving

the same eight passages. List III exhibits a different recension

of this Massorah, though the passages are the same. It gives the

two defective instances in the Prophets first, then the four plenes

in the Pentateuch and then the six defectives in the Hagiographa

apart from Daniel. ^ The other Lists begin with the heading

» Comp. nh^i defoctive Gen. 15 12; 20 9; 27 S3, 34; 29 2; 4& t; Exod. 11 6;

12 30; 32 21, 80, 31; Deut. 7 23; n^ifn Gen. 10 12; 29 16; 89 9; Exod. 14 31;

Deut 6 22; 18 16.

s Comp. ri^nf Jogh. 6 5, 20; 10 2, 2, 10, 20; 24 26; Judg. 11 .33; IB 8;

1 Sam. 2 17; 4 5, 10, 17; 5 9; 6 14, 19; 14 20, 33; 19 5, 8; 28 6; 2 Sam. IS 16,

15; 18 7; 23 10, 12; I Kings 1 40; 19 11; 20 21; 2 Kings 4 8; 6 23; 17 21;

22 13; Jerem. 26 19; 44 7; Ezek. 17 9; 29 18; Jonah 1 4, 10, IG; 3 3; 4 1, 6;

Zech. 1 14; 8 2, 2; 14 4; Job 1 19; Esther 4 1; 8 15; Ezra 3 11, 13; Neh. 5 1,

7; 8 12, 17; 12 43; 13 5; 1 Chron. 11 14; 29 1, 9, 22; 2 Chron. 16 14; 21 14;

28 5, 6; 30 21, 26; 34 21; rhsiin Judg. 21 5; 1 Sam. 4 6; C 9, 15, 18; 14 45;

18 17; 2 Sam. 13 16; 18 9; 20 8; 1 Kings 3 4; 7 9, 12; 2 Kings 4 38; Jerem. IS 10;

22 8; 32 42; Ezek. 16 46; 23 4; 43 14; Jonah 1 2; 3 2; 4 11; Neh. 6 3; IS 27;

2 Chron. 4 9; nSm Eccl. 9 13.

Toa 'on '13T 'niK hyt ,n^j n^on ^p^ rpyy Ta nna nriK 'o»oi 'on 'a n^jn rhrn 3

^31 ,n^njn it?»e dk ,n^nj w njBp narsh ^iraa 1^ "'"' vh ,\m^ pM ncaa i^ rwn> »h thi
,n^nj nyi aah rri .nsinai nhi3 njna ,t&txn «no»K3 ,«'naH «b»d 'on I'aa "Vo in '*ns

.n^njn j^m K'aa 'on in ^ut hsi .lanan nVu msai ^Vijn b»"p nam
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•iroai "233 'err 'n n^-un rb'a and continue with the four plenes in the
Pentateuch. Lists V, VII and VIII omit the third part, viz.
"Oi ^m 'wi which makes it unintelligible. List IV which has it

•on n'os ••?» •«» ^n 'jsi is due to the carelessness of the Scribe,
since it ought to be the reverse '^o K-aa en ••n-t ^m "jsi.

-r = § 70.

rnn^ll and great, occurs twice, once plene and once defective. As
this adjective feminine with the prefix Vav which occurs twice
only, is differently spelt in the two passages, the Massorah safe-
guards this variation in its orthography. Of this Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists:
(I) Harley 5710- 11, VoL II, fol. 2966, on Neh. 7 4, which I have
printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 38.3a, on the same passage,
and (III) Ad. ir),2.'il, fol. 424a, also on the same passage. The
instance in Neh. is defective.

H'P = § 71.

ri?n|n tf^ greatness, occurs four times, three times plene and
once defective. That is, with Shurek in the Vav and Dagesh in the
Lamed, in contradistinction to the twenty-seven instances where
this sextiliteral is with Cholem. (Vide supra, letter j § 60 note.)
Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated six Lists: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1416, on
1 Chron. 17 19, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16,
foL 61a, on 2 Sam. 7 21; (III) the same MS., fol. 2566, on
1 Chron. 29 11; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 411 6, on 1 Chron. 17 19;
(V) Add. 15,251, fol. 323a, on the same passage, |and (VI) Add.
15,451, fol. 2086, on 2 Sam. 7 21. Lists H and IV state that the
defective is 1 Chron. 29 11.

rV = § 72.

^'ll he became great, occurs three times. That is, the preterite
third person singular masculine, in contradistinction to the three
instances in which this triliteral is the Piel and which are
recorded in § 75. Of this Rubrice I collated seven Lists, six
in MSS. ond one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 322a, on
Job 2 13, which I have printed; (H) Add. 16,251, fol. 266, on
Gen. 26 13; (HI) the same MS, fol. 376a, on Job 2 13; (IV)>Add.
15,451, fol. 186, on Gen. 26 13; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 18a, on the
same passage; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. I30rt,

and (VII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 26 13.

have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2636, on the same
passage. As both instances are in the same book, the heading
ought more properly to be -roai 'a.

rr = § 77.

''^7'^5 I have made great, or brought up, occurs three times
and once it is with the jtrejix Lamed. In two instances it is the Piel
preterite first person singular (Isa. 1 2; 23 4), whilst in the other
two the one without tlie prefix and the one with it (l Chron. 25 4, 29)
it is a proper name. The Massorah, however, which has regard
to the identity of the spelling irrespective of the difference in
the sense, groups them together in one Rubric.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah
but which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah, I collated
seven Lists: (I) Harley 5710-n, VoL II, fol. 1456, on 1 Chron. 254,
which I have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916,
on Isa. 1 2; (HI) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. ii9a, on the same passage;
(IV) the same MS., foL I28a, on Isa. 23 4; (V) the same MS.,
fol. 2536, on 1 Chron. 26 4; (VI) Add. 15,260, foL 2226, on Isa 23 4
and (VH) Add. 15,251, foL 2166, on Isa. 1 2.

n'V - § 78.

b*!^*! he made great, is three times defective of Yod. That is,

in these three instances is the Hiphil form abnormally without
the Yod after the DaUih with Chirelc. Once it is b-rn the Hiphil
preterite third person singular masculine (1 Sam. 12 24, with
20 41 &c.) once 1^133 Hiphil future third person plural with
Vav conversive (Zeph. 2 10, with 2 8) and once b^ the Hiphil
participle singular (Ps. 18 61). On referring to the notes on
«eph. 2 10; and Ps. 18 51 in my edition of the Bible, it will be
seen that the design of this Massorah is to militate against the
plene readings which are exhibited in some MSS. and early
editions.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 42a, on 1 Sam. 12 24, which
I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 215a, on Zeph. 2 10

;

(III) Add. 16,451, fol. 1876, on 1 Sam. 12 24, and (IV) the printed
Massorah on the same passage.

tD'r = § 79.

^1^\ For this Rubric see letter n, § 224.

yv = § 73.

rD*|| she became great, occurs three tinies in the Scriptures ....
once in the Law, once in the Prophets and once in the Hagiographa.
Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. 1, fol. 1936, on 1 Sam. 26 24,
which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 54a, on the
same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 378a, on Ezra 9 6;
(IV) Add. 15,250, fol. S93a, on the same passage; (V) Add. 1.5,251'

fol. 4206, also on the same passage; (VI) Add. 16,4.')1, fol. 13a,
on Gen. 19 13; (VII) the same MS., fol. 2006, on l Sam. 26 24;
(VIII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 19 13, and (IX) the same
on Ezra 9 6.

rV = § 74.

^^''I^l'T <*^d they grew, occurs twice in the Scriptures. This
Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from
Harley 5710—11, VoL I, fol. 164a, on Judg. 11 2.

•TJ? - § 75.

7*13 he exalte, or brought vp, occurs twice. That is, with
I\iihaeh under the Daleth. In the only other instance where this
Piel preterite third person singular masculine occurs, it is with
J^re (b^ Isa. 49 21). Of this Rubric, which does riot occur in
the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,
foL 36, on Josh. 4 14, which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,'
foL 8696, on Esther 3 l, and (III) Add. 15,261, foL 1266, on
Josh. 4 14.

ibTl

rr - § 76.

he eaeaUed him, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists-
(I) Harley 571O-11, VoL II, foL 276a, on Esther 10 2, which I

'D = § 80.

7*133 according to the greatness, occurs twice. Of this Rubric
I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 304a, on Ps. 79 11, which I have printed;
(II) Add. 15,250, fol. 816, on Numb. 14 19; (III) Vienna Codex
No. 3.5, on Ps. 79 11, and (IV) the printed Massorah on the same
passage. The printed Massorah (List IV) which heads this
Rubric en a ^Ta is incorrect, since the noun b^ in all its forms
is invariably defective. It should at least be Dm -n for it occurs
twice only altogether.

K'D § 81.

'^P'lJSj in thy greatness, occurs twice. That is, with Segol
under the Lamed instead of Sheika (Comp. ^b^ Dent 3 24), which
is due to its pausal accent. Of this Rubric, which does not occur
in the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Arund.
Orient. 16, foL 1866, on Ezek. 31 2, which I have printed;
(H) Add. 15,451, foL 326 a, on the same passage, and (III) Orient 2349,
fol. 129a, on Deut 9 26.

D'D = § 82.

0^*71 fnnges, festoons, occurs twice, and is in both instances
defective of the first Yod. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists,
two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—21, VoL I,
foL 126a, on Deut 22 12, which I have printed; (II) Orient 2349,
fol. 1356, on the same passage; (lU) the printed Massorah also
on the same passage, and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis
letter J, § 47. The heading of List II p wa is more precise,
since it indicates that it not only occurs twice, but that it is in
both instances without the first Yod. The heading of List IH
a-jp -JT 'on a implies that in these two instances only is it
without the first Yod, whereas it does not occur anywhereelse.
Nor is the heading of List IV p -^vo 'a less misleading. It
ought more properly to be p "avei 'a as it is in List IL
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re - § 88.

TlhlJ^ Gedaliah, is four times defective of the Vav in the

SeHiHvres.' Xpart from the two instances where it is with the

prefix Vav, this proper name occurs altogether thirty times. In

twenty-six instances according to this List, or in twenty-five

according to other Lists, it is the longer form vr*?'ii^ Gedaljahu

with Vav at the end,» whilst in four or in five instances only

has it retained the shorter primitive form •r^'ii without the Vav.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography. It

is remarkable that in the only two instances where it is with

the prefix Vav, one exhibits the shorter form (Ezra 10 18), and

one the longer (Jerem. ^1). For the reason which underlies

this change of the shorter into ttfe longer form see my Introduetion

to the MassoretiiM- Critical edition of the Bible, p. 386 &c.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 60a, on Jerem. 40 6, which I

have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on the same

passage; (III) the same Codex on Jerem. 41 16; (IV) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 174a, on Jerem. 40 6; (V) the same MS., fol. 21 4&,

on Zeph. 1 l; (VI) the same MS., fol. 879 a, on Ezra 10 18, and

(VII) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 40 5.

Lists II, III, V, VI and VII emphatically state that there

are five such instances, giving Zeph. 1 1 as the fifth passage.

List VI heads this Rubric rr^ji -ir n Trb'v; whilst Lists V and VII

add at the end the one instance of this shorter form with the

prefix Vav (Ezra 10 18), List I, however, which is from the

carefully written Model Codex, states as emphatically that there

are four such instances only. That this is not due to a clerical

error, but to the fact that the Codices on which this List is

based exhibited this number only, is attested by List IV. This

List, which is from another Standard Codex, emphatically states

that there are three such instances only, and duly enumerates this

number. It not only omits Zeph. 1 1, but Jerem. 41 16, though

it gives at the end the one passage of the shorter form with the

prefix Vav.^ It is, therefore, evident that the change of the

shorter form into the longer was more extensively effected in

some Model Codices. The headings of Lists II and III -rajs 'n }0 in

ought more correctly to be 'rajsi 'n p in, since the shorter form

without the prefix Vav does not occur apart from the Prophets.

» Comp. w"?!* t Kings U 22, 28, 28, 24, 26; Jerem. M 14; 40 «, 7, 9, 11, 12,

18, 14, 16, 16; 41 1, 2, 8, 4, 6, 9, 10, 18; 4S 6; 1 Chron. 2S 8, 9; wVwi Jerem. S8 1.

TD - § 84.

Ilpt{?")9 D|5T1K^9 VlfpiJ Qedaljahii, or Qedaljah the son of

AMkairif the son ^of ShaphanJ octwrs seven times. According to the

received text Qedalajah is seven times described as (oi^'Piin^) the

son of Ahikcm only (Jerem. 40 14, 16; 41 1, 6, 10, 16, 18) and

seven times as (i^tTff Dis^n^f-}j) the son of Ahikam, the son of

Shaphcm, As the two forms are promiscuously used, not only

in one and the same chapter, but within a few verses of each

other and as the Scribes were more liable to employ the shorter

phrase, the Massorah safeguards the longer form.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and oile

printed: (I) Arund. Orient U5, fol. 174a, on Jerem. 40 9, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 1746, on Jerem. 41 10,

and (in) the printed Massorah on Jerem, 40 9. It will be seen

that though the heading states that there are seven such

instances, the List itself records six only, that it omits two which

are in the received text (Jerem. 41 2; 43 6) and that it gives

one passage which is the shorter form in the textus reeeptus

(Jerem. 41 10), Precisely so is List II which is in the same

Model Codex. List III is the reverse. Though it states in the

heading that there are six such instances only, it records seven,

and gives as the seventh instance Jerem. 43 6 which, as we have

seen, is omitted both in Lists I and H. But like Lists I and II

it not only omits Jerem. 41 2, but gives Jerem. 41 10 as one of the

instances. That this is not due to the carelessness of a Scribe,

but exhibits variations in the text itself, is attested by the note

which the first editor of the Massorah appended to this Rubric.

Jacob b. Chayim distinctly declares that though he found in the

MSS. which he consulted the longer phrase in Jerem. 41 2 yet

all the Massdrahs give Jerem. 41 10 as one of the six passages

which have this longer form.* There can, therefore, be no doUbt

p MvVu n»3n3 p ^iQ«Mr» ofm pioM '»^ -wk 'nBon \aa 'nirm tpieon tr/tn ^vn i

moon nK) ^aai pe p n r«i -wan iraar nntw hs m httpoff* asm jmobi p» p ep«nii

.pv p op«» p ^rMi rm -Moa 'mesm* ar*i pioB irao

that the Mlssorahs were based upon Codices which read it

reversedly in the two verses in question. It is to be remarked

that the design of this Rubric is simply to safeguard the respective

phrases Dis'iTiria and ||tf>-i| m^^WW ^^^ "*^* *® record the fact that

in one instance it is combined with rr^i (Jerem. 40 6) and in

the other instances it is vvh']}.

Iisn5*pi<

n't - 8 «5.

_..,., and to Qideon, occurs three Hmes. Of this Rubric I

collated aix Lists, fiv» in MSS. and one printed : (I) Harley 6710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 162a, on Judg. 8 80, which I have printed; (H) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 236, on Judg. 7 18; (III) the same MS., fol. 246,

on Judg. 8 30; (IV) Add. 16,261, fol. 1426, on Judg. 7 18; (V)

Add. 16,451, fol. 168a, on the same passage, and (VI) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter j, § 53. As the three instances are restricted

to the same book, the heading of the Rubric ought properly to

be 'B'DSi 'i. This Rubric is part of the alphabetical List of words

which respectively occur four times, three times with the prefix

Vav and once without it (Vide infra, letter i, § 74.)

VD - § 86.

It'll they have blasphemed, occurs three timas. Of this Rubric

I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 118a, on 2 Kings 19 6, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., foL 184a, on Isa. 37 6; (III) Add. 16,260,

fol. 2106, on 2 Kings 19 6, and (IV) the printed Massorah on

the same passage.

r-D = § 87.

"TflJ Oedor, is twice defective. Of this Rubric, which does not

occur in' the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. n, fol. 132a, on 1 Chron. 4 4, which I have printed,

and (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1826, on 1 Chron. 4 89. It

will be seen that according to this Massorah 1 Chron. 4 18, which

is the only other passage where this proper name occurs, is

plene. This, however, is only accortSng to one School of textual

redactors. According to another School which is exhibited in

the Model Codices Orient 2201; Harley 6710— 11 Ac., it is n^i

defective. See the note on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

n'B - § 88.

!tnS\ occurs twice. That U, in two different senses. In the

first instance it is the plural of rrp{ with the prefix Vav and

denotes and hedges, or sheep-folds and. in the second it is the

proper name QederaK, a city in the plain of Judab.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, fol. i486, on Josh. 16 41,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 11 6, on the

same passage; (III) Add. 16,260, foL 1266, also on the same

passage; (IV) Add. 16,261, foL 102a, on Numb. 32 24; (V) Add.

16,461, "for 166a, on Josh. 15 41; (VI) Orient 2849, foL 1206, on

Numb. 82 24; (VII) Vienna Codex No. 86 on Josh. 16 41, and

(Vni) the printed Massorah on Numb. 82 24. Lists II, HI, VI

and VII head this Rubric more properly -rh so 'a, whilst List VII

makes it more distinct by the addition ttu wr nm «mp am *in. The

printed Massorah (List VHI) simply emphasises the fact that it

is defective in both instances, viz. om 'a.

CD - § 89.

nTO <^ *« stretched himself, occurs thre$ times. Of this

Rubric 'l collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 1006, on

2 Kings 4 84, which I have printed, and (11) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter 3, § 67. As all the three instances are restricted

to Kings, the heading ought more properly to be %xm 'i.

'If - § 90.

Kla^ into the midst of. That is, when this construct of n midst,

is with the prefix Lamed, which occurs six times (Dan. 8 6,

11, 15, 21, 28, 24), it is invariably with Aleph at the end, but

when it is with the preposition Beth it is without the AUpk.

This is the plain meaning of this Rubric which is from the

Model Codex Arund. Orient 16, foL 3666, on Dan. 3 25. Accordingly

aU the three instances in which this construct with the preposition

Beth occurs (Dan. 8 26; 4 7; 7 15) ought to be u? without -Afep*.

Yet in the received text it is one of the three instutoes where it
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is without the Aleph (Dan. 7 1 5), whilst in the other two passages

it is Kijs. The notes on Dan. 3 6 and 7 15 in my edition of the

Bible show the vai'iations which obtained with regard to the

orthography of this consti-uct. The catchword of this Rubric

should be ufah with Vav.

K"5t = § 91.

''DjI* For this Rubric see above letter j, § 17.

ry - § 92.

13H13^ he shall press upon, or invade him, occurs twice in the

Scriptures. Of this "Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS.
and two printed: (I) Hnrley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 335, on Gen. 40 19,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. U8h, oh
Habak. 3 ifi; (III) Add. 21,100, fol. Gla, on Gen. 49 19; (IV)

Orient. 2349, fol. 57fl, on the same passage; (V) Vienna Oodex
No. 85 on Habak. 3 Ifi; (VI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 49 19,

and (VII) the same on Habak. 3 10.

Six Lists out of the seven simply state in their respective

headings that this expression occurs twice. List VI alone heads
this Rubric -on 'ki nthn 'K '3 and in the Rubric itself Habak. 3 Ifi

is described as defective (-ion "ma). On Habak. 3 19, however,

whore Jacob b. Chayim gives this Rubric a second time (List VII)

neither the heading nor the List itself, says anything about the

Habakkuk instance being defective. What is still more remarkable
is the fact that Jacob b. Chayim gives Myty pleno in the text.

This reading is attested by all the oldest and best MSS., viz.

St Petersburg Codex of A. D. OIG; Orient. 2201; Harley 6710—11

;

Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Add. 16,451; Add.
21,161 &c., as well as by all the early edition which I have
given in the note on this passage in my editions of the

Bible. The remark ion uw k"d at the end of the note which
is based on List VI in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah is,

therefore to be cancelled, since it is contrary to the

unanimous testimony both of the MSS. and the early editions.

Accordingly the catchword of this Rubric should be ini3^ with
Vav. This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of words
beginning with Yod which respectively occur twice. (Vide infra,

letter •, § il.)

ry - § 93.

nT5 exaltation, pride, occurs Jive times in this form. That is,

without and with the prefix this contracted form with the
Aleph elided, is in these instances used for the normal nvfi. In
Job 20 25, however, which is one of the five instances iii| it is

abnormally taken to denote body. This is rather remarkable^ since
three of the five instances occur in Job alone, and it is used in

its normal sense in the other two passages (22 29; 83 17). It is

more probable that some Codices read it nl|B with Cholem instead

of Kametz, which yields the required sense and that this Massorah
is designed to militate against this reading.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 10, fol. 868o, on Dan. 4 84, which I

have printe4; (II) Add. 16,351, fol. 246a, on Jerem. 18 17, and
(III) the printed Massorah Dan. 4 34. List II states that there are
three instances only and catalogues three, omitting Job 20 26
and Dan. 4 34.* The omission of the latter ^ay be due to its

being Chaldee, whilst that of the former would favour the
supposition that it was not pointed rn|&, but ni|0.

nw 3«s vffK naan onnooa ,ne3» lajo niji ,nw wkw i^ern *3 pnsa*m 'j mj t

•yoin 9011

Tit - § 94.

'lX\ and a nation, occurs four times , , , , once in the Law and
three times in the Prophets. Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists,

five in MSS. and three printed: (I) Orient 2849, fol. 686, on
Exod. 19 6, which I have printed; (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol II,

fol. 676, on Jerem. 50 41; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1426, on
Isa. 65 6; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 2426, on Jerem. 6 22; (V) the
some MSS., foL 266a, on Jerem. 50 41; (VI) the printed Massorah
on Exod. 19 6; (VII) the same on Isa. 55 5, and (VIH) the same
on Jerem. 50 41. The addition at the end of the Rubric would
seem to indicate that the design of this Massorah is to

emphasise the absence of this noun with the prefix Va» from the
Hagiographa.

.TJf - § 96.

tnCP "^ to a strong nation, is three times ihm combined
Nonnally iA is combined with h^ which occurs five times

(Comp. t^i^ju, Gen. 12 2; 17 20; 21 18; 46 8; Exod. 32 10), or
with mjoi, as well as with ^n|, which occurs three times. (Comp.
mat^ "jl-i^ ^3^ Gen. 18 18; Numb. 14 12; Deut 26 6). As it is in
these three instances only where it is not followed by the
adjunct bni, the Massoirah safeguards the exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah,
I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley
5710—11, VoL II, fol. 290, on Isa. <iO 22, which I have printed;
(II) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Micah 4 7; (III) Arund.
Orient 16, foL 211a, on the same passage; (IV) Add. 16,250, fol. 307a,
also on the same passage; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 287a, on Isa. 60 22;
(VI) the same MS., fol. 3036, on Micah 4 7, and (VII) the printed
Massorah on Isa. 60 22.

VX = § 96.

''15"7K ''iStt from nation to nation, occurs three times. This
Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only,
letter 3, § 68.

V)t - § 97.

*1^* Eight forms of the noun lj which respectively occur once
only. The design of this Massorah is to catalogue the forms of

'U with prefixes and suffixes which are unique. Of this Rubric
I collated two Lists: (I) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 266, which
I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on Ps. 106 5. They
are both more or less fragmentary. List II, which exhibits the
first attempt at collecting these unique forms, records three
instances only, viz. ^mj Ps. 106 6; rrrnh which is a mistake for

D.T1J> Gen. 10 31 and oMirn Isa. 60 12. This primitive fragment
is still without a heading and without catchwords and 'b unique

alone follows each instance, as is usually the case in incipient

Lists. That List I though larger, is also a fragment, is evident
from the fact that it gives seven instances only, whereas there
are altogether eleven such instances, four being omitteji, viz. a^l:?

Deut 16 6; D:iia Ezek. 38 12; y,1» Pa. 106 6 which is in the
smaller fragment and i|^» Ezek.' 86 18. A later Nakdan, who
mistook the import of this Massorah and who regarded the List

as complete, added 'i| my back Isa. 60 6 which is contrary to the

scope of this Rubric, furnished the instances with catchwords
instead of leaving the simple '^ and supplied the List with the

heading, fixing the number in accordance with the instanoes

therein enumerated.

n«X - § 98.

D^1j!|^^ and among the nations, occursfour times. Of this Rubric

I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1806, on Deut 28 66, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., VoL II. fol. 1866, on Ps. 44 12; (lU) the same
MS., Vol. II, fol. »01 6, on Neh. 18 26; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, foL 2946,

on Ps. 44 12; (V) the same MS., fol. 8896, on Neh. 13 26; (VI)

Add. 16,461, foL 109a, on Numb. 28 9, and (VII) the printed Massorah
on Deut 28 66.

ry - f 99.

D^9 as the nations, occurs three times with Dagesh and is plene.

That is, in contradistinction to the numerous instances in which
this plural noun is with the prefix Beth which is so similar in

appearance and which is also with Pathach.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the old^t parts of the

Massorah, I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 6710—11, Vol.1, foL 1176, on Deut 8 20, which I

have printed; (II) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 9 1 6, on Ezek. 20 32

;

(in) ,Arund. Orient 16, foL I106, on 2 Kings 17 11; (IV) the

same MS., foL 1796, on Ezek 20 32; (V) Add. 16,260, fol. 2086,

on 2 Kings 17 11; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 1096, on Deut 8 20;

(VII) the printed Massorah on 2 Kings 17 11, and (VIH) the same
on Ezek. 20 32.

'p - § 100.

D^^ to nations, occurs twice in the Pentateuch. The only other

instance in which it is with Sheva under the Lamed is Micah 4 3.

The design of this Massorah is to safeguard this exceptional

form against the fourteen instances in which the Lamed is with

Pathach. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Orient 2849, foL 366, on Oen. 17 6.

K'p « § 101.

^ the nations of, is three times plene. That is, in the Prophets

and Hagiographa. In these two divisions of the Bible where this
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plural construct occurs altogether seven times, it is defective in

four instances (i. e. Ma in Jerem. 26 6; 44 8; Ezra 6 21; 2 Chron.

32 13), and plene with two Yodt in three. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the minority.

And throughout the Jtentateuch it t» likewise so. In this division

where it occurs four times (Gen. 18 18; 22 18; 26 4; Deut 28 1)

it is uniformly plene. The simple mention of this fact therefore

suffices without recording the passages. Of this Rubric I collated

four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol, 169 a, on Jerem. 33 9, which I have printed; (H) the same

MS., fol. 2776, on 2 Chron. 32 17; (lU) Vienna Codex No. 35, on

Jerem. 33 9, and (IV) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

Accordingly ^s in Jerem. 44 8, which is plene in the text of my

edition of the Bible, in accordance with Orient. 2201
;
Harley

5710—11; Add. 15,451, and ^ in the notes must change places. In

spite of this Massorah there are great variations both in the

MSS. and early editions with regard to the orthography of this

expression, as will be seen in the notes on Jerem. 26 6; 44 8;

Ezra 6 21 and 2 Chron. 32 13, in my edition of the Bible. This

conflict extends even to the Massorah. Thus for instance Jerem. 26 6,

which is rightly ^i in the text of St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 91

6

in accordance with the Massorah before us, has against it m the

Massorah Parva ba, thus contradicting the text

yp = § 102.

nl'ia the bodies, occurs twice, once plene and once defective . .
.

the sign thereof is. the one by »6a full Ps. 110 6, is >6a full,

OT plene. As this expression, which occurs twice only, is differently

spelt, the Massorah safeguards the variation in the orthography.

Of this Rubric I coUated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 3126, on Ps. 110 G, which I have- printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah on the same passage. The mnemonic sign is

from the latter.

yj3 = § 103.

rh^h captivity, is four times defective in this form. That is,

without a'nd with the prefixes. The noun n^la without and with

the prefixes, occurs altogether forty-three times. In thirty-nine

instances it is plene and four only is it defective. The Massorah,

therefore, safeguards the exceptional orthography. The notes

on Nah. 3 10 in my edition of ttte Bible show that this Massorah

militates against the variations exhibited in other recensions. It

in to be remarked that in Isa. 49 21 rhi is the participle

feminine.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) |Harley 5710-11, VoL II, fol. 1176, on Nah. 3 10,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. IG, fol. 1406, on

Isa. 49 21; (Hi) Add. 15,251, fol. 2336, on the same passage;

(IV) the printed Massorah on Nah. 3 10, and (V) the same on

Esther 2 6. As nbian by itself which occurs twenty-five times,

is plene in twenty-three instances and defective in two only,

Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 271 6, on Esther 2 6, gives these two

in a separate Rubric.

rp = § 104.

,x,J Golan, is plene. That is, in Deut 4 43 on which this

Rubric is given. In Josh. 20 8; 21 27 it is fbi and in all other

passages it is ,^ia. The name of this city of refuge occurs

altogether four times. In two instances it is spelt j^ia (Deut 4 43;

1 Chron. 6 56) nnd in two jlba for which the official reading or

Keii is ]h% making it conformable to the orthography in the

other two passages. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,251, fol. 1076, on Deut 4 43. The

expression -rfja -niwi in all other passages, must not be too strictly

interpreted, since this proper name occurs twice only apart from

the two instances in Joshua. The pointing of the two different

spellings in the Rubric which I have printed, is to be corrected

in accordance with th^t given here. The two instances in Joshua

form part of the List of sixty words in which letters are

transposed (see letter a, § 480).

,Tp = § 105.

PTaKI and I shall give up the ghost, occurs Uoice. Of this Rubric,

which ^does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two

Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 326a, on Job. 13 19, which I have

printed, and (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 320a, on Job 3 ll. As both

instances are restricted ta the same book, the heading ought more

properly to be iiBSl 'a.

t^

rp = § 106.

"Tl he sojourned, is ten times with Kametz. That is, in

contradistinction to the twenty-two instances in which this

biliteral is with Tzere, being a noun and denoting sojourner,

stranger. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2336, on Job 28 4. It will

be seen that though the heading states that there are ten instances

the Rubric itself records eight only, omitting Deut 18 6, and

Ezra 1 4. This is manifestly due to the carelessness of the Scribe.

rp = § 107.

Dttr*T5 he sojourned there, is four times thus combined in the

Scriptures. Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. H, foL 2806, on Ezra 1 4,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 24a; (III) Add. 15,251,

fol. 32a; (IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 26a; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 356,

all on Gen. 36 27; (VI) the printed Massorah also on the same

passage, and (VII) the same on Ezra 1 4.

n-p = § 108.

115 occurs twice at the beginning of a verse in two different

senses. That is, in Gen. 26 3, it is the imperative and denotes

sojourn thou, whilst in Gen. 49 9 it is a; noun and signifies a lion's

whelp. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 21,160,

fol. 606, on Gen. 49 9, which I have printed, and (II) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 26 3. As both instances occur in the same

book, the heading ought more properly to be -vrh -aai 'bos db '»n 'a.

tS'p = § 109.

Tl^^l / have sojourned, occurs twice in the Scriptures. Of this

Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Add. 15,250, fol. 21a on Gen. 32 5, which I have printed;

(II) Add. 21,160, fol. 30 a, on the same passage, and (III) the

printed Massorah on Ps. 120 5. The heading iftrb aai '3 it occurs

twice and in ttvo different senses, in the Massorah of the Hamburg MS.

on Gen. 32 5, given by Frensdorff (Ochlah VeOchlah, § 59, notes

p. 18; Massoretisches Wiirterbuch, p. 44), is not only against the

import of the two passages, but is not supported by any of the

MS. Massorahs, both Magna and Parva, which I have collated.

13*1 denotes and he vxis afraid in two instances. As this Kal

future third person singular masculine with Vav conversive, which

occurs altogether five times, denotes in three instances and he

sojourned (Gen. 20 1; 21 34; Deut 26 5) and in these two instances

only does it signify and he was afraid, the Massorah safeguards

the two exceptional passages. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists:

(I) Add. 21,160, fol. 226 a, on Numb. 22 3 and (II) the printed

Massorah on the same passage, which I have printed. The expression

B'D at the end, indicates that the Samuel instance is at the end

of the verse.

K'>p = § 111.

D'Hin who sojoui-n, is four times with Kametz. That is, with

Kametz under the Gimel, in contradistinction to the three instances

where it is with Tzere, being the noun plural of la with the prefix

He (Ezek. 47 22; 1 Chron. 22 2; 2 Chron. 30 25).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Hariey 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 80a, on Levit 25 6,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. I58a, on

2 Chron. 16 9; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 198a,' on Ezek. 47 22;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 266a, on 2 Chron. 15 9; (V) Add. 15,251,

fol. 293a, on Ezek. 47 22; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 177a, on Levit. 25 G,

and (VII) the printed Massorah on Levit. 26 45.

As one of the instances is with the prefix Vav (2 Chron. 16 9),

the heading ought more properly to be 'W'«?3 ap 'i. List II heads

it more precisely anam nm . . . . rmp^ -i a-at.

T'p = § 112.

in5tt of her whelps, occurs twice and is defective. As this

pluraf noun with the suffix third person singular feminine which

occurs three times, twice with the prefix Mem and once without

it, and which is restricted to within a few verses of each other,

is differently spelt, the Massorah safeguards this variation in
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the orthography. It is, however, to be remarked, that this Massorah,
which is followed in the texttu receptus, simply represents one
School of textual redactors and though it is supported by
Orient 2201; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251, yet
another School write it plene in both instances, and this is

supported by St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916; Add. 15,451 &c.
It is remarkable that the Model Codex Harley 5710—11 has it

rrnso defective in the first instance, and rr-iufi plene in the second.
For the variations in the early editions see the notes on these
passages in my edition of the Bible. This Rubric, which does
not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 1786, on Ezek. 19 3.

y'p = § 113.

^"llJl^ ^y lot, is five times Raphe. That is, with Sheva under
the Btth. Apart from Numbers this noun with the prefix Beth,

occurs altogether eleven times. In seven instances the Beth has
Pathach, called in Massoretic terminology Dagesh {vide infra, § 114)
and in four instances only is it Raphe. Hence the Massorah
records the minority. This Rubric, which I have found in the
printed Massorah only, on Josh. 14 2, is corrupt Its design is

to register the Raphe instances apart from Numbers as is evident
from the printed Massorah Parva on Judg. 20 9 where it is

correctly stated that it occurs four times and that it is likewise

so throughout Numbers ('wi -laTi bsi "i 'snia). Accordingly the
catchwords '^iai nwts in (Numb. 34 13) are out of place here.

They are evidently a corruption of 'on na-n b^s^ and ought to be
at the end of the Rubric. As is often the case, all the instances
in one book are counted as one, thus yielding the requisite

number five given in the heading. The apparently conflicting

remarks in the Massorah Parva on the several passages, viz.

-en -n and 'an 'n, are due to the fact that the 'n = four denotes
the four instances apart from Numbers and 'n = five includes
Numbers which counts as one. As one of the instances is "rnija

with Pathach under the Resh, the Massorah in Vienna Codex
No. 35, on Numb. 34 13 remarks nc icaa 'op ba.

ly = § 114.

^*1u3 by the lot, is six times with Dagesh in the Scriptures.

That is, with Pathach under the Beth, in contradistinction to the

instances with Sheva, recorded in the preceding Rubric. Of this

Rubric, I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 151a, on Josh. 21 4, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 134a, on 1 Chron. 6 48,

and (III) the printed Massorah on Josh. 21 4. Both the MS.
Lists distinctly state that there are six such instances only,

though the catchword ncxaa, which is given in both as the sixth

passage, cannot be identified. In the texlm'receptus, however, there
are seven, viz. 1 Chron. 6 46, 50 besides the five registered in

this Rubric. It is, therefore, difficult to divine which of these
two missing passages is intended by the enigmatical neataa. It is

remarkable that the printed Massorah Parva also states in three
instances that this expression with Dagesh occurs six times.
(Comp. Josh. 21 4, 5, 6). In the heading of List III, which states

that it occurs four times only (o-wn -n 'jna), the expression Knc-oa =
in this hook, is omitted as is evident from the fact that the four
instances in Joshua only, are recorded. The addition at the end
vn onen pn^ai is manifestly a misprint for vn o'K^a pbiai.

rap = § 115.

TllH*] and the lot, occurs twice in the Scriptures. In the other
twelve instances where this noun occurs it is without the prefix
Vav. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 86, on Isa. 17 14, which
I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 126a, on the same
passage; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. I63a, on Levit 16 8; (IV) Vienna
Codex No. 35 on Isa. 17 14, and (V) the printed Massorah on
Levit 16 8. The fact that it is with Kametz and plene in both
instances explains the different headings of this Rubric. Thus
in Lists III and IV it is -op -a which ought more properly to be
'api -a. Here, therefore, the Kametz under the Resh is emphasised,
whilst in List V which is '^i -a the presence of the Vav, in
contradistinction to its absence in other instances (vide infra, § 117),
is laid stress on.

rap - § 116.

T?'1l5 the lot of, occurs twice with Pathach in the Scriptures ...
and four times altogether, including prefixes. That is, in these two

instances is this noun without any prefix in the construct state,
and in two it is with prefixes.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, five in MSS. and
three printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. H, foL 216a, on Ps. 125 8,
which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 10 6, on Josh. 142;
(HI) the same MS., fol. 317a, on Ps. 125 3; (IV) Add. 21,i6o',
fol. 252a, on Numb. 36 3; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same
passage; (VI) the printed Massorah on Numb. 36 3; (VII) the
same on Josh. 18 U, and (VIII) the same on Ps. 125 3 which
alone has the mnemonic sign. The mnemonic sign without the
List is also given in the Massorah Finalis letter j, § i20. The
heading in List VI, viz. pnnui -vrbn 'on 'n bnjoi is incorrect. It
consists of a confusion of the two headings which respectively
belong to this Rubric and the following one. Moreover, the
catchwords ja'ja .niso ^nj ^yi should be pna 'a ntsa "jnu ^rn Josh. 18 11.

rp - § 117.

n^^Tl lots. Fourforms of this noun are defective. That is, they
are abnormally without the Vav after the Gimel. Hence the
Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography. Of this Rubric
I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient 2349,
fol. 916, on Levit 16 8, which I have printed; (II) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 186, on Judg. 1 3; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 163a, on
Levit 16 8; (IV) the same MS., fol. 252 a, on Numb. 36 3; (V) Vienna
Codex No. 35, on Dan. 12 13, and (VI) the printed Massorah, on
Levit 16 8.

ny - § 118.

75 a fieece, mowing, occurs twice. In the only other instance
where this biliteral occurs it is with Kametz («) and is the preterite
of ]»j. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated six Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1236, on
Deut. 18 4, which I have printed; (IIJ Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3016,
on Ps. 72 6; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 1066, on Deut 18 4; (IV)
Add. 15,451, fol. 133a, on the same passage; (V) Vienna Codex
No. 35, on Ps. 72 6, and (VI) Cambridge Add. 465, on Deut 18 4.

The latter heads this Rubric -vrb "nnai 'a h.

B'*p - § 119.

WJl occurs twice in two different senses. That is, in the first

instance it is the future third person singular masculine with
Vav conversive of va and denotes and he hrought up, and in the
second from n| and signifies and he shaved.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2226, on Job 1 20, which
I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 322a, on the same
passage; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 806, on Numb.ll3l; (IV) Add.2l,l60,
fol. 319 a, on Job 1 20, and (V) the printed Massorah on Numb. 11 31.

This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of words which
respectively occur twice in two different senses. (Vide infra,

letter a, § 428, Vol. II, p. 217 &c).

3'p - § 120.

^75 he robbed, is three times with Kametz. That is, under the
Zayin instead of Pathach, as in Ezek. 18 18; Job 20 19. Of this

Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 656, on Levit 5 23, which I have
printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 946; (III) Orient 2349, fol. 846,

and (IV> the printed Massorah, all on the same passage.
Lists II, III and IV state in their respective headings that

it occurs twice with Kametz pjtap 'a, and record two instances
only, omitting Ezek. 18 16. This apparent contradiction is

due to the fact that the four Lists exhibit two recension of this

Massjorah. The one recension records all the instances in which
the second radical of this preterite is witfr Kametz, without any
regard to the accents, whilst the other emphasises the fact that
in two instances only it is abnormally with Kameiz without the
pausal accent, and omits Ezek. 18 16, because here it is with .4<AnacA

and Kametz, which is normal. This is attested by the Massorah
Parva on Levit 5 23, which remarks Kopo psp '3, thus restricting

the two Kametz instances to the none Athnach accent Rubric IV
gives the catchwords it anpn'sra, Ezek. 18 17, as the second of
the two instances. Here however, bn does- not occur, and it it

manifestly a clerical error for nnn'ivaKi w Ezek. 18 12, which
Jacob b. Chayim has overlooked. On Ezek. 18 18 the printed
Massorah also states that bw occurs twice with Kametz, and gives
Ezek. 18 18 and Eccl. 5 7 as the two instances. But this manifestly
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refers to the noun bn violence, which without and with the prefix

Vav, also occurs twice. The expression pop here, as not infrequently

elsewhere, is jep fap and denotes Tzere in Massoretic terminology.

As I hare by oversight omitted this Rubric I subjoined it m

the foot note*.

.nmn pw I?] nmm 'jta ;nvy am k^ tpki nH ^a 'o»di r«5p '= ^^ '

K-Dp = § 121.

nja: ;»« was cut of, occurs three times. Of this Rubric I

collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 2736, on 2 Chron. 26 21. which I have printed;

(II) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 165a, on the same passage;

(III) the sameMS.. Vol. II, fol. 271&. onEsther2 t
;
(IV) Add 15,261,

fol. 235a, on Isa. 53 8; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 309«, on Esther 2 1,

and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 69.

T3p - § 122.

•'ina Gehazi, is four times defective of Yod in the Scriptures.

This proper name, which occurs altogether twelve times and

within' three chapters of the same book, is in -ght instances

^^ with YoA after the Gimel (2 Kings 4 12, 14 25 27 29, 36

5^20, 21) and in four only is it without the Yod. The Massorah,

therefore, safeguards the exceptional orthography. On refenng

to the notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible iwil

be seen that all the eight plene instances are the subject of

various readings. This Rubric I .have found m the printed

Massorah only, on 2 Kings 4 31.

rap- § 128.

^3 the valUy of, without and with the 'prefix Beth, is nine times

,0 rcriuen. That is, without the Aleph at the end. Without and

with the prefix Beth, the construct of ri occurs altogether

^kty-three times. In twenty instances it is with the normal

Aleph Ir^y and in nine instances only, reckoning Joshua as one

insfanccis it without the Aleph (n). Hence the l^assorah safeguards

the exceptional orthography. The need for protectmg these instances

is due to the fact that the two different spellings occur in one and

the same verse (Ezek. 39 U; Zech. 14 5), and that other Schools

of textual redactors had not these variations. Thus the St. Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916; Harley 6710-11; Arund. Orient 16

have K'« with AUph in Isa. 22 5, and this reading is exhibited

in some of the earliest editions as will be seen from he notes

on this passage in my edition of the Bible. In Zech. 14 5 too

the StPetersburg Codex has ra to which the Massoretic annotater

takes exception, remarking that in the first part of the verse

it is plene and defective in the second (-dh -ro ^i 'nnai '•« ^ ^^^ ^T)-

Conflicting readings are also exhibited in 2 Kings 23 10

Of tWs Rubric I collated eight Lists, six ^^ ^^ *«^ *^^

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 192a on f«^ ,^^^^;J.^ ^^
i have printed; (II) the sameMS., fol.221&. on Zech. 1* ^5 (III) the

same MS., foL 178», on 2 Chron. 33 6; (IV) Add. 16,461, fol. 332a,

n« Fzek 39 11- (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 295a, on the same passage;

VD^enfa Cod^x No. 35, on 2 Chron. 33 6; (VII) the printed

Massorah on Josh. 18 16, and (VIII) the same on Zech^l4 6

And throughout Joshua it is likewise so. In Joshua where this

construct occurs altogether six times (15 8, 8; 8 16, 16; 19 14, 7)

it is uniformly defective and hence the whole book, according

to the artificial arrangement of the Massorah, is reckoned to yield

one instance, which makes the requisite number nine. This

treatment is adopted in all the Lists which are practically

identical.

. Comp. KU l.a. 82 1; 28 1, 4; Jerem. 1 82; 19 ?; E.ek S9 11, 16;

zech. 14 4. 6; Neh. H 30; 1 Chron. 4 14; 2 Chron. 85 11; ^^ 2 Sam^ 8 13;

Jerem. 7 31; 82 36; Ps. 8S 4; 60 2; 1 Chron. 18 12; 2 Chron. 14 9; 28 3.

Tap - § 124.

OSn K^a the vaUey of Hinnom, occurs three times. That is,

without -p the son of, intervening. Di^. t^innom, is thirteen times

combined with ri the valley of In ten instances the phrase

is Din-Dra the vaUey of the son of Hinnom,^ and m three only it

is simply D^nr. the valley of Hinnom, without -,?• Hence the

Massorah safeguards tiie exceptional shorter combmation. This

protection is all the more necessary since tiie two forms are not

only used within a few verses of each other, but m the very

. Comp. JoA. 15 8; 18 16; 2 K!»ft t» 10 Keri; Jerem. 7 81. 82; 1» 2, «;

S8 86; 2 Chron. 28 3; » 0.

same verse (Josh. 15 8; 18 16; Jerem. ISf 2, 6). It is, moreover,

designed to exclude the various reading in Josh. 16 8, which to

exhibited in some MSS., early editions and ancient versions, as will

be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol 387 a, on Neh. 11 30, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 75. It will be seen that, though

the heading emphatically states that there are three such instances,

the Rubric itself records two only, omitting Josh. 18 166. That

this omission is due to the carelessness of the scribe is evident

from the fact that these three instances are duly given m List IL

n'3p = § 125.

^15 in the valley, is three times defective with prefixes. That is,

in the "absolute this noun is without the Aleph with different

prefixes. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 143&, on Deut 34 6, which I

have printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 153&, on the same passage,

and (III) the printed Massorah also on the same passage. It is

remarkable that whilst these three instances of the absolute

form are included in the List of words which are without Aleph

in the text, but which are officially read with it {vide supra,

letter k § Ua-d) the construct form which, as we have seen,

occurs 'nine times or rather fourteen times without this letter

{vide mpra, letter j, § 123), is excluded from this List.

VDp = § 126.

K"*! valley, is twice with Segol, once it is with Aleph at the end

and once with He. The design of this Massorah is not only to

safeguard the abnormal vowel-point Segol, but the reading nj

with Gimel in Ezek. 47 13 against the less dominant School of

textual redactors which read it nj, as will be seen from the notes

on this passage in my edition of the Bible. Here again the

expression nnn is used for buD. This Rubric I have found mthe

printed Massorah Finalis only, letter 3, § 126,

V2P = § 127.

ri'lK'^ari the vaUeys. The two plural forms of ri, viz. n1>ra

and nl'Ka with the Yod transposed, occur altogether eight times. In

five ins'tances it is nl'^ with the Yod after the Aleph (Ezek 7 16

;

31 12- 32 5; 36 4, 6) and in three only is it nlK;j with the Yod

after the Gimel. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

form. Though the Rubric before us suggests no other spelling

for these instances, there is an official reading or Ken which

makes them conformable to the majority, as will be seen from

the notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Orient 1474 on Ezek. 6 3. The pointing of these instances should

be in accordance with the form nlK;s.

n'rp - § 128.

D^T2 sinews, occurs twice and in the same section. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 21,160,

foL 280&, on Ezek. 37 6.

ti'sp = § 129.

lirra Gihon, is three times thus wntten. That is, with Yod after

the mmel, in contradistinction to the other three instances where

it occurs and where it is without the Yod. In this separate form

the Rubric is from Orient 2349, fol. 30a, on Gen. 2 13.

yp - § 130.

ma QihofK, is three times defective. That is, without the Yod.

As this proper^ame without and with the prefix, which occurs

altogether six times, is plene in three instances and defective m

three, the Massorah safeguards the variation in the orthography.

The necessity for this protection will be seen from the notes on

1 Kings 1 46 in my edition of the Bible. This separate form of

the Rubric is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 766, on 1 Kjngs 1 88.

Of the two Rubrics given in one register I collated five

Lists, three in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol 278«, on 2 Chron. 32 30; (II) the same MS., fol. 2786, on

2 Chron. 33 14; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 4346, on the same passage;

(IV) the printed Massorah on Gen. 2 13, and (V) the same on

I

1 Kings 1 33.
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»'bp = § 131.

7|J1
occurs twice in two different senses. That is, in tho first

instance it is the Hiphil future third person singular masculine,

with Vav conversive, from of hbi and denotes and he rolled

(Gen. 29 10) whilst in the second instance it is the Kal of ^i
and signifies and he rejoiced (Ps. 16 9).

Of this Rubric I^isoUated three Lists, one in MS. and two
printed: (I) Add. 15,250, fol. 10 6, on Gen. 29 10, which I have
printed; (II) ,the printed Massorah on the same passage, and

(HI) the same on Ps. 16 9. These two instances form part of

the alphabetical List of words which respectively occur twice in

two different senses. (Vide infra, letter a, § 428, Vol. II, p. 217 &c.)

3"t»p = § 132.

T^'^JTl thou shalt, or she shall rejoice, occurs ttcice. It will be
seen that though this quadriliteral is future second person

masculine in the first instance, and third person feminine in the

second, the Massorah has regard simply to the identity of the

spelling, irrespective of the difference in the sense. Of this Rubric

I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. IG, fol. 1366, on Isa. 41 10,

which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on the

same passage.

r^p = § 133.

7jri1 and she shall rejoice, occurs ttoice. That is, in Isaiah

since apart from this it also occurs three times (Ps. 96 1 1

;

Prov. 23 25; 1 Chron. 16 31). This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,250, fol. 226/>, on Isa. 35 1.

We have here another instance of the fact that the Massorah
often omits in the headings the qualifying adjunct k-ib'03.

rip - § 134.

I r!?^33 tee will rejoice, occurs three times. This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 1286, on Isa. 25 9.

n'ip - § 135.

y^^ joy, gladness, occurs three times. That is, without the

prefix Vav. The design of this Massorah is to exclude the textual

reading '?ia in Prov. 23 24. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists,

three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 1056, on Hosea 9 l, which I have printed; (II) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 2016; (III) Vienna Codex No. 35, and (IV) the

printed Massorah, all on the same passage. As it occurs once
with the prefix Vav and Sheva (^•ji) this Rubric constitutes part

of the alphabetical List of words which respectively occur four

times, three times without the prefix Vav and once with it. ( Vide

infra, letter i, § 73.)

r'7p = § 136.

"•JT^n the Gilonite, occurs tvnce. Of this Rubric I collated

three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed : (I) Arund. Orient. 1 6,

fol. 666, on 2 Sam. 15 f2, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250,

fol. 173a, on the same passage, and (III) the printed Massorah
Parva on 2 Sam. 15 12. Neither the headings of the respective

Lists, nor the two instances, indicate whether this gentile noun
is plene in both instances. All the Standard Codices which I have
collated (Orient. 2201; Arund. Orient. 16; Add.l5,250; Add. 15,251;

Add. 15,451 Ac.) as well as most of the early editions have 'j^jn

without the Yod in 2 Sam. 23 34, for which reason I have adopted
it in the text of my edition of the Bible. Here too, the qualifying

expression 'ctai is omitted from the headings.

Vbp - § 137.

T^^ Ginaih, occurs twice. That is, as a proper name and
with Yod after the Crimel, in contradistinction to the three instances
where it is m, the construct of n|a (Cant 6 11; Esther 1 5; 7 7)

and is without the Yod. This Rubric, which does not occur in
the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 9 lay on
1 Kings 16 21. The heading ought more properly to be ppava
since the two instances occur in two consecutive verses.

ri'bp = § 138.

07*37 to heaps, occurs three times in the Scriptures. Of this

Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 686, on Jerem. 61 37, which I have
printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2286, on Job 15 28; (III)

Add. 1 5,250, fol. 244a, on Jerem. 9 10, and (IV) the printed Massorah
on the same passage.

B't'p = § 139.

^|7|» A sign for the different votcel-points of this quadrilitei-al.

To understand the import of this Rubric it is necessary to

remark that as this quadriliteral noun does not occur without
prefixes in Ezekiel, the Psalms or Ecclesiastes, it is evident that

the design of the Massorah is to include all the forms, both
without and with the prefix, throughout the Scriptures. Hence
it not only includes the noun which denotes wheel, tchirling, but
the proper name of the place near the Jordan. Of all the forty-

four instances in which this expression occurs, there are ten
only, in four books. As these exhibit two different vowel-points,
the Massorah separates them from the rest of the Scriptures for
safeguarding. With these preliminary explanations we shall be
able to analyse the division and the import of this Rubric.

In Ezekiel, the Psalms and Ecclesiastesfoi' which [=nbnp Knyn ,^K|5trr]

pr\^ is the mnemonic sign, it is altoays biba. In these three books
where it occurs altogether eight times. (Ezek. 10 2, 6, 1 3 ; 23 24

;

26 10; Ps. 77 19; 83 14; Eccl. 12 6) it is invariably with Pathaeh
under both Gimels.

In Isaiah it is ^a^j. Here, where it occurs twice (Isa. 17 13;

28 28) it is with Chirek under the first Gimel and Pathaeh under
the second. In the received text Isa. 17 13 is hihm with Pathaeh

under the first Gimel. But as the Massorite himself furnished it

with the vowel-points this Rubric must emanate from a School
of textual redactors which read it with Chirek.

And in the rest of the Scriptures it is b^hi. That is, with Chirek

under the first Gimel and Kametz under the second. In the thirty-four

instances of the other Scriptures where it is thus pointed, it is

inveriably the proper name.^ This Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Orient 1474, fol...79a, on Ezek. 10 2.

« Comp. Deut. 11 30; Josh. 4 19, 20; S 9, IQ; 9 6; 10 7, 9; 12 23; 14 6;
15 7; Judg. 2 1; 8 9; 1 Sam. 7 16; 10 8; 11 14, 16, 15; 13 4, 7, 8, 12, 16;
16 12. 21, 23; 2 Kings 2 1; Hosea 4 16; 9 16; 12 12; Amos 4 4; B 6; Micah C 6;
Neh. 12 29.

O'p - § 140.

^|75n Gilgal as a proper name is always with Kametz. That
is, under the second Gimel. This Rubric, which does not occur
in the printed Massorah, is from Vienna Codex No. 35 on
Deut 11 30.

K'Op = § 141.

^575ni and Gilgal, occurs twice. That is, incontradistinction

to the twenty instances where this name is ba^in, with the prefix

He and without the Vav conjunctive.* This Rubric, which does
not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 39a, on 1 Sam. 7 16.

» Comp. biSjn Deut. 11 SO; Josh. 9 6; 10 7, 9; 15 7; Judg. 2 1; S 19;
1 Sam. 10 8; 11 14, 16; IS 4, 8. 12, 16; 15 12; 2 Kings 2 1; Hosea 4 16;
Amos 4 4; 6 6; Micah 6 5.

3"0p = § 142.

npi^in to Gilgal, occurs six times. That is, with the paragogic
He. Normally when this place is combined with verbs of motion
it is either babarr^K (Josh. 15 7) or simply ^a^ri without the local

He (I Sam. 11 15; 13 12; 15 12). Moreover^ the verb k| which
is in 2 Sam. 19 16 combined with n^a^an, is in l Sam., 13 8 and
Hosea 4 15 foUdwed by ^|ban and the phrase n^a^in .-onarr^K in

Josh. 10 6, 15, 43, is in this very book '?|ban n5riarr«?K (9 6). The
Massorah, therefore, safeguards the instances before us against

being made conformable to the other passages.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Add. 15,250, fol. 176a, on 2 Sam. 19 41, which I

have printed; (II) Cambridge Add. 465, on Josh. 10 15; (III) the

printed Massorah on the same passage, and (IV) the same on
2 Sam. 19 41.

J'Op = § 143.

rhypy^ for a head, or poll, occurs three times. That is, in

contradistinction to the instances in which it is with the suffix

third person plural masculine, recorded in the following Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. 84a, on Numb. 8 47, which I have

printed; (H) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Exod. 38 26, and (III) the

printed Massorah on Exod. 16 16. The latter heads it 'om ':.

31b
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TOp - § 144.

Dri?!^^^ h ****» ^<^t <^ P"^*' occMr« »ev«7i [six] timet.

This Rubric, which I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis

only, letter a, § 81, is incorrect. There are six instances only.

,t^,u,,^-,^ which is given as the second instance, should be

v^rh -jrno i'?'npn Numb. 1 18. enhrt i-ipd'-. and crvhv jao, which are

given as two instances in two separate lines, are one passage,

viz. Numb. 28 3. These catchwords I have corrected.

iTOp = § 145.

nf?| the capturing of, occurs twice. That is, the Kal infinitive

construct, in contradistinction to the three passages where this

quadriliteral is with Shurek under the Qimel (rrt^a) being noun

feminine plural (l Kings 7 41; 2 Chron. 4 12, 13). Of this Rubric

I collated two Lists: (I) Arund, Orient. 16, fol. 1476, on Jerem. 1 3,

which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter j, § 86.

VOp = 146

bi'l ani he vxu carried avoay captive, occurs four times in the

Scriptures. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2376, on Job 36 10, which

1 have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 3336, on the same

passage; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 356a, also on the same passage;

(IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 267a, on Jerem. 62 27, and (V) the printed

Massorah on 2 Kings 25 21. The printed Massorah (Lists V)

omits 2 Kings 25 21, and gives as the third instance n-n n^niwri '?ri

2 Chron. 36 20. This is not only against the received text

which has here "jj^i, but against all the MS. Lists. Some of the

Lists add at the end bri 'm Job 36 15; ^y jr Job. 20 28.

rap - § 147.

nSla revealing, making hare, migrating, occurs Jive times in the

Scriptures. That is, with Segol under the Lamed, in contradistinction

to the noun n^ii which is with Kametz, and which is recorded

above (letter j,'§ 103).

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 2576, on 2 Kings 24 14,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1176, on the same

passage; (III) the same MS., foL 3435, on Prov. 20 19; (IV)

Add. 15,251, fol. 391a, on the same passage, and (V) the printed

Massorah on 2 Sam. 15 19.

The Rubric, which I have printed (List I) simply emphasises

the fact that in these instances the Lamed is with Segol and that

one of the five i*itances is with the prefix Vav (1 Sam. 22 86).

Hence this recension of the Rubric safeguards the vowel-points.

The other four Lists, however, which represent another recension

have regard to the spelling and lay stress upon the fact that

in three instances it is defective (l. Sam. 22 8, 8; 2 Sam. 15 19),

and plene in two (2 Kings 24 14; Prov. 20 19). Hence they head

this Rubric 'on s\ -ba '3 'n, or as Lists V indicates by stating after

the first three instances 'on ^Ktsnp '3
r*''^;

thus safeguarding the

variation in the orthography. The heading of this recension

ought more properly to be on 'a nbw '»n "i n^ii

n'Op - § 148.

rtpiTl »he thaU be discovered, occurs three times and once

it is with the prefix Vav. That is, in contradistinction to the

fourteen instances where this quadriliteral is pointed rh\:^, being

the Piel future second person singular masculine.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 796, on Ezek. 16 67,

which I have printed; (H) the same MS., Vol. H, fol. 2566, on

Prov. 26 6; (IH) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1766, on Ezek. 16 57;

(IV) Add. 16,261, fol. 2766, on the same passage; (V) Add. 21,160,

fol. 98a, on Exod. 20 26; (VI) the printed Massorah on the same

passage, and (VH) the same on Ezek. 16 67. As these three

instances respectively occur In the three divisions of the Scriptures,

List IV adds at the end 'inaa -im "wa in nnina nn, whilst List V

heads the Rubric yk 'vai '3 rhvx

rap - § 149.

'hl^ and they were disewered, .occurs ttcice. Of this Rubric

I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed; (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 43a, on 1 Sam U 11, which I have printed;

(11) Add. 15,251, fol. 158a, and (III) the printed Massorah, both

on the same passage.

rp - § 150.

^J^ and he uncovered, or opened, occurs twice and both times

at the beginning of a verse. Of this Rubric, which is one of the

oldest parts of the Massorah, and which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710— 11,

Vol. II, fol. lOcf, on 188.22 8, which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445,

fol. 1426, on Numb. 22 81; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1276,

on Isa. 22 8, and (IV) Orient 2349, fol. 1146, on Numb. 22 31.

i^'ip = § 151.

v3m and she uncovered, occurs three times. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 1816, on Ezek. 23 18.

Tip = § 152.

I l?JK / tvill discover, or expose, occurs twice in the Scriptures.

In the only other instance where this quadriliteral occurs it is

nSjK the Kal (Ruth 4 4). This Rubric, which does not occur in

tiie printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1146,

on Micah 1 6,

jj':p - § 153.

y^yr] they were carried dh^ay, occurs twice. That is, with

Kametz under the He, in contradistinction to the three instances

in which it is with Chirek (^h:ri), being the Hiphil (2 Kings 17 28, 33;

Jerem. 22 12). This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from the Vienna Codex No. 35, on l Chron. 9 1.

Tip = § 154.

vJ is revealed, occurs twice, once it is with Chateph-Pathach,

and once with Jive points. That is, with Chateph-Segol, which

consists of five points. As this Peal participle passive singular

masculine which not only occurs twice in the same book, but

within the same section, is pointed differently, the Massorah

safeguards this variation. Of this Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,451,

fol. 438 a, on Dan. 2 19, which I have printed, and (II) Arund.

Orient 46, fol. 3646, on the same passage.

,T:p = § 15!-,.

rh^ sj»nng8, is seven times defective. Of this Rubric I collated

eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 82a, on 1 Kings 7 41, which I have printed; (II) the same

MS., fol. 11 6, on Josh. 15 19; (III) the same MS., fol. 186, on

Jud'g. 1 15; (IV) Add. 15,251, foL 133 a, on Josh. 15 19; (V) the

same MS., fol. 1386, on Judg. 1 15; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 1556,

on Josh. 15 19; (VII) the printed Massorah on the same passage,

and (VIII) the same on 1 Kings 7 41.

The addition 'db"i 'aip a^zbui after o-jr o-nor shows beyond

doubt that the seventh instance is ri^^i (1 Kings 7 41a) with the

prefix Vav and that the second instance which occurs in this verse,

ia
;,,L,j plene. As the different spellings of this noun occur in

one and the same verse, the Massorah safeguards the variation. The

heading ought more properly to be nbr 'ki 'on 'i n"?:, since one of

the instances is with the prefix Vav. We have here another of

the comparatively few instances in which the Massorah, contrary

to its usual method, records the majority since the plenes are

the exception, occurriqg three times only (1 Kings 7 41;

2 Chron. 4 12, 13) and once ni^jrn (2 Chron. 4 12).

rap - § 156.

^^''ba rings of, occurs twice. Of this Rubric I collated two

Lists: (I)' Arund. Orient 16, fol. 8586, on Esther 1 6, which I

have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on Cant 5 14. As

in Canticles the accent is on the ultima ("h^b:) and in Esther on

the penultima {^b'bi) the Massorah Parva on Cant. 5 14 in

Add. 16,251 remarks "-yba *)B3 'b^hi bv "hn p 'S.

np = § 1S7.

^3ril'?3S of our captivity, occurs twice in the Scriptures, and is

defective. The design of this Massorah is to include the plene
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reading in Ezek. 33 21 which is exhibited in the Codices of

other Schools of textual redactors, and in some of the early

editions, as will be seen from the notes on this passage in my
edition of the Bible. This llubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 966, on

Ezek. 40 1.

n"3p = § ir>8.

^h^ roll ye, occurs twice. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists

:

(I) Arund. Orient IG, fol. 8 a, on Josh. 10 18, which I have

printed, and (11) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

rap = § 159.

'IIO/S desolate, emaciated, occurs three times. This Rubric I

have found in the printed Massorah only, where it is given

twice: (I) on Job 16 34, and (II) on 30 3. As this expression is

restricted to Job the heading ought properly to be -iccai J.

D"p = § 160.

TTVthl to Oilead, occurs three times. That is, with the

^BLTtigogic' He. Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts

of the Massorah, I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 147&, on 1 Chron. 27 21,

which I have printed; (11) Orient. 4445, fol. 154&, on Numb. 32 39;

(III) Add. 15,251, fol. 1826, on 2 Sam. 24 6; (IV) Add. 15,451,

fol. 4836, on 1 Chron. 27 21; (V) Orient. 2349, fol. lioh, on

Numb. 32 39, and (VI) the printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 24 6.

N"Dp = § 161.

1ttn3t£7 which lie along, occurs twice in this book. That is, in

Canticles.^ This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 262a, on Cant. 6 5.

As this expression, which occurs twice altogether, is restricted

to this book the heading ought properly to be 'CDni -a, but the

Vav, as we have seen, is often omitted.

rop - § 162.

D| also, begins a verse four times .... and all in the Pentateuch.

In the Pentateuch, where this conjunctive begins a verse altogether

seventeen times, it is with the prefix Vav in thirteen instances,

(vide infra, § 177) and in four only is it without this prefix.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptions. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in this form in the printed Massorah, I

collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 326, on Gen. 7 3, which

I have printed, and (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 105a, on Deut 1 37.

J-Dp - § 163.

tjl* Throughout the Pentateuch, Joshua and Judges ny\ always

begins a verse except in five instances, whei'e it is ui. This Rubric,

which is an expanded recension of the preceding one, including

Joshua and Judges in the catalogue, is misleading. It states in

the heading that dji begins a verse throughout Joshua, whereas

in this book neither oj nor tO] ever occurs at the beginning of

a verse.

Judges. — In Judges, where this conjunctive begins a verse

five times, it is in four instances with the Vav conjunctive (dji

Judg. 2 3, 10, 17; 19 19) and in one instance only, is it without

the prefix. Hence its inclusion in this Rubric. This form of the

Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, where it is

given twice: (I) on Exod. 6 4, which I have printed, and (II) on

Deut 1 37.

Top - § 164.

D|f This Rubric, which allocates the position of the conjunc-

tive without and with the prefix Vav, in the remaining Scriptures,

combines the several registers of the respective books into a

chain of five links. I shall detach the several links and give the

register of each book separately as they are in the older Massorahs.

8amwl. — In Samuel up to which the preceding Rubrics

furnishes the registers, where this conjunctive occurs altogether

ten times at the beginning of a verse, it is without the prefix

in six instances, and with it in four only. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the minority. {Vide infra, letter i, § 178.)

Kings. — In this book, which forms the first link of the

Rubric before us, where this conjunctive begins the verse

altogether seventeen times, it is with the Vav in sixteen instances *

and once only is it without the prefix. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the solitary exception.

Isaiah. — In Isaiah, which is the second link in the Rubric

before us, where this conjunctive occurs altogether eight times

at the beginning of the verse, it is five times without the prefix

-

and three times with it These three instances are, therefore,

safeguarded in a separate Rubric. (Fm?c inf'o, letter j, § 179.)

Jei'emiak. — In Jeremiah, which is still a part of the second

link of this concatenation, where it begins a verse fourteen

times, it is without the prefix Vav in eight instances' and in

six with it Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority in a

separate Rubric. (Vide infra, letter j, § 180.)

Ezekiel. — In Ezekiel, which is the third link of this

concatenation, this conjunctive begins averse nine times. In six

instances it is with the prefix Vav* and in three only is it

without the prefix. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards it in a

separate Rubric. Of this separate Rubric I collated four Lists,

two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol, I79a,

on Ezek. 20 23; (II) the same MS., fol. 1866, on Ezek. 31 17;

(III) the printed Massorah on Ezek. 16 52, and (IV) the same

on Ezek. 20 23.

The Minor Prophets. — In the Minor Prophets, which constitute

here the fourth link, this conjunctive begins a verse altogether

eighteen times. Deducting the four instances in which' dji is

followed by ':x and 'sSk (Amos 4 6, 7; Micah 6 13; Mai. 2 9)

which the Massorah artificially excludes from this register, fourteen

only remain. Of these nine without the prefix Vav begin a verse, "^

and five only are with this prefix at the beginning of the verse.

Hence the Massorah safeguards these five both here and in a

separate Rubric. (FtWe infra, letter j, § 181.)

•'The Hagiographa. — For the instances in this division of

the Scriptures, which is the fifth link in this concatenation, see

below letter j, § 182. The entire Rubric is given in Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah 11, § 93.

« Comp. 0J1 at the beginning of the verse 1 Kings 1 46, 47, 48; 2 6;

3 13; 8 41- 10 11; 14 24; 15 13; 16 7; 31 23; 2 Kings 31 16; 3S 15, 19, 24; 24 4.

2 Comp. D| at the beginning of the verse Isa. 14 8; 38 29; 43 13; 48 8; 66 4.

' Comp. CJ at in the beginning of a verse Jerem. 3 16, 34, 37; 8 7; SS 21,

26; 46 21; fil 49.

* Comp. DJ1_ in the beginning of a verse Esek. 8 18; 9 10; 20 12, 15, 25; 21 22.

•' Comp. BJ at the beginning of the verse Hosea 6 1 1 ; 8 10; 10 6; Joel 1 20;

Nab. S 10, 11; Zeph. 1 18; 2 12; Zech. 9 11.

.TDp = § 165.

P3a a sign. Throughout the Scriptures this conjunctive is with

the prefix Vav after Athnach (dji) except in twenty-four instances

where it is without it (d|).

This conjunctive begins the sentence immediately after the

pausal accent Athnach altogether about one hundred and fifty-

five times. In eighty-one instances it is (oa), without the prefix

Vav, and in seventy-four it is with it (dji). But as the one is

the rule in certain books and the other the exception, whilst in

other books the reverse is the case, the Massorah separates those

which in each case exhibit the minority and accordingly divides

this Rubric into two parts, and thus safeguards the exceptions.

Th^ first part of this Rubric, which records the instances where

o| without the prefix Vav exceptionally begins the sentence after

Athnach, embraces the following books:

Genesis. — In this book, where it begins the sentence after

Athnach ten times, it is with the prefix Vav in seven instances,

(14 7, 16; 21 26; 38 22; 40 15; 42 22; 44 9) and in three only

is it without the prefix. Hence th« Massorah includes this book

in the catalogue of exceptions. It will be seen that the List

gives two for Genesis, whereas ttere are three. Gen. 46 26

is omitted which as we shall see, is manifestly due to the first

attempt on the part of the original compiler who could not find

any more.

Exodus. — Here, where it begins the sentence seven times,

it is in four instances with the prefix (2 19; 3 9; 4 14; 18 23) and

in three without it, for which reason this book is included in the

catalogue which registers the minority. It will be seen that here

too the List records two only, and omits Exod. 10 24, which is

due to the same cause.

Leviticus. — In this book there is not a single instance

where either b| or dji begins the sentence after Athnach.

Numbers. — In this book it begins the sentence four timet.

It is with the prefix Vav in three instances (13 27; 24 24, 26)

and is without it once only. Hence Numbers is part of the List

which records the exceptions.
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Deuteronomy. — It is remarkable that in this book the

instances in which it is without the prefix are the majority, and

those with it are in the minority. The former occur four times

(1 37, 23 3, 4; 32 25) and the latter twice only (1 28; 2 6).

The inclusion of this book in the List of the exceptions of tu is

due to the fact that the Massorah treats the Pentateuch as one

book. As such the instances without the Vav are in the minority,

being altogether eleven only, whilst those with it are sixteen.

in Deuteronomy the List before us omits two instances, viz. 1 37

;

33 25, which, as already stated, is due to the incipient state in

which the List was left by the original compiler.

Joshua. — In this book, where it occurs altogether four

times, it is in three instances with the prefix Vav (2 24; 7 11;

22 7) and in one instance only is it without the prefix. Hence

it is included in the List of exceptions.

Judges. — It is difficult to devine why the two instances

in Judges are included in the exceptions, since dji with the prefix

after Athnach, does not occur in this book, except on the supposition

that a later Nakdan mistook the import of this Massorah.

Samuel. — In this book, where this conjunctive begins the

sentence sixteen times after Athnach^ it is evenly divided; eight

times it is without the prefix (l Sam. 2 26; 12 25; 22 7; 28 6,

19, 20; 2 Sam. 3 17; 12 14) and eight with it (1 Sam. 4 17;

14 21; 23 17; 2 Sam. 1 11; 2 6, 7; 11 24; 13 36). It will be seen

that in the List five only are recorded without the prefix, and

three are omitted, viz. 1 Sam. 28 6, 19; 2 Sam. 3 17. This gives

us the clue to the Rubric in its present state. A later Nakdan

who found an incipient List of these exceptional instances, as

is often the case, mistook the catalogue for complete. Hence he

not only supplied it with the heading, fixing the number to

agree with the instances which this imperfect List exhibited, but

included in the first part of the Rubric books which in this

incipient form exhibited an apparent minority.

Kings. — Here, where this conjunctive occurs altogether

eight times, it is with the prefix in six instances (1 Kings 1 6;

7 31; 18 36; 2 Kings 13 6; 16 3; 22 19) and in two only is it

without the prefix. Hence its inclusion in the List

Ezekiel. — In this book, where it occurs seven times, the

instances with the prefix Vav are thd rule and those without it

the exception. The former are five (5 ll; 16 29, 43; 23 35, 37)

and the latter two only. These are, therefore, part of the List

of exceptions.

Psalms. — In the Psalter this conjunctive begins a sentence

after Athnach four times. In two instances it is with the prefix

(8 8; 78 21) and in two without it (84 7; 129 2). Not only are

the latter omitted altogether, but the one instance given in the

List, viz. Ps. 132 12 is incorrect, since oj here is not preceded

hy Athnach. As the Nakdan found this single instance representing

the Psalms he put the Psalter in the List of exceptions though

this instance is incorrect.

J(H>. — In Job there is no instance of either w or dji following

an Athnaeh.

Canticles. — The same is the case in Canticles.

Huth. — In this book, where it occurs twice, it is once with

the prefix (3 12) and once without it. Hence this book too is

wrongly placed in the List of exceptions.

Chronicles. — In this book, which is the last in the first part

of the List, this conjunctive occurs altogether sixteen times. In

thirteen instances it is with prefix Vav (1 Chron. 10 13; 12 39;

29 9; 2 Chron. 12 12; 16 12; 21 4, 13; 24 7, 12; 26 20; 28 2, 5;

34 27) and in three only is it without the prefix. The Massorah,

therefore, safeguards here the exceptions.

And throughout Jeremiah, Isaiah, the Minor Prophets, Ecclesiastes

and Essra-Nehemiah it is likewise toithoui the Vav with the 'exception

of sixteen instances where it is dji oflei' Athnaeh. In these five books,

where this conjunctive begins the sentence after Athnach fifty-

nine times, it is in forty-two instances without the prefix Vav

and in sixteen [seventeen] instanses only, is it with the prefix.

In these books, therefore, the reverse is the case, d| is the rule

and OS] the exception, as will be seen from the following analysis.

Jeremiah. — In this book, where it occurs sixteen times, it

is without the prefix Vav in twelve instances (2 36; 6 15; 7 11;

8 12; 13 23; 23 11; 31 36, 37; 46 16; 48 2; 51 44, 49) and in

four only, is it with it. The List gives three, but this is due to

its incompletness. Jerem. 52 10 must be added.

Isaiah. — Here, where it occurs eight times, without the

prefix is the rule and with it is the exception. The former occurs six

times (13 3; 14 10; 49 16; 57 6, 7; 66 3) and the latter twice only.

TTie Minor Pi-opheU. — In the Minor Prophets, which the

Massorah treats as one book, where it occurs fourteen times it is

without the prefix in nine instances (Hosea 7 9; 9 16; 12 13;

Joel 1 18; Amos 7 6; Nab: 3l ll; Zech. 8 6; 9 12; Mai. 8 16)

and with it in five only.

Ecclesiastes. — In this book, where it occurs sixteen times,

it is without the prefix in eleven instances (2 7, 19, 23, 24;

3 11; 4 4; 5 9; 6 9; 7 14; 8 10; 9 l) and in five with it.

Ezra-Nehemiah. — In these two books, which are treated in

the Massorah as one, it occurs four times. In three instances

it is without the prefix Vav (Neh. 6 1 ; 13 22, 26) and once

only is it with the prefix.

From the above analysis we obtain the following results:

(1) Four of the books which are included in the first part of

this Rubric, viz. Judges, Samuel, Psalms and Ruth, do not belong

to it, since they do not exhibit a minority of m as contrasted

with DJ1. (2) This leaves five books only which properly belong

to this part, viz. the Pentateuch, Joshua, Kings, Ezekiel and

Chronicles. And (3) these exhibit nineteen instances of dj,

adding the four passage omitted in the register, and forty-three

of d:i, which entitles them to be placed in the first part for

safeguarding the minority. With the exception of omitting

Jerem. 52 10, the second part of this Rubric is correct. The

five books which it groups together as exhibiting the reverse

usage of those given in the first part, contain forty-two instances

of ca and seventeen only of or. Here, therefore, the conjunctive

without the prefix is the rule, and with the prefix is the exception.

Here the latter require safeguarding. Accordingly the heading

and the number of books given in the first part are absolutely

incorrect, whilst in the heading of the second part voa is simply

to be altered into r-aa.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Paris Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah, § 361, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter :, § 102. Jacob b. Chajim's Rubric (List II) states

in the heading that there are twenty instances only of d| following

Athnach ('nsnK "Tna 'T B|) and omits four given in Lists I, *viz.

Numb. 23 25; Judg. 5 4; 1 Sam. 2 26; 12 25. This fully confirms

our contention that the Lists originally simply exhibited the first

attempt to collect these peculiarities, they being still without a

heading, and that later Nakdanim, who mistook them for complete,

supplied the headings, fixing the number to agree with instances

which the incipient Lists recorded- That these two Lists proceed

from different Schools is, moreover, attested by the fact that

List II has in the second part Jerem. 52 11, which is omitted

in List I, and omits Jerem. 28 14, which is given in List I.

TDp = § 166.

P3 ,05 fD|* Four verses which respectively begin with n» and

in which this conjunctive is twice repeated. That is, the two

conjunctive thus repeated are both without the prefix Vav. Of

this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah,

but which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated

two Lists: (I) Orient. 1474, fol. 193a, on Isa. 48 8, which I have

printed, and (II) Orient 4445, fol. 64a, on Exod. 12 32.

VDp = § 167.

DH fCU /D|« In twelve vei'ses this conjunctive occurs three times.

That is, without the prefix Vav, when this prefix would be normal,

with the third instance of d| in the .majority of these passage.

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, eight in MSS. and four

printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 406, on Gen. 24 25, which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 246, on Judg. 8 22; (III)

the same MS., fol. 155 a, on Jerem. 12 6; (IV) the same MS.,

foL 245w, on 1 Chron. 11 2; (V) Add. 15,451, fol. 32a, on Gen. 43 8;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 201a, on 1 Sam. 28 6; (VII) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah II, § 93, margin; (VIII) the same, Supplement, fol. 130a;

(IX) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 356; (X) the printed Massorah

on Judg. 8 22; (XI) the same on Jerem 12 6, and (XII) the same

on Eccl. 9 6.

List VIII states in the heading that there are thirteen such

verses (bj .w .bj r-is "'k 'pa "idb y) and gives Eccl. 4 8 as one of the

instances. Its omission in all the other Lists may probably be

due, to the fact that they are based upon a recenlion of the text

in which the third conjunctive in the verse in question was

with the prefix Vav (bji) as it is still exhibited in the Septuagint

This Rubric is an expansion of the preceding one. Whilst § 166

is restricted to the instances in which the first of the three

conjunctives begins the verse, this Rubric registers all the verses

of the Bible in which it occurs three times. Hence this Rubric

includes the four instances of the preceding Rubric. This explains

the different Massoretic headings in the MSS., some having

D3 d: 03 'IBB '!, somc B3 Bi BJ 'IBB 3"" and some bj q: a •^et i".
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n-Op = § 168.

D31 D3 Nine [five] t-er«e« in this hook in tohich this conjunctive

occurs twice'once without the pj-ejix Vav, and once toith it. That is,

in SamueL This Rubric affords another striking illustration of

how later Nakdanim ignorantly manipulated the headings of

incipient Lists. The original compiler simply put together as

many of the verses in Samuel as he could find in which the

conjunctive occurs twice once without, and once with the prefix

Vav, and as usual affixed as yet no heading to it A later

Nakdan who found 'pa 'b in the Massorah Parva against one of

the verses in Samuel, which referred to all the instances m the

Bible recorded in the following Rubric, mistook it for the instances

in this book. Hence he altered -ps into -cea because the three

instances here given are in Samuel where there are, however,

five such verses. The two instances which the original compiler

does not give are 1 Sam. 2 26 and 12 14. This explains the

apparently conflicting Massorah Parva both in the MSS. and in

the printed edition which remark on 1 Sam. 26 25 dji dj db b and

D31 03 'iDB -n and on 2 Sam. 16 19 dji dj 'db '» and or dj 'db n.

rop = § 169.

D31 »D3* Nine verses in which this conjunctive occurs twice,

once mfiout'the p-ejix Vav and once with it. That is, in contradistinc-

tion to the four verses in which it also occurs twice, but in which

it is the first time with the prefix Vav and the second without it

(vide infra, letter j, § 187) and to nine verses in which it is both

times with the prefix. (Vide infra, letter i, % 188.)

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 666, on 2 Sam. 16 19, which

I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 596, on Gen. 48 19; (IH)

Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 358, and (IV) the printed Massorah

,Finali8, letter :, § 100.

V'p = § 170.

^^KTM ddfo I, occurs seven [six] tiToes in this combination at the

beginni^ cfa verse. This combination begins a verse seventeen times.

In eleven instances it is with the prefix Vav ('stroai) • and in six

only is it without the prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

exceptions. By fixing the number at six, the Massorah militates

against the recension which read it with the prefix in Ezek. 20 23,

as will be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition

of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 157a, on Judg. 2 2i,

which I have printed ;
(II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 301 a, on Ps. 71 22

;

(HI) Add. 15,250, fol. 332 o, on the same passage, and (IV) the

printed Massorah on Judg. 2 21. It will be seen that the List,

which I have printed (List I) states in the heading that there

are seven such instances, though the headings of the other three

Lists state that there are six only, and duly enumerate this

number. It is remarkable that the headings in other Lists as

well as the remarks of the Massorah Parva in some MSS. also

have •!. This is the reason why 1 have reproduced it here as it is

in the MS. The omission of the sixth instance here, viz. Prov. 1 26

is manifestly due to the carelessness of the Scribe as is attested

by the fact that it is given in the other Lists.

> Comp. 'W-0J1 at the beginning of the Terse Jerem.\« 26; E«ek. 8 18;

f 10; 80 16, 26; tl 22; Amoi 4 6; Micah 6 18; Mai. 2 9; Job 40 14; Neh. S 10.

K'»P - § 171.

rftTDS occurs four times in the Prophets. That is, apart from

SamueL Normally, when this conjunctive is combined with the

sign of the accusative in this division of the Bible, it is r» dji

with the prefix Vav. For this Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, see below letters, § 193.

2'Vp - § 172.

On*^ also they, occurs four times in the Prophets. This

conjunctive is combined with the personal pronoun third person

plural masculine altogether sixteen times. In twelve instances it

is with the paragogic He (rv^fyvi)^ and in four only according

to this Massorah, is it without the paragogic He. The Massorah,

therefore, safeguards the exceptional combination. This Rubric

» Comp. n»n-qi Josh. 1 16; 1 Bam. 14 16, 22; 19 20, 21, 21; 1 Klnga 14 23;

lu. fC 3; Jerem! 18 6, 6; M U; 4« 21 and once it ia n»n-0Ji, with the prefix

r«« (1 Bam. 14 21).

I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter j, § lOi.

It will be seen that it is based upon recensions which read an

without the paragogic He in Josh. 9 4. The textus receptus, howwtar,

is supported by the Massorah Parva which remarks "353 ': agaitist

Judg. 1 22; Ezek. 10 16; 31 17 in the following MSS. Harley

5710—11; Harley 5720; Arund. Orient 16, and also by the

printed Massorah Parva on Judg. 1 22; Ezek. 10 16.

yvp = § 173.

HD tW^ h'y^ rTTDI oXsf> <Aw is vanity and a striving after

wind, occurs three times. In the other passage where this combination

occurs it is mn jl'm '??'7T°? (^*'°^- * 16)- This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Vienna Codex

No. 35 on Eccl. 2 26.

rVp = § 174.

nnP"D5 abo note, is three times thus combined. The design of

this Massorah is to safeguard the exceptional combination of

this conjunctive with the adverb nnp against being mistaken for

the normal combination with its homonym rm thou the personal

pronoun, which occurs no less than fifteen times.* That these

two homonyms were not infrequently interchanged will be seen

from the notes on Judg. 9 38; 1 Kings 1 18; Isa. 64 7 in my edition

of the Bible. (Comp. also the Massorah Vol. Ill, fol. 375,

letter y, § 58.)

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 1806, on

1 Sam. 12 16, which I have printed; (H) Orient 2348, fol. 64a,

on Gen. 44 10, and (III) Orient 2349, fol. 54a, on the same

passage. The following words have dropped out in the Rubric

after the third line tm ."i.-nm 'ty o'owa ron rw oa which makes this

Rubric consists of three nn? ds (Gen. 44 10; 1 Sam. 12 16; Job 16 19)

and one nnp dji (Joel 2 12). All the three Lists emphatically state

that there are three instances only, of this combination apd all

coincide in omitting l Kings 14 14 where there is a fourth instance

in the textus receptus. As these Rubrics belong to different Schools,

and to countries far apart, it is, therefore, more than probable

that the text from which they were compiled had not thew

enigmatical words at the end of the verse or read here nroj noi

(Comp. verse 12).

« Comp. rwH-DI Gen. 24 44; 4S 8; Exod. 10 25; 18 18; Numb. 27 18;

Deut. 1 37; Judg.' 8 22; 1 Sam. 28 22; 2 Sam. W 19; 1 Kings 21 19; laa. 14 10;

Obad. 11, 13; Habak. 8 16; Prov. 20 4.

n'Vp = § 175.

Dl'iTCM '^^ttPlTSI ^oth, or neither, yesterday and, or nor to day,

is twice thus combined. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1886, on 1 Sam. 20 27, which

I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on Exod. 6 14.

Vrp - S 176.

Dt^t£ha5 '^lian'DS both, or neither, yesterday and or nor ike

day before, occurs twice. That is, to distinguish it from the variation of

this phrase in Exod. 4 10 where it is Mh^ d! «?iana d| and biarris!

B*B^Di which is used soon after the former combination in the

very same book (2 Sam. 6 2). This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710— 11, Vol. II, foL 187a,

on 1 Chron. 11 2.

VVp - § 177.

D^T and also, begins a verse thirteen times in the Pentateuch.

In the other four instances where this conjunctive begins a verse

in the Pentateuch it is d| without the prefix Vav. (Vide supra,

letter a, § 162.) Contrary to its usual method the Massorah

records here the rule instead of the exception. Of this Rubric

I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Add. 21,160,

fol. 179a, on Levit 25 45, which I have printed; (II) the same

MS., fol. 76, on Gen. 20 12, and (III) the printed Massorah on

Levit. 26 45.

n'Pp - § 178.

Dai hegins a verse four times in tUs book. That is, in SamueL

In the" other six instances where this conjunctive begins the

verse it is without the prefix Vav (I Sam. 2 15; 12 16, 28;

17 36; 2 Sam. 6 2; 8 11).

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, fol. 2126. on 2 Sam. 20 26.
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which I have printed; "(11) Arund. Orient- 16, fol. 41a, on
1 Sam. 10 26; (HI) the same MS., fol. 45a, on 1 Sam. 15 29;

(IV) Vienna Codex No. 35 on 1 Sam. 10 26, and (V) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter 3, § 92.

D'Pp = § 179.

DJI hegins a verse three times in Isaiah. In the other five

instances it is dj without the prefix Vav. (Vide supra, letter 3,

§ 164.) Of this Rubric I collated three List, two in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 129&, on Isa. 28 7, which
I have printed; (II) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passage,

and (III) the printed Massorah also on the same passage.

D"p = § 180.

Dj1 begins a verse six times in this book. That is, in Jeremiah.

In the other eight instances it is without the prefix Vav. {Vide

supra, letter 3, §'l64.) Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 149 o, on
Jerem. 3 10, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 155&,

on Jerem. 13 26; which heads this Rubric b"i 'ts including the

three instances in Isaiah; (III) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916,

on Jerem. 40 11, which also gives the combined nine instances

in Isaiah and Jeremiah, and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter j, § 93.

«'DJ5 = § 181.

DJI* Throughout this book it is without the prefx Vav at the

beginning of a verse, except in five instances where it is with the prefix.

That is, in the Minor Prophets, which the Massorah treats as

one book, where this conjunctive begins a verse eighteen times,

it is without the prefix Vav in nine instances and in five only,

is it with the prefix, apart from the four instances where it is

followed by -jk or piK. (Vide supra, letter 3, § 164.)

Of this Rubric I collated five List, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 204ft, on Joel 2 12, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 222a, on Zech, 14 14; (III)

St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on the same passage;

(IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 2976, on Joel 2 12, and (V) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter 3, § 94. Lists I, II and III omit at the

end the qualifying addition D31 •'Oi 'fi'Di -^ski '3K '?ai, which renders

the Rubric in apparent conflict with the received text, since it

occurs nine times altogether at the beginning of a verse. List IV
affords another striking illustration of the ignorance, which later

Nakdanim displayed in manipulating the Rubrics. It states in

the heading that there are eight instances of B31 beginning the

verse, divides Joel 4 4 to represent two separate instances and
gives 1 Kings 10 11 and 1 Sam. 1 28, which are -"SK 031 and -^jx d31,

thus making up the eight passages, whilst it omits the four

instances of -jk B31 and '03K B31 which occur in this book.^

h DfiK no BJi oriBrn hy^ onapn hy dji ,»•' nw nnj? ojn fin:o«Di 'loo 'm 'n dji 1

031 ,oTn »3» dju .o'jBni'a onSn mm' Bjv,na ^ajn non D;n hi wahvn oriK h^asn .p'si lis

•I'nWn 03»

a'Dp = § 182.

Di1» Throughout the Hagiographa it is without the prefix Vav

(dj) at the beginning of the verse except in twenty instances, where it

is with the prefix (d3i). In this division of the Bible this conjunctive

begins a verse altogether eighty-three times. It is without the

prefix Vav in sixty-three instances and in twenty only is it with

the prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, ten in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 301a, on Ps. 71 18, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS,, fol. 385a, on Job 40 14; (III) the

same MS., fol. 3826, on Neh. 6 7; (IV) the same MS., fol. 2466,

on 1 Chron. 12 40; (V) the same MS., fol. 2526, on 1 Chron. 23 26;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 261 a, on 2 Chron. 6 32; (VII) the same
MS., fol. 281a, on 2 Chron. 36 13; (VIII) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 160a, on 2 Chron. 19 8; (IX) Add. 15,451, fol. 4156, on
Ps. 71 18; (X) Add. 21,160, fol. 300a, on Ruth 4 10; (XI) the

printed Massorah on Ruth 2 16, and (XII) the same on
1 Chron. 12 40.

ysp = § 183.

D| D^% This concatenation gives in three links the respective

occurences of this conjunction at the beginning of a verse, with

and without the prefix Vav, in Samuel, Kings, Isaiah and Jeremiah.

As these have already been analysed in § 164 we must refer to this

Rubric for the relative position of the conjunctive in these books.

TBp - § 184.

D3% In three verses this conjunctive with the prefix Vav is the

second word. That is, in these instances, the prefix Vav alone
attached to the next word without bj, might have sufficed. Of
this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I

collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1386, on Isa. 45 16,

which I have printed, and (II) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 360.

iTDp = § 185.

D^l is in thirteen verses the third wordfrom the end ofthe verse ....

and in three verses it is the last woid but one. The design of this

Massorah is twofold. It is in the first place to safeguard the
position of this conjunctive with the prefix when the Vav alone,

attached to the next word, might in some instances have sufficed;

and in the second place it is to militate against those Codices
which in some passage read this conjunctive without the Vav, as
will be seen from the notes on Eccl. 7 6 in my edition of

the Bible.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated twelve Lists, nine in MSS. and three printed:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 79a, on Ezek. 16 28, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 486, on Exod. 21 29;

(III) Orient 4445, fol. 63a, on the same passage; (IV) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 2696, on 2 Chron. 21 4; (V) Add. 15,250, fol. 428a,

on the same passage; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 17a, on Gen. 24 46;

(VII) the same MS., fol. 5086, on 2 Chron. 36 22; (VIII) Add.
21,160, fol. 996, on Exod. 21 29; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 93, margin; (X) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 357; (XI) the

printed Massorah on Exod. 21 29, and (XII) the same on
Ezek. 16 28.

These twelve Lists represent two recensions. According to

the first recension, which is represented by Lists IV—X, there

are eleven such instances only. This is not only emphatically

stated in all the seven headings, but they record eleven only,

omitting Gen. 24 46 and 2 Sam. 2 26. The second recension is

represented by Lists I, II and XL They state as emphatically

that there are thirteen such instances — the heading of List XI,

as we shall see, is due to a clerical blunder — and they
enumerate thirteen including the two instances, viz. Gen. 24 46

and 2 Sam. 2 26, which are excluded from the other recension.

It is remarkable that List III, which exhibits the oldest form of

this Massorah, not only states in the heading that there are nine

such instances (nnna pba pnm D31 '•pioB ''bid 'b), but records nine only
omitting Gen. 24 46; Josh. 6 11; 2 Sam. 2 26; Ruth 1 12. This

fully corroborates the hypothesis that the Codices differed in

their readings, and that these recension are based upon a text

which exhibited these variations. Hence the different Massorahs
safeguard the several redactions of their respective texts.

At the end of List X which, as we have seen, belongs to

the first recension, the Nakdan adds under the heading Kmipoa la^i

outside this particular recension of the Massorah, the two instances

which are given in the second recension. List XI, which belongs

to the second recension, states in the heading that there are

fourteen such instances and gives bairw -ar 031 as one of the instances

to make up this number. But this is due to the Nakdan or the

editor who did not perceive that these catchwords, which do not

occur in the Bible, are manifestly a blunder for •jkibt' nra D3i

2 Chron. 22 4, which has already been given, and hence altered

"1 into i'\ The second part of List I, which I have printed,

is not given in any of the other Lists, nor does it occur

in the printed Massorah: It is more properly the Bji^-n of the

preceding Rubric, viz. § 184.,

VDp = § 186.

D3")» For this Rubric, which records the instances of 03i after

the accent Athnaeh, see letter 3, § 165,

rOp = § 187.

D| i3^1« Four verses in which this conjunctive respectively occurs

tunce, the first time it is with the prefix Vav and the second time

without it. Normally the reverse is the case, the first is without

the prefix, and the second is with it. (
Vide supra, letter 3, §§ 168, 169.)

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

1 collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2566, on
2 Kings 23 15, which I have printed; (II) Orient 2349, fol. 776,

on Exod. 34 8, and (IH) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 359.
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n«Dp = § 188.

Dai »Da% Nine ver$e$ in which this conjunctive respectively occurs

twice ank is }k both instances with the prefin Vav. That is, in contra-

diBtinction to the instances in which it is the first time without

the prefix and the second alone with it, recorded in §§ 168, 169.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol.67a, on Jerem. 60 24. It is

remarkable that whilst this Rubric records at the end the solitary

instance in which dji occurs three times it does not record

the only verse in which it occurs five times (Josh. 7 11).

B'Op = § 189.

t^^traiT and also a man, occurs twice. In contradistinction

to the other two instances where this combination occurs

without the prefix Vav (Jerem. 6 11; Ps. 46 10). Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated five

Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 775, on Exod. 34 3, which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 163a, on Jerem. 26 20; (III) Add. 15,250,

fol. 51a, on Exod. 34 3; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 122&, on the same

passage, and (V) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Jerem. 26 20. This

Rubric forms part of the five words which respectively occur

twice followed by t^. {Vide supra, letter k, § 420.)

rp = § 190.

"'MCm") and also I, occurs five times in the middle of the verse.

This combination occurs altogether seventeen times. In twelve

instances it begins the verse (vid^ supra, letter J, § 170) and in five

only is it in the middle. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards

the exceptional position. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists,

three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 176&,

on Ezek. 16 43, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 163a,

on Ps. 71 22, where it is given as a contrast to "sk-d? which

begins a verse six times; (III) Add. 15,250, foL 332a, on the

same passage, exhibiting the same contrast (tiAs supra, letter a, § 170),

and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter 3, § 170.

K'Xp = § 191.

And throughout the Prophets it is likewise so except in four

instances. That is, in this division it is as a rule also with the

prefix Vav except in the four instances here specified. This part

of the Rubric is incorrect. This combination, which occurs in the

Prophets altogether twenty-three times, is in thirteen instances

with the prefix Vav (hk oji Judg. 2 10; 1 Kings 16 13; 18 35;

2 Kings 23 15, 19, 24;' Isa. 7 20; Jerem. 27 6; 28 14; 62 10;

Ezek. 20 12; 23 37; Zech. 13 2) and in ten without it Besides

the four instances recorded in this part of the Rubric, -mm
also occurs in 1 Sam. 17 36; 28 19, 19; 2 Sam. 14 7; 19 31;

2 Kings 21 11. There are thus ten instances of -ra« w in the

Prophets and not four. It is, therefore, manifest that the qualifying

phrase wt "pkiow bai has been omitted at the end of the Rubric.

But even this does not explain the omission of 2 Kings 21 11.

It will be seen that without Samuel, where -r^ tui does not occur

and hence -nx oa which is the invariable rule needed not to be

safeguarded, the combination without the prefix Vav is a very

small minority. Hence the Massorah here safeguards the exceptio-

nal passages. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Vienna Codex No. 35, on 2 Chron. 21 13.

TlCp = § 194.

nnK Dai and also thou, is three times thus combined in the

Scriptures. This conjunctive is eighteen times combined with the

personal pronoun second person masculine. In fifteen instances

it is without the prefix («t<fe supra, letter 3, § 174) and in three

only, is it with the prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol.1, fol. 217a, on 1 Kings 2 5, which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 77a, on the same

passage; (III) the same MS., fol.218a, on Zech. 3 7; (IV) Add. 15,451,

fol. 14&, on Gen. 21 26; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 96, on the same

passage; (VI) the printed Massorah also on the same passage,

and (VII) the same on Zech. 3 7.

.T2Cp = § 195.

KlfTDai and also he, occurs seven times thus combined. The

pronoun xin is thirty-four times preceded by this conjunctive. In

twenty-seven instances it is without the prefix Vav^ and in seven

only is it with the prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, eleven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 213a, on 2 Sam. 21 20,

^aiiTDai and also I, is fire times thus combined. The design

of this Massorah is to safeguard this exceptional combination

of PJ1 being followed by ^iK, against being made comformable to the

normal phrase '.jk-b?' which occurs seventeen times. {Vide s*tpra,

letter 3 § 190.) This protection was all the more necessary since

I the parallel passages, recording the same event, the two phrases which I have printed; (H) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 143a on

re interchanged (2 Kings 22 19, with 2 Chron. 34 27). 1 Chron. 20 6; (III) Arund. Orient 16. fol 726 on 2 Sam^21 20;

- --
^jy^ ^j^g g^^g j^IS^ fol 13 1^^ on Isa. 31 2; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 251a, on 1 Chron. 20 6; (VI) the same MS., fol. 2736, on

2 Chron. 26 20; (VII) Add. 15,250, fol. 326, on Gen. 48 19; (VIII)

Add. 15,451, fol. 2206, on 2 Sam. 21 20; (IX) Add. 21,160, fol. 596,

on Gen. 48 19; (X) the same MS., fol. 232 a, on Numb. 24 24;

(XI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 93 margin, and (XH) the

printed Massorah on Numb. 24 24.

« Comp. wn-Dl Gen. 4 4, 26; 10 21; 37 31; 38 11; 48 19; Exod. 1 10;

Judg. 3 31; 6 35; 9 19; 1 Sam. 19 22, 23, 24, 24; 81 5; 2 Sam. 17 5; 1 Kings 4 15;

Jerem. 27 7; 48 26; Zech. 9 7; Prov. 11 25; 21 13; Job 13 16; 31 28; 1 Chron. 10 6;

2 Chron. 21 11; 22 3.

Of this Rubric I collated eight -Lists, seven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol.1, fol. 2556, on 2 Kings 22 19,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foi.356, on l Sam. 1 28;

(III) the same MS., fol. 576, on 2 Sam. 2 6; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 1156, on 2 Kings 21 19; (V) the same MS., fol. 206a, on

Amos 4 7; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 146, bn Gen. 1 26; (VII)

Orient 1471, fol. 936, on 1 Sam. 1 28, which has the following

mnemonic sign ktikpioc psoi »mTM? bwB n'jO'SK, and (VIII) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 21 26.

3'3fp = § 192.

TlK D31 w nine times thus confined. That is, in the Pentateuch.

In this division of the Bible this combination occurs altogether

twenty-one times. In twelve instances it is without the prefix

Vav (Gen. 29 27, 30, 33; 30 15; 32 20, 20, 20; 44 29; 48 11;

Exod. 33 17; Deut. 3 3; 12 31) and in nine it is with the prefix.

Hence the Massorah records the minority. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,451,

fol. lOa, on Gen. 14 7. It will be seen that here again the

important qualifying term rnina is omitted from the heading.

What is meant by the addition lair idk bsi at the end of the

Rubric I cannot divine, since isk occurs once only in the

same verse (Jerem. 28 14) in all the fifteen instances where this

combination occurs apart from the Pentateuch.

rxp = § 193.

"DK D31 occurs twice in the Hagiographa. In this division

of the Bible where this combination occurs altogether five times,

it is in three instances without the prefix Vav {-r» a? Job 2 10;

Eccl. 3 11 ; 7 14) and twice only is it with the prefix. Hence

here too, the Massorah safeguards the minority.

^)t•p = § 196.

"bS DJI and also all, occurs five times, -hi is preceded by

this conjunctive eighteen times. In ten instances it is without

the prefix Vav and in eight it is with the prefix. Ap^rt from

Chronicles the combination without the prefix is the rule. It

occurs nine times (Comp. 'hs D| Deut 28 61 ; Judg. 9 49, 49

;

20 48; 1 Sam. 31 6; Isa. 26 12; Ps. 25 3; Eccl. 6,16, 18) and

without it is the exception. Hence here^'the Massorah safeguards

thfe minority. In Chronicles, however, the reverse is the case.

Here where this combination occurs altogether four times, it is

in three instances with the prefix Vav (Comp. -ba tuj 1 Chron. 12 ^S;

29 24; 2 Chron. 24 7) and in one instance only, is it without

the prefix (""ja oa 2 Chron. 36 14). Hence the Massorah here

safeguards the solitary exception.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 466, on Exod. 18 23,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 95a; (III) Orient 2348,

fol. 786; (IV) Orient 2349, fol. 686, all on the same passage, and

(V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter j, § 98. Though List I,

which I have printed, states in the heading that there are five
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such instances, it records four only. But as the fifth instance

(ffnvrn ^a BJ1 Jerem. 40 ll) is duly given in all the other Lists

its omission is manifestly due to a scribal error. Ezek. 16 28 has

inadvertently crept into the references against the last line

but one and must be cancelled.

/ VTlp - § 197.

N^ D^l and also not, occurs five times. In the other five

instances where this combination occurs it is without the prefix

Vav (Isa. 48 8, 8; Ps. 129 2; Cant. 8 1; Eccl. 9 12). This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from
Add. 15,250, fol. 3706, on Eccl. 9 11.

n-Xp - § 198.

D3w that also, occurs three times. That is, this conjunctive with

the prefix Shin, Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 351 o,

on Eccl. 1 17, which I have printed, and (II) the same MS.,

fol. 354a, on Eccl. 8 14. As these three instances are restricted

to Ecclesiastes the heading ought more properly to be 'coai 'j.

O'Vp = § 199.

Ktt^ a bidrush, occurs three times in the Scriptures . . . and
once it is with the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric, which is one of the

oldest and most popular parts of the Massorah, I collated ten

Lists, eight in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,
Vol. I, fol. 85a, on Exod. 2 8, which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., Vol. II, fol. 86, on Isa. 18 2; (III) the same MS.,

Vol. II, fol, 226 a, on Job 8 11; (IV) Orient. 4446, fol. 426, on
Exod. 2 8; (V) Arund. Orient. 16, fol 126 a, on Isa. 18 2; (VI)

the same MS., fol. 824a, on Job 8 11; (VII) Add. 16,451, fol. 88a,

on Exod. 2 8; (VHI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah Supplement,
foL 182a; (IX) the printed Massorah on Exo?l. 2 8, and (X)

the same on Isa. 18 2. -As the three instances without the prefix

Vav respectively occur in the three divisions of the Bible some of

the Lists add at the end 'iros nnr "ssa nn 'ins nn or have in the

heading •^ik tbi 'i. This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical

List of words which respectively occur four times, three times

without the prefix Vav and once with it. (Vide infra; letter %

§ 78).

"1 - § 200.

n^tl3 is seven times defective in this form. That is, the five

instances of the noun ^a; desert, and the two instances of the

Kal participle passive (Ps. 181 2, 2) are in the several forms, with
prefixes and suffix, defective of the Vav. This Massorah, therefore,

militates against the recensions which exhibit the plene form
in Joel 4 4, 7; and 2 Chron. 32 25, as will be seen from the

notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 2086, on Obad. 16, which I

have printed; (H) the same MS., foL 8486, on Prov. 19 17; (III)

Add. 16,260, fol. 806a, on Obad. 16, and (IV) the printed
Massorah Finalis, letter 3, § 106. The latter heads this Rubric
'v*Xi 'on '1 and omits one of the two instances in Ps. 131 2, which
is evidently due to a clerical error.

ri - § 201.

b^^ according to the desert, occurs twice. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two
Lists: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, foL 1626, on Judg. 9 16,

which I have printed, and (H) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 26 a, on
the same passage. The heading of List II is more precise,

inasmuch as it states that one of the instances is plene and one
defective ('on 'mi 'bo 'tt 's) and adds at the end that the instance

in Judges is plene and the one in Chronicles is defective,

which coincides with the preceding Rubric. As this noun with
the prefix Caph, which occurs twice only, is differently spelt in

each passage, the design of this Massorah is to safeguard the
variation.

y) - § 302.

DpT'DI your desert, or reeompenee, occurs twice and is defective.

This Massorah, therefore, is designed to exclude the variation

in the orthography of these passages exhibited in other redactions

of the text, as will be seen in the notes on Joel 4 4, 7 in my

edition of the Bible. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2046, on Joel 4 4.

As the two instances occur not only in the same book, but

within a few verses of each other, the heading ought more
properly to be "syai 'Dm '3. The two instances form part of the

seven defectives recorded in § 200.

jn - § 208.

TSttl doing good, occurs twice in the Scriptures. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley

6710-11, Vol. II, foL 247o, on Prov. 11 17.

bltt|.

T-J » § 204.

occurs twice in the Scriptures. That is, in two differenj;

senses. In the first instance it is Kal participle passive, denoting

weaned, i. e. weaned child (Isa. 11 8) and in the second instance'

it is part of the proper name Beth-Qamul, a city in Moab
(Jerem. 48 28).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. H, fol. 646, on

Jerem. 48 28, which I have printed, and (II) Add. 16,260, fol. 266 a^

on the same passage. The latter heads this List "strb 'vd 'a, which

though better, is still not quite precise for it ought more
properly to be ^vh 'inai 'a. This Rubric is part of the alphabetical

List of words which respectively occur twice in two different

senses. (Vide infra, letter 0, § 428, Vol II, p. 217.)

iTI - § 206.

pip like the garden, occurs seven times. Of this Rubric I collated

two Lists: (I) Add. 16,461, fol. 96, on Gen. 18 10, which I have

printed, and (II) the printed Mlssorah on Jerem. 31 12.

Vn - § 206.
"^

nyrniS like the garden of Jehovah, occurs twice. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 141a, on Isa. 61 8.

rn . § 807.

^ii^_ he shall steal, occurs twice, once plene and once defective.

As this Kal future third person singular masculine which occurs

twice, is spelt differently in each passage, the Massorah safeguards

the variation in the orthography. It will be seen that in the

Pentateuch the archaic orthography is preserved. Of this Rubric

I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 486, on Exod. 21 87, which I have printed;

(II) Add. 16,260, fol. 44a, on the same passage; (III) the printed

Massorah, also on the same passage, and (IV) the same on
Prov. 6 ?0.«

nn - § 208.

Si^ like a ^ief, occurs three timet in the Seripturet. Of this

Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. II, foL 2826, on Job 24 14, which I have

printed; (H) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2846, on Job 80 6; (HI)

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 204 a, on Joel 2 9; (IV) Add. 16,260, foL 801a,

on the same passage, and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter i, % 108.

on - § 209.

TP||^ and he rAuked, occurs twice. That is, in contradistinction

to the only other instance where it occurs with Sheva under the

Vav (Zech. 3 2). Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 16,461,

fol. 27a, on Gen. 87 10, which 1 have printed, and (II) the printed

Massorah on the same passage.

»"1 = § 210.

TPiS rebuking, occyrs twice. As this particii)le, which occurs

twice only, is differently spelt in each instance,^ being plene in

Nah. 1 4 and defective in Mai. 2 3, the Massorah safeguards this

variation. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, foL 2125, on Nah. 1 4. Though
the heading does not state that one of the instanees is defective,

yet the Massorah Parva of this MS. remarks on Mai. 2 3 where
it is defective 'on % 'a.
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K-n - § 211.

Itl^Pini and they quaked, oecur$ three times . . . and once it w
wUhout the 'prejbf Vav. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2l3a,

on 2 Sam. 22 8, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

foL 287 ft, on Ps. 18'*8; (III) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same

passage, and (IV)^e printed Massorah also on the same passage.

rn - § 212.

"13 a stranger, begins a verse three times in the Scriptures

once in the Law, once in the Prophets and once in the Hagiographa.

That is, in contradistinction to two other instances where it begins

the verse, but where it is with the prefix Vav (Exod. 22 20; 23 9).

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 355, on Jerem. 7 6,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 15 1&, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 3145, on Ps. 119 19;

(IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 3416, on the same passage; (V) Add. 15,251,

fol. 285, on Gen. 23 4; (VI) the same MS., fol. 8676, on Ps. 119 19;

(VII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 23 4, and (VIII) the same

on Jerem. 7 6.

yi - § 213.

rnTK3 *T|5 as well the stranger as the homebom, is three

times ihia combined iu the Seriptv/res. In the other six instances in

which these two classes of the commonwealth are mentioned the

homeborn precedes the stranger (Exod. 12 49; Levit. 16 29;

17 15; 18 26; Numb. 16 29, 80).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. atid one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1426, on Josh. 8 83,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 66, (III) Add.

16,250, fol. 121a; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. I29a, all on the same

passage; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 1765, on Levit. 24 16; (VI) Vienna

Codex No. 86 on the same passage, and (VII) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter j, § 115.

rn - § 214.

K*1| occursfour times in thisform. To understand this artificial

Massorah it is necessary to remark that this triliteral not only

includes the proper name Gera, which is written with Aleph (unj)

and occurs nine times (Gen. 46 21; Judg. 3 16; 2 Sam. 16 5;

19 17, 19; 1 Kings 2 8; 1 Chron. 8 8, 6, 7), but the small weight

or coin called Gerah which is written with He (rn|) and occurs

five times (Exod. 30 18; Levit. 27 26; Numb. 8 47; 18 16;

Ezek. 45 12) and the noun denoting rumiiiation, cud, also written

with He (m,|), which occurs eight times (Levit 11 8, 4, 6, 6, 7;

Deut 14 6, 7, 8), thus yielding altogether twenty-two instainces

of this homonym. The four instances specified in the heading

of the Rubric and enumerated are then obtained by (1) counting

the solitary instance of the Proper nanie in the Pentateuch as

one passage by (2) taking all the passages in which it denotes

might or coin as representing one (8) all the passages in which

it denotes cud as one and (4) finally all the instances of the

proper name outside the Pentateuch as one. The addition at the

end of the Rubric indicates when this homonym is written with

He and when with Aleph. In connection with weights or small

coins (rijprtB) and with cattle (m'ys) it is with He and as proper

name (-naa-i paw) it is with AUj)h. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add..21,160, foL 565, on

Gen. 46 21, The printed Massorah Parva in the outer margin

on this passage simply gives the sign for its orthography.

ran - § 21 6.

Tpnhl")! thy neck, is twice defective. This noun feminine

plural with the suffix second person singular masculine, without

and with the prefix Lamed, occurs altogether lour times (Prov.l9;

8 3, 22; 6 21). As it is differently spelt, the design of the

Massorah is to safeguard the variations in its orthography. The

difficulty, however, in doing this arises from the fact that different

Schools of textual redactors have preserved different traditions

with regard to its precise spelling in the respective passages.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Add. 15,250, foL 868a, on Prov. 1 9, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 2375, fol. ll9a, on the same passage, and

(HI) the printed Massorah also on the same passage. According

to List II two of the four instances are entirely defective, tha.t

is without Vav and without Yod (y^hrvi Prov. 1 9; 6 21); in owe

instance it is entirely plene, that is both with Vav and Tod

{•^-.ri^-^ Prov. 8 3) and the other is with Vav defective and Yod

plene (tO^H Prov. 3 22).»

List m also states that it is entirely defective in Prov. 1 9;

6 21, but Jacob b. Chayim emphatically remarks that most of

the Codices which he consulted had TfO'^'TI without Vav, but

with Yod in Prov. 1 9; that Prov. 6 21 alone was entirely

defective, which was not supported by this Massorah; that

Prov. % 22 is Vrt^TI with Yod, but without Vav and that in

Prov. 3 8 it is TrrtTjiTI with Vav only and without Yod.' It will

be seen that this is in conflict with List II where it is expressly

stated that Prov. 8 8 is "V?''"^Ti
entirely plene.

List I. — From the examination of Lists II and III it is

evident that List I is incomplete and that something is omitted

after the catchwords ^a'? m'? •?» oans which should describe its

spelUng in this passage, as well as in Prov. 8 22. The conflict

between the two Massorahs (Lists II and IH) is still more

reflected in the readings of the MSS. and early editions, as will

be seen from the following analysis of the four passages:

(1) Proverbs 1 9.

yrtvTi^ without Vav, but witii Yod, Orient 2201; Add. 16,260;

Orient '4227; Orient 2875; the editio princess of the Hagiographa,

Naples 1486—87; the Leira edition of Proverbs 1492; the third

edition of the Bible, Brescia 1494; the Salonica edition of

Proverbs &c. 1616; the Complutensian ; the edUi^ princeps of the

Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517 and the first edition of the Rabbinic

Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1524—25.

f^rhpih both without Vav and without Yod, Harley 6710—11;

Arund." Orient 16; Add. 15,251; Add. 21,161; the second edition

of the Bible, Naples 1491^93; and the fourth edition of the

Bible, Pesaro 1511—17.

^,^1^.T^L, both with Vav and with Yod, the editio princeps of

the Bible) Soncino 1488.

(2) Pi'ovei-bs 3 3.

T-nlnini both with Vav and Yod, Orient 2201 second hana;

Harley'5710-11; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 16,251; Orient 4227;

Orient 2375; the editio princeps of the Hagiographa; the first,

second, third and fourth editions of the Bible; the Salonica

edition of Proverbs &c. and the first edition of the Rabbinic

Bible with the Massorah.

.^j^,^^ ^ith Vav, but without Yod, Add. 15,260.

^,'^^^ without Vav, but with Yod, Add. 21,161; the Leira

edition of Proverbs; the Complutensian and the editio princeps

of the Rabbinic Bible.

(8) Provetis 8 22.

-,^^u without Vav; but with Yod, Orient 2201; Harley

6710—11 ; Arund. Orient 16 ; Add. 16,260; Add. 15,251 ;
Add. 21,161

;

Orient 4227; Orient 2876; the editio princeps of the Hagiographa;

the Leira edition of Proverbs; the Salonica edition of Proverbs;

the Complutensian; the editio princeps of the Rabbinic Bible and

the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible, with the Massorah.

^,frtnjnj^ with both Vav and "^od, the first, second, third and

fourth editions of the Bible.

(*) "VPn both without Vav and without Yod, Harley 6710—11

;

Arund. Orient 16; Orient 2876.

ynhi-j! without Vav, but with Yod, Orient 2201; Add. 15,261;

Add. 21,161; Orient 4227; the editio princeps ot the Hagiographa;

the second edition otthe Bible ; the Salonica edition of Proverbs &c.;

the Complutensian; the editio princeps of the Rabbinic Bible and

the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah.

ijiH-u-ii with Vav, but without Yod, Add. 16,260.

YTilTini both with Vav and with Yod, the first edition of the

Bible; theLeita edition of Proverbs and the third edition of theBible.

This detailed analysis again confirms my oft-repeated

statement that the Standard Codices as well as their sundry

Massorahs, exhibit different recensions which emanate from

different Schools of textual redactors and that the attempt to

reduce them to uniformity is simply to obliterate the different

traditions which ^ere preserved in the respective Schools.

.'ns Tm^ •'>«" ^ T""^ !='»' ^ "°*" "^ '*"*" ^ ''^" ^ '"" '^ ^"*^' '

wm oneon anai n'mru ^ may .yetrh jn nn^ '3 'wn 'om 'on -a Tmru^J

'm :» n'3io nnt moon nw jteh djou 'om 'on nsjm m Tcm ri'a -^o m nnVn Tn"ru

.-[itr '}» nam ion iwn -nnV i^ -"^ im ,totA o^n wn "nn^ ri' -Vo

rO"! - § 216.

ITU'' he mil stir up, occurs three times and in this book. That

is, in Proverbs. This Rubric I have found in the printed

Massorah only, on Prov. 16 18. ThA heading according to the

editio princeps should be 'Vcai 'i.
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ri = § 217.

n^JTtfl thou wiU atir up, or excite, occurs twice. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley

5710—11, Vol. II, foL 164a, on 2 Chron. 25 19.

rrn = § 21 s.

DJ1*T33 D^'^l their throat, with their throat, occurs three

times, it is twice defective. As this noun with the suffix third person

plural, without and with the prefix Beth, which occurs altogether

three times, is in two instances plene and defective in one instance,

the design of this Massorah is to safeguard the different spelling,

especially as this difference of spelling occurs in the same book.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 3136, on Ps. 115 7, which I have printed;

(II) Add. 15,250, fol. 3406, on the same passage; (III) the printed

Massorah also on the same passage, and (IV) the same on Ps. 149 6.

As all the three instances occur in the Psalter, the heading ought

more properly to be 'Boai 'i. The heading of List IV, viz. •: ojinn, is

misleading, since with the prefix5e<Ait occurs twice only. It,however,

correctly adds "oai.

63'n = § 219.

D511II3 with their throat, occurs twice. Whilst in the preceding

Rubric the Massorah safeguards the variation in the spelling, in

the Rubric before us it simply records the two instances in which

this form of the noun has the prefix Beth. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Vienna Codex

No. 35, on Ps. 116 7.

3-1 = § 220.

Jt^ an ax, occurs four times in this form. That is, this noun

which occurs altogether four times, is once without a prefix

and in the other three instances it is with a different prefix in

each instance. Of this Rubric, I collated six Lists, five in MSS,

and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol I, foL 125 a, on

Deut 20 19, which I have printed; (11) the same MS., Vol. I,

foL 2206, on 1 Kings 6 7; (III) the same MS., Vol. H, fol. 56,

on Isa. 10 15; (IV) Add. 15,251, foL 115a, on Deut. 19 5; (V)

Orient. 2349, fol. 184a, on the same passage, and (VI) the printed

Massorah, on Isa. 10 15. The addition at the end of List II nn 'ys^

Tro 'b proa and the heading of List III 'lan 'h -im -n "jsi "•-ipa 'vrb:2 "i,

as well as the heading of List VI -npa 'Br'?3 pnira -r express in

different language that the design of this Massorah is to record

the fact that this noun exhibits a unique form in each of the

four passages.

K'3"1 = § 221.

Qn^ a bone, occurs three tim^s. That is, with Kametz under the

Gimel, which is due to. its pausal accent It is remarkable that

the Massorah does not notice the enigmatical q*u in 2 Kings 9 13

which the Septuagin^ simply transliterates (yapift = nna). This

Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only,

letter j, § 121.

yy^ = § 222.

nl5^'l the threshing-floors, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists

:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 51 a, on 1 Sam. 23 1, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol 2046, on Joel 2 24, and (III)

Add. 15,451, foL 1976, on 1 Sam. 23 l.

rs-l - § 223.

P^3IT1 and thou shalt diminiah, occurs twice. The design of

this Massorah is to safeguard this peculiar reading in these two

passages which obtained in the dominant School of textual

redactors, against the ancient reading pirn without the Eesh, which

is still exhibited in the Septuagint and which is preferable. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Vienna Codex No. 85 on Job 15 4. The heading ought more properly

to be .coai 'S, since the instances are restricted to Job. Apart from

this book where this Kal future second person singular masculine

occurs twice, it is both times without the prefix Vav (Deut 13 1

;

Jerem. 26 2).

T3T =" § 224.

T^rt5lTlp sojourning, sweeping, occurs twice. It is now generally

admitted that this sextiliteral is in the first'instance the Hithpalel

participle from 'nu to sojourn and in the second the Hithpoel

participle of t^ and denotes sweeping. This Massorah, however,

does not aid us in the separation of these two roots. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1666, on Jerem. 30 23.

r\-T\ - § 225.

W^ drive thou away, or to drive, occurs three times. Though
this triliteral is the imperative in the first instance and the

infinitive in the second and third passages the Massorah, as

usual, groups them together under one Rubric. Of this Rubric,

i#hich is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah, I collated

seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 2526, on Prov. 22 10, which I have printed;

(II) Orient 4445, fol. 52a, on Exod. 11 1; (III) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 3446, on Prov. 22 10; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 14a, on Gen. 21 10;

(V) Add. 21,160, fol. 86, on the same passage; (VI) the printed

Massorah also on the same passage, and (VII) the same on

Prov. 22 10.

rSI = § 226.

t2?*p]^ and he drove out, occurs three times at the beginning of

a verse. This Piel future third person singular masculine with

Vav conversive, occurs altogether seven times. In four instances

it is in the middle of the verse (Exod. 10 11; Deut 33 27;

Judg. 9 41; 1 Kings 2 27) and in three only, is it at the

beginning of the verse. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

position of the minority. Of this Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2849,

fol. 31a, on Gen. 3 24, which I have printed, and (II) Orient 2348,

fol. 41a, on the same passage.

T"31 = § 227.

|1tt?*T5« Gershon, occurs twice in this book .... and throughout

the Scriptures it is likewise so except in four instances where it is

nttha Gershom.

To understand this artificial Massorah it is necessary to

remark that this proper name occurs altogether thirty-one times

in the Bible, that in seventeen instances it is with Nun at the

end (fltS'ii) and in fourteen with Mem (Dlt>")a)- But as these two

forms respectively prevail in different parts of the Bible, this

Rubric is so arranged as to safeguard the minority in each case.

Chronicles. — In Chronicles which constitutes the first part

of this Rubric and where this proper name occurs twelve times,

the Mem form is the rule and the Nun form the exception. The

former occurs ten times (1 Chron. 6 1, 2, 5, 28, 47, 56; 15 7;

23 15, 16; 26 24) and the latter twice only. Here, therefore, the

Massorah safeguards the two exceptional instances.

All the other Scriptures. — In all the other, books, which

constitute the second part of this Rubric and where this proper

name occurs nineteen times, the Nun form is the rule and the

Mem form the exception. The former occurs fifteen times

(Gen. 46 11; Exod. 6 16, 17; Numb. 3 17, 18, 21, 25; 4 22, 38, 41;

7 7; 10 17; 26 57; Josh. 21 6, 27) and the latter four times

only. Here, therefore, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

Mem form. In fixing the number of the Nun instances in

Chronicles at two and the Mem instances in the other Scriptures

at four, the design of the Massorah is to militate against the

Eastern recension which reads oitths with Mem in 1 Chron. 5 27.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1446, on 1 Chron. 23 6,

which I have printed; (H) Orient 4445, fol. 596, oil Exod. 18 3;

(HI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 32 a, on Judg. 18 30; (IV) the same
MS., fol. 2526, on 1 Chron. 23 6; (V) the same MS., fol. 377a,

on Ezra 8 2; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 1766, on Judg. 18 30; (VH)

Add. 21,160, fol. 9-^"6, on Exod. 18 3; (VIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah II, § 65; (IX) the printed Massorah on Exod. 2 22, and

(X) the same on Ezra 8 2. These ten Lists exhibit two different

forms of this Massorah. Lists I and IV are as I have printed it,

whilst in Lists II, III, V—X the arrangemeent is different They
begin with n d»t| and continue with s'aa 't3t rrn tei, the two

parts being reversed.

It is important to remark that whilst seven of the Lists

simply safeguard the Mem and Nun forms, three emphasise the

fact that all the four, or three out of the four instances, which

according to one recension constitute the second part of this

Rubric, or according to another recension are the first part, are

defective. Thus List VII heads this Rubric 'am 'i otru, List IX
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•on 'n DV-u, whilst List X not only states in the heading that three

only are defective ('^a 'Hi 'on 'i "i mma), but emphatically declares

that in Ezra 8 2, it is o^shi plene ('f?t» mra). This Rubric must,

therefore, be based upon a recension of the text which reads the Ezra

instance with Vav, and this reading is supported by Add. 16,251,

and the carefully printed second edition of the Bible, Naples

1491—98. It will be seen that the Mem form in the Pentateuch

is always defective, which is probably due to the etymology

assigned to it in Exod. 2 2, viz. d^ '^. Hence the Septuagint trans-

literation of it DijQOicn. Apart from the Pentateuch, however, or

the Pentateuch and the solitary instance in Ezra, where the

Mem form occurs ten times, all in Chronicles, these ten Rubrics

do not indicate whether any of the ten instances are differently

spelt. But the important Model Codex Harley «710— 11, Vol. U,

fol. 1832>, on 1 Chron. 6 1, has a separate Rubric on the defective

orthography of the Mem form in the Hagiographa, which states

that it is twice defective (el^ni) in this division of the Bible, viz.

1 Chron. 6 1, 28. > Accordingly all the other eight instances are

plene. Hence 1 Chron. 15 7, which is defective in my edition, must

be Bl«h{ plene. This is supported by the best Standard Codices,

and some of the early editions, viz. Orient 2201; Harley 6710—11

;

Arund. Orient, 16; Add. 16,260; Add. 1 5,261; the editio princept

of the Hagiographa, Naples 1486—87; the first edition of the

Bible, Soncino 1488; the third edition Brescia 1494 and the

Oomplutensian, The defective dW-)|, which I have adopted in my
edition, is supported by Add. 16,451; the second and fourth

editions of the Bible, Naples 1491—98; Pesaro 1^11—17; the

.rih ja ami p nr\^ 'ss ,nnp or-\i *^ 'ss pnjow '•ainsa 'non 'a orw »

etiitio prineepe of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1617 and the first

edition of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1624—25.

rrai § - 288.

n}t^5 «nte Goihen, oeeure twice. That is, with the paragogic

He. Normally when this region is described it i» fpf^ Uie land

of Qoehm, and we should, therefore, expect here ^ »fy$ as it is

at the end of verse 28. Hence the Massorah safeguards these

two exceptional forms. Of this Rubric I coUoted three Lists, two

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient, 2849, fol. &6&, on Oen. 46 28,

which I have printed; (II) Orient 4446, fol. 87b, and (III) the

printed Massorah, both on the same passage.

83'3-| - § 229.

nj Gath, or winepreu, ioithout and mth prejbeet, it alwaye

wUh Pathach and there it not a tingle instance mth Kametz. The

Import of this Rubric it given more precisely in Orient 1478,

foL 166, on 1 Sam. 27 11, where it is as follows 'r^^smonjanj
BO^ DO ^ 'isti 'IBB 'IBS ps 'SMO T- ''^*> without and with the prefixet, thit

notm or jyroper name it ahoayt with Pathach, whether it it mth Athnach

or SophPatuk. The tame it the cate with the noun B9 t/rilmte, without

and with the prefix. The design of this Massorah, therefore, is to

fix the vowel-points of these expressions with the pausal accents,

so that in the seven passages where it is with Athnach

(ni 1 Sam. 17 4; 27 4; 2 Sam. 21 20, 22; 1 Kings 2 89; 1 Chron 20 6,

8)" and in the eight where it is with Soph-Patuk (r^ 1 Sam. 21 11,

18; 27 2; 1 Kings 2 39, 40; Isa. 03 2; Fs. 56 1; 1 Chron. & 18),

the Pathach ig not changed into the normal Kametz.



Letter Daleth.

K = § 1-

1. - The Hr.t part ot thi. Rubric, which register, tte

„„„.b.r of time. Dal^ occur, in the Bible, U UkeB from the

^r„h.beUc.l Poem given aboye, letter », 8 22*- T"' "M""* P«rt,

whC «rrrnLb»of timeeCai-* occur. 1" ^-'P'"^-^
• #1«™ « MS in mv poBBes8ion. For a description of this

edition of ihe BibU, Part I, chap. VII,. P- "0 &«•

'3 = § 2.

i^, ^ One DaUA iM vriih one Tag, TJiis is from Harley

6710-U, Vol. I, fol. 48a, on Exod. 15 U-

'3 - § 8.

\ __ Four Daleth. have respectively im Tugin. ™« fabric I

compL from the Massorah Parva of Harley 6710-11 on the

sereral passages.

n - § 4a.

^ Ten Daleihe have respectively three Togin. This Rubric

I eompn;^ ^1 i^assorahTarva of Harley 5710-U on the

several passages.

1 - § 46.

^ mne Daleths are respectively with four Tagin. This

KubH!ir^m^^''*..%-'-'-^':'„:r"'
which I h.Te printed in letter n, i a», Vol. II, p.

Tl - S S.

1. _ Word, onding wM Dflth ««»» r«pectiv<,lii occur "»«

«^. Thi. incipient Ltat, which doe. not occur in *» P""*^

M«,or.h. i. from H.rley MiO-,1., VoLH. fol 66i on J««»;^*»
»;

From thi rix word. Which constitute thi. fir.t attempt at

r^te^g SL unique form., it will be ...u that they .11 end

?hrL^:re:e;Cenrt^rr.C't^^3^
r:r:s.:sr«:^-rnCrt=rg'i^JS

'B - § 9.

n, - An alphabetical List of v>ords ending wiih Daleih which

respecUvely occur once only. This List I have compiled myBe« »

Wtowin" omteBion. .ince the Rubric ha. been pubbehed:

"l?^Exek. n 28

1 Chron. 4 18 "^

Gen. 10 8 '»" ""*«?

1 Chron. 8 16 -n?!

1 CJhron. 8 29 T^o

Neh. » U "^??.

11 16 'op •»!»

jMb. 1»12 -"^IP

1 Chron. 81 6 T3fW

Zeeh. » 2 TW

Gen. 4 1« "«»

Jerem. BO 21 "^^

'n - § 6.

n, - Words beginning with Daleth which respectively occur

I plm the following List, whence it will be seen that

T '"^^'
^nTrds of 140^^^^ expressions, there can be

*^''! 'ntXtlhe eleven forms which constitute this Rubric

Jerem. 26 8. The bracketed heading is my addition.

T - § «.

-r. ^ An alphabetical List of words beginning with Daleth which

respeJiely occur oLe only, this List I have compiled, "»«« n^^*^^^^^^

f^ ZL «««inient reeister given in the preceding List has as yet

form of
^^^J»°^P^^^""^^^^^^^ are given in this List as unique,

rurwiitcu?m-thr^^^^^^^^^

Volume p. 7B2, § 6.

T- § 7.

n. -. Two woi'ds which are d^ective of Daleih in ihe middle,

fi^'nJU. read wUh U. That is, the textual reading or the Kethiv

rJ^tbTt.;::?. but the oificial reading or the ^.r.' .upplie.

it ItS be ..en that in the fir.t instance the deign o^ the

kJ). to harmonise l King. 9 18 with the p....ge m 3 Chron 8 4.

wMUt in the «cond in.t«.ce it i. to remove an •"l'«'° 'o™^

On referring to the note, on these pasM«e. in my edition of

^ Wbto it wm b. seen that the &ri ha. found its way a.

Z »^»tl« r*adlng into the text of both MSS "d eariy

SJaZrU. Itobric which doe., not oc«.r in the printed

Ilaswrah, U from P»i. Ochlah Ve-Ochlah g 181.

For the words which occur more than once Me the

Appendix to this Volume, p. 752, § ».

1 - 8 10.

-, - Tv« mird. arc writtm m O^ text mtk J>alMh M
„Uch\'^ Z^n„ orKcri ™»^ B«*. Of .hi. Rubric

rcollated tour Li.ta, two in MSS. Mid two printed: (I) Harley

6," mi, fol. 2600, on 2 King. 1« 6, wh«. it i. given

'the ^nveri o. the inetance.
:r'r>.T}\'^';: ^^.Z'

withBofeA; (ID the M..M)rah Finalu of Add. 16 261, foL 24ii>,

am^,6cWh Ve^ohlJi 8 123, and (IV) the printed M«»ordi

Sus^tter „ 8 ». On referring to the no.». o" *•" P«»««^

f„ my edition of the Bible, it will be .een that *e &r. 1. the

,ub.t.ntive reading both in MSB. and in early editions

I

K" - 8 ii«.

'

-1 .n. - Wor<U wUch TUfeOiveU: MCW tfic, «•« tri«IXll««

andonc^MSeO^ It i. important to notice th« ^^^H^^
which i. from Orient. 2849, foL 48a, on Gen. 85 11, •»« """^

*nSs if, which I have found .ince the publication erf

&i.L."t This .how. conclusively that the Lirt. were gradually

tve^p d end that the heading, were added at a later period.

ir» - 8 ii>-

t^PJIt. ^h iZeth and one M SeO, and tkcy or. aU

""**"6f this Rubric, which 1. one of «". oldest pari, of 4.

M...or.h, I collated eleven Lists, eight in MSS. and te«

^JZ-m HarlcT 6710-11, VoL II, foL 1780, on Ps. 18 «»,

prmted: (D Harley 67 lu
, ^^ , j^ d. 9U,

,hich I have
P^^'f,',

W f^^r'^Jerem. 6 2., (IV) ti-

M.r;.h VinirorAdd. .6,261, .ot 4.«»i (V) Add. .6,4.1,
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fol. 8 16, on Levit 11 U; (VI) the same MS., fol. 888&, on Ezek. 47 5;

(VII) the same MS., fol. 408a, on Ps. 42 4; (Vm) Halle Oohlah

Ve-Oohlah I, § 7; (IX) the editio prineeps of the Rabbinic Bible,

Venice 1617, Vol. II, at the end; (X) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

§ 7, and (XI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter -r, § ^•

Though this List is an expansion of the incipient registers

rec(»ded in § 11 a, it must not be taken as complete nor indeed

did the compilers of it intend it as such. This is attested by

the two oldest recensions of it in the St. Petersburg Codex. The

first, which heads it an alphabet (List II), gives eighteen pairs

only, whilst the second (List III) gives thirty-eight such pairs

or one more than the List which I have printed, viz. iT*r Isa. 4 4 and

irr Job 39 26. It will be seen that though all the Lists head

this Rubric as exhibiting the alphabet, seven of the longest of them

only register fourteen letters, since s, n, n, o, 3, e, p and n are

not represented.

On comparing 2 Sam. 22 48 with Ps. 18 48; 87 1 with 110 3 or

some of the other pairs and referring to the notes on these

passages in my edition of the Bible, the design of this Massorah

will be apparent.

3" - § 12,

K^ thi$, without and toith the prefix Lamed, i$ altmys uriften

with Aleph. That is, in all the six instances in which it occurs

(Dan. 4 27; 5 6, 6; 7 3, 8, 8), in contradistinction to rnn one,

with which this Massorah contracts the orthography of this

feminine pronoun and which is always witten with IJe according

to this Rubric. (Vide infra letter n, § 43.) This Rubric, whicli

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 2816, on Dan. 7 1.

r» - § 18.

ni^K'! she 801'rowed, occurs twice. That is, the preterite third

person singular feminine. In the only other instance where this

quadriliteral occurs, it is a noun with Shevo under the Daletft

and Kametz under the Aleph (n^ Job 41 14). Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two

Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, fol. 53a, on Jerom. 31 2.5, which I

have printed, and (II) Arund, Orient. 16, fol, 107 a, on the same

passage.

3K*T) and he take thought, oceurt twice, once Milel and once

Milra. That is, in the first instance the accent is under the Daleth

and in the second under the Aleph. Of this Rubric, which does

not occur in the . printed Massorah, I collated three Lists : (I)

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 39&, on 1 Sam. 9 5, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., fol. 40&, on l Sam. 10 2, and (III) Add. 15,451,

foL 1846, on the same passage. As the two passages occur in

the same book, the heading ought more properly to be 'bb3i 'z.

re - § 16.

r^(*r he ehall fly, tcithout and toith the prefix Vav, oeews

three timei. Of this Rubric, which does not occur iii the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I,

foL ISOa, on Deut2$ 49, which I have printed, and (II) Add. 16,260,

fol. 112a, on the same passage.

ro = § 16.

^^ Dor, i$ four timet written with Aleph in the Scriptures.

That is, the textual reading or the Kethiv is with Aleph, but the

official reading or Keri is with Vav. That this is the import of

this Massorah is attested by the Model Codex Harley 6710—11,

which has in the Massorah Parva on Josh. 17 11, and 21 82,

the official 'p nVn, whilst in 1 Kings 4 11 'yfn is altered in the

text itself into -m. This textual reading here is supported by

Add. 21.161, and the Splendid Model Codex Oriental 2627, And
though the remarkable MS. of the Paris National Library

No. 1—8 has in the text ikM it has the official 'p-itn in the

Massorah Parva, as it is in Josh. 11 2; 12 28; 23; Judg. 1 27;

1 Sam. 28 7; 1 Chron. 7 29.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol I, fol, 2196, on 1 Kings 4 11,

>rhioh I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 805a, on Ps. 88 11

;

(III) Add. 16,461, fol. 1696, on Josh. 21 82; (IV) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Oohlah, Supplement fol. 1396; (V) the printed Massorah on

Josh. 17 11, and (VI) the same on Ps. 8S 11.

r - § 17.

D^^S*'! hees, occurs three times without and with jrrefixes, twice

plene and once defective. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four

in MSS. and two printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 1286, on Deut 1 44,

which I have printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 1836, on the same

passage; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 20a, on Judg. 14 8; (IV)

Add. 15,451, fol. 1736, on the same passage; (V) the printed

Massorah also on the same passage, and (VI) the same on

Ps. 118 12.

These six Lists exhibit two distinct recensions. Lists I

and II, which represent the first recension, emphatically state in

the heading that two of the instances (Judg. 14 8; Ps. 118 12)

are plene and one (Deut 1 44) is defective, whilst Lists IV, V
and VI, which exhibit the second recension, es emphatically

declare that all the three instances are defective (-irbs 'en 'j).

As both recensions agree that it is defective in the first instance

(Deut 1 44), I subjoin the analysis of the MSS. and early

editions of the other two instances only.

(2) Judges M 8.

"C^'s-n plene, Orient 220 1 ; Harley 5710— 11 ; Arund, Orient 1«,

on which the Massorah Parva remarks -ba a, viz, this passage

and Ps. 118 12; Add 15,250; Add, 15,-251; the editio prince]is

<»f the Prophets, Soncino 1485—86; the first edition of the Bible

Soncinn 1488; the second edition of the Bible, Naples 1491—93;

the thii'd edition, Brescia 1494; and the editio princejis of tlie

Rabbinic Bible, Venice 15 1 7.

c'-in defective, Add. 15,451; the Complutonsian and the fii'st

edition of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1524-25

in which the Massorah Parva remarks against it that it is uniijue

in this plene instance and that it i$ ilefoctivc in all the three

Instances without and with the prefixes 'ar^a 'cn 'r 'h. This, it will

be seen, is in direct conflict with the Massorah Parva in Arund.

Orient IG, on the same passage.

(3) Pialm 118 12.

onian? plene, Orient 2201, second hand; Harley 5710—11;

Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,260, on which the Massorah Parva

remarks here '^o 'a, viz. this passage and in Judg. 14 «; Add. 15,251,

Add, 15,461, on which the Massorah Parva remarks 'v^ 'en ':

though in the text it is the plene; the editio prineeps of the

Hagiographa; the second, third and fourth editions of the Bible;

the Salonica edition of the Hagiographa, 1516; the Complutensian

and the editio prineeps of the Rabbinic Bible,

vntns defective. Orient. 2201 first hand; the first edition

of the Bible and the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible with the

Massorah,

From the above analysis it will be seen that the first recension

which I have printed, is supported by the best Standard Codices

and early editions and that orfsrr^ Ps. 118 12 in my edition of the

Bible ought to be o-nia-T? plene. As these three instances severally

occur in the three divisions of the Bible, Lists IV—VI add

yk in the headings. These conflicting Massorahs afford another

striking illustration of the repeated fact that they are based

upon different recensions of the text which were preserved in the

several Schools of textual redactors in accordance with their

respective traditions,

n*' - § 18.

T'^T? occurs twice, once plene and once defective. That is,

in two different senses. In the first instance where it is defective

it is the proper name of a place Debir with the prefix Lamed

and in the second which is plene it is the noun with the prefix

Lamed denoting an oracle. This Rubric I have found in the printed

Massorah Finalis only, letter % § 6. These two expressions are

part of the alphabetical List of words which respectively occur

twice in two different senses {Vide infra, letter 6, § 428, VoL II,

p. 217 &c,)

B'' = § 19,

rnS^ to DiAir, without and with the prefix Lamed, occurs

three times and is defective. As this proper name, which occurs

altogether thirteen times, is in these three instances only with

the paragogic He, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

form. This is all the more necessary since in one of the passages

(Josh. 10 89) the He is superfluous.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1446, on Josh. 10 38,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 86; (HI) Add.

15,350, fol. 128a; (IV) Add. 15,261, fol. 1806, and (V) the printed

Massorah, all on the same passage.
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'3 - g 20.

D^?*^ Diblaim, oeeurt twice. Thi« Rubric, which is from

Vienna Codex No. 86 on Hosea 1 8, is corrupt This proper

name of Hosea'a father-in-law occurs once only and in 2 Sam. 11 27,

which is indicated by the catchwords as the second instance,

there is not the remotest approach to such a name.

rs - g 21.

HM^ the eUaveth, oecw$ ttmee. That is, in these two

instances only, is it followed immediately by the prefix Lamed, in

contradistinction to the other four passages where this preterite

third person feminine occurs. (Ps. 68 9; 102 6; Job 19 20;

Ruth 1 U.) In Ps. 102 8 there is the intervention of a noun.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, on

Ps. U 36.

T3 - § 22.

rpairi Hiou ikaU keep fast, occura twice in thie hook and i$

plene. That 'is, with paragogio Nun. Of this Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley

6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2696, on Ruth 2 21, which I have printed,

and (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2886, on the same passage. As

these two instances are restricted to Ruth the heading ought

more properly to be 'Boai 'S.

ya - g 28.

1p^5JT5 <»»*<' '% purtued, occurs twice. In contradistinction

to the three instances where this Hiphil ftfture third person

plural with Vav conversive, is ^p^-p* "corded in the following

Rubric. This Rubric, ' which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 81 6, on Judg. 18 22.

As this form does not occur apart from Judg. the heading

ought properly to be •tos\ 'a.

rS - g 24.

pSTl and they pursued, occurs three tiiMS. As this Hiphil

future third person plural with Vav conversive which occurs

altogether five times, exhibits two forms, viz. the normal form

,j5^^^ ^hich constitutes the preceding Rubric as well as the second

part of this Rubric, and the abnormal ^p^-p, the Massorah

safeguards these two different forms. Of this Rubric I collated

three Lists, two in MSB. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

foL 2446, on 1 Chron. 10 2, which I have printed; (IT) Add.

16,260, fol. 4076, on the same passage, and (HI) the printed

Massorah Pinalis, letter n, g 6, Lists H and ni do not give

the second part of this Rubric.

n'3 - g 26.

V53T ihey shall he joined, or cleave together, occurs twice.

That is, this Pual future third person plural masculine, in

contradistinction to the other two instances where this quinque-

literal is ipaT Kal future (Numb. 86 7, 9). Of this Rubric I

collated two Lists: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol II, foL 289a, on

Job 88 88, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah

on Job 41 9. As these two instances are restricted to Job the

heading ought properly to be 'tosn '3.
^

ra - g 36.

P51 adhering, or he adhered, occurs twice in the Scriptures.

It wfll be seen that in the first instance it is the preterite

third person singular masculine and that the Tzere under the

BeA is due to its pausal accent Athnach, whUst in the second

instance it is an adjective. The Massorah, however, as usual,

groups them under the same Rubric because the vowel-points

are identical Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I,

fol. 2396, on 2 Kings S 8, which I have printed, and (H) Arund.

Orient 16, foL 99 a, on the same passage.

ra - § 27-

CTil^lO TD^I to speak against God, occurs twice in this

form. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Orient 2849, fol. 1186, on Numb. 21 6.

Israel,

rra - g 28.

bVrfpT^^I^^ 115^ to speak unto all Israel, occurs four

times. When the message or address is to the people of Israel,

the phrase -^i| -an is normally followed by bigrif, "ja. In this form it

occurs no fewer than thirty-nine times in the Pentateuch.^ In four

instances, however, the expression -«?| all, is used instead of -j?

the children of. Hence the Massorah safeguards this exceptional

combination.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, fol. ilia, on Deut 1 l. As all

the instances are restricted to Deuteronomy, the heading ought

more properly to be 'Mai "i. But these qualifying expressions, as

we have seen, are frequently omitted. As bearing upon this

Rubric see fetter M,'g 671.

• Oomp. Vmit" '3»-^KW Exod 6 9; 14 2, 15; 19 6; U 2; 80 81; 81 18;

84 84; Levli 1 l-/i 2; 7 28, 29; 11 2; 12 2; IS 2i 18 2; 28 2, 10, 24, 84, 44;

84 28; 88 2; 87 2; Namb. & 6, 12; 9 4, 10; 15 2, 18, 88; 17 17, 21; 19 2;

87 8; 88 61; 88 10; Dent. 1 8; 4 46.

0'3 - g 29.

hfS^, ''^*?9'*?^ *T31 to speak unto all the children of

I, occurs jive times^ in the Pentateuch. This Rubric, which I

have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter n, g 486,

is hopelessly corrupt This combination occurs once only, viz.

Numb. 14 89. In Exod. 16 10, which is here given as the first

instance, it is ^!i?rj| rnXT^^T^ ' • »"•'. "^*^^** *^* ***^®' ^^^^

instances (Deut I'l; 81 1; 82 45) are not only without '3|, but

form part of the preceding Rubric. It is evident that an

ignorantNakdan who found an incipient register of the fully given

List, recorded in the preceding Rubric, added the two instance*!-

and supplied the erroneous heading and that Jacob b. Oh j uu

printed this confused Rubric without examining its contents,

'b ' g 80.

•^rijH fiij^ ^H ^'^*' Whenever the ««r5 lai is combined uM
the preposition (n«) ond these sufjhei, it is with Dagesh except in

nine instances where it is Raphe. That is, normally these three

combinations, which occur altogether thirty times, are (1) ^ lai in

twenty-two passages (2) on^ nan in six, and {i)^ iai or -^ in two. *

In the nine instances, however, which are recorded in this Rubric

-on is abnormally combined with o^kinU and *^. Hence the

Massorah safeguards this exceptional combination.

And throughout Ezekiel it. is likewise Raphe. As the normal

combination does not occur in Ezekiel and as it is invariably

Raphe in all the five instances (Ezek.2 1; 8 23, 27; 14 4; 44 6),

the simple mention of the fact without specifying the passages,

was deemed sufficient It is to be remarked that the passages In

which mn is the pronoun in this combination and precedes the

verb ia-i (Numb. 22 86, 88; 24 18; 1 Kings 22 14), are excluded

because they do not exhibit any anomaly.

Of this Rubric, which is one of th? oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists, thirteen in MSa
and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, foL. 1026, on

Numb. 26 8, which I have printed; (H) the^same MS., VoL I,

fol. 2876, on 1 Kings 22 24; (III) th« same MS., fol. II, foL 66a,

on Jerem. 86 2; (IV) Orient 4446, fol. 146a, on Numb. 26 B;

(V) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1496, on Jerem. 4 12; (VI) the

same MS., fol. 268«, on 2 Chron. 18 28; (VII) Add. 16,261,

foL 976, on Numb. 26 8; (VIH) Add. 16,461, fol. 14a, on

Gen. 21 2; (IX) the same MS., fol. 1466, on' 1 Kings «2 24;

(X) the same MS., fol. 496a, on 2 Chron. 18 28; (XI) Add. 21,160,

fol. 8a, on Gen. 21 2; (XII) the same Mft, fol. 288a, on

Numb. 26 8; (XIH) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, g 10; (XIV)

the printed Massorah on Gen. 21 2, and (XV) the same on

2 Chron. 18 28.

1 It is remarkable that in Lists n and in the second part

of this Rubric is as follows onifTan pf? roa -bi 'W *«9ffm •fan hon

and all through Ezekiel it is also Raphe except once where U is

ta^ 131 Ezek. M 4. It is, therefore, evident that these two Lists

are based upon the redaction of a text which exhibited o^ in this

passage and not dpiIk as it is in the received text The heading

in the Rubric which I have printed, should be «,^ b?h^ im in

accordance with that given above.

1 Oomp. 1W« W Cten. 17 8, 22, 28; 84 «; 8ft 18, 14, 16; 4ft 16; Exod. 81 18;

84 29. 82, 84, 86; Hamb. 7 89; 2 Stm. 8 27; 2 Kingi «» 6, 28; Jsnm. 88 28;

8t 6; 68 9, 82; 2 Chron. 10 10. For the fix InstaneM of, owl lOT •• § 81.

iimt -Di or 1^ Exod. ft' 22; Jerem. 88 26.
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H'b - § 31.

^8 TD*T to $peaJc unto them, occurs six timet. The design
of this Massorah is to exclude the reading oriit -la-i in Ezek. U 4

which obtained in the less dominant School of textual redactors
and which is registered in the Massorah of this School, recorded
in the preceding Rubric. As this Rubric is restricted to the
combination of the verb with dps, the phrase with the noun
intervening, viz. dfik nyr-isn Jerem'. 27 18, is excluded.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1526, on Josh. 22 15;

(II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 16a; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 1296;
(IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 1606, all on the same passage; (V) Orient. 2349,
fol. 396, on Gen. 23 8; (VI) the same MS., fol. 78a, on
Exod. 34 83; (VII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 42 7, and
(VIII) the printed Massorah Fiualis, letter n, § 7.

y'P = § 32.

D!3 ^13^* In two instances is the verb nan to speak, combined

tcith Da them. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, is from Orient. 2349, fol. 130 a, on Deut 11 19.

yb = § 33.

Di? TQ"f to speak with, occurs six times in the Pentateuch.

tin this division of the Bible the verb -lan to speak, is generally
followed by the preposition ^k unto, with the different suffixes,

viz. ybH-\si (Exod. 6 29; 14 12; 29 42. &c;), oa'^Kna-i (Gen. 45 12;

Deut. 1 43; 4 12, 15; 10 4), ^h» nan (Gen. 24 30), w'bx nan (Deut 1 6;

5 24). In the six instances, however, which constitute this Rubric,
it is twice ytv. nan or to? (Exod. 19 9; Numb. 11 n), twice oaay nan
(Exod.- 20 19; Deut 6 4) and twice way -on (Exod. 20 16^ 16).

Hence the Massorah safeguards this combination. This Rubric
I have found in the printed Massorah only, on Deut 5 4.

T^ - § 34.

"tD l| ^^^ apeaking, occurs five times defective in the Scriptures.

By fixing the number at five, the design of this Massorah is to

militate against the ancient reading nann in Prov. 16 13 which
was in the recension of the text from which the Septuagint was
translated and which is now accepted by Biblical critics as
preferable to the present Massoretic recension.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. lao, on Isa. 33 15,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1106, on
Amos 5 10; (III) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on the same
passage; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1326, on Isa. 33 15; (V) the

same MS., fol. 342a, on Prov. 16 13-; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 3146,

on Esther 10 3; (VII) the printed Massorah on Ps. 15 2, and
(VIII) the same on Prov. 16 13. As this Kal participle active

with the prefix Vav which occurs five times, is defective in all

the instances. Lists V, VI, VII and VIII head this Rubric more
correctly 'om 'n.

n'i = § 35.

^HO^ they speaking, or those who are speaking of, occurs four
times, three times defective and once plene. As this plural participle

construct, which occurs four times, is differently spelt in the

same book, the Massorah safeguards the variation in the spelling.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 1906, on Ps. 58 4, which
I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 285a, on Ps. 5 7; (III)

the same MS., fol. 290a, on Ps. 28 3, and (IV) the printed Massorah
on the same passage.

r^ « § 36.

nlTS*'! ocairs twice in the Sa'iptnres. That is, in two different

senses. In the first instance it is the active participle plural

feminine and denotes they are speaking (Numb. 27 7), whilst in

the second' it is a feminine noun plural of n-ai and signifies

floats, rafts.

Of this Rubric, whinh does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated five Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 220a, on
1 Kings 5 23, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 80a, on the same passage; (III) Add. 1.5,250, fol. 183a, also

on the same passage; (IV) Add. 2l,l60, fol. 236a, on Numb. 27 7,

and (V) Vienna Codex No. 35, on the same passage. Lists II—

V

rightly head this Rubric -vb 'ina a. As one of the instances is

defective and one plene the heading of List IV properly safeguards
this variation in the spelling viz. mna ii -^a 'm 'cm -do % •r^^nna -a.

These two instances form part of the alphabetical J^ist of words
which respectively occur twice in two different senses. {Vide infra,
letter », § 428.)

r^ - § 87.

1'S^ he spake, occurs twice at the beginning of the verse. As
this Piel preterite third person singular masculine, which occurs
upwards of two hundred times, begins a verse in two instances
only, the Massorah safeguards this peculiar position. Of this
Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Add. 15,251, fol. 2016, on Jerem. 42 19, which I have printed;
(II) Add. 21,160, fol. 486, on Gen. 42 30, and (III) the printed
Massorah on the same passage.

n'^ - § 38.

*T3''T «'13'7* Whenever this Piel preterite third person singular
masculine has a conjunctive or non-pausal accent, it is with Segol n&'T)
and when it is with the pausal accent Athnach or Soph-Pasuk it is

with 2Vcrar(-is-!f)> except in one instance where it is tcith Tzere without
thejjausal accent. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, is from Harley 6710-11, Vol. II, fol. 162 a, on 2 Chron.23 3.

The expression bto to denote the conjunctive or non-pausal accents
is an important contribution to the Massoretic terminology.

> "«1 with Athnach occurs ten times Exod. 12 26; Numb. 18 2; 1 Kings 2 24;
8 20, 6C; 2 Kings 80 0; Isa. 1 2; Jerem. 9 7; 40 8; 2 Chron. 6 10; and w
with Scph-Pattik seventeen Umes Gen. 21 1; 44 2; 1 Kings 14 11; 22 38;
2 Kings 2 22; Isa. 1 20; 21 17; 22 26; ii 8; 38 7; 40 6; S8 14; Jerem. 1» 16;
Ezek. 28 28; Joel 4 8; Obad. 18; Micah 4 4.

0'^ = § 89.

^P Sit5"*T3''T he hath spoken good concerning, occurs twice in
this combination. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. «nd
one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 274, on Esther? 9,

which I have printed: (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 98a, on
Numb. 10 29; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 362a, on Esther 7 9;
(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 2046, on Numb. 10 29; (V) Orient 2849,
fol. 1066, on the same passage, and (VI) the printed Massorah also
on the. same passage.

'0 = § 40.

I'wD'^K nln^ T3''T Jehovah hath sjtoken nnt^ Moses, oecurs

six times in the Sci'ijttures. This Rubric, which does not occur
in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,250, fol. 356, on
Exod. 4 30. As this phrase also occurs twice in Joshua (11 23

;

14 6) there can bo no doubt that rr-ipa in the heading is a scribal

error for nnmKa in the Pentateuch. (See also letter k, § 1189.)

K'O = § 41.

nt2^tt"T3 nVT fi'l Jehovah hath spoken by the hand of
Moses, occurs four times. As the phrase is normally nB^a-ra rrirr njx,

Jehovah hath commanrled by the hand of Moses (Exod. 36 29;

Levit 8 36; Numb. 15 23; 36 13; Josh. 14 2; 21 2, 8; Judg. 3 4;

Neh. 8 14), the Massorah safeguards the exceptional combination.
Of this Rubric I collated thi'ee Lists, two in MSS. and one printed

:

(I) Orient 2349, fol. Ilia, on Numb. 17 5, which I have printed;

(II) Add. 15,250, fol. 38a, on Exod. 9 35, and (III) the printed

Massorah on the same passage. List II heads this Rubric 'neoa i

which is manifestly a clerical error for "ipa "i.

ro = § 42.

v7V rrirr "TS^ Jehovah hath spoken concerning him, occurs

three times. The phrase nlrr -i2"^ is in four instances followed by
the preposition -bk unto with the suffix third person singular

masculine (t-^k) and in three instances' by the preposition "jy with

£he same suffix. Hence the Massoi-ah records the minority. This

safeguarding is all the more necessary since these two prepositions

are inot infrequently interchanged {mde sujtra, letter m, § 514)

and since in two of the passages which constitute this Rubric,

tSk seems more natural. Tliis Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710-1 1. Vol.1, fol. 2536;

on 2 Kings 19 21.

ro = § 43.

r^ ^Or) he hath spoken concerning me, occurs three times. Nor-

mally this Piel preterite third person singular masculine is followed
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by the prepoBition btf with the euffix first pereon ('^) in which

combination it occurs five times (Gen.24 80 ; Deut. 2 1 ; 1 Sam. 16 16

;

1 Kings 13 18; Ezek. 2 2). The Massorah, therefore, safeguards

the minority. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 77a, on

1 Kings 2 4, which I have printed, and (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 181 6,

on the same passage.

TO - § 44.

rPbP '^''J he hath apoken concerning thee, occurs three times.

That is, in contradistinction to the combination y^ '^•^ (Deut. 13 3

;

1 Sam. 3 17; 1 Kings 13 22; 2 Kings 6 18; Jerem. 88 25). The

design of this Rubric, like that of §§ 42 and 48, is to safeguard

the homonymous prepositions in combination with the Piel preterite

-i^-n. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 262a, on

1 Chron. 22 11, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 268a,

on 2 Chron. 18 22, and (in) Add. 16,260, fol. 426 &, on the same

passage. It is remarkable that all the three Lists omit the instance

in Jerem. 11 17, where it is r!?Ji^l ^i*^ t^« feminine suffix.

.TO - § 45.

yhn n"l3Tl and tJwu shaU speak unto him, is four tim^s

thus c^hined. Normally the combination is r^^t innof) and thou

shaU say unto him, which occurs twelve times (Exod. 7 16, 26;

8 16; 9 18; 13 14; Numb. 8 2; Deut 26 8; 2 Sam. 18 6; Isa. 7 4;

Jerem. 34 2; Ezek. 32 2; Zech. 6 12). By fixing the number at

four, the design of the Massorah is to exclude the reading

,i^„.^ in Exod. 9 1, in accordance with 8 16, which obtained

in other Schools of textual redactors as is evident from the

Samaritan recension, the Septuagint and the Syriac.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 286a, on

1 Kings 21 19, which I have printed; (II) Orient 4466, fol. 496,

on Exod. 9 1; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 96a, on 1 Kings 21 19;

(IV) Add. 16,451, fol. 43a, on Exod. 9 1; (V) the printed Massorah

on Exod. 4 15; (VI) the same on Exod. 9 1, and (VII) the same

on 1 Kings 21 19.

TO = § 46.

•ri'lS'l 1 spake, occurs ticice at the beginning of a verse. That

is, in contradistinction to the other two instances where this Piel

preterite first person singular begins a verse and is with the

prefix Vav (Jerem. 1 16; Hosea 12 11). Of this Rubric I collated

four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 1606, on Jerem. 22 21, which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,

foL 451a, on Eccl. 1 16; (III) Vienna Codex No. 35, on the

same passage, an& (IV) the printed Massorah also on the same

passage. These two expressions form part of the List of fourteen

words which respectively occur twice at the beginning of a verse

without the prefix Vav. {Vide infra, letter i, § 62.)

rO - § 47.

''ri^PI ^^1*15*7 ^ have spoken and have done, occurs four times.

That is, without any other expression intervening. Hence Ezek. 24 1 4,

in excluded. For this Rubric see letter m, § 952.

n'D - § 48.

T5T3 *"*«« speaking, occurs twice, . . . and onee it is with

the prefix Vav. As this Piel infinitive construct occurs five times

with the prefix Caph and twice only with Be(h, and moreover

as these two letters are almost identical in the MSS., the Massorah

safeguards the minority. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists,

two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2536,

on Prov. 23 16, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 2849, foL 426,

on Gen. 27 5, and (HI) the printed Massorah on tfie same passage.

The latter heads this Rubric -a 'vr^ which is incorrect, since it

occurs twice only without the prefix Vav. It ought either to be

wr's'a -3 or -ij-i^i -im '3 as it is in List L This Rubric is part of

the alphabetical List of words which respectively occur three

times, twice without the prefix Vav and once with it (Vide infra,

letter i, § 70.)

B'O - % 49.

"^9*11 <*"'^ tptak or and to speak, occurs eleven times, ij'^ or

-1^? vrith 'Makeph, which is both the Piel Imperative and the

Infinitive, occurs altogether about eighty-seven timM. In seventy-

six instances it is without the prefix Vav and in eleven only

is it with this prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

minority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS., and two

printed : (I) Arund. Orient 1 6, fol. 976, on 2 Kings 1 8, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., foL 885a, on Neh, 9 18; (III) Add.

15,451, fol. 246a, on 2 Kings 1 3; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 2916,

on Isa. 58 9; (V) Vienna Codex No. 36, on 2 Kings 1 8; (VI)

the printed Massorah on the same passage, and (VII) the same

on Neh. 9 18. It will be seen that these eleven instances consist

of three Imperatives (2 Sam. 19 8; 2 Kings 1 3; Ezek. 37 21)

and eight Infinitives (2 Kings 2 11; Isa. 68 9, 18; 69 4; Jerem. 713;

25 3; 85 14; Neh. 9 13), and that two have Segol instead of IWe

(Isa. 58 9; 69 4) which is due to the Makeph (-t^ti).

H3''! to speak, or speak thou, is tivice with Pathach. That

is, in these two instances this triliteral, which is either the

Infinitive or Imperative, has Segol under the Beth, called Pathach

in Massoretic terminology instead of Ttere which is due to the

Makeph.

And wherever it is followed by m; it is likewise so. In combination

with this particle of entreaty in which this Imperative occurs

four times, it is always w-isi with Segol (Exod. 11 2; 2 Sam. 13 13;

2 Kings 18 26; Isa. 36 11).

This Rubric, which I have found in the printed Massorah

only, both Finalis letter i, § 34 and Parva on Isa. 69 13, is

incorrect, since apart from its combination with tt; this triliteral

is -tt"!J with Segol in four instances and not in two, Exod. 20 16

and Ezek. 14 4 being omitted. On Jerem. 9 4 the Massorah

Parva in Add. 16,251, remarks •« na -on b's^ -r^^ The printed

Massorah Parva remarks on this passage 'isn K3 bsi 'i -an. Accord-

ingly there are three such instances apart from its combination

with w. As is often the case these conflicting Massorahs are

due to the variations in the respective recensions which

obtained in the several Massoretic Schools. This is attested

by the Massorah Parva in the Model Codex Orient. 2626 on

Exod. 20 16, which remarks that the Mugah reads here -isn with

Tzere. Hence the Massorah Parva both in Add. 15,251, and in

Jacob b. Chayim's edition, which states that -ja-n with Segol

occurs three times apart from KS-na-n, is based upon the recension

represented by the Mugah Codex, the three instances being

Isa. 49 13; Jerem. 9 4; Ezek. 14 4, and Jacob b. Chayim's

Rubric in the Massorah Finalis, which I have reproduced, must be

corrected accordingly.

K'3 = § 51.

"•"ISI speak, or my speaking, occurs three times in the Scriptures.

That is, this Imperative singular feminine or Infinitive with suffix

first person singular, in contradistinction to this quadriliteral

which occurs thirteen times as a noun with suffix first person

singular and is pointed na"7 denoting my word.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated eight Lists, seven in' MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 58a, on Jerem. 31 20, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 231a, on Job. 21 3

;

(III) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 31 20; (IV)

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2l6, on Judg. 6 12; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 167 a, on Jerem. 31 2^; (VI) the same MS., fol. 8286, on

Job 21 8; (Vn) Add.. 16,251, fol. 265 a, on Jerem. 31 20, and

(VIH) the printed Massorah on Job 21 8. List III, which heads

this Rubric wi •: fO -m nai one of the three instances with Dagesh

or Sheva under the Beth, shows that the design of this Massorah

is to distinguish these three instances from those in which this

quadriliteral is Raphe or is with Kamet» under the Beth.

3-3 - § 62.

^15"73^ and as he was speaking, occurs three times in the

Soriptures.The design of this Massorah is to safeguard the variation

in the phrase which occurs four times in this book and which

is in three instances ^ 1-cpT?i with the prefixes Vav Beth and

wyiiaT^i with Vav Caph in the fourth passage. Of this Rubric

I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:. (I) Harley

6710—11, fol. II, fol. 2886, on Dan. 8 18, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2846, on Dan. 10 11; (III) Arund.

Orient 16, foL 8726, on the saine passage, and (IV) the printed

Massorah on Dan. 8 18. As all the three instanses occur in Daniel

the heading ought to be x'oai 'S. That of List IV is more correct.
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yi - § 58.

*ffl^ tpedk, hat four timet the accent in thit hook. That is, in

LeviticuB this Imperative is in four instances with Tevir. The

Imperative nj-^ which occura altogether nineteen times in Leviticus

and which with the solitary exception of 16 1 always begins

a verse, has no/ewer than seven different accents. The prevailing

accent, however, is Gerthayim which it has in eight instances

(Comp. -tJi. Levit 1 2; 4 2; 12 2; 19 2; 2$ 2, 10; 26 2; 27 2).

This is the reason why the Massorah safeguards the passages

with.remr.

Of this Rubric, I collated five Lists, four in MSS., and one

printed: (I) Orient 2849, fol. 856, 'on Levit 7 23, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 2828, fol. 955, on the same passage; (HI)

Add. 15,261, fol. 78a, on Levit. 2S 84; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 36,

on Levit 23 24, and (V) the printed Massorah on Levit 7 23.

T3 - § 54.

W3-'?j|jn ThntrtX "13'^ apeak unto Aaron and unto hit tout,

oecurt three timet In the Pentateuch. The design of this Massorah

is to safeguard the three instances where Moses is ordered to

speak exclusively to Aaron and to his sons against being made

conformable to the two instances where he is commanded to

speak to Aaron and to his sons and to aU the children of Itrael

{jr*? '3?"''? ''« ^®^^*- 17 2; 22 18).

^

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (1) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 66a, on

Levit 6 18, which I have printed; \11) Orient 2348, foL 95a, on

the same passage, and (HI) Orient 2849, fol. 85 o, also on the

same passage.

n'i - § 55.

bH*1tr "'ia'^K "TST *P«»* ttwto «*« children of Itrael, it twice

toUh theflccentZarka in ihe Pentateuch. That is, when this Imperative

is followed by br^.^yh^, thus distinguishing it from the other

two instances where one is ^\fr yfh^ Hi (Exod. 26 2) and the

other iij-i Numb. 17 17 which is''part of the following Rubric.

Hence ievit 16 2, which is the only other instance where it is

Tj-n with Zarka, is .excluded. This Rubric I have found in the

printed Massorah only, on Exod. 14 2.

n - § 56.

b>ritr ''P'^S I *T31 »P««^ ""'o *** children of Itrael, it

twice vokhthe accent^in tHit book. That is, in Numbers where this

Imperative is followed by «?^ '3|-^ it is in two instances with

Legarmeh, once in the beginning of the verse and once in the

middle. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in Ihe printed

Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I,

foL 97o, on Numb. 17 17, which I have printed; (11) Add. 15,250,

fol. 85a, on Numb. 19 2; (HI) Add. 15,a61, fol. 98a, on Numb. 17 17,

and (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 2206, on Numb. 19 2. As there are

two altogether which have this accent and as these are restricted

to Numbers, the heading ought more properly to be 'B^oai 'Vta -a

or simply 'pisa 'a as the other three Lists have it

n - § 57.

^Hrjir '•p'^ "TS*^ *pea* unto ike children of Itrael, it in

ftse inttancet vnthout the adjunct nbxb taying. In explanation of this

Massorah it is necessary to remark that the 'phrase biiir^, "W*^ "^"5,

which occurs altogether tVenty-eight times, is in nine instances

followed by the adjunct -^^ taying (Exod. 31 18; Levit 4 2; 7 23,

29; 12 2; 23 24, 34; Numb. 9 10; Josh. 20 2)* and in thirteen

instances it has the longer adjunct Dr6)( nn^fl <'^<2 ^ou thali toy

unto them (see the following Rubric), whilst in the six instances

which constitute this Rubric it is even without the shorter

addition of the infinitive 'tm'?. Hence the Massorah safeguards

the exceptional shorter formula. By fixing the number at six,

the Massorah excludes the reading TfaM^ in Numb. 5 6 which

obtained in some Codices, as is attested by the Samaritan

recension.

1 The Hebrew reoeiMion which the Septaagliit followed had a tenth

tBiUnee of this phrase in Numb. S& 16, as is evident from its rendering of this

verse Km, iliX^» Xii(fiog itifoe Mmve^v, Uyttv, X&kiiaov tovle vlole 'ItQtthh lh<^ ~=

:ibl6 ^inlp» '»-Sfc 1OT lbKt» nfo-^M mm Tarj. it will be aem that its omission

in the present Massoretic Uxtut rteeptut is due to the homoeoteletiton

ioth ib»h.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, fol. 50a, on Exod. 26 2,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, foL 2206, on Numb. 19 2;

(HI) Orient 2848, fol. 81 6, on Exod. 26 2; (IV) Orient 2849,

fol. 716, on the same passage, and (V) the printed Massorah on

Exod. 14 2.

n*: - § 58.

arhn Prm) bVr^, ^3?-^K "O'I tpeak unto the cUldren

of Itrael and toy unto them, it thirteen timet thut combined in the

Pentateuch. That is, in contradistinction to the shorter formula

which has simply the adjunct -ifaie^ as well as to the phrase without

any adjunct, recorded in the preceding Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 956, on Numb. 16 2,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL I, foL 75a, on

Levit 182; (III) Add. 15,251, foL 65a, on Levit 12; (IV) Add. 15,461,

foL 69a, on the same passage; (V) Add. 21,160, foL 1786, on

Levit 23 2; (VI) the same MS., foL 2126, on Numb. 16 2;

(VH) the same MS., fol. 248a, on Numb. 33 51, and (VHI) the

printed Massorah on Levit 1 2.

B'3 - § 69.

TO"! tpeak ye, oecurt four timet in the Pentateuch, three timet

at the beginning of a verte and once in the middle. Apart from this

division of the Bible this imperative plural masculine also occurs

nine times. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS.

and one printed: (I) Harley 5710— 11, VoL I, foL 78a, on Levit 16 2,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, foL 786, on the same

passage; (HI) Add. 21,160,foL 161a, on LevitU 2; (IV) Orient 2849,

fol. 876, on the same passage, and (V) the printed Massorah on

Exod. 12 8. List IV heads this Rubric 'ina -d^b 'm -a and gives the

three instances only which begin a verse in the Pentateuch.

Outside the Pentateuch it begins a verse twice (Judg.92; Isa.402).

'D = § 60.

D'rt'K "DTI and God tpake, it three timet thut combined.

Normally when -^-n is followed by the Divine name it is the

Tetragrammaton, viz. rrirr tbti and Jehovah tpake. In this com-

bination it occurs about one hundred times. The Massorah,

therefore, safeguards this exceptional combination. This protection

is directed against the recension which reads ntr i?ti in Exod. 6 2,

as will be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition

of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,. Vo^ I, foL 88a, on Exod. 6 2,

which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445, foL 6ia, on Exod. 20 1;

(HI) Add. 21,160, foL 716, on Exod. 6 2; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 97a, on Exod. 20 1; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 53;

(VI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 8 l5, and (VII) the same on

Exod. 6 2. This Rubric forms part of the List of nine words

which respectively occur three times combined with the Divine

name vr^ht^ {Vide tupra, letter tt, § 664.)

K"D - § 61.

i*l1iT HSl'Tl and Jehovah tpake, it four timet with the accent

Zarka. ^Oi this Rubric I collated three Lists: (I) Orient 2849,

foL 1116, on Numb. 18 8, which I have printed; (II) Orient 2848,

foL 1216, on the same passage, and (III) the printed Massorah

also on tlie same passage. All the three Lists are hopelessly

corrupt as ni-r -OTi occurs twice only with Zarka (Expd. 6 18;

Numb. 18 8).' Of these one instance only is given in the Lists,

viz. Numb. 18 8. In the first two instances (Numb. 11 21; 16 28)

the accent Zarka does not refer to rrtrr which does not occur in

these verses, but to =iok»i and these two passages are duly given

in the Rubric which treats on nokr with this accent. {Vide tupra,

letter tt, §§ 846, 877.) In the fourth passage where the^ Tetra-

grammaton is with Zarka the phrase is not nw -ijti, but nyr "Vj^

(Numb. 20 12). Yet both Lists I and H head this Rubric njTi

jtpnT 'pta "1 rrtT. Though List III heads it «pn 'wma 'a pm b» ^ "OTI,

thus restricting the instances in which it is nin; to two, it gives

rvm iwr\ b» nan p bn '^ "b"n Levit 10 8 as the first passage (where,

however, it is niT i?T5 with Munaeh Zakeph Katon) and omits

Exod. 6 18 which is'' one of the two instances. Indeed this List

does not actually refer to the accents, and the expression Mp-n 'opva

in the heading is the addition of an ignorant Nakdan. {Vide

infra, letter n, § 66.)

88b
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3'D - § 62.

njT "IS'T^ ** ^^^ *»"»«* *'^ *** accent. That is, with Darga

Tevir. Of' this rieoension, which does not occur in the printed

MaBBorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 1696, on 2 Chron.88 10, which I have printed; (H) Orient 2848,

fol. 976, on Levit 11 1; (HI) Orient. 2349, foL 876, on the same

passage, and (IV) Vienna Codex No. 86 on 2 Chron. 88 IC We
have here another striking illustration of the artificial manner

in which the Massorah arranges some of the Rubrics in accordance

with the three I divisions of the Bible. The Law, which contains

five of these passages, is treated as one so as to harmonise

with the Prophets and the Hagiographa which respectively

contribute one instance each. This explains the Massorah Parva

in Add. 16,260, which remarks on Exod. 6 29 res '3, in Harley

6710—11 on 2 Chron. 83 10 which has the same statement and

in Cambridge Add. 1174 on Levit. 11 1 which also says wa i.

yO - § 68.

nVf ISTI w Mven Ume$ with the accent Tevir. The seven

instances 'which have artificially been reduced to three in the

preceding Rubric, are here given in detail. Normally this phrase

is with Mercha Tipcha. Out of the seventy-nine instances in which

it occurs altogether, it is with these accents seventy-two times,

and in seven instances only is it with Targa Tevir^ Hence the

Massorah safeguards the exceptional accents. This simple Rubric

is not so popular in the MSS. as the artificial recension recorded

in the preceding Rubric. I have found it once only in the MSS.,

viz. Vienna Codex No. 36 on Dent 4 12, which I have printed.

In Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah, however, it occurs four times:

(I) on Exod. 6 29; (II) on Levit 11 1; (HI) on Numb. 88 60,

and (IV) on 2 Kings 21 10. In List II 2 Kings 21 10 is omitted.

» The exoepUonal acoeuto In the other pawages are as followa: (1) nin| Wm
LeTlt. 11 ; 1« 1 ; 86 1 ; Kumb. 814; Deut 81 48 ; 1 Chron. «1 9 ; ^) mnj nsnn L«vit 10 8

;

18 1; 14 88; 16 1; Numb.'t 1; 4 1, 17; 14 26; 16 20; 19 1; (8) iiln; W^ Exod.

88 1; (4) ninj i?1J3 Numb. 11; (6) nw "iiTi Numb. 9 1 and (6) nw W'l recorded

in I 61.

TD - § 64.

n^T^ "^Snn and Jehovak epake, occursfour timet in (he Prophets

and Hagiographa. In these two divisions of the Bible the Tetra-

grammaton is normally preceded by -laifi, viz. rxw^ iaK*3 and Jehovah

eaid. In this combination it occurs about ninety-one times in the

Prophets and Hagiographa. As it is in these four instances only

that the Tetragrammation is combined with t?i^, the design of

the Massorah is to safeguard this exceptional combination. The

need for this protection will be apparent when it is borne in

mind that these four exceptional instances are restricted to

three books, viz. to Joshua where nvr -vdm*] occurs twelve times

(1 1; 8 7; 4 1, 15; 6 9; 6 2; 7 10;' 8 1, 18; 10 8; 11 6; 18 1)

and mni i^ti is the solitary exception; to Kings where the normal

phrase occurs nine times (1 Kings 8 18; 9 8; 11 11; 19 15;

22 17, 20, 21; 2 Kings 10 80; 28 27) and the abnormal once

only; and to Chronicles where the regular combination occurs

six times (1 Chron. 11 2; 21 27; 2 Chron. 6 8; 18 16, 19, 20)

and the irregular twice.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists, one in MS. and one

printed: (I) Add. 16,260, fol. 41 So, on 1 Chron. 21 9, which I

have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k,

g 187. Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah (List II) is incorrect. The

heading "333 "i is manifestly a careless blunder and ought to

be ireai '"aja % since two of the instances occur in Chronicles.

The addition at. the end of the Rubric -lai 'rrm ho^ is also

incorrect and ought properly to be ita "Ot 'rrm ta% since in

three instances -iji;! is followed by en^% in the Pentateuch. {Vide

tupra, letter n, § 60.)

•TD - § 66.

J'THI^JJ f^tpl] ^tSTH and Jehovah tpaJte unto Aaron, occurs

twice. That is, to Aaron alone, in contradistinction to the instances

in which Jehovah spake to him in conjunction with his brother

Moses, recorded in § 67. Of this Rubric, which is one of the

oldest parts of the Massorah, I collated three Lists, two in MSS.

and one printed: (I) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 164, which I

have printed; (II) Orient 4446, fol. 1875, on Numb. 18 8, and

(III) the printed Massorah on the same passage. The addition

in the heading of the printed Massorah (List III) Kp-iT 'Vioa is

due to an ignorant Nakdan who mistook the import of this

Rubric which is not to record the accent {vide supra, letter -1,

g 61), but 1;he fact that in these two instances Jehovah by way

of exception spoke to Aaron alone.

VD - § 66.

Htt?tt"bK nrtn^ 'TS'n *'"'^ Jehovah ^ke unto Moses, is in

ten instances toiOtout the adjunct ibK^ aaying. To understand this

Rubric it is necessary to remark that this phrase occurs

altogether about eighty times and that in seventy instances

^bitb taying follows immediately after n^, whilst in the ten

instances which constitute this Rubric this infinitive is either

wholly absent (Exod. 32 7; 83 1; Levit 16 l) or some words

intervene between n^a and -ibK!? (Levit 25 1; Numb. 1 1; 8 14;

9 1; 38 50; 86 1; Deut 32 48).

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. And

one printed: (I) Orient 2849, fol. 996, on Numb. 1 1, which I

have printed; (II) Orient 4446, fol. 745, on Exod. 82 7; (III)

Add. 16,451, fol. 117a, on Numb. 33 60; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 121fl,

on Exod. 83 1; (V) the same MS., fol. 184 a, on Numb. 1 1;

(VI) Orient 2848^ fol. 1095, on Numb. 1 1; (VH) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah I, § 164, and (VIII) the printed Massorah on Exod. 83 1.

Lists II and VII simply head this Rubric •- nf0-^ iilT njTi or

•B without TfaKb 'Dfn which is misleading, since this phrase occurs

altogether eighty times. Lists IH, V and VII state in their

respective headings that there are nine such instances only and

omit Numb. 85 l, but this is manifestly due to the careless

absence of KS-sm or i-om, an expression which the Nakdan not

infrequently overlooked and then altered the number in the

heading to agree with the instances given in the defective Rubric.

That the design of this Massorah is to militate against

the ancient Codices which had this adjunct in some of these

passages, is attested by the Saiyaritan and the Septuagint Thus in

both passages (Exod. 82 7; 88 1) the Samaritan recension has

ffl»6, whilst the Septuagint exhibits it in the first instance.

ro - g 67.

fTlTK^ rrt^"'?K nVT n^TI and Jehovah spake unto

Moses and unto Aaron, is eUven times thus combined. That is, in

these instances Jehovah spake to both conjointly, in contra-

distinction to the numerous occasions in which He spake to

Moses alone and to the two exceptional instances in which He

spoke to Aaron alone, recorded in § 66.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, foL 88a, on Exod. 6 13,

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 1006, on Levit U 83;

(in) Add. 16,250, fol. 64a, on the same passage; (IV) Add. 21,160,

fol. 72 a, on Exod. 6 18; (V) the same MS., foL 1905, on Numb. 4 l;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 21 60, on Numb. 16 20; (VII) Orient 2849,

fol. 875, on Levit 11 1; (VIII) Orient 2348, fol. 975, on the

same passage; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 164, and (X) the

printed Massorah on Numb. 19 1.

List IX heads this Rubric a*' p in and records twelve, giving

npiB Bal?« -OT 'a "•' -oti Exod. 7 9 as one of the twelve instances.

This recension of the Massorah is manifestly based upon a

recension of the text which reads here mrr -ijti instead of mrr -rtjn*!

in the textus reeeptus as is attested by the Samaritan. The design

of the current Massorah is, therefore, apparent It is to militate

against the less popular text. The printed Massorah, Vhich also

states in the heading that there are twelve such instances,

enumerates eleven only omitting Exod. 7 9 in harmony with

all the other Lists, though it is in conflict with its heading.

n'D - § 88.

Moses in ihe wildamess of Sinai, is three times ihws eomhined. Of

this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Cambridge Add. 1174 on Numb. 8 14, which I have printed;

(II) Add. 21,160, fol. 1845, on Numb. 1 1, and (IH) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter m, § 128.

B"D - § 69.

^^ nVT *T51^ and Jehovah spake unto me, it unique^ the

Psntateuih. As 'the normal phrase is '^ rrtn: n^n*? and Jehovah said

unto me, which occurs no less than eleven times in this very book

(Deut 1 42; 2 2, 9, 81; 3 2, 26; 5 25; 9 12, 18; 10 11; 18 17),

the Massorah safeguards this solitary combination and thereby
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militates against the recension which reads it here too ni^M^, as is

attested by the Samaritan. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Cambridge Add. 1174 oh

Deut 8 17. As this phrase is unique, the heading ought more

properly to be •\ra\ •*? or 'bdsi -b.

'r = § 70.

mrP^K nttto "^Tl <*"<^ Moses spake nnto Jehovah, is unique.

That is, in contradistinction to the normal phrase which is

nirr^ rnjJo i^k*! and Moses said, unto Jehovah. (Vide supra, letter k,

§ 878.) This Rubric, which does not occur in the priinted Massorah,

is from HaUe Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 154.

H'V - § 71.

^^Jll and she shall or and thou shaU speak, is three times

with Siturek in the prefix Vav. The quadriliteraU-mnn which is

both the Piel future third person singular feminine and the

second person singular masculine, occurs nineteen times with

the prefix Vav, In sixteen instances this Vav is with PaOiach or

is Vav conversive, which in Massoretic terminology is called

Dagesh, whilst in three instances only it is with Shurek called

Raphe. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional form.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol.1, fol. 192a, on 1 Sam. 25 24,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol 53a, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. I83a, on Ezek. 24 27;

(IV) Add. 16,260, fol. 2296, on Isa. 40 27; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 2886, on Ezek. 24 27; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 199a, on

1 Sam. 26 24; (VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 292; (VIII) the

printed Massorah on l Sam. 26 24, and (IX) the same on

Isa. 40 27. Lists I and IV indicate the import of this Massorah

by the heading 'cn 'r, whilst List I alone has the mnemonic sign.

This sign without the List of the passages is also given in

Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 866, on Ezek. 24 27.

2'V - § 72.

''TS'IF) ihou shalt speak, occurs twice. That is, the future

second person singular feminine, in contradistinction to the

second person singular masculine (nj-iB) 'which occurs twenty-five

times. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 6710—-11, Vol. II, fol. 13a, on Isa. 29 4.

i'V - § 78.

iTTSTKI and I tcill speak, occttrs four times in the Scriptures

. . . and once it is without the prefix Vav. This Piel future first

person singular with the prefix Vav and paragogic He occurs

altogether thirteen times. In nine Instances ^e Beth is with

Shwa (nTipT^c) and in four only, is it with Tzere which is due to

its pausal or disjunctive accent. Without the prefix Vav it occurs

altogether nine times, of which eight are with Sheva and one

only is with Tzere. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority

in each case.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

prfaited: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol II, fol. 1856, on Ps. 40 6,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2936, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 296a, on Ps. 60 7; (IV)

Add. 16,461, fol 142a, on Deut 32 1 ;
(V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah H,

§ 9, margin; (VI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 18 30, and

(Vn) the same on Deut 82 1.

rV - § 74.

n^^lKI and I will speak, is always with PcUhach except once

v^ere it tc wUh Kametz. That is, this sexteliteral, which occurs

altogether nine times, has always Faihach under the Vav,

except once where it is with Kametz. Without the paragogic He,

however, where this Piel future first person singular with the

prefix Vav occurs six times, the reverse is the case. In this form

the Vav is five times with Kamet* (Deut 1 48; Jerem. 7 18;

26 8; Ezek. 11 25; 24 18) and once only with Pathach. The
Massorah, therefore, safeguards in each case the solitary

exception. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Amnd. Orient. 16, fol. 3726,

on 'Dan. 10 16, which I have printed, and (II) Vienna Codex

No. 86 on the same passage.

.T» - § 76.

n|T5*TI'^3 '""^ *^> or ««<^ y< spake, occurs ihree times in the

Scriptures. It will be seen that though this quadriliteral with

the prefix Vav, is in two instances the future third person

plnral feminine with Vav conversive (1 Sam. 4 20; 1 Kings 8 22)

and in once instance the second person plural feminine

with Vav conversive (Jerem. 44 26), yet all the three instances

are here grouped together because of their identity in the

spelling.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and
three printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, fol. 1766, on 1 Sam. 4 20,

which I have printed; (H) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 376, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 78a, on 1 Kings 3 22i;

(IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 1826, on the same passage; (V) the printed

Massorah on l Sam. 4 20; (VI) the same on 1 Kings 3 22, and

(VII) the same on Jerem. 44 25.

IT - § 76.

"nlSlttn thai is speaking, occurs four times in the Scriptures.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed

:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol/ 1056, on 2 Sam. 14 10, which

1 have printed; (11) the same MS., Vol II, fol. 25 a, on Isa. 62 6;

(III) the same M§., Vol. II, fol. 283 a, on Dan. 8 18; (IV) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 141 6, on Isa. 52 6; (V) the same MS., fol. 371 o,

on Dan. 8 13; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 10, margin where

it is given twice; (VII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 45 12, and

(VIII) the same on Dan. 8 13.

V9 = § 77.

Tl3''3lp fi'om speaking, or speaking with, occurs eight times. That

is, with Chirek, Massoretically called Dagesh, in contradistinction

to the twenty-five instances in which this quadriliteral is with

R^phe or with Sheva (T?na), being the Piel participle. It will be

deen that though this quadriliteral is in five instances the Piel

infinitive construct and in three the Hithpael participle singular

masculine (Numb. 7 89; Ezek. 2 2; 43 6) yet the Massorah has

regard simply to the identity of the spelling.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and most

popular parts of the Massorah, I collated twenty Lists, eighteen

in MSS. and two printed. I shall, however, specifjr the following

nine only: (I) Harley 6750—11, Vol. I, fol. 90a, on Numb. 7 89,

which I have printed; (U) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 986, on

Ezek. 43 6; (HI) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 183a, on Ps. 34 14;

(IV) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 189a, on Ps. 52 6; (V> fet Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek. 2 2; (VI) the same Codex

on Ezek. 43 6; (VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlach II, § 10; (VIII)

the printed Massorah on Gen. 31 29, and (IX) the ,same on

Ezek. 43 6. List VI which heads this Rubric 'vn 'n indicates its

design. Lists II, IV and V state in the heading that there are

nine such instances. This is due to the inclusion of 2 Sam. 14 18

where it is with the prefix Vav.

n'V = § 78.

"IS'I »"Q1 This noun in the absolute is ahoays v?Uh Kametz

and whenever \he Daleth is with Sheva, the Beth is always with

Bithach (-15^) except in one instance where it is nj-i. The single

exception is when it forms part of the proper name of a town

in GUead, viz. -i^-j '1^ or na-j -H^ (2 Sam. 9 4, 5; 17 27, vide infra,

letter n, § 110). This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 154a, on

2 Chron. 8 16.

W9 - § 79.

jn "TD**! wicked thing, is five times thus combined. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley

6710—11, Vol I, fol. 2416, on 2 Kings 4 41.

'D - § 80.

mn "TS^ in this word, or mattei', occurs eight times

and twice it is ^with the prefix Vav. The design of this Massorah is

twofold. In the first place it is to exclude the reading ly-nn in

1 Kings 13 84, which obtained in the less dominant School of textual

redactors, as will be seen from the notes on this passage in my

edition of the Bible; and in the second place to safeguard this

phrase against being confused with the more frequent combination

„j-P^^ which occurs seventeen times, as the prefixes a and a

are almost identical in many MSS.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol.1, fol. 1135, on Deut 8 26,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, foL 204a, on

2 Sam. 12 14; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2926, on Ezra 10 18;

(IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 65 o, on 1 Sam. 28 10; (V) the same

MS., foL 64 o, on 2 Sam. 12 14; (VI) the same MS., fol. 74a, on

2 Sam. 24 8; (VII) the same MS., foL 8786, on Ezra 10 18, and

(VIII) the printed Massorah on 1 Kings IS 84.
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re - § 81.

na^TTI the word, isfour Umet vnth this accent in the Scriptures.

Of this' Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 696, on Jerem. iO 1, which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 174a, on the same

passage, and (III) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 51 59.

-QT? which begins a verse seventeen times in Jeremiah, is

with four different accents. In six instances it is with Pashta

(^.p 7 1 ; 11 1 ; 18 1 ; 30 1 ; Ml; 46 13); in five which constitute

the following Rubric, it is with Tevir and in two it is with Revia

(-i^-ri 46 1 ; 60 1). As the prevailing accent is Pashta this Massorah

safeguards the minority. That this Massorah is restricted to the

instances which begin a verse, is attested by the fact that apart

from this position it has also twice this accent (Numb. 36 6;

Hag. 2 5). The heading, therefore, in List I ought properly to

be "Tpa B-i 'yaa 'n. The same ought to be the heading in List II

viz. en 'yoa n instead of simply TKia -i. The printed Massorah

(List 111) which escapes the difficulty by heading it r-na 'oroa n

"D3, obscures the design of this Massorah.

3'B = § 82.

nS'^n the word, is Jive times with this accent. That is, at the

beginning' "of the verse. Apart from beginning the verse and

outside Jeremiah it has this accent in no fewer than nine

instances (comp. n;^ Gen. 22 11; Levit 9 6; Numb. 22 20, 35;

Deut 17 11; l Sam. 21 3; 2 Sam. 11 27; Esther 2 4; 6 14). As

in the prece'ding Rubric, sc here the design of the Massorah is

to record the minority of the passages iji Jeremiah in which

ipT? has not the prevailing accent Pashta.

Of this Rubric,. I coUated four Lists, three in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 170a, on Jerem. 34 8,

which I have printed; (H) the same MS., fol. 170 &, on Jerem. 35 1

;

(III) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 446, on Jerem. 21 i, and

(IV) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 36 1. Accordingly the

heading in List I ought to be en Toa n and that of Lists II, III

and IV XD31 B"i 'rtja 'n. the expression en should be in all the

headings.

re = § §3.

rrtT ntf ^Ttt^K *lS'in the word, or thing which Jehovah

hath c^^nded, is ""in Wr instances without the adjunct nfaK^

saying. That is, without "ifa»6 following immediately after nlrr^ as

is the case in Exod. 35 4; Levit. 17 2. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Exod. 16 16, which I have printed,

and (II) Cambridge Add. 1174 on the same passage.

TD = § 84.

t^^ bn^n "T^^n this great thing, occurs three times. That is,

in contradistinction to the numerous instances in which the

phrase is simply njn n^-rt without the adjunct «?n|n. This Rubric,

which does not occur in'the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 2349,

foL 1266, on Deut. 3 26.

•TO = § 86.

ntil P*Tn ^f^ **" wicked thing, is Jive times thus combined.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. I24a, on Deut 19 20,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 389a, on

Neh. 13 17; (HI) Add. 16,250, foL 401 6, on the same passage,

and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 22. Both the

headings of these MS. Lists, viz. 'n njn rw -^-Tr and of the printed

Massorah, viz. 'n rm rri na-r?, are not strictly correct, since three

of the instances in "this combination are n^-nn (Exod. 33 4;

Deut 17 5; Neh. 13 17) and two are i^'i? (Deut 13 12; 19 20).

Strictly, therefore, the heading ought to be nrba 'n.

rt - § 86.

)3ini and the ihing, or matter, occurs three times. That is,

in contradistinction to the six instances where it is -9-n. Of this

Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, fol. 1885, on 1 Sam. 20 23, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, foL286a, on 1 Kings 20 9;

(in) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 496, on l Sam. 20 23; (IV) the same

MS., fol. 946, on 1 Kings 20 9; (V) Add. 16,451, fol. 1196, on

Deut 1 17; (VI) the same MS., fol lfl6a, on 1 Sam. 20 28;

(VII) the same MS., foL 242a, on 1 Kings 20 9, and (VIII) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter -i, § 9.

Vt - § 87.

D^'!f?K "T^*^ the woi-d of God, is three times thus combined.

That is, in"contradistinction to the other two instances where it

ig Q^^bKn w, recorded in the following Rubric. Of this Rubric I

collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol.1, fol. 1676, on Judg. 3 20, which I have printed;

(11) Add. 15,251, fol. 140a, on the same passage, and (III) the

printed Massorah on 1 Sam. 9 27. This Rubric forms part of

the nine groups of words which respectively occur three times

followed by o'li"?}*. {Vide supra, letter k, § 654.)

n-D - § 88.

D''rf?Kn ^IS*! the word of Ood, occurs twice. The design

of this Massorah "is 'to militate against the recension, which reads

Hirr -o-n the word of Jehovah, in 1 Kings 12 22, as will be seen

from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Arund. Orient 16, foL 876, on' 1 Kings 12 22.

0"D - § 89.

rtirP ^'1 the word of Jehovah, occurs four times. By fixing

the number "at four, the design of the Massorah is to exclude

the ancient reading in 1 Kings 12 22, of the less dominant

School of textual redactors. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 186, on

Isa. 39 5.

'^e - § 90.

rTTP nS*73 hy the word of Jehovah, is five times thus eomhined.

With the 'prefixes a and a, which are almost identical in the

MSS. the phrase rrtrp -©-n occurs altogether thirty-eight times. In

twenty-six instances it is njrr.na-c? arid in twelve only is it

-rt„,.Tp.,^. But even as this minority is unequaUy divided,

since seven out of this number occur in one chapter and thus

become the minority in this section, leaving five only for the

rest of the Scriptures, the Massorah divides this Rubric into

two. In this part, therefore, the exceptional five phrases are

safeguarded. By fixing the number at five for this part, the

design of the Massorah is to militate against the reading ig-j?

in 1 Sam. 3 21, and 2 Chron. 30 12, as will be seen from the

notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible.

And from 1 Kings 13 1 to 33 it is likewise with tha prefix Beth

except once. In this chapter the reverse is the case, rrtrr, tjis is

the rule. It occurs no less than seven times (1 Kings 13 1, 2, 6,

9, 17, 18, 32) and njrr -pn? once only. Here, therefore, the Massorah

safeguards the solitary exception.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 157a, on 1 Sam. 3 21, which

I have printed; (H) the same MS., Vol I, fol. 229a, on

1 Kings 13 17; (lU) the same MS., VoL II, foL 1676, on

2 Chron. 30 12; (IV) the same MS., Vol. II, foL 1825, on Fs. 88 6;

(V) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 8 9; which

alone has the mnemonic sign; (VI) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 37 «,

on 1 Sam. 3 21; (VII) the same MS., fol. 1526, on Jerem. 8 9;

(Vni) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 152, and (IX) the printed

Massorah on Jerem. 8 9. The words at the end of the first part of

this Rubric in the List which I have printed, viz. -won "STO »m p'o,

I cannot explain.

K'X - § 91.

"^rhjian "Ol? h ^ command of eA« king, occurs three

times. In 'the only other instance where this combination occurs

it is with the prefix Caph. (Comp. iS^? -q-vl Esther 5 8). Of this

Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, foL360tf, on Esther 8 15, which I have printed;

(H) Add. 21,160, foL 810 6, on the same passage, and (III) the printed

Massorah on Esther 1 12. As all the three instances are restricted

to the same book, the heading 'neoa -a is more precise though it

also ought to be 'ibcoi %

rst - § 92.

T5T1 and the word of, occurs eighteen times. That is, in contra-

distinction to the numerous instances in which this construct
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occurs without the prefix Vav. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Hariey 6710—11, VoL I, foL lOia,

on Numb. 28 8.

yX - § 93.

i^TV nS^ and the toord of Jehovah, occura seven times. In

the other four instances where this phrase occurs it is without

the prefix Vav. {Vide supra, letter % % 89.)

Of this Rubric, I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 74a, on 2 Sam. 24 11,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 92a, on 1 Kings

17 24; (in) the same MS., fol. 211a, on Micah 4 2; (IV) Add. 15,250,

fol. 2156, on Isa. 2 3; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 1826, on 2 Sam. 24 11;

(VI) Vienna Codex No. 85, on 2 Sam. 24 11; (VII) the same

Codex on Isa. 2 8, and (VIII) the printed Massorah on

1 Kings 17 24.

T3t - § 94.

nin? *T513 according to the word of Jehovah, is four times

teith Zakeph in this book. Of this phrase which occurs twenty-six

times altogether, there are seventeen in Kings alone. According

to the received text these seventeen instances have no fewer

than seven different accents which I subjoin in the order of

their respective numbers. Five are with Munach Katon njir yrrs

(1 Kings 15 29; 16 34; 17 16; 2 Kings 10 17; 24 2); four with

Mereha Soph-Pdsuk (} rrtn', -i;?i? 1 Kings 12 24; 2 Kings 4 44; 7 IG;

9 26); three with Mehupach Pashia (nirr -913 1 Kings 14 18; 16 12;

2 Kings 14 25); two with Mereha Tijycha (rrirr "ij^n? 1 Kings 13 26

;

22 88); one is with Munach Athnach (nirr 1913 1 Kings 17 5); one

with Munach Revia (."firr -yis 2 Kings 2^ IG)' and one with Munach

Legarmeh (inirr-Ta'js 2 Kings 1 17). With this analysis before us we

shall be at'le to test the Massorah on the passages which

constitute this Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Hariey 6710—11,. Vol. I, fol. 231a, on

I Kings 16 29, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. IG,

fol. 117a, on 2 Kings 24 2; (III) Vienna Codex No. 35, on the

same passage, and (IV) the printed Massorah also on the same

passage. Though all these four Lists coincide in stating in their

respective headings that there are four such instances only, it

is wheu analysing the instances which they severally record

that we encounter the difficulty.

Thus List I gives vr^K as the third instance. As this may
either be the catchword for l Kings 17 16, or for 2 Kings 10 17

it is difficult to say which of these two passages is meant to be

included in the four and which is to be excluded.

List II, which also records four, gives \-Tb» T3 as the third

instance, which undoubtedly shows that l Kings 17 16 is meant and

renders it probable that List I also designed this as the third passage.

List III, which simply heads this Rubric 'b'ds 'I mm •lans,

is misleading since, as we have seen, this phrase occurs seventeen

times in this book. It is, therefore, manifest that the omission 'srea

is due to the carelessness of the Scribe. But though the heading

states there are four such instances, the Rubric itself records

three only, omitting im^K altogether which may either be

1 Kings 17 16 or 2 Kings 10 17.

List IV, which also states that there are four such instances

and which duly records four, gives im^K hyt -an iwk 2 Kings 10 17

as the third passage and omits 1 Kings 17 16.

The greatest conflict prevails in the Massorah Parva on these

passages, both in the MSS. and in the editio princeps, as will be

seen from the following analysis. On l Kings 16 29, Hariey 5720,

and Arund. Orient 1 6, have 'ayisa 'n whilst the printed Massorah
has 'rea n. On l Kings 16 84, Arund. Orient. 16, and the editio

princeps have 'roa 'Pea 'n, whilst Hariey 5710—11 and Hariey 5720

have 'Ptta '1. On l Kings 17 16, Add. 16,250, and the editio

princeps have 'B'oa 'pea 'n, whilst Hariey 5720 has 'poa n. On
2 Kings 10 17 the edUio princeps has 'B'oa DPoa 'n, whilst Hariey
5710—11; Hariey 5720 and Add. 15,250 have 'opsa n. On 2 Kings

24 2, both the MSS. (Hariey 5720; Add. 15,250) and the editio

princeps coincide in remarking u-'Ba 'poa n.

As to the text in the Codices, whilst Arund. Orient 16;

Add. 15,250; Add. 15,261; and Add. 16,451 have nfrr -q-t? in

1 Kings 16 29, Hariey 5710-11, has nim -^t?. In 1 Kings' 16 34,

Orient 2201; Hariey 5710—11; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,261;

Add. 15,451, have nfm -ip-is, whilst Add. 15,250 has m^n^nj-js. In

2 Kings 24 2, Orient' 2201; Arund. Orient 16; Add.* 15,250;

Add. 15,251 ; and Add. 1.5,451 have njm lyp, whilst the Model Codex
Hariey 6710-11 has mm -9-1? on wliich the Nakdan has the

following instructive remark ,nioon nt 'b*?i 'pm 't 'rtoa nrno© 'a 'y\bt

•p ypi imnictts a rtw njjna "p piso mn. There can, therefore, be no
doubt that the different Massoretic Schools preserved different

traditions with regard to these accents, that according to one

School of textual redactors there are four such instances only,

whilst according to another School there are five and that this

explains the conflicting Massorahs. The reason why the headings

of the respective Rubrics add the expression 'Boa is that apart

from this book this phrase also occurs with the same accents in

Josh. 8 27.

iTX - § 96.

Itt^ 01^*^5 !? «* ^^^y <^y'* *i^ork required, is three Hnus thus

combined. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 16,251, foL 3226, on

1 Chron. 16 37, which I have printed, and (II) Vienna Codex No. 86

on the same passage. As all the three instances are restricted

to Chronicles, the heading ought properly to be 'bd31 'di 'j.

rSt = § 96.

n5^P fi'oni the toord of, occurs three times. That is, as a noun

in the construct with the prefix Mem, in contradistinction to the

instances in which this quadriliteral is differently pointed (vide

supra, letter n, § 77). Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 706, on Exod. 23 7,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 1766, on 1 Sam. 19 44,

and (HI) the printed Massorah on 2 Kings 10 10.

rx = § 97.

'n3''T my word, occurs thirteen times. This quadriliteral occurs

altogether forty-two times.. In twenty-nine instances the Resh is

with Pathach (n^'n), being the plural with the suffix first person

singular and in thirteen instances the Resh is with Chirek

/,-g^)^ being the singular with the same suffix. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the minority. By fixing the number at thirteen, the

Massorah militates against those Codices which read -na'^ in

Jerem. 1 12; 23 28, 29; Jonah 4 2, as is evident from the

Septuagint

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated no fewer than thirty Lists,

twenty-eight in MSS. and two printed. I specify however the

following eleven Lists only: (I) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D.

916, on Isa. 66 2, which I have printed; (II) the same Codex

on Jerem. 23 28; (III) the same Codex on Jerem. 29 10; (IV)

Orient 4445, fol. 130a, on Numb. 11 23; (V) Hariey 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 926, on the same passage; (VI) the same MS., Vol. I,

fol. 2206, on 1 Kings 6 12; (VII) the same MS., VoL II, fol. 81 6,

on Jerem. 1 12; (VIII) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2346, on

Job 29 22; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 10; (X) the printed

Massorah on Numb. 11 28, and (XI) the same on l Kings 6 12.

Though the heading of List IV states that there are ten such

instances only, the List itself records identically the same thirteen

passages. " must therefore be a clerical error for r\

n'Jt - § 98.

rTOnS according to thy words, is three times defective of Yod

in the Pentatetich. That is, in these three instances it is not

the pausal form of Uie singular yi^yt but is the plural y^'^
with Yod defective. This Rubric, which records the defective

orthography of this noun in the Pentateuch alone, I have found

in the printed Massorah only, on Gen. 30 34. In the addition

at the end of this Rubric, Jacob b. Chayim states that these

three instances in the Pentateuch are part of the thirteen passages

in the Bible, which exhibit the same anomaly and that he has

given the full List in the Massorah Finalis. The same reference

he gives in Gen. 47 30. On Ps. 119 9, 45, however, he states that

he has given it on Pericope ion = Gen. 30 84. But this Rubric

is nowhere to be found in the printed Massorah.

rx - § 99.

'TrT3''T thy toordf, is in thirteen instances defective of Yod. That

is, in these instances it is not to bo taken as the pausal form

of the singular ij-ja-n, but as the defective plural, viz. Yl^-n. On

referring to the notes on these passages in my edition of the

Bible, it will be seen that in nearly all the instances many of

the MSS., the early editions and the ancient Versions actually

exhibit the plural Yn;^->{ as the textual readings.
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Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorab, I collated ten Lists: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol I,

fol. 826, on Gen. 47 80, which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,

Vol. n, foL 212a, on Ps. 119 9; (HI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 814a,

on the same passage; (IV) Add. 16,261, foL 286, on Gen. SO 84;

(V) the same MS., fol. 91 a, on Numb. 14 20; (VI) the same

MS., foL 8696, on Ps. 119 9; (VII) the same MS., fol. 871a, on

Ps. 119 107; (Vin) Add. 21,160, fol. 211a, on Numb. 14 20; (IX)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, §114, and (X) Paris Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah, § 130. As these thirteen instances include four only

without any prefix ('^'^ Ps. 119 16, 17, 101, 105), one with the

prefix Beth {•^•^ Ps.' 119 42) and eight with the prefix Caph

iy^-Xf Gen. 30 84"; 47 80; Numb. 14.20; Ps. 119 9, 26, 28, 66, 107)

it is remarkable that List IV alone should have the correct

heading 'r-ba w j"".

List V has the important addition at the end stating that

according to the Eastern recension there are fifteen such instances

and that Judg. 18 12 and 1 Kings 3 12 are two of the List

(nw TOO -on ,'nw nn ie i»nr»^i). The design, therefore, of this

MasBorah is to exclude the Eastern recension.

'j3 = § 100.

CyTp*Tl and words, occura twice. This plural noun occurs

altogether twenty-eight times. In twenty-six instances it is

without the prefix Vav and in two only is it with this prefix.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the exception.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 804a, on Eccl. 5 G, which I

have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 96, on Gen. 11 1; (III)

Add. 15,451, fol. 8o, on the same passage, and (IV) the printed

Massorah also on the same passage.

K'p - § 101.

rrtT ^^"t «^ vxtrda of Jehovah, For this Rubric see letter m,

§ 1254.'

n-p - § 102.

VTtt'1'' *'^'S^. the toorda of Jeremiahu, occurs four times. By

fixing the number at four, the Massorah safeguards the shorter

form of the superscription of Jeremiah against the longer form

^TBl^K rrn i^ D'r6K~o"!i, which is preserved in the Septuagint

(t6 ^fjiiatoh i&eoe 8 Syivero inl 'leQSiilav) in conformity with

Hosea 1 1; Micah 1 1; Zeph. 1 l.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1476, on Jerem. 1 1,

which I have printed, and (H) Add. 15,250, fol. 239a, on the

same passage. As this combination does not occur apart from

this book, the heading ought properly to be -bosi n.

yp - § 108.

"•ttTl and the u}ords of, occurs Jive times. By fixing the

number '

at' five, the Massorah excludes the reading njT y^i in

Ps. 145 5, which is exhibited in the ancient versions and which

is now accepted by many as preferable, as will be seen from

the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible. It, moreover,

safeguards 2 Ghron. 12 15 against being made conformable to

the parallel passage in 1 Kings 14 29 where it is "59? •\^^.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2206, on Ps. 145 5,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 267a, on

1 Chron. 29 29; (HI) the same MS., fol. 2646, on 2 Ghron. 12 15;

(IV) Add. 15,260, fol. 4176, on 1 Chron. 29 29; (V) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah II, § 10; (VI) the printed Massorah on Ps. 109 3,

and (VII) the same on 1 Chron. 29 29. List VI adds in the

heading that three of the instances begin a verse (B'-ipmo'i).

They are Ps. 109 8; I Chron. 29 29 and 2 Chron. 12 15 and

form part of the Rubric, recording twelve words, which respectively

occur three times at the beginning of the verse. (Vide infra,

letter % § 72.)

rp - § 104.

'HIJ'T^ and my words, occurs twice. This plural with the suffix

first person singular, without and with the prefix Vav, occurs

altogether thirty-eight times. As it is nyi o"^ 'T?"
i" thirty-six

instances, and twice only '-qti the Massorah safeguards the two

exceptional instances. That variations obtained in ancient times

with regard to the precise reading in these two passages is

attested by the Septuagint Whilst the predominant School of

textual redactors took this quadriliteral as a complete word

another School regarded it as an abbreviation and reaolved it

in the first instance into O'-i^'fl (- x«l xh ^fuetd). This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 144a, on Isa. 69 21.

n'p - § 106.

'?p*t3''! thy words, is in eight instances the textual reading, for

which the^ofjicial reading is, thy wora^ That is, in these passages

the Kethiv, which has the plural, is cancelled by the Keri, which

directs us to read the singular, and in this respect, therefore,

this Rubric is the converse of § 99. By fixing the number at eight,

the design of this Massorah is to militate against the Eastern

recension which reads icyj-i without variation in Judg. 13 17.

On referring to the notes on 1 Kings 8 26; and Jerem. 15 16,

it will be seen that the Keri is the substantive reading also in

these passages.

Of this Rubric I collated fourteen Lists, twelve in MSS.

and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol.1, foL 166a, on

Judg. 13 17; (H) the same MS., on the same passage; (HI) the

same MS., VoL I, fol. 228 a, on 1 Kings 8 26; (IV) the same

MS., Vol. n, iol. 2146, on Ps. 119 147; (V) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 386, on Judg. 13 17; (VI) the same MS., foL 83a, oh

1 Kings 8 26; (VII) the same MS., fol. 1666, on Jerem. 16 16;

(Vm) the same MS., foL 816 a, on Ps. 119 147; (IX) Add. 16,351,

fol. 286, on Gen. 30 84 where it is given as the converse of

§ 99; (X) the same MS., fol. 189a, on 1 Kings 826; (XI) Add. 16,461,

fol. 2306, on the same passage; (XH) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I,

§ 116; (Xni) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 181, and (XIV) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 21. It is reniarkable that

though four of the instances only are y^i without the prefix

(Judg. 13 17; 1 Kings 8 26; 22 18; Jerem. 16 16) and the other

four are with different prefixes (1 Kings i8 36; Ps. 119 147,

161; Ezra 10 12) yet none of the Lists state in their respective

headings 'v*?:i'n, thus showing that this important qualifying

expression is often omitted.

rp = § 106.

tn^^ his woi'ds, is in two instances ihe textual reading and

ought to"he his word. That is, in these two passages the plural

noun with the suffix third person singular which is the Kethiv,

the Keri or the official reading substitutes the singular. In spite,

however, of this Massoretic declaration the Cbdices, the early

editions and the ancient^versions greatly vary in their respective

readings with regard to'these expressions, as will be seen from

the notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible. This

Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only,

letter n, § 85.

Vp - § 107.

TnSl'TI and his words, occurs Jive times. This plural noun

with the suffix third person singular occurs altogether about

twenty-seven times. In twenty-two instances it is without the

prefix Vav and in five only is it with this prefix. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric, which is qne of the most popular parts of

the Massorah, I collated thirteen Lists, ten in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1146, on Deut 4 86,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. U, fol. 167a, on

2 Chron. 13 22; (III) the same MS., Vol. U, fol. 3546, on Eccl. 9 16;

(IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2656, on 2 Chron. 13 22; (V) the

same MS., fol. 2806, on 2 Chron. 35 27; (VI) the same MS.,

fol. 3336, on Job 34 35; (VII) the same MS., fol. 3646, on

Eccl. 9 16; (Vni) Add. 15,461, fol. 508a, on 2 Chron. 35 27;

(IX) Add. 21,160, fol. 2625, on Deut 4 36; (X) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah II, § 11, margin; (XI) the printed Massorah on

Deut 4 36; (XII) the same on Job 34 35, and (XIII) the same

on 2 Chron. 35 27.

n'p = § 108.

*?rn3''T thy words, occurs three tim^s in the Alphabet. That is,

in the 119*^ Psalm. Not only does each of the twenty-two groups

or stanzas begin with one of the letters of the alphabet, but

each of the eight verses which constitute each group begins

with the same letter. Hence this Psalm exhibits an octuple

alphabet For this reason the Massorah calls it the Alphabet or

the great Alphabet i. e. the Eight-fold Alphabet
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Bj fiking t&e number at three, the design of this Massorah

is to indicate that in the other four instances in which this

expression occurs in this Psalm it is -^^9^ without the Yod after

the Beih or if the pftusal form of the singular (Ps. 119 16, 17,

101, 106), thus miUtating against the Codices which read it •^•^

as will be seen from the notes on these passages in my edition

of the Bible. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, foL 816a, on Ps. 119 189, which I have printed, and

(II) the printed Hassorah on the same passage.

rp - § 109.

ftp^l^'^a according unto your wordt, oceurt three timei. In the

only other passage where this plural noun with the suffix

second person plural occurs with a similar prefix it is e^rsfv^

B«A (Mai 2 17). Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, foL 61 5, on

Jerem. 4,2 i, which I have printed; (n) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 26;

on Josh. 2 21; (III) Add. 16,261, foL 26l5, on Jerem. 42 4;

(IV) Add. 16,461, foL 88a, on Gen. 44 10; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 616,

on the same passage; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 9,

margin, and (VII) the printed Massorah on Qen. 44 10.

•p - § 110.

'^*f\ Debar, t$ three Hme$ wUh Kcmetx. With Sheva under the^^

DaltA, this triliteral has normally Pathach under the Daleth i. e.

•w and is the construct of the noun 'V^. In these three instances,

however, the Beih is with Kametx, which is due to its being part

of the proper nam© of a town in Gilead. Hence the Massorah,

which lias regard simply to the fact that the Kamstz abnormally

foUows the Shwa in this expression, records the fact. (Vide eupra,

letter % § 78.)

_Qf this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I coUated three Lists: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, foL 203a, on

3 Sam. 9 4, which I have printed; (H) Arund. Orient 16,foL 62a,

on the same passage, and (III) Add. 16,260, foL 169 a, also on

the same passage.

K'^p - 8 HI.

JTjb*^ Deborah, %e ihree timse drfecHve. This proper name

occurs altogether ten times. In seven instances it is plane

(Jtdg. 4 4, 6, 9, 10; 5 1, 7, 12) and in three only is it defective.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the orthography of the minority.

This protection is all the more neQMiary since the two different

spellings occur not only in the same book, but within a few

verses at the same chapter.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, ^
four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Orient 2849, foL 48a, on Gen. 86 8, which I have

printed; (II) Orient 2848, foL 68a; (IH) Add. 16,261, foL 8l5;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 846; (V) the printed Massorah, ail on the

same passage, and (VI) the printed Massorah on Judg. 4 14.

lists m and V alone have not the mnemonic sign.

3«»p - 8 112.

^rnS^ the manner of, or my eaute, oeeurn twice. It is generally

supposed* that in Ps. 110 4 the Yod is not tito suffix first person

singular as in Job 5 8, which is the only other instance where

this form occurs, but is paragogic. In Add. 21,161, foL 1686,

which is one of the oldest Codices extant tnn^i is the textual

reading and the Massorah Parva remarks against it 'p <ji. Being

preceded by -ht we should normally expoct the phrase to be

n^^r^ as it is in EcoL 8 18; 7 14 and Dan. 2 80. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the anomalous form, which obtained in the

predomininit School, and thus militates afg;ainst the Massorah of

the rival School of textual redactors.

Of this Rubric I collated three .List», two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol 828 a„ on Job 5 8, which I

have printed; (II) Vienna Codex No. 86 on the same passage,

and (m) the printed Massorah also on the same passage.

r»p - 8 118-

HJ'^ll'j and the fiOi, oemre twice. 01! this Rubric, which is

one of the most ancient parts of the Massorah, I collated three

Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Add. 21,160, foL 746, on

Bxod. 7 21, which I have printed; (H) Orient 4448, foL 48a, on

the same passage^ and (HI) the printed Massorah Finalls, letter %
8 62. These two instances form p^t of the alphabetical List of

words beginning with Va/o which respectively occur twice in the

same book. {VUe infra, letter i, 8 66.) Accordingly tVie heading

of this Rubric ought more correctly to be 'bbsi 's.

T»p - 8 11*.

''5? *'^^ ^5*^ ^ standard of the camp of the children of,

oeeure three Hmee. In describing the standards of the different

tribes two phrases are used. In five instances it is simply

*Sn9^|7 without the adjunct <jf (Numb. 2 8, 10, 18, 26; 10 18) and

in three only is it with the addition *jf Hence the Massorah

safeguards the minority. That some Codices read ^j^ ^n^ hj^ in

Numb. 10 18 is attested by the Samaritan recension of the text.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2849, fol 1066, on Numb. 10 26,

which I have printed, and (H) Vienna Codex No. 86 on the

same passage, ii* in the heading is the abbreviation of rrjvr

on^ and f^ the three tribes in connection with which the adjunct

>2^ is used.

rfiSp - 8 116.

t&JI% For this Rubric see letter j, § 623 &c. Vol. II, p. 296.

fOp - 8 116-

''TI the hreaete of, oeeure twice. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol 18 J6,

on Ezek. 28 8. As the two instances not only occur in the same

book; but are restricted to the same section the heading ought

more properly to be "»ai 'S.

rp » 8 ll*?^

ffl Dedan, oeeure, twice. This Rubric, which I have found

in the printed Massorah Pinalis only) letter n, 8 68, is difficult

to explain, since this proper name occurs six thnes without the

prefix (Gen. 26 8, 8; Jerem. 26 28; 49 8; Ezek. 27 16, 20).

Heidenheim's sugg^tion that the design of this Miisforah is to

record the two instances in which the Daleth is withottt Dageeh

(comp. bxom ou Gen. 26 6) contrary to tte'rule of two similar

letters, is too ingenious. It may be that the Massorah intends

to record the only two instances in which this proper name ib

preceded by ^ without and -with the prefix Vav and that the

heading ought to be 's )7] *jf This seems to be supported by

the printed Massorah Paeva, which has '3 on Ezek. 27 16 where

the text is {77 -jf

.

r\y . 8 118.

nyfl gold, is three timee wriiUn with He. The emphatic of

the Chaldee aTj, without and with the prefix Vav, occurs altogether

nineteen times. In Daniel where it occurs sixteen times, it is

uniformly with Aleph (j»^-vd, whilst in Ezra, where it occurs three

times it is with He (n^n^). Hence the Massorah safeguards the

exceptional orthography.

pf this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol 876 6, on Ezra 7 18, which

I have printed; (II) the printed Massorah on Dan. 8 22, and

(m) the same on Ezra 6 6. As all the three instances are in

Ezra the heading ought to be '-1B031 ':.

tyyp - 8 119-

iyffn Doeg, oeeure ihree timee. This name of the Edomite,

who was the chief of Saul's herdsmen, occurs altogether six

times and is spelt in two different ways. In the three instances

which constitute this Rubric, it is with Aleph (art or sfh)' and in

three it is with Yod (j^ii Doyeg 1 Sam. 22 18, 18, 22). The Massorah

regards the spelling with Aleph as correct and hence formulates

it as exhibiting the standard orthography, For this reason the

Keri or official reading substitutes j|ttt with Aleph in each of

the three instances in which the textual reading is s^ with Yod.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter n, 8 65, and (II) Add. 21,161, fol 16, on 1 Sam. 21 8.

Notwithstanding this definite Massorah it can only be regarded

as proceeding from one School of textual redactors, since another

School preserved a different tradition. This is attested by the

Massorah Parva in the Model Codex Harley 6710—11, i^hlch

remarks on 1 Sam. 21 8 p ajin -ns rti. . It will be seen that thi?

Massorah does not indicate whether any of the three instances

with Aleph are 3^ plene, or 3^ defective. The Massorah Parva,
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hbwever, in Add. 15,250 remarks on ii^ 1 Sain. 81 8 -en -ai 'ba -m %
As the MasBorah Parva in Harley 5710—11 and Arund. Orient 16

on Ps. 62 2 remarks 'ba 'b s^ it is evident that the two defective

instances are l Sam. 21 8; 22 9 and that the one plene is

Ps. 52 2. This is supported by the best MSS. and the early

editions. Accordingly sifpi l Sam. 21 8 in my edition of the Bible

ought to be ^ notwithstanding the Massoretic remark in Harley

6710—11 and the reading in Orient 2201 first hand, which I

followed.

yp - § 120.

T*T love, beloved, or friend, i$ twice defective. As this noun,

which occurs altogether six times, is plene in four instances and

defective in two only, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

orthography. This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah

only, where it is given three times: (I) on Levit 10 4, which I

have printed; (II) Esther 2 16, and (HI) the Massorah Finalis,

letter t, § 56.

K'Sp - § 121.

^T**! my love, or friend, i$ three timee defective. With the suffix

first person this noun occurs altogether twenty-three times. As

it is plene in twenty instances and defective in three only, the

Massorah safeguards the exceptions. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Ajund. Orient 16,

foL 168 a, on Jerem. 32 8. As all the three instances are not only

restricted to the same book but to the same section, the heading

ought to be "vnn 'on -j.

3'3'p = § 122.

^Tf! w»y love, or friend, occure fxe timee, three timee defective

and twice plene. This is one of the artificial Rubrics which make

the decipherment of the Massorah so difficult. We have «een in

the preceding Rubric that this form of the noun with the suffix

first person occurs no less than twenty-three times and not five

as here stated. As four instances are in the Prophets and

nineteen in the Song of Songs, the Massorah obtains the number

five by artificially counting all the instances in the Song as

one, and thus makes up the five. This artificial counting is,

moreover, applied to the two plenes. The nineteen instances in

Canticles, which are uniformly plene are regarded as one, and

the single plene instance in Isa. 5 1 makes up the two plenes.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah and which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

1 collated two Lists: (I) Orient 1474, fol. 41 6, on Jerem. 82 8,

which I have printed, and (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916

on the same passage. List II is corrupt* rapm should be nsp

Jerem. 32 8, jnm should be ropici Jerem. 32 9, the first '"?ttn - -nm '^n

is Jerem. 32 12 and the second -bv^ should be 'en, thus giving

the three defectives first

.'^ -wn mvK •hm 'Wi ]nm napm 'aow 'n jo nn m i

rDp - § 128.

YtVT **• tinele, or Dodo, is Jive times plene. In explanation

of this Rubric it is necessary to remark: (1) that this expression

is both a noun with the#>uffix third person singular denoting uncle,

and a proper name Dodo,, (2) that in this double sense it occurs

altogether eleven times, and (3) that it is spelt in two different

ways, being defective in six instances (Levit. 20 20; 25 49, 49;

2 Sam. 23 24; 2 Kings U 17; Esther 2 7) and plene in five.

Hence the Massorah, which has regard to the identity of the

spelling irrespective of the difference in the sense, safeguards

the orthography of the minority, consisting of two nouns with

the suffix (1 Sam. 10 16; Amos 6 10) and the proper names

(Judg. 10 1; 1 Chron. 11 12, 26).

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 26a, on Judg. 10 1, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., foL 245a, on 1 Chron. 11 12;

(HI) Add. 16,251, fol. 145a, on Judg. 10 1; (IV) Add. 15,451,

fol. nob, on the same passage; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35, and

(VI) the printed Massorah, both on the same passage. As all the six

Lists emphatically state that there are five sUoh instances only and

coincide in omitting 2 Sam. 23 9, it is evident that they are based

upon a recension of the text, which did not recognise the Keri

in the tea^us rec«pttM.

T3p = § 124.

D'H'T love, occurs four times in the Scriptures, three times

defective and once plene. Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists,

seven in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 6710^11, Vol. II,

foL 78b, on Ezek. 16 8, which I have printed; (11) the same MS.,

Vol. II, fol. 845, on Ezek. 28 17; (HI) the saipe MS., Vol II,

fol. 246a, on Prov. 7 18; (IV) the same MS.| Vol II, foL 261&,

on Cant 5 l; (V) Arund. Orient 16, foL 1816, on Ezek. 28 17;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 8386, on Prov. 7 18; (VH) Add. 16,260,

foL 872 6, on Cant 5 i, and (VIH) the printed Massorah on

Prov. 7 18.

Though all the eight Lists coincide in their statement in

the respective headings that one instance is plene, Lists I, IV, V
and VII do not specify which is the solitary plene, whilst the

other four Lists are most conflicting. Thus List 11 says it is

Prov. 7 18;^ Lists III and IV declare that it is Cant 5 1 and

List VIII as emphatically states that it is Ezek. 16 8. On referring

to the notes on Ezek. 28 17 in my edition of the Bible it will

be seen that several MSS. and early editions give this passage

as the plene. It is, therefore, evident that there were different

traditions in the different Schools of textual redactors as to

the orthography of this expression.

.T3p - § 125.

^"Tl^ my love, or Dodai, occurs twice once plene and once

defective. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, VoL II,

fol. 147a, on 1 Chron. 27 4, which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 255a, on the same passage, and (III) Vienna

Codex No. 35, also on the same passage. Lists II and ni head

this Rubric more precisely, viz. 'on nm 'ba "m •vb nna 'a. This

Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of words which

respectively occur twice in two different senses. {Vide infra,

letter o, 438, Vol. II, p. 217.)

rap - § 126.

TT^ David, without and toiih the prefixes, is Jive times plene.

In the nine books, which belong to this part of the Rubric by

virtue of their exclusion from the second part, this proper name
without and with the prefixes, occurs no fewer thou 796 times.^

As it is defective in 791 instances and plene in five only, the

Massorah safeguards the extremely rare exceptions.

And throughout the twelve Minor Fhvphets, Chronicles and

Evra-Nehemiah it is lihewise plene. In these three books where this

proper name occurs about 281 times; 9 in the Minor Prophets,

11 in Ezra-Nehemiah and 261 in Chronicles, it is uniformly plene.

Hence the simple mention of the fact suffices as a guide for

the Scribe. It will thus be seen that of 1077 times in which this

name occurs it has retained its primitive orthograpny in 7l»i

instances and that in 286 instances only has the later plene

spelling been introduced.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 227a, on lKingsll86,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL II, fol. 926, on

Ezek. 84 23; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 78a, on 1 Kings 8 14;

(IV) the same MS., foL 86 a, on 1 Kings 11 4; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 87a, on 1 Kings 11 86; (VI) the same MS., foL 189a, on

Ezek. U 23; (VH) the same MS., fol. 894a, on Cant 4 4; (Vm)

the printed Massorah on 1 Kings 11 4, and (IX) the same

on Ezek. 84 28. Lists III and IV have at 'the end nmirynnto
"Oi omitting rw, whilst List V has it "en tnm iw nn bort and

omits n'f). But these omissions are manifestly due to clerical

carelessness. List n has at the end rin 'B'OI, which are the initials

of mw rfi nw "nn, the three books in which the plene orthography

uniformly prevails.

1 They tre m foUo«fi! (1) In Samael it oooan 677 all d«fMtive; (2) io

King* 90, of whioh 98 are defeoUve and 8 plene; (8) Imiah 10 all defeetive}

<4) Jeremiah 16 all defective ; {&) Exektel 4, of which 8 are defective and 1 plene;

<6) Pialme 88 all defective ; (7) Proverbs 1 defective; (8) Job 1 detective and

the Five MegiUoth 4, of which 8 are defective and 1 plene.

VSp - § 127.

ffrf^KiTtt?^ "^fj -Dowrf the man of Ood, occurs three times

in the Sisripiures thus' domMM For Other persons who are thus

didtinguished see letter m, § 425. Of this Rubric I collated six

Lists, four in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 67loA^l Vol. H,

fol. 8006, on Neh. 12 24, which I have printed; (II) AranA

Orient 16, foL 888a, on Neh. 12 86; (IH) Add. 16,260, fol. 401a,

on Neh. 12 24; (IV) Add. 15,251, foL 4276, on the same passage;

(V) the printed Massorah also on the same passage, and (VI)

the same on 2 Chron. 8 14.
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n'3p = § 128.

Tf^'^htpn **« *% DawW and David the king. For this

Rubric see letter o, g 486, Vol. H, p. 280.

t3'3p - § 129.

TIP Tl*! Dawti 2/e* more, i$ four timet Ihtu combined in the

Seripturet. The adverb mr yet more, is combined with iri nine

times. In five instances it precedes the proper name (comp. -rn tv

1 Sam. 20 8; 88 4; 2 Sam. 6 l; l Chron. 14 U; 17 18) and in

four the order is inverted. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

minority. By fixing the number at four, the design of this Massorah

is to exclude the reading of those Codices in which the two parallel

passages, viz. 2 Sam. 7 20 and l Ohron. 17 18 are the same, as will be

seen from the notes in 2 Sam. 7 20 in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. I99fc, on 2 Sam. 6 18,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 60a, on the

same passage; (IH) the same MS., fol. 247a, on 1 phron. 14 3;

(IV) Add. 16,261, fol. 171a, on 2 Sam. 6 18; (V) Vienna Codex

No. 85 on the same passage, and (VI) the printed Massorah

FinaUs, letter -i, § 71.

It is remarkable that not only do aU the six Lists

emphatically state that there are four instances only, in which

this adverb follows the proper name David," but they coincide in

omitting 1 Sam. 18 29 where the received text has also -rtr nn.

List VI omits the second instance in l Chron. 14 8& and gives

in its place n-n tit »]'Dr nai l Chron. 17 18, thus harmonising by

a reverse process the two parallel passages (2 Sam. 7 20;

1 Chron. 17 18). That this is not due to the first editor of the

Massorah, but that the Rubric in this form proceeds from a

School of Maasorites which had this reading in their Codices, is

evident from the following remark appended to it by Jacob b.

Chayim vv in«? -nr cnp mn in u^ "iBcn ainai pwon tok.

y|5 - § 180.

tn? at David, oceurt three timet. That is, with the prefix

Caph, in contradistinction to the sixteen instances in which it is

with the prefix Beth.

And wherever it it preceded by the veib td do it it. likewite mth

(hit prefix. Preceded by n^ it occurs six times and is uniformly

Ti-jl (1 Kings 11 C, 38; 16 U; 2 Kings 14 8; 16 2; 2 Chron. 28 1).

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, foL ISOa, on l Sam. 22 14, which I

have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 207 a, on Amos 6 5;

(HI) Add. 15,251, fol. 8115, on Zech. 12 8; (IV) Add. 16,461, fol. 1966,

. on 1 Sam. 22 14, and (V) the printed Massorah on Amos 6 6.

Lists I, n and IV, though emanating from different Schools

and from countries far apart, are identical. They take no notice

of the fact that some of the instances are plene and some

defective, since this is outside the scope of this Massorah. List III,

however, heads this Rubric -^tt 'i "ma and as it is without the

second part it is evident that its design is to record the three

instances in which this name with the prefix Caph is plene, in

contradistinction to the aix in which it is defective. But though

its statement that Tri| is three times plene is quite correct, yet

the first instance which it gives pa tto -pa» teaw l Sam. 22 14,

is in conflict with the received text In the textui receptui the

three plene instances are Amos 6 6; Zech. 12 8 and 2 Chron. 28 1.

It is, therefore, evident that either a later Nakdan who found

this Rubric without its second part, mistook its import and

hence altered the heading into '^a % or if the Rubric as it is

actually proceeded from the original Massorites themselves, it is

based upon a recension of the text in which l Sam. 22 14 was

plene and 2 Chron. 28 l defective. The printed Massorah (List IV),

which has the second part tto 'ran tei is manifestly corrupt and

ought to be Ti-o 'ran rf^w tei, as is attested by Lists I and IL

Wbp - § 131.

T^T? to, or of David, it twice with the accent Pazar in thit

hook. That is, in the Psalter and when it begins the Psalm, in

contradistinction to the seven instances in which it is with a

different accent in this position, recorded in the following Rubric.

This Rubric I have found in the* printed Massorah only, on

Pi. 25 1. The heading ought more properly to be 'B'ds nte optss b"-i '2,

inoe apart from its beginning the verse it also occurs with the

same accent in Ps. 132 il.

2'ip - § 132.

TIT? it in teven inttancet teiih the accent. That is, with Azla

before Le'garmeh. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two
'
In

MSS. and two printed: (I) Hariey 5710—11, Vol. H, fol. 1805,

on Ps. 26 1, which I have printed; (H) Add. 15,251, foL 851a,

on the same passage; (III) the printed Massorah also on the

same passage, and (IV) the same on Ps. 108 1. The addition at

the end of the Rubric is needless and affords another illustration

of the fact that the Nakdanim added phrases which are no part

of the Massorah, simply to fill out the line.

rS-J - § 188.

n?>^ I* Throughout thit hook U it [b Psalm] of David except

in teven ""inttancet where it it Of David a Ptalm. As the expression

-iioto normally precedes -nn^ in which combination this phrase

occurs twenty-seven times (vide infra, letter a, § 264, Vol. U,

p. 207) and as it is in these seven instances only where the

order is inverted, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

inversion. By fixing the number at seven, the design of the

Massorah is to militate against those textual redactors who read

-n-i"? -iiata in Ps. 40 l, as will be seen from the notes on this

passage in my edition of the Bible. This Rubric I have found

in the printed Massorah only, on Ps. 24 1. That the design of

this Massorah is to contrast the abnormal phrase niata ynh with

the normal combination nn^ mata and that the expression i10!«?

has been carelessly omitted in the heading before w^, is

attested by the heading of this Rubric on Ps. 109 1 where it is

't -naiB^m a'lp-i and where Jacob b. Chayim refers for the List

to Ps. 24 U

rip - § 184.

nVT tick, oceurt three tim^t in the Scripturet .... once in ihe

Law, once in the Prophett and once in the Hagiographa. That is, the

feminine form with Kametz under the Vav, in contradistinction to

the only instance where this triliteral adjective occurs and where

it is with Segol under the Vav, being the masculine (Lament 5 17).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VpL II, fol. 14a, on Isa. 80 22,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 181a, on the

same passage; (III) Add. 16,260, fol. 3736, on Lament 1 13; (IV)

Add. 16,261, fol. 766, on Levit 20 18; (V) Add. 21,160, foL 170a,

on the same passage; (VI) the printed Massorah also on the

same passage, and (VII) the same on Isa. SO 22.

,T^p - § 185.

VTT they thall irnth, oceurt twice. Of this Rubric, which

does not^occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1936, on Ezek. 40 38, which I have

printed, and (II) the same MS., fol. 269a, on 2 Chron. 4 6.

Vi?p = § 186.

^IT faint, tick at heart, oceurt three timet in ihe Scripturet. Of

this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah,

I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2686, on Lament 1 22, which I have

printed; (II) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 1 6;

(HI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 119a, on the same passage; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 356 a, on Lament 1 22; (V) Add. 16,451, fol. 278a,

on Jerem. 8 18; (VI) the printed Massorah on Isa. t 6, and

(VH) the same on Lament. 1 22.

V'^p = § 187.

iTttlT fiilent, oceurt four timet. Of this Rubric I collated

four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Add. 16,260, fol. 826a,

on Ps. 89 3, which I have printed; (II) Orient 2876, foL 29a, on

the same passage; (IH) Cambridge Add. 466, also on the same

passage, and (IV) the printed Massorah on Ps. 62 2.

The conflict between these Lists and the contradictory

remarks in the Massorah Parva, both in the MSS. and in the

printed edition, on the respective passages are due to the fact

that these Lists emanate from different Massoretic Schools and

that they are based upon different redactions of the text as will

be seen from the following analysis.

Lists II and III head this Rubric -on ai 'bn 'a -i and give the

first and last instance (Ps. 22 8; 65 2) as defective and the
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seoond and third (89 8; 62 2) as plend. Not only is the text in

Orient. 2S7& where List n is given in harmony with this

recension, but Orient. 2212 and Orient 2876 fully coincide there-

with. This is moreover corroborated by the Massorah Parva in

Add. 15,250 and Orient. 2876, on Ps. 22 8; by Harley 5710-1

J

and Arund. Orient. 16, on Ps. 89 8; by Harley 5710—11 and
< Cambridge Add. 465, on Ps. 63 2, all of which remark on these

]
passages that it occurs four times, twice plene and twice defective

< ^e^ 31 'ha 'a '*i). In accordance with this Massorah Arund. Orient. 16,

i idd. 15,251; Add. 15,461 second hand; Orient. 4227; the first edition

of the Bible, Soncino 1488; the second edition, Naples 1491—98;

the third edition, Brescia 1494; the fourth edition, Pesaro 1511—17

and the «ditio princepa of the Rabbinic Bible Venice 1517 read

it n^<| defective in Ps. 22 8 ; and in accordance with this Massorah

also Orient. 2201 seoond hand; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient. 16;

Add. 15,251; Orient. 4227; the first, third and fourth editions of

the Bible; the Salonica edition of the Psalms &o. 1515; the tditio

prindepi of the Rabbinic Bible and the first edition of the

Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1524—25 have it rmyi

defective in Ps. 66 2.

The second recension of this Rubric is exhibited in Lift IV.

The heading of this Rubric states that rntpn, which occurs four

times, is defective in one instance only ('en 'm 'n) and emphatically

specifies Ps.22 8 as the solitary defective ('dh manp), thus excluding

Ps. 65 2, which according to this is plene. This recension is

foUowed by Orient 2201 first hand; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,461;

the edttio princepi of the Hagiographa, Naples 1486—87; the

accurately-printed second edition of the Bible, Naples 1491—98

and the Complutensian. It ii remarkable that though the Massorah

Parva on Ps. 65 2 repeats the statement that it occurs four times,

three times plene and once defective ('en -m 'bn 'i 'i) Jacob b.Chayim

has here r^ defective, which is in conflict with List IV, given

in his own edition of the Massorah. The addition at the end

of the Rubric which I have printed, viz. 'en rvoi 'ha 'onp, i»

manifestly due to a clerical error and should be 'en ttvw 'orp,

without the expression '^ as is attested by the Massorah Parva

on Ps. 22 8 in this very MS. In accordance with the first recension

of this Rubric the margin and the text in Ps. 22 8 in my edition

of the Bible, must now change places.

n'hp - 8 188.

Dpf! dumb, tiUnt, oeeurt twice. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16,

foL 189a, on Isa. 47 5. As the only other instance in which

this adverb with the termination Mem occurs is with the

prefix Vav (Lament 8 16), this Rubric forms part of the

alphabetical List of words, which respectively occur three times,

twice without Vav and once with it {Vide infra, letter i, § 70.)

I"^^

tS-^p - § 189.

* to Judge, oocurt three times in the Seriptwee. That is, the

Kal infinitive with the prefix Lamed, in contradistinction to the

other two instances in which this quadriliteral occurs where it

is once ^, the noun p^ with the prefix Lamed (Deut. 17 8) and

once fjT^, the noun ij^
with the prefix (1 Sam. 24 15).

Of this Rubric' I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL n, foL 26bh, on Eccl. 6 10,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 120a, on
Isa. 8 18, and (HI) the printed Massorah on Ps. 50 4.

0-p - § 140.

n occure three times. That is, as a verb denoting to Judge.

Though this biliteral is in one instance the preterite third

person singular masculine (Jerem. 22 16) and in two instances

the active participle (Oen. 15 14; Jerem. 30 18), yet the Massorah

groups all the three together under one Rubric because of their

identity in spelling.
'

And wherever H ie the proper name of a man it it Ukewite to.

This part of the Rubric is incorrect The biliteral jm, which

occurs fifty-five times, is the proper name of a man in forty-

five instances only, and in the other ten it is the name of a place

(Gen. 14 14; Deut 84 1; Josh. 19 47; Judg. 18 29; 1 Kings

p SO; 15 20; Amos 8 14; 1 Chron. 21 2; 2 Chron. 16 4; 80 5).

ft (AigH, therefore, to be 'ren ivnpi mut mo hs^ as it is in List VII.

Of thk'ltabric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Orient 2949, fol 86a, on Oen. 15 14, which I have

printed; (H) Orient 2848, f^l. 46a. on the same passage; (HI)

Arund. Orient 16, foi. 160h, on Jerem. 22 16; (IV) Add. 16,261,

fol. 250a, on the same passage; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 2a, on
Oen. 16 14; (VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage,

and (VII) the same on Jerem. 22 16. Lists III, IV, V and VI
have not this second part of the Rubric. But as they head the

Rubric p 'v^a 'i or ntva ir^a, they restrict the instances to the

verb and hence could without ambiguity omit the notice Qf

this biliteral as a proper name.

rap » 8 141.

iff^^S at wax, oeeurt three timet, twice with Pathaeh and onee

with Kametz. As this noun with the prefix Caph, which occurs

altogether three times, has in one instance a Kanutx, owing to the

pausal accent (Ps. 22 16), the Massorah safeguards this variation

in the graphic signs. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 808&, on
Ps. 97 6, which I have printed; (II) Add. 16,260, fol. 887a; (HI)

Add. 15,261, foL 8656, and (IV) the printed Massorah, all on the

same passage.

3*0p - § 142.

ITTIP at a circle, ot hall, oeeurt twice. The only other

instance in which this noun occurs it is without the prefix Caph

(Ezek. 24 5). This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, foL 127i, on Isa. 22 iS.

i'Op - § 14»a.

11^ "Tl^ generation and generation, it four timet pUne in the

Hagiographa. The following explanatory remarks will show the

design of this Massorah in the three forms in which it is exhibited

in § 148a

—

c. The expretoion n<>i generaHon or as the proper name
of a place Dor, without and with the prefixes, which ooonrs

fifty-three times, is normally plene. Of the fifty-three times in

which it occurs by itself, it is in with the Vav in fifty-one

instances and twice is it -in defective. (Vide infra, § 148«.) It is

when immediately repeated, viz. th} ntn or "^ iin^ &e. that the

orthography of the expression varies in this reduplication. In

some instances the first of the two is plene and the second

defective; in some the revetse is the case; in some both are

plene and in some both are defective. As these variations are

in one division of the Bible the exception and in the other the

rule, the different Schools of Massorites have safeguarded the

minorities in separate Rubrics. In § 148a the exceptional^ ortho-

graphy in the ^ird division is recorded. Here where this

reduplication occurs altogether twenty-two times, both expressions

are defective in fourteen instances (Ps. 10 6;88ll;46l8;6l7;
77 9; 85 6; 89 2; 90 l; 100 6; 102 18; 106 81; 119 90; 185 18;

146 10). In one instance the first expression is defective (Ps. 89 6)

and in three instances the second is defective (Ps. 49 12; 79 18;

145 18). As it is in four instances only that both are pldne in

this reduplication, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

passages.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, foL 27bb, on Esther 9 28, which I have printed, and

(II) the printed Massorah on Ps. 145 4. The heading in the

printed Massorah '"avoa 'vhs 'ha 3"^ 'n is more precise, since by

the addition of the expression 'vrha it rightly indicates that this

reduplication has different prefixes. The stotement, however, of

this List that there are five such plene instances in the Hagio-

grapha and the inclusion of EccL 1 4 as the fifth instance is

not quite correct, since in this passage another word (yf;^)

intervenes between m-nm and though it is also given in § 148 c

it is rightly excluded in List L
It will be seen that the reduplication in Ps. 79 18 is not

only excluded in these Lists from the instances in which both

expressions are plene, but is one of the four instances of this

reduplication in which the first expression alone is plene and the

second defective recorded in §^ 1485— c. Accordingly -rtTj plene

in this passage, which I have adopted in my edition of the

Bible, in accordance with Add. 15,350; Add. 15,451; the editio

prineept of the Hagiographa, Naples 1486—87; the first, second

and third editions of the Bible. (Soncino 1488, Naples 1491—98;

Brescia 1494); the Salonica Psalms &o. 1615; the editio prineept

of the Rabbinic Bible 1617; and the first edition of the Rabbinic

Bible with the Massorah, must be -ih} defective, in accordance

with the oldest and best Standard Codices, viz. Orient 2201;

Harley 6710—11; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 16,261; Add. 21,161;

Orient 4227 and with the Complutensian.
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rap - § I486.

ill TtT generation and generation, it four times thu$ icritten.

That is, in this reduplication the first expression alone is plene
and the second is defective. By fixing the number at four, the
design of this Massorah is to militate against the recensions
of the text which read ti-n plene in Jerem. 4 39, as will be
seen from/ the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Throughout the Pi^opkets &c. This part of the Rubric records
the orthography of the reduplication in the Prophets, apart
from the solitary instance in Jerem. 50 39 included in the first
Unk of this concatenation, and in the Hagiographa. In the
Prophets, where it occurs eight times (Isa. 18 20; 34 10, 17;
68 12; 60 15; 61 4; Joel 2 2; 4 20), both lAe expr^sions in the
reduplication are uniformly plene. Hence the Massorah simply
states the fact without specifying the passages. As to the instances
in the Hagiographa which are exceptionally also plene, these
constitute the preceding separate Rubric, whilst the two last
instances are the abnormally defective orthography of Tsi by itself.
It wiU be seen that one of the two (Josh. 17 11) is part of a
proper name of the place En-Dor.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35
on Jerem. 50 39, which I have printed, and (II) the printed
Massorah on Ps. 49 12. The heading in the printed Massorah
on ptfii '^a -a-p -m p vtq "s'ao-j n leaves the import of this Rubric
beyond the shadow of a doubt It emphatically declares that in
these four instances the first of the reduplication alone is plene
and that the second is defective. This List, however, does not
give the second part of the Rubric.

rap = § 143c.

11 all theforma -ni when hy itself tfer. This Rubric safeguards
the orthography of the expression nn both when it occurs by
itself and when it is reduplicated throughout the Scriptures, in
a chain of six links. As each link has a separate heading I shall
explain the import of each in the order in which it is exhibited
in this concatenation.

(A) All the fo^ms of Ti^. That is, whether denoting generation
or as a proper name of a place are always plene with the
exception of two instances. (Vide svjn-a, letter -r, § 143o.)

(B) And in all the forms in which it is reduplicated. That is
wlierever it is repeated with the different prefixes (rer^a) it is
likewise defective in both members of this reduplication in the
IlaKiographa, with the exception of five instances. It will be
seen that here too, Eccl. 1 4 is given as one of the instances,
which is rigJitly excluded from the first form of this Rubric'
(Vide supra, letter % § 143a.)

(C) And throughout the Prophets it is likewise so. That is, in
the second division of the Scriptures it is likewise plene in both
members of the reduplication. (Vide svpra, letter n, § I4;ji.)

(D) In four instances the first of the redvjdication alone is plene
and the second defective. (Vide svjna, letter n, § 143&.)

(E) In one instance the rererse is the case the first i' defective
and the second plene (Ps. 89 5).

(F) And in four instances the singvhr in spelt with Alejih That
is. ;>n instead of -.n {Vide supra, letter -., § IG.) This Rubric,
winch (loos not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Frens-
.lorff's Massorr-iisches Worferhuch, p. 48, note 1, communicated by
Ileulenheini from a MS.

The above analysis discloses the following result; that this
reduplication, which occurs altogether thirty-four times, is entirely
defective in seventeen instances (Exotl. 3 ir,; 17 !«• Deut S'*!-
Ps. 10 «; 33 11; 45 18; 61 7; 77 1.; 85 6; 89 2; 90 1- 100 5-
102 i;{; IWiai; 119 1)0; 135 13; 146 10); in twelve it is 'entirely
plene (Isa. 13 -O; 34 10, 17; 58 l- 00 ir,; 61 4; Joel 2 2-4 'o-
Ps. 145 4; Prov. 27 24; Lament. 5 19; Esther 9 28); in one iiistance
the first of the reduplication only is defective (Ps.89 :,) and in four
instance.^ the second alone is defective (Jerem. 50 39 ; Ps. 49 1

2 • 79 1 a •

145 13). Accordingly Ps. 145 1:5 in my edition of 'the Bible,' ouoht
to be -IT defective.

"

T',2p = § 144.

1111 and generation, occurs twice in the Sa-iptures and is plene
That IS, with Shera under the TW. in contradistinction both to
the thirteen instances in which it is plene and the Var is with
Kanietz and to the seventeen defective instances also with Kametz
Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley r.710-11, Vol. II, fol. 2G3«. on Eccl. 1 4
which I have printed; (II) Add. ir,,2r,o, fol. iii, on Gen 15 i«-

(III) Add. 15,251, fol. 196, on the same passage, and (IV) the
printed Massorah also on the same passage. The heading -vaffi "a
in the printed Massorah (List IV), is manifestly a clerical error
for .'-pa 'a.

.Tap - § 145.

D'HH III7 from generation to generation, occurs three time*
in this f^-m. That is, in these instances only is -trt, without and
with the prefix (-ar^a), followed by the plural uny^ instead of
the singular. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, is from Add. 16,251, foL 2346, on Isa. 61 8.

Tap - § 146.

I3''f111 our generations, occurs twice, once plene and once
defective. As this expression which not only occurs twice but in
two successive verses, is spelt differently, the design of this
Massorah is to safeguard this variation in the speUing. By plene
is meant that it is vrrtTi with Vav after the liesh alone and not
ww-n'i with two Vavs. This is attested both by the oldest MSS. and
the Standard Codices, viz. Orient 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund.
Orient. 16; Add. 15,251 and the best early editions, as will be
seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.
This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is
from Arund. Orient 16, fol. IGh, on Josh. 22 27.

r-ap - § t¥t.

M''ri1lp throughout, or in your generations, oeeurt five timet
at the end of the verse in the Pentateuch. Of this Rubric I collated
two Lists: (I) Add. 15,250, fol. 826, on Numb. 15 21, which I
have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 77.
With the exception of the heading in which List II omits the
expression mina, the two Lists give identically the same five
passages. As there are nine instances in which asrftf^ ends the
verse, I cannot divine why these five only are recorded and the
following four are omitted Exod. 16 38; 30 8, 31; Nulnb. 10 8.

map = § 148.

ttrilp to thresh, occurs twice. That is, once defective (2 Kings
13 7) and once plene (Hosea 10 11). The design of this Massorah
is twofold. As this infinitive with the prefix Lanuul, which occurs
twice only, is differently spelt the Massorah in the first place
safeguards the variation in its orthography. And secondly it is
directed against the School of textual redactors which exhibited
tf~!^ as the textual reading in Hosea 10 11, with the Ken tt>r6
in the margin, as is attested by the Model Codex, Harley 5710—l/.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2026, on Hosea
10 11, which I have printed, and (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I
fol. 2476, on 2 Kings 13 7. The heading of List II '^0 -im 'en nn 'a
is more precise.

O'ap = § 149.

tyiiri thon shah thresh, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:
(I) Arund. Orient, in, fol. 2146, on Habak. 3 12, which I have
printed, and (II) Add. 15,251, to\. 230o, on Isa. 41 15.

:"p = § 150.

^nitt from falling, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does not
occur in the printed Massorah, is from Vienna Codex No. 35, on
Ps. 56 14. As both instances are in the Psalter the heading
ought more properly to be -ccai 'a.

X':p = § 151.

^iTfJ lie hastened, occurs twice in the Scriptures. Of this
Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two printed:
(I) Harley 5710- 11, Vol.11, fol. 274«, on Esther 6 12, which I have
printed; (II) the same MS., Vol.11, fol. U:^a, on 2 Chron. 26 20; (III)
Vienna Codex No. 35, on the same passage; (IV) the printed Massorah
on Esther 6 12, and (V) the same on 2 Chron. 26 20. List IV heads
this Rubric nnci 'r.

a':p = § 152.

^ sufficient, enough, occurs six times in the Scriptures ....
and once it is with the prefix Var. That is, with Tzere in contra-
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distinction to the numerous instances in which this biliteral is

with Chirek, being the Chaldee relative pronoun, or a sign of the

genitive. In the only other instance in which the Hebrew biliteral

occurs, it is '^ with Kametz, being with the pausal accent (Mai. 3 10).

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, VoL II, fol. 19a, on Isa. 40 16, which

I have printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 1306, on Deut. 15 8, and

(III) the printed Massorah on Levit. 12 8. The latter heads it

,,,^,3 -i As it enumerates the same six instances only and adds

at 'the" end -^lai s-^n ^m 'ki (Prov. 27 27), it is evident that the

number seven in the heading is meant to include the instance

with Vav and that -ki at the end stands for pnjo 'W and one of

the seven is <&<:

yip = § 153.

11DP ^"Tfi «« often as he passed, occurs twice. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two

Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 995. on 2 Kings 4 8, which I

have printed, and (II) the same MS., fol. 130a, on Isa. 38 19.

T3p = § 15*-

riDtt^S ri2t£7 ^'Ttt from year to year, occurs three times. Of this

Rubric,^which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two

Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 30«, .n 1 Sam. 7 16, which I have

printed, and (II) Add. 15,250. fol. U9a, on the same passage.

,T:p = § 155.

D*^ enough, or sufficient for them, occurs three times. Of this

Rubric,^ which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah I

collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed: (D Orient^ 2349,

fol 79«, on Exod. 36 7, which I have printed; (II) St. Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 49 9; (III) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol 20«^ on Obad. .5; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 305a, on the same

passage; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 30l6, also on the same passage;

(VI) Add 15 451, fol. 301 &, on Jerem. 49 9; (VII) the printed

Massorah on' Exod. 36 7, and (VIII) the same on Jerem. 49 9.

ryp = § 156.

:lS'''n Dibon, is three times plene. That is, with Vav. This proper

name without and with the prefixes, occurs altogether eleven

times As it is defective in eight instances (Numb. 21 30; 5- 3,

34- 33 45, 46; Josh. 13 17; Isa. 16 2; Neh. 11 25) and plene in

three only, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional later

orthography. By fixing the number at three, the design of this

Massorah is to exclude the reading ilb-T! in Isa. 15 2, which was

exhibited in the text of another School of Massorites, as is attested

by Orient 2201, second hand; Harley 5710-11, first hand;

Add. 15,250; Add. 15,451; Orient. 4227; Orient. 1478, and all

the early editions except one.

That the earlier reading in Isa. 15 2 was ihni defective is

attested by St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916; Orient 2201

first hand; Harley 5710-11, second hand with the remark of

the Massorah Parva on it -en; Arund. Orient 16, Add. 15,251 &c.

To these Standard Codices is to be added the extremely

accurate Lisbon edition of Isaiah 1492, and the fact that though

Orient. 1478 has it plene, the Nakdan remarks in the Massorah

Parva tki 'on kjhss njiosTbo p, from which we learn that the

celebrated Mugah Codex also exhibited the defective reading.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 10 a, on Josh. 13 9, which I have printed, and (H) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 80.

np = § 157a.

?t77. Dishon, or the pygarg, bison, is always without Vav except

once. This expression, which occurs altogether eight times is

restricted to the Pentateuch and Chronicles, between which it is

equally divided. In the Pentateuch, where it occurs four times,

it is normally without the Vav (Gen. 36 25, 30a; Deut 14 5) and

in one instance only is it with the Vav (Gen. 36 21 a). Hence

here the Massorah safeguards the solitary exception.

And throughout Chronicles it is likewise entirely pUne except in

one instance. Here where it also occurs four times the reverse

is the case. It is with the Vav in three instances (1 Chron.l 41,

41, 42) and in one instance only is it without the Vav (1 Chron.

1 88 a). Here, therefore, the Massorah safeguards the defective

spelling.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Add. 15,451, fol. 266, on Gen. 36 21, which I have

printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 366, on the same passage, and

(III) the printed Massorah also on the Same passage. The heading

»L,a^ ipjj ,,5-, „.-, t,3T in List I, is due to the fact that in Chronicles

it is both with Yod and Vav except in one instance. List II makes

this point more clear, inasmuch as it heads the first part

'DPH *Dn "ra t«n HnniKt i^ ta.

np = § 1576.

W'^'^, t't^'l '|tt''D» A sign to indicate where this name is |t^

Dishon and where ]f^.
in this Section. That is, in Gen. 36 21—30.

Within ten verses of this chapter this name occurs promiscuously

seven times in two different forms. In three instances it is with

Cholm, (\m 36 21 o, 25, 306) and in four with Kametz (|«>-n 36 2l6,

26, 28, 30a). Moreover as these two forms are used in one and

the same verse (36 21, 30), the Massorah safeguards the respective

forms.
_ .

And the sign is that on the day whereon the Law is redd it w {Wn

and the others are |K>% beginning with the Sabbath day. As the seven

instances correspond to the seven days of the week, the mnemonic

sign indicates that on the three days when the Lesson from the

Pentateuch is read, viz. the Sabbath, Monday and Thursdajr,

answering to the first, third and fifth instances, the name is with

Cholem and in the other four, which correspond to the four days

in which the Law is not read, it is without Cholem i. e. with

Ka-inetz.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Add. 15,451, fol. 266, on Gen. 36 21, which I -have

printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 366, on the same passage, and

(III) the printed Massorah also on the same passage. The sixth

instance, viz. 36 30a should be jth and the seventh 36 306 ju^^.

np = § 157 c.

^tT"!* Throughout the Pentateuch it is jfeh defective. That is, in

the two instances in the Pentateuch where this name occurs

without the prefix Vav, it is defective of Vav (Gen. 36 25, 30fl).

And wherever it is with the prefix Vav in the Pentateuch it is

with Vav plene except once. Considering that with the prefix this

name occurs once only in the Pentateuch <Gen. 36 21a) and that

in Deut 14 5 where it is defective it denotes a species of antelope,

this heading of the second part of the Rubric is misleading,

since it suggests that py, is of frequent occurrence in the

Pentateuch.

And all through Chronicles it is plene except once. For this

part of the Rubric see letter i, § 157 a.

l»-n and Dishon, occurs four times in thisform. That is, without

and with the prefix Vav it occurs four times in the Pentateuch,

three times defective and once plene.

And all through Chronicles it is likewise plene except once. Of

this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Orient 2349, fol. 486, on Gen. 36 21, which I have printed;

(II) Orient. 2348, fol. 586, on the same passage, and (III) the

printed Massorah on Deut. 14 5, which gives the second part of

this Rubric only.

n'ip = § 158.

^1 ,'rn this. From Ezra 1 1 to 5 15 the expression used is ij'n and

from 5 16 to "the end of the Chaldee [i. e. 6 18] it is 'V.. This Chaldee

demonstrative pronoun occurs altogether thirteen times. In six

instances it is r^ with Tzere, being the masculine (Ezra 5 16, 17;

6 7, 7, 8, 12) and in seven it is -sn with Kametz, the feminine

(Ezra 4 13, 15, 15, 16, 19, 21; 5 8). It will be seen from this

analysis that these two forms not only occur in the same book,

but that they are severally restricted to a different part of the

book. Hence the Massorah summarily indicates the two parts in

which they respectively occur.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3756, on Ezra 6 16,

which I have printed, and (II) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same

passage.

tt':p = § 159.

K3*1 a crushing, broken or contrite, occurs three times. Of this

Rubric 'l' collated twelve Lists, ten in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 1266, on Deut 23 2, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS.. Vol. II, fol. 27a, on Isa. 57 15;

(III) the same MS., Vol. H, fol. 202a, on Ps. 90 3; OV) Arund.
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Orient 16, fol. 148 a, on Isa. 57 16; (V) the same MS., fol. 307a,
on Ps. 90 8; (VI) Add. 16,260, foL 109 a, on Deut. 28 2; (Vn)
Add. 16,261, fol. 28ea, on Isa. 67 16; <vni) Add. 16,451, fol. 4276,

on Ps. 90 8; (IX) Orient 2848, fol. 146a, on Deut. 23 2; (X)
Orient 2849, foL 1366, on the same passage; (XI) the printed
Maissorah also on the same passage, and (XII) the same on
Isa. 57 15. These Lists represent two different recensions of

the text and emanate from two different Schools of textual

redactors.

Recenaion. I, To this recension belongs List VII, which heads
it 'n "re pi 'K "re -a 'j nf? and in the text of this Model Codex it is

ny-n with He in Deut 28 2. This reading is supported by Orient. 2201

;

and the Complutensian and was originally the reading of the
Mugah Codex, wtich was afterwards altered in ujn according
to the testimony of the Massorah Parva in this MS. 'vo rm '^a

'na lisroi 're.

Recension II. To this recension belong Lists IV, IX and X.

They head the Rubric 'k "rei 'j. Accordingly the Deuteronomy
instance is also tt^'n with ^2epA. This is supported by the textual

reading of Harley 5710— 11, Add. 15,250; Add. 15,461 ; Orient 2348;
Orient. 2349, and all the early editions except the Complutensian.

The other eight Lists cannot with safety be assigned to

either of these recensions since they simply state that tcsn occurs
three times and do not indicate the spelling. The Massorah
Parva in Cambridge Add. 465, on Deut 23 2, viz. 'n tci 'j jo-i

l'?
'ao i6 Kna n a're-i B'wn, shows the conflicting views of the

Massorites. Most of the Lists have either yk at the end or

•voa -m nua ti "ire tn indicating thereby that the three instances

respectively occur in the Law, the Prophets and Hagiographa.

'Dp = § 160.

jn^3''T thou Juut broken, occurs twice once toith Aleph and once

with Yod. Though these two expressions belong to two different

roots, one being the Piel of K3*n, and the other the Piel of re-n,

the Massorah treats them as identical and hence safeguards the

variation in the spelling in the two instances in which it occurs.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2966, on Ps. 51 10. As both instances
occur in the Psalter the heading ought more properly to be
'Btsai 'a.

K'Dp = § 161.

]Sn this, occurs three times. That is, this lengthier form of

the demonstrative pronoun, in contradistinction to the shorter

TH- {Vide supra, letter -i, § 158.) Of this Rubric I collated four
Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 365a, on Dan. 2 31, which I have printed; (I^ Add. 15,251,
fol. 4096, on the same passage; (III) Vienna Codex No. 35, also

on the same passage, and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter i, § 83.

yOp = § 162.

niSpil I'HD*!* Eight words, which are masculine are read as
feminine. For this Rubric, see below letter t, § 88.

rOp = § 163.

y^ pool', weak, or door, is twelve times ivith Pathach. That is,

in these instances the noun b? without and with the prefixes,
as well as the Kal preterite third person plural and the Niphal
future third person singular without and with the prefix Var,
of the root bb"^, the Daleth has Pathach, in contradistinction to
those instances in which it is with Kavtetz. By fixing the number
at twelve, the design of the Massorah is to exclude the reading
b^i with Pathach in Ps. 82 3, which is exhibited in some MSS.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular parts
of the Massorah, I collated no fewer than twenty Lists. I

shall however specify the following thirteen only: (I) Harley
5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 205a, on 2 Sam. 13 4, which I have printed;
(H) Orient 4445, fol. 986, on Levit 14 21; (III) Arund. Orient ic',

fol. 646, on 2 Sam. 13 4; (IV) the same MS., fol. 3196, on Ps. 141 3;'

(V) the same MS., fol. 323a, on Job 6 16; (VI) the same MS.,
fol. 3446, on Prov. 22 22 ;

(VII) the same MS., fol.347a, on Prov. 28 11

1

(VIII) Add. 15,451, fol. 1666, on Judg. 6 15; (IX) the same MS.',

fol. 348a, on Isa. 17 4; (X) the same MS., fol. 4346, on Ps. 141 3;
(X^) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 23, margin; (XII) the printed
•Massorah on Judg 6 6, and (XIII) the same on Ps. 141 3.

The oldest form of this Massorah (List II) as well as Li.sts

III-V, VIII -XIII, add at the end of this Rubric, -isn r^sub racn bz:

and whenever b^. ihe poor, is combined with |V^ it is likewise with
Pathach. In this combination it occurs twice '(Ps. 7E 13; 82 4).
The omission of this second part of the Rubric in Lists I, VI
and IX, is manifestly due to the carelessness of the Scribe.

Top § 164.

' t!
^^^ ^ P^'"' occurs twice. The only other instance in

which it occurs it is brv with Kametz, which is due to the pausal
accent (Zeph. 3 12). This Rubric, which does not occur in the
printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 343 a. on
Prov. 19 4.

iTDp = § 165.

n\v'l poor, occurs ihree times in this form. That is, without
and with prefixes. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the
printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 5i6,
on Gten. 41 19, which I have printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 61 6^
on the same passage, and (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 370a, on Jerem.
52 16. As ,two of the instances are ni^-TOi, List III heads this
Rubric 'an'i^'ioi and simply records these two.

VDp = § 166.

^ ^•"'^P'T? Delajahu. occurs three times. That is, in this

lengthened form, in contradistinction to the four instances in
which the primitive shorter form .t^t Delajah, has been preserved
(Ezra. 2 60; Neh. (J lO; 7 02; I'chron. 3 24). For the cause
of this change see my Introduction to the Massoretico-Critical

edition of the Bible p. 386 &c.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the
Massorah, I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2536, on 1 Chron. 24 18, which I

have printed; (II) St Petersburg Codtx of A. D. 916, on
Jerem. 36 12, and (III) the printed Massorah on the same
passage. As the three instances are with prefixes, List III, more
properly heads this Rubric 'jrpa 'wba 'i wb-^.

T'Dp = § 167.

^ri ip'l / icas brought low, occurs twice, once with the accent

on the ultima and once on the penuUima. This Rubric I have found
in the printed Massorah only, on Ps. 143 7. Though it simply
safeguards the different position of the accents in these two
instances where this Piel preterite first person singular occurs, yet

there is also a difference in the orthography of it, which this

Massorah leaves unnoticed. In Ps. 116 6 it is 'ri^-!! defective. Tliis

is attested by Orient 2201 first hand; Harley 5710—11, Arund.
Orient 1 6 ; Add. 1 5,250 ; Add. 1 5,251, and Orient 4227. It is, however,
to be remarked that Orient 2201 second hand and Add. ir),4.')l,

have it plene 'r.'.b'^ and this is the reading in the cditio

princeps of the Hagiographa, Naples 1486-87; the first, second
and third editions of the Bible (Soncino 1488, Naples 14!U 9:5,

Brescia 1494); the Salonica edition of the Psalms &c. 1515; the

Complutensian; the editio princeps of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1 .''>17

and the first editionoftlie Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, Venice
ir)->4

—

ih. This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of words
which resjjectively occur twice, once Milra and once Milel. (Vide

ittfra, letter c, § 194.)

n'Dp = § 168.

Ty^ they fail, occurs tmce, once with the accent on the ultima

and once on the penultlma. The design of this Massorah, therefore,

is to safeguard the different position of the accent in the only
two instances in which this preterite third person plural occurs.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Arund. Orient IG, fol. 3806, on Job 28 4, which I

have printed; (II) Add. ir),-250, fol. 353fl, on the same passage;

I

(III) the printed Massorah also on the same passage, and (IV)

the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 8(1. This Rubric forms
part of the alphabetical List of words which respectively occur
twice, once Milra and once Milel. {Vids infra, letter a, § llt4.)

tt'Dp = § 1G9.

ilB^^'J *^'* droppeth, or weejteth, occurs twice iv the Scriptures.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley riTlO— 11, Vol. II, fol, 2126, on Ps. 119 28,

which I have printed: (II) Vienna Codex No. .'jr., on the same
passage, and (III) the printed Mar*S(»rali also on the same passage.
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P'p = § 170.

fhr it shall drop, leak, or Jidlaph, occurs twice, once Mih-a

and once 'Mim. That is, once it is with Kametz and once with

Cholem It will be seen that with Kametz this quadriliteral is a

proper name (Gen. 22 22) and that with Cholem it is the future

third person singular masculine. This Rubric I have found in

the printed Massorah only, on Gen. 22 22. It is part of the

alphabetical List of words which respectively occur twice, once

with a long vowel and once with a short voweL {Vide infra,

letter j, § 606, Vol. II, p. 310 &c.)

K-Pp = § 171.

rfrh^. leaves, hoards, occurs three times in the Scriptures. The

design of' this Massorah is to safeguard the plural nir"?-? when

it is in the absolute (mn^^) and when in the construct (nln^n).

The two forms occur altogether twenty-five times. In seventeen

instances it is with iSheva, being in the construct and in six

only is it with Kametz, as it is Massoretically called i. e. in the

absolute. But as this minority in all the rest of the Scriptures

is the majority in one book, the Massorah divides this Rubric

into two parts for the purpose of safeguarding the exceptions

in each case.

In all the rest of the Scriptures where the two forms occur

altogether nineteen times, it is nin^n in the construct in sixteen

instances (Judg. 3 23 24 25; 19 27; 1 Sam. 8 15; 21 U; 1 Kings

6 31, 32, 34; 2 Kings 18 16; Isa. 45 2; Ps. 107 16; Neh. 6 10;

2 Chron. 28 24; 29 3, 7) and in three only is it with Kametz,

Hence the Massorah safeguards here the exceptions.

And throughout Ezekiel it is likewise so except twice. In this

book where the two forms occur six times, the reverse is the

case The absolute nin^^ occurs four times (41 23, 24, 24, 24)

and the construct twice only. Here, therefore, the Massorah

safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. H, fol. 57a, on Jerem. 36 23,

which I have printed; (H) the same MS., Vol. II, foL 151a, on

2 Chron. 4 9; (lU) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1716, on Jerem. 36 23;

(IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 3966, on Neh. 61; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 424a,

on the same passage; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 280,

and (Vn) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter t, § 88. List V

heads this Rubric 'op •: nm^n it w three times with Kametz = the

absolute. The expression -npa in the Sei-iptures, in the heading

of List I is not to be taken strictly, but as denoting the Bible

apart from Ezekiel. It will be seen that though the Rubrics

include the instance with the prefix Vav {n'.rh'fl 2 Chron. 4 9)

they exclude the instances with the prefixes a, n and b.

rvp = § 172.

Dlb Ol hlood and blood. For this Rubric, see letter 3, § 235.

yvp = § 173.

'pSiTD^ the innocent hlood, is three times thus combined.

That Wwith Pathach under the DaUth and with He before

^s in contradistinction to all the eleven instances where it is

simply T>3 D-n with Kametz under the DaUth and is not followed

by the prefix fie. (Dent 19 10; 21 8; 27 25; 2 Kings 21 16;

24 4; Isa. 59 7; Jerem. 26 15; Joel 4 19; Jonah 1 14; Ps. 106 38;

Prov. 6 17).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2576, on 2 Kings 24 4,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 107 a, on Dent 19 13;

(III) Add. 15,251, foL 2496, on Jerem, 22 17; (IV) Orient 2349,

fol. 134tf, on Deut. 19 13; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35 on 2 Kings 24 4;

(VI) the printed Massorah on Deut. 19 13, and (VII) the same on

2 Kings 24 4.

rvp = § 174.

'tp't my hlood, occurs twice ,

.

. and once it is with, the prefix

Vav. The design of this Massorah is to safeguard this triliteral

which is the noun m, hlood, with the suffix first person singular,

against being confused with the triliteral w rest, silence, in which

the Yod is part of the noun and the Daleth is with Chateph-Kametz,

recorded below letter n, § 180. Of this Rubric I collated two

Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 54a, on 1 Sam. 26 20, which

I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n,

g 92. This Rubric, is part of the alphabetical List of words

which respectively occur three times, twice without the prefix

Vav and once with it (Vide infra, letter 1, § 70.)

.T»p = § 175.

yyi^ in thy hlood, occurs twid. That is, in the singular,

in contradistinction to the other three instances in which this

noun with the prefix Beth and the suffix second peraon feminine,

is in the plural. (Comp. TO"!? Ezek. 16 6, 6, 6). This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16,

foL I8O6, on Ezek. 22 4.

rVp = § 176.

rlto'Tp frtm her hhod, occurs six times. Of this Rubric, which

is one of \he oldest parts of the Massorah, I collated eight Lists,

seven in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I,

fol. 245a, on 2 Kings 9 33, which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445,

foL 1386, on Numb. 19 4; (HI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. Id46, on

2 Kings 9 33; (IV) Add. 16,251, fol. 94a, on Numb. 19 4; (V)

Add. 21,160, fol. 141a, on Levit 4 30; (VI) the same MS.,

foL 221 a, on Numb. 19 4; (VH) Orient 2349, fol. 84a, on

Levit 4 80, and (VIII) the printed Massorah on the same

passage. As five out of the six instances occur in the Pentateuch,

List VII heads this Rubric -vn 'n and enumerates the five only.

This explains the headiiig of List IV, viz. 'n nana, which would

otherwise seem in conflict with the other Lists, as the expression

•vn has here raanifestiy been omitted.

f»p = § 177.

D^^TH ihe hloods, occurs twice. This Rubric, which is from

Vienna Codex No. 35, on Ezek. 24 9, is difficult to explain,

since this expression occurs five times, Ezek. 22 2; 2 Sam. 16 7;

21 1 being omitted, 'bds, which I have added in brackets, does

not remove the difficulty, since one of the omitted instances

occurs in this book, -j-jra would remove the difficulty better as

the two instances which constitute this Rubric occur in the

same section.

n-rp = § 178.

"ttl hloods, or hlood of, occurs three times. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two

Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 31a, on Gen. 4 10, which I have

printed, and (II) Orient. 5404, fol. 30a, on the same passage. As

it is ^a-ra in 2 Chron. 24 25 it is clear that this Rubric embraces

the plural construct without and with the prefix Beth. In these

two forms, however, it occurs no fewer than fourteen times. In

twelve instances it is w (Gen. 4 10, 11; Levit 12 5; 2 Sam. 16 8;

1 Kings 2 5, 5, 31; 2 Kings 9 7, 26, 26; Isa. 4 4; Hosea 1 4)

and in two 'ana (Levit 12 4; 2 Chron. 24 25). It is, therefore,

difficult to divine why this Massorah records three instances only.

The Massorah Parva in Add. 15,250, which remarks on Gen. 4 10,

that it occurs five times ('n 'B-n), does not aid us in solving the

problem and probably refers to tiie five which constitute the

following Rubric. It may be that these three instances, as is

sometimes the case, are selected to represent the three divisions

of the Bible, each of which as a whole is taken to furnish one

example.

B'»p = § 179.

^*^ the plural construct, for which the Sevir [the extra-official

reading] is five times ai the singular. Of this Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349,

fol. 3 1 a, on Gen. 4 10, which I have printed, and (II) Orient 5404,

on the same passage.

'Dp = § 180.

ntS'T her hlood, is three times plene. That is, with Yod after

the Mem. 'with the suffix third person singular feminine, ffi

occurs altogether ten times. In seven instances it is in the

singular with this suffix or without Yod (comp. n^n Levit 4 30,

34; 10 18; 15 25; Numb. 19 5; Ezek. 24 7, 8) and in three only

is it with the Yod or in the plural. Hence the Massorah safeguards

the exceptional form.

Of this Rubric! collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 2710-11, Vol. I, fol. 70a, on Levit 12 7,

which I have printed; (II) the same MSS., Vol. II, fol. 12a, on

Isa. 26 21; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 129 a, on the same

passage; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 62a, on Levit 12,7, and (V) the

printed Massorah on the same passage.
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K-Dp § 181.

iVf^ he was like, oecura twice. That is, this preterite third
person singular masculine, in contradistinction to the seren
instances, in which this triUteral is with Dageeh in the He.
{Vide tu-pra, letter -i, § 180.) Of this Rubric, which does not occur
in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Vienna Codex
No. 35, on Ezek. 81 8, which I have printed, and (II) the same
Codex on Ps. 144 4.

TDp - § 182.

^rrO^ / have likened, ot Iam like, occurs twice .... and once

it is with the prefix Vav. That is, the Kal preterite first person
singular, in contradistinction to the other two instances where
this quinqueliteral is 'nw the Piel, recorded in Rubric 184.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 346, on
Isa. 14 14, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 151a,

on the same passage, and (III) Add. 16,260, fol. 242a, also on the

same passage. This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of

words, which respectively occur tluree times, twice without the

prefix Vav, and once with it. {Vide infra, letter i, § 70.)

rep - § 188.

ntSM he thou like, without and with the prefix Vav, occurs

twice in the sense of to he like and is written with He
and whenever ii denotes the blood of, it is written with Yod. The
addition at the end indicates the import of this Massorah, which
is to fix the orthography of the triliteral homonym with Sheva

and Tzere. When it is the imperative and denotes he like it Is

spelt with He at the end and when it is the plural construct of

B^ hlood, it is with Yod.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 349a, on Cant. 2 17, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah on Cant 8 14. These two Lists afford a

striking illustration of the fact that the same textual phenomena
were differently elaborated by the seVeral Massoretic Schools.

The instances which constitute this Rubric are part of the

alphabetical List of words, which respectively occur twice, once
without and once with the prefix Vav. {Vide infra, letter i, § 37.>

Tfip = § 184.

^n^^ I have thought, occurs twice. That is, in contradistinction

to this quinqueliteral, which is pointed •n'tJ"^, which also occurs
twice and which is recorded in § ^*2.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, but, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I

collated five Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 125a, on Isa. 14 24,

which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445, tb\. 156a, on Numb. 33 56;
(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 94a, on the same passage; (IV) the same
MS., foL 220a, on Isa. 14 24, and (V) Add. 21,160, foL 2486, on
Numb. 33 56.

•TDp - § 186.

'"Tp*!^ ^ »^W liken, occurs twice. In contradistinction to the

only other instance in which the future first person of hot
to heeome like, occurs where it is rm-^ the Hithpael Isa. 14 14.

"
Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest, parts of the

Massorah but which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I

collated four Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 203a, on Hosea 12 11,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol, 8666, on Lament
% 18; (III) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Hosea 12 11,

and (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Lament 2 13.

TDp - § 186.

"P"J stUnee, rest, occurs three times in the Scriptures. The
design of this Massorah is to safeguard this triliteral with
Chateph-KameU under the Daleth against being confused with w
wjf blood, which is recorded in § 174.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, foL 296, on Isa. 62 6, which
I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 1996, on Ps. 83 2; (III)
Add. 15,250, foL 237a, on Isa. 62 6; (IV) Add. 15,261, fol. 2376,
on the same passage, and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis,
letter n, § 95.

rep = § 187.

073*1 Dammim, occurs ttcice with Dagesh. That is, in these
two instances this quadriliteral has I^agesh in the Mem, which is

due to the Buhach under the Daleth, being part of the proper

name of a place, in contradistinction to the twenty instances in
which it is Btn with Mem Raphe, being the plural of ot Nood.
Thte Rubric, which dow not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Afund. Orient 16, foL 466, on I Sam. 17 1.

n'Bp - § 188.

Cff^ stand thou still, he silent, oeeurs three tim£s in the

Scriptures, twice plene and once defective. As this imperative, which
occurs three times only, is spelt in two different ways, the design
of this Massorah is tc safeguard the variation in the spelling.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL II, fol. 866, on Ezek. 24 17,
which I have printed; (H) the same MS., Vol. 11, fol. 184a, on
Ps. 37 7; (IH) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek. 24 17;
(IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1826, on Ezek! 24 17; (V) Add. 15,250,
foL 283a, on the same passage; (VI) the same MS., fol. 325a, on
Ps. 37 7; (VH) Add. 16,451, fol. 322a, on Ezek. 24 17, and (VIII)
the printed Massorah Finalis, letter -i, § 94. List VI heads this

Rubric -a nn and enumerates two instances only. But this apparent
conflict is due to the fact that this List records the plenes alone
and hence excludes Ezek. 24 17,.which is defective.

B'Dp = § 189.

llSh he ye sHU, occurs twice and once it is with the prefix
Vav. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the pfinted Massorah,
I collated two Lists: (I) ArUnd. Orient 16, fol. 43a, on 1 Sam. 14 B

which I have printed, and (II) the same MS., fol. 1276, on
Isa. 23 2. The latter heads it 'om -a. This Rubric forms part of
the alphabetical List of words, which respectively occur three
times, twice without the prefix Vav and once with it (Vide infra,

letter 1, § 70.)

rp - § 190.

D^ he shall he still or silent, occurs twice and once it

is with the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three
in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. H, fol. lllo,

on Amos 6 13, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. H,
fol. 1816, on Ps. 80 13; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 300a, on Amos 5 13,

and (IV) the printed Massorah on Ps. 30 13.

K'Stp = § 191.

ffTI and he was silent, occurs twice with Dagesh and
once it is d'ti with Sheva. That is, in these two instances it is with
Pathach under the Vav followed by Dagesh in the Yod, being the
future third person singular with Vav conversiye, and in the

third instance it is witli Sheva as the Vav is the conjunctive.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 686, on Levit. 10 3, which I

have printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 936; (IH) Add. 15,250,

fol. 606; (IV) Orient 2349, foL 87a, and (V) the printed Massorah,

all on the same passage. With the exception of List I all the

other Lists simply head this Rubric either 'a cm or 'Dm 'a dti.

T3tp = § 192.

I'll oeeurs ttvice. That is, in two different senses. In the first

instance it is the proper name of a man, with the prefix Vav
and denotes and Dan, and in the second it is the name of a
city and the Vav is part of the name i. e. Vedan.

Of this Rubric I collated three Liste, two in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 184a, on Ezek. 27 19,

which I have printed; (H) Add. 1 5,461, fol. 8236, on the same
passage, and (III) the printed Massorah also on the same passage.

Lists II and HI, head this Rubric more properly nna 'a pfl

•vrb and these two expressions are part of the alphabetical List
of words, Which respectively occur twice in two different senses.
{Vide infra, letter o, § 438, Vol. II, p. 217 &c.)

y'xp ~ § 193.

bnyi Daniel is three times without Yod. That is, in these
three instances the name is defective in the text or Kethiv

and the official reading or Keri is ^^. The design of this

Massorah is to make these three exceptional instances in which
the primitive orthography of this proper name has survived,

eonfonnable to all the instances in which the later pronunciation
has been introduced. Originally the name was either h^
judge of God or ^-n = *?<rj'«j my Judge is God. But to safeguard
the Divine name btf God, the ancient redactors of the text pointed
and pronounced it h^rvi Dani-iel, thus obliterating the name ^
Hence this remarkable ' phenomenon in the MSS. and in the
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printed editions, of the silent AUph and the Yod not only having

the Tzere hrxt Dag€$h. (Comp. my Introduction to the Massoretico-

Critical text of the Bible p. 896 Ac.)

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. I75a, on Ezek. 14 20,

which I have printed; (U) Cambridge Add. 465, on Ezek. 14 14;

(III) Vienna Codex No. 36, on the same passage, and (IV) the

printed Massorah also on the same passage. List II heads this

Rubric, '-uta urn -n^ 'on raa -ro ti'm p "ro ^a «?*!?% in which the

Massoretic Canon is laid down that with the exception of these

three instances in which it is without Yod and the Aleph is with

There, in all the other passages the Yod is with Dageth and has

the Jkere.

T3tp - § 194.

b8''D*T*?1 and to Daniel, occurs twice. That is, in contradistinc-

tion to the' eighteen instances in which this name has the prefix

Lamed alone without the Vav. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, foL 282a, on Dan. 6 24.

iTXp = 8 195.

""P^ my knowledge, or opinion, occurs four times. In the other

three instances in which this triliteral occurs the Daleth is with

Sheva Cy^), being the imperative feminine (1 Sam. 25 17;

Jerem. 2 23; 3 13). Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in

MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 332a, on Job 32 6,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 355a, on the same

passage; (III) the printed Massorah also on the same passage,

and (IV) the same on Job 32 10. As all the instances are

restricted to the same book, the heading ought more properly

to be 'B"«3i '1.

r^p = § 196.

D^*1bK nPT! and the knowledge of God, occurs three times.

That is, with and'without the prefix Vav this phrase occurs three I

times only. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS.

and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3366, on Prov. 2 5,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 298a, on Hosea 4 1;

(III) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Hosea 6 6; (IV) the printed

Massorah on the same passage, and (V) the same on Prov. 2 5.

As this phrase is in two instances with the prefix Vav

(Hosea 6 6 ; Prov. 2 5) and in one passage without it (Hosea 4 1),

Lists IV and V head this Rubric more correctly -vrbz •:.

Vap = § 197.

nPTl and ,knowledge, occurs four times in the Scriptures. As

this infinitive construct, or substantive, which occurs altogether

eighteen times with the prefix Vav, is in fourteen instances with

Sheva and in four only with Kametz, the Massorah safeguards

the exceptional vowel-points.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, three in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. H, fol. 253a, on

Prov. 22 20, which I have printed; (II) Arund Orient 16,

fol. 132d, on Isa. 33 6; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 370a, on Ps. 119 66;

(IV) the printed Massorah on Isa. 38 6; (V) the same on

Ps. 119 66, and (VI) the same on Eccl. 1 16. As three of the

instances are with Kametz under the Daleth, which is due to the

pausal accent, and one is with Pathach, being with the non-pausal

accent (n?"n Ps. 119 66), Usts II, IV—VI head this Rubric more

precisely hr\t in 'Map 'J "t.

H'Xp - § 198.

nPiai and in knowledge, occurs Jive times in the Scriptures.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5410—11, Vol. II, fol. 257 a,^ On Prov. 24 4,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 340a, on

Prov. 11 9; (III) the same MSS., fol. 345a, on Prov. 24 4; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 3616, on Eccl. 2 21; (V) Orient 2349, fol. 75&,

on Exod. 31 3; (VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage,

and (VII) the same on Exod. 36 31.

B'Jtp = § 199.

ilffl flight, thin, occurs twice. Of this Rubric I collated two

Lists: (V Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 94a, on l Kings 19 12, which

I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on Levit 16 12.

'1 - § 200.

D'^p^llp they being pierced, OP thrust through, occurs twi<x . . .

and once tt ts with the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric I collated four

Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 518a, on Jerem. 37 10, which I have printed; (II)

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 172a, on the same passage; (III) the same

MS., fol. 3576, on Lament 4 9, and (IV) the printed Massorah

on Jerem. 37 10.

«n = § 201.

|*Tn"n and the thistle, occurs twice. That is, with Pathach under

the Daleth in both instances. By fixing the number at two, the

design of this Massorah seems to be to militate against the Codices,

which exhibit -iTi-n with Kametz, in Gen. 3 18, as is the case

in Harley 1528; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,451 &c. Of this Rubric I

collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 202a, on Hosea 10 8,

which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter i, § 103.

an = § 202.

^ih^^ri thou shalt, or she shall tread, occurs five timss. It will

be seen that though this quadriliteral is in three instances the

future second person singular (Deut 33 29; Micah 6 15; Ps.91 13)

and in two the third person feminine (Deut 11 24, Josh. 1 3) yet

the Massorah groups tffem together because of its identity of

spelling without any regard to the difference in sense.

This Rubric is one of the most popular parts of the Massorah.

I collated no fewer than twenty Lists of it, but I shall specify

the following seven only: (I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol. I, fol. 137a,

on Josh. 1 3, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 1166, on Micah 6 15; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2026,

on Ps. 91 13; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 6, on Josh. 13; (V)

the same MS., fol. 307a, on Ps. 91 13; (VI) the printed Massorah

on Deut. 11 24, and (VII) the same on Josh. 1 3. Many of the

Lists head it 'Dm -n.

jn = § 203.

iniD^n^n they trode him down, occurs twice in the Scriptures,

once defective' and once pUne. As this Hiphil preterite third

person plural with the suffix third person singular masculine,

which occurs twice only, is spelt differently in each passage, the

design of this Massorah is to safeguard the variation in the

spelling.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed; (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, foL 2836, on Job 28 8,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 34a, on

Judg 20 43; (III) the same MSS., fol. 3306, on Job 28 8;

(IV) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Judg. 20 43; (V) the printed

Massorah on Job 28 8, and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter n, § 109.
. . ^^

Lists II, III and V distinctly add that it is defective in the

first instance (-on -ftnp) i. e. Judg. 20 43 and this is the case

in the majority of MSS. But that this is the reading of one School

of Massorites and that another School read it without the Vav

in both instances, is attested by Orient 2201 first hand; Harley

5710—11, and by nearly all the early editions, as will be seen from

the notes on Job 28 8 in my edition of the Bible. It is remarkable

that though the printed Massorah (List V) emphatically states that

the plene instance is in Job 28 8 (-^8 »nna), yet Jacob b. Chayim

reads it here vi^n-jji defective, thus exhibiting one of the conflicts

between the Massorah and his text

Tl = § 204.

DlTin ^H/t the way of, or towards the south, occurs six

[seven] times. Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts

of the Massorah, I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. 289a, on Ezek. 40 24, which I

have printed: (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on the

same passage, and (III) the printed Massorah also on the same

passage.

It will be seen that, though List I states in the heading

that there are six such instances only, the Rubric itself records

seven. That the heading is not a scribal error, but that the

original Massorah contained simply six such instances, is attested

by the oldest form of this Rubric, which is exhibited in List II.

Not only does it state in the heading that there are six only

("I lonn Bimn nm), but the Rubric givei six only, omitting

Ezek. 40 44.
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(Tl - § 205.

D*n ^1 ^ M»y o/'tAe «ea^ or towards the west, occurt tvoice.

This R\ibric, which does not ocdur ip the printed Massorah, is

from Arund. Orient 16, foL 194a, on.Ezek. 41 12.

ri - § 206.

Tlfi^n ^11^ the way of, or towards the north, is six times thus

combined in the Scriptures. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists,

three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 671ff—11, Vol. II,

fol. 97 o, on Ezek. 40 20, which I have printed; (II) St. Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek. 40 44; (HI) Add. 16,250, fol. 2926,

on Ezek. 40 20, and (IV) the printed Massorah on the same

f1 = § 207.

D^^ ^5t$^ ^1 ** '"^t/i °^ journey of seven days, occurs

tmee. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 99a, on

2 Kings 3 9, which I have printed, and (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 28a,

on Gen. 31 23.

nn = § 208.

D''*n2Ctt *?|H3 in the way, or after the manner of Egypt,

occurs three times, though this Rubric is one of the oldest parts of

the Massorah, I have found it in St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916

only, on Isa. 10 24.

tS"") = § 209.

^H^^ and in the toay of, occurs four times in the Scriptures.

That is, iii the construct. In the only other instance in which

this quinqueliteral occurs, it is iin-iai in the absolute (Jerem. 6 26).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 238a, on 1 Kings 22 5^,

which I have printed: (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 174a, on

Ps. 1 1 ;
(III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 976, on 1 Kings 22 53;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 2846, on Ps. 1 1; (V) Add. 15,251,

fol. 347a, on the same passage; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 2026, on

Numb. 9 13, and '(VII) the printed Massorah on the same

passage.

»") = § 210.

^Ti^3 as the way, or after the manner of, occurs twice in the

Pentateuch. That is, in contradistinction to many instances

wherein this noun is with the prefix Beth, which is almost

identical in appearance in most MSS. Of this Rubric I collated

three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Add. 15,250,

fol. 136, on Gen. JO 31, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,451,

fol. 136, on the same passage, and (III) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter t, § 105. As this expression also occurs once with the

prefix Vav (comp. q-i-pi Numb. 11 31), this Rubric forms part

of the alphabetical List of words which respectively occur

three times, twice without the prefix Vav and once with it. ( Vide

infra, letter i, § 70.)

K-n = § 211.

^HTf7 in the way of, occurs three times in the ScHptures.

That is, in these three instances the Tamed has Sheva or is

Raphe, in contradistinction to the five instances in which it is

with Pathach (Gen. 42 25; 45 21, 23; Josh. 9 il; Isa. 49 il).

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2006, on Ps. 85 14,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 305 6, on the

same passage, and (III) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 2 18.

Lists il and III head this Rubric pel '3, which, as is often the

case, denotes Sheva.

3">1 - § 212.

'&T[ his way, is in four instances the textual reading or

Kethiv, for which the official reading or Keri is v^-vft his ways.
That is, the noun '^•n with the suffix third person singular

masculine, without and with the prefixes, is in the singul&r in

the text, whilst according to the official marginal reading it is

the plural. On referring to the notes on these passages in

my edition of the Bible it will be seen that both MSS. and
early editions are in conflict with this Massorah.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 286a, on Ps. 10 5, which

I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, foL 34g6, on the same

passage; (HI) Add. 16,461, fol. 198a, on I Sam. 18 14, and (IV)

the printed Massorah on Ps. 10 6. Whilst List I, which I have

printed, emphatically states in the heading ttiat there are four

instances only and duly enumerates four, Lists II, III and IV
as emphatically declare that there are five and two of the Liste

(n and m) give Job 26 14 as the fifth instance. List IV however
gives tt"n mmrbmp Job 8 19 as the fifth passage; but this may
be simply a mistake on the part of Jacob b. Chayim for

nixp !-6k p* As the List which I have printed is from the splendid

Model Codex, it is evident that this Massorah is based upon
Codices which exhibited four instances only, whilst the other

Lists emanate from a Schol of textual redactors which preserved

five, as will be seen from the notes on Job 26 14 in iny edition

of the Bible.

rn « § 218.

"rfSII thy ways, is three Umes defective in the Scriptures.

According to this Massorah the noun Tprn exhibits the same
phenomenon with the suffix second person singular masculine

which the preceding Rubric records in connection with the

suffix third person. Here the textual reading in three instances

is "^syi thy way and the official reading or Keri directs us to

read it with Yod L e. "^-n thy ways. On referring to the notes

on these passages in my edition of the Bible, it will be seen

that the MSS. and editions vary with regard to the reading in

these instances.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2126, on Ps. 119 37, which I

have printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 76a, on Exod. 33 13; (III)

Arund. Orient 16, fol. l5, on Josh, 1 8; (IV) Add. 18,251,

fol. 606, on Exod. 33 13; (V) the same MS., foL 370a, on Ps. 119 87;

(VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 1226, on Exod. 33 13; (VH) the printed

Massorah on the same passage, and (VIII) the same on Josh. 1 8.

Some of these Lists add at the end "iroa 'in 'ms 'K ina 'k or simply

•^jk, indicating thereby that one of the instances is in the Law,

one in the Prophets and one in the Hagiographa.

Tn = § 214.

D"'3b!S*11 darics, occurs twice^ in the Scriptures. That is, in

these two instances it is defectiye, in contradistinction to the

other two passages in which it is plene, viz. Ezra 2 69 ; Neh. 7 70.

That this is the import of this Rubric, which I have found in

Harley 5710—11 only, Vol. II, fol. 279a, on Neh. 7 69, is attested by
the Massorah Parva in Harley 5710—11, and Arund. Orient 16,

which state on Neh. 7 70 that it is one of the two plene instances

{•ba -a), the other being in Ezra 2 69. The order of the three

instances in Neh. are 7 69 defective, 70 plene and 71;defective. The

text and the margin in Neh. 7 70 in my edition of the Bible

must, therefore, change places according to this Massorah, though

some MSS. and most of the early editions support the text.

ran = § 216.

ttTTi''! he sought out, searched, occurs twice in the Scriptures.

This Rubric, which I have found in the printed Massorah pnly

on Levit 10 16, affords another illustration of the difficulties

connected with deciphering the Massorah. thn occurs five times

(Levit 10 16; 1 Chron. 10 14: 2 Chron. 16 12; 17 3; 22 9) and

not twice. But in accordance with the peculiar method of the

Massorites the whole of Chronicles is regarded as exhibiting

one instance and the Pentateuch another and in this artificial

manner the two instances are obtained.

roi = § 216.

tt^l he sought out, searched. Whenever this preterite third

person singular nuuculine occurs it is with ^Pathaeh except once

where it is with Katnetz. It will be. seen from the preceding

Rubric that Bh*} with Pathach under the Resh occurs five times.

In one instance, however, it is t^n with Kametz. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the solitary exception. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol II, fol. 162a, on 2 Chron. 22 9.

rn = § 217.

in3tt?H we sought him, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Vienna Codex No. 35,
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on 1 Chron. 15 13. As both instances are restricted to Chronicles,

the heading ought more property to be •t-cai '3.

n-n § = 218.

C^'f to search otit, occurs twice. That is, the infinitive absolute;

the only other instances in which the infinitive occurs it is

ty^ the construct (Deut. 22 2). This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Cambridge Add. 1174,

on Deut. 23 22. The instance in Levit 10 IC, according to the

Massorah, is the central word in the Pentateuch, which is

indicated by the peculiar form of the letter Daleth, as will be

seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of the

Bible. These notes ai-e from Add. l.'i,-282 and Orient. 2(5'>«

B*n = § 219.

tthTT^ to search out, to seek. This infinitive with the prefix

Lamed, occurs altogether thirty times. In seventeen instances it

has preserved its defective orthography th-ib and in thirteen it

ig ^.y^ plene. As one of these two kinds of spelling prevails

in the different parts of the Bible, the Massorah for the

purpose of indicating it, records this predominance in accordance

with the three great divisions, the Law, the Prophets and the

Hagiographa, beginning with the Prophets.

2%e Prophets, — In the Prophets this infinitive occurs ten

times. Here the plene is the rule, and the defective the exception.

The former occurs eight times (1 Kings 14 5; 22 8; 2 Kings 1 3,

6, 16, 16; 22 18; Ezek. 20 1) and the defective twice only.

Hence the Massorah safeguards here the exceptions, and thus

excludes the plene spelling in 2 Kings 1 3 and 6, which obtained

in other Schools of textual redactors.

The Hagiographa. — Throughout the Hagiographa it is likewise

plene except in seven instances. In this division of the Bible, where

it occurs altogether eighteen times, it is plene in eleven instances

(Eccl. 1 13; 1 Chron. 10 13; 22 19; 2 Chron. 12 U; 14 3;

15 12; 18 7; 20 3; 30 19; 34 3, 26) and defective in seven only.

Here, therefore, the "plene is the rule and the defective the

exception. Hence theMassorah safeguards the defective orthography

in this division.

The Pentateuch. — In the Pentateuch, where it occurs twice

only (Gen. 26 22; Exod. 18 15), it has preserved its defective

primitive orthography in both instances. As there are no exceptions

here the simple record of the fact is sufficient without specifying

the passages.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2026; on Hosea 10 12, which

1 have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 251 6, on 1 Chron. 21 30;

(III) the same MS., fol. 273a, on 2 Chron. 26 5; (IV) the printed

Massorah on Ezra 6 21, and (V) the same on 1 Chron. 21 30.

The two Lists in the printed Massorah (Lists IV and V) are

corrupt, as will be seen from the following analysis: List IV is

headed -on -i wm"?, which ought manifestly to be D^iran 'on 't and

though it gives six instances it states that in 'ia 'a nw "r'jaa pi

2 Chron. 32 31 there are two instances, which is incorrect, since

^Tib occurs once only in this verse and omits 2 Chron. 19 3.

Moreover, the addition at the end '^o S'aa 'on "Ci Knm»e tei is

unquestionably an errgr for -ht a'aa 'on "Oi enm ^ai. Though the

heading of List V is correct, the instances which it records are

not quite correct, since it also states in 2 Chron. 32 31 the

expression rrj^ occurs twice (pioea 'a "nw •'vhta pi). Moreover, it

has the erroneous addition at the end 'hn a-aa 'on "at xmiK bai

instead of Dnras ba% which in this case is more glaring, since the

two exceptions are here recorded and they are both in the

Prophets. It is difficult to say whether these blunders are

primarily due to Jacob b. Chayim or to the carielessness of the

Nakdan.

3'1 = § 220.

D^'T?K tthn j? to enqmre of God, is fmtr times thv^ combined

.... and twice it is'with the prefx He. Normally when this infinitive

is followed by the Divine name, denoting to enquire of the

Supreme Being, the phrase is nirrny *-i"|^ to enquire of Jehovah.

in this combination it occurs nine times (Gen. 25 22; 1 Kings 22 8;

2 Kings 22 18; Ezek. 20 1; Hosea 10 12; 2 Chron. 12 14; 14 3;

15 12; 18 7). As it is in these four instances only where it is

followed by trrrt>^ and in two where it is combined with D^•1b^^,

the Massorah safeguards the exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 46&, on Exod. 18 15,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 178a, on

1 Sam. 9 9; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 40a, on the same passage;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 251 6, on l Chron. 29 30; (V) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Oohlah I, § 153; (VI) the printed Massorah on

Exod. 18 15, and (VII) the same on 1 Sam. 9 9. Lists II, IV—VI
have not the second part of this Rubric. It is to be remarked that

List VI not only wrongly heads this n B-rfjKn vmb, but adds at the

end a-aa on 'm« '?ai, which is manifestly a repetition of the blundering

addition to § 220.

K-on - § 221.

n*in^75 ttTTTT' to seek Jehovah, occurs four [three] times. This

Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only,

letter k, § 139. The fact that it records three instances only,

and that all the tliree are t-nb, shows that the Massorah is

restricted to the combination of this infinitive with the Tetra-

grammaton and that it excludes the instance in 2 Chron. 16 13

where mn-!^ is preceded by frr,, the future third person singular

masculine. Accordingly '-i in the heading, which is in conflict

with the contents of the Rubric, is manifestly a clerical error

for 'J.

2"D1 = § 222.

^^"?'^ 1tt^*l seek ye Jehovah, is three times thus combined. That

is, in contradistinction to the other three instances where it is

ni.T-n>« iBhn (2 Kings 22 13; Amos 5 6; 2 Chron. 34 21). This Rubric

1 have found in the printed Massorah only where it occurs twice

:

(I) on Isa. 65 6, and (II) on Ps. 105 4.

rai = § 223.

tJ?lTiri #^1"1*T he will seek, thou shalt seek, is always defective

except in three instances. The future third and second person of

vyi, without and with the prefix Vav, occurs altogether twelve

times. As it is defective in nine instances (comp. KhT Isa. 8 19;

Ps. 10 4; 2 Chron. 16 13; tp-iTi 2 Chron. 24 22; Bn-i^! 2 Sam. 11 3;

2 Chron. 31 9; shnn Deut. 12 30; 23 7; Ps. 10 13) and plene in

three only, the Massorah safeguar*^the exceptional orthography.

On referring to the notes on Ps. 10 15 and Job 10 6 in my
edition of the Bible, it will be seen that the design of this

Massorah is to militate against the variations which other

Schools of textual redactors exhibit in these passages.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Deut. 23 7,

which I have printed, and (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 117a, on the

same passage.

T31 = § 224.

C^^ri thou shalt seek, occurs four times. This Rubric, which

I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter n,

§ 120, is incorrect, since there are five instances of this future

second person, the fifth instance occurs in Ps. 10 13. Though

three of the instances are defective (vide supra, letter i, § 223)

and two plene (Ps. 10 15; Job 10 6) this Rubric takes no notice

of the variation in the spelling.

iTDI «= § 226.

t?1*inX w three times plene in this form. That is, the future

of this verb is plene in different forms. This Rubric simply

records futures of th-n which are exceptionally plene. Of this

Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 826, on Ezek. 20 40, which I

have printed; (H) Add. 15,260, fol. 2805; (ffl) Vienna Codex

No. 85, and (IV) the printed Massorah, all on the same passage.

r31 - § 226.

tt^Vl seeking, enquiring, is four times plene in the Scripiures.

This participle occurs altogether eleven times. It is defective in

seven instances (Deut 11 12; Jerem. 30 17; 38 4; Ps. 9 18; 14 2;

53 3; Esther 10 3) and plene in four only. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional spelling. By fixing the number at four,

the Massorah militates against the variation in Mioah 6 8, as will

be seen from the note on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2196, on Ps. 142 6, which I have

printed; (11) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 92a, on Ezek. 84 6;

(III) the same MS., VoL H, foL 148a, on 1 Chron. 28 9;
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(IV) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek. 34 6; (V) Arund.
Orient. ±6, fol. l88o, on the same passage; (VI) the same MS.,
fol. 286 o, on 1 Chron. 28 9; (VII) Add. 15,251, fol. 285 a, on
Ezek. 34 6, and (VIII) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

?'31 = 227.

ttrrT] and seeking, occurs three times and is defective. With
the prefix Vav this participle has uniformly retained its primitive
defective orthography. Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six
in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. I24a,
on Deut 18 11, which I have printed; (II) the same, MS., Vol. II,

fol. 8 a, on Isa. 16 5; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 8406, on
Prov. 11 27; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 361a, on the same passage;
(V) Add. 15,251, fol,222a, on Isa. 16 5; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 1326,
on Deut. 18 11; (VII) the printed Massorah on the same passage,
and (VIII) the same on Isa. 16 6. Lists II and IV add at the end that
the three instances occur respectively in the Law, the Prophets
and the Hagiographa.

n'D-l = § 228.

fTT? in the late of, occurs Uoice. That is, to distinguish it

from the two instances where it is with the prefix Caph, which

greatly resembles it in the MSS. (Dan. 6 9, 13). Of this Rubric,
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two
Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, fol. 281J, on Dan. 6 6, which
I have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3766, on Ezra 7 14.

0'3"l - § 229.

C3*1^!5Kfl jriTI and Dathan and Miram, occurs three times.

These two names occur together seven times. In four instances
jm is without the prefix Vav, viz, o^airim (Numb. 16 24, 25, 27;
26 9) and in three it is with it Hence the Massorah safeguards
the minority. This protection was deemed all the more necessary
since the two forms are used promiscuously in one and the
same verse (Numb. 16 27; 26 9). That other recensions
exhibited variations is attested by the Samaritan text, which
has D^aipinn without the prefix Vav in Numb. 26 9 in both
clauses.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. llGa, on Numb. 26 9, which I have
printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 126 a, on the same passage; (III)

Add. 21,160, fol. 2146, on Numb. 16 1; (IV) the printed Massorah
on the same* passage, and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter n, § 121.



Letter He.

'X = § 1.

n» — This part of the Rubric, which registers the number
of times He occurs in the Bible, is taken from the alphabetical

Poem given above, letter k, § 224. The second part, which

records the number of times He occurs in the Pentateuch, is

from a MS. in my possession. For a description of this remarkable

MS. see my Introduction to the Massm^ettco-crkical edition of the

Bible, Part I, chap. VII, p. 110 &c.

'3 = § 2.

n* — One He is toith one Tag. This is from the Massorah

Parva of Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. I14a, on Deut. 4 26.

'J = § 3.

n» — Eighteen Hes in the Pentateuch have respectively one Tag

and are closed at the top. This Rubric is from the Machsor Vitry,

Add. 27,027, Vol. II, fol. 209—215, which I have printed in

letter n, § 25, Vol. II, pp. 680 «fcc.

n -= § 4.

n* — Nine Hes have respectively two Tagin. This Rubric

1 have compiled from the Massorah Parva of Harley 5710— 11

on the several passages.

'H = § 5.

n» — A lu: following Hes have respectively three Tagin. This

Rubric I have compiled from the Massorah Parva of Harley
5710—11 on the several passages.

'1 = § 6.

n* — The following three hundred and sixty Hes in the

Pentateuch are not closed at the top and have respectivelyfour Tagin

each. This Rubric is from the Machsor Vitry, Add. 27,027, Vol. II,

fol. SOS—215, which I have printed in letter n, § 25, p. 680 &c.

'r = § 7.

n* — An alphabetical List of words beginning with Me which

respectively occur once only. That the Massorites of the different

Schools made attempts to elaborate such alphabetical catalogues

of unique expressions is attested by the fragmentary remains
which aro found in the Massorah of sundry MSS., as is seen

from the incipient Lists given below in §§ 8a—d In order to

facilitate the identification by the student of the unique forms
beginning with He, I compiled this alphabet. Since its publication,

however, I have discovered sundry mistakes which were unavoid-

able in a first attempt to find out and alphabetically to arrange

over 2700 words beginning with He which occur once only.

These mistakes as far as I could detect them I have pointed out

in the Additions at the end of this Volume p. 752, § 7a— c.

•n = § 8o—

d

n* — [Words beginning with He^ which respectively occur once

only.] The four incipient catalogues of unique words beginning
with He are from the following MSS. List I (§ 8 a), which
registers four words, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1066, on
2 Kings 12 1 2. List II (§ 1 3 &), which records fifteen such expressions,

is from the same MS., fol. 178 a, on Ezek. 18 25. List III (§ 8c)

is from Orient. 1471, fol. 202a, on 1 Kings 18 30 and List IV
(§ %d) is from the same MS., fol. 2076 on 1 Kings 21 20.

These four incipient catalogues are of great importance,
inasmuch as they disclose the method which the Massorites
followed in elaborating the different Rubrics. In the fragment
which constitutes List I, the instances are from the same book,
whilst those in List II as yet follow no order. Lists III and IV,

however, show that they afterwards arranged them alphabetically

and that owing to the excessive space which such an alphabet
would occupy, the Massorites catalogued the instances in separate
members, following the alphabetical sequence of the second
letter. Hence List III exhibits the instances in which the second
letter is He, whilst List IV exhibits those in which the second
letter is Mem. The three Lists which I have found since the

publication of the catalogues before us, and which I have printed
in Volume III, p. 341 &c., exhibit respectively Beth, Nun and Shin;

whilst the List in the printed Massorah on Job 38 34 not only
records the instances with Tav with a separate heading, but
distinctly states at the end that they form part of an alphabetical

catalogue, which Jacob b. Chayim says will be found in the

Massorah Finalis under letter He, but which is nowhere to

be found. There can, therefore, be no doubt that the rest of the
alphabet will still be found in MSS. to which I have not as yet

had access. That these Lists are imperfect will be seen by
comparing them with the alphabetical List of words beginning
with He, which I have compiled and given in the preceding
Rubric. 1 It is these incipient Lists, which later Nakdanim mistool
for complete and which they furnished with headings, fixing the

number in accordance with the instances recorded in each

fragment and thus introducing the great difficulties in explaining

the Massorah.

' The rudimentary character of these separate Lists will best be seen

from an analysis of the six letters, which have as yet come to light: (1) 3 of

which 12 instances are given, has no fewer than 105 unique forms; (2) n of

which 14 are recorded has 34; (3) of which 19 are given has 31.3; (4) i of

which 9 are given has 163; (5) V of which 29 are given has 222, and (C) n of

which 9 are given has 171.

n* — Thirteen words are defective of He at the beginning.

That is, in these instances the respective words are in the text

without the He and the official reading or Keri supplies the

missing letter. The design of this Massorah is to militate against

the Babylonian recension which reads pK without a Keri in

Jerem. 10 13, in accordance with 12 12 and 51 16. It is remarkable
that the so-called Babylonian Codex i. e. St. Petersburg Codex
of A. D. 916, which is supposed to exhibit the Eastern recension,

has p-iKH in the text, contrary to the official List, which distinctly

declares that the Babylonians read it jnn without a Keri and
that the Massoretic annotator of this Codex, for reasons best

known to himself, attempts to make it conformable to the Eastern
recension by remarking that it is one of the three instances in

which the He is absent (pKm ti 'dph 'j).

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol. I, fol. 182a, on 1 Sam. 14 32,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 43a, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 735, on 2 Sam. 23 9;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 79a, on 1 Kings 4 7; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 154a, on Jerem. 10 13; (VI) the same MS., fol. 178 a, on
Ezek. 18 20; (VII) the same MS., fol. 355a, on Eccl. 10 20;

(VIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 90; (IX) Paris Ochlah Ve-
Ochlah, § 165, and (X) the printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 23 9.
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The fact that List IX gives -tn 'ifl -m-Kan 't» hk npi 2 Kings 11 19

instead of fnxn as ho mm 2 Kings 11 20 and that the addition

of 'BT 'Ml to the catchwords precludes its being due to the
carelessness of the Scribe shows that different Codices exhibited
different expressions in which the He was absent at the beginning
of the word.

That this Massoretic List does not exhaust all the passages,

but that the instances here adduced are simply typical which
may easily be multiplied, has been shown by Graetz. Thus in

Gen. 4 13 the He is absorbed by the He with which the preceding

word (nyr) ends, and the expression ought to be ^n^n Is my iniquity

too great to bear? or to be forgiven? This interrogative indicates

contrition and repentance and it is due to it that God grants
Cain pardon and protection in verse 15. In 1 Sam. 22 15 and
2 Sam. 19 23 Bl»n should be ol'nn, the He at the beginning is

absorbed by the second He. Both the Authorised Versifon and the

Revised Version acknowledge this in their respective renderings.

For other examples where the He is missing at the beginning of

words, I must refer to Graetz, {Monatsschrift fur Geschiehte und
WitsenscJiafl dee Judentkums, Vol. XXIX, p. 2 &c. Krotoschin 1880.)

Seven words, on the contrary, have a superfluous Se at the

beginning, which is cancelled by the official Keri. That these seven

instances are also typical and that others can easily be shown
where the He at the beginning of words is principally due to

dittography may be seen in the same Essay by Graetz.

Of this part of the Rubric, which in some MSS. forms the

second part of the Massorah before us, and in some MSS.
and editions constitutes a separate Massorah, I collated eight

Lists, six in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol.1,

fol. 182a, on 1 Sam. 14 32; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol, 73b, on
2 Sam. 23 9; (III) the same MS., fol. 355 a, on Eccl. 10 20. In
these three it is the converse part; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 108 a,

on 2 Kings 14 7; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 307a, on Eccl. 10 20;
(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 91; (VII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah

§ 166, and (VIII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 24.

'' = § 10a— e.

n* — Words beginning with He interrogative, which respectively

occur once only. The five fragments, which respectively occur in

Add. 15,451, fol. 320a, on Ezek. 22 14; the same MS., fol. 398a,

on Ps. 5 11; Arund. Orient 16, fol. l77o, on Ezek. 17 10;

Orient. 1474, fol. 136, on Jerem. 7 19 and Orient 2349, fol. 3 la,

on Gen. 4 9, like those exhibited in § 8a—rf, again show that

the Massorites gradually collected the unique forms and recorded
them in short catalogues before they obtained a sufficient number
of instances to arrange them either according to the sequence
of the books or in alphabetical Lists. It will be seen that even
in the fifth fragment (§ lOe), which consists of seventeen instances,

no attempt was as yet made to furnish it with a heading or to

arrange the instances according to order of the books" or the
alphabet

K-' = § 11a.

(! — An alphabetical List of words beginning tcith JTe, lohich

respectively occur once only. The four Lists which I have here given,
exhibit different recensions of the same Rubric and are ajl designed
to give a selection of unique words beginning with interrogative
He in alphabetical order, though none of them are quite correct;
since they include words where the He is not interrogative.

Of this Rubric, which exhibits the longer recension, I collated
four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,
VoL II, fol. 225a, on Job 7 12, which I have printed; (II) Halle
Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 66; (III) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 65,

and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 3. It will be
seen that this List is already in a developed form and that half
of the alphabet is represented by two or more examples of the
same letter, so that instead of consisting of twenty-two it is

made up of forty words. It is also to be remarked that in three
of the examples, viz. mn (Micah 7 3), -I'sn (2 Sam. 18 18) and
nson (Deut 27 9) the He is not interrogative. Their introduction
into this List is due to the fact that Vav, Zayin and Samech
furnish no instance of being preceded by interrogative He, and
that they were required to complete the alphabet

List II consists of thirty-nine examples and differs from
List I in the following respects: It omits four, viz. *?»! (Job 8 3),

nrSn (Isa. 68 5), a-re^n (Ps. 88 11) and n^?>iin (Job 38 35), whilst
it gives three new ones, viz. nstjSn (2 Sam. 2 26) ; axrn (Jerem. 22 28)
and jittT'irn (Job 15 7), yyism is a clerical mistake for ii2''-,nn as is

evident from the catchwords. List III is the largest. It gives

forty-six examples and also differs from List L It adds in the
heading that the instances are unique with Paihach (-ne "^ in bs\).

Besides having the three which List II adds, it has three others,
viz. bbn (Isa. 28 24) nii^n (Ezek. 9 8) and oljcri (Zech. 7 6), the
last is added by a later hand. List IV gives forty-two examples.
It too exhibits variations. In the first place it states in the
heading that this alphabetical List records the unique instances
of words beginning with He interrogative (r-ia 'mnnn jo s-k
Tona Knis-n). It gives two new instances which none of the other
Lists contain, viz. morn (Jerem. 3 5) and n-i^an (Jerem. 7 11); it

omits Bn:nn (Judg. 8'l9), rrbn (Isa. 58 5), Q'rmSn (Ps. 88 11), and
n''rttt>on (Ezek. 9 8). It has the same clerical error iTa-n for lO'-inn,

which List II exhibits and also has '-\biihn, which is another
scribal blunder for -Ji^aq (Micah 4 9).

K'» = § 116.

• I* — An alphabetical List of words, which respectively occur once
Raphe and once with Pathach Every one of them is unique beginning
with He interrogative. That is, in each case the He is either with
Chateph-Pathach or Pathach and the following letter is without
Dagesh. This List, which is from St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916
on Jerem. 7 9, exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah and
hence contains one example only for each letter of the alphabet
Like the other Lists, therefore, it gives mn --I'stn and nspn to

represent the letters Vav, Zayin and Samech, which explains the
addition -nnai "bi of the heading, thus showing that though these

three expressions begin with Pathached He, the following letter is

Raphe and is thus in apparent conflict with the remark at the
end of the Rubric, which states that in every instance the He
is interrogative.

K*» = § lie.

n* — An alphabet of words each being in the interrogative ....
These are all unique ivith the interrogative. This Rubric, which I

have also found in St Petersburg Codex only, is another of the
earliest recensions of this Massorah. It will be seen that it differs

from the preceding one (§ 11 6) in giving other examples for

Beth, Gimel, Cheth, Teth and Mem, in omitting Vav and in giving
two for He, thus making up the number twenty-two.

K'' = § lid

n» — An alphabetical List of unique woi'ds beginning with He.
This Rubric also which I have found in St Petersburg Codex
only, on Habak. 3 8 and which, therefore, exhibits the oldest
recension of this Massorah, varies somewhat from the other two
Rubrics in the same Codex. Not only are the two letters Aleph
and Beth differently represented, but Shin is unrepresented
altogether and the alphabet is thus one letter short These
different recensions conclusively prove my contention that the
alphabetical Lists are frequently made up of selections only,
according to the idiosyncrasies of the several Massoretic Schools
and that they were never meant to exhaust all the instances.

y = § 12.

n* — Three Mes in the Pentateuch seem to be interrogatives,

but they are not so. That is, in these three instances the emphasis
of the interrogative does not rest upon the word which begins
with He, but upon the next clause. Accordingly the first

passage denotes judge of all the eaHh. shall he not do right? the
second this one fellow who came to sojourn here, and will he needs
be a judge? and the third, one man is the sinner, and wiU thou be

wrath with all the congregation? (Comp. Rashi KBim Kin nnn r-Kn
f\iipr\ mpn bs bv rmxi). This Rubric I have found in the printed
Massorah only, on Gen. 18 25.

y = § 13a-c.

n» — Words commencing with He, which respectively occur
once only at the beginning of a verse. That is, in contradistinction
to those passages where they occur again, but where they are
with the prefix Vav.

The three incipient Lists (§ 13a-c), which are respectively
from Harley 5710 -11, Vol. 11, fol. 2586, on Ruth 1 13; Orient 2349,
fol. 736, on Exod. 27 14, and Add. 21,160, fol. 22l6, on Numb, 19 11,

again exhibit the first attempts on the part of the Massorites to

collect the unique instances which later Massorites gradually
succeeded in completing, and which are recorded in § 13rf and 13«.
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r» = § ISA

n, — Ttoelve words commencing with He respectively occur

once only at the beginning of a verse. Of this Rubric, which is a

further development of the three incipient Lists recorded in

§ 13a— c?, I collated three Lists: (I) Orient 2349, foi. 476, or

Cambridge Add. 1174, on Gen. 34 21, which I have printed; (II)

Orient. 5404, fol. 465, on the same passage, and (III) Orient. 4445,

fol. 39&, on Gen. 48 16.

Lists II and III state in the heading that there are ten

such instances only, but as they enumerate twelve there can

hardly be any doubt that the a has carelessly been omitted

after '. As there are fifteen such instances, it is evident that

the List originally simply recorded the passages which the

first compiler of this Rubric was able to find and that a later

Nakdan who mistook it for complete added the heading, fixing

the number. This is confirmed by List III, which exhibits the

earliest record of this phenomenon. Though it too, enumerates

twelve instances only, it has as yet no heading It omits -ipjn

(1 Sam. 20 41) and gives -^ben (Ezek. 7 27) as one of twelve,

passages.

y - § 13«.

n» — Fifteen verses respectively begin mith He .... and in

all the rest of the Scriptures they have Vav. This is not only the

fully developed Rubric, but the addition at the end indicates

its import. Accordingly its design is to register those expressions

only which begin the verse without the Vav, and which occur

again at the beginning of the verse with the prefix Vav.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, five in MSS. and
three printed: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 336, on Gen. 34 21, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 596, on Gen. 48 16; (III) the

same MS., fol. 198 a, on Numb. 7 19; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 216a, on Zeph. 3 15; (V) Add. 15,451, fol. 25a, on Gen. 34 21

;

(VI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 174; (VII) the printed Massorah on

Gen. 48 16, and (VIII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 8.

With the exception jof List VIII all the Lists . emphatically

state in their respective headings that there are fifteen such

instances only, and barring List V, enumerate fifteen. List VIII,

however, not only' heads it 'n rworo b~i i"-, but records sixteen,

giving nroon Ezek. 44 29 as one of the sixteen passages. But as

this expression with the prefix Vav (nnjani) never begins a

verse, it is contrary to the manifest design of this Rubric and

is, therefore, rightly not given in any of the other Lists. It is

the addition of a later Nakdan who mistook the import of this

Massorah. List V affords a striking illustration of the oft-

repeated statement that the Nakdanim frequently shortened the

Rubrics, when the lines alloted to the Massorah were full. Though
the heading of this List distinctly states that there are fifteen

such instances, it records the first five only, since the line would
not admit of any more.

T^ = § 14.

n* — Nine toords beginning and ending with He respectively

occur once only. This Rubric is from the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter n, § 1. It is manifestly an incipient List, which a later

Nakdan who mistook it for complete, has supplied with the

heading, fixing the number at nine to coincide with the instances

therein enumerated. This is evident from the fact that there are

upwards of 370 unique expressions which both begin and end
with He, as will be seen from the alphabetical List of words
beginning with He, which respectively occur once only. (Vide

supra, letter n, § 7.) This is corroborated by the fact' that since

the publication of this Rubric I have found in the ancient

Codex Orient 4446, two alphabetical Lists recording this

phenomenon. As usual these alphabets consist of a limited

selection, the one on Levit 3 9 (fol. 866) being less perfect,

whilst the one on Numb. 31 36 (fol. 1526) is more orderly.

Both catalogue instances which are not given in this Rubric,

as will be seen from the subjoined note.^

!h nKDBn ,h nninn h nin h nirnn fy mn fy nijan fy rnvn ,'h nrrn ,'h nt^n t

.'h n»3tn ,6 n»DBn ,'h nirrun ."h nni'yB'n ,'h nsinnnn .'h trnn /h nbyn .'h naitsn

The first two and the last three examples are obyiously out of order, whilst

unsn which is selected to represent », does not end in He. More orderly is the

second alphabet, which is as follows: ."^ n^n ."h nn-nn ,^ mn /h n'laan /b m»Kn
''V nnTyeri /^ nnnan /^ nirnon ,6 nwo^n /^ nsitsn .'h nyrn /h nHoon ,'h nmnn ,'h mm
.»n J11D1 'n '3»n 'kii n'M^K j»^ie .''> n»finnn ,'h nam fy tntn fy man ;h rhvn

As letter »« yields 17 examples; 3 14; i 17; T 7; n 8; l IS; » 6; n 17; ts 6;

' 22; 3 7; "? 9; 42; 3 22; D 10; Jf 24; B 18; » 12; p 21; T 27; P 28 and n 20,

it will be seen that these two Lists simply j^ve a selection and that many
more alphabets might be produced by different combinations.

1"0 = § 15.

n* — Eight words begin with He and have Yod in the middle.

That is, these expressions which begin with He, have a needless
or silent Yod after the Tzere in the middle of the word. This
Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter n,

§ 5. It is incorrect, since the sixth instance given is Tr (Eccl.

10 20), which does not begin with He. Neither is o^ejsn, which
occurs in the same verse and which I have substituted for it,

correct, both because the Keri cancels the He at the beginning,
and because the Yod is not quiescent Moreover there are two
instances which belong to this category, viz. p"}:^ (Deut 16 14)
and s'sbn (2 Kings 8 21) and which are omitted!

?'E5 - § 16a—fc.

n» — Words which respectively occur twice, once without the

pi-efx He and once tcith it. These ten incipient Lists, which are
respectively from Add. 15,451, fols. 99a, 3076, 315a, 371a, 3546,
470a, on Numb. 11 12; Ezek. 2 10; 16 22; Isa. 32 12; Ezek. 66 10

1 Chron. 7 18, and Arund. Orient 16, fol. 163a, on Jerem. 26 3;

(comp. also the printed Massorah on Gen. 42 23; Job 30 7);

again show how the Massorites gradually collated the different
links so as ultimately to unite them into one chain. I have
selected these fragments from many others in the different MSS.
because they exhibit an attempt at an alphabetical arrangement

?•> = § 17.

n» — An alphabetical List of words which respectively occur twice,

once without the prefix He and once with it and are all unique.
It will be seen that whilst the longest catalogue of the preceding
fragments records eighteen such pairs only, this Rubric gives
no fewer than thirty-four, and that later Massorites furnished
each example with catchwords to facilitate the identification of
the respective passages.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one MS. and two
printed: (I) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, -f^, which I have printed;
(II) Paris Ochlah § 8, and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter n, § 36. As seven of the letters, viz. i, ?, a, \ h, v and n are
not represented, List II adds in the heading the expression aiSi,

indicating thereby that the alphabet is incomplete. List III has one
pair more, viz. ni-Tjps (Cant. 1 11) and ni-nipsn (Gen. 30 35). nnK
No. 14 in this List is manifestly a mistake for nno and o-raa: and
DT'axn No. 29 or No. 28 in Lists I and II, are mistakes for
Q-pax and D'yaxn.

n" = § 18.

n* — Fourteen words, which respectively occur twice in the

same connection, are without the prefix He in the first instance and
with it in the second. Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest
parts of the Massorah, I collated two Lists, one in MS. and one
printed: (I) Orient 4445, fol. 70a, on Exod. 28 24, and (U) the
printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 12, which I have printed.
List I, which I have found since the publication of my Massorah,
is more simple. It heads this Rubric, pna n-K k«? 'KOip psp nna pn i"
"n pna n^K -rm \-i. It is as yet without catchwords and though
it gives the same fourteen pairs, the order is more in accordance
with the sequence of the books in the Hebrew Bible.

0" = § 19.

n* — An alphabetical List of words beginning with He, which
respectively occur twice. Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists,

five in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 26— 3a, on Gen. 2 21, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,451,

fol. 1046, on Numb. 17 28; (III) the same MS., fol. 2216, on
2 Sam. 23 17; (IV) the same MS., fol. 2816, on Jerem. 22 11;
(V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 65; (VI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah
§ 64, and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 2. Though
Lists I and III respectively give seventy-nine pairs, the former
gives nitsan as the forty-fifth example, which the latter omits, whilst
the latter gives niKSBSsn (Gen. 19 15; Judg. 20 48) as No. 48, which
the former omits. List II exhibits a very limited alphabet It gives
eighteen pairs only and breaks off with letter Nun. All the
other Lists (II—V) have the catchwords added to them, which are
of a later origin.

'3 - § 20.

i1* — For this Rubric see letter k, § 654.
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H'2 = § 21.

n» — Pairs of wordt in which, the second expression is ab-

normaXbj without the prejix He^ That is, in these instances alone

is the phrase without the article before the second word whilst

in all other passages where it occurs, it is with it. Of this

Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, % 188,

which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on Exod. 25 30.

It will be seen that the List which I have printed gives twenty-

four such combinations, whilst List II records eleven only though

both have the same heading. There can, therefore, be no doubt

that List I, is a later development with additional pairs.

TD = § 22.

n» — Seven pairs of words in which ike second expression is

tAnormaliy with the prefix He, That is, in these instances only

is the phrase with the article before the second word, whilst in

all others passages where the several combinations occur, they

are without the He. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Paris Ochlah § 189, where it is given

as the reverse (ejiSm) to the preceding Rubric. The third instance

viz. tra-vi triri is incorrect, since the textus reeeptus in Ezek. 39 27

is crar\ o^U? without the He before the second word. It is the addition

of a later Nakdan who misto<>k the import of this Massorah and

added this passage because the phrase a<sr\ oMrt is unique, over-

looking the fact that the design of this Rubric is to record the

combinations which have abnormally He before the second

word and not before the first.

J'3 - § 23 a.

n» — Combinations of two loords, both of which are with the

prefix He and which respectively occur once only. These three Lists

again show the gradual manner in wliich the Massorites collated

the materials for the respective Rubrics. §2 3 a, which is from

Orient 2349, fol. 105 a, on Numb, 7 85, records six such instances

only, being all that the first compiler succeeded in finding. In

this incipient form this Rubric is as yet without a heading and

without catchwords.

Jl'3 = § 236.

n* — This Rubric, - which is still without a heading, is a

further development of the preceding one. Of it I collated five

Lists: (I) Add. 15,451, fol. 756, on Levit 11 19, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 97a, on Numb. 7 85; (III) the

same MS., fol. 31 5a, on Ezek. 1632; (IV) the same MS., fol. 391a,

on Zech. 4 10, and (Y) the ancient Codex Orient. 4445, fol. 126a,

on Numb. 7 85.

List II records twenty-five instances only, i. e. three less

than List I. It omits Nos. 17, 18 and 27. Though List III records

eighteen only, omitting Nos. 1, 2, 7, 13, 15, 17, 18, 19, 24, 26 and 28,

it gives one, viz. tVh p'stn (2 Kings 23 17) not recorded in Lists I

and II. The differences in List IV are still more marked. It

records nineteen, but the omissions are not quite the same as

in List III, being Nos. 1, 3, 9, 13, 17, 18, 21, 22, 23 and 28,

and Mike List III, it gives the instance from 2 Kings 23 17,

not recorded in Lists I and 11, The oldest form of this Rubric is

exhibited in List V. It records the following twelve instances

only: Nos. 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 22, 25, 27.

J'D = § 23 c.

n» — The follotcing pairs of words are unique in this combination.

That is, both words of the phrase taking the prefix He. Of this

recension I collated three Lists: (I) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

§ 371, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 497a, on
2 Chron. 20 12, and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 4.

My reason for printing these two Lists separately, is

that they alone have already headings affixed to them and
are arranged according to the sequence of the books in the

Bible. List I, moreover, is also furnished with lengthy catchwords

which always indicates a later development. Though this recension

records twenty-nine pairs and the first recension (§ 236) twenty-

eight, a close comparison of the two will disclose that the first

recension has ten which the second has not (Nos. 1, 13, 1 5, 16,

17, 18, 19, 24, 26, 28) and that the second has eleven which are

not recorded in the first (Nos. 1,10,11,12,13,18,19,21,22,26,28).

By adding the ten of the first recension to the tw6nty-nine of

the second and the instance in 2 Kings 23 17 recorded in

Lists III and IV of the first recension, we obtain forty such

pairs. But even this does not exhaust the number, since nwn
nnoKn (1 Kings 3 22) and ^"ranig^ (Zech. 4 lO) &c. belong to

this category. Moreover it will be seen that List II has this

Rubric on nri a'ln (2 Chron. 20 1 2) thus adding another pair

which are not in the otiher Lists.

The heading, whichi is both in Add. 15,451 and in Jacob
b. Chayim's printed Masnorah Finalis, or in Lists 11 and III of

this recension, viz. Kpiia-n ma 'n ja p^o t' has still to be noticed.

Not because of its unin1;elligibleness, but because it confirms

the oft-repeated statement that the number has frequently been

added by a later Nakdan w ho mistook the import of the Massorah,

and fixed the number of the incipient List to correspond with

the instances therein recorded.

T3 == § 24a—«c.

n» — [Pairs which resptictively occur twice, once without the

prejix He before the second word and once with it.] The twenty-

nine separate links which wer<? afterwards united into one great

alphabetical chain and which I have given in Rubric 24 a

—

ee

are respectively from the following MSS.: (a) Orient 2348,

fol. 32a, on Gen. 6 4; (1»; the same MS., fol. 69a, on Exod. 20 20;

(c) the same MS., fol. 736, on Exod. 28 15; (d) the same MS.,

fol. 1346, on Deut 20 8; (e) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 246, on

Gen. 38 3; (f) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 28a, on Judg. 12 7; (g) the

same MS., fol. 1196, on Isa. 2 7; (h) the same MS., foL 1216, on
Isa. 6 13; (i) the same MS., fol. 1786, on Ezek. 20 6; (k) Add.

15,451, fol. 1566, on Josh. 16 18; (I) mislaid the reference;

(m) Add. 15,451, fol. 2476, on Ps. 118 1; (n) mislaid the reference;

(o) Add. 15,451, fol. 434a, on Ps. 139 15; (p) the same MS.,

fol. 316a, on Ezek. 17 7; (q) the same MS., foL 84^6, on Isa. 2 11;

(r) the same MS., foL 586, on Exod. 29 39; (s and t) mislaid the

reference; (u) Add. 15,451, fol. 336, on Gen. 44 28; (v) the same
MS., fol. 2886, on Jerem. 31 29; (x) the same MS., fol. 355 a, on
Isa. 34 3; (y) the same MS., fol. 3826, on Jonah 4 8; (z) the

same MS., fol. 85a, on Levit 23 28; (aa) the same MS.; (tb) the

same MS., fol. 421a, on Ps. 81 29; (cc) the same MS., fol. 50a,

on Exod. 18 14; (dd) Orient 4445, fol. 50a, on Exod. 9 8, and
(ee) Add, 15,451, fol. 43a, on Exod. 9, 8.

These incipient Lists dispersed through the MSS. are of

importance. They indicate how the different Schools of Massorites

collated the materials and that in their original fragmentary

state these Lists were without heading and without catchwords.

They, moreover, enable us to control the several members of

the longer Lists after they had been put together alphabetically

or arranged according to the order of the books in the Bible.

T3 = § 24/.

n» — [An alphabetical List of pairs which respectively occur

twice, once toithout the prefix He before the second word and once

with it.] This Rubric exhibits a united chain of the sundry

links dispersed throughout the MSS.

Of this alphabetical Rubric I collated six Lists, four in

MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol. II, foL 174a,

on Ps. 1 1, which I have printed; <II) Add. 21,160, fol. 175a,

on Levit 23 27; (III) the same MS., fol. 2006, on Numb. 8 8;

(IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 3; (V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

§ 3, and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 11.

List I exhibits the oldest form of this entire Massorah. It

is as yet without catchwords and instead of the heading it gives

the import of it at the end where it states that the whole forms

an alphabet, one phrase of which is with He and one is without

it, and they are unique in the Scriptures. It will be seen that

though it consists of sixty-three such duplicate phrases, six

letters are not represented in this alphabetical List, viz. n, b, j,

D, X and n, and that one member of the duplicates No. 21, viz.

•jiajin Ml has no reference. This is due to the fact that it does not

exist in the textv^ reeeptus. But as this duplicate pair is also

given in Nos. 15 and 16 of the incipient Lists, as well as in

Lists III and IV of the alphabetical Lists, there can hardly be

any doubt that the text from which these Massorahs were

compiled had this reading.

Though List II is headed wro Kfi s-d: in pian j-nvi p kits kb"?*

KTt a'D3 Kb nm Knian it breaks off with letter'a and is manifestly

planned upon a more limited scale, since it gives fewer examples

for each letter. Instead of forty-six duplicate pairs, which List I

has up to this letter, List II gives twenty-one only, viz. Nos. 1—14,

20, 24, 26, 35, 40, 41 and 46.
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List III indicates the incompleteness oil this alphabet in the

heading, by stating •b^'s^^ si^ia itn''a mb^k- It breaks off at letter Zayin

and is also designed to exhibit a more contracted List, since

it records twenty-nine such duplicate pairs up to this letter,

against the thirty-five in List I, omitting Nos. 14— IB, and 34.

It, however, has the duplicate biaj m and b^OMn hl

List IV. — Though like List I, this List records sixty-three

of these duplicates, it omits No. 55 D%ib»}n d? -ffri^K tsy and gives

0^0^ 'a'? ,D:at> •n'-s (Ps; 89 30; Deut 11 2i), which is also given in

No. 26 o^ the incipient List, as well as in Lists V and VL
List V. — This List records sixty-two duplicate pairs only. It

omits two which are in List I, viz. No. U l {bxs^n k| ''?13J n») and 26

(inin tnsrt nm ttnari) and gives the pair trafn -o-a -d-o^ 'a'?, which
ac we have seen, are also given in No. 26 of the incipient List

as well as in List VI.

List VI. — Like Lists I and IV, this List records sixty-three.

It omits, however. No. 21 (bian lu ,b^ ra) of List I and has

D'O^^n -O"? ,D?a^ '•a-'? not in List I, and thus makes up the sixty-three.

We have still to remark on the omission of .'"? nriK tDsn

'b nrmn teaan in List V. In the textus receptus nnKn toasn occurs twice,

viz. Exod. 29 39 and Levit. 14 12. Accordingly its presence would
be contrary to the scope of this Rubric which is to record

unique phrase& As this duplicatfj pair, however, is not only

given in the three incipient Lists (Nos. 15, 16, 17), but in all

the other five alphabetical Lists,, it is evident that this Massorah

must be based upon MSS. which read inKTt tos in Levit. 14 12.

As is often the case with these Lists they do not claim to exhaust

all the examples. This we have seen is the case in Lists II and III,

which give more contracted alphabets as far as they go. Hence
letter Aleph alone might be increased by rhrfipri -ibk ,rhtp tdk

(Eccl. 1 2; 12 8) D'K^.T Dm* -D'Kii nriK (Ezra 9 ll;'Ezek. 20 29) &c.

.T3 = § 25.

il* — Seven duplicate phrases in which the same word occurs

once toith the prefix He and once tcithout it. For this Rubric see

letter v, § 678, Vol. II, p. G37.

V3 = § 26.

n* — Three words ar,i respectively without He in the middle

in the textual reading or Kethiv, and are with it in the official reading

or Keri And in the two the reverse is the case the textual reading

is with He in the middle, which the official reading cancels. The
design of this Massorah is to militate against the Babylonian
or Eastern recension, which has tj^ (2 Kings 9 15) as the sub-

stantive reading without a Keri.

Of this Rubric I ;collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and
two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 18ea, on 1 Sam. 18 1,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 243a, on
2 Kings 7 12; (lEI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 47a, on 1 Sam. 18 1,

which gives the first part only; (IV) the same MS., fol. I04a,

on 2 Kings 9 15; (V) the iame MS,, fol. 132a, on Isa. 32 15;

(VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 161a, on 1 Sam. 18 1, which gives the

first part only; (VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 92; (VIII) Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah §§ 109, 110, and (IX) the printed Massorah
Finalis, letter n, § 25.

Of the second part of this Rubric there are also two
separate Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1025, on 2 Kings 7 12

and (H) the printed Massorah on Eccl. 6 10. The latter, after giving

the two instances, adds rtiji law nrpi -oa rrrw na ,»)''pnnw ivbv jc'tb nm.

This is dne to the fact that the Eastern recension, reads c^'pne^

and does not recognise any Keri here. Accordingly the second

part of this Rubric as given in the Lists, is based upon this

recension. In List IX, however, Jacob b. Chayim has the following

heading for this part p^-j k^i 'nn-n nipsaaa 'n a-ro 'n p-Tci^Tn and duly

enumerates five instances. Besides the two given in all the other

Lists, we have here f\'<prvw (Eccl. 6 10) baorroa (Eccl. 10 3) and
a&vrw (Lament 5 18). But though two of these constitute

differences between the Easterns and Westerns, as will be seen

from the notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible, no
notice is taken of this in this part of the Rubric.

r-D = § 27.

n* — Five words are defective of He iu the middle. That is,

in these passages the respective forms are abnormally without

the He: (1) In 1 Sam. 1 24 inbw should be inri^w as in Prov. 31 12;

(2) in 1 Kings 13 28 -iiani should be iionrn as in verse 24 where
the same two animals the ass and the lion are described; (3) in

Jerem. 27 20 wba should be wbira comp. Ezek. 39 28; (4) in

Prov. 24 17 i^y>|?i should be l^sbnai comp. Dan. 11 84, and (5) in

Lament 2 11 »}B^a should be Bjeyn^.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah
is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 50a, on Jerem. 27 20. It

is of great importance, inasmuch as it proves that the Massorah
at a very early period treated on grammatical forms.

rra == § 28.

n« — Six words respectively occur once only without He in the

middle. The design of this Massorah is to record the Hiphil

infinitives construct with the prefix Lamed, which are contracted

in one instance only, and which occur again without this

contraction. This is attested by the fact that four out of the

five contracted infinitives here recorded, respectively occur again

without this contraction and that six contracted forms, which
are unique, but of which no full forms occur, are excluded, viz.

anxb (1 Sam. 2 33); pbnb (Jerem. 37 12); ja^t. (Dan. 11 35);

ninab (Prov. 31 3); nnp^ (2 Sam. 18 3); niaxb (Numb. 5 22) &c. and
that »raS is not included because it occurs twice (Jerem. 39 7;

2 Chron. 31 10); for the same reason ni-iab (Isa. 3 8; Ps. 78 17)

is excluded. Tested by this canon the following forms are omitted

;

rpnS (Eccl. 5 5 comp. unorvih l Kings 16 19); onhj^ (Exod. 13 21

with arihjn^ Neh. 9 19); -i-apb (2 Sam. 19 19 with Ta^n^ Levit

18 21 &c.); whilst ^tpb ought to be excluded since -I'nonb does

not occur and '|^, which is a noun does not properly belong to

this Rubric. Tab (2 Kings 9 15) is not included though Tan*?

occurs in Esther 4 8, because the official reading is Tari^. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from
the Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 176.

0'3 = § 29.

n iH* — Fifteen words respectively occur twice, once toritten with

He and once with Cheth. For this Rubric see letter n, § 15.

'^ = § 30.

2 *n» — Two words are written with He in the middle and are

read with Caph, That is, in these two instances the official reading

or Keri substitutes Caph which is here the suffix second person

for the textual reading or the Kethiv He which is the suffix

third; or aa for nn. On referring to the notes on these passages

in my edition of the Bible it will be seen that there is a great

conflict in the MSS. and the early editions with regard to the

Kethiv and Keri. In the recension which the Septuagint translators

had before them, the expression in the first instance was entirely

omitted, whilst in the second instance the Keri is exhibited.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 151, which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 160a, on Jerem. 21 12; (III) the MS.

Massorah Finalis in Add. 15,251, fol. 441 a; (IV) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah I, § 139, and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n,

§ 32. List II, which heads this Rubric na-bbra 'pi a.T'p'rra 'na 'a, is

misleading, since one only is wrhbt^ and the other is nrybii.

X"^ = § 31.

T\* — A List of twenty-three words read with He which are

unique in this fo^-m. Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest

parts of the Massorah, but which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists : (I) the St Petersburg Codex of

A. D. 916 on Ezek. 24 23, which I have printed, and (II) Orient 4445,

fol. 736, on Exod. 30 36. The latter, which exhibits the older

form of this Rubric, records twenty-two only, omitting a^n^naa

(Prov. 6 11) and does ^not as yet fix the number of these

instances, but simply adds at the end pn:w''?3 n''?i "n jnpn pba.

yb = § 32a—c.

n» — [Words which respectively occur once only spek with He.]

That is, in contradistinction to the other passages where similar

forms are written with Cheth,

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Add. 15,451, fol. 176, on Gen. 24 60, which I have printed;

(H) St. Petersburg Godex of A. D. 960, on Isa. 52 11; (III) the

same Codei on Isa. 62 9; (IV) the same Codex on Ezek. 7 11;

(V) the same Codex on Ezek. 23 24; (VI) the same Codex on
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Amos, i 3; (VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 147; (VIII) Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 2U, and (IX) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter n, § 7.

List I exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah. It records

twenty-eight such instances and in this respect Lists IV and VI

are like it. List II, though from the same MS. as Lists IV and VI,

has already the heading 'ran n'b 'm nn "js \n pnp »'b ja in nor, which

fixes the number at thirty-one, whilst Lists III and V, which

have no heading, add at the end the same statement, which

constitutes the heading of List II. All these six Lists, however, are

as yet without catchwords. Lists VII, VIH and IX, which exhibit

a later development, have the catchwords supplied.

As to their contents five of the Lists only, record thirty-

one instances (Lists II, III, V, VI, VIII). The three instances

which List I has not, but which the other Lists give are f^n

(Isa. 16 4) Dnh (Isa. 56 lO), given in Lists II, III, IV, V and VI,

but not in Lists VII, VIII and IX, and nia'i (Ezek. 7 16), recorded

in all the Lists except List VII.

^TTitiv, which is given in all the five Lists of the St. Peters-

burg Codex (Lists II—VI), is evidently a mistake for inair

(Ezek. 7 20), which is duly given in Lists I, VII and IX, since

nnoto occurs twice (Ezek. 19 5; 24 7). It is equally evident

that na, which the same five Lists record, is a mistake for pis';,

which is rightly given in the other four Lists. List IV omits Q'Dori

(Isa. 64 1). List VIII omits o-ih, which as we have seen, is also

omitted in Lists I, VIII and IX. List VIII makes up this omission

by giving at the end ym» (Ezra 8 31) as the thirty-first instance,

but this is in conflict with the Massorah and is manifestly the

addition of an ignorant Nakdan; since this expression occurs

three times {vide sup-a, letter k, § 159), and is rightly absent

in all the other Lists. Though List IX states in the heading that

there are thirty-one such instances, it records thirty only, for like

Lists I, VII and Till, it omits D'lh (Isa. 56 10). List Vin alone

indicates the design of this Massorah in the heading, by stating

that ('n fans '13T by) in all other places the similar forms are

written with Cheth. Hence the Massorah safeguards the expressions

spelt with n and n against being interchanged, since these two

letters are almost identical in many MSS.

yb = § 33.

n* — Twenty-nine words are without He at the end in the textvMl

reading or Kethiv, which the official reading or Keri supplies. These

are simply typical instances and by no means exhaust all the

examples, as will be seen in my Irm/roduction to the Massoretico-

Critieal edition of the Heh-ew Bible, p. 144 &c.

Of this Rubric I collated eleven Lists, nine in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 52a, on l Sam. 24 19,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 105a, on 2 Kings

9 37; (III) the same MS., fol. 285 a, on Ps. 6 4; (IV) the same

MSS., foL 358a, on Lament. 5 21; (V) the same MS., fol. 365a,

on Dan. 2 40; (VI) Add. 15,250, fol. 295a, on Ezek. 45 3; (VII)

the Massorah Finalis in Add. 15,251, fol. 4365; (VIII) Add. 21,160,

fol. 318a, on Lament. 6 1; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 93;

(X) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 111, and (XI) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter n, § 28.

That the number given in the heading is simply intended

to correspond to the instances enumerated in the Rubric, is

attested by the heading in List VI, which is e^ioa 'n 'non pba p'jK

"npi KniSYi. Here, therefore, the number is not as yet fixed. The

same is the case in the corrupt List preserved in Sopherim VII 2.

It is also to be remarked that List V gives kt^'S'i Dan. 2 40 as

one of the instances, though this is not included in the other

Lists.

T^ = § 34.

n* — Twenty words are icintten with He at the end, which the

official reading or Keri cancels .... and with regard to one there

is a difference of opinion. By fixing the number at twenty, which

have this superfluous He at the end, the design of this Massorah

is to militate against the Babylonian recension, which reads

>n»n in the text and has hk-iki with He as the Keri. It is to

be remarked that List III, which is from the St. Petersburg Codex
of A. D. 916, or the so-called Babylonian Codex, has the Kethiv and
Keri in accordance with the Palestinians, thus affording another

conclusive proof that this Codex does not exhibit the Babylonian

recension.

Of this important Rubric I collated thirteen Lists, eleven

in MSS. and two printed; (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 12lh,

on Zech. 1 16, which I have printed, the Keri being my addition;

(II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 141 5, on Josh. 7 21; (III) St. Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 3 7; (IV) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 149a, on the same passage; (V) the same MSS., fol. 339a,

on Prov. 8 17; (VI) the same MS., fol. 375a, on Ezra 5 15;

(VII) Add. 15,250, fol. 264a, on Jerem. 43 11; (VIII) the same

MS., fol. 18 a, on Gen. 27 3; (IX) the Massorah Finalis, in Add.

15,251, fol. 4365; (X) Add. 15,451, foL 1496, on Josh. 7 21; (XI)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 94; (Xtl) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah

§ 112, and (XIII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 28.

Though Lists II and III state in their respective headings

that there are twenty such instances, they enumerate twenty-one,

giving mr^t Gen. 27 3 as the last instance. But this is manifestly

due to the omission against it of the remark rvbs 'S^bt "VQ or

jons a-n Knai'?B, as the other Lists have it, since the orthography

of this expression was a subject of controversy between the'

different Schools of textual redactors. The separate heading

'n-iiDOO na^i, by which this expression is introduced in List XII,

I have found nowhere else and is probably the addition of a

later editor, as is often the case in the Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah.

The printed Massorah on Gen. 27 3 goes to the other extreme

and describes it as one of the twenty-one instances where the

He is superfluous "'-ip k*?! 'nia-n ejioa 'n "to pa-n-K's to nn rmc. The
List in Sopherim VII 2 is hopelessly corrupt

n-b = § 35 a.

n» — The following words are written toith He ai the end and

are unique. The design of the Massorah is to safeguard the words

which occur once only written with He at the end and which in all

other passages where they occur, are written with Aleph at the

end. Of this important Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,451, fol. 4426, on

Dan. 10 14, which I have printed, and (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah I, § 75, margin.

On collating the instances recorded therein with the received

text it will be seen that this Rubric must be based upon Codices

which exhibited various readings. (1) nosh occurs twice in the

same verse, but according to the import of this Rubric it is

with He in 1 Kings 10 196 and kbs^ with Aleph in the first part

of the verse. (2)' rarnb, which also occurs twice {vide infra,

letter n, § 20) is yrith He in 2 Kings 7 12 only, and nannb with

Aleph in 1 Kings 22 25. Yet the various reading with regard to

its orthography is on 2 Kings 7 12, as will be seen from the

notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible. (3) mts^ occurs

twice {vide infra, letter o, § 333) and is with He in Dan. 2 7 only,

and with Aleph »n?>Bi in Dan. 5 12, and (4) mn occurs altogether

eight times with He in the received text {vide infra, letter n»

§ 104). But according to this Massorah it should not only be

rnn in Dan. 6 11, but Kin with Aleph in all the other instances.

The contrast to n^roi is Karo (Judg. 9 5) and to nraa is Koan (Prov.

7 20). It is also to be remarked that, contrary to its usual

method, the Massorah here records in two instances the Kethiv

instead of the Keri, viz. nbn (Deut 3 11) and aa (Ezek. 14 4).

iT^ - § 356.

n* — Thirteen wwda are written with He at tiie end, which

are everywhere else written with Aleph. This Rubric, which I have

found in the Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah only, § 180, is simply

a later recension of the preceding Rubric. A later Nakdan added

in the heading the number thirteen to correspond with the

instances therein recorded, though this is in conflict with the

eleven other passages given in the second part of the List By
the omission of the two expressions in«>iJi and nrr, which as we
have seen, respectively occur more than once, the compiler of

this List brought it more in harmony with the feceived text He,

however, still left nannS and gave both the instances of rmh, which

is contrary to the import of this Massorah, and added the new
instance na^o, thus making up the number thirteen.

And apart from this Massorah. — This supplementary List

of eleven more instances is by a later editor. Though it supplies

additional expressions, which in one instance only are written

with He at the end and which occur again with Aleph, it shows

that the compiler mistook the import of this Massorah, as will

be seen from the following analysis: (i) rnty with He, occurs

twice, once as a proper name, which is here recorded and once as a

noun denoting help (Ps. 46 2). That the Massorah has regard to the

spelling, irrespective of the difference in the sense is attested by neiton,

which the compiler gives here as the eighth instance. In Ezek. 4 7

it is the participle, whilst its contrast ttfe^tt^n with AUph (Ezra 3 43;

36 b
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Neh. 7 4G) is a proper name; (2) nrfsba% (Dan, 3 44) is wrong

in spite of the catchwords. It ought manifestly to be nnn^a, which

occurs once only with He at the end (Dan. 7 24) and in contrast

with KpDJjo with Al^h, which occurs many times; (3) ttny^ with

AUph (Dan. 5 5) is not only against the import of this Massorah

which deals with unique words ending in He, but occurs several

times (Dan. 3 16; 4 30; 5 5). As for ran^ it is uniformly written

with He at the end, whilst lejit with Aleph does not occur.

rb = § 36 a.

n» — [Words which respectively occur once only with audible He.]

This incipient List, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Orient 2349, fol. 1056, on Numb. 8 4. It exhibits the first

attempt to collect the unique instances with audible £r« at the end. The

five instances are already arranged according to the alphabet,

though imperfectly.

V^ = § 366.

n» — An alphabetical List of words which respectively occur

once only with audible He at the end. Of this Rubric, which is

one of the oldest and most popular parts of the Massorah, I

collated twelve Lists, ten in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, foL 266, on Gen. 40 10, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 84a, on Ezek. 22 24; (HI)

Orient 4445, fol. 1226, on Numb. 5 27; (IV) St Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 30 18; (V) the same Codex on

Ezek. 22 24; (VI) the same Codex on Ezek. 29 19; (VII) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 181a, on Ezek. 22 24; (VUI) the same MS.,

fol. 338o, on Prov. 5 3; (IX) the same MS., fol. 370a, on Dan. 7 11;

(X) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 43; (XI) Paris Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah, § 42, and (XII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter rr, § 13.

As is often the case, this is simply a limited alphabetical List

of unique words, which exhibit the same phenomenon. This is

attested by the fact that the earlier Lists (I—VI, VIII) are

restricted to one example to represent each letter, whilst the

later redactors of Lists IX—XII have not only added the catch-

words, but added more examples for some of the letters and thus

exceeded the twenty-two letters of the alphabet Thus Lists VII,

IX and X, which are the first with catchwords, consist of twenty-five

examples. They give two more for letter Vav (n^ijnim, Ezek. 22 2;

s^Ji Zech. 4 2) and an additional one for Mem (?rjo Job 11 9).

List VIII, which is one of the earlier Lists and is restricted

to a single example for each letter, gives .tro alone for Mem
instead of rrr^ and rnip instead of vm^ to represent Samech, though

•TTW occurs twice (2 Kings 8 3, 5), whilst List XI, which exhibits

the latest development, has twenty-seven examples. It gives four

for Vav, adding Tbrn (Gen. 47 13), the same two for Mem as

Lists VII, IX and X with an additional one for Tav (nroB^ Ruth 2 7).

On referring to the Lists of words which respectively occur

once ending with He, which I compiled {vide infra, letter n,

§ 66), it will be seen that there are a large number of such

expressions and that the alphabet may be greatly increased.

r^ - § 37.

n» — A List of eighteen words which ahnormally end with

silent He Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 35 a, on Exod. 2 3, which I have
printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek. 14 4;

(HI) Arund. Orient 16. foL 136, on Josh. 19 13; (IV) the same
MSS., fol. 181a, on Ezek. 22 24; (V) the Massorah Finalis in

Add. 15,251, fol. 4866-437a; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I,

§ 44; (VII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 43, and (VIII) the printed
' Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 15. With exception of List II, which
omits rr}^a (Isa. 30 32) and makes up the eighteen instances by
giving rnipttn (Levit. 13 4), which is not in any of the other seven

lasts, all the Lists give the same eighteen examples. The absence

of n^^ or M^s (Ezek. 36 5) is manifestly due to the carelessness of

the Scribe. This is not only attested by the heading of this

List, which emphatically states that there are eighteen such

instances, but by the fact that all the other seven Lists give it-

As to its design, the fact that in two thirds of the instances

the He is the suffix third person singular feminine, indicates

that the Massorites originally intended to record in this Rubric

those expressions only which are abnormally without the Dagesh,

viz. n^ instead of a^ and that later Nakdanim have added
instances which are outside its scope. This is more apparent

from the the three Lists in the ancient Codex Orient 4445,

fols. 426, 506, 856, on Exod. 2 3; 9 18 and Levit 1 15 where
a number of different expressions have been inserted in each
List simply because they end in n ^. It remains to be added that

all the Lists include in these eighteen instances r^ (Ezek. 14 4)

which is th^ Kethio and with the exception of the printed

Massorah (List) VIII), the Ken n^a (Ezek. 36 5). The addition

pm prcat ih the heading of List VIII shows that certain Codices

head it with Dagesh in some of the passages, as will be seen

from the notes on Jerem. 20 17 in my edition of the Bible. The
note appended to List VII, which the learned Frensdorff states

is in the same handwriting as the MS. itself, does not properly

explain the import of this Massorah. In List U 'h nnp nrv is

manifestly a clerical error due to dittog^aphy.

n*^ = § 38.

n# — Eleven words respectively occur twice, once with audible

He at the end and once with silent He, That is, in one instance it

is the feminine suffix third person singular and in the other it

is either the paragogic He or the simple feminine termination.

The design of this Massorah is to exclude the reading T<!yfm,

which is that of the Eastern recension, as is attested by the

Model Codex No. 1—3 in the Paris National Library, which states

in the Massorah on Levit 13 4 -n 'bo ttyrm Kretab. It is also designed

to militate against the various readings of other recensions, as

will be seen from the notes on Ps. 48 14 in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the most ancient and
popular parts of the Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists, thirteen

in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, foL l6o,

on Gen. 25 31, which I have 'printed; (H) Orient 4445, foL 104 a,

on Levit 13 4; (III) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on

Isa. 18 5; (IV) the same Codex on Isa. 23 17; (V) the same

Codex on Hosea 9 10; (VI) the^ same Codex on Zeph. 3 7;

(VII) the same Codex on Zech* 9 4; (VHI) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 126a, on Isa. 18 5; (IX) the same MS., fol. 202a, on Hosea 9 10;

(X) the same MS., fol. 332 a, on Job 33 5; (XI) the same MS.,

fol. 3376, on Prov. 5 3; (XII) Vienna Codex No. 35, on (3en. 26 31

;

(XIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 45; (XIV) Paris Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah § 44, and (XV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 14.

Lists I—VII and X are the oldest form of this Rubric.

They are as yet without catchwords, whilst II which is the

oldest of all, exhibits the first attempt to collect these instances

and records five pairs only, viz. Nos. 2, 3, 6, 7 and 9. With the

exception of List XII they all state that there are eleven such

pairs and they enumerate them in almost identically the same
order. List XII, however, emphatically states in the heading that

there are twelve such pairs ("cn im k;.-! '"bo in a-a jo pyn a"") and

though it breaks off with No. 10 it gives nfv (Deut 20 19) and

nxp (Jerem. 6 6) as the seventh pair, which is not given in any

of the other Lists; whilst List XIV adds at the end under the

separate heading Kn-noaa -q"? nrn the pair anno (Prov. 9 2) and

T\r^fb (Ps. 44 23). But even these two additional pairs by no

means exhaust the number. Including verbs there are the following

pairs a»i''Xin (Ezek. 24 6) and .TK^icin (Ps. 142 8); aa-'-nprn (Levit. 2 8)

and nanisiTi (Numb. 15 27); mala (Isa. 45 18) and'hMis (Ps. 90 17);

?i;5Tri^ (Ezek. 30 21) and nj5in^'(2 Kings 12 13); arne (Numb. 8 4)

and fttrm (Job 30 12); a^nst (Isa. 62 l) and f^-ix (Jerem. 3 11).

It will be seen that no fewer than five of the Lists are

from the so-called Babylonian Codex. As all these Lists give

rr^ (Levit 13 20) and rnyfei Raphe (Levit 13 4) as the second

of the eleven pairs, and moreover, as according to the Babylonians

it is a*^:^ with Dagesh in Levit. 13 4, we have here additional

evidence that this Codex does not exhibit the Babylonian recension.

63'^ = § 39.

n» — Three verses wherein every word which ends with He
has Dagesh in the He. Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, six

in MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol.1, fol. 48a,

on Exod. 21 10, which I have printed; (U) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol, 1036, on Hosea 2 13; (III) Arund. Orient 16, foL 200a, on

the same passage; (IV) the same MS., fol. 3 30 6, on Job 28 27;

(V) Add. 15,251, fol. 53a, on Exod. 21 10; (VI) Add. 21,16o,

fol. 329a, on Job 28 27; (VII) the printed Massorah on Exod. 21 10;

(VUI) the same on Job 28 27, and (IX) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter n, § 40.

As in these three verses which respectively contain, three,

five and four words ending with He, all the Hes have not only

Dagesh, but all the Dageshed Hes closely follow one another,

Lists VII and IX add pB-mc in their respective headings. Moreover
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ai these three yerses severally occur in the three great divieiona

of the Bible, Liata II, V and VI add 'res in -aja in "ina in or simply

<^»t The addition fp% nm, at the end of the Rubric which I have
printed, probably refers to Deut. 21 14 or to lea. 5 14 in which
five words ending with Dageshed He occur. But as these verses

also contain words ending with non-Dagesbed Hes and moreover,
as these intervene between the Dageshed Net, they are outside

this category. The mnemonic sign I have found in the printed

Hassorab only with Lists VIII and IX. List VII is corrupt and
must be corrected by the MS. Lists.

'0 - § 40a.

1% — An alphabetical LUt cf words [ending with He] which

rwpectivehf occur $nee with the accent on the penuUima. Of this

Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the Hassorab, but
which does not occur in this form in the printed Massorah, I

collated four Lists: (I) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on
Habak. 3 11, which I have printed; (II) the same Codex on
Ezek. 28 8; (III) Orient. 4445, fol. 435, on Exod. 3 1, and (IV) the

same MS., fol. 1366, on Numb. 17 15.

As is often the case with the oldest recensions, these four
Lists simply exhibit limited alphabets of the same characteristi<»,

selected from a larger number of instances. This accounts for

their variations. In Lists I and II, which are from the same
Codex, these variations are limited to two. For letter m List II

gives n^ (Isa. 38 10) instead of .twjk and for j it has n^-jnj

(Proy. 24 81) instead of nt^rip^ It is in List III, which is from'a
still older Codex, that the variations are most numerous. Not
only does it give an additional instance for Cheth, but no fewer
than eleven letters or half of the alphabet, are represented by
different examples, as will be seen from the subjoined note.' Though
List IV, which is from the s^me ancient MS., does not exhibit
so extensively different an alphabet, still it shows that the
selection of the examples depended upon the idiosyncrasies of
the Massorite. Thus this List not only gives twenty-four examples
for the twenty-two letters, two additional for Nun, viz. rn^^j (Numb.
17 16) and rurj^s (Ps. 87 88), but nyV^* (Jonah 2^10) instead of mw^
for Aleph and nr6y (Jerem. 12 1) instead of rrry^ for liadi

h n^ ih rrtm h nnnen h [niwj ?n3wn 'S [no'/vw] ?noMw h rnji h wjk >

A vm h nn^D. h. noya h nmo h rarh h rwna h vnter fy tmata /-^nifn /h naih
.•flts h ini in hs n^as^ t<h» ,'h nnnian fy nnar ,'^ moi /h rmp h iryi ih rmn

'0 - § 406.

n» — An alphabetical LiH cf worde ending in He which
retpeetively occur once with the accent on the penuUima. Of this
Rubric I collated five Lists, three in M8S. and two printed s

(I) Add. 21,160, foL 886, on Exod. 14 26, which % have printed;
(II) Harley 6710—U, Vol I, fol. 486, on the same passage;
(HI) HaUe Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 88; (IV) Paris OchlahVe-Ooblab
§ «2, and (V) the printed Massorah Plnalls, letter fi, §37.

This recension is a further development of the more concise
alphabet given in the preceding Rubric. The original Lists
(I and II), as we have seen, are limited to one example for
each letter. Even Lists m and IV of the first recension, have
simply one oi* at the most three additional words, so that they
severally give twenty-three and twenty-five such instances. Now
the Lists of the developed alphabet in the recension before us
give a mimmu»i of thirty-five and a maximum of forty examples.
The older List (I) gives thirty-five instances. Lists II, III and V
record respectively the same thirty-seven instances and in
precisely the same order, with the only difference that List II
Is without catchwords. The two additional instances are nrnit
(Estlier 9 8) written with He in Lists II and III and lu-eft with
AUph in List V, as well as m^^-^^ (Esther 9 9). The spelling with
Aleph would exclude these two names from this Rubric which
expressly states in the heading that this Massorah records the
expression ending with He. List IV, which exhibits the latest
form of this Rubric and which gives forty instances, makes up
this number by the addition of rri^r^ (Judg. 14 12), ntt?#?i

(Numb, 21 20) and n^i^y (2 Chron. 14 e), as well as by the two
names m^i and N;f9> The latter, as we have seen, are In
conflict with the import of this Massorah and are rightly absent
in List!

H'tS - I 41.

fl# — An alphabetical Lid of worde ending in He with Kamett
which retpeetively occur once only. This Rubric, which does not
occur In the printed Massorah, is from St. Petersburg Codex of

j

A. D. 916 on Isa. 34 12. Its design manifestly is to safeguard
the Kametzed He when it is preceded by a silent Yod, thus
indicating that It is the plural suffix third person feminine {rr ^)
and is not to be confused with the silent He and Kametud Yod
(n;) as is the case with ,ts» in Isa. 1 27 where the Massoretic
text has it jr^if and the Septuagint, Syrlac Ac. read it rr9^. As
is not infrequently the case, this ancient Rubric has suffered at
the hands of copyists. Thus for instance n^, which is tht»

example for AUph, is hopelessly corrupt rr^, which I have
suggested for it, does not meet the difficulty,' since the import
of this Massorah is to record an alphabet ending in ^p^ and
rv^*^ is not unique. (Comp. Isa. 66 10; Lament. 1 2). For the same
reason ,7^1:1, the first example for letter Vwv, is to be excluded.
It is the addition of a later Nakdan and Is clearly against the
structure of the Rubric, which uniformly furnishes one example
only for each letter. As for rvm^% which represents letter Teth
and which does not end in rr, the Massorite was obliged to use
this expression to complete the alphabet, since there is no
unique word beginning with is and ending with (it,) the plural
suffix third person singular feminine. The same' Is almost the
case with jjiftjj;, which represents letter Yod. When it Is borne
in mind that there are upwards ot 2000 unique words beginning
idth Yod and that there is one expression only ending with rr,

viz. -T^HfSfr (Ps. 80 12), as .791*116^ occurs twice, once plene and
once defective (Ezek. 80 4; Lament. 4 11), the original compiler
of tfate Rubric may easily be excused for not being able to find
it and for adopting i^ipjr; to represent Yod. The corruptions due
to the copyists, moreover, may be seen in .-rrrnM, which represents
letter b and which is manifestly a blunder for rrrnnf and in the
omission of an example for letter -1. On referring to § 66 it

will be seen that the Rubric before us is simply a selection of
unique expressions and that several more alphabets may easily
be compiled which exhibit the same chara^xristlcs.

3*0 - § 42.

n# — An alphabetical LiH of words with Segol [ending in He]
which retpeetively occur once only. That Is, in contradistinction to
those ending in silent He preceded by liere, which are recorded
in the following Rubric. This Rubric, which does not occur In
the printed Massorah, Is from St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916
on Ezek. 18 7.

rtS - f 48.

n* — Fifteen words are eweraUy unique. That is, tiiey end
with He preceded by Ttere, whWeas In the other instances where
they occur the vowel-point is Btgol.

Of this Rubric, which Is one of the oldest parts of the
Massorah, I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS, and one printed;
(I) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Isa. &5 4, which I have
printed; (II) Orient 4446, fol. 64a, on Ex^d. 22 22; (III) Anind.
Orient 16, fol iHa, en Jerem. 17 17; (IV) the same MS., fol. !«««,
on Jerem. 32 28; (V) the same MS-., fol. 84»6, on Prov. 10 17;
(VI) Add. 21,160, foL I68tf, on Levit 11 42; (VII) Orient 2849,
foL Ha, ©a the same passage; (VIII) Vienna Codex Ho. 86 on
Exod. 22 22; (IX) HaUe OchUh Ve-OobUb n, | 118, margin
and (X) the printed Massorah Flnalls, letter p, | 96,

With the exception ot List II, which bus is yet no beading
and the printed Massorah (List X), all the Lists emphatically
state in their respective headings that there are fifteen such
Instances and duly record the same fifteen In practically the
same order. As the List which I have printed also states that
there are fifteen (t** In the heading is a printers mistake for n^)
and enumerates fourteen only, It is evident that n^ (Jerem. 31 10),
which all the Lists give as the eighth Instance, has here
been carelessly omitted. The carelessness and the Ignorance of
the copyist are attesttd not only by tb© blundering vowel-points
with which be furnished many of tb© words and by giving
n/TTi twice (Nos. 6 and 14), the first being manifestly a scribal

error for mrp (l Kings li 1), which Is given as No. 6 in all

the other Lists, but by writing inrm for rrr^, which I have corrected
in accordance with the Lists.

The beading of List III i^yvp'i'm'mho't^ r^r^ v» «l««rfy
Indicates the Import of this Massorah. It is designed (0 record
fifteen words which are exceptionally with IWrs and which, u
List V adds at the end (n|^ a,^ i^^ „^ ^), „^ jn gij ^^i^
parts of the Scriptures with Begot. From the fact that Lists IV,
V, VI and VIII simply head It 'v*n fap '*> whilst List III oalli

the vowel-point (ttp fOp, It i« evident that ia Massoretie terminology
Tte^e Is interchangeably oaUed Kamett, or SmaU Kametx. Hence
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the heading of List VII *^ mm jep )rapa f^a vb, whikt Ligt IX

heads it »^ pfT« p^o i'b. It will be seen that two of the fifteen

instances end witii Aleph and not He, viz. ir),'pi!ii and it;^. As regards

the latter many of Kennicott'a MSS. read it nawi with He and

some which have iQ]n as the Kethtv, give roi* as the Ken or

the official reading. Hence the editio princept of the Hagiographa,

Naples 1486—87 and the first edition of the Bible, Soncino 1488,

have nsKia as the textual reading and hence it is so given in

List X. It is, therefore, to be presumed that unj^wi was also

originally written rr^\ with He in the MSS. upon which this

Rubric is based, since it is difficult to suppose that it would

be the solitary exception to all the instances which are with He,

We have still to consider the printed Massorah (List X),

which has given so much trouble to Massoretic experts. This

Rubric is not only headed "«tsp pbo rra, but records twenty-five

instances. After enumerating the fifteen instances which .
are

given in all the other Lists in almost identically the same order,

it gives without any break the following ten: rm (Numb. 8 7);

n^ (Deut. 15 2); n^jci (Habak. 1 15); h-3m, which is a mistake

for in-oj?n (Josh. 7 7); -n^ (Prov. 3 6); -hi (Prov. 27 1); ins (Ezek.

18 l'4);'npi (Jerem. 29 23); f??n (Isa. 66 7) and npp (Ps. 119 180).

On comparing these ten with the fifteen which alone con-

stitute this Rubric in all the other Lists and the design of which

is to record the instances ending with He preceded exceptionally

by Tzere, it will be seen that they are utterly at variance with

the scope of this Massorah. There can hardly, therefore, be any

doubt that this addition is due to a later Nakdan, who as is

often the case, mistook the import of this Rubric and who

altered the n- of the original heading into rra to agree with the

number of instances therein enumerated. That there were other

instances besides the fifteen, which some Massorites thought

belonged to this Rubric, is evident from the following addition

at the end of List VIII rs-n nnai rhtt .-iwn .tn ns^ p^ fU'Dion n'Ki. It

is equally evident that in its incipient state this Rubric was

not as yet properly defined. This is attested by its earliest form

in the ancient Codex Orient 4445, which is here List II and

which I subjoin in the note.^

,'^ nw»« ."h n«T?n /h nepo fy n»nn

TO « § 44.

n* — Throughout the Scriptures every eonttruct is wWi Tzere

. . . and every absolute is with Segal. The design of this Massorah

is to safeguard the different vowel-points in the same expressions

ending in He. It lays down the rule that when the same noun

or participle is in the construct state the graphic sign before

the He is Ikere and when in the absolute state it is Segol

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2349, foL 105o, on Numb. 8 4, which I have

printed; (II) Orient 6404, fol. 104a, on the same passage; (III)

the Treatise in the St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 1009, given

in my Introduction to the Mcusoretico- Critical edition of the Bible,

Appendix H, § 28, p. 995; (IV) Tzufut Kali MS. Massorah § 32,

which I have given in Vol. Ill, p. 325, and (V) Dikduke Ha-

Teamim § 39, p. 37, by Baer and Strack, Leipzig 1879.

n-a = § 46.

n* — Ttvelve words of the savtut root are exceptionally written

with He. For this RuUric see letter % § 281.

rO - § 46.

n* — AS words ending in Se in Aramaic are with Pathach.

That is, when they are with the suffix third person singular

feminine. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 282a, on Dan. 7 4.

Tf?V should be ?hv with Pathach, which is the Keri in both

instances and piio 3 20 &c. should be aja 7 24, aian- is a mistake

for assn" with FcUhach.

ro = § 47.

^^ — Sixteen words in the PsnUUeuck are written with He at the

end for which the official reading or ihe Keri is Vav.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. i486, on Dent 34 7,

which I have printed; (II) Orient 2348, foL 1636, on the same

passage, and (HI) Harley 5710— li, Vol.1, foL 92a, on Numb. 10 36.

Though all the three Lists state in their respective headings

that there are sixteen such instances in the Pentateuch, they

enumerate fifteen only. The instance omitted is njns (Exod. 32 17)

and its omission on the part of the Scribe is probably due to

ite resemblance to rfry^, which immediately preceded it in the

List With the exception of ai^, which occurs twice in close

proximity, this Rubric records those instances only which are

unique in the spelling in the Pentateuch. Hence it does not include

rf?ay, which occurs four times and which has a separate Rubric

for itself. {Vide supra, letter m, § 171.)

It will be seen that these sixteen expressions consist of

ten in which the a_ is the archaic suffix third person singular

masculine instead of the normal i_ and that six are the Kal

infinitive of verbs in which this letter is part of the root. In

their endeavor to remove a_ as the remnant of the archaic

suffix, the predominant School of textual redactors have also

cancelled it when it expresses the infinitive of verbs Lamed He^

especially in cases where this form is unique or at most occurs

twice only. Hence in the Rubric before us, which is restricted

to the Pentateuch, every instance of both these categories is

alike furnished with Keri or an official marginal reading, which

cancels the a_ and substitutes i_. That this principle was also

applied to proper names ending in a_ will be seen from the

notes on the following Rubric.

rro ~ § 48.

1 »n» —' These are written with He at ihe end of the word and

are read with Vao. This Rubric, which does not occur in" the

printed Massorah, is from St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on

Hosea 1 2. It is an incipient List of the other Scriptures in

which the a_ is officially cancelled and i_ is substituted in the

infinitives absolute of verbs Lamed He. As I have not found

the complete List of the Prophets and the Hagiographa in any

of the MSS., I subjoin the instances of the Keri given in the

Massorah Parva against the expression terminating in a_, in

which we are directed to cancel it and read 1 _. They embrace

three classes: (1) the archaic suffix third person singular

masculine; (2) the infinitive absolute of verbs Lamed He, and

(3) proper names.

(IJ The Arehaie *^fix:

Ezek. 48 18 rlnii<3n Jerem. 17 24 rta Josh. 11 16 rtn^««t

„ „ 21 rtama „ 2S 18 mh Judg. % 49 ttoflr

Habak. 3 4 ^ Ezek. 12 14 f^H? ^ Kings 6 10 rin»m™

Pb. 10 9 risoa „ 81 18 rlaion „ 9 25 Hb"^

„ 87 6 H»M „ 88 31 rlJlon „ 19 28 >Hrj?

„ 42 9 rh»B^ „ „ 32 rtsion „ 80 is rtnba

Dan. 11 10 rlr^o „ 39 11 «3lDn iga. 89 2 rtnbs

„ 48 15 rbin| Jerem. 8 S HnmM

and seventeen or eighteen times a^s, which the Massorah gives

in a separate Rubric. {Vide infra, letter a, § 308.)

(2) Ivfimtiw* albtoluU of verbt Lamed He:

Pi. 40 .2 rt'P.

„ 118 IS rtn|

1 Kings 4 10 fis^

„ 16 34 rtn»-i»

ProT. 27 20 r(^3.Kj

Hosea 4 2 rl^K

„ 10 15 rioTJ

Hag. 1 9 H3B

Zeoh. 11 17 rtns

('SJ Hvper neons*!

Josh. U 61 r6s\

1 Sam. 17 1 nsiP

„ 1 ^^^

2 Sam. IS 12 rlSjO

Exod. 8 7 run

1 Sam. 80 7 n-\n

t Kings 8 18 Mai

Hosea 1 2 13T

Gen. 49 10 r^tf

Josh. 18 35 HsiiP

„ „ 48 rtoiiri

„ 60 ribWB'in

The only alteration which the redactors of the text have

uniformly carried through is in the first class, where they have

consistently given the Keri against the expressions with the

archaic suffix. In the second class they have been iaoonsistent

Though aef the infinitive absolute occurs once only (Isa. 22 17)

there is no Keri lay against it In the unique form aja (Isa. 59 11)

the absence of the Keri is still more remarkable, since in the other

two instances where this infinitive absolute occurs (Prov, 26 4, 6)

a has been altered in the text itself into i. ( Vide infra, letter a, § 76.)

The same applies to the unique form ana (Job 15 85) which has

no Keri, though in the only other instance where this infinitive

occurs, 1 has taken the place of a in the text itself (Isa. 59 4).

In the case of ari, which occurs altogether four times and is in

two instances a (Exod. 3 7; 1 Sam. 1 11) and in two 1 (Oen. 26 28;
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Isa. 6 9; vide infra, letter % § 80), the Massorites furnished it

with the Km in one instance only (Exod. 3 7) and left r^ in

1 Sam. 1 II, without any note. That these irregularities are

due to different Schools of textual redactors who had different

traditions with regard to the orthography of the tex^ is attested

by the conflicting Massoretic notes on rtas. This infinitive absolute,

which occurs altogetlier nine times, is in four instances written

with ,i and in five with *. Whilst one School of Massorites cancels

the He another School cancels the Fat? {vide eupra, letter a, § 228

and the notes on 2 Kings SO 13; Ezek. 48 18 ^'c. in my edition

of the Bible). In some cases the infinitive absolute of verbs

Lamed He has uniformly retained the >i_ without a Keri (comp.

,1^1 Amos 5 6; 7 11 17) and in others again the Keri is even

on the infinitive construct, viz. nun Gen. 48 11) rtsp (Prov. 16 16).

In the third class consistency was more attainabjle, since with

the exception of .tn? n^ and rMih^f ending in ,1, all the proper

names terminating in q are written with H.' The unique instance

of .irn^ has, therefore, a Keri cancelling the He and substituting the

normal Vav. In the other cases the Vav is substituted for the

He to make them conformable to the rest of the propet names
which end in i_. For the Keri on rh"^ (Gen. 49 10) I cannot

account, since in none of the other twenty-two instances where this

name is written with He, has the Massorah made an attempt to

cancel the He and substitute Vavy which it has in ten instances.

» Comp. Wn? 1 Chron. ft 14; m Etod. S 1 &e.; MM Jo«h. « 2t Ac;
133 IM. 4« 1; 133 2 Chron. 3ft 20 &e.; I^V Zeeh. 1 1 ke.

O'O - § 49.

1 »n» — Fourteen wordt are written mth He a* the end for
which the official reading or Keri subttitutee Vav, That is, in these

instances the suffix in the textual reading is in the singular and
the Keri or official marginal reading is in the plural. By fixing

the number at fourteen, the design of this Massorah is to militate

against the. Eastern recension, which has irnir the plural as the

textual reading in Lament. 4 17, and no Keri,

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular parts

of the Massorali, I collated twenty Lists, seventeen in MSS. and
three printed. I shall, however, specify the following ten only:

(I) Harley 6710-11, VoL I, iol. 776, on Levit. 21 6, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 126 6, on Deut 21 7;

(HI) Orient 4446, foL 1066, on Levit. 21 5; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 97a, on 1 Kings 22 49; (V) the same Ma, fol. 148a, on
Jerem. 2 16; (VI) the same MS., fol. 160a, on Jerem. 22 6;

(Vn) Halle dchlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 95; (VIII) Paris Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah § 113; (IX) the printed Massorah on 2 Kings 24 10, and
(X) the same on Lament. 4 17. For the second part of this

Rubric see below, letter % § 148.

'3 - § 50.

^ ril* — Five words revpecAively occur twice, once ending with

Me and once with Yod. That is, these pairs which are with 7W«
and in the construct state, are severally in one. instance in the

singular and in the other in the plural. The design of this

Massorah is to safeguard the singular and plural forms of

these expressions against the various readings, which the MSS.
of the less dominant School exhibited, as will be seen from the

notes on Deut 7 15; 28 60; Jerem. 4 29; Ps. 64 9, in my edition

of the Bible.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest constituent

parts of tho Massorah, I collated fourteen Lists, eleven in MSS.
and three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 271a, on
Esther 1 14, which I have printed; (II) Orient 4446, fol. 1116,

on Levit 25 34; (III) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on
Jerem. 4 29; (IV) the same Codex, on Mai. 1 6; (V) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 150a, on Jerem. 4 29; (VI) the same MS., fol. 299a,
on 'Ps. 64 9; (VII) the same MS., fol. 3586, on Esther 1 14;
(VHI) Add. 21,160, foL 1786, on Levit 26 34; (IX) Orient 2348,
fol. 1076, on the same passage; (X) Orient 2349, fol. 976, also

on the same passage; (XI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 77; (XII)
Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 94; (XIII) the editio princeps of the
Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517 at the end of VoL II, and (XIV) the
printed Massorah on Prov. 19 16.

The fourteen Lists exhibit two recensions. The first recension
records five inlBtances only and is exhibited in eight Lists (I,

in,. IV, V, VI, VII, XI, XIH) four of which (I, HI, V, XIII)
have the mnemonic sign, whilst the second is exhibited in six
Lists (II, VIII, IX, X, XII, XIV), which are respectively headed
rn 1 and duly record six such pairs, adding rri^% (Levit. 25 34) and

^ (2 Sam. 1 21). Three of these (Lists IX, X, XII) have the
mnemonic sign. The addition pjosjsi, in the heading of List XIV, stands
for 1^3 i^p, which in Massoretic terminology denotes Tzere. (Vide
supra, letter n, § 48.)

K"3 - § 61.

H* — Words ending with Aleph He which respectively occur
once only. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2348, fol. 81 6, on
Exod. 25 40, which I have printed, and (II) Orient 2349, fol. 71 6,

on the same passage. Though this List is evidently designed to

record those instances only which end in .ik with Segol (rw), it

is incipient even in this form, since there are no fewer than
fifteen such uniique expressions, as will be seen from n, § 66.

T3 - § 82a—«.

n* — [List of words ending with Beth He which respectively

occur once only.J That is, with He Raphe preceded by Beth with
KaiMtz. These five Lists are respectively from: (I) Orient 2349,

fol. 786, on Exod. 86 2; (II) the same MS., fol. 1156, on Numb. 26 8;

(III) Vienna Codex No. 36, on Exod. 36 2; (IV) the printed

Massorah on Isa. 60 11, and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter a, § 12. It will be seen that though they are severally

designed to record the same phenomenon, the shortest of these
Lists consists of four examples, whilst the longest records nine-

teen only. That they simply exhibit unfinished attempts to collect

the unique words ending in ro with KameU which are Raphe
(ny), will be seen from n, § 66 where there are mearly seventy

such instances.

ra = § 68a—c.

n# — Words ending with Cheth He wkUh respectively occur

once only. That is, with He Raphe preceded by Cheth with Kametz.

These three Lists are: (I) from Orient 2349, fol. 586, on Gen.

43 21; (II) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, foL 1246, on Deut 20 11,

and (in) flie printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 3.

When it is borne in mind that there are upwards of ninety

expressions which occur once only ending in nn with Kanutg,

and are Raphe fm (vide infra, letter n, § 66), it will be seen
that even the longest last, consisting of twenty-seven examples,
is simply an attempt to collect these instances.

List III (the printed Massorah) again affords a striking

illustration of the oft-repeated fact that later Nakdanim frequently

mistook the import of the Rubrics and not only added instances

which are in conflict with their design, but furnished the un-
pointed expressions with wrong catchwords. Thus in three

instances, viz. (1) ivirf (Prov. 81 26), the catchwords are
for rwt^ (Zech. 8 9), (2) nrni (Job 80 12) or nrn^ (Cant 7 13), the

catchwords are for ^^^ (Numb. 8 4) and (3) for nnnp (Isa. 48 8) the

catchwords are nn^^i (Ezek. 40 38), which are' in conflict with
the import of the Rubric, since its design is to record the

expressions terminating in i7e Raphe (fin)- Moreover nn^ occurs
twice (Deut 1 22; 1 Chron. 18 2) and is, therefore, against the

scope of this Massorah which tabulates unique forms. tir69

(Neh. 10 26), which ends with Al^h in the received text and is,

therefore, in conflict with the heading of this Rubric, may be
based upon MSS. which exhibited nnbrn with He.

The Lists for words ending in He Raphe preceded by
Gimel with Kametz (™), by Daleth with Kametz (rrj), by He with
Kametz (Sn), by Vav with Kametz (fn) and by Zain with Kametz
(nt), I have not as yet been able to find in the MSS., though
unique forms of each of these letters occur, as will be seen

from letter n, § 66.

ra - § 64.

n* — [Words ending with Teth He which respectively occur

once only.J That is, with He Raphe preceded by 2'eth with Kametz.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2348, foL 46a, on Gen. 15 17,

which I have printed, and (II) Orient 2349, foL 86 a, on the same
passage. The latter adds at the end -ipa 'nra rfb •nfro. Like the

preceding Lists this simply exhibits the first attempt to collect

the instances of words ending in fvf, as is evident from the fact

that it records eleven only whereas there are upwards of forty

such- words.

n'i - § 55 a.

n* — [Words ending- with Yod He which respectively occur

once only.J This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
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MaMorah, is from Orient 2849, foL 132 a, on Numb. 25 22. As

t«s out of the fourteen examples which oonstitute this incipient

List, terminate in ir, it is evident that the design of the

original compiler was to record those instances only in which

the H» is preceded by Yod with Kametz, in contradistinction to

the alphabetical List of words ending in He, which are preceded

by silent Yod, {vide supra, letter n, § 41), and that a later Nakdan

who disregarded this fact, added here the four instances with

^ocfiMte under the He. At the end of this Rubric is added to r^'9 'n^,

which I have inadvertently omitted.

n'3 = 9 666.

n* — [Wordt ending in Tod He tohich retpecHveUf occur

onea only.] This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Orient. 2849, fol. 946, on Levii 21 13. It will

be seen that seven of the eleven examploi, which constitute

this fragmentary List, are with Kametzed He preceded by a

silent Yod and a Segoled Lamed {rff). There can, therefore,

hardly be any doubt that the four instances of n^ without the

Yod are a later addition.

V3 - § 66 a.

n, — [Worde ending in Caph He which reepectively occur

once only.] That is, with He Raphe preceded by Cc^h with

Kametx. This incipient Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Orient. 3349, fol. 436, on Gen. 27 7. As

the design of this Massorah evidently is to record words ending

in He Raphe^ nm, which I pointed !»!^ "tJob 28 28) should,

be SpT^ (Josh. 14 9). On referring to n, § 66, it will be seen

that there are more (han 110 such instances.

V3 - d 6«6.

n* — [Worde ending, in Caph He which reepectively occur

once only.] This fragmentary List, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, foL 1266, on

Deut. 2S 2. It will be seen that out of nine instances here

recorded, five only end in He Raphe 'preceded by Kametzed Caph,

one ends in 19 and three end in n^ thus showing the incipient

Lists begun by the first oompilArs have been added to irrespective

of the original design

ra - § 66 c.

fl# — Twenty worde reepeetiveUf end in He, That is, in these

instances the silent '.£r« follows the Kametzed Caph, which is here

the second person singular masculine, contrary to the normal

form of this suffix which is simply Caph without the He (•^).

Of this Rubric, whioh is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists, twelve in MSS.

and three printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, foL 48a, on

Exod. 18 16, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4446, fol. 486, on

Exod. 7 30; (UI) the same MS., foL 1436, on Numb. 22 88; (IV)

St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 7 27; (V) the

same Oodex on Ezek. 40 4; (VI) Arund. Orient 16, fol, 866,

on 1 Sam. 1 36; (VII) the same MS., fol. 936, on 1 Kings 18 10;

(Vni) the same MS., foL 163a, on Jerem. 7 37; (IX) the same MS.,

fol. 819a, on Ps. 189 6; (X) Add. 31,160, foL 76a, on Exod. 7 39;

(XI) the same MS., fol 9836, on 9 Sam. 82 80; (XII) Halle

Oohlah Ve-Oohlah I, 9 74; (Xni) Ptrii Oohlab Ve-Oohlah, | 93;

(XIV) the printed Massorah, on Exod. 7 29, and (XV) the printed

Massorah Flnalis, letter n, | 31.

The Lift whioh I have printed (List J) is exoeedingiy

interesting. It shows that a Rubric is not infrequently made
up of two different forms df the same Massorah, the one consisting

of longer oatobwords whioh irt designed to faoiUtate the

identifioation of the passages, and the bther of single words only,

whioh Is the earlier form and henoe is more diffieult to decipher,

being as it were a mnemonio sign, and is explained by the first

At the end of List Xm nyyjyy ((Sen. 27 7) is given as another

instanoe under the separate heading mymaa^ vn, whilst ListXV
states in the heading that there are twen^-one suoh instances

(re '*nr pte rs fs nn) and Inolndes this expression as a part of

the Massorah itself, though it it exeluded in all the other

thirteen Lists. It is remarkable that tbongh List m gives the

same twenty instances, it is yet without any heading, fixing the

number of these abnormal forms. Six of the Lists (II, HI, X,

XI, XIII, XV) have the expression rrm or wrn - cerUwnly,

plainly I e. these words are plainly, or oertalnly so written. {Vide

eupra, letter it, | lid.)

r3 - § 67a- c.

n* — [Words ending in Zamed He which respectively occur

once only.] That is, with He Raphe preceded by Lamed with

Kametz. These Lists too, which are from Orient 2849, fol. 8&0,

on Gen. 13 9, and foL 47 o, on Gen. 33 14, exhibit the first

attempts on the part of the Massorites to collect the expressions

:nrhich end with He Raphe preceded by a Kametzed Lamed.

Accordingly n^ (l Sam. 1 23) is in conflict with the design of

this Rubric.

n - § 57d

n^ — Words teh-ich end in He preceded bg Zamed, Though
this List, which la from the printed Massorah Knalis, letter b,

§ 18, records thirty-one such instances, it is still simply a fragmen-

tary catalogue of the words ^hich end in n^. A reference to

letter rr, § 66 will show that there are about 220 such

expressions.

This Rubric again shows that later Nakdanim have not only

added instances to it which are contrary to its import, but

furnished the unpointed expressions with catchM'ords which are

in direct conflict with the Massorah. Thus for instance .n^a^

(Prov. 16 26) is given twice as the eighth and fifteenth Instance.

The latter is probably a mistake for n^oj (Prov. 6 6) with the

wrong catchword attached to it nb| (Job 7 9) the thirteenth

instance, which is given as unique, occurs no fewer than nine

times and is manifestly n^y (Dan. 4 32) furnished with the wrong
catchwords. The same is the case with rfpn (Isa. 66 8) the

fourteenth instance, which as the Massorah itself states,

occurs three times {vide infra, letter n, § 63) and which

is a mistake for .n^n (2 Cbron. 33 12) or r^n (Nulnb. 15 20),

furnished with the wrong catchwords, nfpbia^ (No. 28), which is

here recorded as unique (l Sam. 2 5) occurs twice (also

J09I 1 12).

n'i - § 68.

n* — [Words ending in Mem He which respectively occur

once only.] That is, with He Raphe preceded by Jlf«wi'with Kametz.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Cambridge Add. 1174, on Exod. 1 10,

whioh I have printed; (II) Orient 2848, fol. 68a, on the same

passage, and (III) Orient 2849, fol. 68a, also on the same passage.

Of the thirteen instances which constitute this Rubric,

eleven are with Kametz under the Mem. There can, therefore, be

no doubt that the design of this Massorah is to record those

instances only which end with n^ and that the two Instances

with TUf are a later addition. Indeed Lists II and III omit m^
(Hosea 10 7) though they have n^tn (Cant 2 9), which, however,

may be n^m (Micah % 3). Like all the other Lists of this kind

this simply exhibits the first attempt at collecting these unique

expressions, as is attested by the fact that there are altogether

more than 160 words ending in n^ which respectively occur

once only. {Vide supra, letter n, § 66.)

ra - 9 69 a.

n* — Words ending in He preceded hy Nun with Kametz and

Dagesh (n|^) are singular throughout the Scriptures; and those preceded

ly Kametud Nun without Dagesh (n; ,) are plural except in three

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, and constitutes a section In Ben-Asher's Treatise, I

collated six Lists: (I) Orient 2849, fol. 8O6, on Gen. 2 31, which

I have printed; (II) Ben«Asher's Treatise 9 ^^ P' ^^^t in my
Introduction to the H^ew Bible; (III) the same Treatise given in

letter e, 9 346, p. 668; (IV) the same in my Manorah, VoL III,

p. 398, 9 19; (V) the same In Vol. Ill, p. 838, 9 S8, and (VI) the

same in Baer and Strack's edition p. 48, 9 6b.

r: - 9 ^9b,

n* — Eight vforde ending in He preceded by Nun with Dagesh

(n|) respeethely oeeur once oidy. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists,

three in MSS. and three printed: (I) Add. 31,100, fol. 144a, on

Levit 6 14, which I have printed; (II) Add. 16,461, fol 6a, on

Gen. 6 16; (HI) Halle Oohlah Ve-OchUh H, 9 377; (IV) Paris

Oohlah Ve-Oohlah 9 869; (V) the printed Massorah 00 Gen. 16,

and (VI) the same on Levit 14.

According to Heidenheim in ^sv aw and v-nia on Qml 6 16,

tiM design* of this Massorah is to safeguard these eight i
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wiiioh are ambiguous, against being taken as plurals. Hence the

Nun is with Dagesh and they are defective uf Yod. Accordingly

Mioah 7 lO ought to be r^^xys which is exhibited in Harley 6710— 11

;

Add. 16,461 second hand; the editto pnncep* of the Prophets,

Sonoino 1486—86; the first edition of the Bible, Soncino 1488

and the ihird edition, Brescia 1494.

B-: - § 59 c.

n* — Word$ ending in Se preceded by Dageeked Nun tdth

Katnetz, which reepeeiively occur once. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 2a49, fol. 82a,

on Gen. 6 16. It will be seen that these eleven instances are

restricted to those which begin with Tav and hence exhibit an

attempt at an alphabetical List of words which end with n;.

That these are simply a fragment is evident from the fact that

there are twenty^six words beginning with n and ending in n^

and that without Dagesh in the Nun {n}) there are about sixteen

more, as will be seen from n, § 66.

B"i - § 59d.

n« — Word* ending in Me preceded hy Kametzed Nun, which

re^cHvely occur once only. This Rubric, which records nineteen

words, is from the printed Massorah Finalis, letter :, § 5. It is

simply a fragment of the unique expressions ending in the

suffix n} with and without Dagesh, as will be seen from n, § 66.

A similar fragment, which catalogues thirteen only, is given in

the ancient Codex Orient 4446, fol. 90a, on Levit. 6 14.

'D - § 60.

!*! — Words ending in silent Se preceded by Kametzed Ayin,
which respectively occur once only. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Orient 2349, fol. 47a, on Gen. 33 12.

As there are more than 110 expressions ending in He Raphe
preceded by Kametoed Ayin (vide infra, letter n, § 66), it is

evident that these eleven Instances simply exhibit a fragmentary

attempt to collect these unique forms, rn^^, the last instance, is

contrary to tbp import of this Rubric and is manifestly the

addition of a later Nakdan. The List recording the unique words

ending in i^ I have not as yet been able to find, though there

are about thirty, as will be seen from n, § 66.

»'D « § 61.

n» — Woi-ds ending in silent He -preceded by Kametzed P«,
w&tcA respectively occur once only. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,251, fol. 409 a

on Dan. 2 15. There are altogether over eighty expressions

ending in silent He preceded by Pe with Kametz (ne) as will be

seen from n, § 66. It is, therefore, evident that these eight forms

simply exhibit a first attempt to collect these unique words.

I'D - § 62.

n, — Words ending in silent He preceded by Kametzed TKOdi,

which respectively occur once only. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 2349, fol. U9b,

on Numb. 31 36. This List of eight such words, like its predecessors,

is simply an incipient fragment, since there are over fifty such

unique forms. {Vide infra, letter n, § 66.)

ro = § 63a—dL

n* — Words en<2»n^ in s*tent He preceded by Kametzed Coph,
which respectively occur once only. These fragmentary Lists are

from Orient 2849, foL 187a, on Deut 26 9; Harley 5710—11,
YoL I, foL 1086, on Numb. 33 S8 and Orient 1471, foL 204a, on
1 Kings 19 20. The seventh instance, viz. n;^ny (Isa. 68 l) in

§ 68 a, is contrary to the scope of this Massorah, which is to

record the unique instances of silent He preceded by Kametzed
Cop&(f^). For this reason npiat, the seventh instance in § 686, which

I have pointed nj^'iy and given the reference to Isa. ft8 i, should

be n^'iy Jerem. 3 11.

i'D - § 68«.

n* — Words ending in silent He preesdid by Cop^, which

rupeeUvely occur once tmly. This Rubric is from the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter p, § 2. It will be seen that this List

records twenty-one instances, or two less than § 68a. Both,

however, are fragmentary, since there are altogether about sixty-

five such unique forms. (Vide infra, letter n, § 66.)

ro - 9 64rt.

n* — Words ending in silent He preceded hy Kametzed Meehp
which respectively occur ones only. This Rubric is from Orient 2849,

fol. 606, on Exod. 6 8. As its design is to record the unique
instances of words ending in silent He preceded by Kametzed
Reshj two of the eleven expressions, viz. r^ (Exod. 6 8), which
ends in Aleph and .Tjf^i (Isa. 34 9), which is with Dagesh in the

He, are manifestly out of place.

TD - § 846.

n» — Words ending in Dageshed He preceded by JReah with

Kamett, which respectively occur once only. This Rubric, which does
not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient 2849, fol. 89a,

on Levit 13 20. As there are about forty-four such instances

(vide infra, letter n, § 06), it is manifest that this List is simply

a fragment.

TD - § 64 c.

n* — Words ending in silent He preceded 6y Jte^ with

Kametz, which respectively occtir once only. This List, which is from
the printed Massorah Finalis, letter -i, § 3, is a further development

of § 64 a. Though it records nearly three times as many examples
it is fragmentary, since there are about 271 unique words ending

in He Raphe preceded by Resh with Kametz. (
Vide infra, letter .n,

§ 66.) With the solitary exception of rrvri^h (Ezek. 39 14), which

is with Dagesh, all the other twenty-seven words end in He Raphe,

which clearly shows the design of this Rubric. There can,

therefore, be no doubt that this expression is the addition of

a Nakdan who mistook the import of this Massorah. To the same

Nakdan is probably due the insertion of rryfi in this List as

unique, since it occurs twice (Ps. 77 8; Lament 3 49).

iTO - § 65a—6.

n* — Word^ ending in silent He preceded by Tav, which

respectively occur once only. These two incipient Lists, which do

not occur in the printed Massorah, are from Orient 2849, fol. 466,

on Gen. 31 27 and the same MS., fol. 69 a, on Exod. 19 28. It is

remarkable that though there are about 216 words which

respectively occur once only, ending in He Raphe and being

preceded by Tav with Kametz (nr), as will be seen from letter n,

§ 66, yet in the first of these two fragments consisting of eight

expressions, there are two ending in Alejih and in the second,

consisting of twelve instances, there are two with Dagesh in the

He (a) and one with Kametz (.n). This is due to the carelessness of a

later Nakdan who ignored the import of these Lists. Of the

unique expressions which end in He Raphe preceded by Shin

with Kametz (rf) and of which there are about eighty {vide

infra, letter n, § 66), I have not been able to find any List

ro = § 66.

n* — An alphahetical List of words ending in He, which

respectively occur once only. This List I have compiled myself. Its

importance will be appreciated by Massoretic students when it

is stated that most of the preceding Rubrics, which consist of

single uniqfue expressions without vowel-points and without

catchwords, I could not possibly have identified without this

compilation. Even with its aid the difficulties are not quite

overcome; since the same unpointed letters are capable of different

graphic signs and may stand for several unique forms in the

absence of catchwords in the MS. Massorahs. The mistakes which

I have detected since the publication of this List, I have pointed

out in the Additions at the end of Volume I, p. 758, § 66a--

c

When it is borne in mind that this List alone contains over

4000 unique words ending in He which I had to find out, the

student will readily understand how this comparatively small

number escaped my detection. I have no doubt that there are still

mistakes, which I have been unable to detect and shall be grateful if

they are pointed out

ro - § 67.

KH lof occurs three times. The only other instance in which

this biliteral interjection occurs it is wn with KameU (Dan.SS6).

87 a
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Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular parts

of the Massorah, I collated ten Lists, seven in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, foL 326, on Gen. 47 28,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 79fe, on

Ezek. 16 43; (HI) Orient. 4445, fol. 386, on Gen. 47 23; (IV)

St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. »16, on Ezek. 16 43; (V) Arund.

Orient IC, fol. 366 6, on Dan. 2 43; (VI) Orient 2349, fol. 56a,

on Gen. 47 23, which alone has the nmemonic sign; (VII) Halle

Oohlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 284; (VIII) the printed Massorah on

Gen. 47 23; (IX) the same on Ezek. 16 43, and (X) the same on

Dan. 2 43. As these three instances respectively oqcur in the

Law, the Prophets and Hagiographa, several of the headings and

the end of the Rubric add -iitt.

l'?SJiTl and thty became vain, oeeun twice. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

foL Ilia, on 2 Kings 17 15.

B'D « § 69.

Q^^Sn h^ vanity of vanities, i» three times thus comhined.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, on

Eod. 1 2. As all the three instances are restricted to the same

book, the heading ought more properly to be xoai •:.

•V = % 70.

'?;^ii«) and vain or and Abel, occurs three times in the Scriptures.

That isj this quadriliteral so pointed. It will be seen that though

in the first instance it is a proper name with the prefix Vav

and in the other two instances it is a noun or adjective with

the prefix Vav, yet the Massorah, which has regard to the

identity of the spelling only, irrespective of the difference in

the meaning, groups the three instances together under the same

Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol.11, fol. 236, on Isa. 494, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. U, fol. 258a, on Prov. 31 30;

(in) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 140a, on Isa. 49 4; (IV) the same

MS., fol. 3486, on Prov. 31 30; (V) Add. 15,250, fol, 233a, on

Isa. 49 4 ;
(VI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 4 4, and (VII) the

same on Isa. 49 4. Of the seven Lists two only indicate that

there is any difference in the sense of this quadriliteral, viz.

List VI, which heads it "sr-'ja -a and List IV, which adds at the

end B5K aiw 'onp. As one of the instances occurs in the Law, one

in the Prophets and one in the Hagiographa, Lists I, VI and VII

add -iik-

WV - § 71.

J^^J^")2n lying vanities, is twice thus combined in the

Scriptures. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated 'two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 1136, on Jonah 2 9, which I have printed, and (II) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 2906, on Ps. 31 7.

yV = § 72.

''b^nS toith vanities of, occurs twice. The design of this

Massorah is to safeguard this reading in Jerem. 8 19, where it

normally ought to be ibanai with the prefix Vav as it is exhibited

in the Septuagint This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,251, fol. 2466, on Jerera. 14 22. As

the two instances occur in the same book, the heading ought more

properly to be 'tosn 'a

yp = § 73.

QTTJ^nS with their vanities, occurs three timei. Of this Rubric

I collated isix Lists, four in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 91 o, on 1 Kings 16 13, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS. fol. 9l6, on 1 Kings 16 26; (III) Add. 15,251,

fol. 1956, on 1 Kings 16 13; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35, on the

same passage; (V) the printed Massorah on Deut 33 21, and

(VI) the same on 1 Kings 16 IS.

rv - § 74.

H^ occurs three times Raphe. For this Rubric see below,

letter % § 74.

HT « § 76.

nin to mmirn, to take away, occurs three times, twice it i$

written with Vav and once with M^. As this infinitive absolute,

which occurs three times, is differently spelt, the Massorah

safeguards the variation in its orthography. For the changes in

the spelling of the infinitive of verbs Lamed He, see letter n, § 48.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS, and

one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3456, on Prov. 25 4,

which I have printed;. (II) the same MS., fol. 144a, on Isa. 69 11,

and (III) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

rU - § 76.

?1^3n Higgaion, occurs twice and is plene. Of this Rubric I

collated' two Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. H, foL 176a, on

Ps. 9 17, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah

on the same passage. As the two instances are restricted to the

Psalter the heading ought more properly to be 'boSi 'ba\ 'a.

D''K''*T2iin the Hagantes, occurs three times, twice plene and

once defective. As the plural of njn Hagiiy which occurs altogether

four times, is not only spelt without the Aleph (comp. w^xn

Ps. 83 7), but in three instances where it is with Aleph, it is

without Yod after the Resh the first time (1 Chron. 6 10) and

with it the second and third times within a few verses of each

other, the Massorah safeguards this variation in the spelling.

Of this Rubric, I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, fol. 133a, on 1 Chron. 6 10,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 2406, on the

same passage; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 316 a^ also on the same

passage, and (IV) the printed Massorah Fin alls, letter n, § 56.

As the three instances with Aleph occur in the same section, the

heading ought more properly to be "'jjai 'J.

n'V - § 78.

^JJin he thrust, or overthrew him, occurs twice. Of this Rubric

I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient 2349,

fol. 122a, on Numb. 35 22, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250,

fol. 956; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 1036; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 251a,

and (V) the printed Massorah, all on the same passage.

BT = § 79.

Dinn Hadoram, occurs four tim£s, three times plene and once

defective^ Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 34a, on Gen. 10 27, which I

have printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 44a, on the same passage;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 402a, on 1 Chron. 1 21, and (IV) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 68.

These four Lists exhibit two recensions of this Massorah.

According to one recension, which is exhibited in Lists I, H and

IV, this form of the proper name beginning with He occurs

four times only, and hence the Rubric is designed to militate

against reading onnn in l Kings 12 18. The second recension, which

is exhibited in List III, emphatically states in the heading that

it occurs five times, three times plene and twice defective, and

gives 1 Kings 12 18, as the fourth instance and the parallel

passage in 2 Chron. 10 18 as the fifth. *

nSts»i f\vn Sum nMi wnr\ nw bm nm onnn nu finja'Oi 'non 'ai ">wfa >i 'n n-j'in i

.D'D»n narr nam lOyam n^on nWn .O'O'n nam ua trmn dk

'D - § 80.

TJ'lHri'1 and iky majesty, occurs twice. That is, with Sheva

under the' Resh, in contradistinction to the instance which

immediately precedes it and which is with Segol, being in pausd

(Ps. 46 4 with 5). Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 296a, on Ps. 45 5, which I have printed, and (II) Vienna

Codex No. 35, on Ps. 90 16.

K'D = § 81.

n^^n her glory, occurs ttoice in the Scriptures. Thia Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is trom Harley

5710—11, Vol. II, foL 268a, on Lam«nt 1 6.
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3'D - § 82.

KV1 it four Hmea misleading in the Pentateuch. That is, in

these four instances the pronoun third person singular masculine

(mi) is abnormally combined with a feminine noun in the text,

for which the 8evir substitutes the normal feminine pronoun irn,

in accordance with the usual construction. (Vide infra, letter n, § 87.)

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Orient 2349, fol. 746, on Exod. 29 28, which I have printed;

(II) Orient 4445, fol. 72a, on the same passage; (HI) the same

MS., foL 1116, on Levit 25 34; (IV) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 546, on Exod. 29 28; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 1146, on the same

passage; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 225, and (VII) the

printed Massorah on Exod. 29 28.

With the exception of the printed Massorah (List VII) all

the MS. Lists coincide in stating both in their respective headings

and in enumerating the identical four instances only. There can,

therefore, hardly be any doubt that the addition of Levit. 18 23

in Jacob b. Chayim's List, is due to a later Nakdan who also

altered the n in the heading into n. The headings, however, of

the several Lists are an important contribution to the terminology

of the class of various readings called technically Seinrin,

inasmuch as they indicate the value which the different Schools

of textual redactors attached to them. Whilst List V, which is

from the Model Codex Add. 21,160, heads this Rubric p'aDi »m

'T K^ Lists I—IV and VI head it I'ytsoT n nn and List VII heads

II ^ pTOon r»tt»n 'n kvi, thus combining, the opinions of the two

Schools {vidfi supi-a, letter k, §§ 729, 742 and my Introduction to

the Hebrew Bible, pp. 187 770 &c).

yC - § 83.

K^n KVT* In three instances the textual reading is the pronoun

third person singular masculine (>on), for which the official marginal

reading is tiie feminine (rn). That is, apart from the Pentateuch

where the feminine form is always with Vav (ir?) except in

eleven instances. {Vide infra, letter n, § 113.)

In five instances the reverse is the case, the textual reading is

the feminine (x'n) and the official marginal reading is the masculine (inn).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol II, fol. 146, on Isa. 30 38,

which I have printed; (H) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 2566, on

1 Chron. 29 16; (HI) the same MS., fol. 302 o, on Ps. 78 16;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 381 6, on Job 31 11; (V) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah I, § 183; (VI) the printed Massorah on Ps. 73 16,

and (VII) the printed Massorah Pinalis, letter n, § 81.

TD - § 84.

Xn iKin* Two verses which qre misleading, wherein nvi occurs

twice. That is, in both these verses the Sevir substitutes the

feminine rn >rn for the textual masculine reading uw »nn. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in the prinfted Massorah, I collated

two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 30J6, on Amos 7 13, which

I have printed, and (II) Paris Oclilah Te-Ochlah, § 342. Here

again the expressions fvtm and pToo express the two different

opinions held by the several Schoi^ls of textual redactors with

regard to this class of various readings. In. List I the heading-

describes it pptta, whilst List H has rn rn "ioi. {Vide supra, lettier k,

§§ 729, 742).

fTD - § 86a—6.

Kn KVlt Five, or four verses, in which respectively jcn o<xurs

twice. List 86 a, is from the printed Massorah Finalis, letter h, § 63 and

§ 856, is from Add. 15,461, foL 8 la, on Gen. 42 6. It will be seen

that these two recensions have three instances only in common

(Gen. 29 12; Amos 7 18; Habak. 2 19), that List I has two, which

are not in List II (Hosea 18 16; Prov. 24 12) and that List II

has one (Gen. 42 6), which is not given in List L

Though these two Lists are manifestly designed to record

the same phenomenon, I cannot divine their import, since there

are no fewer than twenty-five verses in the Pentateuch alone, in

which this pronoun occurs twice. (Comp. Gen. 2 14; 48 19;

Exod. 4 14, 16; 12 42;. 29 18; Levit 8 21; 11 4, 5, 7; 13 16,

80, 39, 40, 41, 44; 14 13; Numb. 35 19; Deut 1 38; 14 8; 24 16;

28 44; 31 8; 32 6, 47.) As two of the five or four instances given

in both Lists constitute Rubric 84, which describes them as Sevu-in,

it may be that the Rubric before us exhibits a larger catalogue

of the same' class.

TB - § 86.

Kin he, the same, or this is, is five times used in connection

with the righteous .... and conversely five times in conjunction with

the wicJced. That is, by way of emphasis, or explanation. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, and which

has its origin in the Hagada, is from Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I,

§ 182 margin.

VB = § 87.

KTT iH'Sl* A sign. Six feminine nouns, which are normally

combined with the feminine pronoun (»rn) are respectively in

one instance combined with the masculine pronoun (ion). It will

be seen that four of the six instances constitute Rubric n, § 82,

and are there the subject of Sevirin. It is, therefore, probable

that the remaining two also belong to this class.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) the printed Massorah

on Exod. 29 28, which I have printed, and (H) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. 1326.

n'B = § 88.

Kin #KV1» As this triliteral pronoun, which without and

with the prefix Vav, occurs fifteen times in the Section comprising

Levit 13 1—24, is in six instances pointed kti, being the

masculine (13 3, 11, 13, 15, 15, 17) and in nine irn, being the

feminine (13 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 20, 21, 22, 23) and, moreover, as

each of these forms prevails in certain portions of the Section,

the Massorah in order to more effectually safeguard them against

being interchanged, divides the Section into four parts and

indicates the prevalence of the respective forms in each

subdivision.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I coUated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, foL 89a, on Levit 18 3,

which I have printed, and (II) Orient 2848, foL 99a, on the

same passage.

fiS'D - § 89.

Kin »Kn p^ A sign. To indicate where this triliteral

pronoun is feminine and where masculine in Leviticus.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Add. 15,451, foL 696, on Levit 2 6, which I have printed;

(II) Orient 4445, fol. 976, on Levit. 13 11; (IH) the printed

Massorah on Levit 2 6, and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter n, § 82.

The protection, which the preceding Rubric accords to one

Section of Levitictts with regard to this pronoun, this Massorah

extends to the whole book. The pronoun wa occurs altogether

134 times in Leviticus. In 55 instances it is feminine and is

pointed mi and in 79 it is masculine and is pointed »wn. As each

of these forms is of more frequent occurrence in certain portions

of the book, the Massorah, in accordance with its usual method,

divides it into seven parts, so as in every case to safeguard the

minority.

(A) The first portion embraces Levit 1 1—13 3. In this

part jon occurs altogether forty-three times. In twenty-nine

instances it is masculine and is therefore pointed ton (1 13, 17;

3 1, 7; 4 21, 24; 5 9, 19, 24; 7 1, 6, 6; 8 21, 21, 28; 10 3; 11 4,

4, 5, 5, 7, 7, 12, 20, 23, 37, 38, 41; 18 3) and in fourteen only,

is it feminine and is pointed »rn. Hence the Massorah here

safeguards the minority, p-m riK ix Levit 6 2 is here omitted, but

as it is given in the other Lists it is evident that the omission is due

to the carelessness of the Scribe. It is remarkable that Lists IH

and IV also give Levit 11 39 as one of the instances in which it is

written >rn, whereas we are distinctly told that it is One of the

eleven written with Yod in the Pentateuch. {Vide infra, letter n,

§ 113.) The heading of List IV (mp'iVn jo wva mun inm »m p'o

im vbaa Kin mna om tj?) makes the import of this part of the Rubric

much clearer, inasmuch as it emphatically excepts the fifteen

or rjither the fourteen passages in which it is ion in this part

of Leviticus.

(B) The second member of the chain embraces Levitl2 1—13 8,

which is identical with the first (A). Accordingly the heading

here ought either to be irn vieoa kti mna tari -w '"«'o wn pi, since

it is properly the heading to A or 'U'oninnpi is a mistake

for nrne wn jb, as List II has it, which exhibits the oldest form

of this Massorah. Hence this link of the chain embraces Levit.

12 1—13 3 where »iin occurs once (18 3) and »r.n not at all. This

fully coincides with the heading.

87b
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(0) Levit. 18 4—11 a. In tbii member the reveri© is the

oftie, mr:i oocun four timet <18 4, 6, 8, 11 a) and itin not all. Hence
the itatement in the heading.

(D) Levit 18 11&—17. In thii link again Nil occurs five

times (18 Uh, 18, IS, 15, 17) and mrt not at all. Hence its

separation from the rest of the Section.

(E) Levit. 18 18—28. In this portion again inn occurs eiglit

times (18 20, 82, 28, 25, Q6, 27, 28, 28) and wn not all which is

the reason for its being made into a separate link.

(F) Levit 18 29—41. In this portion again urn entirely

occupies the field. It occurs ten times (18 80, 80, 36, 87, 8», 89,

40, 40, 41, 41) and m? not at all. Hence its title to being a

separate link.

(0) Levit 18 42—27 84. The heading here emphatically

states that with the exception of five instances, the pronoun
throughout this portion is wn. But this statement, though also

made in List III, is manifestly a mistake, This triliteral pronoun
occurs altogether sixty-fivo times in the section before us. In

thirty-five instances it is tn,-T (13 44, 44, 40, 49, 51, 56; U 13, IB,

21, 44; 15 2, 28; 17 11, 14; 18 28; 19 7; 20 17; 21 7,8; 22 7,11;

28 27, 28, 82; 24 9; 25 16, 84, 41, .'>4; 27 H, 10, 26, 28, 30, ,^3)

and in no fewer than thirty instances is it tcri (13 42, 63, b'), 57;

14 44t 16 8, 28, 26; 17 11, 14; 18 7, 8, 11, 12, 18, 14, 16, 16, 17,

22; 20 14, 21; 22 12; 23 8, 86; 25 10, 11, li, 83; 27 4). List IV
obviates the difficulty by dividing this link into three members
with separate headings as follows:

(1) Levit 18 42—17 10 where it states it is always Kin except

seven times, viz. 13 42, 62, 66; 15 8, 28, 26; 16 81.^ Accordingly

the other twelve instances in this section are mrt (13 44, 44, 4G,

49, 61, 56; 14 13, 18, 21, 44; 15 2, 28). It will be seen that as

rrni occurs twice in this section in combination with nxn (13 42, 57)

one is here omitted, whilst pnsrnaw 16 31 where it is K«n with

Tod, is given to make up the seven, which must be a mistake.

(2) rnr'i'njtei » Levit 18 6—28. In this Section where this

triliteral occurs ten times, it is uniformly Kin (18 7, 8, 11, 12, 18,

14, 15, 16, 17, 22).

(3) Levit 18 23—27 34. In this section where this triliteral

occurs alto.gether thirty-one times it is >m in twenty-one instances

(18 23; ISl 7; 20 17; 21 7, 8; 22 7, 11; 23 27, 28, 82; 24 9;

25 IG, 84, 41, 64; 27 8, 10, 26, 28, 30, sn) and Kin in ten only.

Hence the Massorah here safeguards the minority. The statement

that the exception consists of fifteen instances instead of ten

and the addition of five more (Levit 19 20; 20 17, 18; 21 9;

28 80), are due to a later Nakdan who mistook the import of

this MasBorah, since two (K-ni 20 17; k^ 21 9) are written with

Y<hJ. and belong to n, § 118; two are with the prefix Vav (Kini

19 20; 20 18) and one is with the prefix He (Knn 23 30), which
occiu-s three times more in this Section (19 8; 20 6; 22 3).

From the above analysis it is evident that the heading

K^re »]1D 'w rrrv 'si fsi in List I, which I have printed, is a clerical

error and must be corrected into Rnunen «i"!D nr rrr\'' "ai |0i and that

Konp \vav mv -nsr .WKna .niKao nnrre a"3 ought to be .rnr^t x-n n |a -is

r\mt -nnnfi ,"jn nnKOO, in accordance with the oldest form of this

Massorah, which is exhibited in List II, since this part of the

Rubric does not refer to all the instances of Kn and Kin up to

the end of Leviticus, but simply to end of the Pericope.

nnns ,H»n nrnt pn>iQ*n^ wn raa mn fiiiVa cia ipan eaa o iy nmpa n^o »3: pi i

K'n pna» natf ,nan an air o ntrw A>by nac' u'n icm ,K»n whob M*n n"u«ao npx ,K'n

'S - § 90.

Dfl^K Kin he i$ God, occurs fre ttmea. The pronoun Kin is

seventeen times followed by this divine name. In thirteen instances

it is with the prefix lie (B'nf?KnKvi Deut 4 39; 7 9; 2 Sam. 7 28;

1 Kings 8 60; 18 24, .19, ,19;
"2 Kings 19 15; Isa. 37 HJ; 45 18;

Ezra 1 3; 1 Chron. 17 20; 2 Chron. 33 la) and in four only

is it without the prefix. Henoo the Massorah safeguards tlie

exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, six in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1376, on Josh. 2 11, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2046, on Ps. 100 3;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2 a, on Josh. 2 11; (IV) the same

MS., fol. 1636, on Jerem. 10 10; (V) Add. 15,451, fol. 146a, on

Josh. 3 11; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 153; (VII) the

printed Massorah on Josh. 2 11; (VIII) the same on Jerem. 10 10;

and (IX) the same on Ps. 100 3. List VIII heads this Rubric

CK'^s 'n and apparently enumerates five instances. But this only

affords another striking illustration of the oft-repeated statement

that later Nakdanini frequently misunderstood the import of

thu Massorah. Having wrongly divided the catchwords for

Josh. 2 11, into two separate instances, the Nakdan forthwith

altered the 1 in the heading into n, to agree with the supposed
five. Whether the addition of D'rsjs in the heading is due to the

same Nakdan or to Jacob b. Ohayim, it is difficult to say. But it

is remarkable that the latter should have allowed it to pass,

since two of the instances are in the Hagiographa (Ps. 100 3;

2 Chron 20 6) and since the corrupt List is in glaring contra-

diction to the other two Lists (VII an4 IX) printed by Jacob
b. Chayim himself, which are quite correct

K"3{ - § 91.

)tS3^T?S) Kin he and all his people. For this Rubric see

letter s,'§ 2'6b, Vol. II, p. 42.

3"3t - § 92.

D5^ CH/Sn Kin he that Jif/hteth f(»' yon, occurs three times

in the SiHjffures. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,
Vol I, fol. 1136, on Deut 3 22, which I have pi'inted; (II) Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 166, on Josh. 23 .); (Ill) Add. 15,250, fol. 130a,

on the same passage, and (IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 161«, also on the

same passage.

:"X - § 93.

K^n^ and he, begins a verse thirty-three times in the Scriptures.

By fixing the number at thirty-three, the design of the Massorah
is to militate against the reading Kin in Zech. 6 13, which was
preserved in the less dominant Schools of textual redactors and
which is still exhibited in St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916;

Add. 21,161 second hand &c.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 123 a, on Zech. 6 13, which
I have printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 84a, on Levit 21 13; (III)

Add. 21,160, fol. 171a, on the same passage, and (IV) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter .n, § 61. That the instances in which this

pronoun with the pi-efix Vav begins a verse in the respective

books of the Bible, were at first collected and recorded in

separate Rubrics and that they were afterwards grouped together

in one catalogue, is attested by the ancient Codex Orient. 4445,

fol. 107 a, where the three passages in the Pentateuch alone in

which it begins the verse, are given on Levit 21 13 with the

following heading nnins pioe mn '3 Kim.

TX - § 94.

Kmi and he. Three verses have respectively seven words of

which three are on each side and this pronoun with the prefix Vav
is in the middle .... one of these verses is in the 'Law, one in the

Prophets and one in the Hagioip'apha.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 146, on Isa. 32 8, which
I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3306, on Job 28 23;

(III) Add. 15,251, fol. 227a, on I*a. 32 8; (IV) Add. 15,451,

fol. 366, on Gen. 49 20; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 61a, on the same
passage; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 150 margin; (VII)

the printed Massorah on Gen. 49 2o, and (VIII) the same on
Isa. 33 8.

.T3t = § 95.

KVT1 and he. Eleven xcords respectively occur once only preceded

by this pronoun with the j/rificc Vav. The design of this Massorah
is to record not only tlie words which are unique in their

combination with K'rr, but which occur ajjfain preceded by this

pronoun without the prefix Vuv (m). This is attested by the fact

that there are altogether upwards of l2o words which occur once

only preceded by Km, and that at least llu are excluded from this

Rubric because they do not occur again in combination with Kin.

As a proof of this I adduce those only which begin with

Alepk nit"tKKini 1 Sam. 16 12; i::'Kki.t l Kings 20 40; y.i<?KKini

Deut 10 21; -iicKKim Jerem. 40 1; nc^K r-m Levit 21 13; nKKim

Ezek. 18 11. ' '

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two printed:

(I) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 204, which I have printed; (II)

Orient 4445, fol. Z">h, on Gen. 43 3«, and (IH) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 05. The latter is headed n''3i Kim K*'

Kin K"np ^31 KJit )in^, which explicitly states the design of this

Massorah. Accordingly the following instances, which belong to
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thif Rubric, are omitted: (i) i'"^,rvM^n^ Gen. 18 10 oomp. with

I'^mn Judg. 6 86; (2) Mi»f inrn Levit 6 8 with mq^ wn Levit

18 44, 44; (8) ^p? wn\ Prov. 19 l with "j'p? mn Prov. 10 18; 88 26;

(4) nsi^inni 2 Kings 6 80 with nsl^inn Deui SI 8; 2 Kingi i 19;

(6) ii| vKVi Job 81 11 with |iy Kin Job 81 26; (6) r^^ wn^ Jerem. 20 l

with T,?^ Kin 2 KingB 86 19; (7) hw^ mn) 2 Kings 6 6 with b^ hvi

1 Sam. i 28; whilst the following three, which are included in this

Rubric, do not belong to.it: jp- wrn Gen 49 20; ify\n m-n 2 Sam. 16 80

and n^)f inni 2 Kings 2 28, since they do not occur in combination

with m-fi. List II, which gives nine instances only, rightly

omits n^jy Kini, but it also omits nfy: wsv Ps. 87 6. It has, however,

no heading and does not fix the number of these unique

combinations. From the above analysis it is evident that the

heading in Lists I and III, fixing the number at eleven, is wrong.

It is the addition of a later Nakdan, who made it correspond

to the number of instances therein enumerated.

r'i = § 96.

Vl^ iKVT}* Eight verjes in tohich t?a'n 2>''onoun respectively

ocmr» twice, tJie fir$t time with the jtrfjix' Vav and the second

without it. Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 1(3, fol. iioh, on 2 Chron. 22 9,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 'Mh, on 1 Kings 20 12;

(III) the same MS., fol. 2016, on Hosea S (J; (IV) Add. 15,2fil,

fol. 197a, on 1 Kings 20 12; (V) Vienna Codex No. 36, on the

same passage; (VI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 341, and (VII) the

printed Massorah on 2 Chron 22 9.

t"iC = § 97.

KVT1 »K^n% Eight verses in which this pronoun mth the prefix

Vav respectively occurs twice. The design of this Massorah is to

militate against the reading ttn in Zech. 6 18, which is still

exhibited in ancient MSS. of the less dominant School of textual

redactors. {Vide supra, letter n, § 98.)

Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, nine in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, fol. 2346, on 1 Kingsl9l9,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 81a, on Judg. 17 7

;

(III) the same MS., fol. 77a, on 1 Kings 2 8; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 94a, on 1 Kings 19 19; (V) the same MS-, fol. 132a, on

Isa. 8 13; (VI) the same MS., fol. 201 6, on Hosea 7 9; (Vn)

the same MS., fol. 219 a, on Zech. 6 13; (VIII) the same MS.,

fol 2386, on 1 Chron 2 21; (IX) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 840;

(X) the printed Massorah on Judg. 17 7; (XI) the same on

1 Kings 19 19, and (XII) the same on Hosea, 7 9.

It will be seen that the List which I have printed empha-

tically states in the heading that there are eight such verses

and gives 1 Chron. 22 10 as the eighth instanca And though

Lists n and V state in their respective headings that there are

seven such verses only, they omit Hosea 7 9 and give

1 Chron. 22 10 as a parallel to Zech. 6 13. These three Lists mast,

therefore, be based upon a recension of the text which exhibited

!^^ wrri in 1 Chron. 22 10. The printed Massorah (List X) affords

an illustration of the oft-repeated statement that later Nakdanim
altered the headings of Rubrics when they misunderstood their

import The Nakdan or Jacob b. Chayim mistook nsa"' xvrs wrtpn iniK

as the catchwords for one instance and hence altered the heading

"pioB t into "pyot 'i, since in this undivided form six instances

only appear, whereas i«npn wk refers to Isa. 8 18 and roa'Kvn

to Zech. 6 18.

rrit - § 98.

K^ll and he, occurs twice. That is, with Kamett under the

Vav, in contradistinction to the numerous instances where this

pronoun with the prefix Vav, is with Sheva. This Massorah is

based upon the official reading or Keri, since the Kethiv or the

textual reading in t Kings 17 15 is trrn, with Yod.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Orient 2849, fol. 616, on
Gen. 41 11, which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 44a, on
the same passage, which is more properly headed 'op 'a, and
(HI) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, foL 2826, on 1 Kings 17 16.

rSt - § 99.

nrr 1^?n\ and he i^U he, ocewrs six tmes. In the other

seven instances where this combination occurs it is n^rrmn
without the prefix Van (Gen. 44 17; 48 19; Exod. 4 16; Deut 2844;
81 8; EooL 8 14; 1 Chron. 22 9). This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah is from Orient 2849, fol. 36 a, on
Gen. 16 12.

'p - § 100.

KIT! she, occurs three times in the Pericope. That is, in
Gen. 1 1—6 8. This triliteral pronoun occurs altogether fifteen

times in Pericope Bereshith. In twelve instances it is masculine
and hence is pointed wm (2 11, 18, 14, 14, 19; 3 6 16; 4 4, 20,

21, 26; 6 3) and in three instances only is it feminine and is

pointed mn. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptions. This
Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from
Orient. 2849, fol. 806, on Gen. 3 12.

K'p - § 101.

iTVl his glory, occurs fve times. Of this Rubric I collated

five Lists, three in MSS, and two printed: (I) Harley 6710-11,
Vol 2216, on Ps. 148 18, which I have printed; (II) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 214a, on Habak. 3 8; (III) the same MS., foL 821a,
on Ps. 148 13; (IV) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 22 18, and
(V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 78.

The design of this Massorah is to safeguard the only
instance in which the archaic suffix n for the third person
singular masculine has survived in the text in connection with
this noun. (Jerem. 22 18.) In the other four passages in which
it occurs with the suffix third person, later redactors have
successfully substituted for it the normal i _. Though the List
which I haye printed does not indicate in the heading nor in

the enumeration of the passages that there is any difference in
its orthography, all the other Lists distinctly say in their

respective headings that it is four times with Vav and once with
He. The absence of this indication in List I is due to the fact

that the compiler of it based this Rubric upon MSS. which
exhibited the normal reading i_ also in Jerem. 2218 in accordance
with the official Keri. This official marginal reading or Keri is

given in St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 and in the Model Codex
Harley 5710—11 on Jerem. 22 18. For an analysis of the passages
in which this archaic form of the suffix has been preserved see
letter n, §§ 47, 48.

yp - § 102.

Kin he thou, occurs twice in the Scriptures, once it is utritten tpt*A

He and once with Aleph. As this Kal imperative singular masculine,
which occurs twice, is differently spelt, the Massorah safeguards
the respective spellings. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists,

two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol H,
fol. 238a, on Job 37 6, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol 384 a, on the same passage, and (III) the printed Massorah
Finalis, letter n, § 72. These two words form part of the eleven
expressions which respectively occur twice, once ending with
Aleph and once with He. {Vide supra, letter k, § 23.)

yp - § 108.

KVT occurs three times in the sams verse. That is, with AlepK
As this Chaldee Peal preterite singular masculine which occurs
eight times in the same verse, is three times spelt with Ale:^

and five times with He, the Massorah safeguards the minority,

recording that in the first and the last two instances it is with
AUph. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Harley 5710—11, Vol H, fol. 281a, on Dan. 6 19.

rp - § 104.

njl is twice torUten toith He. The design of this artificial

Massorah is to safeguard the instances in which this Peal preterite

is written with He, in contradistinction to the passages in which
it is with Aleph, recorded in the preceding Rubric. With He it

occurs altogether eight times (Dan. 4 26; 5 19, 19, 19/19^ 19;

6 4, 16). The Massorah, however, artificially makes it into two
by giving Dan. 4 26 as one and reckoning all the instances

from Dan. 5 19 as exhibiting another, excepting the first, seventh
and eighth instances which are given in the preceding Rubric.

This Rubric, which does not occur in tiie printed Massorah, is

from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3676, on Dan. 4 26. {Vide supra,

letter n, § 86 a.)

iTp - § 106.

njn 6mii^, occurs Uoiee in the Scriptures. That is, as participle

active singular masculine from rnn with Segol under the Vav, in
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contradistinction to the three instances in which this triliteral

is a noun with Kametz under the Vav (nin), denoting miichief

(Isa. 47 11 ; Ezek. 7 26, 26).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol II, foL 264a, on Eccl. 2 22,

which I have printed; (n) the same MS., Vol. H, foL 296a, on

Neh. 6 6; (HI) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 351a, on Eccl. 3 22; (IV)

the same MS., foL 3826, on Neh. 6 6; (V) Add. 15,251, foL 424a,

on the same passage; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 343,

margin, and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 71.

rp = § 106.

D*T\ occurs twice. That is, the Chaldee Peal preterite second

person singular masculine, in contradistinction to this quadri-

literal which occurs thirteen times and is pointed mn, being the

preterite first person sii^ular. This Kubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 365a,

on Dan. 2 81.

rp = § 107.

KTin he or she shall be, is three times written witii He. This

Peal future third person singular occurs altogether seven times.

In four instances it is written with AUph (kvjti Dan. 2 40, 42;

7 28; Ezra 6 8) and in three with He. Hence the Massorah

safejfuards the minority. This protection is all the more necessary

since the two formis occur in one and the same verse. (Dan. 2 42.)

Of this Rubric I coUatdd three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. 11, fol. 2766, on Dan. 2 41,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 3656, on the

same passage, and (HI) the printed Massorah also on the same

passage. The latter heads it mroa 'n -na % which is misleading,

since it suggests that it is also so written apart from this book.

It ought properly to be me'DST.

n"p - § 108.

nin wickedness, destruction, is twice defective. This plural or

abstract noun, occurs altogether ten times. In eight instances it

is with two Vavs (niin Ps. 6 10; 38 13; 62 4; 66 12; 67 2; 91 3;

94 20; Job 6 30) and with one Vav in these two instances only.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography.

This Rubric I found in the printed Massorah only, of

which it gives two conflicting Lists: (I) on Prov. 19 13, which

I have printed, and (II) on Numb. 32 4. The first Rubric states

that there are two such defective instances and records two only,

whilst the second states there are three and gives Job 6 30 as

the third instance, adding however that there is a difference of

opinion about the Job passage.^

pa« i6 '2n DM .ym ipv ,S»ds p VMh mn "di 'on yoa -fTO nun "jai 'on nn^nin hs i

,'3>ht 'Via flin

O'p = § 109.

n^P\£?Vl Hoshaiah, occurs three times in the Scriptures. This

is one of the few proper names ending with the Divine name

rr, which the redactors of the text have not attempted to safeguard

by lengthening it into John (rr). (Comp. my Introduction to the

Atassoretico- Critical edition of the Bible, p. 886 Ac.)

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Hariey 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 3006, on Neh. 12 32,

which I have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916

on Jerem. 42 l; (HI) the same Codex .on Jerem. 43 2; (IV)

Add. 15,250, foL 401a, on Neh. 12 32; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35

on the same passage, and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter n, § 74.

»-p - § no*.

|^ir?3 Ptthn Hosea the son of Nun, occurs three times. (Numb.

13 8, 16; Deut. 32 44).» That is, the name which the successor

of Moses bore before this great Lawgiver changed it to Joshua

(oomp. Numb. 13 16), in contradistinction to the normal combination

iw-l? ?«J1.T Joshua the son of Nun, which occurs about twenty-

seven times.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Orient 4445, fol. 131 6, on Numb. 13 8. This ancient

Codex has been acquired by the British Museum since the

publication of the text of the Massorah. Hence the absence of

this Rubric in this place. As all the three instances are restricted

to the Pentateuch, the heading ought properly to be mirp 'i.

,Tam nan ,rara inp«i a'twi noo^ 'J j«"t? js'in i

»"p - § 110.

?t£?in9 «« Hoshea, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, foL 1106,

on 2 Kings 17 4.

»y = § 111.

Di^ril and she was moved, or disturbed, occurs ihree times and

is defective. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS.

and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2826, on Ruth 1 19,

which I have printed; (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 175a,

on 1 Sam. 4 5; (HI) Add. 15,250, fol. 1476, on the same

passage; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35 on 1 Kings 1 45, and (V) the

printed Massorah on 1 Sam. 4 5.

2''p - § 112.

K^'^ she, begins a verse three times in the Scriptures. This

pronoun third person singular feminine which begins a verse

seven times, is in four instances with the prefix Vav (»rrn Josh. 2 6

;

Judg. 4 5; 1 Sam. 1 10; Hosea 2 10) and in three without the

prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. H, fol. 766, on Ezek. 10 20,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,261, fol. 272a, on the same

passage; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 406, on Gen. 38 25; (IV) Orient 2349,

foL 50a, on the same passage; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35 on

Ezek. 10 20; (VI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 38 25, and

(VII) the same on Ezek. 10 20.

r»p « § 113.

K^*! i» in eleven instances written with Yod in the Pentateuch.

That is, without and with the prefixes. This pronoun third

person which is used in the Pentateuch both for the masculine

and the feminine, and which occurs altogether about 209 times,

is in these eleven instances exceptionally written Yod, in contra-

distinction to the 198 passages where it is written with Vav.^

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 77a, on Levit 21 9, which I have

printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 1066, on Levit 20 17; (HI) Add.

15,251, fol. 71 a, on Levit 11 39; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 170a, on

Levit 20 17; (V) the same MS., fol. 194a, on Numb. 5 13; (VI)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 131; (VII) the printed Massorah on

Gen. 38 25, and (VIII) the same on Levit 13 21.

The reason for the normal orthography »rn in the Pentateuch,

which is abnormal in the Prophets and the Hagiographa {vide

supra, letter n, § 83)^ is most probably to be found in the fact that

like in the Phoenician, the Moabite and old Aramaic Inscriptions,

this pronoun was originally written kti for both persons and

must have been pronounced hu or hi according as the masculine

or feminine was required by the context. When the plena scriptio

was introduced it was almost every where expanded into mm

irrespective of gender. At a later period, however, the Yod was

introduced for the feminine. But owing to the peculiar sanctity

with which the Law of Moses was regarded, the redactors of

the text scrupled to extend this orthography to the Pentateuch,

where, however, it has penetrated into the eleven instances

which constitute this Rubric.

That the orthography of wn and rn to indicate the respective

genders, was not finally settled among the different Schools of

textual redactors and that some recensions exhibited variations^

is attested both by ancient records and Biblical MSS. Thus for

instance we are told that ev^n the Standard Temple Codices

differed with regard to the number of the instances in which

rn as the feminine occuri'ed in the Pentateuch. (Comp. my Intro-

duction to the Massoretico- Critical edition of the Bible, p. 408 &c.)

The Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text uniformly has m
for the feminine throughout the Pentateuch, and the celebrated

Hellali Codex read rn in Gen. 20 56, as will be seen from the

notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible. The Massorah

itself records instances in the Prophets and Hagiographa where

the textual reading is »m, which ought to be »rn and vice versa

1 (1) Without the prefixes (wn) it occurs 131 times in the Pentateuch, riz.

42 times in Genesis; 7 timet in Exodus; 56 times in Leviticus; 16 times in

Numbers and 10 times in Deuteronomy; (2> with the prefix He (*nnn) 56 times,

vix. 10 in Genesis; 4 in Exodus; 7 in LerlUcus; 8 in Numbers and 27 in

Deuteronomy, and <3) with the prefix Vat) (Kim) ii times, ris. 4 in Genesis;

none in Exodus; 4 in LeTitioui; S in Numbers and none in Deuteronomy. ^
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where rn should be »rn. {Vide mpra, letter n, § 83.) It, moreover,

states that in one instance at least where the Palestinians read

wn the Babylonians have urn and in one the ireverse is the case

(see noles on Ezek. 1 13, Nah. 2 12 in my edition of the Bible),

and in no fewer than thirty-one instances the St. Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916 retains Kin without and with the prefixes

instead of the later rn, which is the reading of the present

textui receptus, viz. Isa. 39 1; Jerem. 3 17; 8 1; 22 16; 25 13;

28 1, 17; 31 1; 38 15; 46 4; 60 4, 20; Ezek. 11 7; 14 17;

16 46, 48; 18 20; 21 19; 26 17; 30 18; 32 16; Hosea 2 4; Joel 4 i;

Amos 5 136; Micah 3 4; Nah. 3 10; Zeph. 1 12; 3 19; Hag. 2 6;

Zech. 3 9; 5 6.

The whole of this question is ably discussed by Delitzsch,

Zeitsehrtft filr kirckliche Wissensehaft und kirchlichea Lehen, Vol. I,

p. 393 &c., Leipzig 1880; Gesenius-Kautzsch, Hebrew Grammar,

p. 107, Oxford 1898; Driver, Critical notes on Leviticus, p. 25 &c.,

in the Sacred Books of the Old Testament edited by Paul Haupt,

London 1894.

ly - § 114.

)ICT\* In five instances the textual reading is rn and the official

reading is trn. For this Rubric see letter n, § 83.

rSDp - § 115.

>rn she, without and with the prefix Vav, bocurs seven tinus

tcUh the accent in the Scriptures. That is, with Zakeph-Qadol. The

design of this Massorah is simply to safeguard the accent on

the pronoun third person feminine. Hence no notice is taken of

its orthography, being in four instances with Yod {ig-n Levit. 13 10;

Josh. 11 10; Judg. 18 28; Ezek. 1 13) and in three with Vav

(Kin Gen. 38 14; Levit. 20 18; 22 12).

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 256, on Gen. 38 14,

which I have printed; (LI) Add. 15,251, fol. 7t6, on Levit. 22 12,

and (HI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 38 14. These three Lists

give identically the same seven instances and are based upon

the same recension of the text. According to another recension

rn is also with the same accent in Judg. 5 29. This is attested

by Orient. 2201; Harley 5710— 11; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,250;

Add. 15,261; Orient 1471; the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible,

Venice 1517 and the editio princeps of the Rabbinic Bible with

the Massorah, Venice 1524—25. It is, however, rn with I'evir in

Add. 15,451; Orient. 4227; the editio princeps of the Bible, Soncino

1488; the second and third editions, Naples 1491 - 93; Brescia 1494

and the Pesaro edition of the Earlier Prophets 1511. It is to be

remarked that Lists II and III in the catchwords for rn

Josh. 11 10 read here -bipj? in accordance with several MSS. and

early editions, as will be seen from the notes on this passage in my
edition of the Bible.

rop = § 116.

8in lK^'^ 2W v&rses are misleading in the same section, in

the first verse the feminine pronoun precedes the Tnasculine and in the

second the reverse is the case the masculine precedes the feminine. In

these two verses this pronoun third person occurs four times,

twice in each verse and is twice masculine and twice feminine.

And though each verse has one feminine and one masculine form,

their position is not the same. In verse 11 the feminine precedes

the masculine form, whilst in verse 14 the reverse in the case,

the masculine form stands first and the feminine second. As the

two feminines are outside and the two masculines are in the

middle, this is indicated by the mnemonic verse from Jerem.

31 22 the feminine svrrmtnd the masculine. It is this alternate

position which is misleading both to the reader and the Scribe

and which this Massorah safeguards.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Orient 2349, fol. 926, on Levit 17 U, which I have printed;

(II) Orient 4445, fol. 1036, on Levit 17 14; (III) Orient 2348,

fol. 1026, on Levit 17 11; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 226,

and (V) the printed Massorah on Levit. 17 11. List II heads this

Rubric wtjk -rab pwsen pice "i, which is manifestly a mistake for

pr Ta 'T, as List IV has it, since the four pronouns occur in two

verses of the same section and not in four separate verses.

V'p = § 117.

n^ he was, is in three instancies with the accent Mereha and

OH the 'penuUimaf fulfimnj. That is, contrary to the rule of niriK rcj

they have the accent on the ultima instead of the penultima.

Of this Rubric, I collated two Lists, one in MS. and one printed:

(I) the printed Massorah Pinalis, letter n, § 88, which I have

printed, and (II) Orient 2869, fol 1496, on 1 Kings 17 7. The
latter, which gives identically the same three passages, heads this

Rubric '3?B3 'i nri, thus shoiitring that the expression "p!?! in List I

is a mistake for p-ba. List II, which gives the third instance

prbB nrcna 'p-a-n »nna, emphatically states that with regard to

Jerem. 62 6 the Codices are divided.

ny = § 118.

^^^ is fioe times with the accent on the penultima. This Rubric

I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter n,

§ 101. With exception of 2 Kings 5 l, rrn in all the other four

passages which constitute this Rubric has not only the accent

Sfercha, but is Milra and two of these are given in the preceding

Rubric as Milra. There can, therefore, be no doubt that the

expression b^vh in the heading, is there also a mistake for rba
and the catchwords ^i-writn'n = 2 Kings 6 l, where rm is not

with Mereha, ought to be on^ nn k"?! Jerem. 63 6, which is given

in the preceding Rubric, as the third instance. Accordingly this

Rubric is simply another recension of § 1 17.

B*»p = § 119.

DiT? lT^^^ to be. to them, otcurs four times in this form in

the Scriptures. That is, the forms nn^rn the Kal preterite third

person singular feminine with the prefix Vav, n;nri the future

third person singular feminine or second person ' singular

masculine and rhm the infinitive construct, are in these four

instances only, followed by orh in the Pentateuch,

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the piinted Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 756, on Exod. 80 21,

and (II) Orient 2349, fol. 856, on the same passage. The expression

-npa in the heading, is manifestly a mistake for 'i-iiio, since this

combination occurs many times apart from the Pentateuch

(comp. Ezek. 3 26; 44 28; 48 12). That the design of this Massorah

is to restrict this combination of anb with the verb rrn to these

three forms only, is evident from the fact that in combination

with other forms of this verb arh occurs many times (comp.

Gen. 11 3; 41 54; Exod. 29 45; Levit 26 45 &c.). Exod. 40 16,

is excluded from this Rubric because nSnb intervenes between

nmni and on^.

By fixing the number at four, the design of this Massorah

is to militate against the ancient reading oa^ in Numb. 19 2!,

which is exhibited in the Samaritan recension of the text, the

Chaldee, the Septuagint and the Syriae, as will be seen from

notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

yp - § 120.

Hij? 'iT^H to become wind, or spirit, occurs twice. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient 1474,

fol. 8 a, on Jerem. 5 13.

K"3p = § 121.

nte^ iT'^n to he iliere, occurs three times. The verb rrn is

combined with this adverb about forty times. In about thirty-

seven instances this adverb is simply a6 in this combination,

and in three only is it rrwi with paragogic He. The Massorah,

therefore, safeguards this exceptional combination. This protection

was all the more necessary since within a few verses of one and

the same chapter where the identical phrase is used, it is in*

one instance iri-n n»^-nrr and in the other nrn taf nrr (Ezek.l 12,20).

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Orient 1474, fol. 71 6, on Ezek. 1 12.

2'3p = § 122.

TTTTS* In seven instances is the verb rr^ in the singular in tht

textual reading and the plural in the official reading or Keri. That is,

according to the headings of several Rubrics, it is in these

instances with He at the end and is read with Vav.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated eleven Lists, eight in MSS. and three printed:

(I) Harley 5720—11, Vol. I, fol. 148a, on Josh. 15 4, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 1496, on Josh. 18 12;

(III) Orient 4445; fol. lft6a, on Numb. 34 4; (IV) Arund. Orient 16

fol. 1 Irt, on Josh. 15 4; (V) the same MS;, fol. 870<i, on Deut 7 8;
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(VI) Add. 15,461, fol. 167 a, On Josh. 18 12; (VII) Add. 21,160,

foL 249tf, on Numb. U 4; (VIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 96;

(IX) Paris Oohlah Ve-Ochlah § 114; (X) the printed Massorah,

on Numb. 34 4, and (XI) the eame on Josh. 15 4.

These eleven Lists exhibit two recensions. Recension I, which

is represented by seven Lists (I—VI, XI) records all the forms of this

verb in the singular, for which the official reading is the plural.

As there are altogether seven such instances, viz. five consisting of

the preterite third person singular with the prefix Fat? (n;rr| Numb.

H 4; Josh. 16 4; 18 12, 14, 19), one without the prefix (nin

Jerom. 50 6) and one the future third person (ffrr Ezek. S7 22),

this Recension gives all these instances and hence states in the

respective headings that there are seven such instances.

Recension II, which is represented by four Lists (VII—X) has

regard to those five instances only which are identical in form,

i. e. the preterite with the prefix Vav (.thi) and hence heads

this Rubric -i 'pi ti -ns irb ins yha 'n and records these five

instances alone, as the two other forms are part of the Rubric,

which records fourteen words written with He at the end and

read with Vav. {Vid» mpra, letter n, § 49.) List X affords another

striking illustration of the oft-repeated statement that later

Nakdanim frequently mistook the import of the Massorah and

altered the headings. This List, as we have seen, exhibits the

second recension which catalogues the five instances. The Nakdan

mistook the catchwords njiaan? -Q»n miT-i d'-ixo bn: - Josh. 15 4

to represent two separate instances and hehce he, or Jacob b.

Chajrim, not only put a full stop between mwn Dnso hn: and

njiw» nr»n, but altered the 'n in the heading into 'i. List III, which

exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah, states at the end of

the Rubric that in one instance (Ezek. 47 12) the reverse is

the case, the textual reading of this verb is the plural (^'.71) and

the official the singular rrrn.'

rap - § 123.

n^n the nngular is in two instance* in the Pentateuch rendered

in the ihrgttm hy the plural. That is, as if like the preceding, it

ended in Vav (rii) instead of He (,Tn). This is the rendering

of the so-called Jerusalem Targum. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 1379, fol. 60 6, on

QeA. 18 6.

r^p - § 124.

\ }^^^ he wa^ when he began to reign, occurs seven times

in the Scriptures. In recording the ages of the respective kings

when they began to reign, is^m is used thirty-eight times. In

thirty-one instances, this infinitive with the suffix third person

singular masculine alone is used,' and in seven only is it

preceded by rr.n. Hence the Massorah safeguards this exceptional

combination. This protection was all the more necessary since

the two descriptions are promiscuously used in one and the

same chapter. (Comp. 2 Kings 8 17, 26; 2 Chron.21 6, 20; 27 1, 8.)

Of this Rubric I coUated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 161 6, on 2 Chron. 21 20, which I have printed, and

(II) the printed Massorah on 2 Kings 15 33. The 1 in the heading

is a mistake for r.

1 Comp. 1 Sam. IS 1; 2 Sam. 2 10; S 4; 1 Kings 14 21; 2S 42; 2 Kings 8 26;

12 1; 16 2; 21 1, 19; 22 1; 22 81, 36; 24 8, 18; Jerem. 52 1; 2 Cbron. 12 IS;

20 SI; 21 5; 22 2; 24 1; 2< S; 27 1; 28 1; SS 1, 21; 34 1; S6 2, 6, 9, 11.

•Tap - § 126.

rrni and it shaU come to pass, occurs four times with this

accent. That is, with Gershayim.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 43a, on Exod. 13 11,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 86a; (III) Orient. 2348,

fol. 75a; (IV) Orient. 2349, fol. 65o; (V) Orient 5404, fol. 64a,

all on the same passage; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 18,

margin, and (VII) the printed Massorah on Exod. 12 25.

These seven Lists vary more or less both in their respective

headings and in the number of the instances which they severally

record. To enable us to test the conflicting statements, it is

necessary to give all the instances in which .-rrn occurs in the

Bible with this accent and to point out the position which it

occupies in the respective verses. With this accent it occurs

altogether twenty times, twelve times in the Pentateuch of which

six begin a verse (Exod. 12 25; 13 11, 14; Levit 13 19; Deut. 6 10;

t\ 14) and six are in the middle of the verse (Qen. 38 9;

IS^D?!

Exod. 1 10; 18 22; Levit. 25 60; Deut. 20 11; 24 1) and eight

times in the Prophets where it is always at the beginning of

the verse (Josh. 6 6; 8 8; 1 Sam. 25 20; 1 Kings 18 12; Isa. 28 17;

Jerem. 17 8; 31 28) except once (Zeoh. 12 8).

List J. — Tested by these facts it is evident that the List

which I have printed, though it does not state it in the heading,

is restricted to the Pentateuch, and is apparently designed to

record those instances only which begin a verse. It is equally

evident that it is incorrect, since as we have seen, there are in

the Pentateuch six instances where njm begins a verse and not

four and that two are omitted (Levit. 13 19; Deut. 6 10).-

List VII. — From the above analysis it is also evident

that the printed Massorah, which heads this List vnj evea 'n mm
nnina on and which is repeated in the printed Massorah Parva,

outer margin, on Exod. 13 11, is incorrect, since there are six

such instances in the Pentateuch. Not only is Levit 13 19

omitted, but this List gives ni"?na d'ssk Deut 27 2 as the fifth

instance where it is rh) with Revia, so that it really records

four only, for it also omits Deut 6 10. The suggestion that

nibna cssk may be a mistake for nibu o-y? (Deut. 6 10) is against

the regular order of the passages which is very strictly observed

in this Rubric. It is to be remarked that in the catchwords for

Exod. 13 11 Jacob b. Ohayim gives -i'n'?K
''•' ^K'a' -a, the expression

l^n'jK does not occur.

List II. — The heading of this List (K-ieoa xaptsa '"db 'k-i "\ nrrn),

which restricts the four instances where it begins the verse with

this accent to Exodus is also incorrect, since it occurs three

times only in this book at the beginning of a verse with

Oershayim, and in the fourth instance yhyi iK'-a'' l?-un nain ^a n'm,

which is here given, viz. rh), it is in the middle of the verse.

However by restricting it to Exodus instead of extending it to

the whole Pentateuch, as is done in the preceding Rubrics, this

List indicates the clue to the solution of the difficulty, and shows

that "iDB 'Kn is the addition in the heading by an ignorant Scribe.

Lists III, IV and V. — These three Lists, which respectively

head this Rubric aea hdib 'rea n .Tni> emphatically show that the

design of this Massorah is to record the four instances in which

rvrn is with Gershayim in Exodus, irrespective of its position in

the verse. Hence it rightly gives Exod. 18 22 as the fourth

instance and excludes Deut 21 14 given in Lists I and VIL
List VI. — This List is of peculiar interest, inasmuch as it

shows how later Nakdanim who mistook the import of Massorahs,

added these passages. This Rubric, like Lists III, IV and V, is

rightly headed -yaa n n^m and enumerates the same four passages

in £|xodus, recorded in the Lists, which restrict rrrn to this book.

A later Scribe, however, added the above niten yh qkmm = Deut31 14,

which is both in conflict with the number given in the heading

and with the design of this Massorah. It will be seen that 0^.
or Double Geresh, is called ana in Lists III, IV and V.

YDp = § 126.

I iTiTI has eight times the accent Legarmeh in this book. That

is, in Isaiah. In the only other instance where it occurs it is with

the simple Munach (.-prn Isa. 5 5) without Legarmeh.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710^11, Vol. II, fol. 56, on

Isa. 10 20, which I have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 1236, on the same passage.

V:ip = § 127.

I rPTT) %» six times with Uie accent in this book. That is, with

Munach^ Legarmeh, in the Minor Prophets, which are treated in

the Massorah as one book. In the other five instances where it

occurs in this part of the Scriptures it is with the simple

Munach (.-rrn (Joel 3 l; Obad. 17; Zeph. 2 7; Zech. 12 3; 14 7).

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Vienna Codex

No. 35 on Hosea 2 28, which I have printed, and (II) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter % § 151. The heading in the printed

Massorah (List II), viz. no'vo ansa 'i ova rrm and the fact that

Jacob b. Ohayim placed this Rubric under letter \ show that

he misunderstood its import. He evidently took it that these

accents refer to the combination bi«j rrrn. That the design of this

Massorah is to record the instances in which it is injrn with

Munach Legarmeh followed by any words with Munach Reina, is

attested by n^nn^j^l.Trn (Mipah 4 1) and n'T|«(^ 1 rrni (Micah 5 6).

The printed MassorsS) moreover, wrongly ""gives 010 «inn wa nrm

'tni^n "o Hosea 2 8 as the first instance, whereas it is here ttji]

with Mehupach and omits iiur mm ova rrm Zech. 14 8.
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n'Sp = § 128.

I rHI is thirteen timee wUk the accent Paxer in the 3eripturee.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, on

Josh. 3 19. There are fourteen such instances where this preterite

with the prefix Vav is with Pazer. The instance here omitted is in

Judg. 21 22. It will be seen that this Rubric includes the Keri

in Ezek. 46 6. The note of Jacob b. Chayim appended to the

catchwords for Judg. 7 4 in this Lis^ to the effect that rrm is

here with Zakeph and that it is not included in this Rubric in

some Massorahs, is enigmatical.^ All the Model Codices which I

have examined (Orient. 2201; Harley 6710—11; Arund. Orient 16;

Add. 16,260; Add. 16,261; Add. 16,461 StQ.), and all the early

editions without exception have it with Paxer.

rrvooa f> m^n hsim ¥h ta i|pta inn «3 pson p yxm nm ^ nms
|0 m ruo3 16 rrtrm 'eoai oijoj v^ nrsa Mim s'j ^npna a«9V* ensB ana yram t»b oytsa

.ontsn 1*30

t3'3p - § 129.

^JiT\ it three tme$ vnth the accent in this book. That is, with

Revia in Exodus. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated three li^ists: (I) Orient. 2348, fol. 87 a,

on Exod. 38 8, which I have printed; (II) Orient 2849, fol. 77a,

on the same passage, and (III) Orient 6404, fol. 76a, also on
the same passage.

As rri^] is also three times with Revia in Genesis (12 12;

80 41; 44 81), there can hardly be any doubt that a Rubric to

this effect may yet be found in some MSS. which will show that

the design of this Massorah is to indicate the minority of the

passages where rvsri is with Revia in these two books, compared
with the number of instances in which it occurs in the other

three books of the Pentateuch. Thus in Numbers it occurs five

times (16 24; 16 7; 17 20; 21 9; 83 66) and in Deuteronomy nine

times (8 19; 11 18, 29; 18 19; 21 16; 26 6; 27 2; 28 1, 16), whilst

in Leviticus there is not a single instance.

yp - § 180.

rrni the nngular it in nine inttaneet in the Pentateuch rendered

in the Targum hy the plural. That is, as if it were rjji instead

of rr^. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2849, foL 80 a, on

(Sen. 2 10, which I have printed, and (II) Orient biOi, fol. 29a, on

the same passage.

r^ - § 18 J.

KUTJ tt^lJ n^ and that man wat, oceurt twice. That is,

in this combination, in contradistinction to the phrase i^ rr,n^

y^ (Numb. 16 7; 17 20; Deut 18 19; 1 Sam. 17 26). Of 'this

Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and, two printed:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 169&, on Jerem. 20' 16, which I

have printed; (II) the printed Massorah on the same passage,

and (IH) the same on Job 1 l.

S'^p - 9 182.

nyr (T^*^ and Jehovah wat, or thaU he, it ties timet thut

eomhined tn the Scripturet. In the only two other passages where
rr^ is followed by the divine Name, it li Bifh% or o*??^ (Gen. 48 21

;

1 Kings 18 34).

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Harley 6710-1 J, Vol. I, fol. 166J, on Judg. 2 18,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 26 lb, on
2 Kings 18 7; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. I9b, on Judg. 2 18;

(IV) the same MS., foL 62a, on 1 Sam, 24 16; (V) the same
MS., foL 113a, on 2 Kings 18 7; (VI) the same MS., fol. inb,
on Zeoh, 14 9; (VII) Add. 21,160, foL 28a, on Gen. 28 21;

(Vni) Halle Oohlah Ve-Oohlah I, | 153, and (IX) the printed
Massorah Finalis, letter m, | 161.

y^p - I 188.

WHi^ D1*9 n^'Tl ^^ ^^ '^^ ^^^'"^ *^ P"*" '^ ^^ ^y* oeewrt

thirteen timet thut e&mbinsd in thit book. That is, in Isaiah. Apart
from this book this phrase occurs altogether eighteen times

(Jerem. 80 8; Ezek. 88 10, 18; 88 11; Hotea 1 6; 2 18, 28;

Joel 4 18; Amos 8 9; Micab 6 9; Zeph. 1 10; Zech. 12 8, 9;

18 2, 4; 14 6, 8, 18).

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Harley 6710-11, Vol. II, fol. 6fl, on Isa. 7 18.,

^

rbp - § 134.

D1^ iTnj and it thall be in the day of, is five timet ikut

combined, rr^ji is followed thirty-nine times by this noun with the
prefix Beth. In thirty-five instances it is oi'p rrrn with Pathach

under the Beth and in these five only, is it with Sheva. Hence the
Massorah safeguards the exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, foL I8l6, on 1 Sam. 18 22,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 48a, on the
same passage; (III) Add. 16,261, fol. 167&, also on the same
passage; (IV) Orient 2849, foL 185a, on Deut 21 16; (V) the
printed Massorah on the same passage, and (VI) the same on
Zeph. 1 8.

(T^p - § 186.

nri^ who was, occurs three times. That is, apart from
Ecdesiastes, this form of the preterite third person singular

masculine with the prefix Shin, is exceptionally used in two
instances only instead of rm-*^

And throughout Ecclesieistes it is likewise so except in three

instances. This abnormal form is the rule in Ecdesiastes. Here
it occurs six times (19; 2 9; 8 15; 6 10; 7 24; 12 9) and once it

is .Trify (12 7), whilst nrp-i^^, which is normally used in all the

other Scriptures, is here the exception, occurring three times only.

This Rubric, which I have found in the printed Massorah
Finalis only, letter n, § ill, is incorrect It states in the heading
that there are three such instances, whereas there are two only
apart from Ecdesiastes. And as the Rubric itself duly gives the

two, the i is manifestly a clerical mistake for a. Still more corrupt
is the second part of this Rubric, which gives apparently four

instances where ri;.7'ny
i<

occurs in this book, but which are really

only three, since the catchwords 'nDerni vi^nrr for the first

instance and <3b^ rrrr ivm /se^ the catchwords for the third, are both

in Eccl 1 16. I have, therefore, omitted the first catchwords*

Ybp = § 186.

nilTl she wat, begint a verte five timet in the Scripturet. This
preten^te third person singular feminine stands at the beginning
of a verse altogether thirty-seven times. In thirty-two instances

it is with the prefix Vav^ and in five only is it without this

prefix Hence the Massorah safeguards this rare exception.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and
two printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. II, foL Ub, on Ezek. 87 1,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. It, foL 186a, on
Ps. 42 4; (in) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 190b, on Ezek. 37 1; (IV)

Add. 16,261, fol. 2865, on the same passage; (V) the same MS.,

fol.894^ on Prov.81 14; (VI) the printed Massorah on Ezek. 871,
and (VII) the same on Prov. 81 14.

1 Oomp. nri«r|i tt the beginning of the rene Qnx. 9 16; Xzod. 11 6;
Uvit. 16 29, 84; 14 9; 25 6; Kumb. 19 21; 2i 18; Deut 17 19; 28 26; Jofb. t K;
1 Bum. 18 21; 2 Kingi 9 87 Kertf let. 11 ti; 18 19; 19 17; 28 4; '^wm. 7 88;

U 11; 88 9; 48 16; it 17, 88; 80 10; fl 87; Esdi. 8 16; 18 9; 29 9; 44 26;
48 12; Ifiosh 7 18; Ztph. t 6.

V'?p « § 187.

nriyj the wat, oceurt four timet. That it, wifh Kametz under
the Yod instead of the normal Sheva, which is due to its pausal

accents, being in two instances Zakeph-Katon (Isa. 14 24; 64 9)i

and in two Athnach (Lament 1 8/ 2 Chron. 16 I9)i

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. U, fol. 76, on Isa. 14 34, which I have
printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 168a, on 2 Chron. 16 19;

(III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 286a, on Lament 1 8; (IV) St Peters*

burg Oodex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 14 24; (V) the same Codtz oD'

Isa. 64 9; (VI) Arund. Orient 16, foL 366a, on 3 Ohron. 16 19;

(VII) Add. 21,160, foL 816a, on Lament 1 8; (VIII) ^alle Ocblab

Ve-Ocblah II, | 18, margin, and (IX) the printed Massorah, on
Isa. 14 24. List II, which heads it 'tap 'n and adds at the end

m<n imp "wcn, indieates the import of this Massorah.

n'ip - i 188.

'V^'TH*
^'^'***'**' »* ^ «^* '*»« accent U hat Oa/ya without

variation. Accordingly, as it occurs five times with Oerhayim, it

must be vi^ in all the five instances (Levit 18 24; Numb. 10 10;

1 Sam. 18 21; 2 Kings 9 87 K^ri; Zeph. 2 6).



n — n § 189—144. 2!) 8 § 145—149. {']

And wherever it is nmni icith this accent it i» without G(iyu

except once. As it occurs five times altogether with TelishuGedolah

the other four instances must be nri;rri (Exod. 40 15; Levit. 26 6;

Numb. 19 9; Ib&. 19 17) without Guya.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorab,

I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 3349, fol. 1206, on Numb. 32 22,

which I have printed, and (II) Orient. 5404, fol. 1196, on the

same passage.

r^p = § 189.

nfrrn tkroughota the Pentateuch is with the accent Geresh

excejit one*. Apparently this statement might mean that with one

exception nn;m throughout the Pentateuch, where it occurs

upwards of thirty times, is always with the accent Gershayim. This,

however, is not its meaning as is attested by the fact that it

has nine different accents and the preceding Rubric mentions

those instances in whfdh it is with Telisha-Gedolah. By comparing

the two parts of this Rubric it will be seen that its design is

restricted to two acccitits only, in connection with n^l^'^1, which

are exhibited in the different parts of the Bible, viz. Gershayim

and Kadma Ve-Azla. In the Pentateuch Gershayim prevails. Here it

occurs twice (Levit. 13 24 ; Numb. 19 10) and with Kadma Ve-Azla once

only. Here, therefore, the Massorah safeguards the solitary instance.

And throughout the rest of the Scriptures it is likewise so except

three times. As outside the Pentate«ch, these " two accents are

equally divided, since nn'rn also occurs threis times only (Isa. 28 4;

Jerem. 7 88; Ezek. 6 15 Keri), the rule and the exception are

here inapplicable in this artificial Rubinc.

In this artifical form this Rubric does not occur in the

printed Massorah. I collated three Lists of it in the following

MSS.: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 117 a, on Numb. 27 11, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 5404, foL 116a, on the same passage, and

(III) Add. 15,451, fol. 1116, also on the same passage. In the

ancient Codex Orient 4445, fol. 148a, on the same passage, the

first part of this Rubric only is given, viz. in p -a nrm Kn""iiK te

BBPa npn^ ^mr" -la'? nfi^ whilst the printed Massorah, on 2 Kings

9 37, and Zeph. 2 6 gives the second part.

O'p =- § 140.

^^^^^^ « three times with the accent in the Prophets. That is,

with Azla and Teres or Kadma Ve-Azla. This Rubric, which I have

found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter n, § 116, is

corrupt. It omits Ezek. 6 15, which is one of the three instances

and gives Zeph. 2 6, which the printed Massorah itself gives as

one of the three instances with Gershayim, i*eeorded in the preceding

Rubric. That this corruption is not due to Jacob b. Chayim, is

evident from the note which he appended to the Rubric, and

which I give below.* He, however, could not find the third

instance and was inclined to think that there were only two.

'»Bnj «3ir 'VB3 nn«m 'jn pstrna nsoj ton cpt hm nn»ni '3 »^ rtvp Kp p'nyon iok i

'yo2 'a tthn oi>m mya t«in »3 »^»«i '»ipnj iiv 'yas D»n ^am pin m^v 'nDon "jaa «in jai

hv nooj onBDn hpi opn nSaJim 'jaw ntm nn'Pi Sy in'ai oyn n'?aji ^au runv vhw unnp

.^•ay naap 'noaa oyaa 'i in ^a

trap = § 141.

l'^^''^'^^ As this preterite second person singular masculine

with and without the prefix Vav, is spelt in three different ways,

the Massorah by this sign indicates tiie passages where this

variation obtains. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 67a, on 2 Sam. 15 38, and (II) the printed Massorah

on Judg. 11 6.

rap = § 142.

nn^^TI is twice plene. Of this separate Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I)

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 27 a, on Judg. 11 6, which I have printed,

and (II) the same MS., fol. 596, on 2 Sam. 5 2. It will be seen

that these two instances are part of the preceding Rubric.

rap = § 143.

TT'Pt] and thou shalt be, occurs twice. That is, the second

person singular feminine. This Rubric I have found in the printed

Massorah Finalis only, letter rt, § 97.

rap - § 144.

&ihvb tSrb W*TI and I win he their God, occurs three

times. That is, in contradistinction to the phrase a^¥^ tss^ -ri'!™

and I wiU he your God, which occurs three times (Exod. 6 7;

Levit 26 12; Jerem. 7 2n). This Rubric I have found in the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter it, § 435. It is incorrect since

there are four such instances. (Comp. Jerem. 31 33.)

n-ap « § 145.

Ttl they were, begins a verse twice [three times]. This preterite

third person plural begins a verse altogether thirty-three times.

In thirty instances it is with the prefix Vav^ and in three only
is it without this prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards this

exceptional position.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 201a, on Hosea 6 10, which
I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, foL 402a, on Lament 1 5;

(III) Add. 21,160, fol. 315a, on the same passage; (IV) Vienna
Codex No. 35 also on the same passage, and (V) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 120. It is remarkable that List I,

which is from the carefully written Model Codex and which I

have printed, not only states in the heading that there are two
such instances, but enumerates two only. But as all the otber

five Lists state in their respective headings that there are three

and give Jerem. 51 i\ as one of the three. List I is either based

upon Codices which exhibited m in Jerem. or it may be due
to a clerical error.

< Comp. 4*ni at the beginning of the verse Oen. 1 15; Exod. 19 11;

35 20; 86 26; 28 43; .1« 29, 30; Numb. 3S 3, 12, 29; S6 3; Dent 6 6; 88 23,

46, 66; Josh. 18 21; Isa. 19 10; S3 12,' 49 28; Jerem. 19 18; 86 S3; SO 20;

32 38; 49 82; Esek. 14 14; 37 20; 44 11; Zeoh. 10 6, 7; Mai. 3 17.

rap - § 146.

Tn they were, is in two instances supposed to he rm he teas.

That is, in these two passages the extra-official reading is the

preterite third person singular instead of the plural, which is

the textual reading. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Orient 1474, fol. 956, on Ezek. 22 13.

For the interchangeable use of 'tm and j^i'sdi see letter m,

§§ 729; 742.

?-ap - § 147.

m '^Ti) Vn 'tyip 'a p pt '^ Two phrases respecHvely

occur twice in the same Section, the first time the verb is in the

plural, and the second' in the singular. As this variation obtains

not only in identically the same phrases, but in the same
connection, the design of the Massorah is to safeguard this

phenomenon. The necessity for this protection will be seen on

referring to the notes on Gen. 41 48, 58 in my edition of the

Bible.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated nine Lists, six in MSS. and three printed:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2526, on 1 Chron. 23 22, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol. ^36, on 1 Chron. 24 28; (III)

Orient 4445, fol. 31 6, on Gen. 41 48; (IV) Add. 21,160, foL 46a,

on the same passage; (V) the same MS., fol. 3026, on Eccl. 2 7;

(VI) HaUe Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement fol. 132a; (VII) Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 238; (VIII) the printed Massorah on Gen.

41 53, and (IX) the same on i Chron. 24 28.

n-'ap = § 148.

1^'^^ For this textual reading the Sevir, or the extra-official

reading^ IS twice ii*rn. This Rubric I have found in the printed

Massorah only, on Exod. 36 29. It will be seen that the Sevir

makes this phrase conformable to the parallel passage in

Exod. 26 24. The second catchwords t^oa btstki Dtnp roar rm may

either refer to Exod. 26 25 or 36 30. As Exod. 26 24 is rrn

B''bl»n, it is more probable that it is intended for 26 25 so as to

make verses 24 and 25 uniform. Besides if the immediately

following verse were intended by the Massorah, viz. Exod. 36 20, SO,

the Massorah would not give these lengthy catchwords for it, but

would denote it by the ordinary expression T'-\n»6n (vide supra,

letter a, § 180).

o'ap - § 149.

D^l^'^ ye have been, is twice d^ective. That is, this preterite

second person plural masculine, without and with tlje prefix

Vav, which occurs upwards of thirty times and is normally spelt

with two YoHs, is in these two instances only with one Yod.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional spelling.
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Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSa and one

printed: (I) Orient. 2849, fol. 141 a, on Deut. 31 27, which I have

printed; (II) Anind. Orient. 1*, fol. 42a, on 1 Sam. 12 14; (III)

Add. lii.SSO, foL 1146, on Deut 81 27; (IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 126a,

on the same passage, and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter n, § 96. As one of the instances is -with the prefix Vav

(1 Sam. 12 14), Lists in and IV h$ad this Rubric more properly

'r6a 'on 'a, whilst List n heads ).t 'en •> on'ni en^'^

r^m § 160.

ri^il to he, it twice written with He. In the other four instances

in which this infinitive absolute, occurs, it is with Vav. They are

given in the following Rubric. This Rubric I have found in the

printed Massorah Finalis only, letter n, § 90. The Massorah Parva

in Add. 21,161 on both these passages remarks 'p fn, thus making

it conformable to the other four ins^nces.

K'5p - § 161.

I^n to he, oceurt six iimet tm<A Vav. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from St. Petersburg Codex

of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 15 18. It will be seen that it emphatically

states in the heading that all the six instances are with Vav,

which is according to the Kei-i and that at the end of the Rubric

it adds two of the inttancet are in the Kethiv with He. For the

substitution of Vav for He see above, letter n, §§ 147, 148.

yap - § 162.

Ttlrp to he, it eight timet defective iu thit form. That is, the

infinitive form with the prefixes Beth, Lamed and Mem, which occurs

over 100 times altogether and which is normally with Vav

plene, is in these eight instances only, without the Vav. Hence

the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 59 a, on Exod. 36 18, which I

have printed; (II) Ori^t 4446, foL 50 6, on Exod. 9 28; (III)

Add. 16,461, foL 686, tin Exod. 40 15; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 128a,

on Exod. 36 18; (V) the same MS., fol. 1356, on Exod. 4& lb;

(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Oohlah II, § 18 margin, and (VH) the

printed Massorah on Exod. 19 16.

i'ip - § 158.

riVrpi and to he, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Vienna Codex No. 85, on

Esther 8 13. As both instances are plene, the heading ought more

properly to be '^oi '3. This Rubric shows beyond doubt that the

statement of the printed Massorah that ni'n^i occurs once only

{vide infra, letter i, § 17 A, where it is among the unique words

beginning with Vav Lapsed), is incorrect

np - 154.

nViItt from to he, it three timet plene in thit form . . . aU in

ihit hook. That is, in Exodus the infinitive form with the prefixes

Beth, Lamed and Vav, is in these three instances exceptionally

plene. (Vide tupra, letter n, § 152.) Of this Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I)

Orient 2349, fol. 636, on Exod. 12 4, which I have printed, and

(II) Orient 5404, fol. 626, on the same passage.

•Tap - § 155.

iTT^nS while he loot, it three timet defective. This infinitive

construct^ with the suffix third person singular maspuline and

with the prefix Beth, which occurs altogether seven timed, is in

four instances plene (Isa. 65 6; Ezek. 15 5; Ps. 68 1; 142 1)

and in three defective. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

orthography of the minority. This protection was necessary, since

in some redactions of the text it was plene in Jerem. 89 16, as is

attested by the St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 where a later

Nakdan remarked against it 'na 'on.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 165a, on 2 Chron. 10 6,

which I have" printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 876, on 1 Kings

12 6; (III) the same MS., fol. 178 a, on Jerem. 39 15, and (IV)

the printed Massorah on 2 Chron. 10 6.

Yip - § 156.

rrni and he thou, or and thouthaU he, occurs six times. That

is, with '^ewa under the He and not with Chateph-Segol (rrrn), as

is attested by the best Standard MSS., viz. Orient 2201; Harley

5710—11; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,360; Add. l.'>,251 &c.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three In MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 6710 -11, Vol. I, fol. lOa, on Gen. 17 1,

which I have printed; (11) Add. 16,250, foL 1425, on Judg. 17 10;

(III) Add. 15,451, fol. 9 a, on Gen. 12 2; (IV) the printed Massorah

on the same passage, and (V) the same on Judg. 17 lo.

np - § 167.

TH he ye, oceurt twice in the Seripturet.. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Liste:

(I) Add. 21,160, fol. 2166, on Numb. 16 16, which I have printed,

and (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 83 a, on the same passage.

mp - § 168: .

1^T1 and he ye, oceurt teven timet in the Scriptaret. That is,

in contradistinction to this quadriliteral which is rrn. Of this

Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular parts of the

Massorah, I collated ten Lists, seven in MSS. and three printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, fol. 197a, on 2 Sam. 2 7, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 205a, on 2 Sam. 18 28;

(III) the same MS., VoL H, fol. 65a, on Jerem. 48 28 ;
(IV) St Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916, on the same passage; (V) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 675, on 2 Sam. 2 7; ,(VI) the saihe MS., fol. 1066,

on 2 Kings 11 8; (VH) the same MS., foL 2705, ^ 2 Chron. 28 7;

(Vni) the printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 2 7; (IX) the same on

Jerem. 48 28, and (X) the same on 2 Chron, 23 7. List IV,

which is the oldest form of this Rubric and is headed ps -m rm

pen 't, indicates the design of this Massorah.

8S'3p - § 169.

rPiT Ae or it thall he, it twice mitleading. That is, in these

two instances the extra-official reading is r.T the plural instead

oi.rw the singular. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Harley 6710—11, ^ol. H, foL 1005, on

Ezek. 44 30. For the interchangeable expressions prwa and p-rao

see above, letter k, §§ 729, 742.

D'p - § 160,

iTiT he, or it thall he, it eight timet mitleading. That is, in

these passages the extra-official reading is different What the

Sevir substitutes for this Kal future third singular mateuline, the

Rubric itself does not say. From the first two instances, however,

which are avowedly corrupt, it would seem that it is rnyn the

feminine. But this does not suit all the passages, since it not only

requires yij in Ps. 89 87 and 1 Chron. 17 11 to be taken as feminine,

but is inadmissable in the other passages. I must, therefore,

leave the explanation of this Rubric to more expert Massorites,

and will only point out that we have here references to Baby-

lonian and Palestinian variations which have hitherto been

unknown. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Orient 1474, fol. 86 a, on Ezek; 16 16.

K'Dp - § 161.

iTiTtt^ which thall he, occurs four timet in Eecleiiattet. That

is, this'abnormal form instead of the normal rvjr, nt^, which occurs

twenty-six times in the other Scriptures and once in EccL (8 12).

The design of this Rubric is to militate against the ancient

reading .th^ in Eccl. 10 14 which is preserved in the Septuagint

and the Syriac and which is now accepted as preferable to

rrrv^. This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis

oniy, letter n, § 121. It is both' Misleading and incorrect, since

it occurs five times. Not only is Eccl. 8 22 omitted, but the

statement in the heading that it occurs four times in Ecclesiaste*

(j^ipfyp^ >^) implies that it also occurs apart from this book, whereas

rrnnj occurs nowhere elsCj

3'Dp « § 162.

Vri ^T occurs three times in thit form. That is, in^ the

singular"where the pitnrskl nOghrbe expected. This appears to

be the import of this etigmMic Rubric of whidh I collated two

Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 296, on Gerf. I l*r>^1:fe*^® printed,

and (II) Orient. 5404, fol. 285, on the B&^ejg^Agk

yop = § 168.

rHiT ^7l Be Jehovah, oceurt twiei That is, followed b^

yf^ y>P^:''Be JehovcA thy Qod hletted. In the other three instances

where' nln^ vr occurs it is followed by «?j? wrj'nj (^ Kings 8 67)

or simply by «| (Jerem. 42 6) or ^ (l Chron, 22 11). This

Rubric is from Arund. Orient 16, fol 856, on 1 Kings 10 9. The

catchwords uoyirn^K 1 Kings 8 67 are manifestly a clerical error

for ii-o yrh^ This is attested by the fact that this Massorah is

88b
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on 1 Kings 10 9 and that the phrase yre^ vf^^ -IT '^, ^^lo"®

occurs twice, otherwise this Rubric has no meaning since, as we
have seen, nirp %t occurs five times,

TDp § 164.

^*T^ and it shall be, occurs iktrty-tivo times in the Scriptures,

four of these are in the Minor Prophets. That is, this apocopated

future with the prefix Vav, in contradistinction to the numerous
instances in which this quadriliteral is pointed tpi and with which

it is not infrequently interchanged, as will be seen from the notes

on 1 Kings 13 83j li 5 in my edition of the Bible (comp. Gesenius-

Kautzsch Hebrew Orammer, § U2A). This Rubric, which does not

occur in this separate form in the printed Massorah, fs from
Harley 5710—11, Vol. n, foL 107 a, on Hosea 14 7. It shows
that the Massorites originally arranged their materials in accor-

dance with the several books.

iTDp -= § 165.

^'T^ occur* thirty-two times. The instances which were at

first recorded on the separate books are here collected together

in one List

Of this popular Massorah I collated seventeen Lists, I shall,

however, specify the following seven only, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient 2349, foL 62 &, on Exod. 9 22, which I have
printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 40 6, on 1 Sam. 10 5; (III)

Orient 5404, fol. 61 6, on Exod. 10 21; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 806,

on the- same passage; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Ps. 9 10;

(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah U, § 18, and (VII) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 108.

It will be seen that though List I states in the heading
that there are thirty-two such instances, it enumerates thirty-one

only, omitting 1 Chron. 22 16. But as this is duly given in the
other Lists its omission is manifestly due to a clerical error.

To the catchword -o No. 11 I give the reference 1 Sam, 30 13,

but as this is already given on yxff No. 9, 1 Chron. 14 15 should
be substituted for it The printed Massorah (List VII) gives
hv IT msj irn Exod. 10 21 twice, as Nos. 4 and 6, which is evidently
a scribal error.

VDp - § 166.

^T5 arid it came to past, it Jive time* with thi* accent in this

book. That is, with Gershayim in Genesis. Of this Rubric I collated

seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient. 2849,
foL 84a, on Gen. 10 19, which I have printed; (II) Add. 16,251,

foL 17&, on the same passage; (III) Add. 2i,160, fol. lb, on
Gen. 20 18; (LY) the same MS., fol. 50a, on Gen. 4$ 21; (V)
Vienna Codex No. 86, on (Jen. 10 19; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-
Ochlah, Supplement, foL 129&, and (VII) the printed Massorah
on Gen. 10 19. Lists m and IV bead this Rubric Mttpes we m n
BOS which is incorrect, since one of the instances (Gen. S9 5) is

in the middle of the verse.

rop = § 167.

^"l^ i* twice with thi* accent in thi* book. That is, with (derthayim
in Samuel. This Rubric is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 876, on
1 Sam. 4 18. Against each of these two passages the Massorah
Parva also states that there are two tuoh instances with this

accent ('bds Tea 's).

As there are six such instances (vide infra, letter n, § 168),
there can hardly be any doubt that this Rubric records the two
only which occur in the same section and that the qualifying
expression w^jya must be supplied in the bedding.

n'Dp - § 168.

^'Tl i* tia timet with the accent in this book. That is, with
Gerthayim in Samuel Of this Rubric, which does not occur in
the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient, 1471,
foL 189a, on^2 Sam. 4 4, which I have printed, and (II) Orient
3210, foL 96b, on the tame passage.

Between Genesis and Samuel I have not as yet been able
to find any Lists, recording the instances in which rm is with
Oerihaym. From a careful collation, however, it occurs aii follows:
once in Exodus (40 17); none in Leviticus; once in Numbers
(10 11); none in Deuteronomy; four times in Joshua (8 14; 10 11,

27; 16 6); and once in Judges (11 89).

rop - I 169.

'n^ i* nine timet wUh Qerthayim in thit book. That is, in
Kings where it also always begins a verse. By fixing the number
tt nine, this Massorah militates against the Swir whiob is r^

in 2 Kings 18 21, Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 6710—11,
Vol. I, fol. 219 a, on 1 Kings 3 18, which I have printed, and
(II) the same MS., Vol, I fol, 228 a, on 1 Kings 12 20.

rp - § 170.

''rn ** three times toith this accent in thit book. That is, in

Ezra-Nehemiah. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the
printed Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 6710—11,
Vol II, fol. 2945, on Neh. 3 88, which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., Vol II, foL 296 a, on Neh. 4 9; (IH) Add. 16,260,

jol, 8966, on the same passage, and (IV) Add. 16,251, fol. 4216,

on Neh. 1 4. As these three instances respectively begin a verse,

the latter heads it 'idb 'in 'nss 'i. Between Kings and Ezra-Nehemiah
w occurs once only with this accent (Ezek. 38 21). This accounts
for the apparent gap between Kings and Ezra-Nehemiah.

H'Pp - § 171.

'*iV) it five time* with thi* accent in thi* book. That is, in

Chronicles, where four of the instances begin a verse and one
is in the middle of the verse (l Chron. 2 8). Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated four

Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1806, on 1 Chron. 2 8,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. I66a,

on 2 Chron. 10 2; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 156 a, on
2 Chron. 12 2, and (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35, on the same
passage.

2'Vp - S 172.

TH i* five time* with this accent in thi* book. That is, with

Pathta in Judges, and always begins' the verse. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 16,260,

foL 1416, on Judg. 16 4. It is incorrect, since there are altogether

ten such instances in this book and aU begin the verse. Judg.

1 28; 8 18; 9 42; 15 17 and 21 4 are omitted. It probably

exhibits the first attempt to collect these instances and a later

Nakdan, who mistook the incipient List for complete, prefixed

the heading to agree with the tentative number enumerated in

the Rubric. Moreover the catchwords -pa^ m3 tro Judg. 19 8 are

manifestly a clerical error for -|aV ivo 19 6.

rrp - § 178.

^m) oecuri ttoenty-one [twenty] time* with thi* accent at ihe

beginning of a verte. That is, with Tevir. In the only other

instance thiree instances where it occurs with this accent it is

in the middle of the verse (comp. vi^ Josh. 19 10; Judg. 8 27;

1 Sam. 26 2).

*

'

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated thirteen Lists, twelve in MSS.
and one printed: (I) Orient ,2849, fol. 1196, on Numb, 81 87,

which I have printed; (II) Orfent 4446, fol. 1626, on the same
passage; (HI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1746, on Jerem. 41 4; (IV)

the same MS., fol. 219a, on Zech. 8 1; (V) the same MS,, fol, 2646,

on 2 Chron. 12 U; (VI) Add. 16,361, foL 89 a, on Numb, 10 86;

(VII) the same MS,, fol 1966, on 1 Kings 18 17; (VIII) the same
MS., fol 884a, on 2 Chron, 11 11; (IX) Add. 16,461, fol 99a,

on Numb. 10 86; (X) Add. 21,160, fol 2486, on Nnmb, 81 87;

(XI) the same MS., fol 278a, on Josh. 5 8; (XII) Orient 286«,

fol 66, on the same passage, and (XIII) the printed Massorah
on 2 Chron. 12 ll.

Though the heading in the List whiob I have printed states

that there are twenty-one such instances, and though this is also

stated both in the heading of List II and in the Massorah Parva
of this ancient Codex, they enumerate twenty instances only,

which is the correct number and is rightly so given both in

the headings and contents of all the other Lists. Owing to the

expression 'am against No. 1 9, which may either bervDi - Zech. 7 4

and 8 1 or nam - Zech, 7 4; 8 l and 18 where it is ^ with
this accent in all the three instances, some confusion has arisen

in the Lists. Against Zech. 8 i in my List is to be added 8 18.

In my edition of the Bible *rn l Kings 5 2 is a mistake for ifT^.

TPp - I 174.

^'^ the tingular, it tia timet mitleading. That is, in these six

instances the Sevir or extra-official reading, is rpn the plural in

accordance with Gen. 6 4, 6, 8, 11, 14, 17, 30, 37; 11 82; 85 28,

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient 2849, fol 866, on Gen. 17 1, w>ioli I have
printed; (II) Orient 6404, fol 866, on the same l^age, and
(III) the printed Massorah on Geo. 47 38, Lists I and II are
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identical, only that _ the latter adds the expression roi in the

heading for iii^hich List HI has the equivalent prttttn. It will be
seen that though the heading emphatically states there are six

such instances, the Rubric itself records five only. As List III,

which also states that there are six, gives n [- Gen. 9 29] as

the second instance, and moreover as this List is practically

as the other two, it is certain that its omission in Lists I and II

is due to a later Nakdan who followed the recension of the

text recorded below in § 186 irrespective of the fact that by
so doing he produced" a conflict between the heading and the

instances catalogued in the List.

What is remarkable about these Lists is that they give

D"OK or orroK Gen. 17 C and irfjjw or .Tyr" 2 Kings 20 4 as two

of the six passages where the reading <)'n«i. the plural is impossible,

and omit yan Gen. 5 23 and -jb^ Gen. 6 81 for which the Sevir

on both these passages actually is <i\n*i.

n'Vp - § 176.

^"T^ t» in mne irutancta rendered in the Targmi by nirn. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from
Add. 21,160, fol. 846, on Gen. 86 6.

rpp - § 176.

•TpKil D'H^^il ^"^HlNt \'T1 a«^ »' «"»»« ^ p<^' «/'«'' ^««
things, oeeura three times. This phrase occurs altogether eight times

and always begins a verse. In five instances the preposition is

-irj< (Gen. 22 1; 39 7; 40 1; l Kinge 17 17: 21 1) and in three

only, is this preposition ntj^t the plural construct. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the minority. This protection was necessary

since the two combinations are used promiscuously in one and
the same chapter (Gen. 22 1, 20) and since the Samaritan recension

has uniformly iii^.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Orient. 2849, fol. 89 6, on Gen. 22 20, which I have printed;

(II) Orient 4446, fol. 89a, on Gen. 48 1; (III) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 82&, on the same passage; (IV) Add. 21,1«0, fol. 11a,

on Gen. 22 20; (V) the same MS., fol. 586, on Gen. 48 1; (VI)

Halle Oohlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 18; (VII) the printed Massorah
on Gen. 22 20, and (VIII) the same on Josh. 24 29. The mnemonic
sign I have found in Cambridge Add. 465 and in the printed

Massorah on Gen. 22 20. The latter has it in the outer margin.

i'JJp = § 177.

Wtt ^"IHK ''H'^l and it came to pass after the death of, isfour times

thus combined. That is, in this combination in these three instances

the words immediately follow each other, in contradistinction to

the other two passages where other expressions intervene between

'jTi and •nnti (comp. 2 Kings 14 17; 2 Chron. 26 25).

Of this popular Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS.
and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 137a, on
Josh. 1 1, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. lb,

on the same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 18&, on Judg. 1 1;

(IV) Add. 16,451, fol. 176, on- Gen. 25 ll; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 1626, on Judg. 1 1; (VI) Add.' 21,160, fol. 166, on Gen. 26 11;

(VII) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and (VIII) the

same on Josh. 1 1. All these Lists give the mnemonic sign.

ri'Vp " § 178.

"THK X^H ^"^^^ and there loas one man, occurs twice. In the

other four instances where BV-K'n^i occurs, it is without nrtK

(Judg. 17 1; 19 1; 2 Sam. 21 20; 1 Chron. 20 6) and once w
is followed by xi'tn (Job 1 l). Of this Rubric, which does not
occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 28a, on Judg. 13 2, which I have printed; (II)

the same MS., fol. 36 o, on 1 Sam. 1 i, and (III) Add. 16,250,

fol. 1466, on the same passage.

«=i?Vn3^

rX>j5 - § 179.

) ^12| ^'7^ and the border of their inheritance was,

I twice. In Joshua 19, which describes the territories of the

Mveral tribes, three different phrases are used. In the case of
Zebttlun and Dan the lengthier formula which heads this Rubric
is vted. With regard to Simeon the shorter form on^nj w. and their

imher^nce loas, is used (19 1) whilst with regard to'lVsaohar, Asher

and Naphtali the phrase o^^isa ',ti and their border teas, is used
(19 18, 25. 33). Hence the Massorah safeguards the different
phrases. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, is from Ai'und. Orient. 16, fol. 14a, on Josh. 19 41.

In the mnemonic sign -iat, which stands in the MS. before the
last line just as I have printed it, the second letter is partly
erased. It is, therefore, intended for the initials of •\\h:ii and pi

and ought to follow immediately after p.

D'p - § 180.

D'TK"]a nriKI r\Sl ffl and the word of-came and thott

son of man, ovcurs five times. To understand this Massorah it is

necessary to remark that the formula nin; "157w and the word of
Jehovah came, is thirty-eight times followed by non of man. In
thirty-three instances U is simply d-ik-i^* and in five only is tr^^
preceded by nniji the pronoun second person with the prefix
Vav. In the only other instance where D"[^|a is preceded by the
pronoun in this connection it is r^:^^ without the prefix Vav (3 IC).

Hence the Massorah safeguards this exceptional occurrence
against its being made uniform with the normal phrase. This
Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from
Orient 1474, fol. 102o, on Ezek. 27 1.

1 Comp. EMk. 6 1; 11 14; 18 1, 8, 17, 21, 26j IS 1; 14 2, 12; U 1; 1« 1;

17 1; 20 2; 811,6,13; 28 17,28; 33 1; 84 1, 16; 85 1; 88 1,11,20; S0l;3S 1,28;
34 1; 86 1; 36 16; 38 1.

K'Dp § 181.

nlK9¥ nliT 15^ ^1^ and the toord of Jehovah of hosts was,

or came, occurs four times. Normally the phrase is riirr npn "ti. As
it is in these instances only, that niiqy follows the Tetr'agrammaton,
the Massorah safeguards the exceptioik.al combination. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated

two Lists: (I) Orient 1474, foL 264 6, on Zech. 8 1, which I have
printed, and (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Zech. 7 4.

The contents of List I show that this Rubric, in spite of its

heading, refers simply to the phrase nixsat .tit o'^ without •'rn

which occurs four times. List II, whioh exhibits the oldest form
of this Massorah, rightly therefore states in the heading that
with -n^ this phrase occurs three times only, and omits the
Isaiah passage where it is rtttf> and not \ti. As all the three
instances are restricted to one book, the heading ought properly
to be 'o'DSi '3.

3'Dp = § 182.

r\tpil ''ill'l and it came to pass as they, occurs twice. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated

two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol, 65a, on 2 Sam. 13 30, which
I have printed, and (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 1716, on the same
passage.

rop - § 188.

KVirr D1'3 ^ni'l and it came to pass on that day, occurs twice.

That is, in contradistinction to the phrase K^'^n nyy rn and it came
to pass at that time, which occurs three times and is recorded
below n, § 191, Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349,

fol. 426, on Gen. 26 32, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah on the same passage.

TDp = § 184.

D''P^ ^(T1 and it came to pass after days, occurs three times

thus combined. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS.
an<^ one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 164a, on
Judg. 11 4, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 266,

on the same passage; (III) the same MS., fol: 296, on Judg. 16 l,

and (IV) the printed Massorah on Josh, 23 1.

iTDp - § 185.

^^3 ^'T^ and it came to pass in the days of, occursfive times.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular parts of

the Massorah, I collated twenty Lists. I specify the following ten

only, six in MSS. and four printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol, 8a, on Gen, ]4 l, which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,

Vol. II, foL 81a, on Jerem. 1 3; (III) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 2706, on Esther 1 1; (IV) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916,

on Isa. 7 1; (V) the same Codex on Jerem. 1 3; (VI) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 1»; (VIl) the printed Massorah on Gen. 14 l

;

(VIH) the same on Jerem. 1 3; (IX) the same on Ruth 1 l, and
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(X) the same on Esther 1 I. In his Critical Annotations on

Isa. 7 1 in the Babylonian Codex, Strack quotes a List of this

Rubric from Codex Tzufut Kale No. 81, which has at the end

•m otra iwtt "men = 2 Sam. 21 i.

VBp - § 186.

'p")^3 ''rn and all the day* of [Enoch or LamechJ was, occurs

vwice . ...ank the mnemonie sign t# «?n =- 19^ npjn. That is, in connection

withEnoch andLameoh the verb isw the singular, whereas in all the

other eight instances where this phrase occurs, seven in this Section

(Gen. 5 6, 8, 11, 14, 17, 20, 27) and one in 9 29, it is the plural VTf%

And aU the' Nakdanim are misleading, for they remark thai the

mnemonie »^ w j^ - nS ."^^ ^Uru That is, with Enoch, Lamech

and Noah, it is vn the singular.

But this it lOmr misted. The sign is bn and in the ease of

Noah (Gen. 9 29) ihe best Codices read rrm, tiU Elijah cometh. That is,

it must remain so till the great Prophet comes who will decide

all doubtful questions.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol I, foL 4a, on Gen. 5 23, which

I have printed; (II) Add. 15,451, foL 66; (IH) Orient 2348,

fol. 41 5; (IV) Orient. 2349, fol. 3li; (V) Orient. 5404, foL 306,

and (VI) the printed' Massorah, all on the same passage.

With the exception oi List I, all the Lists coincide in their

statement that there are three such instances and they include

Gen. 9 29. Moreover List II which is from a Model Codex, gives

in the heading the nmemonic sign pn which the compiler of

List I deprecates. The solution of these conflicting Massorahs

is to be found in the fact that Gen. 9 29 is one of the six

instances which are the subject of Sevirin {vide supra, letter n,

§ 174) and which, as is often the case, is the substantive reading

in some MSS., whilst in others these extra-official readings are

relegated to the margin. Hence List I is based upon a recension

of the text which excludes the Sevir. This is supported by

Orient 2201; Add. 15,251; Add. 15,451 second hand; the first

edition of the Bible, Soncino 1488 and the second edition,

Naples 1491— 98, whilst the Massorah exhibited in the other

Lists, is based upon a recension of the text, which has the Sevir

as the substantive textual reading. This is the reading not only

of the Samaritan recension, but of the following MSS. and early

editions: Harley 5710—11, which exhibits in the text the

deprecated rnn; Add. 15,250; Add. 16,451, first hand; Add. 9401;

Orient 2348; Orient 2349; Orient 4227; Orient 5404; the editio

prineeps of the Pentateuch, Bologna 1482; the third edition of

the Bible, BresQia 1494; the Complutensian; the editio prineeps

of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1617, and the first edition of the

Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1524—25

rep = § 187.

73r^n^ and it was so, occurs eight times thus combined, six

times in the Law and twice in the PropheU. In fixing the number

of times this phrase occurs in the Pentateuch and its exact

position in the several verses, the design of this Massorah is to

militate against the ancient recension of the text which is still

exhibited in the Septuagint According to this recension I?-^T^

not only occurs seven times in the account of the creation, but

in one instance this formula occupies a different and more

correct position. The Septuagint shows that R-'rn also occurred

in Gen- 1 20 where we should naturally expect it in harmony

with its uniform use after each creative behest The same applies

to its position at the end of verse 6 in the Septuagint instead

of at the end of verse 7, as it is in the received text in accordance

with the direction of this Massorah. It will be seen that in all the

other five instances where this formula occurs, it invariably follows

the Divine fiat, viz. arb^ i^k^ and God said let it he so . . . p-rri

aMd it was so (comp. Gen. 1 9, 11, 15, 24, 30). Its position, therefore,

after the declaration of what God made, is not only contrary to

the usage of this formula in the narrative, but has no meaning.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. la, on Gen. 1 7, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 103. The latter heads this

Rubric "mra •«» 'n and gives the six instances only, which occur

in Genesis. This is manifestly a mistake for mnrvi -ibd3 "i.

n'Dp - § 188.

Hl39 Tn and it came to pass <u soon as rested, occurs ttviee.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 1076, on Numb. 11 25,

which I have printed, and (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 1176, on the

same passage. It is remarkable that though both these Lists

emphatically state that this Kal infinitive construct with the

prefix Caph is in both instances preceded by vr\j the textus receptus

has rrrn in Josh. 3 13. It may be that as rtjs by itself occurs

twice only {vide infra, letter 3, § 134, Vol. II, p. 275), an ignorant

Nakdan mistook this Massorah to refer to the whole phrase,

instead of to the single word.

t3"Dp = § 189.

Pb^D ''•"^'' <*'*<^ ** "*"** ^'^ J*"** "'^^^ moved, occurs twice. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3 a, on Josh. 3 14.

rp = § 190.

^^p^i^T^*^ and it was evening, occurs three times at the beginning

of a verse in this Section. This phrase, which occurs altogether six

times and is always in conjunction with n^h "rn and it was morning,

is restricted to the first chapter of Genesis. In this Section it is in

three instances the second part of the verse and in three it

begins the verse, that is, the whole formula forms a separate verse.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the variation in the position

of this identical phrase in one and the same Section against its

being made uniform.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 296, on Gen. 1 23,

which I have printed, and (II) Orient. 540}, fol. 286, on the same

K'Xp = § 191.

K^'^^I nP3 ''iTT a'nd a cams to pass at that tims, is three

times thus eov^ined.' That is, in contradistinction to the phrase

Klin Dl«aW and it came to pass on that day, which occurs three

times. {Vide supra, letter n, § 183.)

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 256, on Gen. 38 1, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 227a, on 1 Kings 11 29;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 866, on the same passage; (IV)

Add. 15,250, fol. 189rt, also on the same passage; (V) Add. 15,451,

fol. 146, on Gen, 21 22, and (VI) the printed Massorah on the

Tlfp = § 192.

riplp **tV^ and it came to pass at the end of, occurs six times

at the beginning of the verse. This Rubric, the reference to which

I have mislaid, is incorrect, since this phrase occurs twelve

times and always begins the verse. The following six instances

are omitted Exod. 13 41; Deut 9 H; Judg. 11 39; Jerem. 13 6;

42 7, and 2 Chron. 8 1. As is not infrequently the case {vide infra,

letter n, § 200), it exhibits the first attempt to collect these

instances and a later Nakdan instead of completing the List,

mistook it for complete and prefixed the heading with the

number to correspond to the recorded instances.

rSp = § 193.

fftt^ rpp ***T^ ""'^ ** *'*"** *^ P"** ^f*^' ^'*^*' "<'*'"''* '*'"''*'

That is, without being followed by a'3i want/, as it is in the

only other instance where this combination occurs (Jerem. 13 6).

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 91 6, on i Kings 17 7, which I have

printed; (II) V^^enna Codex No. 35, on the same passage;

(III) the printed' Massorah on Gen. 4 3, and (IV) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter % § 159.

T3tp = § 194.

niStpP ^'T^ and a came to pass at the end of, is five times

thus combined in the Scriptures. Normally W is in this combination

followed by pi50.
As such this phrase occurs twelve times. {Vide

supra, letter n, § 192.) In these five instances, however, it is

abnormally followed by n^h. Hence the Massorah safeguards

this exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 72 a, on Ezek. 3 16, which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. I03a, on 2 Kings 8 3;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 271 6„ on Ezek. 3 16; (IV) Orient 2349,
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fol. 61a, on Gen. 41 1; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 18;

(VI) the printed Massorah on 1 Kings 9 10, and (VII) the same
on 2 Kings 8 3. The heading of List IV indicates the design of

this Massorah, viz. nxpa vn hajj ppe »,-m "^"5 bs.

n'^p = § 195,

CSyrj ""^ m>n3 ^7P5 and it came to poM when he saw the

captain* of t)ie chariots, ocai78 twice. That is, with the accent

Pazer. In the other two instances where this phrase occurs it is

w with Bevia (i Kings 22 33; 2 Chron. 18 82). This Rubric,

which does not occur in- the printed Massorah. is from Add. 15,4.51,

fol. 3S6&, on 2 Chron. 18 31.

ryp - § 196.

^"1^ and it wtu, occurs twice. That is, this apocopated future

with the prefix Vav and Segol under the Yod which is due to the

pausal accent Athnach. In the only other instance where this form
occurs, it is without the prefix Vav (Ezek. 16 15). Tliis Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 176o, on Ezek. 16 19.

V^p = § 1»7.

Tpl^nri let thy hand be, occurs twice. That is, in contra-

distinction to the two instances in which run is followed by the

particle of entreaty and which are recorded in the next Rubric.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 316 a, on Ps. 119 173.

n'jtp - § 198.

''jT Hi 'TT\ let thy hand I pray thee be, occurs ticice. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from
Vienna Codex No. 35, on 1 Chron. 21 17.

B'Xp = § 199.

^ilty^ and she shall, or thou shalt be, occurs fourteen times in

the Scriptures. That is, in contradistinction to the numerous
instances in which this quadriliteral is pointed »nrii for which
reason the oldest forms of this Rubric head it pen i".

Of this Rubric, which is one of the ancient and popular
parts of the Massorah, I collated twenty Lists. I shall, however,
specify the following seven only, six in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. Iba, on Gen. 24 61, which I
have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 1866, on 1 Sam. 18 21

;

(III) Orient. 4445, fol. 10 la, on Levit. 15 24, where it is given
twice; (IV) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 30 8;
(V) Arund. Orient. IG, fol. 48a, on i Sara. 18 31; (VI) Halle
Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § i8, and (VII) the printed Massorah on
1 Sam. 18 21. Lists II, III and VII iiead this Rubric pe-i «t"- which
indicates the import of this Massorah. It will be seen that in
two instances 'nri is the second person (2 Kings 19 26; Isa. 67 26).
The Massorah, however, as usual has regard to the identity of
the spelling only, irrespective of the difference in the sense.

'1 - § 200.

n^TKI and I was, occurs three times. This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 324 «, on Job 7 20. It is incorrect, sines this Kal future with
the prefix Vav occurs ten times and not three (comp. also
2 Sam. 7 9; 22 24; Hosea 11 4; Ps. 102 8; Pro^ 8 30b;
1 Chron. 17 5, 8). Like § 192 it must, therefore, exhibit the first

attempt only, to collate these instances to which a later Nakdan
who mistook this Rubric for complete, furnished a heading with
the number. Its design is to record the normal form of this
future with the prefix, in contradistinction to the apocopated
rt^ which occurs twelve times.

ri - § 201.

D"ten 1^'T they shall be coupled, occurs twice. The verb wr
or rn is four times followed by this participle plural. In two
instances it is spelt oa^h with Aleph and in two a^r\- As these
different forms are used in the two clauses of the same verses,
the Massorah safeguards the variation in its orthography
against being made uniform. This Rubric, which does not occur
in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 21,160, fol. I08o, on
Exod. 26 24.

an - § 302.

TITj and they shall be, is eleven times Raphe in the Scriptures.
That is, with Sheva under the Vav, in contradistinction to the
numerous instances where this quinqueliteral is i»rw with Pathach.

The design of this Massorah is twofold. It is to exclude both
the textual reading vrn in Josh. 19 29 and vm in Jerem. 18 23
and is to militate against the extra-official reading or the Sevir

in Exod. 26 24 and Josh. 9 21.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular parts
of the Massorah, I collated over twenty Liste. I shall, however,
specify the following nine only, eight in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Harley 6710— 1 1, Vol. I, fol. 2246, on 1 Kings 8 69, which I have
printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 62a, on Jerem. 42 17; (III)

Orient 4445, foL 48a, on Exod. 7 19; (IV) the same MS., foL 68o,

on Exod. 26 24, (V) the same MS., fol 186a, on Numb. 17 8;

(VI) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 18 28; (VII)
the same Codex on Jei^em. 42 17; (VIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Obhiah 11,

§ 18, and (IX) the printed Massorah on Exod. 26 24, whieh
adds at the end nnn nnes rm jnrn wi mn wra iw -^aon rra "yean m
VTH nnn nnea ana 'sen tjVi rrr enann arh nan i-m [- Josh. 9 21

J. On
Numb. 31 3, where the printed Massorah mentions this Rubri(^
it is headed y-i^a K"" rm it occurs eleven times Milra. For rh^
denoting Sheva see lettef a, § 11.

ri - § 208.

*^^. ^^V^ Throughout this section and the book it is and all (Mt

days of . . . were, except (n three instances where it is and the days of , .

,

were. Normally the formula, describing the years which the
several Patriarchs lived is ^e^^yrrw. In this form it occurs seven
times, as recorded in the following Rubric. In these three instances,

however, it is without the expression -h^. Hence the Massorah
safeguards the exceptional phrase.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 81a, on Gen. 5 4, which I hare
printed; (II) Orient 2848, fol. 41 6, qn the same passage; (III)

Orient 5404, fol. 806, also on the «.t|ne passage, and (IV) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter \ § 168.

T1 - § 204.

't5'r^9 ^Cr5 *"»«^ <*^ '** *»y« <>/> occurs seven times Am»
combined in this Section. In the other three instances whorv

"a^l is preceded by this verb, it is rn in the singular. (ViJU
supra, letter n, § 186.) Of this Rubric I collated two Llstt:

(I) Add. 15,451, fol. 6 a, on Gen. 6 6, which I have printed, and
(II) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

nn - § 206.

OiT*?!^? ^T'^ *"^ '*''** '*** *"**** numbered were, occurs Jive

times. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printM
Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 6710 — 11, Vol I,

fol. 866, on Numb. 4 86, which I have printed, and (II) Ori«^
4445, fol. 121a, on the same passage. Numb. 4 40 should preoMto
4 48 in the catchwords for <-n8, since this phrase occurs twi«t
in

.
connection with Merari; efthvtKWtn ought properly to be

D'B*?it n»rT. List II has for it simply i«nrartnn ^-i-ax It is remarkable
that both Lists state that there are five instances and record
five only, and both omit Numb. 26 6^ which is a sixth instanec.

vn - § 206.

nr^nn e% shall be, is ten times so written in Ike PeniaUuck.

That is, with two Yods after the He and with paragogio He, ia

contradistinction to the other eight instances in which thto
future third person plural feminine occurs in this division of
the Bible where it is ;|^nin without the paragogio He (Gen. 41 M;
49 26; Exod, 25 27; 26'8; 27 2; 28 21, 21; Deut 21 16).

In the Prophets and Hagiographa it is also written toitik tA«

paragogie Me except in the following Jive instances. In these two
divisions where it occurs altogether twenty-three times without
and with the prefix Vav, the spelling with the paragogie He it

also the rule. It is eighteen times ."^^rin with the He at the end*
and in five instances only, is it without it Hence the Massomh
safeguards the exceptional orthography. This Rubric, howevw,
exhibits the orthography which obtained in one School of textual

redactors, as will be seen from the following Massorah.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 21,160, foL 174a,

on Levit. 23 17, which I have printed, and (II) the printed
Massorah on the same. The latter gives the first part of this

Rubric only, and omits the qualifying expression rrm from the

heading which is misleading, since it implies that the form
r^^n^ occurs ten times only.

< Comp. ni^nn Jodi. tl 40 [42] ; In. It X ; 17 2 ; J«i«iii. 48 »; 4f 18 ; Eiek.M 7

:

84 22; SS 10; St S8; Pt. 180 2; ro^wn J«rMn. 18 21; 48 6; nrwn Jndg. U 14:

2 Sam. St 8; Jerem. 44 6; Eiek. 88 4; U 6, 8; ead onoe lu^i with one Yti
only I Chron 7 15.
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n - g 907.

TTlP) tJuy $hall be, ao written, oecure Jive tmee in the Pi'opheU.

Jls it ia' normally nj-^npi with the paragogic He in thU division

of the Bible {vide $upi-a, letter n, § 906), the Maasorah safeguarda

here the exceptional orthography. That this spelling exhibits the

reading of the predominant School of textual redactors and

that other Schools read it rrfra;^ is attested by the St Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916; Add. 9iliei, which read it with paragogio

He in both Ezek. 7 4 and 9, the latter having in the Massorah

Parva against both Ezek. 7 4 and 9 'p nj. This separate Rubric

I have found in the printed Massorah only, on Ezek. 29 19. We

have seen in the preceding.Rubric that JerenL 18 91 is differently

spelt by the different textual redactors.

nn - § 908.

tlTJT\) and they were, ia twiee defeeHve of Yod in all the

Seriptnret. 'This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. i86a, on

1 Ohron. 7 16. In most of the MSS. and in the editions Numb.

S6 11 is r^'^i with two Yod$. But as this Massorah emphatically

sUtes that'it is r^^ with one Yod and moreover as this is

supported by Add. iM6l, it shows that we have here again the

variations which obtained among the different Massoretio

Schools of textual redactors.

en - § 909.

nVTII and we were, occure twiee. This Kal future first person

plural with Vav conversive occurs altogether four times. Twice

it is the normal form and in two instances, which are recorded

in the following Rubric, it is the apocopated form. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the two different forms of the same future.

The only other instance where this future occurs it is rrnji with

Sheva under the Vav (Gen. 47 19).

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 686, on 2 Sam. 11 98, which

I have printed; (II) Harley 5710-11, Vol. 9046, on the same

passage; (III) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 44 17, and (IV)

the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 118.

»'n - g 210.

^*131 and we toere, oceure twice. That is, in this apocopated

form, in contradistinction to the normal form recorded in the

preceding Rubric. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated two Ltsts: (I) Hariey 5710-11,

Vol. I, fol. 986, on Numb. 18 83, which I have printed, and (II)

Add. 21,160, foL 9096, on the same passage.

K»n - g an.

iTi15 occure eight timea with Kametz. That is, in contra-

distinction to the five instances where it is rrrt? with Segol,

being the Kal future first person plural. In thus safeguardinjf

this quadtUlteral with Kametty the Massorah, as usual, has regard

simply to the identity of the spelling irrespective of the difference

in the sense. Henee it groups together the six instances in which

.Tn> is Niphal preterite third person singular masculine (l Kings

1
'27; 12 24; Joel 2 2; Zech. 8 10; Neh. 6 8; 2 Chron. U 4), the

one instance in which it is the participle feminine (Prov. 13 19)

and the one in which it is a feminine noun denoting lament^Uion

(Micah 2 4).

Of this Rubric I collated fifteen Lists. I shaU, however,

specify the following seven only, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 248a, on Prov. 18 19, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. U, fol. a96a, on Neh. 6 8;

(ni) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 76 a, on 1 Kings 1 27; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 876. on 1 Kings 12 24; (V) the same MS., fol.2106,

on Micah 2 4; (VI) HaUe Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 18, and (VII)

the printed Massorah on l Kings 1 27.

yn - g 212.

''5'^rn <*'w^ '** temple, oeeurt twiee, once wUh Kametz and

once with Pathach. That is, in one instance it is in the absolute

and once it is in the construct. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,261, fol. 4176,

on Ezra 3 6. These two instances form part of the alphabetical

List of words which rMpeotively occur twice, once with Kametz

and once with Pathach. (Vide infra, letter s, § 696, Vol. II,

p. 807.)

yn - g 218.

Vy^^ »'* '^ temples or palaeea of, oeeurt twiee. Normally

this noun when in the construct and with the prefix Beth, is in

the singular ib^v^). In this form it occurs twelve times. As it

is in these two instances that it is in the plural, the Massorah

safeguards the exceptions. Of this Rubric I collated throe Lists,

two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 1946,

on Isa. 18 99, which I have printed; (II) Add. 16,260, foL 2196,

on the same passage, and (III) the printed Massorah on Prov. 80 98.

rn - g 214.

hy^ Lucifer, or wail thou, lament, occure twice. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 16,960,

fol. 920 a, on Isa. 14 12. It is remarkable that though according

to the Septuagint, the Ghaldee, Vulgate, Rashi, Ibn Ezra and

modern expositors ^;?'.n in Isa. 14 12 is a noun, denoting hilliant

$tar i. e. Litcifer and in Zech. 11 2 it is the Hiphil imperative

singular masculine of h% signifying wail thou, or la'ment, the

Massorah does not remark against it 'vh "Viai 'a, which it generally

states in such cases. Neither is it given in the alphabetical List

of words which respectively occur twice in two different senses.

(Vide infra, letter d, g 248, Vol. II, p. 917.) This would seem to

favour the rendering of the Syriac, Aquila and St. Jerome, which

regard it in Zech. 11 9, also, as the imperative of *?^\

VB"I - g 915.

Dp'n Hayemim, i» twice defective in this form. That is, this

plural form is abnormally without the Yod between the two

Meme in these two instances. From the fact that in Numb. 6 6

it is the plural of ol' with the prefix He it would seem that

the Massorah regarded ot?;n in Gen. 86 24 as a derivative of pi*.

The Samaritan recension of the Hebrew reads D'a-'^n the Emim,

or giants in Gen. 86 24 which is also the rendering of the Chaldee

(i»n|i)- Owing to this uncertainty of its etymology I placed this

quadriliteral under He according to its initial letter, though it

might more properly be in \ This Rubric I have found in the

printed Massorah only, on Gen. 86 94.

rtSI = g 216.

D^b'fen thanksgiving festivals, ocawe twice and is pUne. Of this

Rubric I collated thrde Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Orient. 9849, fol. 986, on Levit. 19 24, which I have printed;

(II) Orient 2848, fol. 1086, on the same passage, and (III) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, g 191.

nl5"'^n ways, occurs four times in the Scriptures. By fixing

the number' at four, the design of the Massorah is to exclude

the textual reading nis^'n or nto'p'n in Prov. 81 27. Of this Rubric

I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1986, on Ps. 68 26, which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 814a, on Habak. 8 6; (III) Add. 15,250,

fol. 881 a, on Ps. 68 26; (IV) Add. 16,261, foL 806a, on Habak. 8 6;

(V) the same MS., fol. 869 a, on Ps. 68 26, and (VI) the printed

Massorah also on the same passage.

The MS. Lists coincide in treating all the four instances

as plene, that is nte'bn with Vav. This is also the reading in

Job 6 19 in some of the Standard Codices (Orient 2201; Harley

5710—11; Add. 16,250) and all the early editions prior to the

editio princess of Jacob b. Chayim's Rabbinic ^ible with the

Massorah. Other Standard MSS., however, of equal importance

read the Job instance nb'"??! defective, viz. Arund. Orient 16;

Orient 4227; Add. 15,251. As this reading is not only exhibited in

Jacob b. Chayim's text but as the Massorah Parva expressly

remarks on it that it occurs four times and that this is the

only defective instance ('dpi '"ji 'n), it is evident that different

traditions obtained in the several Massoretic Schools with regard

to its orthography in Job.

List VI ends as follows: ,3-na rnabn pipan >vfq p nn^a ma*?'n rreix

a-ro ma'H-i prmnri -a'na ro'hrt arK, which states that the four instances

exhibit three different spellings. In Prov. 81 27 it is nia'p'n or

rrta^-'n. In Habak. 3 6 it is nia!?.T without the Yod after the Lamed.
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In Job 6 19 it i8 rb^brt without the Vav and in the other instances

it Is n^'^n. As Ps. ©8 23 is the only other instance, it is evident

that the expression prr-awn is here loosely used for the singular.

This List, therefore, whilst supporting the reading without Vav

in Job 6 19, shows that according to another School of textual

redactors it was ritobn without the Yod in Habak. 3 6.

n-n - § 218.

r^brj
.

f jjurther, yonder, occun twice. In the other eleven

instances where this adverb occurs it is with the prefix Vav

<n^rn). Of this Rubric, which I have found in the printed Massorah

only,' I collated two Lists: (I) on Gen. 19 9, and (II) the Massorah

Finalis, letter n, § 153.

B-n - § 219.

rtK^mp hegond, occurs twice. This Rubric, which I have found

in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter n, § 154, is incorrect,

since this adverb with the prefix Mem occurs three times, and

Jerem. 22 19 is omitted.

3-, _ § 2-20.

irrt'^KITriK Tiyh^ to waUc mik God, oeeun three times in

ihi» form. That is,"^ with the Hithpael form both in the future third

person singular masculine with Vav conversive and with preterite

third person. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 31 6, on

Gen. 5 24, which I have printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 41 6, on

the same passage, and (III) Orient 5404, fol. 306, also on the

same passage.

K'31 - § 221.

rt3tr HDvH to go thither, occurs three times. The verb "^n

or i|5j; to go, is normally combined with the adverb oi^. In this

combination it occurs about seven times (1 Sam. 9 6; 19 23;

aO 81; Jerem. 46 5; Ezek. 37 21; Nah. 2 12; Ezra 10 6). As it

is in these three instances only that the adverb is with paragogio

He (rnpif>), the Massorah safeguards the exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. Ilia, on 2 Kings

17 27, which I have printed, and (II) Add. 15,250. foL 209*, on

the same passage. As the verb in combination with this adverb

is of different forms, List II heads this Rubric more correctly

•r'ba 'i nar ro-^n.

3-31 = § 222.

^ /H to go, is four times defective. Apart from Jeremiah this

infinitive occurs thirty-one times. In twenty-seven instances it

is plene i'\^brt) and in four only is it defective. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography.

And throughout Jeremiah it is likewise defective except six times.

In Jeremiah, where it occurs altogether fourteen times, it is

defective in eight instances (2 2; 3 12; 17 19; 19 1; 34 2; 35 13;

87 9; 41 6) and plene in six only. Here, therefore, the reverse

is the case, the defective is the majority and the plene the

minority. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority in this book.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1766, on 1 Sam. 6 12,

which I have printed : (II) Arund. Orient. 1 6, fol. 2 1 a, on Judg. 4 9

;

(III) the same MS., fol. 1266, on Isa. 20 2; (IV) Add. 15,260,

fol. 2216, on the same passage; (V) Add. .15,451: fol. 23a, on

Gen. 31 30; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 286, on the same passage, and

(VII) the printed Massorah also on the same passage. List IV

omits the second part, which makes the Rubric unintelligible.

The second part of the Rubric is given as a separate Massorah:

(I) Add. 15,251, fol. 253a, on Jerem. 28 13, and (II) the printed

Massorah on the same passage. In the former it is simply headed

•ha '^ which is misleading. In the latter the heading is correctly

given 'BOS 'ha '% which restricts the six to Jeremiah.

That these Rubrics record the orthography of one School

of textual redactors and that other Schools preserved different

ti*aditions with regard to the spelling of this infinitive, is attested

by the St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916. In this ancient MS.

no fewer than four instances are plene in Jeremiah (3 12; 34 2;

35 13; 41 6) which are defective according to this Massorah.

t^
rSI - § 223.

^n M four times plene in the Pentateuch. Of this Rubric I

ooUate'd two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 326, on Gen. 8 3, which

1 have printed, and <II) the printed Massorah on the same

passage. As the only other instance in which this infinitive

occurs in the Pentateuch is defective {-prt Gen. 31 80), it will

be seen that the Massorah, contrary to its usual method,

records here the majority.

T3T - § 224a—c.

T'"[!fl ^Sn going on and great, or inereaiing, is three times thus

combined. In the description of the continually-increasing greatness

of six eminent worthies, the expression ^^n or "n^h is followed

by the same adjective in two different forms. With regard to

three the combination is ^nji -(^n and of three it is said hns] "pn.

The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the respective phrases against

being made uniform. For the first three the mnemonic sign is

ir which are the initials of pnr Jsatic, "jjiMsf 8a.muel and Bf|H-p

Jehoshaphat; for the second three it is trvA which are the initials

of n^a Moses, Tn David and "^tj^ Mordecai,

Of this form of the Rubric I collated three Lists, two in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. I74i,

on 1 Sam. 2 26, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 267a, on 2 Chron. 17 12, and (III) the printed Massorah

on Gen. i^ 13. All the three Lists emphatically state that bmii yhrs

occurs three times, and give the mnemonic sign ona for the

three names in connection with which this phrase occurs. They

must, therefore, be based upon a recension of the text which

exhibited ^^T|i^nr«?a in Exod. 11 8. It is to be remarked

that the Massorah in Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 1996, on

2 Sam. 5 10, which gives the second part of this List only

and which is '^•ra Tn -nva firp3a"oi "aon 'j ^rri "pSt, supports this

hypothesis.

Rubric 2246, which is from Orient 1379, foL 71 6, on Gen. 26 18,

exhibits a different form of this Massorah. The method adopted

by this Massorite in formulating it is not following the order

of the books in which these instances respectively occur, but

arranging it so that i(ir\ the participle and yfyn the infinitive

alternately follow each other. It will be seen that this List gives

five names only, leaving out Moses, and is therefore based upon

the textns receptus.

Rubric 224 e. — Of this Rubric I collated four Lists:

(I) Orient 2349, fol. 42a, on Gen. 26 13, which I have printed;

(II) Add. 15,451, fol. 181a, on 1 Sam. 2 26; (IH) Add. 21,160,

foL 18a, on Gen. 26 18, and (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 89. As these three instances are preceded by *]^-i and are part

of § 224 a, I have placed them here instead of recording them

in letter a, § 79.

n'31 - § 225.

n'^njl niS'^n* WUh regard to Jive [worthies] it is written they

went on and became great. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Orient 1379, fol. 71o, on Gen. 26 18.

It is another recension of §§ 224a and 6. As it emphatically

states in the heading that it is in connection with five only

that this phrase occurs, and leaves out Moses both in the

enumeration of the names and in the mnemonic sign which is

here ai instead of tnh, it is undoubtedly based upon the received

text Its form shows that it proceeds from a different Massoretic

School.

1*31 - § 226.

^r??)? to go, occurs four tivnes, three times defective and once

plene. The only other instance in which this quadriliteral occurs

it is T|^ the participle (Jerem. 22 10).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 36o, on Exod. 3 19,

which I have printed; (H) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 338a,on Job 8423;

(III) the same MS., fol. 353 a, on EccL 6 8; (IV) Add. 16,461,

fol. 108a, on Numb. 22 13; (V) Add. 21,160, foL 68a, on Exod. 3 is»;

(VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and. (VII) the

same on Eccl. 6 8.

Nothing can be more emphatic than the statement in the

List which I have printed, that in Job 34 28 this infinitive is

"^^brh plene. Yet all the other Lists as emphatically state that it

is defective in all the four instances, and this is supported by

the Standard Codices (Orient 2201; Harley 6710—11; Arund.

Orient 16; Add. 15,260; Add. 1625) and all the early editions.

The List, therefore, which I have printed must be based

upon a recension of the text which exhibited ^1^, but which

was not favoured by the predominant School of textual

redactors.
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r3-| = § 227.

"TT^I going, i» nine timet plane in the Pentateuch . . . and ones

it M with the prefix Vav. This participle occurs altogether fourteen

times in the Pentateuch, and is defective in five instances only

(Gen. 18 16; U 42; 32 7; Exod. 13 21; Numb. U 14). It will

thus be seen that the Massorah, contrary to its usual method,

safeguards here the majority. The one instance with the prefix

Vav is not the participle but the imperative of ^^j.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient. 234i>, fol. 8««, on Levit. 11 27, which I have

printed; (II) Add. 1.^,250, fol. Gifc, on the same passage; (III) the

same MS., fol. 87n, on Numb. 22 22; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 706,

on Levit 11 27;. (V) Add. 15,4.51, fol. 51a, on Exod. 19,19;

(VI) Add. 21,1G0, fol. 23tf, on Gen. 28 20; (Vn) the same MS.,

fol. I.'i2«, on Levit. ll 27; (VIII) Halb Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

Supplement, fol. I30o, and (IX) the printed Massorah on Gen. 25 32.

n-3-l § = 228.

T?1H i» three timet plene in this book. That is, in Samuel. In

Samuel, where this participle occurs altogether thirteen times, it is

defective in ten instances (l Sam. 2 26; 17 V, 15 41; 2 Sam. 3 1,

;tl ; 6 4; 12 28; 15 30; 16 18) and plene in three only. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography. This protection

is all the more nscessary since the two different spellings occur

within a few verses of the same chapter (comp. 2 Sam. 15 20

with MO).

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 666, on 2 SauL 15 20.

B"3T = § 229.

^1n it three timet defective in thit book. That is, in the

Minor Prophets, which are Massoretically treated as one book.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Arund. Orient H'., fol. 209a, on Jonah 1 13. It will be seen

that the third instance is with the prefix He {"rfy^nn Habak. 1 6).

The heading ought, therefore, more correctly to be 'arba bo •:.

This Rubric, however, is to be regarded as exhibiting the ortho-

graphy of one School of textual redactors only. This is attested

by the fact that the following MSS. Orient 2201; Harley

57 1 0—11, Add. 16,451 and all the early editions with the exception

of one, read ^bln in Micah 2 7. Moreover in Micah 2 9 ^bin plene

is the reading of the St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916; Add.

16,451; the editio jniaeept of the Prophets, Soncino 14S5—86;

the first second third and fourth editions of the Bible (Soncino

1488, Naples 1491-93; Brescia 1494; Pesaro 1511 — 17) and the

editio princept of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517.

t»-l = § 280.

T?1n it ten timet plene in thit fm ,u in the Prophett. That is,

the participle form, without and with the prefixes He and Caph.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed

:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 131 ft, on Isa. 80 29, which I have

printed; (U) the same MS., fol. 213ft, on Habak. 1 6; (III) Add.

15,251, fol. 805a, on the same passage and (IV) the printed

Massorah Einalis, letter n, § 160.

The design of this Massorah is to exclude the textual

reading -^n in Josh. 6 IS. It will be seen that this Rubric, which

records the plene instances in the Prophets, includes here the

preceding two Rubrics. It is based upon the same recension of the

text as those two Rubrics are. List I, which I have printed,

states in the heading "oa 'r^a 'ba -n, but as it records ten

instances I have corrected the 'n which is a manifest clerical

error, into •\ List II, however, which is from the same MS.,

rightly heads it 'tna '^ nr and duly records eleven instances,

supplying the expression -om [= Jonah 1 13] after o'n'O which

is not infrequently omitted.

K'^1 = § 281.

T?1n it twice plene in the Serij^uret. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 275a, on Esther 9 4. The expression rrnpa is mani-

festly a clerical error for mfica. As this participle, which occurs

twice only in Esther, is plene in both Instances the heading

ought more properly to be 'biS) meoa '3.

3'^"! - § 282.

TPn itfmtr timet defeetiee in thit book. That is, in Ecolesiastes.

In Ecolesiastes, whs^re this participle occurs altogether nine times,

it is plene in five instances (1 6, 0; 2 14; 3 20; 6 6) and defective

in four, the Massorah records the minority. This safeguarding of

the variation in its orthography is necessary since the two spellings

occur within a few verses of each other (comp. 1 4, 6, 6).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 2665, on

Eccl. 9 10, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 2e7fc, on Eccl. 12 5; (III) Arund. Orient I6, fol. 351a, on

Eccl. 1 4, and (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 301 &, on the same passage.

r^-i = § 2»3.

T?h M seven tim^s defective in the Hagiograj)ha. This Rubric,

which I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter n,

§ 160, is corrupt It omits three instances in the Hagiographa,

which are defective (Ps. 101 6; Job 31 26; 2 Chron. 17 12) in the

Standard Codices and the best editions, and records three instead

which are plene (Cant 7 10; Esther 9 4, 4), two of which are

expressly given as such in a separate Massorah. (Vide tvjira, § 231.)

And two instances are jjlene in the Pjsalms. The only other

instance in which this participle occurs in the Psalter it is

defective (Ps. 101 6). As the Psalter is part of the Hagiographa

it is difficult to say why it is thus exempted.

Tbi - § 284.

}r\!!!i7^ir\ that goeth, occurs three timet, twice defective and once

plene. As this feminine participle, which occurs three times only,

in differently spdlt, the Massorah safeguards it against being

made uniform. It will be seen that the original defective

orthography is retained in the Pentateuch.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Hartey 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 96a, on Levit 11 27,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 388a, on

Neh. 12 38; (III) Add. 15,261, fol. 428a, on the same passage;

(IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 24a, on Gen. 32 21; (V) Add. 21,160,

fol. 1526, on Levit 11 27r (VI) the printed Massorah on Gen.

32 21, and (VII) the same on Levit. 11 27.

iT'?n - § 285.

nlS/Hn ^^/rt were going^ that were going, it twice to

written. That is, in these two instances it is written with Vav

after the Caph. This participle plural, which occurs altogether

four times, three times without the prefix He and once with it,

is spelt in three different ways. In one instance it is rthh

entirely defective (Exod. 2 6), in one it is niacin entirely plene

(Neh. 6 17) and in the two instances which constitute the Rubric

before us, it is partly defective and partly plene, that is rfi±h

without the first l^at*, but with the second. This Massorah

therefore, which is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 536, on 1 Sam.

25 42, is designed to safeguard the two instances which are

alike in their orthography. That this is the spelling of these two

instances, will appear from the following analysis:

(1) / Sam. as 42. — nis^hn with the second Vav only, is

the reading of Orient 2201; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,260;

Add. 15,251; Add. 15,451 second hand; Orient 1478 second

hand; the second edition of the Bible, Naples 1491—93; the

Pesaro edition of the Former Prophets, 1511; the Gomplutensian

and the editio princept of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517.

nb^hn without the Vav, which I have adopted in my edition,

is the reading of Harley 5710-11; Add. T5,451, first hand;

Orient. 1478 first hand and Jacob b. Chayim's first edition of

the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1524—25. This

.reading, therefore, is not supported by the majority of the Standard

Codices and the best editions, nia'pihn with both Vavt, which is

exhibited in the «dteto |>nnc«p» of the Prophets, Soncino 14h6—86,

and in the first and third editions of the Bible, Soncino 1488,

Brescia 1494, is not supported by any of these MSS.

(2) 2 Chron. 9 21. — rrts^M with the second Vav only, is the

reading of Orient 2201; Harley 6710—11; Arund. Orient 16;

Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Add. 15,451; Orient 4227 and all the

early editions.

(8) Eomdus 2 6.-^ rtyn entirely defective, is the reading

here of all the MSS. and early editions.

(4) Nehemiah 6 17. — riis^ entirely plene is the reading

of Orient 2201 second hand; .Harley 5710—11 ; Arund. Orient IS;

Add. 15,251 and all the early editions without exception, nfa^h

without the first Vav is the reading of Orient 2301 first hand

and Add. 15,250.

This analysis will enable us to test two other recensions

of this Rubric which I have found, one in MS. and one printed.

The MS. recension is in Add. 21,160.. fol. 66a, on Exod. S b.

It states that nis^h is three times defective, or is defective in
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three different ways: (1) nb^h in Exod. 2 h and rabrm Neh. 12 3

1

are entirely defective; (2) nis'rh in 2 Chron. 9 21 is defective of

the first Vav, and <3) nb^in Neh. 6 17 is defective of the second

VavJ It will be seen that this Rubric not only omits ntobnn

1 Sam. 26 42, but imports the plural noun rtbrm and declares

that it is nb^ln without the second Vav in Neh. 6 17, • which is

in direct conflict with all the MSS. and early editions.

Jacob b. Chayim gives us two different Lists of this Rubric

in his printed Massorah on Exod. 2 5. The first List is rightly

restricted to the four instances of this plural participle, and the

only variation in it is that it describes the Samuel passage as

rbbhri which, as we have seen, is not supported by the majority

of the Standard MSS. and early editions. The second List is

quite at variance with the first. It not only gives 2 Chron. 9 21

as rahh entirely, defective, which is contrary to the MSS. and

early editions, but omits nis'pnn l Sam. 25 42 and makes up the

four defectives by inserting the plural noun rabrip; (Neh. 12 31)

and the feminine participle singular ro^hn (Neh. 12 38). Even in

the directions which Jacob b. Chayim appends to these two

Lists with regard to the orthography as the result of his collation

of ancient Codices and in which he includes nb'?nri and robhn

(Neh. 12 31, 38), he gives the instance in 1 Sam. 26 42 as entirely

defective.2 This is not only in conflict with the Massorah, but

as we have seen, is against the majority of the Standard Codices

and early editions.

na^n .'nz nobn wtpin niaSn po'^ na^nni flshn n'myji pnsa'oi ,v>hs 'on '3 nshn »

.'na ns^in rraits H*

p n'aits V: nia^n ,nhyh na^nn ,na^nn nni ,n3^n n'riiysi :»di 'bm 'on nshn »

.na^n frmyji ''Di k^d 'ki 'on 'i na^n toas viksd 'nnn»« 'nooai .avia ja r'nn nia^n ,a»na

''P'non cnDDai .d'«^o rrain hy niacin nn'nnjKi ^KiaS na^nn ,]^0'>h naVnm .cwin na'jn

n'aiD by niacin /cm 'on nhrh naSnn /om 'on 'aSn rrmpi ,Dn na 'n'^j? niao^ ^hiv d»3B"

.a»na p v^vnn niaSn m^d hmob na^inn /om en pa'b na^nni n'jan Hha

rbi = § 236.

"'flp^n / have gone, or walked, occurs three times, twice with

Pathach and once with Kametz. That is, in two instances it has

the normal Pathach under the Lamed and once it is with Kametz,

which is due to its pausal accent Soph-Pasuk. The design of this

Massorah is to safeguard this quinqueliteral, which in these

three instances is the Piel preterite first person singular, against

being mixed up with the Kal -rabn which occurs six times, five

times with Pathach (Jerem. 2 23; p's. 26 1; Job 31 5; Ruth 1 21;

Neh. 2 16) and once with Kametz (Gen. 35 3), which is also due

to its pausal decent Sojjh-Pasuk. The protection is all the more

necessary since the Kal and the Piel have the same sense, and

are so used in the same books.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1846, on Ps. 38 7,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., 'Vol. II, fol. 21 7 o, on

Ps. 131 1; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 235 o, on Job 30 28;

(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 293«, on Ps. 38 7; (V) Add. 15,250,

fol. 3256, on the same passage, and (VI) the printed Massorah

on Job 30 28.

r^n = § 237.

^)3^n they go, or cause to go, occurs twice in the Scriptures.

That is, as Piel preterite third person plural, in contradistinction

to the numerous instances in which this quadriliteral is ^:hr\

the Kal.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol 2706, on Lament. 5 18,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3296, on Job 24 10;

(III) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passage; (IV) the printed

Massorah also on the same passage, and (V) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter n, § 184. Lists IV and V head this Rubric "wn 'a

and the latter adds at the end ncn •k\, giving the reference for

the Raphe instance to Jerem. 51 50 where it is c"?.-! without

Dagesh in the Lamed, being the Kal imperative plural.

n-bi = § 238.

^prr he shall go, occurs three times in the Scriptures. That is,

as Piel future third person singular masculine, in contradistinction

to the five instances where this quadriliteral is sj^rp the Kal.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 806, on Ezek. 18 9,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 200 6, on

Ps. 85 14; (IIJ) Arund. Orient. IG, fol. 1776, on Ezek. 18 9;

(IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 276a., on the same passage, and (V) the

printed Massorah on Prov. G 28

B'^1 - § 289.

jlS^iT they shall go, or waOc, occurs three tltne* in the Scriptures

This Piel future third person plural masculine, occurs altogethei

seven times. In four instances it is the normal form ^brr

(Habak. 3 11; Ps. 81 14; 115 7; Eccl. 8 10) and in three it is

with the paragogic Nun. Hence the Massorah records the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 20l6^ on Ps. 89 16,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 3066, on

the same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 310a, on Ps. 104 10;

(IV) the printed Massorah on Ps. 89 16, and (V) the same on

Ps. 104 26.

D"T - § 240.

T?nrirn (Exod. 21 19). inhere is a difference of opinion hettceen

Ben-Asher and Ben-Naphtali about this expression here. Ben-Asher

points it ^^nnni with Tzere and with the accent on the uUima, whilst

Ben-Naphtali points it -i^^nnrn with Segal and with tJte accent on

the ante penultima and it is with Makeph. This Rubric is from the

printed Massorah on Exod. 21 19. The expression pap - jtsp {^"5

denotes 2'acr« and nne or nnriB signifies Segol.

K'01 - § 241.

^ilppnrVTI and I hdve waJked, occurs twice in this book [the

Scriptures]. This Hithpael preterite first person singular occurs

altogether nine times. In seven instances it is without the prefix

Vav and in two only is it with the prefix. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the exceptions. This Rvbric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,250, fol. 71a, on

Levit. 26 12. Knc^oa is manifestly a Scribal error for ,T*pa.

a-OI - § 242.

^"^nri.'l and he walked, or went, occurs three times at the

beginning of a verse. That is, in contradistinction to the other

two instances where this Hithpael future third person singular

masculine with Vav conversire occurs in the middle of the verse

(2 Sam. 11 2; 1 Chron. 21 4).

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 4a, on Gen. 5 22,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. H, fol. 81a, on

Ezek. 19 6; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 2796, on the same passage;

(IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 56, on Gen. 6 22; (V) the printed Massorah

on the same passage, and (VI) the same on Ezek. 19 6.

ran = § 248.

pppHtt they toalking, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 368a, on Dan. 4 34. As this Chaldee Aphel participle plural

is restricted to Daniel, the heading ought more properly to

be 'coai 'a.

tn
TD1 - § 244.

'H flowing, a wayfarer, occurs twice. The design of this

Massorah is to militate against the variation which obtained with

regard to 1 Sam. 14 26, as is attested by the Septuagint Originally

the text must have been 'an 'a^n = D'-^n c^n the bees had gone,

which was wrongly resolved into wijn -i^yx This is now admitted

by some of the best textual critics. Of this Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists : (I) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 436, on l SauL 14 26, which I have printed,

and (II) the same MS., foL 686, on 2 Sam. 12 4.

iTDI - § 245,

'*7?n p^'aise thou, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund.

Orient 16,^ fol. 3206, on Ps. 147 12, which I have printed, and

(II) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Ps. 1^ 1. As both these instances

of the Piel imperative singular feminine are restricted to the

Psalter, the heading ought more properly to be x-dsi 'a

rOI - § 246.

m^7n* Eight Psalms begin and end with Hallelujah. .This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Harley 5710—11, Vol II, fol. 2"21rt, on Ps. 148 i. The thirteen

39 b
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Psalms which end with Hallelujah are given in a separate Rubric

in Codex Bodley No. 71 (comp. the Massorah, Vol. Ill, p. i).

For the discussion on the exact position of this expression in

the several PsalmB, as well as on its orthography, see my
lntrodu<Aion to the Massoretico-Cntical edition of the Hebrew Bible,

p. 376 &c.

rOI = § 247.

iy^iTI] and they praited, occurs four times. Of this Rubric

I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 8a, on Gen. 12 15, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 168 a, on Judg. 16 24; (IJI) the

same MS., Vol. II, fol. 295fc, on Neh. 5 13; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 382a, on the same passage; (V) the printed Massorah on

Gen. 12 15; (VI) the same on Judg. 16 24, and (VII) the same

on Neh. 5 13.

n-DI = § 248.

in^^7iT they shall praise him, occurs twice in the Psalter.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only,

letter n, § 195. As the two instances are restricted to this book,

the heading ought properly to be 'bdsi '3.

O'DI - § 249.

T^^ntt praised, occurs three times and is defective in the

Scriptures. This participle Pual singular masculine, occurs alto-

gether seven times. In four instances it is with the prefix Vav

(b^-W Ps, 48 2; 96 4; U6 3; 1 Chron. 16 25) and in three it is

without the prefix. Hence the Massorah records the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710 -11, Vol. I, fol. 213a, on 2 Sam. 22 4,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 177 fc, on

Ps. 18 4; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2876, on Ps. 18 4; (IV)

the same MS., fol. 313a, on Ps. 113 3, and (V) the printed

Massorah, on Ps. 18 4. It is remarkable that both Lists III and

IV head this Rubric 'a bbrvs and enumerate two instances only,

viz. 2 Sam. 22 4 and Ps. 113 3. But this is manifestly due to

the omission ram [= Ps. 18 4] after K-ipK bbrta.

y-1 = § 250.

yh'*n^ he shall make foolish, occurs ihfee times and is plene.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah,

I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 22a, on Isa. 44 25, which I have printed;

(II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on the same passage;

(HI) Add. 15,251, fol. 23^a, also on the same passage, and

(IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 193.

K*:*! - § 251.

b>nnn ihou shaU, or she shall rejoice or pi-nise, occurs twice.

This quinqueliteral, which is both Hithpael Tuture second person

singular masculine and third person singular feminine, occurs

altogether five times. In three instances it is hb^ra^ with Tzere

under the Lamed (Ps. 34 3; 52 3; Prov. 27 l) and in two with

Kametz, which is due to its pausal accent Soph-Pasuk. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the minority. It will be seen that the

Massorah here, as also elsewhere, has regard to the identity of the

spelling, irrespective of the difference in the sense. In Isa. 41 16

it is second person masculine, whereas in Prov. 31 80 it is third

person feminine.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. H, fol. 196, on Isa. 41 16,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1366; (III)

Vienna Codex No. 86; (IV) the printed Massorah, all on the

same passage, and (V) the printed Massorah on Prov. 31 30.

yyy = § 252.

H^rtty!) and they shaU glory, occurs twice. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 299 a, on Ps. 64 11.

i*31 - § 263.

Dsbn they hrohe, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does not

occur in' the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1266,

on Isa. 16 8.

T31 = § 254.

dbn here, hither, occurs twelve times and is defective. That is,

in contradistinction to the assonant ol'rn a dream, which is always

plene. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 96, on Gen. 16 13, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah on Exod, 3 5.

As the catchwords for the sixth instance denote 1 Sam. 14 1 (!

where it is thrt) with the prefix Vav, and moreover, as the

heading of these Lists is neither a"-' o"?:!] obn i. e. d"?:! without and

with the prefix J''av which occurs twelve times, nor 'vrb^ a"" o'rn which

is normally to be expected, it may be that this Rubric includes

obri which was originally in this passage and which has been

corrupted into ti^'i, as is attested by the Septuagint. But whether

the Massorah means to indicate nbr\ before o'^n^ or not, it is

certain that the received text is impossible and grammatically

untranslateable. It is now accepted by the best textual critics

that Dbni obri aioj, which is preserved by the Septuagint, exhibits

the original recension.

iTn = § 255.

on they, these &c., ends the verse twelve times. This personal

pronoun third person plural ends a verse forty times altogether.

In twenty-eight instances it is with the paragogic He^ and in

twelve only is it without this paragogic He. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the minority. This safeguarding was especially

necessary, since the same phrase ending two verses, one after

another, is once on fp "a and once wn w-tp -a (Exod. 29 33, 34)

and in other two verses it is once on no r'a and once nan i-io n-a

(Ezek. 12 2, 3).

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated .ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 161a, on Judg. 8 24, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 766, on Ezek. 12 2;

(III) the same MS., Vol. II,' fol. 297a, on Neh. 7 61 ;
(IV) Orient. 4445,

fol. 296, on Gen. 40 12; (V) the same MS., fol. 1156, on Numb. 1 15

;

(VI) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 94a, on 1 Kings 20 3;' (VII) the same

MS., fol. 373a, on Ezra 2 59; (VIII) the same MS., fol, 3836, on

Neh. 7 61; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 106, and (X) the

printed Massorah on Exod. 18 26. Lists V, VII, IX and X head

this Rubric on a"aa nan -npn 'wb 'bw b^ throughout the Scriptures nan

ends the verse except twelve times where it is on, which indicates the

import of this Massorah. The addition at the end of the List

which I have printed is important. It conclusively proves the

statement which I have often made, that the Nakdanim fixed

beforehand the number of lines of the Massorah with which

they intended to furnish the respective MSS. both in the upper

and lower margins, and when the Rubrics were too long and would

exceed this number they often curtailed them, and when they were

not long enough to fill up the requisite number of lines, they

as often added phrases which are no part of the Rubric or found

it necessary to add an explanation why the lines are fewer.

! Comp. n»n at the end of the verse Numb. 18 3; Josh. 2 4; 7 3; 1 Sam.

12 21; 19 20, 21
;'
25 11; 1 Kings 9 20; 2 Kings 7 10; Jcrem. 6 10; C 28; 7 4;

Ezek. 2 6, 7; 3 7, 9, 20, 27; 10 20; 12 3; Hosea 2 G; Zeph. 3 12; Ps. 9 7;

2» 6; 119 111; Prov. 19 7; 1 Chron. 26 6; 2 Chron 8 7.

ran - § 266.

D""!! on they live, occurs three times. For this Rubric see

letter k, § 1168

m - § 267.

Dn iQl* This personal pronoun third person plural is always

with Segol when it is with the prejtx Beth, Shin, Lamed or Mem and

with Tzere when it is with the pr^fx He, Caph or Vav except once,

viz. ana 2 Kings 17 15. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1336,

on 1 Chron. 6 3. It is part of the Treatise which is attributed

to Ben-Asher. {Vide infra, letter o, p. 658, § 22.)

rf31 = § 258.

DHI and they, begins a verse nine times. The design of this

Massorah is primarily to safeguard the phrase a^Sa arn and they

brought, which begins the verse in 2 Chron. 9 24, against being

made conformable to the parallel passage b'K'?*? '""?'':?1 which also

begins the verse in 2 Kings 10 25.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated twenty Lists, but I shall specify
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the following eight only, six in MSS. and two printed : (I) Harley

5710—11, VoL I, fol. 52fe, on Exod. 28 6, which I have printed;

<II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 153a, on 2 Chron. 9 24; (IH) the

same MS., Vol. n, fol. 293a, on Neh. 1 10; (IV) Orient. 4445, fol. 695,

on Exod. 28 5; (V) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 263a, on 2 Chron. 9 24;

(VI> Halle OchlahVe-Ochlah II, § 105; (VII) the printed Massorah

on Prov. 1 18, and (VIII) the same on 2 Chron. 9 24.

Lists V and VI head this Rubric oni B"aa on ifpn 'DB 'k-i ^5

whilst List IV, which exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah,

adds at the end an rv^^ 'tiwi which is substantially the same.

Accordingly the design of this Massorah apparently is to record

the exceptional instances in which this personal pronoun with

the prefix Vav (on) begins a verse, in contrast to all the other

Scriptures where it begins a verse and is normally (an) without

the prefix Vav. Strictly interpreted, therefore, this heading is

misleading. This is attested by the fact that orr\ normally begins

a verse, whilst ern begins a verse six times only throughout the

Seriptures. (Gen. 44 4; Exod. 6 27; Deut: 32 21; Judg. 19 11;

2 Sam. 20 8; Hosea 8 4.) The printed Massorah (List VII) which

heads this Rubric b"i "a am on is incorrect, since it is oni alone

which begins the verse nine times.

tS'al - § 259.

^"T k ? Dni and they knew not, occurs three times once

in the Law, once in the Prophets and once in the Hagiographa. That

is, in contradistinction to the less emphatic phrase ijn; \ih) which

denotes the same thing and which is recorded in letter b, § 179.

D'l = § 260.

DTItS? for they, occurs twice in the Scriptures. That is, this

personal pronoun plural masculine with the prefix Shia and

Segol under it, in contradistinction to the only instance where

this triliteral occurs with Sheva under the Shin and is with

Makeph (-ontf Eccl. 3 18). Of this Rubric I collated three Lists,

two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

foL 270a, on Lament. 4 9, which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 3576, on the same passage, and (III) the printed

Maisorah, also on the same passage.

K'DI = § 261.

mSn they, begins a verse nineteen times. That is, without the

prefix Vav, in contradistinction to the twelve instances where it

begins the verse with this prefix, recorded below n, § 266.

Of this popular Massorah I collated twenty Lists, but shall

specify the following nine only, eight in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Orient 2849, fol. 32 &, on Gen. 7 14, which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 326, on Judg. 19 22; (III) Add. 15,250,

fol. 8a, on Gen. 7 14; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 291a, on Ezek. 44 16;

(V) Add. 21,160, fol. 228a, on Numb. 20 13; (VI) the same MS.,

fol. 8276, on Job 24 13; (VII) Cambridge Add. 465 on Gen. 7 14

which alone has the mnemonic sign; (VIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah II, § 106, margin, and (IX) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter n, § 200. In Jacob b. Chayim's printed Massorah (List IX)

the catchwords for N6. 8, viz. imbt orb-v nx nen Ezek. 32 29 are

wrong, since nifn is here in the middle of the verse. They ought

to be n-yn n*!>pM D'^r nan l Sam. 9 ll. The catchwords for No. 9

mn nbroa d-tv non should be •i-yn rotpa D-mv nan l Sam. 9 27.

TD1 = § 262.

mSTf they, occurs four times in this hook. That is, in Proverbs.

In Proverbs this personal pronoun third person plural without

and with the prefix Vav, occurs altogether ten times. In six

instances it is without the paragogic He (1 9, 18; 4 '22; 18 8;

26 22; 30 24) and in four it is with the paragogic He. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the minority. This protection is all the

more necessary since the two forms are used in one and the

same verse (90 24). This Rubric, which does not occur in the'

printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2576,

on Prov. 30 18.

rOI = § 263.

Bi^J? ^fSiri they are making, or doing, occurs jive times. This

participle plural is fourteen times preceded by the personal

pronoun third person plural. In nine instances it is a^ an

without the paragogic He (Exod. 6 8; 2 Kings 12 16: 17 34, 40,

41; 22 7; Ezek. 8 6 (iteW), 9; 2 Chron. 34 16) and in five only

it is with the paragogic He. Hence the Massorah safeguards

the exceptional combination. By fixing the number at five, this

Massorah militates against the textual reading on in Jerem. 7 17,

which is exhibited in Codex Reuchlin No. 2 (comp. Baer, criiical

Notes on this passage).

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, five in MSS. and three

printed : (I) Harley 5710 - U, Vol. I, fol. 59a, on Exod. 36 4, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS.,. Vol. II, fol. 36a, on Jerem. 7 17;

(III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 74 a, on Ezek. 8 13; (IV) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 39a, on 1 Sam. 8 8; (V) the same MS., fol. 152a,

on Jerem. 7 17; (VI) the printed Massorah on Exod. 36 4;

(VII) the same on Jerem. 7 17, and (VIII) the same on Ezek. 8 13.

TD1 = § 264.

nten3 by, or in them, occurs three times. That is, as pronoun

third person plural with paragogic He and the prefix Beth, in

contradistinction to the numerous instances in which this

quadriliteral is pointed n^ns with Sheva under the Beth and

without Dagesh in the Mem, being a feminine noun and denoting

beast, cattle.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one t)rinted:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 118a, on Habak. 1 16, which

1 have printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol, 726, on Exod. 30 4; (III)

the same MS., fol. 79 a, on Exod. 36 1; (IV) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 2136, on Habak. 1 16; (V) Orient 2349, fol. 75a, on

Exod. 30 4; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 106 margin, and

(VII) the printed Massorah on Exod. 30 4.

iTDI = § 265.

n^"in those, occurs ttcelve times. This personal pronoun with

the prefix He, occurs altogether fifty-eight times. In forty-six

instances it is without the paragogic He and in twelve only is

it with it. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional form.

By fixing the number at twelve, the Massorah militates against

the Eastern recension of the text, which reads n&ra in Jerem.

50 20, and which is exhibited in the St Petersburg Codex of

A. D. 916. The protection of these instances was moreover

necessary, since the same phrases are not only used promiscuously

with the two different forms of this pronoun, but in one and

the same book. Thus for instance cnn apiva and nann D'b^jkti Numb.

9 7; 14 38; 16 14; mnn D'Bjn and orn o'ojn 2 Kings 18 4; 1 Kings 3 2.

( Vide infra, letter \ § 254.)

Of this popular Massorah I collated twenty Lists and

shall specify the following twelve only, nine in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 91a, on Numb. 9 7,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 112a, on

2 Kings 18 4; (III) the same MS., fol. 149 a, on Jerem. 3 16;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 156a, on Jerem. 14 15; (V) the same

MS., fol. 2045, on Joel 3 2; (VI) Add. 15,250, fol. 2096, on

2. Kings 18 4; (VII) the same MS., fol. 4016, on Neh. 13 15;

(VIII) Add. 21,160, fol. 202a, on Numb. 9 7; (IX) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah II, § 106, margin; (X) the printed Massorah on

Numb. 9 7; (XI) the same on Jerem. 14 16, and (XII) the same

on Neh. 13 15. It will be seen that though List I, which I have

printed, rightly states in the heading that there are twelve such

instances, it enumerates eleven only, omitting Jerem. 6 18. But

as this instance is duly given in the other Lists, there can be

no doubt that its omission in List I is due to a clerical error.

VD1 = § 266.

ntoni and they, begins a verse ten times. That is, with the

paragogic He, in contradistinction to the nine instances in which

this pronoun with the prefix Vav begins a verse and is without

the paragogic He, recorded above, letter n, § 258.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 170a, on Judg. 18 27,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, foL 71 a, on

Ezek. 2 5; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 3206, on 1 Chron. 12 21; (IV) the

printed Massorah on Isa. 63 10, and (V) the same on Micah 4 12.

ron - 267.

iTSTT! and they, occurs twice in tJie Pentateuch. This personal

pronoun third person plural with the prefix Vav, occurs altogether

eighteen times in the Pentateuch. In sixteen instances it is

without the paragogic He (comp. orn Gen. 14 13; 43 8, 23;
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Exod. 34 2; 28 5; 36 3; 38 17; Levit. 36 43; Numb. I 50; "15 25;

18 23; Deut I 39; 9 29; 33 3, 17, 17) and in two only/js it

with the paragogic He. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

exceptional orthography in this division of the Bible. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Vienna
Codex No. 35, on Numb. 11 26.

IfiT? they made a noise, they are troubled, occurs four times.

That is, without the prefix Vav. This Rubric I have found in

the printed Massorah only, on Zech. 9 15. It is based upon a

recension of the text which reads ion without the prefix Vav

in Zech. 9 15. This is supported by St. Petersburg Codex of,

A. D. 916; Orient 2201; 4^und. Orient. 16; Add. 15,250; Add.

15,251 and most of the early editions, as will be seen from the.

notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

tS'DI = § 269.

lOm and they make a noise, or roar, occurs three times. That

is, in these three instances this Kal preterite third person plural

is with the prefix Vav. This Rubric I have found in the printed

Massorah Finalis only, letter n, § 209. It is based upon a recension

of the text which reads ^orn with the prefix Vav in Zech, 9 15

and this reading is followed in Harley 5710—11; Add. 15,451;

Orient 4227 and three of the early editions, as will be seen

from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible. In these

two Rubrics, therefore, viz. § 268 and § 269, we have a conclusive

proof of the oft-repeated statement that apparently conflicting

Massorahs are due to their being based upon different recensions

of the text, which were preserved by the different Schools of

Massorites. According to one recension this preterite is four

time? without the prefix Vav and twice with it, whilst according

to the other it is three times without the prefix and three

with it

ri = § 270.

Tl^n"' they shall make a noise, occurs three times in the Scriptures.

This future third person plural masculine occurs altogether

seven times. In four instances it is the normal form !!0.t (Isa. 16 1 1

;

Ps. 46 4; 59 7, 15) and in these three it is with the paragogic

Nvn. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the variation in its

orthography, which is especially necessary since the forms are

restricted to the same books.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 2710—11, fol. Sb, on Isa. 17 12. which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 251 a, and (IH) the printed

Massorah, all on the same passage. Though the three Lists

coincide in stating that this form occurs three times and

enumerate the same instances, yet in the oldest alphabetical

Lists of words which respectively occur once only, beginning

with Yod and ending with Vav Nun, the passage in Ps. 83 3 is

given as the unique instance in which jrarr occurs. {Vide infra,

letter % § 9 c and e.) These Massorahs must, therefore, be based

upon a recension of the text which exhibited the normal form

IOTP in Isa. 17 12 and Ps. $9 7.

«'j^n = § 271.

iTjOVl making a noise, occurs three times. As this participle

feminine, which occurs three times, is once plene (nja'in Isa. 22 2)

and twice defective (njah Prov.7 ll ; 9 13) the Massorah safeguards

the variation in its spelling.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol.11, fol. 10a, on Isa. 22 2, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 245a, on Prov. 7 11;

(in) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 246 a, on Prov. 9 13; (IV) Arund.

Orient 16, foL 3886, on Prov. 7 11; (V) Add, 15,251, fol. 223a,

on Isa. 22 2; (VI) the same MS., fol. 3876, on Prov. 7 11; (VII)

the printed Massorah on Isa. 22 2, and (VIII) the same on
Prov. 7 11. Not only do Lists II, III, IV, V, VI and VHI
emphatically state in their respective headings that two of the

instances are defective ('on -a), but Lists II and VIII state at

the end that the Isaiah instance is the plene ('^b 'xanp). The
printed Massorah, therefore (List VII), which states in the heading

that it is twice plene and once defective and gives Prov. 7 11

as the only defective,^ is both at variance with the other Lists

1 On Ita. 22 2 the printed Massorah Is as followB: 'on 'xi '^s 'n '3 n^oin

.'on nniDT nnsin tvh^os nwu /ithdi i»»n main ,nirSa mma-n 'o»di

and is in conflict with the Rubric which it records on Prov. 7 11

(List VIII). 2 It may, however, be that the two conflicting Rubrics
are due to their being based uoon different recensions of the text

2 On Prov. 7 11 it is as follows: .nn'm 'wwn 'O'Di '^a nni 'non 'a 'j n»ain

•'^D Koip .ni^Ds nipi« /iTiiBi K'n n'on

a-ri = § 272.

|lDn they, occurs three times. This Chaldee personal pronoun
third person masculine plural, which corresponds to the Hebrew
Dn, occurs altogether twelve times and is restricted to Daniel

and Ezra. In the nine instances in Ezra it is lan without the
Ntm at the end (4 10, 23; 6 5, 11, 12, 14, 14, 15; 7 17) and in

the three Daniel instances it is with the Nun. Hence the Mansorah
safeguards the exceptional form.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 2776, on Dan. 2 34,

which I have printed; .(II) the same MS., on Dan. 3 22; (III)

Add. 15,251, fol. 4096, on Dan. 2 34, and (IV) the printed

Massorah on the same passage.

rn = § 273.

ulttn his multitude, occurs three times plene. This noun with

the suffix third person singular masculine, occurs altogether

seven times. In four instances this suffix is ,i, {vide infra, letter n,

§ 274) and in three it is Vav. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards
the spelling of the minority. For the discussion on the archaic
suffix .1 _ instead of the plater form 1 _ see letter n, § 48.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 21a, on Judg. 4 7, which I

have printed; (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 90a, on Ezek. 31 2;

(III) Add. 15,250, foL 1336, on Judg. 4 7, and (IV) the printed

Massorah on the same passage. As one of the instances is uiorr

with the prefix Vav and, moreover, as without the prefix this

noun occurs twice only, the heading ought more properly to be

.Ulbrn 'w '3 uion

TP1 = § 274.

(*l3lttn is the textual reading or the Kethiv in four instances

and the official reading or Keri is ijian (see the preceding Rubric).

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on

Ezek. 31 18, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah

on Ezek. 39 11.

•rrn = § 275.

n^lttn a tumult, occurs twice. That is, once plene and once

defective. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, foL 1546, on Jerem. 11 16,

Though the heading does not state that one of the instances is

plene (Jerem. 11 16) and one is defective (Ezek. 1 24), yet the

Massorah Parva in Add. 15,250 and in Add. 15,251, on Jerem. 11 16,

as well as in 15,251 and in the editio princeps on Ezek. 1 24,

emphatically states that one is plene and one defective

('Dn 'Ki 'bn '» 'a) and this recension of the text is exhibited in

Orient 2201; Harley 6710—11; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251 and all

the early editions except two. According to another recension,

however, it is plene in both passages. This is the reading in the

St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916; Add. 15,451; Orient 4227; the

editio princeps of the Bible, Soncino 1488 and the third edition,

Brescia 1494.

rr-l = § 276.

DOm occurs twice, once vnth Kavnetz and once with Pathach.

With Kametz it is from Bin and the final Mem in Bail is the

suffix third person plural masculine denoting and he shall destroy

them, whilst with Pathach it is from aan and the final Mem is the

radical denoting and he shall put in mQtion. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three

Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 1276, on Deut 7 23, which I have

printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 109a, on the same passage, and

(III) Add. 21,160, fol. 269c, also on the same passage. The latter

heads this Rubric 'ne vatm j^-s rxn 'm lbs rap 'k 'a aam.

r"»1 = § 277.

C^rT7 to destroy them, occurs twice and is defective. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated

four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, fol. J 12a, on Deut 2 15,
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which I have printed; (11) Arund. Orient, 16, fol. 363«, on

Esther 9 24; (III) Add. 16,250, fol. 97a, on Deut. 2 15, and
(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 257«, on the same passage.

r\'V^ = § 278.

DiTI and he troubled, or diaeomjitedf occurt twict in the Scrip-

tures. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I. fol. 436, on Exod. U 24,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 21a, on Judg. 4 15,

and (III) the printed Massorah on Exod. 14 24.

tt'PT - § 279.

DBTl^ and he discomfited them, occurs th*'ee times .... In the

second instance the textual reading is ohjl, and they have no parallel

in all the Scriptures. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 1776,

on Ps. 18 15, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 28*6, on the same passage; (III) Vienna Codex No. 36 on

Josh. 10 10; (IV) the same Codex on Ps. 18 16, and (V) the

printed Massorah on l Sam. 7 10.

It will be seen that the List which I have printed omits

1 Sam. 7 1 and not only gives 2 Sam. 32 1 5 as the second

instance, which is the Kethiv in the textus reeeptus, but states

that the kethiv or textual reading is dnn and consequently the

official reading or the Keri, according to this Massorah, is Darrv

The needless rr-pn "jsa pnniat irbt at the end of the Rubric, is

simply added to fill up the line. Th^ other four Lists coincide

in giving 1 Sam. 7 10 as the second instance and in omitting

the Kethiv earn in 2 Sam. 28 16. It is, therefore, probable that

List I is based upon a different recension of the text, since the

Massorah in this MS. is most carefully compiled and the MS.

itself is a Model Codex. Moreover it is more likely that the Keri

in 2 Sam. 22 15 would make this passage conformable to the

parallel passage in Ps. 18 15 and not make it designedly at

variance therewith.

D-n - § 280.

trS in or unth them, occurs fifteen times in (he Sei-iptures.

That is, with Tzere under the He. The design of this Massorah

is to safeguard this feminine pronoun third person plural against

the variations exhibited in some recensions which read an^ the

masculine in several of these passages, as will be seen from

the notes on Exod. 25 29; Levit 11 21 in my edition of the

Bible.

Of this Rubric which, in this form, is one of the oldest parts

of the Massorah, I collated six Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 46a,

on Gen. 80 26, which I have printed; (II) Orient 4446, fol. 666,

on Exod. 25 29; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 68tt, on Exod. 37 16;

(IV) Add. 16,251, fol. 270 a, on Jerem. 4 29; (V) Add. 21,160,

foL 808 a, on Numb. 10 8, and (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 70, margin.

K"D1 - § 281.

jrD M in three instances with Pathach. That is, in Massoretio

terminology with Segal under the Hf. By fixing the number at

three, this Massorah excludes the reading jn^ in Gen. 30 37 which

is exhibited in Harley 6710—11; Orient 4227 a«d in the second

edition of the Bible, Naples 1491—93.

Of this separate Rubric I collated six Lists: (I) Harley

5710-11, Vol. I, foL 196a, on 1 Sam. 31 7, which I have printed;

(H) Add. 16,250, fol. 2286, on Isa. 38 16; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 2296,

on the same passage; (IV) the same MS., fol. 290a, on Ezek. 42 14;

(V) Orient 2626—28, Vol II, fol. 646, on 1 Sam. 81 7, and

(VI) Halle Oohlah Ve-Oohlah II, § 70. List V has the following

mnemonic sign in the heading pwsr vrptn*i •wwba oia-m 'wta 'ts'Di.

These two Rubrics, viz. § 280 and § 281 constitute one

Rubric in some Massorahs with the heading ">noB 'y\ pxap vb n"" pa,

or '^nriB 'fi * . • . p-ix ins pa. Of this form I collated four Lists, three

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Add. 15,461, fol. 22a, on Gen. 30 26;

{U) Arund. Orient 16, fol. IS&o, on Isa. 38 16; (III) Add. 21,160,

fol. 1 60a, on Levit 14 40, and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter n, § 210. The latter, however, is imperfect, since Jacob b.

Chayim'sList gives thirteen instances only, with Tlrei-e. Levit. 11 21

and 14 40 are omitted, though the heading expressly states that

there are fifteen such instances.

3"D"I = § 282.

^^ ^an they, occurs twice. The design of this Massorah is

to militate against the reading a-i&, which obtained in some

CodiOM, as is attested by Orient 4227 and the editio princeps of

the Rabbinic Bible. Venice 1517, in Ezek. 16 47. The latter has

also a-Tfi in the margin of verse 52. As to the pointing of this

triliterai. Orient 2201, which is one of the oldest datsd MSS.

has it pa with Tzere under the He, with the remark in the

Massorah Parva against it '•b^na fpro p. This is also the pointing

in Add. 15,251; the Complutansian and the first edition of the

Rabbinic with the Massorah. However, Harley 5T10— 11; Arund.

Orient 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,151 and the majority of the

early editions have it }n& with Segol. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 1766, on Ezek. 16 47.

rDT = § 288.

^^ TH behold I, is four times thus combined in the Scriptures.

The personal pronoun -}^ is eleven times preceded by this

interjection. In seven instances the interjection is with the

paragogic He, viz. -sit rnri (vide infra, letter n, § 302) and in these

four instances it is without the paragogic He. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional phrase.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. H, fol. 24a, on Isa. 49 21,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 236a. on

Job 33 6; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol.. 1426, on Isa. 56 3; (IV)

Add. 15,260, fol. 36a, on Exod. 6 30; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 483a,

on Job 33 6; (VI) tb« printed Massorah on Exod. 6 30, and

(VII) the same on Isa. 56 3.

TD-I - § 284.

"jn Id, behold, is five times with Segol in the Scriptures. That

is, when this interjection is combined by Makeph with the next

word, because, as one of the Lists adds at the end, in such a

combination the first letter of the word combined therewith takes

the accent (pb roiaon ro*n bv roincn mjo ororw ••ob). By fining the

number at five, the design of the Massorah is to exclude the

variation which is exhibited in Job 31 35, as will be seen in

the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

And when it is followed by bs or blf or n^K it is likewUf to.

^S-fn occurs twice (Job 13 i; 33 29); ^K-p four times (Job 8 20;

36 5, -22, 26) and n^K-p once (Job 26 14).'

Of this Rubric, which is one of, the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated twelve Lists, nine in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2356, on Job 81 85,

which I have printed; (II) Orient 4446, fol. 1436, on Numb. 23 9;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 324 a, on Job 8 19; (IV) the same

MS., fol. 332a, on Job 81 35; (V) the same MS., foL 8326, on

Job 33 12; (VI) Add. 16,251, fol. 8826, on Job 31 36; (VII)

Add. 15,451, fol. 109a, on Numb. 23 9; (VIII) Add. 21,160, fol. 230a,

on Numb. 23 24; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement

fol. 1816; (X) the printed Massorah on Numb. 23 9; (XI) the

same on Job 8 19, and (XII) the same on Job 31 36.

List VI has the following mnemonic sign at the end

K-iBoa inn \K>p"Vi pmam Kar 'win 'wVa ptn and List IX adds the

the explanation which I have given above.

iTDI - § 285.

Trn and behold, or and if, occurs five times in the Scriptures,

two of these are at the beginning of a verse. With Tzere and Segol

this interjection and conjunctive occurs altogether about 116

times both in Hebrew and Chaldee. In 110 instances it is without

the prefix Vav and with it five times only. Hence the Massorah

safeguards this exceptional occurrence.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2766, on Dan. 2 6,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL II, foL 2786, on

Dan. 3 18; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 26l6, on 2 Chron. 7 18;

(IV) the same MS., fol. H666, on Dan. 3 18; (V) Add. 21,160,

fol. 686, on Exod. 4 1; (VI) the printed Massorah on the same

passage, and (VII) the same on Dan. 8 18. It will be seen that

the three Daniel instances are not only Chaldee, but conjunctive,

whilst the two Hebrew are interjecUon. The two passages where

jrn begins the verse are Dan. 2 6 and 3 18.

ven - § 286.

nSnS therein, occurs three times. Of this Rubric I collated

six Lists, three in MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL I,

fol. 65 a, on Levit. 5 22, which I have printed; (H) the same

MS., Vol. II, fol. 346, on Jerem. 5 17; (III) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 1506, on the same passage; (IV) the printed Massorah on

Levit 5 22; (V) the same on Numb. 13 19, and (VI) the same

on Jerem. 5 17.
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T'DT = § 287.

n|n^ and iheji, occurs three times in the Scripturet. That is,

with Sheva under the Vav, in contradietihction to the Vav

instances where it is n^rn with Kametz (Josh. 8 20; 1 Sam. 20 21;

1 Kings 20 40; 2 Kings 2 8, 14). By fixing the number at three,

this Massorah^ militates against the recension of the text which

exhibits nini in 2 Sam. 4 C, as will be seen from the notes on

this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (1) Harley 6710 — 11, Vol. II, fol. 90a, on Ezek. 30 17,

whieh I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient l«, fol. 69fc, on

2 Sam. 4 6; (III) the same MS., fol. l7So, on Jerem. 38 22;

(IV) the same MS., foL 1867>, on Ezek. 30 17; (V) Add. 16,251,

fol. ao8a, on the sam^ passage, and (VI) the printed Massorah

on 2 Sam. 4 6.

ri'D"! - § 288.

T]lPh to thete, oceur$ four times in the Sciiplvrea .... and

once it^is^ toith the prefias Vav. Of this Rubric I collated four

lists, three in MSS. aod one "printed: (I) Harley 6710—11,

Vol. II, foL 706, on Ezek. 1 2.S, which I have* printed; (II)

Add. 15,251, fol. 2686, on the same passage; (III) Add. 21,160,

foL 28&a, on Ezek. 1 5, and (IV) ^e printed Massorah Finalis,

letter n, § 224. This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List

of words, which respectively occur five times, four times without

the prefix Vav and once with it. tyide infra, letter % § 76.)

63'B"1 = § 289,

nSnip frmn, or of these, occurs seven times. Of this popular

MasBoraii I collated ten Lists, seven in MSS. and three printed:

(I) Harley 5710-11, VoL I, fol. G4a, on Levit 4 2, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 16a, on Isa. 34 16;

(III) the same MS., VoL II, fol. 183a, on Ps. 34 21 ;
(IV) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. I33a, on Isa. 34 16; (V) the same MS., fol. 150a,

on Jerem. 5 6,; (VI) the same MS., fol. 1766, on Ezek. 16 51; (VII)

the same MS., fol. 2916, on Ps. 34 2i
; (VIII) the printed Massorah

on Levit. 4 2; (IX) the same in Jerem. & 6, and (X) the same

on Ezek. 42 6.

rn = § 290.

^T} behold, begins a verse seven times in this book. That is,

in Genesis. In Gen. this interjection begins a verse altogether

eighteen times. In eleven instances it is n^rv with the prefix

Vav (Gen. 15 4; 28 13, 16; 87 7; 41 2, 3, 6, 18, 19, 28; 45 12)

and in seven only it is without this prefix. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the minority. Of this Rubric I collated three

Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 40a,

on Gen. 24 18, which! have printed: (II) Add. 16,260, foL 6o6,

on the same passage, and (III) the printed Massorah, on

Gen. 87 7.

K'XI - § 291.

njn begins a verse four times in this book. That is, in Samuel.

Here this interjection begins a verse altogether twelve times. In

eight instances it is nirn with the prefix Vav (1 Sam. II 6; 20 21;

26 24; a Sam. 3 22; 14 7; 15 24; 18 31; 19 42) and in four

only is it without this prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards

the minority. By fixing the number at four, the Massorah militates

against the reading nrn in 2 Sam. 15 36, as will be seen from

the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of thi^ Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah

in this separate form, I eoliated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 86a, on 1 Sam. 2 81, which I have printed; (II) the same

MS., fol. 67a, on 2 Sam. 15 36; and (III) the same Ma, fol 68a,

on 2 Sam. 17 9.

TXT - § 292.

nSn begins a verse ten times in this book. That is, in EzekieL

Here this interjection begins a verse altogether twenty-two times.

In twelve instances it is r^rn with the prefix Vav (Ezek. 4 8; 84;
9 2, 11; 13 12; 14 33; 16 27; 17 10; 18 14; 22 13; 4» 5; 48 2)

and in ten it is without the prefix. The Massorah, therefore,

records the minority.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1766, on Ezek. 16 44, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 1866, on Ezek. 31 3; (III) St Peters-

hvLTg Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek. 22 6; (IV) the same Codex on

I

Eaek. 39 8; (V) Add. I5,a«l, fol. 283a, on Ezek. 81 3, and (VI)

I the printed Massorah on Ezek. 28 3. Lists III and IV indicate

the import of this Massorah in the respective headings, viz.

•aa r\sv 'de 'cki bttpirr «?3-

JTtI - § 29.1.

nSn begins a verse three times in Chronicles. In this book

this interjection begins a verse eleven times altogether. In eight

instances it is njrn with the prefix Vav (l Chron. 22 14; 28 21;

2 Chron. 2 9; 18 12; 16 11; 19 11; 20 il; 29 9) and in three

only is it without the prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards

the exceptional occurrence. This separate Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley .'>710— ii.

Vol. II, fol. 1616, on 2 Chron. 21 14. rv^s. in the heading is

manifestly a clerical error for nna.

ITfl = § 294.

nSTTI 0ltn* This Rubric, which allocates the position of the

interjection without and with the prefix Vav in the different

books of the Scriptures, combines the several registers of the

respective books into a chain of four links. I shall detach the

several links and give the register of each book separately, as

they are in the older Massorahs.

(1) njri behold, begins a verse seven times in this booh That is,

in Grenesis.

Genesis. — In Genesis, where this interjection begins a verso

altogether eighteen times, the minority is without the prefix Vav.

Hence njn is safeguarded. For this Rubric see above, letter n, § 29a

(2) And throughout the rest of the Pentateuch it is likewise so,

as well as thromghjoiU Joshua and Judges except in six instances

where it is n|rn with the prefix Vav. As this second link of the

artificial concatenation comprises the remainder of the Pentateuch,

Joshua and Judges, it will be more easily explained by separating

each of the constituent parts.

The rest of the Pentaieuch. — That is, Exodus-Deuteronomy.

Exodus. — In this book where this interjection begins a verse

twice, it is in both instances {T\i7}) without the prefix Vav (9 3;

23 20).

Leviticus. — In this book, neither njn nor nj.Tj ever begins

a verse.

Numbers. — In Numbers, where this interjection begins a

verse four times, it is twice (njn) without the prefix Vav (22 11'^

23 20) and twice (njm) with it. {Vide infra, letter n, § 304.)

Deuteronomy. — In this book this interjection begins %

verse once only and is (njni) with the prefix Vav (22 17). It

will thus be seen that this interjection, which begins a verse

altogether seven times in the Pentateuch apart from Genesis

is in the majority of instances without the prefix" Vav and with

it in the minority. This is the reason why the Massorah includei

the rest of the Pentateuch among the exceptions of rwr\ beginning

a verse.

Joshua. — In Joshua this interjection begins a verse thret

times, twice it is (n|n) without the prefix Vav (2 18; 3 II) and

once with it {Vide infra, letter n, § 306). Hence it is included

in this constituent part where nsrn is the exception.

Judges. — In this book this interjection begins a verse fivfe

times. In three instances it is (nin) without the prefix Vay and

in two it is (nrn) with it {Vide infra, letter n, § 806.) Hence it

is included among the books in which nirn is the minority.

(3) And throughout Samuel it is likewise so except in four

instances. That is, in Samuel, too, the rule is r^rn and the exceptio^

is ntri at the beginning of a verse. For this Rubric, which is

here th& second link in the chain, see letter n, § 291.

(4) And throughout Kings, Isaiah and Jeremiah this interjeetioi\,

without the prefix Vnv is the rule at the beginning of a verse anA

with the prefix it occurs eight tim^s only. For the exceptional eigbt

instances of nirn in this fourth link in the chain, which are hwe
mentioned but not recorded, see the following Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 1.S4.

on Gen. 24 13, which I have printed, and (II) the same MS

,

fol. 45a, on Gen. 41 29. The latter gives links one and two onljjf

of this chain.

,TJt-| = § 295.

nirn nin* This Rubric exhibits a more complete concatt

nation of the separate links recording the instances in thd

several books in which this interjection begins the verse without

the prefix Vao and in which it is with the prefix. It consists

of eight links. These I shall detach so as to give separately
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the books in which one form of this interjection or the other

predominates at the. beginning of the verse.

Of this complete Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS.

and one printed: (I) Add. 16,260, fol. 117a, on Josh. 1 1, which

I have printed; (II) Halle Oohlah Ve^chlah II, § 89, and (III) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 328.

(1) Throughout Jothua and Judget n»!i %»'»»» a v$rt0 eseetpt

mm Hfne* whn-« it i» r^m- '^^1" ^^^^ which is the first here, is the

second in the preceding chain (§ 294), as is attested by its

contents. Accordingly the heading ought to be the same and

the words "Oi 'rrm iw •»! have dropped out at the beginning of

the heading. They are properly given in Lists II and III. For

the analysis of this part see No. l of § 294.

(2) And throughout Qtneni mJi^ hegint a werw. This heading,

which is here the second link, is a corruption of the heading of

the first link in § 294 and ought to be nj.Ti t'oa ni.7 en niwra ibd bs,

as it is rightly given in List II. For the analysis of this link

see § 294, No. 1.

(8) And throughout Samuel mJTi hegint a v«r$e except in four

initanees where it it (nKi) vfithout ths pr^ Vav. For the analysis of

this link see § 294, No. 8.

(4) And throughout Kinge, leaiah and Jeremiah where thie

iwtety'eeiion begint a veree it u (n|!i) without the prejix Vav except in

eight inetaneee where it i$ (n|lTi) with the prejix Vav.

Kinge. — In Kings where this interjection begins a verse

ten times, it is five times (n|ii) without the prefix Vav (l Kings 1 14;

8 12; 2 Kings 1 14; 19 11; 20 17) and five times with it. (Vide

infra, letter n, § 806.) As the instances are. evenly divided it is

difficult to say why n|n is placed as the rule and njiTi as the

exception. It may be that by fixing the number at five in Kings,

as is done in List III, the design of the Massorah is to exclude

the reading mni in l Kings 1 14, as will be seen from the notes

on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

leaiah. — In Isaiah this interjection begins a verse twenty-

four times. Without the prefix Vav (mi) is here the rule and

with it (njrn) is the rare exception. The former occurs twenty-two

times (8 18; 10 38; 12 2; 18 9; 22 17; 24 1; 28 2; 80 27; 86 0;

87 11; 88 17; 89 6; 40 10; 41 16; 47 14; 48 10; 49 12; 62 18;

54 16 Kerl; 62 11; 66 6, 14), and the latter twice only. Hence

its inclusion in the Lists for safeguarding.

Jeremiah. — In Jeremiah this interjection begins a verso

twenty times. It is without the prefix Vav (np) in nineteen

instances (4 18; 7 8; 8 19; 9 24; 17 16; 28 6, 19; 30 28; 81 27,

81, 88; 82 7, 24, 27; 83 14; 49 19, 22; 50 41, 44) and once

only is it (njm) with the prefix (88 22). Hence its inclusion in

the List for safeguarding. It is remarkable that the solitary

exception is omitted. But as it is duly given in Lists II and III

its omission here is manifestly due to the carelessness of the

Scribe.

(5) Ezehiel. — Throughout Ezekiel it ie with the prejix Vav

(njrn) at the beginning of a verse except ten times where it is {r^^rf)

without the prejix. In this book the interjection begins a verse

twenty-two times. In twelve instances it is (nirn) with the prefix

Vav (4 8; 8 4; 9 2, 11; 18 12; 14 22; 16*27; 17 10; 18 14;

22 18; 40 6; 48 2) and in ten {r^nri) without it. Hence the

minority is recorded.

(6) 2%e Minor Prophet. — Throughout the Minor Prophets it

is (nin) without the prejix at the beginning of the verse except twice

where it is (nirn) with the prejix. In the twelve Minor Prophets,

which the Massorah treats as one book, this interjection begins

a verse fourteen times. In twelve instances it is (mn) without

the prefix Vav (Amos 2 18; 8 11; 9 8, 18; Obad. 2; Nah. 2 1;

8 18; Habak. 2 4; Zech. 9 4; 12 2; 14 l; Mai. 8 28) and twice

only is it (n|.-n) with the prefix. Hence its position in this Rubric

for safeguarding.

(7) Chronicles. — And throughout Chronicles this interjection is

with the prejix Vav (nfTi) at the beginning of the verse except three

times where it is (njn) without the prejix. In Chronicles this

interjection begins a verse eleven times. It is with the prefix

(r9.n1) in eight instances (1 Chron. 22 i4; 28 21; 2 Chron. 2 9;

18 12; 16 11; 19 11; 20 ll|; 29 9) and three times without

it (nyn). Hence the Massorah in this Rubric, safeiruards the

minority.

(8) In all the rest of the Hagiographa this interjection without

the prejix Vav {nirj) begins the verse excepting six times where it is

{rrfr\) wUh the prefix. The rest of the Hagiographa which, apart

•from Chronicles, comprises ten books, or six if the Five Megilloth

are taken as one. In this division the interjection begins a verse

altogether thirty-three times. In twenty-seven instances it is (nvi)

without the prefix Vav (Ps. 7 15; 83 18; 39 6; 53 9; 54 6;

55 8; 59 8; 78 12; 119 40; 121 4; 128 2; 127 3; 128 4; 132 6;

Job 8 7; 4 8; 6 17, 27; 13 18; 82 20; 88 2, 7; 40 15, 16; Cant. 8 7;

Ecol. 5 17; Neh. 9 86) and in six only is it (n|ni) with the

prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards here the exceptional

occurrence. (Vide infra, letter n, § 307.)

It will thus be seen that this interjection begins a verse

in the Bible 167 times, that it is r^tri without the prefix Vav

114 times and nj|!:ti with the prefix Vav 68 times.

rxn - § 296.

n|n behold, is four Mntes misleading in the Pentateuch. That

is, in these four instances the Sevir or extra-official reading is

mm with the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists,

four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient. 2849, fol. 77rt, on

Exod. 82 34, which I have printed; (11) Orient. 2848, fol. 87a;

(III) Orient. 6404, fol. 76a; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 86, and (V) the

printed Massorah, all on the same passage.

We have here in the respective headings of this Rubric a

striking proof that the expressions p»tsoi and pn'aDt are used

interchangeably according to the opinion of the several Massoretic

Schools with regard to the value of these extra-official readings.

Whilst the four MS. Lists head this Rubric prttO"! "1, the printed

Massorah on all the four instances has it n:m p-ao n. The MS.

Massorah Parva in Add. 15,250 both on Exod. 82 84 and

Numb. 82' 28 also heads it n:ni pTSD -1. This is also the heading

in the Massorah Parva in Add. 21,160 on Numb. 22 5 and 82 28;

whilst Add. 19,770 on both these passages has it njm 'Tao-i "yttttt '"i,

thus combining the two terms. That the Seviv represents the

reading exhibited in some MSS. will be seen from the notes on.

Numb. 22 6 in my edition of the Bible and from the discussius

in letter m, § 742.

rifl - § 297.

'niTi* Seven words are once only preceded by this interjection.

That is, in these seven instances only are these words combined

with this interjection without the prefix Vav, whereas in all

other instances they are preceded by np*. It is to be remarked

that the design of this Massorah is to record those words which

are not only unique in their combination with njni, but which

occur again more than once combined with nsii and in this

respect this Rubric differs from the following one. This Rubric

I have found in the printed Massorah only, on Judg. 7 13. The

incipient List in Orient. 4446, fol. 8O6, on Gen. 41 -^9 gives

unique combinations principally with nj;ri including these also in

the number.

H'Stl - § 898.

nin* Eleven icnrds respectively occur twice, one preceded by this

interjection without tha prejix Vav (pun) and once wiih it (njm). Whilst

the preceding Rubric registers the words which are unique in

their combination with njn, but which occur again several times

combined with njni, this Rubric records the words which

respectively occur twice, once preceded by n|n and once by

mni. In § 297 the combination with ntrn alone is unique, in this

Rubric both the combinations, the one with t\^ and the one with

nsni, are unique, p njni occurs twice, once with Segol under the

Beth -pn:rTi (Gen. 16 8) and once with Tzere p-nsm (Gen. 18 10).

As the unique combination of njn is with -[j, the Massorah here

distinguishes between p and -jp and gives -|9 nsn> as the pair to

.j^^^. j'or this reason njnjn with Pathach (Exod. 9 8) and

^^ „3,.^ with Kametz (Dan. 10 10) are omitted. This Rubric I have

found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter n, § 233.

As there are five other words which respectively occur once

only preceded by nin and once by njni * it is evident that the List

was originally without the heading, fixing the number and that

a later Nakdan added the k" to correspond with the instances

recorded in the Rubric.

1 Comp. (1) '33 nw 2 Sam. 18 86 with «sa n»ni 2 Bam. IS »B; (l) onKan njn

Numb. 82 28 with Dni«»n njni Deut 9 16} (3) »t n.»n 2 Kings 19 9 with KXJ mm

Gen. 88 29 ;• (4) 1^ nin i 8am. 20 2 Ketfdv with "h-nin] 1 Sam. 28 86; (6) V\^>1 nin

Qen. SS 21 with Vt'it nim 2 Sam. 19 88.

t3«3f1 - § 299.

nSTTl nSil* Five verses in which this interjection occurs twice

the first time without the prejix Vav (njn) and the second (njni) ioith

the prefix. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists: (I) Orient. 2349,

fol. 49a, on Gen. 37 9, which I have printed; (II) Paris Ochlah

Vc-Ochlah, § 33i», and (III) the printed Massorah on Gen. 81 51.
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*» - § 800.

W^^USl^ behold a man, occurs twice, chtt is sixteen times

preceded by this interjection. In fourteen instances it is «>'i«nKTi

with the prefix Vav (Gen. 42 85; Numb. 35 6; Josh. 6 13;

Judg. 7 18; 19 18; 1 Sam. 17 28; 2 Sam. 1 2; 18 24; 1 Kings
18 1; 20 89; Ezek. 40 3; Zech. 1 8; 2 6; Dan. 10 6) and in two
only, is it without the prefix. Hence the Massorah sufeguards

the exceptional combination. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Vienna Codex No. 35, on
Zeoh. 6 12.

K^ - § 801.

D^^rnK nSn behoU your God, occurs twice. By fixing the

number at two, the design of the Massorah is to militate against

the reading vTibit r^n b^old our God in Isa. 35 4, which is preserved

in the Septuagint (l3oi 6 Ssbg ^/tfiv). This variation is due to

tiie fact that originally the text had simply the abbreviated word
That, which one School of textual redactors resolved into op^'1^K

in harmony with Isa. 40 9, whilst another School resolved it into

vnah^jf in accordance with Isa. 25 9. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 133 a,

on Isa. 35 4.

ytf - § 302.

^^ n^ behold I, occurs seven times. This interjection is

thirty-eight times combined with the personal pronoun first

person singular. In thirty-one instances the combination is

pS^f.9n* and in seven only is it 'atnin. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and
three printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1906, on Ezek. 37 5,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 257 &, on 2 Chron. 2 3;

(III) Add. 21,160, fol. 2806, on Ezek. 37 5; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35,

on the same passage; (V) the printed Massorah, on Jerem. 32 27;

(VI) the same on Ezek. 37 5, and (VII) the same on 2 Chron. 2 3.

t Comp. «3)il run Oen. 24 IS. 48; 8S 32; 48 21; SO 6; Exod. S IS; 4 23;
7 47; 8 25: 19 9; 83 20; 84 lU; Numb. t» 32; Josh. 14 10; Judg. 6 37;

1 Sam. S 11; 24 4; 2 Sam. 24 17; Isa. *8 18; M 11, 16 Keri; Jerem. 6 19.

18 11; SO 9; Hoaea 2 16; Amos 2 13; * 9; Zeeb. U 16; 12 2; Mai. S 23;'

1 Cluroii. 17 1.

J'W = § 303.

ts7 nSn behold not, is three times thus combined in the Scriptures.

This interjection is followed fifteen times by the negative. In
twelve instances the combination is ^ n|rn with the prefix Vav
(Exod. 7 16; 9 7; Levit IS 32, 34, 53, 56; 14 48; Judg. 21 8;

1 Kings 3 21; 10 7; Ezek. 30 21; Neh. 6 12) and in three only is it

without the prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

combination. By fixing the number at three, the Massorah,
moreover, includes the textual reading or Keri in l Sam. 20 2.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL II, fol. 2156, on Ps. 121 4,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1476, on
Jerem. 1 6; (HI) Add. 16,261, foL 2396, on the same passage;

(IV) Vienna Codex No. 36, on Ps. 121 4, and (V) the printed

Massorah on the same passag&

rV - § 304.

nSrtl and behold, begins a verse twice in this book. That is, in

Numbers. In the other two instances where it begins a verse
it is without the prefix Vav, (Vide supra, letter n, § 294.)

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in this separate form
in the printed Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,
VoL I, foL I, fol. 1076, on Numb. 32 14, which I have printed;

(II) Add. 16,260, foL 88a, on Numb. 25 6; (III) the same MS.,

foL 98a, on Numb. 32 14, and (IV) Vienna Codex No. 36, on
the same passaga

,T«r - § 306.

n3?Tl.» Throughout Joshua and Judges this inteijection without the

prejtx Vav {np) begins a verse except three times where it is n|rn

wttt tiie prejx. (Vide supra, letter ", § 294.) This separate Rubric

I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter n, § 226.

rr = § 306.

nSrn begins a vern Jive times in this book. That is, in Kings.

{Vide supra, letter n, § 86.) Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists,

six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 77a, on
1 Kings 1 22, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., foL 88a,

on 1 Kings 13 l; (III) the same MS., fol. 886, on 1 Kings 13 25;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 946, on 1 Kings 20 13; (V) Add. 15,250,

foL 180a, on l Kings 1 22; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 1836, on the

same passage, and (VII) the printed Massorah, also on the same
passage.

rr = § 307.

nf^ni begins a verse six times in the Hagiographa.
( Vide supra,

letter n, § 295.) This separate Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, foL 259o,
on Ruth 2 4.

n'V = § 308.

niTTI 'i^'^T\ nSni* Two verses in which this interjection with tite

prefix Vav respectively occurs three times. Of this Rubric, which does
not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I)

Orient. 2349, fol. 49a, on Gen. 37 7, which I have printed, and
(II) Orient 2348, fol. 59a, on the same passage. It is remarkable
that the heading of both Lists simply gives nirn twice. But this

is due to the carelessness of the Scribe, as is evident from the

fact that in these two verses only, does nirn occur three times,

whilst there are no fewer than eleven verses in which it occurs

twice (comp. Gen. 18 12; 37 7; Judg. 3 25; 4 !?2; 2 Sam. 1 6;

1 Kings 3 21; Isa. 5 7; Jerem. 14 18; Ezek. 2 9; 37 2; Amos 7 1)

apart from the verse in which it occurs twice with .-gn inter-

vening (Judg. 7 13).

fiD'r = § 309.

nSni* Thirteen toords respectively occur once only preceded by

this interjection with the prefix Vav. The design of this Massorah
is to safeguard the words which occur once only in combination

with njiTi and which occur more than once combined with .-^.n.

This Rubric, therefore, is the converse of § 298, which records

unique pairs, or words once combined with nsrn and once with n|.*i.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis

only, letter n, § 231, It is incorrect, iro n|rn does not belong to

this Rubric, since in? nsn does not occur; neither has BT^n|rr|

a companion, since arh i^^r^ does not occur, whilst 'la njn occurs

once only and hence "a njrn and its unique companion 'a r^n do
not belong to this Rubric, but to § 298; whereas 'j'T^nini, which
occurs once only (Amos 7 7) and which is ^j'l^rr^n in ail other

instances (Isa. 8 7; 40 10; Zech. 9 4) is omitted, ijns n|.ni Ezek. 4 8

in Jacob b, Chayim's Massorah, is a manifest scribal error for

-rinj njrn, as is evident from the catchwords. I have, therefore,

corrected it accordingly. It will be seen that ja rani with Tzere

under the Beth is here properly included, since ja-njn occurs

twice with Tzei-e (1 Kings 13 2; 1 Chron. 22 9, vide supra,

letter n, § 298).

»'W = § 310.

^3K 1^l}y\ and behold we, is three times thus combined

^jniit, the pronoun first person plural, is preceded by this inter-

jjection altogether eight times. In five instances the combination

is vn^ nin behold we, without the prefix Vav (Josh. 2 18; 1 Sam. 14 8;

'S3 3; Neh. 9 36, 36) and in three only is it with the prefix. The
Jilassorah, therefore, safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. I, fol. 99a, On Numb. 2016,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 296 a, on
}N^eh. 5 5; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 382 a, on the same passage;

(IV) Add. 15,251, fol< 423a, also on the same passage; (V) Add.

15,451, fol. 1066, on Numb. 20 16; (VI) the printed Massorah on
Gen. 37 7, and (VII) the same on Neh. 5 5.

K"»» - § 311.

^TV^ nini and behold he was or they were not, is three times

thus combined. Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, seven in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Harley 6710- 1 1, Vol. I, fol. 206, on Gen. 31 2, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. H, fol. 184a, on Ps. 87 36;

(III) the same MS., VoL II, foL 1846, on the same passage; (IV)

Arund. Orient 16, foL 206, on Judg. 3 25; (V) the same MS.,

foL 293a, on Ps. 37 36; (VI) Add. 21,160, foL 27a, on Gen. 31 2;

(VH) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 89, margin; (VIII) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 31 2; (IX) the same on Judg. 3 26, and (X)

the same on Ps. 37 36. As these three instances respectively

occur in the three divisions of the Bible, several of the Lists dither

add "iroa nm "aja in 'ina nn or simply the abbreviation y^
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2"»t^ = § 312.
I

^5llK nirn «»«^ 6e/*oZrf /, /« /n-c fi'mes «/<?fs nmhined in the i

StriptureH. This interjection is thirty-six times combined with
[

the personal pronoun first person singular. In thirty-une instances
|

it is "TiK n:n without the prefix Vai- {vide mjna, letter n. § 302)
'

and in these fiye instances only is it with tho prefix. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the exceptional combination. It is remarkable

that -:vt 'jni does not o6cur, though ':tt r:n without the prefix Vav

occurs seven times. {Vide snpra, letter n, § 302.)

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley r>7li»~ll, Vol. I, fol. ir.:j/>, on Josh. 23 14,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. I2r,«, on

Zech. 11 6; (HI) Arund. Orient, ic, fol. 2:i/^ on Judg. 7 17;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 220/», on Zech. II <!; (V) Add. 15,250,

fol. 1507>, on 1 Sam. 10 8; (VI) Add. 15/251, fol. 27 «, »m (Jen. 28 15;

(VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 89, margin, and (VIII) the

printed Massorah on Gen. 38 15. The catchwords for the second

instance in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah (List VIII) viz. i^n -r;** n:rr,

taT™ ^^^ manifestly a mistake for dth i^in "=jk n:n-. Josh. 23 14.

y^V = § 313.

l^K mrr^ST nirn <md lehnU the icord of Jehovah came

nntohi»i, oecurs'ttoice iii this combination. That is, with this interjection

instead of the normal w. Comp. l Kings 11) 9, which is one

of the two abnormal phrases with 17 2 and s of the same book.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the i)rinted Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 234 «, on

1 Kings 19 9, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 93fc, on the same passage, and (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 1.1a,

on Gen. 15 4.

T>r = § 314.

iWrnSiTl and hehold he. is five times thus combined. The design

of this Massorah is twofold. It is in the first place to include

the official I'eading Kirrnsni, thus militating against the textual

reading n:."T or irorrt in Jerem. 18 3. And in the second place to

distinguish these five instances with the prefix Vav from the eight

passages in which this combination is xin r^zri without the prefix

(Gen. 20 IG; Exod. 4 44; 1 Sam. 10 22; 2 Sam. 9 4; Jerem. 38 5;

Job 2 19; Ruth 3 2; Ps. 48 5).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 165a, on 2 Chron. 26 20,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 158a, on

Jerem. 18 3; (III) the same MS., fol. 273fc, on 2 Chron. 26 20;

(IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 36a, on Gen. 42 27; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 248rt, on Jerem. 18 3; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 135a, on Deut.

22 17, and (VII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 42 27. Jacob b.

Chayim's Massorah (List VII), which heads this Rubric ;-i Kin mnn

affords another striking illustration of my oft-repeated statement

that later Nakdanim not infrequently mistook the import of the

respective Rubrics. Having mistaken the catchwords nnir -ipra tti

•wn rra t»ki as representing one passage and hence thought that

the Rubric records four instances only, the Nakdan forthwith

altered the n in the heading into n when the catchwords ought to

be divided, since they represent two instances, viz. Judg. 9 33 and

Jerem. 18 3. Besides -ipsa 'm is incorrect and should be rrm.

rtar = § 315.

j'lrnSni and lekold this, occurs ttcice. That is, in contra-

distinction to the three instances in which it is :\rnr\ without

the prefix Vav (Ezek. 16 49 ; Cant. 2 8, 9). This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 1474, fol. 1576,

on Isa. 21 9.

rtsr = § 316.

mrP nini and hehoW, JeJuwah, is four times thus combined in

the Scriptures. The Tetragrammaton is fifteen times preceded by

this interjection. In eleven instances the combination is nirf^ nan

without the prefix Vav (l Sam. 20 23; 2 Kings 7 2; Isa. 19 l;

22 17; 24 1; 26 21; 62 11; 66 15; Amos 6 U; Micah. 1 3;

2 Chron. 21 14) and in five only is it with the prefix. Hence

the Massorah safeguards the exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2436, on 2 Kings 7 19,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 936, on

1 Kings 19 11; (III) Add. 15,25i, foL 27a, on Gen. 28 13; (IV)

Add. 21,160, fol. 226, on the same passage; (V) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah I, § 152; (VI) 'the printed Massorah on Gen. 28 18,

and (VII) the same on i Kings 19 11. All the Lists coincide in

giving Amos 7 7, as one of the four instances where rrtrr; nirn

occurs, though the textvs receptus has "f^ nirn. For the frequent

substitution of 'jtk for rrirp see letter k, § 107—115.

V>V = § 317.

73 nSni and behold all, is five times thus combined in the

Scriptures. Here we have one of the comparatively few exceptions

where the Massorah safeguards the majority, since tar^n, the

combination without the prefix Vnv, occurs twice only (Ezek. 1644;

Job 1 12).

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 211 6, on 2 Sara. 19 42,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 217a, on

Zech. Ill; (III) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Ezek. 8 10; (IV) the

same Codex on Zech. Ill, and (V) the printed Massorah on

2 Kings 7 15.

n'"'T = § 318.

tnj nSTT] and behold he had (jiven, occurs twice. That is, in

contradistinction to the three instances where this combination

is ;n:njn without the prefix Far (1 Kings 1 23; 22 23; 2 Chron.

18 22). This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient. KJ, fol. 42 a, on 1 Sam 12 13.

C'^tr = § 319.

nt^fiS nSrn and bekoU it spread, occurs three times. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, but which

is one of the oldest parts of this Corpus, I collated two Lists:

(I) Orient. 2349, fol. 906, on Levit. 14 39, which I have printed,

and (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 996, on the same passage. The heading

ought more properly to be 'eom % since all the three instances occur

in the same book.

3'Er - § 320.

TWh'^ tlan) and behold three, occurs twice thus combined. This

Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, on Gen. 40 16.

As the two instances are restricted to the same book, the heading

ought more properly to be 'BDai "a'ac: '3.

»-DV = § 321.

T^P ^Mil behold I am against thee, occurs three times. That

is, with the suffix second person singular feminine. The only

other instance where this phrase occurs it is yhTf 'sjn with the

suffix second person masculine (Ezek. 293). Normally when this

interjection with the suffix first person singular is used in such

combination, it is followed by the preposition «?« with the suffix

second person masculine or feminine. Thus for instance T*^"?!."!

(Jerem. 50 31; 51 25; Ezek. 29 10; 35 ^; 38 3) and T^jjtrsjn

(Jerem. 21 13; Ezek. 21 8; Nah. 2 14). As it is in these three

instances that it is followed by the preposition bp> with the

suffix second person feminine, apart from the solitary instance

where it is with the masculine suffix, the Massorah safeguards

this exceptional combination.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah.

is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 185a, on Ezek. 28 22. As the three

instances occur in the same book, the heading ought more properly

to be 'Bcm 'a.

yyo = § 322.

''ISn behold me, or hei-e am I, occurs twice with Dageih. That

is, with %oZ under the Nun. Of this Rubric I collated four

Lists, two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 43a,

on Gen. 27 18, which I have printed; (II) Halle Ochlah^Ve-

Ochlah II, § 89, margin; (III) the printed Massorah on Gen. 27 18,

and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 243.

r3» = § 323.

^))TT\_ and behold L occurs three timeM. This interjection with the

suffix hrst person singular, occurs altogether about 165 times.

It is in 162 instances without the prefix Vav (-Mn) and in these

three only is it with the prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards

this exceptional occurrence.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 46, on Gen. 6 18, which

40b
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I have printed; (11) the same MS., Vol.1, fol. 220a, on 1 Kings 5 19;

(III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 796, on the same passage; (IV)

Add. 16,461, fol. Ga, on Gen. 6 18; (V) Vienna Codex No. 86 on

1 Kings 17 12, and (VI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 6 18.

T3W = § 824.

I3n behold ht, occur* twice in the Seripturet and once with the

prefx Vav. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in M8S.

and one printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, foL 2226, on

Job 2 6, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2456,

on 1 Ohron. 11 26; (III) Vienna Codex No. 86 on the same

passage, and (IV) the printed Massorah on Numb. 28 17. This

Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of words which

respectively occur three times, twice without Vav at the beginning

and once with it. {Vide infra, letter i, § 70.)

n'DV - § 826.

'^f^
behold m, occure four timee in the Seripturet. Of ,

this

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated

four Lists: (I) Hartey 6710—11, Vol. 292a, on Ezra 9 16, which

1 have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 76, on Josh. 9 25;

(III) the same MS., fol. 1496, on Jerem. 8 32, and (IV) the same

MS., fol 8780, on Ezra 9 16. The heading 'rn 'n of List 11 is

manifestly a clerical error. The Dageshed instances are recorded

in the following Rubric.

V3W - § 826.

13|ri behold we, it three times with Dageth in the Pentateuch.

The only other instance where it occurs it is win with Tzere

uhder the Nun (Job 88 86). Of this Rubric, which is one of the

oldest parts of the Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS.

and two printed: (I) Harley 8710-11, Vol. I, fol. 80a, on Gen. 44 16,

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4446, fol. 1886, on Numb. 14 40;

(in) Add. 16,260, fol. 296, on Gen. 44 16; (IV) Add. 16,461,

foL 102a, on Numb., 14 40; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 89,

margin; (VI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 44 16, and (VII) 4he

same on Numb. 14 40. As the three instances are restricted to

the Pentateuch, the heading ought more properly to be 'inai 'n '3.

List II, which exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah, adds at

the end vn rntwn 'bi ujn -^ nam im, thus calling the Ture instance

the Raphe.

V3tf - § 827.

ClpSTT] and behold ye, occurs twice in the Scriptures. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated

two Lists: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. II, fol. 42a, on Jerem. 16 12

which I have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 157a, on

the same passage. These two instances are part of the alphabetical

List of words beginning with Vav He, which respectively occur

twice. {Vide infra, letter i, § 68.)

n'2V - § 828.

D'^IJIVIS USUI behold they are written, occurs five times in the

B'ophets. In 'recording the acts of the several Kings the narrator

sums up the narratives by a reference to the official archives

from which he deri^^d his information and uses three different

formulas in this appeal. In Kings, where it occurs thirty-four times,

the formula begins in twenty-nine instances with the interrogative

Bn»*'?n or ."Wiklj.T are theij notf with the paragogic He^ and in

five only does it begin with D|.n behold they. Hence the Massorah

here safeguards the exceptional formula.

And throughout Chronicles it it likewise so with the exception

of three passages. In Chronicles and Esther the reverse is the

case. Here where this appeal to the public records occurs

altogether sixteen times, the formula beginning with a\n is the

rule and the one with an ^hr\ the exception. The former occurs

thirteen times without and with the prefix Vav^ and the latter

three times only. Hence here the Massorah safeguards the

exceptional on tkbrj formula.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated eight Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 896,

on 1 Kings 14 19, which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,

fol. 109 a, on 2 Kings 16 16; (HI) the same MS., fol. 109 6, on

2 Kings 15 81; (IV) the same MS., foL 2646, on 2 Chron. 12 15;

(V) the same MS., fol. 8686, on Esther 10 2; (VI) Harley 5710—11,

1 Comp. m-tlhn 1 King! 11 41; 16 7, 81; 16 6. 14, 20, 27; 22 89, 46;

2 King! 8 23; 10 84; 12 20; IS 8, 12; 14 16, 18, 28; 15 6, 21, 86; 16 19; 20 20;

21 17, 26; 28 28; 24 6; nan t6n l Kings 14 29; II 28; 2 Eingi 1 18.

> Oomp. Din 1 Chron. 29 29; 2 Chron. M 11; SO 84; 24 27; 2S 26; 27 7;

28 26; SS S2; SS 19; Sfi 27; S« 8 Birn 1 Chron. f 1 ; 2 Chron. S6 25.

Vol. II, fol. 1666, on 2 Ohron. 12 15; (VII) Add. 15,260, fol. 424a,

on the same passage, and (VIII) Add. 21,160, fol. 8146, on

Esther 10 2. Lists II and III give the first part only of this

Rubric, whilst Lists IV—VIII reverse the order of the two parts.

See also letter % § 126 and § 127, Vol. II, p. 129.

tt'3» - § 829.

D^5V1J? ^"7^ ^"^ behold they are wintten, it ttoice thus combined

in all the Scriptures. This formula, which as we have seen, occurs

altogether eighteen times, is in these two instances only with

the prefix Vav, which is the reason for its being safeguarded.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Harley 6710-11, Vol. II, fol. 186a, on 1 Chron. 9 1.

yr = § 880.

tin he tilent, it twice with Kamet* and Zakeph. That is, Zak^h-

Katon. This imperative, which occurs altogether six times, is

three times with Pathach and three with Kamett. As the third

Kametx instance is with the accent Soph'Patuk (jx^ Amos 8 8),

whilst two of the Pathach instances are with Mercha (b*? Habak.

2 20; Zech. 8 17) and one with Zakeph-Godol (o,^ Zeph. 1 7), the

Massorah safeguards the exceptional Pathach with the accent

Zakeph.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, fol. 167a, on Judg. 8 19,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 206, on the

same passage; (III) Add. 16,461, fol. 1646, also on the same
passage; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 86, on Amos 6 10; (V) the

printed Massorah on the same passage, and (VI) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 246. Both Lists in Jacob b. Chayim's

Massorah (Lists IV, V), which are headed "stop 'a en are doubly

incorrect. In the first place tl/ere are three instances in which it is

with Kamett and in the second place Amos 8 8, which is here

given as one of the two instances, is with Pathach and Soph-

Psuuk, as will be seen from J\*e above analysis. Moreover,

yn T^wn In List V is a mistake for on •ybvn.

H'iV - § 881.

HS^Cn* All the following formt of the verb n^n to turn, are

unique. This Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I have found in St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916

only, on Hosea 7 8. It strikingly confirms my oft-repeated

statement that the Lists of the compilers of the Massorah

are frequently incipient. The first Massorites collected as

many of the examples as they could find and left the Lists

to be gradually completed by their colleagues and successors

who not infrequently mistook them for complete and furnished

them with headings, fixing the number to agree with the instances

recorded in these rudimentary catalogues. It will be seen that

apart from the last instance, which occurs twice, viz. Levit 18 16

and ProY.. 17 20 and is manifestly the addition of a later Nakdan,

since it is contrary to the avowed import of the Rubric, this

catalogue registers eight forms only, whereas there are thirty-

eight such unique forms of the verb i{pnK

> The following thirty unique forms of "qsn are absent: (1) astn Job 9 6;

(2) DMJi Lerit. 18 10; (8) 'Mtn Amos 4 11; (4) oen ps. 78 9; (6) BMBn Amos 6 12;

(6) B^afni Jerem. 88 86; (7) TjlBn prov. IS 7; (8) Ifcni Gen. 19 29; (9) ^fcn^

1 Chron. 19 8; (10) «sBn Gen. 19 21; (11) nsBnSt 2 Sam. 10 8; (12) ifcm Lament. S 8;

(18) m^i 1 Bam. 10 9; (14) W3Bn<} Judg. 7 18; (16) i^bij?] 2 Chron. 9 12;

(16) iim Zeph. 8 9; (17) »tn^, Job 12 15; (18) obw i Sam. 26 12; (19) IBhi

Amos 6 8; (20) *?oHn Pb. 114 8; (21) BOBhn Amos 5 7; (22) 1|Bnj Job 20 14;

(28) nsfins Lament. 6 2; (24) Asanr, i Sam. 10 6; (26) rissni Jerem. 2 21;

(26) otm Exod. 7 20; (27) njfnj Jonah S 4; (28) Hfrinft Job 88 14; (29) isn

Ezek. 16 84; (80) ^tnb Esek. 16 84.

y'yv - § 882.

^DBn3 they toei-e turned, occurs twice. That is, with Begol

under the He and Pe Raphe. This Niphal preterite third person

plural, occurs altogether five times. As it is with simple Sheva under

the He and with Dagesh in the i% in the other three instances

(isfn; Ps. 78 67; Job 19 19; 41 20), the Massorah safeguards the

orthography of the minority. This Rubric I have found in the

printed Massorah only, on Dan. 10 16.

yiv - 8 888.

'^Urr U shall be turned, occurs twice. The only other instance

in which' this quadriliteral occurs, it is ^b.n; the Kal future third

person (Lament. 8 8). Of this Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 2046, on Joel 3 4, which I have printed, and (II) Add. ia 260.

foL 8QI^ on the same passage
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Tbiff = § 834.

'^1?''^ *"'^ *^ *""* fumed, occurs twice. That is, the Niphal in

contradistinction to the eight passages in which this quinque-

Ittftral is 'iitew the Kal. Of this Rubric 1 collated four Lists, three

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. «r»i, on Exod. 14 5,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,359, fol. 2i7h, on Isa. 63 10;

(III) Add. 15,251, fol. 238&, on the same passage, and (IV) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 24 0.

*!|Bnri thou gJialt he turned.

335.

occurs twice in the Scrijdures.

,

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 234?>, on Job 30 21.

VbV = § 33G.

'^fi(ll|1lp turning oneself, tumbling, occurs twice. Of this Rubric,
I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 23a, on Judg. 7 13,

which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on
Job 37 12.

VbV - § 337.

ffrfKin "in the mountain of God, is seven times thus combined.

That is, in contradistinction to the other seven instances in

which it is nlrr vt the mountain ofJehovah (Gen. 32 14; Numb. 10 33;

Isa. 2 3; 30'29; Micah 4 2; Zech. 8 3; Ps. 24 3).

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, but which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 234a, on
1 Kings 19 8, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 886, on Ezek. 28 16, and (III) Orient. 4445, fol. 436, on
Exod. 3 1.

n'biD - § 338.

m'T; hhia in the mountain of Jehovah, is three times thus

combined .... once in the Law, once in the Prophets and once in

ike Hagiographa. In the only other instance where nna is followed
by the Divine name it is D'rtbKn (Exod. 4 27).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 14&, on Isa. 30 29,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 180 a, on
Ps. 24 3; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1316, on Isa. 30 29; (IV)

the same MS., fol. 289a, on Ps. 24 3; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 23 «,

on Gen. 22 14, which alone has the mnemonic sign; (VI) Halle
Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 162, and (VII) the printed Massorah on
Gen. 22 14. The word omsK has inadvertently dropped out of
the text before pho in the mnemonic sign.

^'bV = § 339.

njT n"'3 "Tn the mountain of the house of Jehovah, occurs three

times. This Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the
Massorah, I have found in the St. Petersburg Codex of A. D.
916 only, on Isa. 2 2, where, however, the catchwords for the
third instance are niaipan "jsi, which is a mistake for nmata-i "wi

and which I have duly corrected.

Q'V - § 840.

in31 and in the mountain, occurs twice, once at the beginning

of a verse and once at the end. As the noun absolute with the
prefix Beth occurs altogether forty-two times, and is with the
prefixes Vav Beth ("viji) in these two instances only, the
Massorah safeguards this rare occurrence.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 128^, on Dent 8 7, which I have
printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 11 6, on Josh. 16 48; (III)

Add. 15,250, fol. 1256, on the same passage, and (IV) the printed
Massorah also on the same passage. This Rubric forms part of
the alphabetical List of words beginning with Vav Beth, which
respectively occur twice. {Vide infra, letter i, § 67.)

K'Or = § 341.

"TTBT] and the mountain, occurs three times. That is, in contra-
distinction to the numerous instances in which it is inn without
the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 21,160,
fol. 2646, on Deut. 6 2»>, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah on Deut. 4 11. As the three instances are
restricted to the same book, the heading ought more properly
to be BB=i '2.

rOtt^ = § 342.

^ "n^ as the mountain, occurs twice. This Massorah is designed
to militate against the recension of the text which reads it rnt
with Beth in both these instances. This reading is exhibited in
Add. 21,161 on Ps. 125 l; the editio imneeps of the Prophets,
Soncino 1485—87 in Isa. 28 21 ; and the editio princeps of the Bible
Soncino 1488 in Ps. 125 1 ; the Syriac, Symmachus and Theodotion!

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists^Jwo in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 130a, on Isa. 28 21, which I
have printed; (H) the same MS., fol. 317a, on Ps. 125 1;' (III) the
printed Massorah on the same passage, and (IV) the printed
Massorah Finalis, letter ,% § 259. This Rubric forms part of the
alphabetical List of wordP consisting of three letters, which
respectively occur twice. (Vide supra, letter k, § 233.)

rO» = § 343.

^.^..^. to the mountain, occurs thirteen times. That is, with
local He to express motion to the mountain, instead oiC rhv or
Tr^* l^'-' (Exod. 24 1, 18; Hag. 1 8) or n.n^ rhv (Exod. 19 12, 13;
Deut. 5 5; Josh. 18 12). This safeguarding was especially necessary
since in Exod. 24 12 and 1 3 the two phrases are used interchangeably.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Harley 5710-^11, Vol.1, fol. 138a, on Josh. 2 16,
which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2a, on the
same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 19a, on Judg. 1 34; (IV)
Add. 15,250, fol. 9C«, on Deut 1 41; (V) Add. 16,251, fol. 126a on
Josh. 2 1(5; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 256a, o^ Deut 1 41; (VII) Halle
Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 81, and (VIH) the printed Massorah Finalis
letter n, § 260.

'

T0» = § 344.

mn nh mount Hot, is five times thus combined. That is,
without any prefix. In the other seven instances in which this
combination occurs it is in four instances with the prefix Beth
(n-nnina Numb. 20 23; 33 37, 39; Deut 32 50) and in three with
the prefix Mem (inn nha Numb. 21 4; 33 41; 34 8).

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 109a, on Numb. 34 7,
which I have printed; (II) Orient 2349, fol. 11 3a, on Numb. 20 22;
(III) Orient 5404, fol. 112a, on the same passage, and (IV) the
printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 266. Lists II and III add
at the end that in one instance it is with the prefix Vav
(inn -vfl o«o ei -im Micah 7 12) where, however, the received text
is nrn -n. The printed Massorah (List IV) is incorrect Some
ignorant Nakdan added a sixth passage, viz. iktid -inn nna Numb. 34 8,

apparently not knowing that with the prefix Men, this combination
occurs three times, and forthwith altered the n in the heading
into '1.

TOr = § 344*.

"nnS in the mountains of is in three instances in the cities of,
according to the Sevir. That is, in these three instances the extra-
official reading is ^ya. This Rubric is from the Massorah Parva
in Add. 15,451, fol. 288a, on Jerem. 31 6, fol. 331 a, on Ezek. 37 22
and fol. 498a, on 2 Chron. 21 11.

This Rubric is of importance to textual criticism inasmuch
as it affords additional evidence that the Sevir represents the
actual reading of MSS. This is attested by the fact that one of
these three Sevirin (2 Chron. 21 11) is not only the textual
reading in this Model Codex, but is in the editio pnnceps of the
Hagiographa, Naples 1486«—8-7 and is exhibited in the Septuagint
and the Vulgate. (Vide supra, letter k, § 729 and § 742.)

n-O^ - § 345.

''Mnrn and he will kill me, occurs three times in the Scriptures.

The only other instance in which this sextiliteral occurs it is

with Shurek under the Gimel ('jjnm), being the third person plural
(1 Kings 12 27).

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol.1, fol. 233a, on 1 Kings 18 12,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 10, fol. 45a, on
1 Sam. 16 2; (III) the same MS., fol. 926, on 1 Kings 18 12;

(IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 1546, on 1 Sam. 16 2, and (V) the printed
Massorah on l Kings 18 12.
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TOtt^ = § 346.

''33^*n and they vnll kill me, occurs twice, once plene and once

defeetive/ThiB Massorah is in accordance with the Hillali Codex

which exhibits '3«nni plene in Gen. 20 11. According to the

Jerusalem Oodex, however, it is here "sj-irii defective. It will thus

be seen that the two celebrated Standard Codices which emanate

from two different Schools of textual redactors, vary in the

orthography of this expression.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and

one printed: (I)Harley 5710— 11, VoLI, foL228o, on i Kings 12 27,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 1926, on the same

passage; (III) Add. 15,451, foL 14a, on Gen. 20 11, and (IV) the

printed Massorah on the same passage. This Rubric forms part

of the alphabetical List of words beginning with Vav He, which

respectively occur twice. {Vide infra, letter % § 68.)

T'0» = § 347.

jhn to kill, occurs three times and once it is with the jyrefix

Vav. In \he only other instance where this triliteral occurs with

Cholem on the Resh it is with Chatejoh-Pathaeh under the He (j-in),

being the imperative (Judg. 8 20).

Of this Rubric, which lis one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, lol. 92 a, on Numb. 11 15, which I

have printed; (II) St. Petersbu^rg Codex of A. D. 916 on Isa. 22 13;

(III) Add. 15,250, foL 222a, on Isa. 22 13; (IV) Add. 15,251,

fol. 2236, on the same passage; (V) Add. 15,451, fol. 1296, on

Deut. 13 10; (VI) Orient. 2349, fol. 107a, on Numb. 11 15, and

(VII) the printed Massorah on the same passage. Lists V and VI

emphatically state that all the three instances are defective

('om 'i), whilst List III as emphatically states in the heading that

two only are defective and one is plene (•?» 'KI 'dh '2 'i), but it

does not indicate which of the three is plene. This Rubric forms

part of the alphabetical List of words which respectively occur

four times, three times without the prefix Vav and once with

it (Vide infra, letter % § 73.)

n'0» = § 348.

2*rt7\ is four times plene in this form. That is, four forms of

the verb Vp ending with Cholem are plene. One is ji-inK the future

first person singular (see below n, § 350); one anni the infinitive

with the prefix Vav (Esther 9 16) and two are al-n^ the infinitive

with the prefix Lamed (Eccl. 3 3; Esther 7 4).

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 363a, on Esther 9 16, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 2056, on Amos 3 3; (III) the

same MS., fol. 361 6, on Esther 7 4; (IV) St. Petersburg Codex

of A. D. 916 on Amos 3 3; (V) Add. 15,250, fol. 368a, on Eccl. 3 3;

(VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 3126, on Esther 7 4, and (VII) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 270. As the latter gives precisely

the same four instances which are recorded in the other Lists,

it is evident that its heading -vrb^ 'ha -i is due to the carelessness

of the Scribe. In the ancient form of this Rubric (List IV) 'pn

in the heading is manifestly a scribal error for 'urb^, as is

attested by the Massorah Parva in this Codex.

B-OttT = § 349.

TjJ^nn'p to kill thee, occurs three times in the Scriptures. In the

only other instance where this infinitive with the suffix second

person singular masculine occurs, it is "^-ith (l Sam. 24 lO),

according to Ben-Asher, as will be seen from the notes on this

passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, fol. 296a, on Neh. 6 10,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 19a, on Gen. 27 42;

(III) Orient. 2349, foL 436, on the same passage and (IV) the

printed Massorah, also on the same passage.

y» = § 350.

3hnK I «hW kill, occurs twice, once plene and once defective

Al this "future first person singular not only occurs twice in

thd same book but is spelt differently in the two instances, the

Maasorah safeguards the variation in its orthography. This

Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, on Amos 9 1.

X-ittr = § 351.

in3TTl>?1 and I killed him, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 246a, on 2 Kings 10 9, which I

have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 596, on 2 Sam. 4 10.

In both instances the He is with Sheva according to the majority

of the Standard Codices, viz. Orient. 2201; Harley 5710-11;

Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,251; Add. 15,451 &c. 2 Kings 10 9,

where it is inail"*; with Segol in accordance with Add. 15,250, is

to be corrected.

yW = § 352.

''33*!iT thejj will kill me, is three times defective in this form.

That isj in these three instances of the plural form is the Vav

absent between the Besh and the Nun. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,251, fol. 256,

on Gen. 26 7.

y:r = § 353.

D'^JI'TH the slain, occurs twice, once plene and once defective.

As this participle passive plural which occurs twice, is not only

restricted to the same book, but is differently spelt, the Massorah

safeguards the variation in its orthography. That this variation

obtained in the predominant School and that other textual

redactors read it plene in both instances, is attested by the

St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 which has it own plene in

Isa. 14 19; the editio princeps of the Prophets, Soncino 1485—86,

and the first edition of the Bible, Soncino 1488.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 123a, on Isa. 10 4,

which I have printed, and (II) the same MS., fol. 125a, on Isa. 14 19.

As the two instances are restricted to Isa. the heading ought more

properly to be 'ooai '3.

r:^ = § 354.

iT'JI'nn her slain, occurs twice, once defective and once plene.

This participle passive plural with the suffix third person singular

feminine, is differently spelt in each of the two instances. Hence

the design of this Massorah is to safeguard the variation in its

orthography. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. 388a, on

Prov. 7 26, which I have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 129c,

on Isa. 26 21.

n'W = § 355.

a'nil slaughtei', occurs twice. This Rubric, which does not Occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol 866,

on Ezek. 26 15. j

! V3t£> = § 356.

I'-nni occars ttdice, once it is written with Akph and once it is

written with He and in two different senses. In 1 Chron. 5 26, where

this quadriliteral is written with Aleph, " it is the proper name

Kara of a region bf Assyria with the prefix Vav, whilst in

Ps. 7 16 it is the preterite of nnn to conceive with the prefix Vav.

Of this Rubric, Iwhich does"not occur in this separate form

in the printed Massorlah, I collated four Lists: (1) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 175a, on jPs. 7 15, which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient.' 16, fol. 2406, cfn 1 Chron. 6 26; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 316a,

on the same passage,! and (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35 also on the

same passage. This Rubric forms part of the List of eleven words

which respectively ockur twice, once ending with Aleph and once

with He. (Vide supra, letter «, § 23.)

rw = § 357.

iilp"! "T^ril ^nni a«f^ «^« conceived and she hare and he

called, occurs three times]. Normally when a mother is described

as having conceived ahd given birth to a child it is she who

names the child and not the father. (Comp. Knprn. ihrn 'evn Gen. 29 32

;

30 18, 20, 24; 38 4, 5; 1\ Sam. 1 20 &c.) As it is in these throe

instances only where >ni5^i follows -i>ni-nn] and moreover as the

two phrases are promiscuously used in Gen. 38 3 and 4, the

Massorah safeguards this abnormal combination. That this

exceptional phrase, however, simply exhibits the reading of the

predominant School of Massorites and that other Schools of

textual redactors had here the normal phrase, is attested by the

extra-official reading or Sevir, as will be seen from the notes

on these passages in my edition of the Bible.
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Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient. 1379, fol. 946, on Gen. 38 3, which I have

printed; (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 256, on the same
passage; (III) Orient. 2349, fol. 586, on Exod. 2 22; (IV) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 35; (V) the same. Supplement fol. 1306,

and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter p, § 135. {Vide infra,

letter \ § 323; letter p, § 263.)

n'W = § 358.

tli? ^nril and she conceived again, occurs six times. That is,

in contradistinction to the eleven instances in which this future

third person singular feminine with Vnv conversive is followed

immediately by -i^pi, viz. n^pii nnni (Gen. 4 1, 17; 21 2; 30 17;

23; 38 3; 1 Sam. 2 21;^ Isa. 8 3; Hosea 1 3, 8; 1 Chron. 7 23).

As it is in these instances only that the adverb mr intervenes

between these two verses, the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 25a,

on Gen. 30 7, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah
on Gen. 29 33. It is remarkable that the List which I have printed

not only emphatically states in the heading that there are six such

instances, but enumerates six, leaving out rrrirr (Gen. 29 35) where
the received text has nir -inni. As this List is in a carefully-written

Model Codex, it is difficult to say whether the absence of

nnirr is due to its absence in the text of the Codices upon wJiich

this Massorah is based, or to the carelessness of the Nakdan.

List II has all the seven instances in accordance with the

textus receptus.

V>'W = § 359.

T*IP *nri5 |tt'*D* A sign for the accents of this phrase.

As -ibpn -npi, which occurs seven times in the Pentateuch, has no
fewer than six different accents, the Massorah indicates them
here so as to safeguard them against being made uniform by
the Nakdanim. In the case of Simeon and Levi (Gen. 29 33, 34)

the phrase is with Munach Zarka. In connection with Jddah

(29 35) it is with Kadma Ve-Azla. As these are above the two
words (^"vb) the Massorah gives the mnemonic sign Judah shall

go up (Judg. 1 2) i. e. the accents must be above. In connection

with Naphtali (Gen. 30 7) the phrase has Munach Zakeph-Katon;

with Zebulun (Gen. 30 19) Mehupach Pashta; whilst in connection

with Onan (Gen, 38 4) it is with Marsha Tipcha.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Add. 21,160, fol. 25a, on Gen. 30 7. It will be seen that

rnvr (Gen. 29 35), which is omitted in List I of § 358, is here

included, though the two Massorahs arc from the same MS.

0"^ = § 360.

|"Tn Haran, occurs three times in this form. That is, this name
without and with the prefix Vav, occurs three times. To obtain

the three instances, the whole of Genesis, where it occurs six

times and where it is both the name of the brother of Abraham
(Gen. 11 26, 27, 27, 28, 29) and of a place (Gen. 11 31), is

artificially reckoned as yielding one instance. In the second
instance it is part of the compound name Beth-Haran (Numb. 32 36),

whilst in the third instance it is the name of one of the sons

of Shimei (1 Chron. 23 9). The addition at the end indicates

that j-nn in the pompound inn n^a in Numb. 32 36, is D%n with Mem
in the compound onn n^a in Josh. 13 27.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 346, on Gen. 11 26, which I have
printed; (II) Orient. 5404, fol. 336, on the same passage, and
(III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 274. Lists I and II are

identical, whilst List III not only exhibits a different recension

and a totally different arrangement, but is in conflict with the

other Lists. It states that Haran occurs twice as the proper

name of a place, viz. Numb. 32 36; Josh. 13 27 and is always

so when it is the proper name of a person, with the exception

of two instances in 1 Chron. 2 46 where it is jnn with Cheth

instead of He, twice in the same verse.*

fin'sa'Di pn 202 ^n '"^ ""s ^a cip hi^ 'pin n'a poysi ,moj nu n»«i pn'3D»Di '2 pn >

.plDD2 '2 2^2 W^S

X'Dtt^ - § 361.

^^n3 in the mountains of, occurs twice in the Scriptures.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 1886, on Ps. 60 10.

yDtJ = § 362.

"n^THIp from, or than the mountains of, occurs three times^

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed

:

(I) Orient. 2349, fol. 1146, Numb. 23 7, which I have printed;

(II) Add. 15,251, fol. 361a, on Ps. 76 5; (III) Add. 16,451, ^ol. 1086,

on Numb. 23 7; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 229a, on the same passage,

and (V) the printed Massorah on Ps. 76 5.

:D'tE^ - § 363.

Dl'TTfyl and to destroy, is three times plene in this foi-m. That
is, three forms of this verb which normally end in oh, are

with Vav between the Resh and Samech (oin). This, however, is

in accordance with the predominant School of textual redactors.

That other Schools exhibited here the normal defective ortho-

graphy, is attested by St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, which
has mn^l ill Jerem. 1 10 and the Model Codex Add. 21,160, first

hand, which has Dn.T in Job 12 14.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, foL 3 16, on Jerem. 1 10,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1476, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 3256, on Job 12 14;

(IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 350a; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 3226, and (VI)

the printed Massorah, also on same passage.



Letter Vav.

•K = § 1.

\ — This part of the Rubric, which registers the number

of times Vav occurs in the Bible, is taken from the alphabetical

Poem given above, letter k, § 224. The second part, which

records the number of times Vav occurs in the Pentateuch, is

from a MS. in my possession. For a description of this remarkable

MS. see my Introduelion to the Mcuaoretico Critical edition of the

Hdrrew Bihle. Part I, chap. Vn, p. lib Ac.

'3 = § 2.

i* — Twenty-three Vav$ in the Pentateuch have respectively

one Tag. This Rubric I have compiled from the Massorah Parva

of Harley 6710—11 on the several passages.

'J - § 8.

3* — ThiHy-eight Vav$ in tJte Pentateuch are thicker at the top

and atrved round to the front at the bottom. This Rubric is from the

Machsor Vitry, Add. 27,027, Vol. II, p. 209—215, which I have

printed in letter n, § 25, Vol. II, p. 680 Ac.

': - § 8'.

\ -_ Two Vavi in the Scriptures are elongated, the Vav

in ilrrj the belly (Levit 11 42) and the Vav in »»nrl Vajezatha

(Esther 9 9). This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Orient 2376, foL 249 i, on Esther 9 9. These

two words form part of the alphabetical List of majuscular

letters in the Bible. {Vide tupi-a, letter k, § 227.)

n - § 4.

\ — Twelve words which are retpeetivehf wUhout Vav at the

beginning in the text are offciaUy read with t<. That is, though the

textual reading or Kethiv is without the Vav, the official reading

or Keri is with it

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated eight Lists, five in MSS. and three printed:

(I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 240a, on 2 Kings 4 7, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol II, fol. 256a, on Prov. 27 24;

(m) St Petersburg CJodex of A. D. 916 on Isa. 55 13; (IV) the

Massorah Finalis of Add. 16,251, fol. 437a; (V) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah I, § 103; (VI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 117; (VIl^ the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 16, and (VIH) the same

letter i, § 60. On referring to the notes on the respective passages

in my edition of the Bible, it will be seen that the Keri or the

marginal reading, is the textual reading in most of these instances

both in MSS. and early editions.

'n « § 6.

1» — Eleven worde which are respectively written with Vav at the

beginning in the teast are officially read without it. This Rubric

records the instances in which the converse is the case. The

textual reading is with Vav at the beginning of the respective

words which the official reading or Keri cancels. It will be seen

from the notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible

that the official marginal reading is the textual reading in many

cases both in MSS. and early editions.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, five in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2226, on l Kings 7 36,

which I have printed; (11) the same MS., Vol. I, foL 246a, on

2 Kings 11 1; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 82a, on 1 Kings 7 86;

(IV) Massorah Finalis of Add. 16,251, fol. 437a; (V) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 104; (VI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 118;

(VII) the printed Massorah on Dan. 9 5, and (VIII) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 17. It is remarkable that

Lists V, VII and VIII give the catchwords for the first instance

oa'?i "•? ntj n'H -io»n 2 Sam. 16 lO, whilst it is in the received text

T - § 6.

^ ,\ — Ten words which are respectively written with Vav at the

beginning in the text and are officially read with Yod, Of this Rubric,

which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah, I collated twelve

Lists, eight in MSS. and four printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL I,

fol. 204a, on 2 Sam. 12 22, which I have printed; (ll) the sam^

MS., VoL II, fol. 2506, on Prov. 17 27; (III) St Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 5 29; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 121a,

on the same passage; *(V) the same MS., fol. 197a, on Ezek. 46 16;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 272a, on 2 Chron. 24 27; (VH) the same

MS., fol. 8866, on Prov. 2 7; (VIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I,

§119; (IX) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 136; (X) the printed

Massorah on Prov. 11 3; (XI) the same in the square enclosing

the first word of Hosea, and (XII) the same in the square

enclosing the first word of Chronicles.

By fixing the number at ten, the design of this Massorah is

to militate against the Eastern recension which reads n^ with Vav

in the text in 2 Sam. 6 23 and for which the official marginal

reading or the Keri is n^j with Yod, as well as against the textual

reading nip?i with T aw in Ezek. 48 26 of the same recension and

the Keri 11^5^ with Yud, which would make this Rubric to consist

of twelve instances, as will be seen from the notes on these

passages in my edition of the Bible. In the Rubric which I have

printed nine instances only are enumerated, though the heading

states that there are ten. As all the other Lists which also head

this Rubric " •p^ 'yn '»ro "\ 'ra •" duly record ten instances, giving

ife^ Ezek. 46 16 as one of the ten, it is evident that its omission

here is due to a clerical error. List II, which is from the same

Codex, not only records this passage, but gives the Kei-i alone

of all the instances and thus differs from all the other Lists.

•r = § 7.

\ — In three instances is the Vav with PtUhach. This Rubric,

which is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 215a, on Ps. 119 168,

I cannot understand. It appears to me that the design of this

Massorah is to record the three instances in the 119"" Psalm, in

which words beginning with Vav Aleph, are with Pathaeh under the

Vav (ip), in contradistinction to those which have Kametx, recorded

in the following Rubric. If this be the import of this enigmatical

Rubric, the word Ttan after -jiti must be omitted and the reference

is to Ps. 119 87, which is the only passage in the Great Alphabet

where this personal pronoun with the prefix Vav occpra. I must,

however, leave it to more expert students of the Massorah to

explain the phraseology of the heading.

% — Throughout the Great Alphahet the Vav in words beginning

with Vav Aleph, is with Sheva or Pathaeh except in eight instances

where it is with Kametz. The first person future with the prefix

Vav (m) occurs altogether twenty-nine times in Ps. 119. In

nineteen instances it is with Sheva {tun), being the conjunctive

(Ps. 119 16, 17, 18, 27, 38, 84, 34, 42, 44, 46, 47, 48, 48, 88, 116,

117, 125, 134, 146), in two it is with Pathaeh (»r), being Vav
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conversive (Ps. 119 4G, l(;3) whilst in eight instances only is it

with Kametz (kj) also being convei'sive. Hence the Massorah records

the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 213a, on Ps. 11^ 52,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. Hi, fol. 31 G a, on

Ps. 119 158, and (III) the printed Massorah on Ps. 119 52.

As the mnemonic sign at the end of the Rubric vnp f\in r\

refers to the respective letters in the Great Ali)habet where the

}'av with Kametz occurs, and as these , eight instances are in

letters t where two occur (Ps. 119 52, 55); n (ver. 59); : (ver. 106);

B (ver. 131); p (ver. 147); -i (ver. 158) and w (ver. 167), it will

at once be seen that r., the first word of the sign, is a clerical

eiTor for ii and that ihp, the third word, is a mistake for vip.

Accordingly the sign in the printed Massorah (List III) vt o"B:n n
should be vn p'cjn t"7.

\ — Woi'da he<jinning loith Vur having Sheva and followed

hy a consonant tcith Shurek tchich are unique. That is, three Hophels

and seven Pual forms. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 51a, on

Jerem. 29 21. n"rn the eighth instance, is manifestly a clerical

error for bj-tii Isa. 17 13. The List is incipient and hence has

no heading.

" = § 10.

\ — Sixteen wai-ds beginning tcith Vav which respectively occur

twice, once with Sheva or its substitute and once with Pathach or

Kametz. For the expressions m^o and bsba denoting these graphic

signs see letter a, § 11.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2226, on Job 2 9,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 227a, on 1 Kings 5 11;

(III) the same MS., fol. 395a, on Zech. 14 4; (IV) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah I, § 47; (V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 46; (VI) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter i, § 3, and (VII) the same letter i,

§ 64. List V heads this Rubric pjit h"" and yet it not only

enumerates the same sixteen pairs, but adds one pair as outside

this recension (KmiDOO ta'ji), viz. p|tri (Isa. 44 16) and v^v*)

(2 Chron. 24 15), whilst List VII has prr a"% but gives exactly the

same sixteen pairs as in the List which I have printed and in

precisely the same order. It will be seen that eleven of these

pau-s begin with Vav Yod (-i) and in five different lettefs follow

the Vav, viz. Nos. 1, lO, 11, 12 and 13. It may, therefore, be

that originally this Rubric recorded those instances only which

commenced with Vav Yod, that later Nakdanim added the five

in which other letters follow the Vav, and that the k*^ and a"

represent the original headings.

K'>-T3 = § 11-24.

\ — An alphabetical List of woi'ds beginning with Vav which

respectively occur once only. The following Lists, more or less

fragmentary, exhibited in § 11—24, I have collated from different

MSS. As they respectively begin with Vav I have arranged

them in alphabetical order in accordance with the letter which

immediately follows the Vav. They are of the utmost importance

to the study of the Massorah, inasmuch as they show that the

original Maissorites simply grouped together as many of the

unique words which exhibit the same peculiarities, without

furnishing them with headings, since they expected their

colleagues to complete these incipient Lists. Later Nakdanim,

however, not infrequently mistook these fragments for complete

Registers and supplied them with headings, fixing the number
of the respective instances to answer to the nn'^ber of words

recorded in the incipient Lists.

H"> = § 11a— c.

Sl« — Words beginning with Vav Aleph which respectively

occur once only. The first fragment (List 11a) which records nine

words beginning with Vav Aleph, is from Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 179a, on Ezek. 20 10. The sixth instance twm I cannot

identify as there is no such quinqueliteral in the Bible.

List 1 1 b, which records sixteen such unique words, is from

Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 3lfe, on Gen. 46 16. oem which is

here the twelfth instance, does not occur. It will be seen that

the two fragments do not record the same words. As these two

incipient Lists are from two Standard Codices which emanate

from two different Schools of Massoritds and from countries

far apart, it shows how these Lists were originally compiled.

List He, which records nine such words, is also from
Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 77a, on Levit. 20 23. It will be seen

that all the words here have Vao with Kametz and that they,

therefore^ properly belong to the alphabetical List which registers

this characteristic. {Vide infra, letter i, § 26.)

H"> = § lld—e.

XT* — Woi'ds beginning with Vav Aleph which respectively

occur twice, once with Shera or its substitute under the Vav and once

with Kametz or Pathach. For the expressions Milra and Milel

denoting these graphic signs see letter a, § 11.

List 11(2, which records seven such pairs, is from Orient 2349,

foL 41(1, on Gen. 24 48, and List II« which gives six, is from

Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1256, on Zech. 11 13. It will be

seen that these fragments exhibit the first attempt to collect the

pairs which exhibit this peculiarity. They are, therefore as yet

without headings.

K" - § 11/

K1* — Ticenty words beginning with Vav Aleph which respec-

tively occur twice are once with Sheva or its substitute under the Vaf> and

once with Kametz. This is a fully developed List of the phenomena

recorded in the two preceding fragments. It is already furnished

with a heading describing the import of this Massorah and fixing

the number of the pairs which belong to this category.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 57a, on Exod. 33 17,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 371a, on

Dan. 8 27; (III) Add. 15,451, fol. *61a, on Exod. 33 13; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 277a, on Jerem. 15 16; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I,

§ 48; (VI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 47, and (VII) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter i, § 65.

With the exception of List VI^ all the Lists coincide in

fixing the number of these pairs in their respective headings at

twenty, and in recording them in exactly the same order. Though

List VI also states in the heading that there are twenty such

pairs, it not only enumerates them in a different order, but adds

at the end that outside this recension of this Massorah (MnniDoa isfy)

there is another pair, viz, nyesJir] (Numb. 9 8) and nyotfKi (Dan. 8 13).

Ou comparing these Lists with the first fragment (§ lid), it will

be seen that it gives another pair, viz. aioin (Deut 10 2) and

arcxi (Jerem. 32 10) which is not given in any of the six Lists.

Since the publication of my Massorah I have found two other

fragments of this Rubric in the ancient Codex Orient 4445. The

first of these incipient Lists is (foL 76 a) on Exod. 33 17. It

records six pairs which are Nos. 2, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15 in the full

Rubric. The second fragment is (fol. 1276) on Numb. 9 8. It

records eight pairs, six of which are Nos. 19, IS, 18, 7, 20 and 4,

in the full Lists, one is the same given in List VI as apart

from the recension of this Massorah, viz. n^atf^ (Numb. 9 8 and

•i?a*Ki (Dan. 8 1 3) and one is the same given in fragment § H t/,

viz. ainsKT (Deut 10 2) and aroKi (Jerem. 32 lo). We have thus

twenty-two such pairs according to the different recensions of the

Massorah itself. But even these by no means exhaust the number.

I have found three other pairs, viz. nKi (1 Kings 6 18) and t-^

(I Kings 7 11); "ir^i (Jerem. 3 19) and -|r*n (Josh. 24 3); ^snir

(Ezek. 5 14) and Tjr*! (Ezek. 16 27). It is, therefore, evident that

none of the Lists are complete and that the heading which fixes

the number at twenty proceeds from later Nakdanim who simply

fixed this number in accordance with the instances enumerated

in the Lists.

All the instances of words beginning with Vav Aleph which

do not occur again, contained in § 11a—f amount to about 70,

whereas there are altogether about 967 unique forma of words

commencing with ki. {Vide infra, letter „ § 28.)

y . § 12a^e.

S% — Words beginning with Vav Beth which respectively occur

once only. These three fragmentary Lists, which do not occur in

the printed Massorah, are respectively: (I) from Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 194 a, on Ezek. 41 6; (II) from the same MS., fol. 1856, on

Ezek. 29 7, and (III) from the same MS., fol. 194a, on Ezek. 40.

Though these incipient Rubrics together record twenty-five such

unique expressions, they in fact amount to twenty only, since

List 1 has four which are also given in List II, viz. Nos. 3, 4, 5

and 10. whilst No. 8 of List HI is No. 2 in List II. It is important
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to notice here that not only are these fragments without any

heading, but that they are not as yet arranged either according

to the alphabet or according to the order of the books.

1" = § 12c?.

m* — Words from an alphabetical List of words beginning

with Vdv Beth. This List, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Add. 15,451, fol. 476a, on i Chron. 16 22, It will

be seen that the sixteen unique expressions beginning wiih Vav

Beth, recorded in this fragment are already arranged alphabeti-

cally, the alphabet being exhibited after the Vav Beth, and that

six letters are represented, viz. j, o, v t, it and p. There can,

therefore, be no doubt that other fragments may yet be found

in MSS., which will not only complete the alphabet, but which

will show that different alphabets of words beginning with Vav

Beth, were formed by the different Schools of Massorites, some

having fewer and some more examples in each link. This is

corroborated by the fact that since the publication of the Massorah

I have found another fragment in Orient. 4445, fol. 105 J,

on Levit 20 5. This ancient Codex catalogues eleven words of

letter Mem^ alone and thus exhibits a link of a much more

extensive alphabet. It will be seen that o-'-rnfini, which is No. 10

in the List I have printed and which is expressly described as

unique {'b) occurs twice in the received text.

» They are m foUows: (1) n« "h imBBfOM Lerit 20 5; (2) nw 'b si'bbb'osi

Neh. 9 29; (3) 'n« 'S olDW Pb. 46 3; (4) 'n« 'h Kiioai Jerem. S2 21; (6) nisnSDa?

rra *^ Iga. SO 32; (6) 'ms'h aftspai 2 Chron. 3& 4; (7) 'ma '^ vnisoa? 2 Chron. 17 4;

<8) 'fl« 'h nhuDM iga. S2 18; (9) 'ma '? onsoai Jcsh. 24 -14; (10) 'ma '^ o'l!'"''??'

Zech. 10 9; <11) 'ma 'h ni^^oa? Ezek, 40 22.

3-' = §'12«.

'2\ — An alphabetical List of words beginning with Vav Beth

which are unique. This List, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Add. 15,451, fol. 5046, on 2 Chron. 31 21.

With the exception of the solitary letter Gimel, which for some

reason is not represented, we have here the whole alphabet. On

comparing it with the contents of ^the fragments recorded in

List I2i and in the note to it, it will be seen conclusively that

sundry alphabets of varying scales were issued by different

Massoretic Schools. In the six corresponding letters in § 12 d

and in 12 c, the former fragment gives sixteen examples and

the latter ten only. Of these eight only are the same, so that

the fragment (§ I2t0 contains half as many again as the

corresponding letters in the full alphabet and must, therefore,

be part of an alphabet formed on .a much larger scale. This is

still more visible when the examples of the single letter Mem

from the ancient Codex given in the note are compared with

those recorded in the corresponding letter of the complete

alphabet. The former gives eleven examples whilst the latter

gives three only, which are entirely different. It is, therefore,

evident that the letter Mem in the note is a link of a much

larger alphabet As the full alphabet also gives Dnisai as unique,

it is more than probable that these Lists are based upon a

recension of the text in which it occurred once only.

n'» = § 12/.

y\ iD% — Words which respectively occur twice,once beginning

with Vav Beth and once with Vav Caph. The design of this

Massorah is to safeguard the words beginning Vav Beth against

being confused with the same expressions which begin with Vav

Caph, since the Beth and Caph are almost identical in many MSS.

and as this similarity has been a fruitful source of various readings.

{Vide supra, letter a, § 14.) This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,451, fol. 295 &, on 2 Kings 17 34.

As all the instances beginning with ai recorded in § 12a—/
amount to about 63 and as there are altogether about 745 such

unique forms (vide infra, letter i, § 28), it is evident that a small

fraction only of this category has been selected by the Massorites

for these incipient Lists.

There are about 131 words which occur once only beginning

with r and about 102 beginning with ti, but of these I have

not as yet found any List or fragment in the MSS.

y = § 18a— c,

rrU — Words beginning with Vav He which respectively occur

once only. The five fragments simply exhibit different attempts

to record this peculiarity. The first marked § 18a, which catalogues

six instances, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 181a, on Ezek. 22 15.

The second marked § 13&, which records four instances, is from

the same MS., fol. 1946, on Ezek il 6. The third marked § 13c,

which records three instances, is also from the same MS., fol. 120a,

on Isa. 3 6. The fourth marked § 13 d, which records twenty

instances, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 39fe, on Exod. 8 25;

whilst the fifth marked § 13e, which records six instances, is

the only one from the printed Massorah, on Levit. 11 30. Not only

have the fragments from the MSS. no headings, but they are

not arranged either alphabetically or according to the sequence

of the books. The fragment from the printed Massorah, however,

confines the instances to one chapter in Leviticus. It will be

seen that natfjnni the fifth instance, which is here described as

unique, occurs twice.

JM = § 13/

ni* — An alphabetical List of icords heglnning with Vav Re
which respectively occur once only. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from St. Petersburg Codex of

A. D. 916, on Ezek. 43 15. This is simply a selection from over

1000 words beginning with Vav .He arranged alphabetically. The

alphabet is exhibited after the m or in the third letter of the

respective words. Why the letter Vav is represented by two examples

and the letter Zayin is not represented at all, or why the Massorites

selected these particular words for an alphabetical distinction I

cannot divine.

y = § isfif.

m^ — An alphabetical List of words beginning with Vav He
which respectively occur once only. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add, 15,451, fol. 444o, on

Dan. 8 3. It manifestly emanates from another School of Massorites

who, owing to certain traditions preserved by them, selected

another set of unique words beginning with Vav He for alpha-

betical distinction. For reasons known only to the Massorites,

some of the letters are represented by two, three and even four

examples, whilst four letters, viz. \ t, - and b are entirely unre-

presented.

r' ^ % lih.

n% — Five words beginning with Vav He respectively occur

twice, once in the singular and once in the plural. This Rubric I

have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter i, § 67.

:•' = § isi.

HT }y\k — Four woi'ds respectively occur twice, once beginning

with Vav He and once with Vav Lamed. This Rubric I have

found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter i, § 68.

As there are no fewer than 1089 words beginning with Vav

He which occur once only {vide infra, letter % § 28), it is evident

that those selected by the Massorites and exhibited in the incipient

Lists and in the alphabets of § 13a—/, constitute a very small

fraction of these unique forms.

There is only one word beginning with Vav Vav, which

is unique, but of words beginning with Vav Zayin, which respectively

occur once only, there are about 98. Of these, however, I have

not found any kind of List in the MSS.

T> = § 14a—6.

m* — Words beginning with Vav Cheth which respectively occur

once only. The List marked 14 a, which records five such unique

words and which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 124a, on Isa. 13 9 and the List marked 146,

which records six instances and which also does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from the same MS., fol. 1866, on Ezek. 31 3.

Since the publication of the Massorah I found another List

in St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek. 47 9. This List,

which registers eight instances and which I have given in the

Supplement (Vol. Ill, p. 5, letter i, § 14c), is remarkable because

it is not only furnished with a heading, but fixes the number

of these unique expressions at eight When it is stated that there

are no fewer than 274 words beginning with m, which respectively

occur once only (vide infra, letter % § 28), this heading can only

be accounted for by its being the addition of a later Nakdan,

who fixed the number to agree with the number of instances

recorded in this fragment

There are in all 48 unique words beginning with bi, but

of these I have not found any List in the MSS.
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rtS = § 15a-5.

^* — Woi'dg beginning with Vav Tod which respectively occur

once only. List I marked § 15 a, which records five instances and

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.

Orient 16, fol. UOa, on 2 Kings 16 6 and List II, which records

thirteen instances andt which also does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Orient 2349, fol. 326, on Gen. 8 2,

With the solitary exception of the first expression in List I

(§ 15 a), all the examples terminate in Vjav or consist of the third

person plural with Vav conversive. It is, therefore, manifest that

the design of the Massorites in collecting these incipient Lists,

was to safeguard the plural forms with the Pathached Vav

called Massoretically Dagesh, against being written with Sheva

or Raphe, which is the design of the following Rubric.

rCD = § 15 c.

*^\ — Forty-eight [five] words beginning loith Vav Yod are

Raphe and each one is unique. That is, the Vav is with Sheva or is

conjunctive. The design of this Massorah is not only to record the

futures third person plural which respectively occur once only

with Sheva under the Vav, but which occur again more than

once with Pathach under the Vav or are in all other instances

with Vav conversive. Hence 13Dk:i Gen. 43 20; ijnri Gen. 42 16;

wij-n Job 36 12; WT1 Gen. 48 15; nan Ps. 66 4; io|3^, Josh. 18 4;

and many others which are unique, are excluded because they

do not occur again with Pathach under the Vav. Hence too nrri

Levit 22 2; laro'i Josh. 18 4; uns'i l Sam. 30 22; and many others

are excluded because though unique, they occur once only

again with Pathached Vav and, therefore, belong to the' List

of words beginning with Vav Yod which respectively occur

twice only, once with Sheva and once with Pathach. {Vide infra,

% Ibh-n.)

Tested by this canon we see that three words with Sheva

are wrongly included in this List, viz. nnp^i Gen. 34 21; TO?ri.ii

Jonah 3 8, and nh^:! Job 36 li, because they do not occur with

Pathach and that two words with Sheva, viz. nB^i Isa. 45 8

and wseri Ps. 37 29 do not belong to this Rubric because they

respectively occur once only with Pathach (comp. nen Gen. 47 27;

and ws«>?i Gen. 26 18), but to the List of words beginning with

Vav Yod which respectively occur twice only, once with Sheva

and once with Pathach; whilst s-fc^^i Job 34 20 and rraiiri

Neh. 8 15, which belong to this Rubric (comp. nari Josh. 4 10;

Micah 2 13; iT'ayn Exod. 36 6; 2 Kings 17 17 &c.), and others

are omitted.

Since the publication of the Massorah I found an alpha-

betical List of words beginning with Vav Yod which respectively

occur once only with Sheva, in the ancient Codex Orient 4445,

fol. 51a, on Exod. 10 7. This Massorah is remarkable for two

reasons. It shows in the first place that the Massorite simply

made a limited selection of twenty-four worfls from the numerous

unique expressions which exhibit this future to frame this

Alphabet, and in the second place that he incorporated in it

both words which do not occur again with Pathach under the

Vav and words which occur again either once, twice or more

times with Pathach. The principle by which he was guided in

the selection of these particular words for this alphabetical

distinction I cannot divine. As some other Massoretic expert may
be able to discover it I give the Alphabet in the note.*

.ri«3BSK h ua'jn'i jj inW^i h uti H ivapn

It will be seen that whilst ^ is omitted, V is represented by three examples

and B by two. On comparing this Alphabet with the Rubric which I hare

printed (§ 15c), it will be seen that eight of the examples are identical in both Lists.

res = § 15d

^ iiTI* — Words beginning iviih Vav Tod and ending in He
Vav which respectively occur once only. That is, futures third

person with Vav conversive ending with the suffix third person

singular masculine, which are unique. This incipient List which

is from Orient 2349, fol. 496, on Gen. 37 14 and which records

nine such instances, is not as yet arranged either alphabetically

or in accordance with the order of the books.

rO - § 15e-/.

^ iVT* — These two Lists, the one recording sixteen instances

and the other twenty-seven, are respectively from Add. 15,451,

fol. 476, on Exod. 14 25 and from the same MS., fol. 746, on

Levit 9 15. Fragmentary as they are, they already exhibit a

development of this Rubric, since they are both arranged

alphabetically. In the first fragment seven letters are not

represented, viz. j, t, b, h, o, p and -i; whilst two letters are

respectively represented by two examples each, viz. a and tp.

Though the second fragment consists of twenty-seven expressions

yet it omits six letters, viz. i, !, a, b, a and j5; whilst n is represented

by two examples, ts by two, r by three, v by five and n by two.

It is remarkable that both these fragmentary Lists give irnota'i

which may either be n^tas^ or irnao^ as representing a. But as

both these forms occur several times and, moreover, as this

expression may from its position, represent the absent letter b,

it may be a clerical error for nnaJj'T (2 Chron. 22 9) which is

given in the following more developed Rubric of this alphabet.

Vfi3 = § 15g.

^ ,ni^ — An incomplete alphabetical List of words beginning with

Vav Tod and ending with He Vav. This List, which contains

forty-seven examples and which I have found in the printed

Massorah Finalis only, letter n, § 37, exhibits the most complete

form of this Massorah. All the letters of the alphabet but

one are represented, and most of them by several examples.

Thus a is represented by two: n by two; a by three; b by three;

5 by two; a by two; v by eight; a by two; st by two; p by two;

-1 by three and w by seven. The only letter not represented is

1, which is due to an oversight of the compiler of this alphabet,

since in»pjM«] occurs once only (2 Kings 12 12) and would, therefore,

have yielded the requisite example. The non-representation of

•« arises from the fact that no such example occurs in the Bible.

V» = § 15A— TO.

n^ ,\ — Ww'ds beginning with Vav Toil and ending in Vav
which respectively occur twice, once Milel and once Milra. That

is, futures third person plural masculine with the prefix Vav,

in which the Vav is in one instance with Pathach /= Mihl] or

is conversive and in one with Sheva [= Milra] or is conjunctive.

For Milel and MUra denoting respectively Pathach and Sheva

see letter a, § li.

Fragment I marked § 15 A which records five such pairs,

is from Orient. 2349, fol. 74a, on Exod. 28 28. Fragment II marked

§ \bi, which gives seveb pairs, is from the same MS., fol. 95o,

on Levit 22 2. Fragment III marked § 15^, which has also

seven pairs, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol.1, fol. 296, on Gen.43a-'».

Fragment IV marked % Ihl, which gives thirteen pairs, is from

the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 40 6, on Jerem". 15 1, and Fragment V
marked § 15m, which records sixteen pairs, is from Add. 15,451,

fol. 18 a, on Gen. 25 18.

These five incipient Lists are an important contribution to

the study of the development of the Massorah. They show that

the first Massorites collected the materials for the respectivo

Rubrics in fragments, and that these were gradually added to

and that they were at last furnished with headings indicating

their scope and fixing the number in accordance with thd

instances recorded in them, and with catchwords to facilitate

the references. n|iDK»i 'with its companion which is with the

suffix third person singular, though given in Fragments I, II, III,

and V, does not belong to this Rubric, the design of which is

to record futures third person plural masculine without suffixes.

It is, therefore, rightly omitted in Fragment IV. That later

Nakdanim carelessly added instances which are contrary to the

real scope of Massorahs, is evident from Fragment III, which

gives Biye^l*], y^*! and a-i']. The fourth pair in Fragment II

marked § \bi, viz. -bpri and "jpri are manifestly a clerical error

for ipri 1 Kings 18 34 and ipar 2 Kings 4 40. No fewer than

six similar fragmentary Lists of more or less lengths, I have

found in the ancient Codex Orient 4445 on the different pairs

in the Pentateuch, which I here record: (I) fol. 346, on Gen.

44 4; (II) fol. 49a, on Exod. 8 8; (IH) fol. 646, on Exod. 23 12;

(IV) fol. 70a, on Exod. 28 28; (V) foL 826, on Exod. 39 21;

(VI) fol. llOo, on Levit. 22 2. A fragment recording six pairs

is also given in the St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 91G, on

Ezek. 37 9, which makes the interesting statement at the

end that it belongs to an alphabetical List of words which

respectively occur twice once Milel and once Milra.^

.•h vn») ,^ ucn'i .'h tseni ."S nwi'i .'h ninn 3 ineni .-^ inoriM ,'S iienn ,'h mnM i
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TED = § 15«.

v\ X __ 2'he following tpords ending in Vav and beginning with

Vav Yod respectively occur twice, once with Pafhach, and once with

Sheva. This is the fully developed Massorah of which the preceding

five incipient Lists are the first attempt to collect the pairs

exhibiting this charaeteristic.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 296, on Gen. 41 35,

which I have printed; (II) Massorah Finalis of Add. 15,251,

fol. 4226; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 1336, on Exod. 39 21; (IV)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, ' § 46; (V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah

§ 45, and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 69.

With the exception of List I, all the Lists emphatically

state in their respective headings that there are twenty-two

such pairs (pit a"=) and though the heading of List I does not

specify the number, the Rubric itself coincides with the other

Lists in recording identically the same twenty-two pairs. List V,

however, adds at the end that there is another pair outside

this recension of the Massorah (KnTiceo na"?!), viz. wsto'i (Fs. 22 27)

and irsto'i (Hosea 13 6) which Jacob b. Chayim incorporated in

his Massorah (List VI) without altering the heading and thus

produced a conflict between the number specified in the heading

and the instances recorded in the Rubric itself. The heading of

List II fpn -in 'no nn p "ri a-s ja in shows conclusively that bvba

and r-ibo are here synonymous with Pathach and Tzere. All the

Lists give iKnr with its companion, which is not a future plural

and iriBDKr! with its companion, which is with the suffix third

person singular and which are contrary to the scope of this

Massorah; whilst they omit the pair iap?«i (Exod. 39 30) and

laria^i (Josh. 18 4) which belong to this Rubric.

?'B = § 16 a.

5\ __ Word.: heginning loith Vav Caph which respectively occur

once only. This fragmentary attempt to collect the unique instances

of words beginning with Vav Caph, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 184a, on Ezek.

26 19. -1^1 Joel 1 15 should be Y'EPI Ezek. 26 19.

t'B = § 166.

y[^ An alphabetical List of words heginning toith Vav CapU

which are unique. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 28l6, on Dan. 6 11.

Why the Massorites should have selected these twenty-two

expressions for alphabetical distinction from the 310 words

beginning with Fat' Caph which respectively occur once only, I

cannot divine.

r = § 17 a—/.

^\ Wm-ds heginning with Vav Latned which respectively

occur once only. Fragment I marked § 17«, which records nine

instances, does not occur in the printed Massorah. It is from

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1176, on 2 Kings 24 14. Fragment II

marked § 176, which Records six instances, is from the printed

Massorah on Ezek. 23 33. Fragment III marked § 17c, which

catalogues fifty, is from Add. 15,451, fol. 83a, on Levit. 20 3-

Fragment IV marked § l7d, which gives ten, is from the same

MS., fol. 474a, on 1 Chron. 12 33. Fragment V marked § 17«,

which gives eleven, is also from the same MS., fol. 4966, on

2 Chron. 19 2. Fragment VI marked 17/, which records twenty-

three instances, is also from the same MS., fol. 480 6, on

1 Chron. 23 29. Besides these I have found seven incipient Lists

of different lengths in the ancient Codex Orient. 4445 recording

the unique expressions which begin with Far Lamed: (I) on

Gen. 48 32, fol. 34a; (II) on Gen. 45 8, fol. 36a; (III) on Gen.

47 34, fol. 386; (IV) on Exod. 13 16, fol. 546; (V) on Levit. 7 37,

fol. 91a; (VI) on Levit. 9 1, fol. 926, and (VII) on Numb. 29 39,

fol. 1506. These conclusively show that the later lengthy Masso-

retic Lists were at first collected in separate fragments which

were afterwards linked together.

r •= § 17^.

^\ _ The following proper names of men heginning with Vav

Lamed respectively occur once only. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710— 11, Vol. I,

foL 15 a, on Gen. 25 13. By simply stating in the heading "the

following proper names &c." without specifying the number,

the compiler of this Rubric indicates that the catalogue is

incomplete and that he left it to his colleagues to gradually

complete the incipient List. They, however, failed to do it, as is

attested by the fact that there are no fewer than thirty-two proper

names beginning with Vav Lamed which are omitted. As the

original Massorite enumerated the instances according to the

order of the Biblical books I shall give the omissions in the

same order: (I) rwb^ Gen. 4 26; (2) -itr^K^i Levit. 10 6; (3) -!an'»6i

Levit. 10 6; (4) nn|5'?i Numb. 3 27; (6) Ta»^i Deut. 3 15; (6)\^
Deut. 33 20; (7) j-j^iDeut. 33 22; (8) ntt^K^i Deut, 33 24; (9) iritbi^)

Josh. 17 3; (10) nwjo^i Josh. 17 17; '(11) jnji^'pi 1 Sam. 13 '22^

(12) bp'ab'i 2 Sam. 6 23; (13) »y^b^ 2 Sam. 9 I'o; (14) nnbi l Kings

2 33; (15) n'alB^i Zech. 6 14;' (16) r^^syb] Zech. 6 14^; (17) jn^i

Zech. 6 14; (18) '^a^ib^ Ruth 2 1; (19) 'a^nte^i" Esther 8 7; (20) •?»«>'»>?

Dan. 17; (21) rr-^i^b'. Dan. 1 7; (22) D^tt>eVi Ezra 8 16; (23) nnw^i

Neh. 7 6; (24)'jtfip^i 1 Chron. 2 34; (25) rnvb] l Chron. 4 '21;

(26) ^npbi 1 Chron. V 19; (27) onK narb^ l Chron. 26 4; (28) rv^ai^b]

1 Chron." 26 6; (29) n;-!3p'?i 2 Chron. 17 7; (30) ^wmbi 2 Chron. 17 7;

(31) CT'rzsbi 2 ChronVl7 7; (32) ^rtni^b] 2 Chron. 23 1.

?" = § 17A.

71* — One hunared and eighteen words heginning with Vav

Lamed respectively occur once only. This Rubric I have found in the

printed Massorah Finalis only, letter b, § 12. We have here a most

conclusive proof of the oft-repeated statement that many of the

Massoretic Lists are simply incipient and that later Nakdanim,

who mistook them for complete, wrongly specified the number of

the instances and frequently furnished the single words of the

original Rubrics with misleading catchwords: (1) The heading

positively states that there are 118 such unique expressions. On

referring to § 28 it will be seen that there are no fewer than

592 words beginning with Vav Lamed which respectively occur

once only. (2) This List itself enumerates 134 such instances

and is thus in conflict with the number specified in the heading.

It is, therefore, evident that a later BWtdan added sixteen instances

to the original List without altering the number given in the

heading. (:i) nl\7^i, which is here given as unique (Esther 8 13),

the Massorah itself states occurs twice. {Vide supra, letter n,

§ 153.) And (4) the later Nakdan furnished some of the instances

with wrong catchwords, viz. For wprib^ the catchwords aao niara^

ought to be rabtion Tarn'? 2 Sam. 3 10. For ni'?wbi the catchwords

nn b« nmK -lOKn 2 Sam 11 11 ought to be vbvt rr-iiK Ka'i 2 Sam. 11 7.

For a«iabi the catchwords aKiob p bv ought to be aKio by p bs

Jerem! 48 31, and for '^"pi^b^ the catchwords npn bKnirrn

Esther 9 29 ought to be iT'a njn mrrn Esther 8 7.

n'' = § 18a-c.

f2\ — Words beginning with Vav Mem which respectively

occur once only. The three fragments marked 18a—c, which do not

occur in the printed Massorah, exhibit the first attempt to collect

the 705 unique expressions which begin with Vav Mem. Fragment I,

which records nine instances, is from Orient. 2349, fol. 90a, on

Levit. 14 17 ;
(II) which records eleven instances, is from Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 149a, on Jerem. 3 3, and (III) which gives ten, is

from the same MS., fol. 1496, on Jerem. 4 7. The second and

last expressions in Fragment I, I cannot identify.

n"» - § 18d

f2\ — An aphahetical List of words beginning with Vav Mem
which respectively occur once only. From the earliest periods the

Massorites of the different Schools not only tried to collect the

vast number of unique words beginning with Fat; Mem, but to

arrange the incipient Lists alphabetically. As the linking together

of the examples which each letter yields into one alphabetical

chain, would have exceeded the amount of space allotted to the

Massorah for each page, the instances which constituted the

several letters had to be given separately and hence were dispersed

throughout the Codices. Besides some Massoretic Schools only

succeeded in collecting and registering more or less unique

expressions for one, two or three letters of the Alphabet. Hence

it is that in some of the oldest MSS. we find Lists which record

examples of a few separate letters only, as we shall see from the

following analysis.

Of the Rubric in which the whole alphabet is represented

I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 446, on

Exod. 3 32; (III) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 18, and (IV) the
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printed MasBorah Finalis, letter o. The alphabetical Lists in Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 19, begin with b. The List which I have

printed, viz. § I8d—l, I have linked together from the Model

Codex.

n"' - § isd\

J^% — Words beginning with Vav Mem Aleph ichich respee-

tively occur once only. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS.

and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 376, on Exod.

5 23, which I have printed : (II) the corresponding letter in Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 18, and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter o, § 6. List II gives eighteen examples only, seventeen

of which are identical with those in List I and one is new,

viz. I'psKoi (Habak. 1 16), whilst List III records twenty-seven

instances of which twenty-six are identical. It omits ncKOi

(Dan. 4 14) and gives ibsifpi the Habakkuk instance instead, thus

making up the twenty-seven. I'^rKOi No. 21 is a mistake for

'^'?5>|0i Ezek. 4 10, as is evident from the .catchwords. On referring

to § 28 it will be seen that there are altogether 35 unique words

beginning with kqi. The longest List, therefore, omits eight

n*"* = § 18e,

nOl 101 Jtti Stti* — Words beginning toith Vav Mem Beth,

Vnv Menv Glmel, Vav Mem Daleth and Vav Mem He
tckick respectively occur once only. Of this Rubric I collated threo

Lists, one in MS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II,

fol. 142a, on 1 Chron.27 17, which I have printed; (II) Paris Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah, § 18, and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a,

§ 7—9. The four letters of the alphabet v/hich it groups together

are represented by forty-one examples as follows: a by 13, j by 11,

1 by 1 1 and n by 6. In the corresponding links in Lists II and III

it will be seen that List II gives 5 examples for aai, 2 for jbi, 3 for

101 and 4 for noi of which nnai (Zeph. 1 14) is new and that

List III gives 13 for aoi making up this number by giving

jBSOi (Hosea 9 11) which is wrong, since it occurs twice (comp.

Job 31 18) and omitting -nhaei (2 Sam. 8 8). For aoi it gives 13

adding nn?ai (Exod. 3 22). It omits nai altogether and gives for

nai 9 examples i. e. three more than in List I, viz. -inai (Zeph. 1 1 4)

which is also given in the former List, ojianai (Isa. 31 4) and

n-iwnai (Ezek. 43 14). It will be seen that these four letters are

represented in the Rubric before us by 41 examples whereas

there are altogether 90 such instances, viz. a 24 ; j 21 ; n 26 and n 19.

{Vide infra, § 28.)

•n-^ - § 18/.

iy\ tDttI nttVtttI 1fi% — Woi'ds beginning with Vav Mem
Vav, Vav Mem Zayin, Vav Mem. Cheth, Vav Mem, Teth and

Vav Mem Yod which respectively occur once only. Of this Rubric

I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 261 &, on Cant, 4 7, which I have printed;

(II) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 18, and (III) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter a, § 10 and 11. This Rubric is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, foL 261 &, on Cant. 4 7. The five letters which it groups

together are represented by 46 examples, as follows: i by 12;

I by 6; n by 19; B by 4 and < by 6. In List II i is represented

by 3 examples only, of which one (""iDiai Ps. 18 8) is new; » by 4

of which one (ir~.«i 2 Sam. 4 8) is new; n by 9, of which two

jna^rai (Gen. 4 4, and pinai Prov. 3 14) are new; a by 5, of

which one (oyaw Ezra 6 14) is new and ' by 4, of which three

(dIW Levit. 22 27; n^nsi 1 Kings 7 10; i-^y-rai 2 Kings 10 11) are

new. In List III is and ^ are not represented at all. t is identical

with those in List I; n is represented by 22 of which three

(inp^na^ Gen. 4 4; jf^-inw Prov. 3 14; p«nai Ezek. 43 14) are new,

two of these occur also in List I. On referring to § 28 it will

be seen that these five letters yield no fewer than 130 unique

examples, viz. i 26; i 16; n 62; » 15 and ' 21.

n-"' = ^ 18g.

DD1 ^fiT 3fi% — Wdids beginning with Vav Mem Caph,
Vav Mem, Lamerl and Vav Mem Mem which respectively occur

once only. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. U, fol. 183a, on Ps. 34 20,

which I have printed; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 19, which

however begins with the instances for ^ai; (III) Paris Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah § 18, and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a,

§ 13 and § 18.

It wiU be Been that List I gives forty-eight instances for

these three letters, vii. s 12; :• 10 and a IC. List II, in which

letter a is absent, records thirty-one for Lamed and Mem, viz.

^16, of which fourteen are identical with those in List I and

two (e^ai Eccl. 9 15; inia^ai Ps. 103 19) are new and for a 15,

omitting D,Tni'fi20i (Prov. 131). List III records forty-two examples

for the three letters, viz. a G; b 18 and a 18, six of which (losai

2 Sam. 12 3; naaai Prov. 14 31 ; -nia^ei Ps. 103 19; a^ei Eccl. 9 15;

r;n»ei Ezek. 8 2, and nlnEtfaei 1 Chron. 6 51) are new, two of

these are also given in List II.

List IV is of peculiar interest, inasmuch as it shows whence

Jacob b. Chayim derived the materials for his edition of the

Massorah. At the end of the List which records the instances of

words beginning with aa% he states that all the Lists of loords in

this alphabet, beginning icith xai vp to aai he collected himself from

different Massoretic laorks, that there exists a com2)lete large Alphabet,

lohich he could not find, that the one which he found simply extended

from b to D, that the other parts he collected in separate Lists and

that he, therefore, did not know whether they icere defective or not.^

Now the part of this alphabetical List from "jai to noi is in the

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 19, and it is this which Jacob b.

Chayim printed with very slight alterations. His List for btn

gives the same sixteen instances, in the same order and with

the same catchwords. The same fourteen are identical with those

in List I and the same two instances are new. For aai his List

also gives fifteen instances only, fourteen of which are not only

identical with those in the Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, but are

practically in the same order and with the same catchwords.

The only difference in the two Lists is that the Ochlah Ve-Ochlah

List omits cn'ni-^feai (Prov. 1 31) and Jacob b. Chayim's List

omits the next word to it, viz. nn'riip^ea? Ps. 107 28. For bis\ I

have also found the following incipient Lists: (I) in the ancient

Codex Orient. 4445, fol. 39&, on Gen. 48 6; (II) the same Codex,

fol. 54o, on Exod. 12 44; (III) Add. 15,451, fol. 46a, on the same

passage, and (IV) the same MS., fol. 3536, on Isa. 30 4. And on

aai (I) Add. 15,451, fol. 4766, on l Chron. 17 5; (II) the printed

Massorah on Ps. 69 15, and (III) the same on Ps. 107 28.

It will be seen that the longest List (I) gives 47 instances

for the three letters, viz. aai 12; ^ai 20; aai 15, whereas there

are altogether 114 such instances, viz. aai 29; ^ai 48 and aai 37.

{Vide infra, § 28.)

"icon noDO •TXiiph pn^u '? nyi 'wa ;:'«3 nci firairsjT 'latrn \h» hs p»nyan 'ok «

nn»a '320 m'h yjin k^i i'»nn t; 'kd; nts-ocoT nn« rhm a'K nSia K'n hzH otr -I'yt otr t^t

.V'sy *h i« 'on CK KjyT *h^ nee noe- ''nep^ iHtn i"'n nyi '^a dk 'a

n" = § 18 A.

fifil Ptti Dtti itti* — Words beginning with Vav Mem, Nun,
Vav Mem, Santech, Vav Mem Ayin and Vav Mem JPe which

respectively occur once only. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists,

two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 168a, on 2 Chron. 31 3, which I have printed; (II) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 19; (III) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 18,

and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 13. List I gives

37 examples for these four letters, viz. :ai 6; cai 11; rai 13 and

cai 7. List II gives thirty-nine of which two are new, viz. .-.Kt'.r.i

(Amos 5 11) and k^bbi (Judg. 13 19). List III gives 43, viz. jai «;

aai 14; rai 14 and car 9. It omits one (inKte-ai Job 31 23) which

is given in Lists I and II and records the following seven which

are not in List I nwei (Levit 27 28); r^etai (Amos 5 11) which

is also given in List II; '»«j\»Br(Ps. 18 18); Klra^ (2 Chron. 19 7);

Iiax?8i (Gen. 5 29); K^eai (Judg. 13 19) which is also given in

List II and cl-in»Bi (Isa. 11 11). With the exception of the usual

mistakes in the printed Massorah, List IV, as is to be expected

from what has already been pointed out, is identical with List II

both in the instances which it records and in the catchwords.

The only difference between the two Lists is that Jacob b. Chayim

gives rnrt?9i (Amos 5 6) twice and omits y^i^^ (Exod. 8 7) which

are manifestly due to carelessness. Besides these four Lists

separate incipient fragments occur in sundry parts of the

Massorah in the different MSS. Thus for instance fragments of

the four letters which constitute this Rubric are given: (I) in

Add. 15,451, foL 870a, on Isa. 66 13; (II) the same MS., fol. 377a,

on Joel 4 18; (III) the same MS., fol. 480&, on Ps. 119 110;

(IV) Add. 15,250, foL 249a, on Jerem. 19 14; (V) in the ancient

Codex Orient 4445, fol. 47 a, on Exod. 6 9; (VI) the same Codex

fol. 486, on Exod. 8 7; (VII) the same fol. 1586, on Numb. 36, and

(VIII) the printed Massorah on Levit 18 26.

It will be seen that the longest List (III) gives 43 instances

for the four letters, viz. msi 6; cai 14; jfai 14 and aai 9, whereas

there are altogether 120 such instances, viz. sai 26; aai and

iroi 84, B and to being treated in the Massorah as the same;

rar 45 and aai IB. (T'tV7« infra, % 28.)
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n'' ' § 18 1.

ptti liCDI* — Words heginning with Vav Mem TxaiU and Vav
Mem Coph which respectively occur once only. Of this Rubric

I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two printed: (I) Add. 15,451,

fol. 401ft, on Ps. 20 3, which I have printed; (II) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 1256, on Deut. 22 3; (III) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I,

§ 19; (IV) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 18, and (V) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 13.

It is remarkable that both Lists I and II give p''"Tsai as

one of the instances, since this Hiphil participle singular with

the prefix Vav does not occur in the present text. From Lists I

and II which have no catchwords, it is difficult to divine whether

the Massorite based this List upon a recension which exhibited

js^stw with the prefix Vav in Prov. 17 16. List II, however, gives

the catchwords for it nrw apr ran = Isa. 6 23 where the received

text has '(^'''ixo. This certainly cannot be explained on the

supposition that the Massorite found here "p^nxai with the prefix

Vav, for in that case it would not be unique as this form occurs

in Dan. 12 3, which is here given as occurring once only. Lists III

and V solve the difficulty by omitting p"^sni altogether. List IV

records sixteen examples for atai, giving three new ones, viz.

rntofai (Micah 5 l); "njcoi (Ps. 116 3) and inxatai (Prov. 30 12)

which is also given in List II. But even this longer List which

gives 29 instances for these two letters, is simply a fragment;

since there are altogether 74, viz. sai 47 and pai 27. (
Vide infra,

§ 28).

Besides the four Lists there are the following fragments

cataloguing these unique expressions: (I) Orient. 4445, fol. 38a,

•on Gen. 47 2; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 402^ on Ps. 22 22; (III) the

sanie MS., fol. 4036, on Ps. 28 7; (IV) the same MS., fol. 419a,

on Ps. 81 7, and (V) the same MS., fol. 478 a, on l Chron. 20.

n*' - § ISA;.

nD%— Words heginning with VavMemMesh which respectively

occur once only. Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts

of the Massorah, I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Add. 15,451, fol. 495, on Exod. 17 7, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 59a, on the same passage; (III)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Oohlah I, § 19; (IV) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

§ 18, and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 13.

On collating the four Lists with the one which I have

printed (List I) the following variations are disclosed; Xist II

which records thirteen examples, has two new ones (nxnai

Levit. 13 25, rwnai Numb. 12 8) and omits three (n^K-iai Josh. 15 44

;

niinai Ezek. 43* 3 ; n-^K-iei Prov. 3 9). In Lists III and IV there

are no variations, whilst List V registers thirteen instances only.

It omits pimai (Jpb 39 25) and records two new ones, viz. nK-iai

(Numb. 12 8)', which is also given in List 11 and arnai (Job 22 7).

All these Lists, however, are simply incipient, since there are

no fewer than 40 unique words beginning with nai, as will be

seen in § 28.

n"' = § 18Z.

riDI tt^ttl* — Wwds heginning with Vav Mem Shin and Vav

Mem Tav which respectively occur once only. Of this Rubric I

collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 156, on Gen. 25 14, which I have printed;'

(II) Add. 15,451, fol. 2696, on Jerem. 4 7; (III) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah I, § 19; (IV) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 18, and (V) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 13.

With the exception of List IV the other four Lists are

practically identical. The variations in List IV consist in its

omitting no fewer than seven instances in rai, viz. nitpei (2 Sam. 3 39);

rttfm (Jerem. 22 14); ntfai (Ezra 6 9); B>ai (Gen. 10 23); tw

(Zech. 14 4); i'?tt?ai (Zech. 9 10); ^hfw (Jerem. 30 21) and it gives

two new ones, viz. bbtt^ (I Sam. 30 19) and KB^ai (Neh. 10 32).

It, moreover, records one new one for nai, viz. ja'-nai (Josh. 12 3).

The identity of Jacob b. Chayim's List (V) with that of the

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah (List III) is here established beyond

the shadow of a doubt. It will be seen that the second instance

given in this Rubric is jowai. As Lists I and II are without

vowel-points and without catchwords, this quinqueliteral may

either be jBtfai (Isa. 17 4) or ja*ai (Exod. 29 21) since both these

forms are unique. Lists III,' IV and V, however, have been

supplied with catchwords by later Nakdanim which indicate the

passages and thus decide the vowel-points. Now the Paris Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah gives tm p.nnp'?! = Exod. 29 21, thus taking it for

I9fo% whilst the Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah gives -naa by mm wa rrm -

Isa. 17 4, which is fa?>a*i and Jacob b. Chayim gives identically

the same catchwords.

Here again I have to point out that all the five Lists are

simply fragmentary. The longest gives 26 for »ai and 2 for nai,

whereas it will be seen from § 28 that there are altogether no

fewer than 102, viz. cai 68 and nai 34, deducting the forms of

t?ai which the Massorah reckons under oai. These Lists were

never meant to record all the forms. They simply exhibit the

words which the different Massoretic Schools, for reasons which

cannot now be divined, selected from a large mass of unique

expressions for distinction. This is attested by the fact that

though there are no fewer than 705 words beginning with ai

which respectively occur once only, yet not only does the

extensive Alphabet exhibited in the links marked § 18a—6 give

simply 273 examples, but there are actually sundry complete

Alphabets which consist of 22 examples. The following is the

oldest form of these Alphabets which is from the ancient Codex

Orient. 4445, fol. 446, on Exod. 3 22.

Esther S S 'h TibDi Josh. 9 5 'h ni«|Bm Isa. 41 9 ^ n'^»}W

Josh. 9 4'^ D'")"i»P' Levit. 14 17 '^ i"!'?' „ 56 6 '^ niaap*

Exod. 12 11 'h 03^1531 Zeph. 2 9''? niaP' Exod. S 22 'b n-iJIM

Deut. 33 15 6 B'Kipi 2 Sam. 23 2 '^ in^-m Cant. 4 3'^ P.finM

Jerem. 4 7'^ nmvm Ps. 69 15 '^ '!?>;»?< Isa. 16 6 "^ nnp<

Ezek. 28 8 'b npiDi isa. 65 12 'h W3o; Dan. 6 11 ''f xiltM

.niae'jj* phx Amo^^ 6 10 '^ ?lD-iDai job 13 21 'b mm
Levit. 22 24 'b n'Vp' Ezek. 26 9 'b 'ntM

:\

0"' = § 19a.

Words beginning with Vav Nun lohich respectively occur

once only. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Orient. 2349, fol. 826, on Levit. 1 4. On closely

examining the twenty-one instances here recorded, it will be seen

that they were originally arranged alphabetically and that later

scribes, as is not infrequently the case, not only transposed

several of the words, but ignorantly added na^i (Ezek. 44 25)

which begins with Vav Lamed, contrary to the import of this

Rubric.

{5"» § 196.

i\ — An alphabetical List of words beginning with Vav Nun
which respectively occur once only. Of this Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, but which is one of the oldest constituent

parts of it, I collated three Lists : (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 606,

on Jerem. 40 15, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 1506,

on Numb. 29 31, and (III) Orient. 237&, fol. 170a, on Cant. 1 5.

It will be seen that the Alphabet of List I consists of

twenty-four examples instead of twenty-two. This is due to the

fact that both s and p are severally represented by two examples

instead of one. List II, which exhibits the oldest form of an

Alphabet, gives eighteen examples only. Four letters are

unrepresented, viz. a, a, j and b, four are represented by different

expressions, viz. n by la-rji (Jerem. 25 37); "by xn'si (Josh. 9 24);

P by ni?3i (Prov. 12 8) and at by naixsi (Ezra 8 23). In List III

two letters are not represented, viz. a and p and as in List II,

a: is represented by naiJMi. Both these Lists, however, clearly

show that the enigmatical expression air, which is given in List I

for 1, is nw Ps. 68 13. When it is stated that there are more than

500 words beginning with Vav Nun which occur once only {vide

infra, § 28) and that innumerable Alphabets might be obtained by

different combinations, it will at once be seen that the selection

of twenty-two expressions on the part of the Massorites to be

thus distinguished, must be due to some recondite cause.

Though there are upwards of 90 words beginning with Vav

Samech which respectively occur once only, I have not found in

the MSS, an incipient List which records any of them.

'3 = § 20a-

6

P\ — Words heginning with Vav Ayin which respectively occur

once only. These two fragments, one recording five words and

the other eleven, which do not occur in the printed Massorah,

are respectively from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 179 a, on Ezek. 19 10

and the same MS., fol. 191 a, on Ezek. 37 19. There are altogether

more than 320 unique expressions beginning with jn. (Vide infra,

§ 28).

«"3 = § 21a-6.

Q\ __ Words beginning with Vav Pe which respectively occur

once only. These two fragments, which do not occur in the printed
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Massorah, are from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 121a, on Isa. 5 14,

and fol. 1906, on Ezek. 37 9. There are altogether about 139

words beginning with Vav Pe which are unique. Though there

are about 87 unique words beginning with n {vide infra, § 20),

I have not found any of them recorded in the MSS.

r3 = § 22.

p\ — Wm-ds beginning with Vav Coph which respectively occur

once only. This fragment, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1906, on Ezek. 37 6.

There are upwards of 160 words beginning with pi which are

unique. (Vide infra, § 28.) Of unique words beginning with -ii, of

which there are about 188, I have found no incipient List in

the MSS.

yj = § 23.

^^ _ Words heginning ivith Vav Shin which respectively occur

once only. This incipient List, which records seven such instances

and which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 191a, on Ezek. 38 4. Its fragmentary

character will be seen when it is stated that there are altogether

about 388 unique expressions beginning with w\ {Vide infra, § 28.)

In Orient. 2375, fol. 1626, on Eccl. 9 7 there is the following

Rubric with regard to three words beginning sn which are

peculiarly pointed aia a'jD nn^i (Eccl. 9 7) y:iV rat^ (Judg. B 12)

DTiK-ipb nbfi (2 Kings 9 17) ro-troa -|D npno •n'?is.

TD = § 24:a—d.

r\\ — Words beginning with Vav Tav which respectively occur

once only. The four fragments, which do not occur in the printed

Massorah, are respectively from: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 124a,

on Isa. 13 13; (II) the same MS., fol. 190a, on Ezek. 36 32; (III)

the same MS., foL 1896, on Ezek. 36 3, and (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 128 a, on Isa. 22 23. As usual, their importance consists in

the fact that they exhibit the first attempt of the Massorites to

collect the 624 unique words beginning with m. {Vide infra, § 28.)

TD = § 24«.

TW — Sixteen words beginning with Vav Tav are unique and

they are all Raphe. That is, they are all futures second person

singular masculine or third person singular feminine with

Sheva under the Vav or Vav conjunctive, in contradistinction

to those futures with Pathach or Vav conversive which are

recorded in § 24^. This Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts

of the Massorah, but, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from the St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on

Rosea 2 4. It will be seen that though the heading distinctly

states that there are sixteen such instances, the List itself records

fifteen only. Moreover attJni the last instance but one occurs

twice (1 Kings 13 6; Job 10 16) and is, therefore, in conflict

with the heading. There can hardly be any doubt that it is

a clerical error for Btoni, which I have printed in accordance

with § 24/.

On referring to § 28 it will be seen thaW there are numerous

such unique futures with Vav conjunctive. The question, therefore,

is whether the List is simply the first attempt to collect these

unique forms to which a later Nakdan, who mistook it for complete,

added the heading fixing the number to accord with the instances

therein enumerated, or whether the design of this Massorah is to

record those futures only, which in all other instances are

with Pathaeh or with Vav conversive. The latter hypothesis is

favoured by the fact that twelve of the fifteen* instances which

constitute this Rubric, occur again more than once with Pathach.

Accordingly the three instances which do not occur with Vav

conversive .-wnni nKiani and iruni, as is often the case, have been

added by a Nakdan who mistook the import of this Massorah.

TD - § 24/

n% — 2'he frllotcing tcords beginning with Vav Tav respectively

occur once only with Sheva undm^ the Vav. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Paris Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah § 368. It is a later development of the preceding List

and, though it records twenty-nine such futures, it is far from

cataloguing all. as will be seen from § 28. It is developed on

the same lines as the preceding List. The remarks, therefore,

made on the one apply still more to the other, since in the

List before us an additional difficulty arises from the introduction

of a future with the suffix ('30''^nrii Isa. 38 16).

T3 = § 24^.

m» — Words beginning with Vav Tav which respectively occur

once only with Sheva. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,451, foL 3466, on Isa. 13 13.

Like the one marked § 24 e, it is sinply a fragment with this

advantage, however, that a Nakdan has not furnished it with a

heading fixing the number of the instances. Though it records

fourteen such futures only, eleven alone are identical with the

former and the three new ones are in the longer List marked

§ 24/

T3 = § 24A.

m* — An alphabetical List of loords beginning with Vav Tav
which respectively occur once only. That is, these futures are with

Vav conversive, in contradistinction to those with Vav conjunctive

recorded in § 24e—^r. The third letter in each of the words

follows the alphabetical order. Of this Rubric, which is one of

the oldest parts of the Massorah but which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 906, on Ezek. 32 2, which I have printed, and (II)

St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek. 16 13.

It will be seen that in List I n alone is represented by

three examples, the two at the end are most probably the addition

of a later Nakdan, since they disturb the uniformity of the

alphabet, making it to consist of twenty-four links instead of

twenty-two. List II differs from List I in the following respects,

(1) it heads the Rubric KnnTi »'-an naps pw*? nm -in jo h'sb'^k; (2) it

records eighteen examples only, p, -i, v and n, are not represented

and (3) four letters, viz. :, % a and t are represented by different

examples, j by parti Exod 4 25; •> by injfrni Judg. 16 19; a by

jani Exod. 39 32 and b by 'DBm which does not occur and may

be a corruption of 'pterBrii Ezek. 16 25 given in List I. Why these

words have been selected from the multitute of the unique ex-

pressions beginning with Vav Tav for these alphabetical distinctions

it is difficult to divine. The variations, however, in the Lists

show that' the different Massoretic Schools must have preserved

different traditions which guided them in their respective

selections.

TD = § 24t.

f]\ — Eleven words beginning vnth Vav Tav respectively occur

twice, once with Sheva undei' the Vav and once with Pathach. That

is, in one instance the future is with Vav conjunctive and in one

with Vav conversive.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated eight Lists, five in MSS. and three printed:

(I) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 51, which I have printed; (II)

Orient. 4445, fol. 114a, on Levit 26 43; (III) St. Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 8 10; (IV) Massorah Finalis of

Add. 15,251, fol. 443a; (V) Add. 15,451, fol. 402a, on Levit. 26 43;

(VI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 50; (VII) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter i, § 74, and (VIII) the same letter v, § 6.

Of these eight Lists five only (I, III, VI, VII, VUI) give

all the eleven pairs, and though List IV also states in the

heading that there are eleven pairs, it records six. The absence of

the five pairs is manifestly due to the carelessness of the Scribe.

To the same cause is to be ascribed the omission in List VJII

of the first number of one of the pairs, viz. fini Levit 26 43

»

Here fini.Ps. 50 18, the second number, stands alone without its

companion.

It is important to notice that List II, which exhibits the

oldest form of this Rubric, and List V which is from the splendid

Model Codex, have not as yet any heading fixing the number

of these pairs and that they respectively record nine only. This

shows conclusively that the Lists were simply tentative and were

left open to be gradually completed. Other Massorites found two

more pairs, and later Nakdanim, who mistook these Lists for

complete, not only furnished them with the headings, but fixed

the number to agree with the pairs recorded therein. This is^

moreover, attested by the fact that there are more than eleven

such pairs and that the following belong to this Rubric

(1) -rani Job 15 5 and nroni Job 7 15; (2) abni Ps. 71 21

and abni 1 Kings 2 15; (3) n^jfcfw Ps. 71 2 and ^}pbtpi\ 2 Sam. 22 44.

For the terma Milra and Milel denoting Sheva and Pathach see

letter a, § 11. It is in accordance with this usage that List IV

heads this Rubric spn -ini 'no in pan x".
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TD = § 24&.

m» — ^n alphabetical Lisi of uniqtie femimne futures beginning

with Vav Tav. This Rubric exhibits another recension of the

Alphabet recorded above in § 24 A where it is analysed.

iT'J = § 25.

% — An alphabetical List of words beginning with Vav which
respectively occur once only at the beginning of a verse. That is,

words beginning with Vav which not only commence a verse
once, but do not occur again in any other position.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular
parts of the Massorah, I collated nine Lists, six in MSS. and
three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1346, on Deut. 33 8,

which I have printed; (11) Orient. 4445, fol. 82a, on Exod. 38 28;

(III) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 11 6; (IV)

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 189 a, on Ezek. 34 19; (V) Add. 21,160,

fol. 2835, on Isa. 11 2; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 40;

(VII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 39; (Vni) the printed Massorah
Finalis letter i, § 1, and (IX) the same letter i, § 55.

That this alphabet simply gives a selection of unique words
with the prefix Vav which begin a verse is attested by List II.

This Lists, which exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah,
gives nncm Isa. 24 23 for n and omits 3 altogether, whilst List III

gives ntom for n which does not occur in the present text. It is

remarkable that whilst Lists III and VII omit i altogether.

List II which is the oldest and Lists I, IV, VI, VIII and IX
give D'lj Exod. 38 28 to represent this letter and thus afford

another proof of the fact that words were not infrequently

introduced in Lists to make up the alphabet, though they are not in

accordance with the import of the respective Massorahs. {Vide

supra, letter n, § 1 1.) Though the expression dvi is unique it does
hot begin the verse. The additions at the end of List II, viz.

•no-i n""? im in b^ 'ki 'nia-n 'K-in n^a e\bt( p'?K and List III, viz. im in bo

nTna-in'"? indicate the import of this Rubric, showing that these

expressions not only occur once at the commencement of the

verse, but that they are unique altogether.

VD = § 26a—6.

1* — JVords beginning with Kametzed Vav which respectively

occur once only. The two fragments, the one marked § 26 a, which
records four instances, and the other marked § 266, which gives
fifteen, are respectively from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 125a, on Isa.

14 22, and Orient. 2349, fol. 346, on Gen. 11 30. They exhibit

the first attempt to collect the unique expressions beginning
with Kametzed Vav. In this incipient state they are not as yet
arranged either according to the order of the books of the

Bible or according to the alphabet

ra = § 26 c.

! — Words beginning toith Kametzed Vav which respectively

occur once only. Of this recension of the Rubric, which does not occur
in the printed Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Orient. 2349,
fol. 626, on Exod. 9 15, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 2348,
fol. 726, on the same passage; (III) Orient. 1474, fol. 526, on
Jerem. 40 7, and (IV) Orient. 5404, fol. 61 6, on Exod. 9 15.

In the List which' I have printed the letter -1 is not
represented. But as it is in the other three Lists, which exhibit
identically the same recension and two of which (List 11 and I"^)

even include the enigmatical expression a<\, they have 'b '-hi. There
cannot be any doubt that its absence in List I is due to the care-

lessness of the Scribe. As there are no fewer than eleven unique
words beginning with -ij, viz. «hi Gen. 49 28; -rn 1 Kings 18 44;
ttrn Gen. 49 26; p'-ji Isa. 30 7;\9ni Gen. 1 24"; fonj Ps. 32 9;

rrij Ps. 88 19; nyij Ps. 66 6; p'jj Neh. 6 18; phi .Isa. 60 6 and
D(5'Ti 1 Chron. 7 16, it is difficult to say which of these is

intended by this abbreviation to represent the n. It is impor-
tant to notice that this recension is strictly confined to recording
one example only for each letter of the alphabet This probably
is due to the fact that though there are several examples to

represent each of the other letters, 1, 1 and n are the only letters

which respectively yield one example only. Hence the Massoretic
School which formulated this Rubric simply selected on© example
for each letter to conform to those letters which yielded one
only. The only variations in List III is that it omits to

represent ' and that it gives nbi (Exod. 2 12) for s instead of

D-J5J (Numb. 16 14).

V3 - § 26

A

\ — An alphabetical List of unique words beginning with Kametz.
This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Isa. 19 6.

Though still restricted to one example only for each letter

of the alphabet, this Rubric exhibits a different recension, as is

evident from the fact that seven of the letters, viz. n, n, a, 3, y,

c and n arip represented by different expressions and that nrj
occurs twice (Isa. 40 17; 41 29) which is in conflict with the
import of this Massorah. The Rubric, however, shows that the

different Massorites, for reasons which obtained in their respective

;
Schools, selected particular words for this alphabetical distinction.

TD = § 266.

\ -^ An incomplete alphabetical List of woi'ds beginning with

Kametzed Vav which respectively occur once only. Of this expanded
recension I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed:
(I) St Petersburg Co(^x of A, D. 916 on Isa. 12 4, which I have
printed; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 24, margin; (III) Paris
Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 71, and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter 1, § 5. The relationship of these four Lists to each other
will best be seen from a comparison of the separate links of
which they respectively consist, with List 1.

List II. — This List consists of twenty-seven representative
words. T is represented by two examples, one of which ns'n

(Jerem. 47 6) is new. n is represented by nani (Ezek. 2 10) which
is not in List I b is represented by two, one of which {ib) Gen. 11 30)
is not in List L is represented by two, both of which are in

List L 3 by baji (Isa. 5 12) which is not in List I; y by two,
both of which are in List I; p by two, one of which 1051 (Isa. 49 7)

is not in List L -1 is represented by orni (Gen. 49 25) which is

not in List I and w is' represented by two, one of which a^i
(Exod. 32 27) is not in List L

List III. — This List consists of fifty-two examples, or nine
more than List I. It omits eleven which are in List I, viz. (l) tf'>tj;

(2) nn6B>Ki; (3) KDii; (4) arn; (5) on^j; (6) ^by, (7) 1331; (8) lyr;

(9) xSbj; (10) D"i|3i and (11) \poni and gives the following twenty
which are not in List I: (1) upaj' Josh. 19 25; (2) npaj Ps. 49 11;

(3) It'll Ps. 10 18; (4) njrn Ezek. '2 10; (5) ynn Jerem. 35 9; (6) ohi

Gen. 8 22; (7) nsirn 'Xumb. 35 4; (8) ^rn'^Ezek. 47 9; (9) ^b^

Gen. 11 30; (10) ^'331 Isa. 5 12; (11) jrpj I'chron. 22 16; (12) :^'^,

Ps. 65 9; (13) ppi Jerem. 40 10; (14) '10151 Isa. 49 7; (15) s>jhi

Lament 3 19; (16) onn; Gen. 49 25; (17) 131Ji Exod. 32 27; (18) «b>i

Zech. 10 9; (19) np^^, Micah 2 11, and (20)' e^Eh (Esther 1 6).

List IV. — This List consists of forty-seven representative

words of which twenty-eight only are the same as in List I. It

omits fourteen, nine of which are also omitted in List III where
they are marked Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11 and five, viz.

ixansjji 3B31 ^1pi and yni are restricted to this List It records
twenty which are not in List I. Of these ten are also given in

List III where they are marked Nos. 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16

and 17, and three are neither in List I nor List III, viz. onn
Isa. 30 30; Tiwj Joel 1 13 and nni 1 Kings 18 44. Four occur
moye than once, viz. dti Ezek. 44 15 with Ezek. 6 17; 28 23; 44 7;

nfni 1 Kings 20 40 with'josh. 8 20; l Sam. 20 21 ; 2 Kings 2 8, 14;

Tin Ps. 29 1 with Ps. 96 7; 1 Chron. 16 28; pnxi Ps. 119 121

with Deut 26 15, 16; Eccl. 6 7. Two are with Pathich under the
Vav, viz. -iir 2 Kings 13 17 and js;^ Numb. 10 34 and hence are

contrary to the import of this Massorah : whilst 13^ nono arhvi nyi

Ps. 46 2 is manifestly, a mistake foir 151 Levit 7 28, furnished
with a wrong catchword by a later Na'kdan. It is remarkable
that in the heading of List I the Kanutz is called Milel {Vide

supra, letter 3, § 11.)

Besides these four Lists, I have also found two in the ancient

Codex Orient 4446. The one on Levit 7 27, fol. 906, gives an
alphabet of twenty-six representative words, omitting, However,
letter at, and the one on Levit 14 43, fol. 100 a, gives a more
expanded alphabet of thirty examples which I subjoin in the note.^

,'S fS?\ h nini h -nj h m\ h 'nj h am ,<? yvxi h x% h kdjIi h frni h \v\ »

h aiB"! h «*ij h 0PIT1 h btri h rjw h xm ''^ *!«',' ^ ^tP.
-'^

'"'?} '"^ ^% '"^ bt3j 3 ijj

fy vh r^ t»i .-S «iBi fy no) h ntni .-^ -Hm /^ ionh ci; ,*i em :h ijtj /?> sail '3 jnai ;h ^in

,'h ^pi /^ »dr; ih nwi ,*> -nm /^ t^ fy «|iyi .h Mm ,<h nyjj /^ jb« ]h nvsx.-h on^ h nSi

It will be seen that in this List two words are given, one with Siieta under
the Vav {nm Levit 14 42) and one with Pt^hack (?•] % Kings 9 83) which are
in conflict with the scope of this Massorah.
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One thing is perfectly evident i. e. that these sundry fragmentary

Lists and different alphabets have not been compiled by the

same Massorites and that they do not belong to the same age

or country.

rD = § 27 a-/.

IT) \ — Words beginning with the prefix Vav which respectively

occur twice, once without being followed by He and once with if.

That is, these nouns occur twice only with this conjunctive and

are in one instance without the definite article and in one with it.

The interest of the eix fragments marked § 27a -/, as usual,

consists in the fact that they show the gradual manner in which

the Massorites collected the materials for the respective Rubrics.

These incipient Lists, which do not occur in the printed Massorah,

are from the following MSS.: (I) marked § 27 a, which records

eight pairs, is from Orient. 2349, fol. 306, on Gen. 3 1 ;
(II) marked

§ 21b, which records twelve, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 123 a,

on Isa. 10 23; (III) marked § 27 c, which gives four, is from the

same MS., fol. 2186, on Zech. 6 1; (IV) marked § 27 d, which

gives three, is from Vienna Codex No. 35 on Isa. 10 33; (V) marked

§ 27 «, which gives four, is from the same Codex on Zech. 3 8,

and (VI) marked § 27/, which also gives four, is from Harley

5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 182a, on 1 Chron. 3 20. Besides these, there

are also incipient Lists in the ancient Codex Orient 4446, fol. 576,

on Exod. 16 7, fol. ft8a, on Levit. 13 56 &c.

* rS - § 27^.

^ \ _ An alphabetical List of words which respectively occur

twice, once beginning with Vav and once with Vav He. The foregoing

fragmentary Lists and others dispersed throughout the MSS.,

are here arranged in alphabetical order of twenty-eight

representative pairs.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated nine Lists, five in MSS. and four printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 45a, on Exod. 16 7, which I

have printed; (U) Orient 4445, fol. 1186, on Numb. 3 25; (III)

St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 30 24; (IV) Add. 15,451,

fol, 854a, on the same passage; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I,

§ 9; (VI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 9; (VII) the printed Massorah

on 1 Chron. 3 20; (VIII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n,

§ 18, and (IX) the same letter % § 66. Five of the Lists (I, VI,

VII, VIII, IX) give identically the same twenty-eight pairs: three

(II, m, V) record twenty-seven, omitting the eighth pair, viz.

913^1 ?ib|m (Ps. 188 6; Ezek. 21 31); whilst List IV records twenty-

three only. Besides omitting the eighth pair, which the other

Lists omit, it omits No. 13 D'ttirn o'ttm; Nr. 14 i6tfrn»69i; Nr. 27

j,^,.^^ ,.,^^, and' No. 28 nnlnrn nnini. It will be seen that this

alphabet is incomplete, since five letters, viz. % t, B, ' and a are

not represented: yet List VI alone indicates this incompleteness

by the addition of the expression yi^n in the heading.

n"3 - § 28.

\ — An alphabetical List of words beginning with Vav which

respecUvely occur once only. This List I compiled myself. The

preceding Rubrics, which exhibit different catalogues of unique

words beginning with Vav and which are in the MSS. without

vowel-points and without catchwords, show that without this

alphabetical List it would be almost impossible to identify these

expressions since many of them are spelt in exactiy the same

way. In this first attempt to find out and to arrange about

9000 words beginning with Vav which respectively occur once

only,* many mistakes must necessarily have crept into the List

These the student who understands the difficulty of such a task

will readily forgive and easily correct

1 Ai tar u I could find them they are aa follows: w 967; M 745; Ji 181

;

•n 102- m 1089; HI;" 98; n 174; oi 48; i 1494; » 810; ^ 629; » 706; « 607;

» 96;'jn 826; » 189; » 87; p Iftt; "^ 188; w 888 and ni 624. - 9000.

a'3 - § 29.

\ — An alphabetical List of words beginning toUh Vav wMeh

respectively occur once only at the beginning of a verse. For this

Rubric see above, letter i, § 25.

•^ - § 80.

% — Twentyiwo words resp«etivehf begin a verse without the Vav.

That is, in these passages only they abnormally begin the verse

without the prefix Vav, whilst in all other instances where they

severally occupy this position they have normally the Vav.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 56a, on 1 Sam. 30 14, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., fol. 199o, on Ezek. 48 34; (III) the same MS.,

fol. 367 a, on Dan. 4 1; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 4106, on the same

passage; (V) Add. J 5,451, fol. 273a, on Jerem. 9 5; (VI) the

same MS., fol. 340o, on Ezek. 48 34; (VII) the same MS., fol. 4146,

on Ps. 68 29; (VIII) Add. 21,160, fol. 2326, on Numb. 25 11, and

(IX) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 175. That these are not all the

instances which exhibit this peculiarity is evident from List IX,

which adds at the end under the heading apart from the recension

of the Massorah (Kmiooo tsIji), the following two expressions: -nt

Deut 3 14, and "jK'n Neh. 10 7.

rb - § 31.

\ — All the verses throughout the book of Ruth begin with Vav

except eight. This book consists altogether of eighty-five verses,

seventy-seven of which begin with the prefix Vav. As eight

verses only are without this prefix, the Massorah safeguards the

exceptions. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol.11, fol. 260a, on Ruth 3 13.

The three expressions which form the mnemonic sign are

made up of the first letters of the words with which the respective

verses begin.

3"^ = § 82.

*i \ Tioenty-two verst-.s in the Scriptures in which neither Vav

nor Tod occurs. Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. I05a, on Numb. 7 20,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3106, on Ps.

106 11; (in) Add. 15,250, fol. 78o, on Numb. 7 20; (IV) Add. 15,251,

fol. 87a, on the same passage; (V) Add. 15,451, fol. 154a, on

Josh. 12 18; (VI) Orient 2348, fol. 116a, on Numb. 7 20; (VII)

Orient 5404, fol. 104 a, on the same passage, and (VIII) the

printed Massorah also on the same passage.

The fact that Exod. 20 13 is here given as one verse shows

that this Massorah is not based upon the system which divided

this verse into four verses, otherwise there would be twenty-

five verses in which neither Vav nor Yod occurs. For the different

verse-division of the Decalogue see my Introduction to the Massoretico-

Critical edition of the Bible p. 76. The heading of List VIII alone

calls the Vav ^tk and the Yod th. Numb. 8 14 and Numb. 18 44

in the Rubric which I have printed are mistakes for 7 14

and 7 44.

yb = § 33.

\ — For this Rubric see below, letter i, § 62.

T^ - § 84.

\ — An alphabetical List of words which respectively occur twice,

once without the prefix Vav and once with it. From time immemorial

the Massorites endeavoured to collect the words which respectively

occur twice only, once without the prefix T^au and once with it.

The earliest efforts necessarily yielded a limited number of

examples. Hence the different Massoretio Schools at first arranged

the scanty materials into .
restiricted alphabetical Lists in which

each letter was represented by one pair only. As one guild of

Massorites found some expressions which exhibited thisphenomenon

and other guilds discovered others, different limited alphabets

were compiled some of which are recorded below (see letter %

Rubrics 54, 58 &c.). In the course of time, however, most of the

expressions which belong to this category were collected, and

thus the alphabetical Lists- were expanded to such an extent

that the space of the Marginal Massorah in the Biblical Codices

would not admit of their being recorded. To obviate tiie difficulty

the different letters of the alphabet which exhibit this feature were

separated and made into separate Rubrics which are dispersed

throughout theMSS.,on passages where the several margins afforded

the"requi&ite space. These expanded Rubrics, each of which

records tiie pairs belonging to one of the letters in the alphabet,

are here given in alphabetical sequence in the following twenty

•Lists (§§ 84—68).

T^ - § 84a.

XI K* — Words which respectively occur ttcice only in the

Scriptures, once beginning with Aleph and once with Vav Al^ph,
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Of this Rubric I collated twelve Lists, nine in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 176, on Gen. 27 19,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 132a, on

1 Chron. 4 11; (III) Add. 15,451, fol. 196, on Gen. 27 19; (IV)

the same MS., fol. 95a, on Numb. 6 27; (V) the same MS., fol. 369or,

on Isa. 63 6; (VI) the same MS., fol. 4166, on Ps. 74 4; (VII)

the same MS., fol. 485a, on Ps. 144 1; (VIII) the same MS.,

fol. 441a, on Dan. 5 4; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § J;

(X) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 1; (XI) the printed Massorah on
Exod. 1 1 in the inner square enclosing the first word, and
(XII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 13.

Lists I, II, IX and X give the same twenty-three pairs in

exactly the same order. List XI has one pair more, viz. b'p^^

(1 Chron. 2 37) and b^B^n (i Chron. 2 37) not instead of rny»t, as

stated by Frensdorff {Nachweiae &c. to his editHin of the Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah No. I), but in addition to it; whilst List XII
catalogues twenty-five pairs. Besides giving the additional pair

in List XI, it records n»|3b» (Ruth 2 7) and rm|3^Ki (Ruth 2 2). Lists III

IV, V and VI, However, respectively record eighteen, eight,

sixteen and seventeen pairs only, which as far as they go, are

identical with those in the longer registers. But even the longest

List is not intended to be exhaustive. This is attested by the

fact that there are many other pairs which belong to this

category and which are not recorded, viz. •m^jt (Jerem. 16 7)

and wsKi (Ezek. 6 3); ^j-aK (Exod. 23 li) and ^ji-ski (Isa. 29 19);

^na.^ (Ps, 145 2) and •js-iai^ (Gen. 26 3); 'ojk (Isa. 19 10) and

'eutr (Isa. 14 23); pnjK (Ezek. 5 11) and r-uio (Ezek. 16 27);

K7n:»t (Judg. 2 3) and f^. (Judg. 6 9); o-jhjt (1 Kings 12 18) and
Dn'TKi (2 Sam. 20 24); nrjK (Ps. 31 24) and ^.tki. (Amos 5 15);

onanK (Amos 4 5) and Drorar (Deut. 10 19) and many others which
the student may easily find out by comparing the alphabetical

List of words which respectively occur once only (k, § 12)

with the alphabetical List of unique words beginning with Vav
(i, § 28). The heading of this Rubric in the printed Massorah on
Cant 7 8, fixing the number at twenty-three (ki irrs 'k a-io: in pjn i-d)

is the addition of a later Nakdan and is in conflict with Lists

XI and XII, which Jacob b. Chayim printed himself.

It is from the first pair of this alphabetical List, viz. nbSK

and rhs)K\ that the two independent Massoretical Compilations (the

one in the Paris National Library, edited by Frensdorff, Hanover
1864, and the other still in MS. in the Halle University Library
which begin with this Rubric), derive their name Ochlah Ve-Ochlah.

(Comp. my Introduction to the Massoretico-Crttical edition of the Bible

p. 463 &c.)

,T^ = § 35.

m ]3« — Words which respectively occur tvnee only in the

'Scriptures, once beginning with Seth and once with Vav Beth. Of
this Rubric I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 74a, on Levit 16 i, which I have
printed; (H) the same MS., Vol, II, foL 161a, on 2 Chron. 20 26;

(III) Orient. 4445, fol. 846, on Exod. 40 36; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 1016, on Levit 16 l; (V) Add. 15,451, fol. 4226, on Ps. 96 9;

(VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 2026, on Numb. 9 22; (VII) Halle Ochlah
Ve-Ochlah I, § 1; (VIII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 1, and (IX)

the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 7.

Lists I and II record identically the same eighteen pairs

in identically the same order, the only difference in the two
Lists is the addition at the end which in List II is pjit n"< pb^ bs

'npn baa 'man n''?, which, however, does not fix the number at

eighteen, but simply states that the above eighteen pairs are

without parallel in the Scriptures. Lists III and IV, which are from
the oldest Codex and which, therefore, represent the first attempt

to collect these pairs, respectively record ten instances only. In

List III these, as far as they go, are identical with those recorded

in Lists I and LL But in List IV nine only are the same as in

the other Lists and one of the pail* is 'b 'O'lai ,'h lan^, of which
the first alone occurs in the received text (1 Chron. 26 5) and
the second is not to be found. Lists V, VI, VII and VIII respecti-

vely register seventeen pairs, which with the exception of List VI
are, as far as they go, identical with those recorded in Lists I

and II. They all omit the seventeenth pair, viz. -ntfisai 're^a ; whilst

List VI also omits the eighteenth pair, viz. D'^fis^ai D''pcK>a and
makes up the seventeen by a new pair which is not in any of

the other Lists, viz. •!? T"!^ (Numb. 9 22) and •!? Tn»tnai (Numb. 9 19).

It is List IX which registers nineteen pairs. Though it also omits'

the seventeenth pair, it makes up the nineteen by two new pairs,

which are not in any of the other eight Lists, viz. rnTO|» (Jerem.

157); rnnspi (Isa. 30 24) and isr>i?^ (Ezra 9 8) wnnapai Ezra 9 9).

But though it records nineteen, the List states in the heading that

there are seventeen only (-ai nm 'a nn pri i'-). This heading, however,

which is in conflict with the contents of the Rubric, must have
been added by Jacob b. Chayim from another List giving this

number, since he tells us at the end of the Rubric that it is

part of an alphabetical List of words which respectively occur

twice, once without the prefix Vav and once with it, and that he

divided it himself into separate Rubrics and dispersed them
according to the several letters of the Alphabet.* On comparing
these Lists together it will be seen that they record more than

twenty such pairs. But even this does not exhaust the number, as

a collation of the alphabetical Lists of unique words beginning

with Beth (a, § 5) and of those beginning with Vav {^, § 28) will

disclose. Having thus indicated how the numbers of the pairs

given in the separate Lists can be tested, I shall simply specify

in the following Rubrics, which complete this alphabet, the

MSS. which I have collated for these registers.

r!? = § 36.

51 2« — Words which respectively occur twice only in the Scrip-

tures, once beginning with Gimel and once with Vav OimSl. Of this

Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed: (I)

Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 77a, on Levit 20 18, which I have

printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 836, on the same passage; (III)

the same MS., fol. 317 a, on Ezek. 18 18; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah I, § 1; (V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Qchlah § 1, and (VI) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter j, § 2. The latter is the only one

which furnishes this Rubric with a heading (ji im 'j nn T^-^tra pair -n),

fixing the number at five. But as Jacob b. Chayim states that he

broke up this alphabetical List into separate Rubrics, he must

have supplied the heading. All the six Lists record identically the

same five pairs.

Vb = § 87.

"71 ^» — Words which respectively occur twice only, once beginning

with JDaleth and once with Vav Daleth. Of this Rubric I collated

six Lists, three in MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 2726, on Esther 3 15, which I have printed; (II)

Add. 15,451, fol. 317 CT, on Ezek. 18 18; (III) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah I, § 1 ;
(IV) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § l

; (V) the printed

Massorah on Cant. 8 14, and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter -i, § 2. The two Lists of the printed Massorah (V and VI)

have again a heading (m nm n tn p-irra pjn 'j) fixing the number
of the pairs at six, which has manifestly been supplied by Jacob

b. Chayim. All the six Lists record identically the same pairs

in the same order.

rrb = § 38.

m n* — Words which respectively occur twice only in the Scrip-

tures, once beginning with Se and once with Vav JELe, Of this Rubric

I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 20a, on Gen. 30 40, which I have printed;

(U) Orient 4445, fol. 45a, on Exod. 4 12; (III) the same MS.,

fol. 1346, on Numb. 16 27; (IV) Arund, Orient 16, fol. 328a, on

Job 19 9; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 1; (VI) Paris Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah, § 1, and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n,§ 19.

With the exception of omitting the ninth pair, Lists V and VI

are identical with List. I. The two oldest forms of this Massorah,

which are exhibited in Lists II and III in this Rubric, are in a very

incipient state. The former records ten pairs only and the latter

eleven. And though the two Lists do not record quite the same

examples, they are, as far as they go, identical with those in ListL

In the same incipient state is List IV, which heads the fragment

piiT'a pba pbK, and records eleven pairs of which one is new, viz. o'lttBi

(Job 19 9) and B'»B>Brn (Levit 1 6). It is the printed Massorah Finalis

(List VII) which gives the longest catalogue. It records twenty-three

pairs, three of which are not in List I, viz. -^.n (Gen. 24 l4) and ("wti

Ps. 45 11); B-i^fini D't>Bri which are also given in List IV; an^nri

(Judg. 8 19) and ani-nrn (Josh. 2 13); nrrh'xn (Ps. 118 25) and nrr^rn

(Neh. 1 11). But even this expanded List does not exhaust all the

pairs. Thus we have njiaKn (Jerem. 7 28) and roiOKrn (Isa. 11 5); nb^n
(Ps. 104 10) and nWani (Levit 16 26); vs^Kr\ (Micah 3 3) and wW-n
(Ezek. 16 39) and compare the alphabetical List of unique words

beginning with -Hie ("i, § 27) with that of the unique words beginning

with Vav (\ § 28).

t^'h = § 39.

n ? — Words which respectively occur twice only in the Scrip-

tures, once beginning with Zayin and once with Vav £ayin. Of this
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Rubric I collated six Lists, four In MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 2&h, on Gen. 40 14, which I have

pririted; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 29 i, on the same passage; (III)

Add. 15,451, fol.435&, on Ps. 146 8; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I,

§ 1; (V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § l, and (VI) the printed

Massorah on Prov. 23 21. These six Lists record identically the

same four pairs. The printed Massorah alone furnishes this

Rubric with the heading (-ti tm -i -in pit -n p in) fixing the number

at four.

'a = § 40.

171 n^ _ Woi'ds which respectively occur twice only in the Scrip-

tures, once }>eginning with Cheth and once with Vav Clwth. Of this

Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 0710- 11, Vol. I, fol. 22a, on Gen. 33 11, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 4445, foL 296, on Gen. 40 14; (III) Add. 15,451,

foL 4356, on Ps. 146 8; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 1;

(V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § l, and (VI) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter n, § 4.

List n, which exhibits the first attempt at collecting these

pairs, records six only, but these, as far as they go, are identical

with those in List L With the exception of List VI the other

three Lists (III. IV, V) record the same nine pairs in precisely

the same order. It is List VI which not only furnishes this

Rubric with a heading, but states that there are twelve such

pairs (.mnnrmnprraniTn-') and duly enumerates th:s number.

The three additional pairs are-qm (Ps.58 6) and nahi (Deutlbll);

niKtsn (2 Kings 12 17) and niK^m (Job 13 2) - the Keihiv nlK»D in

Dan 9 24 the Massorah as usual does not recognise, as the Keri

or official reading is nK^n - and brin (Numb. 34 23) and b^r^ni

(I Chron. 7 39).

K"D = § 41.

ttl tD» — Worda which respectively occur twice only in the Scrip-

tures, once beginning with Teth and once with Vav Teth. Of this Rubric

I collated four. Lists, two in MSS. and two printed
:

(I) Harley

5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 296; on Gen. 43 16, which I have printed;

(II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 1; (III) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

§ 1, and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter ts, § 1. The

Irftter is the only List which supplies this Rubric with the

heading (n'Bi nm nio nn nn 'J) fixing the number of these pairs.

3-0 = § 42.

l^\-^ Words which respectively occur twice only in the Scriptures,

once heginning with Yod and once with Vav Yod, Of this Rubric

I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

5710—11 Vol. I, fol. 21a, on Gen. 31 51, which I have printed;

(H) Orient 4445, fol. 35a, on Gen. 44 13; (III) the same MS.,

fol. 596, on Exod. 18 9; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. ^^Oh,on

Neh 3 7- (V) Add. 15,250, fol. 395a, on the same passage; (VI)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § i
;

(VII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

§ 1 and (Vm) the printed Massorah Finalis,' letter % § 1.

Lists II and III, which respectively record eleven and twelve

pairs, exhibit the first attempt on the part of the Massorites to collect

these instances. Though ten of the pairs in List II .are identical

with those recorded in List I; yet even this incipient catalogue

gives one new pair, vii. oa?! (Ps. 68 20) and Dfa?!5 (Gen. 44 13).

The twelve pairs in List III are, as far as they go, identical

with those in List I. The first heading appears in List V which

ig .^ ^ni - nn nm nn p n»» ,and registers ten pairs only, all of which

are contained in List I; whilst Lists IV, VI 'and VH are the

same as List I. It is List VIII which exhibits variations. Though

it states in the heading that there are eighteen such pairs

(TwnmTV nn fJit n-"), it records twenty-six. The three new pairs

are vr^ (Gen. 1 20) and ixni?"] (Exod. 1 7); ^i-ii?! (Isa. 44 2) and

TTon (Gen. 49 25); aasn- (2 Sam. 19 4) and awnn (2 Sam. 19 4).

Blit'even this expanded List does not exhaust all the instances,

as will be seen from the following: n^aK" (Levit. 6 9) and ni"??*'^

(Prov. SO 17); wsy (Levit 6 4) and km^ (P^- ^^ 3^)^ ^-^"?- (Ps-^**^

and WDM (1 ChroA. 7 35); WTPI (I>an. 2 H) a^^d tq^i?^ (Ezra 4 10)

Ac. &c." Comp. the alphabetical List of unique words beginning

with Yod (\ § 10) with the alphabetical List of unique words

beginning with Vav (i, § 28).

ro = § 43.

31 3^ _ Words which respectively occur twice only in the Scrip-

tures, once heginning with Caph and once with Vav Caph. Of this

Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

5710— 11, Vol. I, fol. 786, on Levit 22 24, which I have printed;

(II) Orient 4445, fol. 72«, on Exod. 29 33; (III) the same MS.,

foL 84 a, on Exod. 40 13; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 1;

(V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 1, and (VI) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter a, § 5.

List II alone exhibits this Rubric in its incipient state. It

records eleven pairs only, but it gives one pair which is not in

List I, viz. aitfs (2 Sam. 17 3) and a^stoi (1 Sam. 17 57). This

pair is also given in all the other Lists. List III gives also

jni (1 Chron. 5 36) and irpi (Exod. 40 13). List VI ia the only

one which heads it "rna 'si tm -a in pan vb and duly enumerates

fifteen pairs, making up this number by jnai in? which is also in

the ancient List IIL But even this List does not give all the

pairs which exhibit this characteristic. Comp. a^ (1 Kings 18 34)

and D'lai (Judg. 7 16) and the alphabetical List of unique words

beginning with Caph (a, § 19) with the alphabetical List of unique

words beginning with Vav (i, § 28).

TO = § 44.

^^ ^^ — Words which respectively occur twice only in the Scrip-

tures, once beginning with Lamed and once with Vav Lamed. Of

this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed: •

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. la, on Gen. 1 5, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 142 a, on 1 Chron. 18 3;

(III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1576, on 2 Chron. 16 5; (IV) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 2496, on 1 Chron. 18 3; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah I, § 1; (VI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 1, and (VH) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter b, § 8.

Lists I and IH alone record identically the same fifteen

pairs. Lists II and V record fourteen, whilst List IV records

twelve only. All the Lists, however, which record less than fifteen,

give exactly the same pairs as Lists I and HI as far as th«y

go. It is List VII which has not only a heading (-^i nm 'b nn pj"" P^),

but records seventeen pairs, the two new ones are 'ish (2 Chron.

31 7) and -itih) (Isa. 51 16); ^ibf? (Levit 86 21) and ihty\

(I Sam. 13 21). But even this expanded List does not exhaust

all the instances, as will be se^n from a comparison of the

alphabet of unique words beginning with iMned ("?, § 14) with

the alphabetical List of unique words beginning with Vav

(1, § 28).

,T0 - § 45.

lai )a* _ Words which respectively occur twice only in the Scrip-

tures, once heginning withMem and once withVavJUem, Of this Rubric

1 collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, VoL I, fol. 122a, on Deut 16 13, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 166 a, on 2 Chron- 29 6; (HI)

Orient 4445, fol. 112 a, on Levit 16 47;, (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah I, § 1; (V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 1, and (VI) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter o, § 5.

List m, which is the oldest form of this Rubric, exhibits

it in its incipient state, since it records ten pairs only; but these,

as far as they go, coincide with the other Lists. It is remarkable

that though all the other five Lists give the same eighteen pairs

and though List VI heads this Rubric 'ai -m •o "m pan n", fixing

the number at eighteen, yet there are others which belong to

this Rubric and which are not recorded. Comp. niono (1 Chron.

2 49) and nio-jW (Josh.' 15 31); -rra (Numb. 11 26) and troi

(Numb. 11 27);''n|a (Jerem. 10 19) and ^naa^ (Jerem. 15 1 8) and

the alphabetical List of unique words beginning with Mem

(a, § 13) with the alphabetical List of unique words beginning

with Vav which respectively occur once only (i, § 28).

ro = § 46.

y[ 5^ _ Words which respectively occur twice only in the Sa-ip-

tures, once heginning withNun and once with VavNun. Of this Rubric

I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol I, foL 63a, on Levit 1 4, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., Vol. I, foL 33a, on Gen. 47 80; (IH) the same

MS., Vol. II, fol. 164a, on 2 Chron. 26 16; (Vl) Onent 4446,

foL 89a, on Gen. 47 30; (V) the same MS., foL 86a, on Levit 14;

(VI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 183 a, on Ezek. 26 14; (VH) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Oohlah I. § 4; (VUI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Oohlah, § 1,

and (IX) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 1.

Usts IV and V, which are from the oldest Codex and which

as usual exhjbit the first attempts to collect these pair*

respectively record ten and thirteen only. These, as far as th«y

go, are identical with those in List L Of the same incipiwit

42b
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nature is List II which gives six only, all of which coincide with
those in List L The other five Lists, viz. Ill, VI, VII, VIII and IX,

record identically the same fifteen pairs as List I, the only
difference being that List IX has a heading ("on •h^ '3i nm '3 in pjit vb)
which fixes the number at fifteen.

r'O = § 47.

D1 D* — Words which respectively occur twice only in the Scrip-

tures, once beginning with Satnech and once with Vav Samecfl, Of
this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed:
(I) Harley 6710-11, VoL I, foL 736, on Levit. 15 13, which I

have printed; (II) Orient 4446, fol. 47a, on Exod. 6 22; (III) the

same MS., fol. 85«, on Levit. 1 4; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I,

§ 1; (V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § l, and (VI) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter e, § 1.

With the exception of List III, which omits the third pair,

all the other Lists record identically the same five pairs in

almost the same order. The printed Massorah alone furnishes
the Rubric with the heading -di im 'd nn prT 'n. It will be seen
that two of the pairs are words with Sin (to). This is due to the
fact that D and & are frequently treated by the Massorah as the
same letter.

ri'ti - § 48.

PI P» — Words which respectively occur twice only in the Scrip-
tures, once beginning with Ayin and once with Vav Ayin. Of this

Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed : (I) Harley
6710— 11, Vol. I, fol. 31a, on Gen. 45 20, which I have printed;
(II) Orient. 4445, fol. 366, on the same passage; (III) the agme
MS., fol. 45 a, on Exod. 4 21; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah 1,
§ 1; (V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 1, and (VI) the printed
Massorah Finalis, letter r, § 1.

Lists II and HI, which exhibit the oldest form of this Rubric,
respectively record ten and seven pairs only, but these as far
as they go, coincide with those in List I, whilst Lists IV and V give
identically the same eleven pairs as List L The printed Massorah
(List VI) again affords a striking illustration of the untrust-
worthiness of the heading. This List records eight pairs only and
omits the last three pairs which were absent in the MS. because
as is often the case, there was no more space at the end of the
line. Jacob b. Chayim, finding eight instances only, mistook it for
complete and hence furnished it with the heading nm 'p in p3it -n

'TSn n'^1 'n. Even the eleven pairs recorded in the three Lists
(I, IV, V) are not meant to exhaust the number. Comp. nw
(Ps. U 8) and myi (Isa. 43 17); .-rjr ^Mi. 10 24) and rrj^i (Neh. 8 4)
and the alphabetical List of unique words beginning with Ayin
(», § 16) with the alphabetical List of words which respectively
occur once only beginning with Vav (i, § 28).

tS'D = § 49.

B1 B» — Words which respectively occur twice only in the Scrip-

tures, once beginning with Pe and once with Vav Pe. Of this Rubric I

collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley
6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 98a, on Numb. 19 2, which I have printed;
(II) Add. 15,451, fol. 1056, on the same passage; (IH) Halle
Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 1 ; (IV) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 1, and
(V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter e, § 1. The latter is the
only List which has a heading to this Rubric 'f. -im 'b in pjit 'i,

fixing the number of the pairs at four which is misleading, since
there are more than this number. Comp. 'jipB (Ps. 106 4) and
'3"T|7Bi (Jerem. 15 15); uni^-jB (Micah 7 4) and '-^ri^^^ (Job 10 12)
and the alphabetical List of unique words beginning with Pe
(b, § 18) with the alphabetical List of words beginning with Vav
which respectively occur once only (i, § 28).

Al * — Words which respectively occur twice only in the Scrip-

tures, once beginning with Txadi and once with Vav OOtadi. Of this

Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two printed:
(I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, foL 1566, on 2 Chron. IS 4, which
I have printed; (II) Add. 16,421, fol. 1056, on Numb. 19 2; (III)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 1; (IV) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

§ I, and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter jt, § 1. Though
all these Lists coincide in recording the same two pairs. List V
alone has a heading (-30 im '3t in pjit -a) which fixes the number
at two. But this addition, which is due to Jacob b. Chayim, is

incorrect, since there are more than two such pairs. Comp. y^^

(Isa. 44 3) and yksksci (Job 5 26); T03t (Numb. 19 15), Ta^
(Numb. 31 50) and the alphabetical List of unique words
beginning with Tzadi (3:, § 14) with the alphabetical List of
words beginning with Vav which respectively occur once only
(1. § 28).

K'i - § 61a.

pi p* — Words which respectively occur twice only in the Scrip-
tures, once beginning with Coph and once with Vav Coph. Of this
Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two printed:
(I) Harley 5710—U, Vol. I, fol. 6 a, on Gen. 9 13, which I have
printed; (II) Add. 15,461, fol. 1056, on Numb. 19 2; (III) Halle
Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § l

; (IV) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § i. and
(V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter p, § l.

Lists I, II and III give identicaUy the same four pairs in
exactly the same order. List IV gives five pairs, adding .iai|3

(Deut 15 9) and naiiji (Deut. 5 11). List V which also gives five
pairs makes up this number by adding a different pair, viz. ife'p

(Gen. 19 28) and ne^pi (Ps. 148 8). This List, however, affbrds
another illustration of the incorrectness and misleading nature
of the headings. It is the first Rubric with a heading, viz.

•til n'^vpnm 'p m piwjws pJitM, thus fixing the number at five,
whereas there are many more such pairs. Comp. b^p (Esther 4 4)
and ^5j5i (Esther 9 23); p^p (Ezek. 22 19) and ppi (Prov. 18 11);
,iip (Ezek. 27 19) and Tf^] (Ezek. 30 24); ^Jil Kings 8 64)
and tfipi (Numb. 6 11) &c. &c. and see the alphabetical List of
unique words beginning with Coph (p, § 8) with the alphabetical
List of words beginning with Vav which respectively occur once
only (1, § 28)

«•: - § 516.

*T1 "n* — Words which respectively occur twice only in the Scrip-
tures, once beginning with Mesh and once with Vav Mesh, Of this
Rubrid I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:
(I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 6a, on Gen. 9 13, which I have
printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 3556, on Isa. 34 6; (IH) the same MS.,
fol. 4176, on Ps. 78 9; (IV) the same MS., foL 4396, on Dan. 7 9;
(V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 1 ;

(VI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

§ 1, and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter 1, § l.

With the exception of List VI, all the Lists record flie

same nine pairs. List IV is the only MS. List which gives
catchwords to these pairs. List VI adds a tenth pair, viz. nj^i

(Ezek. 24 11) and nijii (Isa. 29 8). But even this List is incipient^

since l^ere are many other pairs, viz. niOKi (Job 28 18) and
nio»ni (Ezek. 27 16); rj"! (Numb. 23 10) and r^hi (2 Kings 6 25);
'riooii (Isa. 23 4) and 'naeii') (Isa. 1 2); rii^rn (Ezek. 23 40) and
rutrnj (Ruth 3 3); pni (2 Kings 5 18) and frni (2 Sam. II 8);
D^an (Isa. 41 21) and osani (Deut. 1 12); nbn'(Deut 17 8) and
nia-'ii (Job 13 6); inn (Cant. 1 12) and imii (Jereni. 48 11) &c.

Comp. the alphabetical List of unique words beginning with
Besh (i, § 10) with the alphabetical List of words beginning with
Vav which respectively occur once only (1, § 28). This shows
the misleading nature of the heading of List VII in pv&wQ pr? 'B

'iai '•?! m im n, fixing the number of these pairs at nine, which
is manifestly due to Jacob b. Chayim.

Ti - § 62.

ttTl ty* — Words which respectively occur twice only in the Scrip-

tures, once beginning with Shin and once vnth Vav Shin. Of this

Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:
(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 46, on Gen. 6 16, which I have
printed; (II) Orient. 4445, foL 1176, on Numb. 3 16; (III) Add.
15,451, fol. 9io, on the same passage; (IV) the same MS., fol. 3556,
on Isa. 34 5; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 1; (VI) Paris
Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § l, and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter », § l.

In List II, which exhibits the earliest attempt at collecting

these pairs, six only are recorded, the last two being absent;
but it gives instead now which can only be n»)p (I Sam. 19 13)

or noto (Ezra 5 14) and notoi (Jerem. 13 16) neither of which,
however, yields a proper pair. And though all the other six

Lists record identically the same seven pairs yet they are
fragmentary and simply exhibit the instances which the Massorite
could find who formulated this Rubric, as is attested by the fact

that there are many more, viz. nntf (Ps. 73 26) and 'ik^ (Jerem.

61 35); "!in^i»«> (Ezek. 5 10) and ^n^iKish (Isa. 14 30); nto (Cant. 1 13)

and n|h (Cant. 8 10); mt (Gen. 26 2) and mv] (1 Chron. 1 32);

vrf (Dan. 6 28) and a'tth (Dan. 3 28) &c. Comp. the alphabetical
List of unique words beginning with Shin (p, § u) with the
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alphabetical List of words which respectively occur once only

beginning with Vav {",, § 28). The vicious heading 'v^ fm 'w in pjn 'i

in the printed Massorah (List VII) again shows that the number
seven was added to agree with the instances recorded in the

incipient List which Jacob b. Chayim mistook for complete.

i'i = § 53.

m n» — Word$ which respectively occur ttoice only in the Scrip-

tures, once beginning with Tuv and once with Vav Tav. Of this

Rubric I collated eight Lists, five in MSS, and three printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 146, on Gen. 24 20, which I have
printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. uOfc, on Exod. 9 U; (III) Add.
15,451, fol. lOOJ, on Numb. 12 14; (IV) the same MS., fol. 367a,

on Isa. 57 9; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 1; (VI) Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 1; (VII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 19 19,

and (VIII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 2.

Lists II and III are very fragmentary and respectively

record ten pairs only which, as far as they go, are identical with

those in List I. Still more incipient is List VII which gives five

pairs. More expanded is List IV which gives sixteen paii*s.

Lists V, VI and VIII record twenty-four pairs which are
identically the same and thus have one more pair than List I,

viz. ns^yn (Judg. 13 16) and nj^jni (Dan. 8 8). But even these

expanded Lists are not complete. Thus we have inxiar) (Ps. 35 8)

and inKia;ni (Ps. 109 17); 'n^nin (Ps. 39 8) and 'n'pnini (Lament. 3 18);

niBffn (Job 22 25) and niB^ini (Ps. 95 4); "bHtr (Judg. 9 13) and
'?«-i'ni (Hos. 2 11); mjan (Job 23 3) and injarii (Ezek. 43 li);

pii (Ezek. 45 11) and jari (Exod. 5 18) &c. Accordingly the heading
in the printed Massorah (ti ^m 'n in ptrvo prt ts), which restricts

these paire to twenty-four, is incorrect and has been added by
the editor to correspond to the contents of the Rubric.

T2 = § 54.

\ — An alphabetical List of words which respectively occur twice

only, once tcithont the prefix Vav and once with it. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from St. Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 10 19.

It is one of many limited alphabets which consist of selections

only from the large number of words exhibiting this peculiarity

and which are recorded in the above twenty Rubrics marked
§§ 34—53. This alphabet, however, is incomplete. Thus whilst

letter n alone is represented by thi*ee pairs, letters t, b and x are
not represented at all. That these letters furnish the requisite

pairs will be seen from Rubrics 39, 48 and 49. I have already
adverted to the fact that different Massoretic Schools compiled
different alphabets made up of various pairs which belong to this

category. This is not only attested by the three following Rubrics
and by another List which I subjoin in the note,i but by the
fact that some of these are arranged according to the principle
of the extensive alphabet technically called OcliTah Ve-Ochlah,
the name given to the independent Massoretical Treatises.^

:h nanpn ;h fe-n fy \en fy nnf?Ji ;h nrhi :h ^tiaai ;h Wiaa ;h oanxi ih oinn i

;'-) ysnh /^id:i /^ isa fy 71 ;h y ,'h ntji ,-h nts /^ phn) ,'h phn ;h ovnn /Voynr ;h nanpm
:h fn» ,'S moi ,'b mo ;h nnyi /h in* ,'h iddi ;h luo ,6 nsnai /h nru ,^ ik'?oi ;h who .'b ivn'n
.'hnin) /? tnn :'> tm h ir fy d'kdti ,'h o'Kin ,'h mtn. This alphabet Is from Add. 15,451,
fol. 376 J, on Hosea 10 7. ^
,'S ananpa ,6 »ai3nai fy »3»na ,'b wnm /h n«n»» ,'h mom ,*> moK ."h nhstn fy nhsa j

:h na-ipn ,6 nmi fy nm ,'h itni ;h ftrn ,'^ ^httst /h 'bns .-h nn'?ji /b mhs fy onaipai
'h Ti .'h T .'h ntsi ,'S nts /h 'mnert .'b 'mna ,'h phm /h phr> /h oynn .'h oynt ;h nanpni

'h inoDi .-h inon ,'h o's'?i /? d's"? ,'h »naai /h »naa ;h t\oaai fy tjoaa /h hti /h m».
Thig Incomplete alphabet is from the same MS., fol. 396 /», on Mai. 3 10. Its

incomplete state is due to the fact that the last pair finish tlie line and the
space allotted to the Massorah in the upper margin, which the Scribe could
not exceed

n"i = § 55.

\ — An alphabetical List of words which respectively occur
twice only, once without the p'efix Vm^ and once with it. This Rubric,
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,451,
fol. 301 ft, on Jerem. 49 11. With the exception of letter n, which is

represented by two examples, all the other letters are represented
by one pair only.

n = § 56.

% — An incomplete alphabetical List of woi'ds which respectively

occur twice only, once without the pi'efx Vav and once with it. This
Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from
Add. 16,461, foL 3106, on Ezek. 9 5, It will be seen that this

alphabet begins with n and omits n and that five of the letters, viz.

n, t, ?, and r, are respectively represented by two pairs each
and in this respect it differs from the preceding alphabet which U
from the same MS.

n - § 57.

\ — An alphcAetical List of toords which respectively occur
twice only, once vnthout the prefix Vav and once with it. This is

another of those alphabets which are restricted to one pair of
examples for each letter. With the exception of letter Vav for
which no pair exists, it is quite complete.

rr*: - § 58.

% — Eight words respectively occur twice in the tame aeOion
or connection, in the first instance without the prefix Vav and in the

second with it. On referring to the parallel passages which are
the subject of this Massorah, it will be seen that not only is

there no need for this variation, but that in some instances
it actually mars the even flow of the sentence and is not
supported by MS. authority (comp. Exod. 25 6; Ezra 2 6), As
the predominant School of textual redactors, however, found these
readings in their recension, they deemed it necessary to safeguard
them against being made conformable to the more normal readings
which obtained in the less dominant School of redactors.

Of this Rubric, I collated nine Lists, five in MSS. and four
printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 383a, on Neh. 7 61 which I

have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, foL 19a, on Gen. 14 1;'(III) the
same MS., fol. 416a, on Ezra 2 59; (IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 10a,

on Gen. 14 1; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 138; (VI) Paris
Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 247; (VII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 14 1;

(VIII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 25, and (IX) the
same letter i, § 56.

The heading, fixing the number at eight, simply refers to
the pairs which the compilers of this Rubric were able to find.

This explains the fact that similar variations are absent, e. g.

maK (Prov. 9 4) and rmo (Prov. 9 16); Ki"i> (Ezek. 3 4) Kis i?^
(Ezek. 3 11) &c. The compilers of List IX could only find four
such pairs and hence not only record four, but head the HtflJric

"I S'd; Hb KOTpi psra 'i S'dj KS-rn pri n, whilst the framers of List II
rightly fix no number, but simply head this Rubric ytbip p-o
•brs^ '?CTaKi 'ran bv-m.

0'3 - § 69.

\ — Nineteen words respectively occur twice in the same section

or connection, in the first instance with the prefix Vav and in the second

without it. This Rubric records the converse phenomenon of the

one catalogued in the preceding Rubric. That the variations

safeguarded in this Massorah are those of the predominant School
only, and that other recensions did not exhibit many of these
variations is attested by the notes on Gen. 41 28; 42 32; Exod.
28 7; 31 3, 35 31; Numb. 3 3; 26 61; 31 43; Deut. 3 6; 10 20;

Jerem. 8 10 &o. in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 54a, on Jerem. 32 32,

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 32a, on Gen. 42 13;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 846, on Numb. 18 28; (IV) Add. 15,451,

fol. 131a, on Deut. 16 12; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 220a, on Numb.
18 23; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 137; (VU) Paris Ochlah
Ve-Ochlah § 246, and (VIII) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter i, § 24.

By an unfortunate accident in the printing, tne greater part

of this Rubric has dropped out of the text so that the first five

pairs alone are given, whilst the following fourteen are omitted:

Numb. 20 17 nWfS'a nh]

„ 21 22 nwB's Hh

„ 22 4 phii

6 13
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'D =

^ \ — Two words which respectively occtir twice have Yoil in

the middle when they begin wUh the prefix Vav and a:e without the

Yod tvhen they do not begin with the Vav. To understand this

artificial Massorah it is necessary to remark that its design is

to safeguard the unique defective spelling of rr^sn without the

Yod in 1 Sam. 9 21 and the abnormal orthography of the plural

.xn without the IW after the Tzadi in Ps. 58 8. Neither of these

two expressions with this defective spelling begins with the

prefix Vav, whilst in the only instance in which either of them

occurs with the Vav it is with the regular Yod. Hence the Massorah

indicates that when these two expressions begin with T«« their

spelling is plene and when they are defective they are without

this pr'efix On referring to the notes on Ps. 58 8 in my edition

of the Bible it will be seen that this Massorah militates against

the various readings which obtained in other Schools of textual

redactors This Rubric, which does not occur in this separate

form in the printed Massorah, is from Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah

§ 249. {Vide infra, letter i, § 64.)

K«D = § 61a.

1^ _ Wards which respectively occur twice at the beginning

of a L'se, once without the j^'ejix Vatf and once with it. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in this incipient state in
f^^

P;-;"**^^

Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Orient 2349 fol. 124^ on

Deui 3 9, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445 fol. 78« on

Exod. 35 9; (III) Orient. 2348, fol. 1346, on Deut. 3 9, and (IV)

Orient. 5404, fol. 123 6, on the same passage.

With the exception of omitting the second pair ^mjni 'man,

which List I erroneously gives twice. Lists III and IV give identically

the same seven pairs. List II, which exhibits the oldest attempt

to collect these pair., records eleven. Of these five only are

identical with the first five in Lists I III and IV whilst the

following six are new: (l) ^ Exod. 25 7 and ;:=k. Exod. 3» 9;

(2) -o^n' Ps 102 23 and ppnai Esther 2 19; (3) n^pb Dan. 4 26

and nip^i Dan. 4 31; (4) d^ Ps. 114 3 and o^, Neh. 9 11; (5)

ncBT' Ps 83 11 and ^lorji Hosea 10 8, and (6) rrn Ps. 71 3 and

rrni 'sxod. 34 2. They are all, however, given in the following

Rubric.

i

and na^ (Gen. 42 30; Jerem. 42 19), thus showing that at this

early period the readings of the present text were not as yet

fixed.

rO = § 63.

1» — Oh the contrary fourteen words respectively occur twice at

the beginning ofa verse with the prefix Vnr and in all the Scriptures they

are without theViiv. That is, when these expressions begin the verse

in all the other parts of the Bible, they are without this prefix.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3756, on Ezra 5 17, which I

have printed; (II) Add. 2l,lG0, fol. 286a, on Ezek. 1 23; (III)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 96; (IV) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah

§ 172, and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter i, § 4. The

latter rightly heads this Rubric pit -.-. When the printed Massorah,

therefore, on Esther 1 18 heads it "ttrna 'i pao^ ="= I» ""^ ="= *^^

refers to the Massorah Finalis for the List, it is manifest that

3-3 is a printers error for T'. (Vide infra, letter i, § 65.)

X'D = § 616.

\ — Twenty-five words which respectively occur twice at the

beainning of a verse, once wUhout the prefix Vav and once with it.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only,

letter ^ § 27. It professes to give all the pairs of words which

belong 'to this category in the Bible. It will be seen that though

the heading emphatically states that there are twenty-five such

pairs the Rubric itself records twenty-four only. As Lists I,

II and IV record one pair (nT, and Tiri) which is not given m

this expanded Rubric, this would make up the twenty-five.

TD = § 62.

^ _ Fourteen words respectively occur tioice at the beginning

of a lerse without the prefix Vav and in all the other ScHptures

they are with Vav. That is, when they occupy this position at

the beginning of the verse throughout the Scriptures they are

normally with the prefix Vav.
^ ,^. ,, ,

The design of this Rubric is to safeguard the abnormal

absence of the prefix Vav and thus to militate against those

Codices which in many instances exhibit the normal prefix or

read differently, as will be seen from the notes on Numb. ^ 7;

29 24 37- Ps. 4 18; Eccl. 8 4 in my edition of the Bible. Of

this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed:

(D Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II. § 95, which I have printed; (II)

Orient 4445. fol. 150a, on Numb. 29 24; (III) Paris Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah § 171, and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis. letter % § 21.

Lists I and IV are absolutely identical. They afford another

proof that Jacob b. Chayim used the Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah

for his edition of the Massorah. List III, which also states m

the heading that this Rubric consists of fourteen pairs (pn n-),

omits the thirteenth pair, viz. 'nn?^ and makes up the number

by giving nnns (Ps.. 4 8 and 60 6) as the eighth pair. List II,

which is froili the ancient Codex Orient 4445 and which, therefore,

exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah, emphatically states

in the heading that there are eleven such pairs only dapiTK''

^ rmp "wi ntt'n tons in pes i6 irp«B nwn is) and duly records

dlv^n.^t omits r^ (Ps. 74 8; 83 5); «n: (Ps. 79 2; 119 110)

TD = § 64a.

\ - Nine words which respectively occur twice in the Scriptures

are alike in this that in one instance they begin with Vav and in

the other they are with Vav in the middle. That is, when they

severally are with the prefix Vav they are defective and when

they are without this prefix they are plene.

This recension of the Rubric, which records nine such pairs

only and which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 306, on Isa. 66 3. The plene Din, which

is the second member of the last pair, does not occur in the

present Massoretic text. This noun, which occurs five times

(1 Sam. 11 11; 21 7; Jerem. 17 8; Job 24 19; Neh. 7 3), is

invariably defective. The compilers of this Massorah must,

therefore have based it upon a recension which,had it abnormally

plene in one instance. But as the Rubric is without catchwords

it is now impossible to identify the solitary exception.

The ancient Codex Orient. 4445, fol. 76a, on Exod. 33 6,

also gives another recension of this short List. It records ten

such pairs of which the first five only are identical, whilst the

second five are different, viz, •«?» •? ninn (Judg. 16 30) and 'on «? nfani

(Isa. 60 2); •'?»•'? mw (Judg. 4 19) and -on -^ n>bi (1 Sam. 16 20);

''?b''?n3ln (Ps. 68 6) and 'on •? nnhi (Deut 18 11); ''?o ••? nl»?lK

(2 Chron. 8 18) and -on '<? nl'wi (Isa. 60 9); «?0'«?jni5» (2 Chron.

26 23) and 'on '•? yjJta^ (2 Sam. 3 29). With the exception of the

first pair all are in the expanded Lists.

TD = § 646.

\ — Twenty words which respectively occur twice are alike in

this that in one instance they are with Vav in the middle of the

word and in one they have Vav at the beginning of the word. Of

this recension of the Rubric, which is an expanded development

of the preceding Massorah, I collated three Lists, one in MS.

and two printed: (I) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on

Malachi 3 1, which I have printed; (II) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah

8 248 and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter i, § 59. On

comparing the three Lists of the longer recension with each

other and with two of the shorter recension (§ 64a) the following

variations are disclosed:

List 1. — Though this List states in the heading that there

are twenty such pairs, it records nineteen only. It omits three

which are given in List I of the shorter recension, viz. (l) n?fi njH; '•

(2) nlatbi nla6; (3) Dhi oin and one of List n of the same recension,

viz. pnitai riixa-
, ,

Li^t li.
'— This List states in the heading that there are

twenty-eight such pairs (pii n-s), but enumerates twenty-four only,

With the exception of omitting ohj' Dih in List I of the short

recension and nbhrrten in List II df the same recension, as well

as in List I of the long recension, it gives all the twenty-one

pairs of the preceding Lists and adds three new pairs (l)jlT,

Josh. 23 13, pnM Jerem.923; (2) n>li 2King824l4, rhi] iSam.228,

and (3) n-Jin Neh. 2 2, rhlm Mai. 18.

List yil — Though this List states in the heading that

there are twenty-five pairs (pit n-a), it records twenty-six. But

this is due to a confusion, since Jacob b. Chayim incorporated

into this List two pairs (.Ti;piCTi. rn??xn and rstrn. i^) which belong

to a different Rubric. {Vide supra, letter i, § 69.) By deducting

these two and adding nia^i rilat^ which Jacob b. Chayim omittad

but which is given in List I of the short recension and ListH of «»•

long recension, we obtain the requisite number of twenty-five paiw.
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iTD - § 65.

\ — 77ie following words in the Sanptvres [beginning with

t^tiv] respectively occur twice at the commencement of a verse and they

have no parallel. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349,

fol. 1066, on Numb. 10 9, which I have printed, and (II) Orient.

5404, fol. 1056, on the same passage. As seven of the twelve pairs

here recorded are the same given in § C3, it would seem that

they exhibit two different forms of the smne Massorah.

ro *- § 60.

\ — An alphabetical List of words beginning with Vav tchich

respectively occur ttoice and in the same bool: That is, these duplicates

do not all occur in one book, but are severally restricted to one or

another book of the Bible. They are not, however, restricted to

any position of the verse and thus differ from the pairs recorded

in § 63 where the pairs severally begin the verse.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, .four in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 386, on Exod. 7 18, which
1 have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 297a, on Ps. 65 13;

(III) Add. 15,451, fol. 3416, on Isa. 1 30; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah I, § 62; (V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 61, and (VI) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 25.

With the exception of List III, which breaks off with letter a

because it finishes the space-limit allotted to the Massorah, all

the Lists record identically the same twenty-two pairs. As the

Scriptural text yields no pair for letter i they all coincide in

making up the twenty-two by giving the same two examples for

letter n. It will be seen that the alphabet is exhibited in the

first letter following the prefix Vav and thus differs from the

alphabets recorded in the following Rubrics. Lists II and V add
•ma after w in the heading which makes the import of this

Massorah clearer.

VD = § 67 a.

tt^m* — Five loords beginning with Vav Beth Shin respectively

occur twice only. This Rubric, which does not occur in this separate

form in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,250, fol. 4246, on
2 Chron. 14 10. It is another proof of the gradual development of

the Massorah, inasmuch as it shows that the numbers of the

lengthy alphabetical List recorded in the following Rubric, were
at first collected separately, that in their incipient state they

were furnished with separate headings and that the sundry links

were afterwards coupled together into one alphabet. {Vide infra,

letter i, § 68.)

ro = § 676.

!3V — An alphabetical List of word^ beginning with Vav Seth
which respectively occur ttoice only. Of this Rjabric I collated four

Lists, two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 1806— 181a, on Ps. 26 1, which I have printed; (II) Halle
Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 63; (III) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 62,

and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 8.

Lists I and IV record identically the same sixty-seven pairs

in practically the same order. They both give »aB> ya>i and Beer-

Sheba (Josh. 15 28; Amos 5 5> as the seventh pair and o'K-iiiaai

as the thirty-sixth pair. In the received text, however, this plural

with the prefixes Vav Beth occurs once only (Deut. 4 34). But
as List II also states that it occurs twice, it is probable that

these three independent Rubrics are based upon a recension of

the text which had it twice. List II records sixty-five pairs

only, omitting nnai the twelfth pair and jUa^ai the twenty -sixth
pair, whilst List IH gives sixty-six pairs. It omits two pairs

which are in ail the other Lists, viz. rae? "iKai and D-R-iioai and
makes up the sixty-six by adding n*-inia? (Isa. 43 2; Ps! 89 26).

It is remarkable that in all the four Lists the two instances

in which the Tetragrammaton occurs in the textus recepius with
the prefixes ai are not given under '•ai, which is their proper
position according to the alphabetical sequence, but under nai

as if they were inKai. This is probably due to the traditional

pronunciation of the Ineffable Name.

n"D = § 68.

nit — An alphabetical List of words beginning toith Vav He
which respectively occur ttviee. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists,

four in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 186-19 a, on Gen. 28 22, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,451,

fol. 459a, on Neh. 3 25; (III) Orient. 1471, fol. 996—1016, on

1 Sam. 9 16; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 64; (V) Paris
Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 63, and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter n, § 20. On comparing the five Lists with the one which
I have printed the following facts are disclosed:

List II. This List, which has no heading nor catchwords,
exhibits a limited alphabet consisting of thirty-five pairs only
in which j and p alone are not represented, but those which are
represented are all in List I.

List III This List, which has the same heading as List I
and which is furnished with scanty catchwords, records fifty-six

pairs or two less than List L It omits the following three pairs:
(l)D^ttD|3!T.; (2) DTi^rDrtTi, and (3) r^^mv, but has i-m-n which is not
given in List I, thus making up the fifty-six pairs.

List IV. This List records fifty-seven pairs or one less than
List I. It omits two pairs, viz. (1) -ii'nurani and (2) 'pBBirn, but
gives TOn-n which, as we have seen, is also given in List III,

thus making up the fifty-seven.

Lists V and VI. With the exception of the heading of List V
which is jt?-! 'Km 'a -a }0 a'K and the heading of List VI which is

RmaTi jr-c m -a 'a jo 3% these two Lists are identical. They
respectively record the same sixty pairs, or two more than List I.

The two additional are .-lanni (Ps. 78 38; Job 9 17) and rnnrn
which is also given in Lists III and IV. I have already adverted
to the fact that these long Lists are a later development and
that they are made up of different Rubrics which originally
consisted of one link only with a separate heading. (T7dc supra,
letter i, § 67 a.) A striking illustration of this fact is the link
of this alphabet preserved in the printed Massorah Parva. On
niarn Gen. 37 24 the outer margin has the following heading
na'nn n'?nna am pna rem pii •% thus showing that the six pairs of
this alphabet which represent letter a, originally formed a
separate Rubric with a separate hcaiing.

a-D - § 69.

^1, — An alphabetical List of words beginning toith Vav Tod
tohich respectively occur twice with Pathoch. That is, futures with
Vav conversive, in contradistinction to those in which the Vav
is with Sheva or is conjunctive, recorded in § 15c.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated five Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 212o, on
Ps. 118 27, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 736, on
Levit. 8 11; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 1480, on Levit. 8 30; (IV) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 69, and (V) Paris Ochlah § 68.

It will be seen that whilst < and •? are not represented in

List I, six of the letters {v, r, a, ts, n, k) are represented by two
examples. List II records twenty-two pairs only, breaking off with

p because it finishes the allotted space for the Massorah. List III

is a limited alphabet giving one pair for each letter. Hence it

records twenty pairs - and b not being represented. List IV
records twenty-four only and omits two pairs, viz. ami and nban;

whilst List V records twenty-eight or two pairs more than List I.

They are is"?:! (2 Kings 6 22; 17 27) and ip'i (Ps. 49 9; 73 14)

and are indicated as being a later addition. They prove the oft-

repeated statement that these additions are due to the Nakdanim
who misunderstand the import of the Massorah. These two pairs are

with Sheva or with Vav conjunctive, whilst the manifest design of this

Rubric is to record the instances in which the Vav is with Pathach

or is conversive.

'V = % 70a.

1» — An alphabetical List of icords which respectively occur

three times, twice icithout the prejlx Vav and once with it. This

incipient Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek. 37 16.

Though it states in the heading that it is an alphabetical List,

it gives five letters only. Its interest, however, consists in the

fact that it shows that originally this alphabet gave one example
for each letter, whereas it will be seen from the following Rubric,

that later Massorites largely expanded this alphabet. The materials

for this alphabet increased to such an extent that the Massorites

gave the examples for some of the letters in separate Rubrics

with separate headings. For letter a the printed Massorah Finalis

has preserved a separate List with a distinct heading (letter a,

§ 4), which I have given in Vol. HI, p. 5, § 70.

'P = § 706.

\ — An alphabetical List of words which respectively occur three

timet, twice without the prefix Vav and once with it. Of this expanded
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alphabet I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Orient. U71, fol. 426—44 a, on Josh. 11 21, which I have

printed; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 14; (UI) Paris Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah, § 13, and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 6.

Whilst List I gives eighty-eight such words, List II records

ninety-one. The additions consist of three more examples

representing letter n: (1) dot^ Job 17 4; Prov. U 84 and tas\-vn

Ps 107 25; (2) aain Prov. 22 28; 23 10 and sap\ Micah 6 14;

(8) »iiiari Cant 4 8; Ruth 3 17 and ^Kbw Ezek. 16 7. Though

List iri, like List II, records ninety-one they are made up

somewhat differently. In ' it omits -vrr. and gives airii: (Job 41 2;

Prov. 22 29) and =rr'i (l Sam. 3 10) instead of wrn% adds

another instance in p, viz. ^spp (1 Sam. 7 5; Joel 2 16) and

^rapi (2 Chron. 24 5) which is not in Lists I and II and gives

the 'additional three examples which are also given in List II.

A longer catalogue is exhibited in List IV which records ninety-

eight such representatives. It gives three more for letter % viz.

(1) -vm Gen. 4 14; Job 13 20 and in^ Ps. 55 18; (2) n|es>^

JeremVi 21; Ps. 85 9 and nya?>«l Numb. 9 8; (3) 'jia-w Gen. 25 25;

1 Sam. 16 12 and ^b-w 1 Sam. 17 42. It records one more for n,

viz. -3«n Prov. 23 35
i
Cant. 6 7 and ^vsm Gen. 34 80, three more

for a, viz. (1) D'S^iro Deut 18 14; Judg. 9 37; and n'JSWM Micah 5 11;

(2) nSa Ezra 4 14; 6 9 and rf?w Ezra 7 22; (3) ^'m 2 Kings 6 5;

Jerem! 88 26 and 'j'pei Daii. 9 20. It adds the three examples

for letter n, which are given in Lists II and m and gives for ^

the expression arrr instead of orn% agreeing with List IL

But even the more'*expanded List (IV) is far from being

exhaustive, as will be seen from the following omissions: oh»,

Isa. 63 2; Zech. 1 8 and anf\ Cant 5 10; nisaa Gen. 34 1 ;
Judg. 14 3

and maa^ Ezek. 17 17 (comp. a, § 639); sijla Isa. 63 12; Eccl. 10 9

and W5iji Ps. 141 7; ffrj Ezek. 37 6, 8 and Dn-?i Job 10 li (comp. a,

§ 128); wan Judg. 4 7;- Ezek. 81 2 and Warn Isa. 5 13 (comp. n,

§ 273). These omissions may largely be multiplied.

The remarkable feature in the four Lists is the fact that

they all give the same ten examples for letter i, which begin

with Vav; whereas according to the express statement in the

heading, the design of this Massorah is to record the words

which respectively occur three times, twice unthotd Vav and once

only with it The only explanation which I can give is that

driven by' a desire to have all the letters of the alphabet

represented and since letter Vav yields no proper examples, the

Massorites resorted to these artificial means in order to complete

the alphabetical List and indicated tiie difference in each case

between the two instances and the one, by the two having Pathach

or being with Vav conversive and the one being with Sheva or

with Vav conjunctive. It will also be seen that three of the

four examples which all the Lists give for a are with to. This

is due to the fact that the Massorah treats these two letters as

identical.

K-P - § 71.

\ _ Th6 converae. An inctmpleU alphabetical List of words

which rsspecfloely occur three times, turice with the prejix Vav and

once wUhout it. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, two in MSS.

and tiiree printed: (I) Orient 1471, fol. 44 a, on Josh. 11 21,

which I have printed; (U) Halle Ochlah VeOohlah I, § 15;

(ni) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 14; (IV) the printed Massorah

on Exod. 39 3, and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter i, § 7.

Lists I, II and III are identical. They record the same

twenty-four examples in exactiy the same order. Lists IV and V

record twenty-five examples, giving an additional one for letter s,

viz. rasnai Esther 2 8, 19 and pgn? Ps. 102 23. The alphabet is

called incomplete (rhn) because six of the letters (n, a, v, a, at, v)

are not represented. It will be seen that the same artificial device

which the M.'ssorites adopted in the representation of i iri the

preceding Rubric, they have also adopted in the three instances

which represent this letter in the Rubric before us.

yp = § 72.

\ - Twelve words which hegin with Vav respectively occur three

times at the beginning of a verse, whereas they are wUhout it in all the

other Sa-iptures. That is, throughout the Scriptures when these

expressions begin a verse they are normally without this prefix.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 312a, on Ps. 109 3, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 3276, on Job 17 15; (III)

Add 21160, fol. 1056, on Exod. 25 19; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah II, § 97; (V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 178, and (VI) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 22.

With the exception of the printed Massorah (List VI) all

the Lists not only state in tiie heading that there are twelve such

words only, but enumerate the same twelve. The printed Massorah,

however, which also states in the heading that there are twelve

enumerates thirteen, giving ip,n
(Gen. 33 19; 47 20; 1 Kings 16 24)

as the second group. But though this expression begins the

verse in all the three passages, ]^: without the prefix Vav does

not occur. And as the heading emphasises the fact that the

words which constitute this Rubric occur again without this

prefix at the beginning of the verse ('i fMS t6 'np bo-), there can

be no doubt that a later Nakdan who mistook the import of this

Massorah, added this expression which is not only in conflict

with the heading, but with the scope of the Rubric. It will be

seen that the catchwords for the third instance in which 'nsni

occurs (Ps. 109 8) in tiie List which I have printed (List I), are

furnished with an inverted Segol. This is frequently the case

in the Massorah, especially of the splendid Model Codex Arund.

Orient 16, to indicate thereby that the Rubric in question is

on the words thus distinguished,

rr = § 73.

\ — An alphabetical List of words which respectively occur

j^hree times without the prefix Vav and once toith it. Of this Rubric

1 collated three Lists, one in MS. and two printed: (I) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 16, which I have printed; (II) Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 15, and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter i, § 8.
. .u

List II records forty-six such groups or three more than

List III, viz. one more in letter a (d^-o Exod. 36 5; Eccl. 6 ll;

Neh. 6 17 and avyi\ l Chron. 8 4o); one in letter j (wp; Ezek. 27 19;

Lament 5 6; l' Chron. 29 14 and ttwi Gen. 34 16) and one in

letter a (nnio Ps. 140 8; Lament. 3 43, 44 and rtsai Exod. 40 3).

Whilst List in records forty-five or two more than List I, viz.

one for % rv^ip^ 2 Sam. 3 21; Job 9 18; Cant 8 2 and Tia^)jt\^

2 Sam. 17 1 and one for a, viz. a^a-ja, which is also given in

List IL All these Lists, however, only represent the instances

which the respective compilers could find and are by no means

intended to be exhaustive, as is attested by the fact that many

more examples are to be found for each letter of this alphabet.

Comp. w-^? Gen. 27 36; 83 ll; Levit 25 2l and 'n^nai Isa. 44 3;

^vn 2 Sam." 15 80; Jerem. 14 4; Esther 7 8 and ^am Jerem. 14 3;

Bfin Exod. 4 11; Levit 19 14; Ps. ^ 5 and tthm Isa. 42 19; ii^rp

Ezek 18 9; Ps. 85 14; Prov. 6 28 and i^, l Kings 21 27; nVw

Exod 20 26; Ezek. 16 57; Prov. 26 26 and n^jr.] Ezek. 16 36,

{vide supra, letter i, § 148) and many others. Like all the other

long Lists, the several links of this alphabet were at first

collected separately and furnished with distinct headings. Later

Massorites connected these into one chain. One member of this

concatenation representing letter ' with a separate heading which

is preserved in the printed Massorah Finalis, letter \ § 28, I

have given in Vol HI, p. 5, § 73*.

rV - § 74.

\ — The converse. An incomplete alphabetical List of words

which respectively occur three times with the p-efix Vav and once

without it. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and

two printed: (I) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 17, which I have

printed; (II) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 16, and (III) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter % § 9.

Though the heading states that this Rubric consists of an

incomplete (jibn) alphabet yet we were not prepared to find that

seven letters only {b ,' .a -n ,n ,3 .k) would be represented and that

no fewer than fourteen (n .v ,n ,p ,x -a ,v -a .3 .a ,= -t ,n ,:) :would be

absent For i, as usual, the Biblical text yields no example; but

for four letters at all events {t.:^.i) there are certainly

examples. Comp. (l) 'n^^r Jerem. 33 6; Ezek. 16 37; Nah. 3 5

and 'n'^i Jerem. 49 10; (2) mr Deut 33 2; Isa. 68 lO; Eccl. 1 5

and mt Isa. 60 1; (3) n^nnr Isa. 10 23; 28 22; Dan. 9 27 and

nsnn: Dan. 11 36; (4) «a^i Isa. 13 21; Ezek. 17 23; Zech. 8 8

and'wato Ps, 68 7. Yet all the three Lists record identically the

same twelve examples only and in precisely the same order.

n"p - § 75 a.

\ — An incompUte alphabet of wwds which respectively occur

four timso without the prefix Vav and once with it. This fragment,

which exhibits three letters only of the alphabet in question,

is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1166, on 2/Kings 23 22. The
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reason for its breaking off with n is, as usual, to be found in

the fact that the Nakdan could not exceed the number of lines

assigned in this Codex to the Massorah.

,T» = § 756.

% — An incomplete alphabetical List of words tvhich respectively

occurfour times toithoui the prefix Var and once toith it. Of this Rubric
I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two printed : (I) Halle Oclilah

Ve-Ochlah I, § 18, which I have printed; (II) Paris Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah, § 17, and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter i, § 10.

List I. — It will be seen that though the eighteen groups
in this List extend from k to r they give examples of ten letters

only and that four letters (j .o ,n .i) are not represented.

List 11. — The portion of this List which corresponds to

List I and which extends from k to r records twenty-six groups.

The nine new examples consist of one addition to letter s, viz.

ni'JKa Deut 28 68; l Kings 22 50; Isa. 43 14 and ni'jKai Dan. 11 40;

one to letter n, viz.w Exod. 5 23 ; 2 Kings 21 1 1 ; Ps. 74 3 ; Ruth 1 2

1

and p-rn Josh, 24 20; two to letter % viz. tr^^ Deut. 28 63; Isa. 62 5;

Zeph. 317; Ps. 19 6 and to'ip;i Job 39 2 1 ; ortr Exod. 13 1 7 ; Judg. 2 1 8

;

1 Sam. 15 29; Ps. 110 4 and onri Jerem. 26 13; one to letter o,

viz. -iBO Deut 11 14 ; 28 12, 24; Isa. 30 23 and new Zech. 10 11 ; two
to letter 3, viz. tfKis Isa. 57 10; Jerem. 2 25; 18 12; Job 6 26 and tvfl:]

1 Sam. 27 1 ; ^brji Josh. 14 1 ; 17 6 ; Jerem. 16 19 ; Prov. 14 18 and ^hra)

Exod. 32 13 and two to d = to, viz. tote Deut. 28 C3; 30 9; Isa. 64 4;

Ps. 119 162 and to^ Isa. 66 14; loto Ezek. 17 4, 5; Ps. 81 6; 105 21

and lotoi Levit. 6 3. And it omits one example for h, viz. nsnb

Ezek. i'23, 23, 23; 42 9 and n^nbi Zech. 5 9.

List in. — Though like List I, this List also records eighteen

groups, it differs from the former in the following respects: It

omits letter a, but gives an additional example for letter % viz. dto'

which is also given in List II, and has one for letter 3, viz. ibra

which is also given in List II, but which in this List (III) is

wrongly placed after t.

n-V = § 75c.

\ — This part of the alphabet which gives an additional

example for letter p and the concluding letters of the alphabet,

is to be found in List II only. Many other examples may
easily be added to the several letters which constitute this

alphabetical List.

VV •= § 76.

"i* — An alphabetical List of ttoo combined words which are

resjiectively without the prefix Vav and are misleading. The design

of this Massorah is to safeguard the readings in these passages

against the Codices which exhibited the prefix Vav before the

first or second word in these combinations. The expression ppisoT

in the heading denotes the rejection by the predominant School
of textual redactors of the alternative or extra-official readings

which obtained in the Codices of the less dominant School and
which they indicated by the term pT-aB (^nde supra, letter k, § 742).

On referring to the notes in my edition of tHe Bible on Numb. 8 4;

Josh. 1 14; 1 Sam. 9 10; 2 Sam. 5 4; 2 Kings 5 23; Isa. 5 12;

61 10; 63 1; Habak. 3 4, 11; Ps. 115 1; 1 Chron. 5 16 &c. it

will be seen that the ancient recensions exhibited the prefix Vav
in most of the passages which constitute this Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 18a, on Gen. 27 33,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 1 6, fol. 60a, on 2 Sam. 5 4;

(III) Add. 15,451, fol. 248a, on 2 Kings 4 42; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 3676, on Isa. 58 8; (V) the same MS., "fol. 387a, on Habak. 3 11;

(VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 2876, on the same passage; (VII) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 31; (VIII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 30,

and (IX) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 11.

With the exception of List VIII which adds another example
for -I, viz. iDm an Neh. 9 1 7, all the Lists coincide in giving the

same twenty-four examples in precisely the same order. It is,

however, to be observed that in this alphabet the words which
are without the Vav are arranged in alphabetical sequence. As
it is not always the first of the two words in which the Vav is

absent, the alphabetical order is sometimes represented in the

second word. Thus in o^Bg) ts^'^x^i and ppt tooto which stand before

nirp-rtri, it is the second words i. e. bmp and rn; which exhibit

the order because they are without the required Vav and hence
rightly precede -rlas. The same is the case with njbs ,"9^ and
B'-ito "^bo which follow ^'pa or letter 0. Here n^bs which represents j

and ffnto which represents are without the Vav and hence
rightly follow 8 and precede p. The only disturbance in the

alphabetical order are aTia»o npn and i^-i nrr, since it is Kjt which
is without the required T at? and represents t which ought to

precede ncin. Yet with the exception of List VIII, which is a

later form of this Rubric, all the Lists exhibit this order. It

will be seen that for n the List which I have printed gives

Ifnrn oriaan which fixes a^-ij^n to be without the Vav. This is also

given in Lists V, VI and VIIL But Lists IV, VII and IX give
DnjBT! papn. Lists V, VII and IX add vh-^ in the heading which
describes this alphabet as incomplete. As the only letter which
is not represented is Vav, this expression must refer to its absence,
though Vav hardly ever yields an example. It is remarkable
that Lists III, IV and V give for rr^hi rxsb the catchwords tks nan
«]is: pKT 1 Sam. 9 5 instead of "ns^b ^iKto'nari l Sam. 9 10.

Vr> - § 77.

% — For this Rubric see letter k, § 653. '1 303 vb which
occurs in the MS., is manifestly a mistake for 'n3D3.

n"V = § 78.

% — Sixteen pairs of words both of which are without the prefix

Vav and are sev:eraUy unique in this combination. In all other
instances where this combination occurs, the second word is

normally with the prefix Vav. Comp. Gen. 7 21; 8 17; 9 18 &c.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Paris Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah, § 252, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah
Finalis, letter 1, § 32. Though the latter also states in the heading
that there are sixteen such pairs, it records fifteen only. It

omits two, viz. on oto (Gen. 10 1) and ninxa ni'pna (Josh. 14 12)

and gives one (toin'n |jn 2 Chron. 31 5) which is not in List I.

Both headings, however, are incorrect and are the addition of a

later Nakdan who fixed the number at sixteen to coincide with the

instances enumerated in the Rubric. This is attested by the fact

that the very next Rubric gives some which are here omitted,

viz. nwK.nnn'ppri (Levit. 11 19); pan pan (Ezra 7 17); comp. also

Iipatoi9<iKn (Exod. 12).

8D'P = § 79.

\ — Five pairs of toords respectively occur ttoice, in one

instance both are loithout the prefix Vdv and in the other both are

with this prefix. Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts

of the Massorah, I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two
printed: (I) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 251, which I have printed;

(II) Orient. 4445, fol. 946, on Levit. 11 19, and (III) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter % § 34. List II, which exhibits the oldest

form of this Rubric, is still without a heading and does not

fix the number of the pairs, though it records the same five.

'D - § 80.

\ — An alphabetical List of pairs of words, the first word of
which is with the prefix Vav and which are severally without this

prefix in all the other Scriptures. That is, in all other parts of the

Scriptures where these two words are thus combined the first

word of this combination is without the prefix Vav.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 47a, on' Exod. 19 18,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 16,451, fol. 3166, on Ezek. 17 18;

(III) the same MS., fol. 4366, on Job 1 l
;

(IV) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah I, § 32; (V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 31, and (VI) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter i, § 2. This Rubric is incorporated

in the Variations given in the editio princeps of Romberg's

Rabbinical Bible, Venice 1517. Here it is treated under the title

mp bo and is not arranged alphabetically. Though it records

sixteen of these pairs, thirteen only are identical with those

given in the alphabetical Lists and the following three are

new: nr« irtoji (Numb. 34 18); nrw -^^ai (Pzek. 37 22) and inn i^^

(Numb. 35 30).

K'D = § 81a—d.

\ — Words beginning toith the prefix V(IV and combined with

Jehovah which respectively occur once only. The four fragmentary

Lists marked § 81a—d exhibit the first attempts made by the

different Massorites to collect the words beginning with the

prefix Vav which are followed by the Tetragrammaton and which

in this combination occur once only. These incipient catalogues

again show the gradual expansion of what afterwards became

long Lists which later Nakdanim furnished with headings or

subscriptions and catchwords.
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Fragment I. — This fragment, which is marked 81a and

which, records six instances, is from Orient. 2849, fol. 107a,

on Numb. 10 34. The first example is incorrectly given here,

since mrr rrtpyi occurs twice and belongs to the Rubric which

records the two instances of words beginning with Vav and followed

by the Tetragrammaton where it is rightly given. {Vide infra,

letter i, § 83.) rrjrr nrplrn the sixth example is altogether a mistake,

since the combination with the prefix Vav does not occur, rrah

nin^ >yithout the prefix, which does occur (Gen. 24 44), is outside

the scope of this Rubric. It is probably a clerical error for

rrtrnini l Kings 14 16.

Fragment IL — This fragment, which is marked § 81 6, and

which records ten examples, is from Anind. Orient 16, fol. 1206,

on Isa. 19 21. nirr fl"!] th© second example, is against the design of

this Massorah which is to register the unique instances with the

prefix Vav and is manifestly a mistake for nfrr pl-in Isa. 63 1.

Fragment III. — This fragment, which is marked § 8lc and

which registers eight examples, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

foL 119fc, on Deut. 11 23.

Fragment IV. — This fragment, whicn is marked % 9ld and

which records twenty-two, or more properly twenty-one such

examples, is from the same MS., viz. Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 47a, on Jerem. 25 4. It will be seen that n^T 'afri is giv^n

twice, both as the twelfth example and the twenty-second.

Besides these four incipient Lists I have also collated three

others in the ancient Codex Orient. 4445: (I) on Exod. 12 23^

fol. 536, which records twelve examples; (II) fol. 54a, which

gives sixteen examples, and (III) on Numb. 14 3, fol. 132a, which

also catalogues sixteen examples. With the exception of the few

mistakes which I have pointed out in Fragments I, II and IV, all

the instances both in those which I have printed and in the

three in Orient. 4446, are embodied in the following developed List.

K'D = § 81e.

\ — Words beginning with Vav and combined with Jehovah

all of which have no parallel in the Scriptures. Of this expanded

Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed: (I)

Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 131 6, on Deut. 30.^, which I have

printed; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 152; (III) Paris Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah § 187, and (IV) the printed Massorah, on Judg. 1 1

in the outer square enclosing the first word of the book.

It will be seen that List I has no heading, but adds a

subscription at the end which often serves as a heading, indicating

the import of the Rubric, and that it records forty instances.

List II, which records the same forty instances, is already

furnished with a heading fixing the number at forty (|a 'O jo in

'1 'ao3 r'^a '3 "«rn -in), as well as with catchwords. Here, however,
'•"' "iroi the twenty-sixth instance, is manifestly a clerical error

for •"•• -ni (Zech. 8 3), as is evident from the faulty catchwords

-naw ''' TOK ro pb, List III records identically the skme forty

instances as List I and is furnished with a much better heading

than List II (i^aoi n-^ in tei '"'? p-ao pair '."Ta'n ma 'i paos*! j^bn 'o).

Though List IV also statiBs in a somewhat different heading

('"•!? pa-np pjio '1 a-DS 'Oip 'K 'K p fha 'o) that it contains forty such

examples, it records forty-one adding na w^ff"'!' npi (Isa. 40 81).

But as nirr"'ipi also oocum in Ps. 37 9 it, is in conflict with the

import of this Massorah, which records unique instances. It is

manifestly the addition of a later Nakdan who was misled by

the various reading^ in Isa. 40 81.

ro - § B%a.

\ — Words followed by Jehovah which respectively occur twice,

once without the prefxTav and once wUh it This fragment which

exhibits the first attempt to collect these combinations and which

records two such pairs only, is from Orient. 2849, fol. 107a, on

Numh. 10 84. The second pair are inoorreot, sincis n}."T»)|i occurs

many times, whilst the design of this Massorah is to record

unique combinations with the Tetragrammaton. Another incipient

List, recording seven of these pairs, I have found in the ancient

Codex Orient 4446, foL 466, on Exod. 6 8. They are identical

with those incorporated in the expanded List § 826.

a'D - § 826.

% — Meoen words which respectively occur Uoiee are uni^^ue.

That is, they are followed by the Tetragrammaton and in

this combination are once without the prefix Vav and once

with it

Of this expanded Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS.

and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 376, on Exod. 6 8,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 230a, on

1 Kings 14 14; (III) Add. 15,451, fol. 2376, on the same passage,

(IV) the same MS., fol. 349q, on Isa. 19 21; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 365a, on Isa. 61 9; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, §162;
(VII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 186, and (VIII) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 107.

Though all the eight Lists coincide in giving eleven pairs

only, yet List II omits nin^ i6i wn^ *b, the fifth pair, and gives in

its place -b nin^ npr (Zech. 3 2) 'b niT ijn (Zech. 3 2). As Lists II,

III and V have no headings and do not fix the number of these

pairs, this additional pair does not conflict with any others which

may still be found belonging to the same category.

The five Lists which are furnished with headings materially

differ in their respective wording, and thus afford a striking

proof that they emanate from different Massoretic Schools. Besides

the unmeaning heading of List I, which I have printed, List IV

heads it vns-^b "O'bD KS'sn n^Bi 'i aos »b nm 'i aoj in pot pijo a"a p piii K"

which admirably states the import of this Rubric. List VI heads

it '1 aoj KJ^sm 'i aoj k"? 'oip pbo pin a'a to PJT k"" P ^n> which is less

intelligible, because of the absence of K-iatK"? 'a-ao. The same is the

case with List VII which heads it '^ yo: nm -i a^o: k"? in nm in ja pj^t k'\

Though expressed in different words List VIII, like List IV

properly indicates the design of this Massorah, viz. pmspJitK"
•"' pT-mai '1 a''D5 im "\ a-as k"? in. The mere exhibition of these

variations is enough to show that they are the compilations of

different Massorites.

yt = § 83.

\ — Nine words which begin with the prefix Vav and are

followed by Jehovah respectively occiir twice. That is, in contra-

distinction to the pairs recorded in the preceding Rubric which

in this .combination are once only with the prefix Vav.

With the exception of List V all the Lists coincide in stating

in their respective headings .-that there are nine such pairs and

in recording the same nine examples, only that List II gives the

third pair (m/p-iai) twice, which is manifestly duia to a clerical

oversight The printed Massorah, however (List V), states in the

heading that there are eleven such pairs (pjUK'^iam) and duly

records eleven, adding nin^, n^arn (Exod. 9 4; Deut 28 59) and

-rtT i|-j-iTlni (Deut 28 ll; 30 9). This would seem to indicate that

the headings of all the other Lists which are from MSS. of

different Schools of Massorites and from countries far apart, are

wrong and that the number was added to agree with the instances

enumerated in the respective Rubrics, or that in the case of the

two pairs recorded in List V, this Rubric was based upen Codices

which exhibited wrt^u or 'jliji after the verb and not rrvv. It is

also to be remarked that List V enumerates the first eleven

instances in which this combination occurs with their respective

catchwords separately and the second with their catchwords

separately and not in pairs.

The headings of the different Lists again show that they

emanate from different Massoretic Schools. Of List I the heading is

seen in the Rubric, which I.have printed. List II is headed pai p;m •»

maiKb "a'BBi pSa a'a |a. List III is headed pte inn a-a^a pan 'a p in;

List IV p'jB pin -a 'a p pan 'a and List V vi paas '^ 'a p pw «•'. ps m
maiK pn^inai 'wn ma.

TD - § 84.

\ — Airs of words whi<^ .respectively vccur twie$ only, ones

with the prefix Vav before the second word and, ones without it before

both words. This Rubric is from Add. l6,^bl, fol. 66a, on Exod.

99 18. The heading I- have supplied, since the Rubric in the

Massorah is without a heading. In the Massorah Parva, however,

on the same folio on ortttpy^ it is stated i aaj 'aip "rt n" 'aai 'b

'1 aoj irt» wan. Accordingly there ought to he eleven such pairs, yet

the Rubric itself records fifteen. Even if we deduct the thirteentF

pair, for niitan nv does not occur in the tesetus ree^tus, we have

still fourteen and the conflict between the. Massorah Magna and

the Massorah Parva on this passage remains. It will be Heen

that the instances are restricted to the Pentateuch.

n»B - S 86a-6.

% — i^t>« of word* which respectively occur twice only, onee

without ^e prefix Vav before the first word and orjse with this prefix

before both words. The two incipient Lists ma^-ked § 86a, and

§866, the one recording seven pairs apd ^e other five, are

(I) from Orient. 2849, foL 806, on (Jen. 8 18, and (II) from the
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same MS., fol, 33 6, on Gen. 9 18. A still more ancient fragment

which registers seven pairs, is given in Orient. 4445, fol, 11 4a,

on Levit 26. They exhibit the earliest attempt to collect the

instances which belong to this category and in this respect are

interesting to the study of the gradual development of the

Massorah.

,TD = § 85 c.

\ — 'Hitrty-nx pairs of words tohicK are alike and. which

occur Uoicf only, once with the prefix Vav lefore hath toords

and once without this prefix before the first word. This Rubric is

from Add. 15,451, fol. 3926, on Zech. 8 10. According to the

heading, which fixes the number of these pairs at thirty-six, this

List professes to register all the instances which belong to this

category. That it records twenty-eight only, is diie to the fact

that the space allotted in this Codex to the marginal Massorah

does not admit the rest of the Rubric and hence the Nakdan

had to break off in the middle of the twenty-eighth pair. The

remaining eight instances, however, the Nakdan has recorded

in another part of the Massorah.

,TD - § 85d.

\ — Pairs of words which respectively occur twice only, once

without the prefix Vav before the first word and once with this

•prefix before both words. This Rubric is from the same MS.,

Add. 15,^51, fol. 4576, on Neh. 6 10. On collating this List with

the former it will be seen that it records the eight instances which

are wanted in § 85c to make up the thirty-six pairs. They are

in this List Nos. 4, 6, 7—11 and 13. It often happens that when

the Nakdan had to break off in the middle of a Rubric the rest

of the List is contained in another part of the Massorah. Though it

records twenty-one pairs there are really twenty only, since Nos. 8

and 21 are duplicates.

,TD - § 85 «.

\ — Fifty pairs of words which respectively occur twice only,

once toith the prefix Vav before both words and once without this

prefix before the first word. This developed Rubric, which is already

furnished with catchwords, is from the printed Massorah Fin alls,

letter % § 33. Though the heading emphatically states that there

are fifty such pairs, the Rubric itself records forty-eight only.

It is in conflict with § 85c where it is distinctly stated that

there are thirty-six pairs. Whether this discrepancy is due to the

compiler of Rubric 856 having been more successful in collecting

the different incipient Lists and connecting them into one chain,

or whether it arises from the fact that the two Rubrics are based

upon different redactions of the text which exhibited various

readings, it is now difficult to determine.

The pairs which are wrongly transposed in Jacob b. Chayim's

List I have corrected^ but the blundering catchwords I have indicated

by asterisks that they may testify to the oft-repeated statement

that they cannot always be relied upon, having been supplied by

later Nakdanim.

TD - § 86.

\ — Four groups which respectively occw three times in the

same Section are in the first instance vnthout the prefie Vav and in

the second and third instances with this prefix. The design of this

Massorah is to militate against the various readings which obtained

in other recensions and which exhibited the Vav, as will be seen

from the notes on Levit. 25 25 in my edition of the Bible and

in the Septuagint on Isa. 43 12; 44 8; Eiek! 38 6.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated five Lists, threp in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Add. 21,160, fol. 1786, on Levit. 25 25, which I have printed;

(II) Orient 4446, fol. HI 6, on the same passage; (III) the same

MS., fol. 112a, on Levit. 25 36; (IV) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

§ 239, and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 37. List IV

states in the heading that there are three such groups only

(frt 'i) and records three, omitting the third group ('Ty oiw) which

is due to the fact that the compiler of this Rubric could find

this number only. List III, which exhibits the oldest form of

this Massorah, not only records identically the same four groups,

but adds at the end that this Rubric is from the celebrated Codex

Mugah ('31Q -iBD p).

Vt - § 87.

\ — Four groups which respectively occur Uwee times in the

same Section are in the first instance with the prefix Vav and with-

out it in the second and third instances. The design of this Massorah,

which records the converse phenomenon, is the same as that of

the preceding Rubric, as will be seen from the notes on Jerem.

5 29; 9 8; Job 38 3.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS., and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient, 16, fol. 81 6, on 1 Kings 7 18, which

I have printed; (II) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah §240, and (III) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter i, § 40.

n'D - § 88.

\ — Six groups which respectively occur three times in the

same Section are with the prefix Vav in the first and the second

instances and without it in the third instance.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1026, on 2 Kings 7 1, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 141a, on Isa. 51 11; (III) the

same MS., fol. 1936, on Ezek. 40 86; (IV) the same MS., fol. 8046,

on Ps. 80 20; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 2046, on 2 Kings 7 1; (VI) Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 241, and (VII) the printed Massorah, on

Ezek. 40 36.

tD'D = § 89o— e.

! — Fairs of leords which respectively occur once only with the

prefix Vav before both wm-ds. The design of these Lists is to

record those combinations only in which the first word is

abnormally with the prefix Vav.

The five fragments marked § 89a—«, which do not occur

in the printed Massorah, are respectively: (I) from Orient. 2349,

fol. 975, on Levit. 25 44; (II) the same MS., fol. 1016, on Numb.

S 46; (III) Add. 15^451, fol. 496, on Exod. 17 12; (IV) the same

MS., fol. 54a, on Exod. 24 21, and (V) the same MS., foL 656,

on Exod. 88 25. To these I have now to add three more incipient

Lists from the ancient Codex Orient. 4445, which I have found

since the publication of Volume I and which I shall here give

as Nos. VI, Vn and VIII in order to identify them in the

collation. Fragment VI, which records ten instances, is on Gen. 46 9,

fol. 37a; VII, which records twenty-six, is on Exod. 30 9, foL 7Sa,

and VIII, which records twelve, is on Levit 25 44, fol. 1126.

These incipient Lists exhibit the first attempts on the part of

the Massorites to collect the instances which belong to this

category and which were afterwards grouped together into one

catalogue. Their relation to the fully-developed Rubric will be

discussed in the analysis of the following List

tt'D = § 89/.

\ — Seventy-four pairs occur once only with the prefix Vav
before both words. Of this fully-developed Rubric, which I have

not found in any MS. I collated two Lists, both printed : (I) Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 263, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter i, § 31. In the collation of these two

Lists with each other and with the eight MS. fragments I take

List I, which I have printed, as the standard and describe the

variations from it according to the numerical sequence followed

therein.

List II. — This List which states in the heading that there

are sixty-two such exaifaples (ruit fl'^i '^ roos r^» '3 r*<T^ ^'d) records

sixty-five, so that the heading and the contents are in conflict.

This is probably due to the fact that a later Nakdan added three

more instances which he was able to find and did not alter the

heading. As to its contents it gives five instances which are not

in List I, viz. (l) nfKi *^ 1 Sam. 27 11; (2) nrw o^^ 2 Kings 22 1,

bnt as it also occurs in 2 Chron. 34 l it is contrary to the

scope of this Massorah; (3) »?iaai i^^ini Josh. 13 H; (4) oii)^

^y\ (1 Chron. 7 7) and (5) rn^, arpKi Gen. 18 11, and omits

no fewer than fourteen, which are recorded in List I, viz.

Nos. 6, 15, 28, 24, 26, 31, 33, 41, 42, 46, 47, 58, 62 and 69.

Fragment I. — Though this fragment records five instances

only, it gives one which is neither in List I nor List II, viz.

19^ nrowi Ezek. 45 26.
'

Fragment II. — This fragment, which catalogues four instances,

gives the same new one as fragment I.

Fragment III — This fragment which records ten instances,

also gives one which is not , contained in Lists I and II, viz.

n^j^rn nrorjrn Deut 14 18. As the first instance in this incipient

List' occurs twice, it does not belong to this category.

Fragment V. — Records thirty-two instances, three of which

are not given in List I. One is in List II, viz. Trfvn Bh«i and two

are new, Dri>7! D'?nirn 2 Chron. 11 13, and y^y] ^y>rn 2 Kings 10 33

43b
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Fragment VI. — All the ten instances recorded in this

ancient fragment are given in Lists I and 11. At the end of

this incipient List the Massorite added 'b pbis pnn.

Fragment VII records twenty-six instances, three of which

are not in List I, viz. (l) rrjiew '?bbi Levit. 26 1; (2) rre>»i vhvr. which

is also given in List II and Fragment V, and (3) j^sni -ly^rti which

is also contained in Fragment V.

Fragment VIII, which records twelve instances, gives the

same three which are not in List I, but are in Fragment VII,

The result of this analysis shows that the longest catalogue

(List I), which gives the number at seventy-four, does not exhaust

all the instances which belong to this category. The explanation

which Prensdorff gives for the omission of these instances

(Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Notes p. 50 &c.), that the design of

this Massorah is not simply to record the unique instances in

which the first word in this combination has the prefix Vav, but

those only which occur again without this prefix, is not sustained

by a careful examination of all the passages and is certainly

precluded by the contents of the most ancient incipient Lists.

'3t = § 90a.

\ — Nine verses are alike in having respectively four words

at the end of the verse. That is, in these verses the same word
occurs twice with one word intervening and one ending the verse,

thus making four, and the repeated word is abnormally without

the Vav conjunctive. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists, one

in MS. and one parinted: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2l7a, on
Zech. 1 18, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah
on the same passage. Though List I states in the heading that

there are nine such instances, it enumerates eight only. List II,

which also records eight verses, states in the heading that there are

eight only (psaa n^oi 'i paoj tubi iC'Oi kd-o »<mwo 'idb 'n). The two Lists,

however, do not give the same eight instances. The former omits

Ps. 46 11 and the latter 2 Sam. 7 8. The addition of 'idb »)1d in

the heading of List I is important, inasmuch as it defines the

import of this Massorah by restricting these instances to the end

of the verse and thus accounting for the omission of ^i)anK''"Da

DUb^DJ (2 Sam. 5 2), ^>nto:-n»« ^TiK (2 Sam. 7 7) &c.

'If - § 906.

% — Nine verses are alike having four woi^ds which are

without the pi-efx Vav. Of this form of the Rubric I collated two
Lists, both in MSS.: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 295«, on Ps. 45 7,

which I have printed, and (II) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the

-Btttae passage. Though the heading of this Rubric, which is

exactly the same in both Lists, states in which these nine verses

are alike i. 6. in the absence of the Vav conjunctive, it omits to

^i>fi»e the position of the four words in question and thus leaves

the import of this Massorah uncertain. Both Lists record the same
nine verses in exactly the same order. By the inverted Segols

on the catchwords for Ps. 45 7, the Nakdan indicates that the

Massorah in the MS. is on this passage.

rX = § 91.

\ — Twelve verses are alike, they respectively begin with a toord

wWtout the prefix Vav, which is repeated with one expression only

intervening and which is unlike the one at the beginning of the Verse,

inasmuch at it is with the prefix Vav. That is, in twelve instances

a word which begins the verse without the Vav conjunctive, is

immediately repeated with it, one word only intervening between
the reduplication.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lisrts, five in MSS. and one
printed: (1) Hariey 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1186, on Deut. 10 21,

which I have piinted; (II) Add. 15,461, fol. 29l6, on Jerem. 34 19;

(III) Add. 21,160, fol. 406, on Gen. 38 25; (IV) the same MS.,

foh 2706, on Deut 10 21; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, fol. 9a,

margin, and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter i, § 42.

Though five of the six Lists state in their respective

headings that jthere are twelve such verses, two only (Lists I

and VI) record this identical number in precisely the same order.

Lists III and IV give ten, omitting Hag. Z 8 and Eccl. 1 4. List II

states in the heading that there are eleven such verses only. It

omits two (Ps. 60 9; EccL 1 4) and makes up the eleven by
giving as No, 2 -iinj %n^w amsm vi^ (Gen. 81 68) which belongs to

this category, though none of the other Lists give it. This

unquestionably shows that these Rubrics emanate from different

Massoretic Schools and are based upon different recensions of

the text. The different wording of the respective headings

accentuate this fact. Besides the opmplioated heading of List I

whioH I have printed, List II has it r^ei itpwm -wnp r»tn erptM w

Kmp r^vnp rhui 'Wtris n 51DJ riKm^n n'?o pan pSa »tfT''?n. Lists III and IV
have it vi sbj 'Kn-'^n n'?ai n a-a: k"? pioe vn p-on a'pioio 5"% List V has

it p,T:3 n'?ai Kaa 'laai Ksa moa pn-rr a"' over which a second hand
wrote 'IDE x" ; whilst ListVI heads it »oa Kn-noa p'^a-i p^a 'a ja p-an tn a •

'1 a"B3 wjm '1 aT5 vh natp. The simple exhibition of tliese variations

suffices to show that they do not belong to the same Massorites.

3'3f = 92.

\ — Eight words are unique in that they respectively occur

twice in the middle of the verse with one word only inferveniny first

ivith the livefix Vav and then without this prefix. This Massorah
records the converse of the phenomenon registered in the

preceding Rubric. Here the reverse is the case. The reduplicated

words are not only in the middle of the verse, but have the

prefix Vav in the first instance and are without it in the second.

That this Massorah is designed to militate against various readings

will be seen from the notes on Isa. 45 14 in my edition of

the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Hariey 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 106, on Gen. 19 4,

which I have printed; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, fol. 9a, margin

where it is given as the converse dnci'^m) of the preceding

Rubric, and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter 1, § 43.

The heading of List II indicates the import of this Massorah

more explicitly, viz. p,Tja n'?a Knm Kaa 'oai Ksa 'ca pioe KsaKa pxTrr 'n.

rs = § 93.

\ — Eight verses in which the same word occurs ttoice, once

at the beginning of the verse and once immediately after with one

expression only intervening and both are toith the pi'ejix Vav. In

this respect, therefore, this Massorah differs from Rubric 91

where the first of the duplicate which begins the verse is with-

out the Vav conjunctive.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Hariey 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1286, on Zech. 7 6, which I have

printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, and (III) the

printed Massorah on Ezek. 46 7. List II rightly omits the

second "rai naa bo^ Numb. 31 20 because ^ai occurs twice more in

this verse, and correctly gives in its place .-na naxm nra naKni

Exod. 26 13. List III, which also omits the Numbers passage,

records seven instances only, though it states in the heading

that there are eight.

Tit = § 94.

1» — Thirteen verses in which the same wm'd occurs twice in

the middle of the verse, with one expression only intervening and

both are with the^ prefix Vav, The phenomenon which the preceding

Rubric records with regard to the reduplication at the beginning

of the verse this Massorah registers as occurring in the middle

of the verse.

On examining the passages which constitute this Rubric, it

will be seen that in some instances the duplicate expression is

redundant, whilst in others various readings are exhibited in the

Codices of the less dominant Schools of textual redactors, as is

shown in the notes on Esther 4 16, and 2 Chron. 8 9 in my
edition of the Bible. The design of the Massorah, therefore, is

to militate against these variations. Of this Rubric, which is one

of the oldest parts of the Massorah, but which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Hariey 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol 273 a, on Esther 4 16, which I have printed, and

(II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 20 6.

.T3t «= § 95.

\ — Twenty-eight verses in which the same word occurs iicice

with one expfression only intervening and both words are with the

prefix Vav, The design of this Massorah is to record all the

instances in the Bible in which the same wc/rd is repeated with

one expression only intervening, and in wiiich both the words

have the prefix Vav, irrespective of tl^e position which this

reduplication occupies in the several verses. Hence this register

necessarily includes the three Rubrics which are designed to

indicate the position which these reduplications occupy in the

several verses, (§§ 98, 94 and 96.)

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Add. 15,451, fol. 3866, on Nah. 1 13, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., foL 73a, on Levit. 7 24; (III) the

same MS., fol. 2566, on 2 Kings 14 26; (IV) the same US., fol.

8896, on Ezek. 48 22, and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter % g 44.
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It is remarkable that though all the four MS. Lists state

in their respective headings that there are twenty-eight such

instances, Lists I and II record twenty-nine, whilst Lists III

and IV recbrtl' twenty-seven. Moreover, List H omits the third

instanqe, viz. "jski arvB *.5=ki (Exod. 36 9) and makes up this number

bj; -.giving orn nri orn (Gen. 9 18) which none of the other Lists

give. The absence of the last two instances in Lists III and IV,

which reduces the number to twenty-seven, is manifestly due

to the fact that the space allotted to the Massorah was exhausted.

It is in Jacob b. Chayim's Rubric (List V) where the confusion

arises. It states in the heading that there are thirty-five such

verses ('biai 'idb n"b ja nn) and it records tweiity-five only. Of these

the following three are not contained in any of the MS. Lists:

(1) yv^ p5^ 'jrh i"s^ Gen. 13 8; (2) jsk "jr-^ni fp "r-im 2 Sam. 5 11, and

(3) instn vb] i-inn«?n ^b] 2 Kings 17 3G, whilst the seven or rather

the eight verses which form the first part of the MS. Rubric

are entirely omitted. This exclusion is manifestly due to the

fact that these verses constitute a separate Rubric {vide mpra,

letter % § 93); but why the compiler of Jacob b. Chayim's List did

not for the same reason omit the middle thirteen and the last

eight verses which also constitute separate Rubrics {vide siqyi-a,

letter % § 94 and infra, letter ,, § 96) and why he did not

indicate this exclusion in the heading, but left the puzzling

number thirty-five {r\'b) it is difficult to divine.

In comparing the contents of these five Lists we obtain the

following results. The four MS. Lists record thirty such verses;

the printed List adds three new ones, whilst all the five Lists

omit two which belong to this categor3% viz. nta naKrfl mo nttitni Exod.

26 13 and csp "B^-im -I'p "i^im l Chron. 14 l. Putting these together

we actually have the thirty-five mentioned in the heading of

List V. Though the puzzling heading of Jacob b. Chayim's List

(V) may thus be explained, I can suggest no solution of the

different headings in the printed Massorah by which it is referred

to. On Gen. 19 26 it is described as "at "ct rrs and on 2 Sam. 21 20

as D-piOB S"*?.

ri = § 96.

\ — Eight verses are alike, the same words occur twice loith

one expression only intervening, at the end of the verse and both words

have the p-efix Vav. The phenomenon which § 93 records with

regard to the reduplication at the beginning of the verse, this

Massorah registers as occurring at the 6nd of the verse.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, all in MSS.: (I) Harley .'iTlO—11,

Vol. II, fol. 436, on Jerem. 19 1, which I have printed; (II)

Orient. 444.% fol. 132a, on Numb, 13 23; (III) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 38a, on 1 Sam. 6 .'>; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. I486, on the same

passage; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 2486, on Jerem. 19 1; (VI) Add.

l.'),451, fol. 183o, on 1 Sam. <> 5, and (VII) Add. 21,160, fol. 209a

on Numb. 13 23.

With the exception of List II all the others state in the

their respective headings that there are eight such verses

and record identically the same eight. List II, however, which

exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah, not only heads it

ppiDB PjiDi pn yir^:i n-Ki n'?-a n"v\:i Kn-noai nb'n mn Kn-nca pan o'piDfi "i,

but records seven, omitting the last instance, viz. Prov. 26 10,

which is probably due to the vainous reading in this passsage,

as will be seen in the notes in my edition of the Bible.

Since the publication of the Massorah I found a Rubric in

this ancient Codex (Orient. 4445, fol. 676), on Exod. 33 13,

recording nine verses in Exodus in which the same word occurs

twice, once at the beginning of the verse and once in the

middle, both having the prefix Vav. I give them in the order in

which they are registered in the Rubric, as will be seen from

the foot-note.» Exod. 36 13; 12 16; 34 22; 25 5; 35 7; 23 9;

81 5; 35 33; 23 16. The difference between this Rubric and

§ 93 is that the former fixes the precise position of the second

word in the reduplication, whilst this Massorah does not fix its

position, simply stating that it is the middle of the verse.

nia na»»m poD ysDKs in piDD pkis in p'jD 'a 'a pna d'k Hno'ca pioo 'b t

.Kina one ':ani ,n'an .d'OIko c'?'« myi .myatr jni .oi'ai Kipa pcunn ci'ai ,na»<ni

.yvyo niaa "i«»pn ;!ni ,n«3ni ,mha^ }a« ncinai

r)t = § 97 a.

\ — Seven verses are unique, they respectively begin with a

word with the jyrefix Vav, which is repeated without this jM'fi/tx. The

design of this Massorah is to militate against the various reading

in Numb. 5 10, as will be seen in the notes on this passage in

my edition of the Bible.

Of this recension of the Rubric, which is not in the printed

Massorah, but which is one of the oldest parts of this Corpus,

I collated six Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 173a, on
I Sam, 1 7, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 12o6,

on Numb. 4 IG; (III) Add. 15,451, fol. Ilia, on Numb. 26 33;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 1916, on Numb. 4 16; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 194o, on Numb. 5 10, and (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

Supplement, fol. 1326.

Lists I, II, V and VI alone give the same seven instances

in practically the same order. List III states in the heading that

there are six such verses (a'pioe 'i) and not only records six, but omits

two instances, viz. Ezek. 34 24; 40 18, which are given in Lists I,

II and V. It however makes up the six by giving Numb. 26 33

(nrt^^s .... -iBrrja tnB^») which the other Lists do not recoi-d. List IV
also states in the heading that there are six such verses only and

omits 1 Sam. 1 7.

rx = § 976.

\ — Twelve 'verses which resjyectively have the same word twice,

once at the beginning of the verse with the jji^efx Vav and once in the

middle of the Verse toithout the Vav, This expanded List I have
found in the printed Massorah only, on Numb. 4 16. Though it

records five more instances than the preceding List, it omits

Numb. 26 33, which is given in List III of the shorter

recension.

n"3: = § 98,

\ — In fifteen verses the same word occurs twice, once at the

beginning of the verse with the conjunctive Vav and once at the end

of the verse toithout the Vav. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists,

three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 274«, on Esther 7 7, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 2348,

fol. 866, on Exod. 32 16; (III) Orient. 2349, fol. 766, on the same
passage, and (IV) the printed Massorah on 1 Kings 22 48.

Lists I and IV alone give identically the same fifteen

instances : whilst Lists II and III record sixteen, adding D'axn rm
Exod. 26 24. The heading, therefore, rt: of these two Lists must

be a mistake for rts.

0''5f = § 99.

\ — Ttoelve verses respectively begin with the same loord which

is repeated tioice in the middle of the verse and all the three words

are toithout the conjunctive Vav. Of this Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, I collated seven Lists: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol.1, fol. 91a, on Numb. 9 22, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., Vol, II, fol. ll9o, on Zeph. 2 2; (III) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol, 136a, on Isa. 40 24; (IV) the same MS., fol, 215a,

on Zeph, 2 2; (V) the same MS,, fol, 3746, on Ezra 4 15; (VI)

Add, 15,45
1

J fol, 450a, on the same passage, and (VII) Orient, 2349,

fol, 1066, Numb, 9 22.

With the exception of List II, all the other Lists state in

their respective headings that there are twelve such verses and

apart from List III, which by a clerical error omits Zeph. 2 2

and Ezra 4 15, record identically the same twelve instances.

List II, however, heads this Rubric 'npa 'idb t- and duly records

fourteen, adding n'am maun tsra msr era, viz. Prov. 6 10 and 24 83,

which none of the other Lists give.

P § 100.

\ — 2'«rt verses in which respectively the same loord occurs

three times, in the Jirst and second instances it is without the conjunc-

tive Vav and in the third it is tcith the conjunctive. On referring

to the notes in my edition of the Bible, on Deut. 17 8; Jerem.

34 17; Obad. l.H and Neh, 9 6 it will be seen that the design

of this Massorah is twofold. It is in the first place to militate

against the various i-eadings which some recensions of the text

exhibited and in the second place to exclude the textual reading

or KetJiiv in Neh. 9 6.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 4710—11, Vol. I, fol. 123a, on Deut. 17 8, which I

have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 41 a, on Gen. 49 31; (III)

Add, 16,451, fol, 37a, on Gen. 49 31; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 666,

on Exod. 3 2, and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter i, § 48.

All the MS. Lists emphatically state in their respective

headings that there are ten such verses and they all coincide

in enumerating the same ten only, Jacob b. Chayim's List,

however, states in the heading that there are eleven such verses

('"piBB K"") and records twelve. Th6 two additional ones are
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nia3 nob -una-iKnjno'iK unoiK = Gen. 47 19 and n"?** nan n^Ki nbK ni^K

bKptn"!, where bKpim is manifestly a scribal error for 7TSV•'•^ Isa.

49 12. The »«"• of the heading, which is in conflict with instances

recorded in the List itself must, therefore, also be due to the

carelessness of the Scribe. It ought to be s"'. The heading 'Idb "

in the printed Massorah on Gen. 49 31, where this Rubric is

mentioned but not given, is not a mistake, but is in accordance

with all the MS. Lists.

rp = § 101.

! — In ten verses the same word respectively occurs three times,

the first and third time it is without the conjunctive Vav and the middle

one is with the Vav; three of these instances begin a verse and seven are

in the middle of the verse. It will be seen that the Rubric is divided

into two parts; the three instances in which the first word of

these triplets begins the verse are given in the first part and

the seven are recorded in the second part. For the sake of

perspicuity, however, I have united the two headings into one

in the translation. Of this entire Rubric I collated four Lists,

three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 5ft,

in Gen. 9 5, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. la, on

Gen. 9 5; (III) the same MS., fol. 236, on Gen. 31 53, and (IV)

the printed Massorah on Isa. 49 21.

List II heads it "piDB 'n and records seven only, omitting

Gen. 31 53; 1 Sam. 12 5 and Jerem. 14 12. List III, which is

headed pan opiofc a"% registers eight only. It omits three, viz.

1 Sam. 12 3, 5, and Isa. 49 21; whilst it adds nan '?'?nn' ^K .'?»'?ki b^

Jerem. 9 22, which is neither in List I nor List 11. It is

remarkable that whilst List IV like List II is headed "pioB 'n it

records twelve such Instances, adding )h ikb^ }kb Judg. 13 23 which

is not in the other Lists and ^k ^KI ^k which is also given in

List III. It is, therefore, evident that the heading of List III

belongs to the recension of this Massorah which is exhibited in

List IV. The catchwords m no m in the printed Massorah (List IV)

are a clerical error for b^ ^jjn ^k Josh. 20 6.

The three verses which constitute the first part of the List

which I have printed (List I) are also given in the Massorah

as a separate Rubric. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1566, on

Jerem. 14 12; (II) the same MS., fol. 3076, on Ps. 92 4; (III)

Add. 21,160, fol. 296, on Gen. 31 53; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35,

on Jerem. 14 12, and (V) the printed Massorah on Gen. 31 53.

As these three verses respectively occur in the Law, the Prophets

and the Hagiographa, Lists III and IV add at the end the

mnemonic sign yin-

The notes on 1 Sam. 12 3; Isa. 49 21, and Jerem. 9 22 in

my edition of the Bible clearly show that the design of this

Massorah is to exclude the various readings which obtained

in other Schools of textual redactors with regard to these

passages.

3'p = § 102.

\ — In eight verses the same word respectively occurs three

times, the first which heijins the verse is with the conjunctive Vav
and the second and third are toithout the Vo/V,

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 46, on Gen. 6 19, which

I have printed; (II) the printed Massorah, on Gen. 36 17, and
(III) the same on Ezek. 41 24. Though List I states in the

heading that there are eight such instances it records seven

only. It omits Dan. 4 2, which is evidently due to the carelessness

of the Scribe. List II heads the Rubric p^o 'j pna ni< pan 'idb 'wn 'n

'1 a'DS k"? nKBn '^ ymn B"n 'isip, stating that there are five such verses

and that the first of the triplet begins the verse. In accordance

with the statement of the heading this List records five such

verses only. It omits three which are in List I (Gen. 6 19;

1 Kings 3 13; 1 Chron. 24 20) and gives one
(-^J?

i\b ^^-^ ip)

Dan. 4 22) which is omitted in List I. rh^ th» at the end of the

catchwords for the first instance is manifestly a misprint for

n^K n^K. Though List III also states in the heading that there

are five such verses only (pjtrrr B"n 'n ja -vi), yet it duly records

all the eight, giving the Daniel instance which is also given in

List II, but which is omitted in List L

J'P - § 103.

\ — Eight verses in which the same toord respectively occurs

three times, the first and third are with the Vav conjunctive and the

eecond is without it The notes oil Judg. 19 19 in my edition of

the Bible show that the design o( this Rub^'io is to militate

against the Codices which exhibit variations with regard to the

use of the conjunctive in these triplets.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 281a, on Dan* 6 5,

which I have printed; (II) Arund, Orient. 16, fol. 1566, on

Jerem. 14 12; (III) the same MS., fol. 3076, on Ps. 92 4; (IV)

Add. 21,160, fol. 296, on Gen. 81 53; (V) the printed Massorah

on the same passage, and (VI) the same on Judg. 19 19.

Contrary to the usual method of the Massorah, two only

of the six Lists (Lists I, VI) are on the passages which constitute

this Rubric, whilst four are given on verses outside this Rubric.

This is due to the fact that in these four instances the Rubric

is given on the three verses which form the first part of § 101

as the converse of it and hence are recorded on those passages.

Tp = § 104.

! — Six verses in which the same word respectively occurs

three times, the first which begins the verse is without theVav conjunctive

lohilst the second and third are with it. This Rubric I have found

in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter % § 49. It will be

seen that in the Proverbs passage the third is nw with Segol

whilst the first and second are nai na with Pathach,

.Tp = § 105.

\ — In ten verses in the ScHptures a word respectively begins

the verse with the conjunctive Vav and the same word is repeated twice

also with the conjunctive Vav. That is, all three expressions, the

one beginning the verse and the two in the middle of the verse

are with the prefix Vav. The design of this Massorah is to

militate against the various readings which obtained in other

Codices with regard to some of these passages, as will be seen

from the notes on Deut. 22 3; Obad. 12 and 1 Chron. 2 31 in

my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric which I have found in the printed Massorah
only, I collated two Lists: (I) on Ezek. 3 13, which I have printed,

and (II) on Obad. 12.

rp = § 106 a.

\ — Six verses in which the same toord respectively occursfour
times, in the first three instances it is without the Vav conjunctive and
the fourth time it is with the Vav. This recension of the Rubric is

from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 115a, on Deut. 5 7. This Rubric

is based upon the Palestinian division of the Decalogue into ten

verses. Hencp what is in the current editions three verses in

Exodus, viz. fcO 3, 4 and 5 and three in Deuteronomy, viz. 5 7,

8 and 9, is according to this division 'respectively one verse

only i. e. Exod. 20 3 and Deut. 5 7. For the reason of this

division see my Introduction to the Massm-etico- Critical edition of
the Hebrew Bible p. 76 and vide infra, letter i, § 109.

rp = § 1066.

\ — Four verses in which the same word respectively occurs

four times, in the first three instances it is without the Vav conjunctive

and in the fourth it is with the Vav, Of this recension, which is

one of the oldest parts of the Massorah, I collated three Lists:

(I) the printed Massorah on Ps. 27 9, which I have given in

Vol. m, p. 5, § 1066; (II) Orient. 4446, fol. 606, on Exod. 18 21,

and (in) the same MS., fol. 606, on Exod. IS 25. These three

Lists coincide in giving identically the same four verses.

rp - § 107.

\ — Seven verses are alil^, ihey have respectively the same

four words, which in the first, skcond and fourth instances are with-

out variation, whilst in the third instance Me word varies in form.

It will be seen that the variation, which consists in the

presence of the Vav conjunctive in the third instance, applies to

two of the seven verses only (Gen. 41 26; Isa. 30 16), and that

in five verses the difference in the third expression consists in

its form. Thus in Deut 1 31 it is nt^, whilst the other three

are n^. In Josh. 21 15 the third instance is -dk without the

Vav conjunctive according to this Massorah and against the

textus receptu^, whilst in the other three instances in this verse

it is -nii^ with the Vav. In 1 San). 9 4 and Ezra 8 16 all the

four expressions are with the Vav conjunctive and the difference

consists in the third word alone being in the plural (n^) in the

one verse and in the other passage where the same name oocurs
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four times, it is the shorter form (}ri5^i) in the third instance, whilst

in the other three instances it is the longer form (?nj«^0' Ii*

Ezek. 48 IC the third alone has the prefix Mem (ni«»m) as well

as the prefix Vav, whilst in the other three instances this

expression in this verse is either without any prefix or is simply

with the prefix Vav.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Add. 15,421, foL 30a, on Gen. 41 26, which I have printed;

(II) Orient. 4445, fol. 806; (III) Orient. 2348, fol. 61 6; (IV)

Orient. 2349, fol. 51&, all on the same passage; (V) Paris Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah, § 296, and (VI) the printed Massorah, on Gen. 41 26.

List I and the ancient List II not only state in their respective

headings that there are seven such verses, but record identically

the same seven in exactly the same order.—Though Lists III

and IV state in their respective headings that there are six

such verses only, they record eight. They give ni-iBn pan Gen. 41 27

as the first instance instead of mu ra» Gen. 41 26, give the other

six instances in the same order as Lists I and II and add an

eighth, viz. «?sitna 1 Sam. 16 1, which is not recorded in Lists I

and II. The remarkable part, however, in connection with these

two Lists is the heading, which is as follows: '3»o r'?» 'n p 'id^b 'i

pw KP'sni 'snn "iw Kn'?m wp. This wrong heading is manifestly

due to the fact that the first example here given is wrong, viz.

Gen. 41 27, where the first and third are actually yjBh and the

second and fourth are r?t. Hence tiie Nakdan who took this verse

as exhibiting the import of this Massorah, expressed it so in the

heading. List V, which is headed pon d^-jidb 'n p'o, adds Isa. 31 1

(•?? •??! •?!? *??) which none of the MS. Lists record and which is

manifestly the addition of a later Nakdan. List VI, which is also

headed p'on ]'ba n p 'idb 'n, makes up the eight by giving nnK 'nanr

•jSKno 1 Sam. 16 l which, as we have seen, is^ also given in

Lists II andllL The fact that it is here -bvi bf -bvi 'hn shows that

some Massorites took the expression '-jwo to denote not simply

different in form, but different radically. The words which I

exhibited as constituting the variations as well as two of the

references attached to the catchwords in the Rubric, which I

have printed, must be connected in accordance with the explana-

tion which I have given of the import of this Massorah.

n'p = § 108.

^ — In six verses the same word respectively occurs four times,

the first and second times without the Vav conjunctive and the third

and fourth nith the Vav. This Rubric I have found in the printed

Massorah only, on Hosea 11 9.

B«p = § 109.

\ — In five verses the same word respectively occurs four times,

the first is without the conjunctive Vav and the other three are with

the Vav. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 8 1 a, on

Exod. 39 3, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 91a, on

the same passage, and (III) Orient. 5404, fol. 80a, also on the

same passage.

List II furnishes an important conftibution to textual

criticism. It will be seen that the third example given in this

Rubric is based upon the division of the Decalogue into ten

verses according to which the quadruple k'ji *h] ttbi tkb are all in

one verse, viz. Deut. 5> 17. But though the twofold division of

the verses in the Decalogue is indicated in the Massoretic text

by the double accents {vide supra, letter % § 106a), we have not

known that this was peculiar to one School of textual redactors.

This, however, is now disclosed in List II where it is emphatically

stated that this division is according to the Palestinians, viz.

yayfnb fn ^)ot Kirw njwon renn nb and hence not according to the

Babylonians.

vp = § 110.

1» — In twenty-eight verses in the Pentxileueh the same word

reepectively occurs four times, first without the conjunctive Vav and

ihsn three times with it. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in

this form in the printed Massorah, I collated four Lists:

(I) Orient 2849, fpl. 1196, on Numb. 31 28, which I have printed;

(II) Orient. 2348, fol. 129&, on the same passage; (III) Orient. 5404,

fol. 1186, also on the same passage, and (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 2166,

on Numb. 16 82.

Though all the four Liste emphatically state in their

respective headings that there are twenty-eight such verses, they

enumerate twenty-seven only. The missing verse is Exod. 31 7.

The nineteen verses of this Rubric which refer to the particle

-rw constitute a Rubric by themselves {vide supra, letter m,

§ 1236).

K->p = 1 111.

% — Eighteen verses are alike, they have respectively the same

word four times, the first of the quadruple is without the conjunctive

Vav and the other three are with the Vav, Whilst the preceding

Rubric registers the verses in the Pentateuch alone, which belong

to this category, the Rubric before us records the verses which

occur throughout the Scriptures. The Massorah, however, excludes

from this catalogue the nineteen verses in the Pentateuch which

exhibit the same phenomenon with regard to the particle -riK,

recorded in the preceding Rubric and which also constitute a

Rubric by themselves. {Vide supra, letter k, § 1235.)

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and one printed

:

(I) Arund, Orient. 16, fol. 1446, on Isa. 60 17, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 3766, on Ezra 7 22; (III) Orient 4445,

fol. 826, on Exod. 39 3; (IV) the same MS., fol. 1096, on Levit.

23 38; (V) Add. 16,451, fol. 86a, on the same passage; (VI) Add.

21,160, foL 132a, on Gen. 39 3; (VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

Supplement, fol. 1336, and (VIII) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter i, § 29.

With the exception of Lists II and VIII all the MS. Lists

emphatically state in their respective headings that there are

eighteen such verses (o-isiDB n") and four of the Lists (III, IV, V, VI)

record identically the same eighteen instances. When, therefore.

List I records fifteen only, and omits three which are given in

all the other seven Lists, viz. nn*«3i nnsfdi nn|rtt>pi nrmpa Numb. 3 27

;

-b^ -b^) -bK] -b^ Hosea 4 15 and ~ipi -npi -njn -i? Ezra 7 22, it is

manifest that this omission is due to the carelessness ot the Scribe.

List II, which is from the same MS. as List I, states that there

are seventeen such verses (opiOB t") and records seventeen only,

omitting Dan. 5 19 evidently because "n occurs five tia»es in

this verse, twice without and three times with the prefix Vav

(-"Ti -^Ti -""n -^ ""n). As it is given in the other six Lists, including the

two from the oldest MS. (Lists II and III) it is evident that the

Massorites of this School referred it to the whole phrase K3|t \Kvr^.

which occurs four times in this verse, first without the prefix Vav

and then three times with it. Tho»gh List VII also states in the

heading that there are eighteen such verses ('pioB n-), it records

fifteen only, omitting Ezek. 34 4; Dan. 5 19; l Chron. 6 56.

But the omission is evidently a scribal error. We have still to

consider the printed Massorah (List VHI), which states in the

heading that there are twenty such verses (-idb -a) and which

records twenty. The two new ones are Numb. 35 5 and

1 Kings 7 5. As the verses in which the particle -riK occurs in

the Pentateuch are excluded from this Rubric, the first of these

additional two instances could only be admitted if we assume

that it refers to the combination -n«*-r*t which occurs four times

in the verse, first without the prefix Vav and then three times

with it, which is the case with the Daniel instance. There is no

difficulty about the second, viz. 1 Kings 7 2, which refers to

-^t,^, j^t^^ n^'?Bh n^bf. From their position, however, at the end

of the Rubric it will be seen that they are out of order and

that they are the addition of a later Nakdan who altered the

ancient heading n" into -a to agree with the expanded number.

3'»p - § 113.

\ — Seven verses in which respectively four toords occur, the

first is without the conjunctive Vav and the other three are with the

Vav. That is, in these verses four nouns which have the article

He, immediately follow each other and three are exceptionally

with the conjunctive Vav. In this respect therefore, this Rubric

differs from the preceding three Rubrics. This Rubric whiqh

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 6710—11,

VoL I, fol. 866, on Numb. 8 81.

y>p - § 113.

1» — In three verses four words immediatelyfollow one another,

the first which begins the verse and the second are without the Vav

conjun<^ive, whilst the third and fourth cere with the Vav. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in this separate form in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2849, fol. 122a, on

Numb. 36 16, which I have printed, and (II) Orient 5404, foL 121 a,

on the same pauage. Though both these Lists state in their
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respective headings that there are three snch verses only which

begin a verse, and record three, there are four, the fourth

instance is 1 Chron. 22 16. Hence the addition at the end of the

following Rubric 'db -m '1.130 -n.

T>p = § lU.

1* — In fourteen verses four words immediately follow one

another, the first and second are without the Vav conjunctive whilst

the third and fourth are vnth this Vav four of Oiese begin

the verse.

The preceding Rubric records those instances only which

begin a verse, .whilst this Rubric registers all the verses in the

Scriptures which belong to this category. The design of this

Massorah is to safeguard the abnormal absence and presence of

the conjunctive in these combinations and thus to militate against

the redactions which exhibit variations, as is attested by the

notes on l Kings 2 3; Jerem. 2 26; 14 16; 1 Chron. 22 16 in my
edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists, one in MS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. llOa, on Numb. 35 15,

which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter i, § 45. The latter in very incorrect. Thus vpn ought to

be vrpn l Kings 2 3; rriraji rvvcn nr\v mbn ought to be a,T?^a

orwapi on'srtji arv-iv Jerem. 2 26; pean m-i'pn ought to be cbbti nl-i|3rt

2 Chron. 3 7 and aero ann ought to be Vi^S)p ann 2 Chron, 20 9.

TfiSp = § 115.

! — Eleven verses are unique, they respectively begin tcith a
ioord which is with Vav conjunctive and which is immediately

folUneed by three loords also tvith this Vav. That is, in each of

these verses the first four words are all with Vav conjunctive.

This Rubri^ I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only,

letter i, § 46.

The last passage for which I have given the reference

Jerem. 44 22 I have marked with an asterisk because it is simply

the nearest approach, since the combination as given in this Rubric

does not occur in the Bible. The expression na{>^4 occurs only

three times altogether (Jerem. 29 18; 42 18; 44 22) and in the

first instance the phrase is n^nn^i
'"'l?!'?^! ^'^ ^^Y> ^^ *^® second

rmyfy\ '^/'i?^! '"»??^i rhih and in. the third Th*^y)b\ rr$?>^i rx^yh. But
these combinations do not exhibit four consecutive words with

the Vav conjunctive, nor does any one of them begin the verse,

conditions which are absolutely required by this Rubric. The
last passage, therefore, as is not infrequently the case, must
have been added by a later Nakdan who mistook the import of

this Massorah and who accordingly altered the original ' in the

heading into w. By fixing the number of these instances at ten,

the design of the Massorah is to militate against the variation

which obtained with regard to Josh. 15 32, as will be seen in

the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

rap = § 116.

\ — Five verses are alike in recording the same names, but vary

in the letters. That is, in these five verses two in the Pentateuch
and three in Chronicles, the same four names of the sons of

Kohath aire recorded in precisely the same order yet they
differ with regard to the position of the Vav conjunctive.

Leaving dtoj? Amram, the first name which is necessarily without
this conjunctive, the difference obtains with regard to three

names. Thus in Exod. 6 18 and 1 Chron. 6 3, all the three names
have: the' prefix Vav. In Numb. 3 19 the first and third have it.

In 1 Chron. 5 28 the second and third have it; whilst in

1 Chron. 23 12 the third alone has it. On comparing the
Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text on Exod. 6 18 and the

notes on Numb. 3 19 in my edition of the Hebrew Bible, it will

be seen that the design of this Massorah is to militate against

the variations which obtained in some ancient Codices with
regard to these passages.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 606, on Exod. 6 18, which I

have printed; (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 133a, on l Chron.
5 28; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 241 or, on the same passage;
(IV) Add. 15,461, fol. 480a, on 1 Chron. 23 12; (V) Add. 21,160,

fol. 726, on Exod. 6 18; (VI) the same MS., fol. 189a, on
Numb. 3 19; (VII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 288, and (VIII) the
printed Massorah on Exod. 6 18. Jacob b. Chayim (List VIII)
omits Numb. 3 19 which is manifestly due to an oversight.

\y - § 117.

\ -~ A sign about the daughters of Zelophehad. The design
of this Massorah is to safeguard the promiscuous use of the
conjunctive Vav in connection with the enumeration of Zelophehads
five daughters, which is given in four different verses. Leaving
rhria Mahlah, the first name which is necessarily without this

conjunctive, this promiscuous presence and absence of the Vav
is exhibited in the four names. Thus in Numb. 26 33 and Josh. 17 3

the second and fourth names have the prefix Vav. In Numb. 27 1

the third, fourth and fifth, whilst in Numb. 36 11 the order of

the names is reversed and though here also the last three have
the Vav they are not exactly the same names.

That the present position of the Vav simply exhibits the reading
of one School of redactors and that the text of other Schools

exhibited variations, is attested by the Model Codex No. 1—3 in the

Paris National Library where the Massorah on nanni Numb. 26 33

states that this is according to the Palestinians and that the

Babylonians read it nrin without the Vav (nann ^aa iBoa ."wwab p).

In Numb. 27 1 both the Samaritan recension and the Septuagint
read nyii with Vav instead of nyJ and in Josh. 17 3 several MSS.
the Septuagint, the Syriac, the editio princepsr of the Prophets,

Soncino I486; the first edition of the Bible, Soneino 1488 and
the third edition, Brescia 1494 read nabai with Vav.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and
three printed: (I) Orient. 2849, fol. 1226, on Numb. 36 11, which
I have printed; (II) Orient. 444.5, fol. 147 6, on Numb. 27 1;

(III) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1036, on Numb. 26 33; (IV)

Add. 21,160, fol. 234a, on the same passage; (V) Paris Ochlah
Ve-Oc'hlah, § 275; (VI) the printed Massorah on Numb. 26 33,

and (VII) the same on Numb, 36 11.

The heading of List II, viz. ""yiso"! 'db n is of importance.
From the above analysis it will be seen that '""rJso-i is undoubtedly
the condemnatory expression of one School for p-i-aon of another
School and that the latter represents alternative readings of

MSS. (Vide infra, letter k, § 742.) The mnemonic sign after each
line consists of the initials of the respective names without and
with the prefix Vav.

n'^p = § 118.

\ — In two verses the same loord occurs five times, the first

and fifth are roithoui the conjunctive Vav whilst the three middle are

with this conjunctive. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. I17a,

on Numb. 27 17, which I have printed; (II) Orient, 5404, fol. 116a,

on the same passage, and (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 2366, also on
the same passage.

B-'p = § 119.

\ — Six verses are alike in that they have respectively five

words immediately follotcing each other the first being without the Vav
conjunctive and all the other font having this conjunctive. That the

unnecessary conjunctive before* all the four consecutive expressions
was not exhibited in all the MSS. and that this Massorah, therefore,

is designed to militate against the variations, may be seen from the

Samaritan recension of the Hebrew on Deut. 14 26. This Rubric,
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley
5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1216, on Deut, 14 26, the very passage which
required safeguarding.

D'p = § 120.

\ — In Gen. 24 35 and 32 6 where Jacob's and Abraham's
possessions are respectively described in almost similar language,

not only does theprder of the words vary but the position of

the conjunctirrTav greatly varies. In the case of Jacob, where
five expressions are used, two only are without the Vav (iw and
fKJt = JRp), whilst in the case of Eliezer, who describes Abraham's
possessions and where eight expressions are, used, . all but one
have the prefix Vav. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the

order of the words and indicates which of the expressions are

with the prefix Vav. This Rubric, which is from Orient, 13" 9,

fol. 846, on Gen. 32 6, is not quite explicit British Museum
Orient. 2349 on the same passage is more distinct, viz. \Tin -a'D

pi 'a'B omani o^^aai [ntp-^w i^a'SK ,f^s rm 'sa^o nnan napi ikx -nam m» 'b

.pn 'in^ia na xp« -itrbK 'id-bi 'kwi .'mp xv niw >b wn .yb'vt pa

K"3p == § 121.

\ — In Gen. 12 16 and 20 14 Pharaoh's presents to Abram
and Abimelech's presents to the same patriarch are described.
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The List of the former consists of seven varieties whilst that of
!

the latter contains four items. The shorter List as far as it goes,

is contained in the longer which has three additional items. The

design of this Massorah, therefore, is to safeguard the respective

Lists against being made uniform, by indicating the several items

in a mnemonic sign, but more especially to declare that with

the exception of the first item all the expressions in both the

longer and shorter Lists have the Vav conjunctive. The Samaritan

recension of the Hebrew text and the Septuagint show that this

Massorah militates against the variations which obtained in some

Schools of textual redactors with regard to these two passages.

This Rubric is from Orient 1379, fol. 50 o, on Gen. 12 U.

D'Dp = § 122.

% — Five verses are alike in that they have respectively six

words, the first, third and fifth of which are irithout the Vav
conjunctive, whilst the second, fourth and sixth are with this Vav.

That this promiscuous position of the Vav simply represents the

readings of the predominant School of textual redactors and

that the Codices of other Schools exhibited variations is attested

by the notes on Exod. 35 16; 39 39 and Deut. 20 17 in my
edition of the Hebrew Bible.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Hnrley 5710—11, Vol.1, fol. 58a,

on Exod. 35 16, which I have printed, and (II) the same MS.,

Vol. I, fol. 1246, on Deut. 20 17. It will be seen that these two

Lists safeguard the passages in which there are the variations.

:«3p - § 123.

\ — Three verses are alike, they severally repeat a word six

times without the Vav conptnctive and the first instance begins the

verse. That the abnormal absence of the Vac before all the

expressions was not in all the Codices and that this Massorah

is designed to militate against the redactions which exhibited

variations will be seen from the notes on Exod. 22 8 in my
edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 159, margin, which I have

printed; fR) Add. 21,160, fol. 1006, on Exod. 22 8; (III) the same

MS., fol. 1716, on Levit. 21 20, and (IV) the printed Massorah on

Exod. 22 8.

T-:^'^ = § 124.

\ — In two i-erses where six vrords immediatelyfollmd each other

the second and sixth alone are with Vav conjunctive, whilst all the

others are without the V*w. The design of this Massorah is to

militate against the variations which the redactions of other

Massoretic Schools exhibited with regard to the position of the

Vav in these two verses, as will be seen from the notes in my

edition of the Bible. The safeguarding is all the more necessary

since in the received text itself where the identical six gentile

names are given, the position of the Vav conjunctive varies (comp.

Deut. 20 17 with Josh. 9 1 and vide supra, letter % § 122).

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 2426,

on Numb. 31 22, which I have printed, and (II) the printed

Massorah on the same passage. The heading ought manifestly

to be •^ '3d: »b n-iKW "jai 'i 'aos riKT'in 'ran.

,T3p = § 125.

\ — In three verses where six words immediately follow each

other the first tioo are toiihout the Vav conjunctive and the remaining

four are with the Vav. That this Massorah is according to the

readings of the predominant School of textual redactors and

that other Schools exhibited variations will be seen from the notes

on these passages in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. 67a, on Levit. 7 37,

which I have printed, and (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 686, on the same

passage. List I states at the end that two passages are added to

this Massorah, viz. Judg. 3 5, and 1 Chron. 28 1 > whilst List II,

which also states in the heading that there are three such verses,

omits 2 Chron. 18 7 and gives in its place 2 Chron. 28 1, which

List I gives in the addition.'^ In the List which I have printed

a has accidentally dropped out before -anp.

.^mr' np hs nK im hnp) ,3ip2 wp' htnv '32i moan hv ''»'="a 'on '*"'"' '

hs r\» lin bnp'^ .minn nut nrtJo'oi iki '=dj »h 'xmp '2 "^n 'i vr^i .-i'»«"> '« 's '-

% — In three verses the seven Canaanitish tribes are given.

For this Rubric see letter p, § 634, Vol. II, p. 411.

V2p = § 127.

\ — In two verses where nine wm-ds immediately follow each

other the first alone is without the Vav conjunctive, whilst, the rest are

with the Vav conjunctive. This Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol.1, fol. 1076,

on Numb. 32 3.

n-Sp =- § 128.

\ — Forty-eight woi'ds respectively occur once only defective of

Vav. That is, normally they are with Vav. Of this Rubric I

collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed: (I) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter % § 28, which I have printed; (II)

Add. 21,160, fol. 146, on Gen. 24 39; (III) the same MS., fol. 2736,

on Deut. 12 U; (IV) the same MS., fol. 281 6, on 2 Sam. 22 5,

and (V) Add. 15,451, f«l. 481 a, on 1 Chron. 26 24.

With the exception of the printed Massorah (List I) all the

MS. Lists head this Rubric: the following words are unique with

Vav defective (nKrrrs -i 'cn ^ba !'•?«) without specifying the number.

Lists II and IV record identically the same forty-seven instances

in the same order as List I. They both register two new instances

which are not in List I, viz. "j-nn 'ipf 2 Kings 11 15 bmvr nbvo "sf

Jerem. 31 21, and both omit three which are in List I, viz.

iSB>s 2 Sam. 8 13, ^=ki Prov. 30 1 and bi^zf^ l Chron. 26 24.

List III records forty-three instances only, but this is due to

the space assigned to the Massorah being exhausted. It, however,

registers the two new instances given in Lists II and IV and

omits the same three. List V records forty-six instances in the same

order as all the other Lists. It gives one of the new instances

('3^ Jerem. 31 21) and omits one of the three {bow] Prov. 30 1)

omitted in Lists II, III and IV as well as two (stfKi Zech. 6 1;

1^ 1 Chron. 5 6) which all the other Lists record.

The importance of this Massorah to the orthography of the

text is as follows: (1) ncna prn Isa. 16 5 is supported by Lists I,

II, III and IV which give the lengthier catchwords kcs ".ora pni,

thus showing that it is here defective and prn plene in Nah. 2 6,

whilst List V alone has' the catchwords -pen prn Nah. 2 6 which

I have given as the alternative in List I; (2) o's-\r, is not o'snn

Prov. 13 4, but B's-in, Job 14 5, as is attested by all the four

MS. Lists which give the catchwords vo' o^-jn dk. Accordingly

the latter is defective and the former plene; (3) "^ai defective

is 1 Chron. 6 4 which List I leaves uncertain, since the addition

j.,.^ ,^-^ ,33^ may either b3 1 Chron. 6 4 or 1 Chron. 24 26, but

which Lists II, III and IV leave beyond the shadow of a doubt

by the addition of nm 'Sip 'r»i "bm, though List V gives this

Massorah on 1 Chron. 24 26 and the Nakdan alters '«hai here

into '?>ai, and (4) all the Lists state that the reading in 1 Kings 9 9

is dWi defective, in accordance with the Mugah Codex, as will

be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition. The alteration

of !'•?«, which is the heading of the MS. Lists, into rra in the printed

Massorah (List I), is due to a later Nakdan and is incorrect, since

there are more than forty-eight such instances, as is evident from

Rubric 132.

B'Dp = § 129.

\ An alphabetical List of defectives which respectively occur

once only. This alphabetical List, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Isa. 33 IS.

Whilst the preceding Rubric not only records words which are

defective in one instance but which occur again as plene, this

restricted alphabet is made up of defectives, irrespective of the

fact whether they occur again as plenes or not. Hence ten of

the letters in this alphabet are also given in the preceding

Rubric and others again are here recorded which do not occur

as plene, viz. riis .u^b &c. Four are defective of Yod and not of

Vav i. e. those which represent He, Vav, Lam^d and Shin, whilst

those which represent Nun and Coi^h, viz. sw and anjj defective,

do not occur in the Uxtus reieptus. The first may either be a

scribal error for kxj (Jerem. 48 9) or -as: (l Sam. 10 5) and the

second may be ah|5 the infinitive in Ps. 32 9 which some Codices

read without the far in accordance with a-i|52 Ps. 27 2. i and s

are not represented.

yp = § ISO.

\ — An alphabetical List of defectives which respectively occur

once only. This alphabetical List, which does not occur in the
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printed Massorah, is from St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 91 g on

Jerem. 13 21. With the exception of letter Daleth all the alphabet

is here represented. Four of the letters, viz. He, Samech, Re$h and

Tav represent words which are defective of Yod. in'?n = TibT)

(Jerem. 5 28) or %rhsr\ (2 Chron. 14 6), is plene in the textus receptm;

whilst tirre occurs twice (Exod. 12 34; 2 Sam. 20 3). The examples,

therefore, for Vav and Tzadi must be from Codices in which the

first instance was defective and the second was plene in one of

the two passages. It will be seen that two letters only (t and b)

are here represented by the same examples which are given in

the preceding alphabet, whilst four (viz. n, e, p and v) are

registered in the long List of Rubric l28.

K'bp = § 131.

% — An alphabetical List of words defective of Vav which

respectively occur once only .... All these are unique expressions

defective of Vav. This Rubric too, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on

Isa. 2 10. This third alphabet differs from the preceding two

alphabets, which are from the same Codex, inasmuch as it

consistently records those words only which are defective of Vav.

It will be seen that (l) s and v are the only two letters unrepresented

;

that (2) two of the Letters only (k and e) are represented by
the same examples as in the first alphabet; that (3) three letters

(b, 3 and p) are the same as in the second alphabet and that

(4) three letters only (k, b and p) are the same as in the List

of Rubric 128.

r^p = § 132.

\ — Proper names of persons which are defective of VaV, Of

this Rubric I collated iour Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 79a, on l Kings 4 14, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 3876, on Neh. 12 3; (IH) Add.

15,260, fol. 4156—416a, and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter i, § 62.

The design of this Massorah manifestly is not only to

record the proper names of persons, without and with prefixes,

which are abnormally defective in one instance but which occur

again plene in exactly the same form. Tested by this principle

two out of the seven names with the prefix Vav do not belong

to this category, since •jtrotth and j^") plene do not occur. With
regard to the orthography of the name t^yfm or tyitm it will

be seen from the notes on Esther 10 1 that this constitutes one

of the differences between the Eastern and Western recensions

of the text Six of the names in this List are contained in

Rubric 128, viz. -hk ."vhf .r^^ -"pk^b*^ iji? and on-); one (n'^) is in the

second alphabetical List (§ 130) and one («>m->) in the thii*d

alphabetical List (§ 131).

Lists I and II record the same eighteen names in precisely

the same order. List III records seventeen only, omitting orn. the

last name; whilst the printed Massorah (IV) which also registers

the same seventeen and omits the same name, suffers from
serious mistakes. Thus pioBS 'a napi ought to be pioea 'a ayi (1 Kings

4 19) and wsn ""Jiarn map ought to be 'siorn "larn njabi (Neh. 2 19).

yip = § 133.

1» — The following proper names of persons respectively occur

once only icith Vav plene. This Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Orient 2349, fol. 1066, on Numb.
10 24. The design of this Massorah is not only to record the

proper names ending in '3 and preceded by J^av which are unique
in this plene form, but those only which>qccur again without

the Vav. This is attested by the fact that -jj^nais^ without the Vav
in the other four passages where it occurs (Numb. 1 Jl; 2 22;

7 60, 65); '3j^n occurs again without the Vav in Neh. 3 7 and
the same is the case with '3ins*^ (Numb. 25 14). Hence '3l^i5t>>»ri

(Josh. 13 3); 'jitp (I Chron. "ii 34); '3l-ip|n (Josh. 13 3); ^^in

(Numb. 26 23); '?li>^an (1 Chron. 4 3); '3ln«jln\l Chron. 27 29) &c.

are omitted; because, though being unique with this plene

termination ('Ji_), they do not occur without the Vav. Tested by
this canon we see that aainb (Numb. 10 29) is a clerical error

for p3tnS the catchword Numb. 26 6 where "sl-onn with Vav

preceding the termination 'j occurs, in contradistinction to 'shscrri

without the Vav. We thus obtain the only four names ending in

'31 with Vav plene, which occur again without the Vav.

rip " § 184.

\ — The follmeing proper names of persons respectively occur

&nee only with Vav in the middle of the word. That is, in these

instances only are they plene, whilst in all other passages where

they occur they are defective. This Rubric I have found in the

printed Massorah Finalis only, letter i, § 62. As it includes •'syni

it is evident that the design of this Massorah is to record all the

names which occur once only with Vav plene, in contradistinction

to the preceding Rubric which is restricted to those ending in "si..

But it also shows that it is incipient, since it does not give the

other unique names with this termination.

n'ip - § 185a.

\ — The following toords are with Vav plene and without

parallel. That is, these forms which are mostly participles and
which are normally without Vav, respectively occur once only

with Vav after the first radical.

Of this expanded form of the Rubric I collated three Lists,

one in MS. and two printed: (I) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter % § 26, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 796,

on Levit 16 10, and (III) the printed Massorah, on Gen. 41 8.

It will be seen that List I records twenty-five such instances.

List II, however, registers twenty-seven. It omits ^3ii{ (Jerem. 4 14)

and has three which are not in List I, viz anin (Exod. 33 6);

KWjni (Levit 15 10) and roii (Isa. 66 8). It is remarkable that

though List III, like List I, occurs in the printed Massorah it

is not a duplicate. It omits three instances, which are recorded

in Jacob b. Chayim's first List, viz. n|3iK which, as we have seen,

is also omitted in the MS. List; -ifei3i (Nah. 1 2) and ib*m (Zeph. 1 9)

which are given in List II. It moreover records five which are

not in List I, the three which List II gives and two new ones,

viz. ep^p (Isa. 66 8), which it states is the third instance in this

verse belonging to this category ('pioea '3), and hp: 2 Sam. 24 12.

But even this expanded re^sension is not exhaustive, as will be

seen from the following two Rubrics.

n'ip = § 1856.

\— Thefollowingplene words are unique. This shorter recension

of the same Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Add. 15,451, foL 300a, on Jerem. 46 25. It exhibits the

first attempt to collect the anomalous forms which belong

to this category and shows the method which the different

Massoretic Schools adopted in elaborating the same materials.

Though the School from which it emanates were able to

collect twenty of these instances only, this Rubric records three

which none of the expanded Lists of the preceding'recension
give, viz. 3KHS (Ezek. 22 25) nyipa (Amos 9 13) and rnii (Eccl. 1 5).

That these Rubrics are designed to militate against the variations

exhibited in other redactions of the text will be seen from the

notes on Isa. 66 3; Jerem. 46 25; Ezek. 4 9; Amos 9 13 etc. in

my edition of the Bible.

r^p = § 136.

\ — An alphabetical List of words ivith Vav plene which

respectively occur once only. As is usually the case with these

alphabets, this is simply a selection from a large number of

words which severally occur once only with Vav plene. Of this

Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah, but

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two

Lists: (I) which I have printed and have mislaid the reference

to the MS. from which I have taken it, and (II) St Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 33 8.

On collating the two Lists the following differences are

disclosed (1) in List I the letter b is not represented, whilst

List II represents it by -iinB Hab. 1 13, which excludes the

Kethiv -iinB in Prov. 22 11. (2) for n List II gives two examples,

the one in List I and also biriri (Ps. 103 4). (3) for r List II

gives rnlsiy (Ps. 130 8) instead of nWr in List I, and (4) for n

List II has twice ni-6lp (Gen. 2 4; Ruth 4.18) instead of rilTini

with the prefix Vav (Neh. 9 13). The second nnbm in List II is

manifestly the addition of a later Nakdan who found that this

plene expression occurs twice. The remarkable feature in both

Lists is the fact that they gi^e for w the expression erp^ht Esther 4 1
1

,

thus showing that they are based upon a recension of the text

which exhibited D'B>'?tt> without the Vav in 2 Chron. 16 12.

Vip = § 187.

\ — Eight words respectively oeew ttvice in Eaaodus, once

defective and once plene. For this Rubric see letter a, § 400,

Vol. II, p. 214.

n'ip - § 188.

\ — The following uxyrds respectively oceur twice, once with

Plathach and ones with Vav. That is, they severally ocour in the
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same section or connecUon and are in the first instance a

feminine noun singular in the construct or in Massoretic

terminology without Vav, and in the second with Vav or the plural

in the absolute. The design of this Massorah is to militate against

the variations which obtained in some Schools of textual redactors

with regard to Ps. 53 7; Cant. 5 18, and 6 2, as will be seen

from the notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in Jacob b. Chayim's

Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Orient. 1471, fol. 184o, on

1 Sam. 31 12, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 75a, on the same passage; (III) Add. 15,451, fol. 2036, also

on the same passage, and (IV) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 207.

e"!?p = § 130.

\ — The follmving words have <j m-perfium* Vav and are

with Chateph-Kamefz. That is, in these thirty-three words which

are in the text or Kethiv read with Vav and Cholem (1_), the

official reading or Keri cancels the Vav altogether as superfluous

and substitutes ChatephKametz or Kametz. This, however, represents

the reading of the dominant School of textual redactors only.

Other Schools exhibited in two thirds of these instances either

no Vav at all or no various reading with regard to the Vav

(- 1_) ; whilst in three instances at least the presence or absence

of the Vav (1_ or ) constituted differences between the Eastern

and Western recejsions (Ezek. 44 8; Ps. lOl 6; Ruth 4 6). This

is attested by the notes on Deut 12 13; I Sam. 25 ai
;
Isa. 18 4;

44 17; 58 14; Jerem. 1 5; 33 8; Ezek. 21 28; 43 8; Hosea 8 12;

Amos 7 8; 8 2; Micah 1 3; Neh. 1 3; Ps. 10 15; 89 29; 101 5;

145 8; Ruth 4 6; 1 Chron. 7 84; 18 10, in my edition of

the Bible.-

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah .
Finalis

only, letter i, § 80. With the exception of mspb Ezek. 21 26, which

Jacob b. Chayim wrongly gives instead of amps verse 28 of the

same chapter, the List is perfectly correct. The addition of fBism

in the heading i. e. that these words are with Chateph-Kametz,

is against the majority of the Standard Codices where they are

simply with Kametz. It must, therefore, be taken as representing

a minority of textual purists.

O'p - .§ 140.

\ __ Fourteen words are respeetivekf written with two Vavs.

That is, two Vavs following each other in the middle of

the word.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parta of the

Massorah, I collated ten Lists, seven in MSS. and three printed:

(I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, foL 595, on Exod. 37 8, which I have

printed; (II) Orient 4445, foL 806, on the same passage; (III)

Add. 16,461, fol. 2606, on 2 Kings 7 9; (IV) the same MS., foL 284a,

on Jerem. 25 27; (V) the same MS., fol. 461a, on Neh. 9 14;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 4786, on 1 Chroh. 21 8; (VU) Add. 21,160,

fol. 1326, on Exod. 39 4; (VIII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 184-,

(IX) the printed Massorah on Exod. 39 4, and (X) the same on

Esther 4 8. These ten Lists exhibit two recensions of this Massorah.

Recension I. — The oldest form of this Mfassorah is that

exhibited in Lists I and II. According to these Lists there are

fourteen such instances and though List II heads this Rubric

j^ pj^-iP -P3 .piee K" and records elevenj the addition at the end

•nts rtiine tai makes up the number fourteen which List I registers

in detail.

Recension II. — Lists III—X exhibit the second recension.

They coincide in ignoring the Ihree^ instances in which nunt is

written with two Vavs, but differ in their respective headings

Lists III, V—VIII state in their respective headings that there

are twelve such instances (r'jo a'O and record twelve, whilst

Lists IV, IX and X state that there are thirteen (r*»py') and

duly record thirteen. The a- in the heading of List X is

manifestly a mistake for y, since it records thirteen and is

identical with List IX. Those which record twelve add hv^b mrtpyn

(2 Kings 23 4) which is not in the oldest recension (Lists I

and II) and those which record thirteen add also ms-o mijo

(1 Sam. 20 l).

On referring to the notes on Exod. 87 8; 89 4; 1 Sam. 20 1;

1 Sam. 25 18; Isa. 3 16; Jerem. 25 27 in my edition of the Bible,

it will be seen that these words are the subject of textual and

official variations or Keri and Kethiv. Pinsker in his BinUiiung

in das Babylonitch-HehrUische PunkteMonssystem p. 122 &o., has

shown that some of the variations constitute differences between

the Eastern and Western recensions of the text In my edition

of the Bible I have followed the oldest recension of this Massorah,

which exhibits no variation on 2 Kings 23 4.

K'Op = § 1*1.

1 ,% — J'he following words respectively occur twice, once with

Vav and once with Yod. The design of this Massorah is to

militate against the variations exhibited in other Schools of

textual redactors, in Josh. 2 14; Ps. 69 10; Prov. 4 21; Ezra 2 60,

as will be seen from the notes on these passages in my edition

of the Bible. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated four Lists: (T) Orient 1879, fol. 2476, on

Numb. 8 9, which I have printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. ilia;

(III) Orient 2349, foL 101a, and (IV) Orient 5404, fol. lOOa, all

on the same passage.

3'Dp *• § 142.

1 X Four words respectively occur twice, once with Vav and

once with Fod, That is, these expressions severally occur in the

same section or connection with this variation.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Add, 21,160, fol. 1946, on Numb. 5 18, which I have

printed; (II) Add. 16,451, fol. 94a, on Numb. 3 9; (HI) Vienna

Codex No. 85, on Gen. 4 18; (IV) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 237,

and (V) the printed Massorah on Numb. 8 16.

A close analysis of these Lista shows that they proceed

from different Massoretic Schools.

List 7. — This List states in the heading that there are

four such pairs (the i is a misprint for -i) and duly records

four only.

List II. — Though this List also states in the heading that

there are four such pairs (kj-jw ai p T^ n) and duly registers

four, yet the four are made up differently. It omits 1^ nan dsvo djito

(Numb. 3 9; 8 16) and gives \r^ and •n'lj? (Josh. 2 14, 20) as

one of the four pairs.

List III. — This List not only states in the heading that

there are eight such pairs (tv 'jnn 'i -aip pri -n) but records eight

It gives the four recorded in List I as weU as the pair rrm and

n^jp of List n and adds two new ones, viz. mjn ipi? .*^^ "^H?

rwi (Numb. 1 16; 26 9) both of which,aretaccording to the official

reading or X«rt; nl'V^nSa and ti'^yrt'a Josh. 15 19; Judg. 1 16

and ni'WTBnba and rrpijpnlja (Josh. 15 19; Judg. 1 16).

List. IV. — This List states in the head^jig that there are

six such pairs (te'»3 pn jo pyit 'i), but records five only. It gives

the four of List I and adds rrin and TIP which are als6 given

in Lists n and III.

Lift V. — This List states in the heading that there are

seven pairs (rB«?nna x^ '0 and registers seven. It gives the four

in List I, also gives the pair rrip and -n^ given in Lists II, III

and IV, and makes up the seven by two new pairs which are

not recorded in the other four Lists, viz. in^ep ««a and 'rm^p WO
(Zeph. 1 18; 8 8); and r«h\bt and ^^"^ (P«>v. 8 21; 4 21).

rap - § 148a—6.

> X — M incomplete alphabetical List of words which are

respectively written with Vav in the middle and are read with Yod,

That is, these words are in the text or Keihiu with Vav for which

the official reading or Keri substitutes Tod in the margin. The

design of this Masaorah is to record those words only which

occur once with Faw instead of Yod. Hence the words which

occur more than once exhibiting the same peculiarity^ are here

excluded. They are given in separate Rubrics. (Ftde in/ro^ § 144

and § 145.)

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah and is already given in a very corrupt form in

Sopherim 7 4, I collated eight Lists, five in MSS, and three

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, foL 26a, on Gen. 89 20,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 161a, on

Jerem. 6 7; (HI) the same MS., fol. 287a, on Ps. 17 17; (IV)

Add. 15,451, fol. 601a, on 2 Chron. 26 21; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah I, § 72; (VI) the editio princeps of the Rabbinical Bible,

Venice 1517, Vol. II, at the end; (VH) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

§ 81, and (Vni) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 6.

With the exception of List IV, which records a limited

alphabet of thirty-two words, all of which are contained in

List I, the other six Lists register two instances which are not

given in List I, viz. ^vt-^^ C^ Kings 24 16) and .-yw? - T»?

(Ezek. 4 15). There can, therefore, hardly be any doubt that the

omission of these two expressions is due to the carelessness of

the scribe. This is confirmed by the fact that the fragmentary

List, marked § l48o, which is from the same MS. (Harley 6710-11,

VoL I, fol. 56, on Gen. 8 17) gives '«?Tit There are thus seventiy.

five instances altogether. Lists II, HI, V, VI and VIII record
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identical!}'' the same seventy-five examples in practicallj' the same
order. List VII, however, records eighty. Besides the two which
are omitted in List I but which, as we have seen, are given in

the other Lists, it registers five which none of the other Lists

give, two for n, viz. nmn = -ni'n (l Sam. 30 24); oiitr^n = D:ite'?n

(2 Kings 23 4); one for b, viz. 'si'ja^ = "a'^^oS (Neh. 12 14); one
for y, viz. ff-iijj = o-n;?; (Isa. 30 6) and one for y, viz. b'\b:i = "j-^ji

(Judg. 7 13). The first two are marked by Frensdorff as later

additions.

List VI, which exhibits the first printed form of this

Massorah and which, as we have seen, coincides in giving the

same seventy-five examples as are recorded in the MS. Lists,

suffers from the following printers errors, nearly all of which
are in the catchwords; "B'o for rro'o Jerem. 6 7; on3"'?2 for onsi^ns

Nah. 2 6; t„3, for br, Prov. 23 24; iisan for -wsan Zech. 11 2;

m»ci for nKSMKi Ezra 8 17; rb» for ^^k Jerem, 35 7; jra"? for rmb
Ps. 74 1 1 ; 0K133 n'm for dkiss '.-ri l Sam. 18 6 ; ks'i for nbt'] 2 Sam.
3 15; ann for e^'-in Neh. 10 20 and mob: for n^ar; Jerem. 48 4,

Lists IV, V, VII and VIII add the expression z^b". incom2)lete,

in their respective headings. This is due to the fact that five

of the letters, viz. t, d, a, e and -i are not represented in this

alphabet. The notes in my edition of the Bible on the respective

expressions which constitute this Massorah, show the variations

in the MSS. and early editions with regard to these textual and
official readings or Kethiv and Keii.

TDp = § 144.

"^ i\ — Five words respectively occur twice written toith Vav
in the middle for which the official reading is Yod. That is, in these

expressions the official reading substitutes Yod for the textual Vav.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the
Massorah, I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and two printed:
(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 96a, on Numb. 16 11, which I

have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 135a, on the same passage;
(III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 246a, on 1 Chron. 12 19; (IV) Add.
15,451, fol. 399a, on Ps. 9 19; (V) Add. 21,160, fol, 906, on
Exod. 16 7; (VI) the same MS., fol. 215a, on Numb. 16 11;

(VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 123; (VIII) Paris Ochlah Ve-
Ochlah, § 139, and (IX) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter \ § 19.

In List I we have another example of two separate forms
of a Rubric being combined into one. The first form, which is the
older of the two, consisted simply of the words which are the
subject of the Keri, whilst the second gave the catchwords only.

A later Nakdan, however, as is not infrequently the case in the
Massorah of this Codex, combined the two into one Rubric. In
the printed Massorah (List IX) the two examples of o"i:r are
wrongly given as onr. It is to be remarked that this Rubric is

according to the Eastern recension of the text. According to
the Westerns there are six such pairs, since they have ^i:r as
Kethiv and '•?? as Keri in Job 24 4 which forms a pair with
Amos 8 4, as will be seen from the notes in my edition of the
Hebrew Bible.

iTOp = § 145.

"^
'I* — 'i'vio words respectively occur three times with Vav in the

middUfor which the official reading is Yod. Of this Rubric I collated
five Lists, two in MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,
Vol. I, fol. 236, on Gen. 36 5 where it is given as the converse
of', § 26, which I have printed; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I,

§ 125; (III) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 141; (IV) the printed
Massorah on Job 39 12, and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis,
letter ', §21. These two groups also constitute two separate Rubrics
in letter v, viz. § 189, and § 190. {Vide infra, Vol. II, fol. 610.)

rnp = § 146.

\ — Eighteen wm-ds/^re defective of Vav at the end of the ivord.

That is, in the text the/are without the suffix, but in the official
reading or Keri they are supplied with the Vav. It will be seen
that in fourteen instances the respective verbs are in the singular
in the Kethiv and that the Keri directs us to read them as plural.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular parts
of the Massorah, I collated eighteen Lists. I shall, however,
specify the following eight only, five in MSS. and three printed:
(I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1726, on Judg. 21 20, which I
have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol 39a, on l Sam. 7 9;
(III) Add. 16,451, fol. 326, on Gen. 43 28; (IV) Add. 21,160,
foL 506, on the same passage; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I,

8 105; (VI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 119; (VII) -the printed

Massorah, on 1 Kings 1 l, in the square enclosing the first word
and (VIII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter 1, § 18.

Though all the Lists emphatically state in their respective
headings that there are eighteen such instances and record
identically the same examples, the List in Sophenm 7 1, which
exhibits the oldest form of this Rubric, does not as yet specify
the number, but simply says the following words are written
without Vav (iKi -ion pania "bv) and enumerates thirteen only. It

omits in, one nriK and the three instances of innr-i. But even
the expanded number must simply be taken as typical instances.

Both 'inK and innr^i constitute separate Rubrics. {Vide svjn-a

letter k, § 318 and infra, letter w, § 306.)

mp = § 147.

\ — Eleven words are respectively toritten with Vav at the end
which is not read. That is, in the text they ai'e with the plural
suffix according to the Kethiv or textual reading which the Keri
or the official reading cancels.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular
parts of the Massorah, I collated eleven . Lists, nine in MSS. and
two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 143a, on Josh. 9 7,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 1406, on
Josh. 6 7; (III) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 1836, on 1 Sam. 16 16;
(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 4 a, on Josh. 6 7; (V) the same MS.,
fol. 1086, on 2 Kings 14 13; (VI) the same MS., fol. 110a, on
2 Kings 16.15; (VII) the same MS., fol. 197a, on Ezek. 46 9;
(VIII) the same MS., fol. 381 a, on Neh. 3 15; (IX) Halle Ochlah
VeOchlah I, § 106; (X) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 120, and
(XI) the printed Massorah on 1 Kings 12 3.

Though List XI, like all the MS. Lists, distinctly states in
the heading that there eleven such instances only, ("i a'na p^a k"-

jrip K«?i KniaT »iioa) yet it records thirteen. The two additional ones
are 133 bvn py-rj bvi b^ntr inaK'i Judg. 8 22, which is -iaK*i accoi*ding
to the extra-official reading, and ^bnn -upk nK CTirrn i^api Esther 9 23,

which is "ja;?! without the suffix in the textus receptus, but which
is with the suffix in several MSS., as will be seen from the
notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible. There can,
therefore, hardly be ^ any doubt that either Jacob b. Chayim
or some Nakdan add^ these two passages because according
to some Codices, they belonged to this category, though none
of the MS. Lists include them and though they are in conflict
with the heading of the List itself. The List in Sopherim 7 1,

which does not specify the number of these instances, i<-'

very corrupt. It is to be added that the three instances in
which nak'i is officially read lojfi, constitute a separate Rubric.
-{Vide supra, letter k, § 889.)

n"op = § 148.

n ,\ — Eight words are wi-itten with Vav at the endfor which
the officixil reading or Ken substitutes He, Of this Rubric, which
is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah, I collated eight Lists,
six in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 776*

on Levit. 21 5, where it is given as the converse of n, § 49, which
I have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 910, on
Jerem, 2 24; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 32a, on Judg. 19 3;
(IV) the same MS., fol. 370a, on Dan. 7 8; (V) Add. 15,25l',
fol. 413a, on the same passage; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah l'

§ 97; (VII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 115, and (VIII) the printed
Massorah, on Dan. 5 5.

The design of this Massorah is to militate against the
Babylonian recension of the text which has ^z'^b with the suffix
third person singular masculine in Judg. 19 3, "without the Keri
r\v^Th, with the suffix third person feminine which is the
official reading of the Palestinians. As List II, which is from the
so-called Babylonian Codex, coincides with the other seven Lists
in giving this passage as one of the eight instances which are
officially read with He at the end, we have here another proof
that this Codex does not exhibit the Babylonian recension.

B"Op = § 149.

X — Nineteen tmrds in the Hagiographa are respectively
m-itten tvith VfW at the end for which the ofjicial reading or Keri
substitutes Yod. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the
printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,
Vol. II, fol. 278a, on Dan. 3 19, which I have printed; (II) Arund!
Orient. 16, fol. 3096, on Ps. 102 24, and (IH) the same MS.,
foL 306 6, on Dan. 3 19.
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The ri" in the heading if manifestly a clerical error for

tt'* - 19. This is attested by the fact that the Rubric itself

records nineteen instances, as well as by the headings of the

other two Lists which have ts" and which record the same
nineteen words in identically the same order.

rj3 - § 160.

^ A* — Forty-fovr words are retpectively toritten %oiih V(tv

at the end for tchich the official reading or Keri evhatitutee Yod,

Whilst the preceding Rubric records the instances in the

Hagiographa only, which belong to this category, this Rubric

registers all the words in the whole Bible which exhibit the

same peculiaHty.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, seven in MSS., and three

printed: (I) Harley 6710— ii, Vol. I, fol. 116a, on Deut 5 10,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. U, fol. 189a, on

Isa. 47 18; (III) the same MS., fol. 201 &, on Hosea. 8 12; (IV)

the same MS., fol 31 6a, on Ps. 119 70; (V) the same &IS., fol.87»a,

on Ezra 10 87; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 285&, on Ezek. 1 K; (VII)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 120; (VIII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah,

§ 181}; (IX) the printed Massorah, on 1 Sam. 1 1 in the square

enclosing the first word, and (X) the same on Jerem. 1 1 also

in the square enclosing the first word.

As six of the MS. Lists (II~VII) emphatically state in

their respective headings that there are forty^four instances

(f^OTa) and duly record this number and moreover as List I,

which I have printed, also records the same forty-four words

only and in identically the same order, there can hardly be any
doubt that the vs in the heading of this List is a clerical error

for ra. But though these headings coincide in stating that there

are forty-four and in giving identically the same number and
the same words, they practically give forty-eight. This apparent

discrepancy is due to the artificial Massoretic method of counting

all the instances as one which occur in the same book, section

or verse, belonging to the same category. Hence Jerem. 61 84,

where there are five instances in the same verse and where
Lists III, IV, V, VII, IX and X have 'loea n or is 'n after the

word i}^K or after ijvba i:^sm, is counted as one.

List VIII heads this Rubric p^a »"» and records forty-seven

which is due to resolving the Massoretioally one instance in

Jerem. 51 84 into five. It, moreover, gives ivxi Isa. 16 8. instead

of ir;n against all the MS. Lists and gives iy[pn Josh. 6 9 at the

end of the Rubric as an instance apart from the Massorah

(itn-vcaa na^i).

List IX is headed f^a n'a p in. As it records forty-five, of

which forty-four are identical with the MS, Lists and one is the

Joshua instance given in List VIII as outside this Massorah, it

is evident that the ra is a clerical error for n'a.

List X. — Though this List is simply headed ri stci p^a r*>%
without fixing the number, it records identically the same words
in the same order as the MS. Lists.

As all the headings distinctly state that the design of this

Massorah is to register those words only which end in Vav

according to the Kethiv, but which according to the Keii end in

Yod, ir;f 2 Sam. 13 9 and i^^n 1 Kings 5 17 are manifestly against
'

the import of this Rubric, since both these expressions retain

the Vav at the end and the Yod is inserted before the Vav, viz.

rp'yy and i-^j^.
!

wyp - § 161.

*> ,\ — Woi'de tvritten leith Vav at the end which are with

Ywl defective in Aranmie. That is, these eight preterites third

person plural are without the Yod after the graphic sign Chirek,

in contradistinction to those forms which have the Yod when
the second radical is with Chirek. This Rubric I have found in

the printed Massorah only, on Dan. 3 22.

rop-a-ip - § 162-1G7.

% — Words which I'espeetively occur once only ending in Vav,
Tlie different links which constitute this incomplete alphabetical

chain I collated from sundry MSS. They are specified under the

respective fragments.

yy^ - § 152a—6.

^* — The two fragmentary Lists, recording the unique

words ending in Vav preceded by Aleph, the one i-egistering

fourteen instances and the other four, are respectively from
Arund. Orient. Ifi, fol. SSih, on Job SS 21 and Vienna Codex

No. 86 on Numb. 8 21. On referring to i, g 1B8, it will be sMn
that there are altogether about 186 such examples.

Of words ending in Bct/i Vav, Qimel Vav and Baieih
Vav, which respectively occur once only, I have as yet not found
any fragmentary Lists, though the unique forms are as follows;

ia 146; 13 40 and n 189 times.

J'3p - g 168a—».

in* — The nine incipient Lists of words ending in Vav
preceded by He, exhibit the first attempts made by the different

Schools of Massorites, to collect the forms with the suffix third
person singular masculine which rMpeotively occur onoe only.

They are from the following MSS.:
(I) the first fragment, which is marked | 168a and which

gives nine examples, is from Orient 2849, foL 496, on Oen. 87 14.

I have also given it under the words beginning with Vav
Yotl which respectively occur once only. Vide sujira, letter i,

I 1&<2; (II) the second marked | 168 & containing nine, is from
the same MS., fol. 61 a, on Qen. 40 28; (III) the one marked
g 168c, which registers six, is from the same MS., fol. bib, on
Oen. 41 14; (IV) the one marked g 168(2, giving seven, is from
the same BIS., fol. 6h/;, on Exod. 2 10; (V) g I63fl, which records
sixteen instances, is from the same MS., fol. 66a, on Exod. 16 2.

It will be seen that this List gives two examples of words
terminating in in which are proper names, viz. vr^mi l Chron.
24 21 and in^-Tn 2 Chron. gO 87; (VI) g 168/ which records eleven
words, is from the same MS., foL iilb, on Deut 92 10. This
List also includes two proper names, viz. vv^ 1 Chron. 12 and
i!T?n-j^. which is also given in g 16S«; (VII) g 158^', which records
five words only, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 29a, on Judg. 14 17;
(VIII) g 158 A giving nine instances, it from the same MS.,
fol. 80a, on Judg. 16 10, and (IX) g 168/, which also records
nine, is from the same BIS., fol. I06a, on Jerem. ti 10.

To these are to be added the fragmentar}' Lists of unique
words which end in m but which uniformly begin with % These the
Massorah formulates in different Rubrics which ere given above
in letter i, g 16«—r/.

rsp - g 168*.

in* — Words which end in Vav iweceded by He and which
respectively occur once only. This Rubric I have found in the

printed Massorah Finalis only, letter n, g 88. From the fact

that it includes the proper name rr^pyi (2 Chron. 22 10) it is

evident that its design is to record indiscriminately the unique
words ending in in whether this termination is the suffix third

person singular masculine or not But though it registers thirty-

two such instances it is simply to be regarded as a larger

fragment than the preceding incipient Lists. This is evident from
the fact that there are upwards of 860 expressions with this

ending which respectively occur once only, as will be seen from
letter i, g 168.

Of words ending in Vav Vav and Zayln Vav which respae-
tively occur once only, I have not as yet found any fragmentary
Lists, though the unique forms are as follows: ii 11 and it 87.

T3p - 164.

TH* — Words ending in Vav preceded by Chetft which respec-

tively occur once only. The design of this Massorah is to record
those words only in which the Vav is with Cholem (in) or is

practically the suffix third person singular masculine, in contra-

distinction to the 101 instances in which it is in, normally the

suffix third person plural.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Orient 2849, fol. 107a, on
Numb. 10 86; (II) Orient 2848, fol. 117a, on the same passage, and
(III) Orient 5404, fol. i06a, also on tbe^^ame passage. Though
all the three Lists record identically the same fifteen instances

and in exactly the same order, yet this Rubric simply exhibits

the first attempt to collect the unique words ending in la This
is evident from the fact that there are altogether about thirty-

five expressions which belong to this category and that no less

than twenty are not registered, as will be seen from v g 108.

nhj?i (Numb. 10 3«) with JJe, is the textual reading or Ketfiiv,

whilst the official reading is in^yi with Vav. (Vide siqrra, letter n,

g 47.) Hence its inclusion here. For inn^ - in^ Deut 18 14 which
List I exhibits. Lists II and III have in^-n Josh. 6 1. This is in

accordance with the design of the Massorah which registers the

unique expressions ending in in.
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n-2p = § 155.

TtD* — Worda ending inVav preceded by Teth which respectively

oeeur once only. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2356, on 1 Kings

80 88. Its design is to record those words only which end in

*« with Shurek or with the suffix third person plural, in contra-

distinction to IB with Cholem or the suffix third person singular.

The List is simply a fragment, since there are altogether about

60 words ending in vo which respectively occur once only. {Vide

infra, letter % § 168.) Its interest consists in the fact that it

exhibits the Eastern recension of 1 Kings 20 38, as will be seen

from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible and

in the Introduction to the MoMoretieo-Critical edition of the Bible

pp. 158, 438.

Of words ending in Tod Vav I have not as yet found any

fragmentary List As there are upwards of 400 such expressions

(vide infi-a, letter \ § 168) it may be t^at the Massorites were

deterred from giving any register which would far exceed the

marginal space allotted in MSS. to the Massorah.

rap § = 166.

"D* — Worda ending in Vav preceded by Caph which respectively

occur once only. This fragment, which records three examples only,

is from Cambridge Add. 1174 on Exod. 9 32. The incipient state

of this first attempt to record the unique words ending in is

will be understood when it is stated that there are more than

120 expressions which belong to this category. {Vide infra,

letter % § 168.)

np = § 157a—<i.

'f^^ _ Words ending in Vav preceded by Lamed which respec-

tively occur once only. The four incipient Lists, marked § 157o—

d

are from the following MSS.: (I) marked § l57o which records

fafteen instances, is from Orient 2349, fol. 30a, on Gen. 2 l. As

the triliteral ite with Dagesh in the Lamed, stands for two

different forms each of which is uniqiKP, viz. \b's with PaOuich

under the first radical, being the Piel' imperative masculine

plural (Exod. 5 13) and ^Vs with Kametz, being Pual preterite

third person plural for \^^ (Pa. 72 20), and moreover as this

List is without catchwords, it is impossible to say whether the

sixth or the thirteenth instance is intended for one or the other.

At aU events one of these two ought to be printed i^? and the

reference should be Exod. 6 13; (H) List II marked § 1576, which

record's eighteen instances, is from the same MS., fol. 866, on

Levit. 8 81. Here, too, we have a similar difficulty which is due

to the absence of catchwords, a common feature in the earliest

forms of the Massorah. The quadrUiteral 'hto. may. be iips^i with

Kamstz under the first radical, being Kal preterite third person

plural Ezek. 24 5; ib*? with Pathach, Piel imperative plural

masculine Levit 8 31 or i"?*? with Tzere under the Shin, being

the imperative in pause Exod. 16 23, each of which occurs once

only. As two only are here represented, it is difficult to say

which is the one that is omitted; (III) List III marked § 157c,

which records seven instances, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3456,

on Prov. 24 17. It will ^e seen that whilst the two preceding

Lists are restricted to unique instances in which the Vav is with

Kihbutz (i) being the third person plural, this fragment has

regard simply to those which terminate in i"? irrespective of their

being indicative of the plural (i«?) or the suffix third person

singular (lb); (IV) the fragment marked § 157d, which records

three instances only, is from Vienna Oodex No. 85, on Levit.t8 31,

np = § 157*.

h* — Words which end in Vav preceded by Lamed, This

Rubric, which has already a heading and is furnished with

catchwords, is from the printed Massorah Finalis, letter b, §4^^

Though it records twenty-nine examples, they are practically

twenty-six only, since three of the expressions respectively occur

twice: (l) iVbji for which Jacob b. Chayim erroneously gives

•ten, as is evident from the catchwords rma^-Tfr Job 19 12

which also occurs in Job 80 12; (2) ^biip? for which the catchwords

give Isa. 10 83, also occurs in Isa. 40 4, and (3) ^^-in for

which the reference is given to Ps. 62 11 also occurs in

Job 87 12. But even this expanded List is simply a fragment,

since there are altogether upwards of 280 words ending in ib

which respectively occur once only, as will be seen from letter %

§ 168.

n'ip = § 168 a.

Itt* — Words ending in Vav vnth Cholem preceded by Mem
which respectively occur once only. Of ttiis Rubric I collated two

Lists: (I) Orient 2849, fol. 1426, on Deut 32 33, which I have

printed, and (II) Orient 2348, foL 1526, on the same passage.

These two Lists record the same thirteen words in exactly the

same order.

n'3p - § 1586.

Tto» — The foUoioing words end in Mem Vav. This Rubric,

which is already furnished with a heading and catchwords, is

from the printed Massorah Finalis, letter ts, § 21.

Though this List records fourteen instances only, or one

more than the preceding List, three alone are in common in the

two Lists, viz, lOBhTin (Exod, 15 9), lo-nl-cits (Ps, 2 3) and w^
(Ps. 2 6), whilst eleven exhibit different examples. It is also to

be remarked that lo'^i^ which this List gives as unique, viz.

Job 27 23 occurs ten times more (Deut 32 23; Ps. 5 12; 55 16;

64 9; Job 6 16; 20 23; 21 17; 22 2; 30 2, 5), and is manifesUy

intended for wi? in the same verse which occurs once only.

lo«» the last instance, for which the catchwords refer to Prov. 8 29

also occurs in Isa. 27 9.

The ancient Codex Orient 4445, fol. 57 a, on Exodt. 15 9

gives another List which materially differs from the preceding

two Lists, It records twenty instances of which the following

seven are new T±hi^ (Cant, 3 7); lo?»ri (Exod. 15 17); Umtb

(Job 6 17); lO'Ba (Ps,58 7); loyy (Ps. 73 7); latoi (Levit 6 3)- and

lt:ri«^. (Josh. 15 50). It will be seen that two of these new
instances are nb with He at the end in the textus reeeptus. It is

also to be remarked that this List also gives laittD as unique.

Hence this ancient form of the Massorah must be based upon

Codices which exhibited i&'tte with Yod in Isa. 27 9, as is the

case in the Cambridge MS. Add, 465.

But even this expanded List is simply an attempt to collect

these expressions since there are more than 70 words ending in

10 which respective!V occur once only, as will be seen from i, § 168.

tt':p = § 159 a.

^« — Words ending in Vav with Cholem, preceded by Nun,
which respectively occur once only. That is, in contradistinction to

those ending in '3. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2348, fol. 436,

on Gen. 9 24, which I have printed, and (II) Orien^ 2349, fol. 336,

on the same passage.

Though both Lists record identically the same fourteen

instances, they exhibit simply the first attempt to collect the

unique words ending in 13, as is attested by the fact that there

are about 66 such expressions. {Vide infra, letter % § 168.) As

the design of this Rubric is to register those words only which

terminate in is with Cholem, the quadriliteral i3^ which I have

printed 13^? (2 Sam, 21 5), ought more properlyto be isS?

(Isa, 10 9),

ED":p = § 1596—

A

13» — Word^ ending in Vav with KHibutnf preceded by Ifun,

which respectively occur once only. The three fragmentary Lists

are respectively from the following MSS. (I) marked § 1596,

which records six such examples, occurs in Orient 2348, fol. 626,

on Gen. 42 n, and Orient 2349, fol. 526, on the same passage;

(II) § 159 c, which registers five, is from the same two MSS., the

one fol. 73 a, and the other fol. 63o, both on Exod. 10 9, and

(III) § 159d, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 218a, on

Ps, 136 23,

The longest List, which records fifteen instances and which

adds at the end that the above words have no parallel in all

the Scriptures, is simply a fragment. It will be seen from % § 168

that there are about 783 such expressions.

V Of words ending in Samech Vav 1 have as j^t not been

able to find any fragmentary List, though there are 50 such

instances. {Vide infra, letter 1, § 168,)

D'p « § 160-

•yy^ _ Words ending in Vav preceded by Ayin which respec*if>*l^

occur once only. This incipient List, which records three such

instances only, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol, 61a, on

Exod. 39 3. From i, § 168 it will be seen that there are altogether

about 146 words which belong, to this category.
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«'Dp = § 161.

IB* — Wtyrda ending in Vav preceded by Pe which reepectively

occur once only. This fragmentary List also, which registers four

instances only, is from Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, foL lOSn, on

Amos 2 1. There are altogether about 94 such words, as will be

seen from i, 168.

3'Op = § 162a— c.

TX. — Worde ending in Vav preceded by Txadi tohieh

reepectively occur once only. The three fragmentary Lists are

respectively from the following MSS. : (I) § lG2a, which records

ten instances, is from Orient. 2S49, fol. 296, on Gen. 1 20; (II)

§ 1626, which records eleven, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 139a, on 1 Chron. IS 2, and (III) § 162c, which gives five, is

from Orient. 1471, fol. 76 a, on Judg. 10 8. The third fragment

gives iww which occurs twice (2 Kings 2 8, 14). It may be a

mistake 'for ixm Exod. 21 85. The fragmentary nature of these

Lists will be 'seen when it is stated that there are altogether

about 102 such words. {Vide infra, letter i, § 168.)

rOp - § 168o-^

1p^ _ Words ending in Vav preceded by Coph which respec-

tively occur once only. The four fragmentary Lists which register

the unique expressions belonging to this category, are respectively

from the following MSS.: (I) § 168a, which records thirteen

instances, is from Orient 2349, fol. 666, on Exod. 15 25; (II)

§ 1636, which gives ten, is from Arund. Orient 16, foL 106, on

Josh. 14 5; (HI) § 163 c, which records nine, is from the same

MS., fol. 93a, on 1 Kings 18 34, and (IV) § l63d, which gives

eleven, is also from the same MS., fol. 1876, on Isa. 43 9.

It will be seen that the longest List records thirteen instances

only, whereas there are altogether about 123 which belong to this

category. {Vide infra, letter i, § 168.) Since the publication of

the text of my edition of the Massorah I found a List in the

ancient Codex Orient 4445, fol. 576, on Exod. 16 25 which records

sixteen. As this List shows that these instances began to be

collected by the different Massoretic Schools from the earliest

periods I give it in the foot note.'

.•^ iplrjnn ,"> ipnan .'h ipnan fy ipwn 3 «pTp .*} mp) .'h ipiBW ,6 rjnf.-h ipnoji i

TDp - § 164a-d.

T)* — Woi-de ending in Vav preceded by Reah tohieh

respectively occur once only. The four fragmentary Lists are

respectively from the following MSS.: (I) § 164a, which records

thirteen words, is from Orient 2349, fol. il9a, on Numb. SI 5;

(II) § 1646, which gives ten, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 66,

on Josh. 9 4; (III) § 164 c, which records four, is from the same

MS., fol. 3296, on Job 28 11, and (IV) § l64d, which registers

six instances, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 626, on

Jerem. 43 10.

Though the longest List records thirteen such instances,

there are altogethfer about 374, as will be seen from i, § 168.

.TDp - § 165.

1t!7* — Worde ending in Vav preceded by Shin which

respectively occur once only. This fragmentary List, which records

four instances only, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1356,

on 1 Kings 20 20. From i, § 168, it will be seen that there are

altogether about 168 such unique forms.

YOp = § 166 a.

IJn* — Words ending in Vav with Cholem preceded by Tav
which respectively occur once only. The design of this fragmontary

List is not to register the unique forms ending in in of which

there are altogether about 319, but those only which end in in with

Tav Raphe. As there are about 26 such instanses (vide infra, letteri,

§ 168), it will be seen that this List which is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 726, on Levit. 14 32, and which records eight only,

exhibits simply the first attempt to collect the words belonging

to this category.

VDp = § 1666.

in, — Words ending in Vav preceded by nogethed Tav

which respectively occur once only. That is, in contradistlnotion to

the preceding Rubric, which registers the instances with Tav

Raphe. This Rubric, which is from Harley 5710—11, Vol I,

fol. 766, on Levit 20 5, again exhibits the first attempt to

collect these instances. It will be seen from % § 168, that there

are about 57 such unique forms.

VDp - § 166 c

1J1» — Words ending in Tav Vav. This Rubric is from the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 9. It is simply a later form

of § 166a, and is already furnished with a heading and catch-

words, and though it records eighteen such examples it is

merely a fragment, as is attested by the fact that there are

altogether about 262 words ending in in. It is remarkable that

in the case of rtm (Gen. 49 li) the Keri in» with Vav is intended,

whilst in the case of wnn (Ezek. 32 32) the Keri "n'nn is ignored

and ln^ the Kethit with Vav is given.

t'Dp = § 167.

% — An alphabetical List of words ending in Vav which

respectively occur once only. Of this Rubric, which is one of the

oldest parts of the Massorah, I collated eight Lists, five in MSS.

and three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 235a, on

1 Kings 20 20, which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 61 o,

on Exod. 22 29; (HI) the same MS., fol. 816, on Exod. 38 4;

(IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 1056, on Numb. 19 2; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 368a, on Isa. 69 13; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 84;

(VII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 88, and (VIII) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter % § 12.

These eight Lists exhibit two different recensions of this

limited alphabet To understand the f>rinciple upon which they

are based, it is necessary to state that there are altogether about

873 words ending in Faw with Cholem (i)^ viz. k 11; a 153; : 14;

n 6; n 40; i 245; i 4; n 24; la 1; ' 22; a 41; h 83; a 98; 3 14;

D 2; p 29; t 14; X 6; jj 10; -1 15; v 28; n IS - 873.

The first recension which is exhibited in List IV gived

twenty-two words or one example for each letter of the alphabet,^

whilst the Lists of the second recension give respectively thirty-

one (Usts m, V) thirty-two (List I), thirty-three (Lists II, VI)

and Jhirty-four examples (List VIII). These are made up by

giving an additional example for six letters, viz. k, i, t, a, 3

and n and two additional ones for a and ty. Lists H, IV, V, VI

and VIII give also an additional example for p, viz. innfj which

is manifestly due to its occurring in the same verse as the one

which already represents this letter (Ps. 147 17). List VIII is the

only one which gives an additional example for k, viz. nait

(Job 20 29). List VII we shall discuss separately.

From a careful analysis of the number of instances which

the respective letters yield for such alphabets of unique words

ending in Vav with Cholem (1), it will be seen that a is the only

letter which furnishes one example, and that the first recension

(List IV) is based upon this single example. This is the reason

why the compiler of this List selected one example only from

the other letters to make up an alphabet of single words in

order that they may harmonise with this single example. The

Massorites who expanded the List of the first recension made

their additions principally to harmonise with letter which yields

two examples. The third example for letters a and b, for which

there is no prototype in the number of these letters, since a,

as we have seen, yields 153 words and b 83, is the addition of

a later Nakdan. In List III, which is from the ancient Codex

Add. 4445, lna>^ the third example for a and in^ the first of the

three for b, are absent, whilst it has two examples for a, viz.

la|-i? (Exod. 38 4) as well as m-ia and two for p, viz. innij (Ps. 147 17)

as well as inT;?, which brings this List more in harmony with

the alphabet of two examples.

There are four words in this alphabetical List which require

elucidation: (l) nij with He is apparently in conflict with the

import of this Massorah which according to the respective

headings, records unique expressions ending in Vav with Cholem.

> At it is with this recension thst tbe Lists of the second and more

expanded reeension are compared I give it here so that the additions to it may

easily be seen.

,'n« '\ loot /ma 'b i«mi ,'ni3 'h nn ,'ni3 'h ym /nw *7 m^nj :no 'h ii^na ,'t\a 'h wn
nao ,'n« "i ivw ,'n« "h vnpo ,'n« ""j i-ni'^ /nw ^ ima /ma 6 imp* /ma '^ ibid /ma ^ isn

.'ma "h lann /ma •? inv /ma 6 vvn /ma "h inip /ma 6 imp /ma 4 ipi» .'ma 6 in-» /ma 'h

It will be seen that 1" is the only letter not represented which is manifestly

due to the a scribal oversight, whilst P has two examples, owing to the fact

that both ooeur in the same verse (Ps. 147 17).
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In referring, however, to the note* on l Kings 8 18 in my edition

of the Bible, it will be seen that this is the Ketkiv and that the

Keri is ls| with Far; (3) ih!? (1 Sam. 18 29) which ends in it and

which, with the exception of List IV, all the Lists exhibit, is a

real difficulty, and is probably an abbreviation exhibiting the

first three letters of inirj^ (3 Sam. IS 6) or mi^ (Ps. 21 4), both

of which occur once only; (8) ipnx, which according to the

catchwords, is ip«^ in Isa. 42 31, occurs also twice in the Psalms

(50 6; 97 6). But as the Massorah not infrequently regards an

expression as unique when it does not occur in any other book

but one, it may be Ifassoretically described as •'an ribm hs\ '^ iprat,

which is actually the case with No. i. It may, however, be that

this quadriliteral is intended for p^ which is really unique

(Job S8 3) and that the catchwords which are absent in the

oldest forms of this Massorah, have wrongly been assigned to it

by a later Nakdan, and (4) uni? the second example for n, which

is here given as unique, viz. Deut 2 80 also occurs twice in

Jerem. (10 13; 61 16). Yet on referring to the printed Massorqih

Parva on Deui 2 80 it is described as unique ('^) by which ip

meant that it does not occur again outside Jeremiah, as is

attested by the Massorah on this passage in Harley 6710—11,

Add. 21,160 and Cambridge Add. 1174 which remarks h» 'h

"on.T&T. This may be the alternative explanation of No. 8. It is,

however, to be remarked that ^ is absent in Lists III, IV, V
and VIZ and that the latter gives i^ri (Esther 10 2) in its stead

n'op - 8 168.

% — An alphabetical litt ofworda ending in Vav which respec-

tively occur once only. This List, I compiled myself. Its importance

is attested by the aid which its gives in the analysis of the

preceding Rubrics.



Letter Zayin.

'K = § 1.

t» — The first part of this Rubric, which registers the

number of times Zayin occurs in the Bible, is from the celebrated

Poem given above, letter % § 224. The second part, which
records the number of times Zayin occurs in the Pentateuch,

is from a MS. in my possession. For a description of this

remarkable MS. see my Introduction to the ifaMoretico- Critical

edition of the Heh-eto Bible, Part I, chap. VII, pp. 110, 111.

'3 = § 2.

* — The five instances in which the Zayin has three

Tagin are from Harley 5710—11 on the respective passages.

'J = § 3.

JU — In fourteen instances the Zayin is in the middle. That
is, between two semicircles. This Rubric is from the Sepher

Tagin in the Vitry Madisw, Add. 27,021, Vol, II, fols. 209a—215a,
which I have printed in the Massorah, letter n, § 25, Vol. II,

pp. 680—701.

n = § 4.

* — In fourteen instances the Zayin is not in the middle.

That is, the semicircle is on the right only. This Rubric is from
the Sepher Tagin, p. 7, ed. Barges, Paris 18<J6.

'H = § 5.

) — In nine insfnnces the Zayin is not in the middle hit is

curved on the top. This Rubric is from Sepher Tagin, p. «, ed.

Barges.

t »7» — lliree words are according to the textual reading tcritten

with Zayin for whidi the official reading or Keri stAstiftties Nun.
This Rubric, which does uot occur in the printed Massorah, is

from St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 91 G on Jerem. 39 13.

Accordingly in two out of the three instances which occur
in this ancient MS., the Massorah Parva has a Keri. Thus in
Isa. 44 14, where the textual reading is t-iK with Zayin, the
Massorah Pai-va has against it p j i. e. p^ The same is the case
in Jerem. 39 13, where the textual reading Ts t^j^fisji with Zagin
and where the Massorah Parva directs us to read it with Nun,
being one of the three words written with Zayin for which the
official reading substitutes Nun (pjs pi p* ren p^a 'j p pa). The
identity of the letters Zayin and Final Nun in the oldest MSS.
of the Bible (see my Introduction to the Massoretico- Critical Text

pp. 473, 475) has been the cause of other variations. In a Massorah
preserved in the Reuchlin Codex No. 2 on Judg. 6 26 we see that
variations obtained in the different Schools of textual redactors
in three other passages, that the Nehardai read pp^n with Zayin
both in Judg. 6 26 and Dan. 11 31 and trcj with Zayin in
2 Kings 17 31, and that the Sural read these three words with
Nun.^ The Massorites, however, whose redaction we follow, whilst
admitting that the form of the letter in the three expressions
which constitute § 6, is that of Zayin, maintain that it is intended
for a small final Nun and hence safeguard it by placing these
three words in the alphabetical List of minuscular Letters. {Vide
•upra, letter m, § 229.)

jpwa 'mo^ p»3 mmnaS ,nyonm .pt psi p» pa mrm mrnra 'j^ p^d j t

J1J2 'ma pta vtrnrah ma rm :p3 •mo^ xvm tnpoi Comp. Ban*. Critirmt noiea
<m Jndg. C SG, p. 96.

'» - § 7.

t* — Words beginning with Zayin which respectively occur

once only. This fragment, which exhibits the first attempt on the
part of the Massorites to collect the unique forms beginning
with Zayin and which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Arund. Orient. 1G, fol. 1176, on 2 Kings 24 14.

'n - § 8.

? — An alphabetical List of words beginning toith SHayin which
respectively occur once only. This List I compiled myself. The
following words occur more than once rnt -rtnt .-^t .njt, whilst

pbiST plene (Judg. 1 30) is omitted.

'0 - § 9.

T» — An alphabetical List of words ending in Zayin which
resjtectwely occur once only. This List also I compiled myself. The
following corrections are to be made: t? occurs several times,

whilst rt-ffl (Judg. 5 23); tns? (2 Kings 17 31) and nphf (Job 26 9)

are. to be added.

^ #? — Three words which respectively oeeur twice in the same
combination, are in the first instance with Zayin and in the second

with Shin And the converse three which respectively oeeur

twice in the same combination, are in the firet instance witii 8Mn
and in the second with Zayin, This does not mean that the

variation in the case of each group is restricted to the single

letters Zayin and Shin and vice versa, but that the predominant
feature in the expressions used in the same combination is

indicated by these letters.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1696, on Judg. 18 29, which I

have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 616, on Exod. 20 8; (III)

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 32 o, on Judg. 18 29; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 2706, on 2 Chron. 23 1 ;
(V) the same MS., fol. 294a, on

Ps. 42 10; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 183; (VH) Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 203, and (VIII) the printed Massorah on

Exod. 20 8. Lists VII and VIII record the first part of this

Rubric only.

K*» - § 11.

^^T Zcd)di, without and toith the prefix Vav, occurs three times

in the^lfagiographa. Apart from this division of the Bible this

name occurs also three times (Josh. 7 1, 17, 18). The design of

this Massorah is to safeguard it against its being confused with

the quadriliteral '-ot Zichri.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 243rt, on 1 Chron. 8 19, which

I have printed; (11) Add. 15,250, fol. 4066, on the same passage,

and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter r, § 9. Jacob b

Ghayim's Massorah (List III) is incorrect By the omission of

the expression 0*011133 in the heading, it states that this name
occurs three times only, whereas it occurs six times. Moreover

the reference rem for the third instance is meaningless.

T» « § 12.

rr^T Zebadjah, occurs six times in the Scriptures, As this it

one of the proper names which occur in duplicate form, the on«

terminating in jah (rr) and the other in jahu {vr), the design of

45 a
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thU Massorah is to safeguard the instances in which this name

has retained its primitive shorter form. This recension of the

Rubric, which exhibits the traditions of one School of textual

redactors, I have found in Harley 5710—11 only, Vol. II, fol. 291 a,

on Ezra 8 8. For the reason of this duplicate-spelling see my

Introduction to the Maatoretico- Critical text of the Hebrew Bible,

p. 886 &c.

There is, however, another recension of this Massorah from

a different School of Massorites which does not recognise the

two differwit spellings of this name. The Rubric from this School

emphatically states in the heading that all the nine instances in

which thia name occurs without and with the prefix Vav, uniformly

exhibit the primitive form rrna].

Of this recension, which is the more popular one, I collated

eight Lists, seven in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

foL 248 a, on 1 Chron. 8 15; (U) the same MS., fol. 254a, on

1 Chron. 26 2; (UI) the same MS., fol. 255 a, on 1 Chron. 27 7;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 277a, on Ezra 8 8; (V) Add. 15,250,

fol. 406 &, on 1 Chron.' 816; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Ezra 8 8;

(VII) Halle" Ochlah Ve-Oohlah 11, § 45, and (VIII) the printed

Massorah on 1 Chron. 26 2. All these Lists coincide in heading

this List 'B rrpn mat. They enumerate the nine instances without

any indication whatever that it is »,-rT?T in any one of these

passages. When it is borne in mind that the non-essential Vav

conjunctive is specially mentioned in the heading, it will hardly

be supposed that the essential difference in the ending would

be entirely ignored if that difference obtained in the School of

redactors from which this Massorah proceeds.

r» = § 13.

VTIST Zehadjahn, occurs three times without and with the

prefix Vav. That is, in contradistinction to the six instances in

which this name retained its primitive short form, recorded in

the first recension of the preceding Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 146a, on 1 Chron. 26 2,

which I have printed; (II) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same

passage, and (III) the printed Massorah on 2 Chron. 19 11. This

shows that in the School of textual redactors where the duplicate

form of this proper name obtained, each form was duly safeguarded

in a separate Rubric.

vhS] Zebvlun, is $0 written in ten instances. That is, with

Vav after the Lamed. To understand this Massorah it is necessary

to remark that this proper name, without and with* the prefixes,

which occurs altogether forty-three times in the Bible, is spelt

in two different ways, viz. i^«t with Vav after the Beth and ptjai

with Vav after the Lamed. As the one spelling prevails in the

Law and the Prophets and the other in the Hagiographa, the

Massorah divides this Rubric according to these divisions, so as

in each case to safeguard the minority.

The Law and the Prophets. — In these two divisions this

name occurs altogether thirty-three times. In twenty-four instances

it is }^«i (Gen. 49 18; Exod. 1 3; Numb. 1 9, 80, 31; 2 7, 7;

7 24; 10 16; 13 10; 26 26; 34 26; Dent. 27 18; 38 18, 18; Josh.

19 10, 16; Judg. 1 30; 4 10; 5 14; 12 12; Ezek. 48 26, 27, 33)

and p'?aT in nine instances only. Hence the Massorah safeguards

here the orthography of the minority.

The Hagiographa. — In this division, where this proper name

occurs altogether ten times, the reverse is the case, ^b^i is the

rule. It is so spelt in nine instances (Ps. 68 28 ; l Chron. 2 l

;

6 48, 62; 12 84, 41; 2 Chron. 30 10, 11, 18) and f^ai the exception.

It is spelt in this way in one instance only. Here, therefore, the

Massorah safeguards the orthography of the solitary exception.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1686, on Josh. 19 27,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 816, on

Gen. 46 14; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fofc-44/v on Josh. 19 27;

(IV) the same MS., foL 21a, on Judg. 4 6; (V) the same MS.,

foL 28a, on Judg. 6 86; (VI) Add. 16,461, fol. 158o, on Judg. 19 27;

(VII) Add. 21,160, fol. 256, on Gen. 30 20; (VIII) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. 181a, and (IX) the printed Massorah

on Gen. 46 14. List VUI omits the second part of this Rubric

which makes it unintelligible.

TtD - § 16.

frOl* In the Pentateuch this name is ^U j^ot with the Vav
after Me Beth except in three instances where it is {^at with the

Vav after the Lamed, In the Pentateuch, where this name occurs

eighteen times (vide sujna, letter 1, § 14), it is in fifteen instances

{^13! and in three only p"?^!. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

exceptional spelling. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Vienna Codex No. 35 on Numb. 1 8.

fCS = § 16.

?'^Q|)p^ and from Zehulun, occurs twice in the Scriptures. The

design' of' this Massorah is simply to record the two instances

in which this proper name is with the prefixes 01. Hence the

variation in the position of the Vav in the middle of the word

is not adverted to. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 1676, on 2 Chron. 30 11, which I have printed, and

(II) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passage.

n = § 17.

''iblS^ the Zeindonite, occurs three times and is defective. That

is, without the Vav after the Lamed. Of this Rubric I collated

four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 103a, on Numb. 26 27, which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., Vol. I, fol. 1656, on Judg. 12 11; (III) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 28a, on the same passage, and (IV) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter t, § 28.

,"|^,^ '^3IJ*!? nrPSt to sacrifice before Jehova, is four times thus

cmnbined in the Scnptures. Normally the phrase is nirr^ nat to

sacrifice to Jehovah: In this combination it occurs about twenty-

six times (comp. Exod. 3 18; 5 3, 17; 8 4, 22, 23, 24, 25; 13 15;

Levit. 17 6; 19 5; 22 29; Deut 16 21; 16 2; 17 1; Judg. 2 5;

1 Sam. 1 3, 21; 6 15; 16 15, 21; 16 2; Jonah 1 16; 1 Chron.

29 21; 2 Chron. 11 16; 15 11). As it is in these four instances

only that nirr '3^^ is used after the verb nat to saanfce, instead

qI ^^^^ the Massorah safeguards the abnormal combination.
'

Of this'Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2246, on 1 Kings 8 62,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. I53a, on

2 Chron. 7 4; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 84 a, on 1 Kings 8 62;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 149a, on Levit. 9 4, and (V) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter m, § 133.

a'> = § 19.

rT3T7l and to sacrifice, occurs twice, once it is plene at the

beginning and once it is plene in the middle. That is', of this infinitive

with the prefix Lamed which occurs fifteen times, there are two

unique forms. In one instance only is it with the Vav conjunctive

(n!at'?i I Sam. 1 3), which the Massorah denotes by plene at the

beginning. In the other instance in which it is without the prefix

Vav, it has the Vav after the Beth (rrla6 2 Chron. 11 6) which it

describes by the term plene in the middle. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16,

foL 36 a, on 1 Sam. 1 3.

'3 - § 20.

irOri and they shall sacrifice, occurs twice. This Kal future

third person plural masculine with the prefix Vav occurs

altogether fifteen times. In thirteen instances, the Vav is with

Pathach, being conversive and in two instances only is it with

Sheva, being conjunctive. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards

the exceptions.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 75a,

on Exod. 8 4, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah

on Ps. 107 22.

K'D - § 21.

^H3^ the saerificers of, occurs twice and is defective. Of this

Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Orient 2849, fol. 1886, on Deut 18 8, which I have printed;

(II) Add. 16,260, fol. 1066, on the same passage, and (III) the

printed Massorah on Hosea IS 2.

3'3 - § 22.

D^ f'tJ? HDT a sacrifice of peace offerings, ocetirs four times

.... and twice it is with the prefix Lamed. This phrase, without and

with the prefix ^ or % occurs altogether twenty-seven times.

In twenty-one instances a-a^^ is with the article, viz. o^B^nrpj

(Levit 4 10, 26, 31; 7 11, 21; 9 18; Numb. 6 18; 7 88, or pr5T>

0'^>^ Levit 7 87; Numb. 7 17, 23, 29, 35, 41, 47, 53, 69, 65, 7*1,

77, 83), and in these six instances only, is it without the article.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional combination.
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Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 76o, on Levit. 19 5, which I

have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 104&, on the same passage;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 56fc, on Levit. 3 l; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. GGa;

(V) Add 15,451, fol. 70a; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 139a; (VII) the

printed Massorah, all on Levit. 3 I, and (VIII) the printed

Massorah on Numb. 6 17.

As all the passages are in the Pentateuch, List VII heads

this Rubric mro 'i. Moreover as two of the six instances are

with the prefix Lamed, Lists VI and VIII are headed -tr'^s -i. In

the oldest form of this Rubric which is exhibited in the ancient

Codex Orient. 4445 (List II), the heading is simply n Ero"?© nsi

and the four instances only are recorded.

3"D = § 23.

Ilabt?? riTin nat the sacrifice of Ma peare offering fm' thanks-

yhnng, occurs twice. Of "this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35,

on Levit. 7 13, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 956,

and (III) Orient. 2349, fol. 85 &, both on the same passage. Lists II

and III are headed n-nna = rpbaJ niin without nat.

r3 - § 24.

TlSh foi', or to the sacrifice, occurs twice. That is, with

PotAocfe' under the Lamed, in contradistinction to the four

instances in which the Lamed is with Shem (Levit. 3 6; 23 19;

Josh. 23 2G, 28).

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 184fl, on 1 Sam. 16 5,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 9l6, on Numb, li) 5;

(III) Orient. 2349, fol. 109/;, on the same passage, and (IV) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter :, § 20. List II heads this Rubric

wn -a. whilst Lists III and IV head it -Jtap -a. These two words

form part of the alphabetical List of words beginning with

Pathaohed Turned {h or b) which respectively 'occur twice, {lide

infra, letter h, § 17, Vol.' II, p. 109.)

,T3 = § 25.

nl'rin DTOT sacrifices and burnt offerings, is twice thtts

comUned. That isj in contradistinction to the two instances in

which the combination is nmni ot?! sacrifices and thank offerings

(2 Chron. 29 31, 31).

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 4ia, on Exod. 10 25,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 246a, on

2 Kings 10 24; (III) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Exod. 10 25, and

(IV) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

ra = § 26.

ffpbtt^ UTO) sacrifices [of] peace offerings, occurs ttoice. That

is, instead of the normal phrase d-o>c -n?! which occurs six times

(Levit. 17 5; Josh. 22 23; 1 Sam. 10 8; Prov. 7 14; 2 Chron. 30 22;

33 16) and which was the original reading in Exod. 24 5, as is

attested by the Samaritan recension. In 1 Sam. 11 15 the

Septuagint exhibits crpht^ trnai.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 71 a, on Exod. 24 5,

which I have printed, and (II) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. I79fc,

on 1 Sam. 11 15.

r3 - § 27.

pTSm^T sacrifices of righUonsness, occurs three times. Of this

Rubric, ^which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated

three Lists: (I) Orient. 2348, fol. 1536, on Deut. 33 19, which I

have printed; (II) Orient. 2349, fol. 143fc, on the same passage,

and (III) Orient. 5404, fol. 1426, also on the same passage.

n'D = § 28.

PSaSl^l n^t Zehah and Zalmunna, occurs fotir times. This

Rubric) ^which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 24o, on Judg. 8 15. It is incorrect, since

the combination of these two names with the Vav conjunctive before

the second name alone, occurs five times, Judg. 8 5 being omitted.

In the only other instance where this combination occurs, both

names are with the Vav conjunctive (Judg. 8 10). In the other

three passages the combination is rsa'jsrnKi narnx (Judg. 8 7,

12, 21). As all the instances are not only in the same book but

in the same section, the heading ought more properly to be

t3"3 - § 29.

ty*TI the proud, occurs four times in the Scriptures and

in all the verses in the Great Aljthabet beginning with the words

pa* eti (being the initial of aniP .i-e -itfr ,i'7fitt oni n-^i Ps. 119 21,

51, 09, 78, 85, 122) it is likewise so. The design of this Massorah

is to exclude the reading o'-it in Ps. 54 5 which obtained in the

Schools of other textual redactors and which is confirmed by

the parallel passage in Ps. 86 14, as will be seen from the notes

on Ps. 54 5 in my edition of the Bible.

Of this artificial recension of the Rubric, which is the more

popular, I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 2136, on Ps. ^ 14, which I

have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 124a, 6n Isa. 13 11;

(III) the same MS., fol. 2236, on Mai. 3 15; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 3056, on Ps. 86 14; (V) the same MS., fol. 315a, on Ps. 119 09;

(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 174; (VII) the printed Massorah

on Isa. 13 11, and (VIII) the same on Mai. 3 15.

It will be seen that not only does the term all the Scriptures

exempt here one book, but a section of a book. The exemption

is usually described in the second part of the Rubric after the

categorical statement in the first part. But this exemption is

not infrequently omitted, as is the case here in List II which

makes this Rubric apparently to state that w'-n occurs altogether

four times only. For Kna-i n-a ^hvi denoting Ps. 119 see letter n, § 108.

'^ = § 30.

D"nt the jyoud, occurs ten times in the Scrijttures. This simple

recension of the Rubric which registers in plain words the

passages, is not so popular as the preceding artificial one.

I have found one List only of it in Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 2006, on Ps. 86 14, which I have printed.

K"^ - § 31.

I rn this, is three times with the accent. That is, at the beginning

of the verse with Munach Legaimeh, without being preceded by

the simple Munach, thus distinguishing it from the five instances

in which this demonstrative is with the same accent and is

followed by Munach and does not begin the verse (Exod. 32 1, 23;

Deut. 2 7; Judg. 7 4; Isa. 63 1).

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated ten Lists, eight in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, foL 2006, on Eccl. 9 3,

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 73a, on Exod. 30 13;

(III) Arund. Orient 10, fol. 7 a, on Josh. 9 12; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 354a, on Eccl. 9 3; (V) Add. 1.5,250, fol. 496, on Exod. 30 13;

(VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 59a, on the same passage; (VII) Add. 16,451,

fol. 151 a, on Josh. 9 12; (VIII) Add. 21,100, fol. 306 a, on Eccl. 9 3;

(IX) the printed Massorah on Exod. 30 13, and (X) the same on

Josh. 9 12.

With the exception of List I all the Lists emphasise the

fact that these three instances begin the verse (en •:). As each

occurs in one of the three divisions of the Bible, Lists VII—

X

add at the end of the Rubric "iis, which List I resolves into

Q'Sinaa in D^h^S nn rmna nn one occurs in the Law, one in the Piophets

and <me in the Hagioffrapha. Lists III and IV add at the end that

in one instance this demonstrative with the prefix Vav has the

same accent at beginning of the verse in Ezra 7 1 1 (pnwn ptriB im)

but here it is followed by the simple Munach.

2-^ = § 32.

rVr^H rn one to the otJun-, is twice thus combined in the

Sd-tptures. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 436, on Exod. 14 20,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 121 a, on Isa. 6 3;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 40a, on Exod. 14 20; (IV) Add. 21,160,

fol. 88a, on the same passage, and (V) the printed Massorah

also on the same passage.

yb = § 83.

mn is this? isfour times Raphe. That is, with CliaUph-Pathaeh

under tlio He, being the interrogative. As this demonstrative

occurs about 698 times with the prefix He and is with Paihach

in about 694 instances and with Chateph Pathach in these four

passages only, the Massorah safeguards these rare exceptions.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1896, on 1 Sam. 21 16,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 76, on

Isa. 14 10; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 125«, on the same passage;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 355a, on Eccl. 11 6; (V) Add. 21,160,
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foL S07a, on the same ptssage; (VI) Orient 2849, fol. 686, on

Oen. 48 t9; (VII) the printed Massorah on the same passage,

and <yni) the same on Eod. 11 0. With the exception of List YH
all the Lists have the mnemonic sign,

rh - § 84.

nfrt this, u three timet wUh the accent Pazer .... and once

^Jhi$ demonetrative without the prefix He has thit accent. This Rubric

I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter t, § 86.

When it is borne in mind that rw? occurs about 694 times and

nr 816 times, the stupendous labours of the Massorites in finding

out that this demonstrative has this accent in four instances

only, will be fully appreciated. I have carefully analysed the

accents on all the 1009 instances in which rnn and rm occur and

found this Msssorah absolutely correct.

iT^ - § 86.

ntl and this, begin* a verse twenty-three times in the Scriptures.

This demonstrative with the prefix Vav occurs altogether fifty-

one times. In twenty-eight instances it is in the middle of the

verse and in twenty-three it begins the verse. The Massorah,

therefore, records the position of the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2849, foL lObb, on Numb. 8 4, which I have

printed; (II) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1286, on Deut 18 3;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 198a, on Ezek. 47 16; (IV) the same

MS., fol. 8766, on Ezra 7 11; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 8266, on Job

31 26; (VI) Halle Oohlah Ve-Ochlah H, § 100, margin, and

(VII) the printed Massorah on Ezek 47 15.

rb - § 86.

"O*^ ^. °'^ **»* " *** ^"^^ °f> *» '**'** '""** ***** combined

and begins a verse. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 226a, on

1 Kings 9 16, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 846, on the same passage, and (III) the printed Massorah

also on the same passage.

V"? - § 87.

TS^til ntl and this is tiie word, occurs four times at the

beginning of a verse. Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest

parts of the Massorah, I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1396, on Josh. 5 4,

which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445, foL 71a, on Exod. 29 1;

(III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 36, on Josh. 5 4; (IV) Add. 16,250,

fol. 48a, on Exod. 29 i; (V) Add. 16,251, fol. 676, on the same

passage; (VI) Add. 16,451, fol. 14 8 a, on Josh. 5 4; (VII) the

printed Massorah on Exod. 29 l, and (VIII) the same on Josh. 5 4.

As this combination with the prefix Vav occurs altogether four

times only, the heading ought more properly to be 'db 'mi n four

times and at the beginning of the verse.

n'b - § 88.

nni (t» this, occurs five times. That is, in contradistinction

to three passages where this triliteral is rrt| with Cholem. (Vide

infra, § 42.) Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS.

and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient IG, fol. 143 a, on Isa. 56 12,

which I have printed; (II) the printed Massorah on Gen. 41 38,

and (III) the same on Jerem. 6 29.

O'^ - § 89.

n]7 to this, occurs three times. The design of this Massorah

is to safeguard the abnormal combination nr^ nv^ in the first

clause of 1 Sam. 25 21 against being made conformable to the

normal phrase ibnfif in the second clause of the same verse, and

in the verse immediately following.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, fol. 192a, on l Sam. 25 21,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. &0a, on l Sam.
21 12; (III) the same MS., fol. 63a, on l Sam. 2a 21; (IV) Add.

16,260, fol. 1686, on 1 Sam. 21 20; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 3046, on
Eccl. 6 6; (VI) the printed Massorah on 1 Sam. 21 12, and
(VU) the same on EccL 6 6.

'0 - § 40.

nfpri this, occurs twice in the PerUctteu^h. This demonstrative

pronoun occurs altogether~-nme tim^s. In seven instances it is

the apocopated form ^ (Judg. 6 20; 1 Sam. 14 l; 17 26; 2 Kings

4 26; 25 17; Zech. 2 8; t^ Dan. 8 16) and in these two instances

only, is it with the He at the end. Hence the Massorah safeguards

. the exceptional orthography, and tbttS militates against the

School of textual redactors which exhibited the normal shorter

form, as is attMted by the Samaritan recension which has ^
in both these passages

Of this Rubric I ooUated two Lists: (I) Add. 16,260, fol. 246,

on Oen. 87 1 9, which I have printed, and (II) the printed

Massorah on Gton. 24 66. As the two instancy are not only

restricted to the Pentateuch but to the same book the heading

ought more properly to be 'eoai '3 or -nroi 'a.

ro - § 41.

rfT this, occurs ten times, twice U is with Vav (it). That is, with

Cholem. On referring to the notes in my edition of the Bibto, on
the passages which constitute this Rubric, it will be seen that

in almost all the instances where the textual reading is nr with

He the official reading subistitutes for it n with Vav, in conformity

with the two instances in which it is so written in the teaetus

receptus. This is distinctly declared in the heading of List VII
'1 p-'-pTn a-na 'n. Accordingly the Massorah Parva in Add. 21,161

has against m in Eccl. 2 2, 24 and 5 18 'p % In the other three

instances in the same book where the textus receptus reads .it

(EccL 5 18; 7 23; 9 13) in accordance with this Rubric, this

Codex reads m with Segol. Cambridge Add. 466 has the JTm as

the textual reading (i?) in 2 Kings 6 19; Eccl. 2 2 and 5 15f For
the official substitution of Vav for He in words ending in rL

see letter rr, § 48.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and,one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 102a, on 2 Kings 6 19, which

1 have printed; (II) the same MS., foL 8176, on Ps. 182 12;

(III) the same MS., foL 358 a, on Eccl. 5 16; (IV) Add. 15,260,

fol. 2016, on 2 Kings 6 19; (V) Add. 16,261, fol. 4006, on Eccl

7 23; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 98, and (VII) the printed

Massorah on 2 Kings 6 19. In List VI the catchwords xxh nan
yr*>a should be wh^ bt^k •satn 2 Kings 6 19 and nt ."?»» -lom

Tovhn should be nav^n fn "hm -i$*rt Ezek. 40 46. It is remarkable

that Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah (List VII) has also the ftrat

mistake.

3'0 - § 42.

n|D1 ntS thus and thus, occurs (hree times. That is, in

contradistinction to the three instances where this phrase is used

in the same sense and where it is nir^nttti (2 Sam. 17 16;

2 Kings 5 4; 9 12).

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 31a, on Judg. 18 4, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., foL 636, on 2 Sam. 11 25;

(III) Add. 15,260, fol. 1426, on Judg. 18 4; (IV) Add. 16,261,

fol. I486, on the same passage; (V) the printed Massorah also

on the same passage, and '(VI) the same on 2 Sam. 11 2ij.

It is, however, to be remarked that nra with Cholem by itself

occurs three times only and that the Massorah Parva in Add. 21,161

has against it 'p '^ in 2 Sam. 11 26 and t Kings 14 6, in accordance

with the preceding Rubric.

J'O - § 43.

njit this, is seven times rendered in <A» Targum 6y fn L" Hjl

in the Pentateuch. That is, this pronoun demonstrative feminine

il^* translated as if it were nt the masculine. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient 1879,

fol. 66a, on Oen. 17 10.

TO -f § 44.

minn n[5H nkl this %» the ordinance of the law, occurs twice.

That is, in contradistinction to the three instances where this

phrase is simply rnuvi nit without nj$n (Levit 7 37; 14 64;

Numb. 19 14).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Orient 2849, fol. I12a, on

Numb. 19 2, which I have printed; (II) Harley 6710-^1, Vol. I,

fol. 1066, on Numb. 81 21; (III) Add. 16,260, foL 92a, on the

same passage, and (IV) Add. 31,160, foL 2206, on Numb. 19 2.

As the two instances 'are not only restricted to the Pentateuch

but to the same book the heading ought more properly to be

'Boai '3 or "uroi a.

.TO - § 46.

nk^ in this, occurs twice at 0ie beginning of the verse. This

Rubric, which I have found in the printed Massorah only, on
Oen. 42 16, is incorrect, since it also begins the verse in Ps. 41 12.

The heading ought properly to be rmro a'n 'a.
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VO - § 46.

|Tj4tS in thU, occurafour timet in the Pentaieueh. This Rubric,

which I have found in the printed Masaorah Finalia only, letter i,

§ 7, is incorrect, why occurs eight times in the Pentateuch and not

four. Gen. 42 88; Exod. 1 17; Levit. 26 27 and Numb..l6 28 are

omitted. It may be as Frensdorff suggests {Mmtoi-etUehet Wurter-

htch, p. 238) that mira is a mistake for -bcs n and that the

design of this Massorah is to record the four instances only

which occur in Genesis. If this is so then the catchwords nioa

pmt H3' should be 'B rw raw Gen. 42 83.

T"D - § 47.

n>^3 in this, oceure three timet in the Seripturet ...and once

it it with^ihe frepa Vnv. This pronoun demonstrative feminine

w&i the prejix Beth occurs altogether eighteen times. In fifteen

instances the Beth is with Sheva (?) and in three only is it with

Kamett. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptions.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. II, fol. I27h, on Mai. 3 10,

which I have printed; (U) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1476, on

1 Chron. 27 24; (III) Arund. Orient IG, fol. 2236, on Mai. 3 10;

(iV) Add. 16,251, foL 8136, on the same passage; (V) the same

MS., fol. 827a, on 1 Chron. 27 24, and (VI) the printed Massorah

on Mai. 3 10. This group forms part of the alphabetical List of

words which respectively occur four times, three times without

the prefix Vav and once with it {Vide tupra, letter % § 78.)

n"0 = § 48.

n>^n it thitf oeeurt five timet in the Seripturet. As this

quadriliteral, which occurs altogether 278 times, is in 268 instances

imtn with Pathach under the He and in five only n*n with Chateph-

Ptiihaeh, the Massorah safeguards the exceptions.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 106, on Isa. 23 7, which

I have printed; (H) Add. 16,261, fol. 403a, on Lament 2 16;

(HI) Add. 21,160, foL 2986, on Ruth 1 19; (IV) Vienna Codex

No. 86, on Lament 2 16, and (V) the printed Massorah on Job 20 4.

List III indicates the design of this Massorah by heading it

pB-i -n. As three of the five instances begin a veree (Isa. 23 7;

Job 20 4; 35 2), List IV adds at the end -db Txa 'si "idb m -a.

B'O = § 49 a.

n>^ and this, occurs ttoelve times at the beginning of the verte

in the Pentateuch and once in the middle of the verse. This

pronoun demonstrative feminine begins a verse altogether thirty-

three times in the Pentateuch. In twenty-one instances it is

without the prefix Vav (comp. ratr Gen. 17 10; Levit 7 35, 37;

II 46; 18 69; 14 2, 32, 64; 15 82; Numb. 4 4, 24, 28, 38; 5 29;

6 21; 7 84; 8 24; 16 6; 19 2, 14; Deut 14 4) and in twelve

only is it with this prefix. Hence the Massorah records the

minority. By fixing the number at twelve, the design "of the

Massorah is to exclude the reading n»tT in Deut. 4 44 which obtained

in other Schools of textual redactors, .as is attested by the

Septuagint Syriac and Vulgate, and which is .now adopted by

critics as preferable.

This form of the Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Add. 21,160, fol. 196a, on Numb. 6 13.

As this demonstrative with the prefix Vav occurs only once

more in the Pentateuch apart from the passages in which it

begins the verse, the Massorah records the solitary instance.

B«0 - § 496.

f^^ and this, occurs twenty-five times, sixteen of which begin a

verse . . . and nine are in the middle of the verse. This Rubric is

an expansion of the preceding Massorah. Whilst the former

safeguards the instances in the Pentateuch only, this one records

all the passages in the Bible in which nKn occurs both at the

beginning and in the middle of the verse. By fixing the number

in which it begins a verse at sixteen, this Massorah not only

militates against the variation which obtained with regard to

Deut 4 44, but against the textual reading nn of otht* Schools

of textual redactors in Jerem. 44 29. This is attested by the

important Standard Codex Harley 5710—11 which has rm here

in the text with the Massoretic remark against it mtn wn.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated twelve Lists, ten in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 88a, on Numb. 6 13, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 12«6, on Zech. 14 12;

(III) Orient 4445, fol. I23a. on Levit 7 1; (IV) Arund. Orient. 10,

fol. 222 o, on Zech. 14 12; (V) the same MS., fol. 284a, on Ruth 4 7

J

(VI) Add. 15,461, fol. 124a, on Deut 4 44; (VII) Add. 21,160,

fol. 105a, on Exod. 25 8; (VIII) the same MS., fol. 1446, on

Levit 7 1; (IX) Orient 2849, fol. l48o, on Deut 33 1; (X) Halto

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 100; (XI) the printed Massorah on

Exod. 25 8, and (XII) the same on Ruth 4 7.

The design of this Massorah is to safeguard the passages

in which this demonstrative with the prefix Vav (nihi) begins

the verse against those in which it is without this prefix (mh) at the

beginning of the verse. This is not only clearly set forth in the

heading of the oldest form, of this Rubric (List III), viz. 'wn ba

nUTi v JO na ri* rripn rpiBB but in the headings of Lists V, VIII

and X. This demonstrative occurs altogether forty-nine times at

the beginning of the verse. According to the predominant School

of textual redactors which the textut recejttua follows, it is without

tlie prefix lot' in thirty-three instances and with it in sixteen

only. Hence the Massorah records the minority. Of the thirty-

three without the Vav twenty-one occur in the Pentateuch. These

I have given in the preceding form of this Rubric. The twenty-

two in the Prophets and Hagiographa are as follows: Josh. 9 20;

13 2, 28; 15 20; 19 16, 23, 31, 89, 48; Isa. 14 26; Ezek. 43 12;

45 18; 48 29; Zeph. 2 lO, 15; Zech. 14 19; Ps. 109 20; 119 60,

56; 132 14; Cant 7 8; Lament 3 21.

Lists VIII, XI and XII emphatically state in ^their respective

headings that there are seventeen instances in which n*i begins

the verse, and coincide in giving io*nn itPK noi-nn n»n Ezek. 46 13

as one of the seventeen. In the face of the MS. List (VIII) it

will hardly be maintained that Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah

(Lists XI and XII) is due to an error. It is more probable that

these three Lists are based upon Codices which exhibited nUn

in Ezek. 45 13. We have seen that the first recension of this

Rubric (§ 49 a), which confines itself to the twelve instances in

the Pentateuch, adds at the end that the only other instance of

run in this division is in the middle of the verse (piD» 'pxa •»),

viz. Gen. 49 28. Afterwards when this Rubric was expanded by

the addition of the four instances from the Prophets and the

Hagiographa, this last line of the shorter recension was stiU left

to finish the longer recension. This solves the enigma exhibited

by the addition of piDB 'yjto -ki at the end of List VIII and the

printed Massorah Parva on Deut 33 1 -idb 'uwm nm 'mna Bn r nun

where, however, "iirc is manifestly a clerical error for 'npa which,

as we have seen, is not infrequently the case.

"! = § 50.

iTHin Hi^l and this shall be, occurs ttvice. This combination

occurs altogether five times. In three instances it is without the

prefix Vav (rrnnnii? Levit 14 2; Numb. 34 12; Zech. 14 19) and

in two with it The Massorah, therefore, records the minority.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Orient 2848, fol. lOla, on Levit 15 3,

which I have printed; (II) Orient 2349, fol. 91a, on the same

passage, and (III) Orient 5404, fol. 90a, also on the same passage.

»"3 = § 61.

nKDI riJ^pl and thus and thusy occurs Uoice. As in the other

three instances where this phrase occurs, it is without the prefix Fay

(comp. r^)nl^ 2 Sam. 17 15, 2 Kings 5 4; 9 12) the Massorah

safeguards the minority. This protection was necessary, since the

two forms are alternately used in the same verse (2 Sam. 17 16).

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 56, on Josh. 7 20.

y: - § 52.

n^lh to this, occurs twice. That is, the pronoun demonstrative

feminine singular with the prefix Lam^d with Sheva, in contra-

distinction to the three instances where it is with KamOz recorded

in the following Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, fol. 26^-4ip Gen. 2 28, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 238a, on Job 37 1,

and (III) the printed Massorah on Gen. 2 23. The latter heads

it en '3, which is manifestly a clerical error for 'bi 'a twice with

Sheva. The^e two instances form part of the alphabetical List

of words beginning with Lamed and Sheva which respectively

occur twice. (Vide infra, letter "?, § 18, Vol. II, p. 109.)

yi = § 63.

T\}^h to this, occttrs three times. That is, with Kametz under

the Lamed. Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of

the Mnssorah, I c(»llated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:
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(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, foL 14a, on Isa, 80 7, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 4445, foL 486, on Exod. 7 28; (ID) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 181 a, on Isa. 80 7; (IV) the same MS., fol. 150a,

on Jerem. 6 7; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 314; (VI) the

printed Massorah on Exod. 7 23, and (VH) the same on Isa. 30 7.

Lists IV and VI head this. Rubric fM^-j -i and thus indicate more

distinctly the import of this Massorah.

n = § 64.

2nf gold, is twice with the accent. That is, with Talisha Qedolah.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Add. 21,160, fol. ilia, on Exod. 28 15.

.t: = § 56.

IVTO mnt pure gold, occurs four times. That is, in contra-

distinction to \he other adjuncts with which a!T| is combined and

which are recorded below §§ 56, 58 and 69.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Orient 1879, fol. 169a, on Exod. 35 17. As this phrase

occurs twenty-four times in Exodus, the Masaorah obtaiiis the

number four by artificially counting the whole of Exodus as

yielding one instance which with the three in Chronicles make

up the four.

3lt9 Sm good, or Jtne gold, occurs twice in all the Striptitre.

The design^ of this Massorah is to safeguard this abnormal

combination which obtained in the Codices of the predominant

School of textual redactors against the normal reading iino ant

exhibited in the MSS. of the less dominant School, as will be

seen from the notes on these two passages in my edition of the

Bible. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. IT, fol. 160t, on 2 Chron. 3 5.

n = § 57.

ntt^31 'nP?^ ^"^ 9^^ "**^ «Zt>«r and brass, occurs three times

thus combined. Normally arn gold, is followed by f\as) and silver

alone. In this combination it occurs eleven times (comp. *)Dai 3tj

1 Kings 10 22; Ezek. 16 13; 28 4; Habak. 2 19; Zech. U 14;

Ps. 119 72; Esther 1 6; 1 Chron. 29 3; 2 Chron. 9 14, 21; 24 14).

As it is in these three instances only that am gold, is not only

followed by f\os) and silver, but also by ntfrni and brass, the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 506, on Exod. 25 3,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 250a, on

1 Chron. 18 10; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 412a, on the same passage;

(IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 3236, also on the same passage, and (V) the

printed Massorah on Exod. 26 3. The headings in Lists II and V

which state that »)p5i anj alone occurs three times, are manifestly

due to a clerical erroi-Vas is attested by the above analysis.

n*: = § 68.

"TDD Snt locked up gold, occurs eight times. As this peculiar

phrase is used^'in these passages to denote precious, unadulterated

or pure gold, the Massorah safeguards it against being made

conformable to the more simple designation -rirnp anj recorded

in § 65.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 806, on l Kings 6 20, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., foL 826, on i Kings 7 49;

(III) the same MS., fol. 269a, on 2 Chron. 4 20; (IV) the same

MS., foL 363a, on 2 Chron. 9 20; (V) Add. 15,250, fol. 184 a, on

I Kings 6 20; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35, on the same passage,

and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, k-tter ?,.§ 41.

tt*: - § 6i».

IStlp 1
^ SJTJ beaten gold, occurs Jive Hmes. With the exception

of Exodus, all the three descriptions of the different kinds of

gold recorded in §§ 55, 66 and in this Rubric, are restricted to

Kings and Chronicles. The Massorah, therefore, minutely defines

the exact terms used in each passage so as to safeguard them

against being interchanged. --

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arand. Orient 16, fol. 856, on 1 Kings 10 16, which

I have printed; (II) the sams MS., foL 2626, on 2 Chron. 9 16,

and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter r, § 40. The expres£»on

rnriK bvt in List I denotes both instances, the second in 2 Chron.

9 15 and the one in verse 16, which immediately follow each other.

In List III, which is correctly headed '.t mnv am and which records

foxir only, la 'a is omitted after the catchwords n'li ras ffrato.

'D - § 60.

Snt'D as gold, occurs three times in the Scriptures. Of this

Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS, and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1276, on Mai. 3 3, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. H, fol. 232a, on Job 23 10;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 223a, on Mai. 3 3; (IV) Add. 16,251,

fol. 3806, on Job 23 10; (V) the printed Massorah on Mai. 3 3,

and (VI) the same on Job 23 10. Lists II, IV, V and VI head

this Rubric '»n 'j.

ro = § 61.

SJIT the gold of, occurs four times in the Scriptures . . . and

once it is with the prefix Vav. That is, in the construct, in contra-

distinction to the numerous instances in which it is ant in the

absolute.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1506, on 2 Chron. 3 6, which I

have printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. i26a, on Numb. 7 86; (III) the

same MS., foL 153a, on Numb. 31 52; (IV) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 2536, on 2 Chron. 3 6; (V) Add. 15,451, fol. 115a, on Numb.
31 52; (VI) the printed Massorah on Exod. 38 24, and (VII) the

same on 2 Chron. 3 6.

The heading of List IV which states that this quadriliteral

is in four instances with Sheva under the Zayin (pen n am), indicates

the design of this Massorah, which is to distinguish it from the

numerous instances in which it is with Kametz (vn). It will thus

be seen that Skeoa and Kametz are Massoretically called Raphe

and Dagesh. The heading of List VI m'npa fmt roan n am expresses

the same thing, only that here the Sheva is denoted r|t3n which

is another term for this graphic sign, {Vide supra, letter i, § 15n

and 1, § 24i). This Rubric forms one of the links in the alphabetical

chain of words which respectively occur five times, four times

without the prefix Vav and once with it. {Vide supra, letter % § 76.)

2'P = § 62.

*VTt3 is warned, occurs three times with Kametz. This Rubric,

which I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter i,

§ 45 is incorrect, since this Niphal participle singular masculine,

occurs six times and is always with Kamelz (Ezek. 3 21; 33 4,

6, 5, 6; Ps. 19 12). It is incorrect even on the supposition that

the design of this Rubric is to record those instances only in which

it is with Zakeph as it is also nrnj in Ezek. 33 4, which is here

omitted.

yO - § 63.

nn^ntrn and thou shaU teaehf or warn, occurs three times,

twice defective and once plene. As this Hiphil preterite second person

singular masculine, with Vav conversive which occurs altogether

three times is spelt differently, in the first instance with He at

the end, and in the two passages in Ezekiel without the He, the

Massorah safeguards the variation in its orthography. This

protection is designed to militate against the recension of the

rival Codices which exhibited rinmrn without the He, also in

Exod. 18 20, as is attested by the Samaritan recension of the

Hebrew text.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL I, 466, on Exod. 18 20, which

I have printed; (Q) Add. 15,250, fol. 271 6, on Ezek. 3 17; (III)

Add. 21,160, fol. 946, Exod. 18 20; (IV) the printed Massorah

on the same passage, and (V) the same on Ezek. 38 7.

TD = § 64.

^^'1 and they gushed out, occurs three times in the Si^ptures,

tvyice plene and once defective . . . and once without the prejix Vav.

Though the phrase is identically the same in all the three instances,

viz. D'aaw, yet the verb is differently spelt in one instance

(QT^ Isa. 48 21). The Massorah, therefore, safeguards it against

being made conformable to the other two passages. The Masforah

also adds at the end of the Rubric that in the only instance
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where this Kal future third person plural masculine occurs with-

out the T at' converslve and without being followed by b:o, it is

also defective (isr).
,

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three m MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley r,710_ll, Vol. II, fol. 1975, on Ps. 78 20, wh^h

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 140a on Isa. 48 21

(III) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Ps. 105 41; (IV) the printed

Massorah on Ps. 78 20' and (V) the same on Lament 4 9. List II

heads this Rubric -spin, and records Isa. 48 21 and Ps. i8 20

Though the heading of this Rubric does not state whether these

two instances are plene or defective, the Massorah Parva of

this Codex' emphatically states that they are both defective

(rn 'a) On Ps 78 20, however, the Massorah Parva of the same

MS states 'bu =. List III simply states that it occurs three times

with the prefix Vav and once without it, without referring to any

variation in its orthography. List IV is headed ^''^ ':> «;-^ ^^^

duly records the two plene instances (Ps. 78 20; lOo 41), on y

that the heading ought more properly to be -rori -bn o smce both

are restricted to the Psalter, whilst List V heads it -ba -n •,=irn=T,

•trb2, and records all the four instances as plene, the three with

the prefix Vav and the one without it.

From the following analysis of the readings exhibited m

the MSS. and the early editions, it will be seen that the Rubric

which I have printed is correct, that the conflicting Massorah

given by Jacob b. Chayim (List V) is without authority and that

the contradictory remarks in the Massorah of several of the MSS.

are duo to the carelessness of the Scribes.

(1) Isaiah 48 21 - on defei^tive, is the reading m the

St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916; Orient. 2201; Harley SJlO-/^

Arund. Orient. 16, Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251, the second edition

of the Bible, Naples 1491-93; the third edition, Brescia 1494;

thePesaro edition of the latter Prophets 1515; the fourth edition

of the Bible, Pesarol51l-l7; the Complutensian ;
theadthoptnc^^,

of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517 and the first edition of the

Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1524-25.

o„^ a,fen*, is Add. 15,451; Orient 4227; the eMxo pnncj*

Of the Prophets, Soncinb 1485-86; the first edition of the Bible,

Soncino 1488 and in the Lisbon edition of Isaiah 1492.

(2) Thalm 78 20 - wn plene, is the reading in all the

MSS. and early editions.

(3) F^ 105 41 — «iii plene. Here too, all the MSS., and early

editions have it plene. These are the three instances with the

^"'' M)Ta«,««tat;on. 4 9 - ar defective, is Orient 2201; Harley

5710--11; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,251; Add. 21,160, second

hand, and Orient 4227.

This analysis explains to a great extent the apparently

contradictory Massorahs which puzzled Jacob b. Chayim. When

the Massorah remarks 'aiain without or with the adjunct -Dn and

without or with the addition 'Brbs, on either Isa. 48 21 or

Lament 4 9, it denotes that it is defective in these two passages

When it states -a lain, without or with the adjunct •"?», on Ps. 78 20

or 105 41, it denotes that the two instances in Psalms are plene.

When it states 'jwn it signifies that it occurs three times with

the prefix Fat, without any reference to its being plene or

defective. When it states n «in, without or with the addition

•rte it denotes that this Kal future third person plural masculine

without and with the prefix Tar, occurs altogether four times

without noticing the plene and defective orthography. When it

states -bian on Isa. 48 21, it denotes that this future with the

Vav converslve is unique as defective. And finally when the

Massorah on Lament. 4 9 states 'h lar, it 'signifies that this

future third person plural masculine does not occur again either

as plene or defective. Accordinj^^ly List II, which, gives two

instances only, is to be corrected by the Massorah Parva on

Ps. 78 20 in the same MS. and the addition of the expression

'^a in List V, as is often the case in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah,

i8 to be ascribed to the carelessness of the Nakdan.

n"D = § 65.

WP fi'cmi Ms issue, occurs three times and is plene. That is,

with the prefix Mem and the suffix third person masculine. In

all the other instances where this noun is with the masculine

suffix third person and is also plene, it is either without the prefix

(comp. lalt Levit 15 2, 3, 33) or is with the prefix Beth (inn

Levit. 16 3). .

The design of this Massorah is to militate against the

School of textual redactors which, besides other expressions,

exhibited lains twice in Levit. 15 3, as is attested by the Samaritan

recension of the Hebrew text and the Septuagint and all the

early editions of the Bible, except the «<totb princeps of the

Prophets.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated five Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 91a, on Levit. 15 3,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, foL 646, on Levit 15 13;

(III) Add. 21,260, fol. 1616, on Levit 15 3; (IV) Orient 2348,

fol. 101 a, on the same passage, and (V) Orient. 6404, fol. 90a,

also on the same passage. List II, which heads this Rubric

.,^L,ia 'SI -Dn -K •: lano, exhibits one of those conflicting Massorahs

which can only be explained on the theory that they are based

upon a different recension of the text The Rubric itself does not

indicate which of the three instances is defectiva The Massorah

Parva, however, of this MS. has against laup, both in Levit 15 13

and 15, "jaa which leaves Levit 15 3 as the defective. Yet in

the text itself it is here "aire plene. As all the three instances

not only occur in the same book, but are restricted to the same

section, the heading ought properly to be 'jTsa '3.

TD = g 66.

nSit her issue, occurs twice, once plena and once defective. As

this expression, which occurs twice within a few verses of each

other, is spelt differently, the Massorah safeguards tiie variation

in its orthography. Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest

parts of the Massorah, I collated three Lists, two in MSa and

one printed: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Levit 16 19, which

I have printed; (II) Orient 4446, fol. 101 a, on the same passage,

and (III) the printed Massorah, also on the same passage.

r-D = § 67.

mn they dealt proudly, or acted mckedly, occurs three Hmst.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only,

letter t, § 30.

n"D - § 68.

m^ he shall pi-esume, occurs ttoice, once defective and once plene.

As this'Hiphil future third person singular masculine which

occurs twice only, is spelt differently in each passage, the

Massorah safeguards the variation in its orthography.

That this variation obtained in one School of textual

redactors only, and that the redaction of other Schools did not

exhibit it, is attested by the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew

text which has it plene in both instances.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 48a, on

Exod 21 14, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 436,

on the same passage, and (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 99«, also on the

same passage.

B-D = § 69.

m'113 OS the coimers. or cm-nei- columns, occurs ttoice. According

to the Standard Codices both instances are defective. With regard

to the instance in Zech. 9 15 there is no question about its bemg

defective, but with regard to Ps. 44 12 there is a difference about

its orthography. Add. 15,250; Add. 15,451; the first edition of the

Bible Soncino 1488; the Salonica edition of the Psalms lolo

and the Complutensian have it nlijs plene. The best Standard

Codices and early editions, however, have it n'lTX defective, viz.

Orient 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient 16, Add. 16,2al;

Orient 4227; the second edition of the Bible, Naples 1491—93;

the third edition, Brescia 1494; the fourth edition, Pesarol 51 1-17;

the first edition of tiie Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517 and the first

edition of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1 524-2o.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 220a, on

Ps. 144 12, which I have printed, and (II) Vienna Codex No. 35,

on the same passage.

'V = % 70.

KrtT and Ziza, occurs twice, once it is written with Aleph

and once with He. That is, with the prefix Vav. Witiiout this

prefix Kf7 with Ahph also occurs in 2 Chron. 11 20.

Of'this Rubric, which does not occur in this separate form

in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710-U,

Vol II fol 1446, on 1 Chron. 2S ll, wliich I have printed, and

(II)" Arund. Orient 16, fol. 240«, on l Chron. 4 37. This Rubric

forms part of the Massorah recording eleven or twelve words

which respectively occur twice, once ending in Aleph and once
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in He {vide supra, letter m, § 17), as well as of the alphabetical
List of words beginning with Vav which respectively- occur twice
in the same book, (Vide supra, letter % § 66.)

Vt'P - § 71.

^Th^ beside three, occurs twice. That is, with Sheva under
the Tav, In contradistinction to the other three passages where
it occurs with 8egol, which is due to the pausal accent (comp.
iri>r 2 Sam. 7 22; Isa. 26 18; 1 Chron. 17 20).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I
collated three Lists: (I) Harley 6710— ll,Vol.II,fol.260a,onRuth44,
which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 28 ia, on the same
passage, and (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 800a, also on the same passage.

It will be seen that the Massorah here distinguishes between
y^rh^i in Isa. 64 3 and i|n>iT in 2 Sam. 7 22 which has the Sakeph
on the Tav. Hence the Standard Codices point the Isaiah instance

with Sheva, so Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient 16;

Add. 15,260; Add. 15,251; Add. 15,451 &c.

2'V = % 72.

TIt they are pressed ou^ they are estranged, occurs twice. That
is, in contradistinction to this triliteral with Kametz under the

Zayin, recorded in the following Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. I19a, on Isa. 1 6, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS, fol. 2976, on Ps. 68 4, and (III)

the printed Massorah Finalis, letter t, § 80. List II heads it

•"yvh 'nna 'a. This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of

words which respectively occur twice in two different senses.

{yOe infra, letter o, § 428.)

yv = % 78.

T^ they were estranged, occurs twice. That is, in contra-

distinction to the two instances in which this triliteral is with

Cholem on the Zayin, recorded in the preceding Rubric. This

Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, on Job 19 13.

TV = § 74.

^rfl^ they are estranged, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from St Petersburg Codex
of A. D. 916, on Ezek. 14 5.

.Tr - § 75.

^ pure, occurs three times. That is, with Kametz under the

Zayin. This adjective occurs altogether eight times without and
with the prefix Vav. According to the received text it is "sit with

Pathach in five instances (Prov. 16 2; 20 21; Job 8 6; 11 4;

33 9) and in one instance where it is ^i] with the prefix Vav

(Prov. 21 8) it is also with Fathach. As the instances with Kameti

are the exception, the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 325o, on Job 11 4, which I

have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. llOa, on Exod. 27 20, and
(III) the printed Massorah on Levit 24 2. It will be seen that

List I not only states in the heading that there are three such

instances, but records three giving Job 11 4, which iis in the

textus receptus with Pathach (yt) as the third passage. It is remark-

able that the Model 0«dex Harley 6710—11, has it -^t with

Kametx. Lists II and III, however, head this Rubric 'op 's and
give Exod. 27 20 and Levit. 24 2 as the only two, omitting the

Job passage. This is confirmed by the text of Orient. 2201;

Add. 15,250; Add. 16,261; Orient. 4227, and the early editions,

which exhibit -^t with Pathach in Job 11 4.

(Dan. 6 23). Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Harley 5710—u, Vol. II, fol. 2826, on Job 26 6,
which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 270a, on
Lament 4 7; (HI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 330a, on Job 26 5;
(IV) Add. 15,260, fol. 358a, on the same passage, and (V) the
printed Massorah on Job 15 15.

n'V = § 78.

wt Zaccai, occurs twice wUh Zakeph Kametz. That is, in
contradistinction to Neh. 3 20 where the official reading or Keri is
^T with Ihthach and Tlpcha for the textual reading '?! Zabbai. This
Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, on Neh. 7 14.

^-V = § 79.

""^"PI J remembered, is in two instances the textual reading or
Kethiv and the official reading or Ken is ri-jat thou hadst remembered,
second person singular feminine. This Rubric I have found in the
printed Massorah Finalis only, letter i, § 56.

'fi = § 80.

DTTlpJ^ and ye shall remember, occursfour times. This Rubric
is from Cambridge Add. 1174, on Numb. 16 39.

H'B » § 81.

luDt to remember or remember thou, begins a verse five times. In
the other three instances in which this Kal infinitive absolute, used
also as an imperative, occurs, it is in the middle of the verse
(Exod. 13 3; Deut. 7 18; Jerem. 31 20). This Rubric I have found
in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter i, § 55.

I'D = § 82.

*1jT to remember, is twice defective. As this infinitive absolute,
which occurs altogether eight times, is plene in six instances
and defective in two only, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional
orthography. '

And wherever it is the imperative it is likewise defective (ibt)

except in one instance. As imperative with Cholem it occurs
altogether seventeen times. Here j^is defective in sixteen
instances (Exod. 32 13; Deut 9 7, 27; 32 7; 2 Kings 9 25;
Jerem. 14 21; 18 20; Ps. 26 6; 74 2, 22; 89 51; 137 7; Job 7 7,'

36 24; 40 32; Lament 6 1) and once only it is plene. Here
therefore, the Massorah safeguards the solitary exception.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1166, on Deut 7 18, which
I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 167 a, on Jerem. 31 20;
(III) Add. 15,250; fol. 1006, on Deut 7 18; (IV) the same MS., fol. 256 a,

on Jerem. 31 20; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 269a, on Deut 7 18; (VI) the
printedMassorah on the same passage, and (VII) the same onPs.132 1.

Lists II, III and IV do not give the second part of this Massorah.

rO = § 83.

rv - § 76.

n3t pure, oeburs three times .

.

. two of which are in the

Ptntateueh. That is, the feminine form of ^. Of this Rubric, which
is one of the oldest and popular parts of the Massorah, I collated

nine Lists, six in MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley 6710—11,

Vol I, fol. 796, on Levit 24 7, which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., Vol. H, fol. 329a, on Job 16 17; (III) Orient 4445,

fol. 786, on Exod. 30 84; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, foL 8276, on
Job 16 17; (V) Add. 16,461, fol. 696, on Exod. 90 34; (VI) Add.
31,160, fol. 1176, on the same passage: (VII) the printed Massorah
also on the same passage; (VIII) the same on Levit 24 7, and
(IX) the same on Job 16 17.

fV - § 77.

13t pure, occurs three times in the Scriptures. The only other

instance where this triliteral occurs it is the Chaldee o| innoceney

""IDT remember thou, is twice with Kametz . . . and whet-ever

it is joined with Makeph to n)>K ."pK .r^ or K3 it is likewise with Kametz.

\fk at the end of this Rubric are the initials of these four expressions.
This imperative occurs altogether twenty-eight times. In

sixteen instances it is nbT with Cholem which are given in the

preceding Rubric, and in twelve it is -9; with Kametz. Normally
this Kametz is due to its combination by Makeph with one of

the above-named four expressions (comp. (1) nVK—ci Isa. 44 21;

(2) 'sipat Ps. 89 48; (3) nkt-^t Ps. 74 18, and (4) »<f-^i 2 Kings
20 3; Isa. 38 3; Micah 6 5; Job 4 7; 10 9; Neh. 1 8)." As it is

in these two instances only, that -ot is abnormally combined
in one passage with -b and in the other with "i^^, the Massorah
safeguards this exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL II, fol. 180a, on Ps. 26 7, which
I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL II, fol. 2696, on Lament
8 19; (III) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 198, margin, and (IV)

the printed Massorah on Lament. 3 19. These four Lists exhibit

two different recensions of this Massorah. Lists I and II exhibit

one recension. According to this recension there are two such
exceptions and Ps. 119 49 is "6» with Cholem. This is not only
the reading in the text itself of this Model Codex, but also of

Arund. Orient 16; Add. 21,161; Orient 2376 &c. The second
recension is exhibited in Lists HI and IV. These two Lists not
only emphatically state in their respective headings that there
are three such instances with Kam^ ('3(t^ -i) and give Ps. 119 49

as one of the. three, but List HI gives the following mn^onic
sign t»v'D marr nan), and this reading is supported by Ori«M. 2201

;

Add. 15,260; Add. 15,251; Add. 15,461 and Orient 4227.
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TD - § 84.

M i I /-rt ^'^ «*"^ ^^^ remembered, oecure four times in the

Pentateuch. Of th'is Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in M8S, and

two printed: (I) Orient 2849, fol. 88a, on Gen. 19 29, which I

have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 20a, on Gen. 30 22; (III)

Add. 16,851, foL 28a; (IV) Add. 21,100, fol. 26&, all on the same

passage; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Sitpploment, fol. I80a;

(VI) the same fol. 1S05; (VII) the printed Mossorah on Gon. 8 1,

and (VIII) the same on Gen. 19 29. The heading ought more

properly to be mviari since this phrase is restricted to the

Pentateuch.

n't - g 86.

T3tl|1 thou ehalt remember, it alwaye defective except twice. As

this future second person, which occurs altogether eight times,

is defective in six instances and plene in two only, the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional spelling. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 6710—11,, Vol. I,

foL 1166, on Deut. 7 18.

VD - § 86.

n^JP they ehall he remembered, oecure twice. This Rubric, which

I have* found in Vienna Codex No. 85 only, on Ezek. 8 20, is

against the best Codices, which have nj-pjp with the paragogic

He in Isa. 66 17. This is the reading in St. Petersburg Codex

of A. D. 910; Orient 2201; Harley 6710— 11; Arund. Orient. 10;

Add. 15,260; Add. 16,251 &c.

This Niphal future third person plural feminine occurs

altogether six times and with the exception of the solitary instance

in Isaiah (66 17) all the others are restricted to Ezekiel (8 20;

18 24; 88 18, 16), and it is with regard to two Ezekiel instances

that some MSS. and editions exhibit a variation ip its orthography.

Thus in Ezek. 81 20; St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916; Orient

2201; Harley 6710—11; Add. 15,250; Add. 16,251; read It ^rpjjn

without the paragogic He, whilst in Add. 21,161 which had it

originally nj-TSjin with the He, the Nakdan altered the textual

reading into pjjo and put against it in the margin p to. The

second instance is in Ezek. 88 18. Here (Orient 2201, which

is the second oldest dated MS. of the whole Bible, reads ^p;;^

without the paragogic He, and this reading is supported by the

Pesaro edition of the latter Prophets, 1615; the fourth edition

of the Bible, Pesaro 1511 -17; Complutensian and the editioprincepe

of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1624—25.

Accordingly the catchwords nwmn pstn i6i ought to be wpnx to

pom i6. That this, however, is the reading of one School of textual

redactors only, and that the Codices of the predominant School read

it here nj-js^ with the paragogic He, is attested by St Petersburg

Codex of A.'D. 916; Harley 6710—11; Arumi. Orient 16; Add.

15,260; Add. 16,251; Add. 15,461 &c., for which reason I have

adopted it in my edition of the Bible.

re - g 87.

*r)S\, hie remembrance, ie unique and ^roughout the Minor

Prophets it ie aUoaye eo except in one inttance. That is, this

quadriliteral with Cholem is unique in Job, whereas in the Minor

Prophets, where this quadriliteral occurs three times, it is twice

1-91 (Hosea 12 0; 14 8) and once only with Shf4rek (n^ Mai. 8 22).

This Rubric is from the printed Massorah on Job 18 17. It forms

part of the List of words which respectively occur once only

in one book of the Scriptures, whilst in all other books they

are the rule with one exception. {Vide infra, letter tt, g 449,

VoL II, p. 227.)

rOpTI n^t* — Eight vjorde are maeculine and are read ae

feminine.^ That is, in these eight instances tlie proper names -vn

David (1 Sam. 18 21; 2 SauL 18 89); br^, l^trael (1 Sam. 17 21;

2 Sam. 24 9); a^a Moab (Judg. 8 80); h^ Cohsleth (Ecol. 7 27)

which are masculine, and |1-i^ ark (l Sam. 4 17; 2 Chron. 8 11)

are treated as feminine, being combined ivith feminine verbs.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Orient 1471, fol. QBb, on Judg. 8 80.

rC - g 89.

^St\ ^Spi* — Four words ore feminine and are used as

mascuUne. In these four instances the reverse is the case, the

normally feminine is abnormally treated at masculine. All the

four instances refer to i^u (Vide supra, letter m, § 1427.) This

Rubric, which does not occur in this separate form in the printed

Massorah, is from Orient 1474, fol. 626, on Jerem. 49 16.

'X - g 90.

ThSt a memorial, is three times defective. Without and with the

prefixes this noun occurs altogether eighteen times. In fifteen

instances it is plene and in these three instances only, has

it retained its original defective orthography. In some Codices

however, the process of substituting the later plene spelling has

been more uniformly carried through, as is attested by the

Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text in which all the three

instances are plene. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

defectives.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Orient. 1879, fol. 1646, on Exod. 28 12, which I

have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, foL ilia, on the same passage;

(III) the printed Massorah also on the same passage, and (IV)

the printed Massorah Pinalis, letter ', g 49. As one of the

instances is with the prefix Lamed and, moreover, as all the three

instances not only occur in the same book, but are restricted

to the same section, the heading ought more properly to be

"•W31 'BT^a 'Dfl '3.

ri« - g 91.

r*^... for a memorial, occurs seven times two of toWc* aire

defeciive^ok this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, foL 66a, on Exod. 80 16, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 189 o, on Josh. 4 7;

(III) Orient 4446, fol. 696, on Exod. 28 12; (IV) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. »a, on Josh. 4 7; (V) the same MS., fol. 21 9a, on Zeoh.6 14;

(VI) Add. 16,250, fol. 1186, on Josh. 4 7, and (VJI) the printed

Massorah on Zech. 6 14.

These Lists exhibit two different headings. List I states

that there are seven such instances only, which is perfectly

correct since it records the passages in which this noun is

with the prefix Lamed alone. The other Lists which head

this Rubric 'n ^r^ include the one instance in which it is

Ilnyi^i (Exod. 18 9). This is rendered beyond doubt by the heading

of List II 'on iiTOtt '3 'n pnstb and the addition at the end

Xmh\ pTO,e nn m6 ^ rrr^

yjt - g »2.

rmD! tiTSt* — Throuffhout the Scriptures it i$ |1^ with

Kametz under ihe Caph except in one instance where it is with

Sheva, whilst in Eeclesiastes it is always mih Sheva except in one

instance where it is with Kametz. That is, this noun in the absolute

is the rule and in the construct is unique apart from Eeclesiastes,

whereas in Eeclesiastes the construct is the rule and the absolute

is unique. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists, both in the printed

Massorah: (I) on Zech. 6 4, and (II) on EccL 1 U. It forms

part of the List of words which respectively occur once only in

one book of the Scriptures, whilst in all the other books they

are the rule with one exception. (FtVfo infra, letter a, g 449,

Vol. II, p. 227.)

rx - § 98.

jVT5t remmitrance of, occurs three Hmee in the Scriptures and

is plene. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 2686, on Ecol. 2 16, which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160,

foL 8026, on the same passage; (III) Orient 2848, fol. 1066,

on Levit 28 24, and (IV) Orient 2849, fol. 96a, on the same

passage. List II heads this Rubric "an 'a that is, with Sheva under

the Caph.

TU - § 94.

^TTJl Zeehafjaha, occurs twice in the Scriptures. That is,

excluding Chronicles. This name without and with prefixesj occurs

altogether 48 times in the Scriptures. As it exhibits two forms,

viz. the shorter form ending in rr jah and the longer form

ending in «t, jaAo and, moreover, as the former is the rule out-

side Chronicles and the exception in Chronicles, the Maosorites

divided this Rubric into two parts so as to safeguard the exc«ptionB

in each case.

In the Scriptures with the exception of Chronicles, where this

name occurs altogether twenty-two times, it is the shorter form

rrgt which occurs in twenty instances (2 Kings 14 29; 16 1 1 ; 18 2;
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Zech. 1 1,7; 7 l, 8; Ezra. 6 l; 6 14; 8 3, 11, 16; 10 26; Neh. 8 4;

U 4, 5, 12; 12 16, 35, 41) and in two instances only is it the

longer form. Here, therefore, the Massorah safeguards the rare

exception.

And throughout Chronicles it is likewise Zecharjahu except seven

times. In this book, where it occurs altogether twenty-one times,

it is the longer form rri?! in fourteen instances (l Chron. 6 7;

15 18, 24; 24 25; 26 2,' U, 14; 27 21; 2 Chron. 20 14; 21 2;

26 5; 29 1, 13; 35 8) and the shorter form rr-ys} in seven only.

Here, therefore, the Massorah safeguards the shorter form which

is the minority. For the reason of this duplicate spelling see my
Introduction to the Mastoretico-Critical text of the Bible, p. 386 &c.

Of this Rubric I collated ten Lists, nine in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 249a, on 2 Kings 15 8,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 46, on

Isa. 8 2; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 109o, on 2 Kings 15 8;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 132o, on Isa. 8 2; {Y) the same MS.,

fol. 248 o, on 1 Chron, 15 20; (VI) the same MS., fol. 267a, on

2 Chron. 17 7; (VII) Add. 15,251, fol. 219a, on Isa. 8 2; (VIII)

the same MS., fol. 3496, on 2 Chron. 24 20; (IX) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah II, § 59, and (X) the printed Massorah on i Chron.

16 5. Lists VIII and X give the second part of this Rubric only.

Lists I and II give nozb m.T rrm as the catchwords for 2 Chron.

24 20 and not D'rtbK mm as it is in the textus receptus.

iTX = § 95.

n*ltoT branch, without and with the prejix He, is plene, whilst

toUh the suffix it is defective. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Vienna Codex No. 35, on

Numb. 13 23.

rjf = § 96.

mltttn the branch, occurs twice plene. Of this Rubric I

collated 'two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 1576, on Ezek. 15 2,

which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on the

same passage. As both instances are not only plene, but are

restricted to the same book, the heading ought properly to be

•Boai 'bai '3. The addition, therefore, of -bw alone in the heading

of List II is not sufficient

rs = § 97.

*Tto7n is four times defective in thisform. That is, forms derived

from the root -lat, two being the future second person singular

(ifatn Levit. 25 3, 4); one the construct of rniat a branch (n-Tan

Isa. 17 10) and one the same noun with the suffix third person

plural (arrtn Nah. 2 3).

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2348, fol. lo7a, on Levit 25 3, which I have

printed; (II) Orient- 2349, fol. 97a; (IH) Orient 5404, fol. 96a;

(IV) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 80 a, all on the same passage,

and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter i, § 63.

Lists I, n and HI are practically the same and give

identically the same four instances. List IV, however, emphatically

states in the heading tllat there are five such instances ('n "latn

vnrh:i -on), and gives nu-irf? navw vo Joel 4 10 as one of the five,

which agrees with our text where os-nnOTW is duly defective.

Though List V, like Lists I, II and HI, states in the heading

that there are four defectives only (•'3r''?3 ""iDn n) and records

four, yet one is different from these Lists. Instead of orr-ssn

Nah. 2 3 it gives rrp] aea "in-O'n Numb. 13 23 which is plene in

the textus receptus, and though it is also plene in Jacob b. Chayim's

text (Venice 1524—25), yet the Massorah Parva against it is -on 'n

'vrba, thus affording another instance of conflict between the

text and certain Massorahs.

n'X = § 98.

rrnpT songs, occurs four times in the Scriptures. In the only

other instance in which this plural occurs it is with the prefix

Beth (nl-iaja Ps. 95 2) which some of the Massorahs duly mention.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, six in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. L fol. 2l4a, on 2 Sam. 23 1,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 213 a, on

P«. 119 54; (HI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1286, on Isa. 24 16, which

•tates m-iats'Mi; (IV) the same MS., fol. 3146, on Fs. 119 54;

(V) the same MS., fol. 3336, on Job 35 10; (VI) Vienna Codex
No. 36, on Isa. 24 16; (VII) the printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 23 1

;

(VIII) the same on Ps. 95 2, and (IX) the same on Job 35 10.

List II heads this Rubric -ion nm •ha •: 't, thus showing that

three of the instances are with Vav plene and one (Isa. 24 16)

is mat without the Vav. This is expressed in different language

but still more emphatically in the heading of List VI 'j n rmat

Dm 'on 'Ki TV 'on. This is supported by the best Standard Codices,

which have mat in Isa. 24 16. Thus Orient. 2201 where the

Massorah Parva remarks on 'am 'en -b; Harley 5710—11; Arttnd.

Orient 16 with the Massorah on it 'om'or.'b; Add. 15,250; Add.

15,251 with the Massorah on it 'om 'on 'h; Add, 15,451 &c. When,
therefore, it is niTat entirely plene in St. Petersburg Codex of

A. D, 916, it must be based upon a recension of the text preserved
in some Schools of textual redactors which exhibited this reading.

The Nakdan of this ancient Codex struck through the Yod and
remarked against it -na 'on, but left it rri-iai with Vav plene.

rX - § 99.

Dttt he thought, or devised, occurs twice. This Rubric, which is

not in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 217a,

on Zech. 1 6. In the textus receptus this triliteral is oat with

Pathach under the Mem in Zech. 1 6 and with Kametz in

Lament 2 17. The Massorah must therefore mean to emphasise

the fact that this preterite third person singular occurs twice

without any regard to the variation in the graphic signs.

'P
= § 100.

''rml I have thought, occurs twice . . . one is with the accent on

the uUima. That is, Ps. 17 3. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 287a,

on Ps. 17 3.

«'p = § 101.

D^^IO appointed, occurs twice and is defective. In the only

other instance where this Pual participle plural occurs it is the

feminine (nuata Neh. 13 31). This Rubric I have found in the

printed Massorah only, on Neh. 10 35.

a'p = § 102.

nitril and she committed adultery, occurs twice, once at the

beginning of the verse and once at the end of the verse. This future

third person singular feminine with Vav conversive, occurs

altogether four times. In two instances it is the full form and
in two the apocopated form, the Massorah safeguards here the

two which exhibit the full form. Of this Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 32 a, on Judg. 19 2, which I have printed, and
(II) the same MS., fol. 143a, on Isa. 57 3.

yp = § 103.

jTI^D and she committed aduUery, occurs twice. That is, in this

apocopated form. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 149a, on Jerem. 3 8, which I have printed, and (II) the

same MS., foL 1816, on Ezek. 23 5.

Tp = § 104.

Hill whoring, occurs twice in the Scriptures, once plene and

once defective. Aa this participle active masculine which occurs

twice only, is spelt differently in each • case, the Massorah

safeguards the variation in its orthography. Of this Rubric I

collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. n, fol. 1966, on Ps. 73 27, which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 302a, on the same passage, and (III)

the printed Massorah also on the same passage.

iTp - § 105.

'^^Itil occurs three times in this form. That is, the form of

the active participle masculine without and with the prefix He

which is in one instance only defective (Hosea 4 15). And wherever

it is plural it is pkme with the second Vav. This Rubric, which

does not occur in tthe printed Massorah, is from Orient 1474,

fol. 76 a, on Ezek. 6 k

rp = § 106.

nil a whore, is three times defective. This participle feminine

occurs altogether laineteen times. As it is plene in sixteen

instances and defective in three only, the iiesign of this Massorah

is to safeguard the* exceptional spelling, \and thus to militate

against the School of textual redactors which exhibited the

normal orthography. This is attested by the Samaritan recension

of the Hebrew text, which has both the instances in Levit plene,

and by the St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 which has r^n in

Jerem. 2 20, as well as by some of the early editions, as will be

seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.
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Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

Drinted- (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 776, on Levit 21 7,

^Mcf I have p/nted; (II) Arund. Orient -• f^
f

'

^
Terem 2 20: (III) Orient 2349, fol. 946, on Levit 21 7, (IV)

Add im'i, fol. 84a, on the same passage, and (V) the prmted

Massorah also on the same passage.

rp - § 107.

n^b to or>- a harlot, occur. Ucice. Of this Rubric I collated

two lIs? (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 25^ on Ge- 38 15^

wWch I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on the

same passage.

n'p - § 108.

m he hath cast off, occur, three time, tn the Scnptures Of th s

Rubric i collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol- 105^

on Hosea 8 3, which I have printel, and (II) the prmted Massorah

on the same passage.

B'p = § 109.

on he hath indignation, occur, twice. Of this Rubric I collated

two U.ts: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 229a, on Numb. 28 8 winch I

have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah Fmahs, letter ,, § 67

This triliteral with Paihach under the Ayvn, occurs altogether

six times. As it is also with Pathack under t^e
^^f*";/f^'^

instances, being a noun (comp. Dpi rage, ^croth, Isa. 10 25 ,wji^

Jerem. 15 17; Dan. 11 36) and in two only with Kametz, bein

the preterite third person singular, the Massorah ^a/eguards

the graphic signs of the minority. As a verb this tnhteral la

the accent on the ultima and as a noun the accent is on the

penultima. Hence List U heads this Rubric m^o = Djn.

vp = § no.

D^BPI they are sad, is tvnce defective. Of this Rubric I collated

four List's, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Add. 15 251

fol 4086, on Dan. 1 10, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol' 364a, on the same passage; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 2Ga, on

Gen 40 6, and (IV) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

As this participle plural masculine, which occurs twice only, is

defective in both instances, the heading ought more properly

to be 'Tom '3.

K^p = § 111.

irjpn and cry ye, is three times with Pathach. This quinque-

I
-:-: "^

. ... T_ ii „„ {^c4-on/>oc! it ie with^paw ana cry ye, »• v.*,^^ .w..^, . -- - -

literal' occurs altogether six times. In three instances it is with

Kametz under the Zayin, being the preterite third person plural

(comp. vr^ Jerem. 11 11, 12; 47 2) and in three with^Pa*Aac/t,

being the'imperative plural masculine. The Massorah, therefore,

safeguards them against being interchanged.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

a) Harle^ 5710-11, Vol I, fol. 1646, on Judg. 10 .4, which I

have printed; (II) St Petersburg Codex of A.D.916, on Jerem. 2a34

which gives the mnemonic sign only; (III) Arund. Orient 16,

L 266; on Judg. 10 14; (IV) the same MS., fol. ir.3«, on Jerem.

25 34- (V) the same MS., fol. 2036, on Joel 1 U, which gives

the mnemonic sign only; (VI) the printed Massorah on Judg

10 14, and (VII) the same on Joel 1 14. Lists HI and VH alone

give both the three instances and the mnemonic sign.

yip = § 112.

™»1 and he cried out, called out, or called together, occfirsfour

time, kn'ihi ScripUire,. With TWe under the Aytn this quinqueliteral

ol™ sTvet^fmes. As it is in four instances with F^^«c/, under

the Yod and Sheva under the Zayin, being the Hiphil, and in

three with Chirek and Kametz, being the Niphal, the Massorah in

this Rubric and in the following one, safeguards the respective

'^'""of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(D Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 1576, on Judg. 4 10, which I have

printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jonah 3 7;

fm the same Codex on Zech. 6 8; (IV) Arund. Orient 16,

01. 2l«, on the same passage; (V) the same M^. foL 2096 on

Jonah 3 7; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35. on Zech. 6 8, an*i (VII) the

printed Massorah on Judg. 4 10.

rp - § 118.

|5Pn and he came together, or xca, assemhUd. That is, to

distinUsh it from the other three instances where the verb used

in this sense in this very book is p?r5 with Tzadi instead of

Zayin (Judg. 7 23, 24; 12 1 and comp. letters, § 173, Vol. U,

^
Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. I82a, on l Sam- 14 20,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fo 23a, on

Judg. 6 34; (HI) the same MS., fol. 436, on 1 Sam. 14 20, and

(IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter i, § 72.

T'p = § It*.

npPl the a-y of, occurs three times in the Scriptures. The design

of this Massorah is to safeguard the three instances of this noun

in the construct with Zayin against being made conformable to

the majority of passages in which it is with Tzadt (comp. mf
Exod. 3 9; Jerem. 25 36; 48 5; Fs. 9 13; Job 24 38; Neh. o i).

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 88a, on Ezek. 27 28,

which I have printed: (II) Arund. Orient 1^, fol l25a, on

Isa 15 5; (HI) the same MS., fol. 1846, on Ezek. 27 28; (IV)

Add. 15,251, fol. 2216, on Isa. 15 5, and (V) the printed Massorah

on Gen. 18 20.

VOp = § 115.

nnWO from the cry of, occur, three times. Of this Rubric

I collated'seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

5710-11, Vol. II. fol. 65a, on Jerem. 48 34, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 252a, on Prov. 21 13; (HI) the

same MS., fol. 267a, on Eccl. 9 17; (IV) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 344a, on Prov. 21 13; (V) Add. 15,2.51, fol. 39l6, on the same

passage; (VI) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 48 34, and (Vli)

the same on Prov. 21 13.

rap = § 116.

nipT thou art. old, occtirs ttoice, once pUne and once defective.

The design of this Massorah is to militate against the Eastern

recension of the text which exhibits nn3;5t plene in Josh. 13 *.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I,

fol 1466, on Josh. 13 1, which I have printed; (II) Arund.0rienirl6,

foL 96, on the same passage, and (III) Add. 15.250, fol. 149a, on

1 Sam. 8 5.

rp = § 117.

^n3i5T / am old, occurs four times. This Rubric, which I have

found in the printed Massorah only, on Gen. 18 13 is incorrect

This Kal preterite first person singular occurs six times, and two

instances, viz. Josh. 23 2; Ruth 1 12, are omitted. Frensdorff s

explanation (Massoretisches Wmerhuch, p. 58) that in these four

instances the Pathach is retein^d even with the pausal accent

(roBrn rnne 'i) is inadmissible, since it is only in two out of the

four instances that -nDpt is with Soph-Pasuk (Gen. 18 13) and

Athnach (Gen. 27 2), in the other two it is wi
^j^J^, ^«";J^f

(1 Sam 12 2) a non-pausal accent, and 'n?P4 ^^« ^ e-Ymed (Ps.d7 25),

and though the latter is a pausal accent the two instences which

are omitted, viz. -nopt with Zakeph-Katon (Josh. 23 2) and ^fo^

with Tipcha (Ruth f 12) are also pausal accents. The printed

Massorah here, as is often the case elsewhere, is incorrect

n^p = § 118.

rpr he shall become old, occurs ttoice. Of this Rubric I collated

three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol 3446 on Prov. 22 6, which I have printed; (II) the same

MS., fol. 326 a, on Job 14 8, and (III) the printed Massorah on

the same passage.

Oop = § 119.

tr5tn the heard, occurs three tims, ...once in the Law, once

in theNophets and once in the Hagiog,apha.. This quadriliteral,

which occurs altogether nine times, is in six instances with

Tzere under the Coph and denotes the oU, the aged (ngjn Gen.

43 27- Judg 19 17, 20, 22; 1 Kings 13 25, 29) and m three

only is it with Kametz. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

"'"***

Of^this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 71fl, on Levit IS 80,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol II, fol 217a on

Ps 133 2- (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 122a, on Isa. 7 20; (IV) the

same Msl, fol. 318a, on Ps. 133 2; (V) Add. 15.251, fol. 218a on

Isa. 7 20; (VI) the printed Massorah on Levit 13 30, and (VU)

the same on Ps. 133 2.

46b
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yp - § 120.

ip]
occurs twice in two different tense*. In the first inatanoe

it ia the construct of ^i and denotes the elder of (Oen. U 2) and
in the second it is the construct of rst and denotes the beard of
(Ps. 188 2).

' "^

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710 -11, Vol. II, fol. 217a, on Ps. 188 2,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 81 8*1, on the
same passage; (IH) Add. 15,261, fol. 8726, also on the same
passage; (IV) Add. 16,451, foL 16a, on Gen. U 2; (V) Add. 21,160,
foL 12a, on the same passage; (VI) the printed Massorah also
on the same passage, and (VII) the same on Ps. 138 2. This
Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of words which
respectively occur twice in two different senses. {Vide infra,
letter 0, § 248, Vol. II, p. 217.)

rap - § 121.

D v'* ^^ IPJ
** «»# old, stricken in years, occursfour times.

For this Rubric, which I have found in the printed Massorah
only, on Oen. 34 l, see letter s, § 71.

3'3p - § 122.

VJpTI and his elders, occurs tvnce. Of this Rubric, which does
not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund^
Orient 16, fol. 8 106, on Ps. 105 22, which I have printed, and
(H) Vienna Codex No. 86, on Josh. 8 33.

a'3p - § 128.

D^DJ old age, occurs twice and is defective. Of this Rubric I
collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed ; (I) Harley
6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 246, on Gen. 87 8, which I hove printed;
(n) Add. 21,160, fol. 62a; on Oen. U 20, and (HI) the printed
Massorah on Gen. 87 8. As both instances are not only restricted
to the Pentateuch but to the same bpok, the heading ought more
properly to be 'msi 'wr\ -a or 'ivoi -om 'a. This Rubric forms part
of the alphabetical List of words which respectively occur twice
in the same sense. (Vide infra, letter b, § 427, VoL II, p. 216.)

rsp - § 124.

^?l?fr
»*'* *" <*^ <V*» occurs twice plene. This Rubric, which

does not, occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient 2849,
foI..«86, on Oen, 21 2. As the two instances occur in. the same
Motion the heading ought to be 'rwi 'Dm -a.

n'Sp = § 126.

rrf winnowing, occurs twice. Of this Rubric I coUatod three
Lista: (I) Harley WlO-il, Vol. II, fol. 2696, on Ruth 8 2, which
I have printed; (H) the printed Massorah on the same passage,
and (HI) the printed Massorah Pinalis, letter r, § 82. Lists II
and III head this Rubric 'orm 'x

rap - § 126.

nt they have scattered, ocmrs twice. Of this Rubric I collated
two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2176, on Zeoh. 2 2, which
I have printed, and (tl) the printed Massorah on the same
passage. The latter heads the Rubric pyai 'om '3. Though psrai
more correctly specifies the two instances, om is Incorrect, since
the Piel preterite third person plural from rnj could not be plene.^

rsp - I 127,

'"TSJ
-'' ^^ teaiter, occurs three times in the Scriptures. That

ii, the Piel future first person lingular with Segol under the
IZm* in aU the Three instances. This is attested by the best
Standard Codices, viz. Orient 2201; Harley 6710—11; Add. 16,260;
Add. 15,261; Add. 16,461 &c. The fact that thd St Petersburg
Codex of A. D. 916 reads this quadriliteral mt^ the Kal instead
of .TT}<( the Piel, is no reason for taking it as constituting one of
the differences between the Orientals and Occidentals unless we
r* prepared consistently to regard the numerous variations in
this Codex as exhibiting the Babylonian recension of the text
wkiob no sober critic wUl now maintain (see my contribution
On Bslationship of the so called Codex Babylonicus of A. D. 916 to
thg Eastern Beeension of the Hebrew Text p. U9 dte. in the Fest-
ehrift zu Ehren Prof. Chwolson*s, Berlin 1899). I have, therefore,
Imply given it as a variant in the notes on these passages in
My edition of tiie Bible, as it is neither in the official List of
Variations, nor have I found it in any MS. marked as such.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lista, six in MSa and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 7C6, on Ezek. 12 14,

which I have printed; (II) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916
on Ezek. 12 14 which however reads it .-nj^; (in) Add. 16,860,
foL 2766, on the same passage; (IV) Add. 16,261, foL 2706, on Es«k.
6 12; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. I8I6, on Levit 26 88; (VI) Orient 8349,
fol 986, on the same passage; (VII) the printed Massorah also
on the same passage, and (VIII) the same on Ezek. 6 18.

n'^p - § 188.

?1*1J5B wi^ the arm, is three times plene in thie form in the
PentaUuch. That is, this noun without and with the different
prefixes, is in these instances only plene in this division of the
Bible, in contradistinction to the other five passages where it is

defective (Numb. 6 1«; Deut 6 16; 7 19; 18 8; 26 8).

Of this Rubric I coUated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, fol. 88a, on Exod. 6 6, which
I have printed; (II) Add. 16,260, fol. Il6a, on Deut 88 20, an^
(III) the printed Massorah on' the same passage.

rap - § 189.

9it9 *oi£h the arm or to sow, is three times defective. That is,

in the Propheto this expression with ChoUm on the Resh and with
the prefix, as is evident from the fact tiiat in Isa. 28 84 it is tiie

infinitive with the prefix Lamed ot r% to sow. This Rubric, which
gives the instances in the Propheto in a sepiarate Massorah, does
not occur in the printed Massorah. I have found it in Arund.
Orient' 16 only, fol. 177 a, on Ezek. 17 9.

yp - § 180.

^tTtJ ie three timee plene in the PentatAich. This Rubrio,
which is one of the oldest and popular parte of the Massorah,
is anotiier recension of the preceding two Rubrics combined into
one. It safeguards tiie minority or the exceptional orthography
of the noun ynt, without and >ith the prefixes, in the three
divisions of the Bible.

The Pentateuch. — In the Pentateuch, where this noun occurs
altogether eight times, the defective orthography is the rule.
(Vide supra, § 128.) Here, therefore, file Massorah safeguards tiie

plene spelling.

The Prophets. - In this division, where it occurs altogether
thirteen times, the reverse is the ease, the plene orthography
occurs eleven times (2 Kings 17 86; Isa. 44 18; 61 9; 62 10;
68 1; 62 8, 68 18; Jerem. 21 6; Ezek. 20 88, 84; 80 81) and tiie

defective twice only, and with the infinitive jhjb three times.
(Vide supra, § 139.) Here, therefore, the Massorah safeguards the
exceptional defectives.

The Hagiographa. — In the Hagiographa, where this noun
occurs fourteen ^mw (Ps. 10 16; 77 16; 88 9; 89 11, 14; 96 i;

186 18; Job 22 8; 26 2; 85 9; 88 16; 40 9; Dan.ll 6; 8 Chron.82 8),

it is uniformly plene. The heading 'en yaa 'bn ^«n '^S9W "vas^ is

not quite correct, since the three defective instances do not
extend to the Hagiographa where there is not a single defeotire
instance according to the Palestinians. This Rubric must therefor*
emanate from the BabylonUns which read it defective in Dan. 11 •,
as will be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition
of the Bible.

Of thto Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Add. 16,261, fol. 44a, on Exod. 6 6, which I have
printed; (II) Orient 4446, foL 466, on the same passage; (m)
Orient 2849, foL I486, on Deut 88 20; (IV) Add. 16,461, foL 41a,
on Exod. 6 6; (V) Add. 21,160, foL 716, on tiie same passage;
(VI) the same MS., foL 264a, on Deut 5 16, and (VH) the printed
Massorah on 1 Sam. 2 81. It is remarkable that List II, which
exhibito the oldest form of this Massorah, simply heads the
second part of the Rubric -on "1 p* «>a •»»» 'no rvaj bss, leaving out
the objectionable expression "awi and making up the fourth
instance by stating p«ia -a nmm 'nrm It thus includes^ wifli
tiie suffix which belongs to § 184 and which is incorrect here,
since with the suffix it occurs four times defective in the Propheto.

r^p-§ 181.^ "V^* 'I^ noun rn\arm, ie normaify coiUbined with h$
except inone instance where it ie ahnormaUy combined with -Vi. This
Rubric, which does not ^oooti*. in this separate form in the
printed Massorah, is from Orient 1474, foL 2016, on las. 61 ft.

This Rubric forms part of-Tlir-List of words which •*•
exceptionally combined witii '*?^. (Vids eupra, letter>, f 628.)

a't»p ^ 9 182.

WTJ Wjf arm,ietwiee plene in thie form. That is, this form
wftii the suffix ilrst person aingolar witiiout and witii tii* prvClx,
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in contradistinction to the other two instances where it is defective

(Isa. 51 5; 63 5). This Rubric I have found in the printed

Massorah Finalis only, letter % % 89.

By fixing the number at two, the design of this Massorah

is to exclude the plene orthography of this expression in

Isa. 63 5 which is exhibited in the recension of the text by the

less dominant School of redactors, as will be seen from the

notes on this passage in ray edition of the Bible.

ybp = § 133.

t{P1"11 thy ai-m, occurs twice. This Rubric, the reference to

which I have mislaid, is enigmatical, since this noun with the suffix

second person singular occurs four times and two passages are

omitted, viz. l Sam. 2 31 which is defective and Ps. 71 18.

rip = § 134.

"rlPnt thy ai-m, i* jive times defective in this form. That is,

the forin of this noun with the suffix second person singular

masculine, without and with the prefixes, is in these five instances

without the Vav. With this suffix this noun occurs altogether

eleven times. As it is plene in six instances (Exod, 15 IG;

Ps. 44 4; 71 18; 79 11; Cant. 8 6; 2 Chron. 6 32) and defective

in five, the Massorah records the minority. The design of this

Massorah is to militate against the recensions of the text which

exhibited variations with regard to the orthography of these

eleven instances. Thus in Exod. 15 16 the celebrated Jerusalem

Codex reads iijht defective. In Deut. 9 29 the Samaritan recension

of the Hebrew text reads luriniai plene, whilst in Jerem. 32 17

not only does St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 read it ^?1in%

plene, but several of the early editions, as will be seen from the

notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible. In Ezek. 4 7,

where the St. Petersburg Codex originally had ^iphn defective,

the Nakdan corrected it into "^piiii plene.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, seven in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 129a, on Deut. 9 29, which I have

printed; (II) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 118a, on the same

passage; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 72 a, on Ezek. 4 7;

(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 36 a, on 1 Sam. 2 31; (V) the same

MS., fol. 168fl, on Jerem. 32 17; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. llOa, on

Deut. 9 29; (VII) Add. 21,160, fol. 265a, on the same passage;

(VIII) the printed Massorah also on the same passage, and (IX)

the same on IBzek. 4 7.

With the exception of List IX all the Lists not only state

in their respective headings that there are five such defectives, but

record identically the same five passages, which conclusively

shows that they proceed from the same Massoretic School.

List IX, which professes to register the four instances of the

Prophets and Hagiographa only, is hopelessly corrupt: (1) there

is no instance in the Hagiographa where this noun with the

suffix second person is defective, neither does the List itself

record one; (2) it omits two instances which all the other Lists

give, viz. 1 Kings 8 42; Jerem. 32 17, and (3) it gives two instances

which are incorrect, viz. rM? the infinitive of ^pnj (Isa. 28 24)

which is contrary to the scope of this Massorah and pl-in

(Ezek. 17 9) which is not only against the import of this Rubric

but which is plene.^

mn» Dvn bin ,nT nw nv"ir riK 'njrnjn 'a»Di cainazi D'K'aaa 'B"b 'cn *! -\Tn '

''Di 'npa 'r'b j"03 tn "raT 'nnw bi jn api rh-a jmra Hh^ .noitrn ^v^n ,ynt^ ciinn

•vh :ipip iy ynt iiai .non^aai n^noioai mnna moaa .D'aoreai rritsa vma canx '>rh«s\

.spy -noa 'o'oi rmnpa 'on 'n -yin KannK

T\'bp = § 135.

ninT arms. A sign fixing its orthography. This plural noun,

which occurs altogether nine times without and with prefixes,

is spelt in three different ways. In one instance it is entirely

defective (Deut. 33 27); in one it is entirely plene (Ps. 37 17),

whilst in seven instances it is partly defective and partly plene

i. e. without the first Vav but with the second (Ezek. 30 24, 24,

25, 25; Job 22 9; Dan. 11 15, 22). Hence the Massorah safeguards

the two instances in which it is exceptionally spelt. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Orient. 2349, fol. 1436, on Deut. 33 27.

rbp = § 136.

?r)lPl*l] his arms. With the plural suffix third person

singular masculine, this noun occurs five times, four times without

the prefix Vav and once with it. As it is spelt in three different

ways, once entirely plene (Judg. 15 14), once pai'tly plene and

partly defective (Ilosea 11 3), whilst in the other three instances

it is entirely defective (Judg. 16 12; Ezek. 30 22; Dan. 10 C), the

Massorah safeguards the two instances each of which is excep-

tionally spelt. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2026, on Hosea 11 3.

rip = § 137.

n^tl and he arose, occurs three times . . . once in the Law, once

in the Frophets and once in the Hagiographa, and once it is without

the prefix Vav. In the only other instance where it occurs without

the prefix Vav it is rnt with Kametz under the Resh (Isa. 60 l),

which is due to the pausal accent Soph-Fasuk.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1346, on Dent. 33 2,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS,, Vol. II, fol. 276, on

Isa. 58 10; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 263 a, on Eccl. 1 5;

(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 351 o, on the same passage; (V) Add,

15,250, fol. 236a, on Isa. 58 10; (VI) Orient 2349, fol. 143a, on

Deut. 33 2, and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter t, § 83.

n'ip = § 138.

nrnT she rose, occurs four times in the Scnptures . . . and once

it is with the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric, which is one of the

oldest and popular parts of the Massorah, I collated ten Lists,

seven in MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley 5710 11. Vol. I,

fol. 240a, on 2 Kings 3 22, which I have printed; (II) the same

MS., Vol. II, fol. 165a, on 2 Chron. 26 19; (III) Orient. 4445,

fol. 63a, on Exod. 22 2; (IV) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916,

on Nah. 3 17; (V) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 996, on 2 Kings 3 22;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 2136, on Nah. 3 17; (VII) the same MS.,

fol. 2736, on 2 Chron. 26 19; (VIII) the printed Massorah on

Exod. 22 2; (IX) the same on 2 Kings 3 22, and (X) the same

on Nah. 3 17.

This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of words

which respectively occur five times, four times without the prefix

Vav and once with it. {Vide supra, letter i, § 75.)

^'bp = § 139.

^rtn?^ to, or of the Zarhite, occurs twice. That is, with the prefix

Lamed, in contradistinction to the other four instances where

this patronymic occurs and where it is with the prefix He

(Numb. 26 13, 20; Josh. 7 17, 17). The second reference in this

Rubric should be 1 Chron. 27 13 and not 27 3.

O'p = § 140.

P*1T^ thou shalt sotc, is ttoice with Zakeh. This future second

person singular masculine, which occurs altogether ten times, is

in eight instances with the normal Pathach under the Resh and

in two instances only is it with Kametz, which is due to the

disjunctive accent Zakeph-Katon. Hence the Massorah safeguards

this exceptional vowel-point and accent.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35,

on Deut 22 9, which I have printed, and (II) the printed

Massorah on Levit 25 4. This Rubric is part of the List of

words which respectively occur twice with Zakeph-Kametz. {Vide

infra, letter 3, § 614, Vol. II, p. 313.)

X"Op = § 141.

Unll smving, is twice jtlene. Without and with the prefixes this

active participle occurs altogether six times. It is defective in

four instances (Gen. 1 29, 29; Isa. 55 10; Prov. 11 18) and plene,

in two only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

orthography. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,250

fol. 267a, on Jerem. 50 16, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah on the same passage.

n-Op = § 142.

1P*1*n ye shall smc, occurs twice. That is, with Kametz under

the Resh^ though it is with Pashta in one instance (Jerem. 35 7).

In the only other passages where this future sfefcond person plural

masculine occurs, it is with Slieva (ir-iin Jerem. 4 3). This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 1706, on Jerem. 35 7.

rDp = § 1*3.

P^n] that which is sown, occurs three times in this form ....

once in the Law, once in the P^-ophets and once in the Hagiographa.

That is, the three forms consisting of the noun rint in the singular,

without the suffix, and in the plural with the suffix third person

singular feminine, as well as the Kal participle passive singular

masculine, are respectively unique. This Rubric I have found in

the printed Massorah only, on Ps. 97 11. The design of this
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Massorah is to militate against the reading rnt in Ps. 97 1 1 which

was exhibited in some Schools of textual redactors, as will be

seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

TOp - § 144.

P^T teed, hegint a veive four timet . . . and once it it toith the

prejix Vav. The design of this Massorah is to safeguard the reading

Vs} in Ps. 23 31 against the Codices which exhibited "^i, as is

attested bj the Septuagint and the Vulgate and which is now
regarded by textual critics as preferable.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Orient. 2S49, foL 139a, on

Deut 2S 88, which I have printed; (II) Orient 2848, foL l49a;

(III) Orient. 6404, foL 188a, and (IV) Vienna Codex No. 86, all

on the same passage. It is remarkable that List IV not on|y

states in the heading that there are two instances only in which
this noun begins a verse, but records two, viz. Deut. 28 38 and
Ps. 22 81, omitting Ps. 106 6, and 1 Chron. 16 13.

rvnp - § U6.

I
n^ P^ the teed of the houte of Iirctel, occurt twice

%% thit form. That is, without and with the preposition Mem
before pi%. Normally the phrase is simply bjnto^jnj the seed of
Itrtul, without n^ the houte of. In this form this combination

oocurs seven times (2 Kings 17 20; Isa. 46 26; Jerem. 31 36, 37;

Ps. 22 34; Neh. 9 2; 1 Chron. 16 18). As this abnormal phrase

occurs in these two instances only, the Massorah safeguards the

exceptional combination and thus militates against the recensions

which exhibited the normal phrase in these two passages also,

which is attested by the Septuagint. This Rubric, which does

•not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient 1474, fol. 28 a,

on Jerem. 23 8.

rop = § 146.

H^T?tpn PTJtP from the teed royal, oeevrt four timet. The
only other instance wherQ it occurs, ynns is followed by iiS«jn, viz.

T^"? »'W /'<>»» **« '^^ of '^ ^^^9' (1 Kings 11 14).

Of this Rubric, I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. il8b, on 2 Kings 26 26, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 174&, on «Jerem. 41 1;

(III) the same MS., foL 177o, on Ezek. 17 13; (IV) Add. 16,261,

fol. 216 a, on 2 Kings 26 26; (V) the printed Massorah on the

same passage, and (VI) the same on Ezek. 17 18.

In the textut reeeptut Dan. 1 8 is jnja^ with the prefix Vav.

Hence List V heads this Rubric 'srSa i. The other five Liets,

however, simply have it "i n^^^n ynyo without stating that one

of the instances is with the prefix Vav. This would seen to

favour the reading in the Daniel passage without the prefix

which is exhibited in the splendid Codex Add. 15,461 and many
of the early editions, as will be seen from the notes on Dan. 1 S

in my edition of the Bible.

rap - § 147.

D^lJr*1P TJpnpV — Three vertet vary. That is, they vary in

their phraseology, nj^i with different prefixes, is in three several

verses combined with oSir, which is preceded by different adjuncts,

.

thus yielding three different forms of this phrase. Yet they

practically denote the same thing, viz. and to, or upon thy teed

for ever. The design of this Massorah, therefore, is to safeguard
the respective forms against being made uniform. As stress is

here laid upon the fact that •jj^'v is preceded by prefixes, the

phrase a^»-np "i^. pji l Sam. 20 42 is excluded.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 101 &, on 2 Kings 6 27, which
I have printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 96, on Gen. 18 16; (III)

the same MS., fol. 189 a, on Deut. 28 46; (IV) Paris Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah § 268, and (V) the printed Massorah on Deut. 28 46.

The latter heads this Rubric pyiso ""isiOB 'i, which shows that in

some Codices these variations did not exist That this is the

import of pjrtso will be seen in letter m, § 729 and § 742.

n'Op - § 148.

W^tl and hit teed, oceurt teven timet in the Scripturet. Of
this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah,
I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley
5710—11, VoL I, fol. 88a, on Gen. 48 19, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 945, on Numb. 14 24; (III) the

same MS., Vol. H, fol. 456, on Jerem. 22 28; (IV) Orient 4445,

fol. 144a, on Numb. 24 7; (V) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 161a, on
Jerem. 22 28; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. 182a,

and (VII) the printed Massorah on Numb. 24 7.

B'Op - § 149.

HaT^ti^P np'HT to tprinMe on the altar, it tix timet without

round abom. Normally the phrase njtwr^p p"n has the adjunct
a*??. In this form it occurs twelve times (Exod. 29 16, 20; Levit
1 5, 11; 3 2, 8, 18; 7 8; 8 19, 24; 9 1?, 18). As it is in these

passages only that a'79 is absent, the Massorah safeguards the

minority.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, but which do«B not occur in the printed B^ssorah, I

collated four Lists: (I) iHarley 5710—11, Vol. I, ioV. 50a, on
Exod. 24 6, Which I have printed; (H) Orient 4445, foL 656, on
the same passage; (HI) Orient 2848, fol. 81 (2, and (IV) Orient 2349,

foL 71a, all on. the same piissaga The t, in the heading is a

misprint for -i.

Zy^ § 160.

p'Tt it wot not tpriUkled, oeeurt twice. This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Ma88o;>ah, is from Add. 16,960,

fol. 856, on Numb. 19 20.

rap - § 161.

ptD ^p*1[1« — A tign for the accentt of p-m. The phrate

prm 'Ji ip-in and the tont of Aaron thall tprinkle, occurs four times

in this Section. In two instances it is the full formula, viz. "s^ ip<i|i

O-'SnlBn t^T«{ and the tont of Aaron, thepriestt, thall tprinkle (Levit 111;
3 2) and in two it is the shorter formula, viz. piy$ ^'^ p-m'and
the tont of Aaron thall tprinJde, without the expression 'o»jrjip

(Levit 3 8, 18). As the phrases have different accents, thd Massorah
indicates here that when it is the full phrase the verb ^-m is with
Pouter (Levit 1 11; 3 2) and when it is the shorter phrase the

verb is ^pnn with TelithaOedolah (Levit 3 8, 1 8). This Rubric I

have found in the printed Massorah only, on Levit 3 2. nsop in

the Rubric which I- have printed is a ngilstake for nSrjj.

Accordingly the accent in the second line should be ijjTp*.



Letter Cheth.

'K - § 1.

n« — The firft part of this Rubric, which registers the

number of times Clisth occurs in the Bible, is from the celebrated

Poem given above, letter h, § 824. The second part, which records

the number of times Chetlh occurs in the Pentateuch, is from
a MS. in my possession. For a description of this remarkable
MS. see my Introduction to the Maitorttico-Cntieal edition of the

Hebrew Bible, Part I, chap. VII, pp. 110, 111.

'a - § 2.

jT« — In »ix inetaneet the Cheth it ctirved below the left ihaft.

This Rubric X compiled from the Massorah Parva of Harley
6710—-11 on the respective passages.

'i - § 8.

n* — Chsth ie curved belotc on the left ehaft inwardly in the

following worde. This Rubric I compiled from the Massorah Parva
of Orient. 1879 on the respective passages where the Massorah
remarks against each word oipr n. The remark of the Nakdan
on Oen. 11 8 which I have given, is accompanied by these two
forms of the Cheth n and n.

n# — In the following %oordti the Cheth hat one Tag. This

Rubric I compiled from the Massorah Parva of Harley 6710—11,
on the respective passages.

'n-§6.
R ~ In the following toordt the Cheth hat iwo Tagin. This

Rubric I compiled from the Massorah Parv»( of Harley 6710—11
on the respective passages.

'1 - I 6. .

.^ n« — In ihe following worde the Cheth Aof three Togin. This

Rubric I compiled from the Massorah Parva of Harley 6710— 11

on the respective passages. c

*

'^ - S 7.

• m* — In fourteen inttancei Cheth hat a ^haft in the middle.

This Rubric is from the iSepher Tagin in jthe Machtor Vitry,

Add. 27,021, Vo 1.11, fols. 2e9o—216a, wliich I have printed in

the Massorah, letter n, § 26, Vol. II, pp. 680—701. Though it

states that there are .fourteen such instances, the remaining
thirteen are not given.

'n - § 8.
^

n* — In twenty-eigU ^httaneet in the Pentateuch the Cheth hat
three Tagin, two to the right and one to the left. This Rubric is from
the Sepher TOgin of the Machtor Vitry given in letter n, § 28.

*

. '63 - § 9.

n» — In thirty-teven inttaneet in the Pentateuch the Cheth i"

broad or widened out. ' This Rubric is from the Sepher Tagin in

the Machtor Vitry, given below, letter n, § 25.

.
'^ - § 10.

"

H» — Four wordt are read with Cheth though it it not in the

text. This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, on
2 Kings 17 21. It is. not quite correct, since in 2 Kings 17 21
we are not simply to read the word with a Cheth which is not
in the text, but we have to cancel the Ahph, thus substituting

rrs5 for rw, whUst in 2 Kings 20 4 three letters are cancelled

(•vn) and two others are substituted, x as well «8 n, so that -npn

becomes nyn. The notes on these passages in my edition of the
Bible will show the conflicting readings of the words which
constitute this Rubric.

With regard to Jerem. 42 6 we are distinctly told in the
official List of Variations, which obtained between the Easterns
and Westerns, that the former did not insert n in utt or that

both the Keri and Keikiv are alike i^, whilst the latter have u^
in the text for which the Keri substitutes \xi^ Yet th» sO'Called

Babylonian Codex, which is supposed to exhibit the Eastern
recension, emphatically states in the Massorah Parva on tUi
word p i;mM, thus furnishing another proof that this MS. is of
the Palestinian and not Babylonian School.

K'» - I 11.

n !n* — Four word* which are wriUon with Cheih are read

wUh Me, Of this Rubric I coUated nine Listo, six in MSS. and
three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol, 2056, on 2 Stm.
13 37, which I have printed; (II) the sama MS., Vol. II, foL 258(i, on
Prov. 20 21; (III) the same MS., VoUXl, fol. S61«, on Cant. 1 17;

(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol 844cr, on Prov. M 21; (V) the same
Ma, fol. 849a, on Cant 1 17; (VI) Halle OehhOi Ve-Oohlah I,

9 107; (VII) Paris Oohlah Ve-Oohlah, | 121; (Vm) tiM printMl

Massorah on Prov. 80 21, and (IX) the same on Cant 1 17. For
the variations which are exhibited in the MSS. and editions with

regard to the Kethiv and Am' see the notes on tl^ete passagee
in my edition of the Hebrew Bible.

^
y* - § 12.

n« — Word* beginning with Cheth tri«eA reepeoUtfeiy occur

once only. This incipient List of unique words beginning with

Cheth, which does not occur in the printed llaseorah, is from

Arund. Orient 16, foL 188 a, on EMk. 8S 12.

r - § 18.

n* — An alphabetical Li*t of toord* beginning with Cheth which

retpectively occur once only. This List I compiled myself. The
following words given in this List as unique ooour more than

once; ihh .o-vn .nh ."^ ,l,*9n ,i«n .v^ -TTWJ '^^ 'BSH -W' T-he following

words are omitted:

IM. <S 7 in^n L«m«it. S 8 ^ • !•». 44 11 vyn

Jertm. 44 30 ir^n job SI SO '<u tt^ 1 Kings It 19 WJt^

„ 48 6 "te o^jnh „ le 16 'ns nysnon Pi. so 4 'ns *irm

Lammt. 2 11 ^y^, „ U* 9S 'O? «vkvi

T» - § 14.

n* — TScenty-two word* rea^etively occur once only with Ch§U^,
That is, in all other instances they are written with He, This

Rubric safeguards the converse phenomenon of the one recorded

in letter n, § 82.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two
printed: (I) Halle Oohlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 148, which I havtf

printed; (II) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 212, and (III) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 2.

Though Lists I and III emphatically state in their respective

headings that there are twenty-two such words, they record

identically the same tWenty-one instances only. List II, which by
the addition in the heading of the words 'n '*re '«n hen indicates

the design of this Massorah, gives vn Judg. 21 14 as one of the

instances, thus making up the twenty-two. But this is in conflict

with the heading, which emphatically states that in all other

passages the words in question are written with He, since m
does not occur. A later Nakdan added at the end of List I that
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the catalogue ia one less. The printed Massorah has the following

mistakes in the catchwords: (i) -van ought to be not»*i 2 Kings 7 9;

(2)^ni03i ought to be -rxaiyi Ezek. 37 10; (3) npntn ought to be

rwi Zech. 11 14, and (4) •33 rH?** should be ^s nViKi 1 Chron. 8 6.

VES = § 15 a.

H ^^ _ Fifteen vaordt respectively occur twice, once wrUten

with Chefh and onee with He. Of this form of the Rubric, which

definitely states in the heading that there are fifteen such pairs

and' which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah, I collated

seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. I8lfe, on Ezek. 23 21, which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445,

foL 1566, on Numb. S4 27; (III) the same MS. on the same folio

and on the same passage in the outer margin; (IV) Add. 21,160,

fol. 2496, also on the same passage; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 149; (VI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 213, and (VII) the printed

Massorah on 1 Chron. 8 7. These seven Lists record the same

instances.

rsa = § 156.

,] Jl^ _ Words which respectively occur twice, once with Cheth

and once wih He. This recension of the Rubric is also one of

the oldest parts of the Massorah, as it is from the St. Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916 on Isa. 41 7. It will be seen that the heading

fixes no number to these pairs and that it records eighteen.

On a collation of this Rubric with § 15a the following

variations are disclosed. The pair constituting No. 7 in § 15a

which are apparently omitted in this Rubric, are really represented

by No. 9. The enigmatical pin and p-sn are manifestly a scribal

error for Din and ann so that we have here all .the fifteen pairs

of § 15 a, and the eighteen are made up by three new pairs,

viz. (1) nbra Zech. 11 8. n^ro its companion Levit 26 16 has

been omitted by the carelessness of the Nakdan, as is attested

by the following Rubric, (2) erm and onrn, and (3) obm and oSin.

ro = § i5c.

-| ,H« — Thirteen [fourteen] words are alike in that they

respectively occur ttoice only, once toith Cheth and once with He.

Of this Rubric, which definitely gives a less number in the

heading than § 16 a and which is also one oft the oldest parts

of the Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) St Petersburg Codex

of A.D. 916, on Ezek. 32 18, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445,

fol. 4q6, on Gen. 49 26, and (lU) the same MS., fol. 107a, on

Levit 21 18.

It will be seen that though List I states in the heading

that there are thirteen such pairs, it records fourteen. There can,

therefore, be no doubt that r' in the heading is a clerical error

for T\ This is, moreover, attested by the headings of Lists II

and III which have r\ On comparing this List with § 15a we

see that it omits three pairs given in the former, viz. No. 3 -nian

and 'Ptern, No. 4 nroi and nnji and No. 8 pobn: and po'?rr, making

up the fourteen by the addition of rhra and rtbKi .onpn and o-m.

Lists II and III record identically the same fourteen pairs.

They omit No. 4 of § 15 a, viz. nroi and nroi which, as we have

seen, are also omitted in List I; but they differ from the latter

in giving pbbrr and pahrr instead of onrn and onrri.

ro = § 16a—6.

n'?* — Words ending in Lamed Cheth which respectively

occur once only. These fragments, which do not occur in the printed

Massorah, are from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 327a, on Job 16 13.

When it is borne in mi;id that there are altogether about 58

such words, it will be seen that these fragments simply exhibit

the first attempt on the part of the Massorites to collect and^

alphabetically to arrange these unique forms.

r = § 17.

TO* — Words ending in Nun Cheth which respectively occur

once only. This fragment is from the printed Massorah on

Ezek. 41 9. There are altogether about thirteen words terminating

in m which are unique.

n" = § 18.

H* — An alphabetical List of words ending in Cheth which

respectively occur once only. This List I compiled myself. The following

words given in this List as unique, occur more than once

.n-ff ,nnwft ,nW insB'm ,nsj8'B #"«(?) .nan ,n3t

The following are omitted

n?.*] 2 Chron. 81 11 ; nng i Chron. 12 20; nl« 1 Chron, 6 19; rhrnvh Numb. 36 35;

nSniB'D Gen. 5 21.

0'> = § 19a.

n^lSH* — Three forms of TJSn or iqin are defective ofAleph. That

is, the proper name ran? which according to this Massorah is

from Kan and ought to be ran: (Numb. 13 14); the preterite

second person masculine with the -prefix Vav dpstoi (Josh. 2 16)

which should be t^ttOTOi, and ••an the imperative singular feminine

(Isa. 26 20) which according to this Massorah ought to be 'tfsn.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 108a, on Numb. 13 14, which I

have printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 118o, on the same passage;

(III) Orient 5404, fol. 107 a, also on the same passage, and

(IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 6. The latter heads

it -sBr'^a -non *"i and gives bar yb naroi Jerem. 49 10 as the fourth

instance. But this is not quite correct, since this infinitive is not

defective of Al^h as the He takes its place. This Rubric forms

part of the List of words which are defective of Al^h. {Vide

supra, letter k, § 14.)

a"» = § 196.

X3H p^D* — This recension of the Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,251, fol. 90a,

on Numb. IS 14. It is simply an expansion of the preceding

Rubric by the addition of two Hiphils of lean which are

abnormally without Yod and which this form exhibits in all the

other instances. (Comp. Josh. 6 25; 1 Kings 18 4; Isa. 49 2.)

'3 = § 20.

il^^f? ^^ ^"^ %*«y, occurs twice. That is, with He. This

is in accordance with the received text, and is designed to

safeguard it against being made conformable to the parallel

passage (2 Chron. 18 24) where this Niphal infinitive is varrh

with Aleph. This Rubric is from Cambridge Add. 465 on 1 Kings

22 25 and represents the predominant School of Massorites.

Other Schools of textual redactors, however, read it Karn> with

Aleph in 2 Kings 7 12, as is attested by the Splendid Cpdex

Add. 15,451, Add. 21,161, "the editio princeps of the Prophets,

Soncino 1485—86 and the first edition of the Bible, Soncino 1488.

It is to be added that the ediiio princeps of the Prophets, the

first, second and third editions of the Bible read it also Kanr6

with Aleph in l Kings 22 25; whilst the Massorah Parva in

Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251 and in the editio

princeps of the Rabbinic Bible remark on K"n 'fia •: which is in

conflict with the received text. For further discussion on this

Rubric see letter n, § 35.

ra = § 21.

h'Srh to destroy, occurs three times. This Rubric I have found

in the printed Massorah only, on Isa. 13 5. As all the three instances

are restricted to Isaiah, the heading ought properly to be 'Boai 'J.

3*3 = § 22.

^^HD from the line, or Chehel, occurs twice. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three

Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 150a, on Josh. 19 9, which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 136, on the same

passage, and (III) the same MS, fol. 14 o, on Josh. 19 29. As the

two instances are restricted to Joshua, the heading ought more

properly to be XDai 'a.

'This Massorah makes no distinction in the vowel-points of

these two expressions and the Standard Codices from which this

Rubric is taken point them both alike, viz. V>ar» with Segol under

the Cheth. This\is also the pointing in Add. 15,251 ; the second

edition of the Bible, Naples 1491—93; the third edition, Brescia

1494; the Complutensian ; and the editio princeps of the Rabbinic

Bible, Venice 1517. The Massorah Parva of Add. 15,251, however,

remarks on the textual readihg ban? (Josh. 19 29) that the

Hellali Codex has it with Tzere (jtjp jrap "jana 'b"?™) and this is

also the pointing in Orient 2201; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,451;

Orient 4227; the editio princeps of the Bible, Soncino 1488; the

Pesaro edition of the Earlier Prophets (1511); the alternative

marginal reading in the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible (1517)

and Jacob b. Chayim's first edition of the Rabbinic Bible with

the Massorah 1524—26.

ra = § 23.

''^SrO with cm-ds of, occursfour times. That is, to distinguish

it from the two instances in which this quinqueliteral is '^ana with

He. ( Vide supra, letter n, § 72.) This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,251, fol. 8836, on Job 3S 8.
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TD = § 24.

1p3ri they embraced, occurs tvdce. Of this Rubric I collated

four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 8296, on Job 24 8, which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,

fol. 3676, on Lament 4 5; (III) Vienna Codex No. 36 on the

dame passage, and (IV) the printed Massorah on Job 24 8.

n"3 = § 25.

pSn folding, occurs twice and is defective and in the same book.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, on

Prov. 24 33.

ra = § 26.

pIpSn Habakkuk, occurs twice. That is, once without the

prefix Lamed and once with it. This orthography with Pathach

under the Beth and Dagesh in the Coph is in accordance with

the predominant School of textual redactors and is exhibited in

Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,250;

Add. 15,251; Add. 15,451 and all the early editions except one.

According to another School, however, it is pp=n with Kametz

under the Beth and without Dagesh in the Coph. This is the

reading in Add. 21,161; Orient. 4227; Erfurt Codex No. 3; Erfurt

Codex No. 4 and the Complutensian. This Rubric I have found

in the printed Massorah only, on Habak. 3 1.

r"3 = § 27.

D'HSn companions, or charmers, occurs twice. The design of

this Massorah is simply to safeguard the Kametz under the Beth

against its being made conformable to the other two instances

where this quinqueliteral is with Tzere which are recorded m
the following Rubric. Hence no notice is taken of its being with

Pathach and Dagesh in one instance and with Chateph-Pathach

and Raphe in the other, nor of the difference in the sense of

these two expressions. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3356, on

Job 40 30.

n'3 = § 28.

D'^^n companions, occurs twice. That is, with 7'z«re under

the Beth, "in contradistinction to the two instances with Kametz

recorded in the preceding Rubric. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 33 a, on Judg 20 11.

B'3 = § 29.

TOn his companions, occurs four times in the Scnptures. That

is, though the form is without the Yod in three out of the four

instances in the text, it is not l-i?n his companion the singular as

in Eccl. 4 10, but is r-on the plural according to the Keri or

official marginal reading.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 946, on Ezek. 37 16,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 138a, on

Isa. 44 11; (HI) the same MS., fol. I9la, on Ezek. 37 16, and

(IV) the printed Massorah on Isa. 44 ll. According to the

addition at the end of the Rubric (List I) two of the Instances

are plene or are man (Isa. 44 li; Ezek. 37 19) and two are

defective (Ezek. 37 16, 16). But the headings of the other three

Lists emphatically state that three are defective and one only is

plene (i6a '» 'on -i -i). It is, therefore, probable that List I is based

upon a recension which exhibited t^ in Ezek. 37 19.

'^ - § 80.

rijVTian to H^on, occurs nine times, eight times plene and

once defective. That is, with the paragogic He. The only instance

in which it is defective is 2 Sam. 2 1.

Of this popular Rubric I collated nine Lists, eight in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I. fol. 1446, on Josh. 10 36,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol H, fol. 137a, on

1 Chron. 11 1; (IH) Arund. Orient 16, foL 86, on Josh. 10 86;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 676, on 2 Sam. 2 1; (V) the same MS.,

foL 596, on 2 Sam. B 1; (VI) the same MS., fol. 2446, on

I Chron. 11 1; (VII) the same MS., foL 2466, on 1 Chron. 12 23;

(Vni) Add. 16,451, fol. 1626, on Josh. 10 36, and (IX) the printed

Massorah on the same passage.

K"^ - § 31.

ttfan to hind, or hind thou, ocewrs ikrM times, twice defective

and ones'*plene. In one instance it ii the infinitive construct

(Isa. 30 26) and in two instances it is the imperative singular

masculine. As it is differently spelt in the two passages in which

it is the imperative, being in one instance plene (Ezek. 24 17)

and in the other defective (Job 40 13) like the infinitive, the

Massorah safeguards this variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol II, fol. 856, on Ezek. 24 17,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 240o, on Job 40 13;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 131a, on Isa. 30 26; (IV) the same

MS., fol. 1826, on Ezek. 24 17; (V) the same MS., fol. 335a, on

Job 40 13; (VI) the printed Massorah on Isa. 30 26, and (VII) the

same on Job 40 13.

The retention of the primitive defective orthography in the

two instances is in accordance with the best Standard Codices,

viz. Orient 2201 second hand; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,250;

Add. 15,251, though it is at variance with the spelling of the

imperative in the Ezekiel passage. The less dominant School of

textual redactors, however, made the two imperatives uniform

by having them both plene. This is attested by Orient. 2201,

first hand; Harley 5710—11; Add. 21,161; Orient 4227 and by all

the early editions, as will be seen from the notes on Job 40 1

3

in my edition of the Bible.

yb = % 32.

JH a feast, is three times with Pathach. That is, this noun

which, is both absolute and construct is in these three instances

only with Pathach, without being followed either by a noun with

the prefix He or by the Tetragrammaton with the prefix Lamed.

And wherever it is combined with JHe or the ineffable name

with Lamed it is likewise unth Pathach. To understand this

Massorah it is necessary to remark that jn occurs altogether

twenty-six times. From these we have to deduct the four

instances in which the combination is rrjrr an and which constitute

the following Rubric, as well as the three which form the first

part of this Rubric, so that nineteen only remain. Now in thirteen

of these, an is followed by a noun with the prefix He, viz.

niamnan six times (Exod. 23 15; 34 18; Levit 23 6; 2 Chron.

30 13, 21; 35 17); niaenan six times (Levit 23 34; Deut U 13;

Zech. 14 16, 18, 19; Ezra 3 4) and nofn an once (Exod. 34 25);

whilst in six instances it is combined with nlT^ (comp. rrp'b an

Exod. 12 14; 13 6; 32 5; Levit 23 41; Numb. 29 12; Deut 16 10).

It will be seen that in the sixth instance the expression niys^

intervenes between an and nin^^. This explains the meaning of

this part of the Rubric.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis

only, letter n, § U. It suffers from two serious mistakes and it

is difficult to say whether they are due to Jacob b. Chayim or

to the faulty MS., which he copied. (1) The catchwords niraw am

-[mwriffO' Exod. 34 22 ought to be o'n^ mraw an Ezek. 45 21.

This is evident from the fact that this Rubric treats of an without

the prefixes, otherwise it would include am in Exodus and exclude

the legitimate Ezekiel passage which is an without the prefix.

Besides if this Massorah had intended to include in with the

prefix (am) the heading would have been 'V^b2 '^nwj 'a. And (2)

the heading of the second part of this Rubric, viz. '•''? "aon bo^

„P^„ ,^^ .-OT^, is manifestly a blunder for 'ns-wbTn'? "eon bsi.

An ignorant Scribe mistook -rf? for '•'«?. This is not only attested

by the above analysis, but by the fact that na-w by itself denotes

the Tetragrammaton and that yrsn^ '"^ would mean and wherever

in is combined with the Tetragrammaion and the Tetragrammaton,

which is nonsense and leaves the combination with He altogether

unnoticed, thus making the import of the Rubric unintelligible.

r^ - § 88.

rrtT^JH a feast unto Jehovah, is four times thus combined.

That is, in contradistinction to the combination mm^ an which

denotes the same and which occurs six times, as will be seen

from the analysis in the- preceding Rubric. The design of this

Massorah is to miUtate against the School of textual redactors

which read rrtn^ an in Judg. 21 19 and which is exhibited in

Harley 5710-11; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,451 ; the editio p-inceps

of the Prophets, Soncino 1486—86 and the first edition of the

Bible, Soncino 1488.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, foL 796, on Levit 23 39,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 1726, on

Judg. 21 19; (HI) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 202a, on Rosea 9 5;

(IV) Add. 21,160, foL 80a, on Exod. 10 9; (V) Orient 2349, fol. 63a,

on the same passage; (VI) the printed Massorah also on the

same passage, and (VII) the same on Levit 23 39.
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l-t* - I 84.

3|nn <A« §nmhopptr, oeemrt twue in hoo difgreni mimm. Of

thii Bubrie, irhioh doM not oooor in the printed Massorah, I

ooUated three Lifts: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol I, foL 69&, on

Lerlt 11 23, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16,

foL »66(, on Eool 12 5, and (III) Add. 2i,i60, fol. l&2a, on

Levit 11 32.

Lift I adda at the end that it ooours twice in two different

•anaea, whilat Liat III heads thia Rubric vh nra a. This manifeatly

proeeeda froln the School of Hasatnritea who took a»i in Eool. 12 6

to stand for ajv denoting the vtrt'le mmiiitr (see my Commentary

e* CeJuUtk on thia paaaage).

iT^ - § 86.

CPI^i^rp M gnu$hopper$, oeemrs twice. Of this Rubric, which

does not ooenr in ^e printed Maaeorah, I coUated three Lists:

(I) Harley 6710—11, VoL I, foL 98*, on Numb. 18 88, which I

have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 186a, on Isa. 40 32, and

(m) Add. 31,160, fol. 209 &, on Numb. 13 88.

XII^TI Chagaba, oeoMft twice, once with Aleph and once with

He. In this separate form I have found this Rubric in the printed

Maaaorah only, on Neh. 7 48. It forms part of the List of words

which respectively occur twice, once ending in Al^h and once

iB Be. (Vide mpra, letter k, § 28.)

r-^ - I 87.

^tS*l3 in the eUfU of, oeeure three Umee. Of this Rubric,

wMch ia one of the oldest parte of the Massorah, I collated three

Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 208 &,

on Obad. 8, which I have printed; (II) St Petersburg Codex of

A. D. 916, on Jerem. 49 16, and (III) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter n, § 18. List II adds at the end the important

atatement that in Jerem. 49 16 the textual reading is v;n^ and

that it conatitutea a variation (•bwi "na rvta 'trip) though the text

itself haa it "Vp^ aa it is in the texhu reeeptua. This shows that

the design of this Maaaorah is to militate against this variation

which wta exhibited in other Codices.

,. ' / - rr^ - 8 88.

TrtHH a ffiMle, or gird thou, oecure four timee in the Servptwree

. . . : and once it it wWi the prefix Vav. It will be seen that in

two instances this expression is a noun (2 Sam. 80 8; Prov. 31 34)

and in three the imperative singular masculine (2 Kings 4 29;

9 1; Ps. 45 4). The Massorah, however, in accordance with its

VBttuA QMihod, aimply groups together homonyms without

rafirding the different in the sense.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, VoL I, foL 244a, on 2 Kings 9 1,

whieh I have printed; (11) Arund. Orient 1 6, fol. 396a, on Ps. 46 4;

(IH) Add. 16,261, fol. 203a, on 2 Kings 4 39; (lY) Vienna Codex

No. 86, on Ps. 45 4; (V) the printed Maaaorah on 3 Sam. 20 8,

and (VI) the same on Ps. 4fi 4. Though three of the instances

are plane (3 Sam. 80 8; Ps. 45 4; Prov. 81 34) and two defective

(9 Kings 4 29; 9 1) none of the Liata record the variation in

the orthograi^y of thia expreaaion. Thia Rubric forms part of

the alphabetieal List of words which reapeeUvely occur five times,

f««r times wftiiout the prefix Vcu and once with it {Vide mpra,

letter \ § 7».)

B't' - I 89.

I r i\ih a firdle^ i$ twice plene and both inttaneet occur in the

eemek^ The orthography of thia noun, which occurs altogether

four timea, twice without the prefix Vav (2 Kings 8 21; Isa. 3 34)

and twice with it (2 3am. 18 11; Isa. 32 li) constitutes one o!

the variations between the Easterns and Westerns. According

to the Bobykmian ree^aion it ia defective in three instances
' (S Sam. 18 11; 3 Kinga 3 31 k Isa. 32 11) and plane in one

pasaage and ^e plene inatancK^ Isa. 3 24; whilst according

to the Paleatiniana which also have^ defective in three instances

aB4 oiiee plane, the plene is in Isa. 32 ii and not 3 24. This is

attaated both by the official Liat of Variations between tiiese

two Schools of textual redactors and the beat Standard Codioea.

thna OriMirt. 1201 which ia one of the oldest dated MSS. of tiie

WMe; Harley 8710-11; Arund, Odent 16; Add. 16,260; Add.
18,3Bt ; Orient 4237 4o. all read .-nt^rn plene in Isa. 82 4. Moreover
ny} defe^ve in laa. 3 24, is the reading in St. Petersburg Codex
of A. D. *l«; Orient 2201; Harley 8710—11; Add. 16,360.

According to the Rubric before us which does not occur in

the printed Massorah and which is from Orient. I47k, fol. 1866, on
Isa. 3 24, both the Isaiah instances are plene. The great intereat

however, which attaches to this orthographical variation consists

in the unquestionable tact that the Babylonians read it misn
plene and the Palestinians rniri defective in Isa. 8 24 and that

the St. Petersburg Codex of A^ D. 916 exhibits the Palestinian

reading, thus i^fording an additional proof that this so-called

ij^iitylonian Codex exhibita the Palestinian text

'D » § 40.

1{IH girding, occurs twice. That is, the active participle in

contradistinction to the two instances where this triliteral in

the same book is the imperative (n)n 2 Kings 4 29; 9 1). This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 996, on 3 Kings 3 21. As both instances

occur in Kings the heading ought more properly to be 'usai '3.

X'O - § 41.

D^TJn girded, occurs three timee in the Scriptures, twice defective

and once plene. As this participle passive plural masculine, which

occurs three times only, is spelt in two different ways, the

Massorah safeguards the variation in its orthography. The plene

instance is in Judg. 18 IG.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. 42a, on Exod. 12 11, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol.1, foL 169a, on Judg. 18 16;

(III) the same MS., Vol. U, fol. 3846, on Dan. 10 5; (IV) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 81 6, on Judg. 1816; (V) the same MS., fol. 372a,

on Dan. 10 5; (VI) Add. 31,160, foL 826, on Exod. 12 11, and

(VII) the printed Massorah on the same pasaage.

3'0 - § 43.

n'MM sharp, or Chaddah, occurs five times in the Scriptures.

Though this triliteral is a feminine adjective in four instances

and in one passage a part of the compound proper name En-

Haddah (Josh. 19 21), the Massorah according to its usual method

groups them together because it has regard to the identity of

the spelling irrespective of the difference in the sense.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. II, fol. 286, on Isa. 49 2, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2436, on Prov. 5 4;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 186, on Josh. 19 21; (IV) the same

_k3., fol. 2976, on Ps. 67 5; (V) the same MS., fol. 337 6, on Prov. 6 4;

(VI) Add. 15,461, fol. l&Sa, on Josh. 19 21, and (VII) the printed

Massorah on the same passage. The latter is the only List which

adds at the end that it is the name of a town in the first instance

(mrip Dw iMfi'ip).

The design of this Massorah is to safeguard this triliteral

feminine adjective against the six instances in which it is pointed

rnn, the feminine of -in, the Chaldee numeral one (Dan. 2 9;

els; 7 1; Ezra 6 18; 6 2, 3).

i'D = § 43.

KT7»H^innn* — The numeral rrm onic, which as we have

seen in the preceding Rubric, occurs six timesj is always written

with Me at the end, whilst rn the pronoun demonstrative, without

and with the prefix Lamed, which also occurs six times (Dan. 4 27;

5 6, 6; 7 3, 8, 8), is always written with ^I^/i.
This separate Rubric, which prescribes the orthography of

these two expressions, does not occur in the printed Massorah.

It is from Harley 6710-11, Vol. II, fol. 281 6^ on Dan. 7 l. See

also letter n, § 12.

TO - § 44.

iTiriVI she is sharpened, occurs three times in the Scriptures.

Of this 'Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. II, fol. 83a, on Ezek. 21 14,

which I have printed; (H) Arund. Orient 16, fol. I80a, on the

same passage, and (III) 'the printed Massorah also on the same

passage. As the three instances in which this Hophal preterite

third person singular feminine occurs, are not only restricted

to the same book but to the same section, ""^ •: in the heading

ought more properly to be wjpai '3. List III, therefore, rightly

adds at the end m vo m it5«» fra prrn'^n.

nnj - § 46.

^*^1 and he ceas^, occurs twice in the Scriptures. That is,

in contradistinction to the Keri 'rvm Job 10 20. Of this Rubric

I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley
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5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 188fl, on Ps. 49 0, which I have, printed

;

(II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2956, on the same passage; (III)

Orient 2349, fol. I06a, on Numb. 9 13, and (IV) the printed

Massorah on Ps. 49 9. The superfluous iimron n'^i at the end of

the Rubric, is simply the addition of the Nakdan to fill up

the line.

ro = § 46.

^ri7Tnn skall I Uave, occurs three times. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two

Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 25a, on Judg. 9 9, which I have

printed, and (II) Add. 15,250^ fol. 1376, on the same passage.

As all the three instances are not only restricted to the same
book but to the same section, the heading ought more properly

to be wwai '3.

It. is important to state that this pointing 'n'?-inn with

Chateph-Kametz ym^&r the Cheth is exhibited in nearly all the

Standard Codices, viz. Orient 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund.

Orient 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Add. 15,451; Orient 2210 &c.

'nbwi I have found in Orient 4227 only.

ro = § 47.

T^TH ceckse, or forbear, occurs - twice. That is, in contra-

distinction to the only other instance where this imperative plural

occurs and where it is i^nn (Zech. 11 12), due to its pausal

accent. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16; fol. 119a, on Ia|i. 1 16.

ra = § 47*.

l^^ffTI and they ceased, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, whiclr

I have printed in Vol. Ill, letter n, § 5, p. 347, I collated five

Lists, three in MSS. and two printed: (I) Add. 15,250, fol. 96,

on Gen. 11 8; (II) the same MS., 376, on Exod. 9 33; (III) Vienna

Codex No. 35, on the same passage; (IV) the printed Massorah

on Gen. 11 8, and (V) the same on Exod. 9 33.

n-D - § 48.

TTnn into or simply the chamber, occurs twice The design

of this Massorah is to safeguard the two different forms of the

noun -inn in 2 Sam. 13 10 against being made uniform. As -inrn

without the paragogic He already expresses direction towards,

viz. into, to, in the first clause, the Scribe would naturally make the

form of the second clause, which expresses precisely the same

sense, conformable to the first, viz. -innrt. By fixing the instances

of Ttm at two, the Hassorah precludes such an alteration. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 646, on 2 Sam. 13 lo.

B"0 = § 49.

TTTI Chadad, occurs ttoice. Of this Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 130a, on 1 Chron. 1 30, which I have

printed, and (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2376, on the same

passage.

Not only do these two Lists emphatically state that it

is TTi with DaUth at the end in both passages, but all the

Standard Codices have it so in both instances, viz. Orient. 2201;

Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251;

Add. 15,451; Add. 21,160 &c. For this reason I have adapted it

in my edition of the Bible. The reading -np with Besh, which is

exhibited in 4227 in Gen. 25 15, is in conflict with the Massorah

Parva of the same MS., on l Chron. 1 30, where it remarks on

TTTi with Daleth that it occurs twice (-a). Accordingly the Sesh

in the heading of this Rubric must be corrected into Daleth,

viz. *nn and the Rubric ought to follow immediately after § 41.

'i - § 60.

n^nnn into the chamber, occurs twice. That is, with Segol

under the He and Kametz under the Cheth, being in the first

instance with the pausal accent Athnach and in the second with

8oph-Pasvk, in contradistinction to the other two instances where

it is rmrn (Gen. 4S 30; 1 Kings 115) with the non-pausal accent

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only,

letter n, § 18,

«'3 - § 51.

ntt^HH new, occurs fourteen times. This Rubric, which I have

found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter n, § 22 is

doubly incorrect: (l) the heading emphatically states that it

occurs fourteen times, yet the Rubric itself records thirteen only.

The catchwords for 2 Sam. 21 16 are erroneously divided into

two passages though they represent one instance, and (2) rn^n

occurs altogether seventeen times and not fourteen or rather

thirteen and four are omitted, viz. l Kings 11 29 ; Jerem. 31 31

;

Ezek. 18 31; 36 26.

3-3 = § 52.

tt?*TH*. — In two verses the expression month is absent. This

Rubric, Wliicb does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from
Orient 1474, fol. 1006, on Ezek. 26 1. In the first instance

(Ezek. 26 1) the absence and presence of this expression is a

matter of controversy between the different Schools of textual

redactors according to this Massorah, but there is no question

about its absence' in Ezek. 32 17. As I have not found this

variation in any of the Standard Codices to which I have had
access, and moreover, as this Massorah is in a Yemen MS., this

various reading must have obtained in one of the branches of

the Eastern School, unless some expert Massoretic Student can

evolve a different sense from this Rubric.

r: - § 53.

1'tt^*lH3 tS^TH month by month, occurs twice. That is, in

contradistinction to the only other instance where this phrase

occurs and where it is without the suffix (comp. tnHa tt>ft

1 Chron. 27 1). This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah

only, on Numb. ^14.

TS = § 54.

tJrTrtS in the month, begins a verse seven times. In the other

five instances where it occupies this position it is with the prefix

Vav. By fixing the number at seven, the design of this Massorah

is to militate against the recension which read it Bhha without

the prefix in Numb. 28 16, as is attested by the Samaritan text.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, fol. 69o, on Jerem. 52 6, which I

have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 1086, on Levit 23 5'-^(III)

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2766, on 2 Chron. 31 7; (IV) the same

MS., fol. 360a, on Esther 3 7; (V^ Add. 21,160, foL 1786, on
Levit 23 5; (VI) the printed Massorah on Exod. 19 1, and (VII)

the same on Zech. 1 1. It is remarkable that.Lists V, VI and,

VII have the same mistake D"obtn ••r'O-n instead of rro-n Trann, as

it is correctly given in the oldest forms of this Massorah.

n"3 = § 55.

wHnSI and in the month, occurs five times at the beginning

of a verse. That is, with the prefix Vav in contradistinction to

the seven instances where it occupies this position without the

Vav, recorded in the preceding Rubric. This is one of the few

instances where the Massorah safeguards both the minority and
majority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 118a, on 2 Kings 25 8, which

I have printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 1276, on Numb. 28 16;

(III) Orient 2349, fol. 1176, on the same passage; (IV) Orient

5404, fol. 1166, also on the same passage; (V) Vienna Codex
No. 35, on 2 Kings 25 8; (VI) the printed Massorah on Numb.
28 16, and (VII) the same on Jerem. 52 12.

T3 § = 56.

ttTTTv ^f '^* month. In the book of Esther this quadriliteral

is uniformly ehhb with Sheva under the Lamed, whilst in all the

other Scriptures it is as uniformly ttHh^ with I^theich, This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Vienna

Codex No. 85, on Esther 8 12.

T'i = § 57.

S^P3 tS^Tlr? of the month at even, is four times thus combined.

Normally the day of the month alone is specified when any event

is to take place. As it is in these four instances only that the

evening is added, the Massorah safeguards this emphatic

combination.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, foL 42|a, on Exod. 12 18,

which I have printed: (II) the same MS., Vol. I, foL 79a, on Levit

23 32; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 140a, on Josh. 5 10; (IV)

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 4a, on the same passage; (V) Add. 21,160,

foL 2786, also on the same passage; (VI) Orient 2349, fol. 64a,

on Exod. 12 18, and (VII) the printed Massorah on the same

passage.

47b
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n*: = § 58.

ItjrtnS in hi» or its month, occurs tvnce. That is, with the

suffix third person singular masculine, in contradistinction to

the only other instance where it is nKJ-iro with the suffix third

person singular feminine (Jerem. 2 24). This Rubric, which does
not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 147a, on Isa. 66 23. Vide supra, § 5.S, where the Massorah
treats of this expression in the peculiar combination of the phrase.

CD"3 = § 69.

niwH ^W^T]? throughout the months of the year, is twice thus

combined. The design of this Massorah is to safeguard this

combination against being made conformable to that of

1 Chron. 27 1 where identically the some meaning is expressed

by the phrase nj^n '^n "sb^.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 41 6, on
Exod. 12 2, which I have printed, and (II) Add. 21,160, fol, 82 a,

on the same passage.

'D = § 60.

JIPI a circle, occurs twice. In the only other instance where

it occurs it is with the prefix Vav (Job 22 14). Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two

Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 135fe, on Isa. 40 22, which I have

printed, and (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 2296, on the same passage.

This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of words
which respectively occur three times, twice without the prefix

Vav and once with it. (Vide supra, letter % § 70.)

»'D = § 61.

niHnj is always written with He at the end except twice where it

is written with Aleph .... and in all other instances it is with He.
This Rubric, which I have found in the printed Massorah only,

on Dan. 2 7, is hopelessly corrupt. As far as I can make it out

the design of this Masfsorah is to indicate the orthography of

the two Paei forms from the Chaldee root xjn or mq to declare,

to show, which respectively end in «i with .A^pA (Dan. 2 4, 24)

and the two Aphels which end in ni with He (Dan. 2 7; 5 12).

In recording, however, this variation in the spelling, the Rubric

specifies the Aleph instances, which it safeguards as the exception,

and summarily states that in all other instances which constitute

the rule the spelling is with He. As there are four instances

only altogether, and as these are evenly divided between the

Aleph and the He, it will at once be seen that the artificial

wording of this Rubric is misleading. Moreover the catchwords

for the two Aleph instances which are given in the printed

Massorah, viz. vaba Kip ,-iainn'' xn^ai are corrupt, and ought to be

»o'?a Dip ,^thvb K3'?a (Dan. 2 4, 24).

3-D = § 62.

^p1i3^'^^ *V\il the Hivlte and the Jebusite, occurs seven times.

That is, in contradistinction to all the other six instances

where these two gentile names occur together and where both

are with the prefix Vav, viz. 'pis'rri ••^nrri. The design of this

Massorah is to militate against the Codices which exhibit

variations in this combination, as will be seen from the notes on
Exod. 23 23; 33 2; Deut. 2<V 17 in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 57a, on Exod. 33 2,

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 2848, fol. 87a; (III) Orient. 2.i4i>,

fol. 77a; (IV) Orient. 5404, fol. 76a, all on the same passage;

(V) Orient 1471, fol 58fe, on Josh. 24 11; (VI) the printed Massorah

on Exod. 33 2, and (VII) the same on Josh. 12 8. List VI heads

this Rubric -a'CDi "\ and records six only, omitting Exod. 23 23.

This is not only contrary to all the MS. Lists which duly give the

same seven instances, but to List VII where the printed Massorah

correctly heads it ; and gives all the seven passages. It affords

an additional proof of the oft-repeated statement that the number
in the heading is frequently altered to agree with the defective

number of instances in the List.

yO = § 63.

I l7n she travailed, is three times with the accent on the

penuUimaie. This is due to the fact that in these instances it

is the Kal preterite third person singular feminine from bm,

in contradistinction to the nine in which it is the preterite third

person singular masculine from nbn (1 Kings 14 1; 16 23; 17 17;

2 Kings 13 14; 20 1, 12; Isa. 38 V; 39 1; 2 Chron. 32 24).

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. J46 6, on Isa. 66.8, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., foL 310 6, on Micah 1 12; (HI)
Add. 15,251, fol. 2390, on Isa. 66 8, and (IV) the printed Massorah
on the same passages. In letter n, § 67 d, the printed Massorah
erroneously gives Isa. 66 8, which is one of the three instances,

as unique, (Vide supra, p. 288.)

TD = § 64.

''i^T'pIn I was brottghtforth, occurs three times in the Scriptures.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, fol. 2466, on Prov. 8 24,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 339a, on the

same passage, and (III) the printed Massorah also on the same
passage.

iTD = § 65.

^pinrilp whirling, travailing with pain, occurs twice in the

Scriptures in two different senses. That is, in Jerem. 23 19 this

Hithpalel participle denotes the whirling of a tempest and in

Job 15 20 the travailing with pain of a human being. The design

of this Massorah is to safeguard Jerem. 23 19 against being

made conformable to the parallel passage in 30 23 where it is

1-ilano -lyp instead of "r^lnna -i?di.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol, II, fol. 46#, on Jerem. 23 19,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3266, on Job
15 20; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 324a, on the same passage, and
(IV) the printed Massorah also on the same passage. In Lists II,

III and IV •v'b '=a is absent from the heading, whilst List IV
alone has 'ra 's which is misleading, since it implies that apart

from these two instances it is defective. It ought more properly

to be '"jei '2.

VD = § 66.

^inn occurs twice in two different senses. That is, inLevit 10 10,

where it is defective, it denotes the unholy and in Prov, 27 3,

where it is plene, it means the sand.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Li^S, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, fol. 255 6, on Prov. 27 3,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient, 16,- fol. 3466, on the

same passage; (III) Orient. 2349, fol, 87a, on Levit 10 10; (IV)

Vienna Codex No. 35 on Prov. 27 3; (V) Cambridge Add. 465

on Levit 10 1 0; (VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage,

and (VII) the same on Prov, 27 3. The heading in List V, viz.

•ba 'Ki 'Dn 'K 'vb tot 'z is the most accurate. This Rubric forms

part of the alphabetical of words which respectively occur twice

in two different senses. {Vide infra, letter a, § 42H.)

?"D = § 67.

^in^l occurs twice in two different senses. That is, in Gen. 22 17

it denotes and as the sand and in Job 29 18 and as the phoenix.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 396, on Gen. 22 17, which I have

printed; (II) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 234a, on Job 29 18;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 331a, on the same passage; (IV) my
MS. No. 1, Vol. I, fol. 336, on Gen. 22 17; (V) the printed

Massorah on the same passage, and (VI) the same on Job 29 18.

List V is an important contribution to textual criticism.

It states that according to the School of Nehardai or the

Easterns binai with Cholem in Gen. 22 17 is unique, that in

Job 29 18 it is "jinpi with Shurek and is the name of a bird but

that according to the Westerns it is ^rnai with Cholem in both

instances.^

e|iv BV Him D'«3' nan» htns) p-npi n>n^3 n>h ^ynnsh am nuv hy wm Mns-i i

.o'O' mitt ^inai ,o»n ntv ^» tb'm pnia^oi 'a 'Ka-rjns^

n'D = § 68.

non vxiU, is three times defective in the Pentateuch. In the

Pentateuch, where this noun occurs althogether six times, the

defective spelling and the plene are evenly divided, the three

plene instances are Exod. 14 22; Levit 25 29, and Deut 3 5. As,

however, the two kinds of spelling are used promiscuously

within a few verses of each other (Exod. 14 22, 29; Levit. 25 29,

30, 31) the Massorah safeguards the primitive orthography. Apart

from these three defective instances in the Pentateuch nah does

not occur again. Hence the following Rubrics are simply headed
••-ion 'i without the adjunct miro and record these three instances

only: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, foL 44a, on Exod. 14 29; (U)

Add. 16,2&(', foL 406, on the same passage; (III) the same MS.,
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fol. 706, on Levit. 25 30, which correcuy heads it "-pa 'on -a, and

(IV) the Massorah Parva in Add. 16,261, fol. 496, on 14 29,

which not only states 'on -a, but gives the mnemonic sign

And throughota Kings it is liketd0e defective except in two

instances tchere it' is plene. To understand this later expansion of

the Rubric 'it is necessary to remark that unlike the original

form which is exhibited in the first part of this Massorah and

which is restricted to nah alone without any prefix, this second

part includes both nah and nahn with the prefix He. Without

and with the prefix He this noun occurs altogether seven times

in Kings, It is defective in five instances {TMpr\ 2 Kings 3 27;

6 26, 30; 18 26, 27) and plene in two only. Here the defective

is the rule and the plene the exception. Hence the Massorah

safeguards here the exceptional orthography. Apart from Kings

this noun without and with the prefix He is uniformly plene and

hence there is no necessity for mentioning any other book.

Of this Rubric in its expanded form, I collated five Lists,

four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 806, on Levit. 35 31, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445,

fol. 1116, on the same passage; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 496, Exod.

U 29; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 89a, on the same passage, and

(V) the printed Massorah also on the same passage.

Ifl-D = § 69.

nbin waUs, occurs eight times in the Sviptures. The design of

this Massorah is to safeguard the passages in which this noun

terminating in Tav (n), is the plural and is preceded by Cholem

against those instances in which it is the singular in the

construct and is preceded by Pathach. Apart from Jeremiah

nam the construct, without and with prefixes, occurs altogether

twenty-six times ^ and nfain the plural, without and with prefixes,

eight times only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptions.

The variations in the defective and plene orthography of this

plural noun is outside the scope of this Rubric. They are

discussed below in §§ 70 and 71.

And throughout Jeremiah it is likewise the plural (nfa) except in

three instances tohere it is the construct singuhir (na). In this book,

however, where the termination of this noun in n occurs eight

times without and with the prefixes, the reverse is the case.

Here it is the plural (nb) in five instances (1 18; 39 8; 51 12,

58; 52 14) and the singular construct (na) in three only. Here,

therefore, the Massorah safeguards the singular.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated eleven Lists, ten in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 258a, on 2 Kings

25 10, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 866,

on Ezek. 26 4; (III) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on the

same passage; (IV) Arund. Orient, 16, fol. 129«, on Isa. 26 1;

(V) the same MS., fol. 1836, on Ezek. 26 4; (VI) the same MS.,

fol 2966, on rs. 51 20; (VII) the same MS., fol. 3566, on

Lament. 2 7; (VIII) the same MS., fol. 380a, on Neh. 2 13;

(IX> Add. 15,250, fol. 2236, on Isa. 26 1; (*X) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah II, § 171, and (XI) the printed Massorah on Ezek. 26 4.

Lists' VI, X and XI alone give both parts of this Rubric

with both the mnemonic signs. Lists I, III, V and VII give the

sign for the second part only, whilst Lists IV, VIII and IX

give simply the first part, the latter adding the mnemonic sign,

which makes this Rubric unintelligible since the plural, as we

have seen, occurs more than eight times if Jeremiah is not

exempted. It is remarkable that all the Lists coincide m giving

identically the same instances, leaving out Cant. 5 7 which is

n-ahn in the received text. The second part of this Massorah is

given in a separate Rubric in the St Petersburg Codex of

A. D. 916 on Jerem. 15 20.

> Cornp. Josh. 6 6; 1 Sam. 81 10, 12; t Kings S 1; 9 15; 2 Kings 14 13;

Amos 1 7, 10, 14; 7 7; Zech. 2 9; Lament. 2 8, 18; Neh. 1 8; 8 8, 17; S 15,

27, 35; 18 27; 2 Chron. 26 23; 26 6, 6, 6; 27 3; 36 19.

'y = § 70.

nlttln walls, is three times plene. That is, of the ten instances

in which this plural noun occurs, without prefixes and suffixes,

these three alone are entirely plene. Hence the Massorah safeguards

this exceptional orthography. Of this Rubric I collated two

Lists: (I) Orient. 1474, fol. 164a, on Isa. 26 1, which I have

printed, and (II) the printed Massorah, on Ps. 51 20. The addition

at the end of List II, viz. tttsip Ti -on man sto -m and the contra-

dictory statement in the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 26,

viz. 'Bnp 1-1 "203 -npa p ama 'n man, are due to Jacob b. Chayim's

misunderstanding the import of § C9.

WV -= § 71.

ntoln* — Walls. On analysing the import of this Rubric it

la necessary to remark that though this plural noun occurs

altogether fourteen times, without and with the prefixes, the only

prefix included in this Massorah, according to § 69, is the Beth

(a). Accordingly we have here to account for the orthography

in eleven passages, since in the other three instances the prefixes

are respectively He (niahn Cant. 5 7); Lamed (niah> Neh. 4 1)

and Vav Lamed (niOh>i Jerem. 1 18). As it is spelt in three

different ways in these eleven instances, the design of this

Massorah is to indicate and safeguard the variation in its

orthography in the respective passages.

(1) nam without the second or plural Vav^ is its spelling

in five instances, three without and two with the prefix, viz.

2 Kings 25 10; Jerem. 61 12; Lament. 2 7; Neh. 2 13, and Isa. 56 6.

As the whole of this Rubric treats of this noun without suffixes,

the fifth instance -naln3% with plural suffix first person, is out of

place here and is probably the addition of a later Nakdan. This

is indicated by the fact that it is against the sequence of the

books. We have thus really four only of the eleven instances

recorded here. The reference l Kings 3 l, which I have given

to the first instance in the printed Rubric, should be

2 Kings 26 10.

(2) In three instances it is main entirely plene (Isa. 26 1;

2 Chron. 8 5; Ps. 61 20). These, it will be seen, fully coincide

with those recorded in the separate Rubric (§ 70), thus accounting

for seven out of the eleven passages.

(3) And the rest are written niah. That is, without the first

Vav but with the second. According to the above analysis the rest

are naturally the four instances, viz. Jerem. 39 8; 51 58; 52 14

and Ezek. 26 4, making up the eleven. That Ezek. 26 4 is

included in this number is attested by the best Standard Codices

which exhibit mah without the first, but with the second Vav,

viz. St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916; Orient 2201, second

hand; Harley 5710—11; Arund, Orient 16; Add. 15,260; Add. 15,251

;

Orient 4227, as well as by nearly all the old editions, as wUl be

seen in the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 262a, on 2 Chron. 8 5.

3T = § 72.

Tpribh thy walls, occurs twice, once defective and once ptsne.

That is, "with the suffix second person singular masculine, in

contradistinction to the eight instances in which it is with the

suffix second person singular feminine (Isa. 49 16; 60 10, 18;

62 6; Ezek. 26 10, 12; 27 11, 11).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 139a, on Deut 28 62,

which I have printed; (H) Orient 2348, fol. 149a, on the same

passage, and (III) Orient 5404, fol. 138a, also on the same

passage. All the three Lists indicate that the Isaiah instance is

plene. For the variations on this passage see the notes in my

edition of the Bible.

rv = § 73.

Dhn she shall spare, is four times defective in this form. That

is, the future form, third person singular feminine without and

with the prefix Vav, is in four instances defective, in contra-

distinction to the eleven passages in >vhich it is Dinn plene.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 546, on Gen. 45 20,

which I have printed, and (II) Orient. 5404, fol. 536, on the

same passage. These two Lists coincide in including the two

instances with the prefix Vav in the four with Cholem on the

Cheth (ohm). As they are with Kametz (onrii) in the received text

in accordance with the following Rubriof^and, moreover, as the

CholBm Lists are from the Massorah of Yemen Codices, we have
,

here additional evidence that the Yemen MSS. not infrequently

exhibit .a different recension from the Palestinian School of

textual redactors. The printed Massorah, on Gen. 45 20 heads

this Rubric o^-cn -a Dhn and simply records the two instances

without the prefix Vav.

TV = § 74.

Dhni and she spared, occurs twice in the Scriptures. The design

of this Ma'ssorah is twofold. It is in the first place to militate

against the ancient recension which exhibited dpwi in l Sam. 24 10,

as will be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition

of the Bible, as well as in the Introduction to the Masswetieo-
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Critical text p. 291 &c. And in the second place it is directed

against the School of textual redactors which read dHtii with

Chol&m in both these passages, recorded in the preceding
^ Rubric.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, fol. 82a, on
Ezek. 20 17, which I have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 179 a, on the same passage.

n-r = § 75.

l^^HS outride, or in the street^ occurs twice at the beginning of

a verge. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 1366, on Deut. 24 11, which

I have printed; (II) Orient. 5404, fol. 135&, on the same passage,

and (III) the printed Massorah on Job 31 32.

Vr - § 76.

I^TIti without, or from outside, occurs twice at the beginning of

a verse. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from OrienV 2349, fol. I42a, on Deut. 32 25.

rv - § 77.

n3C1H toiihotU, abroad, occurs four times, three times plene and

once defective. This Rubric, which I have found in the printed

Massorah only, on Exod. 12 46, affords an instructive illustration

of the treatment which the Massorah suffered at the hands of

later Nakdanim. There are altogether seven such instances and
not four. The omission of the three is due to a want of space

at the end of the line. This is seen from the sequence of the

passages. Chronicles, as is well known, begins the Hagiographa in

many of the Standard Codices. After enumerating four of the

seven instances the space was manifestly exhausted^with the first

passage from Chronicles, viz. 2 Chron. 24 8 and hence 2 Chron.

29 16; 33 15; Prov. 5 16 which naturally follow in the regular

sequence, the Scribe had to omit A later Nakdan, however, who
found that the Rubric recorded four instances only, altered the

original heading on ki Sa 'i •? into -on 'ki 'bn : "i to agree with the

instances given in the incomplete List.

n-v * § 78.

nitinil without, abroad, occurs sixteen times in the Scriptures.

That is, in contradistinction to all the other passages where this

adverb is pn and rr^n, as one of the Lists has it (nnn foi -Kttn).

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 165a, on Judg. 12 9, which I

have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Ezek.

34 21; (III) Arund. Orient 16, foL 40 6, on 1 Sam. 9 26; (IV) the

same MS., foL 259 &, on 2 Chron. 6 9; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah n, § 80; (VI) the printed Massorah on Judg. 12 9, and
(VII) the same on 2 Chron. 5 9. List V omits Gen. 39 12 and
makes up the sixteen by giving p '^ cdb ruro .t^pi 2 Sam. 13 18,

making the two verses, viz. 17 and 18 uniform.

t3*r § = 79a.

nl3CH streets, open spaces,~is tunce defective. That is, without
the first Fat? apart from Jeremiah. According to this form of

the Massorah, this plural noun, without and with the prefixes

Beth and Vav Beth, which occurs altogether sixteen times apart

from Jeremiah, is in fifteen instances entirely plene or is written

with both Vavs^ and in two only is it without the first Vav.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography in

these two passages.

And throughout Jerentiah it is likewise so except once where it

is entirely plene. That is, in this book where this noun without
and with the prefixes Beth and Vav, occurs ten times, it is in

nine instances also without the first Vav (7 17; 11 6, 13; 14 16;

38 10; 44 6, 9, 17, 21) and once onljr is it with the Vav. Here,
therefore, the Massorah safeguards the solitary exception.

Of this form of the Rubric, which does not occur in the
printed Massorah, I collated five Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,
VoL I, fol. 101a, on Numb. 22 39, which I have printed; (II) the
same MS., Vol. I, fol. 2356, on 1 Kings 20 34; (III) Arund. Orient 16,

foL 96a, on the same passage; (IV) the same MS., fol. 160a, on
Jerem. 5 l, and (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 2286, on Numb. 22 39.

List III heads the first part of this Rubric a-aa nwn rmp bs
and the second part -ba raa 'on 'ma rrvr bs',, whilst List IV reverses

« Vii. rmn thirteen timet (2 Sam. 22 48; Isft. 6 26; 10 6; SI 20; Amos
I l«i MiMh 7 10; Nab. S lU; Zeeh. t 8; 10 fi; Ps. 18 48; Job S 10; Lament 2 19,

21 ; 4 1; rtmrn onoe (Ptot. 8 26). y

the order of the two parts. It heads the first nutra mxn .Tan' •»

•^a K'aa 'na and the second a-aa nijfm 'ha 'lan "np bai. With the
exception, however, of these minor variations in the wording, all

the five Lists record identically the same passages. All these
Lists give nixn Numb. 22 39, which is part of .a compound proper
name, as one of the two defective ^instances, and all exclude
Isa. 5 25, which in some editibns is not only defective but is
with Dagesh (niitn), contrary to the Standard Codices, viz. Sl^eters-
burg Codex of A. D. 91 6 ; Orient 2201 second hand; Harley 5710—11-;
Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Orient 4227 Ac.

!fl'» = § 796.
^

ni2Cn streets, open spaces, is twice so written. That is, without
the first Vav. Of this form of the Rubric I collated two Lists:
(I) Add. 15,451, fol. 1086, on Numb. 22 39, and (II) the printed
Massorah on the same passage. The difference between this

Rubric and the preceding one is not only in the wording but
in that it registers the only instance in which this noun plural
is without the Vav plural (ninna 2 Sam. 1 20). On referring to
the notes on 2 Sam. 1 20; Jerem. 7 17 and 14 16 in my edition
of the Bible, it will be seen that the design of the two forms of
this Massorah is to militate against the recensions which exhibited
variations in the orthography of this noun

'D = § 80.

rrtSCTT) and streets, occurs twice. That is, this plural noun
with the prefix Vav which occurs twice only, is one instance
plene (Prov. 8 26) and in one defective (l Kiiigs 20 34). Of this
Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated
four Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 95a, on 1 Kings 20 34,
which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 339a, on Prov. 8 26;
(III) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2456, on the same passage,
and (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35 also on the same passage. The'
latter rightly heads it -bo 'k 'a.

ro - § 81.

rrrrtXTl w three times thus written in this form. That is, the
plural form with the prefixes and without and with the suffixes,
is in these three instances defective of the second Vav. This
plural, without and with the prefixes and suffixes, occurs
altogether foi-ty-one times. In thirty-eight instances it is with
the second Vav or the plural Vav, and in three only is it without
this Vav. Hence the Massorah safeguards its abnormal absence.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only,
on Ezek. 11 6. The second part of this Rubric, viz. -riaT rra*r bs\
STO niJtn which is meaningless here, properly belongs to the two
forms of the preceding Rubric. It has been added here by a
later Nakdan who mistook the import of this Massorah. When
Jacob b. Chayim who quotes this Rubric in the Massorah Finalis,
letter n, § 31, states that rrnxn occurs twice only in this form
and refers to the Massorah on Ezek. 11 6 for the passages, ^ he
means the two instances with the suffixes apart from the one
without the suffix (2 Sam. 1 20).

.K*' p»D *>Ki3tn'3 -iDoa ''SOW ''aw^^a p o'aifu 'a rt'nsin i

TO = § 82.

"Th a hole, occurs twice in the Scriptures. By fixing the number
at two, this Massorah militates^ against the School of textual
redactors which also read it, -ih with Cholem instead of nn with
Shurek, in Isa. 11 8 as shown in the following Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,
Vol. II, fol. 746, on Ezek. 8 7, which I have printed, and (II) the
printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 82. The latter heads it

'on -a tin which is misleading, since it suggests that it is plene in
other passages, whereas it does not occur again. The heading
ought properly to be 'om 'a.

rD ='§ 83.

T1 a hole, or Hor, is six times defective in thisform. That is,

this expression without and with prefixes (-vb^) which in four
instances denotes a hole, and which in two is a part of a proper
name of a place (Numb. 33 32, 33), is defective in all these
passages, or is without Vav.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated six Lists: (I) Cambridge Add. 1174 on Numb. 33 22,
which I have printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 1 31a; (III) Orient 2349,'

fol. 121a; (IV) Orient 5404, fol. 1206; (V) Add. 15,251, foL 1026, all
on the same passage, and (VI) Orient 1474, fol. 78a, on Ezek. 8 7.

Not only do Lists II—VI emphatically state in their
respective headings that all the six instances are defective
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(•rte 'BT! 'i), but they all include Cant 5 4 as one of the defectives.

This is supported by some of the best Standard Codices and

early editions. Thus Orient 2201, which is one of the earliest

dated MS. of the whole Bible; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,250;

Add. 15,251 ; the editio prineeps of the Hagiographa, Naples 1486—87;

the third edition of the Bible, Brescia 1494; the Complutensian

;

and the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517, all read

-*T» without the Vav: Hence -iln? plene, which I have adopted in

my edition of the Bible in accordance with Harley 5710—11;

Orient 4227; the editio prineept of the Bible, Soncino 1488; the

second edition, Naples 1491—93 and the first edition of the

Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1524—25, must be

relegated into the margin as an alternative reading.

Both Lists I and IV add to the catchwords for in in Isa. 11 8

that there is a difference of opinion (j^'b) about it in the different

Schools of xtextual redactors. Whether this difference is with

regard to itff defective or plene spelling (in or in), or whether

one School read it ih with Cholem in accordance with the two other

instances in which it occurs as recorded in the preceding Rubric,

and the other read it in with Shwek, this Massorah does not

explain. Judging, however, from the fact that in the case of all the

other five instances which constitute this Massorah, regard is had

to the spelling ih defective, in contradistinction to Hn plene, it is

natural to conclude that the difference in the Schools referred to the

graphic signs ih or in in the Isaiah passage, and not to the defective

or plene spelling.

TD - § 84.

inVT "'^ the noblet of Judah, occurs four times. Normally

the phrase for the nobles of Judah is nivr; n». It* occurs no fewer

than eleven times, five of which are in Jeremiah (Jerem. 24 l;

26 10; 29 2; 84 19; 52 10; Hosea 6 10; Ps. 68 28; Neh. 12 31;

82; 2 Chron. 22 8; 24 17). As it is in these four instances that

this exceptional phrase is used, the design of the Massorah is to

safeguard it against being interchanged, which in one instance

has actually taken place (comp. Jerem. 39 6 with 52 10).

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I coUated two Lists: (I) St Petersburg Codex of A.

D. 916, on Jerem. 27 10, and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter \ § 113.

.TD - § 85.

"•^tl Hori, or whiU, occurs three times in the Scriptures. This

triliteral occurs altogether eight times. As it is in five instances

with Tzere under the Cheth (nh Jerem. 27 20; 39 6; Job 30 6;

Neh. 6 17; 18 17) being the plural construct of ih and in three

with Chirek, the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 266, on

Gen. 40 16, which I have printed, and (II) the same MS., Vol. I,

fol. 24a, on Gen. 36 22. The latter heads this Rubric "ina '3

and records the two instances only which occur in the

Pentateuch.

re - § 86.

rrn Hawan, occurs ttoice and in the sama Section. That is,

in contradistinction to the other two instances in which this

qnadriliteral also occurs twice in another Section where it is

pointed pm and is part of the compound name Beth Horon

(Josh. 10 10, 11). This Rubric, which doe^ no.t occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Cambridge Add. 465 on Ezek. 47 16.

.^:;'D *^ § 87. ':

Dtt^ Husham, occursfour times, twice plene and twice defective.

As this proper name, which occurs four tirries only and which

is restricted to two books of the Bible, is spelt differently in

the duplicate record given in these books, the Massorah safeguards

the variation in its orthography against being made uniform.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 180&, on 1 Chron. 1 45;

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 3146, on the same
passage; (III) Vienna Codex No. 35, also on the same passage,-

and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 35. It will be
seen that the two Pentateuch instances retain their primitive

defective spelling.

n'D - § 88.

Q^tthH iDtt^» — A sign for the orthography of these two

names. ITtrougkout Eera the name is a6ri [Ezra 2 19; 10 33; Neh.

7 22; 8 4; 10 19], and in all the rest of the Scriptures it is ei^
plene [l Chron. 8 8, 11] except in one instance where it is erf^

defective. This is manifestly the import of this artificial Rubric

which I have found in Cambridge Add. 465 only, on Esra 7 22.

Accordingly o^n '"ip bai as I have printed it ought to be

D'lWn '*i|5 hoi.

tt'D = § 89.

D^wTt occurs twice, in two different senMs. In the first instance

this quadriliteral is a proper name, Hushim and in the second

it is the participle passive masculine plural denoting hasty, quick.

In the only other passage where the proper name occuro with-

out the prefix it is a triliteral (d^ 1 Chron. 7 12).

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Add. 15,250, fol. 93a, on Numb. 32 17, which I have

printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 130a, on the same passage; (III)

Orient 2349, fol. I20a, also on the same passage, and (IV) the

printed Massorah on Gen. 46 23.

"i ~ % 90.

Onh a seal, is three times defective. That is, in the same

section or connection. This Massorah is based upon the Hellali

Codex and militates against the Jerusalem Codex which exhibited

onln plene in Exod. 28 11. The Samaritan recension of the

Hebrew text reads Bnin plene in Exod. 39 14.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated five Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 81a, on Exod. 89 14,

which I have printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 91a, on the same

passage; (UI) Orient. 5404, fol. 80a, also on the same passage;

(IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 476, on Exod. 28 11, and (V) Add. 21,160,

fol. lllo, on the same passage. List IV heads it more correctly

•3'3» 'Dn 'i, since in the other three instances where it occurs in

the same section or connection, it is uiin-'plene Exod. 28 21;

39 6, 30.

DH^n seal, is always plene except in seven instances where it

is defective in this form. That is, the form onn without and with

prefixes and suffixes, is in seven instances without the Vav.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, on

Exod. 28 11. The expression 'Brba in the heading, is due to the

fact that this Rubric contains the three instances in which this

noun is without any prefix or suffix, recorded in the preceding

Rubric, one instance in which it is with the suffix second person

singular masculine (iionh Gen. 38 18), one in which it is with the

prefix Beth and the suffix third person singular masculine

(lonha 1 Kings 21 8), one future third person singular feminine with

Vav conversive (ornrn) also in 1 Kings 21 8 which is indicated by

piDBS '3 and one the feminine noun norti with the prefix He

(narihn Gen. 38 25). As the catchwords -» now b9 i^wi ms)cr\

Exod. 28 21 which Jacob b. Chayim gives for the defective

instance, is plene, and moreover as all the Lists give Exod. 39 14,

as one of three defectives in the preceding Rubric, it is manifest

that the expression pnn is due to a clerical error. I have, therefore,,

omitted it

yit = § 92.

Dn1lT3 as a seal, occurs three times and is plene in the Scrip-

tures. The design of this Massorah is to militate against those

Codices which read Dninpi with the prefix Vav in Cant 8 66, as

is the case in Add. 21,161 Sto.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. U, foL 1206, on Hag. 2 23,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 217a, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 3506, on Cant 8 6; (IV)

Add. 15,251, fol. 398a, on the same passage; (V) Add. 15,160,

fol. 3016, also on the same passage; (VI) the printed Massorah,

on Hag. 2 23, and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n,

§ 258.

rst - § 93.

ntH tee thou, or was seen, occurs three tirnes in the Scriptures.

That is, this triliteral thus pointed occurs as a verb three times.

In two instances it is the imperative singular^masculine (Isa. 8320;

48 6) and in one instance it is the Chaldee Peal passive (Dan. 3 19).

And wherever it is f6llowed by a wave-offering U is likewise so.

That is, in this combination when it is a noun in' the construct

denoting the breast of, which occurs four times (Exod. 29 27; Levit.

7 34; 10 14; Numb. 6 20) this triliteral has the same graphic signs.
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Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. aud one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL II, fol. 278 fe, on Dan. 3 19,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1326, on
Isa. 33 2V; (m) the same MS., fol. 139 6, on Isa. 48 6, and <IV)

the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 36. List II heads this

Rubric 'a nrn and gives the two Hebrew imperatives only, whilst

List IV omits the second part altogether, which makes the Rubric

unintelligible, since rtm occurs altogether seven times.

TIC = § 94.

niHK / »haU tee, occurs four timet in the Scripture* .... and

once it it with the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists,

four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

foL 1776, on I's. 17 15, which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,

VoL II, fol. 237a, on Job 34 82; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2876,

on Ps. 17 16; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 321 6, on the same passage,

and (V) the printed Massorah on Job 19 26.

This Rubric is part of the alphabetical List of words which

respectively oocur five times, four times without the prefix Vav

and once with it. {Vide supra, letter i, § 75.)

iTX = § 96.

^TH^I and they taw, occurs twice in the Scriptures. Of this

Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah, I

collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol. n, fol. 269a, on Lament 2 14, which I have
printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 656, on Exod. 24 11; (IH) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 3566, on Lament 2 14; (IV) Add. 15,260, fol. 466,

on Exod. 24 11, and (V) the printed Massorah on the same
passage.

TX = § 96.

^KntH Hazael, occurs six times plene in the Scriptures ....

and in all the other passages it is defective. This name occurs

altogether twenty-three times. > In seventeen instances it is spelt

^Ktn (1 Kings 19 15, 17; 2 Kings 8 9, 12; 9 14, 15; 10 32; 12 18,

18, 19; 13 3, 3, 22, 24, 25; Amos 1 4; 2 Chron. 22 5) and in six

only is it ^Krnn with He after the Zayin. The Massorah, therefore,

safeguards the orthography of the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2486, on 2 Kings 8 f,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. H, fol. 162a, on
2 Chron. 22 6; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 104 a, on 2 Kings 8 29;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 270 a, on 2 Chron. 22 6; (V) Add. 15,251,

fol. 3S86, on the same passage, and (VI) the printed Massorah,
on 2 Kings 8 8.

There are two recensions of this Massorah. One is exhibited

in the Rubric I have printed (List I), which emphatically states

in the heading that there are six such examples and duly records

this number, giving 2 Kings 8 28 as the fourth instance. The
reading b»rrm is supported by some of the best Codices and
early editions, viz. Orient 2201 second hand; Harley 5710—11;
Arund. Orient 16 second hand; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Add.
15,451; the editio princeps of the Prophets, Soncino 1485—86;

the first edition of the Bible, Soncino 1488 and the second edition,

Naples 1491—98, for which reason I have adopted it in the text

of my edition of the Bible.

The second recension of this Massorah is exhibited in_

Lists II—VL According to this recension there are five instances

only in which this longer form of the name has survived, and
2 Kings 8 28 Qv n&ntoS is ^mth without the He.

The cause which underlies the existence of the duplicate

forms of proper names compounded with Divine names i^ fully

set forth in my Introduction to the Massoretico-Critical text of the

Hebrew Bible p. 367 &c. As to the application of the canon in

question to the name before us it is quite obvious. The original

name hipm may either denote he beheld God, or God beheld him
i. e. cared for him. That this regicide, the despoiler of the
Temple treastu'es at Jerusalem, should be distinguished by such
an honourable name was intolerable. Hence later redactors of

the text eliminated the He and thus disguised the meaning he saw,

implying thereby that m may be a form of rrwt to lay hold of, to

seize, to despoil, i. e. he despoiled God, i. e. God's Sanctuary. (Comp.
Levy, Neuhdtrciisehes WSrterbueh &c. s. v. trnt)

rJt = § 97.

|1tH the vision of, occurs twice at the beginning of a verse. That
is, both at the beginning of the verse and at the beginning of the

book, it is in construct with names of the Prophets who saw the

respective visio^Sf^ contradistinction to the only other instance

where this combination org fitn occurs, but where it does not begin

the verse, being preceded by "Hc rrm ntft (Nah. 1 l).

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 208a, on Obad. 1, and (H) the printed Massorah on the

same passage.

n'3C = § 98-

ftPT? to the lightening of, occurs twice in the Scriptures and is

plene. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. H, foL 239o, on Job 38 25.

a'3f = § 99.

nri^tn thou sawest, occurs five times, twice plene and three times

defective. As this Chaldee Peal preterite second person singular

masculine, which occurs altogether five times and which is not

only restricted to the same book, but with one exception to the

same section, is differently spelt within a few verses, being in

2 41, 41 with He at the end and in 2 43, 45; 4 17 without the He,

the Massorah safeguards this variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,
Vol. II, fol. 278 a, on Dan. 2 41, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah on the same passage. The latter adds at fhe
end -bn 'wnp -a, defining the two plene instances.

'p = § 100.

ptn he VMS strong, he prevailed, occurs five times with Kametz.
That is, under the Cheth, in contradistinction to the seventeen
instances in which it is with Chateph-Pathach, being the imperative
singular masculine. In the only other instance in which this

preterite third person singular masculine occurs, it is pin with
Kametz under the Zayin, which is due to its pausal accent Soj^-

Pasuk (2 Chron. 26 15).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1556, on Judg. 1 28,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL H, foL 143a, on
1 Chron. 21 4; (III)" Arund. Orient 16, foL 996, on 2 Kings 3 26;

(IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 356, on Gen. 41 57; (V) Add. 15,451, foL 31a;

(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 40, margin, and (VII) the

printed Massorah, all on the same passage. List III not only

states in the heading that there are four such instances only

('nriB "1 pm) but records four, omitting 2 Kings 3 26. But as the

Massorah is on this very passage, it is evident that the omission

is due to the carelessness of the Scribe and that a later Nakdan
who found that four instances only are recorded altered the 'n

in the heading into n.

H'P = § 101.

IpTH t?iey waxed strong, they prevailed, occurs three times. That
is, the kal preterite third person pliu*al, in contradistinction to

ipm the Piel preterite third person plural, which occurs four

times and which is recorded below § 106.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 126, on Josh. 17 13, which I

have printed; (II) Add. 15,451, foL 1566, on the same passage,

and (III) the printed Massorah on 1 Kings 20 23. The latter

heads it pen •:, which indicates the import of this Massorah.

rp = § 102.

p5K1 ptn be strong and of a good courage, occurs three ti^tes

in the Scriptures. This Rubric, which I have found in Add l.S,260

only, fol. 1136, on Deut 31 7, is incorrect, since this phrase

occiurs seven times and not three. The following four passages

are omitted Deut 31 28; Josh. 1 18; 1 Chron. 22 13; 28 20. It

is probably an incipient List which a later Nakdan furnished with

a heading, fixing the number to agree with the instances recorded.

rp = § 103.

ptrPI and he waxed strong, occursfifteen times in the Scriptures.

That IS, the Kal future third person singular masculine wfth Fav

conversive, in contradistinction to the instances in which this

quinqueliteral is p<NTi, the Piel future, recorded below § 111.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated twenty Lists. I shall however,

specify the following seven only: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I,

foL 286, on Gen. 41 56, which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,

VoL I, fol. 386, on Exod. 7 22; (lU) St. Petersburg Codex dl

A. D. 916 on Jerem. 52 6; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, foL 47 a, on
1 Sam. 17 60; (V) Add. 15,251, foL 332a, on 2 Chron. 8 3; (VI)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 40, margin, and (VH) the printed

Massorah on 1 Sam. 17 50.
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The Massorah Parva in several of the MSS remarks against

Isa 39 1 which is one of these fifteen passages, that it is unique

(•«?) This' apparent conflict is due to the fact that in this single

instance it is with Kametz under the Zayin instead of the normal

Pnthach, owing to its pausal accent Soph-Pasuk, which is not

within the scope of the general Rubric to notice.

rp = § 104.

nptnri they shall he strengthened, occurs twice. Tliat is, in

Zechariah'." Outside this book this future third person plural

feminine also occurs three times (Judg. 7 11; 2 Sam. £ T,

Ezek 22 14) This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah. is from Add. 15,250, fol. 3Ua, on Zech. 8 13. The

expression 'BD3 is manifestly omitted in the heading, which is not

infrequently the case.

n-p = § 105.

"TlDfln and I will harden or wake strong, occurs twice in the

ScriptJes: Of this Rubric" I collated four Lists, three in MSS.

and one printed : (I) Harley 5710-1 1, Vol. I, fol 43a on Exod.U 4

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol- 90 «, on

Ezek. 30 24; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 87«, on Exod. 14 4 and

(IV) the printed Massorah on Ezek. 30 24.' As both these instances

begin a verse, List (III) is more properly headed -idb -Kn •=, only

•jn ought to be '»m.

rp = § 106.

VVl they have hardened or strengthened, occurs four times in

the Sa-ivtures. This quadriliteral with Chirek under the Cheth

occurs altogether twelve times. In eight instances it is ptn without

Dagesh in the Zayin, being the imperative plural -masculine

(Deut. 31 6; Josh. 10 25; 2 Sam. 13 28; Isa. 35 4; Ps. 31 25;

2 Chron. J5 7; 19 U; 32 7) and in four it is pjn with Dagesh,

being the Piel preterite third person plural masculine. The

Massorah, therefore, safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. I63a, on Ju^j- 9 24,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, foL 34a on

Jerem. 6 3; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2866, on Ezra 1 6;

(IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1066, on 2 Kings 12 7; (V) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah H, § 40, and (VI) the printed Massorah on

2 Kings 12 7. Lists HI and VI head this Rubric 'wn '"t which

indicates its import

rp = § 107.

lyaKT Iptn 6« ye strong and of a good courage, occurs three

times That is,' in the plural, in contradistinction to the seven

instances in which this phrase is in the singular, recorded in § 102.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 132a, on Deut 31 6,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. i68fe, on

2 Chron 32 7; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 8a, on Josh. 10 .25;

(IV) the same MS., foL 277 6, on 2 Chron. 32 7 ;
(V) Add. 15,250,

foL 1136, on Deut 31 6; (VI) Add. 16,451, fol. 1416, on the same

passage, and (VII) the printed Massorah, also on the same

passage.

n'p = § 108.

P^^ and to give strength, occurs three times. With the prefix

Lamed "this Piel infinitive occurs altogether twelve times. In

nine instances it is without the Fat; conjunctive and in three

only is it with the Vav. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

minority. '

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three m MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 1474, fol. 83a, on Ezek. IS 22, which I have

printed; (H) Cambridge Add. 465 on the same passage; (HI)

Vienna Codex No. 35 on 1 Chron. 29 12, and (IV) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 48.

B'p = § 109.

rm he thou strong, to make strong, occurs four times. Though

in thiee' instances this expression is the imperative (Deut 1 38

;

Nab 3 2- Neh. 6 9) and in one the infinitive (2 Kings 12 9),

yet the Massorah which has regard to the identity of the spelling

only, irrespective of the difference in the meaning, in accordance

with its usual method groups them together in the same Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed- (I) Orient. 2349, foL 1235, on Deut 1 38, which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 107a, on 2 Kings 12 9; (III) the

same MS., fol. 2126, on Nah. 2 12; (IV) the same MS., fol. 3826, on

Neh. 6 9 ;
(V) Add. 1 5,250, fol. 205 6, on 2 Kings 12 9 ;

(VI) Add. 1 5,25 1

,

fol. 2076, on the same passage, and (VII) the printed Massorah on

Deut. 1 38.
''

^'p = § 110.

inpfTTI nnd encourage him, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists:

(I) Hariey 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2036, on 2 Sam. 11 25, which I

have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 636, on the same passage,

and (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 260a, on Deut 3 28.

»y = § 111.

p'lTV] and he encouraged, or strengthened, occurs five times in

the Scriptures .... and wherever it is combined with the Tetragi-ammaton

it is likewise so. This quinqueliteral with Pathach under the Vav

occurs altogether twenty-six times. In fifteen instances it is the

Kal and in eleven the Piel. As the former have already been

safeguarded in a separate Rubric {vide sup,a, § 103), the Massorah

now°indicates the instances in which it is the Piel. Of the eleven

instances, however, in which it is the Piel six are uniformly

combined with the Tetragrammaton (Exod. 9 12; 10 20, 27;

11 10; 14 8; Judg. 3 12) and five are followed by different

persons. Hence the Massorah records these exceptions.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the popular parts of the

Massorah, I collated twenty Lists. I shall, however, specify the

following seven only, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

0710-11 Vol I, fol. 190a, on 1 Sam. 23 16, which I have printed;

'(II) the same MS.. Vol. H, fol. 196, on Isa. 41 7; (III) Anind.

Orient. 16, fol. 5l6, on 1 Sam. 23 16; (IV) the same MS., fol. 2776,

on 2 Chron. 32 5; (V) Orient 2349, foL 636, on Exod. 10 27;

(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 40, and (VII) the printed

Massorah on Neh. 3 19. List V reverses the order of this Rubric

in the heading which is as follows: '?3i pp fapa 'o'*'' '«Mn Pl^ "^a

'n»-3'nB"np '«»''»=•' ^^^""^ indicating where it is the Piel and

where the Kal. It will be seen that the Tzere is here called

small Kametz.

n-'p = § 112.

P'rr5 ^"'^ ^^''-y strengthened, occurs twice in the Scriptures.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 294a, on Neh. 2 18.

y^p = § 113.

np''tnrn and she caugU hold, occurs twice in the Scriptures.

Of thii' Rubric I collated five Lists, two in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 245a, on Prov. 7 13.

which I have printed; (li) Add. 15,250, foL UOa, on Deut 25 11

;

(III) the printed Massorah on the same passage; (IV) the same

on Prov. 7 13. and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis. letter n, § 51.

yip = § 114a.

nipn to take hold, to holdfast., is six times defective^in this

/o,-m.'That is, this Hiphil.form with prefixes and suffixes, is m

six instances without the normal Yod.
^ , . «

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,250, foL S88a,

on Dan. 11 6, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah

on Dan. 11 32. It will be seen that though the List which I

have printed emphatically states in the heading that there are

six such instances, it records five only. As List II, however,

which also states in the heading that there are six, duly

enumerates this number, giving ^T^ytn^ nae rmp Jerem. 8 21 as

one of the six instances, there can hardly be any doubt that

its omission in List I is due to the carelessness of the Scribe

and to the fact that the immediately preceding instance is ^jnpffn

Jerem. 6 24.

T»p - § 1145.

pfJTT tpTPP they shall hold, and they caught hold, is three^ times

de/«ci That is; the Hiphil future third person plural masculine,

is three times without the normal Yod. In one instance it is

without the prefix Vav (Dan. 11 32) and in two instances it is

with Vav conversive (2 Sam. 2 16; 1 Kings 9 9).

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Vienna Codex No. 35, on Dan. 11 32. It will be seen

that whilst the preceding Rubric includes two preterites third
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0?n.7;nc' Jerem. 8 21) and one with the suffix first person plural I on Judg. 4 8, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16
OjnRtnn Jerem. 6 5^4) as well as the Hiphil participle with the fol. 206, on the same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 24a, on

Judg. 8 1; (IV) the same MS., fol. 2096, on Jonah 8 8; (V) Add
15,250, fol. 3 336, on Judg. 4 8; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 85, on
Jonah 3 8, and (VII) the printed Massorah Pinalis, letter n, § 50.

Hiphil participle with the
suffix third person singular feminine (injitno^ Dan. 11 (J), this form
of the Rubric is restricted to the future alone.

I'BSp - § 115.

^p'755 <»n<^ they took hold, occurs six times, four times plene
and twice defective. As this Hiphil future third person pjural
with Vav conversive, which occurs six times, is differently spelt,
the Massorah safeguards the variation 'in its orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 24a, on Judg. 7 20, which I
have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. ftSa, on 2 Sam. 2 16; (III)
Add. 15,250, 111. 1360, on Judg. 7 20; (IV) Add. 15,261, fol. 148a,
on the same passage, and (V) the printed Massorah, on Gen.
19 16. List IV heads this Rubric -nptm and records the four
plene instances oSly. List V remarks against the catchwords -for

2 Sam. 2 KJ; 1 Kings 9 9 that they are defective.

rtip « § 116.

p?nri»1 and he strengthened himself, occurs eight times and
twice it is with Pathach. As this Hithpael future third person
singular masculine with Vav conversive which occurs altogether
ten times, has in eight instances Tzere under the Zayin and in
two Pathach, the Massorah safeguards the respective graphic signs.

Of this Rubric I collated nine Lists, six in MSS. and three
printed: (I) Arund. Orient. I6, fol. 88a, on Judg. 20 22, which
1 have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 257a, on 2 Chron. 1 l;

(III) the same„MS., fol. 2646, on 2 Chron. 12 13; (IV) the same
MS., fol. 2656, on .2 Chron. 13 21; (V) Add. 15,251, fol; 3286, on
2 Chron. 1 i; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 68a, on Gen. 48 2; (VII) the
printed Massorah, on Judg. "20 22; (VHI) the same oji 1 Sam.
30 G, and (IX) the same on 2 Chron. 1 1.

And it is always [Mnnn. That is, the Hithpael preterite third
person singular which occur* four times (2 Chron. 13 7; 15 8;
23 1; 25 11), or the imperative which occurs once (1 Kings 2022),
is invariable with PatAacA under the Zaj/t«. The two instances of
the future with the Vav conversive form*part of the alphabetical
List of words beginning with Vav Yod which respectively occur
twice. {Vide supa, letter 1, § 69.)

rp - § 117.

B*pJ^ '**y «»•« strong, occurs three times. Of this Rubric I
collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 169a, on Judg. 18 26, which I have printed;
(II) the same MS,, Vol. II, fol. 72fl, on Ezek. 3 8; (III) the same
MS., Vol. II, fol. 2386, on Job 37 18; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16,
fol. 816, on Judg 18 26; (V) the printed Massorah on Ezek. 3 8,

and (VI) the same on Job 37 18.

n-^^ « § 118.

pini '**"^ throng, occurs twice in the ScHptures. That is, with
2We under the Zayim- in contradistinction to the other two
instances where this adjective with the prefix Vav is with Kameiz
(comp. ptm 1 Kings 19 11; Amos 2 14),

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorali,
1 collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol. I, fol. 198/7, on
2 Sam. 3 1, which I have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient. 1(5,

fol. 586, on the same passage.

SS^'p = § 119.

''^pjn?^ fl"*^ «« 1ti» strength, or and when he was strong,
occurs three times in the Sci-iptures. The design of this Massornii,
is to militate against the reading inpmp with Beth, as will be
seen from the notes on Dan. 11 2 in'my edition of the Bible.
Indeed the reading with Beth is preferable in all the three
passages. The interchange between a and s is due to their being
practically identical in many of the MSS.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
1 collated six Lists: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol 285a, on
Dan. 11 2, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 156a, on 2 Chron. 12 1; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 165 a,'

on 2 Chron. 26 16; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 264a, on
2 Chron. 12 i; (V) the same MS., fol. 8726, on Dan. 11 2, and
(VI) Add, 15,251, fol. 3406, on 2 Chron. 26 16.

rp - § 120.

'"^PW? "^^ strength, or foi-ce, occurs four times . . . and once
it is with 'the7prefx Vav. Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six

H'3p - § 121,

•TPP Hezekijah, occurs three times in the Scriptures. To
understand this Massorah, and the various forms into which the
materials constituting its contents, have artificially been elaborated
by different Massoretic Schools, it is necessary to state (1) that
this proper name which occurs altogether 87 times without and
with prefixes, has two different forms, one, ending in Jah and
the other in JahU; (2) that in nine instances the shorter form
IS used without prefixes, in one with the prefix Vav and two
with the prefix Lamedfi (8) that in 75 instances the longer form
18 used, seventy-three of which are without any prefix and two
are with the prefix Lamed,* and (4) that of the ten instances in
which the shorter form without the prefixes occurs, seven are
not only restricted to Kings but to the same Section, and three
only occur in all the rest of the Scriptures. This explains the
first part of the Rubric.

And fi'om 2 Kings 18 1 to verse 17 it is likeicise the longer
fm-m except once. In Kings, as will be seen from the subjoined
netes, this name occurs altogether thirty-seven times. Here it is
the longer form in thirty-six instances and the shorter form in
one single instance. Here, therefore, the Massorah safeguards the
solitary exception, -

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. H, foL 2646, on Prov, 25 i

which" I have printed; (IIJ the same MS,, Vol. I, foL 262a, on
2 Kings 18 9: (HI) Arund. Orient. 16, fol, 1116; on the same
passage; (IV) the same MS., fel. 3466, on Prov. 85 1; (V) Vienna
Code* No. 86 on 2 Kings 18 9; (VI) Halle , Ochlah Ve-Oohlah II,

§ 41; (VII) the printed Massorah on Zeph. 1 1, and (VHI) the
same on. Prov, 26 1.*' «•

These eight Lists exhibit three different forms of this
Massorah.

,
The most popular one is that which I have printed.

Lists IV, VI, VII and VIII are identically the same. The second
form which is that of Lists III and V, I cannot understand.
I give it in the note, for experts in the Massorah to decipher.'
Thfe third form consists of the following sign r^ rows vn p p%
i^hvh n^rann n:BDw ckos] 3«oa rrpm in-irkTK "wh n^a n^n •» n^ \Amrb
wpin, which simply states that with the exception of one instance
(2 Kings 1$ 9) it is' the shorter form in 2 Kings 18 1—17,

From this Mialysis w« see that thd instances with the prefixes,
the one with the Vav (n»pmi 1 Chron, 8 28) and the two with
the prefix Lamed (n«ptn> 2 Kings 18 10; Neh, 7 21), are excluded
from this Rubric, otherwise the statement in the first part of
this Massorah that the shjorter form- occurs three times only,
apart from Kings, would be incorrect, since, with the Nehemiah
and Chronicles instances it would make it five. Moreover all these
Lists coincide in stating that in 2 Kings 18 1-17 there is one
exceptional instance only of the.lftnger form, viz. 18 9, This is
confirmed by the best Codices and soriJe of the early editions
Thus Orient. 2201

; Hariey 6710—11 second hand ; Arund. Orient. 1 6
*

secondhand; Add. 16,260; Add, 16,251; Add, 16,451 secondhand;
the second edition of the Bible, Naples 1491—98 and the Com-
plutensian exhibit n;ptrt. The Jonger forih i-Tpifi which I have,
adopted in my text in accordance with the original reading in
Harley 57 10—11; Arund. Orient. 1 6 ; Add. 1 5,461 ; thb editio princeps
of the Prophe'ts, Soncino 1485—86; the first edition of the Bible,
Soncino 1488; the third edition, Brescia 1494; the Pesaro edition
of the Former Prophets, 1611; the fourth edition of the Bible,
Pesaro 1611—17; the first editionof theRabbinic Bible, Venice 1617
and the editio princeps of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah,
Venice 1624—25, must be relegated into the margin, and the
shorter form n;ptn given in the text For the cause of the two
forms of this name see my Introduction to the Massoretico- Critical
edition of the Hebrew Bible, p. 886 &c.

' Ctomp. n;Rtn 2 King. 18 1, U, 14, 11^, 16, 16; Zeph. 1 1; ProT. Sfi Ij
Neh. 10 18; n'jJtni 1 Chron. S 23 j njprnS 2 King* 18 10; Neh. 7 21.

» Comp. »n«i3tn 2 Kingi 16 20; 18 9, 18, 17, 19, 22, 29, 80, 81, 82, 87-
19 1, 8, 6, 9, 10, 14, U, 10. 20; 20 1. 8, 6, 8, 12, 12, 18, 18, 14, 14, 16. 16, Ifi!

20, 21; 81 8; Iia. 36 1, 2, 4, 7, 14, 16, 16, 18, 22; 87 1, 8, 6, 9, 10, 14, 14, 16,
21; S8 1, 2. 8, 6, 22; S9 1, 2, 2, 8, 8, 4, 6, 8; Jerem. 26 18, 19; 1 Chron. 3 13;'

2 Chron. 29 18, 27; SO 24; it 16; '"'Rm^ lii. S8 9; 2 Chron. St 28.
K"o3 n'pm jnin ji'm iipk ifo n^B"i iy nhn p vvnrrh tfhv nswa w pi 3'» n^pm »mn hit n<n iru '•• lan 'o»di rvpm s'os in«pm 'm 'np hst .imprn i^^ nrain nsrs wi

,n»ptn TDK uny ,p»ni?n itrit rmha 'Wo nhn oj
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ysp - § 122. ^

VTptH Hezekijahtt, occur$ fve times in this book. That is, in

Chronicles. Normally when this name ends in Vav it begins with

Yod in Chronicles, i. e. injpiir. In this lengthened form it occurs

thirty-five times without the prefixes in this book.' As it is in

these five instances only where it is without the Yod at the

beginning, the Massorah here safeguards the exceptions.

And throughout the Prophets it is likewise the shm-ter fotin with

the Yod except in three instances. In the Prophets the reverse is

the case, wpm without the Yod at the beginning is the rule. Here

it occurs about seventy-four times (see the note to the preceding

Rubric) and wjptr with the Fod at the beginning occurs three

times only. Here, therefore, the Massorah safeguards the exception.

Of this popular Massorah I collated ten Lists, eight in MSS.

and two printed: (I) Harley 6710— n, Vol. II, fol. 181 6, on

1 Chron. 8 13, which I have printed: (II) Arund. Orient, lu,

fol. 1196, on Isa. 1 1 ;
(III) the same MS., fol. 156&, on Jerem. 15 4;

(IV) the same MS., fol. I90t, on Hosea 1 1; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 239a, on l Chron. 3 13; (VI) the same MS., fol. 276fc, on

2 Chron. 29 27; (VII) Add. 15,251, fol. 21G6, on Isa. 1 l; (VIII)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 41; (IX) the printed Massorah on

Isa. 1 1, and (X) the same on 2 Chron. 29 27. Lists II, III, IV,

VII, VIII and IX give the two parts of this Rubric in the reverse

order, recording the instances of wjptiT in the Prophets first and

those of in;|5TH in Chronicles second as I have printed it in

letter % § 283.

' Comp. «n«i5tr,'_ 1 Chron. i 41; 2 Chron. 28 27; 29 1, 20, 30, 31, .S6;

80 1. 18, 20, 22; Vl 2, 8, 9, 11, 13, 20; 32 2, 8, 0, 11, 12, 16, 17, 20, 22, 24,

26, 20, 26, 30, 80, 82, 83; 3& 3.

TDp - § 123.

in*[5TH7 of, or to Hezekijaha, occurs ticice. This Rubric is from

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 383 or, onNeh. 7 21. In the received text 2Chron.

32 23 is njptrr^ with Yod after the Lamed.. {Vide infra, letter-, § 28i>.)

T3p - § 124.

rrtDH to tin, is five times defective of Aleph. That is, in five

instandes is the verb ttisn without the radical tt in different

forms in the text, or according to the Kethiv which the Keri or

the official marginal reading supplies. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Cambridge Add. 46B

on 2 Kings 13 6. It is part of the List of words in which the

Aleph is absent, recorded in letter % § 14.

(Tap - § 12B.

HJ<{5H* — Forms of the vei'b ymn which respectively occur once

only. This fragmentary List, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Cambridge Add. 1174 on Exod. 34 7. It exhibits

the first attempt to collect the unique forms of this verb, as is

attested by the fact that there are upwards of forty such forms

which respectively occur once only.

rap - § 126.

nKDH she has sinned, occurs tunce in the Scriptures. That is,

with Kame\z under the Teth which is due to its pausal accents,

8oph-Pasuk and Athnach, in contradistinction to the only other

instance where this preterite third person singular feminine

occurs and is .i^^n with Sheva (Lament. 1 8). This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 6710—11,

VoL II, fol. 80a, on Ezek. 16 61.

rap - § 127.

^8ipn ihey have sinned, occurs three times. That is, with Kame^

under the^ Teth. This preterite third person plural occurs alto-

gether nineteen times. In sixteen instances it is with the normal

Sheva and in these three instances only it is with Kamett, which

is due to the pausal accents 8oph-Pa$vk and Athnaeh. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the exceptions.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 895, on 1 Kings 14 32, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 3296, on Job 24 19;

(in) Add. 16,260, fol. 192a, on 1 Kings 14 22, and (IV) the

printed Massorah on the same passage.

n-ap - 128.

KteUp fr<m sinning, ocpurs three times, once it is with TeOl

Aleph o« the end, once with Teth Vav and once with Teth Vav

Ale^t ... It qcctirs once in the Law, once in the Prophets and

once in the Bagiographa. As this infinitlTe oonstruct with the J

prefix Mem which occurs three- times only, is differently spelt

in each instance, the Massorah safeguards the variation in its

orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and
three printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, foL 181 a, on 1 Sam.

12 23, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol, II, fol. 185o,

on Ps. 39 2; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 42a, on I Sam. 12 23;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 293a, on Ps 39 2; (V) the pi?inted Massorah

on Gen. 20 C; <VI) the same on 1 Sam. 12 28, and (VII) the

same on Ps. 39 2.

eS'ap - § 129.

^Klfflnri ye shall sin, jocmrs twice. That is, with ChatephSegol

under the Cheth and Kamett under the Teth which is due to the

pausal or distinctive accents, in contradistinction to the other two

instances where .this fiiture second person plural masculine occurs

and is ^m (Gen. 42 2i; i Sam. 14 34).

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1746, on Ps. 4 5, which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 28 16, on the same

passage; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 436, on Exod. 20 20; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 3196, on Ps. 4 5; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 98a, on

Exod. 20 20, and (VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

yp - § 130.

HlDhS Ktph sinner, as the sinner, is three times defective. As

this participle active masculine which occurs altogether thirteen

times without and with the prefixes,, is in ten instances plene

(Isa. 66 20; Habak. 2 10; Prov. 11 31; 13 22; 14 21; 19 2; 20 2;

Eccl. 2 26; 7 26; 9 18) and defective in three oriiy, the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional orthography.^

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists^ three in M^S. and

two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3B4a, on Eccl. 8 12, which

I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 306a, on Eccl. 9 2; (III)

Vienna Codex Nr. 35, on the same passagef' (IV) the printed

Massorah on Isa. 1 4, and (V) the same on Eccl. 9 2.

r^p - § 131.

KtplHI and sinning, occurs three times in thisform, twice plene

and once defective. That is, this participle which according to this

Rubric occurs three times, is twice without the prefix Vav and

once with it. But ktpin also occurs in Prov. 13 22; 14 21, and

19 2; whilst K^irn besides Habak. 2 10 also occurs in Prov. 11 81

and in Eccl. 7 26. I have mislaid the reference to the MS. in

which this enigmatical Rubric occurs.

3'^p - § 182.

K^IH is thus written with Seffol throughout Ecclesiasles except

once, viz. Eccl. 7 26 and in all the other Scriptures it is likewise

with Tttere except once where it is with Segol, viz. Isa. 6S 20.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. II, foL 266a, on

Eccl. 7 26, which I have printed; (II) Cambridge Add. 46B,

on th? same passage, and (III) Vienna Codex No. 85 also on

the same passage. According to this Massorah K^irrj Eccl. 7 26

is the only instance where this participle is with Tzere and in

all the other four instances where it occurs in this book it is with

Segol, viz. 2 26; 8 12; 9 2, 18. That this simply represents one

School of textual redactors and that other Schools exhibited

variations in the graphic signs of this participle will be seen

from the following analysis of the five passages.

(1) Eccleaiastes 2 26.

n^lnbi with Segol, it is exhibited in Orient. 2201; Arund.

Orient. 16; Add. 16,260, Add. 21,160; Orient. 4227 and the editio

prineeps of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1624—26.

^^n^^ with Tzere, Harley 5710-11; Add. 16,261 and aU the

early editions except one, as will be seen from the notes on

this passage in my edition of the Bible.

(2) Eeclesiastes 8 12.

»«^h with%of, Orient. 2 201 ; Harley 5710 - il; Arund.Orient. 16;

Add. 16,260; Add. 16,261; Add. 21,160; Orient. 42 '7; the editio

prineeps of the Bible, Soncinp 1488; the second edition, Naples

1491—98; the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1617

and the editio prineeps of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah.

K^pn with Tzere, none of the MSS., but the third edition of

the Bible, Brescia 1494 and the Complutensian.

(3) Eeclesiastes 9 2.

K»h? with IVere, Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund.

Orient 16; Add. 16,260; Add. 21,160; the Complutensian and the

editio prineeps of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah.

48b
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nmrrs with Segol, Add. 15,251; Orient 4227; the first, second

and third editions of the Bible, and the first edition of the

Rabbinic Bible.

(4) Ecclesiastes 9 18.

»«pim with Segol, Orient. 2201; Arund. Orient 1 6 ; Add. 15,251;

Orient 4227; the first and second editions of the Bible; the

Coinplutensiau; the editio princeps of the Rabbinic Bible, and the

first edition of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah.

Kolrn with Tzere, Harley 5710—11; Add. 15,250; Add. 21,160,

and the third edition of the Bible.

yip = % 133.

KESlni and the sinner, occurs twice and is plene. That is, in

Ecclesiastes, since this participle with the prefix Vav and plene

also occurs in Habak. 2 10 and Prov. 11 31. The qualifying

expression 'bd2, as is not infrequently the case, is omitted in the

heading. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Harley 5710— 11, fol. 2ti7o, on Eccl. 9 18.

Though it is Koim with 2'zere in the first instance and KBim with

Segol in the second, this Massorah does not indicate the variation

in the graphic signs.

Tbp = § 134.

riKpnn that stnneth, occurs twice. That is, the participle active

feminine with the prefix He, in contradistinction to the numerous
instances in which this quinqueliteral is riK^rn noun feminine with

this prefix. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 178a, on Ezek. 18 20.

As the two instances are restricted to the same section, the

heading ought more properly to be '-jwi ba\ 'z.

n'ip = § 135.

^K^HI and thou shall purge, or cleanse, occurs three times in

the ScHptures. Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS.
and three printed: (I) Harley 5710— 1 J, Vol. II, fol. »9o, on
Ezek. 43 20, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

foL 101a, on Ezek. 45 18; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 195t, on
Ezek. 43 20; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 586, on Exod. 29 36; (V) the

printed Massorah on the same passage; (VI) the same on Ezek.

43 20, and (VII) the same on Ezek. 45 18.

rbp = § 136.

KCnni and thou hast made to sin, occurs twice. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 90 6, on 1 Kings 16 2, which I have
printed, and (II) Add. 15,250, fol. I92i, on the same passage.

List II heads this List "len 'a, which shows that it is with-

out the Yod in both passages. Accordingly K'lonm plene which I

have adopted in the text in 1 Kings 16 2 in accordance with

Orient. 2201; Add. 15,451, first hand; the editio pnncujis of the

Prophets, Soncino 1485—86; the first edition of the Bible, Soncino

1488; the third edition Brescia 1494 and the Pesaro edition of

the Former Prophets, 1511, must be relegated into the margin
as a variant and Kanni be regarded as the textual reading, as

it is in Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,150; Add.

15,251; Orient 4227; the third edition of the Bible, Naples 1491—93;
the Complutensian; the editio princeps of the Rabbinic Bible,

Venice 1517, and the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible with

the Massorah, Venice 1524—25.

rbp = § 137.

({''''^Pl HKlDn* In eight vei-ses the combination is the sill done.
Normally the phrase is son kcpi or Kcn riKun the sin sinned, the

verb being of the same root as the noun. In this combination
it occurs .numerous times (Exod. 32 30; Levit 4 3, 33, 28, 35;

5 6, 10, 13; 19 22; Deut 9 18; 19 15 &c.). As it is in these eight

instances only. that the verb rror to do, is abnormally combined
with »<pn, the Massorah safeguards this exceptional combination.

This protection was deemed especially necessary, since the two
phrases are not only used promiscuously in the same section,

but in two different parts of the same verse (comp. Deut 9 18,

21; 1 Kings 16 \9a, h; Ezek. 18 14, 24),

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 87a, on Numb. 6 7, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 2576, on 2 Kings

24 3; (III) Ad:d. 21,160, fol. 194a, on Numb. 5 7; (IV) Orient 1474,

fol. 906, oft Ezek. 18 14; (V) Orient 2349, fol. 128r, on Deut92l;
(VI) ^e printed Massorah on Numb. 5 7, and (VII) the same on
Ezek. 18 14. In Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah (Lists VI and VII)

there are several mistakes: (1) in the catchwords for 1 Kings 15 3

mxn is a mistake for D'ajn in both Lists; (2) inKon in the

catchwords for 1 Kings 16 19 should be rnKon in List VI;

(3) ""' it]K >?]? D 2 Kings 24 10; Isa. 53 3 should be -•' ^u bv »)»

Ezek. 18 14 in both Lists; (4) p-ie p r'?vn in List VI and nm
p-iB T'?n in List VII should be p r'rin TOm and p T^in mm without

rno Ezek. 18 14.

n-hp = § 138.

KJpn a sin, occurs four times. Of this Rubric, which does
not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Orient 2349, fol. 135a, on Deut 21 22, which I have printed,

and (II) Orient 5404, fol. 134 a, on the same passage. This

enigmatical Massorah I cannot understand, since there are alto-

gether fifteen instances and not four in which itpn occurs. The
following eleven are omitted Levit 19 17; 22 9; Numb. 18 22,

32; Deut 15 9; 19 15; 23 22, 23; 24 15; Isa. 31 7; Hosea 12 9.

It may be an incipient List exhibiting the first attempt to

collect the instances in which this noun occurs, and which a

later Nakdan erroneously furnished with a heading fixing the

number to agree with the instances recorded in the fragment

D'^p = § 139.

D^ESnn the sinnei-s, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists : (I) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 446, on 1 Sam. 15 18, which I have printed, and
(II) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Numb. 17 3.

O'p = § 140.

D'^K^HI and sinners, occurs four times in the Scriptures. Of
this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed

;

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. l6, on Isa 1 28, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 189 a, on Ps. 51 15;

(III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2846, on Ps. 1 5; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 2966, on Ps. 51 15; (V) Add. 15,250, fol. 106, on Gen. 13 13;

(VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and (VII) the

same on Ps. 51 5.

X'Op = § 141.

nStSPTl and sin, occurs three times in this foi~m. That is, the

feminine of Kten without and with the prefixes which is with

Pathach under the Cheth and Dagesh in the Teth, occurs three

times, in contradistinction to the feminine noun riKBn with Chateph-

Pathach, which occurs eight times without and with prefixes.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Orient 2349, fol. 776, on Exod. 34 7.

3"0p = 142.

Kin nStSn it is a sin offering, occurs four times. The noun
riKtsn is in seven instances followed by the pronoun third person

singular. In three instances it is combined with k'h or Kin the

feminine (Levit 5 11, 12; Numb. 19 9) and in four with Kin the

masculine. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards this variation.

Here we have another of the few instances in which the Massorah,

contrary to its usual method, safeguards the majority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 536, on Exod. 29 14;

(II) Add. 15,250, fol. 486, on the same passage; (III) the same
MS., fol. 576, on Levit 4 24; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 666, on the

same passage; .(V) Orient 2349, fol. 746, on Exod. 29 14; (VI) the

same MS., fol. 84 a, on Levit 5 9, and (VII) the printed Massorah

on Exod. 29 14. The heading of List VI which is K^n riKon 'ip •?=

Kin riKtsn nba indicates the design of this Massorah, though the

wording of it suggests that the combination K^n nKon is the rule

and K'n riKcn the exception. The headings of Lists II and III are

remarkable. Though both these Lists are from the same MS., the

former is headed "-ipa 'n and the latter '-ib'ds 't which is manifestly

a mistake for 'npn. It proves what I have often stated that the

Scribes by mistake not infrequently wi'ote "ipa instead of '-ibds.

rap = § 143,

nSlSnil) as the sin offering, ocairs four times. This Rubric I

have found in the printed Massorah only, on Levit, 7 7.

rap = § 144.

HKISH the sin offering of, is seven times with Pathach. That

is, in these instances it is in the construct. Apart from the

Minor Prophets, this noun occurs altogether forty-six times. In

tliirty-nine instances it is n.si2n with Kametz under the Teth, being

in the absolute, and in seven only is it nutsn with I\ithach or is

in the construct Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.
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And throughout the Minor Prophets it is likewise so except once.

In the Minor Prophets, which the Massorah regards as one

book, this noun occurs five times. In four instances it is rmn

with Pcahaeh or the construct (Hosea 4 8; 10 8; Micah 6 7;

Zech. 14 19) and once only is it with Kametz nxen or the construct.

Here, therefore, the Pathach instances are the rule and the

Kametz is the exception. HMice the Massorah safeguards here

the solitary exception.

Of this popular Massorah I collated twenty-five Lists. I shall,

however, specify the following seven only, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 646, on Levit. 4 21,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 1836, on

1 Sam. 16 23; (ni) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 455, on the same

passage; (IV) the same MS., fol. 298a, on Ps. 69 13; (V) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 184; (VI) the printed Massorah on

Exod. 30 10, and (VII) the same on 1 Sam. 2 17.

rap = § 144*.

riKtenb for a sin offering of, occurs six times with Pathach in

all the Scriptures. With the prefix Lamied with Sheva, this noun

occurs altogether forty-four times. In thirty-eight instances it is

with Kametz under the Teth or is in the absolute and in six

only is it with Pathach or is the construct. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. U, fol. 1526, on 2 Chron. 6 25,

which I have printed in Vol. Ill, fol. 5, § 144*; (II) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 836, on 1 Kings 8 36; (III) the same MS., fol. 221 6,

on Zech. 13 1; (IV) the same MS., fol. 2606, on 2 Chron. 6 25;

(V) Add. 15,251, fol. 331a, on the same passage; (VI) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 218, and (VII) the printed Massorah on

Zech. 13 1.

It is remarkable that though it is in the absolute in

Zech. 13 1, not only do the Standard Codices read it here msrf?

with Pathach which, according to the vowel-points, is the normal

form of the construct, but Lists III and VII are on this passage,

thus showing that the design of this Massorah is to safeguard

this very irregularity. Probably the original reading was simply

rrpriKttrti which was considered a heinous sin.

.TOp = § 145.

mkbn» — as sign for the different prepositions in connec-

tion with micten in 2 Kings 10 31—15 28.

2 Kings iO 31—15 28 gives nine instances in which both

monarchs and people continued to do evil in the sight of the Lord

and refused to depart from the sins of their predecessors, and uses

in the description of the same conduct five different prepositions

with m«teri. In three instances the expression niKten has the prefix

Mem (mrtjno 2 Kings 13 6; 15 9, 34), whilst in the case of the

other six no fewer than four different prepositions precede this

expression: Thus (1) in connection with Jehu and Menahem

(2 Kings 10 31; 15 18) it is niKbn bye; (2) with Jehu (13 2)

ratennpiK; (3) with Joash and Jetoboam (13 11; 14 24) riKttrr^aa,

and (4) with Pekah (15 28) m«tan-I0- Hente the Massorah safeguards

this variation. That it required protection will be seen from the

notes on 2 Kings 15 18 in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 107a, on 2 Kings 13 11, which

1 have printed; (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. i, fol. 2496, on

2 Kings 15 24; (III) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 128, and

(IV) the printed Massorah on 2 Kings 13 11.

VOp = § 146.

inKtSHfi for his sin, occurs three times. Of this Rubric I

collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Add. 15,251,

fol. 67a, on Levit 4 26, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250,

fol, 576, on the same passage, and (HI) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter n, § 76.

As the Rubric is here given which is the same in all the

three Lists, it is incorrect, since ^rmna occurs six times. Besides

these three instances it also occurs in Levit. 19 22; 2 Kings 21 16

and Ezek. S3 14. Nor does the heading of List II, which is Knmio :,

solve the difficulty, since one of the three omitted instances is

in Levit 19 22. The design of this Massorah evidently is not

to state how many times the form iMmna occurs, but to record

the instances in which it is combined with the phrase frfen rj^y -ifsi

in contradistinction to the other three instances in which imttrr"??

follows after inin r^y fpi and which occur in this very book

(Levit 4 36; 5 18; 19 22). This is established beyond a doubt by

the Haaaorah recorded in letter a, § 429.

rap = § 147.

^riKtSn thy sin, or sin offering, occurs twice. Of this Rubric

I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 64a, on 2 Sam. 12 13, which I have printed;

(II) Add. 15,250, fol. 60a, on Levit. 9 7; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 696;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 149a, and (V) the printed Massorah, all on

the same passage.

Lists IV and V add at the end that it also occurs once

with the prefix Vav. This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical

List of words which respectively occur three times, twice without

the prefix Vav and once with it. ( Vide supi'a, letter i, § 70.)

n-Op = § 148.

nlittSH sins, occurs three times in this form. That is, this

plural form, without and with prefixes, is plene in three instances.

The design of this Massorah is to exclude the textual reading

or the Kethiv niKKn in Dan. 9 24 which is that of some MS.,

editions and ancient Versions, as will be seen from the notes on

this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 107«, on 2 Kings 12 17, and (II) the printed Massorah on

the same passage.

B"Op = § 149.

nSlESH the sins of, is six times defective. This plural construct,

without and with the prefixes, occurs altogether twenty-six times.

In twenty instances it is plene and in six only is it defective.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the orthography of the minority.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 87a, on Nnmb. 6 6, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 257a, an 2 Kings 24 3;

(III) Orient 4445, fol. 121 6, on Numb. 5 6; (IV) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 117a, on 2 Kings 24 3; (V) the same MS., fol. 178a, on

Ezek. 18 14; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. l94o, on Numb. 6 6, and

(VII) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

Though List I emphatically states in the heading that there

are six such instances, it enumerates five only, omitting Ezek. 18 14;

but as it is given in all the other Lists, its omission is manifestly

due to the carelessness of the Scribe. List II is not only headed

"rh'2 •an 'n nxorc riKon, but records five. It omits 2 Kings 13 2

and must, therefore, be based upon a recension of the text which

had it here plene.

That different Schools of textual redactors differed with

regard to the orthography of this expression, is attested by the

Massorah of the Madrid Codex No. 1 on 1 Kings 10 31. The

Massorah of this magnificent MS. which is No. 59 in my description

(comp. Introduction to the Massoretico- Critical edition of the Hebrew

Bible, p. 771 &c.), states 'pi 'na riKJsn -la*? ,'p nKfen to niKtsn t/a-vmb.

Accordingly the Rubric before us, by fixing the number of

defectives at six, not only militates against the Eastern recension,

but excludes the official reading or the Keri on this passage,

which is contrary to the usual method of the received Massorah.

rp = § 150.

DS?5"1^ nStSH the sins of Jeroboam, occurs five times without

the 8<m of Nebca. The phrase nys-r niKten which occurs alto-

gether fifteen times without and with prefixes, is in ten instances

followed by ssaj-ja (1 Kings 16 31: 2 Kings 3 3; 10 29; 13 2, 11;

14 24; 15 9, 18, 24, 28) and in five instances only, is this adjunct

omitted. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional occurrence

of this shorter phrase.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 896, on 1 Kings

14 16, which I have printed, and (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 193 a, on

1 Kings 16 30.

K'ap = § 151.

"rPniKlSH thy sins, is three times plene. That is, without and

with prefixes, this plural noun with the suffix second person

masculine, is in three instances with Vav after the Aleph. In Micah

6 18, where it is also with Vav it is without the Yod, whilst in

all other passages it is uniformly without the Vav, but with the

Yod. This is the plain statement of this Rubric, which I have

found in the printed Massorah only, on Jerem. 15 13. Considering

that with the suffix second person masculine, this plural noun

occurs altogether five times and that the orthography of four

is here specified, the addition at the end of the Rubric that in

all the other passages it is without the Vav, is misleading when
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there is only one instance left. This, however, is not the only

difficulty. The orthography here indicated is in conflict with

some of the Standard Codices and early editions and can at

best be regarded as exhibiting the reading of one School of

Mas'sorites only. Thij is attested by the following analysis:

(1) Isaiah 43 24.

TpniKijna with-Fav, St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916;

Orient/ 2201; Harley 5710—11; Add. 15,151 second hand;

Orient. 4227; the second edition of the Bible, Naples 1491—93;

the Lisbon edition of Isaiah 1492; the Pesaro edition of the

latter Prophets 1515; the Complutensian ; the first edition of the

Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517 and the editio princepa of the

Rabbinic Bible with the Masorah, Venice 1524—25.

fraiisna without the Vav, Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251 originally;

Add. 15,451; the editio jn-inceps of the Prophets, Soncino 14«6— 8G;

the first edition of the Bible, Soncino 1488 and the third edition

Brescia 1494.

(2) Isaiah 44 22.

ipriKisn without the Fav, St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 91G;

Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11; Add. 1.5,251 originally; Add.

15,451; Orient. 4227 and all the early editions, as will be seen

from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible. This

is the reason why I have it in the text.

YriiKtsn with Vav, Arund. Orient. 10; Add. 15,250 and Add.

15,261 second hand, but none of the early editions

(3) Jeremiah IS 13.

TniKton with Vav, Harley 5710— 11; Arund. Orient. 16; Add.

15,260; Add. 15,261; Add. 1545 and all the early editions

except two.

iprixisn without Vav, St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916,

with the Massorah on it (i-c 'on) expressly stating that it is

without Vav; Orient 4227; the editio princeps of the Prophets

and the first edition of the Bible.

(4) Micah 6 13.

iiriKtan both without Vav and without Yod, St Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916 with the Massorah on it stating that it is

entirely defective ('om 'on); Orient 2201; Arund. Orient 16; Add.

15,260; Add. 15,261.

YriiKton both with Vav and with Yod, Harley 5710— 11;

Add. 15,461 and the first edition of the Bible with the Massorah.

The readings of the othei; early editions are given in the notes

on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

3':-| = § 152.

^HKtSn thy sins, occurs Jive times in the Scriptures and is

defective in this form. That is, the plural form of this noun with

the suffix second person singular feminine, without and with the

prefix Beth, which occurs five times only, is uniformly without

the Vav after the Aleph.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, but which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I

collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 51i, on

Jerem. SO 14, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 270a, on Lament 4 22; (III) St Petersburg Codex of A. D.

916, on Jerem. 30 15, and (IV) Orient 1474, fol. 87 h, on Ezek.

16 51. The fact that in two instances it is with Kametz {yrt^rt

Jerem. 30 14, Lament. 4 22), which is due to its pausal accent

Soph-Pasuk, is not noticed because it is outside the scope of

this Massorah. The addition at the end of List III 'ns "'?o 'xn,

is misleading, since this form does not occur again apai*t from

these five instances.

r3p - § 153.

l^nS^n his sins, occurs three times. The design of this

Massorah is twofold. It is in the first place to exclude the tex-

tual reading or Kethiv which is inKon his sin, in the singular in

Ezek. 18 21; 33 16 and uphold the official reading or Keri

rrttrtsn his sins, the plural. And in the second place it is to

militate against the Eastern recension which has mtmn the singular

also io 1 Kings 16 19, as will be seen from the notes on these

passages in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 91a, on 1 Kings 16 19, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah on the same passage.

T2p = § 154.

l^^rm^SPTj and ottr sins, is ttoice plene. Without and with

the prefixes this plural occurs altogether six times with tlie

suffix first person plural. In four instances it is without the

Vav after the Aleph (1 Sam. 12 19; Ezek. 33 10; Ps. 79 9;

2 Chron. 28 13) and in two it is with the Vav. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund, Orient 16, fol. 144 a, on Isa. 59 12, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 386a, on Neh. 9 37; (HI)

Add. 15,250, fol. 339fc, on the same passage, and (IV) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 65.

This Rubric affords another striking proof of my repeated

statement that Massorahs in many cases can only be regarded

as proceeding from one School of Massorites and that they are

based upon Codices which were current in that particular

School; that the Massorahs of other Schools vary because they

are based upon different Codices which obtained in their Schools

and exhibited variations in the text Though all the three MS.

Lists emphatically state that there are two plene instances of the

noun which constitutes this Rubric and record precisely the same

two passages, yet we are distinctly told that this is according

to the Mugah Codex and that according to the Hellali Codex it

is irnKtsni defective, in Isa. 59 12, as will be seen from the notes

on this passage in my edition of the Bible. This explains the

various readings in the Model Codices, some of which follow one

School and some another School. Thus Arund. Orient. 16;

Add. 15,251 and Orient 4227 read it w'niKtern plene in accordance

with the Mugah and with Schools from which this Massorah

emanates, whilst St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916; Orient 2201;

Add. 15,250 and 15,451 read it «TKtsni defective, in accordance

with the School from which the Hellali Codex proceeded. Whether

Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah (List IV) which heads this Rubric

'"to 'j irniKBH and gives 2 Chron. 28 13 as the third instance

where it is plene, is based upon another recension, or wliether

it is a mistake I cannot tell. The MSS. which I have collated

have it ijnKissn viz. Orient 2201; Harley 5710.— 11; Arund. Orient 10;

Add. 15,251; 'orient 4227 Or irnxtsn Add. 15,250; Add. 15,451, but

all coincide in exhibiting it without Vav after the Aleph.

iT:p = § 155.

"Dp'^ri'tt^lSn your sins, is four times plene. With the suffix

second person plural masculine, this plural noun occurs altogether

ten times without and with prefixes. In six instances it is

without the Vav after the Aleph (Levit 16 30; 26 18, 21, 24, 28;

Amos 6 12) and in four it is with the Vav. The Massorah,

therefore, safeguards the minority. On referring to the notes on

Isa. 59 2 and Ezek. 21 29 in my edition of the Bible, the reason

for this protection will at once be apparent.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 180fe, on Ezek. 21 29, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 1026, on Levit 16 30; (III) Add,

15,251, fol. 746, en the same passage; (IV) the printed Massorah

also on the same passage, and (V) the same on Josh. 24 19.

Both Lists II and III state that about the instance in Isa. 59 2

the Massoretic Schools are divided, some reading it plene and

some defective (3*?ib d-jb n'npn).

r:p = § 156 a.

D^KDH their sins, occurs three times .... and tcherever it is

combined with visit and remember or tvith the sacrificial

slaughter in Pericope Achre Moth it is likewise so. That is, in

Jeremiah 14 10; Rosea 8 13; 9 9 where it is preceded by

n|5B' mar or Levit 16 16, 21, 34 where it is Pericope nicinx in

connection with the perforating or slaughtering of animals, thus

making in all nine instances where this plural noun with the

suffix third persoh plural occurs.

The design of this Massorah is to safeguard this quinque-

literal with Cholem on the Teth which is the plural, against being

confused with the same quinqueliteral which is with Kametz

and which is the singular (Exod.32 32* 34; Levit 10 19; Numb. 5 7;

18 9; Ps. 85 3). This design is pJninly indicated in the form of

this Massorah on Levit 16 16 ln<>rient 2348, fol. 102a; Orient 2349,

fol. 92a and Orient 5404» fol. 91a, which is as follows: ^-ntbs

.nnKton j"tt5 ormn ""-p "ra '"ttwi 'mis tipBi mar "rai oflKten ni»

Of this form of the Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts

of the Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. Ilia, on Micah 7 19,

which I have printed; (II) Orient 4 445, fol. 1026, on Levit 16 34;

(III) St Petersburg Codex on Micah 7 19; (IV) Arund. Orient 16,
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fol. 2126, on the same passage; (V) Add. 15,250, fol. 308a, also

on Vthe same passage; (VI) Halle Ochlah II, § 177, and (VII) the

printed Massorah on Numb, 16 26.

' List V, which heads this Rubric -ba •: omncn and records the

same three instances, affords another striking illustration of the

ignorance of later Nakdanim. As here given it is without the

addition at the end, which states in an artificial form the other

passages where onifttn occurs, and which is here omitted for want

of space. The Nakdan, however, who remembered that it occurs

more than three times came to the conclusion that these three

instances are plene and hence inserted in the heading the

expression '"^a after ;. Instead of kthj at the end of List I, the

oldest forms of this Massorah have nano.

np = § 1566.

DDKiSn their sins, occurs nine times. This form of the Rubric,

which is a later development and is divested of the artificial

arrangement exhibited in the preceding Rubric, states in simple

language that onttisn occui*s altogether nine times. Besides safe-

guarding it against being made conformable to the same quinque

literal which is pointed orKfrr, the design of this Massorah is to

exclude the reading ^rriKJsn with the suffix first pei'son plural in

Micah 7 19. That this was the reading in some of the ancient

Codices is attested by the Septuagint, tlie Syriac and the Vulgate.

And though it is here rejected by the Massorites on the authority

of a later recension which obtained in their particular School, it is

demanded by the corresponding expression ^rttm in the preceding

clause and is now accepted as the correct reading by some of

the best textual critics. The various reading, as is often the

case, is due to an abbreviation. Originally the text was simply

Ktan or 'men which one School of textual redactors resolved into

"CTiKon and another into onKisn. •

As is usually the case, this form of the Rubric which is not

artificial is less popular. I have found only two Lists of it:

(I) Add. 21,160, fol. 1636, on Levit. 16 16, which I have printed,

and (II) the printed Massorah on Isa. 58 1. The addition at the

end states that when it is with the prefix Beth or with Vav Beth

it is likewise with Cholem on the Teth i. e. it is also the plural.

As it occurs twice only with the prefix Beth (1 Kings 14 22;.16 2)

and not at all with the prefixes Vav Beth, the expression onKtsPOi

which is at the end of both Lists is superfluous.

Yip ~ § 156 c.

DPIKtSn their sins, occurs ten [nine] times. This form of this

Rubric 'is from Add. 15,251, fol. 746, on Levit. 16 10. Unlike the

two preceding forms, its design is to indicate the variation in

the orthography of this noun. In the Law, whore it occurs four

times, it is uniformly opiKisn defective whereas in the Prophets,

whei'e it occurs five times, it is as uniformly DniKen plene. The
importance of this Massorah consists in the fact that it is based

upon Codices- which obtained in the School of textual redactoi's

in which it was uniformly plene in the Prophets. Though it is once

only so written in the received text (Hosea 9 9), yet the

St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 exhibits three plehes out of-

the five, viz. Hosea 8 13; 9 9; Micah 7 19.

The • in the heading instead of 'b is due to the Nakdan
who was misled by the wrong division of the catchwords, which
apparently exhibit ten instances and which I have reproduced.

He, therefore, altered the original 'ts into •" to agree with what
he supposed to be the number of instances recorded in the List,

a practice to which the Scribes not infrequently resorted.

T'3p = § 157.

nfin a rod, occurs twice in the Scriptures and is defective. Of
this Rubric, I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed

:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol II, fol. 2486, on Prov. 14 3, which I

have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 341 a, on the same
passage, and (III) the printed Massorah on Isa. 11 ].

n":p = § 158.

"rprt^K nin^ ''n Uving is Jehovah thy God, i. e. as Jehovah
thy God liveth, occurs tioice in the Scriptures. The usual formula
of this oath is simply nl.T -n as Jehovah liveth. In this form it

occurs about thirty-six times. As it is in these two instances

only that it is followed by f{^fhvi, the Massorah safeguards the

exceptional formula with this adjunct This protection is especially

necessary since the shorter formula is the rule in Kings, where
it occurs seven times (l Kings 1 29; 2 24; 8 Kings 3 2, 4, S;

4 30; 5 20), and where a longer formula is used it is either

^irtr tH?k .-rirr-n as Jehovah the God of Israel liveth (1 Kings 17 1)

or rtiKas itrr^ 'n as Jehovah of hosts liveth (1 Kings IH 15; 2 Kings 3 14).

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Add. 15,2.50, foL 1936, on 1 Kings 17 12.

S2'3j3 = § 159.

"nn i*TT\ the living. Wherever it is with AthnOth or HmpH-
PatntUf the He is with Segal and iu all other instances it is with

Pathaeh, As adjective with the prefix He this triliteral is in

three instances witli Segol under the He which is due to its

pausal accent, So^>h-Pasuk (Levit. 16 20; 1 Kings 3 23) and Athnach

(1 Kings 3 22) and in eleven instances, where it is without these

pausal accents, it is with Fhthacli (Exod. 21 35; Levit 13 15, 15,

16; 16 21; 1 Kings 3 22, 2.3, 25, 26, 26, 27). It will be seen that

these two different graphic signs not only occur interchangeably

within two verses (Levit 16 20, 21), but in the same verse

(1 Kings 3 22, 22, 23, 23). The Massorah, therefore, indicates

where the Segol should be and where the l\tthach.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Cambridge Add. 465 on Levit. 16 20.

D'p = § 160.

ff^H life, occurs twice at the beginning of a verse. That is, in

contradistinction to the six instances in which it ends the verse

(Gen. 7 15; 27 46; Prov. 2 19; 4 10, 23; 9 11).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2886,

on Ps. 21 5, which I have printed, and (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 350a,

on the same passage.

«'DJ3 = § 161.

"''U? i** t^^ ^if^ f*f> occurs three times. Of this Rubric I collated

six Lists, three in MSS. and tliree printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 3756, on Ezra 6 10, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251,

fol. 4186, on the same passage; (III) Vienna Codex No. 3b also

on the same passage; (IV) the printed Massorah on Gen. 7 11;

(V) the same on Dan. 12 2, and (VI) the same on Ezra 6 10.

n'Dp = § 162.

'rj'^n thg life, is always pUne, except once. As this noun with the

suffix second person singular masculine, which occurs altogether

thirteen times, is plene (x^) ^^ twelve instances and defective

in one instance only, the Massorah safeguards the solitary

exception. This anomalous form, however, is due to a mistake,

as will be seen from the following analysis. The form of the

oath in which i^Vi 'rn and as thy soul livetJi or and as thou livest,

is the second part is uniformly preceded by mrr*Ti as Jehovah

liveth, not only in this book but wherever it occui*s (1 Sam. 20 3

;

25 26; 2 Kings 2 2, 4, 6; 4 30). With ^n, therefore, in the first

part, the formula is contrary to the w»w« loquendi. Moreover as

it now stands it is useless tautology, since -^^ is precisely the

same as ijtfB: 'n. There can, therefore, hardly be any doubt that

originally the text was simply -"n, which is an abbreviation of

nirr -n as Jehovah liveth, and that this School of textual redactors

wrongly resolved it into ^iji, just as they wrongly resolved the

abbreviation 'Ken in Micah 7 19 into n^adsn instead of tt'nitbn

recorded above in § 1566,

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35

on Gen. 47 8, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah

on the same passage.

rop = § 163.

I'n his life, is in four instances defective in the Scriptures.

That is, in these four passages where the textual reading is with

one Yod i, e. l»n the official reading is with two Yods i. e. rjn.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol. II, fol. 70a, on Jerem. 52 33,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1186, on

2 Kings 25 30; (III) the same MS., fol. 353a, on Eccl. 5 17;

(IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 309a; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 3046; (VI) Vienna

Codex No. 35, all on the same passage, and (VII) the printed

Massorah on 2 Kings 25 30. Though one of the instances is with

the prefix Beth (rro 2 Sam. 18 18), yet none of the Lists have

the adjunct 'vrh^. in the heading after the 'i.
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This Rubric affords another striking proof that the Massorahs
are based upon different Codices which obtained in the different

Schools of textual redactors and that the attempt to harmonise
them is to destroy thd' evidence of various readings. Though
the seven Lists coincide in stating that there are four such

instances and in recording the same four passages of which
Jerem. 52 33 is one, yet the St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916

not only reads it^here r;ri plene, but the Ma&sorah on it expressly

states that it is here plcne 'ra 'ha fm. For variations on the

other passages which constitute this Rubric I must refer to the

notes in my edition of the Hebrew Bible where, however, vn

should be in the text in 2 Kings 25 30 with the note on it

'p r«n TO im in accordance with this Rubric.

TOp = § 164.

n^.*H5 liT'n A«r life, during her life, ocnirt three times in this

form, ttoice plene and once defective. That is, the form T«n without

the prefix and also with the prefixes Jieth and Vav Yod occurs

altogether three times. It will be seen that in the two plene

instances, the one without the prefix (Prov. SI 12) and the other

with the prefix Beth (Levit. 18 18), it is the noun with the suffix

third person singular feminipe, whilst the third instance, which
is with the prefixes Vav Yod and is defective (2 Sam. 12 3) is

the Piel future third person singular masculine with the suffix

third person singular feminine and Vav conversive. The Massorab,

however, has regard to the form .T»n alone irrespective of the

difference in the sense and hence groups them together into

one Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and
three printed: (I) Harley .5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 75 6, on Levit.

18 18, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. CSb, on

2 Sam. 12 3; (III) the same MS., fol. 3486, on Prov. 31 12;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 1666, on Levit. 18 18; (V) the printed

Massorah on the same passage; (VI) the same on 2 Sam. 12 3,

and (VII) the same on Prov. 31 12. As the three instances

respectively occur in the Law, the Prophets and the Hagiographa
some of the Lists add 'voa 'K "oja 'k "ina .'K or simply ^jk-

•Top = § 165.

r^KH HTI the heads ofthe eaHh, occurs ten times in this'form;

That is, without and with prefixes. In describing the wild beasts,

two forms are used, viz. rrferi rm the beasts of the field and fnKn rm
the beasts of the earth. The former phrase occurs about twenty-

two times- and the latter ten times only. Hence the Massorah
safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710 11, Vol. I, fol. 186a, on 1 Sam. 17 46,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 89a, on
Ezek. 29 5; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 47 a, on I Sam. 17 46;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 189a, on Ezek. 54 28; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 323 a, on Job 5 22; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement,
fol. 132a, and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letters, § 746.

Though Lists I and II, like the other five Lists, state in their

respective headings that there are ten such instances only they

both record eleven, giving Gen. 1 26 as one of the instances. These
Lists therefore are based upon a recension of the text which exhibited

here jnjtn n.»rr^ai instead of jrjKrrbsa^. This reading has also been
preserved in the Syriac and is now accepted by some of the best

critical expositors as preferable. Lists III and V omit Gen. 1 30,

whilst List VII omits Ezek. 32 4. But these omissions are mani-
festly due to the carelessness of the Scribes. All these Lists

alike militate against the reading f^"nn»m instead of pjrin«m in

Gen. 1 24, which is exhibited in the Samaritan recension of the

Hebrew text.

1D"p = § 166.

DTljni DTljrt their beasts, or their life, occurs three times with-

out and with the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349,

fol. 122a, on Numb. 35 3, which I have printed, and (II) Orient.

5404, fol. 121a, on the same passage. It is remarkable that both

Lists give identically the same three instances only and omit

onjm Job 36 14.

fDp = § 167.

fl rH living creatures, beasts, is always plene. That is, in all

the fiv-e. instances where it occurs, either as an adjective (Levit.

14 4) or as a substantive feminine plural, it is invariably with

Fav. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Vienna Codex Nr. 35, on Levit 14 4.

^^^ ll and thou shaft lire, occurs twice, once if is written icithoiit

He at the end and once with it. As this preterite second person

masculine with Vav conversive, which occurs twice only, is spelt in

two different wa^-^s, in the one case where it is without the He it is

written with two Yods (Deut. 30 J G) and where it is with the He
it is with one Yod (Jerem. 38 17), the Massorah safeguards this

variation in its orthography. Here again this Rubric represents

the orthography of one School of Massorites only, as is attested

by the St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 910, which has rrn-ni as

the Kethiv in Jeremiah 38 17 with the Massorah against it

p n-'m making it conformable to Deut. 30 16.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 132a, on

D^ut.30J6, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 1 6, fol. 173 «,

on Jerem. 38 17, and (III) HaUe Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 18.

IS'Dp = § 169.

nn^rri and she shall live, occurs twice. Of this Rubric I

collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (1) Add. 1.%451,

fol. 9 c, on Gen. 12 13, Vhich I have printed, and which alone

gives the two parts of this Massorah; (II) Add. l.'),250, fol. 106,

on the same passage; (III) Halle* Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 18,

and (IV) the printed Massorah on Gen. 12 13.

r"p = § 170.

TTVi and they shall live, occurs tmce. That is, in contra-

distinction to eight instances where this quadriliteral is pointed,

rm being the Kal imperative plural recorded below § 172.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 86a, on Numb. 4 19,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. I25a, on

Zech. 10 9; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2206, on the same

passage; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 18, and (V) the

printed Massorah, on Zech. 10 9. As this preterite third person

plural also occurs once with the prefix Vav, this Rubric forms

part of .the alphabetical List of words which respectively occur

three times, twice with this prefix and once without it. {Vide supra,

letter i, § 71.)

K'JJp = § 171.

I^n living, is in four instances tcrttten with Vav. As this infini-

tive absolute, which occurs altogether eleven times, is in seven

instances with He (n^n 2 Kings 8 10, 14; Ezek. 18 9, 17, 19, 21;

33 13) and in four only with Vav, the Massorah safeguards the

exceptions. For the discussion on this duplicate orthography

see letter n, § 47 and § 48. I have here to add that though the

seven instances with He have survived in the text, the official

reading with Vav is in each case given in the margin, as will

be seen from the notes on these passages in my edition of the

Bible and that with regard to the four instances which constitute

this Rubric, the School of textual redactors who have adopted

this orthography have not altogether succeeded in carrying

through this innovation. This is attested by some of the best

Codices. Thus in Ezek. 18 28 Cjambridge Add. 465 reads rfn. In

Ezek. 33 15 both Cambridge Add. 465 and Harley 5720 have

n<<n,. whilst in Ezek. 33 1 6 not only do the same two MSS. exhibit

ri^n, but the Model Codex Hjrrj.ey 5710—11, which has .tn in the

text has |3 rn against it in thi^Massorah Parva.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund. Oi'ient. 16, fol. I88a, on Ezek. S3 15, which I have

printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Ezek. 3 21

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 2716; (IV) Orient. 1474, fol. 736, and (V) the

printed Massorah, all on the same passage.

rrp = § 172.

Vni and live ye, occurs eight times. That is, the imperative

plural masculine, with the prefix Vav, in contradistinction to

this quadriliteral, pointed Vm recorded in § 170.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1106, on Amos 5 4,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 476, on Gen. 42 18,

and (III) the printed Massorah on Amos 5 4.

yj}p = § 173.

ni^H"^ he shall live, occurs eighteen times. The design of this

Massorah is to exclude the two instances in Jerem. 21 9 and

38 2 where the textual reading or Kethiv is also rrn: for
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which the official reading or Keri substitutes njm. {Vide infra,

letter % § 15.)

And wherever it is preceded by nri or l-n the infinitive absolute

it i$ alto rrir ike Kal futim-e third person singular masculine. As this

Kal future tliird person singular, which occurs altogether thirteen

times in Ezekiel alone, contributes four instances only to the

eighteen, this part of the Massorah adds the qualifying statement

that in the combination with the infinitive it is also the future;

that is in the other nine instances it is .Trr.Tn (Ezek. 3 21; 18 9,

17, 19, 21, fe8; 33 13, 15, 16). Divested of its artificial wording

the import of this Massorah is that rrrr, which o,ccurs altogether

twenty-seven times apart from the two Kethiv passages, is in

eighteen instances without the infinitive and in nine the combina-

tion ia rpir rrn <* rrrr vn.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated twenty Lists. I shall, however,

specify the following seven only, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, fol. 21a, on Gen. 31 22, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 145 a, on Numb. 84 23; (III) St. Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916 on Ezek. 18 9; (IV) the same Codex

on Ezek. 33 19; (V) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 57a, on 2 Sam. 1 10;

(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 18, and (VII) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 79. The latter alone heads this

Rubric rrrrr n*^ which manifestly denotes that in these eighteen

passages rrrr stands by itself without rr-n.

Tpp = § 174.

TT let him, or he shall live, occurs twice . . . and wherever it

is foUowed by the expression King it is likewise so. That is, this

apocopated future third person singular masculine, which occurs

altogether elven times, is in these two instances only not followed

by i|^Bn. In all the other eight passages where it occurs it is

l^T'rr (1 Sam. 10 24; 2 Sam. 16 16, 10; l Kings 1 25, 34, 39;

2'kings 11 12; 2 Chron. 23 11).

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2-; 9 a, on Ps. 22 27, which I

have printed; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 18, and (III) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 86. Both Lists II and III

give as the first of the two passages piKTir Deut. 33 6 instead

of 'nK-iT 1 Kings 1 31. It will be seen that whichever passage

we accept, there are three instances and not two in which 'rj] is

not followed by "^i^n. Yet this Rubric forms part of the

alphabetical List of words beginning with Yod which respectively

occur twice. {Vide infra, letter •>, § 11.)

iTPp = § 175.

^n^l and he shall live, occurs three times in the Scriptures.

That is, with Vav conjunctive, in contradistinctipn to the thirty-

eight instances in which this apocopated future third person

masculine is 'iri with Vav conversive.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 195 a, on Ps. 72 15,

which I have printed; (11) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 295 6, on Ps. 49 10;

(III) the same MS., fol. 3006, on Ps. 69 33; (IV) the same MS.,

foL 3016, on Ps. 72 15; (V) Add. 15,250, fol. 3276, on Ps. 49 10;

(VI) Halle* Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 18, and (VII) the printed

Massorah on Ps. 69 33. As all the three instances are restricted

to the same book, the heading ought more properly to be 'Boai 'i.

rvp = § 176.

''5lbB"^n^1 and such a person lived, is five times with Makeph

and Zakeph-Qadol in the record of the ten Generations. In recording

the lives of the families constituting the ten generations, the

expression 'iri precedes the several names in thirty-two instances.

And though the combination is the same, yet the phrase in

question has six different accents, as will be seen from the

following analysis. In thirteen instances where -'Tr;\ has no separate

accent but is joined by Malceph to the proper name, this phrase

has three different accents. In five the proper name is with

Revia (Gen. 5 19, 30; 11 11, 17, 19); in three it is with Tipcha

(Gen. 9 28; 11 18, 26), whilst in five it is with Zakeph-Gadol. It

is the latter which the Massorah safeguards here. The accents

of the remaining nineteen instances are discussed in the

following Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 31 6, on Gen. 6 6, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 5404, fol. 306; (III) Add. 15.451, fol. 5«,

and (IV) the printed Massorah, all on the same passage. These

four Lists exhibit two recensions of this Massorah. The first

recension, which is that of Lists I and II, embraces both Sections,

viz. Gen. 5 3—30 and 9 28—11 26. The second recension which

is that of List III is restricted to one Section, viz. Gen. 5 3—30.

Hence it is headed M'spa 'ortsa "i 'si^B-m and accordingly records

the four instances only which occur in this Section, and omits

the instance in Gen. 11 16 which is outside this Section. The

printed Massorah (List IV) is a confusion of the two recensions.

It is headed uirst's. "i which belongs to the second recension, and

not only gives the mnemonic sign jj*?^ which consists of the

initial letters of the five instances but duly records the same

five given in the first recension.

VVp = § 177.

^31^B ^rn and such a person lived, occurs three times with the

accent. That is with Munach and Zakeph-Katon. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three

Lists: (I) Orient. 1379, fol. 40a, on Gen. 5 15, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 2349, fol. 31 6, on the same passage, and

(III) Orient. 5404, fol. 306, also on the same passage.

In these remaining nineteen instances in which 'rr\ precedes

the several proper names in these two Sections, it is not only

without Makeph, but has two different accents, whilst the proper

name with which it is combined has three different accents. Thus

in three instances the phrase is with Mercha Tipcha (Gen. 5 9,

12; 11 22); in eleven it is with Munach Revia (Gen. 6 3, 7, 10,

13, 16, 26; 11 13, 15, 21, 23, 25) and in five it is with Munach

Zakeph-Katon. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority in

which Munach is followed by Zakeph-Katon against the majority

in which is followed by Revia.

It is to be borne in mind that the Massorah, both in the

Rubric before us and in the preceding Rubric, deals exclusively

with the phrase in question in the two Sections which embrace

Gen. 6 3—30 and 9 28—11 26. Hence not only are the two

instances not discussed in which this combination is Mehupach

Pashta (Gen. 47 28; Job 42 16) and the two in which it is Pashta-

Mehnpaeh (2 Kings 14 17; 2 Chron. 25 25) but even Gen. 50 22,

where it is with Munach Zakeph-Katon, because it is outside

these Sections.

n-'Pp = § 178.

''IT'1 and he liveth, or shall live, occurs twice. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 21,1G0,

fol. 226a, on Deut. 6 23. As it now stands this Rubric is incorrect.

Not only does 'ptv occur five times, four with Soph-Fasuk (Deut. 4 33;

6 23; 1 Kings 17 22; 2 Kings 20 7) and once with Athnach (Judg.

15 19), but one of the two instances here recorded is ^rri

(Isa. 38 21). It is, therefore, probable that this Massorah is based

upon Codices which exhibited "rri in Deut. 5 23 and which with

the Isaiah instance would yield twice 'nr.

\i'Vp = § 179a.

^nri she shall or let her live, occurs twice .... and once if is

with the prefix: Vav. The design of this Massorah is to safeguard

these two instances of the apocopated future third person

feminine against being mistaken for the more frequent apoco-

pated future ^'^n, since the n and the n are almost identical in

the oldest Codices, and more especially since the two forms

%nn and "m respectively begin a verse in close proximity

(Ps. 119 173, 175).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 2366, on

1 Kings 20 32, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 95a, on the same passage; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 37l6, on

Ps. 119 175, and (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 18. This

Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of words which

respectively occur three times, twice without the prefix Vav and

once with it. {Vide supra, letter i, § 70.)

B'rp = § 1796.

'^nrn occurs three times in this form. That is, the form of

this apocopated future third person singular feminine without

and with the prefix Vav, occurs three times. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 2349,

fol. 55a, on Gen. 45 27. Its import is identically the same as that

of the preceding Rubric and it shows how differently the different

Massbretic Schools formulated the same materials.

B"P = § 180.

"'nri^ and she shall live, is three times Raphe. That is, with

conjunctive Vav. The design of this Massorah is the same as

that of Rubric 1 79 i. e. to safeguard this apocopated future with
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the prefix Vav against being mistaken for the more frequent

apooopated future 'nri^ recorded in letter n, § 199.

Of this Rubric. I collated seven Lists, five in MSB. and one

printed: (I) Orient. 2849, fol. 88a, on Gen. 19 20, which I have

printed; (U) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1425, on Isa. 65 3; (III)

the same MS., foL 17So, on Jerem. 38 20; (IV) Add. 21,160,

foL 6o, on Gen. 19 20; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 18;

(VI) the printed Massorah on Gen, 19 20, and (VII) the same on

Jerem. 38 20.

K'Dp =. § 181.

rtTTK / thall live, occurs four timet. That is, to distinguish

it from TT^ which is of frequent occurrence. Of this Rubric I

collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 824a, on Job 7 16, which I have printed; (II)

Add. 16,260, fol. 8416, on Ps. 118 17; (III) the printed Massorah on

Ps. 119 17, and (IV) the same on Job 7 16. In both Lists (III

and IV) the printed Massorah adds at the end that it is once

with the prefix Vav .th^i 'jjwi 'jn = Ps. 119 144. But as it occurs

twice more with the prefix Vav (Ps. 119 77, 116) there can

hardly be any doubt that this addition is either due to the

carelessness of a later Nakdan or to Jacob b. Chayim.

3'Dp - § 182.

ITT t^ey thaU live, occurg teven times in the Scriptures. That

is, to distinguish it from rrr which it resembles and which is of

such frequent occurrence.

Of this popular Massorah I collated twenty Lists. I shall

however, specify the following eight only, four in MSS. and four

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1435, on Josh. 9 21,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 82a, on

Ezek. 20 26; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 23 la, on Job 21 7;

(IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 18; (V) the printed Massorah

on Josh. 9 21; (VI) the same on Ezek. 20 25; (VII) the same on

Zech. 1 5, and (VIII) the same on Job 21 7.

J-Dp - § 188.

^Ttn ye shall Kve, occurs three times in the Scriptures. That

is, to distinguish it from vrm which occurs seventeen times.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 56a, on Jerem. 35 7,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, foL ilia, on

Amos 5 14; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1705, on Jerem. 35 7;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 260a, on Dent 4 l; (V) Orient 2349, fol. 125a,

on the same passage, and (VI) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 35 7.

TDp -= § 184.

Wiri ye shall live, occurs twice and is plene. That Is, with

Vav after the Yod. As this future second person plural masculine,

which occurs altogether five times, is three times without the

paragogic Nun, recorded in the preceding Rubric and twice with

it, the Massorah safeguards this variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed : (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL I, foL ll7a, on Dent 8 1, which I

have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1705, on Jerem. 35 7; (III)

Vienna Ck)dex No. 86, on Dent 5 80, and (IV) the printed Massorah

on the same passage.

TDp - § 184*.

rrnpl and we shall live, occurs three times. This Rubric, which

I have 'found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter n, § 94,

and which I have printed in Vol. Ill, p. 5, letter n, § 184, is

incorrect, since this future first person plural with Vav conjunc-

tive, occurs five times. The following two instances are omitted

Gen. 42 2; Hosea 6 2.

The design of this Massorah is twofold. In the first place

it is to safeguard irnji against being confused with rwTji, since the

two expressions occur in the same verse (Gen. 47 19), and in the

second place to protect it against its being mistaken for this

quinqueliteral which is pointed .-rnj^ the Piel, recorded below in

§ 189.

iTDp = § 186.

^^^ thou hast kept me alive, or thou hast quickened me, occurs

tmce, once unth Pathach and once with Kametz. As this Piel preterite

second person singular masculine with suffix first person singular,

which occurs twice only, is differently pointed, owing to the

pausal accent 8oph-Pasuk in Ps. 119 93, the Massorah safeguards

this variation in its graphic signs.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Vienna Codex No. 85 on
Ps. 119 93, which I have printed, and (II) Cambridge Add. 466

on the same passage.

VBp = § 186.

n*rr to Ut Uve, to preserve alive, occurs seven times in the

Scriptures! The design of this Massorah is to safeguard this Piel

future third person singular masculine against this quadriliteral

which is pointed ,tit and which is the Kal, recorded above § 173.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol, 194a, on 1 Sam.

27 11, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 545, on
the same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 95a, on 1 Kings 20 81;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 3335, on Job 36 6; (V) the printed

Massorah on 1 Kings 20 31; (VI) the same on Isa. 7 21, and
(VII) the same on Ezek. 18 27. It is remarkable that both Lists V
and VII head this Rubric 'n n'lr, though they duly record seven

instances only. There can, therefore, be no doubt that the n is

a clerical error which Jacob b. Chayim overlooked.

rop - § 187.

n*nin '^ott shaU or she shall preserve alive, occurs three times

.... tunce in the Law and once in Ecclesiastes. That is, in contra-

distinction to the nine instances in which this quadriliteral is

pointed ,Tnn being the Kal future. It will be seen that though

it is in two instances the future second person singular masculine

(Exod. 23 17; Deut 20 16) and in one instance the third person

singular feminine (Eccl. 7 1 2) yet the Massorah according to its

method, groups 'the two forms in the same Rubric because they

are written alike.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1245, on Deut 20 16,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2655, on
Eccl. 7 12; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3535, on the same passage;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 101a, on Exod. 22 17; (V) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah II, § 18; (VI) the printed Massorah on Exod. 22 17,

and (VII) the same on Deut 20 16.

n'Dp = § 188.

I'lT they shall preserve alive, occurs twice in the Scriptures.

That is, in contradistinction to the seven instances in which this

quadriliteral is rir the Kal, recorded above § 182.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Add. 15,250, fol. 106, on Exod. 12 12, which I have

printed; (II) Add. 16,451, fol. 9a; (III) Orient 2349, fol. 845,

and (IV) the printed Massorah, ail on the same passage. List HI
indicates the design of this Massorah by the addition at the end,

viz. vrr 'n.

CDp = § 189.

(THil and we shall preserve life, occurs three times in the

Scriptures'. That is, the Piel in contradistinction to the five

instances in which this quinqueliteral is pointed rcrri) being the

Kal, recorded above § 184*.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—lly Vol.1, fol. 233o, on 1 Kings 18 6,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 65, on Gen. 19 32;

(III) Orient 2349, fol. 38a; (IV) Orient. 5404, fol. 37a, and (V) the

printed Massorah, all on the same passage.

Tp - § 190.

iTrn he preserved alive, occurs six times. This Rubric I have

found in "the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter n, § 80. It

will be seen that after the catchwords leoo Kin 'm » 2 Kings 8 5

it is here emphatically stated that rrnn occurs twice only in this

verse ('iced 'S), whereas it occurs three times in the received text.

Hence it would appear that this Rubric is based upon a recension

of the text which divided this verse into two verses and that

'tru na>n began, a separate verse. This derives support from the

fact that 'stK 'tro idk^ which are in the middle of the verses in the

textus receptus, are given as the catchwords for the sixth instance,

which is contrary to the usual method of the Massorah. The

catchwords normally begin the verse and this is the case in all

the other instances recorded in this very Rubric.
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H"ip = § 191.

^jn^nn thou hast preserved our lives, is three times defective

in this form. That is, the Hiphll preterite lorm second person

with suffixes, is in three instances without the second Yod. Of

this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two printed:

(I) Add. 21,160, fol. 58o, on Gen. 47 25, which I have printed;

(II) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and (III) the

same on Josh, 2 13.

yap = § 192.

TPrjiTP to pi'eserve alive, is twice defective. This Hiphil infinitive

with the prefix Lamed which occurs altogether six times, is

differently spelt. In four instances it is plene (Gen. 6 20; 19 19;

2 Sam. 8 2; Isa. 57 15) and in two it is without the Vav. Hence

the Massorah safeguards the variation in its ortfibgraphy. This

protection is all the more necessary since the two different

spellings occur in two consecutive verses (Gen. 6 19, 20).

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add.* 21,160, fol. 63a,

on Gen. 60 20, which I have printed, and (II) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 6 19. The latter heads it 'cn ibos 'z, since it is

plene in the other two instances in Genesis.

T)tp = § 193.

n1''Hn7l and to preserve alive, is three times plene in the

Scriptures. With the prefixes Vav and Lamed this Hiphil infinitive

occurs altogether three times only, and as it is plene in all the

three passages, the heading ought more properly to be '"jai 'npa :.

The design of this Massorah is to indicate that whilst with the prefix

Lamed but without the Vav conjunctive, this infinitive is both

defective and plene, without this conjunctive it is uniformly plene.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol.1, fol. 30b, on Gen. 45 7, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 36a, on the same passage; (III)

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1436, on Isa. 57 15; (IV) Add. 21,160,

fol. 536, on Gen. 45 7; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 18

margin; (VI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 45 7, and (VII) the

same on 2 Kings 5 7. List III heads this Rubric '3 rrnnbi and

records two only, omitting 2 Kings 6 7. As this Rubric is in

one of the Standard and most carefully written Codices it is

most probable that it is based upon a recension of the text in

which the Kings instance was defective,

TSp = 194.

SnVH the leasts, occurs three times. That is, with Kametz

under the Vav, being the plural in the emphatic state, in contra-

distinction to the six instances in which this Chaldee quinque-

literal is with Sheva under the Vav and where it is the singular

in the emphatic state (Knrn Dan. 4 11, 12; 6 21; 7 11, 19, 23).

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2826, on Dan. 7 7.

iTlfp = § 195.

"•ni and he shall live, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 198fl, on Ezek. 47 9, This Rubric I cannot understand since

the first of the two instances is with Paihach under the Cheih

which occurs five times (comp. •'^^ Gen. 3 22; Levit. 18 5;

Ezek. 20 11, 13, 21) and the second which is with Kametz owing

to the pausal accents, occurs no fewer than twelve times (comp.

•rnExod.S3l0; Numb. 21 8, 9; Deut.4 42; 5 21; 19 4,5; Jerem.38 2;

Ezek. 18 13, 24; 47 9; Neh. 6 11). It cannot denote that in these

two instances only is this triliteral with a special accent, since it

is with Munach in the Leviticus instance which is also the case

in Ezek. 20 11, 13, 21; and the Ezekiel instance which is with

Zakeph-Katon is unique. The only solution which *I can suggest

is that this Rubric does not refer to -nj alone, but to the phrase

Bi^ 'rn which occurs once in the Pentateuch, viz. Levit. 18 5 and

once in the Prophets, counting all the three instances in Ezekiel

(30 11, 13, 21) as one, in accordance with the artificial method

of the Massorah. If this be the correct solution, then the catch-

words ntny -irx bo 'm wbti Ezek. 47 9 are a mistake for rwr -iwk

Dtja oniK. Wrong catchwords are not infrequent in Rubrics.

rXp = § 196.

7^n strength, power, is four times with Kametz. Without the

pausal accents this noun occurs about 70 times. In 66 instances it

is with Bithach and in these four instances only, is it with Kametz.

Hence tiiu Massorah safeguards the abnormal graphic signs.

And wherever this noun is with Athnaeh or Soph-Pasuk it is

always with Kametz. With the pausal accent Athnaeh ^;n occurs

sixteen times (Deut. 8 18; Jugd. 3 29; 2 Sam, 22 33; 1 Kings 11 28;

Ezek. 28 4; Ps. 18 33; 33 16; 60 14; 84 8; 108 14; Prov. 31 29;

1 Chron. 7 9; 12 29; 26 7; 2 Chron. 26 13; 28 6) and sixteen

times with iSoph Pasvk (•?:" Numb. 24 18; Deut. 3 18; Judg. 20 44, 46;

1 Sam. 2 4; 9 1 ; 2 Sam. 13 28; Ps. 73 12; 118 15, 16; Job 21 7; Neh. 11 6;

2 Chron. 13 3; 14 7; 17 16; 26 17). As there is no exception in the

instances where this noun is with these pausal accents, the simple

statement of this fact suffises without specifying the passages.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol II, foL 1466, on 1 Chron. 26 9,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 163a, on
2 Chron. 25 6; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2556, on 1 Chron. 28 1;

(IV) the same MS.,- fol. 272a, on 2 Chron, 25 6; (V) the same
MS., fol. 2730, on 2 Chron. 26 12; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 188, and (VII) the printed Massorah on 2 Chron. 25 6. Lists IV,

V and VI omit the second part of this Rubric which makes
this Massorah unintelligible.

r)£p = § 197.

^n strength, rampart, is four times defective in the Scriptures.

That is, in four instances is the noun ^'n, without and with the

prefixes Beth and He, without the Yod. The design of this

Massorah is to militate against the reading pbns in 1 Kings 21 23

which is exhibited in the Chaldee, the Syriac and the Vulgate
and which is now accepted as the better reading as is attested

by 2 Kings 9 36. As is often the case this variation is due to

an abbreviation. The original text was 'bna which one School

of textual redactors rightly resolved into p^s whilst another
School regarded it as complete.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, two in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2l2a, on 2 Sam. 20 15,

which I have printed; (II) Arund, Orient. 16, fol. 96a, on
1 Kings 21 23; (III) the printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 20 15;

(IV) the same on 1 Kings 21 23, and (V) the same on Lament. 2 8.

As this Rubric includes the forms of this noun with the prefixes,

Lists III, IV and V head it more correctly •b>"''?2 tt rn -t. It is

remarkable that whilst the instances with the prefixes Beth and
He are included, not only is ^ni (Isa. 26 1) with the prefix Vav
excluded, but the official reading or Keri bn in Ps. 10 10, which
is contrary to the general method of the Massorah.

n"!£p = § 198.

7113 by the rampart of. Throughout the Scriptures it is in
the portion of Jezreel, except once tohere it is hj/ the rampart
of Jezreel (1 Kings 21 23). This Rubric, which is from Harley
5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 237a, on 1 Kings 21 23 emphasises more
emphatically that bra is not an abbreviation but a complete

word, being based upon the text of the predominant School.

Seeing that bxynr pbns occurs three times only according to the

textus rece2Hu8 and that all the three instances are not only

restricted to the same book, but to the same Section (2 Kings 9 10,

36, 37) the expression •^n.p bz is somewhat misleading.

I3'i:p = § 199.

y'^n my strength or jiower, occurs three times in the SerijAwes.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2356, on Job 31 25,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2046, on

Joel 2 25; (III) the same MS., fol. 2146, on Habak. 3 19; (IV)

the same MS., fol. 331 6, on Job 31 25; (V) Add. l.'),250, fol. 8546,

on the same passage; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 298a, on Joel 2 25,

and (VII) the printed Massorah on Habak. 3 19.

"1 = § 200 a.

HillSCHn the outer, exterior, is three times so wntten. That is,

without the Yod. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Vienna Codex No. 85, on Ezek. 40 31,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 290a, on Ezek. 42 7,

and (III) the printed Massorah on the same passage. Lists II

and III head it -i"v 'on '3 which expresses the import of this

Massorah more explicitly. It is to be remarked that the St Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916 has it njirnn with the Yod in all the

three instances. But no sober critic will maintain that it therefore

constitutes a difference between the Babylonians and Palestinians.

"1 = § 2006.

n^liCnn* — a sign for the spelling of this exp'sssion. As this

feminine adjective with the prefix He which occurs altogether
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twenty times, is spelt in four different ways, the design of this

Massorah is to indicate the respective passages in which these

variations occur.

(1) In three instances it is njisrn without the Yod but with

the Vav. These are also given in the preceding Rubric.

(2) In two it is roJrnn with the Yod but without the Vav

Ezek. 10 5 and Neh. ll' 16.

(3) In one instance it is entirely defective, that is njatnn both

without Yod and without Vav Ezek. 42 9.

(4) And in all the other instances which are fourteen in

number, it is njirnn entirely plane, that is with both Yod and

Vav, viz. 2 Kings ie 18; Ezek. 40 17, 20, 34, 37; 42 1, 3, 14;

44 19, 19; 46 20, 21; Esther 6 4; l Chron. 26 29.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1936, on Ezek. 40 17,

which I have printed, and (II) the same MS., fol. 387a, on Neh. 11 16.

W\ = § 201.

pH bosom, is four fimes defective. This noun without and

with the prefixes and suffixes, occurs altogether thirty-seven

times. In thirty-three instances it is with the Yod after the

Cheth and in four only is it without the Yod. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 338a, on Prov. 5 20, which I

have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 3256, on Job 19 27; (III) the

printed Massorah on Prov. 6 20, and (IV) the same on EccL 7 10.

As two of the instances are respectively with the prefixes J5c<A

and Mem and another one is not only with the prefix Beth, but

with the suffix Yod ('pria Job 19 27) Lists II, III and IV properly

head this Rubric 'th^a 'on n.

ri = § 202.

D'VT'n Hiram, is three times pkne in the Scriptures. Of this

Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 220a, on 1 Kings 5 24, which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 80a, on the same

passage; (III) Vienna Codex No. 35 also on the same passage;

(IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah H, § 318, and (V) the printed

Massorah on l Kings 5 24.

As DITH occurs altogether three times only, and is plene in

all the three instances, Lists II and lU more properly head this

Rubric '^oi •:. The addition 'bn "onm "rsi at the end of the Rubric

which I have printed, is manifestly due to a careless Scribe, since

BlTn does not occur at all in Chronicles. It is, therefore, rightly

absent in all the other four Lists.

ri = § 203.

DHTl t» in three instances in the text with Yod and ought to

be anm with Vav. This Rubric I have found in the printed

Massorah Finalis only, letter n, § 33. The three instances in

which the textual reading or Kethiv is on'n with Yod and the official

reading or Keri is onin with Vav are l Chron. 14 1; 2 Chron. 4 11

and 9 10. {Vide infra, letter % § 26.) It is, therefore, manifest that the

catchwords attached to the first and third instances which refer

to 1 Kings 5 15; 7 40 are due to the carelessness of the Nakdan.

Tl = § 204.

^jHI and the palate, occurs twice in the Heriptures, Of this

Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed;

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2366, on Job 34 3, which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3326, on the same passage,

and (III) the printed Massorah on Job 12 11. As the two

instances are restricted to the same book, the heading ought

more properly to be %os\ 'a.

nn - § 205.

^Sn my palate, or mouth, occurs three times. This Rubric I

have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter n, § 105.

VI = § 206.

^dtr? to my palaie, occurs three times. Of this Rubric I collated

four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 3156, on Ps. 119 103, which I have printed; (II) Add. 16,250,

foL 8426, on the same passage; (HI) the same MS., fol. 371 6, on

Cant 2 3, and (IV) the printed Massorah on Ps. 119 103.

n - § 207.

1^3113 with a hook, occurs twice in the Scriptures. Of this

Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2406, on Job 40 25, which I

have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3356, on the same
passage, and (III) the printed Massorah, also on the same passage.

n"1 = § 208.

nSH occurs twice, once unth audible He and once with silent

He. That is, in one instance it is a noun with the suffix third

person singular feminine denoting her palate or mouth (Prov. 5 3)

and in the other it is the Piel preterite third person singular

masculine denoting he had waited (Job 32 4).

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. 387a,

on Prov. 5 3, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah
on the same passage. This Rubric forms part of the eleven

words which respectively occur twice, once with audible He at

the end and once with silent He. {Vide supra, letter n, § 38.)

B"T = § 209.

I l?''pnn Hachilah, occurs three times. This Rubric I have
found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter n, § 107. It

is designed to militate against the recension of the text which

exhibits Th''^r(r\ with Beth insteadof Caph in all the three instances,

as will be seen from the notes on these passages in my edition

of the Bible.

'"1 = § 210.

Dprn and wise, occurs four times. That is, the adjective with

Vav conjunctive, in contradistinction to the other four instances

in which this quadriliteral is ajm the imperative (Prov. 6 6;

13 20 Kethiv; 23 19) or oam the construct of Djn with the prefix

Vav (Isa. 3 3).'
Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 52a, on Gen. 41 33, which I have
printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 27a, on the same passage; (III) the

same MS., fol. 3666, on Prov. 29 11; (IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 306,

on Gen. 41 33; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 456, on the same passage;

(VI) the same MS., fol. 3036, on Eccl. 4 13; (VII) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 41 33, and (VIII) the same on Prov. 29 11.

X"n - § 211.

ffp^nn the wise, occurs twice .... and once it is with the Vav
conjunctive. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 59a, on Exod. 36 4, which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,

Vol. II, fol. 150a, on 2 Chron. 2 6, and (III) Orient 2349, fol. 79a,

on Exod. 36 4.

m = § 212.

rtttS^ wisdom, occurs four times in the Scriptures. That is,

with Kametz under the Cheth, in contradistinction to the other

two instances in which it is with Pathach, recorded below in

Rubric 215.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 188a, on Ps. 49 4,

which I' have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3366, on

Prov. 1 20; (in) the same MS., foL 345a, on Prov. 24 7; (IV) the

printed Massorah on Ps. 49 4, and (V) the same on Prov. 9 1.

The heading of List V yitap "i indicates the design of this Massorah.

rn = § 213.

^^^Dpn Hachmonite, is twice plene in all the Scriptures. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from
Harley 6710-11, Vol. II, fol. 1476, on 1 Chron. 27 32. As the

two instances are restricted to the same book the heading ought

more properly to be 'tDSi •hti^ 'a.

m = § 214.

n05H3 rtlOpnSl* — Throughout the Scnptures it is noana with

Sheva under the Beth except in one instance, viz. 1 Chron. 28 21,

whilst throughout Ecclesiastes it is naan? with FcUhach under the Beth

except once, viz. Eccl. 2 21.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 266a, on 1 Chron. 28 21. It records

the peculiar phenomenon that a form which is normal throughout

all the books of the Scriptures is unique in one single book and

vice versa, a form which is normal in this particular book is

unique outside this book. Thus •'^aana with Sheva, under the Beth

which occurs ten times outside Ecclesiastes (comp. Exod. 31 8;

35 26, 31; Ps. 104 24; Prov. 3 19; 24 3; 28 2e; 31 26; Job 4 21;

38 37), occurs once only in Ecclesiastes; whilst n&an$ which

occurs three times in Ecclesiastes (1 13; 2 3; 7 23) is unique
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outside this book. This Rubric forms part of the List of woids

which exhibit this phenomenon. {Vide infra, letter a, § 249,

Vol. II, p 227.)

TBI = § 215.

nlG?H is twice with Pathach. In one instance it is an adjective

plural feminine of nMn (Judg. 6 29) and in the other a noun

feminine singular for nwsn (Prov. U 1). The Massorah, however,

which has regard to the identity of the spelling irrespective of

^he difference in the sense groups them together in one Rubric.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoJ. II, fol. 2486, on

Prov. 14 1, which I have printed, and (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 3896,

on the same passage.

rOT = § 216.

nittpn is in two instances with Pathach and in four with

Kametz. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Cambridge Add. 465 on Ps. 49 4. It is a combination

of § 212 and § 215 and shows how differently the different

Massoretic Schools arranged the same materials.

V'>^ = § 217.

ilK^n Helah, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Harley5710— 11, Vol.II, fol. 132a,

on 1 Chron. 4 5. As the two instances not only occur in the

same book but are restricted to the same section, the heading

ought more properly to be "jpai 'a.

n-n = § 218.

nnsbH her rust, occurs three times. That is, with Dagesh in

the fle.^ *In the only other instance where this quinqueliteral

occurs it is nriK^n Raphe (Ezek. 24 6).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1826, on Ezek. 24 11,

which I have printed, and (II) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same

passage. List I gives the catchwords m mthn nwx fo Ezek. 24 6

as the first of the three instances. But this evidently is a mistake, as

is attested by the text itself of this very MS. which has it here

nn^n Baphe. List II rightly gives it nrwoB roma nansi Ezek- 24 11.

We have seen that the Nakdanim not infrequently furnish the

respective instances with wrong catchwords.

fiS'n = § 219.

Sbrn and milk, occurs that^ times in the Sa-ipiures once

in the Law, once in the Prophets and once in the Hagiographa. That

is, in contradistinction to the four instances in which this quadri-

literal is abm denoting and /a« (Levit. 7 24, 24; Isa. 1 11; 43 24).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 26 a, on Isa. 55 1, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2616, on Cant. 4 ii;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 8496, on the same passage; (IV) Add.

15,250, fol. 126, on Gen. 18 8; (V) Add. 15,451, fol. I2a; (VI) Add.

21,160, fol. 6a, and (VII) the printed Massorah, all on the same

passage. It is remarkable that List III not only heads this Rubric -a

but records two instances only, omitting Isa. 55 1 and that the

Massorah Parva of this MS. also has -a against a^m Cant. 4 ii.

y\ = § 220.

3")fT)J3 from milk, occurs three timM. This quadriliteral occurs

altogether te^ times. In seven instances it is pointed a^no

denoting from fat, recorded in Rubric 222, and in three only is

it a>no. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the minority.
'
Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 57a, on Gen. 49 12, which I have

printed; (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 13a, on Isa. 28 9;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 375a, on Lament 4 7, and (IV) the printed

Massorah on Isa. 28 9. As the three instances occur respectively

in the three divisions of the Bible, List II adds at the end

'voa IPn "353 in "WO in one is in the Law, one in the Prophets and

one in the Hagiographa.

K"D-| = § 221.

D^H the milk occiA-s twice . . . and once it is with Vav conjunctive.

That is, in the construct.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 286, on Isa. 60 16,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1446, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 847a, on Prov. 27 27;

(IV) Add. 16,251, fol. 237 a, on Isa. 60 16, and (V) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 113, which alone gives the mnemonic

sign. This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of words

which respectively occur three times, twice without the prefix

Vav and once with it. {Vide supra, letter % § 70).

3"D"I = § 222.

D/HD from or than the fat, occurs eight [seven] times. This

Rubric, which I have found in the printed Massorah only, on

Ps. 73 7 is incorrect. In Isa. 35 5 to which the catchwords

•ain D'ttsn nnn "o refer as the fifth passage, a^na does not occur.

These catchwords are manifestly a mistake for ana asruk nnm
which precede |wt a^na d-iepi Isa. 34 7. The ignorant Nakdan who

not only wrongly divided the long catchwords into two separate

passages, but misquoted the first part, altered the original 'i in

the heading into 'n, to agree with the supposed eight instances.

yT\ = § 223.

jHSlpH their fat, occurs tvnce in the same section. Of this

Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,250, fol. 596, on Levit 8 16,

which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on Levit. 8 25.

As this noun with the suffix third person plural feminine not

only occurs twice in the same book, but is restricted to the same

section, the heading xr^jpa*. 'a of List II is more accurate.

TDT = § 224.

Hph he is sick, occurs eight times. That is, with Segol under

the Lamed, being the participle masculine, in contradistinction

to the instances in which it is with Kametz (nbin) the feminine.

By fixing the number at eight, the design of the Massorah is to

militate against the reading btin hath compassion, which is exhibited

in the Septuagint (jcovav) and which is now generally adopted

as the original reading.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 162a, on 2Chron.22 6,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 486, on

1 Sam. 19 14; (III) the same MS., fol. 89a, on 1 Kings 14 5; (IV)

Add. 15,251, fol. 2846, on 2 Kings 8 7; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 586,

on Gen. 48 1; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah Supplement, fol. 132a,

and (VII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 48 1. All the seven

Lists not only state emphatically in their respective headings

that it occurs eight times, but six (II—VII) coincide in saying

that it is defective in seven instances and plene in one passage

(•ba 'Ki 'on 'T 'n) and giving Neh. 2 2 as the plene instance.

,TD1 = § 225.

nSlH rhln* Throughout Ecclesiastes it is nbin with Kametz

under the Lamed, whilst throughout the other Scriptures it is

rh:n with Segol. That is, in Ecclesiastes where it occurs twice

(6 12, 15) it is in both instance a noun feminine and is never

the Kal participle, whilst in all the other books where it occurs

eight times, as recorded in the preceding Rubric, it is invariably

nhh or n^in the participle.

This Rubric, which does not occur in this separate form in

the printed Massorah, is from Vienna Codex No. 35 on Ecclesiastes

6 12. It is part of the List of words which are respectively

restricted to one book of the Scriptures, whilst in all the other

books of the Bible they exhibit a different form. (Vide inf-a,

letter a, § 247, Vol. II, fol. 22o.)

VDT = § 226.

nbinn the sick, occurs twice. That is, a noun with the

prefix He, "in contradistinction to the only other instance where

this quinqueliteral occurs with Segol under the Lamed, being the

participle (Mai. 1 13). This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1886, on

Ezek. 34 4. As the two instances are not only in the same book

but are restricted to the same section, the heading ougth more

properly to be "syai 'a or 'Boai 'a.

r3-l - § 227.

rhn occure twice in the Scriptures, in two different senses.

In the^first instance it denotes he made sick (Deut 29 21) and

in the second he besought (2 Chron. 33 12).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

1 collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 1696, on

2 Chron. 33 12, which I have printed; (II) Orient 2349, foL140a,

on Deut 29 21, and (III) Vienna Codex No. 35, on the same

passage. This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of

words which respectively occur twice in two different senses.

{Vide infra, letter a, § 428, Vol. II, p. 217.)
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H'al - § 228.

^rr'^H / Jiave besought, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does
not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 42 &, on 1 Sam. 13 12.

t3*31 = § 229.

^TPI and he besought, occurs four times. That is, in contra-
• distinction to the nine instances in which this quadriliteral is

pointed bm recorded below § 251.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 56a, on Exod. 32 11,

which I have printed; (II) the same MSS., Vol. I, fol. 2476, on
2 Kings 13 4; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 88o, on 1 Kings 13 6;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 1076, on 2 Kings 13 4; <V) the same MS.,

fol. 163*, on Jerem. 26 19; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 1196, on
Exod. 32 11, and (VII) the printed Massorah on the same
passage.

^"1 = § 230.

nV^n cakes, is three times plene in this book. That is, in

Leviticus, This plural noun occurs altogether five times in this

book. As it is defective in two instances (Levit. 7 12, 13) and
plene in three the Massorah safeguards this variation in its

orthography. This protection in the more necessary since the

two kinds of spelling not only occur in two consecutive verses
but in the same verse (Levit. 7 12, 12, 13). It will be seen that

the Massorah, contrary to its usual method, safeguards here the

majority.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 66i, on Levit. 7 12, which I have
printed; (H) Orient. 4445, fol. 856, on Levit. 2 4; (III) Add. 15,451,

fol. 696, on the same passage; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. I45a, on
Levit. 7 12; (V) Orient. 2349, fol. 826, on Levit. 2 4; (VI) the

printed Massorah on the same passage, and (VII) the same on
Levit. 24 5. Lists II, III, IV, V and VII head this Rubric mina '?» j.

As it occurs three times plene altogether the heading ought more
properly to be xosn 'ha -i or -iiroi '^a 'i.

N"bn = § 231.

D'^SI/TI Variations. For this Rubric see below § 452 &c.

T'y-\ = § 232.

D^TD in the dream, is tvxice defective in this book. That is, in

Genesis. This noun with the prefix Beth occurs altogether Qight
times. It is plene in six instances and defective in two only.

Hence the MaiSCrah safeguards the exceptional orthography.
Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient. 5404, fol. 446, on Gen. 31 24, which I have
printed; (11) Orien^. 2349, fol. 466, on the same passage, and
(III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 134. All the three
Lists coincide in giving i^O'rK Gen. 20 3 as the catchword for
the first instance. As List III gives the longer catchwords "sk

thro n^n'SK it precludes the hypothesis that it refers to the
instances in connection with the second passage in which this

expression occurs with regard to ^^a'a^, viz. Gen. 20 6. There
can, therefore, hardly be any doubt that this Rubric is based upon
a recension of the text which read it d^n? defective in Gen. 20 3.

This is confirmed by Add. 15,261 first hand; Add. 21,160;
Orient 4227; the editio princeps of the Bible, Soncino 1488 and
the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, Venice
1624—25, which has against it -on 'a in the Massorah Parva.

The dominant recension, however, gives D!?ri3 in Gen. 20 6

as the first defective instance. This reading is exhibited in

Orient. 4445; Orient 220 1; Harley 5710-11, with the Massorah
Parva on it 'on -a; Add. 15,250, with the same Massorah; Add.
16,261 also with the same Massorah; Add. 2i,i60; Orient 4227;
the editio princeps of the Pentateuch Bologne 1482; the third
edition of the Pentateuch Ixar 1490; the first, second and third
editions of the Bible (Soncino 1488; Naples 1491—93; Brescia 1494);
the Complutensian; the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible,
Venice 1517 and the editio princeps of the Rabbinic Bible with
the Massorah Venice 1624—25.

rt»1 = § 233.

Dl^nS «« a dream, occurs three times in the /Scriptures. The
design of this Massorah is to indicate that whilst with the
prefix Beth this noun is both plene and the defective, with the
prefix Caph it is uniformly plene in all the three instances.

pt this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. II, fol. 136, on Isa. 29 7.
which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1956, on
Ps. 73 20; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 302a, on the same
passage, and (IV) the printed Massorah on Isa. 29 7. The heading
of List II |"'?ai •: indicates the design of this Rubric.

T^l = § 234.

^pl^na in my dream, occurs four times, twice plene and twice
defective. As this noun with the prefix Beth and the suffix first
person singular which occurs altogether four times and which
is not only restricted to the same book, but to two consecutive
sections, is differently spelt in each section, the design of this
Massorah is to safeguard this variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 51 a, on Gen. 40 9,
which I have printed, and (II) Orient 5404, fol. 50a, on the
same passage.

n'il = § 235.

1"'r)b7H his dreams, occurs three times, twice defective and
once plene. this Rubric I have found in the Massorah only, on
Gen. 37 20. It is based upon a recension of the text which read
rnljs^n with Vav after the Mem in Dan. 2 2. This is attested by
Add. 15,451 and the Complutensian. The predominant School of
textual redactors, however, read it vnbbn defective as in the
other two instances and this reading is 'exhibited in Orient 2201;
Harley 5710—11; Arund. Ortent IC; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,25l';
Orient 4227 and all the early editions except the Complutensian.

T^n = § 236.

riu^nn the windows, is three times defective. That is, without
the Vav after the Lamed. This plural noun without and with the
prefixes, occurs altogether nine times. It is plene in six instances
(Ezek. 40 16, 16, 29, 33, 36; 41 16) and in three only is it

defective. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the minority. This
protection is all the more necessary since the two kinds of
spelling are not only used promiscuously in the same book, but
occur in the same verse (Ezek. 41 16, 16). That this Rubric
exhibits the orthography of the dominant School of textual
redactors and that other Schools read it differently, is attested
by the St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, which has it plene
in both clauses of Ezek. 41 16, whilst Harley 5710—11, has it

defective in both clauses.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 194a, on Ezeck. 41 16, which
I have printed; (II) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Cant 2 9, and
(III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 136.

rbi = § 237.

r^ occurs twice in two different senses. In the first instance
it is the proper name Hali, a town in the tribe of Asher with
the prefix Vav (Josh. 19 25) and in the second it denotes a necklace,
a trinket, with the prefix Vav (Prov. 26 12). In the only other
instance where this quadriliteral occurs it is pointed ^^m and
signifies sickness (Eccl. 6 2).

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only,
on Prov. 26 12. It forms part of the alphabetical List of words
which respectively occur twice in two different senses. {Vide infra,
letter o, § 428, Vol. II, p. 217.)

ri'bi = § 238.

yfip to or with sickness, occurs twice in the Scriptures. Of
this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I
collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 1616, on
2 Chron. 21 18, which I have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient. 16,
fol. 270a, on the same passage.

J3-fn = § 239.

Dy7n3 like pipes, occurs twice and in the same verge, one
is defective and the other is pkne the second is plene the first
is defective. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, is from Add. 15,250, fol. 266a, on Jerem. 48 36. The
design of this Massorah is to militate against the Eastern
recension of the text which reads both instances without the
second Yod.

It must, however, not be concluded that because a MS. hii
this defective reading in the second clause, therefore, it exhibits
the Babylonian recension. The fact is that at an early period the
Eastern and Western readings were not as yet sharply defltied.
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Hence wbbn defective in both clauses is not only the reading

in the St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, but is exhibited in

the following Standard Codices which are admitedly Palestinian

:

Harley 5710— il; Add. 15,451 and Orient. 1474. Moreover the

Massorah Parva in Add. 15,451 emphatically declares that it is

defective in both clauses of this verse ('dbsi 'on 's); whilst the

Massorah Parva in Add. 15,251, also states that according to

other Codices it is here defective in both clauses but that the

Codex Mugah has it defective in the first clause and plene in

the second '^b 'j'sn 'on mip njo 'bd31 'on 'inTin wbhra k"D3.

on = § 240.

Hrhn far be it, is three times defective in the Sa-iptures. This

adverb ^occurs altogether twenty-one times. In eighteen instance

it is rh-'bn plene and in three only is it without the Yod. The

Massorah, therefore, safeguards the abnormal orthography. This

protection is specially necessary since the two kinds of spelling

occur in the same books (comp. Gen. 18 ':b with 44 7, 17;

Job 27 5 with 34 10) and since the Samaritan recension has it

plene in both instances in Gen. 18 25.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 237a, on Job 34 10,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 333 cr, on the

same passage; (III) Orient. 2349, fol. SI a, on Gen. 18 25; (IV)

the printed Massorah on the same passage, and (V) the same

on Job 34 10.

K"01 = § 241a.

nlSlvH cluingcs, is three times thus written. That is, with Yod

defective and Vav plene. Of this Rubric I collated three Lists,

two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 101 a,

on 2 Kings 6 22, which I have printed; (II) Cambridge Add. 465,

on Gen. 45 22, and (III) the printed Massorah on the same

passage. The heading in List II -n ^oi ti'' 'dh 'j expresses more

explicitly the import of this Massorah.

x-ai = § 24 1&.

nlB7ri» — A ruUfw the spelling of this noun. In Gen. 45 22a

it is spelt nlB^n. In 46 22b and in Judg. 14 12 it is rib!?n and in

all ihe rest of the Scriptures it is rfifbn.

This Rubric is an expansion of the preceding Massorah and

is designed to safeguard the spelling of this noun in all the

passages where it occurs. As it occurs all together ten times

and is spelt in three different ways, we are told that it is in the

first place without the Yod, but with the Vav and though one

instance only is here given for this spelling t^er© are three

such passages. They are recorded in the preceding Rubric and

the single instance here is simply designed to distinguish it

from the other instance in the same verse which is differently

spelt. In two instances it is entirely defective, that is, both without

Yod and without Vav (Gen. 45 226; Judg. 14 12), whilst in all

the rest of the Scriptures where it occurs five times, it is entirely

plene, that is, both with Yod and Vav (Judg. 14 13; 1 Kings 5 28;

2 Kings 5 5; Ps. 65 20; Job 10 17). The necessity for this

safeguarding will be apparent when it is borne in mind that the

two spellings not only occur in the same book and in the same

chapter (2 Kings 5 5, 22, 23), but in the same verse (Gen. 45 22)

From the notes on Gen. 46 22 in my edition of the Bible it will

be seen that the variation in the orthography in this verse is in

accordance with the Hellali Codex and that the Jerusalem Codex

exhibits another variation.

a-OT = § 242.

^b'^i^ occurs three times in this form. For this Rubric see

below letter 3, § 173, Vol. II, p. 277.

:"0T = § 243.

ibjTTD from poUuting it, occurs twice and they are in the same

section. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1426, on Isa. 56 2.

T01 = § 244.

Crpynt^ profaning, occurs three times in ih6 Scriptures. Twice

this Piei participle plural is without the prefix Vav and once

with it

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated five Lists: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, fol. 2606, on

1 Kings 1 40, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 766, on the same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 2226, on

Mai. 1 12; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 1806, on 1 Kings 1 40, and

(V) Add. 15,251, fol. 184a, on the same passage. List I emphasises

the fact that it occurs twice without the prefix Vav and once

with it and as such this Rubric is part of the alphabetical List

of words which respectively occur three times, twice without and

once with this prefix. (Vide supra, letter % § 70.) Lists II, IV

and V head this Rubric 'vb 'ins 's B'''?'?na, not noticing the instance

with the prefix Vav and as such it forms part of the alphabetical

List of words which respectively occur twice in two different

senses. {Vide infra, letter a, § 248.)

iTai = § 245.

fl1?rin thou hast began, occurs twice and is so wintten. That

is, with Vav after the Lamed. Of this Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Harley

5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 274a, on Esther 6 13, which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 361 6, on the same passage, and (III)

Orient 2349, fol. 125a, on Deut. 3 24. In my edition of the Bible

r\bnr\ Deut 3 24 is a mistake and should be ni^nn plene.

ran = § 246.

"'ri^nn / have began, occurs twice and is defective. Whilst the

Hiphil preterite second person singular which, as we have seen,

in the preceding Rubric occurs twice, is plene in both instances,

this preterite first person which also occurs twice is, on the

contrary, defective in both instances. Hence the Massorah

safeguards this variation.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1126, on Deut 2 31, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol I, fol. 190a, on l Sam.

22 15 ;
(III) Add. 21,160, fol. 258a, on Deut 2 31 ; (IV) Orient 2349,

fol. 124 a, on the same passage, and (V) the printed Massorah

also on the same passage.

fOI = § 247.

1?nn they began, occurs six times. This Rubric, which I have

found in the printed Massorah only, on Esther 9 23, is incorrect,

since this Hiphil preterite third person ulural occurs seven times

and 2 Chron. 20 22 is omitted. Whether this omission and the

alteration in the heading of 'i into 'i are due to Jacob b. Chayim,

or whether he simply reproduced this faulty Rubric from some

MS., it is now difficult to say.

n-ni = § 248.

^nnip from the beginning of, occurs twice. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated five

Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1226, on Deut 16 9, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 168a, on 2 Chron.

31 10; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 277a, on the same passage;

(IV) Add. 15,451, foL 1316, on Deut 16 9, and (V) Orient 2349,

fol. 1326, on the some passage.

JD'OI = § 249.

^nn begin thouy or to begin, occurs three times with Kametz ....

and once\t is with Pathach. The three Kametz instances consist

of two imperatives (Deut. 2 24, 31) and one infinitive (1 Sam. 3 12)

from bbn, whilst the Pathach instance is the noun '?n with the

prefix He (Obad. 20) from b^n. The latter is given in § 197 as

one of the four instances in which b'n is defective, viz. bnri without

Yod. The Massorah, however, groups here together homonyms.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol I, fol. 1126, on Deut 2 24,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1126, on

Obad. 20; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 366, on 1 Sam. 3 12;

(IV) the same MS., foL 209 a, on Obad. 20; (V) Add. 21,160,

fol. 2576, on Deut 2 24; (VI) the printed Massorah on the same

passage, and (VII) the same on Obad. 20. In the printed Rubric

the reference 1 Sam. 3 12 for the third instance has dropped out

ri = § 250.

htr he shall begin, or hope thou, occurs Jive times in the

Scriptures; in two instances it is with Kametz and in three with

Pathach. As usual the Massorah has here grouped together

homonyms. In three out of the five instances this triliteral is

the Hiphil future third person singular from "jbri (Numb. 30 3;

Judg. 10 18; 13 6); whilst in two it is the imperative singular

masculine from brr (Ps. 130 7; 131 3).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1656, on Judg. 13 6,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2166, on

Ps. 130 7; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 28 a, on Judg. 13 5; (IV) the
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same MS., fol 3176, on Ps. 130 7; (V) Add. 21,160, foL 2406, on

Numb. 30 3; (VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage,

and (VII) the same on Ps. 130 7.

«'5*1 = § 251.

^H'l and he waited, and he began, or and he was distressed,

occurs nine times. The design of this Massorah is simply to

safeguard the identity of the graphic signs in all the nine

instances in which this quadriliteral occurs without any regard

to their radical difference. Hence three of the nine instances are

from hm (Gen. 8 10; l Sam. 31 8; l Chron. 10 3), whilst six are

from b'pn (Gen. 9 20; Numb. 25 1; Judg. 16 22; Jonah 3 4;

2 Chron.' 3 l, 2).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient.,16, foL 30 &, on Judg. 16 22, which l'

have printed; (H) the same MS., fol. 566, on 1 Sam. 31 3; (III)

the same MS., fol. 2096, on Jonah 3 4; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 164a,

on 1 Sam. 31 3; (V) Add. 15,451, fol. 76, on Gen. 9 20; (VI) the

printed Massorah on Gen. 8 10, and (VII) the same on 1 Sam. 31 3.

Lists II, III, IV, V and VI add at the end of the Rubric that

the last two instances denote distress (bin •'wb '»nra 'a), for which

reason they are placed at the end. List VII omits 2 Chron. 3 2

which is evidently due to carelessness, since the heading duly

states that there are nine such instances. In the List which I

have printed the inexplicable reference 1 Sam. 3 12 bias crept

into the text against the fifth catchwords.

y:i = § 252.

brO^ / will begin, occurs three times, twice with Kametz and

once with ^Fathach. As this Hiphil future first person singular which

occurs three times only, is differently pointed, being Kametz

under the Aleph in two insttinces (Deut 2 25; Josh. 3 7) and in

one with Pathach (Ezek. 39 7) the Massorah safeguards this

variation in its graphic signs.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1126, on Deut. 2 25,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 1386, on

Josh. 3 7; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 956, on Ezek. 39 7;

(IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 26, on Josh. 3 7; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 192a, on Ezek. 39 7; (VI) the printed Massorah on Deut. 2 25,

and (Vn) the same on Ezek. 39 7. Lists II, III, VI and VII add

at the end -nt "ins, thus defining the Ezekiel instance as being

the one with Pathach.

J'i"! = § 253.

^^STH «»»<? *^«2/ began, occursfour times. By fixing the number

at four, the design of the Massorah is to militate against the

recension of the text which exhibited ^h>m with Vav conjunctive

instead of ^hm in Hosea 8 10 as is attested 'by the St. Petersburg

Codex of A.'d. 916 and Add. 21,161. That at a still earlier

pericod other recensions read it here ibnm (= xccl xojcdaovttiv)

is evident from the Septuagint, the Syriac and the Vulgate.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 336, on Judg. 20 31, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 275a, on 2 Chron 29 17;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 1446, on Judg. 20 31; (IV) Add. 15,251,

fol. 342a, on 2 Chron. 29 17, and (V) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter n, § 123. The printed Massorah (List V) not only

heads this Rubric 'j ibm but records three instances only and

omits Ezek. 9 6.

T3"» - § 254.

Kfi7lTl and the dream, occurs tunce. This Chaldee noun

emphatic occurs altogether seventeen times in Daniel. In fifteen

instances it is wzbn without the Vav conjunctive and in two only

is it with this Vav. Hence the Massorah safeguards this exceptional

occurrence. This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah

Finalis only, letter n, § 133. It is part of the alphabetical List

of words beginning with Vav which respectively occur twice only

and which are severally restricted to one book of the Scriptures.

(Vide sujn-a, letter i, § 66.)

.T:1 = § 255.

^tt?H a flint, is in four instances with Kametz, and they are

uverally unique .... and once it is unth iSheva. That is, this noun

without and with the different prefixes is in all the four instances

in the absolute state which in Massoretic terminology is expressed

by Kametz under the Lamed and the forms are severally unique,

whilst in one instance it is with Sheva under the Lamed or is

in the construct. This Rubric I have found in the printed

fpVi

Massorah only, on Ps, 114 8. Two out of these four instances,

viz. ttJija^n (Ps. 114 8) and sJ'a^na (Job 28 9) form part of the

alphabetical List of words which respectively occiir twice, once

without the Tprefix Beth and once with it. (Vide supra, letter a, § 10.)

m = § 256.

H|^ he shall pass, change, or flourish, occurs four times and

is defective. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS.

and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3236, on Job 4 15,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 307a, on Ps. 90 5;

(III) the same MS., fol. 325a, on Job 11 10; (IV) the printed

Massorah on Isa. 2 18, and (V) the same on Job 4 15. As eprr

not only occurs four times but is defective in all the four

instances. Lists II and IV head this Rubric more properly om n.

?"31 = § 257.

p?n occurs tunce in two different senses. In the first instance

this participle passive denotes armed (Numb. 32 27) and in the

second it signifies loosed or drawn off (Deut. 26 10). This Rubric,

which I have found in the printed Massorah only, on Deut. 25 10,

is incorrect. The catchwords fhrt f?3 asb -on which refer to

Numb. 32 21 ought manifestly to be pbn bs rav" Tnari Numb. 32 27,

since in verse 21 it is pbn the absolute which also occurs in

verses 29 ; whereas the Massorah treats here of the two instances

in which this participle passive is in the construct. This Rubric

forms part of the alphabetical List of words which respectively

occur twice in two different senses. (Vide infra, letter a, § 248,

Vol. II, p. 217.)

, n'31 = § 258.

^p^n occurs twice in two different senses. In the first instance

this preterite third person plural denotes they divided (Josh. 18 2)

and in the second they were smooth (Ps. 55 22). Of this Rubric

I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol, 126, on Josh. 18 2,

which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on Ps. 55 22.

t3':i = § 259.

pT^rr he shall divide, occurs twice in the Scriptures. That is,

the Kal future third person singular, in contradistinction to the

three instances in which this quadriliteral is pointed pbrr being

the Niphal, recorded in the following Rubric. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710— 11,

Vol. II, fol. 250a, on Prov, 17 2.

D""l = § 260.

p!?^ 'p^J^!!!! ** *^*^^ ^* divided, occursfour times in this form.

Without and with the prefix Vav the future with Tzere or JSegol

under the Lamed, occurs altogether twelve times. In eight instances

it is pointed p^n;, being the Piel (comp. Gen. 49 27; Isa. 53 12;

Micah 2 4; Job 21 17; Dan. 11 39; p^n^i Josh. 18 10; 2 Sam. 6 19;

1 Chron. 16 3) and in these four instances only, is it pointed

pbni, being the Niphal. Hence the Massorah safeguards the Niphal

which is the minority against being confused with the Piel which

is the majority.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 356, on Gen. 14 15,

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 456, on the same

passage, and (III) Orient. 5404, fol. 346, also on the same passage.

«"D1 = § 261.

DpT^H'T and he divided them, occurs tunce. Of this Rubric I

collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. U, fol. 1446, on
1 Chron. 23 6, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah
on the same passage.

The greatest diversity obtains both in the MSS. and early

editions with regard to the graphic signs of this sextiliteral

:

(1) Dp^n'i which I adopted in my edition of the Bible is the

pointing in Orient. 2201; Arund. Orient. 16 and Add. 15,251;

(2) Dp^nn is Harley 5710—11 and Orient. 4227; (3) Djs^hr. Add.

15,250, and (4) ex^bm Add. 15,451. For the different graphic signs

in the editions see the notes on these passages in my edition of

the Bible.

3'D*1 = § 262.

pVD'? ^* *^<** 'inootheth, or flattereth, occurs tunce. Of this

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated

four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 196, on Isa. 41 7,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2566, on

Prov. 29 5; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 186a, on laa. 41 7, and

ilV) the same MS., foL 3476. on Prov. 29 ft.
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rO-l - § 203.

phtl smooth, 78 three times with Kamefz m the Scriptures. That

is, in contradistinction to the five instances in which it is with

Pathach under the Lcmml, being the preterite third person

singular masculine.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and

three printed:' (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 766, on Ezek.,

12 24, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 346i,

on Prov. 26 28; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 276a, on Ezek. 12 24;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 20«, on Gen. 27 11; (V) the printed

Massorah on the same passage; (VI) the same on Ezek. 12 24,

and (VII) the same on Prov. 26 28. As the three instances respec-

tively occur in the three divisions of the Bible, the addition at

the end of the Rubric states that one is in the Law, one in the

Prophets and ^ne in the Hagiographa.

T'D-I = § 264.

p^ni find j)Oii,ion, or part, is twice in (he Pentateuch rendered

in the Chaldee hy jj^im. That is, in the Targum of tho so-called

Onkelos. It is difficult to divine the import of this Massorah,

which is from Orient. 2379, fol. 52&, on Gen. 14 24, since pbn]

which occurs only once more, viz. Eccl. 9 6, is also I'endered by

p^im and since this is the normal equivalent for the Hebrew

noun j5^n.

n"Dn = § 265.

p'l^nS a» a part, or portion, occurs twice, and once it is with

the jirefix Vnv. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated five Lists: (I) Hai-ley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 124rt, on Deut. 18 8, which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., Vol. I, fol. 1956, on 1 Sam. 30 24; (III) Add. 15,451,

fol. 1326, on Deut. 18 8; (IV) Orient. 2349, fol. 1336, on the same

passage, and (V) Vienna Codex No. 35 also on the same

passage.

This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of words

which respectively occur three times, twice without the prefix

Vav and once with it. (yide supra, letter i, § 70.)

V'DI = § 266.

pyTw occurs twice and in two different senses. That is, in the

first instance it is Helek the proper name of a son of Gilead

with the prefix Lamed (Numb. 26 30) and in the second it is the

noun, denoting portion, or jmi-t with the pi'efix Tximed (Job 17-5).

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Add. 15,451, fol. 1106, on Numb. 26 30. It is designed to

militate against the various reading phm in Numb. 26 30, which

was exhibited in the Codices of other redactions, as will be seen

in the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

rOI = § 267.

''p^n my portion, occurs twice at the beginning of a verse. As

this noun with the suffix third person singular masculine, which

occurs altogether six times, is in four instances in the middle

of the verse and twice only at the beginning, the Massorah

safeguards this exceptional position. This Rubric I have found

in the printed Massorah only, on Ps. 119 57.

n"D-| = § 208.

D'^P'^nn the portions, occurs three times in this form. That is^

in Ezekiel this plural noun masculine without and with the

px-efix He [= 'w-ba]. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is fi-om Orient. 1474, fol. 1266, on Ezek. 45 7.

The adjunct 'bds is omitted in the heading, which is not infre-

quently the case. This is evident from thQ fact that U'pbn occurs

also three times in Joshua (J 8 5, 6, 9).

C5-D1 = § 269.

nlp'^'H smooth things, occurs three times and is plene. That

is, the plural feminine of :r^br>, in contradistinction to the plural

masculine Dip^n of pi?n, which occurs four times.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. it, fol. 1766, on Ps. 12 3, which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 131 a, on Isa. 30 10,

and (III) the printed Massorah on Ps. 12 3.

rn = § 270.

rrp*!?!! Ililkijah, occurs ten times. Tliat is, apart from Ezra-

Nehemiah, where this name occurs altogether twenty-nine times.

As it is in nineteen instances the longer form ^n'p'pn Hilkijahu

(2 Kings 18 18, 26; 22 4, 8, 14; 23 4, 24; Isa. 22 20; 36 3, 22;

Jerem. 1 1; 1 Chron. 26 11; 2 Chron. 34 9, 14, 16, 15, 18, 20, 22)

and in ten only is it the shorter form rx^bn Hilkijah, the Massorah

safeguards the minority. This protection is all the more necessary

since in 2 Kings 22 8 the two forms are promisctidiisly used in

the same verse. ' ^

And throughout Ezra it is likewise so. In this bodfc, where

this name occurs altogether five times, it is unifoi*Hily the shorter

form n«[5>rT (Ezra 7 1; Neh. 8 4; 11 11; 12 7, 21>. H«nce the

simple statement of the general fact suffices without s^oifying

the instances. For the reason of this duplicate foiPWa of tlise name

see my Introduction to the Massoretico-Crifical edition of the Hebreic

Bible, p. 386 &C.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in3SS. and one

printed: (1) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 113a, on 2 Kings 18 87j which

1 have printed; (fl) the same MS., fol. 241a, on 1 Gbrott.'5 39;

(III) the same MS., fol. 24li, on 1 Chron. 6 3D; (IV) the same

MS., fol. 280a, on 2 Chron. 35 8; (V) Add. 15^60, foL 2545, on

Jerem. 29 3, and (VI) the printed Massorah on* 2 Ciiron^ 35 8.

All the MS. Lists emphatically state in their respective headings

that there are ten such instances of this shorter torm apart

from Ezra-Nehemiah and record identically the same t^ instances.

Jacob b. Chayim's Rubric (List VI), however, hfefeds it ir, but

records nine only. It omits Jerem. 29 3, which is due t© care-

lessness on the part of the Scribe. Moreover nrmp ought to be

pns p 1 Chron. 9 11 and o'sren avb ought to b^ enmb asb

2 Chron. 35 8. It also omits the second part of this MftSSOfrafa, viz.

'i=nKn;p'7=i which all the MS. Lists give and without which the

Rubric is unintelligible, since, as we have seen, rf^bn occurs five

times in this book alone, thus yielding fifteen instances altogether

and not eleven. The note which Jacob b. ChayM adds only

explains how he concluded that the catchwords ^'sarrian refer

to 2 Kings 12 12' and not to 2 Kings 23 4.

mn nh moasT n'p=?n Kin -j^an is'ia jinsb 'n Kn'anpa xayT uh tpttan Ty»n yxi i

»y;v K-iD'Di «V3n i=?an isi 'sai 'n pan irrp^n noKi 'noBt MannH Hsv^hm 'xn 'Vw ina

.KiD'DT Kani? mm

X"PT = § 271.
,

iHiSn ^iTpbn Hilkijahu the priest, occurs five times. This

Rubric, which I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only,

letter n, § 142 is incorrect, as will be seen from the following

analysis: (1) The import of this Massorah apparently is to record

the instances in which the longer form v^^br\ is ; followed

by -nsn, in contradistinction to the shorter form n'p^tt, as the

two combinations jnlsn in;p>n and pfen r^v^bn are used promiscuously

within a few verses of each other (comp. 2 Kings 33 4, 8, 14

with 22 10, 12). But (2) as this longer phrase occurs altogether

eight times and not five and as the three instances which are

here omitted are in Chronicles (2 Chron. 34 9, 14, 18), it is

evident that the design of this Massorah is to record simply the

instances in Kings and that the adjunct D'o'?a3 haS'b^en omitted

in the heading, which ought to be B'^'raa 'n. And (.^), tiiough this

lengthier phrase actually occurs five times in Kings, tihose recorded

in this Rubric are incorrect, since the third instance here given,

viz. HKi'pomri 2 Kings 22 12 is the shorter farm pin n^^ and

2 Kings 23 24 where the longer form pan injp^n occurs, is entirely

omitted. It is remarkable that though the eight instances in

which the longer form describes ^"i;p^n as priest, exhibits two

different combinations, being in four instances simply irferiinjp^n

Hilkijahu the priest (2 Kings 22 14; 23 24; 2 Chron. 34 14, 18)

and in four blnsn psn injp^n Hilkijahu the high priest (2 Kings 22 4, 8;

23 4; 2 Chron. 34 9) and though these two phrases are used

promiscuously within a few verses of each other, yet I have not

found a Massorah which safeguards the respective combinations.

n"P"l = § 272.

n^^Sn to jn-osfrate, to discomfit, or to be p^ostratfi, to be weak,

occurs three times in this form, once defective and twice plene. That

is, three forms occur of the root tbn, one is t^ future third

person singular masculine with Vav conversi\ e which is defective

(Exod. 17 13), one nci'jrt noun feminine (Exod. 32 18) which is

plene and one tb*,n participle which is also plene (Isa. 14 12).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 676, on Exod. 17 13,

which I have printed, and (II) Orient. 5404, fol. 666, on tho same

passage. Both Lists omit B?bn«i Job 14 10 and »^rri Joel 4 10,

yj?-1 = § 273.

Dn occurs twice, once with Pathach and once with Kanietz. Th&t

is, with" Kametz this biliteral is an adjective and denotes hot
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(Josh. 9 12) and with Pathach it is preterite third person singular

masculine and signifies he was hot (Ps. 39 4).

And wherever it is a proper name it is liketvise with Kametz.

As a proper name this biliteral occurs thirteen times (Gen. 5 32;

6 10; 9 22; 10 1, 6, 20; Ps. 78 51; 105 23, 27; 106 22; 1 Chron.

1 4, 8; 4 40) and as it is invariably on with Kametz. the simple

mention of the fact suffices without specifying the number.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, of

which there are two Lists: (I) on Ps. 39 4, which I have printed,

and (II) the printed Massorah Pinalis. letter n, § 143, which

incorrectly heads it "-sop 'S.

TPI = § 274.

CtVS about the heat, or in the heat, occurs four times and is

defective. The design of this Massorah is to exclude the textual

reading or Kethiv ohs with Beth in 1 Sam. 11 9 and include the

official reading or Keri oitp with Caph.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 37a, on Gen. 18 1, which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 596, on 2 Sam. 4 5; (III) the

same MS., fol. 126a, on Isa. 18 4,- (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 166fe, on

2 Sam. 4 5; (V) Add. 15,461, fol. life, on Gen. 18 1; (VI) Add.

21,160, fol. 5a, on the same passage, and (VII) the printed

Massorah also on the same passage. List VI adds at the end that

in one instance it is with the prefix Beth (Tsp om ki), viz. Isa. 18 4.

List VII, which has also this addition, states that it is the second

instance in Isa. 18 4 which is with Beth piofis '=, but which ought

more properly to be p'oti 'ran.

n'I>"l = § 275.

"TttHJ desired, occurs twice in the Scriptures. In the only other

passage' where this Niphal participle singular masculine occurs it

is with the prefix Vav (Gen. 3 6). Of this Rubric I collated two Lists:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2526, on Prov. 21 20, which I have

printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

vrn = § 276.

rriJpn the desire of, or that is desirable in, occnrs fotir times.

By fixing the number at four of the singular noun in the

construct, the design of this Massorah is to militate against the

ancient reading ri'ian the plural in Hag. 2 7, which is exhibited

in the Septuagint {xk sxXsric) and which is now accepted by some

of the best textual critics as preferable and agreeing with the

plural verb iksi.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2816, on 2 Chron. 36 10, which

1 have printed; (II) Cambridge Add. 465 on Dan. 11 37, and

(III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 147.

W=.§ 277.

n'Tlprin desires. This plural noun, which occurs altogether

nine times, without and with the prefixes, is spelt in four different

ways. In one instance it is nhbnn entirely defective (Gen. 37 15),

that is without both Vavs. In one instance it is nlnian entirely

plene (Dan. 9 23), that is with both Vavs. In one it is m^an partly

plene and partly defective (Ezra 8 27), that is with the first Vav

but without the second ; whilst in six instances it is n-ian without

the first Vav but with the second (Dan. 10 3, 11, 19; U 38, 43;

2 Chron. 80 25). As the latter is the normal orthography, the

Massorah safeguards the three spellings which are severally unique.

Of this Massorah I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3776, on Ezra 8 27, which I

have printed; (II) the printed Massorah on Gen. 27 15, and

(III) the same on Dan. 9 23. List II is incorrect, k-jst sm= mian

ought to be ams niion Ezra 8 27, whilst rn= man nnci ought to be

TTO ni"tan -ikwi.

n-rn = § 278.

rtttH wrath, fury, occurs tioice, once defective and once plene.

As this plural noun, which occurs twice only, is spelt differently

in each passage the Massorah safeguards the variation in its

orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. 11, fol. 253a, on Prov. 22 24,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 3916, on the same

passage, and (III) the printed Massorah on Ps. 76 11.

25"ri = § 279.

"ibn an ass, is fve times defective in the Pentateuch in this

fm-m. That is, in five instances in the Pentateuch is the form -ibn

without and with the prefixes, without the Vav. Without and

with the prefixes this noun occurs altogether about fifty times.

It is plene in forty-six instances and defective in four or five.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the abnormal orthography.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 336, on Gen. 49 14, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 55a, on Exod. 13 13; (III) Add.

15,250, fol. 32a, on Gen. 49 14; (IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 135 a, on

Deut. 22 10; (V) Add. 21,160, to}. 86a, on Exod. 13 13; (VI)

Orient. ^349, fol. 1356, on Deut. 22 10, and (VII) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 49 14.

It will be seen that List I, which I have printed, emphaticallj'

states in the heading that there are five such defective instances

and gives Numb. 16 15. It is probable that the School of textual

redactors from which this Rubric proceeds included this instance

in the defectives to emphasise the fact that it is here -lan and not

-ran, which is one of the alterations designedly introduced into

the Text made for King Ptolemy recorded in the Talmud (see

my Introduction p., 302 &c.) and which is exhibited in the Septuagint

and in the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text. None of the

other MS. Lists, however, give this passage. List VII, which also

states in the heading that there are five such defectives {'vbz 'on -n),

gives "T'Dri nonn "n'^a Judg. 15 16 as the fifth instance. But this is

plene in ail the Standard Codices and is rightly absent in all

the MS. Lists of the Rubric. Not only is List II, which exhibits

the oldest form of this Massorah, headed rn 't which is also the

heading of Lists III, IV, V and VI, but they all coincide in

recording identically the same four instances only. As all the

defectives occur in the Pentateuch, the heading ought more

properly to be '-unai 'cn n or simply 'cn '-! as it is in Lists II— VI.

en = § 280.

C'n'lttlTl asses, is six times plene. Without and with the

prefixes this plui'al noun occurs altogether twenty-one times. It

is defective in fifteen instances and plene in six only. Hence

the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography. It will be

seen that whilst in the singular the normal spelling of th-is noun

is the plene as recorded in the preceding Rubric, in the plural

the plene orthography is the abnormal.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 133a, on 1 Chron. 5 21,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 139a, on

1 Chron. 12 41; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 4046, on 1 Chron. 5 21;

(IV) Vienna Codex No. 35, on the same passage, and (V) the

printed Massorah on Judg. 19 10. As these six instances include

this noun without and with the prefixes, Lists III, IV and V

head this Rubric more correctly '«rb3 'ba "t.

X'iSn = § 281.

Dn^"TtorT? to their asses, is three times plene in this form. That

is, this plural form with the pronominal suffixes. With the prono-

minal suffixes, and without and with the prefixes this plural

noun occurs altogether nine times. As it is defective in six

instances (Gen. 34 28; 42 26; 43 18, 24; 44 3; 2 Kings 7 7) and

plene in three only, the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubi*ic I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 143a, on Josh. 9 4, which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 66, on the same

passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 396, on 1 Sam. 8 16; (IV) Add.

15,250, fol. 121 6, on Josh. 9 4; (V) the same MS., fol. 1496, on

1 Sam. 8 16; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 151a, on Josh. 9 4, and (VII)

the printed Massorah on the same passage.

TBI = § 282.

''tt^''pnn 'tS^n fhe y,fth, is always plene in the Pentateuch.

That is, in this division of the Bible where this ordinal masculine

singular, without and with the prefix He, occurs altogether five

times (Gen. 1 23; 30 17; Numb. 7 36; 29 26; 33 38) it is in-

variably plene with the Yod after the Mem.

And throughout the Prophets and the Hagiogi-apha it is likewise

plene except in three instances. In these two divisions, where it

occurs altogether twenty-three times, eleven times in the Prophets

and twelve in the Hagiographa, it is plene in twenty instances

and defective in three only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

exceptional orthography. By fixing the number at three, the

dfesign of this Massorah is to militate against the School of

textual redactors which exhibited n^w^ann in Zech. 7 3, as is

attested by St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916; Orient. 2201;

Harley 5710—11 &c
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Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two i

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 89a, on Numb. 7 36,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 123 6, on

Zech. 7 8; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 219a, on the same passage;

(IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 279fe, on Ezek. 20 1; (V) Add. 15,251,

fol. 86i, on Numb. 7 36; (VI) the printed Massorah on the same

passage, and (VII) the same on Zech. 7 3. Several of these Lists

simply head this Rubric 'on raa •'?o 6ia ''p'prrn 's^'on or still more

simply 'on % In the List which I have printed the catchword

rnsbab in the MS. is manifestly a scribal error for rr-aT or nsttrtt,

as is attested by all the other MS. Lists.

yOl = § 283.

n^pH the fifth, is three times plene in the Scnpturea. That

is, the ordinal feminine. As it occurs altogether five times only

and is defective in two instances (Levit. 27 19; *1 Kings 6 31),

the Massorah here, contrary to its usual method, safeguards the

orthography of the majority. It will be seen that the two different

spellings not only occur in the same book, but within a few

verses of each other (Levit. 27 15, 19).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 326, on Gen. 47 24,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 826, on

Levit. 27 15; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 296a, on Neh. 6 5;

(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3826, on the same passage; (V) Add.

15,251, fol. 396, on Gen. 47 24; (VI) the printed Massorah on

the same passage, and (VII) the same on Levit. 27 15. n-'won

1 Kings 6 31 which is in my edition with Dagesh in the Shin, in

accordance with Van der Hooght &c, ought to be n'fon Ra^phe

as it is in the Standard Codices, viz. Orient. 2201 ; Arund. Orient. 16,

Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Add. 15,451 &c &c. Harley 5710—11,

in which it is also Baphe, reads it nn^'sn and it is against this

reading which the Massorah militates.

TD-I = § 284.

n^^pHH the fifth, it three times plene iri the whole Scriptures.

With the prefix He, this ordinal feminine occurs altogether

five times. As it is plene in these three instances, the addition

at the end of the Rubric which declares that it is without the

first Yod in the other instances must necessarily denote the

remaining two, viz. Levit, 19 25 and Jerem. 36 9. This form" of

the Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Harley 5710— 11, Vol. I, fol. 156a.

,TDT = § 285.

r^t?7^pnn the fifth, occurs five Hmes. As this ordinal feminine

with the prefix He, which occurs altogether five times, is spelt

in three different ways, the design of this Massorah is to indicate

the passages in which these variations occur. In the Pentateuch,

where it occurs once, it is ntf'iann (Levit. 19 25) with the first

Yod, but without the second, in Jeremiah, where it also occurs

once, it is n^rairi (Jerem. 36 9) without the first Yod, but with

the second; whilst in the other three instances it is n-sJ-onn (Gen.

47 24; Ezek. 1 2; 2 Chron. 12 2). It will thus be seen that this

Rubric exhibits a different recension from the one recorded in

the preceding Rubric. According to § 284 this ordinal is spelt

in two different ways, whilst following this Rubric it is spelt

in three different ways, since according to § 284 Levit. 19 25

and Jerem. S6 9 are spelt alike (n'tt^ann) without the first Yod,

and in this recension the Leviticus instance is ntb'onn with the

first Yod, but without the second. On referring to the notes

on Levit. 19 25 it will be seen that this Rubric (§ 285) is

based on the Jerusalem Codex, that the Hellali Codex reads it

n^ann entirely plene, that the Samaritan recension reads it n'tfarn

without the first Yod and that § 284 must, therefore, be based

upon the spelling which is preserved in the latter.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 766, on Levit. 19 25,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. '2306, on

1 Kings 14 25; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 896, on the same

passage; (IV) the same MS., fol. 2646, on 2 Chron. 12 2; (V)

Add. 21,160, fol. 1686, on Levit 19 25; (VI) the printed Massorah

on the same passage, and (VII) the same on Jerem. 36 9.

Lists 11, III, IV, V and VI add at the end to np'pm "•-iikii

•ra n^anri "tkwi /ro n'tfann "a-in which fixes the three different

spellings. The heading of List VI -anp vi 'on 'n is in conflict with

the addition at the end and the words 'anp vi 'on have mani-

festly been added by an ignorant Nakdan and were incautiously

passed by Jacob b.Chayim. A striking illustration of how ignorant

Nakdanim corrupted Massorahs from the earliest times, is afforded

by the hopeless condition in which this Rubric is given in the

ancient Codex Orient 4445, fol. 105a, on Levit 19 25, which I

subjoin in the note.^

Dj?am vmh ntfona o'p»in«^ n'trenn mvs »ni inu m %hattn pnso'Oi 'i r'B"ann >

TBI = § 286.

1nw''ton his fifth, or the fifth thereof, is three times thus toritten.

That is, with the first Yod and without the second Yod. This

ordinal feminine with the suffix third person singular masculine

occurs altogether six times, five times without the prefix Vav

and once with it As it is spelt in three different ways, the

design of this Rubric and of the following one is to safeguard

the variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Levit 6 16, which I have

printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 676, on the same passage; (III)

Add. 21,160, fol. 1426, also on the same passage; (IV) the same
MS., fol. 183 a, on Levit. 27 13, and (V) the printed Massorah

on Levit. 5 16. All the five Lists record identically the same
three passages and coincide in .giving Numb. 5 7 where it is

inu^'arn with the prefix Vav as the third instance.

fD-l = § 287.

iTT't^ttH the fifth thereof, is in two instances so written. That

is, the converse of the spelling recorded in the preceding

Rubric. In these two instances it is without the first Yod and

with the second Yod. On referring to the notes on Levit 22 14

in my edition of the Bible, it will be seen that this Rubric is

based upon the recension of the text exhibited in the Hellali

Codex and that the Jerusalem Codex reads it here lne>^Bn with

the first Yod but without the second, which relegates it to the

preceding Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 786, on Levit' 22 14, which

I have printed; (II) Vienna Codex No. 35, on the same passage,

and (HI) the printed Massorah also on the same passage. It

will be seen from these two Rubrics, which set forth the ortho-

graphy of this expression, that three of the six instances are in

Levit 27 and that though they occur within a few verses of each

other (Levit 27 13, 27, 31) they are in each case spelt differently.

Hence the oldest form of this Massorah, which is exhibited in

the ancient Codex Orient 4445, fol. 115a, on Levit 27 13, is

restricted to this phenomenon and gives the sign (ja'o) for the

identification of these variations. It states that in verse 13 it 4s

intt>'an with the Yod and defective of the second, that in verse

27 it is ine^an entirely defective i. e. without both Yods and that

in verse 31 it is in'tfon without the first Yod, but with the second.^

c'n Skj' htti OKI Tom 'on inlpon nKoen nanan dki ,int?<i3n naSw' ^»J nw [O'd «

n"B1 = § 288.

^IISIT he shall spare, or pity, is four times plene in the

Scnptures. As this future third person singular masculine, which

occurs altogether eleven times, is defective in seven instances

(Isa. 30 14; Jerem. 15 5; 21 7; Mai. 3 17; Job 16 13; 20 13;

27 22) and plene in four instances only, the Massorah safeguards

the orthography of the minority. By fixing the number at four,

the Massorah militates against the reading "jbrr defective, in

Zech. 11 5, which the Codices of other Schools of textual redactors

exhibited, as is attested by the St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916;

Harley 5710—11 first band; the editio princeps of the Prophets,

Soncino 1485—86; the first edition of the Bible, Soncino 1488

and the third edition, Brescia 1494.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2446, on Prov. 6 34,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2206, on

Zech. 11 5; (III) the same MS., fol. 3386, on Prov. 6 34; (IV)

Add. 15,250, fol. 315a, on Zech. 11 5, and (V) the printed Massorah

on Habak. 1 17.

ta"D"l = § 289.

T>lDni«{ / will spare or pity, is five times plene. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,260,

fol. 2726, on Ezek. 5 11. As this future first person singular

occurs altogether seven times, and as five instances are here

specified as plene, the two remaining instances which according

to this Massorah are defective, are Ezek. 9 10 and Zech. 11 6.

St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, however, which remarks in

the Massorah Farva on Jerem. 13 14 -ps 'ba '.% though it does

M^
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not give the catchwords for the five instances, exhibits them in

the text as follows: Jerem. 13 14; Ezek. 6 11; 7 4; 8 18 and
Zech. He. Accordingly it makes up the five by omitting Ezek. 7 9

which is bbn^ defective in this Codex and by giving Zech. 11 6

which it reads bian^t plene. It is, however, to be remarked that
it also reads "jianK plene in Ezek. 9 10 which makes it six, and
which is in conflict with the Massorah Parva on Jereni. 13 14
of this very Codex. For other variations see the notes on Ezek. 7 9

and 8 18 in my edition of the Bible.

r*1 = § 290.

WawH nOTi the sun be loarm, occurs three times . , . once in

the Law, once in the Proiihets and once in the Hagioffrapha. Normally
e»ofn is preceded by the verb Kir (Gen. 16 12, 17; 28 11; Exod.
17 12; 22 25; Levit. 22 7 etc.) or rnj (Gen. 32 32; Exod. 22 2;

Judg. 9 33; Jonah 4 8; Ps. 104 22 &c.). As it is in these three
instances only that it is preceded by the verb can the Massorah
safeguards this exceptional combination. This Rubric, which does
not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,251, fol. 424&,

on Nell. 7 3.

K'S-1 = § 291.

Crri and he hecame warm.^ occurs three times with Pathach

• the Hagioijrapha.once in the Law, once in the Prophets and once

As this triliteral occurs altogether six times, three times with
Pathach under the Cheth, being the preterite third person masculine
and three times with Kametz oni (Gen. 7 13; 9 18, 18) where it

is a proper name, the design of the Massorah is to indicate the

passages in which it is a verb.

Of this popular Rubric I collated eight Lists, five in MSS.
and throe printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 45fc, on
Exod. 16 21, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I,

fol. 2156, on 1 Kings 1 2; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 264fe,

on Eccl. 4 11; (IV) Arund. Orient. IG, fol. 3526, on the same
passage; (V) Orient. 2349, fol. 676, on Exod. 16 21; (VI) Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Additions § 21; (VII) the printed Massorah
on Exod. 16 21, and (VIII) the same on 1 Kings 1 2.

The mnemonic sign is given in four of the Lists only, viz. II,

V, VI and VII. List VIII adds at the end "iinn n: ja h'2^ ^^vr^'z "s"? on -:m

wliich is incorrect. Apart from 'nro, which ought to be 's-ips

(Ps. 39 4) as it is in the List which I have printed, an ignorant
Nakdau has not only transposed the words which ought to be
'3"ip3 •2'? on tni 'op n: p "psi, since it indicates the design of the
Massorah, but erroneously put -ra-t instead of -op.

rJfl = § 292.

D^JSrirn and the sun~inmges, occurs twice. This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah is from Orient. 1474,

fol. 1536, on Isa. 17 8. Though it docs not notice the fact that

in Isaiah the He is with Kametz (D-panni) and in Chronicles with
Pathach (n'JBrni), the Ma.ssorah Parva in Harloy 5710—11 on Isaiah

states nm nn '2 o":ann\

J'XI = § 293.

''pDn my m'ong, or violence, occurs ttoice in the Scriptures.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed:
(I) Add. 15,250, fol. 116, on Gen. 16 5, which I have printed; (II) Add.
15,451. fol. 11a, on the same passage; (III) the printed Massorah
also on the same passage, and (IV) the same on Jerem. 51 35.

T3C-I = § 294 a.

D^plprt viohnee, occurs four times. Tiio design of this Massorah
is to safeguard 2 Sam. 22 49 against being made conformable
to the parallel passage in the duplicate Ps. 18 49 where it is

Bort, as well as to protect Ps. 140 2 against being made conformable
j

to verse 12 where the combinations can et'k and D"ca.n fK are
promiscuously used. The variations, as is not infrequently the
case, are due to an abbreviation. Originally the text was simply
'an, which one School of textual redactors resolved into D-oan
and the other into oan.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, in

which there are two Lists: (I) on Ps. 140 2, which I have printed,

and (II) on Prov. 4 17.

Tlfl = § 2946.

n^n? as the clay, occurs twice. With the prefix Caph this

noun occurs altogether five times. In three instances the Caph
is with Sheva (-i^rra Isa. 10 G; 29 16; Job 38 14) and in two only
is it with Pathach. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.
By fixing the number at two, the design of this Massorah is to

militate against the reading nan? with Caph in Jerem. 18 4, which
is exhibited in some MSS. and by all the early editions except
two. The best Standard Codices, however, read it -laha with Beth
in accordance with this Massorah, viz. St. Petersburg Codex of
A. D. 916; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,250;
Add. 15,251; Add. 16,451; the Complutensian and the editio princeps
of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517. Jacob b. Chayim's text is in
conflict with this Rubric, which I have found in his Massorah
only, on Job 10 9. The form in which I have printed it in
Vol. Ill, p. 5, letter n, § 294*, in accordance with the reading
of the early editions, must be corrected. The first two lines which
are given as two separate passages exhibit one passage, viz.

Jerem. 18 6, and verse 4 is to be cancelled.

iTKI = § 295.

ItoPD foi^, or into clay, or mire, occurs twice. Of this
Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two printed:
(I) Orient 2349, fol. 34a, on Gen. 11 3, which 1 have printed;
(II) Add. 15,250, fol. 354a, on Job 30 19; (III) Add. 15,451,
fol. 8 a, on Gen. 11 3; (IV) the printed Massorah on the same
passage, and (V) the same on Job 30 19.

riCT = § 296.

]«n heaps, or homers, occurs three times, twice defective and
once plene. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS.
and two printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 616, on Exod. 8 10, which
I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 756; (III) Vienna Codex
No. 35 ; (IV) the printed Massorah, all on the same passage, and
(V) the printed Massorah on Numb. 11 32.

?'3tT = § 297.

tt^pn Jive, is in ttoenty-eight instances with Kametz. That is, in
the absolute, in contradistinction to the forty instances in which
it is ran with Chateph-Pathach being the construct

This Rubric, which I have found in the printed Massorah
only, on Exod. 27 1, affords another striking illustration of how
later Nakdanim furnished Lists with wrong headings. As this
cardinal noun occurs altogether fifty-four times and as this List
catalogues twenty-eight instances only, it is evident that it is

simply an incipient register, exhibiting the first attempt to collect
the instances in which it is in the absolute so as to distinguish
them from the construct. The original compiler who succeeded
to collect this number only, left it to his colleagues and successors
to complete the catalogue; which, however, was left in this
incomplete state. A later Nakdan who mistook it for complete,
furnished it with the heading fixing the number at twenty-eight in
accordance with the instances recorded in the provisional catalogue.

The attempt on the part of Heidenheim to justil^ this
heading on the theftry that it refers to this noun without and
with the prefix (i£?orn ,«>an) in the Pentateuch only, and that the
qualifying adjunct »<nnuo or mina is omitted (comp. Frensdorff,
Massoretisches Worterbuck, p. 67), is inadmissible for the following
reasons: (1) s^an alone withoufthe prefix Vav occurs twenty times
in the Pentateuch, whereas the List records ten only even if

we take -^a^ -a" Gen. 6 31 where #an does not occur, as a clerical

error for Eri;»e 'a" (Gen. 5 11) and it omits eleven (Gen. 6 6, 15, 21

;

11 12; 43 34; 45 11; Exod. 38 1; Levit 27 5, 6; Numb. $ 24; 31 37).

Moreover (2) of fi>am"with the prefix Vav which occurs six times
in the Pentateuch '(Oen. 25 7; 45 22; Exod. 26 3; 27 1; 36 10;
38 1) not a single instance is given in the List, thus showing
conclusively that it is outside the scope of this Massorah. And
(3) the greater part of the List is occupied with the instances
outside the Pentateuch, viz. those which occur in the Prophets
and H^igiographa of which it records no fewer than eighteen
and omits the following sixteen only: Josh. 14 10; 2 Sam. 4 4;

2 Kings 8 10; 13 19; Isa. 19 18; Ezek. 40 7, 21, 25, 30; 41 11-

45 3 Kethiv; 1 Chron. 3 20; 4 32; 11 23; 2 Chron. 3 15; 6 is!

n"KT = § 298.

^DH five of, occurs twice at the beginning of a verse. In the
only other instance where this cardinal noun construct occupies
this position, it is tfarn with the prefix Vav (Exod. 27 14). This
Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from
Add. 21,160, fol. 107a, on Exod. 26 3, and is designed to militate
against the reading ram with the prefix Vav in Exod. 26 3, as
is attested by the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text

tS'Sf"! = § 299.

niSJp ty^pni and Jixte hundred, occurs three times at the end of
the verse in this section. That is, in the case of these three tribes.
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Yiz. Reuben, Ephraim and Asher, the verses which record their

nttmbers respectively end with and jive hundred in the Section

which comprises Numb. 1 21—48, in'contradistinction to the case

of the four tribes, viz, Issachar, Zebulnn, Benjamin and NapTitali

where the verses which record their number respectively end

with niKoya"^ and four hundred in this Section (Numb. 1 29,

31, 37, 43).

And in aU the other Scriptures it it likewise so. In the other

parts of the Bible, where this phrase ends the verse eleven times

(Numb. 2 11, 19, 28; 3 22; 86 18, 22, 27; SI 36, 43, 45; Neh. 7 69),

no such safeguarding is needed. Hence the simple mention of

the fact without specifying the number is sufficient. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley

6710—11, Vol. I, fol, 836, on Numb. 1 21.

T = § 800.

Dl^ "1^3? rn^pHD^ and in the fifteenth day, occurs three times

iw the beginning of a verse in the Pentateuch. This phrase occurs

altogether eleven times. In eight instances it is without the

prefix Vav and is in the middle of the verse (Exod. 16 1 ; Levit.

23 34, 39; Numb. 33 8; 1 Kings 12 82, 33; Ezek. 32 17; 45 25)

and in three only is it with this prefix and begins the verse.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority. .

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 173&, on Levit. 23 6, which I have

printed; (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 106a, on Numb. 29 12;

(HI) the printed Massorah on Levit. 23 6, and (IV) the same on

Numb. 29 12. As there are altogether three instances with the

prefix Vav and moreover as they are restricted to the Pentateuch,

the heading ought more properly to be minai fni •:. The. acTiSition

at the end of the List which I have printed, viz. 'isi "»piDfi 'ram ho^

and wherever it occurs in the middle of tfie verse it is likewise so,

refers to this phrase apart from the prefix Vav, which as we
have seen, occurs eight times in the middle of the verse.

KT = § 301.

DTIKDI D'^tS^fpH two hundred and fifty, occurs six tim^s. That

is, in the Pentateuch. Apart from this division of the Bible it

occurs five times (Ezek. 48 17, 17, 17, 17; 2 Chron^S 10).

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 1106, on Numb. 16 17, which I

have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 976, on Numb. 26 10, and

(III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 166. As the List

which I have printed includes the solitary instance in which this

combination is with the prefix Zfis (Numb. 16 35), the heading

ought more properly to be minai 'ttr'ja 'i. List II, which excludes

this instance because of the prefix, is correctly headed mina 'n.

The printed Massorah (List III) heads this Rubric "i DrpKO^ D^ri

and not only omits Numb. 16 36, whicTi is also omitted in List II,

but Numb. 26 10 which is manifestly due to a clerical error and

is the cause of the alteration in the heading minai 'n into 'i.

2'V = § 302.

D^'tS^prn the fifty, occurs eight times. That is, in contradistinc-

tion to the numerous instances in which this cardinal noun

plural is without the prefix He. By fixing the number at eight,

the design of the Massorah is to safeguard 1 Kings 1 10 against

being made conformable to verse 13 of the same chapter where

the same phrase occurs without the prefix He, viz. n'^rrito which

is the reason why three of the Lists are on this passage.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 80a, on Levit. 25 10,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., . Vol. I, fol. 2386, on

2 Kings 1 10; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 976, on the same

passage; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 79a, on Levit 25 10; (V) Add.

21,160, fol. 1776,. on the same passage; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35,

on 2 Kings 1 10, and (VII) the printed Massorah on Numb. 16 35.

yv = § 303.

D^tS^pm and fifty, ends a vefrse four times, and they are in

the Pentateuch. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Orient 2449, fol. 996, on Numb. 1 25. It is

not correct, since it also ends the verse in Ezra 8 3. It may be

that originally the heading of the Rubric was simply 'WB ""BID i

WT'-ino and that a later Nakdan added prKi because the six

instancy recorded, are all in the Pentateuch.

Ttt^ = § 304.

T^&fmin' his fifty, occurs three times. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 98a, on 2 Kings 1 12, The first of the three instances

(2 Kings 1 9) is T^am in the received text with the prefix Vav.

As this Massorah is from the very accurate Standard Codex, it

is probable that it emanates from a School of textual redactors

which read it here T^on-nni as in verse 10 instead of i-^am.

n"\n = § 305.

D'^t^ttHH D'^tS^ttn armed, in battle-array, occurs four times,

toithont and with the prefixes. That is, with Shurek under the Mem,

being the participle passive plural, in contradistinction to the

numerous instances in which it is D'^arj fifiy, with Chirek under

the Mem the noun cardinal plural.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 139a, on Josh. 4 12, which I

have printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 55a, on Exod. 13 18; (III)

Arund. Orient 16, fol. l6, on Josh. 1 14; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 8a, on Josh. 4 12; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 866, on Exod. 13 18;

(VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and (VII) the

same on Josh. 1 14. List II, which exhibits the oldest form of

this Massorah, indicates its design by the addition at the end

C^BH K"IKtn.

rV = § 306.

n3n he encamped, occurs twice. With Kamettt under the Nun,

this triiiteral occurs altogether eleven times. In nine instances

it is with Pathach under the Cheth being the proper name Hannah

the mother of Samuel (comp. njn 1 Sam. 1 2, 6, 8, 9, 15, 19, 20;

2 1, 21) and in two only is it the preterite third person singular.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 586, on 1 Sam. 26 5.

t-ET = § 807.

"'rr'SHI and I unll encamp, occurs twice. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 1246, on Zech. 9 8.

n'V = § 308.

nlDPI is twice pUne in this form. That is, this infinitive which

occurs twice ohly, and which is in one instance from nn to encamp

(Judg. 19 9) and in one from jsn to be mei'ciful (Ps. 77 10), is

in both instances with Vav plene.

It will be seen that as in § 306 the Massorah has no regard

to the fact that one form is without the Dagesh and that in the

other it is with the Dagesh, or that in one instance this quadri-

literal is with Chateph-Pathach under the Cheth and that in the

other it is with Pathach. This Rubric I have found in the printed

Massorah Finalis only, letter n, § 169.

a»C^ = § 309.

13H encamp ye, or abide ye, occurs twice. This triiiteral occurs

altogether five times. In three instances it is with Kametz under

the Cheth, being the preterite third person plural (comp. «n

Numb. 2 34; 1 Sam. 4 1; 13 16) and in two it is with Chateph-

Pathach, that is, the imperative plural masculine. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 676, on Jerem. 60 29,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 92a, on Numb. 31 19,

and (III) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

»"er = § 310.

IH'T and he encamped, occurs four times in the Scriptures. Of

this Rubric, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I

fol. 226, on Gen. 33 18, which I have printed, and (II) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 167.

This Rubric again affords a striking illustration of the

ignorant manner in which later Nakdanim treated the Massorah.

This apocopated future third person singular masculine with

Vav conversive, occurs ten times and not four and the following

six instances are omitted: Josh. 10 31; Judg. 9 50; 1 Sam. 11 1;

2 Sam. 17 26; 2 Kings 25 l; 2 Chron. 32 1. It is, therefore, evident

that it simply exhibits the first attempt to collect these instances.

As is often the case, the original compiler began with the passages

in the Pentateuch only, and left the completion from the Prophets

and the Hagiographa to his colleagues and successors. This is

attested by List II, which is headed -i )m and duly records the three

instances only which occur in the Pentateuch. It is, therefore,

evident that List I also recorded the three instances only which
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tre in this division of the Bible. From the fact that a fourth

instance follows which is outside this division, it is clear that

other Massorites completed the List. The space, however, allotted

to the Massorah in Bible MSS. being exhausted made the Scribe

curtail the catalogue, which is often the case. This is evident

from the regular sequence of the absent passages. An ignorant

Nakdan who mistook the List for complete, finding that it

recorded four instances, not only altered the heading into "i to

correspond with the number in the fragment, but furnished it with

a mnemonic sign answering to these four passages. As List II

records the three instances only which occur in the Pentateuch

its heading ought properly to be mina 'J, but this qualifying

adjunct is frequently omitted.

K"tr = § 311a.

C^Virn awd those that encamped. With the prefix He and

without and with Vav conjunctive, this participle masculine

plural, occurs altogether nine times. As it is spelt in three

different ways, the design of this Massorah is to indicate and

safeguard the respective variations. In one instance DJlnrri is with

Vav plene, but with Yod defective (Numb. 2 12). In one it is o'slnn

entirely plene, that is, both with Vav and Yod (Nah. 3 1 7), whilst

all the other seven instances are a'shn without the Vav, but with

the Yod (Numb. 2 3, 5, 27; 3 38; 10 5, 6; 1 Kings 16 16). As

the normal spelling is without Vav and with Yod, the simple

mention of the fact without specifying the passages suffices.

Of this form of the Rubric I collated three Lists, two in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol.2136, onNah. 3 17,

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 2349, fol. lOOi, on Numb. 2 12,

and (III) the printed Massorah on the same passage. The latter

is incorrect. It heads it it 'om i"i tsitbo p rna 'a nrnni and gives

Numb. 2 12 and Nah. 3 17 as the two instances in which it is

with Vav but without Yod, whereas the Nahum instance is o-jinn

entirely plene.

H'W = § 3116.

D^pHHI is always tvifhout Vav hut with Yod except once where

it is with the Vav and without the Yo<l [Numb. 8 12] and once it

is entirely plene [Nah. 3 17].

This form of the Rubric, which is the oldest and which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is given" in Orient. 4445,

fol. 117a, on Numb. 2 12.

2"W - § 312.

Hin encamping, occurs twice and is defective. Of this Rubric

I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two printed: (I) Harley

6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1826, on Ps. 34 8, which I have printed;

(II) tlj^i. printed Massorah on Exod. 18 5, and (III) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 168.

y^Hf = § 313.

Din^t ?13n gradmis and merciful, occurs eight times. That is,

in contradistinction r to the three instances in which these two

expressions are reversed in this combination and which are

recorded in letter i, § 302. (Vide infra, Vol. II, p. 675.)

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists : (I) Vienna Codex No. 35

on Joel 2 13, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah

on Ps. Ill 4.

T'»» = § 314.

D"!^rTJn^3ni and their spears, occurs twice, once plene and once

defective. As this plural noun with the suffix third person plural

masculine, which occurs twice only, is differently spelt in identically

the same parallel passages, being with the Vav in Isa. 2 4 and

without it in Micah 4 3, the Massorah safeguards the variation

in its orthography. Though this variation is supported by

St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,250;

Add. 15,251, yet it simply exhibits the reading of one School of

Massorites. Another School of almost equal importance read it

D-TPTT?"!! defective in Isa. 2 4, as is attested by the following

Standard Codices: Orient 2201 which is one of the oldest dated

MSS. of the whole Bible; Harley 5710~il ; Add. 15,451 ; Orient. 4227

and several of the early editions, as will be seen from the notes

on this passage in my edition of the Hebrew Bible.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1196, on Isa. 8 4.

raw = § 315.

^yri and they dedicated, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Add. 15,250, fol. 187a, on 1 Kings 8 63, which I have printed,

and (II) Vienna Codex No. 35 on 2 Chron. 7 5.

f'tatr = § 316.

^Sn is three times defective in this form. That is, the form

with Chateph-Pathach under the Cheth is in three instances with

Cholem on the Nu7i, being without the Vav. In the first instance

it is the proper name Enoch (-^in), which occurs altogether

sixteen times without and with the prefixes Vav and Lamed and

which is plene in all the other fifteen instances (Gen. 4 17, 17, 18;

5 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24; 46 9; Exod. 6 14; Numb. 26 5; 1 Chron.

1 3, 33; 5 3). In the second instance it is the patronymic "ajrn

the Henochite which occurs this once only and is without the Vav,

whilst in the third instance it is "iiJri the imperative singular

masculine and denotes train thou which also occurs once only.

Of this popular Massorah I collated seven Lists, five in

MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1026, on

Numb. 26 5, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3446,

on Prov. 22 6; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 314a, on 1 Chron. 1 33;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 16 a, on Gen. 26 4; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35

on the same passage; (VI) the printed Massorah also on the

same passage, and (VII) the same on Prov. 22 6. The heading

of List III .on 302 '"jo 'bo ^Um indicates the import of this Massorah.

rt> = § 317.

pn to be gracious. Fwms of this root which respectively occur

once only. These nine expressions exhibit the first attempt to

collect the unique f<?rms of this root. Its incipient nature will

be apparent when it is stated that there are altogether about

forty such unique forms. This fragmentary List, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710— 11, Vol.11,

fol. 2816, on Dan. 6 12.

n-'tr = § 318.

''rtni and I loill he gracious, occurs twice. The design of this

Massorah is to militate against the reading 'riism plene inJob 19 17, as

will be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 328a, on Job 19 17, which

I have printed: (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 51a, on Exod. 33 19; (III)

Add. 15,251, fol. 606, on the same passage, and (IV) the printed

Massorah also on the same passage. List II heads this Rubric "i'?a 'a.

tS'^r - § 319.

^J*H »^53H he gracious unto me, quicken thou me. From Ps. 1 to

118 it is be thou gra^oiM unto me and from Ps. 119 to ISO
it is quicken thou mCf except in three instances where it is be

thou graeious unto me.
To understand this Massorah it is necessary to remark

that these two homonymous imperatives occur altogether twenty-

seven times in the Psalter and that one prevails in one part

and the other in the other part. From Ps. 1 to 118 where the

imperative occurs fifteen times, ten times without the prefix Vav

and five times with it, it is invariably "sjn (4 2; 6 3; 31 10; 41 5,

11; 51 3; 56 2-, 57 2, 2; 86 8; ^33m 22'l6; 26 11; 27 7; 30 11;

86 16). As there is no exception to this rule, the simple statement

of the fact without specifying the number suffices. From Ps. 119

to 150, however, the case is different. Here, where this imperative

occurs altogether twelve times, w is the rule. It occurs in

nine instances (119 25, 37, 40, 88, 107, 149, 154, 156, 169) and

•:jn without and with the prefix Vav three times only. Here,

therefore, the Massorah safeguards the exception.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 216a, on Ps. 119 132,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3146, on Ps.

119 29, and (III) the printed Massorah on Ps. 119 68.

yV § = 320.

D^'^^^|l ''iSH he gracious unto me O Ood, is three times thus

combined in the Sci'iptures. This imperative is eight times combined

with the Divine name. In five instances it is the Tetragrammaton

(nirr) which either follows (Ps. 6 3; 31 10; 86 3) or precedes

'ssn (Ps. 41 5, 11) and in three only is the combination with

u^b% Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1886, on Ps. 51 3, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 190a, on Ps. 57 2;

(III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2976, on the same passage; (IV)

Add. 15,250, fol. 329 a, also on the same passage, and (V) the

printed Massorah on Ps. 51 8.
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rac' = § 321.

1J|n he graciotu unto vs, occurs three times in the Hcnptures.

That is, the imperative singular with the suffix first person

plural, in contradistinction to the twelve instances in which it

is "Mn with the suffix first person sinoular.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol, 15», on Isa. 33 2,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 215&, on

Ps. 133 3; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. I32a, on Isa. 33 2; (IV)

the same MS., fol. 3166, on Ps. 123 8, and (V) the printed

Massorah on the same passage.

2"3r = § 322.

"^I^IT he ivill be (p-acious unto thee, occurs tunce in the ScHptures.

Of this Rnbric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 29&, on Gen. 43 29,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 285, on the same

passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 2256, on Isa. 30 19, and (IV)

the printed Massorah on Gen. 43 29. List II heads this Rubric

pBBn "Jtap 'S. This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of

words beginninj? with Yod which respectively occur twice. (Vide

infra, letter % § 11.)

y2V = § 323.

|n^ favour shall be shown, occurs twice in the Scriptures and is

defective'. That is, the Hophal future third person singular masculine,

in contradistinction to the onlj' other instance in which this

triliteral occurs where it is |h; the Kal future third person singular

masculine (Deut. 28 50).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 255 ff, on

Prov. 21 10, which I have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 344 a, on the same passage.

liTMH Hananjahii, occurs three times. Without and with the

prefixes this proper name occurs altogether twenty-nine times.

In twenty-six instances it is the shorter form n'jjn Hananjah

(Jerem. 28 l, 5, 10, 11, 12, 18, 16, 15, 17; 37 13; Dan.'i 6, 7, 11, 19;

2 17; Ezra 10 28; Neh. 3 8, 30; 7 2; 10 24; 12 12, 41; 1 Chron. 3 19,

21; 8 24; 35 4), and in three instances only, is it the longer

form i.T3jn Hananjahu. Hence the Massorah safeguards the now
exceptional spelling which exhibits the original orthography.

For the cause of this duplicate form see my Introduction tn the

Masaoretico- Critical edition of the Hebrew BiJde, p. 386 &c.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated four Lists, three in MSS. arid one printed:

(I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 254o, on 1 Chron. 26 23, which I have

printed; (II) St'Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 36 12;

(III) Vienna Codex No. 86, on the same passage, and (IV) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 177. In the oldest form of

this Massorah (List II) irrssn has dropped out of the text and
the heading is simply ti'I th >i which denotes that ti'i the first

instance (Jerem. 36 17) begins a verse.

iT3ttr = § 326.

^l^Hril and she defiled, occurs twice. The Kal future third

person singular feminine of ir^jn occurs altogether four times. In

two instances it is with Vav conversive, but in two in which it

is without this Vav, one is with the normal Pathach under the

Nun (Jerem. 3 1) whilst the other is with Kametz, which is due
to the distinctive accent Zakeph-Katon. (Micah 4 4). Hence the

Massorah, which records the two instances with Vav conversive,

safeguards in the addition at the end of the Rubric, the variation

in the graphic signs of the two instances in which it is without

the prefix Vav.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis

only, letter n, § 178.

ryt^ = § 326.

Iprn and mercy, occurs five times. That is, with Kametz under
the Vav, in contradistinction to the four instances in which it is

with Sheva (Zech. 7 9; Ps. 103 17; Prov. 14 22, 84). It will be
een that the Massorah, contrary to its usual method, safeguards
here the majority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Arund. Orient, 16, fol. 289o, on Ps. 23 6, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 8596, on Esther 2 17; (III) the
I

same MS., foL 3796, on Neh. 1 5; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 3506, on
j

Ps. 33 6; (V) the same MS., fol. 42 1 6, on Neh. 1 5; (VI) the printed

Massorah on Ps. 23 6, and (VII) the same on Prov. 21 21.

Lists I, IV—VII give the mnemonic sign with the catalogue.

Without the catalogue, the sign alone is given Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 344a, on Prov. 31 21 and also three times in the printed

Massorah, viz. on Job 10 12; Esther 2 17; Neh. 1 5.

VDV = § 827.

'^[''Tfpn thy mercy, or kindness, occurs twice. That is, with

Tzere under the DaUth and Sheva in the Caph, being with the

suffix second person singular feminine, in contradistinction to

the numerous instances in which this quadriliteral is ii-iion or

y^Gn with the suffix second person singular masculine.

Of ,this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Cambridge Add. 1147,

on Gen. 20 13, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah

on the same passage.

n'3r = § 328.

nOn his mercies, occurs twice, once jAene and once defective.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only,

letter n, § 185. It affords a striking illustration of how Jacob

b. Chayim's great work was handled by successive editors. In

the editio prince2)s (Venice 1524— 25) tliis Rubric is headed

'ncn '3 men which is perfectly correct; since this is in accordance

with the Eastern recension which has ncn as the textual reading

or Kethir and '-nzn as the official reading or KeH in Lament
3 32. This Eastern recension is also exhibited in Orient 2201

first hand; Harley 5710— 11 ; Add. 16,251 and Add. 21,160 second

hand. The other defective, as the Massorah calls it is in Ps. 106 45,

where the textual reading or Kethiv is ncn and the official

reading or Keri is vncn. This is attested by Orient. 2201 second

hand; Harley 5710— 11; Arund. Orient 16, Add. J5,260; Add. 15,261

second hand; Add. 15,451 second hand and Add. 21,161, also

second hand. As the design of this Massorah is simply to record

these two defectives, the Isaiah instance which is vnon plena

(Isa. ()3 7) is outside its scope and is, therefore, naturally excluded

from this Rubric.

In the second edition of Jacob b. Chayim's Rabbinic Bible,

however, from which I. have printed, and in the following editions,

the heading of this Rubric has been altered from '-ion -a into

on 'K1 bo 'K 'a which is incorrect: (1) r^^n according to the official

reading or Keri, which our recension follows, occurs three times

and not twice, as is evident from Isa. 63 7. And (2) the instance in

P-s. 106 45, which is here described as plene, is one of the two non
defectives in the Kethir according to the above-specified Standard
Codices. Accordin.y to our or Palestinian recension of the text

the headinfi- oujilit to be rn 'ai 'ba •» '3 rion and the catchwords

'to Trrx • -ten Isa. 63 7 sliould be the first instance.

t:'3» = § 329 a.

npHJ? to fiee to, to trust, is eight times Raphe in this form.

That is, a verb of the foot or form npn and a noun derived

from it are in eight instances with Chateph-Pathach (- len) instead

of Sheva (vit). These eight instances respectively consist of

(1) the noun ncn» which occurs altogether eight times and is

.-tcntt with simple Sheva in five instances (Isa. 25 4; Ps. 61 4;

104 18; Prov. 14 20; J<.b 34 8); of (2) the same noun with the

suffix fii'st person singular which also occurs eight times and

is "cnp with simple Sht-ra in six instances according to this

Massorah (Ps: (>3 «; 73 28; 91 2, 9; 94 22; 142 6), and of (3) the

Kal infinitive with the prefix Lamed which occurs altogether three

times and is r\',onb with Chateph-Pathach m all the three instances,

whereas in the only other instance where it is with the prefix

Vav it is nlan^i with the simple Sheva (Isa. 30 2).

Of this form of the Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 1086, on Joel 4 16, which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 205 a, on the same passage, and (III) Add. 16,251

also on the same passage. Though all the three Lists emphatically

state in their respective headings that there are eight such

instances only and record eight they vary in making up this

number. Lists I and III give identically the same passages though in

different sequence. List II, however, omits none Ps. 46 2 and makes
up the eight by giving ^pnp Ps. 73 28, which is omitted in Lists I

and in. But neither List II nor III mentions the instance outside

this Massorah which the following recension gives, viz. Isa. 14 82.

B'3K^ = § 8296.

nlDTf? is eight times wUh Chateph-Pathadi in this form. This
recension of the Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
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Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 314o, on Ps. 118 8. The

first part, which records the eight instances, is identical with

List II of the preceding Rubric which is from the same MS. It

omits Ps. 46 3 and gives Ps. 78 28, thus making up the eight

passages. The new part consists of the additions at the end in

which we are told (1) that the future first person singular of

this verb is with Chateph-Segol (norw) instead of Sheva except in

one instance. As this form of the' future occurs altogether four

times and is new in one instance only (Ps. 67 2), it follows that

it is norm in 2 Sam. 22 3; Ps. 18 3; 61 5.

And there is one instance apart from this Massorah. That is,

outside the single exception recorded in this Massorah there is

another instance where the future third person plural is »Brr with

Sheva instead of lorr with Chateph-Segol (Isa. 14 32). This important

addition shows beyond doubt that the Massorah does not restrict

the expression rtim to the i^rst person future alone, but denotes

by it , the future generally, including norr (Ps. 34 9) and nDnn

(Ps. 91 4).

BTV = § 329 c.

npnp is nine times with Chateph-Pathach in thisform. Of this

recension, which emphatically states in the heading that there

ai-e nine such instances and duly records this number, I collated

three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Cambridge Add. 465

on Jerem. 17 17, which I have printed and which alone has the

mnemonic sign; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 142, and (lU)

the printed Massorah on Ps. 62 9. AU the three Lists coincide

in recording identically the same nine instances. It is remarkable

that Lists I and III which record mm Ps. 57 2 as one of the

nine with Chateph-Segol, give it again in the addition as the

solitary exception where it is with Sheva. List II avoids this

contradiction by not having this addition. There can, therefore,

be no doubt that either this part of the Massorah or the ninth

instance has been added by an ignorant Scribe who mistook its

import The alternative Massorah which Jacob b. Chayim gives

at the end of List III, viz. that' nona occurs three times, twice

with Dagesh and once Raphe (Joel 4 16; Ps. 46 2; 62 9), is still

more puzzling, since this noun occurs altogether eight times,

five times with Dagesh and three times Raphe. (Vide supra, % 329a.)

On a careful collation of the three Recensions it will be

seen that (I) there are actually nine such instances consisting

of nona three times; "pna three times and nionb three times; that

(2) Recensions I and III omit one WB (Ps. 73 28) which is duly

given in Recension II; that (3) Recension II omits one ncna

(Ps. 46 2) which is duly recorded in Recensions I and III, and

that (4) Recension III omits one 'pna (Ps. 73 28) which, as we

have seen, is also omitted in Recension I but given in Recension 11.

It will be seen that Recensions I and III record the instances

in accordance with the three groups, viz. nana /ana and nian^,

whilst Recension II gives the passages according to the order

of the books. The three groups are also recorded in separate

Massorahs. (Vide infra, letter n, § 300, and letter a, § 289 and

§ 290.) For the use of Raphe to denote Chateph-Pathach or Chateph-

Segol, and Dagesh to denote Sheva see letter k, § 1020, and my
Introduction to the Massoretico- Critical edition of the Hehew Bible

p. 122 &c.

D'n^m .none nh a^nhn ,iaj?^ nono '"i 'a«Di "bt '»i "vii 'a 'J none >r\nrm Krnioo «

.rho lib nona

i-V = § 330.

rilDn7 to trust, occurs three times in the Scriptures. This

Rubric forms part of the nine instances from the root nan which

are with the Chateph-Pathach under the Cheth, recorded in the

preceding Massorah.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 211&, on Ps. 118 8,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 259a, on

Ruth 2 12; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 314a, on Ps. 118 8;

(IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 3696, on the same passage; (V) the printed

Massorah also on the same passage, and (VI) the same on

Ruth 2 12.

H'iV = § 831.

rtDITK I will trust, is so written throughout the Psalms except

once. As this future first person singular which occurs three

lames in the Psalter, is in two instances rtanK with Chateph Segol

(Ps. 18 2; 61 5) and in one instance only narw with Sheva, the

Massorah safeguards the solitary exception.

This Rubric, which does not occur in this separate form in

the printed Massorah, is from Vienna Codex No. 35 on Ps. 67 2.

The design of this Massorah is to safeguard the variation in

the orthography of this quadriliteral in the Psalter only, and

hence 2 Sam. 22 8 where it also occurs is not noticed. This

Rubric forms part of the Massorah recorded above in § 829.

r^Cr - § 832.

ITpn is twice defective. That is, in two instances where the

textual reading or Kethiv is ^Ton his saint, in the singular, the

official reading or Keri substitutes for it rran his saints, the

plural. This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis

only, letter n, § 186.

i-bV = § 333.

nrC^ a stork, occurs three times. In the other three instances

where it occurs it is twice rrrann with the prefix He (Levit 11 19;

Zech. 5 9) and once nrarirn with the prefixes He and Vay

(Deut 14 18). This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah

Finalis only, letter n, § 187.

rbv = § 334.

*lDnri thou shalt or she shall lack, occurs three times, twice

with Kameiz and once with Pathach. As this quadriliteral which is

in one case the future second person masculine (Deut 8 9) and

in the other two future third person singular feminine (I Kings

17 14; Prov. 13 25), is differently pointed, the Kametz being due

to the pausal Athnach and Soph-PasuJc, the design of this Massorah

is to safeguard this variation.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5716—11, Vol. I, fol. 117a, on Deut 8 9,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 2826, on

1 Kings 17 14; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2486, on Prov.

13 25; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 92a, on 1 Kings 17 14; (V)

the same MS., fol. 341a, on Prov. 13 25; (VI) the printed Massorah

on Deut. 8 9, and (VII) the Same on Prov. 13 25. As these three

instances occur respectively in one of the three divisions of the

Bible, some Lists add at the end 'naa 'k 'xa 'k "ina 'k.

iT^r = § 335.

ipn wanting, occurs four times in the Scriptures. That is, in

contradistinction to the ten instances in which it is ion the

construct.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2326, on 1 Kings 17 16,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16^ fol. 866, on

1 Kings 11 22; (III) the same MS., fol. 92a, on 1 Kings 17 16;

(IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 189 a, on 1 Kings 11 22, and (V) the

printed Massorah on Eccl. 6 2.

V^r = § 336.

D''1Dn» — 2%e following words are defective in this book. That

is, in Job. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Cambridge Add. 465 on Job 37 15. It will be

seen that ^ Job 6 26 is here given as defective. This is the

spelling in Orient 2201 firsthand; Arund. Orient 1 6 ; Add. 15,251,

which has a Massorah against it an '?; and Add. 21,160. As it

is tt»(l3 plene, in Orient 2201 second hand; Harley 5710— 11;

Add.' 15,250 and Orient 4227 it is evident that the different

Schools of textual redactors spelt it differently and that the

apparently conflicting Massorahs emanate from these different

Schools. The fact that the defectives in the book of Job are

here recorded shows beyond a doubt that similar Lists were

compiled of this phenomenon in other books. This is plainly

indicated in the heading of the following Rubric. These Lists,

with the exception of the one referring to the Pentateuch, I have

as yet not been able to find.

r-Sttr = § 337.

D"nDn* — The following are the defectives and plenes which

are found in the books of the Agadah where they are explained. Most

of these are in the Massorah. I have aii'anged icithout the explanation,

those of the Pentateuch alone so that they may easily he found without

any trotAle.

In this heading the compiler of this Rubric indicates the

sources whence he derived his materials for this List which I have

printed from Add. 27,200—27,201, § 518, VoL II, fol. 1986—I99a.
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Since the publication of Vol. I of my edition of ths Mastorah

in 1880 the Machsor itself has been edited by S. Hurwitz,

Berlin 1889, where this List occurs on page 656 &c. The Midrash

from which the compiler of this Rubric extracted his materials,

is most probably the one published by the erudite Dr. Berliner

in PUtath Stferim pp. 36—45, Breslau 1872.

The spelling here recorded is simply that of the predominant

School of textual redactors. Other Massoretic Schools exhibit

different readings. This is not only attested by the passages

which I have marked with asterisks in this Rubric but by the

extentive Lists of variations recorded from the Standard Codices,

which I have printed below § 618—673 and in Volume III,

p. 106—135.

n-bttr = § 338.

K^fil iDtl* — Eight words respectively occur twice in Exodus,

defective in the first instance and plene in the second. For this Rubric

see letter o, § 400, Vol. 11, p. 214.

tD'^C^ = § 339.

1BH tJiey covered, occurs three times. The design of this

Massorah is twofold. In the first place it is to safeguard the two

expressions len the preterite third person plural and -ibpi the

participle passive which are used in the two clauses of the same

verse (2 Sam. 15 30) against being made uniform; and in the

second place to militate against the reading lepn with the prefix

Vav in Jerem. 14 4, as will be seen from the notes on this passage

in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 156a, on Jerem. 14 4, which

1 have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 387a, on Esther 7 8, and

(in) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 192.

n'Vf = § 340.

nSn he covered, or overlaid, occurs Jive times in this form. That

is, the Piel form without and with prefixes and suffixes. As the

two Piels nfn and nw are promiscuously used not only in

practically the same sense but in identically the same three forms

in the same description (comp. nax 2 Chron. 4 9; viari 3 4; rjj;^

3 6), the Massorah safeguards them against being interchanged.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2586, on

2 Chron. 3 9, which I have printed, r»d (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 419a,

on 2 Chron. 3 6.

K'D© = § 341.

|1tlSni3 in haste, occurs three times. Of this Rubric I collated

seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed: (I) Orient. 2349,

fol. 64a, on Exod. 12 11, which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 141 6, on Isa. 52 12; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 1056,

on Deut. 16 3; (IV) the same MS., fol. 2346, on Isa. 52 12; (V)

Add. 15,251, fol. 2346, on the same passage; (VI) the printed

Massorah on Exod. 12 11, and (VII) the same on Isa. 52 12.

Lists II, III, V and VI, add »b&^ and pkne after : in the heading.

3"0» = § 342.

rCn hi desired, or delighting, occurs five times . . . and through-

otd Esther it is likeioise so. That is, the preterite third person

masculine, or adjective masculine, in contradistinction to the

fifteen instances in which this triliteral is ytn a noun denoting

delight, pleasure.

Of this. Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 1086, on Numb. 14 8,

which I have printed, and (II) Orient. 5404, fol. 1076, on the

same passage. Though both Lists coincide in stating that there

are five such instances apart from Esther and record identically

the same five passages, there can hardly be any doubt that in

its present form this Rubric is simply a fragment, since fjn

occurs altogether twenty-five times outside Esther and the

following twenty passages are omitted; Gen. 34 19; Judg. 13 28;

1 Sam. 2 25; 18 22; 19 1 ; 2 Sam. 20 11; 22 20; 24 3; 1 Kings

9 1; 10 9; 21 6; Isa. 42 21; 62 4; Ps. 18 20; 22 9; 109 17; 112 1;

115 3; 135 6; 2 Chron. 9 8. The original List manifestly recorded

the complete number, as is attested by the addition at the end

•mis nnoK nirjo tei (Esther 2 14; 6 6; 7 9, 9, 11). As is not in-

frequently the case owing to the marginal space allotted to the

Massorah being exhausted, the Scribe was obliged to curtail

the List A later Nakdan, however, who mistook the fragment

as exhibiting all the passages, altered the heading rra into '.-i,

dropping the s in accordance with the number recorded in this

fragment

J'OW = § 343.

t^BHn wfto is wilUng, or desiring, occurs three timss. Apart

from Ezek. 18 28, where it is pbnn the infinitive with the prefix

He, this quadriliteral occurs six times. As it is in three instances

fvrvi an adjective with the prefix He and in three fwrr a noun

with the same prefix, the design of the Massorah is to indicate

the passages in which they respectively occur.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2916, on Ps. 34 13, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 292a, on Ps. 35 27; (III) Add. 15,251,

fol. 3526, on Ps. 34 13, and (IV) the printed Massorah on the

same passage.

I'Oer = § 344.

rfinil the pleasure, or desire, occurs three times. That is, in

contradistinction to the three instances in which this quadriliteral

is frBpn an adjective, recorded in the preceding Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1836, oa 1 Sam. 16 22,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 231 6, on

Job 22 3; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 45 a, on 1 Sam. 16 22;

(IV) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and (V) the same

on Job 22 3.

n-or = § 345.

•rpXBH thy desires, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, VoL II,

fol. 276, on Isa. 58 13.

The design of this Massorah is to safeguard these two

instances in which this noun with the suffix second person

singular masculine is in the plural, against the other two instances

in which it is ^Mn the singular (1 Kings 5 22; 58 136). The

protection of these two forms was deemed especially necessary

since they are used in the two clauses of the same verse (comp.

Isa. 68 13a and 6). The reading of y^tn in Isa, 58 13a, is exhibited

in St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916; Orient 2201 first hand;

Harley 5710—11; Add. 15,45J; Orient 4227; the third edition

of the Bible, Brescia 1494; the Complutensian and the Pesaro

edition of the Latter Prophets, 1515.

Another School of textual redactors, however, read it ^jtBH

without the Yod in Isa. 5* 18 o. This is the reading in Orient 2201

second hand; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; the

editio princeps of the Prophets, Soncino 1485—86; the first edition

of the Bible, Soncino 1488; the second edition, Naples 1491—93;

the Lisbon edition of Isaiah 1492; the first edition of the Rabbinic

Bible, Venice 1517 and the editio princeps of the Rabbinic Bible

with the Massorah, Venice 1524—25, for which reason I have

adopted it in my edition of the Bible.

rntj = § 346.

nn"l£ni occurs twice, once plene and once defective . . . and in

two dijferent^ senses. That is, in Deut. 23 14 it is with He at the

end and denotes and thou shalt dig; whilst in Job 11 18 it is

without the He and signifies and thou art ashamed or and thou

ahcdt search. The variation in its orthography, however, is that

of the predominant School of textual redactors, as will be seen

from the notes on Deut 23 14 in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, fol. 15576, on Deut 23 14,

which I have printed; (II) Orient 1379, fol. 353a, on the same

passage, and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 197-

r'or - § 347.

nferr!? to dig, to search out, occurs three times and is defective.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, foL 1376, on Josh. 2 2,

which I have printed; (11) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2a; (HI) Add.

15,451, foL 146a, and (IV) the printed Massorah, all on the same

passage. As it occurs three times altogether and is defective in

all the three instances. Lists II and IV head this Rubric more

propei;ly 'orn 'j.

It will be seen that the Massorah regards -*r6 in Isa. 2 20

as a separate word i. e. lin the construct of nbn a digger^ a mole
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or f0t, with the prefix Lamed. As three of Kennicott's MSS. read

it rrhntn one word, most textual critics read it now nl-«"ifcrt^.

n'0» = § 848.

^9?r3 ^''^^ ^ ftarehed, is twice with the (tccent Zakeph-Gadol,

This Piel future third person singular masculine with Vav con-

versive, which occurs altogether three times, is in the third

instance t^irn with Mereha (Ps. 77 7). Hence the Massorah indie

the variation in the accents. This Rubric I have found in the

printed Massorah only, on Gen. 44 12.

fiS'OW - § 849.

D^BH free, oecura Jive timee. Normally '•ppn, the adjective

singular without and with the prefix Lamed, is combined with the

verb MP or r6r to denote to go free or to eetfree (comp. Exod. 21 2,

6, 36, 27; Deut 15 13, 13, 18; Jerem, 34 14; Job 89 6). As it is

in these five instances only that the plural B^en follows the verb

n^, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional combination.

This Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah,

I have found in the St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 only,

on Jerem. 84 9.

y» = § 350.

QP^ISOT digged out, occurs twice plene. That is, the participle

passive plural, in contradistinction to the participle active plural

which occurs three times and is D'^ach defective (1 Chron. 2S 2,

15; 3 Chron. 24 12.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I coUated two Lists: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol I, fol. 116a, on

Deut 6 11, which I have printed, and (II) Add. 16,25], fol. 426a>

on Neh. 9 25. As it occurs twice only and is plural in both

instances, the heading ought more properly to be ffitbai ,a.

rW = § 851.

riTI and he divided, occurs three times in the Scriptures. Of

this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed

:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 1606, on Judg. 7 16, which I

have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 236, on the same
passage; (HI) Add. 15,251, fol. 1426, also on the same passage;

(IV) Add. 21,160, foL 816, on Gen. 38 1; (V) Orient 2849, fol. 465,

on Gen. 82 8; (VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage,

and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 200.

a'3W = § 862.

ISfiT^ an^Jhey were divided, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Add. 15,350, fol. 1986, on 2 Kings 2 8, which I have printed,

and (II) Vienna Codex No. 35, on the same passage. As the two

instances not only'' occur in the same book, but are restricted

to the same section, the heading ought more properly to be

raw = § 868.

nvfyfj "WIS in the middle of the night, is three times thus

eombined in the Scriptures . . . ones in the Lcvw, once in the Brophets,

and once in Ike Hagiographa. In the only other instance where

this combination ooours it is n^nnkn} (Exod. 11 4).

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Masscirah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, foL I67a, on Judg. 16 8, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 3596, on Ruth 8 8;

(III) Orient 4445, foL 586, on Exod. 12 29; (IV) Add. 16,350,

foL 89a, on the same passage; (V) the same MS., fol. 8186, on
Ruth 8 8; (VI) the printed Massorah on Exod. 12 39, and (VII) the

same on Ruth 8 8. Lists I and VI alone have the mnemonic sign.

rVD - § 854.

1*^ half, or part thereof, owurs fve times. This Rubric I

have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter n, § 199.

tVilt e - 866.

I^CjO^ til Bqeeton, occurs Hoiee, once jplene and once defective.

As this part of the proper name, which occurs twice only, is in

each otee spelt differently, in the first instance it is without the

Vav and in the second with it, the design of this Massorah is

to safeguard the variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 3686, on 2 Chron. 20 2, which I have printed; (II) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 14 7, and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter n, § 203.

rsttt = § 366.

Dl")2fiCn trumpets. A sign for its spelling. This plural noun
without and with the prefix Beth, occurs altogether nineteen times.

As it is spelt in three different ways, the Massorah here indicates

the passages in which the variations respectively occur. In one

instance it is n'lJrtxri with the first Vav, but without the second

(Numb. 10 2). In three instances it is rhpm without both Vavs

or entirely defective (Numb. 10 9, 10; Rosea 5 8), whilst in all

the other fifteen instances it is nlnixn without the first Vav,

but with the second (viz. Numb. 10 8; 2 Kings 11 14; 12 14;

Ps. 98 6; Ezra 3 10; Neh. 12 36, 41; l Chron. 16 24; 16 6, 42;

2 Chron. 5 12, 13; 13 14; 23 13; 29 26). It will thus be seen

that the spelling with the second Vav alone is the rule and with-

out it the exception. Hence the Massorah safeguards the abnormal
orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 91 6, on Numb. 10 2,

which I have printed; (II) Orient 2349, fol. 1066; (III) Orient

5404, fol. 1056, and (IV) the printed Massorah, all on the same

passage. The first ni-ixlxn Numb. 10 3 in List I is manifestly a

clerical error for nhxijtn without the second Vav, as is attested

by Lists II, III and IV.

It is important to remark that these four Lists emanate

from different Massoretic Schools and countries far apart This

is not only attested by the MSS. from which they are taken, but

by the forms in which they are cast, as will be seen when
the List which I have printed is compared with the one given

in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah (List IV).' Now all these Lists

coincide in giving Hosea 5 8 as one of the three passages

in which it is nhjtitn entirely defective. It is, therefore, evident

that the Codices on which this Massorah is based exhibited

nhxitn the plural in Hosea 5 8 and not rn^ the singular, which

is the reading of the received text The different reading may
either be due to the similarity between the n and the n, or to

an abbreviation. The text may originally have simply been

-iaan which one School of textual redactors resolved into mxtn
and the other into mxtn.

'1 'on a'fis msisn ij nvy rmv lypn ,nnna"n .wan »3i ''oi 'om nnon 'j nmn »

.HOTp i"i 'on a»n3 nnwn trmm ,»nna

nV - § 857.

^TSCn my courts, occurs twice. That is, with Kamstz under the

Besh which is due to its pausal accent and which is in Isa. 1 12

Soph-Pasuk and Zech. 3 7 Athnach. The design of this Massorah

is to militate against the School of textual redactors who put

the pause in Isa. 1 12 at iM-|«a and connected nxn ofa-) with

wpln ^h of the following verse i. e. Tread my courts no more, which

is preserved in the Septuagint (xectslvtiiv aiX-^ iiov oi XQoad^aeO^s)

in accordance with the rhythm, and which is now accepted by

many textual critics as preferable. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Vienna Codex No. 85

on Zech. 3 7.

n-yv =» § 368.

QT^^rn W'^'lltrn and their villages. Throughout Joshua it is

irpn^m with one exception where it is BT-ixm and in all the rest of

the Scriptures it is Drrn^irn.

Without and with the prefixes this plural noun occurs

altogether thirty-three times with the suffix third person plural.

Apart from Joshua, where it occurs six times, this suffix is

uniformly mmculine (aT-j^n Gen. 26 16; Neh. 11 30; 1 Chron.

4 82, 83; 9 32, 26), whilst in Joshua, where it occurs twenty-

seven times, it is always the feminine (rrrijfn) with one exception

only. Hence the Massorah safeguards this solitary exception in

Joshua in the first part of this Rubric and simply states in the

second part that outside Joshua the use of the masculine suffix

is without any exception. On referring, however, to the notes on

Josh. 18 28 in my edition of the Bible, it will be seen that some

Massoretic Schools do not admit this solitary exception.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 106, on Josh. 18 38,

which I have printed, and (II) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 147a,

on the same passage. The mnemonic sign at the end of the
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Rubric I cannot explain. The second part of this Rubric in

List II Birnatra 'isi >inmK tei is manifestly a clerical error for

•"-ip f?3l.

B"aW = § 359.

''3'niiEnn «Ae Hezromte, occurs twice, once plene and once defective.

As this patronymic, which occurs twice only and within a few

verses of each other, is spelt differently in each passage, the

design of the Massorah is to safeguard the variation in its

orthography. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed.

Massorah, is from Vienna Codex No. 35, on Numb 36 6. The

heading ought properly to be "srsi 'a, since the two instances are

restricted to the same section.

D'87 = § 360.

rfTSCn the villages, or Hazeroth, occurs four times defective in

this foi-m. To understand this Massorah it is necessary to remark

that it includes both the plural noun nl-ixn denoting villages and

the proper name ni"fltPi Bazeroth, a station of the Israelites after

leaving Sinai. The former, which occurs five times without and

with the prefixes ('Brija), is in four instances plene (Ezek. 9 7;

42 6; 46 22; 1 Chron. 23 28) and once defective (Exod. 8 9);

whilst the latter, which occurs six times without and with the

prefixes ('«r''?a), is in three instances plene (Numb. 11 35, 35; 12 16)

and in three defective. Altogether, therefore, this expression

which occurs eleven times, is in seven instances plene and in

four only defective. Hence the Massorah safeguards the ortho-

graphy of the exceptional passages. .
" •

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest- parts of the

Massorah, I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1096, on Numb. 83 17, which I

have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 49a,. on Exod. 8 9; (III)

Add. 21,160, fol. 75fe, on the same passage; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 2536, on Deut. 1 1; (V) Vienna Codex No. 36, on Exod. 8 9,

and (VI) the printed Massorah on Numb. S3 17.

H'DV = § 861.

IS&t£^1 ph a statute and an ordinance, is three times thus

combined in the Scriptures. In the only other instance in which this

combination occurs it is «>bb>o>i phb (1 Sam. 30 25). Of this Rubric,

which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah, I collated

seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 1546, on Josh. 24 25, which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2906, on Ezra 7 10; (III) Orient. 4445,

fol. 48a, on Exod. 15 25; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 18a, on

Josh. 24 25; (V) ^e same MS., fol. 876a, on Ezra 7 10; (VI)

Add. 21,160, foL 806, on Exod. 15 25, and (VII) the printed

Massorah on the same passage. As these three instances occur

respectively in the . Law, the Prophets and the Hagiographa,

Lists IV and VII add the sign yk-

H'DV = § 862.

D^^pn a stfstitte for ever, occurs jive times. The phrase

denoting a statute for ever, is normally Dbirngn the feminine

noun in the construct. In this form it occurs about sixteen

times (Exod. 12 14, 17; 27 21; 28 48; Levit. 3 17; 7 36; 10 9;

16 81; 17 7; 23 14, 21, 81, 41; 24 3; Numb. 16 15; 18 23). As

it is in these five instances only that -pn the masculine precedes

Q^ir, the Massorah safeguards this exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 766, on Exod. 30 21, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 2848, fol. 856, on the same passage; (III)

Add. 15,260, Vol. 49 o, also on the same passage; (IV) Vienna

Codex No. 36, on Jerem. 5 22, and (V) the printed Massorah on

the same passage.

yOV = § 868.

D^lP*pH a statute for ever, occurs eleven times in this form.

This Rubric is simply an expansion of the preceding Massorah

and records all the instances in which this phrase occurs both

without and with the prefix Lamed {'vrh:i). The expression th^ is

preceded by ph statute, thirty-three times. In twenty-two instances

this noun is feminine construct, viz. b^p njsri and in eleven only

is it -pn the masculine, viz. o'sir-pn. Hence the Massorah safeguards

the exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Add. 16,461, foL 105a, on Numb. 18 8, which I have printed;

(II) Orient. 4446, fol. 716, on Exod. 30 21; (IH) Harley 6710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 64a, on Exod. 29 28; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 1146, on

the same passage, and (V) the printed Massorah on Exod. 99 Si.

TD» = § 364.

D^lP"pn7 by a statute for ever, occurs six times. That is, in

these instances the phrase is preceded by the prefix, whereas in

all the other Scriptures it is without this prefix as recorded

above, § 362. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 866, on

Levit 7 34, and (II) Orient 2348, foL 96a, on the same passage.

The latter heads it 'i ah'ty prh and duly enumerates the six

passages.

,TD» = 865.

npH^n the carved, occurs three times in this form. That is,

the Puai participle without and with the prefix He. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,260,

fol. m4a, on 1 Kings 6 35.

As to the pointing of rprtisn Add. 15,261 has it nisnon the o

Raphe, but with the Massorah on it wnnjsnonrj. Add. 15,461

and Orient 4227 have it also nisnan Raphe. But Orient 2201,

which is one of the oldest dated MSS. of the whole Bible,

Harley 5710-11, Arund. Orient 16 and Add. 15,260 which are

the best Standard Codices, have it njsnan with Dagesh for which

reason I have adopted it in my edition and given the other in

the notes.

VOr = § 366.

nHK npH one statute, occurs twice. Of this Rubric I collated

three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient 2349,

fol. 106 a, on Numb. 9 14, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250,

fol. 79 a, on the same passage, and (III) the printed Massorah also

on the same passage. As nj^n by itself occurs twice only, List III

heads it simply 'a npn. The heading ought properly to be rmrai 'a,

since both instances are restricted to the Pentateuch.

ror = § 867.

DTlh'lT' Uy^ i^Jpn a statute for ever unto their generations,

occurs twice. Normally obip njsn is followed by d^Th^ for your

generations, with the suffix third person plural. In this combination

it occm-s eight times (Levit 3 17; 10 9; 23 14, 31, 41; 24 8;

Numb. 15 15; 18 23). As it is in these two passages only that it

is with the suffix second person plural, the Massorah safeguards

the exceptional phrase.

Of this Rubric, which I have found in the printed Massorah

only, I collated two Lists: (I) on Exod. 27 21, which I have

printed, and (II) on Levit 7 86. The latter adds at the end

BaTni*? KnKW which indicates the design of this Massoi-ah.

n«DW = 368.

tSE)^D npIT? /<M' a statute of judgment, occurs twice. In the

only other instance where the two nouns are combined it is

BBB?fa|?1 prh for a statute and a judgment or ordinance (1 Sam. 80 26).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. li7a, on Numb. 27 11,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 16,251, fol. 1036, on Numb. 35 29,

and (III) Vienna Codex No. 35, on the same passage. As the two

instances are restricted to the Pentateuch, the heading ought to

be 'mjoi 'a.

^'DV = § 369.

nipn ordinances, occurs nine times in the Scriptures. Of this

Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah, I collated

seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 35a, on Jerem. 5 24, which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., Vol. H, fol. 99 a, on Ezek. 48 18; (III) St Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916 on Ezek. 46 14; (IV) the same Codex on

Micah 6 16; (V) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3346, on Job 38 88; (VI)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah H, § 233, and (VII) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter n, § 206. These seven Lists exhibit two different

recensions which emanate from two different Massoretic Schools.

Recension I. — According to this recension, which is exhibited

in Lists III and IV and which is the oldest form of this Massorah,

all the nine instanecri are plene. This is emphatically stated in

i the respective headinirs of both Lists, viz. -be 'b ^o in mpro, and

61b
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in the addition at the end of the Rubric 'va nipna nipna bs\ which

can only mean that wherever this plural noun is with the prefix

Beth or Mem it is likewise plene. It will be seen that this second

part of the Massorah is also given in List I, which I have

printed, thus showing that it also exhibits this recension. Though
Lists II, VI and VII simply state in their respective headings

that it occurs nine times ('b nipn), yet as they do not indicate

that there is any variation in its orthography, it is to be

presumed that they most probably belong to the same recension.

Secension II. — This recension is exhibited in List V which
is headed 'on 'ki 'ha 'n 'to mpn. According to this recension, therefore,

the solitary defective is Jerem. 31 35. This reading is followed

in Harley 6710— 11 with the Massorah on it •arfbi'to; Arund.

Orient. 16 with the Massorah on it 'on ••?; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251

with the Massorah on it -on p-n 'ba 'n 'b and Add. 15,451 with the

Massorah on it 'on 'b. It is'v remarkable that though Lists III

and IV, which as we have seen are from St. Petersburg Codex
of A. D. 916, declare that all the nine instances are plene, yet

the Codex itself exhibits ni?n defective in Jerem. 31 36. But such

conflicts between the Massorah and the text are not infrequent.

According to the addition at the end of Recension I of this

Rubric this noun with the prefix Beth, which occurs five times,

(Levit. 20 28; l Kings 3 3; 2 Kings 17|8, 19; Ezek. 33 15), is

nipro plene in all the five, whereas it is nprrs defective in Levit,

^ 23 in the received text

V'V = § 370 a.

^ripH5 *» five times defective in this form. The design of this

Massorah is simply to record the instances in which this plural

form, without and with the prefixes and suffixes {'v^bi), is without

the Vav before the Tav, apart from those with the suffix first

person singular recorded in § 371.

This Rubric is from Orient. 1379, fol. 228a, on Levit. 30 3.

Though it emphatically states in the heading that there are five

such instances, it records three only. My Object in printing it is

twofold. In the first place it shows that the number given in

the heading is in conflict with the number of instances recorded
in the Rubric itself, thus proving the accuracy of my oft-repeated

statement with regard to this occurrence. And in the second
place it shows that according to some Massoretic Schools this

Rubric consisted of five instances and thus explains the heading
of the corrupt Rubric in the printed Massorah on the same passage.

P'r = 3706.

Dri|?n5 *'« /»»*• **'»»«» defective in this form. Of this Rubric,
which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah, and of which
the preceding is simply a fragment, I collated seven Lists, six

in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1116, on
2 Kings 17 34, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 1066,

on Levit. 30 23; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. I66a, on Levit. 18 3;

(IV) Orient. 2348, fol. 1046, on Levit. 20 23; (V) Orient. 2349,

fol. 946; (VI) Orient. 5404, fol. 936, and (VII) the printed Massorah,
all on the same passage. These seven Lists exhibit two recensions
of this Massorah,

Recension I. — According to this recension, which is exhibited
in Lists I and III, the fourth instance is tiow itb pKi d'ow npn i. e.

Jerem. 33 25 and the second part is "oi i-ripn b^') and wherever it

is with the suffix third person singular it is likewise defective. That
is, both in all the seven instances in which it is vnpn without
the prefix Vav (Numb. 9 8; Deut. 6 2; 10 13; 1 Kings 2 3;

2 Kings 23 3; Ezek. 43 11, 11) and in the eight instances in

which it is r:ipm (Deut. 8 11; 11 1; 38 15, 45; 30 10, 16; 2 Sam,
22 23; Ps. 18 23), the Vav is absent before the Tav.

Recension 11. — According to this recension, which exhibits
the oldest form of this Massorah and is represented in Lists II,

IV, V, and VI, the fourth instance is not Jerem. 33 25, but
D'astti m' npn Jerem. 31 35 and with the exception of List II the
second part is yo» iwk apr km 'isn 'njsn ^si and wherever it is with

the mffix first person singular it is likewise defective. That is, in the
Pentateuch where this form occurs ten times, it is always without
the Vav before the Tav except in one instance, viz. Gen. 26 6.

As to the printed Massorah (List VII) which is headed
•vb^ 'on 'n, it makes up the five instances by giving the four
which constitute Recension I and by adding isirn 'npna dk Levit. 26 8.

But this is manifestly the addition of a later Scribe who mistook
the import of the Massorah. This is not only attested by the fact

that it is absent in all the MS. Lists, but by the fact that 'pjsn

with the suffix first person singular without and with the prefixes
is always defective in the Pentateuch except once. Besides "^r^

t twice in the Pentateuch and is defective in both Instances

(Levit. 26 3, 16). It is remarkable that Lists IV, V and VI also

head this Rubric •vb'z 'on 'n though they respectively record the

same four instances only which are given in Recension IL It

may be that this heading belongs to a List which embodied the

five instances of both recensions.

WW = § 371.

"•rij!)!! my ordinances or stattites, is nine times defective. The
design of this Rubric is to record the instances in the Prophets
and Hagiographa in which this plural noun with the suffix first

person singular (^npn) without and with the prefixes ('B?''?3), is

without the Vav before the Tav and in this respect it differs

from the design of the preceding Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 221a, on 1 Kings 6 12,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 806, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 3066, on Ps. 89 32; (IV)

Add. 15,250, fol. 3356, on the same passage; (V) Add. 21,160,

fol. 176, on Gen. 26 5; (VI) the printed Massorah on the same
passage, and (VII) the same on Jerem. 44 10.

In the Prophets and Hagiographa, where this plural noun
with the suffix first person singular occurs altogether twenty-six

times without and with the prefixes, the plene spelling is the

rule and the defective the exception. The former occurs seventeen

times (1 Kings 11 38; 2 Kings 17 13; Ezek. 6 6, 6, 7; 18 9, 17,

19, 21; 20 11, 13, 16, 19, 21, 24; 37 24; 2 Chron. 7 19) and the

latter nine times. Here, therefore, the Massorah safeguards the

minority.

And throughout the Pentateuch it is likewise defective exceptxonce.

In this division of the Bibie^ where it occurs altogether twelve
times, the reverse is the case. The defective orthography is the

rule and the plene the exception. The former occurs in eleven

instances (Levit, 18 4, 6, 26; 19 19, 37; 20 8, 22; 25 18; 26 8,

15, 43) and the latter is in one instance only Here, therefore,

the Massorah safeguards the solitary exception.

That this Massorah represents the orthography of one School
of textual redactors only, and that other Schools exhibited

variations is attested both by the St. Petersburg Codex of

A. D. 916 which is defective in Ezek. 5 6, 7; 18 17, 19, 21; 20 24;

37 24 ; and by the early editions which also have it defective in

Ezek. 20 16, 19, as will be seen from the notes on all these

passages in my edition of the Bible.

yw = 372.

^rillSCIp "Tlfen* — In six instances my statutes precedes my
commandm^erits. That is, in contradistinction to the passages
where the reverse is the case my commandments comes first.

(Comp. Gen. 26 5; l Kings 9 6; 11 34; 2 Kings 17 13: vide infra,

letter a, § 689.) The design of this Massorah is to safeguard
this phrase when these two nouns are with the suffix first person
singular. Hence vnlx»i Vfipn his statutes and his com,mandments,

(Deut. 6 2 &c.) is excluded!

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two printed:

(I) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 212, which I have
printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 1126, on Levit 26 16, and (III)

Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 279.

ym - § 878.

VilH^Cto .fpfetf^tt iT'rij^H his statutes, his ordinances, hie comi-

niandments. In six verses these three wdrds respectively occur in

different order. The variation in the sequence is indicated by the

mnemonic sign at the end of the several catchwords which
consist of the initial letters.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two
printed: (I) the printed Massorah on Deut 30 16, which I have
printed; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 116, and (III) Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 276. Lists II and III point out that the order

in Deut. 26 17 and 1 Kings 2 8 is alike and give the mnemonic sign

li^icp for both and that the order in Deut 30 16 and 1 Kings 8 68

is also the same and hence give the sign irpi for both.

rVV - § 874.

KCIpH Hakupha, occurs ttvice and is written with Aleph in

both instances. This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah
only, on Neh. 7 68.

n'PV - § 876.

'iptli^ when he appointed, oeeure twice and it Raphe. That is,

without Dageth in the C<^h in both instances. This Rubric, which
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does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 339a, on Prov. 8 27.

VPr = § 376.

Vpf^ decrees of, occurs twice. The design of this Massorah

is to safeguard s-j-nspn in Judg. 5 15 against being made conform-

able to aynpn which occurs at the end of the next verse to

which it corresponds.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. l23o, on Isa. 10 1, which I

have printed; (II) Add. 15,260, fol. 218fc, on the same passage,

and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 219.

rVV = § 377.

•^nnj found out, or ascertained, occurs ttcice in the Seripures.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed M*sorah, is

from Add. 15,250, fol. 1856, on 1 Kings 7 47.

n-VV = § 378.

Sirit^ she shall be toaste, or desolate, occurs twice, once with

Pathach'and once with Kametz. As this future third person singular

feminine which occurs twice only, has different graphic signs in

each passage, the Kametz being due to the distinctive accent,

the Massorah safeguards this variation. This Rubric I have found

in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter n, § 228.

B"PW = § 379.

nnn they were dry, occurs twice in the same verse. For this

Rubric see letter 8, § 435, Vol. II, p. 223.

mh they were dried, occurs twice. That is, the Pual preterite

third person plural, in contradistinction to the instances in which

this quadriliteral is ^z^-)n the Kal with the same signification. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Arund Orient. 16, fol. 30a, on Judg. 16 8. As the two instances

not only occur in the same book but in two consecutive verses,

the heading ought more properly to be '^srai '3.

««DW = § 381.

HD'Tn dry, occurs three times and once it is with the prefix

Vav. The "design of the Massorah is to indicate that in these

instances this quadriliteral is an adjective, in contradistinction

to the passages where it is either the noun nann dry land

(Ezek. 30 12), or nann desolation (Levit. 36 31, 33; Jerem. 27 17;

44 2; Ezek. 25 13;' 35 4).

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3796, on Neh. 2 3, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 3426, on Prov. 17 1; (III)

Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2936, on Neh. 2 3; (IV) Add. 15,250,

fol. 3946, on the same passage, and (V) the printed Massorah

on Prov. 17 1. This Rubric is part of the alphabetical List of

words which respectively occur four times, three times without

the prefix Vav and once with it. {Vide supra, letter i, § 73.)

2'QV = § 382.

fl*l3nnn the desolate, occurs tioice. This sextiliteral occurs

four times/ in two instances it is niannn with Kametz under the

Resh (Ezek. 33 24; 36 33), being a noun feminine plural of nann

desolation, and in two it is with Tzere, an adjective feminine plural

of ann desolate, waste. Hence the Massorah indicates the passages

in which it is the adjective, thus safeguarding it against being

confused with the noun. This protection was deemed necessary,

since all the four instances are not only restricted to the same

book but the adjective and the noun are used within a few

verses of each other. (Comp. Ezek. 36 33, 35, 38.) This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 1906, on Ezek. 36 38.

yer - § 383.

"SP S^H a sword upon, occurs four times. Normally ann is

followed'by the preposition -b» without and with the prefix Vav.

In this combination it occurs ten times. (Jerem. 50 35, 35, 35, 36,

86, 87, 87, 87, 37, 38.) In these four passages, however, it is

followed by the homonymous preposition ??. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional combination. This protection is

necessary, since in Jerem. 50 35 the two prepositions are used

interchangeably.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Maisorah but which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 1474, fol. 646, on Jerem. 50 36,

and (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Jerem. 26 29.

Both these Lists record identically the same four passages and

omit Zech. 11 17; 13 7.

TDSr = § 384.

DP"I3 3*103 by the sword, by famine, is eight times thus

conibined \n the Scriptures. The design of this Massorah is to

safeguard the instances in which this phrase is without the Vav

conjunctive before the second noun and thus to militate against

the School of textual redactors who read it aynai anna, as will be

seen from the notes on Jerem. 27 13; 29 18; 42 22; 44 12, in

my edition of the Bible. It will be seen that with the exception

of Jerem. 44 12 they are followed by na-iai and by pestilence, thus,

forming a triverbal phrase.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 626, on Jerem. 44 12, which I

have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Jerem. 21 9

;

(III) the same Codex on Jerem. 27 13; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 1646, on the same passage; (V) the same MS., fol. 1726, on

Jerem. 38 2; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 140, and (VII) the

printed Massorah on Jerem. 38 2.

To the variations noted on the respective passages which

constitute this Massorah, I add the following .
collation from the

ancient Codex St. Petersburg of A. D. 916. It will be seen that

its text exhibits no fewer than five deviations from the eight

instances: (l) Jerem. 31 9 is a^-jai. This the Nakdan not only

altered into a:p-;a but contrary to the received text, included it

in the eight instances with the Vav and put the Massorah on

this passage; (2) Jerem. 27 13 is a^nai which the Nakdan altered

into arna and remarks against it in the margin pffmp 'n eight

times without the Vav; (3) Jerem. 29 18 is a^nai which he again

altered into a:fna and remarks against it 'ii 'om 'n; (4) Jerem. 42 17

is a^nai which'he again altered into arna and remarks against

it '^nn'parnaanna'n; whilst (5) in Jerem. 42 22 where the text has

apnai he has not cancelled the Vav, though it is one of the eight

instances without the Vav according to our Massorah. This is

probably due to the fact that the Nakdan included Jerem. 21 9

as one of the eight passages.

iTDtt^ = § 385,

"13*'131 3J?"131 3"in3 by the swoi-d, and by the famine and

by the pestilence, occurs five times. This phrase occurs altogether

twelve times. In seven instances the second of the three nouns

is a^na without the Vav conjunctive {vide supra, § 384) and in

five it is with the Vav. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

minority. By fixing the number at five this Massorah militates

against the School of textual redactors which read ayna without

Vav in Jerem. 21 9, as will be seen from the notes on this

passage in my edition of the Bible.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Orient 1474, fol. l9o, on Jerem. 14 12. It will be seen

that in one of the instances each of the three nouns is with the

prefix He (Jerem. 32 24) though in all the other eleven instances

which constitute the preceding Rubric and this Rubric, they are

with the prefix Beth.

TDW = § 386.

^nn3 wUh a sword, is eight times Raphe. With the prefix

Beth this lioun occurs altogether seventy-two times. In sixty-four

instances it is anna with Pathach under the Beth which is

Massoretically called Dagesh and in eight only is it with Sheva

which denotes Raphe. Hence the Massorah safeguards the excep-

tional passages. This protection is needed, since the two forms

occur in the same verse (2 Sam. 12 9).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Libts, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1856, on 1 Sam. 17 45,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 47a, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 1596, on Jerem. 20 4;

(IV) Jhe same MS., fol. 217a, on Hag. 2 22; (V) Add. 15,260,

fol. 156a, on 1 Sam. 17 45; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 280a, on

Jerem. 20 4, and (VII) the printed Massorah on l Sam. 17 45.

J'Dr = § 387.

3"!n3 like, or as a sword, is three times Raphe. That is, with

Sheva under the Caph. In the only other instance where it occurs

it is anna with Pathach (Ps. 64 4).

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 8376, on Prov. 5 4, which I
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have printed; (II) Add. 15,260, fol. 359a, on the same passage,

and (III) the printed Massorah on Isa. 49 2. It will be seen

that the Massorah here, contrary to its usual method, records

the majority.

n'Dtr = § 388.

D"rrilD*1H their swords, occurs tvnce in the Scriptures, once

defective and once pUne. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710— 11, Vol. II, fol. 295a,

on Neh. 4 7, which is plene in this MS. The Massorah Parva

on it also remarks 'on -im •!?a in 'a. The following Standard Codices,

however, read it arrih-in defective, Orient 2201; Arund. Orient, 16;

Add. 15,260; Add.' 15,251; Add. 15,451 and Orient. 4227. There

can therefore hardly be any doubt that this Massorah proceeds

from a School of textual redactors which read it plene in Neh. 4 7

and we have here another example of conflicting Massorahs

which is due to different Massoretic Schools.

B'D» = § 389.

Syi drought, occurs sixteen times. That is, without and with

the prefixes and with /Segol under the Resh, in contradistinction

to the sixteen instances in which it is anh with Tzere and is a

proper name, Horeb.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 46a, on Gen. 31 40, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 5404, foL 45a, on the same passage; (III)

Add. 21,160, fol. 29a, also on the same passage; (IV) the printed

Massorah on Isa. 61 4, and (V) the same on Job 30 SO. As the

sixteen instances include five with the prefixes Caph (Isa, 25 5)

Lamed (Jerem. 36 30; 49 13), and Mem (Isa. 4 6; 25 4), the

heading ought properly to be 'r-^av. The adjunct 'om in the

heading of Lists V and VI is due to the fact that the proper

name Horeb with which it is contrasted, is not always defective

(comp. a")in Exod. 33 6), whilst the expression '?'p'?a loith the accent

on the penultima in the heading of List VI, distinguishes it from
the proper name which is r*i'70 or with the accent on the ultima.

X'f = § 390.

ntDtt^7 (13*1117' a desolation, an astonishment, occurs twice.

The design of this Massorah is twofold. It is in the first place

to militate against the reading nBK>^i ^tt? ^^ Jerem. 25 1 1 which
is exhibited in St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 first hand
and in the early editions, as will be seen from the notes on
this passage in my edition of the Bible, And in the second
place it is to safeguard this phrase without the prefix before

the^ACond noun against being made conformable to Jerem. 44 6^

where it is rvsa^ ^Tt?'
Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 162&, on Jerem. 25 11, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah on the same passage.

«"3fr = § 391.

n*D*Tlli in. the deserts, occurs twice. That is, with Kametz
under the Beth, in contradistinction to the only other instance

where this plural noun feminine occurs and isriains with Segol

(Ezek. 33 27).

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Add. 15,261, fol. 2736, on Ezek. 13 4, which I have
printed; (II) Orient. 1474, fol. 82fc, on the same passage, and
(III) the printed Massorah on Isa. 48 21. The latter heads it more
properly "jnsp -a and has the mnemonical sign. This Rubric forms
part of the List recording sixteen words which respectively occur
twice only with Kametz. {Vide infra, letter j, § 617, Vol. II, p. 313.)

T)tV = § 392.

rrrCnH her desert places, occurs twice, once defective and once

plene. As this plural noun with the suffix third person singular

feminine which not only occurs twice, but is restricted to the

same book, is differently spelt, being plene in the first instance

and defective in the second, the Massorah safeguards the variation

in its orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 141a, on Isa. 51 3, which I have printed, and (II) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 222. As the two instances occur in

the same book and as one is with the prefix Vav (Isa. 44 26),

the heading ought more properly to be 'Beai "vhz 'a.

y-W = § 393.

TTI*1 and he trembled, occurs three times. The design of this
,

Massorah is to record those instances only in which -inn»i is
'

followed by the proper name of the person who trembled, which
is the case in these three instances, viz. Isaac, Ahimelech and
Boaz. Hence the other three instances in which "nm occurs and
where it is respectively the predicate of oyrr^a all the people (Exod.
19 16); nnn-fjs the whole mountain (Exod. 19 18) and 'nh his heart

(I Sam. 28 6) are excluded, being outside the scope of this Rubric.
Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 1879,

fol. 75a, on Gen. 27 33, which I have printed, and (II) the printed
Massorah on the same passage.

r5t» = § 394.

ITTJ]] they shall be afraid, occurs twice. That is, with Kametz
under the Resh which is due to its pausal accent Athnach, in

contradistinction to the other two instances in which this future

third person plural masculine occurs with Sheva (Ezek. 16 18;

Hosea 11 11). This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 136a, on Isa. 41 6.

iTltr = § 396.

lp niH it has angered thee, or thou art angrtj, is twice

thus combined in the Scriptures. That is, with Kametz under the

Lamed which has the accent. This is due to nnri having the accent

on the penultima, in contradistinction to the other two instances

where this combination occurs and where it is ^^ n'-\n. Here the

accent is on Caph and nnn has in one case the accent on the

ultima (2 Sam. 19*43) and in the other nnn is joined by Makeph
to ^b (Jonah 4 9).

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. n4a, on Jonah 4 4,

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 2349, fol. 31a, on Gen. 4 6;

(III) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and (IV) the

same on Jonah 4 4.

rifW = § 396.

nini' he shall be kindled, occurs three times. Of this Rubric

I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 566, on Exod. 32 11, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 1,88 a, on 1 Sam. 20 7; (IH) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 49a, on the same passage; (IV) Add. 1620, foL 50 o,

on Exod. 33 11; (V) the same MS., fol. 1576, on 1 Sam. 20 7;

(VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 1196, on Exod. 32 11, and (VII) the printed

Massorah on 1 Sam. 20 7.

?'3fer = § 397.

Vm torath, occurs three times in the Scriptures. This noun
occurs altogether twenty-five times. In twenty-two instances it

is with Chateph-Pathach under the Cheth, or is in the construct,

and in three only is it with Kametz. which in Massoretic termi-

nology denotes the absolute. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

exceptional occurrence.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 74a, on Ezek. 7 12, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. H, fol. 1906, on Ps. 58 10,

and (III) the printed Massorah on Ezek. 7 12. The latter indicates

the design of this Massorah in the heading which is pxop a

n"V» .= § 398.

|1"in Horon, is three times thus vsritten. To understand this

Massorah it is necessary to remark that pin enters into composition

with n"? i. e. Beth-horon in fourteen instances and is spelt in

four diffei'ent ways. In five instances it is |hin with the first

Vav but without the second (Josh. 10 10, 11; 16 3, 5; 21 22); in

three it is fl-ih without the first Vav but with the second

(Josh. 18 13, 14; 1 Sam. 13 18); in five it is jl-iin with both

Vavs or entirely plene (1 Chron. 6 53; 7 24; 2 Chron. 8 5, 5;

25 13) and in one solitary instance it is ph without either Vav

or entirely defective (1 Kings 9 17). As the Massorah Parva on

1 Kings 9 17 safeguards the entirely defective and on 1 Chron. 6 53,

protects the five entirely plene ('"^la 'cd b^) which are restricted

to Chronicles, eight only remain to be Massoretically treated.

The normal spelling of these is with the first Vav only, which

as we have seen, is the case in five instances; whilst the spelling

without the first Vav, but with the second is the exception.

Hence the Massorah in the Rubric before us safeguards the

orthography of the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 18a, on Josh. 18 13, which I have have printed, and (II)

the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 34. The references in

the Rubric which I have printed should be Josh. 18 18, 14

instead of Josh. 16 6; 18 14.
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tD"5t» = § 899.

Crispin magieian$, vnthout and with the prefixes ie always

pUne except twice. This plural noun occurs altogether eight times,

iB in six instances with the Yod (Gen. 41 24; Exod. 8 3, 14;

9 11; Dan. 1 11; 2 12) and in two only is it without it. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography, which is

necessary since the two different spellings occur in the same

verse (Exod. 9 11, 11).

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 40a, on Exod. 9 11,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 76a, on Exod. 8 16,

and (III) the printed Massorah on Exod. 9 H. The defective

spelling, however, is that of one School of textual redactors

only, and is exhibited in the Jerusalem Standard'* Codex, whilst

another School reads it plene which is attested by the celebrated

rival Hellali Standard Codex, as will be seen from the notes on

Exod. 8 15 in my edition of the Bible.

'n = § 400.

jpA^"-)f^3 in fierce anger, is five times thus combined in the

Scriptures. Normally the phrase to denote fierce anger is e^K jmn

(Numb. 25 4; 32 14; Jerem. 4 8; 25 87; 30 24; Zeph. 2 2;

Ezra 10 14; 2 Chron. 28 n). As it is in these five instances

only that this phrase is used, the Massorah safeguards this

exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, four in MSS. and

four printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol.11, fol. 2686, on Lament. 2 3,

which I have printed; (H) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 164a, on

2 Chron. 25 10; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2726, on the same

passage; (IV) the same MS., fol. 356a, on Lament. 2 3; (V) the

printed Massorah on Isa. 7 4; (VI) the same on Lament. 2 3;

(VH) the same on 2 Chron. 25 10, and (VIII) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter x, § 686. The latter is erroneously headed

•n and records four instances only, omitting 1 Sam. 20 34.

KTI = § 401.

DIHil to destroy, or destroy thou, occurs three times. That is,

without and with the prefix Vav. Here again we have one of

those artificial modes of reckoning to which I have not infrequently

referred, onin occurs altogether six times and not three, five

times without the prefix Vav (Deut 3 6; 7 2; 13 16; 20 17;

Josh. 11 11) and once with it (Jerem. 50 21). Because four

of the six instances occur in the Law alone, and two only apart

from this division of the Bible, the Massorah counts all the

Pentateuch instances as one and thus obtains the number three.

{Vide supra, letter n, § 360.)

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 1246, Deut. 3 6, which

I have printed, and (II) Orient. 5404, fol. 1236, on the same

passage. As one of the instances is with the prefix Vav the

heading ought properly to be 'w-'^a '3-

3'n = § 402.

D"1IT he shall be utterly destroyed, or devoted, occurs three

times in the Scriptures, twice with Pathach and once with Kametz.

As this Hophal future third person singular masculine, is

differently pointed, being in two instances with Pathach under

the Resh and in one with Kametz which is due to its pausal

accent Athnach (Exod. 22 19), the Massorah safeguards the

variation in its graphic signs.

Of this Rubric I collated teven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2926, on Ezra. 10 8,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3786, on the

same passage; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 81a, on Levit. 27 29; (IV)

Add. 21,160, fol. 101 a, on Exod. 22 19; (V) the same MS.,

foL 184a, on Levit 87 29 ;
(VI) the printed Massorah on Exod. 22 19

;

•nd (VII) the same on Ezra 10 8. Lists III, IV, V and VI add

at the end fOp Ka-ip, thus defining the Exodus instance as the

one with Kametz.

rn - § 403.

TT\ Charan, or Haran, occurs tvHee .... and wherever it is

tike name of a place it is likewise so except twice. That is, as the

proper name of a person it occurs twice only with Cheth, whilst

as the name of a place it is always inn with Cheth (Gen. 11 31;

2 Kings 19 12; Isa. 37 13; Ezek. 27 28) except in two instances

where it enters into composition with n"? and where it is j-ri

with He. The design of this Massorah is to safeguard these two

similar names against being interchanged, since the n and the n

\

are almost identical in the MSS. and as the two forms occur lu

one and the same verse (Gen. 11 31).

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—U, Vol. II, fol. 181 o, on 1 Chron. 2 46,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2386, on the same

passage; (III) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 145, and (IV) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 274. See also letter n, § 403, p. 319.

rn = § 404.

ni*lH to Haran, occurs twice. That is, with paragogic Or

He local^ This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Orient. 2349, fol. 436, on Gen. 27 43.

n-n = § 405.

P]")rTl and vnnter, occurs ttoice. This Rubric I have found in

the printed Massorah only, on Gen. 8 22.

rn = § 406.

""B^n reproaching, or reproacheth me, occurs twice. The design

of this Massorah is to safeguard the participle singular masculine

with the suffix third person singular against being confused

with -B-iPi the noun with the same suffix, which denotes my autumn

or ripeness (Job 29 4).

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 3146, on Ps. 119 42, and (II) the printed Massorah on the

same passage. The latter heads this Rubric 'vein and gives

Job 29 4 as the third instance with the remark jrop 'enn nips 'nns

D'rina K-ttWi Pion, which is manifestly a later alteration and does

not indicate the design of this Massorah.

rn = § 407.

n^Birn to shame, or for reproach, occurs tvnce. Normally

to shame, or for reproach is nenn"? the singular (Isa. 30 6; Jerem.

6 10; 20 8; 24 9; 49 13; JoeV2 17; Dan. 9 16). As ft is in these

two instances only that the plural with the prefix Lamed is

used, the Massorah safeguards this exceptional expression.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 3006, on Ps. 69 11,

which I have printed, and (II) Cambridge Add. 466, on Dan. 12 2.

n-n = § 408.

D''5t1in the diligent, occurs three times. That is, with Karnetz

under the ^Cheth, in contradistinction to D'xnn the participle

passive (Job 14 5) which denotes decided, determined.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis

only, letter n, § 236. Though it takes no cognizance of the

variation in the spelling of this expression, yet it is certain that

in Prov. 13 4 it is a^xnn defective. This is attested by the following

Standard Codices as well as by the Massorah Parva; Orient. 2201

;

Harley 5710— 11; Arund. Orient. 16 with the Massorah on it

,,, ,on ,u,; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251 with the Massorah on it -on '•? &c.

{Vide supra, letter i, § 128.) Accordingly the heading ought

properly to be -en ^»^ '"?» 'a -coai % since all the three instances

occur in the same book.

t3"n - § 409.

rtnnSI and determined, occurs three times. Of this Rubric I

collated six" Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 1236, on Isa. 10 23, which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., fol. 130a, on Isa. 28 22; (III) the same MS., fol. 372a,

on Dan. 9 27; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 3826, on the same passage;

(V) Add. 15,251, fol. 4146, also on the same passage, and (VI) the

printed Massorah on Isa. 10 23.

List II heads this Rubric 'anatnrui and records two only,

omitting Dan. 9 27. But this apparent discrepancy is manifestly

due to the fact that the Massorite simply designed this Rubric

to record the instances which occur in the same book and a

later Nakdan omitted from the heading the qualifying adjunct

'Boa after the a.

'•n = § 410.

ril33nn occurs twice in the Scriptures. And in two different

senses. In ^
Isa. 58 6 it denotes tight hands and in Ps. 73 4 pang*.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. II, fol. 1966, on Ps. 73 4,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3016, on the

same passage; (III) Add. 15,250, foL 236a, on Isa. 58 6, and

(IV) the printed Massorah on Pe. 73 4 which alone emphasisea

the fact in the heading that it not only occurs twice but in two

different senses r'^ 'aoi 'a.
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H'^n = § 411.

OTltf^TH occurg twice. And in two different senses. In the

first instance it denotes ye have plowed (Judg. 14 18) and in the

second ye have sown (Hosea 10 13).

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 2026, on Hosea 10 13, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah on the same passage. The latter heads this

Rubric -vb -nna '3, thus emphasising the fact that it denotes two
different things. As it occurs twice only, the heading ought to

be 'vb 'sai 'a as it is in the preceding Rubric. This Rubric forms
part of the alphabetical List of words which respectively occur
twice in two different senses and it also forms part of the

alphabetical List of words which respectively occur twice in the

$ame sense. (Vide infra, letter a, § 427 and § 428, Vol. II, p. 217.)

3">n = § 412.

tth^lH^ he shall plow, is twice plene. This future third person

singular masculine occurs altogether four times. As it is spelt

differently, being in two instances a^nrr defective (Isa. 28 24;

Prov. 20 4) and in two plene, the Massorah safeguards the

variation in its orthography. This Rubric I have found in the

printed Massorah Finalis only, letter n, § 239.

:'»n = § 413.

ttnnri t^ou shaU plow, or thou shalt devise, occurs twice and
is defective. This Kal future second person singular masculine

occurs altogether seven times. In five instances it is «^nn (Ps. 28 1

;

35 22; 39 13; 83 2) or e^-inn (Ps. 109 i) and in two only is'it pointed

i^rin. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional graphic signs.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,
Vol. I, fol. 126o, on Deut 22 10, which I have printed, and
(II) the printed Massorah on the same passage. As it is in both

instances combined with -^k, the printed Massorah (List II) which

heads this Rubric 'a rnrm ih is incorrect. It is to be remarked
that in the five instances in which it is differently pointed it

denotes not listening to and answering prayer or keeping silence.

This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of words which
respectively occur twice in two different senses. {Vide infra,

letter a, § 428, Vol. II, p. 217 &c.)

T»n = § 414.

ttnnn he kept silence, is three times defective in this form.

As the Hiphil form of the preterite third person, which occurs

altogether six times, is in three instances with the Yod after the

Resh with Chirek (Numb. 30 5, 8; 2 Kings 18 36) and in three

without it; and, moreover, as this diversity of its spelling occurs

within a few verses of each other, the design of the Massorah
is to safeguard it against being made uniform.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 106a, on Numb. '30 15.

von = § 415.

^^2nD!l» — ^« Hiphil foi-m is seven times defective in the

Scriptures. Whilst the preceding Rubric is restricted to the three

instances in which the preterite is defective, this Massorah records
all the Hiphil forms, whether past, present or future, in which
the normal Yod is absent.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:
(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 59a, on Jerem. 38 27, which I

have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. IBla, on Numb. 30 12; (III)

Arund. Orient 16, fol. 150 a, on Jerem. 4 19; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 173a, on Jerem. 38 27; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 32,

margin; (VI) the printed Massorah on Gen. S4 5, and (VII) the
same on Jerem. 38 27.

?'0n = § 416.

^S^nnrri and he kept silence, is twice defective in the Pentateuch.

As this Hiphil preterite third person singular masculine with the
prefix Vav, which occurs altogether four times, is plene in two
instances (Numb. 30 6, 8) and defective in two and, moreover,
as these different spellings promiscuously occur in the same
chapter, the design of the Massorah is to safeguard this variation in

its orthography. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 22& on Gen. 34 5.

r'n = § 417.

tS^*nn to keep siUnce, or be thou silent, occurs six times. Though
it is the infinitive in three instances (Numb. 30 15; Job 18 5;

Esther 4 14) and imperative singular masculine in three (Judg.
18 19; Job 33 31, 33), yet the Massorah which has regard to
the identity of the spelling only, groups these six instances
together under one Rubric in accordance with its usual method.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the
Massorah, I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 31 6, on Judg. 18 19, which I have
printed; (II) Orient. 4145, fol. 151 a, on Numb. 30 15; (III) Add.
15,260, fol. 143a, on Judg. 18 19, and (IV) the printed Massorah
on Job 13 5.

H'TI = § 418.

jlttr^'irti^ ye shall be silent, occurs twice in the Scriptures, once

defective and once plene. As this future second person plural
masculine which occurs twice only, is differently spelt, the
Massorah safeguards the variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 43a, on Exod. 14 14,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3256, on Job 13 5;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 40a, on Exod. 14 14; (IV) Add. 21,160,
fol. 876, on the same passage, and (V) the printed Massorah also
on the same passage.

B'»n = § 419.

tt^Tl an engi-aver of is three times with Pathack. This noun
occurs altogether thirteen times. In ten instances it is with
Kametz under the Resh and in three instances only is it in the
construct which is Massoretically called Pathach. Hence the
Massorah safeguards the exceptional instances.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the
Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:
(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 21a, on Isa. 44 12, which I have
printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on the same
passage which gives the mnemonic sign only; (HI) Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. I38a, also on the same passage; (IV) Add. 15,251,
fol. 57a, on Exod. 38 11; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. lUa, on the same
passage; (VI) the printed Massorah also on the same passage,
and (VII) the same on Isa. 44 12. With the exception of Lists I

and V all the Lists give the mnemonic sign.

yr\ = § 420.

D''tr*in artificial works, or craftsmen, occurs three times. This
quinqueliteral noun with Kametz under the Besh occurs altogether
six times. In three instances it is wpy^ with Kameto under the
Cheth, being the plural of eJ-jn engraver (Hosea 13 2; Zech. 2 3;

1 Chron. 29 5), and in three it is with Chateph-Pathach, the plural
of t^n. Hence the Massorah indicates the variation in the graphic
signs of the first letter.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 23»6, on 1 Chron. 4 14, which
I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 3156, on the same passage;
(III) Vienna Codex No. 35 also on the same passage, and (IV) the
printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 242.

K"3n = § 421.

tSTTI deaf, is three times with the accent on the ultima ....
and once it is with the prefix Vav. That is, when it denotes deafness,
this triliteral is not only with Tzere but with the accent on
the Eesh.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol, 936, on Levit. 19 14, which I have
printed; (II) Orient. 5404, fol. 926; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. ftTa;

(IV) Add. 15,451,^fol. 826, and (V) the printed Massorah, all on
the same passage. ^

3"3n = § 422.

tSTin deaf, is three times Milra . . . and once it is with the

prefix Vav . . and tvnce it is MiM. In the two instances in which
it is with the accent on" the penultima this triliteral is jtf-in with
Segol. This expanded form of the Rubric is from Add. 21,160,

fol. 1676, on Levit. 19 14. It will be seen that it comprises
both the preceding Rubric and the following one.

J"3n = § 423.

^"in occurs twice in two different senses. In the first instance
it is an adverb denoting silently, secretly (Josh. 2 l) and in the

second it is a proper name Haresk (1 Chron. 9 15).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated four Lists: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. 1256, on Josh. 2 l,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 244a, on
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I Ghron. 9 16; <in) Add. 16,451, loL 146a, on Josh. 2 l, and

(IV) Vienna Codex No. 86, on l Chron. 9 15. List II heads this

Rubric V-vte 'a, simply emphasising the fact that it is with the

accent on the pennltima. Lists I and IV, which head it 'vh "nns '%

do not notice the position of the accent, but confine themselves

to its difference in the sense*, whilst List III, which is headed

'3«r^ «-in»i ^v^o 'wnsa 'a, points out both these characteristics. This

Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of words which

respectively occur twice in tAc same senae (vide infra, letter &,

§ 427) and of the alphabetical List of words which respectively

occur twice in two different senses (vide infra, letter o, § 428), as

w^ as of the alphabetical List of triliteral words which

respectively occur twice. (Vide supra, letter tt, § 283.)

Tan = § 424.

*?K Stm* Normally the verb spn to think, to meditate,

especially when used in a bad sense, is combined with the

preposition •*?$ against. (Comp. 2 Sam. 14 18; Jerem. 18 18;

Hicafa 2 8; Nah. 1 ll; Esther 8 8; 9 25). As it is in three

instances only that it is combined with -^k, the Massorah

safeguards this abnormal combination.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 21 2 i, on Nah. 1 9, which I

have printed; (II) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 49 20, and

(ni) the same on Jerem. 50 46.

iTDfl - § 426.

3t^lT71 ctnd to devise, occurs twice in tke Scriptures. By fixing

the number at two, the design of this Rubric is to militate against

the reading ai^p6 without the prefix Vav in Exod. 35 32, as will

be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of the

Bible. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 150a, on 2 Chron. 2 13.

ran = § 426.

nStt^ITI and he thought her, occurs three times in the Scriptures.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 266, on Gen. 38 15,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 173a, on

1 Sam. 1 13; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 146a, on the same passage;

(IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 162a, also on the same passage; (V) the

printed Massorah on Gen. 15 6; (VI) the same on Gen. 38 15,

and (VII) the same on 1 Sam, 1 13. List I alone gives the

mnemonic sign.

ran = § 427.

QtS^ they shall devise, occurs tvnce. This future third person

plural masculine wtth Sheva under the Shin from stn, occurs

altogcfther five time^. In one instance it is ajt^n;; the Niphal

(Deut 2 11), in two instances it is aa^rr the Piel recorded below,

§ 430, and in two it is the Kal. As the two Piel instances are

protected in a separate Rubric, the Massorah here safeguards

the two Kal passages. As in the only other instance in which this

Kal future* third person plural masculine occurs it is latt^n; with

Cholem on the Shin, which is due to its distinctive accent

(Isa. 18 17), and not with Sheva, it is excluded, being outside the

scope of tbjs Massorah.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35,

on Ps. 41 8, which I Jiave printed, and (II) the printed Massorah

on the same pass^g^.

n'bh = § 428.

Dtt^ devising, is always defective with one exception. This

participle occurs altogether fourteen times. It is defective in

thirteen instances and plene in one passage onlyi The Massorah,

therefore, safeguards the solitary exception. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 21,160, foL 133a,

on Exod. 39 8.

t3'3n = § 429.

ISD^S^-? «^ <*** counted, occurs three times. Of this Rubric I

collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, foL 294 6, on Ps. 44 23, which I have printed; (II)

the same MS., fol. 3276, on Job 18 3; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 21a,

on Gen. 31 15; (IV) the same MS., fol. 327a, on Ps. 44 23; (V)

the same MS., fol. 361a, on Job 18 3; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 3976,

on the same passage, and (VII) the printed Massorah on

Gen. 31 15. The addition at the end of List II which states

that one occurs in the Law, one in the Prophets and one in

the Hagiographa (o'ainaa 'K "leaja 'k 'va '») is incorrect, since two

are in the Hagiographa and none in the Prophets. It has manifestly

been added by an ignorant Scribe to fill up the line.

yn = § 430.

ISt^ri^ they shall reckon, or devise, occurs three timss. This

Rubric, which I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis

only, letter n, § 245, is incorrect This Piel future third person

masculine occurs twice only, as is attested by the Massorah itself

(vide supra, § 427) where Dan. 11 25, which is here wrongly given

as Piel, is rightly recorded as one of the Kal instances. It

is the addition of an ignorant Scribe who, as usual, altered

the original heading 'a into 'a in accordance with this mistaken

passage.

r^n = § 431.

ftl3I3t£^H invention, occurs twice in the Scriptures. This Rubric,

which dpes not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley

5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 266a, on Eccl. 7 29.

yhn = § 432.

^tUTin hold ye your peace, occurs ttdce. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, foL 98a, on 2 Kings 2 3, which I have

printed, and (U) Add. 15,250, fol. 1986, on the same passage.

ybr\ = § 433.

D"'t?7ntt heing still, occursfour times. Of this Rubric I collated

five Lists," four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 169a, on Judg. 18 9, which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., Vol. H, fol. 2976, on Neh. 8 11; (III) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 96a, on 1 Kings 22 3; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 199a, on the

same passage, and (V) the printed Massorah on Judg. 18 9.

T^n = § 434.

KBItt^n uncovered, or Hasupha, occurs three times, tmce it is

toith Alephand once with He. In the two instances in which it

ends in Aleph it is the proper name Hasupha (Ezra 2 43; Neh. 7 46);

and in the one instance in which it ends in He it is the

participle feminine (Ezek. 4'-7). The Massorah, which has regard

to the identity of the sound, irrespective of the difference in the

sense, groups them together in one Rubric because they are

homonyms.
Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 373a,

on Ezra 2 43, which I have printed; (11) the same MS;, fol. 3836,

on Neh. 7 46; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 389a, on Ezra 2 43, and

(IV) Vienna Codex No. 35, on the same passage.

All the four Lists, however, simply record the fact that in

the two instances in which it is a proper name it terminates in

Aleph and that the participle ends in He; and though none of

them indicate any difference in the orthography of the proper

name, it is certain that in Ezra 2 43 it is KBitor? plene and that in

the parallel passage Neh. 7 46 it is Mtort defective. This is attested

by the best Standard Codices, viz. Orient 2201; Harley 5710—11,

Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251, &c. Accordingly

'na RBtfn »ntn 'onp at the end of this Rubric should be »nty-i 'onp

•na KDlton.

n'^n = § 435.

ff^n occurs twice, and is defective. For this Rubric see above,

letter n, §'89.

r^n = § 436.

n^tjyri darkness, occurs four Umes in this form, twice plene

and twice defective. That is, this feminine noun singular, without

and with the prefixes ('erVa), which occurs altogether four times,

is differently spelt Hence the Massorah safeguards the variation

in its orthography.

Of this Rubric I. collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Add. 16,250, fol. 11 6, on Gen. 15 12, which I have

printed; (H) Add. 21,160, fol. 2a, on the same passage, and (IH)

the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 260. The heading -^o '3

non 'SI in the List which I have printed, is manifestly wrong
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and ought to be "?o 'ki 'non 'j. This is not only evident from the

addition ttbn 'na after the last catchwords which describe this

single instance as plene, but is attested by List II, which is headed
'^0 'Ki "an 'i •VT'bz "t and which hag at the end '^a K^ina, viz. Ps. 139 12.

The printed Massorah (List III) is simply headed ]'<iTva "\, using

piT'-a as synonymous with n-i3Br'?a, and entirely ignores the variation

in its orthography.
'

', ' rbn - § 437.

^|wH he was dark, occurs fouf' times in the Scriptures. That

is, with St^in in contradistinction to T|^n the preterite tl^ird

person singular masculine with Sin recorded below, § 439.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 36, on Isa. 6 30, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2296, on Job 18 6; (III)

St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 5 80; (IV) the same
Codex on Ezek. 30 18, where it is given as the contrast to

§ 439; (V) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 121a, on Isa. 5 30; (VI) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 271, and (VII) the printed Massorah on

Job 18 6. On Lament. 4 8, where the printed Massorah simply

mentions this Rubric and refers for the List to Job 18 6, the

design of this Massorah is indicated in the heading, viz. fw-"?! 'n

i^n it occursfour times denoting darkness, in contradistinction to the

passages where it is >i|^n.

rvbn = § 488.

^l^rT) and darkness, occurs twice. That is, in contradistinction

to the other two instances in which it is -ifprf] with Sin and Tzere,

the participle of -ifert to withhold (Prov. 10 19; 11 24).

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, twp in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. la, on Gen. 1 2, which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 8846, on Job 38 19,

and (III) the printed Massorah on Gen. 1 2.

0't»n = § 489,

"^^n he withheld, occurs seven times. The design of this

Massorah is to safeguard this preterite with Stn against its being

mistaken for the preterite TjaJn with Shin recorded in § 437.

Of this Rubric, which is one c^f the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated twenty Lists. I shall, however,

specify the following seven only, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2096, on 2 Sam. 18 16, which

I have printed; (II) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek.

30 18; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 636, on 1 Sam. 25 89; (IV)

Add. 16,461, fol. 286, on Gen. 39 9; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 41 6,

on the same passage; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 270,

and (VII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 39 9. List II heads this

Rubric ^ooa -ipi pwa 'nan 'i ;a nn •\vn. Like all the other Lists it

records identically the same seven instances, since '•tar is manifestly

a clerical error for iiar i Sam. 25 39. List VII beads it rse t'""'^
''

thus indicating the design of the Massorah. The mnemonic
sign I have found in the printed Massorah only, where it is

given twice without the List, once on Ezek. 30 18, and once

in the Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 263.

0-n = § 440.

rptt^n thou ?Mst withheld, is three times written unth Sin in

this form. That is, this quadriliteral is here the preterite second

person singular masculine with^tn, in contradistinction to the

only other instance where it occurs and where it is rQf>n a noun
in construct with Shin (Ps. 18 12). This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 21,160, fol. 106, on
Gen. 22 12.

K'On = § 441.

"sptt^Hri thou shaU not withhold, or spare, according to the

Easterns is twice plene . ... but according to the Westerns the second

is plene and ihe other is defective.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 264a, on Prov. 24 11.

Though we are expressly told that the Babylonians read it

•^np plene in both instances, yet the St. Petersburg Codex of

A. D. 916 or the so-called Babylonian Codex, has it •^tm^ defective

in Isa. 58 1 in accordance with the Standard Palestinian Codices

viz. Orient. 2201; Harley 6710—11; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 16,260;

Add. 16,261; Add. 16,461 &c. The glossator, however, as is not

infrequently the case in this MS., deliberately altered the original

reading by placing a Vav over the word and remarked against

it in the margin 'na ba to make it conformable to the Babylonian
reading. From the notes on this passage in my edition of the

Bible it will be seen that the earliest editions exhibit the Eastern

reading.

ran = § 442.

^ttti^H a sign for. This noun, whether it denotes a«i6er as

the Authorised Version has it, or electrum (rjlsxTQov) as the

Septuagint, the Vulgate and the Revised Version margin render
it, occurs altogether three times and is restricted to Ezekiel. And
though it is in all the three passages preceded by exactly the same
construct pya like the appearance of, yet it exhibits in each case

a different form. In the first instance it is with the prefix He
i. e. ^ot^nn J79 (Ezek. 1 4); in the second it is without this prefix

i. e. ^o^n pya (Ezek. 1 27) ; whilst in the third instance it is not

only with this prefix, but is with the paragogic He, i. e.

i^O'^D'ti ppa (Ezek. 8 2). Hence the Massorah safeguards this

variation against its being made uniform.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only,

on Ezek. 1 27.

ran = § 448.

nin^ pW^ Jehovah delightedj occurs tunee. The phrase which
denotes the love, delight or pleasure of Jehovah for, or in any
persons, people or things, is normally nirr ran (comp. Jerem. 14 10;

Hosea 8 13; Micah 6 7; Ps. 40 14; 85 S;' 119 108; 147 11; 149 4;

Prov. 16 7). As it is in these two instances only that the verb
ppn is combined with the Tetragra'mmaton, the Massorah safeguards

this exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated four Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 1276, on Deut. 7 7,

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 5404, fol. 1266, on the same
passage; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 270a, on Deut 10 16, and (IV)

Vienna Codex No. 35, on the same passage. The latter rightly

heads this Rubric 'B-oai 'a, since the two instances occur in the

same book.

r^n = § 444.

HTp^^ni and their fillets, is twice plene. As this noun which

occurs altogether eight times, is defective in six instances (Exod.

27 10, 11; 36 38;_38 10, 11, 19) and plene in two only, the

Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography. This protection

is all the more necessary, since the two different spellings are

promiscuously used not only in the same chapter, but in alternate

verses (Exod. 38 11, 18, 17, 19).

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL I, fol. 6O6, on Exod. 38 12,

which I -have printed; (II) Orient 2349, fol. 8O6, on the same
passage; (III) Orient 5404, fol. 796, also on the same passage,

and (IV) the printed Massorah on. Exod. 36 38. The latter heads

this Rubric •?» a"oa vi 'on pnbia orrpwrn.

iTOn = § 445.

nn occurs twice, once with Pathach and once with Kametz.

Though this triliteral is in the first instance the preterite third

person singular masculine denoting he is broken (Jerem. 50 2)

and in the second is a noun signifying terror, the Kametz being

due to its pausal accent Soph-Pasuk (Job 41 26), the Massorah, as

usual, groups them together because they are homonyms. This

Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only,

letter n, § 264.

von = § 446.

D'^riH they are broken, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 1474, fol. 58a,

on Jerem. 46 6.

ran = § 447.

D^rinn the Hittites, occurs five times in the Scriptures. That is

the plural, in contradistinction to the thirty-one instances in

which it is 'rm the singular.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 243o, on 2 Kings 7 6,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. H, fol, 1496, on

2 Ohron. 1 17; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 19a, on Judg. 1 26;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 1026, on 2 Kings 7 6; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 2676, on 2 Chron. 1 17; (VI) Add. 16,261, foL 1886, on Judg. 1 26,

and (VII) the printed Massorah on the same passage.
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n'On = § 448.

Dlnrn to seal up, is four times plene [in this form]. That is,

in the form terminating in d-. There are altogether twelve

instances in which the different tenses of this verb end in d-

In eight it is o- without the Vav (1 Kings 21 8; Jerem. 32 10;

dob 9 7; 33 16; Esther 8 10; Dan. 9 24, 24; 12 4) and in four

it is Bi with the Vav. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

orthography of the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 169o, on Jerem. 32 44, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 362a, on Esther 8 8;

(III) Add. 15,251, fol. 407 fl, on the same passage; (IV) Add.

21,160, fol. 313a, also on the same passage, and (V) the printed

Massorah on Isa. 8 16.

t3"an = § 449.

Tfin son-in-law of, occurs four times in the Scriptures . . .
and

once it' is with the prefix Vav. This triliteral noun occurs altogether

fourteen times. In ten instances it is with Kametz or in the

absolute, which is Massoretically called with Dagesh, and in four

only is it Raphe i. e. with Chateph-Pathach or in the construct.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 37a, on Exod. 4 25,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. l67o, on

Judg. 15 6; (III) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 244 a, on 2 Kings 8 27;

(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 29b, on Judg. 15 6; (V) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah, Supplement fol. 132a; (VI) the printed Massorah on

Exod. 4 25, and (VII) the same on 2 Kings 8 27. List II heads

this Rubric '-oon n, thus showing that "oon is used to denote the

construct; whilst the Massorah in Cambridge Add. 465 on Judg. 15 6

heads it "cn 'i which, as we have seen, is Massoretically used to

denote the same. This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List

of words which respectively occur five times, four times without

the prefix Vav and once with it. {Vide supra, letter \ § 75.)

rn = § 450.

nri'' he shall he h'oken, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 1316, on Isa. 31 4. It is incorrect, since this Kal future third

person singular masculine occurs altogether five times. In four

instances it is from nnn to be bi-oken (Isa. 7 8; 30 31; 31 4; Job 39 22)

and in one instance it is from nro to descend (Jerem. 21 13). As it

is three times with Pathach under the Cheth (Isa. 7 8; 30 31;

Jerem. 21 13) and twice with iCamete, which is due to its distinctive

or pausal accent (Isa. 31 4 ; Job 39 22), it is evident that the

design of this Massorah is to record the two Kametz instances.

This is established beyond a doubt by the Massorah Parva in

Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,250 and Add. 15,251, which remarks

on r\rr Isa. 31 4 -a, thus showing that the two instances are those

vfith kametz. When the Massorah Parva in Harley 5710—11 and

Harley 5720 remarks on the same passage -ap 'pt '?, it simply

denotes that with Zakeph-Kametz it is unique, since in the other

passage where it occurs with Kametz it is nn;; with Soph-Pasuk.

This explains the apparently contradictory printed Massorah

Parva on Isa. 31 4, which states that with Zakeph-Kametz it is

unique and that other Massorahs notice the two instances with

Kametz ('a nnoj «"0 '•? nn':), the one with Zakeph-Kametz which is

unique and the other with Soph-Pasuk and Kametz which is also

unique. From this analysis it is evident that the catchwords

riT k"? D'?ipa Isa. 81 4 in this Rubric are a mistake for nrr k*?! -ino'?

Job 39 22, which is the second Kametz instance.

K':n = § 451.

nnri thou shalt be dismayed, is tvnce with Zakeph. That is

Zdkeph-kaion. With Kametz this future occurs altogether eight

times. In four instances it is with the pausal accent Soph-Pasuk

(Deut. 1 21; 31 8; Jerem. 31 6; 1 Chron. 22 13) and in two with

the pausal accent Athnach (Josh. 1 9; Ezek. 2 6). As it is in

these two instances only that it is simply with disjunctive Zakeph,

the Massorah safeguards the exceptional accent. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 6fe, on Josh. 8 1. The accent here is Zakeph-Katon

as I have given it.

3'3n = § 452*.

nX^p '^BIT'TI Variations throughout the Scriptures. The varia-

tions exhibited in the following Lists which the Massorites have

compiled, constitute some of the most important materials for

textual criticism. These duplicates disclose deliberate ortho-

graphical alterations, dialectical changes, changes to safeguard

Divine names and sacred things, changes for the sake of euphemy

not systematically carried through, variations arising from the

different solution of abbreviations by different Schools of textual

redactors, condensations, expansions, dittographs, omissions due

to homoeoteleuta and other scribal errors. In their earlier efforts

to record these variations the Massorites collected single groups,

contrasting the deviations in two, three or four similar passages

only. These single links they formed into separate Rubrics,

generally with the heading jo-d a sign or Nota Bene. In this form

I collected a number of these Links from different MSS. and

have given them in letter d, §§ 194—484, Vol. II, pp. 341— 360 and

in Vol. Ill, §§ 13-112, pp. 367-371.

,T5fn-3'3n = §§ 452—495.

Tlie JPentateuch.

The basis of the List of variations in the Pentateuch is from

Orient. 4227, fol. 2756—278a, which has the following heading

["OTt minn 'pioB f\-\bn and which has at the end minn 'Bi'jn lobcs. Being

the first attempt on the part of the Massorite to collect the

scattered materials and to arrange them in one long List it is

simply incipient. I have, therefore, endeavoured to complete it as

far as possible by incorporating in it the absent instances given

in the separate o-jia'c of other MSS. which I was able to find.

These I inserted in their proper places in accordance with the

sequence of chapter and verse. To render the variations more

apparent I have printed the chapter and verse of the first

passage with which the variation is contrasted in thicker type.

,Tn-ri:n = §§ 496-500.

Pt2?1iT Joshua. — The Lists of variations in Joshua given

in §§ 496—500 I compiled from the d'jo^d recorded in the

different MSS.

r"Dpn-x"pn = §§ 501-567.Uj^l

''3S'^tt-D"'tfiBti? Judges—Malachi. — The Lists which exhibit

the variations in these books are from Arund. Orient. 16, fol.

2256—2836. These Lists I have also supplemented from the d-'JO'd

given in the MSS.

n"Vpn-n'Dpn = §§ 568—571a.

mtrin the Psalms. — The List which gives the variations

in the Psalter itself and those between the Psalms and other

Scriptures, is from Orient. 2212, fol. 2306—231 a. I have supple-

mented it from the different D-stt-c in the MSS.

«'Tpn "= § 5716.

D"'tt^'^ ^Dm-mbnn <Ae Psalms and Chronicles. — This List

of variations between the Psalms and Chronicles is from Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 2856. I have reproduced it exactly as it is in

the MS. so as to give the student some idea of the difficulty

in deciphering these Lists and furnishing the respective catch-

words with chapter and verse.

yvpn = § 572.

'h^t2 Proverbs. — Of this Rubric I collated two Lists:

(1) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2356, and (II) Orient. 2212, fol. 231a. I

have incorporated into it the additions from the different n'Stt'o.

rPpfl = § 578 o.

arK Job. — The Job List of variations marked § 573 a is

from Orient 2212, fol. 231a, which I have completed from the

different d'so'D in the MSS.

rrpn = § 6736.

This List is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2366. I have

reproduced it as it is in the MS. for the reason given above in

§ 5716,

n'ppn-rrpn = §§ 574-578.

mbatt tt^Dn the Five Megilloth. — Of these Rubrics, which

respectively exhibit the variations in Canticles, Ruth, Lamentions,

Ecclesiastes and Esther, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 2356-236 o, and (II) Orient. 2212, foL 231a-5, supplemented

by additional instances given in the d-so-d in the MSS.

D"pn-B"rpn = §§ 579—580.

^K'^n Daniel. — Of this Rubric I collated two Lists : (I) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 236 a, and (II) Orient. 2212, fol. 231 6. As in the
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case of the other Lists I supplemented it with the additional

instances given in the o^s&^d in the MSS.

rDpfl-H'fipn = .§§ 581—583.

iTttnjVK^i? jEara and Nekemtah. — As has already -been

stated, these two books are treated as one in the Massorah and in

the MSS. of the Bible. Of this Rubric, which records the variations

in Ezra alone as well as the one which exhibits the variations in

the duplicate records, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 236 a, and (II) Orient. 2212, fol. 232 a.

1'Bpfl = § 684.

ptt?k*in tWrn the First Register. — Of this Rubric, which

records the families who returned from Babylon unto Jerusalem,

contained in Ezra 2 9—10 1, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund.

Orient. I6, fol. 236a— 6, which I have printed, and (11) Orient 2212,

foL 232 a.

VDpn-n'Opn = § 685—686.

^3t£?n Urrn the second Register. — Of this Rubric, which is

given in Nehemiah 7 8—8 1, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund.

Orient.. 16, foL 2866, which I have printed, and (II) Orient 2212,

fol. 2326.

rxpn - § 587.

CJ')^^*^ "nm^* — Thirty six wrses exhibit variations in Chronicles.

As in the paredlel passages of the other Scriptures certain forms

of words are used from which those in Chronicles differ, the

design of this Massorah is to safeguard these variations against

being made uniform.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient 16, foL 2376, on 1 Chron. 1 42. It will

be seen that though the heading states that there are thirty-six

such expressions, the Rubric itself records thirty-two only.

Moreover the variations- alone are given without the alternative

readings in the parallel passages with which these readings are

contrasted. I have, therefore, compiled § 5876 exhibiting the

words from which those in the List before us (§ 587 a) differ.

But even the List of thirty-six words must be regarded as

incipient, since more than ten are omitted, as will be seen by

comparing this List with n, % 464, which records the variations

betwden Genesis and Chronicles. These two Lists supplement

each other.

n'Dpn = § 588.

D'tt^I *'12'1* — This Rubric, which is from Orient 1212,

fol. 2290—2306, I have reproduced as it is in the MS. as an

exercise for the Masso^etic student in deciphering the Massorah.

B'Dpn ^ § 689.

"bnfii p pi Itt^K p J^atr '•B'fen ihe Differences between

Ben-Asher and Ben-Naphtali. As I have fully discussed the rise

development and character of the differences between these two

rival redactors of the Hebrew text, I must refer the student to

this description in my littroduction to the MassoreticO'Critical Edition

of the Bible, chap. X, p. 241 Ac.

Genesis. — Of the differences recorded in Genesis I collated

six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. 86-4a,

which gives fifty-four of these instances; (II) Orient 2201, fol. 110a,

which records forty-two; (HI) Add. 15,250, fol. la, which gives

fifty-one; (IV) Orient 4227, fol. 272a, which records fifty-four

and which are more clearly indicated; (Y) the editio princeps of

the Rabbinic Bible by Felix Pratensis, Venice 1517, where the

List is for the first time printed at the end of the last volume

without any indication whatever in what these differences consist,

and (VI) the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah

by Jacob b. Chayim, .Venice 1624—25, at the end of Vol. IV

which records fifty-two variations. Though differing in their

respective numbers, all the six Lists coincide in giving precisely

the same instances as far as they go and manifestly exhibit the

same recension.

X'pn = § 590.

K3'nr^ K0^^7 Another recension. — This Rubric I printed

from the Mukaddimat or Liturgical Introduction to the Pericopes

by Samuel Ha-Rophe, Orient 2482—84, foL 36a Ac. I have here

given it in Hebrew, but the Arabic original I printed in the

Massorah Vol. Ill, p. 6—14. It will be seen that the twelve

Pericopes into which Genesis is divided exhibit, according to

this recension j thirty-nine variations between Ben-Asher and
Ben-Naphtali. The Summary of these I have given at the end of

each Pericope in my edition of the Bible.

rXpfl = § 691.

Exodtts. — Of this rticension I have collated ;six Lists, four in

the same MSS. as those which give the instances in Genesis and
two in the same editions. Though the List which I have printed

contains forty-six instances, List II which is from Orient , 2201,

foL lOOa—6; and List V, which is in the editio princes of the

Rabbinic Bible, record forty-two; List III which is in Add. 15,250,

fol. 16, gives forty-one; List IV which is in Orient 4227,

fol. 272a—6 gives forty-three, whilst; List VI which is in the first

edition of the Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah records thirty

three instances.

a'Xpn = § 592.

JCnriK ICCTv Another Recension. — This List, the Arabic

original of which I have given in Vol. Ill, p. 7, § 592, is from
the Mukaddimat, Orient 2482, foL 190a &c. According to this

recension the eleven Pericopes into which Exodus is divided

exhibit twenty variations only. With this the Massoretico-

Grammatical Treatises in the Yemen MSS. fully coincide (comp.

The Massorah, Vol. HI, § 6926, p. 8—9).

rSCpn = § 598.

Leviticus. — Of this recension of the Rubric which records

twenty-four instances I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed in the same Codices and editions as the preceding Rubric.

In the List which I have printed Levit. 25 44 ought to be 2S 44.

TXpn = § 694.

K3'nrtt< Kits?*'? Another Recensiim. — This recension is from

Orient 2483, fol. 646 &c. In this recension, Leviticus which consists

of ten Pericopes exhibits sixteen points of difference only. With
this number the Massoretico-Grammatical Treatises in the Yemen
MSS. agree (comp. The Massorah, Vol. HI, § 6946, 9—10).

iTJtpn = § 695.

Numbers. — For this recension, which exhibits fifty-seven

points of difference, I collated the same four MSS. and the two

editions.

V3fpn = § 696.

lO"nHK iOtt^V Another Recension. — Whilst the preceding

recension records no fewer than fifty-seven instances, this

recension exhibits twenty-four only in the ten Pericopes into

which the book of Numbers is divided. This List is from the

same MS., viz. Orient. 2488, fol. 233 &c. The Massoretico-

Grammatical Treatises in the Yemen MSS. give only twenty-one

differences, and even these vary in four Pericopes. Thus , for

instance in Pericope No. 4 or r^v = Numb. 13 1—16 41 the

Yemen Treatise gives five instead of seven, omitting 15 14 and 24.

In Pericope No. 5 or mp = Numb. 16 1—18 32 it gives one

instead of two, omitting 16 28. In Pericope No. 7 or p^a = Numb.

22 2—25 9 it gives one more, viz. -^ 24 7; whilst in Pericope

N6. 10 or '>rD& = Numb. 33 1—36 13 it has one less, omitting

36 1 (comp. The Massorah, Vol. HI, § 6966, p. 14).

t'Xpn = § 597.

Deuteronomy. — Of this recension of the Rubric, which records

fifty instances, I collated six Lists, four in the same MSS. specified

in the preceding Lists and two printed. In Felix Pratensis' Bible

Deuteronomy has no heading and follows the Esther List

n"3tpn = § 598.

JO'nnK KJttTv Another Recension. — In Deuteronomy, which

is divided into eleven Pericopes, this recension records nineteen

differences only against the fifty given in the former recension.

The Massoretico-Grammatical Treatises in the Yemen MSS. give

eighteen only, omitting Deut 26 19 (oomp. The Mas$crah, Vol. Ill,

§ 698, p. 14).
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B'Xpn = § 599.

Joshua. — Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS.

and two printed: (I) Arund- Orient- 16, fol. 2336—234a, in which

the points of difference are not indicated; (II) Harley 1628,

fol. 3 a, which records twenty-two instances, giving minutely the

points of variation which I have printed in Vol. HI, § 599*, p. 15;

(III) my own MS., No. 1, fol. 76, which records the same twenty

instances, also minutely marked; (IV) the first edition of the

Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1524—26, at the end

of Vol. IV, and (V) Walton's Polyglot, Vol. VI, p. 9, which is

identical with Jacob b. Chayim's (List III), giving iaxactly the same

thirty instances with precisely the same points of difference

Tft = § 600.

Jvdges. — Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in

MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 234a, which

records twenty-seven instances and which I have printed; (II)

my own MS., No. l, fol. 8 a, which records twenty-two, omitting

the following five Judg. 8 6; 10 6; 17 10; 18 11, 29; (HI)

Harley 1528 giving nineteen only, which I have printed in Vol. HI,

§ 600, p. 16; (IV) the printed Massorah in Jacob b. Chayim's

Rabbinic Bible at the end of Vol. IV, and (V) Walton^s Polyglot,

Vol. VI, p. 10. The latter is simply a reproduction of List IV

giving identically the same thirty-six instances.

Rnn = § 601,

Samuel. — Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in

MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 234a, which

records thirty-eight instances and which I have here printed;

(II) my own MS., No. 1, fol. &a, which records thirty-four

instances, omitting the following four l Sam. 18 17; 33 17; 24 li;

25 26; (HI) Harley 1528, fol. 36—4a, which records forty-nine

and which I have printed in Vol. HI, § 601, p. 16 &c.; (IV) the

printed Massorah in Jacob b. Chayim's Rabbinic Bible at the

end of Vol. IV, which records nineteen only, and (V) Walton's

Polyglot, Vol. VI, p. 10, which as usual, gives identically the same

number.

nnn = 602.

Kings. — Of this Rubric I have collated five Lists, three

in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 234a—6,

which records forty-six instances and which I have printed;

(II) my own MS., No. 1, fol. 8a^*, which records thirty-five

instances only, omitting the following eleven 1 Kings 8 4 ; 9 3

;

IS 4; 1 Kings 7 2, 13; 9 2, 27; 13 2; 16 1; 19 27, 28; (HI)

Harley 1628, fol. 4 a, which records thirty-two only and which I

have printed in Vol. IH, § 602, p. 16 &c.; (IV) the printed Massorah

in Jacob b. Chayim's Rabbinic Bible at the end of Vol. IV

which records forty-two, and (V) Walton's Polyglot, Vol. VI,

p. 10, which gives identically the same number.

:nn = § 603.

Isaiah. — Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS.

and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2346, which records

thirty-one instances and which I have printed. The additional

six marked MS. are as follows: (1) Isa. 1 6; (2) Isa. 1 18; (3) Isa.

1 20; (4) Isa. 29 24 these are from the Massorah Parva in

Harley 6720 on the respective passages; (5) Isa. 28 4 is from

the Massorah Parva in Harley 5710—11, and (6) Isa. 30 23

which is one of the few instances in which Ben-Asher and

Ben-Naphtali differ in their readings of the consonantal text, is

from the Massorah Parva in Add. 15,251 on this passage; (II) my
own MS., No. 1, fol.. 86, which records thirty-three instances,

omitting the following four Isa. 19 24; 30 23; 40 18; 44 26;

(HI) Harley 1628, fol. 4o, which records thirty-six instances and

which I have printed in Vol. IH, § 603, p. 17; (IV) the printed

Massorah in Jacob b. Chayim's Rabbinic Bible at the end of

Vol. IV which records thirty-five, and (V) Walton's Polyglot,

Vol. VI, p. 10, which gives identically the same as List IV.

n"in = § 604.

Jm-emiah. — Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in

MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2346 -235a

which records forty instances and which I have printed. The

additional Jerem. 27 19 instance marked MS. is from the Massorah

Parva in Add. 16,261 on this passage and exhibits one of the rare

instances in which Ben-Asher and Ben-Naphtali differ in their

readings of the consonantal text; (II) my own MS., No. 1,

fol. 86—9 a which records thirty-five instances^ omitting the

following six, Jerem. 22 l; 25 29; 27 19; 34 16; 35 15; S8 14;

(HI) Harley 1828, fol. 46 and continued on 9a, which records

fifty-one instances and which I have printed in Vol. HI, § 604,

p. 17 &c.; (IV) the printed Massorah in Jacob b. Chayim's

Rabbinic Bible at the end of Vol. IV which records thirty-five, and

(V) Walton's Polyglot, Vol. VI, p. lOi which reproduces the Same
thirty-five instances.

n"in = 606.

Ezekiel -<- Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in

MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 286 d, which

records fifty-ninie. Ezek. 14 6 marked MS,, which I have added

is from the Massorah Parva on this passage in< Add. 15,261. It

exhibits one of the rare instances in which Ben-Asher and Ben-

Naphtali differ as to the order of the words in the text; (II) my
own MS., No, 1, fol. 9 a, which records fifty-three instances, omitting

the foUowing seven; Ezek. 4 4; 5 15; 14 16; 16 10; 21 18; 23 36;

45 6; (III) Harley 1628, fol. 9 a -6 which records forty-eight

instances, and which I have printed in Vol. IH, § 605, p. 18 &c.;

(IV) the printed Massorah in Jacob b. Chayim's Rabbinic Bible

at the end of Vol. IV which records fifty-four, ^nd (V) Walton's

Polyglot, Vol. VI, p. 10—11, which gives identically the same

fifty-four instances.

rnn = § 6O6.

The Minor Prophets. — Of this Rubric I collated five Lists,

three in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 235a—6,

which records twenty-eight instances and which I have printed;

(II) my own MS., No. 1, fol. 96, which records t?renty-six instances,

omitting the following two Tiy imon k"? which does not occur and

which is, therefore rightly omitted and Jonah 1 16; (IH)

Harley 1528, fol. 96, which records thirty-two and which I have

printed in Vol. IH, § 606, p. 19 &c.; (IV) the printed Massorah

in Jacob b. Chayim's Rabbinic Bible at the end of Vol. IV which

gives twenty-nine, and (V) Walton's Polyglot Vol. VI, p. 11, which

reproduces the same twenty-nine instances.

rnn == § 607.

The Psalms. — Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in

MSS. and two printed: (I) my own MS. No. 1, foL 96— 106, which

I have printed and which records 194 instances only. The

following twenty instances I have added from later editions

Ps. 18 30; 26 5; 36 10; 39 7; 51 2; 68 7, 7; 59 6; 61 1; 66 4;

69 1; 81 1; 83 13; 86 l; 107 32; 119 94, 124; 121 8; 122 4;

132 12; whilst two which are in this List, viz. Ps. 83 13 noK K'S

np'3 noK ra -hipt;? and Ps. 107 32 inoan-i j'a ,naan-i ica I have-

inadvertently omitted; (II) Harley 1528, fol. 96— 10a, which I

have printed in Vol. HI, § 607, and which is simply a fragment,

breaking off with Ps. 58 7 ;
(III) the printed Massorah at the

end of Vol. IV which, like List I, also records 194 instances, but

varies somewhat in the examples, and (IV) Walton's Polyglot,

Vol. VI, p. 11—12, which is a reproduction of Jacob b. Chayim's

Massorah (List III).

nnn = § 6O8.

Proverbs. — Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in

MS. and two printed: (I) my own MS., No. 1, fol. 11 a -6, which

I have printed ;
(II) the printed Massorah in Jacob b. Chayim's

Rabbinic Bible at the end of Vol. IV, and (HI) Walton's Polyglot,

Vol. VI, p. 12—13. Both these Lists give identically the same

thirty-one instances only, and omit ntinc dk ra .noK'-DK K"3 Prov. 1 1

1

which I have also inadvertently omitted.

a-nn = § 609.

Job. — Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in ilS.

and two printed: (I) my own MS., No. 1, fol. 106-lla, which

records fifty-nine instances and which I have printed. The

following ten instances I have added; two irom the Massorah

Parva in Harley 5710—11 marked MS., viz. Job 33 11; 40 11

and eight from later editions, viz. Job 6 4; 6 5; 21 19; 30 1,

8, 26; 34 25; 38 3; (II) the printed Massorah at the end of

Vol. IV which also records fifty-nine only, and (HI) Walton's

Polyglot, Vol. VI, p. 12, which reproduces Jacob b. Chayim's

List Though the List which I have printed records fifty-
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I have printed in CkwoUorCa Festschrift, p. 162; (H) Arund. Orient. 16,

foL 346—36a at the end of Judges; (III) Add. 15,251, foL 10a;

(IV) Codex Merzbacher, fol. 7a; (V) the printed Massorah Finalis

at the end of Vol. IV, and (VI) Walton's Polyglot, Vol. VI, p. 14.

In analysing these six Lists it is necessary to remark that

List I, as usual, omits to record both the variation with regard

to the orthography of b^rff% «' which there are nine instances

in this book (Judg. 1 22, 23; 4 6; 20 18, 26, 31; 21 2, 19, 19;

vide supra, § 618) and of the difference in the graphic signs

affecting «po when it denotes from us, of which there is one

instance (Judges 21 1, vide infra, letter o, § 549), and that the

other five Lists follow this f. jz-pe.

List I. — This List recc x instances altogether. They

are as follows: (1) Judg. 1 21 which the Palestinians read a»^' the

singular and the Babylonians have it a^ as the Kethiv and

»5f as the Keri; (2) Judg. 8 3 the Palestinians read iiaTa and

the Babylonians have it as the Kethiv and i-iaia as the Keri;

(8) Judg. 9 33 the Palestinians read -rvrrbv and the Babylonians

-i''prr^K; (4) Judg 13 17 the Palestinians have y-an as the Kethiv

and -^'-on in the text; (5) Judg. 20 36 the Palestinians read

nrarr^K' and the Babylonians nwsrrbp, and (6) the same in

Judg. 20 42 the Palestinians read itt'?* and- the Babylonians

List II. — This List adds two more instances, viz. (1)

Judg. 11 31 which the Palestinians read here irrn-bjrn and the

Babylonians have irrnl'?yrn as the Kethiv and i.Tn"'V?-Tl as ^^^ *^*"'*

and (2) Judg. 19 8 w...^L cue Palestinians have ^yprh as the

Kethiv and nf-tt>n^ as the Kei-i and the Babylonians read it

la'tfri^ in the text. It, moreover, declares that the variation in

20 42 consists in the Palestinians reading here isTttri and the

Babylonians .TTa"!an with paragogic He and not in the prepositions

-bH and -^y.

List III which also records eight, adding the same two

instances as List II, differs from it in that it gives Xjxe variation

in 20 42 as affecting the prepositions just as List I 'gives it It

differs, however, from both Lists I and II with regard to the

variation in 8 3, inasmuch as it states that the Palestinians read

here i-Tsn? aud that the Babylonians have '-ana as th« Kethiv

and ina-ti as Keri.

List IV is exactly like List II. It declares that the variation

in the eighth instance, viz. Judg. 20 42 consists in the Palestinians

reading -i^-Rpn and the Babylonians nnaTan with paragogic He and

not in the prepositions 'b}^ and -'?y.

Lists V and VI record identically the same eight instances.

The latter is simply a reproduction of Jacob b. Chayim's

Massorah. They however coincide in the third instance, viz.

Judg. 8 3 with List III in stating that the Palestinians have

here i-ian? both as Kethiv and Keri and that the Babylonians

have "nana as Keih^ and nana as Keri.

To this Rubric I am able to add from Codex No. l—3 in

the Paris National Library the important fact that Judg. 8 29, 30,

as we now have it, constitute two separate verses according to

the Palestinians and that according to the Babylonians it is one

verse 'no*? "idb nn 'iiin rfc-u*?! : in'oa ar-v.

T3"in = § 624.

Samuel — Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS.

and two printed: (I) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D, 1009, which

I have printed in Chwolson's Festschrift, p. 152 &c.; (II) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 75a—fe at the end of Samuel; (III) Add. 15,251,

fol. 10a—6; (IV) Codex Merzbacher, fol. 7a; (V) the printed

Massorah Finalis at the end of Vol. IV, and (VI) Walton's Polyglot,

Vol. VI, p. 14.

List I. — As this List exhibits the oldest form of this

Rubric and moreover as it is the prototype which the other

Lists have copied more or less correctly, I shall subjoin an

analysis of its contents. It records ten variations between these

two rival Schools of textual redactors, which are as-foUows in their

proper sequence: (I) 1 Sam. 15 6 the Palestinians read itay and

the Babylonians have nar as Kethiv and itsy as Kwi; (2) l Sam.

18 25 the Palestinians read n«aa -a and the Babylonians rataa dk 'a

;

(3) 1 Sam. 22 9 the Palestinians read nair'?^ and the Babylonians

'•np-bx; (4) 2 Sam. 6 23 the Palestinians read nb; and the Babylo-

nians have n^i as Kethiv and iS; as Keri; (5) 2 Sam. 13 21 the

Palestinians read anann Va tr and the Babylonians onain bo with-

out riK; (6) 2 Sam. 13 32 the Palestinians have naito as Kethiv

and no'* as Kein and the Babylonians have na-te both as

Kethiv and Keri; (7) 2 Sam. 13 33 the Palestinians read la^bK

and the Babylonians la^^y; (8) 2 Sam. 14 7 the Palestinians

read ^rhtttr^p and the Babylonians ^nnew-^K; (9) 2 Sam. 14 25

the Palestinians read np-ip lyi and the Babylonians -^ipip ny, and

(10) 2 Sam. 15 3 the Palestinians read yT?! ^^^ the Babylo-

nians y^-].

List II. — Though this List also records ten instances it

makes up this number differently. It omits 2 Sam. 14 25 which

is in List I and adds 1 Sam. 4 15 according to which the

Palestinians read here nop^ and the Babylonians have r^ as

Kethiv as la;? as Keri. It states that in l Sam. 18 25 the variation

consists in the Palestinians reading nib-i^ plene and the Babylo-

nians reading it ri'?np defective and not in the absence and

presence of dk. Moreover it reverses the variation in 2 Sam. 13 22.

According to this List the Palestinians read here norp and the

Babylonians have no"* as Kethiv and naiv as Keri.

List III which also records ten instances, differs from

List I in giving 1 Sam. 4 15 as one of the instances and

omitting 2 Sam. 14 25, thus far coinciding with List II. It also

coincides with List II with regard to the variation in 2 Sam. 13 32

against List I, but differs from List II and agrees with List I,

viz. that the variation in l Sam. 18 25 consists in the absence

and presence of dk.

List IV. — The only difference between this List and List HI

is that unlike this List but like List 11, it states that the variation

in 1 Sam. 18 25 is with regard to the orthography of ni'?-jy and

not as to the absence or presence of dk.

List V and VI. — These two Lists fully agree with List III

and exhibit the same variations from List L The result of this

comparison of the six forms of the official Lists with each

other discloses the fact that they record altogether twelve

instances only, in which these two rival Schools of textual

redactors vary in Samuel. To these, however, are to be added

the following eight from the Massorah in the different MSS. and

editions: (l) On i Sam. 1 3 the printed Massorah Parva states

that the Palestinians read it here dtobi defective and the Babylo-

nians onrci plene; (2) 1 Sam. 7 8 the Palestinians read waa and

the Babylonians «aa; victe infra, letter a, § 549. (3—6). In four

instances, viz. 1 Sam. 7 16; 10 3; 13 2; 30 27 the Palestinians read

bn n"? in two words (vide supra, § 618) and the Babylonians

bwr^ as one word; (7) 2 Sam. 6 19 the Palestinians read vhmb

and the Babylonians i^Ka {vide supra, letter k, § 442) and (8)

2 Sam. 12 25 the Palestinians read rrfn^ as one word and the

Babylonians ,t tt as two words. Other variations are also

mentioned, but these I could not verify.

iT3nn = § 625.

Kings. — Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS.

and two printed: (I) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 1009, which

I have printed in Chwolson's Festschrift, p. 152 &c.; (II) 15,261,

fol. 106; (III) Codex Merzbacher, fol. 7a; (IV) the printed

Massorah Finalis, at the end of Vol. IV, and (V) Walton's Polyglot,

Vol. VI, p. 14. In Arund. Orient 16 the List on this book is

unfortunately not given.

List I not only exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah,

but is the longest It records twenty-three instances or twenty-

four if we reckon both instances of vmvarb^ (i Kings 16 1 12)^

whilst the other four Lists respectively register twenty-one or

twenty-two with the two instances of kww'jk.

On collating these four Lists with the prototype we obtain

the following results: (1) List I gives three instances more viz.

1 Kings 3 27 the Palestinians read inn-an *b and the Babylonians

inn-an bn. In 1 Kings 10 22 the Palestinians read o'^arn and the

Babylonians D^ani. In 1 Kings 16 19 the Palestinians read vnihsn

and the Babylonians inKen. (2) It moreover states that the

Palestinians in 2 Kings 19 20 read vyyip plene and the Babylo-

nians anrisp defective, which List II alone records; (8) it omits

the statement that in 2 Kings 10 31 the Palestinians read rriKhn

plene and the Babylonians nKBn defective, which is also omitted

in List II but is given in Lists III, IV and V, and (4) it omits

the statement that in 2 Kings 10 31 the Palestinians read rmnsn-^ya

and the Babylonians niKan-'?aa which is also omitted in Lists III,

IV and V, but is given in List II.

Some of the instances, however, which the four Lists have

in common with the prototype exhibit differences with regard

to the precise nature of these variations. In l Kings 17 4

List I emphatically states that the Palestinians read n»tt> with

paragogic He and the Babylonians d^, whereas the other four

Lists reverse it; they state that the Palestinians read it dw and

the Babylonians ms^. In 2 Kings 9 15 List I states that the

Palestinians have ts^ as the Kethiv and Tvrh as the Keri and
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the Babylonians have t?.^ both as Keri, and Kethiv whereas the

other Lists say the Palestinians read TinV and the Babylonians

have Tab both as Keri and Kethiv. In 2 Kings 9 37 List I states that

the Palestinians read m7) and the Babylonians ri-^rn^ whereas the

other Lists say the Palestinians read nrnT and the Babylonians

ivrv. In 2 Kings 17 24 List I says the Palestinians read UTl^m

and the Babylonians have a^iiBDi as the Kethiv and D^noBai as

the Keri, whereas List II says the Palestinians read o'lnep and

the Babylonians have B^nBO as Kethiv and D?ntpi as Keri: In

2 Kings 21 12 List I says the Palestinians have ryair as Kethiv

and ajro» as Keri, whereas List II says the Palestinians read

a^pfe^ and the Babylonians i-^a©.

Besides the instances recorded in the official Lists we have

to add those wWch are given in the Massorah of the different

MSS. and editions. In this book there are no fewer than twenty

instances which affect the orthography of the name bvrn'^

(1 Kings 12 29, 32, 32, 33; 13 1, 4, 10, 11, 11, 32; 2 Kings 2 2,

2, 3, 23; 10 29; 17 28; 23 4, 15, 17, 19; vide infra, Additions

to Vol. II, p. 713, § 618) and two variations with regard to mn
(1 Kings 20 23; 2 Kings 6 l, vide infra, letter a, § 549). In

1 Kings 3 12 the Massorah in Orient. 2626—28 states that the

Palestinians read ^ns"!? and the Babylonians I"i3n5- In 1 Kings

16 81 on barK the Massorah Parva states that the Babylonians

read it b^vH. In 1 Kings 20 33 the Massorah in Orient. 1478

states that the Palestinians have waan itD|?nv as the Kethiv and I

woa n!iB^n!i as Keri and the Babylonians have i:aa nitsbn'! both as

Kethiv and Keri (see Introduction, p. 438 &c.). In 1 Kings 20 43 the

Palestinians read I.ts-'?? and the Babylonians have -b» as Kethiv
I

and -bv as Keri (comp. The Massorah, letter k, § 514). In i

2 Kings 8 12 the Palestinians read Dn^bbyi defective and the

Babylonians oT^^iri plene (comp. the Massorah in Harley .5710—11

on Ps. 17 14 and the Introduction, p. 213).

VD-in = § 626.

Isaiah, — Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS.

and two printed: (I) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 1009 which
|

I have printed in Chwolson's Festschrift, p. 154 &c.; (II) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 147a- 6 at the end of Isaiah; (III) Codex Merz-

bacher, fol. 9fe &c.; (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, at the end

of Vol. IV, and (V) Walton's Polyglot, Vol. VI, p. 14.

List I not only exhibits the oldest form of this Rubric

but is the longest. It records twenty-three instances, whilst Lists II,

IV and V respectively record eighteen and List III records

seventeen only. A collation of the four Lists witli the prototype

discloses the following results: (I) List I records no fewer than

five instances which are absent in Lists II, IV and V, viz.

Isa. 3 24 which the Palestinians read nnjn defective and the

Babylonians nnun plene. In Isa. 14 26 the Palestiiyans read n^v*ri

defective and the Babylonians n^^s^n plene. In Isa. 31 8 the

Palestinians read 1"? oji H s'enfuit, and he iakeajliqht, the pre-

position> with the suffix third person singular masculine,

whereas the Babylonians read vb the adverb of negation and

construe it with the following i. e. -jEa vh pJi and he shall flee, hut

not from or hefore the sword &,c. In Isa. 5() 6, as in 56 3, the

Palestinians read mn'-'rj? and the Babylonians niT-'rK and in

Isa. 59 6 the- Palestinians read "tora the plural construct and the

Babylonians ncjra the singular. List III, which records seventeen

onlj--, also omits the instance in Isa. 37 9 where the Palestinians

read npmn-'?? and the Babylonians nprnn-^K. It is to be remarked

that whilst the four Lists omit these five or six instances they

do not record a single instance which is not recorded in List I.

In four of the instances, however, which the four Lists have

in common with the prototype, they exhibit differences with

regard to the precise nature of these variations. On Isa. 23 12,

List I states that the Palestinians read D^ns and the Babylonians

read it o-»ri3, whilst the four Lists state that the Babylonians

have D""ri3 as the Kethiv and wps as Keri. In Isa. 44 27, List I

states that the Palestinians read ^rninnji plene and the Babylonians

read it "^I'rnhsi defective, whilst according to the four Lists the

reverse is the case, the Palestinians write it defective and the

Babylonians plene. In Isa. 46 8, List I simply states that the Pale-

stinians read la'tfrt and the Babylonians write it irwrn with the

prefix Vav, whilst the four Lists state that the Babylonians have

irrni as the Kethiv and 'i:i-'p:^ as Keri. In Isa. 56 3, List I states

that the Palestinians read mn'-'?^ and the Babylonians mn'-'ry,

whereas according to the four Lists the reverse is the case, the

Palestinians read -bp and the Babylonians -*?«.

Besides the instances recorded in the official Lists we have

to add those which are given in the Massorah of the different

MSS. and the editio piHnceps on sundry passages.

There are first of all three variations with regard to was

(Isa. 59 9, 11; 64 6, vide infra, letter a, § 549). On Isa. 3 17 the

printed Massorah Parva states that the Babylonians read jnni

with Pathach. According to the Massorah Parva in Harley

5710—11 the Palestinians read Grpbbi^ defective in Isa. 13 16 and

the Babylonians on-'bbir'i plene (see my Introduction, p. 213).

According to Codex Heidenheim the Palestinians read Isa. 20 2

as one verse and the Babylonians read it as two verses. In

Isa. 27 8 the Massorah of Orient. 2201 states that instead of

irrns which is the Palestinian reading, the Babylonians read nna.

According to the Massorah in the St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916

on Isa. 30 32 the Palestinians read here as and the Babylonians ra.

On Isa. 37 36 the Massorah in Orient. 2201 states that the Baby-

lonians read here -^ixba with Kametz. On Isa. 38 14 the Massorah

in Codex Heidenheim states that the Babylonians read .-iirp instead

of "jiK. In Isa. 48 14 the Massorah in Orient. 2201 states that the

Palestinians read nnBU, whilst the Babylonians read it nncB with

Kametz. On Isa. 55 5 the Massorah in Add. 15,251, states that

the Palestinians read ^ri'?s« and the Babylonians "^"rp^ On Isa 66 24

the Massorah in Add. 15,251 states that iik-i-i is the Palestinian

reading and that the Babylonians read it jlxnn. For other variations

which I have not adopted because no MSS. are, specified where

they occur, see my Introduction, p. 215 ika.

rDin = § 627.

Jeremiah. — Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in

MSS. and two printed: (I) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 1009,

which I have printed in Chicolson's Festschrift 155 &c.; (II) Codex

Merzbacher, fol. 9i> &c.; (Ill) the printed Massorah Finalis, at

the end of Vol. IV, and (IV) Walton's Polyglot, Vol. VI, p. 14 &c.

In Arund. Orient. 16 the leaves are missing at the end of Jeremiah

where the official List is generally given at the end of the book.

List I. — As is usually the case, this official List which

exhibits the oldest form of this Rubric, is the longest. It records

forty-two instances, whilst Lists II, III and IV record thirty-four

only, and omit identically the same nine instances, which are as

follows: (1) Jerem. 4 30 which the Palestinians read tiib? and the

Babylonians have '^'t'z as Kethiv and "^ib? as Keri; (2) Jerem. 13 18

where the Palestinians read ib'B>t:i: plene and the Babylonians

^htipri defective; (3) Jerem. 13 20 where the Palestinians have

•Nt? as Kethiv and ^ws as Keri, whilst the Babylonians have ixi? both

as Kethiv and Keri; {i) Jerem. 23 35 the Palestinians read inn-b?

and the Babylbnians inrv'^K; (5) Jerem. 26 24 the Palestinians

read jBtt?-]3 and the Babylonians read jBW-??-, (6) Jerem. 27 19

the Palestinians read o-narn-^K and the Babylonians onayn-'??;

(7) Jerem. 35 11 the Palestinians read y-y^-^-bs and the Babylonians

pj,-pL,j{. (s) Jerem. 35 17 the Palestinians read 'sw' defective

and the Babjdonians 'atfi^ plene, and (9) Jerem. 52 2 where the

Palestinians read a'p^in" plene and the Babyk>nians op;iT defective.

The three Lists, however, give one instance which tlie prototype

has not, viz. Lists II, III and IV record as the thirty-fourth

instance that in Jerem. 52 2 the Palestinians read -i»k "rbs and

the Babylonians -irx Ss which is absent in List L

In six instances however which the three Lists have in

common with the prototype they exhibit differences with regard

to the precise nature of these variations: (1) In Jerem. 8 7 List 1

states that the Palestinians have -vav] both as Kethir and Keri and

that the Babylonians have Tan as Kethiv and nu^i as Keri, whilst

Lists II, III and IV state that the difference consists in the Pale-

stinians reading here o'pi and that the Babylonians have didi as

Kethir and a-pi as Keri; (2) in Jerem. 10 18 Lists I and II state that

the Palestinians read -ni-isni plene and the Babylonians -nhsn!,

defective, whilst Lists III and IV state that the Palestinians read

it "n-ijtrn without Vav and the Babylonians 'nlijcni with Vav plene;

(3) in Jerem. 29 7 List I states that the Palestinians •<n'b:ri and

the Babylonians -nbjn defective, whereas List II says that the

Babylonians have 'n'^'.jn as Kethiv and •n«'?jn as Keri, whilst Lists III

and IV state that the Babylonians have -n'run as the Kethiv;

(4) in Jerem. 33 3 List I states that the Palestinians read nii^rpi

and the Babylonians write it nii'ssi, whereas List II states that

the Babylonians have Wts:;i as Kethiv and nliixai as Keri, whilst

Lists III and IV state that the Palestinians read niispi and the

Babylonians have nnisa^ as Kethiv and nnai as Keri, and (5)

in Jerem. 42 6, according to List I the Palestinians have i:>f as

the Kethiv and i:n;.\' as Keri and the Babylonians read ^,3>jt without

Keri, whereas according to Lists II, III and IV the Palestinians

simply read ijnjK and the Babylonians rs-

To the instances recorded in the official Lists we have to

add the following sixteen which are given in the Massorah of the

different MSS, and of the editio princeps on the several passages.
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4227, fol. 200a; (III) Codex Bodley No. 179 in Neubauer's Cata-

logue; (IV) Codex Merzbacher, fol. 7a—9fe; (V) the printed

Massorah Finalis at the end of Vol. IV, and (VI) Walton's

Polyglot, p. 15.

List I. — Here again we find that this List, which exhibits

the oldest form of this Rubric, is the longest. It records four

instances, whilst all the other five Lists record two only (Cant,

1 9 ; 7 2) and omit identically the same two, viz. Cant. 3 2 which

according to List I the Palestinians read raalDKi plene and the

Babylonians nssbKi defective and 4 9 which according to the same

List, the Palestinians read "yrasb plene in the srcond clause and

the Babylonians read 'jras^ defective in both clauses.

Besides the omissions the five Lists vary in the wording

of the instances in which they coincide with List I. Thus List I

states that in Cant. 1 9 the Babylonians have 'noiD^ both as

Keihiv and Kei-i, whilst Lists II, III and IV simply state that

the Babylonians have it as Kethiv without adding the Keri. This

is important, since it shows that they use Kethiv to denote write

it, spell it and not in the sense of textual reading which has an

official marginal reading or Keri. This is corroborated by the

wording of the second instance. List I says that the Palestinians

read ntoya the singular in Cant. 7 2 and the Babylonians 'tpyo

the plural without any adjunct, whilst all the other five Lists

state that the Babylonians write it so ("n3 "toga) that is, write so,

or have it in the text as the substantive reading without any

variant.

rbin = § 634.

Ruth. — Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS.

and two printed: (I) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 1009 which

I have printed in Chwolson's Festschrift, p. 162, 163; (II) Orient.

4227, fol. 1996; (III) Codex Bodley No. 179 in Neubauer's Catalogue;

(IV) Codex Merzbacher, fol. 7a—76; (V) the printed Massorah

Finalis at the end of Vol. IV, and (VI) Walton's Polyglot, p. 15.

Though these six Lists severally record seven instances

only, yet a careful collation of the five Lists with List I and

with each other discloses the fact that they actually yield eleven

instances, since some of these Registers not only give passages

which are absent in the other Lists, but omit some which the

others record, as will be seen from the following Table. The

numbers in the columns indicate the order in which they are

given in the respective Lists.

u.
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affecting the orthography of the name Ahaswerus which according

to the Palestinians is in four instances vi-^wm without the first

Vav (Esther 2 21; 3 12; 8 7, 10) and once it is srni^nif without

both Vavs (Esther 10 1); whilst according to the Babylonians they

form no exception to the normal orthography, but are written

fnjtm {Vifle supra, letter k, § 331.) List II records five only

omitting Esther 8 10, whilst the other Lists record four only;

they not only omit Esther 8 10, but also the instance m verse 7

of the same chapter. These omissions are manifestly due to the

carelessness of Scribes.

To these six instances I am able to add two from the

Massorah in the MSS.: (i) In Esther 2 3 according to Cambridge

Add 4G5 the Palestinians read T-b» and the Babylonians T-bv as

in verse 14 of the same chapter, and (2) in Esther 8 4 according

toHarley 5710— 11, the Palestinians read tsan?? defective and the

Babylonians r3nB> plene. n«2» Raphe in Esther 9 2.0 which I have

aiven in the notes on this passage as a Babylonian reading

following Dr. Baer is to be cancelled, since it simply exhibits an

ordinary variation. {Vide supra, letter =, § 99.)

n"^-in = § 638.

JJanul — Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS.

and two printed: (I) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 1009, which

I have printed in Chtcohon's FestschHft, p. 164 &c.; (II) Orient.

4227 fol 200a; (III) Codex Bodley No. 179 in Neubauer's Catalogue;

(IV) Codex Merzbacher. fol. 7a-9fe; (V) the printed Massorah

Finalis at the end of Vol. IV, and (VI) Walton's Polyglot,

Vol. VI, § ift.
. * I-

List I, as usual, not only exhibits the oldest form of tius

Rubric, but is the longest. It records nine instances, whilst

the other five Lists record identically the same eight only, in

exactly the same order. The additional instance in List I is

Dan. 11 44 where the Palestinians read nira«>i plene and the

Babylonians ryawi defective.

But even *in the eight passages which the five Lists have

in common with the prototype, they differ in no fewer than m

four instances as to the precise nature of the variation. Thus (i)

in Dan. 3 21 according to List I the Palestinans write it iin^'BE

or iln'tt>'t!B and the Babylonians pnrt^^. According to List II the

Palestinians write it ^r^^t and the Babylonians ilnw't??. According

to List III the Palestinians write it |ln'FBB and the Babylonians

jlTttTisB, whilst according to Lists V and VI, which agree with

List iv, the Palestinians read it iirrwee; (2) in Dan. 3 28

according to List I the Palestiniajig. read it jlrro^a, and the

Babylonians write it ]Wiity, according to Lists II, IV, V and VI

the Palestinians read it iinera and the Babylonians write it ^nr^i,

whilst according to List III the Babylonians write it finatfs; (3) in

Dan. 9 7 according to Lists I, II and IV the Palestinians read

Di'3 and the Babylonians ai-ns; according to List III the reverse

is the case, the Palestinians read ditis and the Babylonians dI-s;

whilst according to Lists V and VI the Palestinians read d^'s

and the Babylonians nn oi'na, and (4) in Dan. 9 8 according to

Lists I, II, III and IV the Palestinians read ^jnt?"? without the

Vav conjunctive and the Babylonians ir-!f'?i with the Vav con-

junctive, whilst according to Lists V and VI the Palestinians

have simply U'abo'? and the Babylonians r-itobi usb^"?.

To the nine instances recorded in the official Lists I can

add two from the Massorah in the MSS., viz.: (1) In Dan. 8 24

according to the Earl of Leicester's Codex on Levit. 19 2 the

Palestinians read it D'tt>np defective and the Babylonians a^rn;?

(mde infra, letter p, § 45), and (2) in Dan. 11 44 according to

Codex No. 1—3 in the Paris National Library the Palestinians

read kopi? with Aleph and the Babylonians nans with He.

ta"^in = § 639.

Ezra-Nehemiah. — Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four

in MSS. and two printed: (I) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 1009,

which I have printed in Chwohon's Featschrift, p. 1G5; (II) Orient.

4227, fol. 200a; (III) Codex Bodley No. 179 in Neubauer's Catalogue;

(IV) Codex Merzbacher, fol. 7a—96; (V) the printed Massorah

Finalis at the end of Vol. IV, and (VI) Walton's Polyglot,

Vol. VI, p. 15.

List I. — This List, which exhibits the oldest form of this

Rubric, is exceptional here inasmuch as it is shorter than

Lists II, III and IV. It records seven instances only, which is

also the case in Lists V and VI where identically the same seven

passages are given in precisely the same order, whilst Lists II,

III and IV record eight instances. The additional instance is

Neh. 7 15 where the Palestinians read "is? and the Babylonians

have «i33 as Kethiv and ':3 as Keri.

In three of the instances, however, which the other Lists

have in common with List I, some of them differ as to the

precise nature of the variations. Thus (1) in Neh. 3 37 according

to List I with which Lists II, III and IV coincide, the Palestinians

read nrr-'?r and the Babylonians Dsiy-bx, whilst according to

Lists V and VI the Palestinians also read in this verse D2n-bK

without the prefix Vav and the Babylonians oan-bxi with the

prefix; (2) in Neh. 6 2 according to List I with which Lists III

and IV agree, the Palestinians read d'-i'bss and the Babylonians

have B'TBSS as Kethiv and d'ibss as Keri; according to List II

the Palestinians read it d"-e3? with Caph prefix and the Baby-

lonians have a-TE23 as Kethiv and cnsss as Ke^i, whilst according

to Lists V and VI the Palestinians read it d'tsss and the Baby-

lonians have a-i'Esa with the prefix Beth as Kethiv and D'Tbm

with the prefix Caph as Ker!, and (3) in Ezra 10 3 according

to List I the Palestinians read nicj?2 with the prefix Beth and

the Babylonians have ns?2 as Kethiv and nxjr? with Caph as Keri

with which Lists III and IV agree; according to List II the

Palestinians read it ri'?? with Caph and the Babylonians have

nM?2 with Beth, as Kethiv and ns:j?2 with Caph as Keri, whilst

according to Lists V and VI the Palestinians read njtj? the

singular and the Babylonians have the singular as Kethiv and

nixra the plural as Keri.

To the eight instances recorded in the official Lists we have

to add four from the Massox'ah of the different MSS., three which

aftect the orthography of the name brrra (Ezra 2 28; Neh. 7 32;

11 31, comp. Appendix to Vol. H, p. 713, § 634*) and one which

affects the pointing of ijea when it denotee from us (Ezra 10 14,

vide infra, letter a, § 550).

Onn = § 640.

Chronicles. — Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in

MSS. and two printed: (I) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 1009,

which I have printed in Chwolson's FestschHft, p. 160 &c.;

(II) Arund. Orient. Ifi, fol. 282a, at the end of Chronicles;

(III) Orient. 4227, fol. 299a; (IV) Codex Bodley No. 179 in

Neubauer's Catalogue ;
(V) Codex Merzbacher, fol. 7a—96; (VI) the

printed Massorah Finalis, at the end of Vol. IV, and (VII) Walton's

Polyglot, Vol. VI, p. 15.

List I. — . Here again the form of the List which is the

oldest is also the longest. It records fourteen instances, whilst

the other six Lists record eleven which are not only identical,^

but are enumerated in precisely the same order. The three

additional instances are as follows: (1) In I Chron. 4 20 according

to List I the Palestinians have (I'rini as KHhiv and 11"?'^ as Keri

and the Babylonians have jl'^Tl both as Kethiv and Keri; (2) in

2 Chron. 7 G according to List I the Palestinians have D'nxxria

or onxi-na as Kethiv and onxna as Keri and the Babylonians

read it onitana or Dn:PJ:fia, and (3) in 2 Chron. 17 8 according

to List I the Palestinians read n«:l-i!« plene and the Babylonians

n»;i« defective.

As to eleven passages which the six Lists have in common

with List I, they differ in no fewer than eight instances with

regard to the precise nature of the variations. Thus (1) in

I Chron. 7 28 according to List I with which Lists VI and VII

agree, the Palestinians read r^^r'^'S in two words and the Babylo-

nians read it n«y"!5 as one word, whilst according to Lists II, III,

IV and V the Palestinians read it n-jyi? in two words and the

Babylonians nnpnp in one word, as in Josh. 15 22; (2) in

1 Chron. 7 36 according to List I the Palestinians read mo and

the Babylonians have n'p as Kethiv and mc as Keri, whilst

according to Lists II, III, IV, V, VI and VII, the Babylonians on

the contrary have rt'p as Kethiv and mo as Keri; (3) in 1 Chron.

10 14 according to List I with which Lists II, III, IV and V

coincide, the Palestinians read TO^'ren and the Babylonians have

n2'ban as Kethiv and rra^ian as Keri, whereas according to Lists VI

and VII the Palestinians read n3i'?an and the Babylonians have

TO'^sn as Kethiv and also n2i'?isn ' as Ken. There can, therefore,

hardly be any doubt that the first n2i'?an which is here given as

Kethiv is a mistake for rc'ban; (4) in 1 Chron. 12 3 according

to List I the Palestinians have bi<^v^ as Kethiv and "rsvi as Keri

and the Babylonians have bK'n both as Kethiv and AVi with

which List IV agrees, whilst according to Lists II, III, VI and VII

the Palestinians write it bs-'i and no Keri is given; (5) in i Chron.

17 6 according to List I the Palestinians have 'ay without saying

whether they have any Kethiv and Keri. With this Lists II,

IV V, VI and VII agree; whereas List III declares that the
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T' = § 14.

^UptSn <^y were sunk or settled, occurs twice. That is, with
Kametz under the 5e<A, which is due to the pausal accent Athnach

ill contradistinction to the only other instance where this Hiphal
preterite occurs and where it is with Sheva under the Beth

(ir?t?rT Jerem. 38 22).

Of this Rubr.ic, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 245fe, on
Prov. 8 25, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. IG, foi. 339a,

on the same passage, and (III) Vienna Codex No. 35, also on
the same passage.

rta = § 15.

niJ?3D /DijySD rings, rings of, or Tabhaoih is seven times

plene in this form. That is, without and with the prefixes, whether
as a plural noun or as a proper name. Normally this plural

noun whether in the absolute or construct, is defective or with-

out the Vav before the Tav. In this defective form it occurs

twenty-nine times. As it is plene in seven instances only, the

design of the Massorah is to safeguard the exceptional ortho-

graphy, irrespective of the difference in the sense. Hence it not

only includes two instances of this noun in the absolute with

the prefix He (nlyaun Exod. 28 23; Isa. 3 21) and three in the

construct (wrse Exod. 28 23, 26, 27), but two proper names
(nipap Ezra 2 43, Neh. 7 46).

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Orient. 2349, fol. 74a, on Exod. 28 23, which I have printed;

(II) Orient 4445, fol. 70a, on the same passage; (III) Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 373a, on Ezra 2 43; (IV) the same MS., fol. 3836,

on Neh. 7 46; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 417a, on Ezra 2 43; (VI)

Add. 21,160, fol. 111?*, on Exod. 28 23, and (VII) the printed

Massorah on the same passage.

List VI rightly adds at the end that in the two last

instances it is a proper name (»; is o^v "NTia -). Lists III and IV,

however, arrange this Rubric differently. They head it 'ba ti and
after recording the five instances in which mrrt: denotes rings

they add at the end 'lan vzh dv b2\

?"I3 = § 16.

"lil^n the clean, is Jive times defective. Of this Rubric I

collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient. 2349,

fol. 91a, on Levit. 14 57, which I have printed; (11) Add, 21,1G0,

fol. IbSb, on Levit. 11 47; (III) the same MS., fol. 16()&, on
Levit. 14 57; (IV) the same MS., fol. 17G«, on Levit. 24 G;

(V) the same MS., fol. 222 «, on Numb. 19 19, and (VI) the

printed Massorah on Levit. 11 47. As all these Lists coincide

in including -inub the adjective with the prefix Lamed (Levit. 20 25)

as one of the five instances, the heading ought more properly
to be 'vbTi 'on 'n

With the prefix He this adjective occurs altogether eight

times. It is plene in four instances (comp. -iin^rt Gen. 8 20;

Levit. 10 10; Zech. 3 5; 2 Chron. 13 11) and defective in four,

which equally divides the two kinds of spelling. But with the

addition of the instance with the prefix Lamed it gives the

defectives the majority. As the defectives are restricted to the

Pentateuch, List VI heads this Rubric -nna on 'n which, however,
ought more properly to be -^inTi'. 'cn 'n.

r = § 17.

"llrnSn the clean, is in tvo instances plene. That is, in the

Pentateuch in contradistinction to the four in which this adjec-

tive with the prefix He is defective, recorded in the preceding

Rubric. By fixing the number at two the design of the Massorah
is to militate against the recension which is represented by the

celebrated Jerusalem Codex and which reads it -ihun defective

in Gen. 8 20, as will be seen in the notes on this passage in

my edition of the Bible.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, on

Levit. 10 10. As is frequently the case, the qualifying adjunct

••una is omitted in the heading. We have seen in the preceding

Rubric that outside the Pentateuch it is also plene in two instances.

n"' = § 18.

^1niD7 '" *^ clean, is ttcice Raphe. That is, with Sheva under
the Lamed, in contradistinction to the only other instance where

this adjective with the prefix Lamed occurs and where it is with
Pathach (Levit. 20 25).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 181 a, on
Ezek. 22 26, which I have printed, and (II) Add, 15,251, fol. 279a,
on the same passage.

CD"' § 19,

D''*l1n^ clean, occurs twice and is pkne. The design of this

Massorah is to militate against the recension which reads this

adjective plural masculine anna as it is in Prov. 15 26, where
it is with the prefix Vav. This is attested by the St. Petersburg
Codex of A. D. 916 in Ezek, 36 25. The text here was originally oninp
plene. The Nakdan, however, not only cancelled the ]'av, but put the
Massorah against it "on •:, denoting thereby that both the instances

which constitute this Rubric and the only other passage where
this adjective plural occurs with the prefix Vav are defective.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 93 fe, on
Ezek. 36 25, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient, 16, fol. 190a.

on the same passage, and (III) the same MS., fol. 37Ga, on
Ezra 6 20.

'D = § 20.

n"1InD clean, occurs Jive times in the Scriptures .... and once
it is toith the prefix Vav. As this adjective feminine, which occurs
altogether five times, is defective in three instances (Gen. 7 2, 8;

Deut. 14 11) and plene in two (Mai. 1 11; Ps. 19 10), the design
of this Massorah is to safeguard the variation in its spelling.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, five in MSS. and three
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 127a, on Mai. 1 11,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 178&, on
Ps. 19 10; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 222 Z), on Mai. 1 11; (IV)

Orient. 2349, fol. 32a, on Gen. 7 2; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah
Supplement, fol. 129&; (VI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 7 8;

(VII) the same on Mai. 1 11, and (VIII) the same on Ps. 19 10.

The headings in Lists III, V, VI, VII and VIII which state

that it is defective in three instances and plene in two ('on 'j 'n

'"ra 'a:) indicate the design of this Massorah.

X"D = § 21.

Ori"inpi and ye shall he clean, occurs twice. Of this Rubric,
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated four
Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1066, on Numb. 31 24, which
I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. IG, fol. 190a, on Ezek. 36 25;
(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 92a, on Numb. 31 24, and (IV) the samp
MS. on Ezek. 3(; 25.

''"nntSri thou shall he mada clean, occurs twice. This Rubric,
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 1826, on Ezek. 24 13.

:"2 = § 23.

^nSn i"iniP1 ^^^ ^''^ priest shaU pronounce him clean, occurs

four times. The phrase "and the priest shall pronounce him clean,"

occurs five times and is restricted to this section. In the four
instances which constitute this Rubric the verb is with the
suffix third person singular masculine, viz. i-npi, whilst in the
fiftli instance it is "inx -inp\ The design of the Massorah, by fixing

the number at four, is to militate against the ancient reading
•-nci in verse 34 which was exhibited in the rival School of

textual redactors, as is attested by the Samaritan recension of

the Hebrew text.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS, and one
printed: (I) Orient, 2349, fol, 886, on Levit. 13 6, which I have
printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 62a, on the same passage, and
(III) the printed Massorah also on the same passage. As all tlje

four instances are restricted to the same section. List II heads'mis
Rubric more correctly 'r;ra -i, whilst List III which heads it simply
'-tnnoi is incorrect, since nnpi by itself occurs six times (comp.
Levit. 14 7; 16 19).

T'D = § 24.

D^rrinDl and I have cleansed, or will cleanse them, occurs

twice in the Scriptures. That is, in contradistinction to the only
other instance where this expression occurs and where it is

on'K 'mnpl Ezek. 37 23. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in
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the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 3016, on Neh. 13 30, and (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 429a,

on the same passage.

,T3 = § 25.

Gltl^h to change them, occurs twice. Of this Rubric I collated two

Lists: (I)'Vienna Codex No. 35, on Numb. 8 7, which I have printed,

and (II) the printed Massorah on the same passage. As the two

instances are restricted to the same section the heading ought more

properly to be 'rpai 'a.

r3 = § 26.

TiniP''] and they cleansed, occurs twice. The design of this

Massorah is'to safeguard the Piel against its being confused with

this sextiliteralVhich occurs in the first clause of the same verse

and is pointed mifi«i being the Hithpael. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 388&, on Neh. 13 9.

r3 = § 27.

TIteJSn that is, to he cleansed, occurs eleven times. That is,

the Hithpael participle. In the only other instance where this

quinqueliteral obcurs it is pointed •pvii^'! being the Piel participle.

As the two forms occur in the same verse (Levit. 14 11) the

Massorah indicates the variation. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient 2349, fol. 90fc, on

Levit. 14 11.

ri'D = § 28.

•inpl and he thou clean, or and clean, occurs three times and

is with ^^ametz . . . and once it is without the prefix Vav. Though

it is in two instances the imperative singular masculine with

the prefix Vav and Kametz under the He which is due to its

pausal accent Soph-Pasuk (2 Kings 5 10, 13) and is in one instance

the adjective with the prefix Vav (Job 17 9), the Massorah groups

them together under the same Rubric because they have identi-

cally the same graphic signs.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only,

where it occurs twice: (I) on 2 Kings 5 13, which I have printed,

and (II) on Job 17 9. It forms part of the alphabetical List of

words which respectively occur four times, three times with the

prefix Vav and once without it. {Vide supra, letter i, § 74.)

JS"3 = § 29.

mritD pui-ifying, or purification, is in three instances loith

inaudible"He. This quadriliteral occurs four times within a few

verses of each other. In two instances it is the masculine noun

-inb with the suffix third person singular feminine i. e. nnna

which is Massoretically called 'n p'BO (Levit. 12 4, 6), and in two

instances the feminine noun indicated by the silent He which

is Massoretically expressed by 'n p'B» vh (Levit. 12 4, 5). As these

two forms not only occur in the same section, but in the same

verse (Levit. 12 4), the Massorah safeguards the instances in

which the final He is not the suffix, but is the feminine. The

third instance (nine^) which is the preterite third person singular

feminine with the 'prefix Vav (Levit 12 7), seems only to have

been added because of the ChtOeph-Pathach under the He,

approaching as nearly as possible the Chateph-Kametz in .nnno.

Hence r^-TiVi] m the verse immediately following (Levit. 12 8) which

is with Tzere under the He is omitted.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349,

fol. 88 fe, on Levit. 12 4, which I have printed, and (II) the printed

Massorah on the same passage. The latter gives the second part

of the Rubric only, which gives the mnemonic sign. As the two

Dagesh forms are used in connection with days {wa-' Lists 12 46, 6)

and the two Raphe forms in connection with hbod (o'lai Levit.

12 4o, 5) the sign indicates it by stating that with blood it is

concealed [i. e. the He is silent] and with days it is ]:evealed

[i. e. the He is audible].

6 = § 30.

llSb they are good, occurs twice in the Scriptures. For this Rubric

see letter a, § 114.

Wb = § 31.

ni'^lSn tAott hast done well, occurs three times. Of this Rubric

I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 83a, on 1 Kings 8 18, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., foL 260a, on 2 Ohron. 6 8; (III) Add. 15,251,

fol. 2066, on 2 Kings 10 30; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 15,

and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter b, § 10.

As this Hiphil preterite second person singular masculine

which occurs three times, is spelt differently, being in two

instances without the Vav (nb^en i Kings 8 18; 2 Kings 10 30)

and in one instance with it (nia-en 2 Chron. 6 8), the Massorah

safeguards the variation in its orthography. The heading of this

Rubric ought more properly to be 'ba 'Ki 'cn 'a.'J as it is in the

Massorah Parva of Add. 15,451, on 1 Kings 8 18 and 2 Kings 10 30.

The Massorah Parva of Arund. Orient. 16, on 1 Chron. 6 8, where

it is nlS'Bn with Vav, remarks -bb 'b 'J.

1'b = § 32.

2ltO good, occurs five times with the accent in Proverhs.

That is, with Eevia. This adjective, which occurs about fifty-two

times in Proverbs, has no less than eight different accents, four

pausal and four non-pausal. In twelve instances it is with

Soph-Pasuk (3la Prov. 2 9; 13 21 ; 14 14, 22; 15 23; 16 29;

19 8; 20 23; 23 1; 24 23, 25; 28 10).; In thirteen it is with

Athnach J(21D 3 4; 11 23; 12 14; 13 2; 16 20; 17 20, 26;

18 i>, 22; 19 2; 24 13; 25 27; 28 21). In three it is with Tipcha

(alB 4 2; 11 27; 13 15); in eleven with Munach (altD 3 1.4; 8 19;

12 9, 25; 16 8, 10 19; 19 1; 28 6; 31 12, 18); in three with

Mehupach (a'ts 15 17; 16 32; 17 1); in three with Mercha (ale

3 ^7; 25 7; 27 10); in two it is combined by Makeph to the next

word (-aiB 15 16; 22 9) and in the five instances which constitute

this Rubric it has the pausal accent Revia.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I have collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2476,

on Prov. 12 2, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 3896,

on Prov. 13 22, and (III) Vienna Codex No. 35, on the same

passage. There can hardly be any doubt that Rubrics must also

exist which record and safeguard the instances in which this

adjective is with some of the other accents in Proverbs, but

these I have not as yet been able find in the MSS. to which I

have had access.

y> = § 33.

3*1^ is twice rendered in the Targum by fitting or suitable

in this Pericope. That is in Bei-eshith = Gen. 1 1—6 8.

yb = § 336.

;3il2 is in five instances rendered in the Targum hy befitting

or suitable in the Pentateuch. These two forms of the Rubric,

the one recording the instances in one Pericope only and the

other giving all the passages in the Pentateuch in which the so-

called Onkelos Targum renders alo by ppn, do not occur in the

printed Massorah. They are from Orient. 1379, fol. 35a, on the

same passage.

T^ = § 34.

'^blSTrbS Slli good to the King, occurs three times. Normally

the adjective is combined with lib^T^?. In this combination the

phrase occurs ten times. {Videsup-a, letter k, § 585.) As it is in these

three instances only that it is combined with the preposition

-"?« the Massorah safeguards the exceptional combination.

This Rubric, which does not occur in this separate form

in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2676,

on 2 Chron. 18 12.

n-^ = § 35.

3*1^3 iii good, is four times Raphe. That is, with Sheva under

the Beth, Massoretically called Raphe, in contradistinction to the

nine instances in which it is with Pathach called Dagesh, recorded

in the following Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1806, on Ps. 25 13,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol, II, fol. 263 6, on

Eccl. 2 1; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2G56, on Ecel. 7 14;

(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2806, on Ps. 25 13; (V) Halle Ochlah,

Ve-Ochlah II, § 15; (VI) the printed Massorah on Levit. 27 10,

and (VII) the same on Ps. 25 13. The latter heads this Rubric

"BBPr '1, thus calling Sheva P)an. {Vide supra, letter i, § 15?i; § 24i.)

r^ = § 36.

3l{33 in the good, is in nine instances with Dagesh. That is,

with Pathach under the Beth, in contradistinction to the four
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specify the following seven only, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 526, on Jerem. 31 12, which I

have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 36fe, on Gen. 45 23; (III)

St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Hosea 10 11; (IV) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 119a, on Isa. 1 19; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 15; (VI) the printed Massorah on Neh. 9 25, and (VII) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter ts, § 7,

r: = § 56.

2^t2D in the good, occurs four times . . . and once it is with the

prefix Vav. That is, in contradistinction to the four instances in

which this quadriliteral is aioa with Cholem, recorded above in § 35.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 181 o, on Ps. 27 13,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2166, on
Ps. 128 5; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 3236, on Ps. 27 13, and (IV) the

printed Massorah on Prov. 11 10. This Rubric forms part of the

alphabetical List of words which respectively ©ccur five times,

four times without the prefix Vav and once with it. (
Vide supra,

letter % § 75.)

r: = § 57.

S113ttyi-<wra the good, occurs twice in the Sa-iptures. This Rubric
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley
•5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 31a, on Gen. 45 23.

n*: = § 58.

^5^ ^y goodness, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 526, on Jerem. 31 14, which I

have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 51 o, on Exod. 33 19, and
(III) Orhgnt. 2349, fol. 77a, on the same passage.

SD'a - § 59.

tmtD his goodness, occurs three times and is plene. Of this

Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 124 6, on Zech. 9 17, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2306, on Job 20 21;

(in) Add. 15,250, foL ai5a, on Zech. 9 17; (IV) Add. 15,251,

fol. 2946, on Hosea 3 5; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 15,

and (VI) the printed Massorah on Job 20 21.

The design of this Massorah is to safeguard the termination

1- which was originally n- both for the third person masculine

and feminine and <vhich later redactors altered into i-. (
Vide

supra, letter n, § 47 and § 48.) In Zech. 9 17 the primitive Be
yields a better sense. It refers to the immediate antecedent

naiK the land, the goodness and beautyof which is shown in the

next clause, where it is described as yielding corn and new wine
(comp, Deut. 33 38) which make the young men and maidens
cheerfuL Accordingly it 9ught to be pointed piats and .tbj (see

Nowack, Die kleinen Propheten, on Zech. 9 17).

'D = § 60.

Ti^ they span, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does not occur
in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 21,160, fol. 126 a, on
Exod. 35 25.

»'D = § 61.

n^ they daubed, or phstere^, occurs twice, once with Pathach
and once with Kametz. This Rubric I have found in the printed

Massorah Finalis only, letter d, § 34. As it is in one instance

with the prefix Vav (Levit. 14 42), this Rubric forms part of the

alphabetical List of words which respectively occur twice, once
with the prefix Vav and once without it. {Vide supra, letter i, § 41.)

3"D = § 62.

ntSn plastered, occurs ttoice once plene and once defective. As
this Niphal infinitive construct which occurs twice only, is spelt

differently within a few verses, the Massorah safeguards

the variation in its orthography. Of this Rubric I collated

two Lists: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Levit. 14 43, which
I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on the same
passage. The heading ought properly to be 'bdsi '3 or 'j-sya, since

both instances not only occur in the same book but in the same
section.

i'D = § 63.

nBlpil07 flle^ or phylacteries, occurs three times in this form
.... in Deut. 11 la it is defective. That is, the plural form with
the prefixes Lamed and Vav Lamed which is in all the three

instances without the second Vav or the Vai^ plural, is in two
instances with Vav after the Teth and once it is entirely defective

or without both Vavs.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 65a, on Exod. 13 16, which I have
printed; (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 75a, on the same passage; (III)

Orient. 5404, fol. 64a, also on the same passage; (IV) Add. 21,160,

fol. 2716, on Deut. 11 18; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Exod. 13 16,

and (VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

As List IV indicates the orthography of this expression
most plainly, I subjoin it in the foot-note,^ It will be seen
that according to this Massorah the instance for which the

catchword is arnrpi with Kametz or the second person singular

i. e. Deut. 6 8 is entirely defective, in contradistinction to

onwnwpi with Segol or the second person plural i. e. Deut 11 18

which is nbisHsb wit^ the first Vav. This is attested by the best

Standard Codices, as will be seen from the following analysis of

the readings in the three passages:

(1) Exodus 13 16.

nbDlis|?i with the first Vav, Orient. 4445; Orient. 2201; Harley
5710—11; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Add. 21,160 second hand;
Orient. 2349 «fec.

niBBbbi with the second Vav, Add. 21,160 first hand.

nbob^i without either Vav, Add. 15,451.

(2) DetUeronomy 6 8.

nbabb without either Vav or entirely defective, Orient. 2201

;

Harley 5710—11 with the Massorah on it 'bmm 'omn 's; Add.
15,250 with the Massorah on it p 'na ••?; Add. 15,251 with the

same Massorah on it that so written it is unique; Add. 15,451

with the Massorah on it 'om 'on p 'a; Add. 21,160 with the

Massorah on it by a second hand •am 'on 'h &c.

None of the MSS. which I have collated exhibit any
variation here.

(3) Deuteronomy 11 18.

nb^ltt^ with the first Vav, Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11;

Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251 second hand; Add. 21,160.

nbob^ without either Vav, Add. 15,451 first hand.

From the above analysis it would appear that the statement

Tsn nsBto'? "jn omippi in List I which I have printed and which is

also that of Lists II and IH describing the passage in connection

with the second onirpi i. e. Deut. 11 18 as defective, is based upon
a recension of the text which is also exhibited in Add. 1545

first hand. It may, however, be that "sn does not refer to the

second omBrpi but to the second of the three passages. The
printed Massorah (List VI) does not aid us in the deciding this

poiat, since its language is doubtful. We see from the addition

of Jacob b. Chayim at the end that a difference of opinion
obtained among the textual authorities with regard to the precise

orthography of this expression.*

vm ^^» hs Kvh onitppi prMO'oi 'om vn 'an 'Konp I'l '^a 'a 'j nntsita^ notsio^ i

.'om 'on 'oip ,n3i» hy m»\ frni hv nw^ xa\« nmirpi ^bbb^
nestaS rw^h oniB'pi .'nna .onj* omtppi .nan* H' t^'^vh trni '«di 'j notsits^i ntrnvh J

.n'm Krji^D p»5?i .3»na nuBiDb "\»m .avia

TD = § 64.

"'riT'^ri'] and I have or vdll cast out, occurs twice. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 157 a, on Jerem. 16 13. As this Hiphil preterite

first person singular with the prefix Vav not only occurs twice,

but both the instances are restricted to the same book, the

heading ought more properly to be 'Boai 'a.

iTD = § 65.

y'^S^ he shall be cast, or cast down, occurs three times in the

Scriptures .... ttoice plene and once defective. This Hophal future

third person singular masculine, which occurs three times only,

exhibits two variations. In the first place it is plene in two

instances (Ps. 37 24; Prov. 16 83) and defective in one passage

(Job 41 1). And in the second place it is twice with Kametz (Ps. 37 24;

Job 41 1) which is due to the pausal accents Athnach and Soph-

Pasuk and tnce with the normal Pathach (Prov. 16 33). The design

of this Massorah, therefore, is to safeguard these variations.

Of this Ru.. vie I collated eight Lists, four in MSS. and four

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. n, foL 184a, on Ps. 87 24,
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which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2926, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 8426, on Prov. 16 83;

(IV) Vienna Codex No. 86 on the same passage; (V) the printed

Massorah on Ps. 87 24; (VI) the same on Prov. 16 33; (VII) the

same on Job 41 1, and (VIII) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter b, § 39. These eight Lists exhibit three recensions of this

Massorah.

Recension I. — Lists I, II, III and VI, which exhibit the

same recension, are restricted simply to safeguarding the variation

in the plene and defective orthography. Hence they head this

Rubric 'on 'ki ''?o 'a '3 'sisr without noticing the variation in the

graphic signs, two being with Kamets and one with Fathach,

Recension II. — This Recension, which Is exhibited in Lists IV

and V, emphatically states that two of the instances are defective

and one is plene. Thus List IV gives this Rubric as follows:

^ .bimm bViV p-m hvi' vh hv 'O 'O'di 'diti 'xop '21 '^01 'ne nn 'sa-oi '3 bv>v

TBI 'So 'Kra» .bar r»na. So too the heading of List V 'So '»r 'on 'a 'j Sbis

To the same effect is the Massorah of Add. 15,281, which remarks

on Prov. 16 3, 33 tibi 'So nm 'Opi 'cn '3 'j Sev. It is, therefore, evident

that this recension is based upon Codices which read Sp^ defective

in Ps. 87 24 and this reading is exhibited in the first edition of the

Bible, Soncino 1488 and in the Complutensian. It will be seen that

this Recension also safeguards the variation in the graphic signs.

Recension III. — This Recension, which is exhibited in

List VIII, is headed •'tn 'ki "irn 'S 'i Sev. Its design is neither to

safeguard the plene and defective orthography of this Hophal

future third person singular masculine nor the Kametz and Pathach,

but simply the passages in which it is with Dagesk in the l^eth.

Accordingly it is based upon Codices in 'which this Hophal future,

whether plene or defective, is with Dagesh in' Ps. 37 24 as well

as in Job 41 1. To this recension of the text belong Orient. 2201,

which is one of the oldest dated MSS. of the whole Bible; ;Add.

15,451; the editio princeps of the Bible, Soncino 1488; the third

edition, Brescia 1494 and the Salonica edition of the Psalms

&c. 1515 which have it with Dagesh in Ps. 37 24; and Arund.

Orient 16; Orient. 2375; the first second, third and fourth editions,

of the Bible which exhibit the Dagesh in Job 41 4.

^^ rows of, occurs three times and is plene. The design of

this Massorah is to safeguard this plural construct against being

made conformable to the parallel passages in Exod. 28 17 and

1 Kings 7 12 where precisely the same phrase occurs and where

it is enm the plural absolute.

Of this Rubric, which is on#»"of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 61&, on Exod. 39 10, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol.1, fol. 221a, on 1 Kings 7 2;

(III) Orient. 4445, fol. 83a, on Exod. 39 10; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 81a, on 1 Kings 6 36; (V) Add. 21,160, foL 133a, on Exod. 39 10;

(VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and (VII) the

same on 1 Kings 6 36.

t'D - § 67.

O^VltP <A« pties, hemorrhoids, is in two instances both the

Kethiv and tie Keri. That is, in contradistinction to the other five

instances in which this expression is the textual reading, but

for which the official reading or Keri substitutes orbt:f^. {Vide infra,

letter », § 723.) This separate form of the Rubric I have found

in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter b, § 37.

n'D = § 68.

rtntS3 «» <A« reim, or inward parts, occurs twice in the

Scriptures.^. Ot this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Hariey 5710—11, Vol. 11,

£oL 239a, on Job 38 36, which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 2965, on Ps. 61 8, and (III) Vienna Codex No. 35,

on Job 38 86.

83'D = § 69.

{3*^5 in the mud or mire, occurs twice in the'Scriptures. That

is, in contradistinction to the only other instance where this

quadriliteral occurs and is with Sh&ca under the Beth, (anpy

Zech. 10 6.) Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II,

foL 685, on Jerem. 88 6, which I have printed, and (II) Add.

15,351, foL 2695, on the same passage. The heading of the latter,

viz, Tw-i '3, indicates the design of this Rubric.

'V ' % 70.

DTl rto iheir villages, or castles, occurs three times. That is,

this plural noun with the suffix third person plural without and

with the prefix, is in two instances without the Vav plural and

once with it (onifpS l Chron. 6 39). In the only other instance

where this noun is with the suffix third person plural, it is

onn'o the singular (Ps. 69 26). This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Vienna Codex No. 35, on

Numb. 81 10.

vtrv - § 71.

Drr'rilTiP their castles, is three times plene in the Scriptures

in this form. That is, the plural form of this noun with different

prefixes and suffixes is in three instances with the Vav plural.

Whilst the preceding Rubric is restricted to the orthography of

this noun with the suffix third person plural, the design of this

Rubric is to record the instances in which it is uniformly with

the Vav plural.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 860, on Ezek. 25 4,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 2416, on

1 Chron. 6 39, and (III) the printed Massorah on Ezek. 25 4.

yv = 72.

^D3 as dew, occurs ttoice in the Scnptures. This trilitoral

occurs altogether four times. In two instances it is with Sheva

under the Caph and in two with Pathach. The design of the Massorah

therefore, is to indicate here and in the following Rubric the

variation in its graphic signs. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 217a, on Ps. 183 3.

yp = § 78.

blSS as the dew, occurs twice. That is, with Pathach under

the Caph, in contradistinction to the two instances with Sheva

recorded in the preceding Rubric. Of this Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Orient 2849, fol. 1416, on Deut 32 2, which I have printed,

and (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 1226, on the same passage.

rV " § 74.

7tS3^ and with the dew, occurs twice. That is, in contra-

distinction to Prov. 19 12 where it is Sbsi with. CapA. Of this

Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed:'

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 367a, on Dan. 4 14, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 8676, on Dan. 4 20; (III) the

printed Massorah on Dan. 4 12, and (IV) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter b, § 88.

r\'9 - § 75.

D^K^P occurs twice. This Rubric I have found in the printed

Massorah Finalis only, letter b, § 41. Though it denotes lam^s

in Isa. 10 11, being the plural of ^Sip ^^^ Is a proper name of a

place in the tribe of Judah with the prefix Beth in l Sam. 15 4,

yet this Rubric does not indicate that this expression is used in

two different senses nor does it state that the Samuel instance

is with the prefix Beth. This Rubric forms part of the alphabe-

tical List of words which respectively occur twice, once with

Beth at the beginning and once without it (Vide supi-a, letter a

§ 10.)

rv = 76.

D/til and Tetem, occurs ttcice in the Scriptures .... and in

ttco different senses. In the first instance it is the name of a

city in the territory oi the tribe of Judah (Josh. 15 24) and

in the second the name of one of the porters of the sanctuary

(Ezra 10 24).

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 2926, on Ezra 10 24, which I have printed, and

(II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 40. This Rubric forms

part of the alphabetical List of words which respectively occur

twice in two different senses. {Vide infra, letter o, § 428.)

ptt'pK

fP - § 77.

7D 2\dmon, is tvnce plene in the Scriptures. Without the

prefix Vav this name of one of the Levit«'s occurs altogether four
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times. As it is differently spelt, being in two instances defective

(Ezra 2 42 ; Neh. 7 45), the Massorah safeguards the variation

in its orthography. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 300a, on

Neh. 12 26. With regard to the solitary instance in which this

proper name is with the prefix Vav in 1 Chron. 9 17 and which

is not included in this Rubric, there is a difference about its

spelling, as will be seen from the notes on this passage in my

edition of the Bible.

r\'V § = 78.

&Si n^ttltO to he defiled by them, occurs three times. This

phrase occurs altogether six times. In three instances the verb

is followed by the longer form an| (Levit. 11 43; 18 30; 19 31)

and in three it is the shorter form d|. Hence the Massorah

indicates this variation. This safeguarding is especially necessary,

since the two forms of the phrase are used in the same verse

(Levit. 11 48). This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Orient 1879, fol. 209 fc, on Levit. 11 43.

Q'V = § 79.

D^^ nPStt^ KtttDl and he shall be unclean seven days, occurs

twice. Normally «aBi is "followed by a-iyrrnp i. e. and he shall he

unclean until the even. In this form the phrase occurs about

twenty times (Levit. 11 2.5, 28, 32, 40, 40; 16 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11,

IG, 17, 2t, 22, 27; 17 15; Numb. 19 7, 8, 10). As it is in these

two instances only that d'o; nyatt> follows K»tt% the Massorah safe-

guards this exceptional combination. This protection is especially

necessary since in the two sections where this exceptional phrase

is respectively used, the normal phrase occurs eleven times in

the first section (Levit 15 5—27) and three times in the second

section (Numb. 19 7—10).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 91 6, on Levit. 16 24,

which I have printed, and (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 736,

on the same passage.

'C = § 80.

a^i^mP i<ttp^ .S'TPrriP Xlpttl ana he shall be unclean

until the even, he ahaU be unclean until the even. In the section

which embraces Numb. 19 1—22 two forms are used to express

the duration of the defilement. In the first part of the section

anyn-iy is twice preceded by robi the preterite with the Vav

conversive (Numb. 19 7, 8) and in the second part it is once

preceded by «»»' the future (Numb. 19 21). The Massorah,

therefore, indicates by this artificial sign where the respective

variations are used.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, foL 112a, on Numb. 19 14,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 856, on the same

passage, and (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 22 la, also on the same passage.

K-D = § 81.

Dli^mP Ktotp^ nT2^ b^ the verb to touch is ahoays followed

by he shall be unclean until the even, except twice. For this Rubric

see letter j, § 89.

3'D = § 82.

riKbipJ thou hast been defiled, occurs twice. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 182 a, on Ezek. 23 30.

J"D = § 83.

HifSl^ he defiled, occurs nine times. That is, in contradistinction

to the two instances in which it is KtsB with Pathach under the

Teth, being the infinitive recorded below in § 85.

Of this Rubric, I collated three Lists, one printed and two

in MSS.: (I) the printed Massorah on Gen. 34 5, which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient. IG, fol. 1166, on 2 Kings 23 13, and

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. n^a, on tlie same passage. It is remarkable

that botli the MS. Lists not only head this Rubric 'j ksb but

give identically the same three instances only, viz. Gen. 34 5, 13,

and 2 Kings 23 13 and omit the other six passages, which I

cannot explain. In Jacob b. Chayim's Rubric (List I) n"s:\ nxi is

a mistake for niaarrnsi - Kings 23 13 and I have accordingly

corrected it.

TB = § 84.

IK^P they have defiled, occurs three times in the Scriptures. Of

this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 23o, on Gen. 34 27, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 85a, on Ezek. 23 88j

(III) the same MS., Vol. 11, fol. 1986, on Ps, 79 1; (IV) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 182a, on Ezek. 23 38; (V) the same MS., fol. 304a,

on Ps. 79 1 ;
(VI) the printed Massorah on Gen. U 27, and (VII)

the same on Ps. 79 1.

As these three instances respectively occur in the Law, the

Prophets and the Hagiographa Lists II, VI and VII add

-]3R = B'ains "'K''35 '•'iiK. Moreover as this Piel preterite third person

plural also occurs once with the prefix Vav (Ezek. 43 8) this

Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of words which

respectively occur four times, three times without the prefix Vav

and once with it. (Vide supra, letter i, § 78.)

iTD - § 85.

K)3D to defile, is twice with Dagesh. That is, with Pathach

under the Teth, in contradistinction to the four instances in

which it is with Sheva recorded below, § 91.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Add. 21,160, fol. 169a, on Levit 20 3, which I have printed;

(II) Orient. 4446, fol. 966, on Levit. 13 44; (III) the same MS.,

fol. 1056, on Levit 20 3; (IV) Add. 16,260, foL 636, on Levit

13 44; (V) the printed Massorah on Levit 20 8, and (VI) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter b, § 42. As the two instances

occur in the same book, the heading ought not simply to be

'-IBD3 '3, which is that of List IV, but 'ncoai '»ji -a.

T'D = § 86.

'^KDIP'I they shall defile, occurs twice. As this quinqueliteral,

which occurs altogether six times, is in these two instances only

with Sheva under the Yod being the Piel future, the Massorah

safeguards it against the four instances in which it is the Hithpael

future and which are recorded below in § 88 and § 89.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 87a, on

Numb. 5 3, which I have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient 16,

foL 195a, on Ezek. 43 7. This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical

List of words beginning with Yod which respectively occur twice.

{Vide infra, letter \ § 11.)

Vt = § 87.

Kto^'' he shall defile himself or he defiled, occurs five times in

the Pentateuch. This future third person singular masculine occurs

altogether thirty-nine times. In thirty-four instances it is the

Kal kbb: and in five only is it kteB^ the Hithpael. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 88a, on

Numb. 6 7, which I have printed, and (H) Orient 2349, fol. 946,

on Levit. 21 1. As there is no other instance outside the

Pentateuch, the heading ought more properly to be -nnai 'n.

n"D = § 88.

IKISIS'' they shall defile themselves or he defiled, occurs twice.

That is/ in these two instances this Hithpael future third person

plural masculine is with Sheva under the Mem, in contradistinction

to the other two instances in which it is with Kametz, recorded

in the following Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 175a, on Ezek. 14 11, and (II) the printed Massorah on the

same passage. The latter is headed it nnn p^na 'a which is

incorrect, since it occurs four times with Chirek under the Yod,

as will bo seen from 'the following Rubric. The design of this

Massorah is not to record the Chirek but the Sheva under the

Mem and to safeguard these two instances against being confused

with the two with Kametz recorded in the following Rubric. This

Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of words beginning

with Yod which respectively occur twice. {Vide infra, letter % § 11.)

!2"D = § 89.

littS^'' they shall defile themselves or he defiled, occurs twice.

That is,^ with Kametz under the Mem instead of Sheva which is

due to its pausal accents, Soph-Pasuk in Ezek. 44 25 and Athnach

in Hosea 9 4. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Orient 1474, foL l26a, on Ezek. 44 25.

'S = § 90.

times

1S<l2I£ri ye shall defile yourselves, or he defiled, occurs three

in \he Scriptures. This Hithpael future second person plural
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masculine occurs altogether six times. In three instances it is

with the normal Sheva under the Mem (Levit. 11 43; 18 24, 80)

and in three with Kametz which is due to the pausal accent,

Athnaeh in Lovit. 11 24; Ezek. 20 7 and Soph-Pamk in Ezek. 20 18.

Hence the Massorah records the instances with the pausal accents.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 6710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 81^ on Ezek. 20 18, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah on the same passage. The latter heads it

'xop ': which indicates the design of this Rubric.

rst - § 91.

HttiP unclean of, occurs four time$. That is, with Sheva under

the Teth, being the construct, in contradistinction to the forty-two

instances in which it is the absolute m^^ with Kametz.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol.1, fol.78o, on Lovit. 22 4, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol.11, fol. 35, onlsa.66; (III) the

same MS., Vol. 11, fol. I20h, on Hag. 2 13; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol.iaia, onlsa-e."); (V) the same MS., fol. 2 166, on Hag. 2 13; (VI)

Add. 21,160, fol, 172a, on Levit. 22 4, and (VII) the printed Masso-

rah on the same passage.

rx - § 92.

nKPP unclean of, occurs twice. That is, the adjective feminine

construct, in contradistinction to the masculine recorded in the

preceding Rubric. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 1806, on Ezek. 22 5, which I have printed, and (II) the same

MS., fol. 181a, on Ezek. 22 10. As the two instances are not

only restricted to the same book but to the same section, the

heading ought properly to be "jwi 'a.

yjt - § 93.

nKttpn the unckanness, occurs twice in all the Scriptures. Of

this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I

collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1666, on

2 Chron. 29 16, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 34l6,

on the same passage, and (III) Vienna Codex No. 36 also on

the same passage.

T3t = § 94.

nXPPS a* the uncleanness of occurs twice. The design of

this Massorah is to safeguard this feminine noun construct with

the prefix Caph against its being confused with the two instances

in which it is with the prefix Beth (Levit.5 S; 7 21), as these two letters

are almost identical in many MSS. ^This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Oi'ient. 16, fol. I90a,

on Ezek. 36 17.

n-'ii = § 95.

InKllSDI and his uncleanness, occurs twice. As this feminine

noun with the suffix third person singular masculine which

occurs seven times altogether, is in five instances without the

prefix Vav (Levit. 5 3; 15 3, 3; 22 5; Numb. 19 13) and in two

only is it with this prefix, the Massorah records the minority.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 1379, fol. 2296, on Levit. 22 3,

which I have printed, and (II) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same

passage. nnroT 'cea at the end of the Rubric, denotes that the

instance occurs in the verse following the catchwords.

1"5f = § 96.

DriSOP^ *" '^*"" uncleanness, oauis ttoice. That is, to

distinguish it from the only other instance in which this noun

with the suffix third person plural occurs with the prefix Cajih

(Ezek. 39 24) which it resembles. This Rubi-ic, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund, Orient. 16,

fol. 378a, on Ezra 9 11. On Levit. 15 31 the Massorah in Add.

15,250 remarks -inps -b which is manifestly a mistake for --una "h.

rit - § 97.

|lp^ '^^''bS r^tt forms of toords from the root |dd to hide,

which respectively occur once only. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 62a, on Jerem. 43 9. Though this List registers not only

the different forms of the verb which are unique but also the

derivative {lo^o treasure, it simply exhibits the first attempt to

collect these unique forms. Hence no fewer than seven expressions

which belong to this List are absent: (1) 'roa^p Jerem. 43 10;

(2) vpijo? Jerem. 13 7; (8) isp^p^ Jerem. 18 6; (4) njop^j Jerem. 13 6;

(6) B^j^^ Josh. 7 21; (6) f^Jprn Isa. 2 10; (7) 'n^i^m Isa. 45 3.

n'le - § 98.

"'ilttiP hidden of (Deut ^19) and 'jwsipei the hidden treasures

of (Isa. 46 3) are both plena. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 1879, fol. 872a, on

Deut. 88 19. It must be based upon Codices which exhibited

"i'lQ^i^'i plene in Isa, 45 8, since in the Standard Codices to which

I have access and in the early editions, it is ^jt^f9^ defective.

ta'Jf - § 99.

IttP^ his taste, occurs four times in the Scriptures and

once it is with the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric I collated seven

Lists, five in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. II,

fol. 646, on Jerem. 48 ll, which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 60a, on 1 Sam. 21 14; (III) the same MS., fol. 2916,

on Ps. 84 1; (IV) Add. 16,461, foL 99a, on Numb. 11 8; (V) Add.

21,160, fol. 206a, on the same passage; (VI) the printed Massorah

on 1 Sam. 21 14, and (VII) the same on Ps. 84 1.

This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of words

which respectively occur five times, four times without the

prefix Vav and once with it (Vide supra, letter % § 76.)

'p - § 100.

D''DP8D accents. — For the Rubrics which treat on the

different accents see below § 106 Ac.

K'p - § 101.

D*T^5i and before, occurs three times. In all the other thirty-

six instances where this adverb occurs with the preposition Beth

it is without the prefix Vao.

Of this Rubric, which is one pf the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 81a, on Jerem. 1 5, which I

have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on the

same passage; (HI) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1476, also oh the same

passage; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 386, on Gen. 37 18; (V) the

printed Massorah on the same passage, and (VI) the same on

Jerem. 1 5,

* 3'p - § 102.

Pl'HlDl and he teareth, occurs twice. Of this Rui>ric I collated

three Lists, two >n M^S. an^ one printed: (I) Harley 6710—11,

Vol, II, fol, 1156, on Micah 5 7, which I have printed; (II) Vienna

Codex No, 35, on Deut. 88 20, and (III) the printed Massorah

on Micah 5 7.

yp - § 103.

t]^D is twice with Kametz. That is, under the Resh. Though

it is in"the first instance an adjective denoting fresh, newly

plucked off i. Q.' leaf (Gen. 8 11) and in the second instance is

the preterite third person singular masculine signifying he has

torn (Hosea 6 1), the Massorah as usual groups them together

because they are spelt alike.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS, and

two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 201a, on Hosea 6 1

which I have printed; (II) Add. 2201, fol. 101 6, in the' Massorah

Finalis at the end of the Pentateuch; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 86,

on Gen. 8 11; (IV) the same MS., fol. 2986, on Hosea 6 1; (V)

Add. 15,451, fol. 7 a, on Gen. 8 11 ;
(VI) the printed Massorah on the

same passage, and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter b, § 73.

List II has the mnemonic sign KOiea itniOJ* healing in its mouth.

This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of triliterals

which respectively occur twice (vide supra, letter k, § 233), as

well as of the alphabetical List of words which respectively

occur twice in two different senses. {Vide infra, letter o, § 428.)

Tp = § 104.

fthD to tear, occurs three times. That is, with Cholem on the

Resh, being the infinitive, in contradistinction to the preceding

triliteral which is with Xamete.
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Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS, and one

printed: (I) Orient 1379, fol. 108a, on Gen. 44 28, which I have

printed; (II) Add. 15,^50, fol. 29a, on the same passage; (III)

Add. 21,160, fol. 101a, on Exod. 23 12, and (IV) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter », § 75. As all the three instances are

restricted to the Pentateuch and are defective. List II heads this

Rubric ••vra % which ought more properly to be "niroi 'i, and

List IV heads it cnoni :.

.Tp = § 105.

'n'nto tearing, occurs four times in the Scriittures. That is, with

0u)lem on the Teth and Tzere under the Regh, being the participle,

in contradistinction to the instances in which this triliteral is

Chohm on the Teih but with Pathach or Kametz under the Eesh,

being the Pual preterite third person (Gen. 87 33; 44 28).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 84o, on Ezek.

22 26, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 179/>,

on Ps. 32 14; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 181 a, on Ezek. 22 25;

(IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. 133a; (V) the

printed Massorah on Ezek. 23 25; (VI) the same on Nah. 2 13,

and (VII) the same on Job 18 4.

rp = § IOC.

D»OPB the AccentH,

As the whole Massoretic Corpus is arranged alphabetically,

I have deemed it more convenient for reference to arrange

also the different Rubrics alphabetically which treat on the

several accents and which are scattered throughout the MSS. The

names according to which they are thus alphabetically arranged

are those by which they are designated by the Massorah in the

respective Rubrics. The scientific arrangement according to

Tausal or IHstincHve Accents, called by later Jewish

grammarians b*?^is or d'-i^ Kings or Dominating Accents and Non-

I^avsalAcAienta called o'n-ij^o servi, and the different ranks as well

as the subordinate positions which they severally occupy in this

so-called Realm, are outside the scope of the early Massorah.

They are discussed and developed in superfine theories and systems

in separate Treatises by later Nakdanim.

rrw Gaya. — Of this Rubric, which formulates the rules

tor the employment of Gaya, I collated five Lists, three in MSS.

and two printed: (I) the Massorah Finalis of Orient. 2212,

fol. 2326—233a, which I have printed; (U) the Treatise in

St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 1009, which I have printed in

Appendix II in my Introduction to the Massoretico- Critical edition

of the Bf^-irew Bible, p. 983 &c.; (Ill) the Massorah Finalis of

Add, 15,251, fol. 446&; (IV) the Treatise at the end of the editio

princeps ot the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517, and Treatise Dildnke

Ha-Teamim edited by Baer and Strack, p. 30 &c., Leipzig 1879.

The artificial extent to which later Nakdanim have developed

the use of the Gaya, here indicated, may be seen from the

elaborate manner in which the erudite Professor Kautzsch has

propounded in the Gesenius-Kautzsch Hebrew Gi-ammar, translated

by Collins and Cowley, § 16, p. 62 &c, Oxford, the Clarendon

Press 1898. In the oldest MSS. of the Bible, however, the Metheg

or Gaya, is very rarely used even with vowels before a composite

Sheva or with long vowels which are followed by a Sheva mobile

preceding the tone-syllable, as will be seen in my Introduction to

Massoretico- Critical edition of the Hebrew Bible, p. 474 «S:c.

rp - § 107.

Joshua. — This Rubric, which records the <?aya« in Joshua,

I compiled from the Massorah Parva in Orient. 1471 on the

respective passages. It will be seen that the Gaya here is some-

times placed after the graphic sign and sometimes outside it. The

Gayas in Judges I have '^ot found indicated in the Massorah of

the MSS.

n'p = § 108.

Samuel. — This Rubric I compiled from the Massorah Parva

in Add. 21,161 on the respective passages. The MS. is unfortuna-

tely defective and begins with l Sam. 30 246, Though the text

itself exhibits Gayas, yet they ^re not indicated in the Massorah

Parva till t Sam. 22 12; Here, however, the MS. reads 3?p|^ with

Mercha, whilst the received text has it -v&r^ with Makeph. For a

description of this MS. see my Introduction &c., p. 632 &c.

t3'p.= § 109

Kings. — This Rubric, which records the Gayas in Kings,

I compiled from the MassorahT Parva of Add. 21,161, on the

respective passages. In 2 Kings 24 14 this MS. reads trn^^s njn

with Kadma Ve-Azla, whilst thereceived text has tan#n-^3-n*n with

Get-shayim.

>-p - § 110.

Isaiah. — This Rubric I compiled from the Massorah Parva
of the same MS. on the respective passages. It is greatly to be
regretted that this portion is defective. It begins with Isa. 41 176

and the Massorah indicating the Gayas begins with Isa. 41 26.

»"p - § 111.

Jeremiah. — This Rubric, too, I compiled from the Massorah
Parva of the same MS. on the respective passages. As Jeremiah

is complete, we have here a complete record of the Gayas in

this book according to this important Codex.

y>p = § 112.

Ezekiel. •— This Rubric I compiled from the Massorah Parva
of the same MS. on the respective passages. The MS. here is

incomplete. All after Ezek. 11 19a is wanting, so that we cannot
judge of the number and position of the Gayas in this book.

r>p = § 113,

The Minor P^phets. — This Rubric I compiled from the

Massorah Parva of the same MS. on the respective passages. As
this part is complete we see that the Gayas Massoretically

recorded in the Minor Prophets are eighteen in number.

r'>p = § 114.

The Psalms. — ThJp Rubric I compiled from the Massorah
Parva of the same MS. o^ the respective passages. As the Psalter

is complete, it will be seen that according to this Massotah there

are upwards of 180 instances in which Gaya is used in this book.

By the asterisks I have indicated that •nrfp Ps. 72 12, which is

plene in this Codex is -ify defective in the textus receptus; that

this MS. reads Ytsae^iss Ps. 119 149 and the received text i[i^Bi|>as

and that in Ps, 132 4 this MS. reads "B^bp^ not only with Gaya
but with Dagesh in the Lamed whilst the received text has it "WB?^
both without Gaya and without Dagesh.

y^p = § 115,

Proverbs. — This Rubric I compiled from tne Massorah

Parva of the same MS. on the respective passages. Fortunately

the MS, is here also complete and we thus see that according

to this Massorah there are fifty-four instances in which the Gaya

is used in this book. In Prov. 8 12 this Codex reads -^jk and
the received text 'sk without Malceph and with Munach.

fOp = § 116,

Job. — This Rubric I compiled from the Massorah Parva
of the same MS. on the respective passages. This book also is

complete and we thus see that Job has forty-eight instances with

Gayri according to this Massorah, It will be seen that this Codex
reads 'inioa plene in Job 24 13.

ro = § 117.

Canticles. ~ This Rubric I compiled from the Massorah

Parva of the same MS., viz. Add. 21,161 on the respective pas-

sages. According to this Massorah, Canticles exhibits two instances

only with Gaya.

ny = § 118,

Ruth. — This book according to the Massorah of the same

MS, has one instance only with Gaya.

C5"p = § 119.

Lamentations. — Lament, also has one instance with Gaya

according to the Massorah of this MS,

yp = § 120.

Kcclesiastes. — This Rubric I compiled from the Massorah

Parva of the same MS. on the respective passages. It will be

seen that this book has six instances of Gaya.

K'3p = § 121.

Esther. — This Rubric also I compiled from the Massorah

Parva of the same MS. on the respective passages. The MS.

here is incomplete and up to 8 11 it exhibits four instances of

Gaya. In 8 11 which is the last Gaya instance this MS, reads

bniirf? without Dagesh in the Coph.
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3'3p = § 132.

Daniel. — This Rubric I compiled from the Massorah Parva

of the same MS. on the respective passages. It will be seen that

according to this Massorah there are six instances of Gaya in

Daniel.

J'3p - § 138.

Ezra-Nehemiah. — This Rubric also I compiled from the

Massorah Parva of the same MS. on the respective passages. The

MS. here is defective and though it begins with Ezra 2 69 and

wants 8 246—Neh. 1 26b only, the Massorah Parva does not

record a single Gaya instance in Ezra, and, as will be seen from

this Rubric, gives six instances for Nehemiah. In Neh. 6 10 this

Codex reads rr?o* not only with Dc^eah in the Shin but with

Chateph'Bithach under the Ayin; whilst in 7 32 it has 'prq with

Paihach under the Ayin.

T3p - § 124.

Chronicles. — This Rubric also I compiled from the Massorah

Parva of Add. 21,161 on the respective passages. The MS. here

is unfortunately incomplete. It ends with 1 Chron. 19 66. It will

be seen that up to this part it records seven Gaya instances.

On comparing the above Lists with the rules propounded

by Professor Kautzsch {Hebrew Grammar, p. 62, § 16) it will be

apparent that this fine-spun system is a development of later

purists: (l) That there were several Schools of such purists;

(2) that they in many instances are in dire conflict with each

other as to the actual position of the Gaya; (3) that it is

very rarely exhibited in the oldest MSS. of the Hebrew Bible

and is of doubtful authority, and (4) it ought, therefore, not to

burden the present recension of the Hebrew text.

.TDp = § 125.

nblB3 K5*Ttt1 HTTt* — Fourteen are toith ihe accent. That

is, in fourteen instances in the Scriptures is the accent JDarga

followed by Mercha-Kephulah* The accent Tipcha is as a rule

preceded by the one servant Mercha. As it is in these fourteen

instances only, preceded by the two servants Darga and Mercha-

Kephulah, the Massorah safeguards these exceptional instances.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated twenty-five Lists. I shall, however,

specify the following ten only, seven in MSS. and three printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 686, on Levit. 10 1, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1646, on 2 Chron. 9 2;

(in) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2906, onEzra 7 25; (IV) Orient. 4445,

foL 182fl, on Numb. 14 3; (V) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 85a, on

I Kings 10 3; (VI) the same MS., fol. 96 a, oil Numb. 20 29;

(VII) the same MS., fol. I75a, on Ezek. 14 4; (VIII) the printed

Massorah on Numb. 32 42; (IX) the same on Habak. 1 3, and

(X) the same on Neh. 3 88.

From the heading in Lists I, II, IV and VI which is simply

VBai*^, nothing definite can be obtained except by looking at

the accents in the text on which the respective Rubrics are given.

Lists III, y and VH are headed rhnvs iot&. nam rr-ipa t' which

emphasise the fact that the accent Darga is abnormally followed

by Mercha-Kephulah instead of Tevir; whilst the headings of

Lists VIII, IX and X alone indicate the import of this Rubric,

vii. lona m*o romr' >6 efytsb rrsn ip wmvn "•» .p-usin pnn 'tansa 'loe i"'

pBin pn impsn nisna 'a bp to-n ron-w niopo T^a in. It will be seen

that the Double-Mercha is also called two rode (ptsin p-in) because

of its resemblance to a double rod. This Double-Mercha, however,

remains a conjunctive accent like the simple Mercha. Hence,

when a word beginning with one of the neaixs letters is preceded

by a word which ends with one of the niM letters and which is

with Mercha-Kephulah, it does not take the Dagesh. Comp. tS rtjpjjn

(Exod. 5 16) and nf -^ (Ezek. 14 4).

In accordance with this rule 1 Kings 20 29, which is rpi

with Mercha in Add. 16,250; Add. 16,261 &c. and which I followed

in my edition of the Bible, ought to be -nai with Makeph as it

is in Orient. 2201; Harley 6710—11; Arund. Orient. 16 &c.

V3p - § 126.

ZakephOadol and Tevtr. — Eleven words respeetively occur

twice, once with Tevir and once wUh Zak^h-Qctdol. This Rubric

is from Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 786, on Levit. 23 12. Though

it emphatioally states in the heading that there are eleven such

pain, the Rubric itself records four only. It is, therefore, evident

that the Nakdan omitted the seven instances because the prescribed

space allotted in the margin to the Massorah did not suffice for

the completion of the Rubric. This, as we have already seen, is

often the case.

From the four instances, however, which are recorded we
distinctly see that the design of this Massorah is restricted to

those words only which respectively occur once with ZaMeph-
Gadol and once with Tevir and that the remaining seven must,

therefore, exhibit the same characteristic. Six of these are

actually to be gathered from the conflicting Lists which have a

similar design but which have been confused and rendered

obscure by the additions of later Nakdanim, as will be seen from

Rubric 1276. The six instances which belong to the Rubric before

us are as follows: (1) o'l^ip and o-^^p Exod. 38 14, 15; (2) t\h and

B)Ki Levit. 26 40 with verse 39; (3) n^M and rhye\ Josh. 13 32;

14 1; (4) «•] and w»i Judg, 1 6, 10; (5) o^Crt and d'Oi Ezek, 4 18

with verse 11, and (6) yoa and moo Habak. 1 7; Zech. 10 4. The

mnemonic sign is in dire conflict both with the design of this

Rubric and with the instances recorded therein. It has manifestly

been added by a later Nakdan who misunderstood the import

of this H^ssorah.

rap = § 127 a.

Four groups wiry in the accents. — That is, in these four

groups which severally consist of similar phrases occurring in

the same section, the second member differs in its accents from

the first. Hence the Massorah safeguards this variation. It will

be seen that two of the pairs, viz. the second and third, vary

with regard to the Zakeph-Otulol and Tevir. They form part of the

preceding Rubric; whilst two, viz. the first and fourth vary with

regard to Zakeph-Katon and Tevir. The fourth pair form

part of the following Rubric which, as we shall see, is a develop-

ment of this Rubric.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 27o, on

Gen. 41 9, which I have printed, and (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 137 margin. Another form of this Rubric is given in the

Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 229 as a contrast to the following

Rubric. In the Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah this Rubric is headed

wspa tTKp nm I'an in pit 'i and three instances only are recorded. It

omits the second and fourth pairs and makes up the three by

giving on n^K Numb. 3 20, 21 which are part of the following

Rubric.

rap = § 1276.

Thirteen words or combinations respectively occur twice varying

in the accents, once with Z(ikeph and once with Tevir.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, two in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 956, on Levit. 23 12, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 1056, on the same passage; (III)

Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 228; (IV) the printed Massorah on

Exod. 6 9, and (V) the same on l Chron. 18 3.

This Rubric is an expansion of the preceding Rubric. It

gives a longer List of variations not only with regard to Zakeph-

Oadol and Tevir, but includes Zakeph-KcUon and Tevir and thus

differs from § 126 which is restricted to Zakeph-Ghidol and Tevir.

In the process of expansion, however, later Nakdanim added

instances which are contrary to the scope of this Massorah and

not only obscured its import, but produced irreconcilable contra-

dictions, as will be seen from the following analysis of the

five Lists:

Lists I ai^ IL — These two Lists are absolutely identical.

They not only emphatically state in their respective headings

that there are thirteen instances only of such pairs, but duly

record the same thirteen in precisely the same order. It will be

seen that these thirteen pairs comprise seven which are in

connection with Zakeph-Gadol and Tevir and six in which it is in

connection with Zakeph-Katon and Tevir. On comparing this List

with § 126 it will be seen that one only of the four pairs

recorded there is included here. This is due to the fact that this

Rubric is restricted to the variations which occur in the same

or a similar section or connection, whilst § 126 is not so

restricted.

List IIL — This List as emphatically states in its heading

that there are eleven such pairs, and records eleven only. It

omits five pairs which are given in Lists I and II, viz.

(1) nrmmo and nmmn Exod. 26 8; 1 Kings 6 26; (2) o'^pj.;? and

vhp Exod. 30 14, 16; (3) on n-jK and on n^ Numb. 3 .20 21;

(4)' nj.fi and n^jji Josh. 13 32*; 14 l, and (5) wr and an Judg.

1 5, 10, and makes up the eleven by the addition of the follow-
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ing three which are not given in Lists I and 11: (l) ""inK 'ri'i

and "'nrm vri Josh. 1 1 ; Judg. 1 i
; (2) vjfi] &nd in|?i 2 Sam. 6 7

;

1 Chron. 13 10, and (3) rnlnrr^s'?'' and' .Tvfnrr'w'? 2 Kings 21 8;

2Chr6iiv33 8, It will be seen that two of the three new instances

here given are contrary to the scope of this Massorah which is

to record the variations of Zakeph and 2'einr, whilst in the pair

which exhibits Josh. 1 1 and Judg. 1 1 the variation consists in

JPashta and Tevir and in the pair represented in 2 Sam. 6 7 and

1 Chron. IS 10 the variation is Merc^a and Tevir.

Lifts IV. — This List distinctly states in the heading that

there are sixteen such pairs im Kan"? ti'pt -in 'rsr "ina pe'^nnn pai; v
yawh rfrsi and duly records sixteen. These sixteen are made up
as follows: (1) by the retention of twelve of the pairs given in

Lists I and II, omitting one pair only, viz. rrtK Exod. 26 8;

1 Kings 6 25 which is also omitted in List III: (2) by the

inclusion of the three pairs which are also given in List I, viz.

nriK Josh. 1 l; Judg. 1 1; iron 2 Sam. 6 7; 1 Chron. 13 10;

rnlpn 2 Kings 21 8; 2 Chron. 33 8, and (3) by the addition of

B-pston Gen. 40 9; 41 9 which is one of the pairs given in

§ 127 a.

At the ond of this List Jacob b. Chayim states that some

Codices add twp other pairs: (i) irarn Levit. 4 16 and ks;

Numb. 6 13, and (2) na^t Gen. 46 18 and rnb^i Gen. 46 25;' It

will thus be seen that not only are the two irrelevant additions

in List III repeated here, but that the two pairs imported by
later Nakdanim are even more vicious. They do not consist of

words which respectively occur twice, neither do they exhibit

variations with regard to the accents IZakeph and Tevir.

Moreover though the heading of this List emphatically states

that there are sixteen such pairs and the Rubric itself records

sixteen apart from the additions, the mnemonic sign which is

identical with the one given in § 126 represents eleven pairs

only and answers to the instances recorded in List III. It is

also to be remarked that the catchwords D-nrbu riK Tn i^ p nrtK \ti

n-^ are wrong and ought simply to be n'Ti cnrbB riK -m 71 without

p ''"inK Ti'i 1 Chron. 8 3.

List V. — Though this List is headed nn Karaa pe^nno pan k"'

nonn"? n'm nm yearh •i-pt it records fourteen instances. The only

differences between it and List IV are in the heading k"' and in

omitting the two pairs "«p;i Gen. 40 9; 41 9 and d''P^|5 Exod.

38 14, 15, making up the sixteen of List IV. At the end of this

Rubric Jacob b. Chayim's addition is different from that in

List IV, He simply states that he alsD found another pair, viz

nil?! and rrb'z Gen. 46 18, 25 (wm rrh'z -js rhm .ne"?! 'sa rhvt. tikjcd -np)

being one of two pairs mentioned in List IV. As this List has

the same mnemonic sign and the same irrelevant passages, the

strictures passed on List IV equally apply to this List, n&inn'? rfnj

descending or placed helow denotes the Tevir which stands under
the word in contradistinction to the Zakeph which is above the

word and hence is called rmrh "ipT erect, or upi'ight, above

or D'Kp.

.win nn^a »» nhtf ,nthi »33 rhn

n'Dp = § 128.

Zdkeph. — Seven are with the accent in this section. That is

in Numb. 36 12—44 seven of the tribal names are with the

accent Zarka. For this Rubric see letter a, § 354.

a'Dp = § 129.

Tteo verses are misleading in the same section, one is toith

Chateph and one 4oith Qaya. In Ps. 105 20 where rht he sent,

precedes •i|'?a king, it has no separate accent, but is combined by
Chateph or Makeph with "^^o i. e. '^n-rhy^; whilst in verse 28 where
it precedes -i^n darkness, it has not only its own accent, but Gaya.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the variation in the accents in

these two verses.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 8 106, on Ps. 105 28, which I have printed, and (II; the

printed Massorah on the same passage. The latter adds the

mnemonic sign pj'rio nairm ^rrhw T^T~n ks^oi -mbr the messengers of
the King are swift, the messengers of darkness are slota. That is, the

verb r^v he sent (messengers) in combination with ii^tj King is

read quickly or together with the following word, whilst in

combination with T[^n darkness it is pronounced slowly or has a

separate accent/

This Massorah, however, is based upon the recension of

one School of textual redactors. Other Schools had the two verses

alike. This is attested by most of the Standard Codices, which
exhibit "nb^ in Ps. 105 20 as it is in verse 28, viz. Orient 2201

;

Harley 5710—11; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,261 and by nearly all the
old editions, as will be seen in the notes on this passage in my
edition of the Bible. The reading -n^a* with Makeph I have found
in Arund. Orient. 16 only. The interesting part of this Massorah,
however, consists in the fact that the reading of one School of
textual redactors is designated ppaia by another School.

^•p = § 130,

IViese three expressions are with the accent Dechi and those

who say that they are with Munach are mistaken. This Rubric,
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley
5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 209a, on Ps. 109a.

H'bp = § 131.

This Kal infinitive construct precedes the accent Dechi three
times. In two passages jdaa has no separate accent but is joined
by Makeph to the expression with Dechi (-Kiaa Ps. 51 2 ; Prov. 18 3)

and in one instance it has its normal servant Munach (Kiaa Ps. 54 2).

Hence the Massorah safeguards this, variation in its "'accents.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Harley 5710-11, Vol. II,' fol. 2506, on Prov. 18 3. But
though the Rubric declares that there are two Makeph instances,

viz. Ps. 51 2; Prov. 18 3, the text of this MS. has one Makeph
instance only, viz. Prov. 18 3 and gives ,the two Psalm passages
with Munach.

a"^p = § 132.

Mercha Mevfa Mttgrash. According to the Tiberian
School of textual redactors, where Revia Mugrash has one servant,

it is always Mercha. Hence they point the four instances which
constitute this Rubric yhs-ony Ps. 1 4; o'rtSx-r'iiK Ps. 68 12;

onniD 11K Ps. 68 7; Dn")iD»jKi Ps. 68 19; whilst "according to the

School represented by the celebrated Codex called Great Machsor
this servant has Mehupach and the instances in question are

r? ^K &c. The MSS., however, do not consistently follow either

of these two Schools, as will be seen from the notes on these

passages in my edition of the Bible.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 193a, on Ps. 68 7. For the

Great Machsor see my Introduction to the Hebrew Bible, p. 435 &c.

ybp = § 133.

Five pairs or combinations which respectively occur twice in the

same section or connection vary in their several accents. As I have
indicated the variation of these accents in the text of this Rubric,

I need not repeat it here.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 79a, on Exod. 36 9, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 89a, on the same passage; (III)

Add. 21,160, ,fol. 107 a, on Exod. 26 2; (IV) the same MS., fol, 127 a,

on Exod. 36 9; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 55, margin;

(VI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 222, and (VII) the printed Massorah

on Exod. 36 9.

As four of these groups occur in the Pentateuch, List V
heads this Rubric 'pea "ft^nnb '"iina "3P3 'a ja pJi' '"i ^^^ records the

four only. Lists III, IV, V, VI and VII give the mnemonic sign,

which however is mutilated in List V.

Tbp = § 134.

Three verses have respectively two words with two different

accents. This Rubric, which I have found in the printed Massorah

only, on Deut. 4 25, is incorrect since nics in Ezra 1 10 has in

both instances the same accent Mehupach. The nnn paa on

Deut. 4 26 ingeniously suggests that it does not refer to the

accent itself, but to its position and that the design of this

Massorah is to record that in these three verses the same word

respectively occurs twice, once with the accent on the penultima

and once on the ultima and that the editor has wrongly put the

Rubric on d'ss Deut. 4 25 a instead of Dn\Fjfi, which occurs in the

second part of the same verse and is Milel in the first part of

the verse and Milra in the second. In the case of the other two

expressions, however, which occur twice in the verse, they have

the accents on the ultima first and on the penultima second.
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n'b.p = § 135.

Three instances are toith the accent. That is, with Tarcha and

Munach before the pausal accent Soph-Pasttk or Athnach. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorab, is from

Add. 21,161, fol. 1426, on Ps. 38 1. The reference to the catch-

words Bsn^o in the Rubric which I have printed should be

Ps. 107 43 and not 108 l and the words niOTO tw which I have

supplied in brackets must be cancelled.

rbp = § 136.

The accents in connection with Soph-Pasuk in the three Poetical

booJcs. When the Soph-Pasuk has two servants, the first is Tarcha

and the second Munach. From the notes, however, on Ps. 9 21;

12 8 in my edition of the Bible it will be seen that the different

Schools of Nakdanim differed with regard to the second servant

whether it is to be Munach or Mercha.

This Rubric is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 176&, on

Ps. 9 21. This rule is more fully set forth in the Dikduke Ha-

Teamim given in the St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 1009, which

I have printed in the Introduction to the Massoretico- Critical edition

of the Hebrew BibU, p. 993, § 24; see also p. 282 where it is

compared with other recensions of the same Treatise.

rbp = § 137.

irnOttlT'1 and they shall exalt him, is plene without the

accent [Ps.'l07 32]; 'laplT'i and he shall exalt thee, is plene with

the accent Munach [Ps. sY 34]. As this Piel future third person

with the prefix Vav which occurs twice, is both with Dechi and

Munach in the singular and with Dechi without the Munach in

the plural, the Massorah safeguards this variation in its accents.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 208 &, on Ps. 107 32.

n-^p = § 138.

This Rubric is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2186, on

Ps. 138 2. The two passages which constitute the Rubric are

Pater clauses, which have respectively two servants. In the

text of this MS. the first servant is Munach (wpto;i rmrm) and

the second Qalgal. The Nakdan therefore states in the Massorah

that in the celebrated Ch-eat Machsor Codex the first servant is

Kadma which is the usual accent in such clauses and which is

exhibited in the Standard Codex Arund. Orient. 16, without Pasek

Orient. 2201, however, which is one of the oldest dated MSS.

of the entire Bible and which has also Kadma as the first

servant has Munach as the second instead of Galgal, but likewise

without Pasek.

^•bp == § 139.

Thou shalt not bow &c. is wUh the old accent. That is, according to

the old or Palestinian system the first part of this verse is with

Mercha Tipcha, viz. orh niwiwn-K'?, in contradistinction to that of

the Babylonian according to which it is with Munach Zarka, viz.

anb nirmwK'?; whereas in the second part of this verse beginning

with'^sSK '3, both systems have the same accents (nriK 'oro). This

Rubric, ' which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Add. 15,251, fol. 526, on Exod. W 6.

That the Massorah Parva in the MSS. by its remarks on

the respective passages of the Decalogue with the double accents

indicates the alternative single accents of the Palestinian School,

which it denotes by the expression 'Ronp 'apt, is attested by

Harley 5773 on Exod. 20 3. In this MS , which has thed ouble

accents, the Massorah states ^b rwvmnh 'enp 'OPJs which denotes the

alternative single accents of the Palestinian School. On verse 4

the Massorah remarks npnvmth 'vnp 'orts, which is the same as in

the Rubric I have 'printed from Add. 15,251. Here again the

single accents given in the Massorah are those of the Palestinian

system. On verse 7 the Massorah states -nat 'onp '«»b, and on

verse 10 on 'anp '0»a. These alternative accents are given in the

Massorah itself and it need hardly be said that the expressions

are simply the catchwords for the whole verse.

The double accents and the double graphic signs in some

parts of the Decalogue are due to the fact that the Babylonian

School of textual redactors had a different verse-division from

those of the Palestinian School (Comp. the Massorah, Vol. IV, p. 343,

§ 109), that the former divided the Decalogue into ten verses

and the latter into thirteen and that the two systems both of

accentuation and vowel-points are here exhibited in a combined

form. In this combined form the text of the Decalogue is given

in the oldest MSS. and in all the early editions; in Orient. 4445;

Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11; Add. 21,160; Add. 15,451;

Orient. 4227; Orient 2451; Add. 9401; Add. 15,251; the editio

pi-inceps of the Pentateuch, Bologna 1482; the first, second and

third editions of the Bible (Sonsino 1488; Naples 1491—93;

Brescia 1494); the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517

and the editio princeps of the Rabbinic with the Massorah,

Venice 1524—25.

The Babylonian recension, however, with its verse-division

and with its single accents and vowel-points, is given in Arund.

Orient 2; Add. 27,167; Orient 1379; Orient. 1468; Orient 1466;

Orient2348; Orient 2349; Orient 2365; Orient 4838; Orient 6404,

and Orient 5956.

In order to enable the student to decipher the puzzling

peculiarities of the text, which are due to the combination of the

two systems, I subjoin (1) the Palestinian Recension with its

separate accents and vowel-points ;
(II) the Babylonian Recension

with its separate accents and vowel-points, indicating in larger

type the passages in each Recension which are combined in the

double system, and (III) the Recension which exhibits the two

systems combined into one.

III.

Ihe Combined verse division and
Accents of both Becensions.

-H*? jjrnKj? nnnb I d:js.3 y»}. nnnp nj?a 4

b» Tb"?* rS'T ^i^ '3 B^ayn Hbi cnb n; nntfn

pniwa nair^i fra6 vtb^if? npn ntfji *•;»?*> s

rrvr^ npy, )kb y ki*> rnbin nirr-D«>-h>« ^r^ ^'^ «

n-^ niyn o-a; n*«t tiihi?'? rmx^ Blj-nK''ni3j 7 s

T^i? Tj-ribK riin''^ina?> Tss^n al-i tiiTOKba-bs 9

^i^. Ti^f ^^^ ???'
'^ '^>T'4 ^^^

njrr ntey^D'aT-n*)? 's JTIj?'?? "^ 3'V-I IW?' i»

ro»,i D^~i«>K-'r3-n«i ojrrS^ H^-T^?? o-a^rrnK

tnx.niji ^b J^b jni rr\b» nirr-"i«>i< ni?^ is

y^_ n«h!j nfinri-jtb ^jn rf<p nfann ikb {ip)? is

II.

^sniia = Babylonian Recension.

-bv onnx D\"i^x'?ij? n^.T ikb lonnv n'aa 2

ir'x nmn-bj) I ^DB jjf'^^^P ^'? '5?

I D^aa ym nnno f^nx^StrK]bm I D.'P?^?

ni5rn ^b] Bn^ mnntt^n-t*^ Y'^kb nnno

-bs ana-bs iiaK fi? ip.le np. *?«Vb^^ ^^, "^^^ ?

D'B^x^ ion h^V) ^^pb D'jsr'??! ^ybp

trt"?*? nirr-B«>-nK njfn iib .
pnixa naW^i "x^ s

jKi^^^ vsp-r^ »^?-i^ r» nj.T rijsr ^b y ki^

nSrn D^t^i ntp itt^^j?^ nat^n dl^-nx'SlDT *

rTirr!?ln3ef 'r5«^n Bih 'IP'?«^9"^? O'jf'Vl

^FQ,^ jiai r^K n^»b^bD r\\^vp i^^ ^yb»

r^y>p^ itt^x ?|"!5i 'jnon^i '[n^xi ift^x?

D»rrfi«i n^^?*! o.''5f^T^y ^"V n^^ Va;-ri«W 's

nirr ^^.a ir'?? 'f
3*n ova ro;;. B3-n«>>r'?|-n»51

mb ^^HKir^fm y9 i VTjtfpr."§^ OT*^ »

fajifr^b :ai:n \kb :Fi«:n ^b mxin )^b c-

r^ nSptn-k"? ^pn nrs lanr )kb JTsf t^ ^?"a 10

xy^b "Tfif bSi iTfaiTi lnl«l^. 1"^, ^h

'XaiPD = Palestinian Recension,

-^j? onni? D>rt^K ^b n;..T-i*^ on^^n'M «

TC^x njion-^ai ^dd
jf?

rwvr\-\kb vya »

D^sa -mi nnno fnxa itt^xi bvm Q^ei^?

Diapn »6i on^ mnntfri-fc^^ M^'^^b nnno *

-b? D'a-'?? naK p)^ niJlS KJi? ^k \rh\k rrirr ^jh 'j?

b^p^x^ ion nfe^n vv^pb D'^ar*??! 07?^®

«

tn'^if 03"^"°'^'^^ '^'^ '*/' ''^^^ ''^'^ '^"^^ *

iij>n D'O; n?^2^ ''f^p-r'
^1?^''^ Di;-nx ii5r 7 »

nirrb. fia?^ '?>58^n Bi^. :?jn?x^D-^3 n'fe^vi

"

^naVjsairra* n-)X^a-b? .=i^n-«'? ?pn^x

B'rrnK n^Tf«l orofTfiif Hin; n^ B'B;-n«>«> 'j?
«>

nin^ ^na i?""?? 'JT?*? 01^*9 tom aa-nttr'T^

x^b p tn^K -"Jl"pf>l "91!?? ^?,t?; I«"^

nj^nnt'?' a5?n \kb P|><3n J^^ nx-in i*^' »

^^> "TW ^^1 ^^ ^7*^ ''^^-^1 ^?^
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On comparing the two separate Recensions with the com-
bined form it will be seen that 'jt in verse 2 which has both
Kdmetz and Patkach under the Nun, the Kametz form exhibits

the Palestinian Recension, where this expression ends the verse

and hence has Soph-Pauuk and that the Pathaeh form exhibits

the Babylonian Recension where it has 'Revia and is in the middle
of the verse. The same is the case with nnno in verse 3 which
has |)oth Kametz and Pathaeh under the 7av, the one is due to

the pausal accent Athnach in the Palestinian Recension and the

other to the conjunctive accent Azla in the Babylonian Recension
The same is the case with nnr in verse 12 which has both
Pathaeh and Kametz, the former exhibits the Palestinian Recension
and the lattftr the Babylonian. By this process of comparision
all the anomalies and apparent contradictions will easily be
solved.

That the Palestinian and Babylonian Recensions of the text

frequently exhibit different verse-divisions, which necessarily

involve a difference in the accents and vowel-points will be seen
from the notes in my edition of the Bible on Gen. 35 22; Deut.

32 35, 39; Judg. 8 29, 30; Ps. 22 6; 5S 1; 63 1; 90 1; 130 5 &c.

In some instances, as in the case of Gen. 35 22 and in the

Decalogue, this Variation in the verse-division is designed for

liturgical purposes and public reading and in some it is due
to a different view of the import of the text. (Comp. my Intro-

duction to the Hebrew Bible, p. 76.)

The expressions p'^y ore upper accents and pnnn oyo lower

accents, by which grammarians and expositors designate the two
systems because in the longer verse-division a larger proportion of

the accents are placed ahoi>e the words whilst in the shorter verse-

division a larger number are beloio the words, I have not found
in the Massorah. In the Massorah, as we have seen, the

Palestinian accents of the Decalogue are called poip Dpa because
the longer division with its accents was regarded as the older

of the two.

O'p = § 140.

Sixteen passages are with the accents Yerech ben Tomo
and Kame Rirah, As these two accents, which always occur
together, are of the rarest in the Scriptures, the Massorah records
the passages In which they are to be found. Besides, the Yerech

ben Yomo has invariably also the Munach as its servant. In four
instances these inseparable accents are preceded by one Munach
(Numb. 35 6; Neh. 5 18; 18 5; 2 CW-on. 24 5); in five by two
Munachs (2 Kings 10 6; Jerem. 38 25; Esther 7 9; Neh. 13 15;

2 Chron. 35 7), in three by three Munachs (2 Sam. 4 2; Jerem.
13 13; Neh. 1 6); in two instances they are preceded by four
Munachs (Josh. 19 51; 1 Chron. 28 l) and in two by five

Munachs (Ezek. 48 21; Ezra 6 9). It will be seen that these
accents mostly occur in the later books. In the Pentateuch there
is one instance only, whilst in Esther, Ezra-Nehemiah and in

Chronicles, there are no fewer than nine instances.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular
parts of the Massorah, I collated sixteen Lists. I shall, however,
specify the following ten only, seven in MSS. and three printed

:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1096, on Numb. 35 6, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. I03a, on Ezek. 48 21;
(III) Orient. 4446, fol. 167aj on Numb. 35 5; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 596, on 2 Sam. 4 2; (V) the same MS., fol. 1986, on Ezek
48 21; (VI) the same MS., fol. 3886, on Neh. 13 5; (VII) Add.
21,160, fol. 250a, on Numb. 36 5; (VIII) the printed Massorah on
Ezek. 48 21; (IX) the same on Esther 7 9, and (X) the same on
Neh. 13 5. The addition hibin jo pn D'nira "o pnso 's at the end
of List VIII refers to the two instances in Ezek. 48 21 ; Ezra 6 9

and -la is a mistake for 'rra.

It will be seen that though List I, like all the other Lists,

coincides in stating in the heading that there are sixteen such
instances, yet it records fifteen only. But as all the other Lists
duly give sixteen, there can hardly be any doubt that the omission
of Neh. 5 13 is due to the carelessness of the Scribe.

The names of the two accents given in the heading of this
List, vary in the other Lists. Though the name n-io "np cow
horns, from its resemblance in the MSS. to the horns of this
animal, is also the name given to the pausal or distinctive
accent in Lists VII, VIII and IX, yet in Lists IV and VI it is

called bna ijb Great Pazer, because its form in the MSS. is some-
what like an enlarged form of the ordinary Pazer. Its inseparable
servant, which is here called lor p m' the moon a day old, from
its fancied resemblance to this luminary and which is also its

name in the headings of Lists VIII and IX, is for the same
reason called bibi wheel, in Lists IV, VI and VIII.

K'Op - § 141.

Eleven instances in the Scriptures are with the accent. That is,

with the accent Yethiv before the accent I^uhta instead of
after it.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts
of the Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS.
and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 40 5, on
Jerem. 14 14, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 88a,
on Levit. 6 2; (III) Add. 16,451, fol. 71 o, on the same passage;
(It) Add, 21,160, fol. 1416, also on the same passage; (V) Orient
1474, fol. 196, on Jerem. 14 14; (VI) the printed Massorah on
Levit. 5 2, and (VII) the same on Dan. 2 10.

List II, which exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah,
like List I is simply headed DrasK" without stating what the
import of this Rubric is. Lists III and IV are headed 'pssa k"
iinK"? which evidently denotes that the accent Pa«Ata is after the
Yethiv, as is attested by the clumsy heading of List V, viz.

nwB a^n^^ onpio aw 'ooi Tea k°' and by the more explicit headings
of Lists VI (a'n^ rst^ wovt, Ksrea "B-iinK^KayjsaK") and VII (mopo r^
awn "inK misvb KBTinan), thus plainly indicating the design of
this Massorah. List VI omits n^asa ik Levit. 5 2 and makes up the
eleven by giving opn iina an' vth Jerem. 29 32. But this is mani-
festly due to the ignorance of a later Nakdan. This is not only
attested by all the MS. Lists which coincide in excluding
Jerem. 29 82 and including Levit. 5 2, but by the second List
(VII) in the printed Massorah itself. List V alone has the
r'^'^monic sign.

rap - § 142a.

Four instances are with the accent at the beginning of the verse.

That is, in four instances Legarmeh, which is normally a disjunc-
tive accent and precedes Munach, is abnormally subordinated to

Geresh or Ada with Kadma intervening, and respectively occurs at

the beginning of the verse.

That Legarmeh is an accent is attested by the Massorah on
Exod. 30 13 which expressly states that the demonstrative rn is

in three instances with the accent Munach before Legarmeh.
(''a-u'? "itb ma oraa.B-i : nt, vide supra, letter t, § 31.) To the same
effect is the declaration of Levita the eminent expositor of the
Massorah. In his Massoreth Ha-Massoreth he says "the ciceent
which is called Legarmeh" (.Tfi'Ta'? irpn Dwen, p. 210, ed Ginsburg
and comp. Japhet »nipn."1-110 p. 116).

Of this Rubric, which in this separate form does not occur
in the printed Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Harley
6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 165a, on 2 Chron. 26 15, which I have
printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1726, on Jerem. 38 11; (III)

the same MS., fol. 2166, on Hag. 2 12, and (IV) the same MS.,
fol. 2736, on 2 Chron. 26 15.

2'Dp = § 1426.

In eleven verses the accent Qeresh follows Legarmelh, but it

does notfollow the accent A»la. Whilst the preceding Rubric records
the four instances only which commence the verse, this Rubric
registers all the passages in the Scriptures in which this accent
is thus abnormally used irrespective of its position in the
verse.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, one in MS. and three
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 18a, on Gen. 28 9, which
I have printed; (II) the printed Massorah on the same passage;
(III) the same on Jerem. 4 19, and (IV) the same on Hag. 2 12.

Lists III and IV are headed pjon ¥h bM mnb mwa rro-ub o»aa k'-

orrra Kia» n^iKfl which expresses the import of this Massorah in
different language.

In two of the instances the Standard Codices vary with
regaVd to the accent precetiing the Legarmeh. In l Sam. 14 3 it

is
I Tlaa-K with Telisha Ketanah in Harley 5710—11; Arund.

Orient. 16; Add. 25,251 and Add. 16,451: whilst it is maa-^tj
with Munach in Orient. 2201 and Add. 15,260. The same is^ihe
case in 2 Kings 18 17; It is 1 Dno-an in Arund. Orient. 16;
Add. 15,451 &c. and iD'no-an in Orient. 2201; Harley 5710-^11;
Add. 15,260; Add. 15,251'.'

rap = § 148.

Legarmehs through the Scriptures.

This perpendicular short line which normally follows the
accent Munach, is carefully marked in the margin of the MSS.
with the Massorah, against the respective passages which exhibit
this accent. The Legarmehs in these MSS. are thus given as part
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of the Hassorah Parva. With the exception of Deuteronomy I have

not fonnd any separate Lists of the LegartneJu in the respective

books of the Scriptures. I have, therefore, compiled the following

Rubrics from the Massorah Parva in the MSS. which carefully

indicate them in the margin by the abbreviation 'tb.

GeneM. — This Rubric I compiled from Orient 19,776 and

Codex Bedell 8 Vols., fol 10, dated A. D. 1285 in Emmanuel

College, Cambridge. Accordingly Genesis has no fewer than fifty-

nine Legarmeht. Fifty-two of these are the normal Munach Legarmeh

i. e. they are not only preceded by Munach, but are followed

both by Munach and Bevia. Five are followed by Bevia alone

(Gen. S 16; 17 14; 19 9; 23 6; 29 9); one is followed by Kadma
Ve-Azla (Gen. 28 9, vide $upra, % 1426) and one by Darga

(Gen. 31 29)!

TOp = § 144.

Exodus. — This Rubric too I have compiled from the same

MSS. It will be seen that Exodus has sixty-three Munach-Legarmehe.

One of these only is foU^wftd by Revia alone (Exod. SO 13, vide

tupra, letter r, § 81).

.T»p - § 145.

LeviHeut. — Tliis Rubric I have compiled from the same

sources. Accordingly Leviticus has altogether forty-one Legarmehs

or rather Munach-Legarmeht. Two only are not followed by

Munach Revia, viz. 10 6 and 21 10 both of which are followed

by (Mehupach) Piuhta. {Vide infra, § 188.)

VQp - § 146.

Nuwhers. — This Rubric, which exhibits fifty-three i^garmehe

in Numbers, I compiled from the same sources. The twelve

instances which affect ef^a I arst^ (Numb. 7 1 3, 19, 26, 81, 37, 43,

49, 56, 61, 67, 78, 79) and which have no second Munach before

the Revia, ought properly to belong to the Pasek category, since

they end with the same letter with which the next word begins.

The Massorah, however, regards them as Legarmehs, as is

attested by the fact that they are excluded from the List of

Poueks in Numbers. {Vide infra, § 203.) Besides these there are

also three other instances in which the Legarmeh is not followed

by Munach (Numb. 10 29, 36; 20 21).

rap = § 147.

Deuteronomy. — This RuJMtc, which exhibits fifty-five

Legarmehe in Deuteronomy, I compiled from the same sources.

It was, however, first published by Felix Pratensis at the end

of the second volume of his edition of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice

1617, with the heading jneon poe. Not only are the Legarmehs

and the Paseks mixed up in this List, but it records four less of

the former (Deut. 2 14; 3 10; 13 7; 28 13) and gives the following

six which are not in my List, Deut. 4 47; U 20; 16 1G6; 26 5;

31 8; 32 9. The analysis of the Pasehs is given below in § 204.

It will be seen that in three instances there is no second Munach

before the Revia (Deut. 1 83 ; 5 4, 22).

n'Op = § 148.

Joshua. — This Rubric I compiled from the Massorah Parva

of Codex Bedell in Emmanuel College, Cambridge where the

Legarmehs are given against each instance as an integral part of

the Massorah. Of the forty-nine instances which occur in this

book, six only have not the Massoretic remark 'j*? against them

(Josh. 2 4; S 4; 14 6; 15 18; 21 32; 22 16), though the text

itself has Legarmeh. For this reason the expression 'ih is omitted

against these passages in this Rubric.

It will be seen that though there is no second Munach before

the Revia in Josh. 5 14 and 9 12 yet the Massorah marks them

a^ Legaimehs. (For Josh. 9 12, see letter % § 31.) That Josh. 2 4

and 14 18, which have also no second Munach, belong to the

Legarmeh category is attested by the fact that they are expressly

excluded from the List of Paseks in Joshua. {Vide infra, § 205.)

B'Dp - § U9.

Judges. — This Rubric, which exhibits forty-five instances

of Legarmeh in Judges, I have compiled from the Massorah

Parva of the same Codex. It will be seen that five (Judg. 11 40;

16 2; 18 7; 20 81; 2l 19) though marked by the Massorah with

'3b, have no second Munach and that two of these (Judg. 11 40;

21 19) are in parallel passages (1 Sam. 1 3; 2 19) girin as

Paseks in § 307.

yp - § 150.

Samuel. — This Rubric, which records 1 09 Legarmehs in

Samuel, is from the Massorah Parva in Add. 21,161 and Codex
Bedell in Emmanuel College, Cambridge on the respective

passages where they are indicated by the expression 'j"?, except

in the following six instances here duly noted: 1 Sam. 9 12; 13 6;

14 3, 6, 47; 2 Sam. IS 32. Three of these (1 Sam. 14 3, 47;

2 Sam. IS 32) constitute part of the eleven instances in which
Legarmeh is abnormally used. {Vide supra, § 142.) Though marked
by the Massorah with -ib, ten of the instances (l Sam. 9 9;

16 6, 7, 20 25, 31; 26 16; 2 Sam. 12 28; 15 12. 20. 80) have no
second Munach,

K'3p = § 151.

Kings. — This Rubric, which records 148 Legarmehs in Kings,

1 compiled from the Massorah Parva of the same two MSS.,

viz. Add. 21,161 and Codex Bedell in Emmanuel College, Cam-
bridge. With the sole exception of three (1 Kings 16 5; 2 Kings
17 36; 20 5) they are all marked by the Massorah with the

usual expression 'j^. One of the instances forms part of the

Rubric which records the abnormal occurrence of Legarmeh, viz.

2 Kings 18 17 {vide supra, § 142) and one (2 Kings 2 12) is included

in the Pasek Rubric {vide infra, § 208), whilst seven of the

instances marked by the Massorah with the usual expression 'j^

(1 Kings 6 29; 7 23; 19 4; 2 Kings 5 22; 7 8; 18 17; 25 16)

have no second Munach.

a':p = § 152.

Isaiah. — This Rubric, which records seventy-three Legarmehs

in Isaiah, I compiled from the same materials, viz^ Cod«x Bedell

in Emmanuel College, Cambridge and Add, 21,161 in thei British

Museum, where they are duly indicated in the Massorah Parva
on the respective passages by the expression 'j^. It will be seen

that in eight instances which the Massorah marks by 'j*? there

is no second Munach before Ihe Revia (Isa. 9 16; 19 16; 21 8;

22 2; 37 6; 42 5; 49 21; 64 3) and that in one instance the

Munach-Legarmeh is not followed by Revia, but by (Darga) Tevir

(Isa. 36 2). Though the Massorah in the St. Petersburg Codex

of A. D. 916 on Isa. 42 5 emphatically states that it is here

Pasek, this .Massorah as emphatically marks it here 'j*?. The

instances in which the phrase mrr, nait i nis is with Legarmeh in

this book form a separate Rubric. {Vide tn/ira, . letter a, § 62.)

J"3p = § 153.

Jeremiah. — This Rubric, which records 134 Legarmehs in

Jeremiah, I compiled from the Massorah Parva of Add. 21,161 and

Codex Bedell in Emmanuel College, Cambridge, on the respective

passages. There are two instances only marked 'jb which have

no second Munach (Jerem. 50 34; 52 20), whilst three (Jerem.

4 19a; 38 11; 40 11) form part of the Rubric which records

the passages where Legarmeh is abnormally used, iyide supra,

§ 143.) It is remarkable that though Jerem. 4 19 is here marked

'3b and is counted in § 142 as one of the eleven instances in

which Legarmeh is used exceptionally, yet it is included in the

List of Paseks in Jeremiah. {Vide infra, § 210.) The instances in

which the phrase :^^rv nisK i nb is with Legarmeh in this book are

also given in a separate Rubric. {Vide infra, letter s, § 68.)

Tip = § 154.

Bkekiel. — This Rubric, which records eighty-five Legarmehs

in Ezekiel, I compiled from the Massorah Parva of Codex Bedell

in Emmanuel College, Cambridge and Add. 21,161 in the British

Museum, on the respective passages There is one instance only

marked 'j"? which has no second Munach (Ezek. 24 17), whilst

Ezek. 9 2 is one of the eleven instances in which Legarmeh is

abnormally used. {Vide supra, § 142.)

iTDp-n':p = §§ 155—165.

The Minor Prophets.

The Minor Prophets. — This Rubric I compiled from Codex

Bedell in Emmanuel College, Cambridge and Add. 21,161 in the

British Museum, where the instances are duly marked by the

expression -j*? in the Massorah Parva on the respective passages.

Accordingly there are altogether fifty-six I.e^'armeA* in the Minor
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Prophets. But though Codex Bedell has it .-tirr nOK i nS Amos 1 3

and marks it >:b as it is in Nah. 1 12, Add. 21,161, has not only

no 'ih on it, but has it rkv, -iok ni and this is the accentuation

in the best Standard Codices, viz. Orient. 2201 ; Harley 5710—11;

Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Add. 15,451 &c. It

will be seen that in four instances there is no second Munach

(Joel 2 9; Zech. 1 8; 6 15; 14 12) and that Hag. 2 12 belongs

to the eleven abnormal instances wiih Legarmeh. (Vide supra, § 142.)

VOp « § 166.

Ptalvtia. — This Rubric, which records 454 Legm-meJu in the

Psalter, I compiled from Add. 21,161 in the British Museum

and Codex Bedell in Emmanuel College, Cambridge where the

Massorah Parva duly indicates them by the expression •:b on

the respective passages. Unlike the use of this accent in

the twenty -one non- poetical books where it is normally the

concomitant of Munach and is followed by Munach and Revia,

in the Psalms, Proverbs and Job which according to the Massorah,

are the three Poetical Books of the Bible, and hence have a

different system of accentuation, Legai-meh is generally preceded

by Kadma, Mehupach or Mercha and is followed by different

accents as will be seen in this Rubric.

rop = § 167.

R-overhf. — This Rubric, which records fifty instances of

Legarmeh in Proverbs, I compiled from the same two MSS., viz.

Codex Bedell in Emmanuel College, Cambridge and Add. 21,161.

According to a separate Massorah which records the instances

in the three Poetical Books where i '? with Mehupach-Legarmeh

occurs {vide infra, letter a, § 126), Prov. 23 7 is to be added

to this Rubric. In the catchwords rr.-in k"? I 'a Prov. 24 20 it should

be Pa with Mehupach.

n'Dp = 168.

Job. — This Rubric, which records ninety-two Legarmehs in

Job, I compiled from the Massorah Parva of the same two MSS.

on the respective passages. From the separate Massorah which

gives the instances where irs occurs in the three Poetical Books

{vide infra, letter a, § 126), Job 5 6 is to be added to this

Rubric, whereas Job 7 20 which is marked in the Massorah

Parva 'ib in Add. 21,161 as Pasek, is to be deducted. {Vide infra,

§ 216.)

rPp-O'Dp = §§ 169-173.

The Five Megilloth. — These Rubrics, which record forty-

four Legarmehs in the Five Megilloth, I compiled from the

Massorah Parva of the same two MSS. on the respective passages.

It will be seen that in seven instances there is no second Munach

before the Eevia (Cant. 4 14; 8 14; Ruth 1 13; 3 3, 13; Eccl. 9 3;

Esther 8 3); 1 nj (Eccl. 9 3) is also part of a separate Massorah.

(Vide mp-a, letter t, § 31.)

rvp = § 174.

Daniel. — This Rubric, which records thirty-six Legarmehs

in Daniel, I compiled from the Massorah Parva of the same

two MSS. on the respective passages. Dan. 11 6 is the only

instance against which the Massorah has not the expression ':'?.

But as Dan. 4 34 is the other passage in this book without

the second Munach and yet is marked by the Massorah with

•3^, there can hardly be any doubt that its absence in the

former instance is due to an oversight on the part of the

Nakdan.

n-vp = § 175.

Erza-Nehemiah. — This Rubric, which records thirty-six

Legarmehs in Ezra-Nehemiah, I compiled from the Massorah

Parva of the same two MSS. on the respective passages. In one

instance only, viz. Neh. 4 1, is the expression 'jb absent in the

Massorah against the passage and in one instance only there

is no second Munach (Neh. 2 3).

rpp = § 176.

Chronicles. — This Rubric, which records eighty-three

Legarmehs in Chronicles, I compiled from the Massorah Parva
of the same two MSS. on , the respective passage, viz. Codex
Bedell in Emmanuel College, Cambridge and Add. 21,161 in the

British Museum.

In four instances there is no second Munach before Bevia

(1 Chron. 3 1; 28 10; 2 Chron. 18 3; 21 19). One of the instances,

viz. 2 Chron. 2615 is part of the Massorah which records the eleven
passages with the abnormal Legarmeh {vide supra, § 142), whilst

2 Chron. 28 9 and 34 8 which are here marked 'jb have
rightly no Legarmeh in the best Standard Codices, viz. Orient. 2201;

Harley 6710—11; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 16,260; Add 15,251 &c.

rVp = § 177.

In eleven instances Mayela is the servant to Athnaeh-, Normally
the servant to Athnaeh is Munach. In these eleven passages,

however, the accent Mayela which in form is like Tipcha, abnor-
mally precedes Athnaeh as its servant Hence the Massorah
safeguards this exceptional accentuation.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the popular parts of the

Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists. I shall, however, specify the

following ten only, eight in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 756, on Ezek. 10 13, which I have
printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2686, on Ruth 1 10;

(III) the same MS, Vol. II, fol. 160&, on 2 Chron. 20 8; (IV) the

same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2796, on Dan. 4 18; (V) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. I486, on Jerem. 2 31; (VI) the same MS., fol. 1686, on
2 Chron. 20 8; (VII) the same MS., fol. 3676, on Dan. 4 18;

(VIII) Add. 21,160, fol. 5386, on Numb. 28 26; (IX) the printed

Massorah on the same passage, and (X) the same on
2 Chron. 20 8.

These ten Lists exhibit two Recensions of this Massorah
which emanate from two different Schools of textual redactors.

Recension I. — According to this Recension, which is

exhibited in Lists I, VIII, IX and X and which I have printed,

there are eleven such instances. Hence the heading emphatically

states K"\

Recension II. — According to this Recension, however, which
is exhibited in Lists II, III, IV, V, VI and VIII, there are ten such

instances only. This is not only stated in the respective headings,

but these Lists enumerate ten and coincide in omitting Ezek. 1013.

Hence the addition ktui^b Kina after the catchwords K"ip tsrh D'sbik"?

bibn at the end of List X. List IV heads this Rubric pt-pa 'yea "

KnnjHKi; List VIII heads it '"oro "'-ina p*?0 "• whilst in Orient 2348,

fol. 128a; Orient 2349, fol. 118 a and Orient 5404, fol 117a, where
this Rubric is given on Numb. 28 26, it is described 'cpai mas wiih

Netuya [which is another name for Mayela] and Makeph. Hence
the expression with Mayela is in manjr MSS. joined with Makeph
to the one with Athnaeh, and hence too the two expressions

thus joined t0|:ether are regarded as one word, which explains

the heading of List VIII.

n-vp = § 178.

Five words Tiave respectively two accents. That is, Mayela and
Soph-Pasuk. Whilst the preceding Rubric registers the eleven

passages in which this exceptional accent abnormally precedes

Athnaeh, this Rubric records the five instances in which the same
phenomenon is exhibited in connection with the accent Soph-

Pasuk.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS, and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol, 46, on Isa. 8 17, which

1 have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. ISlfe, on l Chron.

2 53; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1226, on Isa. 8 17; (IV) the

same MS., foL 239a, on 1 Chron. 2 63; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-
Ochlah, Supplement, fol, 134a; (VI) the printed Massorah on
Levit. 21 4, and (VII) the same on Hosea 11 6. List IV heads
this Rubric TBsa 'piOD 'tie 'n which contrasts it with the preceding

Rubric, where this phenomenon occurs in the middle of the verse

in connection with Athnaeh. The heading of List VI explains

the import of both this Rubric and the preceding one.*

n^"Kt3 inimts" nioipo 'nai nwno dk '3 a'})yh inime" nh 'idb «iio ''d 'oyoa p^o 'n '

K^ oivsh ttnmriHn '»b unnjfiH^ oi'tsa k''i jihk na'na nana Kin «iponi • • • 'd»di wiavia

khbd'? non n'ni moon '» iy kS«ko namwe* nioipo *»'» |0 la naio bk »a name"

.pD» tA nm3V

t3"rp = § 179.

Two words have respectively Mercha with Athnaeh and

Merchor with 8oph-PcMuk in the Psalter. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 2076, on Ps. 106 29. Though these two expressions

are most distinctly marked in the Rubric itself with M&'cha i. e.

with the line turned to the left in each case, yet not only all the

Standard Codices, but the text of this MS. itself, have a perpen-

dicular line. There can, therefore, hardly be any doubt that the
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Massorah here, as is not infrequently the case, uses the term

KS-utts to denote Metheg. The design of this Massorah, therefore,

is to indicate that B^b^PO?. which is with Athnach in the first

instance (Ps. 106 29) and with Soph-Pasuk in the second (verse 39),

is with Metheg in both verses and thus to militate against Ben-

Asher's recension which exhibits it without Metheg in the first

instance, as will be seen from the notes on this passage in my

edition of the Bible.

D-p = § 180a.

Six pJtraaes respectively occur twice with different accents, once

they are with Mercha and once with JDarga. As the same words

and in the same connection have in one instance Mercha which

is the normal servant to Tevir and in one the abnormal servant

Darga, the Massorah safeguards this variation in the accents. On

referring to the notes in my edition of the Bible, on Gen. 18 18,

1 Kings 22 34; 2 Chron. 18 33, it will be seen that this Massorah

is designed to militate against the rival recension of the text

represented by Ben-Naphtali.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest forms of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Add. 21,160, fol. 1616, on Levit. 11 12, which I have printed;

(II) Orient. 4445, fol. 946, on the same passage; (III) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 68a, on 2 Sam. 17 17; (IV) the same MS., fol. 97a,

on 1 Kings 22 34; (V) the same MS., fol. 268a, on 2 Chron. 18 33;

(VI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 221, and (VII) the printed

Massorah on Levit. 11 12.

List II, which exhibits this Rubric in its incipient state,

records simply three of these groups without any heading and

without fixing the number.^ Lists IH, IV, V and VI record

identically the same six groups, only that some put occasionally

the Darga instances before the Mercha passage. The printed

Massorah (List VII) is corrupt. It gives erroneously nir r|ir 'a

(Exod. 21 35) as the contrast to rrm vn Dn-ia»r, whereas this

passage does not belong to this Rubric at all and o'hv rrrr WKi

ought to be a\bv nTf •'s Isa. 39 8.

ntpp»pi I'BJD iS-pj* itp» ^31 mm naspan .ncprpi tdjd i^-pK is'k hs D'ins mim '

B'p = § 1806.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, three in MSS. and

four printed: (I) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 1009, which I

have printed in my Introduction to the Hebrew Bible, p. 990, § 17;

(II) the Massorah Finalis of Add. 15,251, fol. 445a, which I have

printed below, letter ts, p. 654, § 6; (III) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 18, margin; (IV) Felix Pratensis who printed it for the first

time in his Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517 at the end of the last

Volume; (V) the printed Massorah on Exod. 21 35; (VI) the same

at the end of Vol. IV under rfly::n ir», and (VII) the onurp

mioan edited by Dukes, p. 52 &c. Tubingen 1846.

Though all these seven Lists coincide in stating that there

are thirteen such instances, they each omit one or two instances,

which is manifestly due to the carelessness of the Scribes.

Thus List I, which exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah

omits two, viz. the e pression i-ism, which denotes the second

instance in Josh. 8 an expression frequently omitted and nnp

Mb yv 2 Sam. 20 6 which is also absent in Lists II, IV and VII

List II gives 12 instances only. It not only omits the

instance in 2 Sam. 20 6, but adds after phrase -jt KJtan -i»k

(Eccl. 9 10) rona '•Ta»«i n"**"! that textual redactors are divided in

their opinion whether it is Darga or Mercha.

List III records eleven instances only, omitting Isa. 19 25,

which is also omitted in Lists V and VI, and 2 Chron. 18 13

and \adds after -^t -]tn that the textual redactors are divided

in their opinion whether it is the passage in 1 Kings 22 34 or

2 Chron. 18 33 which has the Darga (|a'Dn bv ppbmi).

List IV, like Lists I, II and VII, omits 2 Sam. 20 6 and

like List II adds after ^t Kxon -rtw« (Eccl. 9 10) rc-io noKi n'Ki.

The printed Massorah (List V), which gives in the heading

the import of this Rubric,^ is corrupt. It omits two instances,

viz. 1 Sam. 30 17 which is given in all the preceding four Lists

and Isa. 19 25 which is given in Lists I, II and IV. It gives

•yv ^Bn as two, viz. for 1 Kings 22 34; 2 Chron. 18 33 and

records Hosea 10 14 twice.

List VI, likewise in the printed Massorah, is also corrupt. It

erroneously states that Levit. 7 33 contains two instances

(13 'a Q^ribv m a-ipan). Like List V it gives D'aben -\t -[en and like

this List omits 1 Sam. 30 17. It also omits inam - Josh. 8 12

like List I and Isa. 19 25 like Lists III and V.

List VII, like V gives D'a'?an yv ^en and like Lists I, II and

IV omits 15"? »n' nn» 2 Sam. 20 6.

According to the rules of accentuation laid down by the

Massorah when Tevir is separated from its preceding servant

by one syllable only or by none at all, the servant is normally

Mercha. In the thirteen instances, however, which constitute

this Rubric, the servant is abnormally Darga, though it is

separated by one syllable only. Hence the Massorah safeguards

this exceptional accentuation.

On comparing this form of the Massorah with the preceding

one it will be seen that all the instances with Darga-Tevir

recorded in it are part of this Rubric. The limited selection

of six passages in § 180a from the thirteen instances which

exhibit this peculiarity, is due to the fact that the Massorites

designed to illustrate the abnormal use of the Darga by parallel

instances of the same phrase with the normal Mercha in § 180a,

whereas in this Rubric the design of the Massorah is to record

all the abnormal instances without illustrating them by parallel

normal accentuation.

Tan^ mipon pa f'Ktr 'o^y e\H Hm miron nioipo y»a itd kovbd pD^nno i»jit y» •

K'Dp = § 181a.

Seven are with the accent in the Scriptures. Normally when

one conjunctive accent or one servant precedes Zarka it is Munach.

In these seven passages, however, this servant is Mercha. Hence

the design of the Massorah is to safeguard this variation in

the accentuation.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, foL I486, on 1 Chron. 29 7.

It is to be remarked that this Recension of the Massorah is

based upon Codices which exhibit this limited number of

exceptions.

K"Dp = § 1816.

Ten verses are vnth the accent Mercha Zarka. That is, in

these ten verses one servant preceding Zarka is abnormally

Mercha instead of the normal Munach.

Of this expanded Recension of this Rubric I collated nine

Lists, six in MSS. and three printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 75a,

on Exod. 30 12, which I have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex

of A. D. 1009, which I have printed in my Introduction to the

Hebrew Bible, p. 992, § 20; (III) Add. 15,25^, fol. 446a, which

I have printed below, letter ts, p. 654, § 13; (IV) Orient. 5404

fol. 73a, on Exod. 30 12; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 1166, on the same

passage; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. 132a;

(VII) Felix Pratensis who printed this List for the first time in his

Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517 at the end of the last Volume;

(VIII) the printed Massorah on Exod. 6 6, and (IX) the same

at the end of Vol. IV under ms'jjn ly©.

Lists I, III, IV, VI VII and IX emphatically state in their

respective headings that there are ten such instances and record

identically the same passages in almost the same order. Even List II,

which exhibits the oldest form of this Rubric and which is headed

DpiDB nywn, gives these ten passages in precisely the same sequence.

List V, however, which like Lists I, II, IV, VI, VII and IX, is

headed o''piDB ", enumerates eleven adding d'b'?k niran a-iaa ant

1 Chron. 29 7 as the eleventh instance. And though no other List

of this longer Recension has this passage, the shorter Recension

(§ 181a) gives it. List VIII alone heads this Rubric nartta pioB K-

and gives 2 Sam. 5 20, the parallel passage to 1 Chron. 14 11,

as the eleventh instance (nam d'stib "jpaa ibri. But this is against

the import of this Massorah, since in the Samuel .passage the

Zarka is preceded by two servants. It is also to be remarked

that in this List n»:a oaw '3tm l Chron. 5 18 is given twice. On
referring to the notes on Ruth 4 4; 1 Chron. 14 11 and 29 7 in

my edition of the Hebrew Bible it will be seen that the different

Schools of textual redactors varied with regard to the number

of these exceptional passages. Hence the two Recensions of this

Massorah. It will be seen that the accents Mercha and Zarka are

called I'nnsi ppijD in the heading of the List which I have printed.

These are also the expressions in the heading of List IV.

TDp § = 182.

Eight words are respectively with two accents. That is, in these

eight instances only, Mercha precedes Tipeha in the same word

whereas normally it is Melheg instead of Mercha.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated twenty Lists. I shall, however,
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specify the following seven only, four in MSS. and three printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 79a, on Levit 28 21, which I

have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 109a, on the same passage;

(III) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 8 18; (IV)

Arund. Orient 16, foL 109 a, on 2 Kings 15 16; (V) the printed

Massorah on Levit. 23 21; (VI) the same on Ezek. S6 26, and
(VII) the same on Cant. 6 6.

The mnemonic sign of eight letters, viz. jn'jnibna at the end
of the Rubric consists of the initial letters of the eight

expressions which constitute this Rubric. The enigmatical heading

of List III, viz. oroa v:h-n p^o 'n is manifestly a corruption, vib^n

ought to be snf^h and is the second part of this mnemonic sign,

the first part having been omitted by the Scribe. The interest,

however, which attaches to this List consists in the fact that it

yields another proof that this so-called Babylonian Codex exhibits

the Palestinian Recension, since this Massorah is unquestionably

Palestinian.

J'fip = § 188.

Three verses have respectively Mercha, Munach, Legarmeh,

Mehupach Pashta. That is, in these three verses, Munach Legarmeh

is abnormally followed by (Mehupach) Pashta instead of the

normal Revia.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 150a, on
Levit. 10 6, which I have printed, and (H) the same MS.,

fol. 298a, on Ruth 1 2. The latter is simply headed cpioc 'j

tS'Dp - § 189.

IBtttn K^W nbtt* — This Rubric, which does not occur
in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 6710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 209&, on Ps. 109 16. It tells us that (1) the irregular
accentuation in the three passages (Ps. 4 7; 109 16; Prov. 8 18) is

that of the celebrated Codex called the Great Machsor: whereas
R. Phineas and the textual redactors of Tiberias do not
exhibit this exception, that (2) the seven words given as an
example and those which in a similar position precede Tardia
are not only with Makeph, but with Qayck and not with Munach
and that (8) the pronoun ^^ forms no exception, being always
both with Qaya and Munach.

TDp = § 184.

Three words have reapeetively Mercha Tevir under the same

word with a half-vowel intervening. Normally when Tevir is preceded

by a compound Sheva it is with Metheg (comp. -iw|a Gen. 27 4;

^trni Exod 30 19). In these three instances, however) it is abnor-

mally with Mercha, though the words are with Chateph Pathach.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 157 a, on 2 Chron. 13 12,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 168a,

on 2 Chron. 31 9; (III) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 1009,

which I have printed in my Introduction to the Hebrew Bible,

p. 291, § 18; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2766, on 2 Chron. 81 9;

(V) A.dd. 16,261, fol. 445a, which I have printed below letter »,

p. 665, § 8; (VI) Felix Pratensis who printed this List for the

first time in his Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517 at the end of the

last Volume, and (VII) the printed Massorah at the end of

Vol. IV under nirm -anp.

iTDp - § 185.

Five words have respectively Mehupach Pashta. When Mehupach
is the servant to Pashta it is normally separated by a word of one
or more syllables e.' g. D^otttnnnno (Gen.4^9); t rtbtf^ (Esther 3 6).

In these five instances, however, compounded with t, Mehupach
abnormally appears in the same word with Pashta. Hence the
Massorah safeguards this exceptional accentuation.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. 11,

fol. 266a, on Eccl. 7 10, which I have printed, and (II) the same
MS, Vol. II, fol. 261a, on Cant. 3 4. The latter is headed
mpa 'PB3 'rw and has at the end the mnemonic sign ^jaoK which
with the exception of k = narnw, exhibits the third letter of the
respective words constituting this Rubric.

VDp = § 186.

For this Rubric see above, letter a, § 357.

VDp - § 187.

Six are with the accent Pasek. That is, in six instances
Pasek stands between two words, the first of which is with
Mehupach and the second with Pashta.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 16,251, fol. 59a,

on Exod. 30 34, which I have printed, and (II) the printed
Massorah on Deut. 8 16, The latter heads it mow '3» orioa r'?o 'i

which is all the information we have for this exceptional
accentuation.

n-Dp = § 188.

Tyy[ 7*'P^» This Rubric, which gives the rule for Led and
Lera and which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1796, on Ps. 22 14.

yp - 190.

JHTDI 7''P70» — The following words respectively occur once
only wUh the accent on the penuMma, whilst in aU the other
Scriptures they are with the accent on 4he tUHma.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, two in MSS. and three
printed: (I) the printed Massorah Finalis of Add. 18,251, fol. 3435
which I have printed; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah 11, § 112
margin; (III) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 872; (IV) Felix Pratensis
who first printed this List in his Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517 at
the end of the last Volume, and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis
at the end of Vol. IV.

Lists I and IV are alike. They respectively record identically
tho same thirty-six instances though not in the same order.
List II records twenty-eight. And though it contains twenty-five
only which coincide with those in Lists I and IV, it gives three new
instances, viz. nati? Numb. 21 5; rnim Isa.32ll and naie Ruth 4 18.

Jacob b. Chayim's List (List V) records thirty-eight instances. It
omits three instances, two of which are also absent in List II, viz.

ank Prov. 17 19; pxi Ruth 1 21 and n'' (Prov. 10 10) which is

given in all the other four Lists, and has two, viz. ma (1 Sam.
30 6) and par (2 Kings 3 11) which are absent in Lists I, II
and IV. The 14th instance in this List, viz. nsp is a clerical
error for r^^^p (Ezek. 19 14), as is evident from the catchwords
naoo tw« Kxm.

The List in the Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah (List III) exhibits
the latest development of this Rubric. Not only are the passages
here for the first time arranged in the order of the books of the
Bible, butthe<jompiler of this List succeeded in collecting no fewer
than fifty-five instances besides the one at the end ('wp Isa. 60 l)

which is described as outside this Massorah (jimiDOO -oSi).
Besides the Isaiah instance the following nineteen are new:
(1) WW Levit. 25 21; (2) ^Kch Numb. 27 21; (3) -nmT (Josh.

2 3; (4) opo 2 Sam. 3 15; (6) nKani 2 Sam 9 10; (6) riKO 1 Kings
16 24; (7) wi Ezek. 27 5; (8) Kiia/ Isa. 45 7; (9) mxo Jonah 2 3;
(10) ^n^nn Mai. 2 3; (11) i^a Ps. 37 20; (12) naa'Prov. 31 U;
(13) fiKxim Job 15 13; (14) noK' Job 23 6; (15) m Job 24 1;

(16) 'nKsta Job 29 7; (17) 'aK Dan. 5 13; (18) 'ito Neh. 2 9, and
(19) notn Neh. 9 7.

K'Xp = § 191.

An alphabetical List of words with the accent thrown back
<pM pm = -nriK jios). That is, words which have respectively
become Milil to avoid the collision of two words in juxtaposition
which would otherwise be Milra. This Rubric, which does not
occur in the printed Massorah but which is kindred to the
preceding Rubric, is from the St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916,
on Isa. 28 20. Professor Strack fully discussed this Rubric in his
notes on this passage. It will be seen that five of the letters in this

alphabet, viz. a, t, n, s and p represent words which form part
of the preceding Rubric.

a'Xp = § 192.

Two verses in the Pentateuch in which the sama word occurs
twice, with the accent on the penuUima in the first place and
on the ultima in the second place. This Rubric, which does not
occur in the printed Massorah, is from the Paris Ochlah Ve-
Ochlah § 226.

y"!tp = § 193.

y^P^KlD P'l /tt» — A List of words which respectively occur
once only with the accent on the uUtma and which are with the

accent on the penultIma in all the othei' ScHpturex,
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Of this Rubric, which records the reverse phenomenon to

the one registered in § 190, I collated three Lists: (I) the

MasBorah Finalis in Add. 15,261, fol. 4436, which 1 have pnnted;

(11) Felix Fratensis in his Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517, who

printed it for the first time at the end of the last Volume, and

(in) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 373. Lists I and II record the

same fourteen instances in precisely the same order.

The Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah (List lU), as usual, exhibits a

later development of the Rubric. The compiler of it not only

arranged the respective passages in accordance with the sequence

of the books in the Bible, but added the following six new in-

stances: (1) r^m Exod. 20 4; i-i) ir^ Levit. 24 fi; (3) JJT,
Numb. 27 13- (4) «h» Isa. 40 21; (5) ornb Isa. 49 15, and (6)

•HI* Job 30 30. He moreover states at the end of the List that

there are two other instances with regard to which there is a

difference of opinion among the textual redactors {\\rrhv "S^t p^),

viz. iT3tm (Numb. 31 27), and n-toyi (Zech. 6 n). On referring to

the notes on the Zechariah passage in my edition of the Bible

it will be seen that it is one of the variations between Ben-Asher

and Ben Naphtali.

Though Jacob b. Chayim states on Job 28 7 that n^U is one

of the Lists of words which respectively occur once only with

the accent on the ultima and that he has given it in the Massorah

Magna or Finalis under letter SMn\ the List is not to be found

in his printed Massorah.

•nai 'D02 'poi •o»oi rha 'man 'h -ini in hsi na^ p nn mm' -ww .p^n 'h nais
*

TJtp - § 194.

Twelve words respectively occur twice, once toith the accent on

the ultima and once with the accent on the penuUima,

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, but which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I coUated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and one printed: (I) Hariey

6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2776, on Dan. 2 35, which I have printed;

(H) Orient. 4445, fol. 56a, on Exod. 14 16; (UI) St. Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 38 14; (IV) the same Codex on

Jerem. 62 28; (V) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 366a, on Dan. 2 35;

(VI) the Massorah Finalis in Add. 15,251, fol. 442a; (VII) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 5?, and (VIII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 51.

Lists I, III, V and VII record the same twelve pairs in

precisely the same order. List H, which exhibits the oldest form

of this Massorah, is still in an incipient state. It is as yet with-

out a heading and records six pairs only, four of which coincide

with those given in Lists I, III, J^nd VII and two are new, viz.

(1) D-rt Exod. 14 16 which, however, also occurs in Isa. 58 1 in

the tiitva receptut and onn 2 Kings 6 7, and (2) jw Numb. 20 21,

and inj Gen. 38 9. It is remarkable that vhn is here called nsn«3

and yj^o is called »)n5, as will be siSen from the Rubric itself,

which I subjoin in the note with the points as it is given in.

the MS.^

List IV has no heading, but though it states at the end

that there are twelve such pairs ('yijo 'm v^hn -tn prt a"), i* records

fourteen, having the two pairs o-n and \ra which are given in

List IL It will thus be seen that the number given at the end

of this Rubric is in conflict with the instances recorded therein

and that it is the addition of a careless Scribe.

List VI which emphatically states in the heading that there

are twelve such pairs ("P^o im "hn in pri a" p nn) records fourteen.

Twelve of these are not only identical with those recorded in

Lists I, III, V and VII, but are given in precisely the same order.

The two at the end are y<a^ (1 Sam. 9 24; Eccl. 5 12) and yrn

(I Sam. 9 6; 10 2). Here again the number recorded in the

Rubric itself is in conflict with the statement in the heading.

List VIII, which states in the heading that there are twelve

such pairs, records sixteen. After registering the same twelve

pairs as the other Lists, but in different order agreeing more

with the sequence of the books in the Bible, it adds at the end

under the heading Kmioea Ta*?i and outside this Massorah, four

other pairs, viz. (1) -notf> which is also given in List VI; (2) •pitj

Ps. 17 8; Jerem. 4 28; (8) :^t Ps. 90 8; 8 7, and (4) -t^/v Deut.

28 5; 2 Kings 7 6.

Though Jacob b. Chayim states on Gen. 19 20 that he has

given this Rubric in the Massorah Magna (Finalis)* yet it is no-

where be found in the printed Massorah.

nsno *? «Vj ijns -^ fw nvio 'V fhJ ^j h las nano 'S las *pi *7 tnn nsno 'h Din '
.

*

"
'

' .«ins -h nsjjn njno 'h nsjjn «|n3 ^ ^nfft nsno *7 'mVi *n3 'h M
/ran 'Toaa 'isi Tho »mi '*o\ Vj?^ im yho in pw a'* p nn nts^oK '

•Titp = § 195.

Eight vei'ses in which the same wo^^d occurs twice, loith the

accent on (he ultima in the first instance and on the jtmuUima in

the second instance. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from the Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 225.

VJtj3 = § 196.

Two are with Munach and Paselc Normally when there is a

Pasek between the servant and Zarha, the servant is Mcrcha. As

it is in these two instances only that the sei-vant is Munach, the

Massoi-ah safeguards this exceptional accentuation. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah,^ is from Hariey

5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 241o, on 2 Kings 4 13.

r3tj5 = § 197.

Five words have respectively two accents. That is, they have

exceptionally Munach and Revia on the same word.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated eight Lists, five in MSS. arid three printed:

(I) Hariey 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 566, on Exod. 32 31, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1236, on Zech. 7 14;

(HI) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2646, on Eccl. 4 10; (IV) Orient.

4446, fol. 36a, on Gen. 46 5; (V) Halle Ochlah T£p-Ochlah, Supple-

ment, fol. 132a; (VI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 45 5; (VII)

the same on Zech. 7 14, and (VIII) the same on Eccl.:4 10. It will

be seen that this Massorah treats i"?-^ (Eccl. 4 10) as one word

and not as two words, which is the reading of several MSS. and

most of the early editions, as will be seen from the notes on

this passage in my edition of the Bible.

n-yp = § 19«.

Three are loith Makeph and the accent. That is, with IHpcha

after the Makeph. In Gen. 9 28—11 26, where the ages of Noah

and his descendants are recorded, "rn is combined by Makeph

with the respective names in eight instances. In four the name

is with Revia (Gen. 11 11, 16, 17, 19), in one instance it is with

Zakeph-Gadol (11 16) and in'these three instances it is with T^pcha.

The mnemonic expression at the end consists of the initial letters

of the three names which have the Tipcha. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 2340,

fol. 84a, on' Gen. 11 18.

B'Xp - § 199.

7'kree verses are with the accent Pater in the same section.

That is, in the section where the Register is given of the Levites

who were to convey the Ark of Jehovah to Jerusalem (l Chron.

16 18—16 6) three verses respectively record eight, four and

five names following each other which in an exceptional manner

are with Pazei\ Hence the Massorah safeguards this phenomenon.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Add. 21.161, fol. 2566, on 1 Chron. 15 18. The mnemonical

expression at the end consists of the numerals (n = 8, n = 4^ n =

5) showing the number of times the Pazer occurs in the respec-

tive verses.

"1 = § 200.

The Paseka throughout the ScHplures,

Tlie Pasek, which like the Legai-meh, is a short perpendicular

line, is carefully indicated in the Standard Codices of the Bible,

both in the text itself and by the Massorah Parva where it

is marked by the abbreviation -db or simply 'b. The general

rules which guided the redactors of the text in the employment

of the Pas^ will best be illustrated at the end of the Lists

for the different books.

Genesis. — For the Paseks in this book I collated five Lists,

four in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient. 1379, fol. 326, on

Gen. 1 5, which I have printed; (II) Add. 16,251, fol. 26; (III)

Codex Tzufut Kale No. 17, which I have printed in Vol. Ill

p. 271; (IV) Codex Tzufut Kale No. 16, which I have printed

in Vol. Ill, p. 306, and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter b,

§ 182.

Though all the five Lists state in their respective headings

that Genesis has twenty-nine Paseks, List III records twenty-eight

only, omitting nra-ni rrnn Gen. 1 21. But as the heading explicitly

says that there are twenty-nine instances (o"a) and moreover as

66a
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all the other four Lists give this passage, there can hardly be I fol. 866, on Numb. 6 22; (III) Harley mo^ll Vol I foL 88ftany doubt that its omission is due to the carelessness of tb6
|
on Numb. 6 26; (IV) idd. 21,160, L. 206^l^ Numb 11 25
(V) Orient. 2349, fol. 104&, on Numb. 6 26; (VI) Codex Tzufut
Kale No. 17, which I have printed in Vol. Ill, p. 272; (VII) Codex
Tzufut Kale No. 15, n^hich I have printed in Vol. Ill, p. son, and
(VIII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter 0, § ibr.

Though Lists IV, VI and VII also state in their respective
headings that Numbers has twenty-two Puseks they record twenty-
one only, since they omit one of the instances in Numb. 3 38
aiyi it is difficult to decide whether it is the one in the first part
of the verse or in the .second. List II is headed fea 'ob rs . and
n^cords twenty only, omitting one in Numb. 8 8.8 and 9 10. List V
is simply headed xoa ppoe p^K without spedifylng tke number:
it record? twenty only, omitting Numb. 8 2 and one in verse 88
and adds at the end 'wisi n^b'Tj'pa d'hSo 1 ot:w Ssi.

The printed Massorah, as usual, mixes up. some of. t\M
Legm-mehs with the Paseks. Though it emphatically states in the
heading that Numbers has twenty-two Paeska it records thirty-
eight. Besides giving the passages registered in List I it inoorpo-
rates no fewer than sixteen Legarmehit, viz. the twelve instances
of 0'k^oiD.T3W and the following four ixri mT i .nop Numb. 10 35;
wnK I fKtt'i Numb. 80 21 and the two in Numb. 31 80 t>»n»* ^ja wjtnooi
linKlnpn. (Vide supra, § 146.) Add. ir.,282 and the editio pi-incepk
of the Rabbinic Bible also exhibit a Paaek in '«»?

i inrraKi Numb. 8 4.
But as none of the Lists have it and moreover as the oldest and
best MSS. do not exljibit it in the text, viz. Orient. 4466; Orient.
2201; Harley 6710—11 ; Add. 15,260; Add. 15,251; Add. 21,160 &c.
I have simply indicated it in the notes on this passage in my
edition of the Bible.

Scribe^

The printed Massorah (List V) is remarkable. After stating
in the heading that Genesis has twenty-nine Paaeks (te-ieoa B'a)
Jacob b. Chayim adds a note that he had seen great variations
in the different Lists of the Pasekn, some recording twenty-nine,
some seventeen and some many more and that he gives his List
according to the best Codices which 6an be relied upon; whilst
with regard to Deuteronomy he has seen a different recension
in the name of the Oaon which he gives in its place.^

In the List itself, however, he registers thirty-three. Of
these, twenty-nine are identical with those which constitute the
pontents of Lists I, II, III and IV. Three are not Paseks at
all, hut LegarmeJu, viz.: (1) -qi\'?-vi Gen. 17 14; (2) n»ol'?mi Gen.
89 9, and (3) hwav ra \ rhnii ntt Gen. 88 9, and are recorded as
such in § 142 and § 143; whilst the fourth instance, viz. rvi
rtrw I D'nbn Gen. 83 6 constitutes a difference of opinion between tho
Schools of textual redactors. Thus Add. 1.S461; Orient. 2349; Orient.
2850; Orient. 2366 and Orient. 2696 have the Pasek. The Massorah
Parva in the last MS., however, remarks against it p'dftpKM'ca to
which a later Nakdan added p'oe tt^a ip'n m'? bm i»o P'db »' om -j"?!}:

whUst Orient. 2201; Harley 5710— 11 ; Add. 15,260; Add. 15,261;
Orient. 2848; Orient. 4327; Orient. 6404 have no PaseJe.

son pa\ f» »3on ikoi ts's 'jdt fno ppoBT 'noij inSisa k-'u'c Ka^tn p-rrson idk '

nhu 1B031 \\nhy noo'of* •iim f) inanKT 'spn neoo ji^ wvia Mw^nsT -[stt oaon -ivi'i i»r.'

•W 'nana n^ nana) jwj ora »nnnii »»nDS wnn onann
Xb this alternatire List recorded In the name of the Gam which Jaco'.

b. Ghayim glvea on the Pasek* In Deuteionomy (vide infra, § 204), is a verbatim
reprint of Felix Pratensls' Rubric, he must denote by the expression lif.i

the «ditor of the edUio princepe of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1617.

K"l = § 201.

- /n Exodujt there are fourteen Paseks. Of this
Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed

:

(I) Orient. 1379, fol. Iboh, on Exod. 30 4, which' I have
printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 2ft; (HI) Add. 21,160, fol. Il7/i,

on Exod. 30 34; (IV) Codex Tzufut K«le No. 17, which I have
printed in Vol. Ill, p. 271; (V) Codex Tzufut Kale No. 15, which
I have printed in Vol. m, fol. 30 G, and (VI) the printed Massorah
Finalis, letter b, § 133.

With the exception of the printed Massorah (List VI) all
the Lists emphatically state in their respective headings that
Exodus has fourteen Paseks and duly record the same fourteen
instances in practically the same order. The printed MasSorah,
however, which also states in the heading that there are fourteen
such instances, records fifteen, giving unMm Exod. 30 13 as one,
which is incorrect since it is here Legarmeh and is rightly given
as such in § 144. Exod. 30 34 constitutes one of the six instances
in which Pasek stands between two words, the first of which is

MeMipach and the second Pashta and which are recorded in

§ 187.

r-l - § 204.

an ' 202.

Leviticus, — This hook has eight Paseks. Of this Rubric I
collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient. 1379,
fol. 198a, on Levit. 5 12, which I have printed; (II) Add. 1.5,251,
fol. 70a, on Levit 10 3; (III) the same MS., fol. 3a; (IV) Codex
Tzufut Kale No. 17, which I have printed in Vol. Ill, p. 272;
(V) Codex Tzufut Kale No. 15, which I have printed in Vol. Ill,

p. 306, and (VI) the- printed Massorah Finalis, letter e, § 134.
All the six Lists coincide in stating in their respective

headings that Leviticus has eight Paseks, and Lists I—V duly
record the identical eight passages in precisely the same order.
But though the printed Massorah (List VI) also states in
the heading that there are eight suCh instances only in this
book, it records twelve. The four additional instances, however,
are Legarmehs, viz. inmiwnbK Levit. 10 9, 9;^a'?i-iBn Levit. 13-8^
and jewnwKT Levit. 81 10 and three of them are recorded as such
in the Lists of Legarmehs in § 145. Moreover two of these, the
one given in this List (Levit. 21 10) and one given in all the six
Lists (Levit. 10 6) form part of the Rubric which records the
three instanc.s in which Munach Legarmeh is abnormally followed
by Mehupaeh Paahta. {Vide supra, § 183.)

:"1 = § 203.

Numbers. — In thin hook there are twenty-tioo Paseks. Of
this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Add. 15,251, fol. 3a, which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,

Deuteronomy. — In this book there are twenty-tmf Pasekt.
Of this Rubric I coUated seven Lists, five in MSa and two
printed: (I) Add. 16,261, fol. 8a, which I have printed; (Il)^arley
5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1226, on Deut 16 16; (III) Orieni 1879
fol. 319a, on Deut. 3 20; (IV) Codex Tzufut Kale No. 17, which
I have printed in Vol. IH, p. 2721 (V) Codex Tzufut Kale No. 1ft,

which I have printed in VoL IH, p. 807; (VI) .Feli^^ Pratensis
who first printed this List in the editio pnnc^« of the Rabbinic
Bible, Venice 1617 at the end of the last Volume, and (VH) the
printed Massorah Finalis, letter a, § 136.

Lists I, IV and V, not only state in their respective hendings
that Deuteronomy has twenty-two Paseks, but record identiqally
the same passages. List II is simply headed 'roi KnpoB and records
thirteen only, omitting Deut. 6 22; 7 26, 26; 27 9; 28 12, 20, 26,
68; 29 12, thus showing that it is in an incipient state. List III
which is also headed -eoTpoB r^-« without fixing the number,
registers eighteen only and omits Deut. 6 4, 22; 9 4, and 17 8.

List VI is remarkable. It is headed »nBei 'pDB and mixes up
in this Rubric both the Legarmehs and the Paseks without any
distinction. It records altogether seventy-six instances of which
fifty-five are Legai-mehs {vide supra, § 1 47) and twenty-one Paseks.
The latter are identical with those in Lists I, IV and V The
only oiie omitted is Deut. 6 22.

List VII, like Lists I, IV and V, is headed -iBoa a-a, and records
twenty-four. Twenty-two of these are identical with those, in the
Lists which specify this number in their respective headings
and are enumerated in practically the same order. The addi-
tional two at thB end of the List, viz. -oj .rn^K i "ink 1 nan Deut. 31 16,

16 are Legarmehs and are recorded as such in § 147. They are
evidently the addition of a careless Scribe.

At the end of this List Jacob b. Chayim gives another
Recension with the heading 'tb'dt'pdb 'snoK '3w^b. It is to this
alternative List that he refers in his note after the hisadin^
in § 200, which I have there given. This -'alternative List is a
verbatim reprint of the one on •Deuteronomy given by Felix
Pratensis i. e. of List VI which, as we have seen, records the
seventy-six Legarmehs and Paseks; all mixed up in one Register.

JoHhua. — In Joshua there are twenty two Paseks. Of this
Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 18 a, on Josh. 24 33, which I have
printed, substituting however the words of the respective passages
with the Paseks for the catchwords; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 6a, and
(III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter b, § 138.

In the List which I have printed ia -^ after rat D'rrt'K ^k
(Josh. 22 22) '3 is manifestly a clerical error for -j. I have
therefore corrected it in accordance with List ll where it is
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printing it intttiimo might bo taken as giviu^

instead of three for Josh. 8 83.

VI == § 206.

Tudaes - /H Judge, there are nine Paselc. Of this Rubric

JStdd ;5,.M, .o' X .nd (in, the' printed M^sorah Finali.

'°""u.tVn .nd m do not spedfy the number ot P»M. in

this ^ok in their respective heedinge though they give the

reh^ds L the nine instances, ^y *--''';°";^ °7^,
« ., after the catchwords d-=«'5» '^»t«- "''»•' (•'"«g- ", /' V25, it

which I have printed tl,e catchwords .^ n»K. are to be corrected

into Kijnasv with Akph.

I
208- -209. tt — 8D

j«^ - § 207.

S«mtie« - T/.t« hook has forty-four Paseks. The List which

j.^^i=ed'r;hr:re^::i^ei;=
^a^^a^rVith these instances I

"^'^^^^l^r^T^Ti
toee in MSa an^ -e pr>nted « H"^

JJ,„_ ,„ ' „„_,,

r: "sr'.*°".! fmT-Adru!^?.,^.. «, and (IV, the printed

"'TtirbrserthaM'ust, Which I have compiled ,ron>

the MaMassorahs, records '-^-^'x
^-f' ^^^^

--'

-

ite 'S.rr r'tr'^da^rd'atdlJ^e the .our separate

"'"i'f/"- This List is headed ,•» p'" ""^ '"\'"P" '"'*

But tfui it thus nxes
'jvTr/'to'-^rrie' ;ri::^

r-tTlfu^irra d"a«l 1;! wMeVi^-n: I'the c'on.pi.ea

LiSt v! =1™ P™ where r.,-^ is manUestly a clerica error

for J» Sam U 8. There is also a clerical error m the

'^IhwTrds for" Sam. 14 n. Instead o. .=K .». it shouid be

"'"'^iw""// - This List which is headed ro miioT rirpDt and

thus fixes the number at fortynine, records torty-six only. B

omits tour which are in the compiled List v,z 1 S«m. i 8,

7 10- 2 Sam. 1» 14; 16 ^ and has one wh.ch is not m the

compiled List, vi.. *«n..-,.n= 1 Sam. 14 3, but wh,ch ,s also

"""A", ffl. - This List is simply headed ^» and hence

does not fix the number of Pa,ek, in this book I' ""O'*^

forty.four of which three are Legar„uh. (1 Sam. 9 12, 86 16

27 1 vide mpra, § 160,, one which is not in the compiled List

, sLm UT bu? which is also given in List I and om ts ..ve

viz. (1) 1 Sam. 3 8, which is also omitted in Lists II; (2) 1 Sam. 7

also omitted in Lists I and II; (», i Sam. 11 7; W ^ Sam. 10 14

also omitted in Lists II and III, and (6) 2 Sam. 16 7 also om.tted

in Lists I and II.
, j ^ „„a

List IV — Like List III, this List is simply headed "jkww ana

does not fix the number of Paseks in this book. It records forty-nine

instances. Eleven of these are Lega.-m^hs (i) r*r mnb 1 Sam. 9 12

also given in List III; (2) n-h^S^^^ i Sam. 16 5; (B) n.T k^ ?

1 Sam 167; (4) DPbalDPM lSam.3025; (6) .nkninw 1 Sam. 26 16

also^iven in List III; ^6) ^^aKiebDn 1 Sam. 27 1 also given in

lS m where it is b«..^^; (7) nb,n«, 2 Sam. 12 23; (8^=^^

nWp 2 Sam. 13 32; (9) -.nir?^^ 2 Sam. 16 ^^
; (/> ^^^^

2 Sam. 16 30. and (U) n=an nK^^.-rn* I inr.= % rH 7 ^q^^
«*«ra, § 150.) Moreover it omits 1 Sam. 3 8; 7 10; 11 7; 2 Sam.

10 U; 16 7, being the same five instances which List III omits.

It gives however nin- 1 jns which la also given in Lists I, II and ill.

The result of the above collation of the four Lists with the

one which I have compiled from the MS. Massorah and which

I have printed, is that we have to deduct three instances which

are not given in the official Lists (i Sam. 7 10; 2 Sam. 10 14;

16 7) and have to add one, viz. ninMjro l Sam. 14 3 which is

given in all the official Lists and which I adopted in my edition

of the Bible. We thus obtain forty-four Pasek, for Samuel

thirty-three for 1 Samuel and eleven for 2 Samuel. In the printed

List the Pasek is by mistake put after \^hi> l Sam. 3 9 whereas

it ought to be after I

-i"?.
In my edition of the Bible it has

inadvertently dropped out of the text, tit-™ rwawp 1 3]3i' 2 Sam.

13 82 which Jacob b. Chayim (List IV) gives as P^ek is one of the

eleven instances where Le^armeA is abnormally subordinate to il«to.

(Rde sup-a, § 1426.)

nn - § 208.

Kings. — Thu book kaa foi-ty-ttoo Paseks. Of this Rubric

I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 1186, on 2 Kings 25 80; (II) Add. 21,161, fol. 67a

on 1 Kings 1 36; (III) Add. 16,251, fol. 66, and (IV) the prmted

Massorah Finalis, letter t, § 141. The List which I have printed

and which records forty-four Paseks in Kings, I compiled from

the Massorah Parva of various MSS.

List I — This List is headed rwwD'»3-iKninpDB, thus fixing the

number of Paseks in this book at forty-six. It rightly omits

three which are in the compiled List. viz. l Kings 11 22a, 28; and

2 Kings 3 25; it gives one not given in the compiled List, viz.

I.^rnnnestinn'.sK'.nttpnt, l Kings 17 16 and emphatically states

that in l Kings 7 25 are two Paseks ip^ot^'s-pi-^VP ^ivbv ^Wh

List II, which exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah, is

headed » -on npiot. But though it fixes the number at forty it

records thirty-seven only. Like List I it rightly omits the three

instances which are given in the compiled List (i Kings 11 22a,

23- 2 Kings 3 25) and gives two for 1 Kings 7 25 0= '=W As

it omits five instances which are in the other Lists (l Kings 11 22;

12 82 32; a Kings 12 22; 18 17), it is impossible to say which

three of these five originally made up the requisite number

forty. Being the oldest form of the Rubric I give it in the note.

List III - This List is simply headed d^-jo without specifymg

the number. It records forty-five or one more t^an \he com-

piled List. In collating it however with the compiled List the

following variations are disclosed; it omits the same three

instances which are absent in List I (1 Kings 11 22a, 23;

2 Kings 3 26), gives the same new instance recorded in List i

(1 Kings 17 16), and besides giving the two for l Kings 7 25

has two which are Legai-mehs, viz. '3K1'=k 2 Kings 2 12, and

D^jB^lD-Tittrn 2 Kings 26 16. (Vide supi-a, % 151).

li,t IV — Like List ni, this List is simply headed d-s^d

and does not fix the number. It however records forty-eight

instances. It omits five instances which are i^ «i« «°°^Pf^^^
^^^*'

three of which are also rightly absent in Lists I and H viz

1 Kings 11 22a, 23 ; 2 Kings 3 25 and two which are' given in List I in

harmony with the compiled List, viz. 2 Kings 13 14; 18 l7^The

latter is also omitted in iTist H. Like Lists I and H it gives 1 Kings

7 25 as containing two instances^

f.^XT^^ oT-" ^^^^^

stances which e^ve Lega^^nehs and "O*/"**'^*'
^"j'Vso- ^4^

(.,) .nK-nn=,p.; 1 Kings 3 15; (3) r'^pincD l ^mf 6 29 (

i^Dib.. 1 Kings 7 22; (5) D^rn^a 1>D ^ n:*. l Kings 14 2 ;
(6-7

•'^
' . Tf^no-a Ifi 7- (8) aninex-i i Kings 19 4 (9)

'rwmwrnwKinr-n l Kings lb 7, (S) aninoKi
^

^

^^^^ 2 Kings 2 12, and (10) D^JwiD^nibm 2 Kings 2o 16 The

i two fast, as will be seen, are also given in List IH. All of these

are duly recorded as Legarmehs m § 151.

adopted in my edition of the Bible, is not given m any of tl.^

«w.V Lists Accordingly the Pa..* is here absent m the best

Standtd (^^dites I'orient 2201; Harley .7.0-11; Arund.

Orient. 18 ;Add. 16,461; Add 16,261 Orient 2826-28 &c.

a--, = § 209.

isaian. - Tkis ^-^ Aa« ..ene,.««..n Po.^. Of thi. Rub^

I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one prmted. (I) Harley

56 b
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6710-11, Vol. n, fol. 2A—3a, on Isa. 5 19; (II) Arund. Orient. 16,
foL 1470, on Isa. 66 24; (HI) Add. 15,251, fol. 8a, and (IV) the
printed Massorah Finalis, letter e, § 150. These four Lists I shall
compare with the one which I have compiled from the MS.
Massorah on the respective passages, which I have printed and
which exhibits twenty-six Pageks in this book.

List I. — This List is headed n-3 |m -bo-i unpoe p^'K. But though
it gives the number as twenty-five it records twenty-three only.
It omits three which are in the compiled List, viz. Isa. 10 2d; 24 3, 8
and gives one which is not in the compiled List, viz. nirr bKi -iok na
Isa. 42 5 which is the only instance in which Pasek is imm^ediately
followed by Revia. Hence the Massorah Parva in St. Petersburg
Codex of A. D. 916 safeguards it by remarking against it 'b.

List IL — This List states in tine heading that there are
twenty-six PaseJca in this book (nm B'-iry rmnpDB) and duly records
twenty-six. It however omits Isa. 10 14 which is given in the com-
piled List and makes up this number by giving the exceptional
instance in Isa. 42 5 which, as we have seen, is also given in List I.

List in. — This List is simply headed LTrv and does not
specify the number of Paaeka in the book, but records twenty-nine
passages. It makes up this number by including the exceptional
instance in Isa. 42 5 and by en-oneously mixing up with it three
Legarmehft, viz.: (1) D'Tnni^ai Isa. 7 25; (2) -ihBil-nm Isa. 19 16,
and (3) 'inKinexa-^r Isa. 21 's.

List IV. — This List is still more corrupt. Like List III it

is simply headed ,T»r and though it does not fix the numbers
it records thirty-one. It makes up this number by including the
exceptional passage in Isa. 42 5 which is also given in the other
three Lists, by giving one which is not recorded in the other
Lists, viz. npw-3-i-nK I -njnn^o nbn Isa. 36 2 and by inserting four
legarmeht, the three given in List Ht and nk'?a 1 niiwn Isa. 22 2.

By the addition of Isa. 42 5 to the compiled List which is given
in the official Lists I, n and III we obtain twenty-seven Paseks
for Isaiah.

It will be seen that the Pasek in Isa. 58 2, viz. er I m- which
I have adopted in my edition of the Bible in accordance with
Add. 16,451 and the Massoretic Rubric {vide infra, letter •, § 224), is
not only excluded here from the official Lists, but is not exhibited
in the best Standard Codices, viz. St. Petersburg Codex of A
D. 916; Orient 2201; Harley 6710-11; Arund. Orient. 16;
Add. 15,261.

»"1 = § 210.

Jeremiah. — This bock kag thirty-one Paseks. Of this Rubric
I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley
5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 366, on Jerem. 8 11; (II) Add. 15,851,
fol. 8a; (III) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 50 29, and (IV) the
printed Mas8oi:*ir Finalis, letter a, § 151. On comparing these
four Lists with the one which I have printed and which I com-
pUed from the Massorah in the MSS. on the respective passages,
the following facts are disclosed:

List I. — This List is headed k-^ p "an' aoan npoB r^'K. But
though it thus fixes the number at thirty-one it records thirty-
two by the addition of 13 'a after 'rai'ws Jerem. 4 19. But this
addition is manifestly due to an ignorant Nakdan, since the first
is Legarm^h and the second only is Pasek. (Vide supra, § 1426.)

List II. — This List which is simply headed vrai' and which
also records thirty-two Paseks in Jeremiah, is incorrect inasmuch
as it leaves out two, viz. 113m = Jerem. 8 11 after rsbv\abv =6 14
and 'loBa'a after p^nmti = 21 7 and makes up the thirty-two by
inserting two Legarmehs, viz. imps 'a» itp Jerem. 44 26 and la'nioyn
irjr 52 20 which are duly marked 'j«? in the List of Legar^hs
{yide supra, § 153.)

List III — This List is headed tneon "poB vs p nn and duly
records tWenty-six only. It omits the following four (1) la 'a after
vaiw J<»Fem. 4 19; (2) ^nai^na Jerem. 15 12; (3) o^-iwia'a^a
Jerem 17 26, and (4) up-jxinw Jerem. 33 16 uxuxr own is a mistake
for ^KPOBr^^f^!! Jerem. 41 10.

List IV. — Like List H, this List is simply headed rra-r and
like Lists I and H, records thirty-two instances, but it makes up
this number differently, as will be seen from the following ana-
lysis. It omits la-a in Jerem. 4 19 and 21 7 both of which are
also omitted in List II, and erroneously inserts three Legaimeh
instances, viz. (i) iamaa-nat Jerem. 40 11; (2) «?a i 'aa I mpj '»» TV
r^ Jerem. 44 26, and (3) Bwi>niayn Jerem. 62 20. It will be
•een that tw^ of these (Jerem. 40 11; 44 26) are also given in List IL

r'-V - § 211.

BtekUl. — This book has tmnty-fve Paseks. Of this Rubric
I. collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

o7i0-ll. Vol. II, fol. 72a, on Ezek.3 27; (U) Arund. Orient. 16,
fol. 199a, on Ezek. 48 36; (IH) Add. 21,161; fol. 97a, on Ezek.83-
(IV) Add. 16.261, fol. 8a; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35 on Ezek. 8 S,
»nd (VI) the printed Massorah finalis, letter a, § 152. A com-
parison of these six Lists with the one which I have printed"
and which I have compiled from the Massorahs in the MSS. on
the respective passages discloses the following facts:

List L - This List is headed a-a jm ^jtptfr '-leDai'npBB p^'K
and duly records twenty-three only, omitting the following four
which are in the compiled List: (i) ^njipp Ezek.l4; (2) apiaann
Ezek. 7 11; (3) arb 1 ^nit Ezek. 36 5 and (4) atraipa I svb Ezek. 39 1 1.

List II — This List is headed rwbvn B'-iwr rmnpaB and though,
hke Lidt I, it thus fixes the number at twenty-three, it makes up
this number somewhat differently from that List. It omits
(0 iraifr Ezek. 36 3; (2) la-a after a^aa 1 ap^nxm Ezek. 41 16,
which are in List I; (3) ^na I pr Ezek."l 4, and (4) ai^aipaijii^
Ezek. 39 1 1 which are also omitted in List L

List III — This List is headed -ra Knaan Knpaa. But though
It states that there are twenty-four Paseks in this book it records
twenty-three only. It omits the following three which are in the
compiled List: (1) hm 1 py Ezek. 1 4 which is also omitted in Lists I
and H; (2) |ra I ]T Ezek. 36 3, which is also omitted in List H and
(3) Q^ph\3•ab Ezek. 39 it which is omitted both in Lists I und II
Like the compiled List it has at the end paa 'on a^aa h::^ As it
is probably the oldest official List extant I give it in the note.^

List IV. — Like the compiled List which I have printed,
this List records twenty-six instances, though it fixes no numberm the heading which is simply bxptfr. It, however, makes up this
number differently. It includes two Legarmehs, viz. (1) ah I paa Ezek
24 17, naawaipjr^KiKian Ezek. 38 8; (2) it omits two, viz.
^nj I pr Ezek. 1 4 which is also omitted in Lists I and H and
iraiir Ezek. 36 3 which is also omitted in List H, and (3) it
records Ezek. 35 12 twice. Like the compiled List and List HI it
has at the end "oi a-ap a-aa ^ai.

List V. — This List is headed a-a -la'an Knpaa and thus, like
Lists I and II, fixes the number at twenty-three. It however
records twenty only, and omits the following six : ( 1 ) ^na i pr Ezek 1 4
also omitted in Lists I, II, IH; (2) i^onniaTrVp Ezek. 33* 25
which is recorded in Lists I, II, III and in the compiled List;
(0 pra I fr Ezek. 36 3 also omitted in Lists H and III; (4) 1 yab
Bwaipa Ezek. 39 11 also omitted in Lists I and II; (5) ^m-nainan
Ezek. 47 16 and (6) nsvinw Ezek. 48 35. Like Lists II, HI and
the compiled List, it has at the end 'nian a^a a^ao bT..

List VL — Like List III, this List is simply headed ^m
and does not fix the number, but records twenty-seven and
makes up the number as follows: (1) It gives one, viz nw fwfl
a'Ka BMWK Ezek. 9 2 which is one of the abnormal Legarmehs
recorded in § 142; (2) It includes the same two Legarmehs
(Ezek. 24 17; 38 8) recorded in List IV; (3) Like the latter it
gives Ezek. 35 12 twice, and (4) it omits two instances, viz. ipy
y,nj Ezek. 1 4 which is also omitted in the other Lists and ijr.
FP'a 36 8 which is also omitted in Lists II, III and IV. Like
Lists II, III and IV it has at the end pnnia-i a^aa a'aa ^.

If we deduct Ezek. 1 4 which is rightly omitted in all the
official Lists as is attested by the best Standard Codices, viz
Orient. 2201; Harley 6710-11; Add. 16,451; Add. 15,261 &c we
obtain twenty-five PiLseks for this book. It is however to be
remarked that the Pasek in prairp Ezek. 36 3 given in List I is
not only absent in the other five official Lists, but in the text
of Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient 16, Add. 15,451;
Add. 15,251. Hence I have not adopted it in my edition of the
Bible.

Vn«KJ 'jwt Din fii-nn ri'so taoB- nnwta osnn :a '3 yoirn '»oi ts midoi »T\pat «

yao a«3D Vsi oi«o la 'j nnwni non >^ih pusi nnna ,a 'a hmn pwi ea^^enai own nrw
•poa iian

3'n § 212.

The Minor Prophets. - In the twelve Minor Prophets
which are treated by the Massorah as one book, there are eight
Paseks. Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 106a, on Hosea 9 1;
(II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 224a, at the end of the Minor Prophets'
(HI) Add. 15,251, fol. 86, and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis!
letter b, § 153.

Both Lists I and II emphatically state in their respective
headings, that the Minor Prophets have eight Paseksf the former
heads it 'n am -iw -m 'aaai -npsB p^'K and the latter reiae iwnpaB
and both record identicaUy the same eight in exactly the same
order as the compiled List But Lists III and IV which are
simply headed -upp-in, respectively record ten instances and
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make up this number by inolttding the same two Ltgarmeks, viz.

(I) nturlia Hag. 2 l2, which is one of the eleven verses where

Ltgarmeh IB abnormally subordinate to Gere$h (vide supra, § 1426)

and (2) nb- 1 a^vm Zech. 6 15, as will be seen from the notes

OB this paieusage in my edition of the Bible.

rn - § 213.

I^ltna. — The Psalter has forty-three Paseks. Of this

Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, fol. 1746, on Ps. 6 2; (II) Add. 16,251,

foL 480a; (IH) Orient. 2626—28, VoL IH, fol. 179a, and (IV) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter e, § 159.

Lits I. — This List is simply headed crbnrn unpDB. Apart

from the additiop at the end, viz. "oi laKi fOK ract : ratn "jsi, which

all the Lists have in common, it records thirty-eight or rather

thirty-seven instances. On comparing it with the compiled List,

which, as will be seen contains fifty-one, this List omits the follow-

ing fourteen: Ps. 37 7; 50 1; 55 20; 59 6; 68 19, 36; 73 19;

84 4; 86 1; 89 3; 108 4; 118 27; 137 7; 143 9.

List II. — This List is headed mS-im npoe I'bit and though, like

List I, it does not fix the number, it records forty, or two more than

that List and eleven less than the compiled List. These eleven consist

of eight, which are also omitted in List I, viz. Ps. 37 7; 50 1; 5520;

68 19; 72 19; 86 l; 89 3; 118 27 and three which are both in the

compUed List and List I, viz. Ps. 9 17, 110 4; 117 2.

List III — Though this List is simply headed ynfn wipoB

ir»o without stating in the heading the number, it fixes it at

thirty-seven in the addition " at the end, viz. joki iok nitn I nttn Sai

r^ prKi 'nin. It, however, records thirty-five only, all of which are

in the compiled List The variations from that List and Lists II

and III, are as follows: It omits eight instances which are in

the compiled List, but which are also omitted in Lists II and III,

viz. Ps. 87 7; 50 1; 55 20; 68 19; 73 19; 86 1; 89 3; 118 27;

two which are also omitted in List II (Ps. 9 17; 117 2); three

which are also omitted in Lists I and II (Ps. 20 7; 67 4; 78 65).

and two which are also omitted in List I (Ps. 84 4; 108 4).

List IV. — This List which is simply headed nbrvn records

forty-one or rather forty, since it gives Ps. 108 5 twice, once

as nam [- 108 4] after -^ owa tik [= Ps. 57 10) and then again

separately '••• d-ow Ttk Ps. 108 4. These forty instances are all

in the compiled List. The eleven which are omitted consist of

eight which are also omitted in Lists I, II and III, viz. Ps. 37 7

;

50 1; 55 20; 68 19; 72 19; 86 1; 89 3; 118 27, and three which

are also omitted in Lists II and III, but which are not only in

the compiled List, but in List I, viz. Ps. 9 17; 110 4; 117 2.

If we, therefore, deduct the eight instances which all the

four official Lists coincide in omitting, the number of Paseks in

the Psalter is forty-three and not fifty-one as exhibited in the

compiled List These do not include the two reduplicates, viz.

mainin which occurs three times (Ps. 35 21; 40 16; 70 4) and

jow I jOU .which also occurs three times (Ps. 41 14; 72 19; 89 53)

As these are invariably with Pasek, the Massorah in accordance

with its usual method, states this fact summarily at the end of

the Rubric without giving the catchwords or specifying the

number. Arund. Orient 16 states in the Massoretic Summary

at the end. of the Psalter that it has forty Paseks (-a vninpDBi)

without giving the List. This shows that there were variations

in the different Schools of textual redactors with regard to the

number of Paseks.

T'^ = § 214.

Proverbs. — This hook has eight or nine Paseks. Of this

Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Add. 16,251, fol. 430a; (II) Add. 2626—28, fol. 180a, and (III)

the printed Massorah Finalis, letters, § 161. Though all the three

Lists record identically the same eight instances only, in identi-

cally the same order, and omit Prov. 4 7 yet Add. 21,161 has

not only rap : -^np with Panek in the text but has against it in the

Massorah Parva 'db. We have, therefore, here another proof

that the different Schools of textual redactors had different

traditions with regard to the number of Paseks. It is remarkable

that Arund. Orient 16 states in the Massoretic Summary at the

end of this book (fol. 3486) that it has no fewer than thirteen

Rueks nw rw"?* rnmpDBi. But as this MS. unfortunately does not

give the List it is impossible to say in which other four passages

these textual redactors had the Pasek.

V631 = § 215.

Job, — This hook has seven Paseks. Of this Rubric I collated

three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Add. 15,251,

fol. 480a, which is simply headed ai*te without specifying the

number; (H) Add. 2626—28, Vol. HI, fol. 1796, which is headed

K-iBC psn unpBB, but does not specify the number, and (HI) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter b, § 160.

Lists I and m are identical and record the same six

instances only, and in precisely the same order, leaving out the

first instance, viz. Job 7 20. List II records five instances. Besides

omitting Job 7 20 it also omits Job 38 1, which is manifestly

due to a clerical error arising from the fact that the catchwords

for this passage are similar to those for 40 6, which follow

immediately.

Though all the three Lists coincide in omitting Job 7 20,

it is perfectly certain that this is due to the textual redactors

of one School only and that another School had here Pasek. This

is not only attested by the best Standard Codices, but by the

text of all the three exemplars from which I have taken this Rubric.

ThusAdd. 21,161; Orient 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient 16;

Add. 15,251; Add. 2626—28 and the editio princeps of Jacob b.

Chayim's Rabbinic Bible have in the text -p I "rrBK with Pasek. It

will be seen that the two last MSS. and the printed Massorah

are those which have preserved this Rubric. Hence the Massoretic

Summary at the end of Job in Arund. Orient 16, fol. 336a,

emphatically states nraw ninpoB- It is remarkable that the Massorah

Parva remarks against Job 7 20 'a"?, which is the reason for its

position in § 168.

rSSI = § 216.

The Mve MegiUoth.

Canticles. — This book has eight Paseks. Of this Rubric

I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Add. 15,251,

fol. 430a, which is simply headed ervvn nnp, without fixing the

number; (II) Add. 2626—28, VoL III, fol. 180a, which is headed

i"tn K-iBBT KTipDB, also without specifying the number, and (III) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter b, § 163, which has the same

heading as List I and like it does not fix the number.

On comparing these three Lists with the compiled List

from the Massorah Parva in the MSS. which I have printed, the

following variations are disclosed:

List I. — This List apparently gives seven instances only

but practically records nine. As is often the case, the Scribe in-

advertently omitted i-om after i iTrn 2 7 which occurs twice more,

followed by Pasek, viz. 3 5 ; 8 4. By supplying it we obtain nine.

Eight of these are identicaL with the compiled Rubric, which

I have printed, whilst the ninth, viz. ds-oiitu Cant. 4 14 is

Legarmeh, and is given as such in § 169.

List II. — This List is identical with List I. Like it, it

omits the expression nam after i n-m and like it, it gives the

same Ze^aj-roeA instance as one of the Paseks.

List III. — Jacob b. Chayim's List is still more incorrect.

It records ten instances which are made up by giving i n»rn

twice only (Cant 2 7; 3 5), omitting Cant 8 4 and inserting

the following three Legai-niehs: (1) cbiailTO which, as we have

seen, is also given in Lists I and II; (2) -jionninlbiij 5 2, and

(i) "Tn I pro 8 14, all of which are duly recorded in the Legarmeh

Rubric. {Vide supra, § 169.)

fn = § 217.

Ruth. — This book has one Pasek, as is correctly stated

in the Massoretic Summary at the end of Ruth in Arund. Orient 16,

foL 284a (mn RTipoBi), where the single instance is given as I have

printed it

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists: (I) Add. 15,251,

fol. 430a, where it is simply headed rrn without fixing the number;

(II) Add. 2626—28, Vol. Ill, fol. 180a, where it is headed RnpBB

I'-mxnBD-t, also without specifying the number, and (III) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter b, § 162, which is headed like

List I.

List I records four instances. Besides the one given in the

compiled Rubric it gives three which are Legarmehs: (1) h'ja-JW

I'^no Ruth 1 2 which the Massorah gives as one of the three

instances where Munach Legarmeh is abnormally followed by

(Mehupach) Pashta in Rubric 183; (2) ruTitt^n I jn^n Ruth. 1 13, and

(3) nabilnsim Ruth 3 3. (Vide supra, § 170.)

List it records five instances. Besides the one given in the

compiled Rubric it inserts four Legarmehs, the three given in

List I and n^JhlT"? Ruth 3 13, all of which are duly recorded

in the Rubric of Legarmehs, as will be seen in § 170.
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List IIL — This List is identical with List I; it records

the uame four, viz. the three Legarmeha and the one Pasek

in precisely the same order.

n'n = § 218.

Lafnentations, — Thig book has eight Paseks. Of this Rubric

I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Add. 15,251,

fol. 480a; (II) Add. 2626—28, Vol. lU, fol. 180a—1816, and

(III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter b, § 165.

List I which is simply headed ro'it, without fixing the

number, records seven only; it omits Lament. 2 1, which seems

to agree with the Massoretic Summary at the end of this book

in Arund. Orient. 16, foL 358a, which states that it has seven

Paseks (nyaw i-nipoBi).

List J/ which as usual, is headed jnn k-ibdi unpoB. It records

nine instances which are made up by omitting one given in the

compiled List, viz. Lament. 2 8 and inserting two Legarmehs

Tha nar" I ro'K Lament. 1 l and n'?"''?a -n i "oii? 2 119.

^List ///correctly records the same eight instances as the com-

piled List which I have printed, and in precisely the same order.

O-n = § 219.

JESedesidlstes. — This book has two Paseks. Of this Rubric I

collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Add. 15,251,

fol. 430 a, which is simply headed nirnp without specifying the number,

but which records the same two as the compiled List, which I have

printed; (II) Add. 2626—28, Vol. Ill, fol. 180a, which is headed

nn mBDi nnpoB and which records six. Besides the two in the com-

piled List it records the following four: (i) rnj^jriKin Eccl. 1 13;

(2) DT»anai'a Eccl. 2 12; (3) rotrrnnn "jorw i i^^or Eccl. 5 17, and

(4) niKn»-n«K%3a i wt:h Eccl. 6 2. These are Legarmehs and are

duly recorded"" as ""such in § 172. And (III) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter b, § 164. Like List I Jacob b. Chayim's List is

simply headed r\bTrp, but unlike it, the printed Massorah (List III)

records three instances, giving as a third instance "wh baa rn i ni

rmvi Eccl. 9 3 which is Legaifneh in the received text and which

is recorded as such in § 172. But as the Massoretic Summary

in Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 355 a at the end of Ecclesiastes empha-

tically states that this book has three Passks {rnnbv rmnpoBi) we

must conclude that we have here also a variation with regard

to the number of Paseks which obtained in the different Schools

of textual redactors.

3-1 = § 220.

Esther, — This book has fifteen Paseks according to the

compiled List, which I have printed and this is confirmed by

the emphatic statement in the Massoretic Summary at the end

of this book in Arund. Orient. 16, fol, 3636, viz. -iwr rwan vnnpoBi.

The two separate Lists, however, winch I have collated, the one in

MS., Add. 15,251, foL 431a and the one in the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter b, § 166, and which are identical, record fourteen only.

They omit the first instance 'anna m i b'rraK-ro Esther 2, 1 5. As

the absence of the Pasek here is supported by Orient, 2201;

Harley 6710—11; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 21,160; Add. 21, 161;

Add. 15,261 &c., we must conclude that it exhibits another

instance of the different traditions which obtained in the different

Schools of textual redactors with -regard to the number of Paseks.

K'31 = § 221.

Daniel. — This book has nine Paseks. Of this Rubric

I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2796, on Dan. 4 9, which is headed

K-iBBa fpoe; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 4306, which is simply headed "jtrn;

(III) Add. 2626—28, Vol. Ill, fol. 2806, which as usual is headed

]nT\ K1BB"! KnpBB, and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter b,

§ 167, which is headed simply bwi't like List II.

It will thus be seen that none of the Lists fix the number

in their headings. Lists I, II and III record eight only and

coincide in omitting the first instance, viz. K'Sfi'invrnt'? I vaab
Dan. 3 2. List IV, however, records all the nine, thus agreeing

with the compiled List, which I have printed.

ran = § 222.

Ezra-Nehemiah, — Ezra and Nehemiah which are one

book in the MSS. in accordance with the Massorah, have sixteen

J\tseks, counting Ezra 6 9 as exhibiting three.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 389a, at the end of the book;

(n) Add. 15,251, foL 4306, and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter b, § 168.

List I records identically the same sixteen instances as the

compiled List, which I have printed where Kpioaa 'a Ezra 6 9

should be 'j as it is in this List. We have in this List a striking

illustration of the oft-repeated statement that the Scribes

frequently altered the headings to agree with the apparent

number of instances recorded in the Rubric. The catchwords in

the List are wrongly divided so that they apparently yield nine-

teen though according to the proper division of the lines there

are really sixteen only. The Scribe, however, who took this

division as correct appended a number to each line so that the

last line is actually marked with d"% and he accordingly altered

the heading into rrwv vvn mnpas to agree with his numbering.

Lists II and III are identical. They respectively record

the same fifteen instances only, in practically the same order.

Both coincide in omitting pan i piw Ezra 7 17, which is one of

the six instances where Pasek stands between Mehupach Pashta,

recorded above in § 187. It will be seen that all these Lists

coincide in excluding Neh. 12 44. This is confirmed by the best

Standard Codices which have no Pasek after r'nyinS viz. Orient

2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient. 16; Add! 15,251; Orient

2626—28 &c.

J'3-1 = § 223.

Chroniclea. — Like Ezra-Nehemiah, the MSS. and the

Massorah treat Chronicles as one book, which has sixty Paseks

according to the compiled List which I have printed.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 282a, at the end of Chronicles;

(11) Add. 21,161, fol. 2456, on 1 JOhron. 1 1; (III) Add. 15,251,

fol. 96; (IV) Orient 2626—28, Vol. HI, fol. 178a, and (V) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter b, § 158. On comparing these

five Lists with the compiled List, which I have printed, the follow

ing variations are disclosed:

Lint I. — This List not only states in the heading that

Chronicles has sixty-one Paseks (a'-m nrm rninpofi), but appends

to the catchwords of each Pasek the number. It omits two

which are in the compiled List, viz. (1) the second instance

(i3 -a) in 2 Chron. 10 16, and (2) nan"? 2 Chron. 20 8; whilst it

gives one, paK i "nsai l Chron. 3 I which is Legarmeh in the received

text (Vide sup^a, § 176.)

List II. — This List is headed ira 'bd"i nipiBB, thus fixing the

number at fifty-eight, and though it apparently gives fifty-eight

catchwords it records really fifty-six only, since two are given

twice, viz. 1 Chron. 27 12 is once denoted by Tnnsyn and once

by ''rTnn. This is also the case with 1 Chron. .29 23, which is

once denoted by "^th and once by rhT^. It omits three which are

in the compiled List, viz. the two instances in 1 Chron. 21 15, 15

and 2 Chron. 8 1 4, and adds no new instance, since all the others

ai*e identical with those in the compiled List. As this List, which

exhibits the oldest form of the Rubric, illustrates the difficulty

of deciphering the Massorah I give it in the note.*

D'anpn \r\2hi •'^fi?^ D»3DV,ii'2ni opnty i«an p»n nirsBiM 'oi hi 'bdt nipioe *

ant^ n3i?Di 'mnjvn ia 'a biddd'? nrjKi h'Mnh "jnai ia 'a nxvnh ona inni D'jcon nn^ya

CKnn m^«^^1 lyja'i n'B"i ia 'a issts nioni D'aon^ jy n^»»i ipqt'i hti urjnoni "yhnh 'ytfnn

vrrnh o'sin d'jiob' njti nyai d»o'^ \th nuna o»anKO lairi o'^iDyno an hy\ inviMje' o'B^an

.pip'i « 'a 'sSna^ nooa onpeiD mwn D'uxosn

List III. — This List, which is simply headed nn without

fixing the number, records sixty-five. These are made up by
including seven Legarmeh instances, viz. (1) liaKimsan 1 Chron. 3 1;

(2) nhrinK-i 1 Chron. 28 10; (3) n'^Kmrrior'? ^2 Chron. 2 3;

(4) a-aaibiar 2 Chron. 4 2; (5) raKi^ninpTp ""2 Chron. 5 l; (6)

jKnr' 'n'?K I rn,T 2 Chron. 6 16, and (7) a^itria'a'"? 2 Chron. 21 196;

by giving 2 Chron. 18 7 twice; by omitting three instances

i which are in the compiled List (1 Chron. 6 8; 2 Chron. 8 14;'

I

also omitted in List II and 2 Chron. 10 6) and by giving one

instance which is not in the compiled List, viz. raw i na» ^^r^b

1 Chron. 9 32.

List IV. — As usual this is headed p-rn mfioi KnpDB without

specifying the number. It, however, records fifty-five only, omit-

i ting seven which are in the compiled List, viz. 1 Chi'on. 6 13;

!
9 44; 15 18; 17 22; 2 Chron. 1 11; 8 14; 10 16, three of which

are also omitted in List III, viz 1 Chron. 6 13; 2 Chron. 8 14;

I

(also in List II) and 10 16, and including three of the Leganmhs

i which are given in List III, viz. 2 Chron. 2 3; 5 2; 6 16.

List F. — This List is simply headed a'a'n nan and records

!
sixty-four instances which are made up (1) by the inclusion of
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dight Legdrmehi, the seven given in L'st III with the addition of

D^wrcaivn 2 Chron. 26 15; (2) by giving two which are neither

Buek$ nor Legarmeht, viss. rtrc nhi nhVTh 2 Chron. 23 18; yan

bawnsWTprri 2 Chron. 29 19; (:i)^by omitting three which are

also omitted in List III, viz. 1 Chron. 6 13; 9 44; 2 Chron. 8 14

(also^ omitted in List II), and (4) by giving one which is not in

the compiled List, but which is also given in List III, viz. pn"?

rer I roe l Chron. 9 32. But the Panek here is not supported by

the Standard Codices, viz. Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund.

Orient. 16 &c. As it is, however, exhibited in Add. 15,251 it

affords another illustration of the fact that different Massoretic

Schools had different traditions with regard to these Paseks, as

will be seen from the notes on thispassage in my edition of the Bible.

From the above collation of the MS. Lists and those printed

by Jacob b. Chayim in the first edition of the Rabbinic Bible

with the Massorah, Venice 1524—25, it will be seen that there

are altogether about 479 or 480 Paaeka in the Bible.

The Pentateuch has 95 Pasehx, viz. Genesis 29; Exodus 14;

Leviticus 8; Numbers 22 and Deuteronomy 22.

The ProphetH have 207, viz. Joshua 22; Judges 9; Samuel 44

;

Kings 42; Isaiah 27; Jeremiah 31; Ezekiel ','4 and the Minor

Prophets 8.

The Hoffiographa 177 or 178, viz Psalms 43; Proverbs 8 or 9:

Job 7; the Five Megilloth 34; Daniel 9; Ezra-Nehemiah 16 and

Chronicles CO.

The later Recension of the Treatise Dikduke Ha-Teamim.

which I have printed {vide infra, p. 657, § 20) gives the foUdwinii

five rules for the employment of the Pasek with illustrations:

Rtde I. — When a word ends with the same letter with which the next

word begins, e. g. O'^J^ ! ba Jerem. 51 37; Jll? I
o'?"^? Jerem. 61 37; s'^) I ^^r'

1 Chron. 32. 3; n^?0^ I ^'^-Si'!' 1 Chron. 22 5.

Rule II. — When the same word is repeated in the s^me or in a similar

form, e. g. Ql' i Ql' Exod. 16 5; nln; I nin'^ Exod 34 0; hkh
|
n»in Ps. 85 21 ;

JSH I ??«

Noh. 8 C; 3'2Dl a'3D 2 Chron. 4 3.

Bale III. — Between the Divine name and a word which is unseemly

to be connected with it, e g. n'ri^K I D'r; Ps. 67 4; nin^ I
O'an Ps 119 156; it"! I w^^

Ps. 189 19; '•JB'K I "J"! Ps. 189 21.

RuU IV. - Between two words which are to be separated as to the;r

sense, e. g. nb Hiry Gen. 18 21; htf^VW Ps. 55 20; •"> i
^»«n Ps. C8 21.

Rule vY— Between two Words which ought to be separated, e. g. I
o'-nKB-nK-,

n«Ha a>ph» Numb. 35 6; ["'la Vf»^ I tr>in \'}*^!' Josh. 19 61; Vain j.os' aSK^ I fi^;?

Ezra 6 9.

These rules, however, are so often violated that the absence

of the Pasek in passages where it should be far outnumbers

its presence. In illustration of this fact I confine myself to

examples from the Pentateuch. As the Massorites devoted peculiar

attention to this division of the Scriptures it might naturally

be expected to exhibit conformity to these Rules. Instead of that

we have here glaring departures.

Thus we have numerous instances which violate the first

canon, viz. instances of words which end with the same letter

with which the next word begins and yet have no Pasek. nf? ==^

Gen. 45 19; pKS oyniKSX Exod. 13 17; note obyji Levit. 5 2, 3, 4;

•r'nBsiwn Numb.' 16 38; in??? ayy Deut. 11 15; t.?b» 0"!?'?^ Deut.

12 3
o"

and numerous other passages. In Gen. 18 15 where we

have -iok"? I n-ito rhani the Pasek is not only absent between the

word which "ends in r and the following word which begins

with the same letter, but is put after nnte.

The same is the case with regard to RulelL There are numerous

instances where the same word is repeated in the same or in a

similar form without Pasek between them, e. g. npa? n|5i3a Exod. 16 21

;

Levit. 6 5; tape e?a Exod. 23 30 where some Codices have Pasek

as will be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of

the Bible, but not in Deut, 7 22; nncn nho Deut. 15 8 11; fton nia

Gen. 2 17; 20 7; n'pn aipn Deut 22 4 &c. &c.

With regard to Rule III it will be seen from the official

Lists that though there is a Pasek after the Divine Names in no

less than thirty-four instances in the Pentateuch, few of these answer

to this canon : since they are not connected with unseemly words,

comp. niK^iD'rtS'K Gen. 1 5; nBKbnjn^ Levit. 10 3 &c. &c.

As to Rules IV and V they are most indefinite, since they

leave it to the fancy of the interpreter to decide which words

are to be separated according to their sense or ought to be

separate at all in any case. If these Rules were acted upon, the

P^ek would be exhibited in endless instances.

Striking as its absence is in the numerous passages when

tested by these Rules, the presence of the Pasek in many instances

is still more inexplicable. Even with the addition of a sixth

Rule i. e. that it is introduced when two different labials or when

Mem and Aleph come together, viz. wnsKlowK Gen. 42 21 &c.

(Graetz, Mnnafsschrift, 392, Vol. XXXI; 1882; Japhet, Die Accenie,

p. 113, Frankfort 189<5), the occurrence of the Pasek in many

passages and especially in the Psalms cannot be accounted for

on any other basis than on Rules IV and V, which left its intro-

duction to the fancy of the different Schools of textual redactors

and to their respective notions with regard to emphasis or the

import of the passages thus distinguished, which we at present

cannot divine. The theory which Graetz elaborately propounds

that as the single point (.) above and below the line was the

beginning of the vowel-points so the perpendicular line (l)

was the beginning of the distinctive accents, and that when the

other accents were developed from it, the Pasek became super-

fluous and hence was neglected or superseded, deserves careful

study. In this Treatise from the learned historian and the work

of Japhet the student will find all that can be said about the

Pasok. The work of the latter especially is the best Manual on

the accents generally on the lines of the Massorah without

indulging in the conceits of some modern theorists.

T31 = § 224.

Six pairs or twelve verses are misleading. That is, in each of

the two verses the same phrase occurs with Pashta in one

instance and ZoA'ka in the other. Hence the Massorah safeguards

this variation against being made uniform.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 1306, on Deut. 12 7,

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 5401, fol. 1296, on the same

passage, and (III) Add. 15,251, fol. Ill6, also on the same passage.

Lists I and II record the same six pairs in the same order-

List III heads this Rubric yean pjii 'n and not only omits one pair

(Jerem. 25 9; 43 10), but records the five pairs in .such confused

order that it is impossible to divine from this Rubric by itself

in what respect they are misleading, as will be seen from the

note where I give it.' The printed Massorah gives the first

pair only. {S^ide infra, letter c, § 345.)

.^Ati h* nn noK'i ,imaia3 onp"? k^ "W* ,«jb^ ot? onSaw x^nsi'^ '?bot fait n '

^R rhv m iSani .'aaan ^ihz* nth onnaa-i .^nSn »" oya rhwff iff** Saa .on'ja nn n'asM

.yrh* '"' '30^ moj? iru cv ,en«nisa nm an'ja rw yysrh .piit

n'3n = § 225.

Three names are tvith the accents. That is, in Numb. 1 5—15

where the names of the twelve tribes are recorded, nine are

respectively with Zakeph-Gadol, whilst three only are with the

double accents PaslUa and Zakeph-Katon. Hence the Massorah

safeguards this variation.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Orient. 2349, fol. 996, on Numb. 1 8, which I have printed;

(II) Orient. 4445, fol. 1156; (III) Add. 1.5,451, fol. 90 o, and (IV)

the printed Massorah, all on the same passage. As to the two

mnemonic signs at the end of the Rubric, viz. p' and luo, the

one is composed of the initial letters of the throe names and

the other represents the second letter.

T3-I = § 226.

Three instances are misleading and with the accents. That is

these three phrases which are respectively with Kiulnui Ve-

Azla, are misleading, since they severally occur again in the

same section with other accents and the Nakdan is liable to

make them conformable to the accents in the other passages

where the same combinations occur. Thus the phrase nip -niji

which occurs in three consecutive verges and which is in two

verses or in the case of' Simeon and Levi with Mtinach Zarka

(Gen. 29 33, 34) is in the third instance or in the case of Judah

with Kadma Ve-Azla (Gen. 29 35). The combination pnjn-r* P>^

which is with Darga Tevir in Levit. 13 33 is in the immediately

following verse (34) with Kadma Ve-Azla. In the section which

describes the gates of the city which are to be named after the

respective tribes of Israel (Ezek. 48 30—35) the expression -lyi?

gate of, precedes every one of the names, thus forming twelve

phrases. In connection with three tribes, viz. Ruben, Simeon and

Gad the phrase is with Munach Gershayim (Ezek, 48 31, 33, 34);

with four, viz. Judah, Benjamin, Issachar and Asher, it is Mehu-

pach Pashta (Ezek. 48 31, 32, 33, 34); with four, viz. Levi, Dan,

Zabulun and Naphtali it is with Ma-cha Tipcha (Ezek. 48 31,

32, 33, 34); whilst in the solitary instance of Joseph the phrase

is with Kadma Ve-Azla (Ezek. 48 32). Hence the Massorah groups

together the three exceptional phrases with Kadma Ve-Azla and

thus safeguards them in one Rubric.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 103a, on Ezek 48 32,
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ran = § 227.

Three verses are alike in diffeiing from their fellotos. That is,

these three instances coincide in having Azla abnormally taking

the place of Metheg in the same word with Alercha, and thus

differ from the other passage where the two servants to Zarka
are on two separate words.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 346, on Judg. 21 21, which
I have printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 75a, on Levit. 10 12; (III)

Add. 21,160, foL 1506, on the same passage; (IV) Vienna Codex
No. 45, on Judg. 21 21; (V) The Treatise of Ben-Asher called

Dikduks Ha-Teamim, which I liave printed, below p. 655, § 13;

(VI) the same Treatise, which I have printed in my Introduction

to the Hebrew Bible, p. 992, § 20, and (VII) the printed Massorah,
on Levit. 10 12.

List II is simply headed mm^ f^a •: whilst List IV is headed
•»B3 "•an "pnoB 'j. As the three instances respectively occur in the

three divisions of the Bible, Lists II and III add at the end yk
= "avo "neoi ""Vit. Lists I and II alone give the mnemonic sign.

n'3*l = § 228.

Throughout the Pentateuch it is Munaeh Zarka except in eighteen

intsances which have Mereha between Kadma and Zarka. Normally
the second conjunctive accent or the one between the Kadma
and Zarka is Munaeh, except when the word with Zarka has
MeOug or when Patek precedes the word with Zarka. In that

case Mereha takes the place of Munaeh. This is the case in these

eighteen instances, they are with Mereha between Kadma and
Zarka because the Zar/ta word has Oaya.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, five in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 196, on Gen. 30 16,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 114o, on Exod. 29 21

;

(III) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Numb. 6 I8; (IV) Codex Tzufut
Kale No. 17, which I have printed in Vol. Ill, p. 278, § 50;

(V) Codex Tzufut Kale No. 15, which I have printed in Vol. Ill,

p. 302. § 40; (VI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 874; (VII) the

printed Massorah on Gen. 30 16, and (VIII) the printed Massorah
Finalis, letter g, § 64.

All the eight Lists respectively state that there are eighteen

such instances in the Pentateuch. When the List, therefore, which
I have printed records seventeen only and omits nx 'fan rarm
nwci Numb. 6 21 which is duly given in Lists VI, VII and VIII,

this omission is manifestly a clerical error which is due to the

similar catchwords of the preceding passage.

It will be seen that in two of the eighteen instancies the
Zarka word is without Gaya or Metheg in the texiu^ receptus, viz.

af*' '"^ «>^ Numb. 30 15, and t?^ vfr «« to; Deut. 19 5. These
anomalies are fully discussed in Japhet's able Treatise on the accents,

p. 69 Ac. The enumeration of the different headings of this

Rubric given in the eight Lists will materially aid in ascertaining
the precise import of this difficult Massorah. They are as follows

:

that of List I I have printed; List 11 is '-nro prroi pp^D o-piOB irs
List III poea p pn io-iko 'vta pnroi pp^ """•; Lists IV and V -yev nsiaw

pnns rmna i^P^^t List VI rw ue pKw rrva -iiro pnrei ipbon trpioB rv

p-iKaa pn; List VII -^-nKa itpnrt* Kbnt pa pnKa p^'nta rc^ and adds after

enumerating the eighteen passages psnKa .on TpoB bv\ R^^Kaa if?K h's

-ibpi a-aa mw pj'jn rs tk Kb-*»»a »6 tk lOiKaa whilst List VIII which
has the same heading as List VII has the shorter addition at

the end rfyyaxi mb ik pnita .ron wipoB ^i.

can = § 229.

Seven verses are alike in their accents. That is, these seven
instances are alike in that the word between the Kadma and
Zarka is Mereha though the Zarka word is neither with Metheg

nor is it preceded by Piisek.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated four Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 596, on 2 Sam. 4 8,

which I have printed; (II) Ben. Asher's Treatise called Dikdiiks Ha-
Teamim which I have printed in my Introduction to the Hebrew Bible,

p. 991, § 20; (in) Add. 15,251, fol. 4466, which I have printed below,

p. 656, §13, and (IV) Oxford Codex of the Pentateuch No. 2325,

in Neubauers Catalogue, fol. 1996, on Deut. 19 5. List II records

five only, omitting 2 Sam. 4 8; I Chron. 14 l, but this omission
is manifestly due to an oversight on the part of the Scribe, since

the heading emphatically states that there are seven such instances.

To the same cause is due the omission of yam i. e. l Chron. 14 1

in List IV.

Though the import of this Rubric is explicitly stated in

the heading of List IV, viz. K^a psin raa lanaa rw b» Mp-it -^Kn bo
»a-«aa ati irw yet it must be regarded as the rule of one School of Nak-
danim only. This is attested by the Standard Codices and apparently
conflicting Massorahs. Thus Deut. 19 6 which is given in the
preceding Rubric (§ 228) as one of the eighteen Zarka words
with Gaya is given in this Rubric as one of the seven instances
of the Zarka word without Gaya. 2 Sam. 4 6 which according to

this Rubric is'i^^-ttTK with Mereha, has this accent in Add. 15,251,

and Orient. 2626—28 only, whilst it is nBS-grK with Munaeh in

Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Onent. 16; Add. 15,250;
Add, 15,451; Orient. 1471. The same is the case in 2 Sam. 5 11*

Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,451 have -^•^«?a

with Mereha, whilst Orient. 2201; Add. 15,250; Add. 15.251 have
it -y^iba with Mttnaeh.

b'l = § 230.

Two verses are with the accent. That is, in these two verses
only, has Legarmeh two servants Kadma and Mereha, Hence the
Massorah safeguards this exceptional accentuation.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
1 collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, foL 1566, on
2 Chron. 12 13, which I have printed, and (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 265flr, on Eccl. 6 2.

K'^1 = § 231.

Six words are respectively with two accents. That is, with Kadma
and Mehupaeh on the same word. Of this Rubric I collated four
Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 179fl,

on Levit 25 46, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,451, fol. 876,
on the same passage; (III) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Numb. 20 1,

and (IV) the printed Massorah on Levit. 25 46.

r^i = § 232.

Twenty-seven toords are with JRevia in this alphabet. That is,'

in the 119th Ps., which consists of § 176 verses, the accent iZevia

abnormally takes the place of the normal Athnaeh in twenty-seven
instances.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Add. 21,161, fol. 165, on Ps. 119 2. It will be seen that
in the Massoretic terminology of this ancient Codex the accent
Revia (ran) is called Pazer (-iib).

In the List itself the single catchwords arranged alphabeti-

cally which constitute the second column, are alone given. The
first column exhibiting the Revia words I have added, in which
the following four mistakes are to be corrected: (1) TTiiir

Ps. 119 14 should be "nenr; (2) in verse 57 7-Q-1 should be -n-iaK;

(3) Verse 65 ought to be 68 and the Revia word is anaai and (4) in

verse 144 the Revia word is a'?ir'? and not -prrny. It is, however,
to be remarked that this accentuation exhibits the traditions of
one School of textual redactors only, and that other Schools
had different traditions, as will be seen from the notes on the

respective passages in my edition of the Bible.

r^l = § 233.

Eight woi'ds are toith Revia and Pathach. That is, though in

these eight instances Revia takes the place of the pausal accent
Athnaeh, the words are with Pathach instead of Kametz. This
Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from
Add. 21,161, fol. 1386, on Ps. 22 l. The Rubric, which is from
the same ancient MS. as the preceding Massorah, exhibits the

accentuation of this particular School only, as will be seen from
the notes on the respective passages in my edition of the Bible.

Tbi = § 234.

Eleven wm'ds or phrases respectively occur twice in the same
section or connection, in the first instance with the accent Revia and
in the second with Skikeph. Hence the Massorah indicates and
safeguards this variation.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, three in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Hag. 2 2, which I have
printed; (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 676, on Levit. 8 15;

(III) Add. 21,160, fol. 147a, on the same passage; (IV) Pqris Ochlah
Ve-Ochlah § 227; (V) the printed Massorah on Levit. 8 15, and
(VI) the same on Hag. 2 2.

Though five of the Lists coincide in stating that there are

seven such paira, List HI records the first five only. Tho omission
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of the last six is due to the fact that with the fifth pair the

four lines assigned to the Massorah in the lower margin of this

MS., are exhausted. We have thus here another proof of the oft-

repeated statement that long Lists were often curtailed to

accommodate them to the prescribed ainount of space. By the

omission of xrw nna in the heading of List V the import of the

Rubric is obscured. List II not only states in the heading that

there are twelve such pairs, but gives 'sna 'sai 1 Chron. 23 23;

24 30 as the twelfth pair. But these have both Zakeph in the

received text.

As Esnr^ occurs three times in this section (Levit. 8 15,

19, 23) and as it is the only pair in the List, which I have

printed without catchwords, it is difficult to say whether by the

second instandte Levit. 8 19 or 23 is meant. Three of the six

Lists, however, viz. IV, V and VI give the catchwords mra np-n

lann which unquestionably denote Levit. 8 23. Hence I have given

this reference in accordance with these three Massoretic Lists.

It is remarkable that List III, which is from a Codex with a

most accurate Massorah, gives for the second arwi the catch-

words nwapnn Levit. 8 19 which is with Athnach in our text.

To add to this difficulty onwr Levit. 8 23 is given in § 236 as

one of the seven words with Shahheleth. These conflicting

Massorahs, as is not infrequently the case, must, therefore, be

due to different Massoretic Schools.

n"^1 = § 235.

When ShaZsheleth occurs in the first paH of the verse it is

a conjunctive and when it is in the second part it is with Legarmeh

or is disjunctive except once.

To understand this Rubric it is necessary to remark that

(1) it refers to the accent Shahheleth in the three poetical books

only, viz. Psalms, Proverbs and Job; that (2) in these three

books it occurs about twenty-nine times, twenty-two times in

the Psalms, twice in Proverbs and five times in Job; that (3) it

occurs three times only in the first part of the verse (Ps. 65 2

;

68 15; 72 3); that (4) its normal position is in the second part

where it occurs twenty-six times and where it is followed by

Legarmeh or is disjunctive in twenty-four instances (Ps. 7 6 ; 10 2

;

12 8; 13 2, 3; 20 8; 44 9; 50 6; 53 5; 66 7; 67 5; 77 4; 89 2, 3;

94 17; 131 1; 143 6; 146 3; Prov. 1 9; 6 10; Job 15 23; 32 7;

37 12; 40 23) and that (5) in one instance only does it stand in

the second part of the verse without Legarmeh (Ps. 3 3). Hence

the statement of the Massorah that when Shahheleth is in the

first part of the verse it is invariably conjunctive (pB-'pa) or is

without Legarmeh and that when it is in the second part it is

normally followed by Legarmeh or is disjunctive, except in one

solitary instance which this Massorah safeguards. (Vide infra,

§ 237.)

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

IS frbm Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 174a, on Ps. 3 3. It is

important to notice that khb-id is used in the Massorah to denote

the accent Shahheleth.

r^l = § 236.

Seveh are with the accent ShoHsheleth. As this accent, which

occurs twenty-nine times in the three poetical books both with

and without Legarmeh, never begins a verse {vide »upra, § 235)

and morexw as outside these three books it occurs seven times

only and invariably at the beginning of a verse and is uniformly

followed by Fasek, the Massorah safeguards this exceptional

occurrence.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated twelve Lists, nine in MCS. and

three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 109a, on Amos 12,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 289 6, on

Ezra 5 15; (III) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 13 8;

(IV) the same Codex on Amos. 1 2; (V) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 124o, on Isa. 13 8; (VI) the same MS., fol. 205a, on Amos 1 2;

(VII) the same MS., fol. 875a, on Ezra 5 15; (VIII) Orient. 2349,

foL40a, on Gen. 24 12; (IX) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement,

fol. 1326; (X) the printed Massorah on Levit. 8 23; (XI) the

same on Amos 1 2, and (XII) the same on Ezra 6 15.

It is important to notice that Lists I and VIII in their

respective headings simply refer to the fact that these seven

words are with Shahheleth (ja'yna 't) and that Lists II, V and VIII

have a still shorter heading, viz. tbs r'je 't and Tisa 'i. These

five Lists, therefore, emphasise the Shahheleth alone and do not

notice the Pasek. The headings of Lists VI, IX, X, XI and XII

alone mention in their respective headings that these seven

words have Shahheleth and Pasek (ppoBi faTia). This accounts

for the fact that though all the MSS. coincide in furnishing these

seven words with Shahheleth, some Codices do not exhibit the

Pasek. The absence and presence of the Pasek in these instances

must, therefore, have constituted one of the many differences bet-

ween the rival Schools of textual redactors. Hence the St Peters-

burg Codex (List III) not only describes the contents of this Rubric

p'pDbcai ppiT B"i p-^b^ ]'bn and '"jcai 'p-ii 'ws 'rra en 't p"?."! (List IV), but

exhibits no Pasek in the text in the two passages which occur

in the Prophets (Isa. 13 8; Amos 1 2). That nanarvn (Gen. 19 16),

which is here given with Shahheleth, is in Rubric 234 given with

Zakqjh has already been pointed out. The heading of List VIII

alone states that this Rubric treats of the books apart from

Psalms, Proverbs and Job ('eyna d-ibd r"33 Tea "id'« 'i).

r^n =
i

237

In the Great Machsor ki"K1 in Job 32 7 and air 37 12 are

loith Shalsheleth and J^aseh. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710— 11, Vol. II, fol. 238 6,

on Job 37 12.

As Shahheleth occurs altogetlier five times in Job and

moreover as it is four times followed by Legarmeh (comp. Job

15 23; 32 7; 37 12; 40 23), the safeguarding of these two in-

stances alone must be due to variations in other Codices against

which the Great Machsoi- militates in the Rubric before us. In the

other or first instance in which Shalsheleth occurs it is simply pii

without Legai-nieh (Job 11 6). This is attested by some of the best

Codices, viz. Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,250;

Add. 9402 &c. iy^ with Legarmeh is exhibited in Orient 2201

and Add. 15,251. For the Great Machsm- see my Introduction to

the Hebrew Bible, p. 435 *c.

n"^"! = § 238.

Three tcvrds are toith the accent. That is, these three words

whose first radical is with Chateph-Pathack have respectively

the same accent l^evir. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 2a, on Gen. 2 12, which I have printed; (II) Add.

15,451, fol. 3b, on the same passage, and (III) the same MS.,

fol. 876, on Levit. 25 34. List II is headed 'idb 'ki 'Wsa p'ja •: which

is incorrect, since -uoi in Dan. 6 23 is in the middle of the verse.

B"^-| = § 239.

Tevir when tcith ih servant Mercha oi' Darga. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three

Lists: (I) Orient. 1379, fol. 334a, on Deut 11 15, which I have

printed; (II) Orient 2349, fol. 1286, on the same passage, and

(III) Orient 540 i, fol. 1286, also on the same passage. With the

exception of the addition at the end wj^aa -in -aa (Ezra 6 2) in

Lists II and III all the three Lists are identical.

an = § 240.

Rule when Tevir has its servant Darga or Mercha. Of this

Rubric, which is an expansion of the preceding Rule, but which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists:

(I) Orient. 1379, fol. 3166, on Deut 2 16, which I have printed;

(II) Orient 2349, fol. 124a, on the same passage, and (III) Orient

5404, fol. 123 a, also on the same passage. Befoie nan'^an'TPSK is

to be added laa and after -j-na in the last line but one, n other-

wise the Rubric is an exact reprint of this Rubric as it is

exhibited in the Massorah of the three specified MSS.

S'On = § 241a—6.

For these two forms of this Rubric, which I have printed

from Orient 2349, fol. 1346 and Orient. 1379, fol. 3486, on

Deut 20 9, see above, § 184.

ran = § 242.

Fir:e words have respectively the dotd>h accent Telisha-Gedolah

and Gershayim ...In four of these it is Telisha and Gershayim

and in one Gershayim comes before Telisha, viz. nKi Zeph. 2 15,

The sign n»r^ nban 'a (Deut 26 12) at the end of the Rubric

where Gershayim precedes Telisha-Gedolah indicates that as in this

passage the accent Gernhaytm is rendered before Telisha in public
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reading of the Scriptures, so in these five instances the musical

sound of Gerahayim is to be given before that of TelUha though

it is second in the order.

Of this Rubric, I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Add. 15,451, fol. 66, on Gen. 5 29, which I have

printed; (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1026, on Ezek. 48 10;

(III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. ilia, on 2 Kings 17 13; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 1986, on Etek. 48 10; (V) the same MS., fol. 2156,

on Zeph. 215; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. 1326;

(VII) the printed Massorah on Qen. 5 29, and (VIII) the same on
Levit. 10 4.

It will be seen that the Rubric which I have printed

emphatically states that in Zeph. 2 15 the accent Gershayitn

stands first and Teli$ha second, viz. nut. This is not only suppor-

ted by the text of this splendid Codex, viz. Add. 15,451, but

by Add. 16,250. The other official Lists, however, do not state

that the two accents are reversed in Zeph. 2 15 and some of

the best Standard Codices exhibit in the text Telisha Qerthayim

as it is in the textus recepttu. This is the case in Orient. 2201;

Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,251. These conflicting

Massorahs, therefore, afford another proof that they are based

upon different recensions of the text.

. At the end of List II, the Nakdan after indicating how the

Qer$hayim is sounded first and the Telisha second expresses his

opinion that as TelUha which is a pausal or disjunctive accent

occupies its normal position it should be sounded first and that

although Qer$hayim is also a pausal or disjunctive it is not in its

normal position.' The chief interest which attaches to this note,

however, is due to the fact that it gives us the name Hezekiah

as the glossator of this important MS. which forms the basis of

my edition of the Massorah. (See my Introduction to the Hebi'ew

Bible, p. 478 &.

mn '3 n'7n4 'n»^rn n^nn onfon^ r'B' ''p?n ^5 in ,ni 'srni nt irnnn ojfDn 'mp i

.n?«nn nanron? «" p hy 'n»Snn loa noipoa hj'h p loa -^o tfln u^vmnv t'ym i>ot noipoa

rOI = § 243.

Five words have reapectively two aecenU. That is, Telisha-

Oedolah and Gerthayim. This Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—H, Vol. I, fol. 34a,

on Gen. 49 28. It is an important contribution to the study of

the Massorah, inasmuch as it proves beyond the shadow of a

doubt that the different Rubrics not only emanate from different

Massoretic Schools, but are based upon different recensions of

the text.

On comparing it with the preceding Rubric it will be seen
that the five instances are made up as follows: (1) It records
one passage (Gen. 49 28) which is absent in § 242. (2) It omits
one (Zeph. 2 15) which is given in § 242. This is probably due
to the fact that according to some recensions of the text
Gerahayim, as we have seen, precedes Telinha in the Zephaniah
passage. And (3) it also records another recension of this

Massorah which includes both Zeph. 2 16 and Gen. 49 28.

TOI = § 244.

In seven inttances in the Scriptures is Telisha followed by
Pasek. Normally Telisha Ketanah is subordinated to Geresk, being
a conjunctive accent In these seven instances where it is ab-
norinally followed by Pasek it would seem to impart to it a kind
of disjunctive value. Hence the Massorah safeguards this exceptional
accentuation and thus militates against the School of rival
redactors, as will be seen from the notes on Ezek. 39 11 in my
edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I cdllated six Lists, four in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 17l6, on 2 Chron. 35 21,
which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, lol. 4l6, on 1 Sam.
12 3; (III) the same MS., fol. 966, on 1 Kings 21 2; (IV) the
same MS., foi. 2806, on 2 Chron. 36 21; (V) the printed Massorah
on 1 Sam. 12 3, and (VI) the same on 2 Chron. 35 21.

With the exception of List I, all the Lists not only head
this Rubric jpein pF"?;! 'idb n, but coincide in recording eight such
instances and add 1 Chron. 28 1. This yields an additional proof
that the different Schools of textual redactors had different tra-
ditions about these passages.

iTOI = § 2 J 5,

Four words have the accent Telisha-Ketana and are respectively
followed by Kadma [Ve-Azla] on the same expression. This Rubric
I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter b, §56.
The expression ontsi Azla has manifestly dropped out from the
heading in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah.

In the present recension of the text there is a fifth instance
where Telisha-Ketana is followed by Kadma Ve-Azla on the same
word, viz. 2 Chron. 114 which is the parallel passage to 1 Kings
12 24. As this accentuation is exhibited in Orient. 2201; Harley
5710—11; Add. 15,251; Orient. 2626—28; Orient. 2212 I have
adopted it in my edition of the Bible. It is, however, to be remarked
that this is according to one School of textual redactors only.
According to another School the accents here are lon^n k^i'i'prn ih
with Kadma Ve-Azla on two separate expressioijs. This is
exhibited in Add. 15,250; Add. l.%451; whilst in Arund. Orient. 16
and Orient. 4227 it is ?bn$ri-t{^i \h^n j*^. The variations in the
early editions 1 have given in the notes on this passage in my
edition of the Bible.

rai = § 246.

The Treatise on the Accent which Aaron Ben-Asher compiled.
This Treatise is from Add. 15,251, fol. 4456—448o. For a detailed
account of this Treatise and its relation to the other recensions
of it I must refer to my Introduction to the Mas$oretico- Critical
edition of the Hebrew Bible, pp. 278—286. I have here to add
(1) that Jacob b. Chayim gives § 3 in the square which encloses
the word n^KT at the beginning of Exodus in his edition of the
Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah; (2) that § 4 he gives in the
square w^licU encloses the word 'n>l at the beginning of Joshua
and (3) that § 5 he gives in the square which encloses the word
nt^K at the beginning of the Psalms.



Letter Yod.

'K = § 1-

— The first part of this Rubric, which registers the

number of times r«.? occurs in the Bible, is from the celebrated

Poem given above, letter h, §224. The second part which records

the number of times Yod occurs in the Pentateuch, is from a

MS in my possession. For a description of this remarkable MS.

see my Introduction to the Massoretlco- Critical edition of the HeJn-ew

BIbk, Part. 1, chap. VII, pp. HO, in.

'3 = § 2.

; _ This Rubric, which records the number of times Yod

is with one rag in the Pentateuch, I compiled from the Massorah

Parva in Harley 5710-11 on the respective passages.

'T - § 7.

Au alphabetical List of woids which respectively occur once

oviy beginning toith Yod. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from the St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916,

on Micah 2 6.
,

Two letters are not represented in this alphabet, viz, d and

jt, whilst rmr Lament. 1 16 which represents Vav is rm^ with-

out Vav in the received text and is probably a mistake for

nnnv 1 Sam. 9 27 or nlTni^ Prov. 7 27. That the Scribe of this

Massorah was careless is evident from the fact of his writing

2^n^ to represent n, which is manifestly a clerical error for or.

On comparing this Rubric with the preceding alphabet it will

be seen that nine letters only are represented m the two

alphabets by the same examples, viz. a, :, n, is, % 5, r, » and n.

^ - The twelves instances in which Yod is curved in the

Pentateuch I collected from the Massorah Parva in Harley

5710—11 on the respective passages.

': = § 36.

; - Of this Rubric, which registers eighty-three instances

in which the Yod is below like Caph, I collated two Lists: (I) from

the Sepher Tagin in the Vitry Machsor Add. 27,021, Vol II fols.

209a-215fl, which I have printed in letter n, § 25, and (II) the

Sepher Tagin, p. 10 ed. Barges, Paris 1866. When the cipher

II follows the expression which is thus distinguished it denotes

that the word in question occurs in List II only.

n = § 4.

Words beginning with Yod tvhich respectively occur once only.

This List, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Arund. Orient. 16, fol.l78a, on Ezek. 18 7. It exhibits the first attempt

to collect the unique words which begin with Yod. Hence this

fragment records fourteen such expressions only out of the 2011

which commence with Yod which are unique. Hence too it is

as yet without a heading, which I have supplied, and without

alphabetical order. Contrary to its usual method, the Massorah

includes in this fragment the Kethiv ^ 1 Sam. 4 13.

'H = § 5.

.'Itt alphabetical List of unique words which respectively begin

with Yod. This Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, but which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from the St. Petersburg Codex of A D. 916 on Isa. 10 12.

It will be seen that the examples here selected from the numerous

instances of unique expressions to constitute this alphabet, are

restricted to the Prophets and Hagiographa. As c is the only letter

not represented I supplied it by rnv. from other Lists and

indicated it by il.

An alphabetical List of unique words which respectively begin

with Yod. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from the St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on

Isa. 28 27. It will be seen that whilst the preceding alphabet is

restricted to the Prophets and Hagiographa, this alphabet extends

to all the three divisions of the Bible.

-n = § 8.

An alphabetical List of words beginning toith Yod which respec-

tively occur once only. Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest

parts of the Massorah, I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Add. 15,451, fol. 422«, on Ps. 92 15, which I

have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 87a, on Levit. 4 10; (III) the

same MS., fol. 1086, on Levit. 23; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I,

§ 68; (V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 67, and (VI) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter ', § 4. •
^

lisi I _ With the exception of to ' and » each letter is

represented by one word only in this alphabet, and there can

hardly be any doubt that this was the original design of this

Rubric, and that later Nakdanim added the duplicates. It is remar-

kable that the two expressions which are here given to represent

the letter Teth are both contrary to the principle of this Rubric

which is to exhibit the alphabetical order in the second l&tUvot

each word, whereas in ae- and a^r! the second letter is Yod

and the third is Teth. It is true that in exceptional cases when

no word exists to make up an alphabetical List, the Massorites

have sometimes taken the nearest expression to complete the

alphabet. But in the case of this List there is no such emergency,

since there are no fewer than twenty-four unique words which

respectively begin with Yod and of which the second let er is

Teth, as will be seen from §10. There can, therefore, hardly be

any doubt that in the original alphabet it was ao: defective fc"

3B'^ 1 Sam 24 4 that some Scribe wrote it plene and that the

Nakdanim, as is not infrequently the case, added the wrong catch-

words to it which properly belong to the plene form. Later

Nakdanim, however, who were not certain about this passage

added an alternative expression with other catchwords which are

equally against the design of this alphabet.
,^ , ,

List II - In this List, which exhibits the oldest form

of this alphabet, twenty-one letters of the alphabet are

represented. The only letter absent is f^^-^ich is probacy

due to the fact that the compiler cound not find the defective

form a«^ and hence gives a», only. (Ezra. 7 18.) It ^^
ho-ver

important to notice that in this original form of the alphabet each

letter is represented by one example only. Hence ^rr, and j^?>

which are duplicate of Yod and Shin in List I are here absent

Tn this early form there are as yet no catchwords. Each example

is simply followed by -n^ n^^ unique; and the List ends with

•ma n^b tm in "jai -n' ma-n 'tm n'a r\b» r''«- . ^ „,^
list III — This List, which is from the same ancient Codex,

exhibits the whole alphabet and like List " j^*"«f^^^Jf̂ ^

to one example for each letter. It, however, differs from List II

in giving bl as representing letter Yod which, as we have seen,

67b



§ J>a. 452
§ 9b—9e.

is given in List I. It rightly omits ^^p» the duplicate example in
that List and gives ^:^f (Cant 1 2) and orr (Ezek. 47 12) to
represent Shin ani'lav, instead of ]spi and -iri^ given in Lists I
and II, and ends with -nw n'"? -rm nn ^a n^a f\bK fin.

List IV. — Though this List records twenty-five examples,
the alphabet in incomplete, since the letters p and c are omitted
and the twenty-five examples are made up as follows: (1) it gives
the same three examples for Yod as List I; (2) it gives the same
two examples for Teth as List I and records a second example
for Resh, viz, j's-j^ Deut. 8 13 which is not in Lists I, II and III;

(3) it records three for Shin, the two in List I and the ono

"'?i??'
in List III, and (4) gives two for Tav, viz, Tp-- given in

Lists I and II and ori: in List IIL It will be seen that this alphabet
records the same two erroneous examples for Teth as List L

Li«t V. — As is generally the case with the Rubrics in the
Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, this List exhibits the latest development
of the original alphabet. It records forty examples instead of
twenty-two. They are made up by giving three for k, two for r,

two for i, two for n, three for. n, four for -, two for d = to, two
for p, five for -i, three v, two for n, and one for each of all the
other letters.

On comparing this List with the one which I have printed
(List I) it will be seen that it gives sixteen instances more. Of
these, thirteen are new, viz. p'??^' Deut. 18 1; papr Ps. 104 22-

pr?: Ps. 59 8;
pij'y Ps. 89 17; pshT Isa. 58 2; p-ioir Gen. 18 281

r\^rT Isa. 68 2; a^p:^ Job 24 21; pna^^ Ps. 104 27; 'p'-iitf?' Ruth 2 9;'

paT Ps. 139 18; -rnx Isa. 41 2; pr-j: Zeph. 2 7, and three occur
in the other Lists, viz. (1) ^y also in Lists IV and V; (2) ^i^t"

also in Lists III, IV and VI,' and (3) dk>. in Lists III and VL '

List VI. — This List records twenty-six examples. Twenty-
four of these are iden^cal with those in List I which I have
printed. Its variations from that List are as follows: (l) it omits
one which is given in List I, viz, ro^' i Kings 1 47; (2) has ono
more for n, viz. f^sT which is also given in Lists IV and V; (3)
one more for v, viz.

':i5f: also given in Lists III, IV and V,
and (4) one more for r, viz. eir also given in Lists III and V.

From the alphabetical List which I have compiled and
which I have .printed below in § 10 it will be seen that there are
about 2002 words beginning with Yod which respectively occur
once only, viz. k' 63 + r HO + r 86*+ t 83 + .t 54 + r 84 +
r 34 + rr 150 + o^ 24 + « 35 + y 76 + 'y 60 + a^ 81 + r 79 +
0' 90 + )r 119 + B^ 71 + r 73 + ,T no + n^ 165 + vr 225 +
n' 130 = 2002. Numerous alphabets, therefore, consisting of single
examples of these unique words may be obtained by various
combi»ations. That a far larger number of these alphabets have
actually been compiled is attested by the Massorah of the
ancient Codex Orient. 4446 where no fewer than six alphabets
are given, which I subjoin in the note.i From three of these, viz.
Ill, IV and VI as well as from the different Lists in Rubric d'a—e,
it is evident that certain Schools of Massorites formed alphabets
of words which not only occurred once beginning with Yod.
but which ended with a particular letter. The compilation of
these is easily explained. But the reason for the selection of
particular words to be distinguished as members of a limited
alphabet is hidden with the different Massoretic Schools.

6 T3" 'h no* 'f> non' 'h nit* ><j rm* 'f. i^Sin* -h la-r -^ hxf 'V pwa* '^ yann' m i

Orient. 4446, tail. 56 i, on Exod. 15. ."^ IJTi' ^ yp^* 'h
J,^2y '^ 7>j,

h \)aph^ 6 ^3' 'h j?i" ^ TVS' 'b jart' "h 6t« 'h nxi» 'h wn» <? pn«-P -^ j?ij|i '^ idhk* /m
Orient 4445, fol. 66 a, 6 ^njn« ^ wbm ^ ontn, -^ iM^p, -t, ,noy -^ a^r >*, to^ -t,

p^^j,,,,,,, on Exod. 25 2.
h m« -^ nts' '^ non' -h nv* '<> n«' -h nw <*. tov -h ttv» 'h nhy 'b n3H> am
'h n-uni -h nns^ -^ nje^i 6 np* -h ms* -S mei 'b n^; -h k«^ >h my -b nno' '^ ni^. '^ nfe»
Orient. 4445, fol. 77*, on Exod. »4 .'^ "W" '^ pB' 6 yD» "h an> 'b hbo* ^ lay, <Snw 'h my
n^h nil* 'ni3 n>h frnn; 'n« n*^ njT 'n» n'^ np 'nw n^ nbv -no n»& naie nv)
WB7 -V nw -V n-«» 6 mh^ nhy 'h m« •b hn^ 'rwi n*^ n». 'n« n^ non* '«Vni Jr^^ 'n,3
Orient. 4448, 'no n'^1 in bs n^as^K 'h rmn* -h naan ^ hmt 6 np; <*> nw "^ ni*^ -V n9^» -^

,(_,,,,, 'ol. 96a, on Levit. 11 34.
"> bs* '} j?T" 'b not b m>bm 'b »Tn» -b ^^.-r -^ ist -^ -^aj* 6 pKa* 'b »3anK. (V)
no! '^ ijn* 'S n33?» '^ wn; 'b jin-i' '«» jn-i 6 •aiiea. -^ lonni -^ ary -b ppav* -^ no» 4 owa^.
Orient 4445, fol. 1146, on LevH. 27 1 .'b ntfy^ 'b 10^ >b •» 'b pnpb^'b D3a» 'b lO" S
'^ nil' 'nia •b. mv 'no '7 Jin' wa -^ nay. 'nw -^ ,-rtj» 'ma -S laa* 'ma -b n»»» (vn
•^ S.^p; 'b rnp: 'n,a '^ n,^. -no $ n^a, -ma -*. ^a^ 'no -b m- 'no ^ no^ 'ma '^ inon« 'no
b np; 'no -^ mx) 'no '^ r^n* 'n,a 'b mii' 'no '^ n>yi 'no 'b poi 'no '^ py 'no -^ n». 'no
Orient. 4446, IT '2'n 'mai 'no n^b nm in ^a n»a»«>» .'^ mjn» 'no 4 nnvj 'no '^ nri; 'no

fol. 116a, on Levit. 27 26.

'0 = § 9a.

Words beginning with Yod and ending in Nun which respec-
tively occur mice only. Of this incipient register, which exhibits
the first attempt to collect the futures third person pluraj with
paragogic Nun, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 1379. fol. 1646

on Exod. 22 8, which I have printed, and (U) Orient. 2349
fol. 70 a, on the same passage.

'

The two Lists record identically the same thirteen instances.
P'orr Ps. 36 8 the last instance has inadvertently dropped out As
18 usually the case with these incipient registers, they are as yet
without a heading. This I have supplied. The compiler it would seem
attempted to arrange these instances according to the order of the
books in the Bible.

'0 = § 96.

Words tohich are tmique beginning with Yod andending in Nun
This Rubric is from St. Petersburg Codex of A.D.916 on Ezek 326'
Though the subscription at the end simply says that the above
are unique words beginning with Yod and ending in Nun, yet the
register itself is alphabetically arranged. In the alphabet, however
twenty letters are represented, n and jt being absent. Moreover
pnis: which represents = is not unique. It occurs twice in the textus
receptus, viz. Josh. 3 13, and Ps. 37 9. The Sin in p^fe. as is
dually the case in Massoretic alphabets, represents ihe letter
Santech. It will be seen that like all the ancient Massoretic
alphabets, this Rubric is based upon the principle of representing
each letter by one single example only.

lTi.t^\ T^.r°«^
'^'" alphabet with the preceding fragment

(List 9a), It will be seen that though its thirteen instances yield
two examples for a, one for ., two for n, one for a, one for aand one for -,, yet none of these are to be found in this alphabet.The only two words which represent the same letters in both
are n and p.

'62 = 9c.

An alphabet of words which respectively occur once only endinam JVun This Rubric, which does not occur in the .printed
Massorah, is from St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Joel 2 8

Though from the Massorah of the same ancient Codex, yet
this alphabet differs materially from its fellow in the preceding
Rubric. (1) It represents sixteen letters only and leaves out the
following six letters i, ^ a, a, x and p and though it represents
n which IS omitted in the preceding alphabet, like that alphabet it
omits at. (2) It gives different examples for five letters, viz n, n
s, 3 and ». (3) It gives p^an; as the unique example to represent
n whereas this expression occurs three times (Isa. 17 12- Ps 397-
83 3). (4) It represents a by pnw which is without paragogicNun m the present text, and (5) by giving prj' (Ps. 109 25) asthe unique expression to represent :, it excludes the official ^m' inPs. 59 16. Like its predecessor, however, it is strictly basedupon the principle of representing each letter by a single example.

'0 = § 9rf.

An alphabetical List of tcords beginnhig with Yod and endingm Nun which respectively occur once only. This Rubric which is

lZy^''"l"irT~'':
"''''' ''' '°*' '''' ^" '''' ^1 '' i« the first

which exhibits the whole alphabet. It, however, records twenty-
six instead of twenty-two representatives. They are made up bygmng two examples for four letters viz. -,, a, 3 and -,. These doubles
are not in the ancient alphabets and are manifestly due to laterNakdamm who ignored the early principle of single examplesThe representatives for n and n are new. It is remarkable that
in this alphabet, like in the preceding one, jvina^ which occurs
twice m the present text represents the letters as a unique
expression. p-,a^^ (Deut 4 10) ought to be pointed rm^' and
ttaws in the heading, is a mistake for '»ero.

'Vi = § 9«.

The following words respectively occur once only, they constitute
an alphabetical List of words which respectively begin with Yod andend
tn Nun. This List is from the printed Massorah Pinalis, letter -

§ 29. It exhibits the latest development of this Rubric and hence'
unlike the earlier forms of this alphabet, has already catchwords
attached to each example.

Though this expanded .alphabet records thirty-one examples
It omits the letters ' and jt and makes up the number by giving
three examples for k, three for n, six for •^ and three for r It
18 remarkable that in this alphabet, like in the one marked §9e
jmT, which as we have seen occurs three times, is given as
occurring once to represent the letter n. The catchwords vh rsh
T^ro TW n^ mn* = Micah 2 5 which are attached to pa^a- are in-
correct They ought to be laan ^ - Micah 2 6. In this List too
pia^ should be pointed m^'.
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On comparing the contents of these five Lists and on

collating the different examples which the several Massoretic

Schools selected for alphabetic distinction we see that they

exhibit altogether fifty unique expressions beginning with Yod

and ending in Nun. If we deduct from this number the three

which are not unique, viz. p-orr .pnn?: and jir?^ we have forty-

seven only. There are, however, altogether seventy-seven which

belong to this category and the following thirty are not repre-

sented in these Lists:

Ruth 2 9 jrix^t Job 19 24 I"^".' Ps. 95 11 ]ix^]

Isa. 29 21 pe*?'^ Ps. 3.5 20 J«i'nt „ 37 2 p^S'

Exod. 21 18 r?'1^ Job .31 10 l^sn?' „ 104 30 J'K;??'

Zeph, 2 7 I'i'T Hos. 9 16 J"^.' Isa. 58 2 ps'ii'

Ps. «r» 12 J«n' Jerem. 33 24 i«»?' Zech. 11 5 Ifn.'

Ruth 2 9 !«»«»" Ps. 104 7 i'O"^ Ps. 11 3 [Win'

P3. 104 2S ?n'3f

!

Ps. 104 9 ]*'i^)fl 1 Kings 19 2 J«pl'

„ 78 24 P'R*" Josh. 17 10 J'V»' Isa. 26 11 P^n,

12 9 tw^nfi' Hos. 11 2 jnap.^ Gen. 18 28 jnon'

Job 9 6 J'4?ri' Job 24 24 (i*??' Ps. 104 7 I"Bn_'

In accordance with the design of the original Massorites,

which dominates the early alphabets that each letter should be

represented by one example only, the omission of these, thirty

words is easily explained. Those words only were selected for

alphabetic distinction to which the several Schools attached

special importance due to some recondite traditions. It is the

arbitrary expansion of these alphabets on the part of later

Nakdanim by adding examples to some individual letters which

is not only against the design of the early Massorites, but renders

the omission of these thirty words inexplicable.

An alphabetical Lint of words beginning with Yod which

respectively occur once only. This List I compiled myself. The aid

which this List affords to the deciphering of the Massorah may

be seen not only in the preceding Rubric, but especially in § 8.

To this List is to be added pKni.T Dan. 3 12 and n-SK-itr Levit. 24 10

which occur once only, whilst d't^' Josh. 15 10 is\o be cancelled

since it occurs more than once. The student may find other

mistakes which he will readily forgive when he bears in mind

that this is the first attempt to collect the unique words in the

Bible beginning with Yod and that this List alone records 2002

such expressions.

An alphabetical List of wm'ds beginning with Yod ichich respec-

tively occur twice. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in

MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 88«, on

Numb. 6 25, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. llba,

on I Kings 21 24; (III) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 67; (IV)

Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 66, and (V) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter % § 3.

j^^gl J. — Of the forty-seven pairs which this alphabet

records, the second instanc^^-which represents s, viz. ar does not

occur in the received text; whilst 'rT; which represents n occurs twice

only, without being followed by i^hiiri (.fide mipra, letter n, § 174).

List II. — This alphabet records thirty-eight pairs only. It

omits the following nine: (1) na^^ which leaves b unrepresented;

(2) Dniajr; (3) oip'; (4) vikj^!; (5) if:; (6) ^^bp^^ (7) nty, (8) nnpr;,

and (9) innKnv It is reniarkable that this List also gives jr as

occurring twice to represent s and though it has catchwords,

viz. D=Ba w = Exod. 10 24 it has no reference for the second

instance, thus showing that the Nakdan who furnished this

alphabet with catchwords could not find it in his recension of

the text. By omitting -ma -j"?!:.-: '731 after -n; the editor of this

recension of the alphabet rendered this pair unintelligible.

List III. — This alphabet records forty-five pairs. It omits

the triliteral nr which may be due to the triliteral nr immediately

preceding it and np-iv which all the other Lists have ; otherwise

the List is identical with List I, including even the phenomenal

couple iT for which it gives no catchwords, though this alphabet

like List II, is furnished with catchwords throughout. The qualifying

phrase "Oi "p&n b'si, however, is absent after •pi"' which makes this

pair unintelligible.

Ijgt IV, — Like List I this alphabet records forty-seven

pairs. It, however, makes up this number somewhat differently.

It omits the enigmatical jr and gives a new pair for letter n,

viz. qrr Deut. 19 G and an: Eccl. 4 1 1. It also omits 'ri I'^an b--.

after ^tt which, as we have seen, makes it unintelligible.

List V. — This alphabet records forty-five pairs only. Like
List III it omits nt' the second triliteral pair and like List IV
it omits 2^.

As is the case with nearly all the Massoretic alphabets,

this alphabetical List simply exhibits a selection of words which
belong to this category. This is attested by the fact that it gives
three examples for letter m and two only for letter s, whereas
the former can be increased by five more and the latter by no
fewer than twelve, as will be seen from the following:

Isa. .33 7: Job 8138 j,,33, Iga. 42 23; Job 9 16 jnK»

Prov. 21 20; Job 8 I u;?fy Levit 6 11,19 nj^aU'

Neh. :i 14, \h

Job .3 5, 15 24

2 Sam. 32 6; Ps. 18 .">

Gen. 11 6; Job 42 2

Levit. 13 36; 27 33

Ezek. 46 20, 24

Numb. 11 4, 18 »feKi

Levit 5 6; Hos. 4 15 OB'H'

Prov. 1 27; Job 37 22 nriK'

Prov. 13 6; Eccl. 10 1 ^'*T-

Isa. 10 2; 11 14 "=,'

Ps. 60 14; 108 14 "a;

2 Kings 18 30; Isa. 36 15 "??-

Words which respectively occur three times beginning with Yod
(ind once beginning with Vav Yod. For this Rubric, which occurs
in the Massorah Finalis, letter -, § 28, see above, letter % § 73.

J" = § 13.

Two words are icritten at the beginning toith Yod which is

officially cancelled. That is, the Kethiv or in the text these two
words are in the future for which the Keri or official reading
substitutes the preterite.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, three in MSS. and three
printed: (I) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 108, which I have
printed: (II) the Massorah Finalis in Add. 15,251, fol. 3476;
(III) Orient. 1471, fol. Il9cf, on 1 Sam. 20 2; (IV) Paris Ochlah
Ve-Ochlah § 124; (V) the printed Massorah on 1 Sam. 20 2, and
(VI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 8. The heading of
List II -ipi -1 aTi 'vr-a -n- "r'ac pija 's is manifestly due to an
ignorant Nakdan.

In two instances the reverse is the case, the words are written

without Yod at the beginning which the official reading supplies.

That is, two words are in the text in the preterite for which
the official reading substitutes the future.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, three in MSS. and three
printed: (I) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 109, which I have
printed; (II) the Massorah Finalia in Add. 1.5,251, fol. 3476;
(III) Orient. 1471, fol. 119a, on 1 Sam. 20 2; (IV) Paris Ochlah
Ve-Ochlah § 125; (V) the printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 20 2, and
(VI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter -, § 9.

TO = § 15a.

Twenty-ttco words are icritten with Yod at the beginning for
which the official reading is Vav. It will be seen that with the
exception of four, one of which is a noun (niB' Jerem. 17 13), two
are proper names (niOT Ezra 10 29 ; -^riT 1 Chron. 4 7) and one
is an imperative (-ptf' Jerem. 48 1 8), all the others are futures in

the text for which the official reading substitutes preterites with
the prefix Vav.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the popular parts of the

Massorah, I collated twenty Lists, I shall, however, specify the

following nine only, five in MSS. and four printed: (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol.1, fol.204o, on 2 Sara. 12 22, which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2396, on 1 Chron. 4 7; (III) the same
MS., fol 294rt, on Ps. 41 3; (IV) Add. 15,451, fol. 1666, on
Judg. 6 5; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 118; (VI) Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 134; (VII) the printed Massorah in the

square enclosing the first word of Hosea; (VIII) the same
enclosing the first word of Chronicles, and (IX) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter.", § 15,

It will be seen that, though the List which I have printed

emphatically states in the heading that there are twenty-two

such instances, it records ;twenty only. The two omitted are

.Tr in Jerem. 21 9 and 38 2. But as all the other Lists give

these two and moreover as there is a special Massorah which
safeguards the number of times in which rrr(; occurs (vide supia,

letter n, § 173) and which excludes the reading rrir in these
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two instances, it is certain that their omission is due to the

carelessness of the Scribe.

The textual (Kethiv) and official readings (Keri) given in

this Rubric, however, must be regarded as exhibiting the redaction

of the predominant School. Other Schools have the Keri in the

text and others exhibit the Kethiv without a Keri. This is the case

in Zech. 14 6. Lists II, HI, V—IX emphatically state that the

reading pMAp^ or t[^»k?] is disputed by the celebrated textual

redactor R Nachman (pro sti 'rht pn^p")- The St. Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916 has n^ in the text (Jerem. 6 21) without

any Keri,

For other variations I must refer to the notes in my edition

of the Bible on the several passages which constitute this Rubric.

For the second part of this Massorah, which records the instances

exhibiting the reverse of this phenomenon, see letter i, § 6.

TD = § 156.

Fifiy-iix wordi are defective of Yod in the middle of the word.

That is, they are without the plural Yod before the Vav or the

suffix third person singular masculine.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 62a, on Exod. 27 11,

which I have printed; (11) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 41a, on

1 Sam. 10 21; (III) the same MS., fol. 576, on 2 Sam. 1 16;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 1096, on Exod. 27 11; (V) Halle Ochlah
Ve-Ochlah I, § 112; (VI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 128, and
(VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 12.

The design of this Massorah is to record those words which
are defective of the plural Yod before the suffix Vav and which
occur once only. Hence ism which occurs twice (vide n, § 212);

rvcn which also occurs twice {vide n, § 332); it which occurs

fiv« times {vide % § 94) ; vnato which occurs three times {vide a,

§ 691); w which occurs eight times {vide r, § 350) and others

are excluded. As to ^'\nle[, which occurs twice defective of Yod
2 Sam. 23 9, 11, it is rightly omitted in Lists II, III, IV, V, VI and
VIL i^ton also occurs twice in the present text (Exod. 16 13;

Numb. 11 32), but the catchwords in alPthe six Lists show beyond
doubt that the instance in Numb. 11 32 is the only one which
exhibited this orthography and that the Exodus passage was
differently spelt by different textual redactors, as will be seen
from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible. The
Lists which rightly omit nrwi make up the fifty-six by giving
i"?? as the second instance in verse 10 of l Sam. chap. 2.

On a close examination of the fifty-six instances which
constitute this Rubric, it will be seen that in fifty-one the Yod
officially supplied before the Vav is not only the plural Yod,

but that the Vav is invariably the suffix third person singular
masculine. The five instances, therefore, which are at the end
of this Rubric and in which the Fat* is not the pronominal
suffix are manifiestly contrary to the scope of this Massorah,
As is not infrequently the case, they are due to a later Nakdan
who mistook the design of this Rubric. This is moreover attested

by the fact that whilst the fifty-one instances strictly follow the
order of the books, these five instances are quite out of their

place. It is only in the later redaction of the Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah
(List VI) that they are dispersed and significantly made ta
occupy their proper sequence, thus obliterating the traces
of their being a separate addition.

ro = § 16.

7%e follmcing words are defective of Yod in ike Scriptures.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I coUated two Lists: (I) Orient 1379, foL 163a, on Exod 27 11,

which I have printed, and (II) Orient. 2349, fol. 73a, on the
same passage.

This incipient List exhibits the first attempt to collect the

words which according to the Massorites are without the plural
Yod and which the preceding Rubric exhibits in its development.
It is of importance, inasmuch as it proves beyond doubt that

the additions were made gradually and that though the Masso-
rites themselves made their additions strictly in accordance
with the design of the Rubric, the additions of later Nak-
danim are contrary to its scope.

V = § 17.

Sixteen woids are defective of (he first Yod. That is, in these

instances the Hiphil participle plural is without the first Yod which

is normally the characteristic of the Hiphil. This Rubric, whieh
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 21,160,

fol. 172a, on Levit. 22 2.

n"' = § 18.

The following words are defective of Yod in this form. That

is, the Hiphil future first person singular without and with the

prefix Vav ('v^ba) is in these instances abnormally without the

characteristic Yod.

This separate Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah and of which I have mislaid the reference to the MS,
forms the second part of the following Rubric.

B'* - § 19.

7%« following words are defective of Yod. This List, which

only partially occurs in the printed Massorah, is from Vienna

Codex No. 35, on Levit. 14 41.

The twenty-two defectives which this Rubric records consist

(1) of twelve Hiphil futures third person masculine singular and

(2) of ten Hiphil futures first person singular with and without

the prefix Vav. Of the first part of the Rubric there are two

Lists in the printed Massorah. The first List is- on Levit. 14 21

which is headed ti"' pionn pKTir p'?8 jn rxp' and which'" simply

records the first six examples and gives one, viz. mir Levit. 27 28,

which is not in the List which I have printed, nv the seventh

instance is manifestly an abbreviation for brai Ezek. 4& 18 in

our List. The printed Massorah states at the end of the fragment

that all the instances are duly recorded in Levit. 20 26 (iniKn "O03i

D'tptp e^iDS). The second List is on Levit. 20 26 where it is headed

fr 'on prro pbts p nn tnm "pnaKi, wjiich is incorrect since the instances

it records are the third person and not the first. It manifestly

belongs to the second part of the Rubric which I have printed

and which does not Qccur in the printed Massorah. In this second

List the printed Massorah registers fourteen examples, or one

more than is recorded in the MS. List which I have printed,

viz. 1?^ Job 35 16, which is incorrectly printed -isy. Moreover

3-ipn should be anp^ Ezek. 46 4 and airp' should be ac^iT Isa.42 23.

The more serious part in the printed Massorah is the heading

of the two Lists which distinctly describes these defectives as

unique (jniTft), whereas zr\r»\ occurs twice (2 Kings 19 24 ; Isa. 37 25)

and nriDKi occurs twice (Ezek. 39 23, 24) and are so described

in § 18. There can hardly be any doubt, therefore, that this

conflict is due to a later Nakdan who added the obnoxious ex-

pression niro which does not occur in the MS. Lists.

'3 = § 20.

Six words have respectively a superfluous Yod in the middle.

That is, these nouns are written in the text as plurals which the

official Keri by cancelling the Yod, makes into singulars. In this

respect, therefore, they are the converse of those recorded above

in § 16.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 232a, on l Kings 16 26.

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., on the same passage:

(III) the Massorah Finalis in Add. 1.5,251, fol. 438a; (IV) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 113; (V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 129,

and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter ", § 13.

Though the four MS. Lists as well as List V, emphaticaUy

state that there are six such instances only and record identi-

cally the same six words, yet List VI which also heads this

Rubric -np h^i -nia'n 'wansKa " "ro 'i records seven. Jacob b. Chayim
adds vyn Prov. 21 29 which he says he found himself (btk lyn

'nrMB nea rwn) where 'n»rjto is manifestly a mistake for "riKxe.

This variation is confirmed by some of the best Standard

Codices. Thus Harley 5710—11, Add. 15,261 and the printed

Massorah Parva have on Prov. 21 29 'pia-i-ira-n; whilst the

Massorah Parva in Arund. Orient. 16 not only kas the same

remark on this passage, but distinctly adds 'wsa Tr 'rcn ^^ p in

p ¥h\ '3'n. The Rubric, therefore, which records seven such instances

and includes Prov. 21 29 must emanate from a different School

of Massorites.

K'3 = § 21.

Three words have respectively a superfluous Yod in the middle.

This heading is not strictly correct, since the Keri does not cancel

the Yod in oTwrin, but simply transposes it and places it before

the Tav, viz. or^ynn, converting it into Hiphil preterite second

person plural masculine. Hence it constitutes one of the List of
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Sixty-two in which the letters are transposed (md« ?n/ra, letters.

§ 480). As is not infrequently the case, the Kethiv and Ke^i are

simply a selection of two alternatives from other various readmgs

which obtained in olden times, but which are not recognised by

the predominant Schools of textual redactors and have only

survived in the ancient Versions. Thus instead of D-nmn the

Septuagint exhibits oninn (= i«ovriQsvoa0&s) and instead of

BTiinsio it has ninaran (= tdi evoiaarriQia).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol.I, fol.2126, on 2Sam.2l9,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 279a, on

2 Chron. 34 5; (III) the Massorah Finalis in Add. 15,251, fol. 488a;

(IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, §116; (V) Paris OchlahVe-Ochlah,

§ 132; (VI) the printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 21 9, and (VII) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter ', § 14.

With the exception of List VII all the Lists state in their

respective headings that there are three such instances and

record identically the same three words. List VII, however,

though like List VI, it is in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah, is not

only headed jrnp k'.i »<n.rn n-^-an ' pn^ ^'h-^ •^' but records four,

giving DWanK 2 Sam. 12 G as the first of the four. None of the

MSS., however, to which I have access exhibit here a Ken.

It may be that in List VII we have the dim survival of

a text which had not this unique expression, but the normal

cnp* which is preserved in the Septuagint {imanka0(ovcc) and

which is now accepted as the preferable reading.

In List I we have another instance of two forms of the

same Rubric being combined into one. (Vide sup-a, letter i et

mfm, letter ', § 144.) As all the three instances which constitute

this Rubric end in ot, List II is headed D'ab vn ra " l^'i^'
'^'

3-D = § 22.

The folloxdng words have a superfluous Yod in the text which is

cancelled in the official reading. That is, according to the Kethw

these Chaldee expressions exhibit the plural suffix, whilst according

to the Keri which cancels the Yod they are in the singular. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 278&, on Dan. 5 23.

yD = § 23 a.

The following respectively occur once onhj with Yoih That is,

with IW after the graphic sign Chireh. Of this Rubric I collated

two Lists: (I) Orient. 1379, fol. 86a, on Gen. 32 31, which I

have printed, and (II) Orient. 2349, fol.47«, on the same passage.

Tliis List, which records twenty-one such instances, exhibits the

first attempt to collect the expressions which belong to this

category. Hence it is still without a heading, which I have

supplied, and without catchwords. The design of this Massorah

is discussed in the following Rubric which is its advanced

development.

r3 = § 23fc.

Twenty-nine words are respectively written with Yoft, whreas

in all other Scriptures they are reversedly written with Var. Accor-

dingly, as set forth in the heading, the design of this Massorah

is to safeguard these twenty-nine expressions which are abnor-

mally written with Yod in one single instance and which in all

other passages of the Scriptures are on the contrary written

with Vav.

Of this developed form of the preceding Rubric I collated

four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 248fc, on 1 Chron. 16 38, which I have printed; (II) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 163; (III) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah §214,

and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 23.

fjgt 7. _ Though this List states in the heading that there

are twenty-nine such instances and duly records this number,

yet the incipient List which constitutes § 23 a, and which records

twenty-one only, contains one which neither this developed List

nor any of the other Registers gives, viz. -i-ay! Prov. 29 4.

List IT. — This List is headed pnn=-i n*"? nm in »?5t t= jo .-tow,

but records twenty-eight. It makes up this number by omitting

w'.r Deut. 32 30 which is in List I, and giving t?'; Jerem. 18 16

instead of np'-itf in the same verse. Instead of e'{\bn np "pn, which

List I gives in the heading to indicate the import of this Massorah,

this List has it ^b -K'-ip bT> which is manifestly a clerical blunder

for '1 '= r-ip b2\

List in. — This List is headed psos " 'na "•? n bzii r''*
"=

•1 'aro 'ma-i "^ai 'ni3"n, thus stating the design of this Massorah more

explicitly. The twenty-seven instances are made up by omitting

ID"?; Deut 32 .30 which is also omitted in List II and ra;i Neh. 8 2

which is not only recorded in Lists I and II, but in the incipient

List (§ 23 a). Like List II it gives Tri Jerem. 18 26 instead of

n'p«i» in the same verse, recorded in List I.

List IV. — The heading of this List differs from that of the

other Lists and is as follows: Knia"n nirstsKa pTna "• a'nai i''?a ra, thus

simply emphasising the fact that the graphic sign Chireh precedes

the Yod. But though this heading also states that there are twenty-

seven such instances only, the List itself records twenty-eight

Like Lists II and III it omits wj; (Deut 32 30) and gives t3;i

(Jerem. 18 16) instead of tp^'-^t in the same verse.

An analysis of the twenty-nine or thirty instances discloses

the following facts: That (1) no fewer than eight are with Vav

according to the Kethiv for which the KeH substitutes Yod

(Numb. 14 36; Jerem. 8 7; 18 16; Ezek. 48 14; Zeph. 2 7; Ps. 85 2;

1 Chron. 16 38; 2 Chron. 13 19). In these instances, therefore,

the design of the Massorah is to safeguard the official Keri^ that

(2) "jK-jp with Yod Gen. 32 3 1 also occurs with Yod in 1 Chron. 8 25

and though its spelling is left in the former passage the Kein

cancels the Yod in the latter and substitutes Vav. Thus, here

also, the design is to safeguard the official Keri in 1 Chron.

8 25 by declaring that the Genesis orthography is unique. The

same is the case with its-a; Ps. 65 4 and rrrt Ps. 57 7. By

declaring them unique the Keri in Ps. 140 11 and Jerem. 18 22

is safeguarded, and (3) nrny with Yod Deut. 32 15 is designed

to militate against the recensions which exhibit it without Yod,

as will be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition

of the Bible.

The difficulty, however, is in p^brh Jerem. 37 12 which is

not only pbrh without Yod in the best MSS. and on which the

Massorah itself remarks 'om '"?, but that its converse {f\^bn)

phnb Neh 13 13 is also without Vav, that the Massorah on

Psr26 7 expressly has it ya0 with the remark 'Dm'"? and has

it nlnne without Yod in Ps. 65 22 with the remark p 'nai ''?;that

n*^? Isa. 67 8 has no converse {t\'hn) with Vav, viz. rfhi and that

•jnio with Yod 2 Sam. 22 50 is the Kethiv, whereas the official

reading is "rl-tja with Vav, which is contrary to the scope of this

Massorah. It is, therefore, evident that this Massorah is based

upon Codices which exhibited different readings in some of the

passages and that the expressions sjibn -^^p bai and '^ ana 'man "ra"

in the headings of Lists I, II and III do not properly indicate

the scope of this Rubric and are the additions of later Nakdanim.

T'3 = § 24 a.

An alphabetical List of words which respectively occur once

written with Yod in the middle and are read with Var. That is,

these words are in the text, or Kethiv with Yod for which the

official reading or Keri substitutes Vav in the margin. The

desio-n of this Massorah is to record those words only which

occur once with Yod instead of Vav. Hence the words which

occur more than once exhibiting the same peculiarity are here

excluded. They are given in separate Rubrics. {Vide infra, § 25

and § 25.)

Of this Rubric, which is the converse of the alphabet given

above in letter \ § 143, and which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists. I shall, however, specify

the following eight only, five in MSS and three printed: (I) Harley

5710-11, Vol.I, fol.2l5a, on 2Sam.24l8, which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. lib, on Josh. 16 53; (III) the same

MS fol. 24a, on Judg. 7 21; (IV) the Massorah Finalis, in

Add 15 251, fol. 4326; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 71;

(VI) the editio irrinceps, of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1517,

Vol. II, at the end; (VII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 81, and

(VIII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 5.

The variations in these eight Lists are as follows:

List II adds one more instance, viz. n'«n Eccl. 5 10 which

is omitted in List I and which is due to the immediately

preceding n-K-i.
^

,

^ , e . ^v

List III not only gives r'»n twice (Isa. 42 20; Eccl. 5 10)

but gives -irr^i 2 Sam. 20 5 which is neither in List I nor in List II,

and omits rrns 2 Sam. 24 18 which the two preceding Lists give.

l^lg^ IV. — This List records sixty-one instances only and

though it gives both nrr-i and the second n'ln which are not in

List I it omits five examples in letten (l Kings 16 34; Isa. 10 6;

Job 33 19; Isa. 49 6; Dan. 2 22) and the only representative

for 1 is 2 Kings 2S 36, all of which are given in List.!. It is remar-

kable that this List gives i„n E^^ek- ^ l® ^s the second example for

n instead of "j-nn, which occurs in the same verse and which the
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other Lists give for letter ru It is the first List which has

catchwords.

List V. — This alphabet records sixty-eight examples. Like

Lists III and IV it gives both "Tir-i and n'jn which are not in

List I. It is the first List which states in the heading that the

alphabet is incomplete (yi^t) because letters n, ts and o are not

represented.

List VI. — This alphabet exhibits sixty-eight examples and

has also both -im and the second irm which are absent in

List I. It is remarkable that this alphabet, like List IV, gives

also the second example "j-n for letter n instead of the expression

^"nn which occurs in the same verse (Ezek. 30 16) and which

the other Lists give to represent letter n. In this alphabet

wna is a printer's, error for i-sto Isa. 23 13 and crMn for d"jd

Ps. 79 10.

List VIL — This List, which exhibits the latest redaction

of this alphabet, records sixty-nine examples. Besides giving -irrr

and n'Kn which are not given in List I, but are recorded in the

other Lists, it has »ro 2 Kings 17 4 to represent d which is

absent in the other Lists, and adds at the end of the

alphabet under the title Kirnoba -tabi another example for letter i,

viz. arnn'risn Isa. 10 13. Like List V it states in the heading that

the alphabet is incomplete (ai^n).

List VJTf. — This alphabet records seventy examples. Besides

giving both -iiri and the second tvvn which are not in List I it

records two additional examples, one for letter », viz. "p^n

2 Kings 16 18 and one for letter o, viz. no-r 2 Sam. 13 32, which

none of the other Lists exhibits. In this List occur the following

mistakes: o-rrani should be a-vvtin 1 Chron. 4 41; -my"? should be

Tt»S 2 Sam. 18 3 ; and oaaip should be o'aaw Jerem. 50 6.

We have seen that the letter d is not represented in

any of the five MS. Lists nor in the editio princeps (List VI).

It is, however, to be remarked that both the expressions, viz.

re by which it is represented in List VII and rierv which represents

it in List VIII, constitute variations between the Palestinian and
Babylonian redactions of the text, as will be seen from the notes

on 2 Kings 17 14 and 2 Sam. 13 32 in my edition of the Hebrew
Bible. The Keri of 'n'm Job 6 2 should be wm in the List which
I have printed.

T3 = § 246.

An alphahettcal List of words which respectively occur once

mntten with Yod in the middle and read with Vav.
Of this Rubric, which exhibits the oldest and the incipient

form of this alphabet and which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) St. Petersburg Codex of

A. D. 916, on Jerem. 48 7, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445,

fol. 576, on Exod. 16 2, and (III) the same MS., fol. Il6a, on
Numb. 1 16

It will be seen that in its developed form recorded in the

preceding recension (§ 24 a) this alphabet is represented in the

different Lists by a minimum of sixty-six examples and a maximum
of seventy, whilst in' this primitive form List I gives twenty-nine

examples. List III twenty-eight only and List II, which is the

longest, records forty-four. To enable the student to see the

relationship of these three Lists, as well as to follow the gradual

development of the shorter alphabet into the longer one, I subjoin

in the note the two Lists of the shorter recension from the

Massorah of the ancient Codex Orient. 4445.'

» List II is as follows: n3i"M« "nsiH 'i 'ipi 'idb "stomi '> avis nn nn jon'SB^K \h»

pj' nmn n-nat idi»^ b-iji ht^itn •\y\vs\ i3if>i cwi »Bnnn D'iiyon rnnj d'u Diaa rsina

'KTtp tiw nmoB nnaiy dwbs npsio ^ijo nnmo njnio jnio mr^ woa ni:^^ leio' »ibs»

.min pnon nan ^inn \rw hh-w vn^yp Tfiiatr naniat? nnw mv niHi

It will be seen that in this Alphabet the official Ktri is given and not

the Kethiv. IDB in the heading is manifestly a clerical error for l3'n.

List III is as follows: ysiH 1 jnpi piOB intDKa T»' ana nm tn p n»a e|^K p^ie

np»»o hnm »n)fh P'oa \>y a»»' nr'n m'ar tn^ uerrt tsnnn o>i->yon b"j caa mmz n'sw
Dnoon tron pnon Jiraap onr n»in »»»np i|»s Dn»tDB Dn3»y d»d'b:

Unlike the preceding alphabet, the Massorah here gires the Kelhiv. U'aav

must be a scribal error for Dan'ar. it is remarkable that the same mistake piOB

in the heading for 'nia»n which occurs in List II also occurs here.

T3 - § 24 c.

The following ttoenty words in the /Scriptures are vyritten with

Yod and are read with Vav. On comparing this Rubric with

§ 24a, it will be seen that these twenty words are the examples
which represent letter i in that alphabet. The Rubric is an
important contribution to the study of the development of the

Massorah. It shows that as alphabetical Lists gradually expanded,
the Massorites broke them up into the separate letters which
yielded most examples and made them into independent Rubrics,

because they could not find sufficient space in the margins
of the text of ordinary Codices to accommodate the lengthy
Lists.

Of this separate Rubric, which does not occur in the
printed Massorah, I collated five Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 113 6,

on Numb. 21 32, which I have printed; (II) the sameMS., fol.406,

on Gen. 24 33; (III) Orient. 2348, fol. 506, on the same passage;
(IV) the same MS., fol. 1236, on Numb. 21 32, and (V) Orient. 1379,

fol. 506, on Gen. 24 33.

In the List which I have printed Ti-m Job 6 2 has inad-

vertently dropped out of the text. Though all the five Lists

emphatically state in their respective headings that there are
twenty such instances. Lists I and IV alone give this number
in which is included the Babylonian textual reading a'5;.i in

Josh. 15 53 in accordance with § 24a. The omission of 'rr»ni

in Lists II, III and V is manifestly due to a clerical oversight.

In the alphabet Vav is represented by twenty-one examples
including -irr'i 2 Sam. 20 5 which, as we have seen, is recorded
in six out of the eight Lists (§ 24a), whereas all the headings
of this separate Rubric emphatically state that there are twenty
such instances only, and '?it''1 1 Sam. 13 8 which is in the alphabet
is here excluded in all the five Lists.

n"3 = § 25.

Five words respectively occur twice written with Yod in the

middle and are read with Vav. Whilst the preceding Rubric records
the words belonging to this category which occur once only,

this Rubric registers those which occur twice. It will be seen
that d«j is here given as occurring twice and that in the preceding
Rubric it is treated as two separate expressions each of which
is unique (§ 24a). The cause of this apparent contradiction

is due to the fact that thus spelt this noun without the prefix

is unique and is also unique with the prefix Beth. Hence in the

alphabetical order it yields two unique examples, one for the

letter Beth (o^la) and one for Gimel (c:!). In this Rubric, however,
regard is had to the exceptional orthography only, irrespective

of the prefix and in this orthography it occurs twice and
hence rightly forms one of the five pairs which constitute

this Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 168a, on Judg. 16 25,

which I have printed; (II) Arund, Orient. 16, fol. 172 a, on
Jerem. 37 4; (III) Orient. 2348, fol. 1516, on Gen. 25 23; (IV)

Orient. 2349, fol. 41 a, on the same passage; (V) Halle Ochlah
Ve-Ochlah I, § 122; (VI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 138, and
(VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 18.

In the List which I have printed we have another instance in

which two different forms of the same Massorah, one recording

the particular words only which constitute the import of the

Rubric, and the other which gives the catchwords alone, are

combined into one Rubric {vide supra, letter % § 21). Though
all the seven Lists record identically the same five pairs. Lists

ni and IV do not fix the number, but .simply head this Hubric
"•np -vsv la p:wa pjn p^K, thus showing that the compilers of this

Rubric belonged to a different School of Massorites.

Two words respectively occur three times vnutten loith Yod in

the middle and are read with Vav. In this respect, therefore, they

differ from the words which belong to the same category, but

which occur once only, recorded in § 24, or twice recorded

in § 25.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 236, on Gen. 36 5,

which I have pWnted; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol, 247a, on
1 Chron. 14 l; (III) Add. 21, 160, fol. 366, on Gen. 36 5; (IV)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 124; (V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah

§ 140, and (VI) the prikted Massorah on Gen. 36 6.

List I again affords another example of two separate

Massorahs being combined into one, which has been pointed

out in the preceding Rubric.

VD = § 27.

Forty-three words are written with Yod at the end ivhich is

not read. Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 2146, on 2 Sam.

23 37, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 99a, on
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2 Kings 4. 2; (III) the same MS., fol. 184 a, on Ezek. 27 3; (IV)

the Massorah Finalis in Add. 15,261, fol. 437; (V) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah I, § lU; (VI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 127, and

(VII) the printed Massorah in the outer square enclosinsr the

first word of Kings.

It will be seen that though List I emphatically states in

the heading that there are forty-three such instances, it records

thirty-nine only. On ooUating it with Lists V, VI and VII we

see that it omits the following four: ^'sa the second instance in

2 Kings 4 7 ; "raw Jerem. 10 17 ; 'n'"n the second instance Ezek. 16 31

and 'rut Ezek. 36 13. The absence of two (2 Kings 4 7; Ezek. 16 31)

is due to 'DBS -a, which is frequently omitted by the Scribes. The

omission of one (forr Jerem. 10 17) arises from its being foUowed

by the same expression; whilst -nK (Ezek. 36 13) is absent because

its orthography is treated in a separate Rubric. {Vide supra,

letter k, § 1483.) »ro'?n the thirty-sixth instance in this List, is

simply the catchword for the Ketkiv '•ptf in 2 Kings 4 23, and

ought to be followed by 'p nK and not by, -p ro^h. The latter,

which also occurs in the same yerse, has already been given as

the sixth instance.

Though List VH is headed r'?a to i* records forty-three

only. It, however, makes up this number somewhat differently

from the other Lists. It omits two which are in the other Lists,

viz. rnsi Ezek. 16 43 and "tvw Ezek. 16 43 and gives two which

are not recorded in the other Lists, viz. 'n-no as a second

instance in l Sam. 25 34 with the remark '?•» ia a and ^rr^ ^Iso

as a second instance in Judg. 17 2. The last instance in this

List, viz. fi'wK ir . . . D'n^K "" "^ ™ p"? "''"» is manifestly a clerical

error for nba»t ir . .
. '"' lox r« 'HK Ezek. 36 13 and refers to the

Kethiv TiK.

n'3 - § 28.

Ttoelve words are without Tod at the end and are read with it.

That, is, in the text or Kethiv they are without this letter which

the official reading or Keri supplies.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1666, on Judg. 1 27, which I

have printed; (11) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on

Jerem. 7 22; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 83&, on 1 Kings 8 48;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 152 a, on Jerem. 7 22; (V) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah I, § HO; (VI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 126, and

(VII) the printed Massorah on Job 7 l. It will be seen that though

the List which I have printed states in the heading that there

are twelve such instances, it records eleven, omitting nrr Ps. 140 13.

As all the other Lists give it, there can hardly be any doubt

that its omission is a clerical error which is due to its being

preceded by the same expression, viz. nrr Job 42 2. This is also

attested by § 112.

0"3 = § 29.

Six words are wriUen with Yod at the end and are read with

He. Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 208a, on 2 Sam. 16 10,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 136, on Josh.

18 24; (IH) the Massorah Finalis in Add. 15,251, fol. 437a; (IV)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 100; (V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah

§ 116; (VI) the printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 21 21, and (VII) the

printed Magsorah Finalis, letter \ § 7.

List II heads this Rubric 'n "ipi tt 'na 'n and records four

only, omitting "row 2 Sam. 21 21, and -Knaai Eccl. 11 9. Lists HI,

IV, VI and VII not only record the same six instances as List I,

but add at the end the same expression in Jerem. 37 19 as

constituting a point of controversy in the different Schools of

textual redactors with regard to its orthography. In the List

which I have printed we have another instance of two separate

forms of the same Rubric being combined into one. (Vide supra,

letter i, § 144, letter % § 21 &c.)

'^- = § 30.

Twenty-four words are written with Yod at the end and are

read with Vav. Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS.

and three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2l4a, on

2 Sam. 23 9, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 279 a, on 2 Chron. 34 9; (III) the Massorah Finalis in Add.

15,251, fol. 440a; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah; § 121; (V) Paris

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 137; (VI) the printed Massorah in the inner

square enclosing the first word of Jeremiah, and (VII) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter % § 17.

Though all the seven Lists emphatically state in their

respective headings that there are twenty-four such instances,

three alone, viz. Lists I, III and V record this number. Lists H,

IV, V and VII give twenty-two only and coincide in omitting

the two instances in Jerem. 13 20, viz. -Kto and -ini. The reason

for this omission is that these four Lists are based upon the

Babylonian recension of the text which has ^ and "ani the

plural without any variation, as will be seen from the notes

on^is passage in my edition of the Bible (comp. letter n, § 627)

Later Nakdanim, however, altered the original a-a in the heading

into Ta to agree with the Palestinian heading and, as is not

infrequently the case, produced a conflict between the super-

scription and the contents of the Rubric.

H-^ = § 31.

Six words are with CMrek foUowed hy Yod which respectively

occur once only. Of this Rubric, which I have not found in the MSS.

I coUated two Lists: (I) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 208, which I

have pointed, and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter', §26.

List II is headed pTna »«n"0"n e^ioa " paos T^rm "t and records

four only. It omits three which are in List I; viz. "p^ Ps. 7 5;

"a-j^ Ps. 55 14 and "t^ Job 16 9 and has one which is not given

in List I, viz. »?i^»i Ps. 55 14. The two Lists together, therefore,

record seven instances.

As to the design of this Rubric, an analysis of its contents

and especially of the absence and presence of some of the

expressions in the respective Lists, may probably disclose it. It

will be seen that four of the seven expressions are in the

singular with the stiffix third person singular. In this form they

are unique, that is with Chirek. But each of these occurs again

in the plural and hence is with Pathach before the Yod. Comp. "^-Tist

Ps. 31 12; ^b Job 22 3; 'yTW Job 19 14 and "ni Ps. 13 5; 27 2.

As to the remaining three expressions they have no such contrasts,

since "di^v and 'an|a with FaOiach before the Yod do not occur.

They are, therefore, rightly omitted in List II. Moreover as

-Bi^K does also not occur, it is properly omitted in List I. The

original Rubric, therefore, must have consisted of the four

instances only and was designed to safeguard these unique forms

with Chirek against being confused with the Pathach instances.

Later Nakdanim who, as is not infrequently the case, mistook

the import of this Massorah added the other forms of Yod with

Chirek and thus obscured the design of this Rubric.

3r^ = § 32.

An alphabetical List of words which respectively occur once

only. That is, ending in Yod. This limited alphabet, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from St. Petersburg Codex

of A. D. 916 on Isa. 38 12. The subscription which states that

each of these expressions is unique is not strictly correct, since

•ntel occurs twice (Jerem. 4 28; -Ps. 17 3) and 'riaKn occurs twice

(Ps. 119 40, 174). Though the former may be explained as being

due to the fact that the Jeremiah instance is the Kal preterite

or Milel and in the Psalms 'nisi is the Piel infinitive or Milra,

this explanation does not apply to -naitn. As each of the letters

throughout this alphabet is uniformly represented by one example

only, it is more than probable that n originally formed no solitary

exception to this rule and that -jroKri, the last instance, is the

addition of a later Nakdan.

yb = § 33.

Eighi words respectively occur once only with JPatfiach and

evei-ywhei-e else they are with Chirek. Thdit is, they end in Yod

preceded by Pathach and thus are the converse of the instances

which constitute Rubric 31.

Of this Rubric, which I have not found in the MSS., I

collated two L-sts: (I) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, § 209, which

I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter ',

§ 25. The remark in the heading of List I, viz. pTna 'nian tai, is

incorrect. With the solitary exception of ^it^p, the other seven

expressions neither occur with nor do they admit of Chirek at

the end. Though List II states in the heading that there are

seven such instances, it records six only and omits 'nicax Exod. 7 4

and 'irtoJ Ezek. 45 8. Its heading, however, indicates more correctly

the import of this Massorah, since it simply states that there

are seven words which respectively occur once only with Yod

at the end and Pathadi (prmei Knia'ri f\^o^ « r^ea V*^rr n) without

the vicious phrase p-iTO 'tvai tei. But even the eight instances
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simply exhibit the first attempt to collect the unique expressions

which belong to this category. This is evident from the following

alphabetical Lists, in which five of the eight examples I'espectively

represent letters k, n, j, at and v.

r'7 - § 34.

An alphabetical List of words which respectively occur once

only with Pathach. That is, they end in Yod preceded by
Rahach or Kametz. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from St, Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916,

on Ezek. 45 8. The alphabet is incomplete, the letter sd is not

represented because this letter yields no example of a word
ending in Yod preceded hj Pathach or Kametz; 'oafya occurs twice

(Hab. 3 16; Ps. 38 4) and is, llierefore, incorrectly recorded here
as unique.

.T^ = § 35.

Ttdenty-five words are written with Yod in this hook. That is,

in Daniel these words which end in Yod are preceded by Tsere,

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one* in MS. and two
printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 3646, on Dan. 3 51, which
I have printed; (II) the printed Massorah on the same passage,

and (III) the same on Dan. 7 25. Though List I states in the

heading that there are twenty-five such instances in Daniel

(n's in the heading is a misprint for its), it records twenty-six.

I have to point out the following mistakes in the List '-inK

Dan. 2 39 should be '-jnK Dan. 2 29, 45; •'.ji'yn as it is in the MS.^
Dan. 7 28 should be -ji-y-ii with the prefix Vav Dan. 2 30; -a-i

Dan. 2 48, as the MS. has it, is manifestly a mistake for 'jt

Dan. 3 5 &c. and "rh^b Dan. 3 14 should be pointed ^nbv^

Dan. 5 4.

List II states in the heading that there are twenty-eight
such instances (n-s) and records twenty-seven. But the one which
it gives and which is not in List I, viz. -nn does not occur.

Moreover it has the following five mistakes mn for n-nK Dan. 2 35;

'an for \ji Dan. 3 6 &c. being the same mistake as in List I;

nsn for ^m Dan. 4 6; »irt» for "Tri Dan. 4 32 and ^bnth for 'ftb»6

Dan. 6 4.

List III, like List I, states in the heading that there are
twenty-five instances (pijo n-s) and like that List records twenty-
six. It, however, makes up this number differently. It gives "rt

which is also given in List II as one of the instances and which
does not occur, and omits 'jj^ Dan. 7 13 which is given both in

Lists I and II. It is remarkable that it contains the same five

mistakes as List IL

rb = § 36.

An alphabetical List of words ending in Yod which respectively

occur once only. In theMSS. which I have collated I found examples
of the following nine letters only, belonging to the alphabetical
List of words ending in Yod which respectively occur once. But
there can hardly be any doubt that examples of the remaining
unique expressions which belong to this category are to be
found dispersed in sundry Codices. As is usually the case, these
fragmentary Lists simply exhibit the first attempt to collect the
separate links which belong to the alphabet. Hence they are
without headings.

"n. — This incipient List, which records ten expressions
ending in Yod preceded by Cheth, does not occur in the printed
Massorah. It is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 350 a, on Cant. 4 16.

That it is simply a fragment is attested by § 45, where it will

be seen that there are no fewer than eighty-six such expressions.
Of the unique words ending in Yod preceded by Teth, of which
there are thirty instances {vide infra, § 45), I have found no List.

rb = § 37.

"^"'» — This fragmentary List, which records four unique
words ending in Yod preceded by Yod and which does not
occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 104 a, on HoseaS 3. There are altogether about sixteen such ex-

pressions. (Vide infra, § 45.)

n'b = § 38.

""S* — This incipient List, which records eight unique words
ending in Yod preceded by Kaph and which does not occur
in the printed Massorah, is from Orient 2349, fol. 38a, on
Gen. 19 21. There are altogether about twenty-two such expres-
sions. {Vide infra, § 46.)

fiD'^ = § 39a.

"^^ — This fragmentary List, which records eight unique
words ending in Yod preceded by Lamed with Chirtk and
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient.

2849, fol. 57 a, on Gen. 49 12. There are altogether about ninety-

one such expressions. With and without this special graphic sign

there are 181 words ending in Yod preceded by Lamed. {Vide

infra, § 45.)

tfl't* - § 896.

*0* — Of this fragmentary List, which records thirteen words
ending in Yod preceded by Lamed with CMrek and which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated twp Lists:

(I) Orient 2349, fol. 1166, on Numb. 16 31, which I have printed,

and (II) Orient. 5404, lol. 1146/ on the same passage. Froi"
List II it is evident that the tenth instance in List I, which is

illegible and which I read >^nK, leaving it without vowel-points
and without affixing to it any reference, is ''?-^-w. This is most
probably intended for -^ik Zech. 11 15,

It will be seen that seven of the thirteen instances which
constitute this Rubric are patronymics which not only end wit;h "b,

but are with the prefix He. When it is borne in mind that

there are twelve such instances altogether which respectively
occur once only, and that with the exception of three, viz. "bxwi
(Numb. 3 2), and '^Kyott>rn '«??aif?fn (1 Chron. 2 17; 27 30), they all

occur in the same Section (Numb. 26 12—48), it will readily
be conceded that the design of the original Massorites was to

collect those instances onljir which belonged to this category
and which occur in Numbers and that later Nakdanim mista-
king the import of this Massorah, added the instances simply
because they too ended in ^b, though they are not patronymics
with the prefix He. The two patronymics in this Section which
respectively occur once only and are absent in this Rubric are
'b)K^mn and ^b^tim (Numb. 26 12, 21).

In the ancient Codex Orient 4446, fol. 146 a there is another
recension of this Rubric in the Massorah on Numb. 26 31 which
is as follows: n'b '"jeinn rrnia n^^ 'binnn rrma n'b 'btcwn rrrna ty^b "bwvxn
'ni3 n'S '3-iorn 'rns ^jtitn 'ma n'"? 'spawn "ma n'"? ^bvhrm 'ma mb ^vbva 'ma

'ma m'? "T^tn 'ma rfb •"fmer

The two important points which this recension establishes
are (i) that this Rubric is designed to record the patronymics
in Numb. 26 alone which respectively occur once only and (2)
that these patronymics not only end in • -, but are invariably
with the prefix He. It, however, differs from the preceding
recension in this respect It does not restrict the ending to

••^ alone. Of the eleven names which this List records five

only end in ^b. But in these five are included '^wain and
'>W3nn (Numb. 26 12, 21), the two which are absent in the preceding
recension, whilst "ijfi^psi which this recension describes as unique,
occurs also in Josh.21 4 and is rightly omitted in theprecedingRubric.

ia. — Since the publication of the first volume of the
Massorah I have found in the ancient Codex Orient 4445,
fol. 1476, on Numb. 26 40, the following List of words ending in

Yod preceded by Mem which respectively occur once only.

'h 'pnniri i Chron. li 86 "^ •pwi'n Numb. 26 89
>h 'p-ioj^

^ gg 23 'V »Dwnn „ ^89
'^ '»:??? Numb, 3 27 'h 'pW Nah. S 1

'??? Pb, so 10 '^ 'aw Esther 4 IS

'??! Deut, 3K 7 '^
^p^p] Pb, 139 2

Isa. 44 T
'^ "?^'? isa, 54 4

Jonah 17 '^
"?7. Jerem. M »&

Numb. 26 40
'^ '??? Ps. IJJ 16

Ps. 7 9
'^

'^l"! „ , IS
'^ '"??.?? Ezek, 23 84

'^ '»?-' Deut, 2S T

rrma m^ "tmin ta pVii

It will be seen that this ancient List records twenty suoh
expressions, whereas there are no fewer than 125. {Vide infra, % 45.)

'b =» § 40 a.

^3» — This fragment, which records five words ending in

Yod preceded by Nun which respectively occur once only, is

from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 319a, on Ps. 139 1.

'b - § 406.

''J* — The following words are with Yod preceded by JfUH.
That is, they respectively occur once only with the suffix 'j.
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This List which recordsltwenty-nine such instances, I have found

in the printed Massorah Flnalis only, letter j, | 4. From § 46^ it

wiU be seen that there are altogether about 787 words ending

in ^ arid that more than half of them are -? or with the suffix

first person singular. j- ^ «„« — Though there are about twenty-eight words ending m

Yod preceded by 8ameeh {rnck infra, § 46), I have hitherto

been unable to find any List which records the expressions

which belong to this category.

K'D - § *1.

»», - This fragmentary List, which records twelve unique

expressions ending in Tod preceded by
jy^^ll^""^^^^'^

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient, ft349, fol 1166,

on Numb. 26 31. From § 45 it will seen that there are about

105 suXwords. Of ^ preceded by .. . and , I have not found

any Lists.

3'0 « § 42.

n» — Of this incipient Rubric, which records the unique

words ending in Yod preceded by JRe^h and which does not

Tcur in the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Oi^ient.

1379 fol 143a, on Exod. 15 6, which registers eleven instances

nd wMth I hLve printed; (II) Orient. 4445. fol. 566 on the same

uassaRC which records fifteen, and (III) the same MS., fol. 1465,

rNumb ^ 9, which registers eighteen such words. As these

three Lists greatly vary and moreover as Lists n and III

exhibit the earliest attempts to collect the e^P'^^^^^;;
jf/ ^

belong to this category, I subjoin them m the note so that they

may be collated by the student of the Massorah.^ From § 45 it

will be seen that there are about 259 such expressions

T ut III n'S nno 'no n>^ nrio n'n« n'Vmwi n'n« n-S 'Tin n^nw n^^ n^son

^^^
.-V napa 'V ns -h njnn 6 mjs 'n« n^ nnci 'n« n'^

,ro - § *3.

•TT* — This fragment, which records three unique words

ending in rod preceded by Sfiin with Pathach and which does

not occur in the printed Massorah. is from. Arund. Orient. 16

foL 1966, on Ezek. 46 9. There are altogether sixteen such

instances. {Vide infra, § 45.)

TD = § 4*a.

"in* — Of this incipient Register, which records nine unique

words ending in Yod preceded by Tav with Chirek^ I coUated

two Lists: (I) Orient. 1379, fol. 371a, on Deut. 32 41, which

1 have printed, and (U) Orient. 2349, fol. 1426, on the same

passage.

TO = § 446.

^}r\,
— Woi-ds ending in Yod preceded by Tav. That is, with

the suffix first person singular. This expanded List, which records

thirty-one instances, I have found in the printed Massorah

Finalis only, letter n, § 10. It is incorrect, since 'n-jifa is not

unique; it occurs four times (Exod. 16 4; Jerem. 26 4; 44 10;

2 Chron. 6 16), neither is ^n-atoa unique: it occurs twice (Gen.

81 7, 41). The catchwords for' '"no? should be noKro Ezek. 31 15

and not -lOK ro "a.

On comparing this expanded List with the incipient one

recorded in § 44 a, it will be seen that one only of the nine

examples registered in the short List given, is in this lengthier

List, viz. "•moo? Jerem. 2 23, and that the two Lists combined

yield thirty-nine examples, whereas there are 729 words ending

in Yod preceded by Tav most of which are with Chirek. (Vide

infra, § 45.)

TO = § 44C.

,p^ _ Since the publication of the first Volume of the

Massorah, I have found the following incipient List of words

ending in Yod preceded by Tav with Pathach or Kametz in the

ancient Codex Orient. 4445, fol. 1376, on Numb. 18 8:

'h 'nj?a»Ki Cant. 5 5'^ '0^ 1 Chron. 8 20 '^ 'p*""'^ ^umb. 18 8

h viiso Ps. 69 6 'h 'nteB'»«i Pa. 69 6 '^ •nly??*' Ps- 144 1

,i, \p^^\ .t, ,nVj Job 17 11 '^ '0*<^?? Exod. 3 20

h 'rtMsnB Ps. 86 6 '^ '?**? Exod. 9 14 '^ '"»<?» « '' *

•h >nwbn „ 8618 '^ Ti^yo' 1 Chron. 4 14 -h ^nra» Lament. 1 22

.TO - § 45.

^ — An alphabetical List of wordt ending in Yod which rei-

picHvely oeeur once only. This List I compiled myself. As the

earliest forms of the Registers which record unique expressions,

generally consist of single words without any catchwords or

indication where they occur, the importance of this Alphabet

will easily be appreciated, especially when the Massoretic student

attempts to decipher the Lists which I have given above in the

notes on Rubrics 4 and 42 from the ancient Codex Orient 4445.

This alphabetical list contains about 8144 words ending in Yod
which respectively occur once only, /as follows:

'K 75; '3 + 146* + '3 21; + n 135; + -n 51 ; + *! 46; + i 31;

+ 'n 86; + 'B 30; + " 16; + "S 72; + '•? 181; + "O 126; + n 737;

'D 28; + "r 105; + 'B 70; + »X 84; + -p 63; + n 259; + ^ 108;

+ 'n 729 = 3144.

In this number I include the following omissions "hr^

Ezra 10 28; op'o^ri Judg..l 10; 'jhf^e 2 Sam. 23 30; the Kethiv

-yajj or '^(SB> 2 Sam. 21 21, and 'i!«oi-i^ 1 Chron. 26 81. -oa

1 Chron. 6 10 is to be cancelled, since this quadriliteral also

occurs in 2 Kings 4 7 though not as a proper name^and 'Wd?

1 Chron. 6 10 is to be corrected into 'i^'s'^ 1 Chron. 6 20.

The enormous labour in finding and arranging 8144 expressions

which belong to this category alone must be my plea for

indulgence.

ro § = 46.

Nine toords which respectively occur twice 'end with Yod in

one instance and with Vav in the other. With the solitary exception

of one. pair, viz. 'tsrn (Ps. 45 11) in which the Yod is the feminine

singular of the Hiphil imperative and mrr\ where the Vav. is the

masculine plural of the Hiphil imperative, the design of this

Massorah is to record the words which respectively occur twice

only and which are in one instance with the suffix first person

singular and in one with the suffix third person singular masculine.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MS.S. and two

printed; (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2066, on 2 Sam. 16 8, which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2566, on 1 Chron. 29 3;

(III) the same MS., fol. 297a, on Ps. 55 14; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah I, § 54; (V) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 53, and (VI) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter s § 2. All the six Lists record ex-

actly the same nine pairs including the disturbing two imperatives.

fO = § 47.

In eight verses there are respectively two words, the first ends in

Yod and the second begins toith Vav. This Rubric I have found in

the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter \ § 58.

It will be seen that Jacob b. Chayim. in the note appended

to this Massorah rightly remarks that this statement is not

correct with regard to many of the verses according to the

recension of our Codices, and that he modestly remarks that it

may be due to his not understanding its import. In analysing

the eight verses which constitute this Rubric, we see that four

only coincide with the statement in the heading, viz. ni3J3l \3rtPin'?

(Isa. 38 20) a^^jira (2 Sam. 16 12) n^rV'TOw (Zeph. 3 14) and

nDn*) 'n^cn (Ps. 66 20) and that in the other four verses, viz.

Isa. i6 3; Ps. 32 3; Job 31 30, 31 no such two words occur,

the first of which ends in Yod and the second begins with Vav.

Frensdorff will hav^ it that "iKwn in the heading is a printer's

mistake for "Ixuio. He accordingly declares that this Rubric

records eight verses in which the suffiM varies in two words.

In the first instance a word in each verse ends with Yod or

the first person singular and in the second instance a word

ends with. the suffix Vav, being the first person plural or the

third person singular.

Against this hypothesis, however, is the fact the kbpi is m
the editio princeps which Jacob b. Chayim edited himself (Venice

1524—25) and that the note which he appended is only applicable,

to the import of this Massorah in accordance with this

expression, since it is K«rn which makes half of the instances in

conflict with the received text. Moreover the very first of the

eight instances shows that the two words intended by this

Rubric are in close proximity, the first ending in Yod and the

one next to it beginning with Vav. It is the close resemblance

of these two letters, especially in the oldest MSS., thus coming

together that this Massorah is designed to safeguard lest they

should be confused.

On the printer's error hypothesis or the two suffixes theory,

according to which the two words in question occupy two different
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parts of the same verse, the Vav suffix tt-«n (Isa. 38 20) is ttvice

preceded by the suffix Yod, thus making it three words instead

of two, as stated in the heading. The same is th6 case in ^nbbp

(2 Bam. 16 12) and in ww (Job 31 30). In Ps. 32 3 ^h2 is not

only preceded by the suffix Yod, but is followed twice by it and in

Ps. 66 20 the suffix Vav in frorn is both preceded and followed

the suffix Yod. The conflict between the four verses (iob *ra-in)

and the received text, which Jacob b. Chayim has already pointed

out, is due to the additions of later Nakdanim who, as is not
infrequently the case, mistook the import of this Massorah.

ID. fa. in 8 yersen kommt' die Eigenthumlichkeit Tor, daes in zwei
Wdrtern das Suffix so abwechselt, dass zam ersten Mai ein Wort mit Jod
(alao erate Pers. Sing.) und das zweite Mai ein Wort mit Waw (ergte Pers Plur.

Oder dritte Pers. Sing.) schliesst. S. die Bemerkung des B. Chajim in Mf. 1. c.

Das IWt in Mf. ed. Bomb, ist ein Druckfehler — Mattoretitehe* Worterlmch,

p. 876, Note I.

H'O = § 48.

iTJtK^ Jaazanjah, occurs ttvice .... and once it is Jezanjah.

That is, without the AlepK According to the Massorah this proper
name which, without and with the prefix Vav, occurs altogether
six times, is spelt in three different ways. In two instances,

which are recorded in this Rubric, it is the shorter form ending

in jaih; in two which are registered in the following Rubric, it is

the longer form ending in jahu and in two, one belonging to the

shorter form and one to the longer, It is without the Aleph, viz. rrpr

(Jerem. 42 1) and irnr (Jerem. 40 8). As these three forms are

promiscuously used in the same books (comp. Jerem. 35 3; 40 8;

42 1; Ezek. 8 11; 11 l), the Massorah safeguards the variation

in the orthography of this proper name. This Rubric ia from
the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 30.

B'O = § 49.

VT^3tK^ and Jaazanjahu, occurs twice. That is, -the longer

form. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

foL 1186, on 2 Kings 25 23, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter \ § 3J. It will be seen that,

according to the Rubric which I have
.
printed, the two longer

forms with Aleph occur in the two parallel passages. This

Massorah must, therefore, be based upon a recension of the

text which exhibited vwrri with AUph in Jerem. 40 8. The
printed Massorah, however (List II) gives the catchwords d'P3»i

'*3ptt» vit= Ezek. 8 11 as the second instance and adds at the end
vrVii ^ iKa*! win -m, which fixes the reading without Aleph of

the longer form for the Jeremiah passage. For the cause of the

variation in the orthography of this name, see my Introduction to

the Hebrew Bible, p. 386 &c.

'i = § 50.

T?Kl3 ihey have become foolish, occurs twice. In the only other

instance in which this Niphal preterite third person plural occurs
and where it is with the prefix Vav, it is defective, viz, ^h^^ being in

pause. As the Septuagint exhibits wV?, it may be that this Rubric
is designed tof militate against the recension which has this

reading. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 150 a, on Jerem. 5 4.

K'3 - § 61.

^^jSiH he begins or has consented, occurs three times and is plene.

The design of this Rubric is to militate against the reading bnln

defective, as is attested by the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew
on Deut 1 5.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS, and one
printed: (I) Hariey 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. Ilia, on Deut. 1 5, which
I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol.1, fol. 1806, on 1 Sam. 12 22;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 201 a, on Hosea 5 11; (IV) Add. 15,250,

fol. 2986, on the same passage; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 2686, on
Deut 1 5; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Hosea 5 11, and
(VII) the printed Massorah on Deut 1 5. All the Lists emphasise
the fact in their respective headings that all the three instances

are plane.

3'3 = § 62.

y^Sl consent thou, or be thou content, occurs four time^. Of
this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed

:

(I) -Arund. Orient 16, foL 616, on 2 Sam. 7 29, which I have
printed; (II) the same MS., fol. lOla, on 2 Kings 5 23; (III) the

same MS., fol. 1016, on 9 Kings 6 3; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 1436,

on Judg. 19 6; (V) the same MS., fol. 1686. on 2 Sanu 7 29;

(VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 203 a, on 2 Kings 5 23, and (VII) the printed
Massorah on Judg. 19 6.

Though in two of the four instances of this Hiphil imperative
singular masculine, the Aleph is with Segol (Judg. 19 6 ; 2 Kings 6 8)
and in two it is with Tzere (2 Sam. 7 29; 2 Kings 6 23), yet none
of the Lists notice this variation in the graphic sign. It is, however
indicated in the order in which the passages are recorded, where
the two Segol instances are given first and the two Tsere second,
as will be seen from the List which I hav0 printed.

y^ = § 63.

^KT*! and he was con'ent, occurs seven times in the Scriptures,

Jive times plene and ttoice defective. As this Hiphil future third
person singular masculine with the prefix Vav which occurs alto-

gether seven times, is differently spelt, the design of this Massorah
is to safeguard the variation in ite orthography.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the
Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Hariey 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 356, on Exod. 2 21, which I have
printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 156a, on Judg. 1 27;
(III) Orient 4445, fol. 436, op Exod. 2 21; (IV) Arund. Orient 16,
fol. 19a, on Judg. 1 27; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 66a, on Exod. 2 21;
(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah n, § 38, margin, and (VII) the
printed Massorah on Exod. 2 21.

As six of the instances are with Paihach under the Vav,
being conversive and one is not only with Sheva being conjunctive,
but with Tzere under the Aleph, viz. ht\, List IV emphasises this

fact by the addition at the end of the Rubric "jKS'n m*?K ^m '»n =
Job 6 9; whilst the other Lists simply distinguish the plenes
from the defectives.

T3 - § 54.

^^_ river, flood, without and with the prefixes is always defective

except in six instances. Without and with the prefixes this singular
noun occurs altogether about forty-six times. It is defective in
forty instances and plene in six only. Hence the Massorah
safeguards the exceptional orthography. This protection wasdeemed
necessary since this different spelling not only occurs in the same
section, but in the same verse (comp. Isa. 23 3, 10; Amos 8 8).

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 436, on Gen. 41 1, which I have
printed; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. 1306, and
(III) the .printed Massorah on Gen. 41 1. List II states in the
heading ^at there are five such instances (rros 'on 'iw"? bo -i»m) and
records five only. It omits the third instance in Isa. 19 7, declaring
that there are two defectives in this verse ('lotts o), and not three.

Of the forty-six instances in which this noun occurs in the
three divisions of the Bible, twenty-eight are in the Pentateuch.
In this division it is uniformly defective, whilst in the Prophets
and Hagiographa, where it occurs eighteen times, it is twelve times
defective and six times plene. This fact will explain the heading
of List III which is as follows : D'ainsi "jraj boi 'on T'iik bs iirn nir

a'vha vta 'on "on.

.Ti = § 55.

tt7K^3 no hope, desperate, occurs four times in the Scriptures

, . . . and once it is with the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric, which is

one of the oldest parts of the Massorah, I collated seven Lists,

six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Hariey 5710—11, Vol. H,
fol. 224 6, on Job 6 26, which I have printed; (II) St Petersburg
Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 57 10; (III) the same Codex on
Jerem. 18 12; (IV) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 143a, on Isa. 57 10;

(V) the same MS., fol. 158a, on Jerem.' 18 12; (VI) the same MS.,

fol. 3236, on Job 6 26, and (VII) the printed . Massorah on
Jerem. 18 12.

This Rubric is part of the alphabetical List of words which
respectively occur five times, four times without the prefix Vav
and once with it {Vide supra, letter i, § 75.)

V: = § 56.

/IJi^ increase, occurs three tiwes. That is, in this exceptional

form without the suffix. This Rubric I have found in the

printed Massorah Finalis only, letter •, § 35.

r: = § 57.

rTT'lD^ her increase, occurs eight times .

.

. and once it is toith

the prefix Vav. That is, in contradistinction to the exceptional
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instances in which it is without the suffix recorded in the

preceding Rubric. This Rubric I have found in the printed

Massorab only, on Levit. 26 4.

n'3 = § 68.

rPl3^ her inere(ue, occurs four times. That is, without being

preceded by -«« the sign of the accusative, after the verb jnj to

give or to yield. In combination with this verb ?hvi) occurs

altogether seven times. In three instances it is .-n^Ofn^ (Levit. 26 20;

Deut. 11 17; Zech.$ 12), and in four which constitute this Rubric, it

is without -n^. Hence the Massorab Indicates the passages in which

this variation occurs. This safeguarding was deemed necessary

since this variation not only occurs in the same book, but in

the same section. (Comp. Levit 26 4, 20.)

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Add. 16,250, fol. 2895, on Ezek. 34 27, which I have

printed; (H) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3056, on Ps, 85 13; (III)

Add. 21,160, fol. 180a, on Levit. 26 4; (IV) Orient, 2348, fol. 108a,

on the same passage; (V) Orient. 2349, fol. 98a, also on the same

passage; (VI) the printed Massorab on Ezek. 34 27, and (VII) the

same on Ps. 67 7.

r: - § 69.

T?^ljl1^ they shall bring, occurs twice, once plene and once

defective . . . the first instance is plene. As this Hiphil future

third person plural masculine which occurs twice, is differently

spelt, the Massorab safeguards this variation in its orthography.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorab only, on

Ps. 76 12. It is remarkable that the Massorab here does not

advert to the fact that this Hiphil third person plural masculine

occurs a third time where it is not only defective, but is with

paragogic Nun (comp, p^jv Zeph. 3 10 and see the note on

it in my edition of the Bible).

'D - § 60.

^!3V he shall he brought, is twice with Zakeph-Kametz. This future

third person singular masculine occurs four times with Kametz.

In two instances the Kametz is normal, being due to the pausal

accent 8oph-Pasuk (Hosea 12 2) and Athnaeh (Job 21 82). In the

two instances, however, which constitute this Rubric the accent

Zakeph-Katon has in a similar manner changed the normal

Pathach into Kametz. Henca the Massorab safeguards these

instances;

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in this separate form

in the printed Massorab, I collated throe Lists : (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol, 142a, on Isa. 63 7, which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,

fol. 202a, on Hosea 10 6, and (HI) Add.^ 5,250, fol. 299b, on the

same passage. The List which I have printed is incorrect, the

heading ought to be 'xop 'epra 3, since there are two such in-

stances only, rbvr hw *7n Jerem. 17 8 is the addition of a Nakdan

who mistook the import of this Massorab, It is rightly omitted

in List II, which is from the same MS,, and List III.

ro - g 61.

7!|^in is in six instances tdth Pathach. For this Rubric see

letter n, § 4»

ro - § 62.

iri05^ his sister-in-law, occurs three times. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorab, is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol, I, foL 1276, on Deut. 25 7, As the three instances occur not

only in the same book, but in the same section, the heading

ought more properly to be "jrai %

rO - § 68.

''pD^'n the Jebusite, is in five instances defective of Vav. With-

out and with the prefixes this gentile name occurs altogether

forty-one times. It is plene in thirty-six instances and defective

in five only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1436, on 1 Chron. 21 18,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 16,250, fol. 167a, on 2 Sam. 5 6, and
(III) the printed Massorah on the same passage. As one of the

five instances is without the prefix He (•>ot 2 Sam. 5 8), the

heading in Lists II and III, viz. 'ar^a 'on -n is more correct. In

accordance with this Massorah -pia' 2 Sam. 5 8 in my edition

of the Bible ought to be "tf^] defective.

TO - § 64.

V^^*^ he dried up, is four Hmes plene. Of this. Rubric, which
I have found in the printed Massorah only, I coUated-two Lists:

(I) on Josh. 4 28, which I have printed, and (II) on Joel 1 10.

Both Lists, which record the same four instances in identically

the same order, are incorrect as will be seen from the following

analysis.

Apart from Isa. 30 5 where the Ketitiv is ch«^n and the Ken
t^, this Hiphil preterite third person singular masculine occurs
altogether thirteen times and is plene in seven instances and
defective in six. This is attested by the best Standard Codices.

(1) Joshua 2 10 plene; Orient. 2201; Harley 6710—11 ; Arund.
Orient. 16; Add. 15,251; Add. 15,451 and
«h9in defective in Add. 16,250.

(2, 8) Joshua 4 23 twice in the same verse itf'jm plene; Orient.

2201; Harley 6710— 11; Arund. Orient, 16; Add, 15,250;

Add, 15,251; Add. 15,451 and

t^ detective in none of these Codices.

(4) Joshua 5 1.—
s>*5in plene; Orient 8201; Harley 5'yo— 11; Arund.
Orient 16; Add. 15,261; Add. 15,451 and
t^ defective in Add, 15,360.

(6) Ezekiel 19 12, —
K>^l.i plene; Orient 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund.
Orient 16; Add, 16,260; Add. 15,261; Add. 16,451 and
t^ defective in none.

(6) Joel 1 10. —
1^1 plene; Orient 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund.
Orient 16; Add. 15,3«0; Add. 15,261; Add. 15,461;

St Petersburg Codex of A. D, 916, and

x^ defective in none.

(7) Zechariah » 6. —
B>«?in plene. Orient, 2201; Harley 6710—11 ; Add, 16,451 and
tt><sh defective, Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,260; Add.

15,251; St Petersburg Codex of A, D. 916.

The six defectives are exhibited in the following instances

(1) Jeremiah 10 14. —
tf'ph defective, Arund, Orient 16; Add. 15,250; Add.

16,251; Add, 16,451. The leaf in Orient 2201 is

missing and
«>'ain plene Harley 6710—11; St Petersburg Codex of

A. D, 916.

(2) Jeremiah 4S 20, —
B^'Sh defective. Orient 2201; Add. 15,260; Add. iu,251;

St. Petersburg Codex of A, D. 916 (the leaf in Arund.

Orient 16 is missing) and

«>^in plene, Harley 5710—11; Add. 16,451.

(8) Jeremiah 50 2. —
t^^ defective, Orient 2201; Add, 16,260; Add, 16,251;

St. Petersburg Codex of A. D, 916 (the leaf in Arund.

Orient 16, is missing) and

«>^in plene Harley 5710—11; Add, 15,461,

(4) Jeremiah 51 17. —
tf«9h defective. Orient 2201; Add, 15,250; Add. 16,261;

St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 (the leaf in Arund.

Orient 16 is missing) and

ttf^in plene Harley 6710—11; Add. 15,461,

(6) Joel 1 12, —
t^ defective. Orient 2201; Arund. Orient. 16; Add.

15,350; Add. 16,251; St Petersburg Codex of A. D.

916, and

<tf^in plene Harley 5710—11; Add, 16,451.

(6) Joel 1 17. —
t*^ defective, Orient. 2201; Arund. Orient 16; Add.

15,251; Add. 15,250; St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916

second hand with the Massorah against it -ra 'en and

Bhsirt plene Harley 5710—11; Add. 15,451.

The remarkable part in connection with the orthography

of this expression is that some of these Standard Codices which

consistently exhibit the seven pleres and six defectives have

conflicting Massorahs against several of the passages. Thus

Arund. Orient. 16 has against Josh. 2 10; Ezek, 19 12 and Joel 1 10

in the Massorah Parva '•?» -j or '^oi •:. Add. 16,250 has against

Ezek. 19 12 <?» a; Add. 15,251 and Add. 15,451 like Arund.

Orient 16, have respectively against Josh. 2 10 '^oi •: and 'hn 'i;

whilst Add. 15,250 has against the same passage 'en 'x
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tj^lll'^l and shall be dried up, occurs Jive times. Of this Rubric

I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 205a, on Amos 1 2, which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., fol. 307 a, on Ps. 90 6; (III) the same MS., fol. a26rt,

on Job 14 11; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 302 a, on Amos. 1 2; (V) the

same MS., fol. 360 ft, on Job 14 11, and (VI) the printed Massorah

on Ps. 90 6.

It is remarkable that List II emphatically states in the

heading that this expression occurs twice only (o vv)) and

records the following two wa-i bbw aip"? /wa-i sin' -in:"i, viz. Isa. 19 5

or Job 14 11 and Ps. 90 6. The Massorah Parva also on the

latter (Ps. 90 6) remarks '3. It is most probable that the qualifying

expression 'sinaa, as is not infrequently the case, has been

omitted in the beading and that the design of this form of

the Rubric is simply to record the two instances in which tT;\

occurs in the Haffiographa, i. e. Job 14 11 and Ps. 90 2,

^llin they loere ashamed, is ttoice defective. That is, doubly

defective ('om 'cn), being both without Vav after the He and with-

out Yod after the Shin. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. IG, fol. I52fe, on

Jerem. 8 9.

This expression, which occurs altogether six times, is spelt

in three different ways. In one instance it is le^'Sin entirely plene

(Jerem. 6 15); in three instances, two being preterite third person

plural (Jerem. 3 26 ; 50 2) and one imperative plural (Joel 1 1 1),

it is itt^'ah partly defective and partly plene, and in the two

instances which constitute this Rubric, it is entirely defective.

Hence the Massorah safeguards this variation in its orthography.

This Rubric, however, is based upon Codices of one School of

textual redactors. The MSS. of other Schools exhibit different

variations. Though Add. 15,260; Add. 15,251 and Add. 15,461 support

Arund. Orient 16 in reading it iwah in these two passages entirely

defective, yet. St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916; Harley 5710— 1 1 &c.

have it ver^ partly defective and partly plene in both instances.

Hence the conflicting Massorahs in the different Standard Codices.

Whilst the Massorah Parva on Jerem. 8 9, 12 in Arund. Orient. 16

emphatically remarks -coa 'dpi 'a ii^an and -cpn 'cn 'a, the Massorah

on Jerem. 8 9 in Add. 15,451 as distinctly states that this is the

only instance in which the entirely defective spelling occurs

(p 'ro 'b iB>?h). For other variations exhibited in the early editions

see the notes on the respective passages in my edition of the

Hebrew Bible

ro = § 67.

tJhS^ drying up, occurs twice once plene and once defective.

As this infinitive absolute, which occurs twice only, is differently

spelt in each instance, the Massorah safeguards the variation in

its orthography. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 177 a on Ezek. 17 10, which I have printed, and (II) the

same MS., fol. 251a qn Zech. 11 17. In the latter the Scribe has

omitted •« before 'ba.

tTD^'T a»(^ it dried up, occurs three times, twice plene and

once defective. This future third person singular masculine, whicli

occurs altogether three times, is differently spelt. In the Prophets,

where it occurs twice, it is with both Yods, whilst in the Hagio-

grapha, where it occurs once, it is with one Yod. Hence the

Massorah safeguards this Variation in its spelling. It will be seen

that though in one of the plene instances the Beth is with Kametz

(ttb-'i Jonah. 4 7), which is due to the pausal accent Soph-Pasuh,

the Massorah does not indicate this variation in its graphic signs.

In St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 the Jonah instance is also

defective (*?'!), but the Nakdan remarks against it '^o.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 309 a on Ps. 102 5, which I have

printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 337 6 on the same passage; (III)

Add. 15,251, fol. 302 6 on Jonah 4 7; (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35

on Ps. 102 5 ; (V) the printed Massorah on Jonah 4 7, and (VI)

the same on Ps. lOJS 5.

fiS'D = § 69.

^9*1 and they or it shall wither, or di-y up, is four times

drfeetim
'

in this form. That is, the future form third person

masculine with and without the prefix Vav and once without the

plural suffix Vav, is defective of Yod.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 136 a on Isa, 40 24, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 325 5, on Job 13 15; (III)

Add. 15,250, fol. 229 b, on Isa. 40 24; (IV) the same MS., fol. 250 a,

on Job 12 15; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 832 6, on the same passage;

(VI) Vienna Codex No. 85 on Isa. 40 24, and (VII) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter ", § 41. Though List I, which I have

printed, emphatically states in the heading that there are four

such instances, it records three only. It omits wv iirw? iwia

Job 18 1 6. This is probably due to the fact that it is without the

prefix Vav which the other three instances have. The other six

Lists, however, give it as the fourth instance.

V - % 70.

ntt^5^1 thou hast ashamed, or dried up, occurs twice once plene

and once defective. This Hiphil. preterite second person singular

masculine which occurs twice," is in each passage differently spelt.

In 2 Sam. 19 6, where it denotes thou hast put to shame, it is

without the Vav after the He and in Ps. 74 1 5, where it signifies

thou hast di-ied up, it is with the Vav. The Massorah therefore

safeguards this variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 302a, on Ps. 74 15,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, foL 332 6, on the same

passage, and (III) Vienna Codex No. 35 also on the same passage.

This Rubric forms past of the alphabetical List of words which

respectively occur twice in two different senses. (Vide infra,

letter o, § 408.)

H'V = § 71.

\2?5'' Jobesh, is six times defective in this farm. That is, without

and with the prefix Beth. This name, which occurs nineteen times

without the prefix Beth and once with it, is spelt in two different

ways. It is plene (v^v) in fourteen instances (Judg. 21 12; 1 Sam.

II 1, 1, 3, 5, 9, 9, lb; 31 11; 2 Sam. 2 4, 5; 31 12; 2 Kings

15 14; 1 Chron. 10 11) and defective, that is without the Yod,

(ry) in six only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the orthography

of the minority. This protection is necessary, since the two diffe-

rent spellings are promiscuously used in the same section (Judg.

21 9, 10, 14 with verse 12; 2 Kings 15 10, 13 with verse 14:

1 Chron. 10 12 with verse 11).

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 84a, on Judg. 21 9, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 244 6, on 1 Chron. 10 12;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 145 6, on Judg. 21 9, and (IV) the printed

Massorah on the same passage. With the exception of List II,

which heads this Rubric 'on 'n and gives five instances only,

omitting 'OB '»n wa- p a-hv 2 Kings 15 13, all the other Lists are

headed 'w^a 'dpi 'i and record identically the same six instances

in precisely the same order. The expression 'vrb^ in the heading

denotes that one of the six instances is with the prefix Beth

(tt>a'a), viz. l Chron. 10 12. According to this Massorah, the text

and the margin in Judg. 21 12 in my edition of the Bible must

change places.

And wherever itfa; occurs it is likewise so. That is, in all the

three instances where the Kal preterite third person plural is

with Tzere under the Beth, viz. wa; (Jerem. 30 88; Ezek. 19 12;

Joel 1 12) which is due to its pausal accent, there is also no

Yod after the Beth.

yv = 72.

rrtt^S"' Jahesh, occurs three times. That is, with paragogie He.

The design of this Massorah is to safeguard the instance in

1 Sam. 31 13 against being made uniform with the parallel

passage in 1 Chron. 10 12 6.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 57 a, on 1 Sam. 31 12, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah on the same passage. As it is with the prefix

Beth in one instance, the heading ought more properly to be

KSW'ba '3. It is remarkable that the Massorah does not notice the

fact that it is plene (nfa;) in one instance (2 Chron. 10 12).

yv = § 73.

D''5f'V^ *"*<^ f^' husbandmen, occurs ttoice. The design of

this Rubric is to militate against the Babylonian recension of

the text which exhibits D-aj'pi as the Kethiv and a^aj'-jri as the Keri,
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whilst the Palestinians have e^'^% both as Kethiv and Keri. This

is emphatically stated in the Massorah Parva in Add. 15,251,

fol. 216 6, on 2 Kings 25 16, which has o"?}^^ in the text with

the Massorah on it 'p trarbi 'neb -re emb). The conflicting printed

Massorah on Jerem. 52 12, which states that d'sj*^? does not

occur again and that it is one of the List of words beginning

with ^1 which respectively occur once only (p'?a p nn »rm •? o-ir"?!

^1 prpsy-ii), is based upon the Babylonian recension.

TV - § 74.

tl^*^ he afflicted, is three times Raphe . . . and once it is with

DageaK Ot this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 212a, on 2 Sam. 20 13,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 269 6, on

Lament. 8 82; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 71 6, on 2 Sam. 20 18;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 357 o, on Lament. 3 32; (V) the printed

Massorah on 2 Sam. 20 13, and (VI) the same on Lament. 3 82.

As it is defective in the first instance, the other Lists head this

Rubric '^o •s\ 'on -k 'j.

iTP = § 75.

nnsri and Joghehah, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 24 a, on Judg. 8 11, which I have

printed, and (II) Orient. 2349, fol. 120 6, on Numb. 32 36.

rv - 76.

nP^J'^ her labour, occurs ttcice in the Scriptures. The design

uf this Massorah is to militate against the official reading rr^gy

which is exhibited as Keri in Jerem. 20 5 in the rival School

of textual redactors. This is attested by the Massorah Parva in

Harley 5710—11 on this passage.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. 11, fol. 44o, on

Jerem. 20 6, which I have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 159 6, on the same passage.

VV = § 77.

^J^l and they shall labour, is three times defective in this form.

That is, the future third person plural with and without the prefix

Vav ('erba) is in these three instances with one Yod only. The

design of this Massorah is to militate against the recension which

exhibits the plene reading irj« in Isa, 65 23 and which is

preserved in St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 and in some of

the early editions, as will be seen from the notes .on this passage

in my edition of the Bible. This Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,250, fol. 229 6, on Isa. 40 30.

n'P § = 78.

^ri'Ti'' / have feared, occurs four times in the Scriptures and

is defective. That is, in contradistinction to the participle which

occurs twice and is plene (nu; Jerem. 23 25; 39 17).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol, 212 6, on Ps. 119 89,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 314 6, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 3226, on Job 3 25; (IV)

the same MS., fol. 324 6, on Job 9 28; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 110«,

on Deut. 9 19; (VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage,

and (VII) the same on Job 9 28.

O'P = § 79.

InnKT rf^tt"1^!3 by the hand of Moses and Aaron, occurs

twice. Normally ts is followed by n«>a alone. In this combination

it occurs twenty-four times.' As it is in these two instances only

that Aaron follows n#a, the Massorah safeguards this exceptional

combination. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Vienna Codex, No. 35, on Numb. 33 1.

1 Comp. nfo-ita Exod. 9 36; 34 20; 85 29; Levit. 8 86; 10 11; 26 40;

Numb. 4 37, 45, 49; 9 23; 10 13; 15 23; 17 5; 37 23; 36 13; Judg. S 4; 1 Kings

» 63, 6U; Neb. 8 14; 9 14; 10 30; 2 Chron. SS 8; 34 14; S5 G.

'fi = § 80.

nJJP'n "T3 with an high hand, is three times thu^ combined.

That is, in contradistinction to the phrase nptn ts toith or by a

imEg^ hand, which occurs twelve times (Exod. 3 19; 6 1; 13 9;

Deut. 5 15; 6 21; 7 8; 9 26; 26 8; Ezek. 20 33, 34; Ps. 136 12;

Dan. 9 15). As it is in these three instances only that ts is

combined with n&n, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional phrase.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed

:

(I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 1086, on Numb. 33 3, which I have

printed; (U) Add. 15,260, fol. 40 a, on Exod. 14 8; (III) Add.

21,160, fol. 214a, on Numb. 15 30; (IV) the same MS., fol. 247a,

on Numb. 33 3; (V) Orient. 2849, fol. 110 a, on Numb.^lS 30, and

(VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage. As all the three

instances occur in the Pentateuch, the heading ought more
properly to be unnuoi "ttoi 'i. Both on Numb. 16 30, where Jacob

b. Chayim gives this Rubric, and on Numb. 33 3 where he simply

mentions it, he refers to Exod. 14 8 where he says he has also

recorded it (r6Bn "noa w idjmi). But on this passage it is not even

mentioned.

H'B - § 81.

T*!^ is the hand of, occurs twice. This triliteral occurs alto-

gether six times. In four instances the prefix He is the article

and the Yod is both with Dagesh and Kametz, being in the

absolute, whilst in these two instances only is the He with

Chateph'Pathach and the Yod with Pathach, being in the construct.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 206 6, on 2 Sam. 14 19,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 66 a, on the

same passage; (III) Add. 41,260, fol. 80 a, on Numb. 11 28, and
(IV) the printed Massorah on the same passage. This Rubric

forms part of the Alphabetical List of words beginning with He
which respectively occur twice. (Vide supra, letter n, § 19.)

3'B - § 82.

"Tl and the hand of, occurs twelve times .... and three times

it is with Kamete. As this noun with the prefix Vav, which occurs

altogether fifteen times, is in twelve instances in the construct

and in three in the absolute, the Massorah indicates the respective

states by the names of the graphic signs, the Pathach denoting the

construct and the Kametz the absolute. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is irom Harley 6710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 123 a, on Deut. 17 7.

Of the second part of this Massorah, which is given in a

separate Rubric, I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and throe

printed: (I) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Ezek. 21 24;

(II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 180 a, on the same passage; (III) Add.
15,251, fol. 117a, on Deut. 23 13; (IV) Orient. 2849, fol. 136a on
the same passage; (V) the printed Massorah on Gen. 37 22;

(VI) the same on Deut 23 13, and (VII) the same on Ezek. 21 24.

Lists I, II, III, IV and V give the mnemonic sign The sign

alone is also given in Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 126 6, on

Deut 23 18.

yt = § 83.

mn^ ^Ti and the hand of Jehovah, occurs three times. This

phrase occurs altogether twenty-three times. In twenty instances

it is without the prefix Vav*^ and in three only is it with this

prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated four Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 93 6, on 1 Kings

18 46, which I have printed; (II) the same MS,, fol. 188a, on

Ezek. 33 22; (III) Add. 15,260, fol. 149 6, on i Kings 18 46, and

(IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 197 a, on the same passage. The latter in-

dicates the import of this Massorah by the addition at 'the end

of 11 K^a -' T 'Kn.

1 Comp. nln« 11 Exod. 9 3; Deut 2 15; JobIi. 4 24; Judg. 2 16; 1 Sam.

5 G, 9; 7 13; 12 16; 2 Kings 3 15; Isa. 19 IG; 26 10; 41 20; 69 1; 66 14;

Ezek. 1 3; 3 22; 37 1; 40 1; Job 12 9; Rath 1 13.

TB = § 84.

7D3 "^tt ^^H TDI and into the hand of the army of the

king of BcAylon, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from St. Petersburg Codex of A. D.

916 on Jerem, 34 21. As this combination is without the prefix

Vav in the second instance, the heading ought more properly to

be '«rte '3.

iTB - § 85.

T^3 according to the hand, or state of, occurs eight times in

tht; Scriptures. That is, with the prefix Caph in contradistinction
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to the numerous instances in which it is with the prefix Beth.

The design of this Massorah is to safeguard this exceptional

prefix against its being mistaken for the normal one which it so

strikingly resembles in the MSS.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 290 o, on Ezra 7 6, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 290 h, on Ezra

8 18; (HI) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 298 i, on Neh. 2 8; (IV)

Anind. Orient. 16, foL 876a, on Ezra 7 6; (V) the same MS,,

fol. 377 a, on Ezra 8 18, and (VI) the printed Massorah on

Ezra 7 6.

re - § 86.

YP^pn *^2) according to the hand or gtate of the king, occurs

three times. This noun in the construct with prefix Caph, which

occurs altogether eight times, is in five instances followed by a

Divine name, whilst in these three instances it is combined with a

human potentate. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

combination.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Masso-

rah, I collated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 359 6, on

Esther 2 18, which I have printed; (II) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I,

foL 226 a, on 1 Kings 10 IS, and (UI) Vienna Codex Nd. 35, on

Esther 2 18.

T'D - § 87.

D^*1TJK^ ^tt from the hand of the God, occurg three times.

This Rubric ^I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only,

lettef M, § 460. From the fact that one instance only is with the

prefix Mem and that the other two are without any prefix, it

is evident that the design of this Massorah is to register the

passages in which o^'?^jn t without and with prefixes occurs. Accor-

dingly the heading ought properly to be T-'ja '3.

Normally where the construct t is followed by a Divine

name it is the Tetragrammaton, viz nirr t. As it is in these thi*ee

instances only, apart from Ecclcsiastcs, that it is followed by

^''y^^, the Massorah safeguards this exceptional combination.

And throughout Ecclesiastes it it likewise so. i. e. what is the

exception in all the other parts of the Scriptures is the rule

in this book. Here t is normally followed by OTt'?*" *"** °°* ^y.

the Tetragrammaton (comp. Eccl. 2 24; 9 l).

IT'I and hit hand, occurs three times. By fixing the number

at three, the design of the Massorah is to militate against the

textual reading or J^ethiv which is also iri the singular, both in

Eaek. 1 8 and in Job 5 18 and for which the official reading or

Keri substitutes the plural.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harl§x.6710—11, Vol. 11, fol. 7 6, on Isa. 14 27, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol II, fol. 16a, on Isa. 34 17;

(HI) Add. 15,250, fol. 17 a, on Gen, 26 26; (IV) Add. 21,100,

fol 17a; (V) Orient. 2849, fol. 42 a, and (VI) the printed Massorah,

all on the same passage.

O'D = § 89.

*n^y^ and in his hand, occurs three^ times. This expression,

which occurs altogether seven times, is normally with Tipcha.

With this accent it occurs four times as follows; it2< Isa. 6 «;

Jerem. 34 3; Amos 7 7; Zech. 2 '). In one instance, however, it

is with Revia (I'r-^i 2 Sam. 8 10) and in two instances it is with

Mercha (iT?i 1 Kings 8 15; 2 Chron. 26 1 9). The Massorah there-

fore safeguards the exceptional accents. This Rubric I liave found

in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter •, §'67.

'3t - § 90.

pyr your hand, occurs three times .... and throughout Deute-

ronomy it is likomse $o. Of the seven instances in which this

singular with the suffix second person plural masculine occurs,

three only are outside Deuteronomy. Hence in these parts of

the Bible it is the exception, whilst in Deuteronomy where it

occurs four times (11 18; 12 6, 7, 11) it is the rule. The Massorah,

therefore, records the minority. This safeguarding is especially

necessary, since in two of the three instances the ancient recen-

sions exhibited variations, as will be seen from the notes on

Exod. 32 S9, and Levit. 8 33 in my edition of the Bible.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 56 6, on Exod. 32 29. As

six of the seven instances occur in the Pentateuch and hence

03T is unique outside this division of the Bible, and moreover
as in the only instance in which this noun with the suffix second

person plural masculine occurs in the Pentateuch it is eq^^ the

plural '(Deut. 31 29), the Massorah on 2 Chron. 29 31 in Vienna

Codex No. 85 formulates this Rubric as follows: 'nm tai 'h asT

K"3{ = § 91.

^*T1 and the hands of, occurs four times in the Scriptures. By
fixing the number at four, the design of this Massorah is to

militate against the textual reading fri in Ezek. 1 8, and to include

the official reading '-ti.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 46 a, on Exod. 17 12, which

I have printed ; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, foL 88 a, on Jerem. 10 9

;

(III) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek. 1 8; (IV) the

same Codex on Ezek. 7 27; (V) Arund. Orient, 16, fol. 168 6, on

Jerem. 10 9; (VI) the printed Massorah on Exod. 17 12, and

(VII) the same on Ezek, 1 8.

ya = § 92.

^*T my hands, occurs twenty-two times. That is, one of these

instances being with the prefix Vav. This triliteral with Kametz

under the Yod occurs altogether 95 times. In seventy-four in-

stances the suffix is with Chirek, being the singular with the

suffix first person singular, and in twenty-one only it is with

Pathach or when with the pausal accent (Deut. 9 15, 17; Dan. 10 1«;

Neh. 6 9) with Kametz to indiaate the dual with the suffix first

person. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority. With the

prefix Vav these two forms occur three times. In two instances

it is ^) with Chii-elc (1 Sam. 24 12, 13) and once only is it ri

(Cant, ii 5), for which reason the latter forms the end part of

this Rubric. By fixing the number at twenty-one this Massorah

militates against the recensions of the text which have *t, in

Neh. 6 9, as will be seen from the notes on this passage in my
edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists. I shall, however,

specify the following seven only, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 178 6, on Ps. 18 21, which I have

printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 29 28;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol, 726, on 2 Sam. 22 21; (IV) Add.

21,160, fol. 282 a, on the same ,
passage ;

(V) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah II, § 219; (VI) the printed Massorah on Ps, 18 21, and

(VII) the same on Ps, 144 1, In the List which I have printed, one

of the instances, viz. 2 Sam. 22 21 is omitted. But this omission is

manifestly due to the carelessness of the Nakdan, as is attested

by the fact that it is recorded in qll the other Lists. Some of

the Lists are more properly headed 'ti '«i . . K"5 t,

rx - § 93.

T^ thy hands, is eleven times plene. That is, in these

passages it is with Yod after the Daleth with Segol, indicating

that it is the dual, in contradistinction to the numerous instances

where it is -iit also with Segol, but without Yod, because it is the

singular and the Segol is due to the pausal or disjunctive accent.

By fixing the number at eleven, the design of the Massorah Is

to exclude the three instances of the textual reading or the

Ketht'v which are YT, ^^^ ^^^ which the official reading or Kei-i

substitutes "^t (I Kings 22 34; Prov. 3 27; 2 Chron. 18 88), and

the recensions which read ip; in Josh. 10 6, as will be seen from

the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

And throughout the Psalms it is likewise plene except in Jive

instances. In the Psalter, where the form with Segol under the

Daleth occurs altogether twelve times, the reverse is the case.

The plene is the rule. It occurs seven times (Ps. 8 7; 92 5;

102 26; 119 73; 138 8; 143 5; 144 7) and the defective five

times only. Here, therefore, the Massorah on the contrary, safe-

guards the defectives.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular parts

of the Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists, but I shall specify the

following seven only, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 122 6, on Deut. 16 15, which I have printed;

(II) Orient. 4446, fol. 57a, on Exod. 15 17; (III) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 7 6, on Josh. 10 6; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 122 a, on the same

passage; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 89a, on Exod. 15 17; (VI) Halle
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Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 186, and (VII) the printed Massorah on

Job U 16. List II, which exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah,

does not give the second part of the Rubric which makes it

unintelligible since, as. we have seen, there are altogether eighteen

plene instances. The five plenes in the Prophets are given as

a separate Rubric in the Massorah of Arund. Orient 16, fol. 221 6,

on Zeoh. 18 6 with the heading 'ytnss 'ba -n -pr-

IT Am hand, ia Jive timeg defective. That, is, the noun t

without"and with prefixes, is in these five instances it hU haiui,

the singular wij;h the suffix third person singular in the text or

Kethtv, for whtch the official reading or Keri substitutes rv Us

hands, the plural.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 74 6, on Levit. 16 21,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol 224 a, on

Job 5 18; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 196 6, on Ezek, 43 26;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 120a, on Exod. 33 19; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 149 6, on Levit. 9 22; (VI) the printed Massorah on Exod.

32 19, and (VH) the same on Levit. 9 22.

List IV adds another striking proof of my repeated state-

ment that many of the Rubrics are based upon the textual

recension of one School of Massorites and are designed to

militate against the rival recensions of other Massoretic Schools.

Thus after enumerating thp five instances which constitute this

Register in accordance with the number given in the heading,

this Rubric adds at the end a sixth instance, viz. in Ps. 95 5,

with the remark that it forms a difference between the Massoretic

Schools •n^ht 'rvc .inr it nwi. This explains both the text and

the Massorah in Add. 21,161 which reads it in the text in Ps. 95 5

with the Massorah on it 's tt.

.T2C = § 95.

TT) and his hands, occurs four times in the Scriptures. By

fixing the number at four, this Massorah militates against the

textual reading 1T1 and includes here the official reading or

Keri rn in Job 5 18.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 122 6, on Zech. 4 9, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 230 6, on Job 20 10;

(III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 218 a, on Zech. 4 9; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 328 a, on Job 20 10; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 1616, on Levit. 16 U;

(VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and (VII) the

same on Job 20 10.

rX = § 96.

iTTIS in her hand, occurs three times and is plene. With the

prefii^ Beth and the suffix third person singular feminine, t

occurs altogether ten times. In seven instances it is in the singular,

without the Yod after the Daleth (m;a in her hand Gen. 39 12, 13;

Exod. 15 20; Deut. 24 1, 3; Judg. 4 h ; Isa. 51 18), Massoretically

called defective, and in three only is it in the plural (.tt3 in her

hands) with Yod after the Daleth, which the Massorah calls plene.

The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the exceptions.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 58 6, on Exod. 35 25,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 248 6, on

Prov. 14 1; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 268 6, on Lament.

1 17; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 341a, on Prov. 14 1; (V) Add.

21,160, toL 126 a on Exod. 35 25; (VI) Uie printed Massorah on

the same passage^ and (VII) the same on Prov. 14 1.

\"!t = § 97.

'irT our hands, occurs six times pUne. That is, with Yod after

the Daleth, being the plural, in contradistinction to the two in-

stances in which it is ijT defective, being the singular (Deut.

32 27; Neh. 6 5). By fixing the number at six, the design of

this Massorah is to militate against the recension which exhibits

«'T in Deut 32 27 preserved in the Samaritan Hebrew text, and

against the reading «-t the plural in Neh. 6 5, which is that of

Harley 5710—11; Add. 21,161 &c., as will be seen from the notes

on this passage ifl my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 4a, on Gen. 5 29, which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 203 a, on Hosea 14 4;

(IH) the same MS., fol. 307 a, on Ps. 90 17; (IV) Add. 16,261,

foL 116 a, on Deut 21 7; (V) Halle Ochlach Ve-Ochiaoh I, § 186

margin; (VI) the same II, § 219 margin, and (VII) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 5 29. The heading of this Rubric in List IV

viz. rmro fnas '3 'ba 'i, more pointedly controverts the Hebrew

recension of the Samaritan text.

n'x = § 98.

?}TT5 *« their hands, occurs three timet. That is, with the

suffix third person plural feminine. This noun dual, with the

suffix third person plural without and with prefixes, occurs

altogether about forty-three times. In forty instances the suffix

is masculine and in three only is it feminine. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional occurrence. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Vienna Codex No, 35,

on Ezek. 23 87. As two of the three instances are with the prefix,

and moreover as they not only occur in the same book but are

restricted to the same section, the heading ought properly to

be "»3i 'v^a '3 p^ra.

CX = § 99.

n^ tenons, parts, stays, or ai-ms, is three times defective. With-

out and 'with prefixes 'this plural occurs altogether twelve times.

As it is plene in nine instances and defective in three only, the

Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography, and thus mili-

tates against the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text which

reads both instances in the Pentateuch plene.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 85 6, on 1 Kings 10 19, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 80 a, on Exod. 36 22; (III) Add.

16,251, fol. 39 6, on Gen, 47 24; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 58 a, on

the same passage; (V) the same MS., fol. 128 a, on Exod. 36 22,

and (VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage. As two of

the three instances are with prefixes. Lists IV, V and VI head

this Rubric more correctly ir^a 'on '3.

'p - § 100.

'tT they cast, occurs three times. Of this Rubric I collated

three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16

fol. 204 6, on Joel 4 3, which I have printed; (II) Vienna Codex

No. 36, on the same passage, and (III) the printed Massorah also

on the same passage. As it also occurs once with the prefix Vav

(Lament. 3 63), this Rubric <iorms part of the alphabetical List

of words which respectively occur four times three times with-

out the prefix Vav and once with it {vide supin letter i, § 78).

X'p - § 101.

rfr^rh to give thanks, is four times plene in the Scriptures.

This Hiphil infinitive without and with the prefix Vav occurs

altogether fourteen times. It is defective in ten instances (Ps.

92 2; 106 47; 122 4; 1 Chron. 16 7, 35, 41; 23 30; 2 Chron.

5 13-; 7 6; 31 2) and plene in four only. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL H, fol. 213 «, on Ps. 119 62,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 370a, on the same

passage, and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 72.

As one of the four instances is with the prefix Vav (l Chron.

16 4), List in is more properly headed "3Br'?a 'ba n.

But though all the three Lists coincide in describing these

four instances as plene and hence in excluding the same ten as

defective, this Massorah, as is not infrequently the case, must

be regarded as being based upon the recension of one School

of textual i-edactors only. That the text of rival Massoretic

Schools exhibited variations is attested by some of the best

Standard Codices and early editions. Thus (1) Ps. 92 2 is niTn^

plene in Orient 2201; Add. 16,260; Add. 16,461; (2) Ps. 106 47

is nmn^ in Orient 2201; Add. 21,161; Add. 16,250; (3) Ps. 123 4

is nl-m'? in Orient 2201; Add, 21,161; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,451,

and (4) 1 Chron; 16 63 is nmn'p in Harley 5710—11.

3-p - § 102,

oT'wp ^3 nliT? nl'TVl? to give thanks to Jehovah for his

mercy endureth for ever, is three times thus combined in the Scnptvres.

Normally I-tdh dHp^ 's for his mercy endureth fm' ever, is preceded

by the full phrase aia "•? mrrl? vm give thanks unto Jehovah fw he
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ni-nnSi

is good. This is the form in which it occurs about eleven times

(Jerem. 33 llj Ps. 100 6; 106 1; 107 l; 118 1, 29; 136 1; Ezra 3 11;

1 Chron. 16 84; 2 Chron. 6 18; 7 8). In these three instances,

however, the intervening 31id i for he is good, is abnormally ab-

sent. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. n, fol. 168 o, on 2 Chron. 7 6,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 269 a, on 2 Chron.

90 21; (III) Vienna Codex No. 86 on the same passage; (IV) the

printed Massorah also on the same passage, and (V) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 69. Lists U and III indicate the

import of this Massorah by the addition of aiis '9 'en 'i in their

respective headings. List IV heads this List aiis ^ on a and gives

two only, leaving out 2 Chron. 7 6; whilst List V which rightly

heads it aiia 'S onon 'j, is corrupj. It not only omits 2 Chron, 7 c,

which as we have seen is also omitted in List IV, but gives for

the third instance -m |nj m irm dts - l Chron. 16 7, which is

without Mon ahvfh -3 and hence does not belong to this Rubric.

Without this adjunct mjTb ni-nn^ occurs twice (Ps. 92 2 ; 2 Chron.

5 18).

yp - § 108.

^^ and to givt tkank$, oeeur$ three times. This Hiphil

infinitive occurs altogether fourteen times. In eleven instances

it is without the prefix Vav and in three only is it with this

prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional occur-

rence. This Rubric I have found in the prittted Massorah Finalis

only, letter ", § 7 1. As all the three instances occur in the same

book, the heading ought more properly to be 'uoai 'i. Though one

of the instances is plene (nimn^^ 1 Chron. 16 4) and two are defective

the Massorah does not advert to the difference in the orthography

of this expression.

rp - § 104.

^^Vl the shall praise thee, occurs tunce. Of this Rubric I collated

two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. lSf>a, on Isa. 38 18, which

I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah, on Ps. 76 11.

n'p - § 106.

n^nnni and he shall confess, occurs twice. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three

Lists: (I) Add. 16,260, fol. 68 a, on Levit 5 6, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 66 a, on Levit 16 2i, and (III)

Add. 16,251, fol. 67 a, on Levit 6 6. As the two instances occur

in the same book. List II heads this Rubric 'Mncoa'a, which

ought more properly to be 'roai 'a. This Rubric forms part of

the alphabetical List of words beginning with Vav He, which re-

spectively occur twice. (Vide supra, letter 1, g 68.)

Vp - § 106.

I^inn^ and they shall confess, occurs twice. Of this Rubric I

collated tliree Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 82 a, on Levit 26 40, which I have printed;

(II) Add. 15,260, foL 71 6, on the same passage, and (III) the

printed Massorah, on Numb. 5 7.

List II affords a striking example of how the Massorah

has been corrupted by ignorant Nakdanim. It is not only headed

mfi'Da '3 iTinm but after giving the two instances which are re-

corded in Lists I and III, it adds as a third instance ^•<hv ininm

oSajo nowK pr = Levit 22 1 6, which is in the received text imwn

d'?3»o nb»K py onw. Besides, the second instance, which it rightly

records, is not in Leviticus (xiB'Da) but in Numbers. This Rubric

forms part of the alphabetical List of words beginning with

Vav He, which respectively occur twice. {Vide supra, letter 1, § 68.)

rp - § 107.

''*r*r7 to my beloved, occurs three times in the Scriptures.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 89 o, on

Jerem. 11 }&, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol.

120 6, on Isa. 5 1, and (HE) the same MS., fol. 164 6, on Jerem.

II 16.

n-p - § 108.

Jll^^ love, lovely, occurs twice. As it is defective in the

first instance and plene in the second, the Massorah safeguards

the variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 805a, on Ps. 84 2, which I

have printed; (II) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Ps. 45 l, and (III)

the printed Massorah, on Ps. 84 2. List I in which 'on w 'bts 'm is

absent in the heading, emphasises the fact that the graphic sign

in these two instances is Cholem, in contradistinction to the only

other instance where it is nnT Jerem. 12 7, whilst Lists II and

III, which have it in their respective headings, safeguard the

plene and defective orthography.

rp - § 109.

|inn^ Jeduthun, is in three instances in the Scriptures twitten

with Yod, That is, in these three passages the textual reading

or Kethiv is Jedlthun for which the official reading or KeH
substitutes Jeduthun. By fixing the number at three, the design

of this Massorah is to exclude the only other instance where
this proper name occurs and where according to the Massoretic

School from which this Rubric emanates, it is prin; both in the

Kethiv and Keri (1 Chron. 16 88).

Of this Rubric I have collated five Lists, three in MSS. and
two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 196ft, on Ps. 77 l,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 387 o, on Neh.

11 17; (III) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 180; (IV) Paris Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah, § 148, and (V) the printed Massorah on Ps. 77 1.

The latter adds at the end of the Rubric nari a'nai "np pnT 'ki

j^n^^" la DiTK, thus emphasising the fact that in 1 Chron. 16 38

there is no various reading. This, hoWever, affords another

striking proof that many of ^le Rubrics proceed from different

Massoretic Schools and are based upon different recensions of

the text This is attested by the two important Codices Add. 21,161

and Harley 5710—11, which have not only ivmi with Vav as

Kethiv in 1 Chron. 16 88, but have a Massorah on it 'p jwt
which is in dire conflict with the recension of the Rubric before us.

'fr.

'"p - § no.

>^ occurs twice, once with the vou)el-2)oint below and onca

with it above. That is, in one instance the Lam^d is with Kametz,

which is below = Milra, being the proper name r\'^r Idlaph

(Gen. 22 22) and once the Lamed is with Cholem which is above
- Mihl, being the future third person singular masculine (•j^-r

Eccl. 10 18). This Rubric, which I have found in the printed

Massorah only, on Gen. 22 22, forms part of the alphabetical

List of words which respectively occur twice, once with the

graphic sign below or in the middle and once with it above.

{Vide sup-a, letter 1, § 606.) For the expressions Milra and Milel

denoting the position of the graphic signs, see letter a, § 11.

I have also given this Rubric under letter 1, § 170.

r'p - § 111.

n^T 'tt^a pTfTtt ybf^* words from the root rr which

respectively occur once only. This fragmentary List, which exhibits

the first attempt to record the unique forms of this verb and
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 7. Its incipient nature may be seen from
the fact that there are altogether about 100 such formo

3"'p = § 112.

^riP'T / hioto, is twice in the Kethiv piynj thou hnowest. That
is, the textual reading in these two instances is the second

person, for which the official reading is the first person.

Of thisRubi'ic, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 241 a, on

Job 42 2, which I have printed, and (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 219 a, on Ps. 140 18. The latter adds at the end that both

these instances are at the beginning of a verse and they are

unique (pnman 'n-bi "pioe 'xn pj-Ki). Tliis Rubric forms part of the

twelve instances which are without Yod at the end and which

the official Keri supplies. {Vide supra, letter \ § 28.)

r»p - § 118.

nPn*', he knew her, occw's twice. This quadriliteral occurs alto-

gether seven times. In five instances it is pointed n^T (Judg. 11 89

;

21 12; Jerem. 8 7; Hosea 2 10; Prov. 9 18), being the preterite

third person singular feminine, and in these two instances only

is the He the sufjim third person singular feminine (n^r). Hence
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the Massorah safeguards the exceptional form. This Rubric

I found in the printed Massorah only, on Gen. 24 16. As pi^ is

in both instances preceded by Hh, other Massorahs record it under

this combination. {Vide infia, letter'?, § 94.)

T'p - § 114.

|!y?Tn knoweit thw, otcut$ five timet. That is, in contra-

distinolion to the numerous instances in which this second person

singular masculine occurs without the interrogative He.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 98a, on 2 Kings E 8, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 872&. on Dan. 10 90;

(in) the printed Massorah on 2 Kings 2 8, and (IV) the same

on Dan. 10 20.

rap - § 116.

DHPT '^^ knoweat them, ie four timet with Kametz. This

quinqueliteVal occurs altogether fifteen times. In eleven instances

it is orirT with Segol under the Tav, being the second person

plural masculine and in four only is it with Kametz, being the

second person singular. Hehoe the Massorah safeguards the ex-

ceptional form. ^ . ,,^^ , ^_
Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. II, fol. 28a, on Isa. 48 6, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. U, fol. 64&, on Jerem. S8 8;

(III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 169 a, on the same passage; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 187 a, on Ezek. 32 9; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 7; (VI) the printed Massorah on Isa. 48 6, and (VII) the same

on Jerem. 88 8. The latter alone gives the mnemonic sign. The

sign is also given in the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 77,

without the List.

r'op - § 116.

rUPTI and thou ahalt know, occure teven timee. This preterite

second "p'erson singular with the prefix T^av occurs altogether

twenty times. In thirteen instances it is pointed ?j7i;i being the

masculine, and in seven only is it nyrj the feminine. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund Orient. 16, fol. 181a, on Ezek. 22 16, which I have

printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek, 16 62;

(in) the same MS., on Ezek. 22 16; (IV) Add. 16,260, fol. 281 &,

on Ezek. 22 16; (V) Add. 16,251, fol. 294 6, on Hosea 2 22; (VI)

the same MS., fol. 809 a, on Zech. 2 15, and (VII) the printed

Massorah on Ezek. 22 16.

V'P - § 117.

1PT they knew, ia in Jive inatancea with Kametz. That is, with

Kametz under the Daleth instead of the normal Sheva. This Rubric,

which I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter \

§ 107, is corrupt since this form of the preterite third person

plural' with Kametz under the Daleth occurs thirteen times and

the foUowing eight are omitted 2 Kings 4 39; Isa. 56 10; 59 8;

Jerem. 4 22; 8 12; 14 18; 22 28; Hosea 5 4.

As these thirteen instances exhibit four different accents, an

analysis of them may help us to rectify the corruption. Five

of the instances are wt with Soph-Paauk (2 Kings 4 39; Jerem.

4 22; 14 18; 22 28; Hosea 5 4). One is wt with Athnach (Job 9 5).

Six are wn^ with Zakeph-Katon (Isa. 42 I6a; 56 10; 59 8; Jerem.

4 22; 6 15"; 8 12) and one is vrr with Tipcha (Jerem. 9 2). As the

five instances with Soph^Bxauk are normally with Kametz which is

due to the pausal accent, the original design of this Rubric must

have been to record the Kametz instances apart from these. This

is confirmed by the fact that not one of them is included in

the Rubric. We are thus confined to the examination of the

remaining eight. Of these, as we have seen, six are with Zakeph-

Katon, one is with Tipcha and one with Athnach. As the Zakeph-

Kametz instances are frequently registered In the Massorah, it is

natural to suppose that the design of this Rubric was primarily

also to record them in the case with regard to wr. This was

especially deemed necessary as In the other six instances where it

occurs with Zakeph-Katon, the Daleth is with Shem. (Oomp. vr

Gen. 42 23; Judg. 3 1; 20 84; 2 Kings 17 26; Jerem. 8 7; 9 15).

With Tipcha this preterite occurs altogether ten times. It is with

Sheva in nine instances (comp. ^^ Exod. 16 15; Numb. 31 18,

85; 1 Sam. 2 12; 20 39; 2 Sam. 15 11; Isa. 44 18; 56 life;

Hosea 11 3) and in one instance is it with Kametz (comp. wt

Jerem. 9 2), for which reason it is safeguarded here. The same

is the case with the Athnach vrv Job 9 5. This too Is unique

and hence Is safeguarded in this Rubric. But though this analysis

accounts for the five Instances which are recorded In the Rubric,

It also discloses the fact that It omits three Zakeph-Kametz

Instances (Isa. 56 10; 59 8; Jerem. 8 12) which the original

Massorlte designed to record, and that" a later Nakdan

erroneously supplied the heading fasp 'n because the Rubric gives

five Instances only. It may, however, also be that the original

Rubric contained all the eight, that, as Is not infrequently the

case, the three were omitted for want of space and that the

Scribe who saw that it registered five only altered the 'n into -n.

rr»p - § 118.

^pn and they ahaU know, ia four timea with the accent at the

beginning'of a verae in Aia book That Is, with Tipcha In Ezeklel.

This preterite third person plural with the prefix Vav which

occurs altogether thirteen times at the beginning of a verse,

exhibits five different accents. In one instance it la wri with

Qerahayim (Ezek. 17 24); in two wrn with Munach (36 86; 89 28),

in two ^^ with Revia (84 80; 89^28); In four '^rp with Puahta

(21 10; 29 6; 87 28; 89 22) and In four instances which constitute

this Rubric it is sfri with Tipcha. The Massorah, therefore,

indicates the passages' in which it is with this special accent It

was specially needed to safeguard this accent since it Is normally

with this preterite when the phrase enda the verse. (Com. Ezek.

6 14; 7 27; 12 16; 24 27; 25 11; 26 6; 28 28; 80 19 Ac. &c.)

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Vienna Codex No. 86, on Ezek. 6 10. fhe reference to

the catchwords pK PM 'nro should be Ezek. 88 29 and not 32 16.

t3'»p - § 119.

WS"^ itrP ^pK"*? IPTI and they ahall know that IJehovah

have apoken, occurafour timea. This Rubric, which is from St Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek. o 13, is Incorrect. It refers

to the combination of the phrase 'n-)*i r^^'v, '?«( '? alone without

irn- This is attested by the fact that two of the four instances

are without it (Ezek. 21 37; 26 14). For this Rubric In Its correct

form, see letter a, § 143.

yp - § 120.

W"r they knew, occur* twice. Apart from the thirteen Kametz

instances (vitfo mpra, § 117), this preterite third person plural

occurs forty times. As it is irr without the paragoglc Nun In

thirty-eight Instances and with it in these two only, the Massorah

safeguards this variation in its orthography, and thus militates

against the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text, which ex-

hibits the normal spelling in both passages.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Add. 15,250, fol. 101 a, on Deut. 8 8. As the two instances

are not only restricted to the same book but to the same section,

the reading ought more properly to be "jpsvs.

H'Dp - § 121.

QpUrrn know ye, oceura three timea. Of this Rubric I collated

seven Lists,' "six In MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 6710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 169 a, on Judg. 18 14, which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., Vol. I, fol. 236 6, on 1 Kings 22 8; (III) Arund. Orient

16, fol. 316, on Judg. 18 14; (IV) the same MS., fol. 96 a, on

I Kings 22 3; (V) Add. 16,251, fol. 27 6, on Gen. 29 5; (VI) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 7, and (VII) the printed Massorah, on

Gen. 29 5.

.rap - § 122.

rrtT '^tlH ^3Sl ^3 DTIPTI and ye ahall know that I am the

Lord Jehovah, ^oceura three timea. Normally the declaration with

which the verse ends in Ezekiel and which is registered in the

following Rubric, la simply rrtrr; '?k-'? Dr>^ without -p^. As it is in

these three instances only that -pk precedes the Tetragrammaton,

the Massorah safeguards this exceptional combination. This

Massorah is designed to militate against the recension of the

text in which nh|« was absent in these passages, as Is attested

by the Septuagint. In St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 it is

added above the line in Ezek. 18 9.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Masso-

rah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 182 6, on

Ezek. 28 49, which I have printed, and (II) the same Ma, fol. 318 a,

on Ezek. 24 24.
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i'Dp - § 198.

nliT ^^PS DTl^^ and ye thall know that I am Jehovah,

occurs eleven times at the end of a verse in Ezekiel. This formula

occurs altogether twenty-one times in Ezekiel. In five instances

it is at the beginning of a verse (6 13; 11 12; 20 42, 44; 37 13)

and in five it is in the middle of the verse (7 9; 16 7; 17 21

;

33 32; 37 14). The Massorah therefore registers the passages in

which it ends the verse, in contradistinction to the longer formula

which also ends the verae and which is recorded in the preceding

Rubric. The addition of 'pirr 'sea in the heading is due to the

fact that outside this book thid formula also ends a verse twice

(Exod. 10 2; 1 Kings 20 28).

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis

only, letter k, § 165. Though the heading states that there are

eleven such instances, the Rubric itself records ten only. The
missing instance is Ezek. 14 8.

And in two instances it in f^Ti. That is, in two other in-

stances in which this formula also ends the verse, the verb and
ye shall know is in the feminine.

T3p « § 124.

D5^rf?K HliT ^3K ^3 DTirrn and ye shall kn<m that 1 Je-

hovah am your God, occurs three times. As this formula, which
occurs altogether twenty-six times, is 'in twenty-three instances

without the adjunct arrh^ivide mpra, § 123) and in these three

passages only, is it with it, the Massorah safeguards this ex-

ceptional phrase. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Add. 21,160, fol. 72 a, on Exod. 6 7.

iT3p - § 125.

jriP^^I and ye shall know, is twice with Nun .... and once

it is without the prefix Vav. That is, this preterite plural second
person, which occurs altogether fifty-two times (twelve times
without the prefix Vav and forty times with it) and is in forty-

nine instances with the suffix Mem or in the masculine, is in two
instances only with Nun the feminine where it is twice with the
prefix Vav and in one instance without this prefix. Hence the
Massorah safeguards this rare form. This Rubric I have found
in the printed Massorah only, on Ezek. 13 21. As it is in both
instances followed by nirr 's^p? it is also part of Rubric 123.

VDp = § 126.

^^^^T occurs three times in the Scriptures. As this infinitive

with the prefix He or the sign of interrogation which occurs three
times, is differently spelt, beinfg in the first instance plene (Gen.

43 7) and in the other two passages defective, the Massorah
safeguards the variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 39 5, on Jerem. 13 12,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. ib'oh, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 174 a, on Jerem. 40 14;

(IV) Add. 15,261, fol. 366, on Gen. 43 7; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 49a,
on the same passage; (VI) the printed Massorah also on the
same passage, and (VII) the same on Jerem. 13 12. Lists II, III,

V, VI and VII more correctly head the Rubric "jo ki on a -a,

which sets forth the scope of this Massorah, whilst List V adds
•^b 'MJanp, thus indicating that the plene instance is in Gen. 4 37.

V^p - § 127.

^"IPI **"^ 'o know, occurs five times in the Scriptures. That
is, with the prefix Vav, in contradistinction to the numerous in-

stances in which this infinitive with the prefix Lamed is without
the conjunctive Vav.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 198 fc, on 2 Sam. 3 25,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 59a, on the
same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 83 6, on l Kings 8 43;
(IV) the same MS., fol. 260 6, on 2 Chron. 6 33; (V) Add. 16,250,
fol. 189 6, on 1 Kings 8 43; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 187 a, on the
same passage, and (VII) the printed Massorah, on 2 Sam. 3 25.

n'3p - § 188.

i^ he shall knoto, or he knowiih, occurs nineteen times, six

with Kametz and thirteen with Pathach. That is, with Tzere under

the Yod, being fhe future third person, in contradistinction to
the fifty-four instances in which it is with Kametz, being the
preterite third person.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular
parts of the Massorah, I collated twenty Lists. I shall, however,
specify the following seven only, five in MSS. and two printed:
(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 61 a, on Jerem. 40 16, which
I have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on
Isa. 8 4; (III) the same Codex on Jerem. 36 19; (IV) Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 49 a, on 1 Sam. 20 3; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-
Ochlah II, § 7; (VI) the printed Massorah on Eccl. 9 12, and
(VII) the same on Ps. 9? 7.

Though six of the nineteen instances are with Kametz under
the Daleth, which is due to the pausal accent, yet List I alone
not only mentions this fact, but specifies these instances; and
though List III is headed b"' p in yr r-r., it leaves us without any
indication which or how many of the instances are with Pathach
and how many with Kametz; whilst all the other Lists do not even
mention the'fact.

fiD'3p - § 129.

i?T1 and he shall know, is three times with Sheva under the Vav.
This future third person singular masculine occurs altogether
twenty-one times. In eighteen instances it is with Vav conversive
and hence witfi Pathach which is Massoretically called Da</e8h, and
in three instances only it is with Vav conjunctive or with Sheva
which is Massoretically denoted by Baphc. Hence the Massorah
safeguards the exceptional passages.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol.. I, fol. 241 6, on 2 Kings 6 8,
which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 235 a, on
Job 31 6; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 101 a, on 2 Kings 5 8;
(IV) the same MS., fol. 328 6, on Job 21 19; (V) the same MS.!
fol. 3316, on Job 31 6; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 7;'

(VII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ocblah, Supplement, § 7, and (VIII) the
printed Massorah on 2 Kings 5 8. List II alone notices the fact
that two of the instances are with Pathach under the Daleth
(pTi 2 Kings 5-8; Job 31 6) and one with Kametz (ri'i Job 21 19),
viz. ap nm nne pnsa a. Five of the Lists (III, V, VI, VII, VIII) give
the mnemonic sign.

Vp - § 130.

^1?'!J <^** f^ou know, occurs twice in the Scriptures. This
Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from
Harley 6710—11, Vol II, fol. 238 6, on Job 37 16. As the two
instances fire not only restricted to the same book but to the
same section, the heading ought properly to be "»3i 'a.

«'^p = § 131.

if'lT)) and thou shalt knotc, occurs twice. With Pathach under
the Daleth, this future second person singular masculine occurs
altogether twenty-three times. In twenty-one instances it is with-
out the prefix Vav and in two only is it with this prefix. Hence
the Massorah safeguards the exceptional occurrence. Of this
Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated
two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1616, on Jerem. 6 27, which
I have printed, and (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 7.

a'^p - § 132.

nP'TKI and I shall know, occurs six times. That is, with
paragogic He. By fixing the number at six, the design of the
Massorah is to militate against the textual reading rjm without
the He in Ruth 4 4 and to defend the official reading or the
Keri. That other Schools of textual redactors must also have
exhibited the shorter form in other passages is attested by the Sama-
ritan recension of the Hebrew text, which has piki in Numb. 22 19.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the
Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Orient. 2349, fol. 53 a, on Gen. 42 34, which I have printed;
(II) Orient. 4446, fol. 33a, on the same passage; (III) Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 316 6, on Ps. 119 126; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 86a,
on Gen. 43 34; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 1216, on Exod. 33 5; (VI)
Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochah II, § 7, and (VII) the printed. Massorah,
on Gen. 43 84.

ybp - § 188.

J>*1K1 and I knew, occurs three times in the Scriptures. That
is, the future first person singular with Kametz under the Tat-
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i. e. Vav oonversive and without the paragogic He in contra-

distinction to the two instances where it is with the paragogic

He (Jerem. 11 18; Neh. 13 10).

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and

one printed: (1) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol- 76 a, on Ezek.1020,

which I have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916,

on Isa, 50 7; (III) the same Codex on Ezek. 10 20; (IV) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 140 6, on Isa. 50 7; (V) Add. 16,250, fol. 274 6, on

Ezek. 10 20; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochiah H, § 7, and (VII) the

printed Massorah on Jerem. 32 8.

Lists II and III, which are headed 'jy-nr, indicate thereby

that it is with Vav oonversive. The heading in the printed

Massorah (List VII) rp) Dpoai 'imps •: is incorrect, since two in-

stances only are with ZaJceph-Gadol (Jerem. 32 8; Ezek. 10 20),

whilst the Isaiah instance is pntr with Tipcha.

rip = § 134.

TP^ they $haU know, oceurt twelve times. The plural third

person with Sheva under the Daleth, occurs altogether fifty-two

times. In forty instances it is vt with Kqimtz under the Yod,

being the preterite and in twelve only is it ly-r with Tzere i. e.

the future. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated twenty Lists. I shall, however,

specify the following seven only, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 79 fe, on Levit. 23 43, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 22 a, on Isa. 45 G; (III)

St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek. 20 26; (IV) Aruud.

Orient. 16, fol. 89 a, on 1 Kings 14 2; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah

II, § 7; (VI) the printed Massorah on Jereni. 31 34, and (VII)

the same on 2 Chron. 6 29.

n'bp = § 135.

IP^V and they ehall Icnotc, occurs eleven times in the Scriptures.

By fixing" the number at eleven, the design of the Massorah is

to exclude the textual reading '^Tl in Ps. 119 79.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 186 a, on 1 Sam. 17 46, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 9 a, on Isa. 19 12;

(III) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 37 20; (IV) the

same Codex on Isa. 41 20; (V) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 186 a, on

1 Sam. 17 46; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 7, and (VII)

the printed Massorah on Ps. 59 1*.

Lists III and VII head this Rubric i'b-i k'% which denotes

that the Vav is with Sheva or is conjunctive, in contradistinction

to the instances in which it it: with Pathach, Massoretically called

Dagesh, recorded in the following Rubric. The addition at the

end of the Rubric which I have printed (List I;, affords another

striking illustration of the fact that the language in which the

Massorahs have been transmitted is not always that of the ori-

ginal Massorites and that Rubrics are sometimes expanded or

contracted so as to fill up the number and the length of the

lines allotted to this corpus in the margins of the MSS. As this

Rubric, which constitutes all the Massorah belonging to the text

of this folio in the MS., did not suffice to fill up the prescribed

three lines, the Nakdan completed the third line by declaring

that he had not found any Massorah to finish it.

rbp - § 136.

U?^^ and they knew, occurs six times in the Scriptures. That is,

with Vav oonversive, in contradistinction to the instances recorded

in the preceding Rubric, which are with Vav conjunctive.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol, 175 a, on 1 Sam. 4 6,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 125a, on

Zech. 11 11; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 32 6, on Judg. 19 25;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 59 a, on 2 Sam. 3 37; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 882 6, on Neh. 6 16; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 4 a, on Gen. 3 7,

and (VII) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

The catchwords onaw r» dti^kh ib'i « Neh. 4 9, which the MS.

gives for the sixth instance and which I have duly reproduced,

yields another proof of my oft-repeated statement that later Nak-

danim not infrequently affixed wrong catchwords. The sixth in-

stance occurs in Neh. 6 16 and not in 4 9. But as both these

verses begin with ^p&v nvtc ^*r<1, the Nakdan mistook the former

for the latter and accordingly gave the continuation of Neh. 4 9

instead of 6 16.

f^p - § 187.

W^ they shall know, occurs four times. This futuro third

person plural masculine occurs altogether sixteen times. In twelve

instances it is normally spelt !Pt, which are duly recorded above
in § 134, and in these four instances only it is with paragogic
Nvn. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, foui in MSS. and
three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, fol. 188 6, on Josh. 3 7,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 83 6, on
1 Kings 8 38; (III) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Josh. 3 7; (IV)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 7; (V) the printed Massorah on
Josh. 3 7; (VI) the same on 1 Kings 8 38, and (VII) the same
on Prov. 10 32. List III heads this Rubric ••» n, thus describing

the paragogic Nun as plene. In the List which I have printed

(List I) the first TnriK ^«n is to be cancelled, having inadvertently

crept into the text.

n-bp - § 138.

T1P*iri ye shall know, occurs four times in the Scriptures.

Normally this future second person plural masculine is ?rin. In

this form it occurs eleven times, and once it is.«in pause ^pnrt

(Isa. 6 9). In these four instances, however, it is abnormally
with paragogic Nun. Hence the Massorah safeguards the excep-

tional spelling. In thus safeguarding these instances the Massorah
militates against the recension of those Schools which exhibited

j>nri the singular in Exod. 11 7, as is attested by the Samaritan
recension of the Hebrew text and the Septuagint.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 41 6, on Exod. 11 7, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 96 6, on Numb. 16 28;

(III) Orient. 4445, fol. 52 6, on Exod. 11 7; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 328a, on Job 19 29; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 7;

(VI) the printed Massorah on Numb. 16 28, and (VII) the same

on Job 19 29.

B'^p = § 139.

Pnj we shall know, occurs three tim.es. That is, in the Penta-

teuch. With Pathach under the Daleth this future first person

plural occurs altogether five times, once in the Prophets (Jerem.

13 12), once in the Hagiographa (2 Chron. 20 12) and three

times in the Law. The Massorah here safeguards its occur-

rence in the Pentateuch. This Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 41 «,

on Exod. 10 26. By the omission of the qualifying expression

"-nKS from the heading the Rubric is made unintelligible. This

Rubric militates against the reading v-r\: the Niphal participle

in Deut. 18 21, as is attested by the Samaritan recension of the

Hebrew.

Q'p = § 140.

nP'TJV and ice shall know, occurs Jive times in the Scrijftvren.

That is, with the prefix Vav and Sheva under the Daleth, in

contradistinction to the two instances in which it is with Kametz

under the Daleth, which is due to the pausal or distinctive accent

(Isa. 5 19; 41 26). Aoout the sixth instance, viz. Hosea 6 3, there

is a difference of opinion amongst the rival Schools of textual

redactors, whether it is with the prefix Vav or without it.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only,

which gives two Lists of it: (I) on Isa. 41 22, which I have

printed, and (II) on Jonah 1 7. Both Lists are alike.

K"Op = § 141.

P^ knowing, in ten times plene. This participle, which occurs

altogether forty-five times, is plene in thirty instances and not

in ten, and defective in fifteen. But instead of simply stating

this fact and safeguarding the minority, the Massorah artificially

arranges the variation in its orthography in accordance with

the several parts of the Scriptures in which the one or the other

spelling prevails.

As there is no variation in its spelling in the Pentateuch,

Joshua and Kings, where it occurs five times and uniformly retains

its primitive defective form (comp. yi; Gen. 3 5; 25 27; 33 13;

Josh. 22 22; 1 Kings 5 20), these books required no protection

and hence are not mentioned.
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The case, however, is different with the other books. In

seven of these it occurs seventeen times and in the two spellings.

Here it is seven times defective (comp. v.'f 1 Sam. 16 16, 18;

23 17; 2 Sam. 7 10; Ps. 44 22; 74 9; 94 11) and ten times plene.

Hence the Massorah, though contrary to its usual method,

indicates the plenes which are the majority.

And throughout the Minor Propheti, ChronicU$, Proverbs and

Eccleincutet it it likewise jjlcne except three timee. In these four

books, where it occurs altogether twenty times, the plene spelling

is the rule and the defective the exception, for which reason

these four books are grouped together separately. Here seventeen

of the twenty instances are plene and three only are defective

(comp. yni^ Joel 3 14; Jonah 1 12; 3 9; Zeph. 3 6; 2 Ohron.

2 11, 12, 18; Prov. 12 10; 14 10; 17 27; 24 22; Eccl. 2 19; 3 21;

6 8, 12; 8 1 12; 9 1; 11 6, 6). Hence the Massorah properly

safeguards the exceptional orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 64a, on l Sam. 26 12,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 64 a, on 2 Sam.

12 22; (III) the same MS., fol. 130 6, on Isa. 29 11; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 284 6, on Ps. 16; (V) the same MS., fol. 292 6, on
Ps. 37 18; (VI) Add. 16,260, fol. 162a, on 1 Sam, 26 12; (VII)

Add. 15,261, fol. 174 6, on 2 Sam. 22 12, and (VIII) the printed

Massorah on 1 Sam. 26 12.

With the exception of the printed Massorah (List VIII), all

the Lists coincide in giving the same ten plene instances outside

the four books which constitute the second part of this Massorah,

and all including List VIII give yrirn the Keri with prefix He
as one of the ten, though they exclude the three defectives with

the prefix Vav, viz. pfl given below § 144. The printed Massorah

alone omits 2 Sam. 12 22 and makes up the ten by giving

nr rtr ijrw p»n Ps. 74 9, fir being manifestly a scribal error for

t/b\ That this exhibits the orthography here of one School of

textual redactors is attested by several of the best Standard

Codices. Thus p-ti' plene is in Harley 6710—11; Add. 15,260; Add.

16,451 &c. for which reason I have adopted it in my edition of

the Hebrew Bible. However, as all the other seven Lists coincide

in excluding Ps. 74 9 from the plene instances and as it is ff^

defective in Orient. 2201 second hand; Arund. Orient. 16, second

hand; Add. 16,251 &c. there can hardly be any doubt that we
have here another instance of a various reading and a conflicting

Massorah, which are duo to the different Schools of textual

redactors.

rap - § 142.

P"t* knowing, it ttoice defective in thit book. That is, in

Proverbs. This participle, which occurs six times in Proverbs, is

plene in four instances (vide tupra, § 141) and in two only is

it defective. Hence the Massorah safeguards this variation in its

orthography in one and the same book.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two

printed: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Prov. 28 2, which I have

printed; (II) the printed Massorah on Prov. 12 10, and (III) the

same on Prov. 28 2. The heading of List II, viz. 'bn Kiro ba m'
s"aa indicates the design of this Massorah. This Rubric forms

part of the pi^eceding Massorah.

J'Op = § 148.

DTtbK yi^ God knoweth, occurs three times in this form.

Normally when the verb rr in its different forms is the

predicate of the Deity, the Divine name is the Tetragrammaton

e. g. rtrplpT Jehovah knew him Deut. 34 10; rrt,Tpni' Jehovah

knmoeth Ps. 1 li; 37 18 &c. As it is in these three instances only

that the verb pt is combined with ort'?*, the Massorah safeguards

thi^ exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two

pointed: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 45 6, on Gen. 41 89, which I have

printed; (II) the printed Massorah on Gren. 3 6, and (III) the

siame on Gen. 41 39. As all the three instances are restricted to

the Pentateuch, the heading ought properly to be "iiKai 'Br^a %

rap = § 144.

?"!''1 "fwd knowing, occure tiiree times in the Scrijpturet and is

defective .... once in the Law, once in the Prophets and once in the

Hagiogixqiha. As this participle, which occurs altogether forty-

eight times is in forty-five instances without the prefix Vav, and
moreover, as without the prefix Vav its orthography varies,

being sometimes plene and sometimes defective (vide supra § 141),

and when with this prefix is uniformly defective, the Massorah
safeguards this exceptional occurrence.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1166, on Nah. 1 7,

which I have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916,

on the same passage; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 258a, on
2 Chron. 2 6; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 281a, on Numb. 24 16; (V)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 7; (VI) the printed Massorah on
Numb. 24 16, and (VII) the same on 2 Chron. 2 6.

iTOp - § 145.

t^^fy^ they knowing, is four times plene .... and they oeeur

all in the Hagiographa. That is, in contradistinction to the other
two instances where this participle plural occurs and where it

is defective (2 Kings 17 26; Esther 4 li).

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists, one in MS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 160a, on 2 Chron. 2 7,

which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter % § 97. Though these two Lists coincide it), recording the

same four instances, yet this Rubric emanates from one School
of textual redactors only, and is based upon recensions which
read d'?-)'' defective in Esther 4 11. This reading is supported
by Orient. 2201 second hand; Add. 15,251; Add. 21,160, for which
reason I have adopted it in my edition of the Hebrew Bible.

The recension of the rival School of Massorites, which reads

D*?^" plene in Esther 4 11, is exhibited in Harley 6710—11;
Arund. Orient. 16, which has a Massorah on its '^a 'n; Add. 15,350.

For the early editions which follow one or the other of these

two Schools see the note on this passage in my edition of the

Bible. Here again we have a various reading and conflicting

Massorahs which are due to rival recensions of the text.

VDp - §. 146.

''P'Tl'' thsy having knowledge of, is four times plene in the

Scriptures. This participle plural construct, which occurs alto-

gether twelve times, is defective in eight instances (Gen. 3 5;

1 Kings 9 27; Isa. 51 7; Jerem. 48 17; Ps. 89 16; Esther 1 18,

13; Dan. 11 82) and plene in four only. Hence the Massorah
safeguards the exceptional orthography. By fixing the number
at four, the design of this Massorah is to militate against the

Babylonian recension which reads ^;ii-< plene also in Isa. 51 7.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 154 6, on 2 Chron. 8 18.

t'Op - § 147.

n^*f' the knowing, occurs three times and is defective....

once in the Law, once in the Prophets and once in the Hagiographa.

The masculine form of this participle is not only of frequent

occurrence but is sometimes plene and sometimes defective, whilst

this feminine form is both rare and does not vary in its ortho-

graphy. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional instances.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 172a, on Judg. 21 11,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol, II, fol. 219a, on
Ps. 139 14; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 34 6, on Judg. 21 11;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 319a, on Ps. 189 14; (V) Add. 21,160,

fol. 242 6, on Numb. 31 17; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 7,

and (VII) the printed Massorah on Numb. 31 17.

n-ap = § 148.

D^PTH and known, occurs twice. That is, participle passive

plural, in contradistinction to the only other instance where this

sixteliteral occurs and is a^p^] (Job 34 2), the participle active

plural. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the -printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 7, which I have printed, and (II) the same MS. II, § 842.

O'Op - § 149.

nP*7l31 and she is known, occurs twice. Of this Rubric I collated

six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed
;

(I) Orient. 2349, fol. 88 6,

on Levit. 4 14, which I have printed; (H) Arund. Orient 16, fol.

147 a, on Isa. 66 14; (III) Add. 15,250, foL 57 a, on Levit 4 14;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 1406, on the same pass&ge; (V) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 7, and (VI) the printed Massorah on
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Levit. 4 14. List III is inexplicably headed .... on ki ''?a k 's nrtir

'ns ^a riKOip, thus emphatically declaring that the Leviticus instance

alone is plene. I have, however, not found any MS. which supports

this reading.

rp - 8 150.

jnii he u being hmmi, is three times mth Kametz in the

Seriptiircg. That is, the Niphal participle, in contradistinction to

the fourteen instances, eleven without the prefix Vav and three

with it, in which it is with Pathaeh under the Daleth, being the

Niphal preterite third person singular. The design ot this

Massorah is to militate against the reading j?-t15 with Pathaeh in

Prov. 81 28, which is exhibited in the ancient recension, as

is attested by the Syriac, the Vulgate and some of the early

editions, as will be seen from the notes on this passage in my

edition of the Hebrew Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 196 5, on Ps. 76 2, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 265 6, on Ecd. 6 10;

(III) Arund. Orient. IG, fol. 802 6, on Ps. 76 2; (IV) Add. 16,250,

fol. 888a, on the same passage; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 821; (VI) the printed Massorah, on Ps. 76 2, and (VXI) the

same on Prov. 31 23.

The List which I ha^e printed (List I) coincides with Lists

II, III, IV and VII. The Ochlah Ve-Ochlah List, however (List V),

exhibits quite a different recension. It is as follows:

Ps. 76 2 dtiSk mirra p-nj rmrra 'i vr^^

Nah. 3 17 yncEci nanio T-ino loipa Ps. 9 17 rurr tseca ""•' nu eera

The List records one instance only given in the preceding

recension. The reading pnu with Kametz in Ps. 9 17 is that of

Ben-Naphtali, as will be seen from the notes on this passage in

my edition of the Bible, and rnlj with Kametz in Nah. 3 17 is.

exhibited in Harley 5710—1 1. List VI is headed -tm . . . . pxap : ynj

vrn^ and makes up the three instances without the prefix Vav

by giving the Ps. 9 17 passage which, as we have seen, is also

given in List V and is in accordance with the Ben-Naphtali re-

cension of the text. This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical

List of words which respectively occur three times, twice without

the prefix Vav and once with it. {Vide sujn-a, letter i, § 70.) This

alphabetical List, therefore, exhibits the recension of the Rubric

ns I have printed it and as it is also given in Lists II, III, IV

and VII.

r:p - § 151.

^P^'^tt wg tiitsted friendit, occurs twice. In the. only other in-

stance in which this Pual participle plural with the suffix first

person singular occurs, it is with the prefix Vav (Job 19 14). In

Ps. 55 14, where it also occurs with the prefix Vav and the

suffix first person, this participle is -yrai in the singular. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 30Ga, on Ps. 88 9.

T3p - § 152.

^3JP*t1n show me or make me to know. A sign for its ortho-

graphy. This Hiphil imperative singular masculine with the suffix

first person singular, which occurs altogether six times, is spelt

in three different ways. In one instance it is "ijn'.n with Vav plene

and Yod defective (Exod. 33 13); in one it is 'arfi with Yod

plene and Vav defective (Job 13 2.')) and in four instances it is

?n^ entirely plene, i. e. with Vav and Yod. Hence the Massorah

safeguards this variation in its orthography. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 21,160,

fol. 122 o, on Exod. 33 13.

r:p =» § 163.

^^TliTTVl thou hast made knoton to me, occurs tmee. Though
it is in the first instance the Hebrew preterite second person

singular masculine with the suffix first person singular (Exod.

33 12), and in the second the Chaldee Aphel (Dan. 2 23), yet

the Massorah which has regard to the identity of spelling only,

groups them together in the same Rubric. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient.

16, fol. 865 a, on Dan. 2 28. I

T:p - § 154.

^rU^Tlni and I will make known, occurs twice. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harl.ey

5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 179 o, on 1 Sam. 10 8.

,T3p - I 165.

1IC''nl'' he shall make hiovm to him or teaeh him, occurs twice.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 186 6, on Isa. 40 18.

V3p - § 166.

D^P^ptt they making known, or teaching^ occurs tmce, once

without and once with the prefix Vav . ... It is defective in the first

instance and plene in the second This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 1474, fol. 197 a, on Isa.

47 18.

This Rubric affords another striking illustration of the fact

that conflicting Massorahs are due to rival recensions of the

text which obtained in different Massoretio Schools. Nothing can

be more emphatic than the declaration of this Massorah that

in Isa. 47 18 the reading is o-ij-tla defective. This reading is not

only exhibited in the text of the MS. in which this Rubric is

given (Orient. 1474), but in Orient. 2201 first hand; Arund.

Orient. 16; which has a Massorah on it 'an •^; Add. 15,250; Add.

16,251 &c. Yet Harley 5710—11; St. Petersburg Codex of A. D.

916; Orient. 4227 Ac read it o'i?nia plene. There can therefore

be no doubt that the two readings are based upon two different

recensions.

np - § 157.

''jniP*p(T? to make known unto me, occurs three times, twice

plene and once defective. As this Aphel infinitive with the suffix

first person singular, which according to this Rubric occurs

altogether three times, is differently spelt, the Massorah safe-

guards the variation in its orthography.

Of this form of the Rubric I collated two Lists : (I) Harley

6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 279 6, on Dan. 4 15, and (II) the printed

Massorah on the same passage. The latter emphatically declares

that the defective instance is in Dan. 5 16. It is remarkable that

both these Lists omit Dan. 2 26, where it also occurs and is

defective. A second form of this Rubric escapes this difficulty

by simply heading it '^a 'a and recording the two plene instances

only, viz. Dan. 4 16; 5 16. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists:

(1) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 367 a, on Dan. 4 5, and (II) Vienna

Codex No. 35, on Dan. 5 16.

There is a third form of this Rubric which Registers the

four instances with Vav plene after the Ayin and which is

headed 'trba '^a "i mpTn and is as follows: (l) 'pMrilnri Dan. 2 5;

(2) 'jTiVTin^ Dan. 4 15; (8) "jwrnin'? Dan. 6 16, and (4) i|nijnin^

Ezra. 5 10. Of this form I collated two Lists: (I) Vienna Codex

No. 85, on Ezra. 6 10, and (II) the printed Massorah on Dan. 4 15.

n*3p - § 158.

"'ji^ a wizard, occurs four times, three tinus defective and

once plene. By fixing the number at four in which this singular

occurs without and with the prefixes, the design of this Massorah

is to militate against the recension which exhibits the plural B*3^n

in 1 Sam. 28 9 and the singular -sjrn in 2 Kings 21 6, as will be

seen from the notes on these passages in my edition of the

Bible. In both these instances the ancient recension is more in

harmony with the usus htfuendi than the present Massoretic

recension, for normally the singular 'jjrr is preceded by the

singular aiK, viz. -si^Ti.aiK Pent 18 11; 2 Chron. S3 6) and the

plural B'sJriri by the plural ilsitn, viz. a-jjrprn nbkn (Levit 19 81

;

20 6; 1 Sam. 28 3; 2 Kings 23 24; Isa. 8 19; 19 3).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 124a, on Deut. 18 11,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 169 5, on

2 Chron. 33 6; (III) Add. 16,260, fol. 106 6, on Deut 18 11; (IV)

the same MS., fol. 484 6, on 2 Chron. 33 6; (V) Add. 21,160, fol.

170 6, on Levit 20 27; (VI) Orient 2349, fol. 94 5, on the same

passage, and (VII) the printed Massorah also on the same passage.

With the exception of the printed Massorah (List VII) all

the Lists coincide in stating that this singular occurs four times

and that 2 Chron. 33 6 is the only plene instance. The printed

Massorah, however, as emphnticall}' declares that it occurs five
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times, that it is defective in all the five instances (on 'n) and

that 2 Kings 21 6 is one of the five instances in which it is

'3^ in the lingular, just as it is in the parallel Chronicles passage

(n'Tmam). This Rubric must therefore have been based upon

the recension which exhibited the singular in 2 Kings 21 6, as

indicated in the preceding part of this Massorah.

0"3p = § 159.

rr Jah, is in four instances with Dagesh. As this monosyllabic

Divine nanie which, according to all the different Schools of

textual redactors, occurs twenty-two times for the fuller form

rriiT and m it-is in these four instances alone not only with the.

normal Dagesh 4n the He (see my Introduction to the Hebrew Bible,

p. 375 Ac), but' abnormally also with Dagesh in the Yod, the

Massorah safeguards this exceptional occurrence.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 203 &, on Ps. 94 7,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 307 6, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 814 a, on Ps. 118 5; (IV)

Add. 15,250, fol. 341a, on the same passage; (V) Add. 15,251,

fol. 365 a, on Ps. 94 7; (VI) the same MS., fol. 369 6, on Ps. 118 5,

and (VII) the printed Massorah, on Ps. 94 7.

In none of these Lists do the Massorites hint at the reason

why n; is thus distinguished in these four instances only. The

speculations of later Grammarians to account for the Dagesh in

the Yod in these passages are simply ingenious failures to

unravel this mystery. Of all the explanations vouchsafed, that

given by Graetz is the most feasible, viz. the point or dot is the

survival of the primitive mark which obtained prior to the intro-

duction of the present system of accentuation, to indicate the prin-

cipal tone on the monosyllable rr to which the preceding word

though consisting of several syllables is to be subordinated and

which was afterwards regulated by the distinctive accent and

Makeph. (Comp. Mmutsschrift, Vol. XXXVI, p. 374 &c. Krotoschin

1887.)

D'p = § 160.

(T* — The following woi'ds which end in .t arc without Dagesh

in the Me. That is, according toHhe Palestinian School of textual

redactors from which this Massorah emanates, the monosyllabic

Divine Name, which is normally with audible He^ is in these in-

stances with an inaudible one and is to be joined to the prece-

ding expression so as in each case to constitute one word.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists : (I) the printed Massorah

on Exod. 17 1^, which I have printed, and (II) MS. No. 1—3 in

the National Library Paris, on the same passage, where this

Rubric is as follows:

,'Di n' ppBD }ih'-[ f*?» 'n fmn xim 'Ka-iro"? vr\n n'?a n'or

Jerem. 2 31 rr^wto px dk Exod. 17 IG rroa br t r-i»K"i

Ps. 104 35 rrbb-n Josh. 15 28 njoi bTm nxm -rrni-Tsi

Cant, 8 6 rrnanSw stk 'cr-i Ps. 118 5 .Tsmiua ^jjr

„ 17 rptDpa rpHK na'?3' 1 Chron. 4 18 ."rnrrn •'trjPKi .rrriz

In this Rubric we are told that the deprivation of the mono-
syllable |T of its separate existence for nirr in these instances is

due to the Palestinian redactors and that the.Babj'lonians still

retained it as a distinct word, thus recognising its divinity as

denoting the Teti*agrammaton. It will also be seen from this

recension of the Rubric that the number of instances which
constituted the differences between the Palestinian and Babylonian

redactors is here given as eight, whilst in List I twelve are

specified. This only shows that the process of depriving n'' of

its primitive equivalent for rrin* was a gradual one and was
carried on in one School more rapidly than in the other. As
I have fully discussed the cause of the absorption of this mono-
syllabic Divine Name and the effect it produced in the redaction

of the text in my Introdiictimi to the Hcln-ew liible. p. 375 «S;c,,

T must refer to that discussion.

K'Dp = § 161.
'

iTSJ in Jah, occurs twice. That is, this shorter form for Jehovah
is in these two instances only with the prefix B&th. Of this Rubric

|

I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund.

Orient. IG, fol. 129a, on Isa. 26 4, which I have printed; (II) the

?time MS., fol. 350 a, on Ps. 68 r>, and (III) the printed Massorah

on the same passage.

yup = § 162 a.

ItttS? ITIS* — The Sopherim ordained that the following six

words tchich respectively begin toith one of the letters constituting the

mnemonic sign io» rra his name is Jah (Ps. 68 5) are to begin

a column or folio.

Of this Recension of the Rubric, which is- not in the

printed Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, foL 57a,

on Gen. 49 8, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 141 b,

on Deut. 31 28; (III) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 135 6, at the

end of Deuteronomy, which I have printed in letter d, § 172,

and (IV) Orient. 5404, fol. 56 a, on Gen, 49 8.

TDp = § 162 6,

Itttr rfSt — "The following words constitttting the mnemonic
sign hia name is Jah (Ps, 68 5) are respectively to begin a
column. Of this Recension of the Rubric, which does not occur
in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Vienna Codex
No, 35, on Exod. 14 28, which I have printed, and (II) Add.
15,251, fol, 49 6, on the same passage.

It will be seen that though in the preceding, Rubric it is

emphatically stated to be an ordinance of the Sopherim, this Rubric
differs with regard to two words which are to commence the
column. It prescribes on-rTm ^vb Levit. 16 8, for v instead of ^otr

Deut. 12 28 and -1312 no Numh. 24 5 for instead of itow »une
Deut. 23 24, Here again therefore we see that the different
Massorahs are due to the different Schools of textual redactors
and are based upon different traditions, Jacob b. Chayim in the
first edition of his Rabbinic Bible with the Massorah follows in
Deut. 23 24 the first Recension in accordance with Codex Mugah.
Though he too describes it as an ordinance of the Sopherim, he
nevertheless recognises that there are conflicting opinions about
it and refers to the remarks of Maimonides in his Treatise Sepher
Thorcih. '

'3ia"»3 nnjna j"ii dubj vf^ ,njnD iDoa eiin rna lae- n'»3 "ibid pp»n ksio >

.n'D nia^na

2"C3p = § 162 c.

D''iOn« — This Rubric, which is from Harley 6710—11,
Vol. I, fol. 44 a, on Exod. 14 28, not only prescribes that the
expression D'Kan is to begin the column, since its initial letter n
is one of the mnemonic sign Jah is his name, and that the
Song of Moses (Exod, 15 1—19) is to be written in the form in

which it is in the ritual Scrolls of the Law, but enjoins that the
five lines which precede this Song and the five lines which
follow it are also to begin witli certain words. The five pre-
ceding lines, according to the Massorah, are respectively to
begin as follows:

St*,*] :D^Kairoi ayp-'a nan arb oiarn ojn -siiria n«^«3

onaa-ni* bir\vr. x-ir nnxa n«a hvriv-n^ Kirn oi'a rrfrr

nin'; n^^ -i^k n^ian 'rrnvi b»ritr i«-i»i :B;n nfcto-b? na
iVi^v i"TB?aai nin-a iraK'i. •'T!,n'"n»(i cvn ik"i-"i D^"i:?tja

The rule for the five following lines is thus laid down in

the Massorah Parva in Add. 15,251, fol. 60 a, on Exod, 15 20:

iKa'i Kri Die rr-\n» npm naw 'r-na 'irra'? ""anx j'br]

Hence the Standard Codices are written in this form. Thus
Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11 ; Add. 15,250; Add, 15,2J>1; Add.
21,160; Orient. 2349, Orient, 5404 &c.

yep = § 163.

UTI give, occurs three times in the Scriptures. Though this

biliteral is the Hebrew Kal imperative in the first two instances

and the Chaldee Peal imperative in the third passage, yet the

Massorah, as usual, groups them together because they are spelt

in identically the same way.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 280 6, on Dan. 5 17, which I have printed, and (II) Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 368 6, on the same passage.

TDp = § 164 a.

tt^Sln^ Jehoash, occurs four times. This Rubric, which is

fronf Arund. Orient. 10, fol. 106 6, on 3 Kings 12 3, is incorrect.

This lengthened form of the name which is restricted to King.s,

occurs seventeen times in this book and not four. Nor would it
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solre the difficulty if we were ta aasume that the qualifying

adjunct -^sra, as ia not infrequently the case, has been omitted*

from the heading, since this name occurs seren times in this

Section or ehaptec (12 1—22) and the following three instances

ire omitted 2 Kings 12 1, 5, 19,

TDp - § 164 &.

t&Kl^ tt^T Jekoa$Jt, Joash, a sign indicating the pd$sage8

vihta-0 the hn^er md shorter forms of this name occur. To under-

stand the import of this artificial Massorafh it is necessary to

remark that this proper name, whi«h occurs altogether sixty-four

times, is in, seventeen instances the longer or original form i^-r

and is invariably without any prefix; whilst in forty-seven it is

the altered or shorter form ^. In this form it is forty-one

times without any prefix, once it is with the prefix Vav (t^-n

1 Chron. 12 3) and five times with the prefix Lanied (s>ki-^ Judg.

6 11; 2 Kings 18 l, lO; 14 1; 1 Chron. 4 22). But as the longer

form is the rule in some sections and the phorter in other

sections, the Massorah here indicates the several parts^ of the

Scriptures where the one or the other form prevails and in each

case safeguards the exceptional orthography.

From 2 Kings 12 1 to verse 19 it is sJKirr. In this part, where

this name occurs seven times, it is uniformly the longer or the

primitive form Jehoash (comp. 2 Kings 12 1, 2, 8, 6, 7, 8, 19). Here,

therefore, ther« is no exception to safeguard and the simple

mention of the fact suffices without specifying the instances:

From 2 Kings 12 20 to 14 7 it is tiff with the exception of

two instances. In this part, where this name occurs fifteen times,

it is Joash the shorter form in thirteen instances (comp. Vitl'

2 Kibgs 12 20, 21; 18 1, 9, 10, 12, 18, 13, 14, 25 6; 14 1, 1, 3)

and the longer form t^, in two instances only. Here thie reverse

is the case, the altered form is the rule and the primitive one

is the exception. Here, therefore, the Massorah safeguards the

two exceptional instances and simply mentions the rule without

specifying the passages. This protection is deemed all the niore

necessary sinc^ the two forms are promiscuously used in the

same verse (2 Kings 13 26), In this artificial divjsion 2 Kings

11 2, where it is also the shorter form, tUirf" does not seem to fit in.

From 2 Kings 14 8 to verse 17 it is likewise b^kit; excejpt once.

In this division, where this name occurs nine times, the longer

form Is the rule and the shorter the exception. Jehoash occurs

eight times (2 Kings 14 8, 9, 11, 18, 18, 16, 16, 17 &) and b>ic1*

once only. Here, therefore, the Massorah safeguards the ortho-

graphy of the solitary exception and simply mentions the rule

without specifying the passages. It is remarkable that in this

division too the two forms of the name are used promiscuously

in the same verse (2 Kings 14 17). For thfe cause of this dupli-

cate form of the name,_.see my Introduction to the Hebrew Bible,

p.. 869 &c.

And in all the other Scriptures it is likewise so. That is, in the

rest of the Bible, where it occurs altogether thirty-three times,

it is uniformly the shorter form t^' (comp. Judg. 6 11, 29, 80,

81; 7 14; 8 18, 29, 32, 82; 1 Kings 22 26; 2 Kings 11 12; 14 28,

23, 2'J;
Rosea 1 1; Amos 1 1 ; 1 Chron. 3 11; 4 22, 12 3; 2 Chron.

18 26; 22 11; 24 l, 2, 4, 22, 24; 26 17, 18, 21, 23, 23, 25, 25).

Here, therefore, there are no exceptions to safeguard and the

simple mention of the rule suffices.

01 this Rubric I collated ' four Lists, three in MSB. and

one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 109 a, on 2 Kings 14 28,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,161, fol. 83 &, on 2 Kings

11 20; (III) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah 11, § 68, and (IV) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 108. All the four Lists ex-

hibit precisely the same artificial arrangement In the printed

Massorah (List IV) the catchwords pm bs rar-i are a mistake

for r*" W ^ "OW*! (2 Kings 11 20) which are rightly given in the

other three Lista For another form of the Massorah, which re-

gisters ttffi' alone, see below, § 218.

•TDp - § 165.

CSb^tyi^y rmrr Judah and in Jerusalem, is three times thus

combined.^ Normally the phrase is a^^-fi. rrrtTi^, without the Beth

after the Vav in o'j^n^. In this form this phrase occurs more

than twenty times. As it is in these three instances only that it

is with Beth, the Massorah safeguards this exceptional combination.

By fixing the number at three the Massorah not only militates

against the normal combination D^fn'^ rnvr in Jerem. 27 18 which

is exhibited in several MSS. of Kennicott and de Rossi and in

the earliest editions, as will be wen from the notes on this

passage in my edition of the Bible, but against the recension

which has aVl^n*? rrwr in Neh. 13 16 (comp. Ezek. 21 25), as i.*

attested by the ancient Codex Add. 21,161 second hand and by

the Syriac, Vulgate and the early editions.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, foL 60 a, on Jerem. 27 18,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. n, fol. 8016, on

Neh. 13 16; (HI) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 116 6, on 2 Kings 23 24;

(IV) the same MS,, fol. 1646, on Jerem. 27 18; (V) the samp

MS., fol. 389 a, on Neh. 13 16; (VI) Add. 21,160, foL 280 a, on

2 Kings 23 24, and (VII) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 27 18.

VDp = § 166.

ny^TT_ ''S^^. iTTTr Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem,

occurs eight times.' Tida phrase occurs altogether about seventeen

times. As it is preceded by v^ men of in the other nine instances

(comp. 2 Kings 23 2; Jerem. 4 4; 11 2, 9; 17 26; 18 11; 82 32;

Dan.,9 7; 2 Chron. 34 30), the Massorah safeguards the passages

in which it is absent. That the protection of these two phrases

is due to variations in the ancient Codioes is attested by the

Septuagint which has no 'at^ before chp-vi in Jerem. 17 20, has

«h*i before .Twr in Jerem. 19 3 and omits it before rrnv in

2 Chron. 34 80.'

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 278a, on 2 Chron, 32 33,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 269 a, on 2 Chron.

20 18,, and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 115.

Lists I and III indicate the import of this Massorah by the

addition at the end that in all other instances this phrase is

preceded by v% The catchword^ mrr -on vow ion in the List,

which I have printed (List I) and which are without a reference,

are manifestly a corrupt duplicate of the immediately preceding

catchwords and are rightly absent in Lists n and IIL

rOp = § 167.

n^TZl^ and in Judah, occurs five times in the Scriptures.

Thai is, in contradistinction to thirty-nine instances in which

this proper name is with the prefix Vav alone without the prefix

Beth. By fixing the number at five the design of the Massorah

is to militate against the School of textual redactors which have

rm.T9<i in Jerem. 52 3, ^s will be seen from the notes on this

passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol.1, fol. 257 6, on 2 Kings 24 20,'

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 126 6, on

Zech. 14 21 ; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. II76, on 2 Kings 24 20;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 222 a, on Zech. 14 21; (V) Add. 15,250,

fol. 316 a, on the same passage, and (Vl) the printed Massorah,

on 2 Kings 17 18. The addition of rr'Oin after the catchwords

ht^ DTtiK yybvn ys in List VI is due to the fact that this recension

of the Rubric is based upon the Codices which exhibited rrK^yi in

Jerem, 52 2 in accordance with the parallel passage which records

the same event, viz. 2 Kings 24 20, The last meaningless line

Tr(\rr\ obiwin-a nn-n '" r^* hv 's miw d'jw'ra nm is by « later Scribe.

n"Dp = 168.

n^TI and Judah, begins a verse in two instances. This proper

name begins a verse altogether five times. In three instances it

is without the prefix Vav (Gen. 49 8; 1 Kings 4 20; Neh. 12 84)

and in two it is with this prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards

the minority. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. 298 6, on

Joel 4 20, which I have printed, and (II) Add. 16,260, fol. 802 a,

on the same passage.

B'Dp = § 169.

Dbtth^^'71 iTTin''^ to Judah and to Jerusalem, occurs four

times. In the only other instances where this phrase occurs the

two names are inverted (Neh. 7 6). Of this Rubric I collated

two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 133 6, on Isa. 36 7, which

I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter %

§ 116. In the List which I have printed, the expression nprn

denoting the parallel passage, i. e. 2 Kings 18 22, as is not in-

frequently the case, is omitted.

60a
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rp =.§ 170.

Q pn*rTl and the Jews, occurs three times. This gentile noun
plural with the prefix He occurs altogether forty-nine times. In
forty-six instances it is without Vav conjunctive and in three
only is it with this Vav. Hence the Massorah safeguards this

exceptional occurrence. By fixing the number at three this
Massorah militates againt the textual reading or Kethiv D'nin«rn
in Esther 9 18. This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah
Finalis »only, letter -, § ii9.

H'Pp = § 171.

. iTiTn the Jews, is in six instances written so in this book.
As this gentile noun plural which occurs thirty-seven times in the
book of Esther is normally «()5elt o"nwn and as it is in these six
instances abnormally written tr«-wv.n, the Massorah cancels the
second Yod and thus makes them conformable to all the other
instances.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 274fc, on Esther 8 13,
which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 363a, on Esther
9 18; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 407 6, on Esther 8 13; (IV) Add. 21,160,
fol. 312 i, on Esther 8 1, and (V) the printed' Massorah, on Esther
8 13. In the List which I have printed the catchword |n: to
which I have affixed the reference Esther 8 11 is manifestly a
scribal error for mji Esther 9 18, which is given in all the other
Lists and which is absent in List I.

1'Vp = § 172.

^"'^^n^ Judith or in Jewish^ occurs seven tines in the Scrip-
tures. It will be seen that though this expression is in one instance
the proper name of the wife of Esau (Gen. 26 34) and in the
other six instances an adverb denoting Judaiee, i. e. in the Jews
language, yet because it is spelt alike, the Massorah in accordance
with its usual method, puts all the passages under the same
Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 252 i, on 2 Kings 18 26,
which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 112 6, on the
same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 133 6, on Isa. 36 11; (IV)
the same MS., fol. 389 a, on Neh. 13 24; (V) Add. 15,250, fol. 227 6,

on Isa. 36 11; (VI) Add. 2l,i60, fol. 19 6, on Gen. 26 34, and (VII)
the printed Massorah on 2 Kings 18 26. List III heads this
Rubric -^ai <) which is probably due to the fact that the proper
name i.t Jehud, Josh. 19 45, is conversely defective.

.Trp = § 175.

rf\JT* — Four verses in which the Tetragrammaton respect-
ively occurs four times . . . and one verse in which it occurs Jive
times. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, I collated five Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol I fol
91a, on Numb. 9 23, which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,
Vol. II, fol. 55 a, on Jerem. 33 11; (III) the same MS Vol II'
fol. 157 6, on 2 Chron. 14 10; (IV) Orient. 2349, fol. 106 6 on
Numb. 9 23, and (V) Orient. 5404, foL 105 6, on the same passage.

VVp = § 176.

' nyr J^^ovah is in eight instances mth this accent. That is
with Mehupach Legarmeh at the beginning of a verse in the
Psalms. Though the Tetragrammaton begins a verse in the
Psalter no fewer than sixty-two times, it is in these eight instances
only that it is with Mehupach Legarmeh. The only other instance
where it is with this accent is in the middle of the verse (Ps 131 1)
whilst in Psa. 8 2, where it is with Mehupach at the beginning
of the verse, it is without Legarmeh.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah
is from Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 2oi «, on Psa. 89 9. Accord-
mgly Ps. 41 3, which is in my edition of the Bible iniir, ought
to be in-frr. This is corroborated by Orient. 2201 ; Harley 6710—11
which has a Massorah on it 'roa 'n; Arund. Orient. 16- Add'
15,260; Add. 15,251.

VVp = § 177.

np], — This incipient List of words combined with the
Tetragrammaton which respectively occur once only, is from
Cambridge Add. 1174, on Deut. 32 6. it will be seen that this
Rubric follows the Nehardai School of textual redactors, reading
Deut. 32 6 nirr bn in two words (vide infra § 204). The fourth
instance in this fragmentary List, viz. mTnonj, I cannot find and
therefore left it without a reference. For the Lists of words
beginning with Vav which are combined with the Tetragrammaton
and which respectively occur once only, see letter i, § 81.

n-rp = § 178.

ypp = § 173.

ny^^ Jehovah. — Three verses respectively begin and end with
the Tetragrammaton. Without and with the prefixes, the Tetra-
grammaton begins a verse altogether about 124 tiipes, viz.
without any prefix ninety-three times; with the prefix Vav
twenty-nine times; with the prefix Lamed once and with the
prefix Mem once. As it is in these three instances alone that
this Ineffable Name not only begins a verse, but also ends it,

the Massorah safeguards this phenomenon.
Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 193 6, on 1 Sam. 26 23,
which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 18a, on
Isa. 38 20; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 135a, on the same
passage; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 121 6, on Deut. 31 3; (V) the
same MS., fol. 229 6, on Isa. 38 20; (VI) Orient. 2349,- fol. 140 6,
on Deut. 31 3, and (VII) the printed Massorah on the same'
passage.

The expression .-nanx which is given in the headings of
Lists I, II and IV or rnam as List VII has it. Massoretically
denotes the Tetragrammaton and is never used to denote any
other divine Name. It is based upon the declaration nDinr in
Exod. 3 15. In the headings of Lists HI, V and VI it is denoted
by wmp d».

TPp = § 174.

nJiT^ Jehovah. — Two vei-ses in the Scriptures exhibit the
Tetrag>-ammat»m tn the initial letters of four consecutive words. This
Rubric is from the printed Massorah on Esther 5 4. In some
MSS. the letters in question are written longer to indicate the
Ineffable Name, as will be seen from the notea on Esther 5 4 in
my edition of the Bible.

''J 1^5 nliT Jehovah the Lord, is five times thus written in the
Scriptures. The combination of these two Divine Names occurs
altogether 296 times. In 291 instances ^jtk precedes the Tetra-
grammaton, which always takes the graphic signs of oriipK whether
preceded or followed by ^p^, with the solitary exception of
Ps. 16 2. In this combination, i. e. nirr-nK it occurs (1) four
times in the Pentateuch recorded above, letter k, § 116; (2) 284
times in the prophets, viz. Joshua 1; Judges 2; Samuel 6;
Kings 2; Isaiah 23; Jeremiah 11; Ezekiel 216; Amos 20; Oba-
diah 1

;
Micah 1; Zephaniah 1, and (3) three times in the Psalter

and once with the prefix Beth {vide supra, letter k, § 116) As
it is in these five instances only, that the order of the two Divine
Names is inverted, the Massorah safeguards this exceptional
combination.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and
one printed: (I) Harley 5710~ii, Vol. U, fol. 118 6, on Habak.
3 19, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. U, foL 193 6
on Ps. 68 21; (III) the same MS., VoL II, foL 219 a, on Ps. 140 8-
(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2146, on Habak. 3 19; (V) the same
MS., fol. 300a, on Ps. 68 21; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 289a, on
Habak. 3 19; (VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 152, and (VHI)
the printed Massorah on Ps. 140 8.

List II heads this Rubric ps'oon n rvrv ar6tt, which is due
to the fact that in this combination the Tetragrammaton not only
takes the graphic signs of Q%-t^K, but is pronounced so; whilst the
Tetragrammaton is pronounced ^jtj* which it indicates here. List VI
is headed tjiSna n ^hk m-r, which indicates the import of this
Massorah, i. e. that in these five instances the order of the two
Divine Names is inverted.

MTp = § 179.

^'^iP^ ''^Y^^
Jehovah our Lord, occurs three times. Normally

the phrase is «'!1^k rrp] Jehovah our God. In this combination the
Tetragrammaton occurs innumerable times. As it is in these
three instances only that it is followed by «'j'ti« our Lord, the
Massorah safeguards the abnormal phrase. Of this Rubric I collated
two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 285 6, on Ps. 8 2, which
I have printed, and (II) the printed Masaorah on the same
passage.



§ 180—184
475 — § 186—188.

D'p - § 180.

&rbi^ nVT Jehovah God, is five tirms thus written in the

Prophets. In the Prophets, where the two Divine Names occur

together, ir» precedes the Tetragrammaton, i. e. frtr ^% and m

this combination it occurs about 284 times in this division of

the Bible. {Vide supra, % 178.) As it is in these five instances

only that the phrase varies, the Massorah safeguards this ab-

normal departure. Of this separate Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11,

Vol I foL 201 a, on 2 Sam. 7 25, which I have printed, and

(m'Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 6i6, on the same passage. This

Massorah forms one of the Unks in the artificial concatenation

recorded above, letter m, § 1 16 c.

K'Dp = § 181.

D%*t7><n rtlJT Jehovah the God, is ten times thus combined in

the Scnpture^. That is, in contradistinction to the numerous in-

stances in which it is simply D'libK nirr without the prefix He.

By fixing the number at ten, this Massorah militates against the

reading trrtbr i«n mrr in Josh. 22 34 which obtained in other

Schools of textual 'redactors, as will be seen from the notes on

this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

pi-inted: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, foL I53a, on Josh. 22 34,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS. Vol. l, fol. 176 6, on l Sam.

6 20- (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 16 6, on Josh. 22 34; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 93 a, on 1 Kings 18 21; (V) the same MS., fol. 251 6,

on 1 Chron. 22 1; (VI) the same MS., fol. 384 a, on Neh. 8 6,

and (VII) the printed Massorah, on Josh. 22 34. In the List

which I have printed (List I) the catchwords rarh* rv^r^ ^ are

manifestly a clerical error for o'n'jKn mn^ bk, 1 Kings 18 21. It is

remarkable that all the Lists coincide in giving ^ju m ninir Dan.

9 3 as one of the ten instances, contrary to the received text

which is D'n'?Kn -"anjit.

a"Dp § 182.

^'1bK rtST Jehovah, God of, occurs four times. This Rubric,

which "is "from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 274 a, on 2 Chron. 28 6

I cannot understand, since this phrase occurs innumerable times.

It may be that the design of the compiler is to state that in

these four instances it has different accents in each case. In the

first instance it is 'n'jKimn' (Gen. 24 7); in the second it is mrr

^nSK (Deut. 1 11); in the' third 'n-^K nirr (2 Chron. 28 6) and in

the fourth instance -n'sKnirr (2 Chron. 30 6).

rep = § 183.

OnlDK ^'1'?^ nln^. Jehovah God of their fathers, occurs four

times. For this Rubric see letter k, § 669.

TDp = § 184.

nlK!!^ ^'!f^'K rtliT Jehovah God of hosts, occurs twelve times.

That is, 'in contradistinction to the innumerable instances in

which it is simply nlK?s mm without the iutervening 'rf?^, and

apart from the three instances in which it is nlKSsn 'rfrK mm with

the prefix He (Hosea 12 6; Amos 3 13; 6 !4).

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 306 a, on Ps. 89 9, which I have printed, and (II) the printed

Massorah on Amos 5 14.

It will be seen that the List which I have printed (List I)

omits Jerem. 6 14, which is niuM 'ri^K mm in the received text

and which is duly given in List II and makes up the twelve by

giving instead co^bs n'pa '3jn Amos 6 14, which is in the texttis re-

ceptus rfivqxn 'ri'?K mm with the prefix He. These two conflicting

Massorahs,' asis usually the case, are based upon two different

recensions of the text. The one is based upon the text which

exhibited niicain in Jerem. 6 4 and mKWt in Amos 6 4 in accor-

dance with the other five instances in this book; whilst the

other is based upon the recension which exhibited mKaxn in

Amos 6 14 and nlxax in Jerem. 5 14. From the note of Jacob b.

Chayim in the Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 177, it appears that

some Massorahs were based upon Codices which exhibited mKSit

without the prefix He in both Jerem. 5 14 and Amos 6 14 and

hence headed this Rubric r'mK33t'n'?K mm.»

ms) =' nmas 'n^K •"' ains ins moan noo 'now '3'3 nnsht Msnn p'nyomOK «

•nana "ooaT nann *.pia niyo a'« ynat unoji J*' p^tr^ in'O-? nuns rnyn m^ivb djok j'» 'ina

^3 <jy tova nin nm in'^aai 'n rr»o mnsvn >h»30^ ^sn'n: nai "i nwasn "na vmnu

'T ama^ nnBon ba tyon ^J rasm 'a 'uren -vs^h nms i6 'n pjnn -n nwasn was in

^Don nm^ niKawi 'n 'sn b aw nw) in^aan rv* nwaxn un* irrso in p dm 'n paw

nwaxn »niu ^ ij'n -ui '• d»s hwm n»a na»^ o^po 'an o oioyai 'idb 'i»m i^ nnisi 'nh

nh ^m ¥him iin »aj n»^ » in -wen noa faff «r«nn 'idb »Knan rni nueax m^H »•• i6«

le^ mj u^ msnj yavnrh *sffv nfn iDm 'ijwa mn 3'« mna» ^rh» ^ *sBn '«bt -30^ mnm

.'fs9 r^ -vw 'flK »T\wm iin 'ks wnp p asfn a'* ^mt mnn w^strfmp mn

iTDp = § 186.

of Israel, ^occurs Ikree times. Normally this formula is simply nlT

bir^, s-i^K nlK^ Jehovah of hosts, God of Israel without the first 'ri^jt.

In'this "form the phrase occurs in Jeremiah alone about thirty-

two times. As it is in these three instances only that this leng-

thened phrase is used, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

occurrence. This= Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah

only, on Amos 6 4. For the variation which Jacob b. Chayim

mentions at the end of the Rubric, see the note on the preceding

Rubric. It is remarkable that in no fewer than twenty out of

the thirty-two instances in which ^ttnto? ^r^b* nlK^st mm occurs in

Jeremiah, the Septuagint has simply mm without bur^. "ii'jk mKax

(comp. Jerem. 7 21; 25 27; 28 14; 29 8, 21, 25; 31 23; 32 14,

15; 35 13, 18, 19; 42 15, 18; 43 10; 44 11; 46 25; 48 l; 50 18;

51 S3). Even in the three instances which constitute this Rubric

and in which the longer formula occurs in the received text, the

Septuagint simply exhibits mm in Jerem. 35 17 and 38 17; whilst

in 44 7 it exhibits niKSX mm only.

VDp = § 186.

D^tS^n ^'1SK miT Jehovah the God of heaven, is six times

thus combined. That is,' in contradistinction to the other three in-

stances in which the supreme Being is called a'afr\ ^b» the God

of heaven without its being preceded by mm (Neh. 1 4; 2 4, 20),

This safeguarding is especially necessary, since the two phrases

are used promiscuously in two consecutive verses (comp. Neh.

1 4, 5).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 113 a, on Jonah 1 9,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 286 6, on

Ezra 1 2; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 281 6, on 2 Chron. 36 23;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 379 &, on Neh. 15; (V) Add. 15,251, fol.

2Hfc, on Gen. 24 7; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 12 6, on the same passage,

and (VII) the printed Massorah also on the same passage. The

latter is headed 'w'ba 'i six times in thlv form which is due to the

fact that in one instance this phrase is with the prefix Beth

(Gen. 24 3).

rep - § 187.

ASK rtliT Jehovah my God, occurs eight times. Of this form

of the Rubric'which emphasises the fact that the Tetragrammaton

precedes the Divine Name 'ri"?!* with Kametz and the accent Zakeph,

I collated'three Lists: (I) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 152, which

I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 142 a, on Numb. 22 18, and

(III) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 100 6, on the same passage.

As List II, which exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah,

is headed rxop ^tp: 'n 'h'jk mm, thus not only emphasising the

fact that mm precedes ^r^bvt in all the eight instances, but

that in this ' combination \h^ is with the accent Zakeph and,

moreover, as List III also lays stress upon this fact, it is evident

that the compilers of this Rubric regarded the two out of the

eight instances in which this phrase is with Revla or Revia

Mugrash (2 Chron. 2 3; Ps. 35 24) as being equivalent to Zakeph.

Accordingly by fixing the number at eight, the design of this

Massorah is to indicate that in the five instances in which this

phrase has the same accents, viz. the two with Zakeph (^-^b« mm

Zech. 14 5 ; Dan. 9 20) ; the one with Revia ('^bK mm 1 Chron.

21 17) and the two with Revia Mugrash ('n'?K mm Ps. 18 29; 30 13)

it is 'ribttmrn with Pathach. The alternative view is discussed in

letter K,"§'678 where the import of the majority of the Rubrics

is registered which simply dwell upon the expression 'rt'^K alone.

I

ST^'l'^K nliT Jehovah thy God, is six times thus contbined in

the B-ophds. Normally the phrase is yrp^rsr, ^^^^ ^9<^^ ""^^^

the He and Kametz under Caph, being the suffix second person

singular masculine. As it is in these six instances only that the

Tetragrammaton is followed by this Divine Name with the suffix

second person singular feminine, the Massorah safeguards this

exceptional combination.



§ 189—192. 476 — § 198—197 &.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 28a, on Isa. 60 9, which

1 have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 120a, on Zeph.

3 17; (in) Anind. Orient 16, foL Uib, on Isa. 60 9; (IV) the

same MS., fol. i48 6, on Jerem. 2 17; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 237a,

on Isa. 60 9; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 152, and (VII) the

printed Massorah on Jerem. 2 17.

And whenever it is at the end of the veise it is liketoisc so

except once, or as this part of the Rubric is in List II "ic6 'bsi

KTsa '131 '1DB '1D1 naps and whenever it it the feminine and at the end

of the verse it is liketmse so except once. That is, apart from the

above six instances in which it is abnormally "^hvi when it is

preceded by the Tetragra^mmaton i. e. "^7^ nirr, this Divine

Name is normally Tpn^K wherever it is with the feminine suffix,

i. e. Ps. 146 10; 147 12, or ends the verse, i. e. Isa. 51 20; 53 7;

64 6; 62 3, 5; 66 9 with the solitary exception of Amos 9 16,

where it is "TC^? *•' '^e end of the verse. All the Lists with the

sole exception of List VI have this second part of the Rubric.

The expression "3:3 in the heading of Lists I, II, III, IV and V
ought properly to be 'rasai, since this phrase is restricted to the

Prophets. The heading of List VI, which is simply i Tin^K rrtrr, is

more correct, since this phrase thus pointed only occurs six

times altogether in the Scriptures, which is rightly stated in the

heading of List VII, viz. 'tmpa "vaen '1 -pn^K mrr.

tD'Dp = § 189.

kDP Vn^K nln^ Jehovah his God is with him, occurs five

times. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Add. 21,100, fol. 230a, on
Numb. 23 21, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol.

2816, on 2 Ohron. 36 23, and (III) Cambridge Add. 465, on
2 Chron. 1 l.

It will be seen that these three Lists emphatically include

Ezra 1 8 as one of the five instances in which the phrase vn^it

lay is preceded by the Tetragrammaton. They must therefore be
based upon a recension of the text which exhibited rrirr in Ezra
1 8 as it is in 2 Chron. 36 23 which records the same event

instead of ^.•t. The conflicting readings in these two parallel

passages was felt to be so glaring that in some of the Codices

and early editions the passage in Chronicles was actually made
conformable to the Ezra passage, as will be seen from the notes

on this passage in my edition of the Bible. There is a separate

Massorah which registers the exceptional phrase lay vr^ without

any regard to its being preceded by the Tetragrammaton. ( Vide

supra, letter it, § 680.)

X'fj = 190.

IJTnK I rillT Jehovah our Qod, is in three instances with

Pasek betuxen them. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated tjiree Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, foL 127a,

on Deut. 6 i, which I have printed, (II) Cambridge Add, 1J47,

on the same passage and (III) Hamburg Codex No. 1 also on the

same passage.

In accordance with this explicit Massoretic rule, Orient. 2849

exhibits the Pasek between these two Divine Names, viz. wrt"?^ 1 rrtrr

and not between -ipwiinirr as it is in the received text; whilst

Orient. 2348; Orient. 5404 and the Hamburg Codex have it in

both places, viz. nrm 1 rtpr wb» I rro'^. As the current official Lists

have not the Pasek between uiif?KrTirp in these three instances

(vide sup-a, letter e, §§ 204; 210;" 228), we have here another
proof of the oft-repeated fact that the conflicting Massorahs are

due to their being based upon the different recensions of the text

which obtained in the different Massoretic Schools.

K'Vp = § 191.

DiTTrTK nVr Jehovah their Qod, occurs eight times. As it is

in every instance preceded by 'jtt •«?, thus forming one phrase,

1 have given this Rubric in letter a, § 142.

rVp = § 192.

rnTTI rTirr Jekovak and Jehovah, are three times thus com-

bined in the /Scrijjtures. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol.1, fol. 213 6, on
2 Sam. 22 29. The catchwords for the third instance in the MS.
are mm nvr -saw p'Jt "©Km Isa. 49 14. 'a^ a-mn "a in the Rubric as

I have printed it, has inadvertently crept into the text.

This Rubric affords another illustration of the fact that

the variations of some Massorahs from the textw receptus are

due to their being based upon a different recension of the text

which obtained in other Massoretic Schools. Thus we are here

emphatically told that in the duplicate Psalm the reading in

both instances is the same, viz. nirn ni.T, whereas according to the

present text this reading is in 2 Sam. 22 29 only, and in the

parallel passage Ps. 18 29 is r-i^rw. Moreover according to

this Massorah Isa. 49 14 is rwnni.-r which, as will be seen from
the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible, is supported
by some MSS. and early editions, whereas it is ^pm. rrvrr according
to the current Massorah. (Vide supra, letter k, § 117.)

J'Xp - § 193.

ittt27 nin^ Jehovah is his name, occurs four times. Normally
the phrase is iob> rtiqx rrjrr Jehovah of hosts is his name (oomp.
Isa. 47 4; 48 2; 51 15; Ub; Jerem. 10 16; 31 35; 32 18; 46 18;

48 15; 50 34; 51 19, 57). As it is in these four instances only
that the adjunct niKax is absent, the Massorah safeguards the

exceptional occurrence.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Orient. 2349, fol. 66a, on Exod. 15 3, which I have printed;

(II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Amos 6 8; (III) Add.
15,251, fol. 256 6, on Jerem. 33 2; (IV) Add. 21,160, foL 89 a, on
Exod. 15 3, and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 98.

The latter is corrupt. It is not only wrongly headed •^ io«r mrr, but
the passages are wrongly divided to make up this nimiber.

Amos 5 8 and 9 6, which constitute two of the four instances,

are respectively divided into two so as to yield six.

Tltp - 194.

nliT3 by or against Jehovah, occurs twice. This Rubric, which
is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 186, on Judg. 1 1, I cannot explain

since the Tetragrammaton with the prefix Beth occurs more than

100 times. Yet the Massorah Parva also in the same MS. has it

'a mm.

iTXp = § 195.

nliT'SI and in Jehovah, occurtt tvnce. Though with the prefix

Vav alone the Tetragrammaton occurs about 96 times, yet with

Vav and Beth it occurs twice only. Hence the Massorah safe-

guards this exceptional occurrence. Of this Rubric, which does
not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I)

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 16 a, on Josh. 22 19, which I have printed,

and (II) Halle Ocbah Ve-Ochlah I, § 152,

r3:p - § 196.

mn^ and Jehovah, occurs Jive times at the beginning of a verse

in Genesis. In the only two other instances in which the Tetra-

grammaton with the prefix Vav occurs in this book it is in the

middle of the verse (Oen. 24 1, 56). This Rubric I have found
in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter k, § 99. Why the

Massorah should have selected the instances in Genesis only,

where rrrri occupies this position, when it occurs also twenty-

six times at the beginning of a verse in the other books of the

Bible, ^ it is difficult to divine. It may be that Lists may still come
to light which register the passages in the other books.

1 Comp. Exod. 12 36; IS 21; Deut 4 21; 26 18; Si 8; Josh %i 6; 1 Sam.

9 16; 2« 28; 1 Kings & 26; 14 6; Iia. SS 10; Jerem. 10 10; 11 17, 18, 20;

80 11, 12; Hoaea IS 6: Joel 2 11; 4 16; Jonah 1 4; Habak. t 20; Zech. 9 14;

P«. 9 8; Job 42 10, 12.

t'Xp - § 197 a.

TVfV), and Jehovah, it in three instances with this accent at the

beginning of the verse. This Rubric is from Add. 21,160, fol. 14 a,

on Oen. 24 35. It affords another illustration of the fact that

Nakdanim fixed the number in the headings to agree with the

instances which they happened to find in the Lists. This Rubric

is manifestly in an incipient state. It exhibits the first attempt

on the part of the Massorite to collect the passages in which

the Tetragrammaton with the prefix Vav has the accent Qershayim

at the beginning of the verse. A later Nakdan, however, mistook

it for complete and finding that it contained three instances

only, forthwith put into the heading 'Offva "wb 'K-i 'j.

rxp = § 197 6.

rriiTI and Jehovah, occurs eight tinus unth this accent at the

beginning of a verse. This Rubric is the complete development

of the incipient one given in the preceding List
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Of this Massorah I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 42 &, on Exod.

12 36, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 142 cr,

on Isa. 52 10, and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter k,

§ 94. The printed Massorah (List III) heads this Rubric 'rtss 'n

D^tnj without the adjunct -cb 'ki which is incorrect, since there

is a ninth instance of nirn with this accent in the middle of the

verse, viz. Isa. 31 3.

n'Xp = § 198.

nln^ and Jehovah, is six times with this accent in the Scrip-

tures .... and all are at the beginning of the verse. Of this Rubric

I collated nine Lists, six in MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 241a, on Job 42 10, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 11 6, on Gen. 19 24; (in) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 80 a, on 1 Kings 5 26; (IV) the same MS., fol.

209 a, on Jonah 1 4; (V) the same MS., fol. 336 a, on Job 42 10;

(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 152 margin; (VII) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 19 24; (VIH) the same on 1 Kings 5 26, and

(IX) the same on Job 42 10.

An analysis of these nine Lists shows that they are based

upon different recensions of the text.

Thus Lists I, IV, VI and IX record the same six instances

though the latter is headed b^-i 'yea •:.

List HI is headed 'db 'kt tb3 'n and duly records eight.

Besides the six given in Lists I, IV and IX, it gives p hk pj mm
Exod. 12 36 and in'OKn nvn Dent. 26 18 both of which are

registered in the preceding Rubric as being with Ga-shayim.

Lists II, VII and VIII are respectively headed -db 'K-i 'PBS 't

and duly record seven such instances. Besides giving the same
six which are recorded in Lists I, IV and IX, these three Lists

give njno nK vavn mrri 2 Kings 7 6 as the seventh instance. As
the received text has here -nxi with Gershayim, it is evident that

the Lists in question are based upon a recension of the text

which had it here mrn, the Tetragrammaton with Revia.

CS-Sfp = § 199.

D^^T'K nln^l and Jehovak God, occnrs four times. That is,

with the prefix Tai» in conti'adistinction to the numerous
instances in which it is simply D\"t'?»f rnn'. This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Orient. 1474,

fol, 14/', on Jerem. 10 10. It is remarkable that this is the only

passage in the received tpxt where this combination occurs; in

the other three instances it is mrf "Jikj.

'T _= § 200.

nil r3 as, or like Jehovy.h, occurs four times in the Scriptures.

In the other three instances where the Cuph is prefixed to the

Divine Name to indicate similarity, it is a'ri'?K3. (Vide stcpi-a,

letter k, § 666.)

Of tliis popular Massorah I collated eight Lists, five in MSS.
and three printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 39 o, on
Exod. 8 6, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 210 fc, on Ps, 113 5; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 35 6, on
1 Sam. 2 2; (IV) the same MS., fol. 313fl, on Ps. 113 5; (V) Halle
Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 152; (VI) the printed Massorah on Exod.
S 6; (VJI) the same on Deut. 4 7, and (VIII) the same on Ps. 113 5.

List VH is wrongly headed 'n irn'r'K mn-r, since followed by i:>n'?K

it occurs three times only. In 1 Sam. 2 2 it is simply mn's.

xn = § 201.

nlrfp* — Three loords are exccjftionnlly followed by the
Tetrugi-ammatvn with the prcjix Lamed. Normally these three
verbs are followed by nin^-^K. Comp. nir!'-'?K np Ps. 27 14, 14;
37 34; ^Tin^-ijK ip^fiflKi Deut. 9^26; 1 Sam! 7 5; Jerem. 32 16;'

ni.T'?K ipps«i Exod. 14 10; Josh. 24 7; Judg. 4 3. Hence the
Massorah safeguards this exceptional construction. This Rubric,
which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Paris
Ochlah Ve-Oehlah § 258.

TT = § 202.

HSttt niTT^ Throughout the Saiptures it is an altar to Jehovah
except once where it is to Jehovah an altar. Normally the phrase is

nfrb row. In this form it occurs about sixteen times (comp. Gen
8 20; 12 7, 8; 13 18; Deut. 27 5; Josh. 8 30; Judg. (i 26; 1 Sam!
7 17; 14 35; 2 Sam. 24 21, 25; 1 Kings 18 32; Isa. 19 19-

1 Chron. 21 18, 22, 26). As it is in this solitary instance that the

order is inverted, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional occur-

rence. This protection was necessary, since the two phrases are

used promiscuously within a few verses of each other (comp.

2 Sam. 24 18, 21, 25).

This Rubric forms part of the List of phrases which are

respectively inverted in one instance only. {Vide infra, letter n,

§ 448 6.)

y\ = § 208.

^i^J!?^{ nln^T' to Jehovah, our God, is nine times thus combined.

By fixing the number of the instances at nine where the

Tetragrammaton with the prefix Lamed is followed by ^'rtbK the

Massorah adopts the Eastern reading rtrrb in Dan, 9 9 instead of

the Western 'j^Kb. This Eastern reading is also exhibited in the

text of Add. 15,251 first hand.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 41 a, on Exod. 10 25, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 33 6, on Jerem.

3 25; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 3716, on Dan. 9 9; (IV) Add.

15,251, fol. 414 o, on the same passage; (V) Orient. 2349, fol, 62 a,

on Exod. 8 22; (VI) Orient. 2348, fol. 72 o, on the same passage,

and (VII) the printed Massorah on Exod. 3 18. The latter is in-

correct. It omits pDj Hb mria -hsk't Exod. 8 22 and makes up the

seven by giving irn*?* '"^ n which does not occur.

T"l = § 204a.

nln yH* This Rubric, which records the variations of the

orthography of the Tetragrammaton with the prefixes in Deut. 32 6

which obtained in the different Massoretic Schools of textual

redactors, is from Vienna Codex No. 35 on this passage.

Tl = § 204 6,

nliT'S'l* Of this recension of the Rubric I collated two

Lists: '(1) Add. 15,251, fol. 1226, on Deu. 32 6, which I have

printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on the same passage. The
expression TTinj before mn"? bn has inadvertently dropped out

of the text in the Rubric which I have printed.

nin*p1 and to Jehovah, occurs twice in the Scriptures. That
is, with its normal graphic signs, in contradistinction to the only
instance where the Tetragrammaton with the prefixes b^ occurs

and where it is pointed rx^::vh^ with the graphic signs of a'.i'?K^i,

because it is followed by -jix (Ps. 68 21).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 252 6, on
Prov. 21 31, which I have printed, and (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah I, § 152.

niiT'lp from Jehovah, occurs three tiviex. Thi.s Rubric, which
I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter k, § 100
affords another striking illustration of th(! oft-repeated statement
that the Nakdanim through ignorance frequently misrepresented
the import of the Massorah. The Tetragrammaton with the prefix
Mem occurs about twenty-four time.<? and not three as here stated
in the heading. The Rubric simply exhibits the first; attempt on
the part of the Massoretic School to collect these instances, and this
fragment was manifestly used originally, as is not infrequently the
case, to fill out the remaining space in the line of the marginal
Massorah. A later Nakdan, however, who mistook these three as
exhibiting all the instances, affixed a heading with the number
corresponding to the recorded passages. This is attested by the
absence of the following twenty-one instances: Gen. 18 14;
Numb. 32 22; 1 Sam. I 20; 24 6; 26 11; 1 Kings 21 3; I.sa. 29 15;'

40 27; Jerem. 61 5; Zech. 10 1; Ps. 33 8; 38 23, 39; Prov. 8 35^
12 2; 18 22; 20 24; .Lament. 2 9; 3 18; 2 Chron. 20 4; 26 Is'.

V\ = § 207.

nlrftol and from Jehovah, ocairts four timeH in the Scripture^.
Normally the Tetragrammaton is with the prefix Mem alone.
In this form it occurs twenty-four tirne.^, whilst in four only it is

also with the prefix Vav. Hence the Massorah safeguards the ex-
ceptional instances.
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Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 249 &, on Prov. 16 1,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 342a, on the

same passage; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 390a, also on the same

passage; (IV) the same MS., fol. 391 «, on Prov. 19 14; (V) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah I, § 152 margin; (VI) the printed Massorah

on Prov. 16 l, and (VII) the same on Prov. 29 26. As all the

four ' instances are restricted to Proverbs, the heading ought

more properly to be '-lo-Dai n instead of rvnpn n.

nn = § 208.

IDTirr Jeltozahad, occurs four times. That is, in these four

instances only has this nam<? preserved the primitive longer

form, in contradistinction to the shorter form with the He

eliminated, viz. natf which occurs ten times. For the cause of

the duplicate form see my Introduction of the Hebrew Bible,

p. 3G9 &c.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 267 «, on 2 Chron. 17 18, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 123. The latter is corrupt.

The passage in l Chron. 26 4 is given twice, viz. d"'33 dhk •^:ah^

and •'Tyun -i3«ri, whilst n-i»pnon T^m 2 Chron. 24 26 is omitted.

Moreover p-^.ra n- br^ is a scribal error on the part of Jacob

b. Chayim for nsnn- it '?ri 2 Chron. 17 18.

on = § 209.

jrnrr:T Jehochanan, occurs four times. To understand this

artificial Massorah it is necessary to remark that this proper

name, which occurs altogether thirty-three times, is spelt in two

different ways. In twenty-four instances it is the shorter form

fjrri' with the He eliminated and in nine only has it retained

the original longer form jjnirr. As fifteen of the thirty-three

instances occur in Kings and Jeremiah, and moreover as all

these uniformly exhibit the shorter form jjnis' there is no

variation to safeguard in these two books. They are, therefore,

excluded from this Rubric, The case, however, is different with

the remaining eighteen instances. Not only are nine of these the

shorter form and nine the longer, but the two forms occur in

the same two books, viz. Ezra-Nehemiah and Chronicles. In

Chronicles the two forms occur altogether ten times. As six of

these are jsni- the shorter form (1 Chron. 3 15, 24; 5 35, 36;

12 4, 12) and four only are ijrrirp the longer form, the Massorah

in the first part of this Rubric safeguards the orthography of

the minority.

And throuyhout iSzra [<-Nehemiah] it is likewise pHlrr the longer

form except in three instances. In Ezi-a-Nehemiali wher<% as we

h^ve seen, the two forms occur eight times, the jeverse is the

case. Here the longer form is the rule. It occurs five times

(Ezra 10 6, 28; Neh. 6 18; 12 13, 42) and the shorter form

three times only. Here, therefore, the Massorah safeguards the

orthography of the shorter form. This part of the Rubric also

occurs as a separate Massorah. {Vide infra, § 221.) For the cause

of this duplicate name see my Introduction to the Hebrew Bible,

p. 369 &c.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 254a, on 1 Chron. 26 3, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 267a, on 2 Chron. 17 15;

(HI) the same MS., fol. 274 a, on 2 Chron. 28 12; (IV) Add. 15,251,

fol. 336 a, on 2 Chron. 17 15; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 62, and (VI) the printed Massorah on 1 Chron. 36 3.

1 Coinp. ;:ni» without and with the prefix 2 Kings 2.^ 2;t; Jerem. 40 8,

13, 1.5, IG; 41 11, 13, 14, 16, 16; 42 1, 8; 43 2, 4, 6.

'"1 = § 210»

Dp"'irT Jehinakim, is twice defective. This ))roper name, which

occurs altogether forty-om^ times, is spelt with Y<id after tlic

Coith in thirty-nine instances and in two only is it with<»iif the

Yod. Hence the Massorah safeguards this abnormal •rthograpliy

.This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Vienna Codex No, 35 on Jerem. 52 2. From tlio not<^s on

these two passages in my edition of the Hebrew Bible, it will

be se(<n that the design of this Massorah is to militate against

the Eastern recension of the text which exhibits the normal

orthogi*a])hy.

K-n = § 211.

j^''D jriJl'' |ri3liT a sign indicating the passages where it is

the longer form Jehonathan and where it is the shorter form
Jonathan.

As this proper name, which occurs 98 times in Samuel, is

spelt in two different ways and moreover as the orthography

which is the exception in one part of the book is the rule in

the other part, the Massorah here indicates in which parts the

respective spellings are abnormal and thus safeguards the minority

in each case.

From 1 Sum. 1 1 to 17 65 it is jnjl' the shorter fwm toith the

He eliminated except in two instances. In this part of the book,

where this name occurs altogether thirty times, jjnjr the shorter

form is the rule. It is so written twenty-eight times (1 Sam, 13

2, 3, 16, 22, 22; 14 1, 3, 4, 12, 12, 13, 13, 14, 17, 21, 27, 29, 39,

40, 41, 42, 42, 43, 43, 44, 45, 45, 49) and in two instances only is it

}n:iT the longer form. Hence the Massorah, in this part of the

Rubric, safeguards the exceptional orthography.

And from 1 Sam. 18 1 to 2 Sam. 24 25 it is jnjirr except once.

In this part of the book, where it occurs altogether sixty-eight

times, the reverse is the case, injin' the longer form is the rule.

It is so written sixty-seven times (I Sam. 18 1, 1, 3, 4; 19 1, 2,

4, 6, 7, 7, 7; 20 1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 25, 27,

28, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 37, 38, 38, 39, 40, 42; 21 1 ; 23 16,

18; 31 2; 2 Sam. 1 4, .5, 12, 17, 22, 23, 25, 26; 4 4, 4; 9 1, 3, 6,

7; 15 27, 36; 17 17, 20; 21 7, 7, 12, 13, 14, 21; 23 32), and in

one instance only is it jnsiv Here, therefore, the Massorah on

the contrary safeguards the shorter form which is the solitary

exception.

And throughout Ezra it is likewise jnrl' except once. In Ezra-

Nehemiah, where it occurs altogether seven times, the reverse

again is the case, yrji" is the rule. It is so written six times

(Ezra 8 6; 10 15; Neh. 2 11, 11, 14, a5) and once only is it the

longer form. Here, therefore, the Massorah on the contrary

safeguards the longer form which constitutes a solitary exception.

For the cause of the duplicate forms see my Introduction to the

Hebrew Bible, p. 369 &c.

Of this form of the Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 43 rt, on 1 Sam. 14 6, which I have printed; (II) Harley
5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 181 b, on the same passage, and (III) Vienna
Codex No. 35, also on the same passage. Lists II and III do not

contain the third part of this Rubric. They simply record the

orthography in Samuel. For an expanded form of this Massorah
see below, § 267.

Tn = § 212.

CTTP ni*\iT^ Jehoram, Jmam.
From 2 Kings 8 16 to verse- 29 it is d-iI'' cvcept in three

instances. In this section this proper name occurs altogether

twelve times. In nine instances it is d-iI' with the He eliminated

(2 Kings 8 16, 21, 23, 24, 25, 28, 28, 29, 29) and in three only is

it anin'' the longer form. The Massorah, therefore, safeguaj-ds the

exceptional spelling. By fixing the number at three, the Massorah

militates against the Eastern recension of the text which reads

D-jl" in 2 Kings 8 16, as will be seen from the notes on this

passage in my edition of the Hebrew Bible.

This form of the Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol, 103 fc, on
2 Kings 8 16. For a more expanded form of this Rubric see

below § 271 and for the cause of this duplicate form of the

name see my Introduction to the Ilebreto Bible, p, 369 &c.

yn = § 213,

J?1Uin^ Joahua is twicejtlene. As this proper name, which occurs

196 times, is in these two instances only with Vav after the Shin,

the Massorah safeguards this exceptional orthography. By fixing

the number at two, the Massorah militates against the Eastern

recension of the text which has ntpirr plene twice in Judg, 2 7.

Of this Rubric 1 collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (1) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 113«, on Deut. 3 21,

whicli [ have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 19 1, on Judg. 2 7;

(HI) Add. 2i,u!o, fol. 259 ?<, on Deut. 3 21; (IV) Vienna Codex
No. 35, on the same passage; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ <',2, margin; (VI) the printed Massorah on Deut. 3 2l, and

(VII) messame on Jndg. 2 7.

Lists "T, II, III, VI and VII do not indicate whether it is the

first instance in Jud'j. 2 7 which is plene or the second in the
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same verse. List IV, however, emphatically states that according

to the Westerns whose text we follow, it is the second in the

verse which is plene, whilst according to the Easterns both are

plene.^ As List V heads this Rubric •-K'ja 'i nvw and gives all

the three instances, it is evident that it is based upon the

Eastern recension of the text. In the List which I have printed

the catchwords d'B' lanKn "wtit are not those in Josh. 24 31, but

in Judg. 2 7.

n ,'wn '3»3n 'toBPn mrp rm nyn najn .'H*)* yienn* nw '3a»oi 'kVd 'a jntnn'
'

T>1 - § 214.

Ptt^"n a«<i Joshua, occurs Jive times at the beginning of a verse.

With the prefix Vav this proper name, which occurs altogether

seventeen times, is normally in the middle of the verse. Hence

the Massorah safeguards its exceptional position in these

instances. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Add. 15,251, fol. 129 a, on Josh. 8 21. There

is a sixth instance in the received text where it begins the verse,

viz. Josh. 13 1, which is absent in this Rubric.

nai = § 215.

dSn^l and a sardonyx, occurs three times in the Scriptures.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah,

I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 88 d, on Ezek. 28 18, which I have printed;

(II) Orient. 4445, fol. 70 a, on Exod. 28 13; (III) Arund. Orient.

16 fol. 185 a, on Ezek. 28 18; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 57 a, on

Exod. 28 13; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 133a, on Exod. 39 11; (VI)

Orient. 2349, fol. 81a, all on the same passage, and (VII) the

printed Massorah on Exod. 28 18.

The fact that Lists IV, V, VI and VII head this Rubric

•om J shows that it militates against a recension which exhibited

it plene.

T'CSn - § 216.

3Kl yl and to Joab, occurs twice, once defective and once

plene. As this proper name with the prefixes Vav and Lamed

which not only occurs twice but in the same section, is differ-

ently spelt, the Massorah safeguards this variation in its ortho-

graphj', and thus militates against the recension of the Massoretic

Schools which had it plene in both instances. This is attested

by the fact that Add. 21,161 first hand which is one of the

oldest MSS.: Orient. 2201; Orient. 2627; Paris National Library

Codex No. 1—3 first hand and several of the earliest editions

have sKt'Si plene in l Kings 1 19.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 77 a, on 1 Kings 2 22, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 125. To the catchwords of

the first instance in the Rubric which I have printed and which

is the plene, the reference should be 1 Kings 2 22 and to the

second 1 Kings 1 19.

THSl'' Joachaz, occurs four times. This proper name occurs

altogether twenty-four times. In twenty instances it has retained

its primitive orthography triKlrr (2 Kings 10 35; 13 l, 4, 7, 8,

9, 10, 22, 25, 25; 14 8, 17; 23 30, 31, 34; 2 Chron. 21 17; 25 17,

23, 25; 36 1) and in four only has the shorter form been sub-

stituted. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional spelling.

By fixing the number at four, this Massorah militates a<>ain8t the

recension of the text, in which tptki,t the longer form has survived

in 2 Kings 14 1, as will be seen from the notes on this passage

in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 279 a, on 2 Chron. 34 8, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 281 o, on 2 Chron. 36 4,

and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter ', § 126.

n'n = § 218.

tZ^K'i'' Joash, occurs siaieen times in this hook. That is, in Kings.

In Kings this proper name without the prefixes occurs altogether

thirty-three times. If, therefore, it is sixteen times t^-' as this

Massorah states, it must be iPKlrr the longer form in seventeen

instances. This would account for the former being safeguarded

because it exhibits the minority. This safeguarding was necessary.

since the two forms occur several times in the same verse.

(Comp. 2 Kings 13 10, 25; 14 17.)

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 107 fc, on 2 Kings 13 12, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 271 a, on 2 Chron. 24 2,

and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 127.

Though Lists I and III coincide in stating in their respec-

tive headings that b^ki' occurs sixteen tifnes only in Kings,

List III alone records this number. It will be seen that the List

which I have printed (List I) records fifteen only. It omits la 'a

or one of the two instances in 2 Kings 13 13 which Lists II

and III have. As this expression is frequently omitted in the

Massoretic Lists, it is evident that its absence here is due to a

scribal error. List II is still more defective. Though it states in

the heading that there are fifteen such instances in Kings, it

records thirteen only and omits the following three: 2 Kings

12 20; 13 9, and 14 17, which is manifestly due to the carelessness

of the Scribe. It is important to remark that the three instances

in Kings in which it is tifn^h with the prefix Lamed (2 Kings

13 1, 10; 14 1) are excluded from this Massorah because t^Kin^

the longer form with which it is contrasted does not occur with

this prefix.

And throughout Judges, the Twelve Minor Prophets and Chro-

nicles. That is, in these three books, where it occurs altogether

twenty-five times, nine times in Judges (6 11, 29, 30, 31; 7 14; 8 13,

29, 32, 32), twice in the Minor Prophets (Hosea 1 1; Amos 1 1) and

seventeen times in Chronicles (1 Chron. 3 H ; 4 22; 1 23; 2 Chron.

18 25; 22 11 ; 24 l, 2, 4, 22, 24; 25 17, 18, 21, 23, 23, 2!S, 25) it is

uniformly jrtd' the shorter form. There is, therefore, no variation in

its orthography and nothing to safeguard. Hence the simple men-

tion of the fact suffices without specifying the passages. List II

reverses these two parts of this Rubric which is headed here

tfKv \T03 s^Kirp "3'?a •»! .wKi' "DTI 'ati rrwv -m tK.VB ba. For a different

development of this Massorah with regard to the occurrence of

this duplicate form of the name see above, § 164 and for its

cause compare my Introduction to the Hebreto Bible, p. 369 &c.

O'n - § 219 a.

75l'n the jubile, is three times plene. Without and with

the prefixes this noun occurs altogether twenty-three times. It

is defective in fifteen instances (Exod. 19 13; Levit. 25 28, 80,

31, 33, 40, 50, 52, 54; 27 17, 18, 18, 21, 23; Numb. 36 4) and plene

in eight only. The design of this Massorah, therefore, is to

safeguard the exceptional orthography. Instead, however, of

simply stating the number of, and recording the passages in

which this exceptional orthography occurs, the Massorah artificially

declares that it is plene three times only instead of eight. It obtains

this number by counting all the six instances in Levit. 25 10—28

as one; Levit. 27 24 as the second and Josh. 6 5 as the third

passage.

Of this artificial form of the Rubrte, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 82 6, on Levit. 27 24, which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 4 a, on Josh. 6 5, and (III) Add. 15,250,

fol. 120 a, on the same passage.

tD'n = § 219 1.

bD^'H 73^'' jvbile, without and with the "prefr, is eight times

plene. This is the oldest form of the Rubric. It too does not

occur in the printed Massorah. I collated three jLists of it:

(I) Add. 15,251, fol. 79 a, on Levit. 25 15, which I have printed;

(II) Orient. 4445, fol. Ilia, on Levit. 25 10, and (III) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 110 margin.

Though unlike the preceding form of the Rubric, it states

in the heading that there are eight plene instances, it still

summarily gives Levit. 25 10—28 as one. The explanatory

addition -i pr»r after aw "pava Kri, as well as Sai'n jnna •i\ 'jai' onp o

is absent both in the ancient Massorah of Orient. 4 445 (List II)

and in List III.

SD'n = § 219 c.

731*1*1 the jvhile, is eight times plene. That is, this noun with-

out and with the prefixes. Of this simple but less popular Rubric,

which states in plain language without any artificial garb, that in

the eight instances distinctly recorded this noun is exceptionally

plene, I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 183 6, on Levit,

37 24, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on

Levit. 25 15.
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The importance of exhibiting the several forms of the same

Massorah, consists in the fact that it affords another proof that

the Massoretic Corpus which has come down to us is not homo-

geneous and that it is a compilation of materials emanating

from different Massoretic Schools.

KHI'^I and Jocha, occurs twice, once defective and once plene. As

this proper name, which occurs twice only and in the same book,

is spelt differently in each passage, the Massorah safeguards

this variation in its spelling. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 135 6, on 1 Chron. 8 16, Accordingly l Chron. 11 45, which

is plene in my edition of the Bible, should be kiti defective as

it is in Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251.

K-ai = 221.

]Tf^ Jochanan, occurs three times in this hook. That is, in

Ezra-Nehemiah. For this Rubric see above, § 209.

3'3n = § 222.

Dl"' day, begins a verse in nine instances. This noun, which

occurs numerous times, is normally in the middle of the verse.

As it is in these nine instances only that it begins the verse, the

Massorah safeguards its exceptional position.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 113 6, on Deut. 4 10, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 2349,

fol. 125 a; (III) Orient. 2348, fol. 135 a, and (IV) Orient. 5404,

fol. 124 a, all on the same passage

It will be seen that though the heading of the List which

I have printed (List I) emphatically states that there are nine

such instances, the Rubric itself records eight only. The absent

instance is Zeph. 1 16. But this is manifestly due to the care-

lessness of the Scribe., It is remarkable that Lists II, III and IV

head this Rubric -db 'm 't bi' and record seven only. All the

three Lists coincide in omitting the two Zephaniah instances.

yy\ = § 223.

D*'' day, is in fourteen instances rendered in the Targum days.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Add. 21,160, fol. 62 a, on Gen. 50 3. It will be seen that

though the heading states that there are fourteen such instances,

the Rubric itself 4**cords ten only. It is, however, difficult to

say why the Massorah registers these passages only, since the

Targum renders oi"' by the plural in many other instances.

T3T = § 224

Dl"' Dl^ day by day or daily, is seven times thus combined

in the Scriptures. That is, in contradistinction to the phrases

Dl^DV (Ezra 3 4; Neh. 8 18; l Chron. 12 23; 2 Chron. 30 21) and

Bi'i 01"' (Esther 2 11; 3 4) which denote the same thing.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 45a, on Exod. 6 5,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 191 6, on

Ps. 61 9; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 246 «, on Prov. 8 30;

.(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 339 6, on the same passage; (V) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 14 margin; (VI) the printed Massorah

on Gen. 39 10, and (VII) the same on Prov. 8 30.

The printed Mab.sorah alone (List VI) heads this Rubric

pBBi 't and thus emphasises the fact that not only does this phrase

occur seven times, bui that it has Pasek in all the seven

instances. This statement, however, as well as the Massorah Parva

in Add. 16,451 on Ps. 61 9; 68 30, must be based upon the

recension of one School of textual redactors only, since the best

Standard Codices have no Pasek in Isa. 58 2. {Vide supra.

letter e, § 209.)

n'31 = § 225.

Dl^ Dl'' day day, is in two instances without Pasek. Because

in these two passages the first 01" is separated from the second

by a disjunctive accent and they thus differ from the instances

recorded in the preceding Rubric wliiere the reduplication is one

phrase. This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only,

on Gen. 39 lo, where it is given as the second part of § 224.

ran = § 226.

Dl^ DT UT — In two verses the expression al' day, respectively

occvrs three times. By fixing the number at three, the Massorah

militates against the recension of the text which had rofb oi-

once only in Numb. 14 34, as is attested by the Septuagint, Syriac

and Vulgate and several of De Rossi's MSS. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 94 6, on Numb. 14 34.

?'3-| = § 227.

^HK Dl^ one day, occurs ten times . . . and once it is with the

prejix He. Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 43 6, on Gen. 37 45, which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 209 6, on Jonah 3 4;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 306 a, on the same passage; (IV) Add.

21,160, fol. 32a, on Gen. 33 13; (V) the same MS., fol. 293a, on

Zech, 14 7; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah Supplement, fol. 130 6,

and (VII) the printed Massorah. on Gen. 27 45. The latter adds

that it ends the verse in two instances (b"d 'a) and gives Gen. 1 5;

27 45 as the two passages, which is incoi'rect since it also ends

the verse in Isa. 9 13.

n'DI = 228.

HjtS^/ Di"^ n!ltS77 Dl'' day fttr a year, a day for a year, occurs

twice. This Rubric militates more emphatically than § 226 against

the recension of the text which exhibits one r\:fb oi- only in

Numb. 14 34.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah

is from Orient. 2349, fol. 109 a, on Numb. 14 34.

C5"DT = § 229.

Dl*3 in the day, begins a verse five times in the Pentateuch.

With the prefix Beth and Sheva this noun occurs altogether ten

times at the beginning of a verse in this division of the Bible.

In five instances it is with Vav conjunctive (Levit. 13 14;

Numb. 9 15; 10 10; 28 9, 2G). The Massorah, therefore, safeguards

the passages in which it is without the conjunctive.

And throughout the Prophets and the liagiographa it is likewise

so except in five instances. That is, al'S without the prefix Vav. In

these two divisions of the Bible where this noun with the prefix

Beth and Sheva occurs altogether fourteen times at the beginning

of a verse, it is nine times oi"? without the Vav (Isa. 17 11;

Obad. 11; Hag. 1 15; Zech. 1 7; Ps. 77 3; 86 7; 138 3; Eccl.

7 14; Esther 9 17) and five only with it. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the minority.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 89 6, on Numb. 7 72.

^'*1 = § 230.

^"iri/ iriK CVS in the first day of the month, occurs three

times. Normally the phrase for the p'r^t of the month is simply

r-inb tnK3, wliich occurs about fifteen times. (Comp. Exod. 40 2,

17; Levit. 23 24; Numb. 1 1, 18; 29 1; 33 38; Deut. 1 3 &c.)

As it is in these three instances that the longer phrase is used,

the Massorah safeguards the exceptional occurrence. This

Massorah militates against the recension of the text which had

the normal phrase also in Hag. 1 1, as is attested by the

Septuagint.

Of this Rubi'io, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, but which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. 307 6, on Hag. 1 1,

which I have printed, and (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D.

916, on the same passage. The catchwords n-nn- 'bjjk '73 ixw^
Ezra 10 9 are manifestly a clerical error for r-h^n "33 p "wv^ verse

16 of the same chapter. List II rightly gives -nnrr = Ezra 10 16

as the catchwords.

jrbl = § 231.

^HD D'i''3 in or of to-morrow, occurs twice. The only other

instance where nrto to-morrow is preceded by d'!-' day, it is with-

out the prefix Beth (Isa. 56 12).

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) the printed Massorah

on Gen. 30 33, which I have printed, and (II) Orient. 2349, fol. 45 a,

on the same passage.
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yb^ = § 232.

hnpTJ Dl^ in the day of the assembly, occurs three times.

This Rubric I hWe found in the printed Massorah Finalis only,

letter % § 165. In Jacob b. Chayim's edition the Rubric is

incorrect. The catchwords for the first instance are riK co"? ini

vra, which do not occur. As it is manifestly a mistake for

"•jK mrr p'^ I>eut. 9 10 I have corrected it. It will be seen that

the phrase is restricted to Deuteronomy. Hence the heading ought

properly to be 'roai 'J or KirniKai '3.

:"?") = § 233.

01*^51 a^d in the day, occurs Jive times at the beginning of the

verse in the Prophets and the Hagiographa. For this Rubric see

above, § 229.

T^-l = 234 a.

D1*131 Dl"*?* — -^ ^9^ ^ indicate where ol'S combined with

the numeraU at' the beginning of a verse is mthoiU the prefix Vav

and where it is with this prefix.

Whenever it precedes jWinn the first, at the beginning of a verse

it is always ol'S without the prefix Vav except once. With this ordinal

ci«? begins a verse four times.^ In three instances it is without

the Vav (Levit. 23 7, 35; Numb. 28 18) and once only is it with

the prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the solitary exception.

This safeguarding militates against the recension of the text

which reads it without Vav also in Exod. 12 16, as will be seen

from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

In combination with 'j^ the second, it also occurs four

times at the beginning of a verse. But here the reverse is the

case. The exception in the preceding phrase is here the rule. It

is in this combination three times with the Vav (Numb. 29 17;

Ezek. 43 22; Neh. 8 13) and once only is it without this prefix.

Hence the Massorah here safeguards the reverse combination.

In combination with 'jp^l^J^n the third, it begins a verse three

times. It is in two instances without the Vav (Gen. 22 4; Numb.

7 24) and once only is it with this prefix. Here, therefore, the

Massorah safeguards the Vav instance.

With TS"" *^ fourth, it begins a verse four times. Here

again the reverse is the case. It is with Vav in three instances

(Numb. 29 23; Ezra 8 33; 2 Chron. 20 26) and once only is it

withont this prefix. Here, therefore, the Massorah safeguards the

absent Vav instance. This part is given as a separate Rubric.

{Vide infra, § 240.)

With "f^rn the fifth, -ST^n the sixth, and -yo^n the seventh, it

is Dl»3i with the prefix except in four instances.

This part of the Rubric is very artificial and meaningless.

In combination with these three numerals an occurs altogether

eight times at the beginning of a verse and the instances with-

out and with the prefix Vav are equally divided. Thus with

't-arn it occurs twice only, once without the prefix Vav (Numb.

7 36) and once with it (Numb. 29 26). This is the case with

Wn which also occurs twice only, once without the Vav (Numb,

7 42) and once with it (Numb. 29 29) and the same is the case

with TSfn which occurs four times, twice without the Vav

(Numb. 7 48; Esther 1 10) and twice with it (Numb. 28 25;

29 32). The statement, therefore, that with these three numerals

ai«3i is the rule and dI'S the exception is misleading.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, but which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Numb. 7 18,

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 53 a, on Exod. 12 16,

and (III) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 89 «, on Numb. 7 18.

T^l = § 234 6.

Di'DI Dl'Iil* — Of this Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 358 fe, on Esther 1 10; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 199a, on Numb.

7 30, and (III) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 14.

This recension of the Rubric is an expansion of the preceding

one. Whilst § 234 a ends with 'r?'? '^ ''^'=0 this Rubric not only

continues with vet, but registers the presence and absence of

the Vav in this phrase when it stands in the middle of the

verse.

And wherever it is combined with 'rotpn the eighth, it in Bl«?l at

t}^ beginning of the verse except in three instances where it is d1>3

toithout the prefix Vav.

This phrase uccurs altogether eight times at the beginning

of a verse. In five instances it is dI'SI with the Vav (Levit 12 3;

14 10; 15 14, 29; Numb. 6 10) and in three only is it without

the prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority. By fixing

the number at three, the Massorah militates against the textual

recension which exhibits nl'ji in Numb. 29 35 and 1 Kings 8 66,

as will be seen from the notes on these passages in my edition

of the Bible. This part of the Rubric is also given as a separate

Massorah. (Vide infra, § 239 and § 241.)

And wherever it is in the middle of the verse it is likewise so.

In the middle of the verse this phrase occult altogether eight

times. As it is without the prefix Vav in six instances (Exod.

22 29; Levit. 9 1; 14 23; 23 36; Ezek. 43 27; 2 Chron. 7 9)

and twice only with the Vav, the Massorah safeguards the

exceptions. Here again the design of the Massorah by fixing the

number at two, is to militate against the School of textual

redactors which read oi'ji with the prefix Vav in Exod. 22 29,

and Levit. 23 36, as will be seen from the notes on these

passages in my edition of the Bible.

,T^-| = § 235.

D1*S in the day, occurs threi times. Th'at is, with Pathach

under the Beth, Massoretically called Dagesh, for which the extra-

pfficial reading in these three instances is d1'? with Sheva

or Raphe.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Prov. 12 16, which I have

printed*, (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 389 a, on the same passage, and (III)

the printed Massorah on Eccl. 12 3. The two headings, viz. in List I,

which is simply 'j and in List II which is tpn % are misleading,

since o1»3 occurs upwards of 300 times. It is the heading of

List III, viz. pna proOT "irn 'J three times with Dagesh that are mis-

leading, which indicates the import of this Massorah. For prto»n

as the condemnatory expression instead of pTson the extra-

official reading see above, letter k, § 729, § 742.

rbi = § 236.

HTn 01*^13 on this day, occurs six times. That is, in contra-

distinction to the numerous instances in which the phrase is

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 5 a, on Gen. 7 11, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 180 a, on 1 Sam. 11 13;

(III) Orient. 444.% Ibl. 92/>, on Levit. 8 34; (IV) Add. 15,251,

fol. 16a, on Gen. 7 11; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 956, on Exod. 19 1;

(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 14, and (VII) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 7 U. Some of the Lists add at the end that

in one instance it is with the prefix Vav, viz. 1 Kings 2 26

(nn ai»2i im).

r^n = § 237.

^P'^StS^n Dl'S on the seventh day, occurs twice at the beginning

of a verse.' In the other two instances where this phrase occurs

at the beginning of a verse it is with the prefix Fav. (Vide

supra, § 234 a.)

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 89a, on Numb. 7 48,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 271 a, on

Esther 1 10; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 77 6, on Numb. 7 48; (IV) Add.

15,251, fol. 86 6, on the same passage; (V) Orient. 2349, fol. 104 6,

also on the same passage, and (VI) the printed Massorah on

Esther 1 10. List III indicates the import of this Massorah by

the addition at the end of ^rswn arm »n«u "?=% whilst List V heads

this RubriiC rxa im "id'b en '3 ':.

n'b") = § 238.

'^^n Dl*3 on the third day, occurs twice at the beginning

of a verse in'the Pentateuch. This phrase occurs altogether sixteen

times in the Pentateuch In fourteen instances it is in the middle

of the verse (Gen. 31 22; 34 25; 40 20; 42 18; Exod. 19 11,

16; Levit. 7 17, 18; 19 6, 7; Numb. 19 12, 12, 19; 31 19) and in

two only does it begin a verse. Hence the Massorah safeguards

its exceptional position. This Rubric I have found in the printed

Massorah only, on Gen. 22 4.
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a«^n = § 239.

'*yt2!^r\ Dl'5 ^^ '*^ eighth day, 'begins a verte three times. By

fixing the number at three, the design of this Massorah is to

militate against the recension of the text which reads d1>3^ with

the prefix Vav in Numb. 29 35 and 1 Kings 8 66, as will be seen

from the notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible.

And wherever it is in the middle of the verse it is liketoise so

except in two instances. The whole of this Rubric is part of

§ 234 fc where I have discussed it

Of this separate Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS.

and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 89a, on

Numb. 7 54, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I,

foL 105 6, on Numb. 5J9 36; (III) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 224 6,

on 1 Kings 8 66; (IV) Arunrf/ Orient. 16, fol. 84 a, on the same

pagflage; (V) Add. 15,261, fol. 86 6, on Numb. 7 54; (VI) Halle

Ochldh Ve-Ochlah II, § 14, and (VII) the printed Massorah on

Numb. 7 54. Lists II, IV and V give the first part of this

§ 234 6 Rubric only.

on = § 240.

^i?^3"in D1*D1 and on the fourth day, begins a verse three times.

The only other instance in which this phrase begins a verse

it is without the prefix Vav (Numb. 7 30).

Of tills Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 105 6, on Numb. 29 23,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. iGla, on

2 Chrori. 20 26; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 291 6, on

Ezra 8 33; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 269 o, on 2 Chron. 20 26;

(V) the same MS., fol. 377 6, on Ezra 8 33; (VI) Add. 2i,t60,

fol. 240 a, on Numb. 29 23, and (VII) the printed Massorah on

Ezra 8 a 3. This Rubric forms part of § 234

R'OT = § 241.

^P^tS^n D1'5^ and on the eighth day, is twice thug combined in

the middle of the verse. It will be seen that this Rubric is the

same as § 238, only that it is reversed. It is of importance, inas-

much as it shows that the different Massorites formulated the

same materials differently.

Of this form of the Rubric, whicn does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Harlfry 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 298 a, on Neh. 8 18, which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 384 6, on the same passage, and (III) Add. 15,251,

fol. 225 a, also on the same passage. Lists II and til omit the

second part of the Rubric.

n'01 = § 342.

Dl*ni and the day, begins a verse twice. With the prefix Hi

this noun begins a verse eight times. In six instances it is (Dl>.n)

without the Vav conjunctive (Exod. 13 4; Deut. 3 25; 26 16;

1 Sam. 17 46; 22 15; Job 3 4) and in two only is it with the

Vav. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptions. This Rubric

is part of the List of fourteen words beginning with Vav which

respectively occur twice only. {Vide sujtra, letter i, § 63.)

rai = § 243.

nrn Dl'nS about this day, is four times thus combined in the

Scriptures. That is, apart from Ezra-Nehemiah.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven llists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 63 a, on Jerem. 44 22, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 178 a, on 1 Sam. 9 13;

(III) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 44 22; (IV)

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 40 o, on 1 Sam. 9 13; (V) Add. 21,160,

fol. 267 6, on Deut. 6 24; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Och|ah II, § 14,

and (VII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 39 11.

And throughout Ezra it is likewise so. This expression occurs

altogether eight times. Four of the eight instances respectively

occur once only in four separate books of the Bible. Hence

these unique occurrences in the several books are safeguarded

in the first part of this Rubric. The case, however, is different

with the remaining four. All these occur in one book (Ezra 9 7,

15; Neh. 5 11; 9 10). Here, therefore, there is no exception to

safeguard. Hence the simple mention of the fact suffices without

specifying the passages.

There are two recensions of this Massorah, based upon
different redactions of the text Lists I and VI emphatically state

that the phrase nri oi'ns occurs four times in this combination

(-aoi i) apart from Ezra-Nehemiah. This clearly implies that it

is ntn ni'ro in 1 Sam. 9 1 3 instead of simply oi-ro without rrn, as

it is in the present text. Moreover the second part of this Rubric
equally implies that rw.-i Di«n3 is also the reading in Neh. 5 11.

In tlie second recension, which is represented by Lists II, III,

IV, V and VII, this Rubric is headed -i oi'ns denoting that this

Massorah registers Dl«ro alone, without any reference to its com-
bination with rn.n. Considering, however, that it is the combination
njn Dl«n? in six instances and that in two only is it Dl'ns by itself,

the Rubric would more properly have been worded "rai '3 orna

•101 nrn dtd if the design of this Massorah had simply been to

register the occurrence of Bi»n? alone and not the combination
of the phrase.

TOT = § 244.

DT^ as the day, occurs ten times . . and once it is with the

prefix Vav. This quadriliteral occurs altogether forty-one times.

In thirty-one instances it is d1«3 with Pathach under the Caph,

Massoretically called Dagesh, and in ten only is it oi's with Sheva,

which the Massorah calls Ra2>he. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

minority. By fixing the number at ten, this Massorah militates

against the reading oi'S in Ezek. 30 9, which is that of the rival

School of textual redactors, as will be seen from the notes on
this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 269 a, on Lament 2 7, which
I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 144 a, on Josh. 10 13;

(III) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Zech. 14 3; (IV) Arund.
Orient 16, fol. 200 a, on Hosea 2 5; (V) the same MS., fol. 356 6,

on Lament 2 7; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 14, and (VII)

the printed Massorah Finalis, letter ', § 131.

As the Massorah includes in this Rubric the one instance

in which it is oral, some of the Lists vary in their respective

headings in indicating this fact The List which I have printed

(List I) is the simplest in its heading. Lists II, VI and VII head
it K"" and include di-^i without taking notice of the Vav. The same
is the case with Lists III ajid V which head it pen w\ They
simply emphasise the fact that in these eleven instances, ten

without the prefix Vav and one with it, the Ca^ph is Raphe i. e.

with Sheva, and though List IV also heads it r'' and adds at the

end arai nm, yet it includes this Vav instance in the eleven.

But though they thus differ in the wording of their respective

headings, all the seven Lists coincide in omitting Ezek. 30 9

from this number.

iTOI - § 245.

I^^TH^ DrT> for the latter day, or time to come, occurs twice.

That is, in contradistinction to the other three instances where
the future is expressed by the phrase iinrm -in"? (Ps. 48 14; 78 4;

102 19).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed M£^ssorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 131 a, on Isa. 30 8,

which I have printed, and (II) Vienna Codex No-. 35, on
Prov. 31 26.

rai - § 246.

DlV ^^t or for the day, is twenty times toith Dagesh in the

Scriptures. With the prefix Lamed d1' occurs altogether forty-six

times. As it is Raphe or wh with Sheva in twenty-six instances and

with Dagesh or w^ with Pitthach iu twenty, the Massorah safe-

guards the minority.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated twenty Lists. I shall, however
specify the following eight only, seven in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 99 a, on Ezek. 43 25, which

I have printed; (II) Orient 4446, fol. 72 a, Exod. 29 36; (III) the

same MS., fol. 124 o, on Numb. 7 11; (IV) St Petersburg Codex
of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 37 2i; (V) the same on Ezek. 45 23;

(VI) th« same on Mai. 3 17; (VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Oohlah II,

% 14, and <Vin) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § ISO.

It will be seen that though the List whicli I have printed

states in the heading that there are twenty such instances, it

records nineteen only. This is manifestly due to a clerical error.

The Scribe, as is not infrequently the case, has omitted the

expression la a after the catchword rmeh = l Chron. 26 17 where

oi*S occurs twice in the same verse.
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ran = § 247.

Dl'^^K 0112 from day to day, is twice thus combined in the

Scriptures. In the other two instances where this phrase occurs

it is Dl'i^Dl'ia (Ps. 96 2; Esther 3 7). This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Vienna Codex No. 35,

on 1 Chron. 16 23

n-an = § 248.

Dl'ttb from the day, occurs three times. Normally the formula

denoting fWe day from which up to the time when a certain

event has taken place, is simply nyi or ly . . • dI'D. In this fo.rm

the phrase occurs thirteen times (Exod. 10 6; 12 15; Levit 23

15—16; 1 Sam. 8 8; 29 3, 0, 8; 2 Kings 8 G; Isa. 38 12. 13;

Jerem 'sG 2; Ezek. 28 15; Neh, 5 14). As it is in these three

instances only that it is abnormally Dl«aS with t^p prefix We^i,

the Massorah safeguards thia exceptional expression. By fixing

the number at three, the ^sign of the Massorah is to guard

the Scribes against making they4bjfcrmal phrase in 2 Sam. 7 6

conformable to the normal formula in the parallel passage in the

same book (comp. 1 Sam. 8 8). For the alternative formula or

ny ipi . . . nl'n-ia'? see letter a, § 541 and § 542.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,251, fol.

1.00 a. onJudg. 19 30, which I have printed, and (II) the printed

Massorah on the same passage.

B"0"1 = § 249.

Qi'ntt /»*o*" ^^ ^"'Vy
^^^^'''^ **'*** **"*^*' Normally from the

flay is tai'-Tio In this form it occurs twelve times (Numb. 15

23- 1 Kings 8 16; 2 Kings 21 15; Ezek. 39 22; Hag. 2 15, 18,

19; Dan. 10 12; Neh. 4 10; 8 18; 1 Chron. 17 5; 2 Chron. 6 5).

As it is in these three instances only that it is Di'no, the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional occurrence. This Rubric, which does

not°occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 47 b, on 1 Sam. 18 9. As the three instances are restricted

to Samuel, the heading ought properly to be 'bd31 '3.

y-i = § 250.

D'^ttl^ two days, occurs Jive tim^s, three times plene and twice

defective! Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 92 &, on Numb. 11 19,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol, 48 &, on

Exod. 21 21; (III) Orient. 2349, fol. 107 6, on the same passage;

(IV) Cambridge Add. 465, on Exod. 16 29; (V) the same MS.,

on Numb. 9 22; (VI) the printed Massorah on Exod. 16 29, and

(VII) the same on Numb. 9 22.

The heading of the List which I have printed (List I) is

in the MS. 'on nm -ba 'a -n. This is evidently a mistake for -bn -i 'n

•on '3% as is attested by Lists III, VI and VII. The two defectives

are Numb. 9 22 and Hosea 6 9. But this must be regarded as

based upon the text of one School of textual redactors only,

since Lists IV and V, which are from a model Codex, emphatically

state in their respective headings 'bn '3 'n and 'on 'i -n, thus

declaring that this dual is plene in two instances and defective

in three. As one of the instances is a'lrp with the Mem, List VI

is rightly headed t^'ps 'n. Though two 'of the instances are with

Pathach under the Mem (Exod. 31 21; Numb. 9 22) and three

with Kametz (Exod. 16 29; Numb. 11 19; Hosea 6 2) which is

due to the pausal accent Athnach, yet none of the Lists advert

to this fact.

.S":n = § 251.

D''p'' days, begins a verse three times. d'D; occurs altogether

forty times at the extreme part of the verse. In thirty-seven in-

stances it is at the end of the verse (Gen. 29 14; 42 17; Exod.

10 22; Levit. 13 4, 21. 26, 31, 60; 14 8, 38; 23 40; Numb. 11 21 ;
19

11, 14, 16; 29 12; Deut. 22 7; Josh. 6 3, 14; Judg. 14 14; 1 Sam.

81 13; 1 Kings 17 15; Jerem. 6 11; Jonah 3 3; Zech. 8 4; Ps.

23 6; Prov. 28 16; Job 15 10; 29 18; 42 17; Lament. 5 20; Dan.

10 2, 3; 11 33; 1 Chron. 10 12; 2 Chron. 7 9; 36 17), and in

three only is it at the beginning. Hence the Massorah safeguards

the exceptional extreme.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only,

on Ps. 61 7.

2'31 = § 262.

D''3"l D'P'' iMmy ^V) occurs twice. This Rubric is from

Vienna Codex No. 35 on 1 Kings 2 38. As this phrase occurs

twenty-three times and not twice and moreover as the following

twenty-one are omitted, (Jen. 37 34; Levit. 15 25; Numb. 9 19;

20 15; Deirt. 1 46; 20 19; Josh. 11 18; 22 3; 24 7; 2 Sam. 14 2;

1 Kings 3 11; 18 1; Jerem. IS 6, 32 14; 35 7; 37 16; Hosea 3 3,

4; Esther 1 4; 1 Chron. 7 22; 2 Chron. 1 11, it is evident that

we have here simply a fragment of the original Rubric which

registered all the twenty-five instances, and that it was merely

intended to fill out the line. The Nakdan in this instance, as is

not infrequently the case, mistook it for a complete register and

supplied it with the einroneous heading.

J'3-l = § 253.

HjJ^n D^tt*3 in these days, occurs Jive times. Normally d'Ci^

with the prefixes is followed by om or nanrt which is recorded

in the following Rubric. In these five instances, however, it is com-

bined with n^WT. Hence the Massorah safeguards this exceptional

combination.

Ot this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. IR, fol. 219 a, on Zech. 8 9, which

I have printed; (II) the printed Massorah on the same passage,

and (III) the same on Esther 1 5. It will be seen that not only

does the List which I have printed, emphatically state in the

heading that there are five such instances only, but the Rubric

itself records five only, omitting Esther 9 26. As this is corro-

borated by Cambridge Add. 465 on Zech. 89, which heads it 'w'?3 'n,

it seems that this Massorah is based upon a recension of the text

which reads DiD»n "3^ in Esther 9 27 without n|>Kn. Lists II and III,

however, head this Rubric •r''?3 1 and include Esther 9 27 as one

of the six instances. They must, therefore, Jje based upon a

recension which had l^^C in this passage. The expression 'bt'ts

in the heading of Lists II and III, is due to the different pre-

fixes; in Esther 1 5 it is D'p»n; in 9 26 o'O'b and in 9 28 d'o;^.

niSnn D''P'3 t« those days, is eight times thus combined. This

phrase occurs altogether about thirty-eight times. In thirty in-

stances it is ara d-q's without the paragogic He (Gen. 6 4 ;
Exod.

2 11, 23; Deut. 17 9;'i9 17; 26 3; Josh. 20 6; Judg. 17 6; 18 1; 19 i

;

20 27, 28; 21 25; 1 Sam. 3 1; 28 1; 2 Sam. 16 23; 2 Kings 10 32;

15 37; 20 1; Isa. 38 1; Jerem. 31 29; 33 15, 16; 50 20; Ezek.

38 17; Zech. 8 6; Esther 1 2; 2 21; Dan. 10 2; 2 Chron. 32 24)

and in eight only is it with the He. Hence the Massorah safeguards

the exceptional instances. By fixing the number at eight, this

Massorah militates against the Eastern recension of the text,

which reads nann D''p»3 in Jerem. 60 20.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular parts

of the Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists. I shall, however, specify

the following seven only, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 108 6, on Joel 4 1, which I have printed;

(II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 3 16; (III) the

same Codex on Jerem. 50 4; (IV) the same Codex on Joel 3 2;

(V) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 150 6, on Jerem. 5 18; (VI) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 14, and (VII) the printed Massorah on

Jerem. 3 16.

Lists II, III and IV head this Rubric 'ij }0 in and give Jerem.

60 20 as one of the nine instances. They are, therefore, based

upon the Eastern recension of the text. List II adds at the end

nnn D'a'3 '««% thus indicating the design of this Massorah.

n'31 = § 255.

D'^tt'lS as in the days, occurs four times. That is, with Pathach

under the Ca-ph, Massoretically called Dagesh, in contradistinction

to the one instance where it is ewa Raphe (Gen. 29 20).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 1186, on Deut. 10 10, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. l24o, on Zech. 8 1 1

;

(III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 275 6, on Esther 9 22; (IV) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 219 6, on Zech. 8 11; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 14, margin; (VI) the printed Massorah on Deut. 1 46, and

(VII) the same on Esther 9 22. List II is headed -n n which

indicates the import of the Massorah.

ran - § 256.

D''p*b for or to the days or yeai-s, is fve times with Dagesh.

That is, with Pathach under the Lamed. With the prefix Lamed

this plural noun occurs altogether sixteen times. It is Raphe or
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with Sheva under the Lamed in eleven instances (Gen. 7 4;

Deut. 4 32; Ezek. 12 27; Job 30 1; 32 4, 6; Dan. 8 26; 12 12;

2 Chron. 21 19, 19; 29 17) and with Fathach in five only. Hence

the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 20C a, on 2 Sam. 14 2G,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 84 «, on

Ezek. 22 14; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 275 6, on Esther 9 26;

(IV) Arund. Orient. IG, fol. 66 a, on 2 Sam. 14 20; (V) the same

MS., fol. 181 rt, on Ezek. 22 14; (VI) the same MS., fol. 363 6, on

Esther 9 26, and (VII) the printed Massorah on Ezek. 23 14.

ntt^tt^ D^to*P from year to year, or yearly, is jive times thus

combined in the Scriptures. Normally yearly, or anually is denoted

by TOt^a njtf . It is so used in eleven instances (Levit. 25 53

;

Deut.'i6 26; 1 Sam. 1 7; 7 16; l Kings 5 25; 10 25; Zech. 14 16,

Neh. 10 35, 36; 2 Chron. 9 24; 24 5). In these five instances,

however, na'o; D"8»a is used to express the same idea. H«nce the

Massorah safeguards this exceptional combination. This protection

is necessary since the two phrases are used promiscuously in

the same connection (comp. 1 Sam. 1 3, 7, 16).

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 43 a, on Exod. 13 10, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 273 h, on i Sam. 2 I9;

(III) Orient. 4445, fol. 54 6, on Exod. 13 10; (IV) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 27 6, on Judg. 11 40; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 14;

(VI) the printed Massorah on Exod. 13 10, and (VII) the same

on Judg. 11 40.

n-in = § 258.

nritt^'l ^tt"^ the days of the feast, occurs twice. That is, in

contradistinction to the only other instance where this combination

occurs and where it is nnra -O' without the prefix He (Esther 9 22).

This Rubric, whi(^h does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 29 a, on Judg. 14 12.

0':"l = § 259.

""H ^TSI ''p''. the days of the years of the life of, occurs five

times. Normally the phrase describing the duration of a man's

life, is either simply 'a; (Gen. 5 4; 11 ?2; 36 28 &c.) or vn 'S^-ba

without and with pronominal suffixes (Gen. 3 14, 17 &c.). In these

five instances, however, the expression "stf intervenes between

'a^ and m Hence the Massorah safeguards this exceptionally

longer phrase.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 70/>, on 2 Sam. 19 35, which

I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 179 6, on the same passage;

(III) Vienna Codex No, 35 also on the same passage; (IV) the

printed Massorah on Gen. 47 8, and (V) the same on 2 Sam.
19 85.

All the three MS. Lists head this Rubric '^n '3b> -a^ and record

identically the same five instances. They not only coincide in giving

'?Kyow = Gen. 25 17 as one of the five where the textus receptus

has simply ^n -"j^ without "a^, but give '^n 'sr 'a' Gen. 47 9 a as

one of the instances (piorn -ai) and exclude i^*n -jw -a^ Gen. 47 8.

The reference to the catchwords spr'z. 'a should be Gen. 47 9 a

and 9 6 and not 47 8.

The two printed Lists in Jacob b. Chayim's Massorah
(Lists IV, V) are respectively headed 'n •;» 'a-' and 't •'jjp 'a- without

the triliteral "n. Accordingly their design is simply to record

the instances where the phrase "jw "a^ occurs. The first List or

List IV is as follows : "•'?na -ia»n .hwav -apr -apy 'maR "n "di m 'w -a'.

It will be seen that this List makes up the five by givmg (1)

Gen. 25 7; (2) Gen. 47 8; (3) Gen. 47 9a; (4) Gen. 25 17, and
(5) 2 Sam. 19 35. It omits two instances, viz. Gen. 47 9 6, and
47 9 c. But like Lists I, II and III it gives bKSKtxr Gen. 35 17,

where the received text has no -a*.

The second printed List (List V) is as follows: "a-aon 'i -jw "a'

^K '^r.3 nain ,piDBa •} ""n ':v 'B' rn o-im era nam app- ,'?>tra8r' ,B-naK '-oi

•"n ^:v 'B-' naa iban. But though this List duly gives the two in-

stances which are omitted in the preceding List, yet like Lists

I, II, III and IV it also records 'r.sratr Gen. 25 17, where the

textus receptus is simply '»n ^:^ without "p". As all the five Lists,

which manifestly belong to different Massoretic Schools, concur
in giving Gen. 25 17 where 'i^'O] occurs, they must be baaed
upon the recension of texts which exhibited this reading.

D'l = § 260.

^'^ and the days of, occurs tvnce. That is, with the prefix

Vav, in contradistinction to the numerous instances in which this

plural construct is without this prefix.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Masso-
rah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 130a, on Deut. 11

21, which I have printed, and (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 140 a, on the

same passage.

N''D"I = § 261.

'tt'^Pp from the days of, occurs twice. That is, with Chirek
under the Mem. In the other two instances where this quinque-
literal occurs it is -a'a"? with Tzere, being the construct of b'b

(Dan. 12 G, 7).

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol 223 a, on Mai 3 7.

3'D1 = § 262.

Dttrl and day, occurs three times. For this Rubric see letter •?,

§ 347

rOI - § 263.

5*7^*1'' Jonadab, occurs three times . . . and throughout Samuel it

is likewise so except once ivhere it is a-rjirr Jehonadab. Without and
with the prefixes this proper name occurs altogether fifteen
times. In seven instances it is anjl^ the shorter form and in eight
a-jDlT the longer form. As these two forms are restricted to three
books and moreover as one of the forms prevails in one book
and the other in the other book, the Massorah safeguards the
minority in each case. In Jeremiah, where the two forms occur
altogether seven times, it is anjirr the longer form in four in-

stances (35 8, 14, 16, 18) and a-«r in three. Hence the Massorah
safeguards the latter. In Samuel, however, where the two forms
occur five times, it is aw the shorter form in four instances (2 Sam.
13 3, 3, 32, 35) and anjln^ the longer form in one instance only.
Here, therefore, the Massorah safeguards the longer form. In Kings,
where this name occurs three times (2 Kings 10 15, 15, 23), it is

uniformly anjl.T the longer form. As there is no variation in its

orthography here, there is nothing to safeguard. Hence the
Massorah does not mention this book. For the cause of this

duplicate form see my Introduction to the Hebrew Bible, p. 369 &c.
Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed:
(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol 56 6, on Jerem. 35 19, which
I have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of. A. D. 919, on
Jerem. 35 6; (III) the same Codex on Jerem. 35 19; (IV) Arund.
Orient. 16, fol 170 6, on Jerem. 25 6; (V) the same MS., fol 171a,
on Jerem. 35 19; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 61; (VII) the
printed Massorah on Jerem. 35 6, and (VIII) the printed Massorah
Finalis, letter % § 166. The latter omits the second part of this
Rubric which makes its import unintelligible.

TD1 § - 264.

nJl'S as a dove, occurs twice. With the prefix Caph this

noun occurs altogether four times. In two instances it is Baphe
or with Sheva (Jerem. 48 28; Hosea 7 11) and in two it is with
Dagesh or Pathach. Hence the Massorah safeguards this variation.
This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Arund. Orient. 16, fol 297<i, on Ps. 55 7.

^n^l"' my dove, occurs three times and in this hook. That is, in

Canticles. This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah
only, on Cant. 2 14.

rm = § 266.

Vriipil"' his branches, occurs twice, once defective and once

plene. That is, in the first instance (Ezek. 17 22) it is without
the first, but with the second Vav and in the second (Hosea 14 7)

it is plene or with both Vavs. Hence the MassoraJv safeguards
this variation in its spelling. This Rubric, which does not occur
in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol 203 a,

on Hosea 14 7.

But though this Massorah is supported by the text of some
of the best Standard Codices, for which reason I have adopted
its readings in my edition of the Bible, yet it must be regarded
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as based upon the recension of one School of textual redactors

only. This is attested by the variations in the text of other

important MSS., as will be seen from the following analysis:

Exekiel 17 22. —
,,y,^P^,

without the first Vav, but with the second, Orient. 2201

;

Arund. Orient 16; Add. 16,250; Add. 15,251.

rrpjl- with the first Vav, but without the second, Add. 15,451.

rls'pf without both Vavs; or entirely defective, St. Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916; Harley 5710—11.

Hosea 14 7. —
,,^4pji. With both Vavs or entirely plene. Orient. 2201 second

hand; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,451.

,.f,.;p3i, without the first Vav, but with the second, Orient

2201 first hand; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,261.

,.r,|5j^, ^ith the first Vav, but without the second, Harley

5710—11.

y^^^y without both Vavs or entirely defective, St. Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916.

rO-l = § 267.

|ri5? Jonathan, occurs seven times. That is, apart from Samuel

and Ezra-Nehemiah. In the three books which constitute the first

part of this Massorah, viz. Kings, Jeremiah and Chronicles, this

proper name in its duplicate form occurs altogether eighteen

times. In eleven instances it is jnjlrr Jehonathan the longer form

(Jerem. 37 15, 20; 38 26; 1 Cllron. 8 33, 34; 9 39 40; 20 7;

27 25, 32; 2 Chron. 17 ^) and in seven only is it jnsl' the shorter

form. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority. For the

second and third parts of this Rubric see above, § 211.

Of this expanded form of the Rubric I collated seven Lists,

five in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16; fol. 174 a,

on Jerem. 40 8, which I have printed; (II) the same MS;, fol. 238 fe,

on 1 Chron. 2 33; (III) the same MS., fol. 244 6, on 1 Chron.

10 2; (IV) the same MS., fol. 245 6, on 1 Chron. 11 34; (V) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 42; (VI) the printed Massorah on Jerem.

40 8, and (VII) the same on 1 Chron. 10 2.

n'DI = § 268.

Plpl'^ and Joseph, occurs three times at the beginning of a verse.

With the prefix Vav this proper name occurs altogether nine

times, which are duly registered in the following Rubric. As it

is in these three instances only that it stands at the beginning

of the verse, the Massorah safeguards its distinguished position.

By fixing the number at three this Massorah militates against the

Massorites who exhibited five instances in which this quinqueliteral

begins a verse. This is attested by the Nakdan in the Massorah Parva

of Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 26 a, on Gen. 41 6, which is as

follows : .'Dfi 'K-i 'V130 'n fp)
'-noaa WK-ii 'db 's-i 'roa 'J a- ^pr^-

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol 26a, on Gen. 39 1,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 27 6, on Gen. 41 46,

and (III) the printed Massorah on Gen. 39 1. As all the three

instances occur in the same book, the heading ought properly

to be 'mxai or boai 'db 'kt 'j.

This Rubric forms part of the Lists of twelve words

beginning with Vav which respectively occur three times at the

commencement of a verse. {Vide supra, letter i, § 72.)

t3'D"l = § 269.

PipiT occurs ten times, in nine instances it is the proper nam

and Joseph and once it is the Hiphil future third person singular

masculine with the prefix Vav of p)?; demoting and he shall add.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated nine Lists, six in MSS. and three printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 214 6, on 2 Sam. 24 3, which I

have printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 32a, on Gen. 42 6; (III) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 74 a, on 2 Sam. 24 3; (IV) the same MS. 253 6,

on 1 Chron. 25 2; (V) Add. 15,250, fol. 415 a, on the same passage;

(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, §25; (VII) the printed Massorah

on Gen. 42 6; (VIII) the same on 1 Chron. 25 2, and (IX) the

printed Massorah Finalis letter % § 169.

There are two forms of this Massorah. The first form, which

is the older, is represented bv Lists I, II, VI, VII, VIII and IX.

These are headed - pidi'i. They record the nine instances in which

this quinqueliteral with Shera under the Fay and Tzcre under the

Samech is a proper name, and the one instance in which the Hiphil

future third person singular is with the prefix Vav. The second

form is represented by Lists III, IV and V which are either

headed niBOVi 'Tvh '5i »5 -la biw 'b ^a"' »]D1-i or simply -veb 'si 'b pioti

niBDin. They record not only the nine instances in which it is

a proper name, but the three instances in which it is the future,

the one with Tzcre under the Samech (2 Sam. 24 3) inchided in

the first form of this Rubric and the two instances with Segol

under the Samech (Prov. 1 6; 9 9) which are not given in the

first form. The three Lists of the second recension have at the

end bvbti 'ai v-bK> in riBDin 'i»'?3 '3% thus describing the Tzere instance

as Milra and the two Segol instances as Milel.

^Pl''b to Joseph, occurs eight times. That is, in contradistinc-

tion to the twenty-one instances in which it is fg\''-b)^ (Gen. 37 13;

39 7, 10; 40 16; 41 15, 17, 39, 41, 44, 55, 57; 45 17; 46 28, 30;

47 5, 15, 17; 48 3, 11, 21; 50 16).

Of this Rubric, I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 1456, on 1 Chron.

25 9, which I have printed; (11) Add. 21,160, fol. 58 a, on Gen. 48 1

;

(IH) Vienna Codex No 35 on l Chron. 25 9, and (IV) the printed

Massorah on Ezek. 37 16.

And in two instances it is v\}S\'h\ and to Joseph. This part is

also given as a separate Rubric in (1) H^ley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 28 a, on Gen. 41 50; (II) Orient 2349, fol. 52 a, on the same

passage, and (III) the printed Massorah, also on the same

K"r-| = § 271.

Cnl^ Joram, occurs eleven times one of ivhich is defective, viz.

1 Chron. 26 25. This proper name in its duplicate form, which

occurs altogether forty- nine times without and with the prefixes and

which is confined to three books, viz. Samuel, Kings and Chro-

nicles, is in twenty-nine instances D-jirr'^ Jehm-am and in twenty

only is it onl^ Joram. But as one of 'the two forms is the rule

in one part'of these books and one of the forms is the rule in

the other parts, the Massorah safeguards the exceptions in each

case. In Samuel, Kings, apart from 2 Kings 8 16—29, and Chro-

nicles, this proper name occurs altogether thirty-seven times.

In twenty-six instances it is anl.T (1 Kings 22 51 ; 2 Kings 1 17, 17;

3 1, 6; 9 15, 17, 21, 21, 22, 23, 24; 12 19; 2 Chron. 17 8; 21 1,

3, 4, 5, -9, 16; 22 1, 5, 6, 6, 7, 11) and in eleven only is it n-ri-. As

the longer form is here the rule and the shorter form the

exception, the Massorah safeguards the minority in this part of

the Rubric. This safeguarding is necessary since the tl^o forms

occur in the same verse (2 Chron. 22 5, 7). By fixing the number

at eleven the Massorah militates against the reading cnlnn in

2 Sam. 8 10, as will be seen from the notes on this passage in

my edition of the Bible.

And from 2 Kings 8 15 to 11 1 it is likewise d-i1' except in

three instances. Here, where this proper name occurs altogether

twelve times, the reverse is the case. ^T is the rule. It occurs

nine times and Dnlrr, which occurs three times only, is the

exception. Here, therefore, the Massorah safeguards onirr. This

part of the Rubric is given in a separate Massorah in § 212,

where the instances are discussed. For the cause of this duplicate

form see my Introduction to the Hebrew Bi'de, p. 369 &c.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only,

on 2 Kings 8 16.

rri = § 272.

*iri1'' is seven times plene in this form. That is, with Cholem

and with Tzere, without and with the prefixes (•B^''?a), this ex-

pression has in seven instances Vav after the Yod, in contra-

distinction to the five instances in which it is defective. (Eccl.

2 15; 6 11; 7 11; 12 9, 12).

It will be seen that these seven instances include three

Hiphil futures third person singular masculine without and with

Vav conversive (Exod. 16 19; 2 Sam. 8 4; 1 Chron. 18 4), one

Kal participle with the prefix He (1 Sam. 15 15), one noun

(Eccl. 6 8) and two adverbs (Eccl. 7 16; Esther 6 6). Tliis, as we

have often seen, is in accordance with the method of the Massorah

which has regard to the identity of the spelling only, irrespective

of the difference in sense.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and most popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated eleven Lists, eight in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 45a, on Exod.
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16 19, which I have printed; (II) the same MS.. Vol. I, fol. 183a,

on 1 Sam. 16 15; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 273 fe, on

Esther 6 6; (IV) Orient. 4445, fol. 58 a, on Exod. 16 19; (V) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 44 6, on 1 Sam. 15 15; (VI) the same MS., fol. 61 6,

on 2 Sara. 8 4; (VII) the same MS., fol. 249 6, on 1 Chron. 18 4;

(VIII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. 131a; (IX) the

printed Massorah on Exod. 16 19; (X) the same on 1 Sam. 15 15,

and (XI) the same on Eccl. 7 16. These eleven Lists represent

three recensions of this Massorah.

Reecnmm I. — This recension is the most popular. It is

represented in Lists I, II, III, V, VI, VII, X and XI for which

reason I have printed it. They all record identically the same

seven instances.

RcccvHinn II. — This recension is represented in List IV,

which is the oldest form of this Massorah. Though it is headed

pba '^ -inr giving the same number as the preceding recension, yet

it makes up this number differently. It omits the two Hiphil

futures with Vav conversive, viz. 2 Sam. 8 4 and 1 Chron. 18 4

and records in their stead rrne nni") Eccl. 12 9, and n'a'n'a nnl-i Eccl.

12 12, both of which are defective in the received text in accor-

dance Avith recension I. This recension must, therefore, be based

upon MSS. in which 2 Sam 8 4 and the parallel passage in

1 Chron. 18 4, were defective and the two Ecclesiastes passages

(12 9, 12) were plene.

JieceMsion III. — This recension, which is represented in

List IX, makes up the seven instances by omitting -inv oannn "tki

Eccl. 7 10 and giving in its stead worn -K-i'? -inl-i Eccl. 7 11. That

this is not a mistake, but that it exhibits another recension is

attested by the first editor of the Massorah. At the end of List XI
Jacob b. Cha3'im distinctly declares that another Massorah records

Eccl. 7 11 instead of 7 16, viz. -inr asnnn "jki nipoa noa TmnK 'iDoai

irern 'Kib nnn. This Massorah must, therefore, be based upon
Codices which read it yv] defective in Eccl. 7 16 and Tni'-i plene

in Eccl. 7 11.

yp^ = § 273.

n^n*lT"' Izrachjah, without and with the prefix Vav, occurs three

tivies. This is one of the few proper names in which the primitive

termination n' jah or Jehovah has not been altered into in' jahu

(see my Introduction to the Hebrew Bible, p. 369 &c.). The same is

the case with the kindred name rrrnt Zarachjah which occurs five

times (Erza 7 4; 8 4; i Chron. 5 32, 32, 36). The design of this

Massorah is not only to safeguard this primitive termination, but

to protect the minority of instances in which the name begins

with Yod against being made conformable to the majority with-

out the Yod.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Add. 15,250, fol. 406 a, on 1 Chron. 7 3

rVl = § 274 a.

n!?KP*ir to Jezreel, occurs four [seven] times. Without the

prefixes this expression is the name of a place altogether twenty

times. In thirteen instances, apart from the two in which it is

the proper name of a person (Hosea 1 4a; 1 Chron. 4 3), it is

simply "^Ky-ir. (Com p. Josli. 17 16; Judg. 36 3; 1 Sam. 29 11;

2 Sam. 2 9; 1 Kings 21 23; 2 Kings 9 10, 36, 37; 10 1; Hosea
1 4, 5; 2 2, 24) and in seven it is n^itrir with the paragogic

He. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this form of the Rubric I collated four Lists: (I) Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 104 a, on 2 Kings 9 10, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., fol. 104 6, on 2 Kings 9 30, (III) Add. 15,250,

fol. 2036, on 2 Kings 9 16, and (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 135a, on
Josh. 19 18. Though these four Lists coincide in recording

identically the same six instances, they differ in their respective

headings. Lists I and II head this Rubric -i n'?Kr-iT% but register

six. List III is headed 't, but records six only, whilst List IV is

headed n or n and also registers the same six. As all these four

Rubrics omit Josh. 19 18, though List IV is on this very passage,

they must be based upon Codices which did not exhibit the

paragogic He in this instance. For this reason I printed this

form of the Rubric separately,

TPT = § 274 6.

n^'KSnr to Jezreel, occurs seven times. Of this form of the

Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 105a, on
2 Kings 10 6, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah
Finalis, letter % § 173. The latter is incorrect. It is headed
•n nbwir and Jacob b. Chayim makes up the eight by giving the

catchwords n'?Kpnr b'^isj 'm for the first instance and the catch-

words dii»i ni^Dsm for the second, whereas the two are one in-

stance, viz. Josh. 19 18 wrongly divided.

n'V) = § 275.

rr'/KJ^'irn the JezreeUtem, occurs five times, twice without the

Yod. This feminine patronymic with the prefix He which occurs
altogether five times, is in three instances with Yod after the
Lamed (1 Sam. 30 5; 2 Sam. 2 2; 1 Chron. 3 1) and in two this

Yod is absent (1 Sam. 27 3; 2 Sam. 3 2). As this variation in its

spelling is thus promiscuously used in the same book, the Mas-
sorah safeguards the respective orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 54 6, on 1 Sam. 27 3, which
I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 239 a, on 1 Chron. 3 1,

and (HI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 174. The two
instances which are defective of Yod are also given in a separate
Rubric in Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 57 a, on 2 Sam. 2 2.

m = § 276 a.

rr^T'P^lt'n the JezreeUtess, is ttcice defective. That is, in these
two instances it is without k after the y. This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient, 16,

fol. 57 6, on 2 Sam. 2 2. It will be seen that though these two
are part of the five instances in which the patronymic occurs
and though the two without Yod are duly stated in the preceding
Rubric, no indication whatever is there given that in the other
two the Aleph is absent. This is due to the fact that the pre-
ceding Rubric follows the official reading or Keri which directs

us to read these two instances with 4leph, being part of the

List of words in which Alcph is -to be supplied. (Vide supra,

letter k, § 14.) Whereas this Rubric is based upon the Kethiv or
textual reading.

Vrn = § 276 6.

rivK?^t*n» — As this patronymic which occurs five times
only, is spelt in three different ways, this Rubric indicates the
variation in its orthography. It declares (1) that in two passages
viz. 1 Sam. ^7 3, and 2 Sam. 3 2 it is without the Yod after
the Lamed; (2) that in two instances, viz. 2 Sam. 2 2 and
1 Sam. 30 5, it is without Aleph after the Ayin, and (3) that in

1 Chron. 3 1 it is both without Aleph and without Yod.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 239 a, on 1 Chron. 3 1, which I have printed, and (H) the
printed Massorah Finalis, letter ', § 174 where it is given at the
end of the preceding Rubric. It is remarkable that List I empha-
tically states that in l Chron. 3 l it is nbnr'?. t^us showing that
this Rubric is based upon Codices which exhibited it doubly
defective. List II, however, as emphatically declares that it is

here n'''?R?-i»»n entirely plene, which is in accordance with the
received text. In List I vn ibic, is a clerical error for rn n^tei

1 Chron. 3 1 and in List II i^ri is a mistake for by«i 2 Sam. 2 2.

That these Lists, however, exhibit the readings of one
School of textual redactors only, and that other Massoretic
Schools had different traditions with 'regard to the orthography
of this expression, is attested by the following analysis:

(1) 1 Samuel 27 3. —
nbKynt'n without Yod, but with Aleph, Orient. 2201 second
hand; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,251.

n«^Ky-||«n with both Aleph and- Yod, Orient 2201 first

hand; Harley 5710—11; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,451.

(2) 1 Samuel 30 5. —
n'byii'n without Aleph, but with Yod, Orient 2201 second
hand; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,250 second hand;
Add. 15,251; Add. 15,451 second hand.

'T'^W'ir!' ^^^^^^ ^^^^ AUph and Yod, Orient 2201 ^^rst

hand; Harley 5710—11; Add. 16,250 first hand; Add.
15,451 first hand.

(3) 2 Samuel 2 2.—
""^yiT'ri without Aleph, but with Yod, Orient. 2201 second
hand; Harley 5710—11 first hand; Arund. Orient' 16;
Add. 15,250; Add. 16,251; Add. 15,451 second hand.

n'^KinT'n with both Aleph and Yod, Orient. 2201 first hand;
Harley 5710—11 second band; Add. 15,461 first hand.

(4) 2 Samtiel 3 2. ~ ,

nbtynw with AUph, but without Yod, Orient 2201;
Arund. Orient 16; Add. 1.5,2.50; Add. 15;451.
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with both Aleph and Yod, Barley 5710—11;

Add. 15,251.

(5) / ChronUlett 3 1.—
j,,L,^,,-, with both Ak^h and IW, Orient 2201; Harley

5710—11; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Add. 15,451.

n,<5P^,,-, without Aleph, but with Yod, Arund. Orient. 16.

For the variations in the early editions I must refer to the

notes on the respective passages in my edition of the Hebrew

Bible.

The different spellings of this name and its abnormal

vowel-points, as exhibited in the five Rubrics, viz. § 27*4 a—§ 270 6

are due to the endeavour on the part of the textual redactors

to obliterate the Divine name ?»«. The name is a compound of

p-ir and "jk denoting God planted. Accordingly it ought to be

pointed "rKy-ir. The infamous and bloody deeds, however, perpe-

trated in Jeareel and the fact that the final overthrow of the King-

dom of Israel took place here (comp. 1 Kings 80 l—16; gJHngs

9 23— 37; Rosea 1 4) made the redactors of the text disguise

the Divine name as part of its composition. Bence they pointed

it bK^nr with Segol under the Ayinr and silenced the Aleph

altogether. In the patronymic, the Tzere which belongs to the

Ahtfh is put under the Ayin and the Aleph is again exhibited

without any vowel-points, viz. n'^Sy^'n. Some Schools of textual

redactors were not satisfied with simply silencing the Aleph, but

actually went so far as to eliminate it altogether in two instances,

as is attested by Rubric 276 a. For this process of safeguarding

the different Divine Names in compound names of persons and

places see my Introduction, to the Hebrew Bible, p. 369 &c.

rm - § 277.

nnri thou shalt or she shall be united, occurs twice. Though

this triiiteral is in one instance the future second person

masculine and in the other third person feminine, yet the Massorah

according to its method, which has regard to the identity of the

spelling irrespective of the difference in the sense, groups these

expressions under one Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, thi-ee in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 125 a, on Isa. 14 20, which

I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 32 a, on Gen. 49 6; (III)

the same MS., fol. 220 a, on Isa. 14 20, and (IV) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 49 6.

n-PT = § 278.

T^TTP together, it three times plene. This adverb occurs alto-

gether about ninety-two times. In eighty-nine instances it is i^.

defective and in these three instances only is it plene. Hence

the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed:

(I) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 46 12, which

I have printed; (II) the same Codex on Jerem. 46 21; (HI) Add.

Ib,2b0, fol. 265 fc, on Jerem. 46 12; (IV) Add. 15,151, fol. 263 fe,

on the same passage, and (V) the printed Massorah also on the

same passage. Accordingly ttit Jerem. 46 12, which I adopted in

my edition of the Bible following St. Petersburg Codex of A. D.

916 and Orient. 2201, should be v-nn: plene as it is in Harley

5710—11; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Add. 15,451. It is remarkable

that though the Massorah of St. Petersburg Codex, as we have

seen, has two Rubrics emphatically declaring that it is three

times plene, yet in the text itself all these three instances are

defective. Add. 15,451 which reads -nrr in Jerem. 49 3 has a

Massorah on it p ^^yv. As all the three instances are in Jeremiah,

the heading ought more properly to be 'ddsi ''?n *3.

B-P"> = § 279.

TTH and together, occurs three times. Normally this adverb

is witloiit the prefix Vav. In this form it occurs about ninety-

two times. As it is in these three instances only that it is with

this prefix, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional occurrence.

By fixing the number at three, the Massorah militates against the

recension of the text which exhibited tw' without the prefix Vav

both in Exod. 26 24 and in the paraJlel passage Exod. 36 29, as

is attested by the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew. Hence

the Massorah Parva in Codex Leicester fol. 37 h, on Exod. 36 29

which supports the received text, remarks rra Ttsa '5.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Orient. 2349, fol. ?» >, on Exod. 86 29, which I have printed;

(II) Orient. 4445, fol. 80a, on the same passage; (HI) Add. 15,260,

fol. 58 a, on the same passage; (IV) Add. 16,251, fol. 66 a, on

Exod. 26 24; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 108 a, on the same passage;

(VI) the printed Massorah also on the same passage, and (VII)

the same on Exod. 36 29.

Q'l = § 280.

'^KrJTTl^ EzeUel, occurs twice. The only other instance in

which it occurs it is h)X^)rpb with the prefix Lamed (1 Chron. 24 16).

Here again the text exhibits another instance of the effect pro-

duced by the Massprites in their effort to disguise the Divine

Name *?>«. The name bxptrr is a compoundr-of pjir and b^ denoting

God maketh strong. In their anxiety, howewer, to obliterate the

sacred name b», the Massorites put the Tzere which belongs to

the Aleph under the Coph and leti the Aleph itself without any

vowel-points, thus reducing it to silence. For this process of

disguising the Divine Names on the part of the redactors and

the effect which this treatment has produced upon the text see

my Introduction to the Hebrew Bible, p. 369 &c.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 183a, on Ezek. 24 24, which

I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 270 6, on Ezek. 1 3; (III)

Add. 21,160, fol. 285 a, on the same passage; (IV) the printed

Massorah also on the same passage, and (V) the same on

Ezek. 24 24.

K"DT = § 281.

n'ptrr Hezehjah, occurs three times. This proper name occurs

altogether forty-four times. In forty-one instances it is the longer

form w;pw Yechiddjahu and in three only is it this primitive

shorter' form. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

occurrence. For the cause of the duplicate form see my Intro-

duction to the Hebiew Bible, p. 369 &c.

n'D-l - § 282.

VTp]rr YeehizMjahu, occurs three times in the Prophets . . .

and throughout Chronicles it is likewise so except in Jive instances

where it is rpptn Hezekijahv. For this Rubric see letter n, § 122.

yOl = § 283.

?n«p7rri» — Four forms of the same name are respectively

unique. That is (1) the longer form of n«j5TtT ending in jahU with

the prefix Vav occurs once only, viz. VTjpTiri 2 Chron. 28 12; (2)

the shorter form r\ipm ending in jah with the prefix Vav occurs

once only, viz. .Tpjpn i Chron. 3 23; (3) the longer form of

n«ptn ending in jafeit with the prefix Lamed occurs once only,

vYz. v^rrh Isa. 38 9, and (4) the shorter form ending in jah with

the prefix Lanied also occurs once only, viz. n^pttr^ ^^^^ ^ 16.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah II, § 40, which I have printed, and (H) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 58. The reference to the catchwords

.^Tp n'pm'? iBK '53 should be Ezra 2 16 and not to the parallel

passage Neh. 7 2. n'pTn'p is a clerical error for njp|iT|?.

,TD1 = § 285.

yi, ,» Three forms of this name respectively occur twice.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 40. The third pair are given

as a separate Massorah in § 281.

VD1 = § 286.

•^trrr JechieU, occurs twice in the Scriptures. In 1 Chron.

23 8, where the first register is recorded, this proper name is

«?»rrr' Yechiel, whilst in the duplicate register in 1 Chron. 26 21

it is the patronymic form '!?»rrr Yechieli. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the variation in the parallel passage. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley

5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 146 6, on 1 Chron. 26 21.

Here again we see that the changes to which this compound

name has been subjected are due to the anxiety on the part of

the redactors to obliterate the Divine Names. Originally this

name was rr-rr Jehovah lineth. The ineffable Name rr Jehovah,

however, was deemed too bald. Hence it was obliterated. But

the process of obliteration was gradual. In one single instance
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only has it escaped the redactors, viz. 1 Chron. 15 24. In all

the other passages rr is changed into the less sacred name ?«

and the compound became bjt-rr which, apart from the Keri in

1 Chron. 29 14, occurs thirteen times (comp. Ezra 8 9; 10 2, 21,

26; 1 Chron. 15 18, 20; 16 5; 23 8; 27 32; 29 8; 2 Chron. 21 2;

31 13; 35 8). The protection, however, which was primarily

accorded to n; was in many instances also accorded to h«. Hence

•jriT became rbK-ri] in the two instances which constitute this

Rubric, though this gave rise to the variation between tne two

parallel passages. (Comp. my Introduction to the Hebrew Bible,

p. 369 &c.)

ran = § 287.

^ri/IT / have hoped, occurs five timeif and in the same section.

That is, in the same Psalm, in contradistinction to the only

instance where this Pif' occurb in the 119 th Psalm and where it

is 'jn^iT the second person singular with the suffix first person

singular (Ps. 119 49).

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 213 a, on Ps. 119 74,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 314 6, on

Ps. 119 43, and (III) the printed Massorah on Ps. 119 74.

n'DI = § 288.

^^rrn and they hoped, or caused to hope, occurs twice in the

Scriptures. As this Piel preterite third person plural with Vav con-

junctive which occurs three times altogether, is in two instances

with Chateph-Pathaeh under the Cheth and once with Tzere and
Dagesh in the Lamed (#pri), which is due to its pausal accent

Athnach, and moreover as the two forms occur within three

verses (comp. Job 29 21, 23), the Massorah safeguards the

variation in its graphic signs.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 234 6, on Job 29 23, which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 33 1 a, on the same passage; (III) Add. 15,250,

fol. 275 6, on Ezek. 13 6, and (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 273 6, on the

sanie passage.

The graphic signs ^"^rri in the two instances which constitute

this Rubric are according to Ben-Asher, and are so given in the

MSS. which I have collated. According to Ben-Naphtali, however,

they are pointed ^brn, as will be seen from the notes on the

respective piiffages in my edition of the Bible.

fiD'DI = § 289.

V^n^''^ ^<'P* thou, occur$ three times, twice plene and once

defective. That is, in two instances it is with Yod after the Cheth

('!?'rnn Ps. 42 12; 43 5) and once it is without the Yod (^^nin

Ps. 42 6), As the plene and defective occur in the same Psalm
(42 6, 12), the Massorah safeguards this variation in its ortho-

graphy.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 186 a, on Ps. 42 6.

Vn = § 290.

T?TllK / will hope, or wait, is three times plene in the

Scriptures. This Hiphil future first person singular occurs alto-

gether five times. In two instances it is not only with paragogic

He, but varies in its spelling, being once defective according to

the Keri (n^nk 2 Sam. 18 14) and once plene (nS'iTlK Micah 7 7);

whereas in the three instances which constitute this Rubric it is

both uniformly plene and without the paragogic He. Hence the

Massorah safeguards its orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 269 6, on Lament. 3 21,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 102 a, on
2 Kings 6 33; (III) the same MS., fol. 351 a, on Lament. 3 2i;

(IV) Add. 15,261, fol. 204 o, on 2 Kings 6 33; (V) the same MS.,

foL 403 a, on Lament. 3 21; (VI) the printed Massorah on the

same passage, and (VH) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter n,

§ 127.

As ^"iTlK occurs three times altogether and is plene in all

the three instances. Lists II, III, IV and V head this Rubric
more correctly '^oi ':.

in^^m^Cl occurs three times in the Scriptures in three different

senses. That is, as stated at the end of the Rubric (1) in

2 Sam. 18 14 it denotes to tan-y; (2) in Jerem. 4 19 to he in

pain, and (3) in Micah 7 7 to pray.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 33 6, on Jerem. 4 19,

which 1 have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 209 6, on
2 Sam. 18 14; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 69a, on 2 Sam, 18 14;
(IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 178 6, on the same passage, and (V) the
printed Massorah on Micah 7 7.

As this expression is not only used in different senses, but
varies in its spelling, some of the Massorahs emphasise one fact

and some the other characteristic. Thus whilst List I adverts
to its different significations both in the heading and at the
end of the Rubric, Lists III and V emphasise its different spelling.

Hence List V not only heads this Rubric pTDKS pwoi 'j, but adds
at the end z-ra nb'rrx n^'rn 3\"is n'?'nK wsn tdd n^mK Kiaip.

3'3f1 = § 292.

Dn*] he shall be hot, occurs twice, once with Kametz and once
toith Pathach. As this Kal future third person singular masculine
which occurs twice only, varies in its graphic signs, being in one
instance with Pathach (Deut. 19 6) and in one with Kametz which
is due to its pausal accent Soph-Pasuk (Eccl. 4 11), the Massorah
safeguards the variation in its graphic signs.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 264 6, on Ecci: 4 11, which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160,

fol. 303 6, on the same passage, and (III) Orient. 2349, fol. 134 a,

on Deut. 19 6. This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List
of words which respectively occur twice only, once with Pathach
and once with Kametz. {Vide infra, letter 3, § 600.)

UttrPI and the fallow deer, occurs tioice. Of this Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Add. 15,251, fol. 112 6, on Deut. 14 5, which I have printed;
and (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 334,

T-JCI = § 294.

D^"^ he shall be good or well, is three times defective. Normally
the Kal future third person singular masculine without and with
Vav conjunctive, is plene. In this form, viz. sp" and aD"i it occurs
twenty times. As it is defective in these three instances only, the
Massorah safeguards this exceptional spelling.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol, 956, on 1 Kings 21 7, which I have printed; (II) the
printed Massorah on 1 Sam. 24 5, and (III) the same on
2 Kings 25 24.

n'Til = 295.

S''lP''n doing good, well, is twice plene. This infinitive used
adverbially is normally written so'n without the second Yod. In
this defective form it occurs nine times. In these two instances,
however, it is abnormally plene. Hence the Massorah safeguards
the exceptional orthography.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the
Massorah, I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Jerem. 7 5, which I have printed;
(II) St. Petersburg Codex of A, D. 916, on the same passage,
and (III) the printed Massorah also on the same passage. The
addition -ro ats'n •^m^ at the end of Rubric II explains the import
of this Massorah. As the two instances are in Jeremiah, the
heading ought more properly to be 'bdsi '"?» '3,

r3f") = § 296.

1!3'^iP''rT ye have done well, occurs tvnce. This sexteliterai

occurs altogether five times. In three instances it is the imperative
plural masculine (Jerem. 7 3; 26 13; Ps. 33 3) and in two the pre-
terite third person plural. The Massorah, therefore, safeguards
the minority. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, is from Add, 2349, fol, 126 6, on Deut. 5 25.
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.Vit^ ~- § 297.

atpTtn art thou or doeat thou well, occurs twici. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,251,

foL 8026, on Jonah 4 4. As the two instances in which this Hiphil

infinitive with the prrfix He interrogative used adverbially are

restricted tp the same book, the heading ought more properly

to be 'B'j»i 'a.

This Rubric is part of the alphabetical List of words be-

ginning with He which respectively occur twice. {Vide supra,

letter n, § 19.)

n-ri - § 298.

.•^^^^ _ Ten forms of the Hiphil of the verb atij are defec-

tive. Normally the ffiphil has Yod after the Teth with Chirek. As

the Yod is abnormally absent in these instances, the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Orient 2849, fol. 140a, on Deut. 30 5, which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 53 a, on l Sam. 26 31;

(III) the same MS., fol. 348 a, on Prov. 30 29; (IV) Add. 15,250,

foL 161 a, on 1 Sam. 25 31; (V) Add. 16,251, fol. 166 a, on the

same passage; (VI) Add. 15,451, fol. 126a, on Deut 8 16; (VU)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 15 margin, and (VIII) the printed

Massorah, on Ezek. 33 32.

With the exception bf List I, all the Lists head this Rubric

•v^ -on 'B and excepting List VIII all record identically the

same nine instances. They all coincide in omitting 2 Kings 9 30.

It is, however, more than- probable that List I is based upon

Codices which exhibited here ae^ni with Chirek instead of the

exceptional form ae^m with Segal List VIII rightly adds after

the catchwords na^'^ais'O nrann = Prov.. 30 29 (pioB-i kj-mi) that it

is the second in the verse, since this expression occurs here

twice; and gives nna ao.- nawa'rProv. 17 22 instead of aiD^^ nawa"?

D'3B Prov. 16 13, which, as will be seen from the following Rubric,

is in accordance with another Massorah. The heading of List VI,

viz. -vrb^ 'jnna ' -on '», indicates the design of this Massorah, which

is to register the Hiphil forms without the second Yod. Hence no

Uotice is taken of the fact that one of the instances is also

without the first Yod (comp. aaoi Ezek. 33 32). It is remarkable

that in some of the Massoretic Schools the absent Yod was

officially supplied. This is attested by the Standard Codex Harley

5710—ji. In Jerem. 3 33 the textual reading in this MS. is ^an

entirely defective and the Masssorah on it is 'p ^a'tan entirely

plene.

a«5tn = § 299.

312''^ it shall please, or make marry, is ttviee defective. This

Hiphil future third person singular masculine with Tzere under

the Yod and Chirek under the Teth, occurs altogether seven times.

It is plene in five instances (Numb. 10 32; Judg. 17 l^; 1 Sam.

2 32; Zeph. 1 12; Prov. 17 22) and in two only is it defective.

Hence 'the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography. It

is to be remarked that even in the one instance where it is

with Sbeva under the Yod and the one where the Teth is

with Tzere (comp. a't?!! Prov. 24 21; a^D". i Kings 1 47), this future

is plene.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 49 a, on 1 Sam. 20 13, which

I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 89a, on Numb. 10 32, and

(III) the printed Massorah on Prov. 17 22. These three Lists,

however, are based upon different recensions of the text, as will

be seen from the following analysis:

List I, which I have printed, gives Prov. 15 13 as the second

defective. This reading is supported by seven Lists of the pre-

ceding Massorah, since this separate Rubric forms part of the

nine or ten defective instances.

List II gives Numb. 10 32 as the first defective and 1 Sam.

5sO 13 as the second, thus omitting Prov. 15 13 altogether. List III

like List I, gives 1 Sam. 30 13 as the first defective, but unlike

this List and also unlike List II, gives Prov. 17 22 as the second

defective. This is supported by the first edition of the Rabbinic

Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1524—25, which not only

exhibits ar:: defective in the text, but the Massorah on it states

that it is one of the two defectives ('on 'a).

'TD = § 300.

D^l and doing good, occurs twice, once defective and once

jpfen«: As this HiphU participle with the prefix Vav which occurs

twice only, is differently spelt, being in the first instance entirely

defective (Ezek. 33 32) and in the second without the first Yod

(Ps. 119 68), the Massorah safeguards the variation in its ortho-

graphy. In the only other instance where this participle singular

occurs and where it is without the prefix Vav, it is a-B'Q with

both Yods (I Sam. 16 17).

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 188 6, on Ezek. 33 32, which

I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 285 a, on the same passage,

and (III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter o, § 4.

K"» § 301.

nUDD'' Jotbathah, occurs three tim^s in this form. That is,

without' and with the prefixes. Of this Rubric, which does not

^ccur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient

2349, fol. 129 a, on Deut 10 7, which I have printed, and (II)

Orient 2348, fol. 139 a, on the same passage.

yt; = % 302.

'•W, Jetur, occurs twice plene .... and once it is with the

prefix Vav. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5Z10-1!, Vol. II,

lol. 130 a, on 1 Chron. 1 31, which I have printed, and (II) Vienna

Codex No. 35, on the same passage. As this proper name, which

occurs twice only, is plene in both instances, the heading of

List II ba\ 'a is more correct.

This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of words

which respectively occur three times, twice without the prefix

Vav and once with it {Vide supra, letter V § 70.)

yt; = § 303.

^•^•1 and wine, begins a verse Jive times ....and once it is without

the prejL Vav. Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts

of the Massorah, I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 95a, on Numb. 15 10,

which I have printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 133 6, on Numb. 15 5;

(HI) the printed Massorah on Numb. 15 10. and (IV) the same

on Ezek. 44 21.

rV = § 304.

n and wine, occurs thirteen times. This Rubric I have found

in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter % § 180. As is often

the case in the printed Massorah, the Rubric is incorrect. In the

first place, though the headiftg emphatically states that there are

thirteen such instances, the Rubric itself records twelve only,

since Judg 13 14 is given twice, once by the catchwords im tao

jBja Kr as the third and again by the catchwords nw bK nawi p
as the ninth. Both these are two clauses of the same verse. And

secondly pi occurs sixteen times and not thirteen and the follow-

ing four "instances are omitted Jerem. *S 33; Hosea 4 ii;

1 Chron. 12 41 and 2 Chron. 2 9.

That this corruption is not due to Jacob b. Chayim, the first

editor of the Massorah, is evident from the note which he

appended to this Rubric. There can hardly be any doubt that

originally the Rubric was complete and that the limited space

assLned to the Massorah in the MSS. of the Bible, made the

Scribe leave off with the twelfth instance. A later Nakdan, however,

mistook the List for complete and hence not only repeated one

instance twice, but as is not infrequently the case, altered the

number in the heading into thirteen to agree with the passages

recorded in the List.

n-r = § 305.

r^l and wine, occurs seven times. That is, with Kametz under

the Vav, in contradistinction to the sixteen instances in which it

is with Sheva, recorded in the preceding Rubric.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the most popular parts of

the Massorah, I collated twenty Lists. I shall, however, specify

the following seven only, four in MSS. and three printed:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 8 6, on Gen. 14 18, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 269a, on Lament. 2 12;

(III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 284 6, on Dan. 10 3; (IV) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 32 6, on Judg. 19 19; (V) the printed Massorah

on Isa. 5 12; (VI) the same on Neh. 6 15, and (VII) the same

2 Chron. 11 11.

It will be seen that three of the seven instances are not

only with Kam^ under the Vav, but also with Kametz under
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the YoA which is due to the pausal accent, being in two passages
with Athnach (Gen. 14 18; Lament. 2 12) and once with Soph-Pamk
(2 Chron. 11 It). Lists I, IV, V, VI and VII leave this fact unnoticed.

But List II, which is headed "nno '"n -^ap 'i % emphasises this varia-

tion in the graphic signs.

YV = § 306.

"TDttn l^^l and tcine and strong drink, occurs three times. This

phrase occurs altogether six times. In three instances it is
p;:

"9Bh without the prefix Vav (Levit. 10 9; Judg. 13 4, 7) and in

the three which constitute this Rubric, it is with the prefix.

Hence the Massorah indicates the variation. This safeguarding

is necessary, since the two forms are used promiscuously in the

same section. (Comp. Judg. 13 4, 7, 14.)

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 131a, on Deut. 29 5,

which I have printed; (11) Add. 15,250, fol. 146a, on 1 Sam. 1 15;

(III) Add. 15,251, fol. 152a, on the same passage; (IV) Orient.

2349, fol. 139 a, on Deut. 29 5, and (V) the printed Massorah on
1 Sam. 1 15.

r» = § 307.

P^T and unne of, occurs ten times in this form. That is, the

construct form without and with prefixes, in contradistinction to

the numerous instances in which this noun is in the absolute.

By fixing the number at ten, this Massorah espouses the abnormal
reading t^j^ the construct against the normal absolute p»a in

Cant. 7 10. It is, however, remarkable that the Massorah Parva
both in Arund. Orient. 16 and Add. 15,251 remarks against it

(•? r'o) that it is unique. This cannot refer to the construct, which
according to the present received text occurs twice (Hosea 14 8

;

Cant. 7 10), but to the absolute p«3, which does not occur again.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 337 6, on Prov. 4 17, which
I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 115 6, on Deut. 32 38; (III)

HaUe Ochlah Ve-Ochlah IL § 18 margin; (IV) the printed

Massorah on Amos 2 8, and (V) the same on Esther 1 7,

It will be seen that though the heading of this List empha-
tically states that there are ten such instances, the Rubric itself

records nine only, omitting p;;?^ Dan. 1 8. But as all the other

Lists give it, there can hardly be any doubt that its omission is

due to the carelessness of the Scribe.

»•» = § 809.

The Hiphil nain is in three instances without Yod. Whilst the

preceding Rubric registers the defectives of the Hiphil both with

regard to the Vav and Yod this Rubric is restricted to the Hiphil

in which the Yod only is absent Hence it simply records the three

instances of the preceding Rubric which exhibit this characteristic.

This form of the Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah
on Gen. 21 25.

i"r = § 310.

npin reproving, occurs five times in the Scriptures .... and
once the infinitive is with the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric I collated

seven Lists, four in MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, foL 227 6, on Job 13 10, which I have printed; (11) Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 326 a, on the same passage; (III) the same
MS., fol. 34t6, on Prov. 15 12; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 168a, on
Levit 19 17; (V) the printed Massorah on the same passage;

(VI) the same on Job 6 25, and (VII) the same on Job 15 3.

List IV heads this Rubric '^oi 'n, which emphasises the fact

that it is plena in all the five passages. This would imply that

the design of the Massorah is to militate against the recensions

in which some of the instances are defective.

n'V - § 308.

27ie following vxn'da are defective and respectively occur once

wily. The Hiphil forms of the verb n?; with Cholem and Chirek

are normally doubly plene, that is both with Vav and Yod. In

six instances, however, they are not only abnormally defective,

but vary with regard to the absence of either the Vav or Yod
Hence the Massorah here indicates their respective variation. Thus
two of the forms are with Vav, but without the Yod (Gen. 21 25

;

Job 5 17), two on the contrary are without the Vav, but with

the Yod (Gen. 24 44; Job 22 4); whilst two are both without
Vav and Yod. (Gen. 24 14; Jerem. 2 19.)

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Add. 21,160, fo^ 14 6, on Gen. 24 44, which I have
printed; (H) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 323 6, on Job 6 25; (III) the

same MS., fol. 329 a, on Job 22 4, and (IV) the printed Massorah
Finalis, letter \ § 184.

Apart from the fact that Lists II and III give the heading

of List I at the end of the Rubric and that List IV is the only

one which fixes the number of these instances at six in the

heading, viz. •vb'^ '""ion 'i roim, all the four Lists record the same
six expressions in practically the same order. They, however,

agree in the orthography of three only of the six words, viz.

rdrn Gen. 21 25; rr?h Gen. 24 44 and «ppl' Job 5 17, and exhibit

the greatest variations with regard to the other three. Thus in

Gen. 24 14 Lists I, II and III read rirph and List IV reads it

nrirpin. In Jerem. 219 List I reads ypr^ entirely defective, Lists H
and m read it irpin with Vav plene, whilst List IV has it •^firrpin

entirely plene. In Job 22 4 List I reads -unp- with the remark
that it is without Vav, but with Yod, and this is also the reading
in List II, but List III reads it i|rp'' entirely defective, whilst

List IV has it '^rv^'^ entirely plene. The addition at the end of

the List in the printed Massorah (List IV), viz. • 'non "^^^cm D-non 'a

only increases the puzzle. That the differences here disclosed are

not the only ones and that the several Schools of textual redactors

exhibited other variations, will be seen from the notes on the

respective passages in my edition of the Bible.
j

K-'tt^ = § 311.

H5 vT 0''nd he will reprove or plead, occurs twice in the whole

Scriptures. This Hiphil future third person singular masculine
with the prefix Vav, occurs altogether five times. In three

instances the Vav is with Pathach, being conversive (comp. ns\i^

Gen. 31 42; Ps. 105 14; 1 Chron. 16 21) and in two it is with

Sheva, being conjunctive. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

minority.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol II, fol. 138 6, on 1 Chron. 12 17

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL 246 o, on the

same passage; (HI) the same MS., fol. 32a«>, on Job 16 21, and
(IV) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

As one of these two instances begins a verse and the other

ends a verse. Lists II, III and IV head this Rubric 'OB 'in 'K '3

'OB 'ID 'ic- This Rubric forms part of the Massoretic List of words
which respectively occur twice only, once at the beginning and
once at the end of the verse. (Vide infra, letter o, § 425.)

2">V = § 312.

ylS^ he can, or uxis able, is four times plene. Normally this

preterite third person singular masculine, or infinitive absolute

is defective. In this form it occurs nine times as preterite

(Gen. 32 26; 45 1; Exod. 40 35; 2 Sam. 3 11; 1 Kings 5 17;

13 4; 14 4; Isa. 7 1; 1 Chron. 21 30) and once as infinitive

(1 Sam. 26 25). As it is plene in these four instances only, the

Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2349, foL 108 6, on Numb. 13 30, which

I have printed; (U) Orient 5404, fol. 107 6, on the same passage;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 87 6, on 1 Sam. 4 15, and (IV) the

printed Massorah on Numb. 13 30.

Lists I and II are restricted to the quadriliteral or the three

preterites and the infinitive. Hence they are properly headed

•bh '1 ^13'. Lists III and IV include the infinitive with the prefix

-H« (Vb"n 2 Chron. 32 13). Hence they are headed '«r^3 'bh 'n and
List III duly records the three plene preterites and the two
infinitives, the one without the prefix given in Lists I and II

and the one with the prefix. The printed Massorah (List IV),

however, which is manifestly designed to exhibit the same
form of the Rubric, is corrupt. It gives ^3K in ntt WT nriK 1 Kings

6 17 as the third passage, which is bb; defective and is rightly

absent in the other Lists, and omits 2 Chron, 7 7 which is plene

and is duly given in the three Lists.

yw = § 813.

''^17^5]' / was able, or prevailed, occurs three times and is

defective: As the preterite third person is exceptionally plene,

which is recorded in ^e preceding Rubric, the design of this

Massorah is to show tliat the preterite first person is without

exception plene.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in HSS- and
three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 161a, on Judg. 8 8,
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which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 185 a, on

Ps 40 13; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 24 a, on Judg. 8 3; (IV)

the same MS., fol. 293 fe, on Ps. 40 13; (V) the printed Massorah

on Gen. 30 8; (VI) the same on Judg. 8 3, and (VU) the same

on Ps. 40 13.

Lists II, III and VH emphasise the fact in their respective

headings that it is plene in all the three. But as each of the three

instances occurs in one of the three divisions of the Bible, Lists

m, V and VII add. res k 333 'ic 'na k or simply the abbrevia-

tion yk.

T'» = § 314.

b*iyfl occurs twice, once defective and once plene. As this Kal

infinitive' absolute with the prefix He which occurs twice only,

is differently spelt in each instance, being ^sjn defective in

Numb. 22 38 and b^rr\ plene 2 Chron. 32 13, the Massorah

safeguards the variation in its orthography. By fixii»g the number

at two, the Massorah militates against the recension which

exhibited barn the Hophal future third person singular masculine,

in Numb. 22 38, as is attested by the Samaritan recension of

the Hebrew text.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 169 o, on 2 Chron. 32 13, which I have printed; (II) Orient.

2349, fol. 114 6, on Numb. 22 38, and (III) Orient. 5404, fol. 113fe,

on the same passage.

VOer = 315 a.

hS^'y and thou hast p-evailed or been able, occurs twice at the

end ofa verse. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11,

Vol. I, fol. 22 a, on Gen. 32 29, which I have printed, and

(II) Add. 15,251, fol. 30 a, on the same passage.

rac^ = § 315 6.

^3ini and thou haat prevailed or been able, occurs three times

in the Scriptures. With Kametz under the Cajjh, this Hophal future

third person singular masculine, occurs altogether eight times. In

five instances it is without the prefix Vac (1 Sam. 26 25;

1 Kings 22 22; Habak. 1 13; Job 42 2; 2 Chron. 18 21) and in

three it is with the prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

minority.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 44 6, on Jerem. 20 7,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 31 «, on Gen. 32 29;

(in) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and (IV) the

same on Jerem. 3 5. The latter heads this Rubric I'sap •;. As it

occurs three times altogether and is in all the three instances

with Kametz, the heading ought properly to be rxopi :.

rtrr = § 316.

'hDT\ thou Shalt be able or p-crail, occurs twice. That is, the

future second person singular feminine occurs twice only, in

contradistinction to the many instances in which the second

person masculine occurs. This Rubric, which does not occur in

the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 139 6, on

Isa. 47 12. As the two instances are restricted to two consecutive

verses, the heading ought more properly to be "srai '=.

r>V = § 317.

'h'DT they shall be able, occurs eleven times in the Scriptures.

By fixing the number at eleven, the Massorah militates against

the textual reading ^biiv in Josh. 15 63 and supports the Kcri ibr.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated twenty Lists. I shall, however,

specify the following eight only, six in MSS. and two printed:

(1) Harley 5710—11, Vol, I, fol. 209 «, on 2 Sam. 17 17, which

I have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on

Jerem. 6 10; (HI) the same Codex on Hosea S 5; (IV) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 143 a, on Isa. 5(> 10; (V) the same MS., fol 148«,

on Jerem. 1 19; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 33; (VII) the

printed Massorah on Josh. 7 12, and (VIII) the same on

Jerem. 1 19.

Lists IV and V properly head this Rubric -ba 'tsi 'on '2 k'%

since two of the instances, viz. Josh. '^ 12 and Ps. 18 39, are ^b^\

defective, thus excluding the Eastern recension which also reads

5"?^ defective in Lament. 4 14, as will be seen from the notes on

this passage in my edition of the Bible. The printed Massorah

(List Vni) which also notices the fact that two of the eleven

instances are defective by the addition of on >Kanp a at the end

of the Rubric, gives Jerem. 1 19 as one of the passages. But this

is incorrect. The Jeremiah passage which heads the List, is

manifestly out of order. The two defective instances ought to

begin the List as they are in the MS. List, which I have

printed and indeed they are so in Jacob b. Chayim's first List

in the printed Massorah, viz. List VII.

n"» - § 318.

'h'D'' is four times defective in this form. That is, four forms

with Kanietz under the Caph are preceded by Kibhuz (•) instead

of Vav with Shurek (i). It will be seen that two are Hophal

future of by (Jerem.. 20 11; Hosea 12 6), one is Pual participle

of •??« (Exod. 3 2) and one is supposed to be a proper name

(Prov. 30 1). As they are alike in being without the Vav, though

consisting of different forms, the Massorah according to its usual

method, groups them together under the same Rubric.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Orient. 1474, fol. 26 a, on Jerem. 20 11.

B">r = § 319.

rbp^** they shall be able, occurs twice plene in the Pentateuch.

That is, abnormally with paragogic Nun, in contradistinction to

the eleven instances in which it is without it and which are

recorded in, § 317.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 53 6, on

Gen. 44 l, which I have printed, and (II) Orient. 5404, fol. 62 6,

on the same passages. As the two instances are restricted to the

Pentateuch, the heading ought more properly to be -inai '3.

2-V § = 320.

Tjri^TS'' she bare thee, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Vienna Codex No. 36, on Cant. 8 5, which I have printed, and

(II) the same MS., on Jerem. 23 26. Neither of the two Lists

notices the fact that it is with Pathach in one instance (Jerem.

22 6) and with Kametz in the other (Cant. 8 5), which is due to

its pausal accent Soph-Pasuk.

H'DV = § 321.

rrhh to bear, or to be boi-n, occurs four times. By fixing the

number at four, the design of the Massorah is to safeguard

j-.^SL, py in Eccl. 3 2 against being made conformable to the

parallel passage rnb ny in Job 39 1, as well as to protect the

normal phrase rnhb n-a in Isa. 26 17 against being made con-

formable to the abnormal phrase or Scribal error rhh rrv^ m
1 Sam. 4 lit.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, two in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 129a, on Isa. 26 17, which

I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 17 6, on Gen. 25 24; (III)

the printed Massorah on Gen. 4 2; (IV) the same on Gen. 25 24,

and (V) the same on Eccl. 3 2.

It is remarkable that List II, which is from a very care-

fully written MS. with the Massorah, states in the heading that

there are two such instances only (-a m"?"?) and gives Gen. 25 24

and Eccl. 3 2 as the two passages.

rStP = § 322.

D 'h ihT)"] and she bare him a son, occurs twice. Normally

.^ ^Sp, is followed by -n^ with the proper name of the child. In

this form the phrase occurs about thirteen times (Gen. 25 2;

Exod. 6,20, 23, 25; 1 Kings 11 20; 1 Chron. 2 19, 21, 24, 29,

35; 4 6; '2 Chron. 11 19, 20). As it is in these two instances only

that ib'nbm is followed by j? and not the proper name, the

Massorah safeguards the exceptional phrase. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 63 6, on 2 Sam. 11 27. The place for the second instance is

left blank in the MS.

TDt^ = § 323.

inpril T^ni ami she bare and called. For this Rubric see

above, letter n, § 357.
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r2Vf = § 324.

Tp^ he beareth, is twice defective in the Scnpture. That is,

in contradistinction to the only other instance where this Kal
participle active occurs in the textual reading or Kethiv and
and where it is tbi' plene.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the
Massorah, I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Harley 5710— li, Vol. II, fol. bib, on Jerem. 30 6, which
I have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 91G, on the
same passage; (III) Arund. Orient. IG, fol. 1C6«, also on the
same passage, and (IV) the printed Massorah on Prov. 17 21.

n"3t» = § 325.

^17 1
""'^ *^^ bearing, is twice defective. By declaring that

it is defective in both instances, this Massorah militates against
the School of textual- redactors which read this feminine
participle nn^ri in Jerem. 31 8, as is attested by the Standard
Codex Harley 15,251; Add. 21,161 and several of the early
editions.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Orient. 1474, fol. 38 6, on Jerem. 31 8.

TDV = § 326.

ifl*7T'^1 and she bearing, occurs three times in the Scnj^tures.

That is, instead of the normal form nn^'i recorded in the preceding
Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 165 6, on Judg. 13 7

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 28a, on
Judg. 13 5; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 146 6, on the same passage;
(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 3 a, on Gen. 16 11; (V) Orient. 2349, fol. 36 a,

on the same passage; (VI) the printed Massorah also on the
same passage, and (VII) the same on Judg. 13 5.

As all the three instances are defective, Lists II and IV
head this Rubric more properly 'om •:. The latter adds at the
end of the Rubric nn^'i 'ki. This is due to the fact that some of
the ancients regarded nn^'i as preterite and not as participle,

which is attested by Rashi on Gen. 16 11 'and Heidenheim w-nea
on this passage.

r'3W - § 327,

npli they icere born, occurs twice and is plene. That is, with
Shurek and euphonic Dagesh instead of the normal form n^ij.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Vienna Codex 35, on 1 Chron. 3 5.

n'3r = § 328.

*>7f. ^* *^*^^ ^e bom^ is three times so written in the Pentateuch.

This Niphal future third person singular masculine without the
prefix Vav, occurs altogether six times, three times in the
Prophets and Hagiographa (Isa. 66 8; Prov. 17 17; Job 11 12)
and three times in the Law. As the instances in which it is

with the prefix Vav are restricted to the Pentateuch, the design
of the Massorah is to distinguish those with the prefix from
those without it in this division of the Scriptures in which
alone the two forms occur.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed
Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 36 6, on
Gen. 17 17, which I have printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 46 6, on
the same passage, and (III) Orient. 5404, fol. 35 6, on the same
passage.

B'3» - § 329.

'T'I'I and theie toas bom, occurs three times. That is, with
Vav conversive, in contradistinction to the other three instances
in which this Niphal future third person singular also occurs in

the Pentateuch and is without the prefix Vav, recorded in the
preceding Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 104 a, on Numb. 26 60,

which I have printed; (II) Add, 16,251, fol. 38 6, on Gen. 46 20;
(III) Orient. 2349, fol, 31a, on Gen. 4 18; (IV) the printed
Massorah on the same passage, and (V) the same on Numb, 26 60,

As all the three instances are restricted to the Pentateuch and
severally begin a verse, the heading ought more properly to be
'DB 'jni 'insi '3. List V, which is headed en % is misleading. It

implies that it also occurs elsewhere without beginning the verse.
It should be em '3.

y» = § 330.

"^^Pf) <*^d thei-e were born, occurs Jive times. By fixing the
number at five, the design of this Massorah is to militate
against the textual reading in^'i in 2 Sam. 3 2.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 60a, on 2 Sam. 5 13, which
I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 66 a, on 2 Sam. 14 27;
(III) the same MS., fol. 321 6, on Job 1 2; (IV) Add. 15,251,
fol. 17 a, on Gen. 10 I

; (V) the same MS., fol. 170 a, on 2 Sam. 3 2;
(VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and (VH) the
same on Job 1 2. As two of the instances have the accent on
the penultima (2 Sam. 6 13; Job 1 2), List IV adds at the end
'Vbi2 '3. The additions at the end of Jacob b. Chayim's two Lists,

viz. Dn'?n'?rTKi in List VI and en"? n"?-! 'ki in List VII, are both
wrong, and should be nn"? njjr 'm Deut. 23 9. That is, as Frens-
dorff rightly suggests, this future occurs five times with Vav
conversive and jnee without it. (Comp. Massoretisches Wortetiuch,

p. 81, note 2). This Rubric forms part of the Lists of words
which respectively occur once only in one book, whilst they
always occur several times in ail the other books. {Vide infra,

letter a, § 449.)

K"^» = § 331.

TtJIJ is 6<w'n, is three times vnth Kametz in the Scriptures.

This quadriliteral occurs altogether ten times. In seven instances
it is with Pathach, being preterite third person singular masculine
(comp. nbu Eccl. 4 14; 1 Chron. 2 3, 9; 3 l, 4; 20 6; 26 6) and
in three only is it with Kametz, being the Niphal participle

singular masculine. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional
graphic signs, or the ATamete by which it denotes the participle.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 144 o, on 1 Chron.
22 9, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 88 a, on
1 Kings 13 2; (III) the same MS., fol. 289 a, on Ps. 22 32; (IV)

Add. 15,250, fol. 190 6, on 1 Kings 13 2; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 350 6,

on Ps. 22 32; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 195, and (VII)

the printed Massorah on 1 Kings 13 2.

2'itf = § 332.

D^'iplSn who were born, occurs twice. That is, the plural

participle with the prefix He instead of n^" -ib>k (comp. Gen. 36 5).

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, tWo in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 56a, on Gen. 48 5, which I have
printed; (II) Orient. 2348 a, fol. 66 a, on the same passage, and
(in) the printed Massorah also on the same passage. The latter

heads this Rubric o'K'ra 'n which is misleading, since it implies that

apart from these two instances it is defective. It ought to be
o-^^ai 'n, as it only occurs twice altogether and is plene in both
instances.

ybV = § 333.

"T*?^ was bm^n, occurs nine times. Of this Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 306 a, on Ps. 87 6, which I have printed, and
(II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 28 a, on Gen. 41 50. List II is

headed om 'p3 'n '^'p\ and duly records five only. It omits five

which are in List I, viz. Gen. 10 21, 25; Judg. 18 29 (which is

plene); Ps. 87 4, 6 and gives one which is absent in List I, viz.

Isa. 9 5.

In the received text, however, this Pual preterite third person
singular masculine, occurs altogether seventeen times, fifteen times

defective (tide infra, § 335) and twice plene {vide infra, § 334).

Accordingly List I omits the following seven instances ; Gen. 4 26

;

35 26; 46 22; 2 Sam. 21 20; Isa. 9 5; Jerem. 20 15; 1 Chron.

1 19 and gives one plene, viz. i^r Judg. 18 29; whilst List II

omits no fewer than ten, viz. Gen. 4 26; 10 21, 25; 35 26; 46 22;

2 Sam. 21 20; Jerem. 20 15; Ps, 87 4 6; 1 Chron, 1 19.

The conflict between the two Lists and the received text

is due to the fact that the ancient recensions exhibited variations

in many of the passages with regard to the Pual future. Some
read it -h", the singular and some n^' the plural. These conflicting

Lists, therefore, are based upon different Codices, This is attested

by the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text. Of the seven

passages in which this expression occurs in Genesis alone in the

received text, the Samaritan Hebrew exhibits variations in no
fewer than five instances. In four it reads n^^ the plural (Gen.
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10 26; 85 26; 41 50; 46 27) and in one nnh) Kal preterite third

person singular feminine (Gen. 46 22). In referring to the notes

on the several passages in my edition of the Bible it will be

seen that the variations are supported by some MSS. and ancient

Versions.

r'7V - § 834.

i>^ iocu bom, ii three timed plene. This Pual preterite third

person singular, which occurs altogether seventeen times, , is

normally without the Vav. In this form it occurs fifteen times.

In two instances, however, it is abnormally with Vav plene.

Hence the Massorah safeguards this exeptional orthography. It

will be seen that in the first of the three instances (Judg. 18 8)

it is n^i-n the Pual participle for nVi*an. But as it exhibits the

same anomalies as the preterite, being both plene and with
Da(/enh after the Vav, the Massorah in accordance with its

method, includes it in the same Rubric which safeguards this

ubnorraal form.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists: (1) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 323a, on Job 5 7, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 2349,

fol. 52 a, on Gen. 41 50, and (III) the printed Massorah on
Job 5 7. List II heads this Rubric '•?» s ar -on "np he -i^; and duly

records the two plene preterites only, whilst List III, which is

headed -^oi "rn '3 n^r, emphasises the fact that the three instances

are with Dagcuh and plene. As the Rubric includes n^vri, the

headings of Lists I and III ought properly to be r^a -a ibi"

'^1 "Vii. It is remarkable that though two of the instances are

with KuiiH'tz under the Lamed (Judg. 13 8; Job 6 7) and one is

with Futhach (Judg. 18 29), the Massorah does not advert to

thii4 variation in the graphic signs.

n'hv - § 88B.

T?'' wan Im^n, occure aerentecn timeH. This Rubric, which does

nut occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,451, fol. 240 /.i,

on Ps. 87 4. Being based upon the textm rcceptw its design is

to safeguard all the instances in which the Pual preterite and
the participle occur in the present text. Hence it includes the

three abnormal plenes which constitute the preceding Rubric
and nil the normal forms. But even this expanded List omits
Oeii. 85 2U which is one of these disputed readings.

V^» - § 886.

TTp'! were born, occurs five times. In the only other instance

whore this Pual preterite third person plural occurs it is n^'
with Kamelz under the Lamed (f's', 90 2), which is due to its

I>au«al accent. Wliilst the othography of the Pual preterite sin-

jL'ular varies, being both defective and plene (nVTc suirt^a. § 834;

S -J.^')), the plural is uniformly defective. It will be seen that

thoujfh the Massorah in the case of the singular ignores the
variation in the graphic signs, yet in the plural it excludes the
Kametz instance.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient C34!», fol. 57 6, on (Jen. 50 23, which I have
printed; (II) Orient. 2348, fol, ii7b, on the same passage, and
(III) the printed Massorah also on the same passage. The line

"rnh "\b' (i Sam. 8 5) has inadvertently dropped out of the text.

vbr =-- § 337.

Tpin he bcgai, w Iwelre timcH cUfcctive. This Hiphil preterite

third person singular masculine, which occurs altogether about
90 times, is normally entirely plene, that is T^n with both Vav
and }W. In this form it occurs 84 times. In one instance, how-
ever, it is exceptionally ni^in with Vav, but without Yod (Numb,
26 58); whilst in eleven instances it is t"??! without Vav. but
with Yod. Hence the Massorah safeguards this variation in its

orthography. This protection is all the more necessary since the
different spellings not only occur in the same book, but are
promiscuously used in the same verse. Thus in l Chron. 2 3G
where it occurs twice, it is 'rhrs defective in the first part of
the verse and r'rin plene in the second part In 1 Chron. 2 41,

where it also occurs twice, the reverse is the case. Here it is

T^in plene in the first instance and T^h defective in the second.
The same is the case in l Chron. 5 30.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710— 11, /Vol. I, fol. 104 6, on Numb. 26 58,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 131 «. on
1 Chron. 2 39; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 483 «, on the same passage:

(IV) Add. 16,251, fol. 314 6, on the same passage; (V) Add. 21,160,

fol. 826 a, on Numb. 26 68; (VI) Halle Oohlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 318 margin, and (VII) the printed Massorah on Numb. ^ 58.

These seven Lists exhibit several forms of the Massorah.

Thus Lists I and V are simply headed 'onr'. The latter, how-
ever, adds at the end (vi 'dh "re T^n "wr hs\ rr 'on "re nijii 'noip)

that in the first instance it is n^m without Yod (Numb. 26 58)

and that in the other eleven instances it is t^^ without Vav.

Lists II and III are headed 'i 'en h'* and record the eleven

instances only which are without Vav excluding the unique in-

stance in Numb. 1^ 68 which is with Vav, but without Yod.

List IV is headed vin 'on 'i and records seven only. It omits

1 Chron. 2 89; 4 2, 2; 5 80 as well as Numb. 26 68, which as

we have seen, is also omitted in Lists II and III. This List,

therefore, must be based upon Codices which exhibited seven

instances only with Vav defective.

List VI is headed 'i on r- and records thirteen instances.

It makes up this number by including Numb. 26 58, which is

contrary to the heading since it is here with Vav, and by giving

both the instances in 1 Chron. 2 41 (13 '3 nafj-i).

List VII. ~ After stating that the orthography in Numb,
26 58 is unique, this List is headed ri -on Hn. But though it thus

emphatically states that there are eleven instances only without

Vav, it records twelve and makes up this number by giving

both instances in 1 Chron. 2 88 as defective. The addition at the

end of the Rubric which I have printed, ought properly to be

re tHi 'i«n plene, thus indicating the design of the Rubric.

rV^V - § 888.

n^ln /* five timet defective in thisform. This Rubric, which
I have found in the printed Massorah only, letter % § 197,

I cannot understand. From two of the example;} which constitute

the Rubric, viz. B"7>ittn (Jerem. 16 8) and n^in Ezek. 47 2) it

would seem that the design of the Massorah if to register the

forms of the root n^j which are abnoi-mally without Yod. But
the other three form's which are Kal preterite with the suffix

are normally without Yod. Perhaps some Massoretio student who
is a better expert will be able to explain its import.

^'bV - § 889.

1^ yin they begat, occurs twice, once plene and once defcetv

As this Hiphil preterite third person plural which occurs twice

only, is differently spelt, being in one instance with Yod after

the Lamed (Levit. 25 45) and in the other without it (Ezek. 47 22),

the Massorah safeguards this variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 81 a, on Levit. 25 45,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 10, fol. 198a, on

Ezek. 47 22; (III) Orient. 2849, fol, 97 6, on Levit. 26 46, and
(IV) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

O'r - § 840 a.

HT'I'I and he begat, it invanably plene and is aheays with

the accent except once. The expression nSiM followed by ru^i trj^

which occurs altogether eighteen times, is not only plene, but is

always normally with the accent Mercha and 0-55 is with Tipcha

i. e. 0*3.1 nSi^i. In this form the phrase occurs seventeen times

(Gen. 5 4,^7, 10, 13, Ifi, 19, 22, 2G, 30; 11 11, 18, 15, 17, 19, 21

23, 26), and in one instance only, is it with Tipcha Mercha, viz

cr.3S i^-i'i (2 Chron. 24 .f). Flonco the Massorah safeguards this

solitary exception in its accents. This recension of the Massorah

is from the printed Massomli on Oen. 6 4, and represents one

School of textual redactors.

OT = § 340 6.

nl3S^ ffSS T?^'? ""'^ ''t' ^^5'"' *'w* and daughters, it with

these accents throughout the Svrijdm-es except twice where it is

ni33i O'JS -iSi*i. This recension of the Rubric is from Add. 15,451,

fol. 5 a, on Gon. 5 10, It is based upon MSS. which had this

accentuation not on]}' in 2 Chron. 24 3, but also in Gen. 5 10.

K"Or = § 341.

rrr^^ wast Imm, occurs three limes, twice defective and once

phnr. As this Hophai infinitive which occurs three times is not

only differently spelt, but tlio difference occurs in two conseeu-
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tiv0 verges (F^zek. 16 4, 5), the Massorah safeguards the variation

in its orthography. By so doing its design is to militate against the

recension of the School of textual redactors which reads n-^m

plene in all the three instances. This is attested by the St Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916, which exhibits m^w plene in the two

consecutive versei.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 26 6, on Gen. 40 20, which I have

printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek. 16 4;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 175 6, on the same passage; (IV) Add".

15,850, fol. 26 a, on Gen. 40 20; (V) Add. 16,261, fol. 274 6, on

Ezek. 16 4; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 43 6, on Gen. 40 20, and (VU)

the printed Massorah on the same passage. It is remarkable

that though the headings of the several Lists state that it is

twice defective, the Rubric in the ancient Codex (List II) is

simply headed -j pj in r-6%-i without stating that it is defective,

which agrees with its readings.

a'Or - § 342.

T^^ and a child or ton, oeewrt twice. Of this Rubric

I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 3 6, on Gen. 4 23, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 80 a, on Gen. 44 20; (III) Add.

16,260, fol. 29 a, on the same passage; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 52 a,

also on the same passage; (V) the printed Massorah on Gen. 4 23,

and (VI) the same on Gen. 44 20. As both instances occur in

the same book, List II heads this Rubric 're 's. It is remarkable

that the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew reads it tVi^i in

Gen. 44 20. Perhaps this is the reason which suggested this

Massorah.

ror - § 343.

D'''1v*ni and the children, occurs three timet in the 8erijpiure».

That is, with the prefix Vav, in contradistinction to the seventeen

instances in which it is without this prefix.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 6a, on Isa. 8 18, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 276 6, on Dan. 1 17;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 364 6, on the same passage; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 388 a, on Neh. 12 43; (V) Add. 15,261, fol. 219 a,

on Isa. 8 18, and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter %
§206.

T0» = § 344.

T^T?^ hie children or »one, occurs three times in the Seripturee.

By fixing the number at three, the design of the Massorah is to

militate against the textual reading or Kethiv inV; in Job 38 41

as well as against the reading rrh" exhibited in the Samaritan

recension of the Hebrew text in Gen. 32 28.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 18 6, on Isa. 29 28, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. S39 6, on Job 38 41;

(III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 130 6, on Isa. 29 23; (IV) the same

MS., fol. 384 6, on Job 38 41; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah

Supplement, fol. 180 6; (VI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 32 23,

and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 203.

As the Job instance is defective, Lists IV and VI head

this Rubric 'on 'w '^o 'a '3. Moreover as the three instances

respectively occur in the three several divisions of the Bible

Lists I, II and VI have at the end '-(m - 'aa k 'js •»» '»o 'k

n-or - § 346.

Tv?^n that it bom, oeeuri twice. Of this Rubric I collated

two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 64a, on 2 Sam. 12 14, which

I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on Exod. 1 22.

As it is plene in both instances the latter emphasises this fact

in the heading, viz. tnhw 'a and thus militates against the reading

"h^n defective in Exod. 1 22, , as is attested by the Samaritan

recension of the Hebrew text

VOr - § 346.

tlf^h^ \that are boj-n, occurt three times in the 8cripturet,

tteiet defective and once plene. The design of the Massorah, there-

fore, is to safeguard this variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six In MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley J»710— 11, Vol. I, fol 200 a, on 2 Sam. 5 14,

whi<ih I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. 'II, fol. 41 6, on
Jerem. 16 3; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol- 3 6, on Josh. 5 5; (IV)

the same MS., fol. 60a, on 2 Sam. 5 14; (V) the same 3IS., fol.

167 a, on Jerem. 16 3; (VI) Add. 16,261, fol. 247 a, on the same
passage, and (VII) the printed Massorah on Josh. 5 5.

r-or « § 847.

^"l?*! the children of, is ttoice defective. Without and with the

prefixes this plural noun construct occurs altogether eight times.

It is n'^^ plene in six instances (Gen. 14 14; 17 28; Numb. 13 22;

Josh. 15 14; 2 Sam. 21 16; 1 Chron. 20 4) and defective in two
only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthogr;aphy.

As this variation in its spelling not only occurs in the 'same
book, but in the same section (comp. Numb. 13 22, 28; 2 Sam.
21 16, 18), the protection is necessary and is designed to militate

against the reading n;*^^ plene in Numb. 13 28, which is exhibited

in the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-
sorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, foL 108 6, on Numb.
13 28, which I have printed, and (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 209 a,

on the same passage.

n'or - § 348.

flST*^ to go, a sign. Throughout the Scriptures it is aJways

nshb whether it is in the middle of the verse with Athnach or at the

end of the verse with Soph-Paeuk, except in one instance.

This Kal infinitive with the prefix Lamed occurs altogether

about 84 times. In 83 instances it is rohh with 8egol under the

Lamed, though it is five times with the'pausal accent Athnach
(Ex(C)d. 8 24; Judg. 19 6, 7; 1 Sam. 15 27; Ezek. 1 20) and in

one instance with Soph-Pasuk (Ps. 78 lO). In the only other
instance, however, where it is also with Soph-Pasuk it is n^
with Kametz under the Lamed. Hence the Massorah safeguards
this solitary exception.

And throughout the Scriptures it is roS with ttoo exceptions.

In the six instances, however, where this infinitive occurs with-
out the prefix Lamed the graphic signs are normal. Thus
the four which are neither with Athnach nor with Soph-Pasuk
are n^^ (2 Sam. 19 25; 1 Kings 11 10; Micah 6 8; Ruth 3 10),

and the two which have Soph-Pasvk are rqb. Here, therefore
the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Add. 16,251, fol. 456, on Exod. 8 24, which I have
printed; (II) Vienna Codex No. 35, on the same passage, and
(III) the printed Massorah also on the same passage. The latter

gives the first part only of this Massorah.

tS'Or - § 349.

Vp^'^^iJS ^p7f ^^ ^"^^ "* °^^' ^** "''^y*? occurs four times

thus combined. Without and with the prefix Tav this phrase

occurs altogether nine times. In five instances n^bh is simply

followed by ranna in hit ways (Deut 8 6; 19 9; 26 17; 30 16;

1 Kings 2 3) and in four by I'^n'T'^a in all his ways. Hence the

design of the Massorah is to safeguard these two forms against

their being made conformable to each other especially as they

are promiscuously used in the same book.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 129 a, on Deut 10 12, which I have
printed; (II) Orient 5404, fol. 128 a, on the same passage, and
(III) the printed Massorah on l Kings 8 68. As one of the

instances Is with the prefix Vav (Josh. 22 5) the heading ought
more properly to be '«r^a "eon 'i.

rr = § 350.

t^Spy] and to loalk, occurs four times. This infinitive occurs

altogether 88 times. In 84 instances it is without the prefix Vav

and in four only is it with this prefix. Hence the Massorah
safeguards the exceptional occurrence. By fixing the number at

four, the Massorah militates against the reading r^'ph without

the prefix in Deut 19 9, as is attested by the Samaritan recen-

sion of the Hebrew text

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol. I,'fol. I24a, on Deut 19 9,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 162 a, on

Josh. 22 6; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 2.37 a, on Job 34 8;

(IV) Arund. Orient, ifi, fol. 15 6, on Josh. 22 5; (V) the same
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MS., fol. 882 6, on Job 34 8; (VI) Add. 16,261, foL 116 a, on Deut.

19 9, and (VII) the printed Massorah on Job 34 8.

n'W - § 861a.

TflpT'S in their going, occurs three times. That is, this infini-

tive with the prefix Beth and the suffix third person plural

feminine. With the suffix third person plural this infinitive with

tiie preposition Beth occurs altogether nine times. In six instances

the plural suffix is masculine, viz. oro^ (Ezek. 1 17, 21, 24;

10 11, 11, 11) and in three only is it the femlnl/ne. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the minority. This Rubric I have found in

the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter n. § 186.

WW = § 351&:

DnpT^S ?riDT'3* — A sign to indicate where the suffix is

feminine and where masculine. As all the nine infinitives with

both the feminine and masculine suffixes are restricted to the

same book and moreover as six of the instances not only

occur in the same section, but two of the different genders

are promiscuously used in the same verse (Ezek. 1 17) the

Massorah indicates the passages where it is {ro^ the feminine

and where or^^a* This form of the Rubric I have found in the

printed Massorah only, on Ezek. 1 9. But these forms of the

Rubric, are based upon the Codices of one School of textual

redactors. Other Schools varied in their readings, as is attested

by the St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916. This ancient Codex

has aro^ the masculine both in Ezek. 1 9 and 13 which the

Nakdan altered, remarking against both passages in the margin

pS3 '3.

3"3» = § 352.

n*^K1 ^7 go and tell, is three times thus combined in the

Scriptures. Normally i|b is followed by the imperative nfaK, viz.

ibjfi^ go tell. In this combination it occurs five times. (Deut.

5 27; 1 Kings 18 8, 11, 14; 2 Kings 8 10). In these three

instances, however, it is followed by the preterite with the Vav

conversive. Hence the Massorah safeguards this exceptional

combination.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-

sorah, I collated five Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 200 6,

on 2 Sam. 7 6, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 10,

fol. 61a, on the same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 121 a, on

Isa. 6 9; (IV) Add. 15,260, fol. 68 a, on 2 Sam. 7 5, and (V) Add.

16,261, on the same passage.

yW = § 363.

*Sr?1 and go, occurs eleven times in the Scrijftures .... and they

are all with Tsere exceid one which is with Scgol. This form of the

imperative singular with the prefix lav occurs altogether sixteen

times. In eleven instances the Vav is with Shcoa wliich iu some
of the headings is Massoretically called Kaphc and in five

instances it is with Kametz. Hence the Massorah in this Rubric

and in the following one registers the passages in which this

variation in the grajthic signs obtains.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the popular parts of the

Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists. I shall, however, specify the

following seven only, five MSS. and two printed; (I) Harley
6710—11, Vol. II, fol.71&, on Ezek. 3 li, which 1 haveprinted; (II)

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 316, on Jud«. 18 19; (III) the same MS.,

fol. 46 a, on 1 Sam. 16 1; (IV) Add, 15,251, fol. 22 6, on Gen. 22 2;

(V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, fol. 130a; (VI) the

printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 14 21, and (VII) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter b, § 133, It is important to remark that

in the List which I have printed, Tzere is Massoretically called

Kametz.

rW - § 864.

^j/T and go, occurs five times. That is, with Kametz under
the Vav which is due to its pausal accent, in contradistinction

to the eleven instances in which it is with Shiva recorded in

the preceding Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Hariey 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 241 o, on 2 Kings 4 29,

which 1 have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 100 a, on
the same passajje; (III) the same MS., fol. 171 6, on Jerem.

86 14; (IV) Add. irv251, fol. 186, ou Gen. 12 19; (V) Orient.

iH9, lol 346, on the same passage; (VI) the printed Massorah

also on the same passage, and (VH) the same on 2 Kingt
4 29.

n'W = g 866.

nSp go, or come, ocairs seven times in this Perieope. That is,

in Numbers 22 2—26 9. Of this Rubric I coUated three Lists,

two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 6710— ll, Vol, I, foL 1006,

on Numb. 22 6, which I have printed; (H) Add. 16,261, fol. 96 6,

on the same passage, and (III) the printed Massorah also on the

same passage.

From the following analysis it will be seen that these three

Lists exhibit two recensions which are based upon different redac-

tions of the text. Without and with the paragogic He and with-

out and with the prefix Vav this imperative occurs altogether

ten times in this Section.

List I. — According to this List, which fixes the number
with paragogic He at seven, viz. five n^^ without the prefix Vav
(Numb. 22 6; 23 7 a, 13, 27; 24 14) and two n^^i with the prefix

(Numb. 22 17 ; 23 7 6), there are three instances of the imperative

without the paragogic He in this Section, viz. i? Nnmb. 22 11,

20, 26. It is to be remarked that the reading lo-ny^ in 23 13 is

in accordance with le-nj^ in 22 6.

Lists II and III. — These two Lists are respectively headed

'snea •^ and "sra "i6o '^ and they severally record six instances

only with paragogic He. They omit Numb. 23 13, which

agrees with the textus receptus which exhibits "^^ without the

paragogic He. It is, however, remarkable that like List I they

also omit Numb. 22 11, which shows beyond doubt that these

Lists are based upon a recension which had if? without the

paragogic He in this passage. That other variations obtained with

regard to the reading of this imperative is attested by the Sama-

ritan recension of the Hebrew text, which has "[h without the

paragogic He both in Numb. 23 27 and 24 J I As two of the

instances are with the prefix Vav (Numb. 22 17;' 23 7), the heading

ought more properly to be i or -v^n '^tt •».

n» - § 866.

wp go, or come, is three times defective in the sense of going.

With Sheva and Kametz this imperative singular masculine

is normally rr^h with paragogic He. In this form it occurs about

thirty times, twenty-six times without the prefix Vuv and four

times with it. In these three instances, however, it is abnormally

without the paragogic He though it has the same graphic signs.

Hence the Massorah safeguards these rare exceptions, one of

which occurs in the Law, one in the Prophets and one in tiio

Hagiographa, By fixing the number at three the design of this

Massorah is not only to militate against the School of textual

redactors which read ny^ in Numb. 23 18 as recorded in the

preceding Rubric, but to exclude the official np^ in Judg, 19 13.

And wherever it is i[b to thee, without and tdth the jn'cfix Vav it

is likctcise so except four times. The reverse is the case when it

is the preposition Lamed with the suffix second person singular.

Though it is with Sheva and Kametz, it is normally without the

paragogic He in all the numerous instances in which it occurs.

Its presence after these graphic signs is to be found in four

instances only. Hence the Massorah here safeguards the reverse

phenomenon; that is, the presence of the paragogic He.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the popular parts of the

Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists. I shall, however, specify the

following eight only, four in MSS. and four printed: (I) Harley

6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 170 a, on Judg. 19 13, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol, 210 a, on 2 Sam, 18 22;

(III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 120 a, on Isa. 3 6; (IV) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah I, § 102; (V) the printed Massorah on Gen. 27 37

(VI) the same on Numb. 23 13; (VII) the same on Judg. 19 13

and (VIII) the same on 2 Chron. 25 17.

VW = § 357.

"'57 go thou, ocairs three times. This imperative singular

feminine occui>s altogether fourteen times. In eleven instancos it

is "Zib with Sltera and in three only is the Lamed with Tzere wliich

is due to its pausal accents, being in the first instance Athnmh
(Exod. 2 8), the second Zakeph-Katon (Judg. 11 38) and in the

i\m-& Soph-Pamh (2 Sam. 13 16). Hence the Massorah safefrunrds

the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 58 a, on Exod, 2 8, which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 276, on Judg. 11 38; (III)
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Add. 15,260, fol. 189 6, on the same passage, and (lY) the printed

Massorah on Ezod. 2 8.

.ri'it^ = 868.

IS/ go ye, oceuri three timet. This imperative plural mas-

culine occurs altogether about 68 times.. It is n^ with Sheva in

65 instances and in three instances only is it with Tzere which

is due to its pausal accents. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

variation in its graphic sign. It is remarkable that the same three

accents which the three instances of the imperative singular

feminine severally have, as recorded in the preceding Rubric,

are exhibited in this imperative plural.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 179 a, on Ezek. 20 19.

0'3» - § 359.

1^)3i? ^Ch go, serve, occurs twice ... and once it is with the

pr^x Vav. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Add. 31,160, fol. 79 b, on Exod. 10 8. The head-

ing not only states emphatically that there are two such instances

only, but the Rubric itself records two, omitting Exod. 10 24.

That variations obtained with regard to this phrase is attested

by the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text, which reads

^'nriis^ in Exod. 5 18 as it is in 10 11.

D'r - § 860.

15^1 and go ye, occurs three times. That is, with Kametz

under the Vav and T^re under the Caph which is due to its

pausal accents, being in two instances with Soph-Pasuk (Oen. 43 88;

1 Sam. 29 10) and once with Athnach (Exod. 12 82), in contra-

distinction to the eleven instances in which this imperative plural

with the prefix Vav is fof^.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. bib, on 1 Sam. 29 10, which

I have printed; (11) Add. 15.250, fol. 168 2», on the same passage;

(III) Add. 16,251, fol. 86a, on Gen. 42 88; (IV) Add. 21,160,

fol. 48b, on the same passage; (V) the printed Massorah also

on the same passage, and (VI) the same on 1 Sam. 29 10.

K'Dter - § 861.

nj^7 go ye, occurs twics, once plene and once defective. As
this imperative plural feminine, which occurs twice only within

a few verses, is differently spelt, being in one instance with He
and in one without it, the Massorah safeguards the variation in

Its orthography.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-

sorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 358 &,

on Ruth 1 8, which I have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 2826, on the same passage. This Massorah, however, emanates

from one School of textual redactors only. Other Schools had

no variations in its spellic^. as is attested by the ancient Codex
Add. 21,161, which has r^^^ ih both instances, whilst others which

exhibit ,|3^ in the text as Kethiv have in the margin 'p n;^^.

3'D» - § 862.

^ftSP ^7*^ he shall go with thee, occurs twice. The future i(^i

is four times followed by the preposition with the suffix second

person. In two instances it is the preposition njt, viz. ^riKl^!

(Judg. 7 4, 4) and in the two which constitute this Rubric it is

oy, viz. ^ar
-^Y^.

Hence the Massorah safeguards this variation.

This protection is necessary, since the two phrases are promis-

cuously used in the same verso (Judg. 7 4).

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 65 a, on 2 Sam. 13 26.

i'D>D = § 363.

T?^ and he went, occurs seven times. That is, with Pathach

under the Lamed which is due to its pausal accents, being in

three instances Soph-Pamk (Gen. 24 61; Numb. 12 9; Ps. 34 1)

and in four Athnach (Gen. 25 34; 1 Sam. 21 1; 2 Kings 5 11;

Job 7 9), in contradistinction to the numerous instances in which

this future third person singular masculine with' Tat? conversive,

is Tj^n with Segal.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 93a, on Numb. 12 9,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 50 a, on 1 Sam.

21 1; (III) the same MS., fol. 101 a, on 2 Kings 5 11; .(IV) Orient

2349, fol. 42 a, on Gen. 25 84; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 19 margin; (VI) the same II, § 826, and (VII) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 24 61.

TOr = § 864.

tS^^S TP.!5 ''"^^ <* '"^^ went, occurs twice. That is, in contra-

distinction to K^'Kin "ii^r and the man went with the prefix He. which

is recorded in the following Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 282 6, on Ruth 1 1, which

1 have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 65 a, on Exod. 2 l; (III)

the same MS., fol. 298 a, on Ruth 1 1, and (IV) the printed

Massorah, on Exod. 2 11. .This Rubric forms part of the Mas-

sorah which records five words which respectively occur twice

followed by ^. (Vide supra, letter % § 420.)

.TDr = § 866.

tt^^Kil ^/*5 and the man went, ocurs tmce. That is, with the

prefix He, in contradistinction to the two instances without this

prefix, recorded in the preceding Rubric. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 19 a, on Judg. 1 26.

VD» - § 868.

^*1^"7^3 '^/*!1 and he walked in all the way, occurs three

times. In describing the sinful ways which the respective Kings

followed, the normal phrase is x^ 1^113 ^^'^ ^^ walked in the way

of&o. This formula occurs eight times. (1 Kings 15 26, 84; 22 68;

2 Kings 8 18, 27; 16 8; 2 Chron. 20 82; 21 6.) In the case of

these three monarohs, however, this longer formula is used.

Hence the Massorah safeguards this variation, especially since in

the case of one of these sovereigns where his conduct is given

in the parallel passage, the shorter formula occurs (oomp. 1 Kings

22 48 with 2 Chron. 20 82).

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16)

fol. 91b, on 1 Kings 16 26, which I have printed, and (11) the

printed Massorah on the same passage. The second part of this

Massorah, which gives the two exceptions where it is not 'p'^

^nna and which is absent in List 11, I cannot understand. The
first instance may mean that in 1 Kings 16 81 it is ib^j ^V^

instead of unnj ^H but the second instance, viz. Ezek. 8 17 is

inexplicable. It will be seen that Tj-iitrrb^? i|b»i with the prefix He

(2 Kings 21 21) is excluded from this Rubric,

rD» = § 867.

Dt£^ "^7*3 '^^ ^^ ^'^^'^ thither, is twice thru combined in the

Scriptures. That is, in contradistinction to the seven instances in which

it is 0^ iv] (Gen. 26 17; Judg. 1 11; 1 Sam. 22 1, 8; 1 Kings 19 19;

2 Kings 2 25; 10 15). By fixing the number at two the design

of the Massorah is to exclude the ancient reading aifhSi in 1 Sam.

19 23, which is preserved in the Septuagint (ixstdsv) and which

is now accepted as preferable.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Hariey 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 292 6, on Ezra 10 6.

n'DKT = § 868.

^^KH shall 1 go, occurs three times in the Scriptures: Of this

Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Hariey 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 35 a, on Exod. 2 7, which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 51 o, on l Sam. 2S 2; (III) the

same MS., fol. 96 a, on J^ Kings 22 6; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 42 a,

on Exod. 2 7; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 66a; (VI) Orient. 2349,

fol. 58 a, and (VII) the prijited Massorah, all on the same passage.

B'Dttr = § 369.

nSyKI and I vnll go, occurs twice in the Scriptures . . ., .^ and

once it is without the prefix Vav. This future third person singular

with paragogic He, occurs altogether twenty-one times, with and

without the prefix Vav. In eighteen instances the Lamed is with

Sheva and in three instances only is it with Tzcre, which is due

to its distinctive accents. Hence the ^assorah safeguards the

exceptional graphic signs.
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Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in M^. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol.1, fol. 19S6, on 2 Sam. 3 21,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 59 a, on the

same passage, and <III) the printed Massorah on Gen. 30 26.

This Rubric is part of the alphabetical List of words which

respectively occur three times, twice with the prefix Vav and

once without it. {Vide supra, letter % § 71.)

VV = § 370.

^rn, ^Sv'*] ^'"^ ^*y ^'^^^ '** ^'^V' ** '^''* times thus com-

bined tn the Scriptures. Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four

in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 108 6,

on Numb. 33 8* which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 69 a,

on Jerem. 62 7; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 1G6 6, on 2 Sam. 4 7;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 247 a, on Numb. 33 8; (V) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter % § 110, and (VI) the same letter n,

§ 176.

»'yV = 371.

DPn^5 ^3f'*T ««<^ <^^^ '*« people went, occurs three times.

This phrase occurs altogether four times and is in the singular

in one instance, viz. D^n-'^s "^^'i (2 Sam. 6 19). As the two forms

are not only used promiscuously in the same book (comp.

1 Sam. 11 15 with 2 Sam. 6 19), but in the two parallel passages

(comp. 2 Sam. 6 19 with 1 Chron. 16 43), the Massorah by fixing

the numberat three, safeguards them against being made uniform.

Of this'Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,251, fol. 156 6,

on 1 Sam. 11 15, which I have printed, and (II) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter n, § 161. For the erroneous catchwords

hhyn which the MS. List exhibits the printed Massorah (List II)

rightly gives mn»'?i "jsk*? Neh. 8 12.

TP» = § 372.

ISb'^l and they shall go, is twice Raphe in the Scriptures. This

future third person plural masculine with Vav conjunctive occurs

altogether four times. In two instances the Lamed is with its

normal Sheva (2 Kings 6 22; 17 27) and in the two instances

which constitute this Rubric, it is with l^zere which is due to the

pausal accents, being in one instance Soph-Pasuk (1 Sam. 30 22)

and in the other Athnuch (Job 38 35). Hence the Massorah safe-

guards the variation in the graphic signs.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 195 6, on 1 Sam. 30 22.

I'o'?:

J'Pr = § 373.

"y^ they shall go, occurs three times in the Scriptures. That

is, with paragogic Nun, in . contradistinction to the nineteen

instances in which this future third person singular occurs with

Tzere under the Lamed and is without the Nun.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710-11,

Vol. II, fol. 108 tt, on Joel 2 7, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah on the same passage.

TVV = § 374.

T^D/FS^ye shall go, occurs twice in the Scriptures. With Tzere

under the Lamed this future second person plural masculine

occurs altogether twelve times. In ten instances it is simply o^n
and in two instances only it is with the paragogic Nun. Hence
the Massorah safeguards its exceptional orthography. It is im-

portant to remark that it only applies to this future with Tzere

under the Lamed. Hence j«^n with Sheva in Dent. 6 14 is

excluded from this Rubric. In the Samaritan recension of the

Hebrew text it is yi'sbn with paragogic Nun in both instances

in Exod. 3 21, whilst in Deut. 6 24 it is without the Nun.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-

sorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 59a, on Exod.

3 21, and (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 68 a, on the same passage.

n'VV = § 876.

^rip/lni and 1 shall cause to walk, occurs twice. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 190 a, on Ezek. 3G 12. In the received text, which

is in accordance with most of the MSS., both instances are plene.

In St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, however, it is "re^hi

defective in Isa. 43 10, which is corrected into 'n='?rn by a second

hand, whilst Cambridge Add. 465 has 'rcp^hi defective in the text

in Ezek. 36 12.

rW = § 376.

^5^7^ iake away, is unique and is plene. That is, with Yod

after the He. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,251,

fol. 42 a, on Exod. 2 9, which I have printed, and (II) the printed

Massorah on the same passage. The latter heads this Rubric

'vrbn "i6e 'a and gives as the second instance ro^'K / will go

(Micah 1 8) which is also with Yod plene from the root ifr.

rPV = § 377 a.

^"•^I^ he shall lead, occurs twice. That is, in contradistinction

to the only other instance where this Hiphil future third person

singular masculine occurs and where it is the apocopated

form -sibi'.

This Rubric, which is designed to safeguard the two forms

of this Hiphil future and which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 267 a, on Eccl.

10 20. As n'jaa imn occurs twice only (Jerem. 39 7 ; Ezek. 12 1 3)

and as "ipbl- does not occur in either of the two passages, it is

manifestly a clerical error for rw T*?!' ^aai Jerem. 32 5.

?"Pr = § 3776.

^T^l'' he shall lead, occurs twice, once defective, ani once plene.

Whilst the preceding Rubric distinguishes between the normal

and apocopated forms of this Hiphil future, this Rubric safeguards

the variation in« the orthography of the normal form ifself. In

Jerem. 32 5 it is -iil^i' without the Yod, whilst in Eccl. 10 20 it is

Y^l"' plene.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-

sorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 167 6, on

Jerem. 32 5, which I have printed, and (II) the same MS., fol. 355 a,

on Eccl. 10 20.

i?^.'

n'VV = § 378.

and he led, occurs four tim£s in the Scriptures. As this

Hiphil future third person singular masculine with Vav conver-

sive which occurs altogether four times, is differently spelt,

being in three instances defective (2 Kings 6 19; 25 20; Jerem.

53 26) and once plene (Exod. 14 21), the Massorah safeguards

this variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 43a, on Exod. 14 21,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 258 6, on

2 Kings 26 20; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 102 6, on 2 Kings 6 19;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 118a, on 2 Kings 25 20; (V) Add. 16,251,

fol. 268 a, on Jerem. 52 26; (VI) the printed Massorah, on Exod.

14 21, and (VII) the same on 2 Kings 25 20.

Lists III, IV, V and VII head this Rubric more correctly

•ba 'Ki 'on 'J n, whilst List HI has also at the end 'on ktkwi '^o '0"ip,

thus specifying the first instance viz. Exod. 14 21 as plene. With

the exception of List VI, which has at the end ^hr '»<i (Lament.

3 2) the other Lists take no notice of this instance with Pathach

under the Lamed. When the Massorah Parva in St. Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 52 26 remarks n ^'?''i it includes

the Lamentation instance.

B'PS? = § 379.

^ipT'l'l and he led ?».?. occurs three times and is defective.

That is, without the characteristic Yod after the Lamed. Of this

Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,260, fol. 292 6, on Ezek.

40 24, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah, on

Ezek 47 6. As all the three instances occur in the same book,

the heading ought properly to be 'tosi 'Dm 'j,

B'tr = § 880.

^ V^^ ^ '"'^^ cause to go, or floto, occurs twice. That is, the

normal form without being apocopated. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 187 a, on Ezek. 32 14.

rDt> = § 381.

Y^lKI and 1 ted or caused to go, occurs four times. This

Hiphil future first person singular occurs altogether six times.
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In two instances which constitute the preceding Rubric it is

without the prefix Vav and has retained its normal form, whilst

in the four instances with Vav conversive which constitute this

Rubric, it is apocopated. Hence the Massorah safeguards this

variation.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists. I shall, however,

specify the following seven only, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 181a, on Deut. 29 4, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., VoL II, foL 109 6, on Amos 2 10;

(III) Orient 4445, fol. 112 6, on Levit. 36 13; (IV) St. Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916, on Amos 2 10; (V) Arund. Orient. 16, fol.

17 6, on Josh. 24 3; (VI) the printed Massorah on Levit. 26 18,

and (VII) the same on Josh. 24 3.

jb*\f:

ytV - § 382.

)1D leading, or cauaincf to go, hegim a verse three times.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 325 6, on Job 12 17, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah, on the same passage. As this Hiphil participle

occurs altogether three times only, and moreover as it begins

the verse in each instance, the heading ought more properly to

be 'Bt 'jni 'i.

i'DW = § 383 a.

WD^% Followed by »]1D reed, sedge or Red it is always

-b; with Pathach because it is combined by Makeph viz. »\w-d:

Red sea. In all other instances it is o) with Kometz. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Vienna

Codex No. 36, on Exod. 13 18.

D^ sea, is always with Kamctz except when it is in comhination

with t|!ic. That is, whether in the absolute or construct this noun

is always with Knnutz under the Yod except when it is joined

to •!«. This form of the Massorah gives the same rule which is

laid down in the preceding Rubric in different language. It too,

does not occur in the printed Massorah and is from Vienna

Codex No. 36, on Ps. 8 9.

TOr » § 384.

"THK D*n one sea, occurs twice. ur\ is four times followed by

this cardinaf number. In two instances which are recorded in

the following Rubric, -tPiM is with the prefix He, whilst in the two

passages which constitute this Rubric, it is without the He.

Hence the Massorah safeguards this variation. This Rubric I have

found in the printed Massorah only, on Jerem. 52 20.

iTDBT - § 885.

nXn D*n tUe one sea, occurs twice. On comparing the two

instances which constitute this Rubric with the two recorded in

the preceding Massorah, wiz. 1 Kings 7 44 with 2 Chron. 4 15

and 2 Kings 25 16 with Jerem. 52 20, it will be seen that this

variation in the same phrase occurs in the parallel passages.

Hence the need for safeguarding them.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 118 a, on 2 Kings 25 16. It will

be seen that whilst one School of Massorites safeguarded the

passages in which this phrase is without the prefix He another

School registered the instances in which it is with the prefix.

In the Rubric which I have printed, the reference Jerem. 52 20

after the second instance, viz. bw oniopn should be 2 Kings 25 1 6.

rev = § 886.

D'lT) and the sea, occurs six times in the Scriptures. That is,

in contradistinction to the numerous instances where it is simply

»7\ without the prefix Vav. This Rubric I have found in the

printed Massorah only, where it occurs cwice: (I) on 1 Kings

7 25, which 1 have printed, and (II) on Neh. 9 11.

Though both Lists emphatically state in their respective

headings that there are six such instances only, there are seven.

The first List omits l Kings 7 25 and the second records five

only, omitting Josh. 28 4 and l Kings 7 26.

T'DW - § 387.

D^l and ike sea, occurs three times in the Scriptures. Of this

Rubrical collated three Lists, two in MSS. and \one printed:

(I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 116 6, on Micah 7 12, which

I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 299a, on Ps. 65 6,

and (III) the printed Massorah, on Job 28 14.

n'tV = § 388.

D*3 like the sea, is fovr times with Dagesh in the Scriptures.

The design of this Rubric is to safeguard this triliteral with the

preposition Caph and Pathach, against being mistaken for this

triliteral with the preposition Beth and Pathach which occurs

twenty-two times, since the two letters are almost identical in

many MSS.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 67 6, on Jerem. 60 42,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 269a, on

Lament. 2 13; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 161 6, on Jerem. 6 28;

(IV) Add, 15,250, fol. 242 6, on the same passage, and (V) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 210.

B'Or = § 389.

D"'"*1P D*l? from sea to sea, occurs three times. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three

Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 8016, on Ps. 72 8, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 220a, on Zech. 9 10, and (III)

Add. 15,251, fol. 311a, on the same passage.

It is remarkable that List II emphatically states in the

heading that this phrase occurs twice only, ('a) and records two

only, omitting Amos 8 12 which according to this Massorah is

D;~jpi b;d.

TV = § 390.

nD^n to the sea, occurs seven tinmi^n this book. That is, in

Joshua. With the local He, this noun occurs altogether twenty

times in Joshua. In thirteen instances it is na; without the prefix

He {b 1; 12 7; 15 4, 8, 10, 11; 16 3, 3, 8; 18 12, 16; 19 34; 22 7)

and in seven only is it with this prefix. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the minority. This protection is designed to safeguard

the variations in the parallel passages where the two forms are

promiscuously used. (Comp. 16 6 with 18 15 ; 16 8 with verse 8 &c.)

as will be seen from the notes on different readings in 16 3, 6

in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 148a, on Josh. 15 12,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 12a, on Josh.

16 6, and (III) the printed Massorah on Josh. 24 6. The latter

heads this Rubric khbes 'i and records six only, omitting 15 12.

But as this instance is given in both MS. Lists, its omission in

the printed Massorah (List III) is manifestly due to the careless-

ness of the Scribe.

X"Xr - § 391.

nXS^I and to the sea or westward, occurs three times. With

the Vav conjunctive this noun with the local He occurs altogether

six times. In three instances the Vav is with the normal Sheva

(comp. .wi Ezek. 48 10, 17, 21) and in the three which constitute

this Rubric it is with Kamctz which is due to the pausal accent.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the variation in the graphic

signs.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. i48 6, on Josh. 16 46,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 126a, on

Zech. 14 4; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 11 6, on Josh. 16 46;

(IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 312 a, on Zech. 14 4; (V) Orient 2349,

fol. 86 a, on Gen. 13 14, and (VI) the printed Massorah on the

same passage.

2'^V = § 392.

D"tp*5 in the seas, is Jive times with Dagesh in the Scriptures.

That is, with Dagesh in the Mem, in contradistinction to the

forty-nine instances in which this quinqueliteral is b'5;j, being

the plural of bi\

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 90 6, on Ezek. 82 2,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 217 6, on

Ps. 136 6; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 187 a, on Ezek. 82 2;
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(IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 288 6, on the same passage; (V) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 1 22; (VI) the same on Levit. 11 9, and

(VII) the same on Ezek. 32 2.

rxttr - § 39...

Dp*n M twice defective in this form. This Rubric I have

found in the printed Massorah only, on Gen. 36 24. It would

seem that the Massorah regards both these instances as defective

plurals of Dl' and that ar^a simply refers to the Tzere under the

Yod in the first instance and to the Kameiz in the second. The

Rubric, however, emanates from one School of Massorites only.

According to other Schools the reading in Numb. 6 5 exhibits

the normal form D'O'n plene, as will be seen from the notes on

this passage in my edition of the Bible. It is,;-emarkable that

the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew reads D'ont-i th? Emim

or giants, which is supported by Onkelos and the so-called Targum

Jonathan.

TX«r = § 394.

Tfml^ the right, occurs seven times and is plene. That is,

preceded by -Jitf shoulder. For this Rubric see below, letter w,

§ 290.

,T3t» = § 395.

sSttl ImU, occurs twice. This proper name occurs altogether

four times! In two instances it ends with Fc (l Kings 22 8, 9)

and in the two which constitute this Rubric it is with Alcph.

As the two different spellings occur in the duplicate records, the

Massorah safeguards this variation.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 96 6, on 1 Kings 22 8.

rXr - § 396.

sp)|^3,*7) and I will place, or leave, occurs three times. By fixing

the number' at three, the design of this Massorah is to militate

against the reading 'ppikti, and I will blow, in Ezek, 22 20 which

was the original reading and which is demanded by the context,

as is shown in my Introduction to the Hebrew Bible, p. 294 &c.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 190 6, on Ezek. 87 14, which

I have printed; (II) the printed Massorah on Ezek. 22 20, and

(III) the same on Ezek. 37 14.

ViV = § 397.

TVT(] and they placed, occurs four times in the Scriptures.

That is, twice without the prefix Vav (l Sam. 6 18; Amos 5 7)

and twice with it (Ezek. 44 19; Ps. 17 14).

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. XL fol. 100 a, on Ezek. 44 19,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 38 6, on

1 Sam. 6 18; (III) the same MS., fol. 206 6, on Amos 5 7; (IV)

the printed Massorah on 1 Sam. 6 IP, and (V) the same on

Ps. 17 14. Lists I, III and V alone give all the four instances.

List II records the two only which are without the prefix with

a separate heading and List V the two with the prefix Vav also

with a separate heading.

I

n'XKT = § 398.

1i?ni«"Tl '»»«^ y* **"^^ ^"*'*' occurs twice. That is, with Segol

under the Tav, being the second person plural masculine, in

!
contradistinction to this sexteliteral with Kametz under the Tav,

\
viz. Dijinirri (Numb. 17 19) which is the second person singular

I masculine with the suffix third person plural masculine. This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Add. 15,251, fol. 126 a, on Josh. 4 3.

0'3«tt? = § 399.

fl'SH] and lay, or place thou, occurs twice. The design of this

Massorah is to safeguard the apocopated form of this Hiphil

imperative against the reading of the full form irjrn which is

still preserved in the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text

in Exod. 16 33. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Add 15,251, fol. 51a,

on Exod. 16 33, which I have printed, and (H) Add. 15,451,

fol. 167 a, on Judg. 6 20.

'fl - § 400.

mriTI leave, or let thou, occurs twice. That is, the imperative

singular masculine with paragogio He. In the only other instance

where it occurs without the prefix Vav, it is the apocopated

form mrt (Rosea 4 17). The two instances with the prefix Vav

are recorded in the preceding Rubric.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-

sorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2849, fol. 76 6, on Exod.

32 10, which I have printed, and (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 119 a, on

the same passage.

rn - § 401a.

njn and he left, is seven times with Dagesh. That is, with

Pathach under the Yod, which is Massoretically called Dagesh, in

contradistinction to the six instances in which it is ro^ with

Kametz under the Yod. For this Rubric, see below, letter j, § 136.

trn - § 4015.

VTHi^ and he pui him, occurs twice defective. The only other

instance in which this Hiphil future third person singular

with the suffix third person singular masculine with Vav con-

versive occurs, it is VTrriji plene (Exod. 16 84).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in this separate

form in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient.

2349, fol. 30 a, on Gen. 2 15, which I have printed, and (11) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 89 a, on 1 Kings 18 29.

rn - § 402.

nrijn* — seven forms of the Hiphil are defective. That is,

are without the characteristic Yod after the Nun. Of this Rubric

I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed: (I) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 67 6, on 2 Sam. 16 11, which I have printed;

(II) Add. 16,250, fol. 174 a, on the same passage; (III) the printed

Massorah, on Levit 24 12, and (IV) the same on l Kings 13 29.

Though all the four Lists coincide in stating that there are

seven such defective instances, Lists I and II alone give iden-

tically the same expressions. Lists III and IV, however, which

are also identical, make up this number differently. They omit

Josh. 6 23, and give in its stead Levit. 24 12.

With regard to the omission |0f Josh. 6 23 in Lists III and

IV this is supported by the best Standard Codices^ which have

it mrrri plene. So it is in Orient 2201; Harley 6710—11; Arund.

Orient 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251, which has a Massorah on

it '^ai •^. Still as Lists I and II, though emanating from different

Schools and countries far apart, coincide in stating that it is

defective, it is evident that these Lists are based upon a recen-

sion of the text which exhibited iniy defective. Hence the con-

flicting Massorahs.

Though most of the MSS. which I have collated exhibit

^^rr.|«, with tlie characteristic Yod after the Nun in Levit 24 12

(so Orient 4445; Orient 2201; Harley 5710—11; Add. 15,250;

Add. 15,251), yet Add. 21,160 not only reads nn?«.i without the

Yod but has a Massorah on it 'tr^a 'on 't, counting it as one of

the seven defectives and it thus emphatically supports Lists III

and IV. We have here again another instance of conflicting

Massorahs which are due to their being based upon different

recensions of the text

:'n = § 403.

HSn thou shaU leave, occurs three times .... and once it is

tdth the prefix Vav. It will be seen that in the three instances

without the prefix Vav it is the future second person singular

masculine and that the one with the Vav conversive is the third

person feminine. The Massorah, which has regard to the identity

of the spelling irrespective of the difference in sense, groups

them together under one Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 853 6, on EccL 7 18, which

I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 371 o, on Eccl. 10 4, and

(III) the printed Massorah on Eccl. 7 18. The latter is headed

"»n '3 which Massoretically denotes Paihach, in contradistinction

to the two instances in which it is rorii with Kametz under the

Tav (Gen. 8 4; Numb. 11 26), being Kal future third person

singular feminine from itij. This Rubric is part of the alpha-

betical List of words which respectively occur four times, three

times without the prefix Vav and once with it. {Vide suin-a,

letter % § 73.)

63 b
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rn - § 404.

i^pT^ — The Hiphil of p;; to such, occurs altoffether fourteen

times. In nine instances it is either without the first or second

Yod and in these five instances it is with both Yoda. Hence tho

Massorah safeguards the minority. By fixing the number at five,

the Massorah militates against tlie recension which exhibits ip'sn

with one Yod in Lament. 4 3, as will be seen from the notes on

this passage in my edition of the Bible

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 24«, on Isa. 49 23,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 16,251, fol. 22^, on Gen. 21 7;

(III) Add. 21,100, fol, 8«, on the same passage; (IV) the same

MS., fol. 317 A, on Lnnient. 4 3, and (V) the printed Massorah,

on Gen. 21 7.

n-n = § 4or,.

(''nD''. he founded her, vccurn four timen in the ScrijAuren.

That is,We Kai preterite sin;j;ular masculine with the suffix third

person singular feminine, in contradistinction to the only other

instance where this quadrilitoral occurs with this suffix and

where it is rnr the Piol (1 Kings 16 34).

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. lOt, on Isa. 23 13,

which I have printed; (II) tho same MS., Vol. II, fol, 112/', on

Amos 9 6; (III) Arund. Orient, 10, fol, 128 a, on Isa, 23 13;

(IV) Add. 13,251, fol. 301 «, on Amos 9 «; (V) the printed Mas-

sorah, on Isa. 23 13, and (VI) the same on Ps. 78 09,

rn - § 400.

DD'lp'' thou hunt fnundrd them, occurs ivnce with Kametz. Of

this Rubric I collated three Li.sts, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 214 &, on Ps. 119 152, which I

have printed; (II) Arund. Orient, IG, fol. 310 o, on tho same

passage, and (III) the printed Massorah also on tlie same passage,

rn = § 407.

Ip^ he hath founded, occurs four times. That is, with Chirek

under the Yod, being the Piel preterite third person singular mascu-

line, in contradistinction to this triliteral with Shurck under the

Yod which is tho Pual, and which also occurs four times, recorded

in the following Rubric.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710— 11, Vol.11, fol. 7 6, on Isa. 14 32, which I have

printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on the same

passage; (III) Arund, Orient. 10, fol. 24 4 a, on 1 Chron. 9 22;

(IV) Cambridge Add. 4 05, on Isa. 28 10; (V) Vienna Codex

No. 35, on Esther 1 8; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 277,

and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter \ § 222. Lists III

and V give the first mnemonic sign and List IV gives the second,

n'n = § 408.

TD^ it loas fouvdcdj occurs four times in the Scriptures. That

is, with hmrek under the Yod, being the Pual preterite, in con-

tradistinction to 10^ the Piel recorded in the preceding Rubric.

Though one of the instances no^ with Kametz under the Samech

(Ezra 3 6), which is duo to its pausai accent Soph-Pasuk, the

Massorah leaves this variation in its graphic signs unnoticed

since its design is simply to separate the Pual from the Piel.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists. I shall, however,

specify the following seven only, six in MSS., and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2216, on 1 Kings 6 37, which

1 have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Hag.

2 18; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 217a, on the same passage;

(IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 417a, on Ezra 3 6; (V) Vienna Codex

No. 35, on the same passage; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Dchlah II,

§ 276^ and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 220. It

is remarkable that Lists IV and V give here the first mnemonic

sign which Lists III and V of the preceding Rubric give for that

Massorah.

O'n = § '409.

Q^3« — The nouns tid counsel, and -rio^ foundation^ as well

as the infinitive of id; to fonnd, without and with the prefixes

and suffixes, are in six instances without the Vav after the

Samech. This Rubric I have found in tho printed Massorah only,

on Gen. 49 6.

By fixing tho number at six, this Massorah militates against

the recension of the text which reads nio^ pleno in Ezek. 13 14,

as is attested by St, Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916. It moreover

excludes tho reading >Tri*inb; without tho Vav after the Samech in

Ezok. 30 4, which is that of another recension and which is ex-

hibited in Arund Orient. 10; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Orient.

20io— 2.S and in several of the early editions, as ivill be seen

from the notes on this passage in my edition of tho Bible.

>"fl = § 410.

TlDin occurs ttoicc in the Scriptures and is plene and in two

different eciiscs. That is, in tho Psalms (137 7) it denotes the

foundation, whilst in Chronicles (2 Chron. 23 5), according

to the Massorah which embodies the ancient traditional sense,

it signifies the departure, as it is called in the parallel passage

of tho duplicate record in 2 Kings 11 6. This -no i?tt> = nio^n -iyB>

according to tradition, is the eastern gate which was so called

because those who were ritually defiled wore here bidden to go

back or depart and not enter the temple.

Of this Rubric, which does nut occur in the printed Mas-

sorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley .')710— 11, Vol. II, I'ol, 2186,

on Ps. 137 7, which I have printed, and (11) the same MS,,

Vol. IT, fol. 102 6, on 2 Chron, 23 5.'

K"'n = § 411.
^*

n^nniD'^ her ftmndation, occurs twice in the Scriptures. Of

this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 270 or, on

Lament. 4 11, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 185 6, on Ezek. 30 4; (III) tho same MS., fol. 3576, on

Lament. 4 11, and (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 283 o, on Ezek. 30 4.

Though Lists I and IV do not mention any variation in the

orthography of the two instances which constitute this Rubric,

yet Lists II and III not only state in their respective headings

that one is plene and one dofoctivo ('on 'ki '?» 'k 's), but List III

declares that the Lamentation instance is defective ('on '"sn). This

is in harmony with § 40!) where it is given as one of tho six

defectives. Hence it is rrnnb; in Orient. 2201; Arund. Orient. 10;

Add. 15,251; Add, 21,160, According to another recension, how-

ever, it is n-nilo:. This is exhibited in Harley 5710— 11, Add.

15,250, thus conflicting with the statement in § 409,

The MSS. vary still more in the reading of the Ezekiel

instance. It is rrnlnlB; with both Vavs plene in St. Petersburg

Codex of k. D. 910; Orient. 2201; Add. 15,451. rrnnb^ without

the first Vav, but with the second in Arund, Orient. 16; Add.

15,250; Add. 15,251 and .TriTiD' with the first Vav, but without

the second, in Harlej' 5710—11. For the variations in the early

editions see the notes on Ezek. 30 4 in my edition of the Bible.

yir\ = § 412.

Plp^l and he shall add, occurs six times. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 82 6, on Levit. 27 15. As all the six instances are

restricted to the Pentateuch, the heading ought more properly

to be "iiKni •\

r'f) = § 413.

riBD"' thou hast increased, occurs three times in the Scriptures.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I have collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 11 6,

on Isa. 26 15, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 154 6, on 2 Chron. 9 6; (III) Arund. Orient. 10, fol. 129 a, on

Isa. 26 15; and (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35, on 2 Chron. 9 6.

T'fl = § 414.

PlDlSI ctnd he shall be added, oecnrs three times in the Scripturrs.

By fixing the number at three, the design of the Massorah is to

militate against the reading nBCiii the feminine in Numb. 36 3

in harmony with the parallel passage in the following verse, as

it is the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text.

Of this Rubric, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5110—11, Vol. II, fol, 247a, on Prov, 11 24,

wbich I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient, 10, fol; 340 6, on the

same passage; (III) Add. 15,250> fol. 361a, also on the same.
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passage; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 64 o, on Exod. 1 10; (V) the same

MS., fol. 2.52 a, on Numb. 36 3; (VI) the printed Massorah on

Exod. 1 10, and (VII) the same on Prov. 11 24. The addition at

the end of the List, which I have printed (List I), viz. proa '3

fop im 'HB "im '8p is manifestly a clerical ei-ror for psp nm 'ne proa '3

tioo are with Puthnch under the Samech and one tcith Kametz, as

the other Lists give it. The Kametz instance (Prov, 11 24) is the

participle.

ran = § 415.

^I^toDlni and I mil add, or have added, occurs four times.

Of the four instances in which this Hiphil preterite with the

prefix Vav occurs, the Vav is in two conversive and hence the

accent is on the ultima (2 Kings SO 6; Ps. 71 14) and in two

the Vav is conjunctive and hence the accent is on the penultima

(Eccl. 1 16; 2 9). Hence the Massorah safeguards this variation

in the accents, which indicates the difference in sense.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 254a, on 2 Kings 20 6,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, foi: I94fc, on

Ps. 71 14; (III) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 263 a, on Eccl. 1 16;

(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 114 «, on 2 Kings 20 6; (V) the same

MS., fol. 351a, on Eccl. 1 16; (VI) the printed Massorah on

2 Kings 20 6, and (Vli) the same on Ps. 71 14. List III records

the two MUel instances only in Ecclesiastes with a separate

heading, viz. 'ibd3 '3. List VI, which enumerates the two Eccle-

siastes instances first and the Kings' and Psalms' instances

second, describes the two latter as MiUl ('?T'?a "K-ins -3). But this

is manifestly due to the erroneous inversion of the catchwords

'in the Rubric, which is not only attested by the MS. Lists, but

by the second List which Jacob b. Chayim himself gives in the

printed Massorah (List VII).

rtan = § 4i6.

Pl^pl^ he shall add, in (sixteen tivies entirely jdene. This Hiphil

future third person singular masculine occurs altogether thirty-

three times. To these are to be added the two instances in which

it is the Kal participle {vide infra, § 418), thus making in all

thirty-five. It is spelt in three different ways, viz. (1) fj-'Di'' entirely

plene, that is, both with Vav after the Yod and Yod after the

Samech; (2) ripi"" with Vav after the Yod, but without Yod after

the Samech, and (3) p)''p'« without Vav after the Yod and with Yod

after the Samech. Hence the Massorah safeguards this variation

in its orthography. In this Rubric the Massorah registers the

sixteen instances in which this Hiphil is entirely plene.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,451, fol. 225 a,

on 1 Kings 2 23, which I have printed, and (II) tlie printed

Massorah Finalis, letter % § 229. TMe latter which heads this

Rubric '"ra t' f\'oy is corrupt. For th6ugh it duly records fourteen

instances, it omits five which are given in Li.st I, viz. 1 Sam. 3 17;

2 Sam. 7 20; Isa. 10 20; 62 9; Lament. 4 22, and makes up the

fourteen by giving two which are defective (Prov. 1623; Ruth 1 17)

and one which is Pi-pir with the jirefix Vav (Eccl. 1 18 a). There

are, therefore, eleven instances only in this List which are iden-

tical with those in List I.

r'n = § 417.

Pl'^p'' he shall add, is fourteen times thus tcritten. That is,

without the Vav after the Yod. Of this Rubric I collated four

Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 316 6, on Ps. 120 3, which I have printed; (II) the same MS.,

for. 342 a, on Prov. 16 21; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 362 6, on the

same passage, and (IV) the printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 3 35.

Though Lists I and II emphatically state in their respec-

tive headings that there are fourteen such instances, they record

thirteen only, omitting Job 34 37, which is duly given in List IV.

The catchwords ijsk*? Pj-'d'' roi, which I have queried and for which
I have given no reference are evidently a scribal error and ought

to be OK "o rj'D"' .131 2 Sam. 3 35. It is remarkable that the same
mistake occurs in List II. Though List III is also headed i^'di"

•\"'
»i''D'' T31 it records ten only. It omits all the throe instances

in Samuel as well as Job 34 37. The latter as wo have seen, is

also omitted in Lists I and II. There is, howev«r, another in-

stance of this Hiphil future third person singular masculine

which is neither recorded in the List of plenes nor in that of

the defectives, viz. Ruth 1 17. In Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 16,250;

Add. 1.5,251 and Add. 21,160 it is ei-pl'- plene, whilst in Orient. 2201

second hand and Harley 5710—11 it is Pi'p" defective. In this the

reason why it is excluded from both Rubrics?

Throuffhout the Law it is tipi' except twice. In the Pentateuch

where this Hiphil future third person singular masculine occurs

ten times it is in eight instances the apocopated form with Tzcre

under the Samech (Gen. 30 24; Exod. 8 25; Levit. 5 16, 24;

27 31; Numb. 5 7; 22 19; Deut. 1 11) and in two instances only

is it the regular form. Hence the Massorah safeguards here the

full form.

And throughout the Prophets and ffagiographa it is likewise the

fuU form 8)^ or r|''p' toiih Chirek under the Samech except in four
instances tohere it is Pjpl'' the apocopated form with Tzere. In these

two divisions of the Bible the reverse is the case. Here where
this Hiphil future occurs altogether about thirty-six times the

full form is the rule and the apocopated form the exception. The
former occurs about thirty-one times and the latter five times

only. Here therefore the Massorah safeguards the apocopated form.

This part of the Rubric is given in Lists I, II and III but

not in the printed Massorah (List IV). It is also given as a

separate Massorah. (Vide supra, § 419.)

n'">r\-= § 418.

PjDl'' is five times so written. That is, without Yod. after the

Samech. Though two of the instances are the Kal participle (Isa.

29 14; 38 5) and three the Hiphil future, ye*i they are grouped
together under one Rubric because the Massorah, according to

its usual method, has regard to the identity of the spelling

irrespective of the difference in the sense.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 130 6, on Isa. 29 14, which
I have printed; (II) the same MS., foL 135 cr, on Isa. 38 5; (III)

the same MS., fol. 340 a, on Prov. 10 22; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol.

288 6, on Isa. 38 5; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 388 6, on Prov. 10.22;

(VI) the printed Massorah on Isa. 29 14, and (VII) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter -, § 239.

All the seven Lists give identically the same five instances

and thus include 1 Sam. 14 44, which is given in § 416 as one
of the instances which are ei^l' entirely plene. Moreover both the

Isaiah instances are plene in St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916

and it is only against the second instance that a later Nakdan
remarked iv va 'cn. We have here, therefore, another instance of

conflicting Massorahs which are due to different recensions of

the text.

a"'n = § 419.

t^Dl'' he shall add, is always so in the Pentateuch cxcept_

twice &c. This Rubric constitutes the second part of § 417 where
it is duly explained. Of this separate form I collated six Lists,

five in MSS. and one printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 137a, on
Dout. 25 3, which I have printed; (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II,

fol. 211a, on\ Ps. 115 14; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 313 6, on
the same passage; (IV) Orient. 2348, fol. 147a, on Deut. 26 3;

(V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 25, and (VI) the printed Mas-
sorah Finalis, letter -, § 239.

yn = § 420 a.

^Dt* he shall add, is twice plene ... once in the Law and once

in the Hagiocp'apha and toherever it is a proper name it is like-

wise so. This apocopated future occurs altogether eleven times.

(Vide svpra § 417.) According to this Rubric it is e^p"" defective

in nine instances and plene in two only. Hence the Massorah
safeguards the exceptional orthography. By fixing the number
at two, and moreover by emphatically declaring that one occurs

in the Pentateuch and one in the Hagiographa, this Massorah
excludes the instance in the Prophets, viz. Joel 2 2, which is

plene in the received text.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-
sorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 84 6, on Levit.

5 16, which I have printed, and (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 94 6, on
the same passage. Both Lists coincide in stating that there are

two such instances only and both give identically the same
passages. '•'3J3 at the end is a clerical error for 'in33.

rn = § 420 6.

PlpV 18 three times plene denotintj to add. That is, as apoco-

pated Hiphil future third person singular masculine apart from

the 143 instances in which this quadriliteral is a proper name.

Of this form of the Rubric I collated five Lists: (I) Harley

5710 11, Vol. I, fol. 65 6, on Levit. 5 16, which I have printed;
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(II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 204 a, on Joel 2 2; (III) the same

MS., fol. 251a, on 1 Chron. 21 3; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 67 &, on

Levit. 5 16, and (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 142 6, on the same passage.

As all these Lists coincide in stating that there are three plene

instances and not only give Joel 2 2 as one of the three, but

as List II is on this very passage, it is evident that here again

t^e conflicting Massorahs are due to their being based upon

different recensions of the text.

H"2n = % 421.

Plp'i'' occurs four times in the Scriptures. That is, the plene

form of the apocopated future. This Rubric with the mnemonic
sign is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 108 a, on Joel 2 2. It

is another form of § 419 and serves to show how differently

the same materials were formulated by the different Massoretic

Schools.

3'3n = § 422.

PjD'' he shall add, is five times defective in the seme of adding.

That is, in contradistinction to the instances in which this apo-

copated future first person singular masculine is ejol' with Vav

plene recorded in § 420 6 and § 421.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 20a, on Gen. 30 24, which I have printed; (II) Add.

15,451, fol. 22a, on the same passage; (III) the same MS., fol.

43 a, on Exod. 8 25, and (IV) the same MS., fol. 376 a, on Joel

2 2. This apocopated future occurs altogether twelve times, eleven

times without the prefix Vav and once with it. According to the

second part of Rubric 417 as well as § 419 it is four times

plene including the solitary instance with the prefix Vav, This

leaves eight defectives, whereas the Lists before us emphatically

state in their respective headings that there are five only and

all the four Lists coincide in recording identically the same five

instances. They not only omit four instances, viz. Lovit. 27 31;

Numb. 5 27; Deut 1 11; Ps. 115 14 but record one, viz. Joel

2 2, which according to those Lists is plene. These conflicting

Massorahs must, therefore, be due to their being based upon

different recensions of the text

J'DD = § 423.

'TO''
he shall add, occurs eleven times, three times^ plene and

eight defective. Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts

of the Massorah, I collated throe Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 65a, on Levit. 5 16,

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 89a, on the same
passage, and (III) the printed Massorah on Gen. 30 24.

Whilst § 420 records the plenes of this apocopated future

and § 422 the defectives, this Rubric gives the number of times

it occurs altogether throughout the Scriptures. List I, which

I have printed and which fixes the number at eleven, emphati-

cally declares that three only are plene and eight defective,

•on -in is manifestly a clerical error for on ni, though it records

ten only. As the other two Lists duly record eleven it is evident

that the omission of the eleventh instance, viz. 1 Chron. 21 3,

which the other Lists give, is due to the carelessness of the

Scribe. From its fixing the number of defectives at eight it is

evident that this Rubric is based upon the recension of the text

which exhibited this number. From the same recension is List III

which is headed '--ion 'rfi '"k^o 'j -bidk prba K" and which gives

Levit. 5 16 twice, once by the catchwords v^p pjc inwam which
ought to be vbs fp- irntran nxi and once Kisn iwk nxi.

List II, which exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah, is

simply headed k" rjO' and though it records identically the same
eleven instances as Lists I and III it takes no notice whatever
of the fact that some are plene and some defective. Hence it is

impossible to say on which recension of the text this Massorah
is based.

TDD = § 424.

P]D'' is defective throughout the Law, except once. As this

apocopated future which occurs altogether eight times in the

Pentateuch is in seven instances defective (Gen. 30 24; Exod.
8 25; Levit 6 24; 27 31; Numb. 5 7; 22 19; Deut 1 11) and
once only plene, the Massorah safeguards the orthography of

the solitary exception. This Rubric is based upon the same
recension as the preceding one. According to the recension
exhibited in § 422 there are four plene instances in the Penta-
teuch, viz. Levit 6 16; 27 31; Numb. 5 7; Deut 1 11.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Masso-

rah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 45a, on Gen. 30 24,

which I have printed, and (II) Orient 2348, fol. 55 a, on the

n*3n = § 425.

Plpl'^'l occurs ten times, nine times it is the proper name Joseph
with the prefix Vav and once it is the Hiphil future third person

masculine with the pi-efix Vav denoting and he shdfl add. This

Rubric illustrates once more the carelessness of the Scribes.

Though the heading emphatically states that there are altogether

ten such instances, the List itself records seven only, omitting

three, viz. Gen. 41 46; 42 6; 44 4. For a correct form of this

Rubric see above § 269.

ran = § 426.

^Dl''1 and he shall add, or increase, occurs three times, twice

with the accent on the penuUima and once on the ultima. With the

accent on the ultima it is bjoI'i with Tzere (2 Sam. 24 3) and on

the penultima it is b^dI-i with Segol (Prov.. 1 5 ; 9 9).

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 336a, on Prov. 1 5, which

1 have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 74a, on 2 Sam. 24 3;

(III) the same MS., fol. 339 6, on Prov. 9 9; (IV) Add. 16,260,

fol. 358 a, on Prov. 1 5, and (V) the printed Massorah on
2 Sam. 24 3. Lists II and III form the second part of Rubrics S69

and 426 under the general heading a"i rjovi.

nn = § 427.

^Drl and he added, or again, is seven times plene. This

Hiphil future third person singular masculine with Vav conversive,

occurs altogether twenty-nine times apart from the Keri (1 Sam.
18 28). It is defective in* twenty-two instances and plene in seven
only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography.

By fixing the number at seven the Massorah militates against

the recension of the text which exhibits b)di«i plene also in

Isa. 8 5 in conformity with 7 10, as is attesied by St Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710-—11, Vol. I, fol. lOla, on Numb. 22 26, which

1 have printed; (II) Orient 4445, fol. 142 6, on the same passage;

(III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 27 a, on Judg. 11 14; (IV) the same
MS., fol. 51a, on 1 Sam. 23 4; (V) the same MS., fol. 274 6, on

2 Chron. 28 22; (VI) the printed Massorah on Numb. 22 26, and

(VII) the same on 1 Kings 16 33. List Jl, which exhibits the

oldest form of this Rubric, indicates its design by the addition

at the end, viz. pans e^ci te-iKW.

rrsn = § 428.

tlp'1 and he added, or again, is' twenty-six times d^ective.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Add. 15,461, fol. 222 a, on 2 Sam. 24 1. We have seen

in the preceding Rubric that this Hiphil future third person

singular masculine with Vav conversive occurs altogether

twenty-nine times. The statement, therefore, in the heading of

this Rubric that it is twenty-six times defective leaves three

plenes only. This is not only in conflict with all the Lists of the

preceding Rubric, but against the Rubric in this very MS. which

emphatically states fol. 171 6, on Judg. 11 14 that there are seven

plenes and gives identically the same seven instances recorded in

the seven .Lists of the preceding Massorah. There can, therefore,

be no doubt that the design of this Massorah is to record all the

twenty-nine instances in Which this Hiphil forms occurs, including

both the plenes and defectives. This moreover is corroborated by

the fact that with one exception it includes all the plents which

constitute the preceding Massorah. As is not infrequently the

case an ignorant Nakdan added in the heading the vicious

expression 'on. It will be seen that this Rubric records twenty-

six instances only instead of twenty-nine and that it omits the

following three 1 Sam. 9 8; Isa. 8 5 and Dan. 10 18. But the

omission of several instances in long Lists is of common occur-

rence and is due to the exhaustion of the prescribed number

of lines for the Massorah. The instructive part, however, connected

with the heading is the fact that a later Scribe who found that

the List recorded twenty-six instances only, altered the original

B"3 into \"o to agree with the recorded number.
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t3"3n = § 429.

Wplfl thou shalt, or she shall add, or increase, is three times

without the Yod. This Hiphil future, which is both second person

singular masculine and third person singular feminine and which

occurs altogether thirteen times, is spelt in four different ways:

(1) fp^ entirely defective, that is, without Vav after the Tav and

without the characteristic Yod after the Samech-, (2) r)Dln with

Vav, but without the Yod; (3) bi'dpi without the Vav, but with Yod,

and (4) »)'<Din entirely plene, that is, both with Vav and Yod. Hence

this Rubric safeguards one of the several spellings.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 253 &, on Prov. 23. 28,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 190 a, on Ezek.

36 12; (in) the same MS., fol. 345 a, on Prov. 23 28; (IV) Vienna

Codex No. 36, on the same passage, and (V) the printed Massorab,

on Ezek. 36 12. Accordingly Job 20 9, which is s^Dln without Yod

in my edition of the Bible, is not one of these three instances

and ought to be «TDln as it is in Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11;

Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Add. 21,160.

•JTI = § 430,

Pjph occurs thirteen times. Of this Rubric, which records

all the thirteen instances, I have found two Lists only, one in

MS. and one printed: (I) the printed Massorah, on Exod. 11 6,

which I have printed, and (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 25,

margin.

List I from which the fourth line, viz. iran ne ny = Job 38 11,

has inadvertently dropped out of the text, is hopelessly confused.

According to Frensdorff's emendation of it {Massm'etisches W'&rter-

buch p. 84, Note 5) DTK UD-^bv 'ro'?im is in its wrong place and

belongs to the three »)eln instances, 'na f\''dt\, which is also in

the wrong place should be after nvr mn" and 're r\DV\
r"?:!

refers

to the three instances which follow mrpn>n\ This yields one

instance in which it is f\tiF\ entirely defective (Exod. 11 6) ; three

instances in which it is »)p1n with Vav plene and Yod defective

(Ezek. 36 12; Prov. 19 19; 23 38), seven in which it is Pi'pr with

Vav defective and Yod plene (Deut. 28 68; Isa. 24 20; Amos 6 2;

Ps. 61 7; Prov. 10 27; Job 20 9; 88 ll) and two in which it is

r|-pin entirely plene (Amos 7 13; 1 Chron. 22 14). This emendation,

however, is in conflict with the following Massorah, which em-

phatically states that there are three instances only where it is

•I'oin. Moreover it does not account for Ezek. 36 12 being given

twice by two different catchwords.

List II, which is also headed y, records twelve only omitting

1 Chron. 22 14. But this omission is manifestly due to the care-

lessness of the Scribe. It makes no reference whatever to the

variations in its orthography.

H'bn - § 431.

P]''ph is three times thus voritten. That is, with Vav defective

and Yod plene. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Harley 5710—ll, Vol. I, fol. 130 6, on Deut.

28 68.

It is by the combination of this Rubric with § 429 that

we are enabled to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion with regard

to the precise passages in which the several variations occur.

We have seen that the thirteen instances of this Hiphil future

exhibit four forms: (l) tpp, Exod. 11 6, which is entirely defec-

tive and about which there is a unanimity in the MSS.
; (2) ripln

with Vav, but without Yod of which there are three instances

duly safeguarded in § 429, and (8) ^-pri without Vav, but with

Yod recorded in the Rubric before us. This accounts for seven

out of the thirteen instances. As these seven exhaust all the

possible variations in the orthography of this Hiphil future, it

is evident that the remaining six exhibit the normal form

(4) »|^pin, viz. Amos 6 2; 7 13; Ps. 61 7; Prov. 10 27; Job 20 9;

I Chron. 22 14. This shows the corruption of Jacob b. Chayim's

printed Massorah as exhibited in the preceding Rubric and the

untenablenesB of Frensdorffs emendation.

yir\ - § 432.

'^ri thou shalt add, increase or gather, occurs three times in

the Scriptures. That is, with Tzere under the Samech. Though two
of these instances are the apocopated future Hiphil of

^ip-^
(Gen.

4 IS; Deut. IS 1) and one is the Kal future of r;pM instead of

ricwri (Ps. 104 29), yet the Massorah which has regard to the

identity of the spelling only, irrespective of the difference in

the sense, according to its method groups them together In the

same Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2066, on Ps. 104 29,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 310 a, on the

same passage; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 338 6, also on the same

passage; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 25; (V) Add. 16,251,

fol. 366 6, on Ps. 104 29; (VI) Orient 2349, fol. 31a, on Gen.

4 12; (VII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah supplements, and (VIII)

the printed Massorah, on Gen. 4 12. Lists IV, V and VII alone

give the mnemonic sign. The printed Massorah (List VIII) heads

this Rubric »-i^o 'on % calling Tzere Milra.

ybn = § 433.

^Dh thou shalt add, increase or gather, occurs three times.

This Rubric, which is another recension of the preceding one

and which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from

Add. 21,160, fol. 81a, on Exod. 10 28.

On comparing it with the preceding Rubric it will be seen

that whilst the former gives Deut. 13 l as one of the three

instances in which the Samech is with Tzere this Rubric gives

Exod. 10 28. These two conflicting Massorahs must therefore be

due to their being based upon different recensions of the text.

rbn = § 434.

ftpln thou shalt add, or increase, is three times plene in this

form. That is, this apocopated Hiphil future is three times plene

with three different graphic signs and with the accent on the

penultima. In Exod. 10 28 it is tipin with Teere under the Samech

according to the preceding Rubric. In Deut. 3 26 it is r]pin with

Segol and in Prov. 30 6 it is e)D'in with Sheva. »)Blri Job 40 32,

which is another plene instance also with a different graphic

sign, is omitted because it is with the accent on the ultima.

wr''?3, in the heading denotes here the variations in the graphic

signs.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two

printed: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 259 6, on Deut 3 26, which I have

printed; (II) the printed Massorah on Exod. 10 28, and (HI) the

same on Deut. 3 26.

By declaring that all the three instances are plene, this

Massorah not only defends the plene reading rjbin in Exod. 10 28

which is still preserved in the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew

text, but militates against the School of textual redactors which

exhibit f\bFi defective in Deut. 3 26 and against- the Eastern rea-

ding t\t3Fi in Prov. 30 6, as will be seen from the notes on these

passages in my edition of the Bible.

List II is headed 'on nrn t^a nn ?'»•?» 'ins 's. It is thus

restricted to the two instances in the Pentateuch and emphasises

the fact that they are both with the accent on the penultima

and that one is plene and one defective. But though it does not

state which of the two instances is defective, it is evident that the

first, viz. Exod. 10 28 is the defective. The conflict between this

Rubric and the preceding one, as usual, is due to their being

based upon two different recensions of the text.

List III is headed 'r''?a it^o '3 *\av\ and gives Deut. 3 26

and 13 l as the two plene instances. It not only omits Prov. 30 6,

but gives Deut. 13 1, which is defective in the textus receptus and

is with Tsere, as one of the two instances.

iT^n - § 435 a.

S^plni and she added, is three times plene. That is, in contra-

distinction to the other two instances in which this Hiphil future

third person singular feminine with Vav conversive occurs where

it is defective, recorded in the following Rubric. Here the Mas-

sorah, contrary to its usual method, safeguards the majority.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in this separate form

in the printed Massorah, I collated seven Lists: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 187 a, on 1 Sam. 19 8, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 84 6, on Ezek. 23 14; (III) the

same MS., Vol. II, fol 274 6, on Esther 8 3; (IV) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 1816, on Ezek. 23 14; (V) the same MS., fol. 362 a, on
Esther 8 3; (VI) Add. 15,260, fol. 282 a, on Ezek. 23 14, and
(VII) Add. 21,160, fol. 312 6, on Esther 8 3. None of these Lists

I
notice the fact that all the three instances begin a verse.
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iT^n - § 435 6.

'nDU'fl and she added, occurs jive times at the beginning of the

verse, it is three times plene and twice defective. Whilst the preceding

Rubric simply safeguards the plene instances, this Rubric

emphasises the fact that all the fiye instances, the three plenes

as well as the two defectives, begin a verse.

This Rubric 1 have found in the printed Massorah only,

where- it occurs twice: (I) on Gen. 38 5, which I have printed,

and (II) on Ezek. 23 14.

rbn - § 436.

"B^pln thou shaU add, or increase, occurs twice. That is, with

the accent on the ultima. In the other two instances in which

this Hiphil future second person singular feminine occurs the

accent is on the penultima (Isa. 23 12; 51 22). As all the four

instances occur in the same book, the Massorah safeguards this

variation in its accents. Even in the solitary instance in which

the defective form of this Hiphil future occurs outside Isaiah, it

is also with the accent on the penultimate (Zeph. 3 11). This

makes the ultimates in the minority which is an additional

reason why they are here safeguarded.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient- 16, fol. 139 a, on Isa. 47 1. By the

omission of the qualifjring expression m"?*! from the heading, this

Rubric is apparently obscure. But the Massorah on this passage

in this very MS. remarks against it, Tisa 'a. Still more explicit is

the Massorah Parva in Harley 5710— li ; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251

which is '-i'?a 'a and the printed Massorah Parva on Isa. 47 5,

viz. pjrai yha 'P»a 'a.

Vbn = § 437.

P]pi< / will add, is three times defective. This Hiphil future

first person singular, which occurs altogether nineteen times, is

spelt in three different ways: (1) B]pk entirely defective, that is,

without both Vav and Yod; (2) sj-pit without Vav, but with Yod,

and (3) bj-dIk entirely plene that is, with both Vav and Yod. The

third is the normal spelling. In this form it occurs ten times,

viz. Josh. 7 12; Judg. 2 21; 10 13; Hosea 1 6; Amos 7 8; 8 2;

Jonah 2 5; Prov. 23 85; Job 40 6; 2 Chron. 10 U. The entirely

defectives which constitute this Rubric are three only. Hence

the Massorah safeguards this exceptional orthography and thus

militates against the recension of the text in which all the three

instances are P|pix with Vav, but without Yod, as is attested by

the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol: I, fol. 41a, on Exod. 10 29,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 81a, on the same

passage; (III) the printed Massorah on Gen. 8 21, and (IV) the

same on Exod. 10 29. As all the three instances are restricted

to the Pentateuch, the heading ought more properlyto be '-n>ai 'cn 'j.

IJI'^n = § 48^0.

^P^K / totll add, is seven times defective in all the Scripftires.

That is, partially defective, being without the Vav, but with the

Yod. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-

sorah, I collated seven Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. 11^

fol. 155 6, on 2 Chron. 10 11, which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 87/>, on 1 Kings 12 11; (III) the same MS., fol. 114 6,

on 2 Kings 21 8; (IV) the same MS., fol. 263 6, on 2 Chron. 10 11;

(V) Add. 15,261, fol. 213 o, on the same passage; (VI) the same

MS., fol. 333a, on 2 Chron. 10 11, and (VII) Add. 21,160, fol. 81 a,

on Exod. 10 29.

The List which I have printed (List I), which is headed ••,[

and which records seven such instances includes >^QlMn the.

one with Ijhe prefix Be (Judg. 20 28). The other Lists are headed

,

VK1 'Bn '1 and are restricted to the six instances without this

:

prefix. They all omit the parallel passage, 2 Chron. 10 11, which:

I have given w:ith l Kings 12 11 to D"apn. In my edition of the I

Bible, however, I have rj-px without Vav in 2 Chron. 10 1 1 in

;

accordance with the following Standard Codices: Orient. 2201; i

Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 16,250; Add. 15,251 i

though it is not included as one of the defective instances in

this Massorah.

n"^n - § 438 5.

^^pk w six times so written. That is, without Vav after the

Aleph. This recension of the Rubric is from Orient. 1471, fol. 191 6,

on i Kings 12 11. It registers both kinds of defectives, the one.

registered in § 437 and the six defectives recorded in the preceding
recension. It emphatically excludes 2 Chron. 10 11. By ihi
addition -re pj'dik 'kti it indicates the design of this Massorah.

It is remarkable that the ancient Codex Orient. 4446,
fol. 52 a, on Exod. 10 29 heads this Massorah o" «i'dik and records
the complete List of the nineteen instances in which this Hiphil
future first person singular occurs without the slightest reference
to the fact that any of them are differently spelt.

r^n = § 489.

* P iXn shall I add, or again, occurs twice plene in the

first instance and defective in the second. Though with the prefix
He this Hiphil future first person singular occurs altogether
twice only, yet it varies in its spelling within a few verses, being
in the first instance entirely plene, that is, both with Vav and
Yod and immediately after without the Yod. Hence the Massorah
safeguards the variation in its orthography. This Rubric, which
does not occur in this separate form in the printed Massorah,
is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 33 6, on Judg. 20 23.

OTI = § 440.

S^pX / will add, or again, occurs three times in the Scriptures.

This Hiphil future first person singular occurs altogether twenty-
two times. In nineteen instances it is with the normal Chirek
under the Samech {vide supi-a § 437) and in three only is it with
Tzere being the apocopated form for Bj^piK. Hence the Massorah
safeguards this exceptional form.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the popular parts of the
Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists. I shall, however, specify the
following eight only, four in MSS. and four printed: (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 73a, on Ezek. 5 16, which I have printed;
(II) Add. 15,251, fol. 114 6, on Deut. 18 16; (III) Halle Ochlah
Ve-Ochlah II, § 25; (IV) the same MS. II, § 291; (V) the
printed Massorah on Deut. 18 16; (VI) the same on Ezek. 5 16;
(VII) the same on Hosea 9 15, and (VIII) the printed Massorah
Finalis, letter -, § 238. The mnemonic sign is given with Lists V
in the Massorah Parva; VI and VII and without the List in
Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 106 a, on Hosea 9 15, and the
Massorah Finalis, letter k, § 661.

The MS. Lists do not state that there is any variation in
the orthography of this form of the Hiphil. It is the printed
Lists (V, VI, VII, VIII), which emphatically declare in their re-

spective headings that two are defective, viz. Deut. 18 1 6 ; Ezek.
5 16 and that the third, viz. Hosea 9 15 is plene. This, however,
represents the recension of one School of textual redactors only,
as is attested by the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text,

which reads eimx in Deut. 18 16; by St. Petersburg Codex of
A. D. 916, which has pj'dk in Ezek. 15 16 and s-i'oiR in Hosea 9 15
first hand, with the Massorah against it by a later Nakdan
nra 'om iia ba and by the Standard Codex Harley 5710— 1 J, which
reads sjplx in Ezek. 5 16. Lists VI, VII and VIII indicate the
Tzere under the Samech in their respective headings by the ex-
pression Milra (riba 'a), as in § 432.

K"an = § 441a.

ISpr they shall add, or increase, in four times so tm'itten.

This Hiphil future third person plural masculine, which occurs
altogether ten times, is spelt in five different ways: (l) lup' en-

tirely defective, that is, both without Vov and without the cha-
racteristic Yod; (2) ^iBpl' with Vav but without Yod; (3) pepi' with
Vav and without Yod but with paragogic Nun; (4) ^f& without
Vav but with Yod, and (5) la^c-;' entirely plene, that is both with
Vav and Yod. Though the spelling ibdI", which is here indicated

by No. 2, occurs four times and thus constitutes the majority,

yet the Massorah, contrary to its usual method, safeguards the

rule in this Rubric.

Of this Rubric, which simply records the instances without
the characteristic Yod and which does not occur in this form
in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,
Vol. II, fol. 107 a, on Hosea 13 2, which I have printed, and
(II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 357 6, on Lament. 4 15.

Like many other Massorahs, however, this Rubric is based
upon the recension of one School of textual redactors only. This
is attested by the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text, which
reads le'Dl" entirely plene in Deut. 13 12 and by Orient. 2201;
Harley 5710—11; Add. 15,250; Add. 21,160, which are some of
the best Standard Codices and which read irpi' entirely plene
in Lament. 4 15.
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ran § 441 &.

IISPl'' M four times thus written. That is, with Vav plene and

Yod defective. This Massorah is an expansion of the preceding

one. It safeguards four of the five variations in this Hiphil

future third person singular masculine. The one variety not

indicated is the solitary instance with paragogic Nun (jibdI"

1 Kings 19 2) marked by me as No, 8 in the preceding Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Orient. 2849, fol. 131a, on Deut. 13 12, which

I have printed; (II) Orient 2848, fol. 141a, on the same passage,

and (III) the printed Massorah on 1 Kings SO 10. Lists I

and II coincide in giving the same instances in identically the

same order. They are based upon the same recension of the

text as § 441 a. The printed Massorah, however, (List III) is

different Though it registers the same four instances for iBpl-

without Yod, it gives two for ^b'D' without Vav, but with Yod

(2 Sam. 7 10; Jerem. 81 12) instead of one (2 Sam. 7 10) and two

only for irpl' entirely plene (I Chron. 17 9; Prov, 3 2). It will

thus be seen that the Jeremiah instance which the other two

Lists give as one of the three plenes, is in this List given as

one of two without Vav}

'3 .onj'n nam n^t »a i»»di« wn ,i'i ion avia ib»b« niy mvnh h\^>rivn n^j? 'sa
'

.awa IBB' mK(w hrsn 'ho a'na ib»di» ,o"n nisin cd' iim

K"an - § 441 c.

IBpl^ it fow times thus written. That is, with Vav, but

without Forf, This Rubric, which is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 20^ a, on Hosea IS 2, exhibits the same recension as Lists I

and II in 8 441 6. It is of importance to the study of the Mas-

sorah inasmuch as it demonstrates that the different Massoretic

Schools elaborated the same materials differently,^ike those

two Jiists, it does not include the solitary instance with the

paragogic Nun (1 Kings 19 2), but unlike the two Lists it adds

at the end (ibo' 'Wpi), that in all the Scriptures apart from the

passages recorded it is doubly defective. The addition, however,

which is also given at the end of List III in § 441 b, is misleading

since it implies that this form occurs several times, whereas it

is unique and is rightly given as such in the preceding form

of this Rubric, ib'91' after the catchwords «?>cow"i rh',v 'js should

be iB'pS indicating the only instance in which it is without Vav,

but with Yod.

ran - § 442.

.Ifi^pl'' is three times plene. That is, entirely plene, being

with both Vav and Yod. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists:

(I) Add. 16,250, fol. 2B6a, on Jerem, 31 12, which I have printed,

and (II) the printed Massorah on Prov. 3 2. ;

On comparing this separate List with the latter part of

§ 4416 and § 441c, where it forms a constituent part of those

Rubrfcs and where the three plenes are also recorded, it will

be seen that there Prov, 8 2 is given as one of the three plenes,

whereas here 2 Sam, 7 10 is given in its stead. These conflicting

Massorahs again show that tliey are based upon different

recensions of the text

The printed Massorah (List II) is remarkable. Though it

emphatically states in the heading that it .is plene in two

instances only, in accordance with the ' recension of § 441 6 as

printed by Jacob b. Chayim himself, it records three. J^cob

b. Chayim adds here Jerem. 31 12, which in that recension is

expressly given as one of two instances where it is wp'' with

Vav defective. He says that the recension which he printed on

1 Kings 30 10 appears to him incorrect, because all the MSS,

which he had seen state w'pl'' is three times plene and that they

include Jerem. 31 12 as one of the three. He, however, leaves

the heading of the Rubric and the contents to contradict each

other.^

O'aSoa i»»3n .B'D» p»* '3 '"3i«nS wo\'' n^ ..Ttt n^y 'sa ib»oi» k^ 'o»bi 'ha 'a lo'oi'
'

iroi' kSi ruDM 'a iboj on '^m '^o 'j ib'Oi» aina anBon ^aa 'a niye ntni av o 'a 'O'o 'u

.Vy I'n o'lonn EniK ny ratnh

TQn = § 443.

Ifipll and they added, is in two instances sp written. Th«t is,

with Vav plene and without the characteristic Yod. This Hiphil

future third person singular masculine with Vav conversive, occurs

altogether eleven times. The full List of these passages is duly

given in the printed Massorah on Gen. 37 5. These eleven in-

stances, however, exhibit no fewer than four variations in the

orthography of this expression, viz. (i) wp»] entirely defective

that is, without Vav after the Yod and without the characteristic

Yod after the Samech; (2) ib'd'i without Vav but with Yod;

(3) iBpi'i with Vav but without Yod, and (4) ib-bI'I entirely plene,

that is both with Vav and Yod. Hence the Massorah safeguards

this variation in its spelling. The Rubric before us states that

!|Bpi»] with Vav but without Yod. which I have marked as variety

No. 3, occurs twice.

In this separate form this Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol, I, fol. 24 b,

on Gen. 37 5.

ran = § 4440,

ICp*! Is four times so written. That is, without Vav but

with the charactei'istic Yod, which is marked by me as variety

No. 2.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS, and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 139 6, on 1 Chron. 14 13,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 26 6, on Judg.

10 6; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 188 6, on the same passage; .(IV)

Add. 21,160, fol. 876, on Gen. 37 5, and (V) the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter % § 280.

List I. — It will be seen that this List gives tne orthography

of three varieties, viz. ib'P'i without Vav but with Tod which occurs

four times; iBpl'i with Vav but without Yod, which occurs twice

and which constitutes the preceding separate Massorah, and

iB'jsl'i the solitary instance which is entirely plene. As for the

remaining four instances, it summarily declares that they are

wp'i, that is, entirely defective. They are Judg, 3 12; ii; 2022;

•i Sam. 3 84, In the last line iB"p»i should be iBpM without Yod.

List If. — This List emphatically declares in the heading

that liB'p*! without Vav but with JocJ. occurs three times only, and

records three, omitting 2 Sam. 6 22. As it gives the same two

for iBpl'i (Gen. 37 6, 8) and the s/ime one for iB"pi»i (Ps. 78 17),

thus accounting for six of the eleven instances, and declares

('na itD-i "iKri) that the others are iBp'i, it follows that according

to this recension of the Massorah there are five entirely defec-

tive instances and not four, as stated in List I and that 2 Sam,

5 22 is one of the five.

List in. — Though this List gives the first part only of

Lists I and II, safeguarding the instances alone in which it is

iB'p'i without Vav but with Yod, it is important, since like List II

it not only declares in the heading that there are three such

instances, but the List itself records three. Like List II it omits

2 Sam, 6 22.

List IV. — This List exhibits another recension of this

Massorah. It is headed p 'rfe 'i iBpl«i that is, with Vav plene and.

without Yod. Besides giving Gen. 37 .'>, 8 which are recorded in

Lists I and II as the only instances thus written, it gives as a

third instance 2 Sam. 5 22. The three for iB'p'i without Vav but

with Yod, are the same as those in Lists II and III, but for iB'pl'i

entirely plene, which Lists I and II describe as unique, this

List gives two examples, viz. Ps, 78 17 which the other Lists

record and Prov. 9 11. The latter is iB'pl'i with Vav conjunctive

in the received text and not Vav conversive. It will thus be seen

that apart from Prov. 9 11, which is outside the scope of this

Massorah, this List accounts for seven instances which are par-

tially or entirely plene, and describes the rest ("iDn 'kti) as

entirely defective, the four being Judg, 3 12; 4 1; 20-22; 2 Sam.

3 34. With respect, therefore, to the entirely defectives this

List agrees with List I and not with List II according to which

the defectives are five.

List V. — With the exception of giving the same two

entirely plenes as List IV, the printed Massorah (List V) coin-

cides with List II. It records the same two for iBpl«5 and the

same three only for wp'i as List II. Like the latter it accounts

for six only which are partially or entirely defective and leaves

the same five for the entirely defectives, wp^i after .tikw in the

last line should be iBp*i entirely defective.

ran = § 444 6.

IBpl'l — -A. sign to indicate the variations in the orthography

of this expression. This Rubric, which is from Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 60 a, on 2 Sam. 5 22, affords another example of the different

ways in which the respective Massoretic Schools elaborated the

same materials. By indicating the specific variation against the

several passages, this form of the Rubric is more explicit With

the exception of the omission of mriK hv\ = Gen. 37 8, which is

manifestly due to the carelessness of the Scribe, it accounts for

six partially or entirely plenes only, and leaves five for the

64 a
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entirely defectives, thus coinciding with Lists II and V of

I 444 a. ^B'p*i after '-uttn in the last lin6 should be iep*i entirely

defective.

TOfI = § 444 c.

1fip1*l* — A gign indicating the variations in the spelling of
thu expression. Of this form of the Rubric I collated two Lists:
(I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol 2476, on l Chron. 14 13, which I have
jjrinted, and (II) the printed Massorah on Gen. 37 6.

On comparing this form of the Rubric with the preceding
one, the following differences are disclosed: (l) the expressions
inMK ^n = Gen. 37 8, which are carelessly omitted in the former
are here duly given; (2) the former gives every variant against
each passage separately, whilst here the variations are given after
each group as in § 444 o, and (3) like Lists I V and V this Rubric
gives two entirely plenes, viz. wpi-n Ps. 78 17 and w»Dl"n Prov.
9 11. As the Proverbs instance is with Vav conjunctive it is

outside the scope of this Massorah, which records the variations
in the eleven instances with Vav conversive. It will be seen that
apart from the Proverbs instance, this Rubric accounts for six
partially or entirely plenes and leaves five for the entirely
defectives oapn), thus agreeing with Lists II and V of § 444 a
and with § 444 6, against § 444 a.

<TOn = § 445 a.

IBOh ye shall add, is twice entirely defective. That is, both with-
out Vav after the Tav and the characteristic Yod after the Samech.
This Hiphil future second person plural masculine, which occurs
altogether eight times, is spelt in four different ways: (1) <Bor
entirely defective, that is both without Vav and without Yod;
(2) wpifl entirely plene, that is both -with Vav and with Yod;
(3) pB9^ without the Vav and without the Yod but with paragogic
Nun, and (4) {wptt^i with Aleph after the Tav, without Yod but
with paragogic Nun. In this Rubric the Massorah safeguards the
two entirely defectives. By fixing the number at two, the Massorah
militates against the recension which reads prpin in Exod. 14 13
and iB'Din entirely plene in Deut. 4 2, as is attested by the
Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text.

This Rubric, which does not occur in this separate form
in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 21,160, fol. 260 a, on
Deut. 4 2.

iTOn = § 446 6.

\ttir\ ye shall add, occurs twice defective and twice plene.

Without the paragogic Nun this Hiphil future second person
plural masculine occurs altogether four times. As the two in-
stances in the Pentateuch are differently spelt from the two in
Isaiah, the former being entirely defective and the latter enti-
rely plene, the Massorah safeguards this variation in its ortho-
graphy. This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only
where it is given twice (I) on Exod. 14 18, and (II) the Massorah
Finalis, letter ', § 248.

printed; (H) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 64a, on Jefem. 47 7;
(III) Arund. Orient, 16, fol. 212 a, on Micah 6 9; (IV) Add. 15,261,'

fol. 804 a, on the same passage; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 98 6,' on
Exod. 21 8; (VI) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and
(VII) the same on Jerem. 47 7.

ran = § 447.

^^l^il <^nd I will meet, does not occur again as defective.
This Niphal preterite third person singular with Vav conversive,
which occurs altogether twice only and in the same book, is spelt
in two different ways. In Exod. 25 22 it is ^p-jjtn plene and in
29 48 it is defective. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists:
(I) Vienna Codex No. 85, on Exod. 29 48, and (11) the printed
Massorah on Exod. 25 22. The latter gives this Rubric more
fuUy, viz. -^ ^yzb nor 'n-trsi ,w ^b ^mm -nji •bti -m w '» -a 'mjnji
banotj5. It is remarkable that the Samaritan recension of the
Hebrew text has o* "nahnai in Exod. 29 43 instead of n^f -wifsi.

iTOn = § 446 c.

piDpil occurs four times. That is, this Hiphil future second
person plural masculine with paragogic Nun. Whilst the preceding
Rubric protects two of the four varieties in the orthography of
this Hiphil future, this Rubric safeguards the other two. It de-
clares that the four instances with the paragogic Nun exhibit
two varieties, three with this Nun are entirely defective, that is

both without Vav and without Yod (Gen. 44 38; Exod. 9 28;
Deut 17 16) and one is psptbt with AUph plene (Exod. 5 7).«By
fixing the number at four this Massorah not only militates
against the recension which exhibits a fifth instance with para-
gogic Nun (Exod. 14 13), but against reading Exod. 5 7 without
the Aleph, thus obliterating the fourth variety altogether, as well
as against reading all the instances pe'Dln entirely plene. This is

attested by the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Orient. 2349, fol. 60 a, on Exod. 5 7. As I omitted it

from the text of the Massorah I subjoin this Rubric in the note.'

.e|SK '*>D "ma jan nn^ ,Tna aiB^ .tstgh nwn K^i ,'» nwi^ 'JO'W 1 }iw>i

'

ran - § 446.

t'HT^ he appointed, or betrothed her, occurs three times. Of
this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:
(1) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 48 a, on Exod. 21 8, which I have

rron = § 448.

^T^^ "**'* *^^y »»*' together, or made an appointment together,
occurs twice. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 8 6, on Josh. 11 6, which I have printed, and
(II) the printed Massorah on the same passage. The latter is
corrupt It heads this Rubric -3 rani and gives as the second of
the three instances nar 'sa btt -nar^ Jerem. 41 10 where nt(m. does
not occur.

63'On = § 449.

^^^. J<^^«h if four times written JeUel. That is, in these four
instances the textual reading is b^r, with Vav after the Ayin for
which the marginal reading or Kei-i substitutes brr, with Yod.

Without and with the prefix Vav this proper name occurs
altogether fourteen times. In nine instances it is written ^>^^
(Ezra 8 13; 10 43; 1 Chijon. 5 7; 15 18, 21 ; 16 6, 5; 2 Chron. 20 14;'

85 9) and in five it is" ^jn. In four of these five the official
reading substitutes ^r^ with Yod in conformity with the majority
of its spellmg. By fixing the number at four this Massorah not
only excludes l Chron. 9 6 where it is also b^T, with Vav, thus
leaving a solitary example of this orthography, but militates
against the recension which has 'jjjwr as the Kethiv and h^r «»
Kei^i in Ezra 8 13, as is attested by the printed Biassorah Parva
in Jacob b. Chayim's edition of the Rabbinic Bible, Venice 1624—26.

Of this Rubric I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 186 6, on 1 Chron. 9 86,
which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. H, fol 166 6, on
2 Chron. 29 18; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 246 6, on 1 Chron.
11 44; (IV) the same MS., fol. 278 a, on 2 Chron. 26 11; (V) the
same MS., fol. 275a, on 2 Chron. 29 18; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-
Ochlah I, § 128; (VII) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah § 146, and (VIII)
the printed Massorah on l Chron. 9 36. Lists I, II and VI, like
List VIII, give noiwn as the catchword for 1 Chron. 26 21.

'

3«n - § 460.

"T*.!^!? Jamer, is twice plene in this form. That is, without
and with the prefix Beth. Without and witli prefixes this proper
name occurs altogether thirteen times. As it is without the Yod
after the Zayin in eleven instances (Numb. 21 82; 82 1, 8, 86;
Josh. 18 25; 21 37; 2 Sam. 24 6; Isa. 16 8, 9; Jerem. 48 82 82)
and with it in two only, the Massorah safeguards this abnormal
orthography.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-
sorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 146 6,

on 1 Chron. 26 81, which I have printed, and (II) the same MS.,'
Vol. II, fol. 134 6, on 1 Chron. 6 66,

K':n « § 451.

tS^^P") Jeish, is ihree times the textual reading for• which the

official reading in Jeush. This proper name occurs altogether nine
times. In six instances it is b>w; with Vav after the Ayin (Gen.
36 18; 1 Chron. 1 85'; 8 39; 28 10, 11; 2 Chron. 11 19) and in
three only is it with Yod. Hence the Massorah makes the excep-
tional spelling conformable to the normal orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient. 2849, fol. 48 6, on Gen. 36 6, which I have
printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 224 6, on 1 Chron. 7 10;
(HI) Add.' 16,261, fol. 82a, on Gen. 86 14, and (IV) the printed
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Massorah Finalis, letter ", § 263. This Rubric is part of the

Register of two words which respectively occur three times

written with Yod in the middle but read with Vav, recorded

above, letter % § 264.

3'an - § 452.

HyPI Jaalah, occurs twice in the Scriptures, once it is wi'itten

with Aieph and once with He. This proper name, which occurs

twice only and which is restricted to two duplicate Registers,

is in the first Register written with He at the end (Ezra 2 66)

and in the second with Aleph (Neh. 7 58). Hence the Massorah

safeguards this variation in the parallel records and thus militates

against the recension of the text in which the spelling is uniform,

as will be seen from the notes on Neh. 7 58 in my edition of

the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Hajjey 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 297 a, on Neh. 7 58, which I have printed, and

(II) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

nn = § 458.

?Pf because, is three times with the accent. That is, Zakeph-

Qadol. bt this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 128 6, on Deut. 1 36, which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 186 &, on Ezek. 31 10; (III)

Add. 15,251, fol, 105 a, on Deut. 1 36; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah II, § 308; (V) the printed Massorah on Deut. 1 36, and

(VI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 267.

T3n - § 464.

tP^I IXT because and even because, occurs twice. That is, with

Vav conjunctive repeated to impart emphasis. In the only other

instance where it is thus repeated it is jj'a iK without the Vav.

By fixing the number at two the Massorah militates against the

reading jr.? I?!
without the copula in Levit. 26 43, as is attested

by the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Vienna Codex No. 35 on Ezek. 18 10.

.T3n - § 465.

W>0 weariness, or wearied, occurs twice, once defective and once

plene. As 'this Hiphal participle which occurs twice only is diffe-

rently spelt in .each passage, the Massorah safeguards this varia-

tion in its orthography.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-

sorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 284a,

on Dan. 9 21, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL

372a, on the same passage; (III) Add. 15,250, foL 218a, on Isa.

8 28, and (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 414 o, on Dan. 9 21. List III

states that the Daniel instance is defective con tntM).'

ran = § 456.

yjy^ he took, or gave counsel, he devised, is three times with Kametz.

That is^under the Ayin, which is due to its pausal or distinctive

accent. This preterite third person singular masculine occurs alto-

gether fifteen times. In twelve instances it is with the normal

Pathach under the Ayin and in these three only is it with Kametz.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional graphic signs.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah but which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I

collated two Lists: (I) A<Jd. 15,250, fol. 226a, Isa. 32 7, which

I have printed, and (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on

Isa. 14 27. List I is incorrect. It omits Isa. 82 8, which the

Massorah in all the best Standard Codices marks as one of the

three £am«ts instances and gives instead Isa. 23 8, which is not

oiily with a conjunctive accent and Pathach (|»t.;) in Orient. 2201

;

Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,251, but in Add.

15,260 the very MS. where this faulty Massorah occurs. This is

fully confirmed by List II, which correctly gives the three instances.

As all the three occur in Isaiah, the heading ought properly to

'031 %

nn - § 467.

VTSKT they counselled him, occurs three times and is defective.

That is, ^without Vav after the Tzadi. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,261, fol. 192 a,

on I Kings 12 13.

n'3n - § 458.

'tDCP'^K / vnU counsel thee, occurs three times. That is, with the

suffix second person singular masculine, in contradistinction to

the only other instance whore it occurs and where it is ijixinf

with the suffix second person feminine (1 Kings 1 12).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 173a, on Jerem. 38 15,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 88 a, on Numb. 24 14;

(III) Add. 15,251, fol. 52a, on Exod. 18 19,- (IV) Add. 16,251,

fol. 259 6, on Jerem. 88 15; (V) the printed Massorah on Exod.

18 19; (VI) the same on Numb. 24 14, and (VII) the same on

Jerem. 38 15,

0":n - § 459.

TStP**! counsellors, is four times defective in this form. That is,

this participle without and with prefixes and suffixes is in four

instances both in the singular and plural, without the Vav after

the Tod, in contradistinction to many instances in which it is

with the Vav.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 377 6, on Ezra 8 25, which

I have printed; (II) Add. 15,260, fol. 308 6, on Nah. 1 11; (III)

the printed Massorah, on Ezek. 11 2, and (IV) the same on Nah.

111. Lists III and IV rightly add at the end of the Rubric that

it is also defective wherever it is the plural participle construct

(131 'XT '?ai), viz. Isa. 19 ll; Job 3 14, whereas Lists I and II

without this qualifying addition make this Rubric unintelligible.

D'fl = § 460.

'VXPl'^l and his counsellors, occurs twice, once defective and

once plene.
' As this participle plural masculine with the suffix

third person singular masculine and with the prefix Vav, which

occurs twice only and which is restricted to the same book, is

in the first instance v^pf^^ (Ezra 7 28) with Vav plene and in the

second vxj^ (Ezra 8 25) without the Vav, the Massorah safeguards

this variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-

sorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 291 a,

on Ezra 7 28, which I have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 377 a on the same passage. The heading ought properly to

be 'bo nm 'on nn 'ooai 'a, since the two instances occur in the same

book. This qualifying expression, however, as we have seen, is

not infrequently omitted.

K'On = § 461.

D^iU?l3 ye are counselling, occurs five times. That is, the plural

participle masculine and is always with Vav plene.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2276, on 1 Kings 12 6,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, foL 165 6, on

2 Chron. 10 6; (III) Arund. Orient 16, foL 87 a, on 1 Kings

12 6; (IV) Add. 15,261, fol. 192a, on the same passage; (V) the

printed Massorah also on the same passage, and (VI) the same

on Prov. 18 10.

ron - § 462.

!3lp^^ Jacob, is five times plene. Without the prefixes this

name occurs altogether 278 times. It is 3|3S|'. without the Vav in

268 instances and in five only is it slp^; with the Vav. Hence

the Massorah safeguards this abnormal orthography.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists. I shall, however,

specify the following seven only, five in MSS. and two printed;

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 82 a, on Levit 26 42, which

I have printed; (II) Orient 4446, fol. 118 6, on the same passage;

(in) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 61 19; (IV)

Add. 16,251, fol. 257 a, on Jerem. 83 26; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah II, § 45 margin; (VI) the printed Massorah on Levit

26 42, and (VII) the same on Jerem. 80 18.

This Rubric, however, represents one School only of textual

redactors. Other Schools differed with regard to this abnormal

orthography. This is not only attested by the Samaritan recension

of the Hebrew text, which has the normal spelling aj5^. in Levit

26 42, but by the declaration of the Massorah itself. Thus List IV

after recording the four instances as they are given in the other

Lists, emphatically states that there is a difference of opinion

with regard to the fifth instance spr pbn nbio ¥h 'rvhp 'tmbt 'in.
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ron = § 468.

Six verses in which in Jacob, in Israel respectively occur

without a parallel. That is, with the prefix Beth before both these

names, in contradistinction to the many instances in which these

two names are synonymously used in the two clauses of the

same verse either without or with other prefixes. (Isa. 14 1;

29 28; 41 8; 42 24; 48 1, 22; 44 1, 21, 28; 45 4; 46 8; 48 1 &c.)

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, foL 101 6, on Numb. 28 28.

Ton - § 464.

J3hjn and Jacob, occurs fourteen times. That is, with the

prefix Kov,' in contradistinction to the 278 instances in which it

is without the prefix.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the popular parts of the

Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists. I shall, however, specify the

following seven only, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 16 6, on Gen. 25 27, which I have printed;

(H) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 17 6, on Josh. 24 4; (III) Add. 16,260,

fol. 206 6, on 2 Kings 18 28; (IV) Add. 15,261, fol. 876 a, on

Ps. 106 28; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 67 6, on Exod. S 16; (VI) Halle

Oohlah Ve-Ochlah Supplement, fol. 180 a, and (VII) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter % § 268. It is remarkable that though

four of the instances begin a verse (Gen. 25 84; 82 2; 83 17;

84 6) none of the Lists notice this fact.

iTOn - § 468.

npj fair, is five times with Segol. This adjective, which occurs

altogether seventeen times in the absolute without the prefixes, is in

twelve instances with Kametz under the Ps, being in the feminine

(Gen. 12 14; 2 Sam. 18 1; 1 Kings 1 8, 4; Prov. 11 22; Cant. 1 16,

16; 4 1, 1, 7; 6 4, 10) and in five only is it with Segol Masso-

retically called Pathaoh, being the masculine. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the graphic signs of the minority. This protection is

especially necessary since the two forms occur in close proxi*

mity (Comp. Cant 1 16, 16).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Hariey 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 206 a, on 2 Sam. 14 26,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. U, fol. 90a, an

Ezek. 81 9; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 66 a, on 2 Sam. 14 25'j

(IV) the same MS., fol. 849 a, on Cant 1 16; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 362 a, on Eccl. 8 11; (VI) the printed Massorah on Ezek.

81 9, and (VII) the same on Eccl. 5 17.

von - § 466.

1''fi^3 in his beauty, occurs twice. This Rubric I have found

in the printed Massorah only, on Ezek. 81 8.

rOfl - § 467.

iTB^ her beauty, occurs twice in the Scriptures. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three

Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, foL 271a, on Esther 1 11,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 338a, on Prov.

6 25, and (III) Add, 15,251, fol. 404 a, on Esther 1 11.

n'Dfl = § 468.

P^Bln he hath shined forth, or shine thou forth, occurs three

times in the Scriptures. It will be S'aen that though in two in-

stances it is the Hiphil preterite third person masculine (Deut

38 2; Ps. 50 2) and in one it is imperative singular masculine,

(Ps. 94 1) yet the Massorah which has regard to the identity of

the spelling only, irrespective of tliie difference in the sense,

groups them together under the same Rubric. In the only other

instance in which the imperative occurs it is rtj^'Bin with paragogic

He (Ps. 80 2) which is the reason for its exclusion from this

Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated sevon Lists, four in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, '^roL II, fol. 208 a, on Ps. 94 1,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, foL296a, on Ps. 50 2;

(III) the same MS., fol. 307 6, on Ps. 94 l; (IV) Add. 15,250,

fol. 116 a, on Deut 33 2; (V) the printed Massorah on the same

passage; (VI) the same on Ps. 60 2, and (VII) the same oh

Ps. 94 1. As TBI.*! also occurs once wi th the prefix Vav (Job 87 15),

this Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of words which

respectively occur four times, three times without the prefix Vav

and once with it. ( Vide supra, letter % § 71.)

KD'fl = § 469.

TJinPC^ thy beauty, occurs twice. Of this Rubric I collated

two LlBtB-.'il) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 186a, on Exod. 28 7, which

I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on the same

passage. As the two instances not only occur in the same book,

but are restricted to the same section, the heading ought

properly to be 'rwai 's.

Vn = § 470.

Hn|5^ occurs three times in the Scriptures, twice with Kametz

and once with Pathach .... once it is the name of a town, once it

is the name of a person and once it denotes to open.

Of this popular Massorah I collated fifteen Lists. I shall,

however, specify the following seven only, four in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Harley 2710—11, Vol. I, fol. 164a, on Judg.

II 1; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 226 6, on Job 11 6, which

1 have printed; (HI) Arund Orient 16, fol. 11 6, on Josh. 16 48;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 26 6, on Judg. 11 1; (V) the printed

Massorah on Judg. 15 48; (VI) the same on Job 11 6, and (VII)

the printed Massorah Finalis, letter \ § 868. The marks a and 6

against the lines in the printed Rubric denote that the two parts

are from Lists I and II, whilst the c denotes that the mnemonic

sign is from Lists VI and VII where alone it occurs. The two

with Kametz form part of the alphabetical List of words which

respectively occur twice in two different senses. {Vide infra,

letter », g 428.)

WVn = § 471.

rfK^^» — Forms of the root «^ to go forth, which respectively

occur once only. That is, hapaxlegomena both of the verb and its

derivatives. Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and

popular l)art8 of the Massorah, I collated twenty Lists all in a

more or less fragmentary state. I shall, however, specify the

following nine only, eight in MSS. and one printed:

List I. — This List is in the ancient Codex Orient. 4446,

fol. 44 a, on Exod. 8 10. It exhibits the oldest form of this

Register. It is as yet without a heading or catchwords and

records twenty such instances only. They consist of three cate-

gories (1) fifteen are different forms of the verb Itself, all of

which are In the longer Lists (2) three are derivatives of iqt;

viz. N^at? Ps. 76 7; n«« Ezek. 4 12 and '^^ Deut 28 14. These

also are in some of the later Lists, and (8) two are of different

roots, viz. ifiK^ the Kethiv for which the Keri is rmlit? Ezek. 47 11

from rx| and M^df Ps. 119 162 from wy^.

This ancient attempt to collect these hapaxlegomena furnishes

the clue to the fuller Lists. It shows beyond doubt that the

design of the origmal Massorah was not simply to collect the

verbs and derivatives of the triliteral yet, but to include the

unique expressions which exhibit two identical letters of this

triliteral, viz. net.

List IL — This List which I have printed, viz. § 471 a. Is

from Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, foL 26 6, on Gen. 88 25. It Is still

without a heading or catchwords and records fifty-nine such

instances. These fifty-nine or rather fifty-eight since nit^

2 Sam. 18 22 is given twice, consist of (1) forty-two verbs,

(2) twelve derivatives which are nearly all given 'at the end,

and (3) four from the root m^, viz. nKXb 2 Sam. 18 22; Kf^
Ps. 119 162; also given in List I; n|jstia? Cant 8 10 and nK^

Isa. 57 10, These four represent yat. It is important to remark

that this List records Krn the Kethiv imperative (Gen. 8 17)

and not the Keri which occurs five times (Gen. 19 12; Levit 24 14;

Judg. 6 30; 19 22; 2 Kings 10 22). I make this List the standard

with which I shall otompare the seven Lists.

List in. — This List I printed from the St Petersburg

Codex of A, D. 916, on Jerem. 16 1. Though it has already a

heading in which it is emphatically stated that there are sixty-

two sucli hapaxlegomena, it records thirty only. Twenty-five of

these are Identical with those recorded in the Standard List and

are practically enumerated in the same order, whilst of the re-

maining five, three are new, viz. kxfii (Judg. 9 20) nfxi (Judg. 9 29)

iittic^ (Gen. 84 26) and two are given in the ancient fragment or

List I, viz. 'nitts (Exod. 9 29) and inK» (Ezek. 47 11). It will

"1)6 seen that this List also records the Kethiv forms, viz. Kpn and

inttn and not the Keri.
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An analysis of these thirty instances shows that they com-

prise the same three categories as Lists I and II. The oft-repeated

statement that long Lists are frequently left off in the middle

in the Massorah for want of space in the margin, in spite of the

number given in the heading and irrespective of the conflict

thereby produced between the heading and the Register itself, is

here strikingly confirmed.

List IV. — This List, which is marked § 471 c, I printed

from St. Petersburg Codex A. D. 916, on Jerem. 37 4. Like List III,

this List states in the heading that there are sixty-two such

unique expressions, but unlike its companion in the same Massorah,

it records twenty-three instances only and adds the expression

wv^a after the a-o Usually this expression denotes different

forms of the same root. Here, however, it must be taken in a

wider sense, since as we have seen, these Lists include other roots

also containing the two letters kjc.

Though the heading states that there are ' sixty-two such

hapaxlegomena, the List itself records twenty-three only, as the

space assigned to the Massorah in the margin of the Biblical

text does not admit of continuing the Register. Unlike its com-

panion List in the same Massorah (List III), however, which

gives no notice that it is incomplete, this List adds at the end

WB iv and so foi^h up to the end or &e. With the exception of

giving mrrin Ezek. 24 6, which is absent in § 471 i, but which

is also given in the Standard List, this fragment (List IV) as

far as it goes is identical with List IIL The variations, therefore,

in List III from the Standard List obtain also here.

Liist V. — This List, which is marked § 471 d, is from

St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 88 22, It records

sixteen instances only, but adds at the end that they are part

of the sixty-two words of the same form which respectively occur

once. Thirteen of these are identical with those in the Standard

List. Of the remaining three, one is new, viz. crrxio (Neh. 6 19).

It is neither in the Standard List nor in Lists III and IV; one,

viz. inKKj (Ezek. 47 ll) is also given in Lists I and III and one,

viz. "riKX? (Exod. 9 29) is recorded in List III.

Lint VI. — This List, which is marked § 471 c, I printed from

St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek. 38 8. It records

seventeen instances only, fifteen of which are identical with those

in the Standard List. Those absent from the Standard List which are

given here, viz. one vt^\ (Judg. 9 20) is also given in Lists III

and IV. whilst the other, viz. KXia (Ps. 135 7) is not to be

found in any of the preceding five Lists. It will be seen that

the subscription here also describes this fragmentary List as

forming part of the RubrC which registers sixty-two such

hapaxlegomena.

Li»t VII. — This List, which is marked § 471/, I printed

from St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Zech. 6 4, Unlike its

companion Lists, viz. Ill, IV, V and VI, which are from the same

Codex and which declare either in Superscription or Subscription

that they are part only of a Register containing sixty-two such

hapaxlegomena, this List does not indicate at all that it is simply

a fragment. Of the twenty-four instances which it records, twenty

are identical with those in the Standard List and are enumerated

in practically the same order. As to the remaining four which

are not in the Standard List, one, viz. »»«ji (Judg, 9 20) is also

given in three of the preceding Lists (III, IV, VI), one, viz. Kara

(Ps. 135 7) is given in List VI and two, viz. ntjRi (Gen. S4 26)

and r«aj (Judg. 9 29) are also given in Lists III and IV.

Lint VIII — This List is in Halle Oohlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 2, fol. 76 a. It exhibits the most developed form of this Mas-

sorah. It is not only furnished with a heading which states that

there are sixty-three such hapaxlegomena n""^ nm nn ban ra ja in)

(pnno-i, but with lengthy catchwords. But though it emphatically

states in the heading that there are sixty-three such instances,

it records sixty only.

As to its relation to the Standard List, it records the follow-

ing seven instances which are not recorded in that List: (i) i^ern

Judg. 9 20, which is given in Lists III, IV, VI, VII; (2) w»i

(Gen. 34-26) also given in Lists III, IV, VII; (8) n^oi (Judg. 9 29)

also given in Lists III, IV, VII; (4) ^nytsa (Exod. 9 29) also

given in Lists III, V; (5) ^^pn (Ps, 31 5) which is new; (6) a^tt^s

(Gen. 32 20) which is also new, and (7) 'ir^in (Josh. 2 3). This

List, however, omits the following four instances which the

Standard List records: (1) kx^ (Jerem. 37 4) which is also given

in Lists III, IV, VI, VII, IX; (2) kx* (Job 28 ll) which is recorded

in the Standard List only (3) n^atui (2 Chron. 1 10) which is also

given in Lists IH, IV, VII, and (4) rm^ (Isa. 57 10) which is new.

List IX. — This List is in the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter % § 304. It exhibits the latest developed form of this Mas-

sorah. Like List VIII, it states in the heading that there are sixty-

three such hapaxlegomena, but unlike it and all the other Super-

scriptions and Subscription it introduces the expression n^^ into

the heading ('nai n'b nni ir\ bsi mrr pvbs ra ja in) which is in con-

flict with the import of this Rubric, since it embraces instances

not from the verb r^. Moreover, though it states in the heading

that there are sixty-three such instances, it records sixty-four.

With the exception of four instances which this List records

and which are absent in List VIII, the two Lists absolutely coin-

cide. The instances have not only the same catchwords, but are

enumerated in the same order. Of these additional four two are

new, viz. Mxi«b 2 Chron. 15 5 and n^ Isa. 4 4, whilst of the other

two one is in the Standard List, viz. JW^i Jerem, 37 4 and one,

viz. n^faf^ Judg. 9 29, though not in the Standard List, is given

in Lists III and IV. The Standard List, however, has two instances

which are absent in this latest developed List, viz. nioc^ Isa. 57 10

and K*^ Job 28 11.

All these Lists, however, are more or less fragmentary and

the headings and Subscriptions are the additions of later Nak-

danim. This is attested by the absence of numerous hapax-

legomena which belong to this category, as will be seen from

the following List in which the words in question are arranged

alphabetically.

Pi. 144 14
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Deut. 34 5). Here, therefore, the Massorah safeguards the two

exceptional instances in which it is ht-

And throughout the Prophets icith the exception of the Minor

Prophets it is also xr except nineteen times where it is vtT. Though

the heading exempts the Minor Prophets only it is evident that

Ezekiel also is excluded from this List. Apart, therefore, from the

Minor Prophets and Ezekiel these two forms occur altogether

forty-seven times. It is xr the preterite in twenty-eight instances

(Josh. 19 17, 32, 40; Judg. 3 24; 4 14; 11 36; 14 14, 14; 1 Sam.

23 15; 24 15; 26 20; 2 Sam. 5 24; 16 11; 19 20; 20 8; 1 Kin'gs

11 29; 20 39; 2 Kings 9 11; 19 9; 20 4; Isa. 37 9; 45 23; 51 5;

Jerem. 4 7; 22 11; 37 5; 44 17; 48 45) and xr the future in

nineteen instances only. Here, therefore, the Massorah conversely

safeguards xr which is in the minority. It will be seen that

though the heading here emphatically states that there are

nineteen instances in this part of the Prophets, the List itself

records seventeen only apart from the inexplicable catchword

^rhv. The two instances omitted are Isa. 55 11; 62 1. That this

omission is due to the carelessness of the Scribe is evident both

from the separate Lists of these nineteen instances given below,

§ 485 and from the two other Lists of this artificial Massorah.

And throughout the Minor Pi'ophets and the Hagiographa ajpart

from Ecclesiastes it is likewise so except in eleven instances. Apart

from Ecclesiastes the two forms occur altogether thirty-four

times in this division of the Bible. Here the reverse is the case,

the rule is sr and the exception Kr. The former occurs twenty-

three times (Hosea 6 5; Joel 2 16; 4 18; 5 1; Habak. 14, 4, 7;

Zech. 10 4; Ps. 17 2; 41 7; 104 23; 109 7; Job 5 6; 28 5;

31 40; 37 2; 38 8; 39 21; 41 12, 13; Esther 1 17, 19; 2 Chron.

6 34) and the latter eleven times only. Hence the Massorah

conversely safeguards Kr. It will be seen that though the heading

here states that there are eleven such instances in this division,

the register records ten only. The missing instance, viz. Job 38 29,

is duly given in the other two Lists of this Massorah.

And throughout Ecclesiastes it is likewise so except once That

is, in this book where the two forms occur three times, it is K5P

in two instances (Eccl. 4 14; 4 14) and vtT in one instance only.

Hence the Massorah here r&versely safeguards the solitary form

with the two Tzeres.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and onp

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 362 6, on Esther 8 16, which

I have printed; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 2, and (III)

the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 269. Lists II and III have

not the mistake which I have pointed out in discussing List I.

rrn = § 474.

D^").^tt pTKtt riK^^ «*<«* earnest foHh out of the land of

Egypt, is twice thus combined. That is, in contradistinction to the

other two instances where this phrase occurs and where it is

simply o^"iataonKr thou earnest forth out of Egypt (Exod. 23 15;

34 18). Moreover by fixing the combination of these two instances

with riKr second person singular, the design of the Massorah is

to militate against the ancient reading DTitcr the plural, in Deut.

9 7 as it is in Exod. 13 8. This is attested by the Samaritan

recension of the Hebrew text, the Septuagint and the Syriac.

(Vide infra, § 477.)

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-

sorah, I collated two Lists:*(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol.1, 122 a, on

Deut. 16 3, which I have printed, and (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 109 6,

on Deut. 9 7.

n'vn = § 475.

^K^^ they went out, is eight tim^s with Kam^tz. This Kal

preterite third person plural occurs altogether forty-three times.

It is with its normal Sheva under the Tzadi in thirty-five

instances and in eight only is it with Kametz, which is due to its

distinctive accent. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional

variation in its graphic sign. This protection is especially needed,

since iKr occurs three times in two consecutive verses with the

same accent Tipcha. In 1 Kings 20 17 it is ^t with the accent

on the ultima and with Sheva, whilst in verse 18, where it occurs

twice, it is ^t with the accent on the penultima and with

Kametz.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists. I shall, however,

specify the following seven only, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2a, on Josh. 2 5, which I have printed;

(II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 48 i
;

(III) the

same Codex on Jerem. 9 2; (IV) the same Codex on Ezek. 15 7;

(V) the same Codex on Ezek. 36 20; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah II, § 2, and (VII) the printed Massorah on Josh. 2 5.

Lists III, IV and V, which exhibit the oldest form of this Mas-

sorah, are headed 'aap I'-ina 'n and thus indicate more clearly the

import of this Rubric.

rvrs = § 476.

IKit^l and they shall come, or go out, occurs seven times. That

is, with Sheva under the Vav, being conjunctive, in contradistinction

to the numerous instances in which this quinqueliteral is with

Pathach, viz. ixs'i being Vav conversive.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 141 6, on Josh. 8 6, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 59 a, on Exod. 17 6; (III) St. Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek. 9 7; (IV) Arund Orient. 16,

fol. 6a, on Josh. 8 6; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 99a, on Exod. 21 22;

(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 2, and (VII) the printed Mas-

sorah on Exod. 17 6. List II, which exhibits the oldest form of

this Massorah and which is headed p-'B-i 't = seven times loith Sheva,

shows that its design is to contrast it with the instances where

it is ^Kri with Pathach. The same is the heading of List VII.

rrn = § 477.

DnXiC^ ye came forth, or went out, occurs tioice .... and twice

it is vnth the prefix Vav. By fixing the number at two, this Mas-

sorah militates against the reading onsr the plural instead of

r»T the singular in Deut. 9 7, as is attested^by some of De Rossi's

MSS.; the Minchath Shai; the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew

text, the Septuagint and the Syriac. (S^ide .supra, § 474.) This Rubric
I have found in the printed Massorah only, on Exod. 13 3.

n'rn = § 4T8.

KlUC^ going, occurs seven times, three times plene and four de-

fective. As this infinitive absolute, which oqcurs seven times alto-

gether, is not only spelt in two different ways but the two spell-

ings occur in the same books (Gen. 8 7 with 27 30; 2 Sam. 16 5

with 18 2), the design of this Massorah is to safeguard these

variations against their being made uniform and thus to militate

against the recension of the text exhibited in the Samaritan
Hebrew where the three Pentateuch instances are uniformly

defective, which is undoubtedly the original orthography.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Orient. 2349, fol. 33 o, on Gen. 8 7, which I have printed;

(II) Orient. 4445, fol. 157 6, on Numb. 35 26; (III) St. Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 38 17; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 21a,

on Gen. 27 30; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 2; (VI) the

printed Massorah on Gen. 8 7, and (VII) the same on Numb.
36 26.

B'rn = § 479.

JnKiC3 as goeth forth, occurs three times. That is, with the

prefix Caph, in contradistinction to the nine instances in which
this infinitive construct is with the prefix Beth. As these letters

are almost identical in the MSS. the Massorah safeguards the

exceptional prefix.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, VoL I, fol. 57 a, on Exod. 33 8, which I have
printed; (II) the same MS., VoL I, fol. 159 a, on Judg. 5 31;

(III) Orient. 4445, fol. 76 a, on Exod. 33 8; (IV) Arund. Orient 16,

fol. 22 a, on Judg. 5 31; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 98 6, on Exod. 21 7;

(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 2, and (VII) the printed

Massorah on Exod.- 21 7. So important was the safeguarding of

these exceptional instances deemed that some Massoretic Schools

formulated a mnemonic sign fo,r them. Thus in Orient. 2451,

^fol. 103 a, on Exod. 33 8 the Massorah gives this Rubric as

follows : mvav inran rf-^ar mnn '»'?3 pn50''Di nvbv p in nxan without the

Register of the catchwords.

D"n == § 480.

nKSiT* after going out of, occurs three times. This infinitive

construct with the prefix Lamed occurs altogether twelve times.

In nine instances it is math with Kametz under the Lamed which

is due to its not being followed by a genitive (Deut. 31 2
;
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Judg. 20 14, 28; 1 Sam. 23 13; 2 Sam. 13 39; 2 Kings 24 7;

Jerem. 11 11; 38 21; 2 Chron. 26 20) and in three only is it

with Sheva because it is followed by a genitive. Hence the Mas-

sorah safeguards the exceptional graphic sign.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 220 fe, on l Kings 6 1,

which I have printed: (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 60 5, on Exod. 19 1;

(III) Arund. Orient, 16, fol. 80 a, on 1 Kings 6 1; (IV) Add. 21,160,

fol. 96 b, on Exod. 19 1 ;
(V) Orient. 6404, fol. 67 b, on the same

passage; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 2, and (VII) the

printed Massorah on Exod. 19 1. Lists I and V alone give the

mnemonic sign.

«"Bn = § 481.

D^^I^P jn^'? Q^^'^'? "f^^' '^**^ coming out of the land of

Egypt, is thee times thus combined. That is, in contradistinction to

the other three instances where the phrase is fnKO "pKniir-ija nwtb

ts'-isi? (Exod. 19 1; Numb. 33 38; 1 Kings 6 1).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-

sorah, I collated two Lists- (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 44 6,

on Exod. 16 1, wh 3h I have printed, and (II) Add. 21,160, fol.

2016, on Numb. 9 1

TBfl = § 482.

KSt'l and go, occurs tunee. This imperative singular masculine

occurs altogether seventeen times. As it is without the prefix

Vav in fifteen instances and with it in two only, the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional form.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 67 h, on Exod. 17 9, which I have

printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 18 «, on Gen. 27 3; (III) the same

MS., fol. 42 a, on Exod. 17 9; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 93 a, on the

same passage; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 2, and (VI) the

printed Massorah on Gen. 27 3.

W¥ yo y^ foi'^K occurs three times in the Scriptures. Normally

this imperative plural masculine is ikj: with Sheva under the

Tzadi. In this form it occurs ten times. In these tliree instances,

however, it is with Tzcrc wliich is due to its pausal or distinctive

accent, being in two instances Athnach (Jerem. 60 8; Ezek. 9 7)

and in one ZaJccph-Katou (Isa. 49 9). Hence the Massorah safe-

guards the variation in its graphic sign. By fixing the number

at three, the Massorah includes the official reading ixx in Jerem.

50 8 and thus militates against the textual re&ding iKr.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 23 fe, on Isa. 49 9, which

1 have printed; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 2, and (III) the

printed Massbrah on Ezek. 9 7.

Ten = § 484.

KSC"^ he shall go forth, occurs four times in this book. That is,

in Kings. This Rubric, which is from An nd. Orient. 16, fol. 112 a,

on 2 Kings 18 7, affords a striking illustration of the manner in

which later Nakdanim altered the Massorah. There are altogether

six instances of »t in Kings and not four. This is attested by
the fuller List of the Massorah in this very MS. given in the

next Rubric. The space, however, assigned to the Massorah in

the margin of fol. 112 a is exhausted so that the catchwords for

four instances J)nly could be accommodated and the last two,

viz. 2 Kings 12 13 and 18 7 had to be omitted, as is not in-

frequently the case in such an emergency. As the List was thus

reduced to four instances, the Nakdan forthwith altered the 'i in

the heading into 't to make it coincide with the instances in the

imperfect List, though the Massorah itself is on one of the two

absent passages.

n'on = § 485.

Kit"] he shall go forth, occurs nineteen time». Of this Rubric,

whioh does not ocefitr in this separate form in the printed Mas-

sorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16^ fol. 104 a, on

2 Kings 9 15, whieh I have printed, and (11) th» same MS., fol.

107 a, on 2 Kings 12 13. It is the third part of the Rubrio which

registers, the different divisions of the Scriptures in which ttr

and KT. respectively prevail and which is given in § 473.

From S 473 we see that the full title of this link of the

coBoatiAation ought to be -wy ^-nn tt'a D'»r2:3B"'Kr and that the Minor
Freshets aloBu are here excluded. As to Ezekiel, which is nn*

mentioned, though kit occurs in it five times according to the

present text, this is probably due to the uncertainty of the

textual readings. This is shown in the notes on Ezek. 44 3;

46 8, 9 in my edition of the Bible. The theory that the omission

of Ezekiel is due to the carelessness of the Scribe is impossible

when it is borne in mind that Ezekiel is not mentioned in all

the three Massoretic Lists which emanate from different Masso-

retic Schools and countries far apart.

ven = § 486.

nj^B DPD ^?!i?'l and he went out from Pharaoh, occurs three

times. That is, in contradistinction to the other two instances

where it is nj?-|B Dy» nB>o va*x (Exod. 8 26 ; 9 ^«L By fixing the

number at three, the Massorah militates against the recension of

the text which also exhibits njriB oyo nfo K5£;i in Exod. 10 18. This

is attested by some MSS. of the Samaritan recension of the

Hebrew, the Septuagint and the Syriac.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-

sorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 63a, on Exod.

10 18, which I have printed, and (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 73 a, on

the same passage.

ron = § 487.

tTK KiCriT. and a fire went out, occurs three times .... and

once it is with Vav conjunctive. This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 68 6,

on Levit. 10 2.

n"Dn - § 488.

Kit]]! and he shall go forth, is three times Raphe. This future

third person singular masculine occurs altogether about 126

times. In about 123 times the Vav is tsia Pafhach being Vav

conversive Massoretically called Dagesh and in three instances

only is it with Sheva being T'av conjunctive Massoretically termed

Raphe. Hence the Massorah safeguards these rare exceptions.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Mas.sorah, I collated eight Lists, six in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 118 6, on Habak. 3 5, which

1 have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 202 6, on Prov.

22 10; (III) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek. 12 12;

(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 214 a, on Habak. 3 5; (V) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 2; (VI) the same Codex II, § 322; (VII)

the printed Massorah on Ezek. 12 12, and (VIII) the same on

Habak. 3 5. List I alone gives the mnemonic sign.

E2"Dn = § 489.

'^iiStn thou shalt go forth, occurs three times. By fixing the

number of this future second person singular feminine at three,

the design of this Massorah is to militate against the textual

reading «Ksn in Jerem. 6 25 and to defend the official reading ikjt?.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 32 6, on Jerem. 2 37,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 1 6, fol. 283 6, on Ruth

2 22; (III) Add. 21,1 Go, fol. 299 f<, on the same passage, and (IV)

the printed Massorah on Micah 4 10.

m = § 490.

^Ujt^ they shall go forth, occurs fourteen timet. 'With Sheva

under the Tzadi this quadriliteral occurs altoigether forty-nine

times. In thirty-five instances the Yod is ^itliKamefz i. e. iKsr,, being

the preterite third person plural and in fourteen obiy is the 1 od

with Tzere, being the future third person plural. Hence th& Mas-

sorah safeguards the minority, just as in § 473 the Massorah

alternately safeguards Rr the preterite singnlar and jcp the

future singular.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular parts

of the Massorah, I collated twenty-five Lists. I shall, however,

specify the following seven only, six in. MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 9 a, on Gen. 15 14, which I have

printed; <II) Orient. 4445, foL i48 6. Numb. 27 21; (HI) St. Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916 on Isa. 39 7; (IV) the same. Codex on

Ezek. 30 9; (V) Arund. Orient. 10, foL 135 6, on Isa. 39 7; (VI)

Halle Ochlah V«-Ochlah II, S 2, and (VII) the printed Massorah

on Jerem. 17 19. The mnemonic sign is given in Cambridge

Add. 465 only, where it occurs three times, viz. on Numb. 27 21;

Tflfl. 39 7 and Ezek. 21 24.
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K'lffl - § 49 J.

IKJCI) they ahall go forth^ oceur» four timea .... and once it

is with Vav conjunctive and onee with Vav eonveraiw. Normally

this future third person plural, is vnxi with Sheoa under the

Tzadi. In this form it occurs fourteen times, as recorded in the

preceding Rubric. In these four instances, however, it is with

Txere which is due to its pausal accent Soph-Pouuk. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the variation in its graphic sign. By fixing

the number at four, the Massorah militates against the textual

reading ^itr both in Jerem. 60 8 and Ezek. 46 9, substituting for

the former wx and the latter ycpj as will be seen from the notes

on these passages in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 86 i, on Gen. 17 G, which

I have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek.

46 10; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 197a, on the same passage;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 277 A, also on the same passage; (V) the

printed Massorah on Gm. 17 6; (VI) the same on Gen. 35 11,

and (VII) the same on Ezek. 46 10. This Rubric forms part of

the alphabetical List of words which respectively occur five

times, four times without the prefix Vav and once with it. (F»V7e

supra, letter i, § 76.)

a-Vn =- § 492.

nSWCTll and they went out, occurs three times in the Scriptures.

That is' the future third person plural feminine with Vav con-

versive. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-

sorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 239 h, on 2 Kings 2 24.

It is remarkable that though in one of the three instances

it is^|K^3 without the He in the present text (Exod. 16 20) the

Rubric does not advert to .the fact that there is any variation

in its orthography, but gives it with the He in the catchwords

for this passage. This shows that the Massorah here is based

upon a recension of the text which exhibited uniformly npiqpn?

in all the three instances, as is attested by the Samaritan recen-

sion of the Hebrew text which reads njKatni with He,

rXfl - § 498 a.

>^'' going, is throughout the Pentateuch defective except in

three instances. This participle occurs altogether forty-one times.

It is defective twenty-nine times and plene twelve times only.

Instead, however, of simply registering the exceptional twelve,

the Massorah artificially allocates the plenes and defectives

according to their respective minorities in each of the three

divisions of the Bible. In the Pentateuch this participle occurs

altogether twenty-nine times. As it is defective in twenty-six

instances and plene in three only, the Massorah safeguards here

the exceptional orthography.

And throughout the Prophets it is likewise so except in six

instances. In this division it occurs altogether seventeen times.

It is defective in eleven instances (Judg. 9 48; l Sam. 9 14;

11 7; 17 56; 3 Sam. 16 5; 1 Kings 6 18; 15 17; Isa. 26 21;

Mioah 1 3; Zech. 2 7, 7) and plene in six only. Here too, there-

fore, the defectives are the majority. The register of the

minority, however, is not given, but is contained in the following

recension of this Rubric.

And throughout the Hagiogiajiha it is plene except once. In

this division, where it occurs altogether four times, the reverse

is the case, the plenes are the rule and the defectives are the

exception. The former occur three times (Dan. 10 20; 2 Chron.

16 1; 26 6) and the plene orthography occurs once only. Here,

therefore, the Massorah, on the contrary, safeguards the solitary

defective.

Of this form of the Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 88 &, on Numb. 1 28, which I have printed,

and (II) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

yitn = § 498 6.

K^ is nine times plene. This recension, which exhibits the

oldest and more popular form of the Rubric, is less artificial.

It groups the Pentateuch and the Prophets together. In these

two divisions, where this participle occurs thirty-seven times, it

is plene in nine instances only. Hence the Massorah safeguai'ds

the exceptional orthogi'aphy. This protection is necessary since

the two kinds of spelling occur in the same verse (2 Sam.l6 5, 5).

Moreover by fixing the number at nine the Massorah militates
|

against the less dominant School of Massorites which read m^'

plene in 1 Kings 15 17, as will be seen from the notes on this

passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this form of the Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in

MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 140a, on
Josh. 6 1, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, foL 49a, on

Exod. 8 16; (HI) Arund. Orient 16, foL 19 a, on Judg. 1 24;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 476, on 1 Sam. 18 16; (V) Add. 21,160,

fol. 76 a, on Exod. 8 16; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, II, § 2

margin, and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 298.

List II omits the second part of this Rubric which makes the

import of this Massorah unintelligible.

T3fn - § 494.

KiCl*rT that goeth forth, is, four tim.es plene in the Prophets.

Without and with the Vav conjunctive this particle with the

prefix He occurs altogether nine times in the Prophets. It is

defective five times (Josh. 5 4; l Sam. 17 20; l Kings 8 19;

Jerem. 37 7; 38 2) and plene in four instances. Hence the Mas-

sorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-

sorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 164 6,

on Judg. 11 81, which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

foL 27 6, on the same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 160 a, on

Jerem. 21 9, and (IV) Add. 16,251, fol. 145 6, on Judg. 11 81.

List II adds at the end 'lai -a-re *»% denoting thereby the three

instances in Nehemiah (3 25, 26, 27). The Pentateuch is not

mentioned because there is no orthographical variation to record.

The five instances which occur in this division of the Bible

(Numb. 21 9, 18; 22 11; 30 8; Dent. 14 22) are uniformly de-

fective.

iTJffl - § 496.

D''K3tt' tney going forth, is four times plene in the Scripturei.

This participle plural without and with the prefix He ooours

altogether twenty-six times. It is defective in twenty-two instances

and plene in four only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the ex-

ceptional orthography. This protection is especially needed since

the two forms are promiscuously used in the same phrase within

a few verses. (Comp. Ezek. 47 l, 8, 12.)

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol, II, fol. 102 a, on Ezek. 47 8, which alone gives the mnemonic

sign and which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 2186,

on Zech. 6 8; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 818 6, on the same passage,

and (IV) the printed Massorah on Ezek. 14 22. As one of the

instances is with the prefix He, List HI heads this Rubric Dlian^

"1 arinxm which is more correct.

TJtn - § 496.

^8X1*' they going forth of, is four times plene in all the Scrip-

tures. Normally this participle plural construct Is defective. In

this form it occurs ten times (Gen. 9 10; 34 24, 24; 46 26;

Exod. 1 5; Judg. 8 80; 2 Kings 11 7, 9; 1 Chron. 5 18; 7 11).

In these four instances however it is abnormally plene. Hence

the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography, especially

as the two different spellings are promiscuously used in the same

book. (Comp. 1 Chron. 5 18; 7 11 with 12 88; 86.)

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 139 a, on 1 Chron. 12 88,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 188 6, on

1 "Chron. 12 36; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 246 6, on 1 Chron.

12 83; (IV) Add. 16,250, fol. 430 6, on 2 Chron. 26 11, and (V) the

printed Massorah Finalis, letter -, § 289. The reference 2 Kings

11 9, which I have given to the catchwords nawrio should be

2 Chron. 23 8, which is the parallel passage.

rvn - § 497.

DtXiL** the going forth, is four times defective in the Scripiuret.

In the only other instance in which- this participle feminine

occurs it is metf plene (Ps. 144 14). As this quadriliteral,

which occurs within a few verses of the same section, is in one

instance nky^ the plural and in two instances nto^ the participle

singular (comp. Gen. 24 13, 15, 45), the Massorah by fixing the

number of the latter at four, guards against the confusion of the

two forms. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, VoL II, fol. 48 a, on Jerem.

25 82,
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n"3Cn - § 498.

J^ttP^ '^ 9o**HI forth, is always defective except five times.

Whilst the preceding Rubric safeguarded the quadriliteral form
of the participle, this Rubric indicates its orthography whether
without or with the prefixes. Apart from Deut. 28 67, where it

is without the AUph, this participle occurs altogether twelve

times without and with the prefixes. It is defective or without

Vav in seven instances (Gen. 24 15, 43, 45; Judg. 11 34; Jerera.

25 32; Amos 6 3; 1 Chron. 27 1) and plene in five. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. 11, fol. 122&, on Zech. 5 3,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 219 o, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 320a, on Ps. 144 14;

(IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 309 5, on Zech. 5 3; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah II, § 2 margin; (VI) the printed Massorah on Deut. 28 57,

and (VII) the same on Amos 5 3.

O'ltn = § 499.

flfOfc njl and that toent out, occurs twice, once plene and once

defective. As this participle with the preftx He and Vav conjunctive,

which occurs twice only, is differently spelt, being plene in the

first instance (Amos 5 3) and defective in the second (1 Chron.

27 1), the Massorah safeguards this variation in its orthography.

This is necessary, since in the first instance of the same verse in

Amos 6 8 nKJtI'rn is plene and in the second nKS*n is defective.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Orient 1474, fol. 237 6, on Amos 5 3.

^'n = § 500.

rtKSl'' ihey going forth, is ttcice jtlene. This feminine parti-

ciple plural, which occurs altogether five times, is spelt in three

different ways; once it is nkat' entirely defective or without both
Vavs (Gen. 24 13); twice it is niKX^ without the first Taw but with

the second (l Sam. 9 11; Zech. 6 l) and twice it is niKXl' with

both Vavs. As the different spellings occur within a few verses

of the same section (comp. Zech. 6 1, 5), the Massoi-ah safeguards
the variations against being made uniform.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 218 6, on Zech. 5 9, which I have pi'inted, and (II) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 24 13.

x"pn = § 501.

"•inKyirri and h-ing me out, occurs twice in the Scriptures. Of
this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I

collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 160 a, on
2 Chron. 18 33, which I have printed, and (II) Orient. 2349, fol. 61 a,

on Gen. 40 14. The latter is headed •: TiKJtim and gives oma na^i

Job 10 18 as the third instance, which is without the prefix Vav
in the textus recejJtus. It may, however, be that this form of the

Rubric is designed to record all the three instances in which
this Hiphil preterite second person singular masculine with the

suffix first person singular occurs, both with and without the

prefix Vav, and that the qualifying expression 'jp'i'ra is omitted

after the a, as is not infrequently the case.

rpn = § 502.

''flKiirtni is always plene except three times. That is, the

Hiphil, without and with prefixes and suffixes has always Vav
after the He with the exception of the three instances recorded
in this Rubric, for which reason they are safeguarded. According
to this Massorah, Jerem. 61 44 which is 'fiK^tfii ought to be 'nKJCirri

plene as it is in St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916. Other Standard
Codices, however, have it "rixaSii defective. Thus Orient. 2201;
Harley 5710—11; Add. 16,250 and Add. 15,251 which has a Mas-
sorah on it 'on 'a. We have here, therefore, another instance of

conflicting Massorahs which are due to their being based upon
different recensions of the text.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Add. 21,160, fol. 71 6, on Exod. 6 6.

rpfl =- § 503.

njCSr* — 2%e following tim'ds arc wtthmt Yod in the Hiphil

of the verb »t. Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, two in MSS.

and three printed: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 212a, on Numb. 14 87,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 328 i, on Job 28 li;

(HI) the printed Massorah on Numb. 14 37; (IV) the same on
Ezek. 28 18, and (V) the same on Numb. 14 37.

List I. — Though this List does not fix in the heading the

number of these defectives, it records ten only which are with-

out the characteristic Yod after the Tzadi with Chirek. It is mani-

festly based upon a recension of the text which differed from
the textus receptuK. This is attested (1) by the reading K»!n with-

out Yod in Deut. 22 19, and (2) by reading n^an-ja in Jerem. 39 14

which is supported by Add. 21,161, as will be seen from the notes

on this passage in my edition of the Bible. The catchwords

n'an-bK ^n»,T.rh ought to he n-sn-ja inKarnS as they are in the MS.
List 11. — This List is headed 'erba 'on " Kr. It not only

fixes the number at ton but records ten which are identical with

those given in List I, Like List I it reads Krn defective in Deut.

22 19 and n'an-|0 instead of n-sn-'?K in Jerem. 39 14,

List 111. — This List is headed pwba "iv -on pnrra p'?a je nn

nK'T. Though like List I this List does not fix the number of

these instances, it has in the heading the addition of pirra. But
this expression, which generally not only denotes forms which
are abnormal in one instance only but which occur again in

their normal form, is here to be taken loosely since the List

includes expressions which do not occur again in a normal form,

e. g. 'ijiuia Numb. 14 37. It is to be observed that instead of

n'rina Vr yi c» Krn "a Deut. 22 19 which is given in Lists I and II,

this List gives y-i dw rrby KXim Deut. 22 14. As is not infrequently

the case in the printed Massorah, this List contains a serious

error. Thus niasan iKn are incorrect catchwords for 2 Kings 10 26

which is already given. This repetition, which ostensibly makes
the List to record eleven instances, has given rise to the headings x'.

Lint I V. — With the exception of pbe ja nn instead of p'?K,

the heading in this List, like that of List III does not fix the

number of the instances, but like the other three Lists it records

the same ten, with exception of Deut. 22 14 which it gives

instead of Deut. 22 19, thus coinciding with List III against

Lists I and II. This List, however, is also incorrect. (1) It has

narx -Karn ora which should be oniK 'Ksrn ova Jerem. 34 13; (2) this

error is followed immediately by the catchwords Ki-ip"?-! 'KXin ova

mn which is simply a repetition of the pi-eceding passage, and

(3) pba iKn" oa'?oi ought to be D-^a iKan- oai^ai Job 8 10.

List V. — This List is still more remarkable. It is headed

'W'ba TV anon 'i Knm and accordingly records six only. Four of

these are in Lists III and IV, viz. Numb. 14 37; Deut. 22 14

(instead of 22 19 given in Lists I and II); Ezek. 28 18; and
Job 28 11: One is not in any of the four other Lists, viz. RSinn

Job 38 32 which, however, is K-jtiin with Yod in the Standard
Codices, viz. Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient. 16:

Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251, and the catchwords of one which do

not occur in the Bible, viz. nmwn onap n^aa ^jonm.

As the design of the Massorah is to record the Hiphil in-

stances which occur once only without the characteristic Yod,

those which occur twice are omitted, irrespective of the fact

that one of the duplicates is with the Vnr and one without, which

apparently renders them unique. Hence not only are ^jorin (Exod.

13 9; Deut. 7 19) and nxxir (Exod. 4 6, 7) omitted, but tikxi'i

(Deut. 4 37; 5 15) and 13KJ{1«i (Numb. 20 16; Deut. 26 8).

The headings of Lists I, III and IV plainly show that the

Massorites did not put forth this Register as complete. As is

not infrequently the case, they left it open to be completed by
their colleagues. This not only accounts for the absence of 'KXin

(Jerem. 34 13); r^\ (Gen. 19 16); D'KSia (Jerem. 38 23), but
affords another illustration of the manner in which the Massorah
has been treated by later Nakdanim. As the List records ten

instances only, a Scribe mistook it for complete and hence inserted

this number in the heading to correspond with the given passages.

This is still more evident from List V. As this incipient List

records six oulj', another Nakdan mistook it also for complete
and therefore provided it with a heading in which he fixed the

number at six. Hence the contradiction between the headings of

Lists II and V and hence the conflict between the instances

recorded and the additional passages.

Tpn § = 504.

'rl'^riSXln / brought thee out, occurs three times and is plene.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Exod. 20 2, which I have
printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 52 6, on the same passage; (III)

Add. 21,160, fol. 97 a, also on the same passage; (IV) the sanjM
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MS., fol. 263 6, on Deut. 6 6, and (V) the printed Massorah on

Exod. 20 2.

iTpn = § 505.

D''f1K3Cln / brought them out, occurs twice. This Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from St. Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek. 20 14. As it is in the first

instance without the prefix Vav (Ezek. 20 U) and in the second

with it (Ezek. 34 13) and moreover as the two instances are

restricted to the same book, the heading ought properly to be

'iB^oai 'vrb^ 'a.

rpn = § 506.

%<'^n'! and they shall bi-ing him out, or and bring ye him out,

occurs six times. Though three are the preterite third perspn

plural with Vav convers^ve (Deut 21 19; 22 15, 21) and three

the imperative plural (Josh. 6 22; 10 22; 2 Chron. 29 5), yet the

Massorah which has regard to the identity of the spelling only,

irrespective of the difference in the sense, groups the six instances

together under one Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 125 6, on Deut. 22 15,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 166 a, on

2 Chron. 89 5-^ (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 4 6, on Josh. 6 22;

(IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 1226, on Josh. 10 22; (V) the same MS.,

fol. 4316, on 2 Chron. 29 5; (VI) Orient 2349, fol. 135 6, on

Deut 22 15, and (VII) the printed Massorah on Josh. 6 22.

rpn - § 507.

''K''3C^fl3 whm I brought out, occurs three times in the Scriptures.

In the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text it is '•m-ia with-

out Yod after the Tzadi both in Exod. 16 32 and in Levit. 23 43.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Harley 5710—11, Vol II, fol. 82 6, on Ezek. 20 41.

n'pn = § 508.

T|K''IiCin3 when thou broughtest out, occurs twice plene. Of this

Rubric *I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Orient 2349, fol. 69 6, on Exod. 3 12, which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 84 a, on 1 Kings 8 63, and (III) the

printed Massorah on tlxod. 3 12.

As thisHiphil infinitive with the prefix Be<A and the suffix

second person singular masculine occurs twice altogether and is

plene in botih instances, Lists II and III are more properly

headed 'boi 'a.

fiD'pn - § 509.

DlCitVlS wlien they brought them out, occurs twice. This

Rubric, which does not ocour in the printed Massorah, is from

Add. 15,250, fol. 13 6, on Gen. 19 17.

'•pn =. § 510.

X'^HWl he broughtforthyca bring thou forth, begins a verse in two

instances. Normally this qiiinqueKteral, which is seventeen times

the preterite third person singular masculine and once the

imperative singular masculine, occupies the middle of the verse.

As it is in these two instances only that it begins the verae, the

Ma^orah safeguards its exceptional position. It will be seen

that in one instance it is the imperative (Isa. 43 8) and in one

the preterite (Jerem, 61 10). This Rubric, which does not occur

in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 187 a,

on Isa. 43 8.

K"'pn = § 511.

KSfin bring thou forthy occurs five times and once it is

with the prefix Vav. In fixing the number at five the design of

this Massorah is to militate against the textual reading »pn the

imperative in Qen. 8 17, which is also exhibited in the Samaritan

recension of the Hebrew text

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists. I shall, however,

specify the following seven only, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 160 a, on Judg. 6 30, which

I have printed; (II) Orient 4446, fol. 110 a, on Lgii^tt; 84 14;

(IH) Arund, Orient 16, foL 106 6, on 2 Kings 10 22; (IV) Add.

21,ieo, foL 176 6, on Levit 24 14; (V) Halle Oohlah Ve-Oohlah II,

§ 9, margin; (VD the printed Massorah on Gen. 19 12, and

(VII) tbe saaie on 2 Kings 10 22.

3"'pn = § 512.

HIK^in bring ye her forth, occurs three times in the Scriptures

and is plene .... once in the Law, once in the Prophets and once in

the Hagiographa.

Of this Rubric, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 23 6, on Isa. 48 20,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 140a, on the

same passage; (IH) the same MS., fol. 271a, on 2 Chron. 23 14;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 40 6, on Gen. 38 24; (V) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah II, § 2; (VI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 38 24, and

(VII) the same on Isa. 48 20,

r'pn = § 513.

KiStI'] and he brought forth, is four times thus written. That is,

without the characteristic Yod.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol, 114 a, on Deut 4 20,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 246 6, on

2 Kings 11 12; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 303 6, on Ps. 78 16;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 2616, on Deut 4 20; (V) Halle Ochlah

Ve-Ochlah II, § 2; (VI) the printed Massorah on Deut 4 20, and

(VII) the same on Ps. 105 43. Lists IV, VI and VII alone give

the mnemonic sign.

T-'pn = § 5U.

KStl*! and he brought forth, is twelve times plene . . . . and

thirteen times defective. As this apocopated Hiphil ^tttre third

person singular masculine with Vav conversive, which occurs

twenty-five times altogether, is partly plene and partly defective

and moreover as the two kinds of spelling are promiscuously

used in Kings, Jeremiah and Chronicles, the design of the Mas-

sorah is to safeguard the variation in the orthogriipll^ of this

expression.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popidar

parts of the Masdorah, I collated thirty Lists. I shall, however,

specify the following nine only, six in MSS. and three printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, ioL da, on Gen. 15 5, whidi I have

printed; (K) Orient 4446, foL 1187 a, on Numb. 17 23; (IH) St.

Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jei^m. 20 3; (IV) the same

Codex on Jerem. 50 2b; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah H § 2;

(VI) the same Codex II, § 2; (VII) the printed Massorah on Numb.

17 24; (VIII) the same on Judg. 6 19, and (IX) the same on

Ps. 136 11.

List I, as will be seen, records all the plenes and defectives

in one register, and though it states in the heading that there

are twelve plenes, it enumerates eleven only, omitting Jeifem. 9|. 16.

But as this passage is duly given in the other Lists, it is evident

that its omission here is due to the carelessness of the Scribe.

The other eight Lists give the twelve plenes and the tiiirteen

defectives in separate Rubrics. Thus Lists IV, VIII and iX

record the twelve plenes; whilst Lists III, V and VII give »he

thirteen defectives.

VBpn = § 515.

^3^''3£1*5 and he brought me out^ is three times plene. This

Rubric, which is from Orient 1474, foL 128 6, on Ezek. 46 21 ip

inexplicable, as this Hiphil future third person singular with the

suffix first person and Vav conversive, occurs altogether five

times and is plene in all the five instances in the received text.

Not only are Ezek. 37 1; 42 1 and 47 2 omitted, but Micah 7 9

is given which is without the prefix Vav. If we asstUnfi that this

Massorah is based upon a recension in which these threoinstanees

alone were plene, the heading ought to be 'trVa 'bo -i. Thias quali-

fying expression, as we have seen, is frequently omitted.

r'Bpn - § 516.

't^IC'1|C1''1 and he brought thee out, occurs twice, once defeetim

and once plene. That is, in one instanee it is entic«ly defective^

being both without Vav and lod (iufsM Deut 5 16) and in one

1ify*3 with Vav plene, but still without Yod (Deut 4 87)*

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in JSS&. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 126 6, on Deut. 5 15, which I have

printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 264a, on the same passage, and

(III) the printed Massorah also on the same passage.

This Rubric again shows that the different Massoretic

Schools based thdr respective Massorahs upon different feo^hsions

of the text Thu» whilst Lists I and III emphatioally deolar*
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that one of the two instances is i|KXin without Yod only, and

one is i[^:t-\ both without Yod and without Vav ccm 'on si ti- 'on K),

List II as emphatically declares that both the instances are

entirely defective (orn 'on 'a). Not only is the Massorah Parva in

this Standard Codex 'om 'cn 'n against Deut 5 15, but against

Deut. 4 37, where the Scribe put ^K2ri«i with Vav in the text and

the Massorite cancelled it and affixed the Massorah against it

'cm 'Dn '3.

r>pn = § 517.

15K1^1'1 and he brought us oxit, occurs three times. This Iliphil

future thii'd person singular masculine with suffix first person

plural, which occurs altogether three times, is in each instance

spelt differently. Once it is mp-[ entirely defective, that is both

without Vav and without Yod (Numb. 30 16); once it is ij»oac*i

without Vav, but with Yod (Deut. 6 21) and once WKXir with

Vav, but with Yod (Deut. 26 8). Hence the Massorah safeguards

this variation in its orthography. This -Massorah, however, is

based upon one recension of the text. Other recensions did not

exhibit these variations. This is not only attested by the

Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text, which uniformly reads

ijirsT'i entirely plene in all the three instances, but by the express

declaration tliat it is the Hellali Codex which reads ijKXii defective

in Numb. 20 l<; and that the Jerusalem Codex has it plene, as

will be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of

the Bible.

in this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 116a, on Deut. 6 21;

which I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 223 a, on Numb. 30 16;

(III) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and (IV) the

same on Deut. 6 21.

n"'>pn = § 518.

iOtim and she shall bring, or and thou hast brought forth, occurs

three times, tvnce plene and once defective .... once it is in the Law,

once in the Prophets and once in the Hagiographa. The Massorah,

which as usual, has no regard for the difference in the sense,

but simply regards the similarity of spelling, has here grouped

together two futures third person singular feminine (Gen. 1 12;

Ruth 2 18) and one future second person singular masculine

with Vav convei'sive.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. lb, on Gen. 1 12, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 53 6, on Jerem. 32 21;

(III) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on the same passage;

(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 283a, on Ruth 2 18; (V) Add. 21,160,

fol. 299a, on the same passage; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 2, and (VII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 1 12. The mnemonic

sign is from Cambridge Add. 1174, on Gfin. 1 12, where alone

it occurs.

C3"»pn = § 519.

K"'5C^K1 a«d I brought out, occurs three times. As this future

first person singular with Fav conversive, which occurs three

times only, is differently spelt, being in two instances with the

normal Forf after the Tzadi {Josh. 24 6; Judg^ 6 8) and in one

isstance without it (Ezek. 28 18), the Massorah safeguards this

variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Vienna Codex

No. 35, on Josh, 24 6, which I have printed, and (II) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter % § 293. The latter is not only headed

'on 'Ki 'ba '3 '3, but has. at the end against the catchwords for Ezek.

28 18 -ninDnK-iro, which more properly indicates the design of

this Massorah. The Ezekiel instance is one in the List- of Hiphils

which are abnormally without the characteristic Yo4 recorded

above in § 503.

3"pn = § 520.

r^'^l^K / will bring out, occurs twice. That is, with paragogic

He, in contradistinction to the other two instances in which this

future first person singular occurs without the He (Exod. 3 11;

Ezek. 20 38). In fixing the number at two, this Massorah militates

agamst the reading ksIK without the He in Gen. 19 9, which is

attested by the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text.

This Rubric, w^ich does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orieit. 16, fol. 32 6, on Judg. 19 24.

H'Dpn = § 521.

IK^t'' they shall bi-ing out, occurs four times defective. Infixing

the number of this Hiphil future third person plural ffiasculine

at four, the design of the Massorah is not only to militate

against the textual reading wri-'i with the prefix Vav in Jerem. 8 1,

but against the reading ixr the Kal future third person plural

in 1 Kings 10 29, which is exhibited in the Septuagint and which

is nov/ accepted as preferable.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 86 a, on 1 Kings 10 29, which

I have printed; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 2, and (III) the

printed Massorah on Job 8 10. List I emphatically states that

it is defective or without the Yod in all the four instances. As

two only are without it in the textus receptus (1 Kings 10 29;

Job 8 10), this Massorah must ba based upon a recension of the

text in which the other two were also defective. Lists IFand III

do not advert to any variation in its orthography.

3'3pn = § 522 a.

IK'^SCll and they brought forth, is three times plene. The three

forms of this Rubric exhibited in § 522 o—c are of importance

to the study of the Massorah, inasmuch as they show how the

same materials were elaborated by the different Massoretic Schools.

This future third person plural masculine with Vav conversive,

which occurs altogether twelve times, is spelt in three different

ways. In seven instances it is i»rxii entirely plene, that is, with

both Vav after the Yod and Yod after the Tzadi (Levit. 24 23;

1 Sam. 12 18; Jerem. 26 23; 1 Chron. 19 16; 2 Chron. 1 17;

2S 11; 29 16). In four it is nrs*i without the Vav bw^with the

Yod (Numb. 13 32; 15 86; Josh. 6 23; 10 23), and in one in-

stance it is ntst*i entirely defective, that is, both without the Vav

and without the Yod.

From this analysis it will be seen that in the Pentateuch

and the Prophets, which constitute the first part of this Massorah,

it occurs altogether eight times. Here it is defective in five in-

stances and plene in three only. Hence the Massorah here safe-

guards the minority.

And throughout the Hagiographa it is likewise go. In this division

of the Bible, which is represented by Chronicles, it occurs four

times and is uniformly plene. Here therefore, there is no excep-

tion to safeguard and hence the simple mention of the fact

suffices. As the solitary instance in Kings, which is one of the

five defectives in the first part of this Rubric, is doubly defec-

tive and thus exhibits a unique form, it is here separately in-

dicated.

And all the others are without the Vav but with the Yod. That

is, the remaining four instances are nrJfi. These I have given in

the analysis.

Of this form of the Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated three Lista: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 80a, on Levit 24 23, which I have printed; (II)

Orient. 1379, fol. 235 a, on the same passage, and (III) Orient.

2349, fol. 96 6, also on the same
]

T3pn = § 522 6.

^X"^1*l «nd they brought forth, is seven times plene. This form

of the Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is

from Orient. 1471, fol. 160 a, on 1 Sam. 12 8. It is not so arti-

ficial as the preceding form and the seven plenes as well as the

unique abnormal defective coincide with those given in the

analysis. Contrary, however, to the usual method of the Massorah,

the instances safeguarded are the majority.

a'3pn - § B22c.

^K"1^l1^ and they brought forth, occurs twelve times. This is the

oldest and popular form of the Massorah. I collated fifteen Lists

of it, but shall specify the following seven only, five in MSS.

and two printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, VoL I, fol. 95 6, on Numb.

15 36, which I have printed; <II) Orient, 4445, fol. 1106, on

Levit 24 23 i (III) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem.

26 23; (IV> Arund. Orient 16, foL So, on Josh. 10 28; (V) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 2; (VI) the printed Massorah on Levit

2i 23, and (VII) the same on Numb. 15 36,

Lists IV and V emphatically declare in their respective head-

ings that it occurs eleven times («"• i»rxl»!) and record eleven only.
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They coincide in omitting Josh. 10 23. They must, therefore, be

based upon Codioee which had not <ar^^ here, though it is now
impossible to say what reading these Co^'^es exhibited. The other

five Lists, however, give this passnge.

With the exception of the printed Massorah (Lists VI and

VII), none of the MS. Lists advert to any variation in the ortho-

graphy of the twelve instances which constitute this Rubric. In

the first of the two printed Lists, however, the variations are

mentioned in the heading, where it is stated that four of the

twelve are plene a'tha pnja n z"' irxn, but the register itself does

not indicate which of them are so written. Besides, this is in dire

conflict with the preceding two forms of this Rubric, which state

that seven of the twelve are plene. The second printed List (VII)

notices the variation in its orthography in the following addition

at the end of the Rubric irmn .2'ro iitsn maara -a'ns "irxvi rs'TOi irr-iix

.a'ro im, which denotes that in Jerem. 26 23 and in the Hagio-

grapha (1 Chron. 19 16; 2 Chron. 1 17; 23 11; 29 16) in these

five passages it is wri*i entirely plene, that in 2 Kings 10 26 it

is wx*! entirely defective and that in all the other six passages

it is \irx»i (Levit. 24 23; Numb. 13 22; 16 36; Josh. 6 23; 10 23;

1 Sam. 12 8). But this too is in conflict with the express state-

ment in the preceding two forms of this Massorah, where Levit.

'Zi 28 and 1 Sam. 12 a are given as planes.

J'3pn = § 623.

VT^*1 and they brought him forth, occurs three times, twice

it is entirely defective and once pUne. This Hiphil future third

person, plural masculine with the suffix third person singular

masculine with Vav conversive, which occurs altogether three times,

is sj^elt in two different ways. In Gen. 19 16 and l Kings 21 13

it is inKS»i entirely defective, that is both without Vav after the

Yod and without Yod after the Ttadi, whilst in 2 Kings 12 12

it is VT*r*»i entirely plene, that is with both Vav and Yod. Hence

the Massorah safeguards the variation in its orthography which

occurs in the same book.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and

one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 107a, on 2 Kings 12 12,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 95 6, on 1 Kings

21 13; (III) Add. 16,260, fol. 196 6, on the same passage, and

(IV) the printed Massorah on Qen. 19 16.

This Rubric affords an instructive confirmation of the oft-

repeated statement that conflicting Massorahs are due to their

being based upon different recensions of the text. Thus we are

distinctly told that the first of the two is entirely defective

according to the Hellali Codex whilst according to the Jerusalem

Codex it is entirely plene, as will be seen from the notes

pn Gen. 19 16 in my edition of the Bible. 1 Kings 21 13, which

according to this Massorah is entirely defective, is so in

Harley 6710—11; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251.

But in Orient. 2201, which is one of the oldest dated MSS. of the

entire Bible, and in Add. 16,451 it is virx*! with Yod after the

Teadi, for which reason I have adopted it in my text of the Bible.

The third instance, viz. 2 Kings 12 12, which according to the

Massorah is imrstli entirely plene, is supported by the reading in

Harley 5710—il; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 16,251; Add. 15,451.

But here again Orient. 2201 reads inrafi without Vav and Add.

15,260 reads it irwurt-n with Vav, but without Yod. This explains

the otherwise inexplicable Massorahs in the same MSS. Thus the

Massorah Parva in Add. 15,461, fol. 13 a, on Gen. 19 16 is

TS' '^a 'IT 'opn 'on 'a inKn, whilst the Massorah Parva in the same

superb MS., fol. 255 a, on 2 Kings 12 12, is on m '^o 'a '3 inrani.

1'Dpn - § 624.

i^^SCIttl and thai bringeth forth, occurs twice, once defective and
once plene. As the Hiphil participle singular masculine, which

occurs twice only, is differently spelt being in the first instance

with Yod after the Thadi (Isa. 54 16) and in the second without

it (Prov. 10 18), the Massorah safeguards the variation in its

orthography

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

i collated two Lists: (1> Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 340a, on Prov. 10 18,

which I have printed, and (II) Add. 16,251, fol. 3886, on the same
passage. The Proverbs passage is one of the ten instances which

are abnormally defective, recorded above, § 503.

H'apn - § 626.

D^lCyTO ye bringing forth, occurs twice . . . and once it is with

the 2>rejix Vav. Like the singular recorded in the preceding Rubric,

the plural participle, which also occurs twice only without the

prefix Vav, is differently spelt in each case. In the first instance

it is UKapa without the characteristic Yod after the Tsadi (Jerem.

38 28) and in the second it is oirxio with the Yod (Neh. 6 19).

Hence the Massorah safeguards this variation.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. I73a, on Jerem. 38 23. Though
not expressed in the heading, the text on which this Rubric is

has D'KXia without the Yod. Though this reading is supported
by St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, the Massorah Parva of

which describes this defective as unique Add. 16,250 and Add.
15,251, it simply represents the recension of the text which
obtained in one School of Massorites. Not only do other recensions
exhibit variations, but the different Massorahs safeguard the

respective readings. Thus Harley 5710— 11, reads ts^pa entirely

plene in Jerem. 38 23; Add. 15,451 reads it b'^qeb entirely defective,

whilst Add. 21,161, which is one of the oldest Codices extant, reads
it D'Kfio the Hopjial as it is in the preceding verso. Hence the

conflicting Massorahs. Thus the Massorah in the Cambridge Model
Codex Add. 465 on Jerem. 38 23 is '"jo-i '^a '? D'K-sia and in Harley
5710—11, which is also a Model Codex, the Massorah on Neh. 6 9

is 'bai 'a D'rxia.

VipD - § 526.

D''KIlC1ton that are found, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does
not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 175t, on Ezek. 14 22. I have had occasion to advert to the
fact that later Nakdanim not infrequently furnished the original

Massorahs, which consisted of single words representing the
respective passages, with wrong catchwords. This Rubric yields

a convincing proof of it. The Nakdan mistook the unique form
o-RJtia.T the Kal participle plural (Numb. 15 33) for B'Kmn the

Hophal participle plural and hence supplied it with the catchwords
D^xr »»pa iriR, though the Massorah is on the right passage which
is thus omitted, viz. Ezek. 14 22. As the two instances occur in

the same book, the heading ought properly to be 'vus\ -a.

rspfl = § 627.

35rni he shall stand, occnrs twice in the Scriptures. That is,

with Kametz under the Tzadi which is due to its pausal accents,

being Athnach in one instance (Prov. 22 29) and 8oph-Pasvk in

the other (Job 44 2). As this Hiphil future third person singular

masculine, which occurs altogether nine times, is arn^ with Tzere

in seven instances, the Massorah safeguards the variation in these

two exceptional instances, since the two forms occur in close

proximity in the same verse (Prov, 22 29).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2406, on
Job 41 2, which I have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 3446, on Prov. 22 29.

In this Rubric we have again a conflict between the Massorah
and the text. On Prov. 22 29 the Massorah in Arund. Orient. 16

emphatically remarks that both instances are arn: with JPaihach

under the Tzadi (-a), the Massorah evidently designing it as a

correction of the text which the Nakdan has pointed with Kametz.

But it is also with Kametz in Orient, 2201; Harley 5710—11;
Add. 16,250; Add. 15,261, and in all the early editions of the

Bible, as will be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition

of the Bible. Moreover, in the second instance, viz. Job 41 2, both
the MSS. and the editions have it with Kametz. Accordingly the

text and the margin in Prov. 22 29 must change places in my
edition of the Bible.

n'spn - § 628.

ISSC^ri'l and they stood, or presented themselves, occurs Jive

times . . . . and once it is Vav conjunctive. As the verb is nap'j in parallel

phrases (comp. ^ith na?!i Josh. 24 1 with Levit. 9 5; Tina na?.']

Josh. 3 17 with 1 Chron. 11 14), the design of the Massorah is

to safeguard the respective verbs against being made uniform.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 686, on Exod. 19 17, which I have
printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 17a, on Josh. 24 1; (III) the

same MS., fol. 326, on Judg. 1^ 2; (IV) the same MS., fol. 246 a,

on 1 Chron. 11 14; (V) Add. 16,260, fol. 1806, on Josh. 24 1;

(VI) the printed Massorah on Exod. 19 17, and ^VII) the same
on Deut. 31 14. The solitary instance with Vav /conjunctive con-
stitutes one of the forty-eight expressions beginning with Vav
Yod which respectively occur once only. {Vide supra letter % § 16.)
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83'3pn - § 629.

33p1 and he put, occurs twice. Of thia Rubric I collated two

Lists: (f) Add.' 16,251, fol. 144a, on Judg. 8 27, which I have

printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on Gen. 30 38.

Vpn = § 530,

Tn3C*rr) and the oil, occurs three times. Of this Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists:

(I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 200 a, on Hosea 2 10, which I have

printed, and (II) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passage.

Both these Lists declare in their respective headings that

•rwrn occurs three times only and the Lists themselves record

identically the same three instances, and yet it occurs six times

and both Lists omit the same three, viz. Neh. 5 H; 10 40; 13 5.

The absence of these three instances is simply due to the artificial

manner of counting which the Massorah not infrequently adopts.

It will be seen that four of the six instances occur in Nehemiah.

These four are counted as one which is represented by the last

instance and which with the two in the Minor Prophets yield

the three.

K'^pn = § 531.

pHSTl and Isaac, occurs five times. In the only other instance

in which this quinqueliteral occurs with Kametz under the Cheth

it is pnxn the future third person singular masculine with Vav

conversive (Gen. 17 17) denoting and he laughed.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 41a, on Gen. 24 62, which I have

printed; (II) Add. 21,160, fol. 17a, on Gen. 25 26; (III) the same

MS., fol. 59 a, on Gen. 48 15, and (IV) the printed Massorah on

Gen. 24. 62. As all the five instances occur in the same book,

the heading ought properly to be 'UD'ai 'n or 'niKSi 'n.

3't'pn = § 632.

P2r he is spread, occurs twice. Of this Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I)

Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 7 a, on Isa. 14 11, which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 360 a, on Esther 4 3, and

(III) Add. 21,160, fol. 310 6, on the same passage. This Rubric

forms part of the alphabetical List of words begining with Yod.

which respectively occur twice. {Vide supra, letter % § 11.)

ybpn = § 533.

Dp2C^ he cast them, occurs twice. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 257 a, on 2 Chron. 4 17.

Tbpn = § 634.

DpSTT. and they laid, or placed them, occurs twice in this form

ayid is defective. This Hiphil future third person plural masculine

with Vav conversive without and with the suffix (= •vbi) which

occurs twice, is in both instances without the characteristic Yod

after the Tzadi. Hence the Massorah safeguards them against being

mistaken for the Kal (comp. 2 Kings 4 40).

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Masso-

rah, is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 5 6, on Josh, 7 28.

,T^pn = § 535.

p5P^ he shall be poured out, occurs twice. Of this Rubric

I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two printed: (I) Orient.

2349, fol. 94 6, on Levit. 21 10, which I have printed; (II) Orient.

6404, fol. 96 6; (III) Add. 16,260, fol. 676; (IV) the printed Mas-

sorah, all on the same passage, and (V) the printed Massorah,

on Job 22 16.

Here again the Massorah is conflicting. Whilst List HI
emphatically states that one is plene and one defective '^a 'k 's)

('onnm, List IV as emphatically says that they are both plene

('tei 'a). The two conflicting Massorahs must therefore be based

upon two different recensions of the text.

This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of words
beginning with Yod which respectively occur twice. {Vide supra,

letter % § 11.)

r^pn - § 686,

pSte molten, occurs twice. This Hophal participle ocours
altogether six times. It is plene in four instances (1 Kings 7 28,

33; Job 37 18; 2 Chron. 4 2) and defective in two. Hence the

Massorah safeguards this variation in its orthography, since the

two different spellings are used in close proximity (comp. 1 Kings
7 16, 23).

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 81 6, on 1 Kings 7 16, which
I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 826 a, on Job 11 16, and
(III) the printed Massorah on the same passage. But though all

the three Lists state in their respective headings that it is defec-

tive in both these passages, yet Orient. 2201 first hand and
Add. 21,161 have it pyia plene in Job 11 16. For the early

editions which exhibit this plene reading, see the notes on this

passage in my edition of the Bible.

r^pn = § 537.

QT^ and he formed, occurs twice, once plene and once defec-

tive. This Kal future third person singular masculine with Vav
conversive, occurs altogether five times. Ill three instances it is

-am- with Tzere under the Yod {vide infra, § 641) and in two
with Chirek. Moreover the two with Chirek which occur in the

same section are differently spelt, one is irn with two Yods

(Gen. 2 7) and the other -or with one Yod (Gen. 2 19>. Hence
the design of the Massorah is not only to safeguard the variation

in its graphic signs, but to protect the difference in its ortho-

graphy. The latter was especially necessary since some recensions

exhibited -on with one Yod in both irfstances, as is attested by
the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Cambridge Add. 465 on Gen. 2 7.

n-bpn - § 538.

^^ creating, is four times defective. This participle singular

masculine, which occurs altogether sixteen times, is in twelve

instances -ari' plene and in four only is it without the Vav. Hence
the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography.

This Rubric is of importance inasmuch as it shows that

when it was compiled the Eastern and Western recensions of

the text were not as yet so sharply divided as they are now.

All the official Lists which record the variations between these

two recensions emphatically state that the Palestinians read it

natl"' plene in Isa. 45 18 and that the Babylonians read it -o^

defective. (Vide supra, letter n, § 626.) Yet not only does this

Massorah include it as one of the four defectives, but Orient 2201

;

Harley 5710-~11; Arund. Orient 16; AddA 15,260; Add. 15,251

and all the early editions exhibit the Babylonian reading, contrary

to the usual practice. This conclusively shows that when a MS.

has a Babylonian reading it must not be concluded that its text

exhibits the Babyl<)nian recension. The fact, therefore, that the

St Petersburg Codex of A. D, 916 has nat^ defective does not

prove that its text as a whole is the Babylonian text It only

shows that it has this reading in common with the unquestionably

Palestinian MSS. and all the early editions which follow the

Palestinian recension. For further evidence see my Treatise.

On the relationship of the so-called Codex Babylonicus of A. D. 916

to^ Eastern Recension of the Hebrew text in the Festschrift m
Ehren Prof. Chwolson's p. 149 &c. Berlin 1899. As we ordinarily

follow the Palestinian recension and moreover as this reading

is exhibited in the Splendid Codex Add. 16,451, I have adopted it

in my edition of the Bible and given the Babylonian reading in

the margin.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 136 6, on Isa. 45 18, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 214a, on Habak. 2/18;

(in) the same MS., fol. 307 6, on Ps. 94 9; (IV) Vienna CJodex

No. 35, on Habak. 2 18, and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter % § 307. All these Lists coincide in giving Isa. 45 18 as

one of the four instances.

B"'?pn = § 539.

TJTSf'l and he that formed thee, occurs three times. Of this

Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 137 a, on Isa. 43 1, which I have

printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 231 a, on the same passage, and
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(Ill) the printed Massorah also on the same passage. As all the

three instances are restricted to the same book, the heading

ought to be 'B'oai 'j.

a"pn = § 540.

1'Tit'' his work, or imagination, occurs twice. This quadriliteral

with the suffix third person singular masculine, occurs altogether

four times. In two instances it is i-ijc=« with ChoUm on the Yod,

being the participle (Isa. 45 9; Habak. 3 18) and in two it is

Tir with Chirek (Deut. 31 21; Habak. 2 18), being the noun -ly;

with the suffix. As the two forms occur in the same verse

(Habak. 2 18), the Massorah safeguards them against being made
uniform.

This Rubric, which doeri not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 118 a, on Habak. 2 18.

X'Opn = § 541.

"TSC'T and he was troubled, or distressed, occurs three times in

the Scriptures, fhat is, with Tzere under the Yod, in contra-

distinction to the two instances in which this Kal future third

person singular masculine with Vav conversive has Chirek under

the Yod recorded above, § 537.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 21 6, on Gen. 32 8,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 204 fc, on

2 Sam. 13 2; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 19 6, on Judg. 2 15;

(IV) Orient. 2349, fol. 46 fc, on Gen. 32 8; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah n, § 310; (VI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah Supplement, § 9,

and (VII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 32 8. Lists II, IV and VI

alone have the mnemonic sign. The sign without the List is also

given in the printed Massorah both on Judg. 3 1 5 and 2 Sam. 13 2.

3'Opn = § 542.

TStTll and she was troubled, or it was a trouble, occfLrs tunce.

Normally when the third person singular is used inpersonally,

especially when followed by i"? or h, it is in the masculine. Three

instances of this combination with the verb in question are

recorded in the preceding Rubric. As in the two instances which

constitute this Rubric, the verb is changed from the masculine

to the feminine, the Massorah safeguards this variation.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-

sorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 26 6, on

Judg. 10 9, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol, 56 a,

on 1 Sam. 30 6, and (III) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same

passage.

ropn = § 543.

C^K "'riSrn. and I will kindle a fire, occurs six times. That is,

in contradistinction to the phrase ^k "nni'^'! °'**^ ^ "^^^ ^^^'^ " J^'''^>

which occurs eight times (Ezek. 39 6; Hosea 8 14; Amos 1 4,

7, 10, 12; 2 2, 5). As the two phrases are used promiscuously in

the same book (Anios 1 12, 14 &c.), the Massorah safeguards the

minority.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated eight Lists, seven in MSS. and one printed

:

(I) Arund; Orient. 16, foL 2056, on Amos 1 14, which I have

I^nted; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. t). 9i6, on Jerem. 17 27

;

(III) the same "Codex on Jerem. 21 14; (IV) the same on Jerem.

43 12; (V) the same on Jerem. 50 32; (VI) the same on Amos
1 14; (VII) Add. 15,251, fol. 265a, on Jerem. 49 27, and (VIII)

the printed Massorah on Jerem. 21 14. Th^ first reference in the

Idst nrhich I have printed should be Jerem. 21 14 and not 21 I;

the 4 has inadvertently dropped out of the text.

ropn = § 544.

^pVl she, OT it shall be baminy, occurs Jive times and is 2^^ne.

By fixing the number of this Hophdl future third person singular

feminind lat five, the design of this Massorah is to militate against

ihe Keihiv, or textual i*eading of the Eastern recension which

is -ti5^ri the Kal future both in Jerem. 15 14 and 17 4, as will be

seen from my Introduction to the Hebrew Bible, p. 223 &c.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 1436,

on Levit. 6 2, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah

on the same passage. It is remarkable that though both the

Jeremiah instances are with Kametz under the Cojih whidh is due

to their belAg with the pausal accent Soph-Pasuk, neither of the

tMro Lists adverts t& this variation in the graphic signs.

n-opn = § 545.

D^p"^!! living thing, occurs three times. Of this Rubric I

collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley
5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 119a, on Deut. 11 6, which I have printed;

(II) Add. 21,160, fol. 271a, on the same passage; (III) Orient. 2349,

fol. 326, on Gen. 7 23; and (IV) the printed Massorah on the

same passage. As all the three instances are restricted to the

Pentateuch, the heading ought properly to be 'ni»ai '3.

vapn = § 546.

tnp^ a fowler, occurs tvnce in the Scriptures. The design of

this Massorah is to exclude the only other instance where this

noun occurs and where it is wip; wilh Cholem (Hosea 9 8). This

Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from
Harley 5710—11, Vol. U, fol. 244a, on Prov. 6 5.

?'apn = § 547.

n*1''|5^ hard, noble, occurs tvnce, once with Aleph at the end
and once with He. As this adjective, which occurs twice only, is

differently spelt in each case, the Massorah safeguards the varia-

tion in its orthography.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in this separate form
in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists : (I) Arund. Orient. 1 6,

fol. 3636, on Dan. 2 11, which I have printed, and (II) Harley
5710—11, Vol. 11, fol. 2886, on Ezra 4 10. This Rubric is part of

the List of words which respectively occur twice, once with Aleph
at the end and once with He. {Vide supi-a letter x, § 23.)

n'apn = § 548.

pn" and he awoke, is three times defective in the Scriptures.

This Kal future third person singular masculine with Vav con-

versive, occurs altogether eight times. In five instances it is

f'p^'i (Gen. 28 16; 41 4, 7; Judg. 16 14) or yp;*^ with Segal under
the Coph (Gen. 9 24) with two Yods, and in three it is with one
Yod. Hence the Massorah safeguards the orthography of the

minority, especially as the two different spellings are promis-

cuously used in the same section (Judg. 16 14, 20). In thus fixing

the number of the defectives at three, the design of the Massorah
is to militate against the recension of the text which exhibited

the reading pp'i in all the four instances in which it occurs in

Genesis, as is attested by the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew
text, which reads it uniformly defective and which is the primitive

orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 219a, on 1 Kings 3 15,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 30 6, on Judg.
16 20; (HI) the same MS., fol. 78 6, on 1 Kings 3 15; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 304 a, on Ps. 78 65; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 148 a, on
Judg. 16 20; (VI) Orient. 2349, fol. 44 o, on Gen. 28 16, and
(VII) the printed Massorah on Ps. 78 65.

B'apn = § 549.

^p^ri she shall be precious, occurs twice. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 98 a, on 2 Kings 1 13. As th6 two instances occur in two
cotisecutive verses, the heading ought properly to be ""jpai 'a

or 'B-'DSI '3.

rpn § 550.

^p^!!! "^<^ ^* shall be precious, occurs twice. As this future

third person singular masculine with Tzere under the Yod and the

prefix Vav which occurs twice, is differently spelt, being ip"! with

one Yod in the first instance (Ps. 49 9) and -li?"! with two; FotZ» in

the second (Ps. 72 14), the Massorah safeguards the variation in:

its orthography. In the only other passage in which it occurs it

is lT?i (1 Sam, 18 30) with Fat? conversive.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists : (I) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah JI, § 382, which
I have printed, and (II) Vienna Codex Na. 35, on Ps. 72 14, The
latter indicates the import of this Massorah by itS; more correct

heading, viz. 'pmm ''?D "jn '3.

rSpn ^ § 551a.

"Ip^n and honour, treasure, occurs twice in the Scriptures and in

Chatdee it ih always so. This quadriliteral occurs altogether four
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times, twice in the Hebrew Scriptures which are duly recorded

in the following Rubric, and twice in Chaldee (Dan. 2 6; 7 14).

This Rubric, which has regard to the Hebrew alone, declares that

though it occurs twice only in Hebrew, .in Chaldee it is always

80 without, however, specifying the number of the instances.

This form of Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Harley 5710— 11, VoLH, fol. 273 ^, on Esther 8 16.

x':pn = § r,5i h.

"in^ occurs twice. That is, in Hebrew. In Chaldee as we

have seen, it also occurs twice. The omission to state this fact

makes this form of the Rubric obscure. It, however, affords an-

other illustration of the fact that the different Schools of Mas-

sorites elaborated differently the same materials.

Of this form of the Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 181a, on Ezek. 32 25, which I have printed, and (II) the

same MS., fol. 362 6, on Esther 8 16.

T:pn = § r.52.

"Ip"''?! <*"^ f^' ^^ honour, occurs twice, once it is with Kametz

and once with Pathach. As this quinqueliteral, which not only occurs

twice, but within a few verses of each other, varies in its graphic

signs, having in the first instance Kametz under the Coph (Dan.

4 27) and Pathach in the second (verse 33), the Massorah safe-

guards this variation.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

^s from Add. 15,261, fol. 411a, on Dan. 4 27.

r3pn = § 553.

K^lp*"! and honour, occurs three times, twice it is loritten with

Aleph and once with He. This Chaldee noun emphatic with the

prefix Vav which occurs three times, is not only spelt differently,

being in two instances vith Ale^jh at the end (Dan. 2 37; 5 18),

and once with He (Dan. 5 20), but as this difference occurs within

two verses (Dan. 5 18, 20), the Massorah safeguards this variation

in its orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 364 6, on Dan. 2 37, which I

have printed: (II) the same MS., fol. 368 6, on Dan. 5 20;

(HI) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passage, and (IV) the

printed Massorah also on the same passage.

,
T2pn = § 654.

D'rf?RJTnKl rTK*T* to fear God, occurs seven times in this

form. Normally when -flX Kif is combined with a Divine Name

and denotes yionn^y or reverencing the Supreme Being it is the

Tetragrammaton, viz. ,Tirr-n¥«"i\ In this combination the phrase

oeears about twenty-two times (Exod. 14 31; Jo^. 22 25; 24 14;

1 Sam. 12 14, 18, 24;. 1 Kings 18 3, 12; 2 Kings 4 1; 17 25, 28,

33, 33, 34, 41; Jerem. 2ft 19; Hosea 10 3; Jonah 1 16; Ps. 34 10;

112 1; Prov. 3 7; 24 21), apart from the passages where nin: i.s

followed by D''!i'?»t with different suffixes (comp. Deut. 6 2, 13, 24;

10 12 &c. &c). As it is in these seven instances only that -r^ xt

is combined with o'.t'jjr?, the Massorah safeguards this exceptional

combination.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in l^SS, and one

printed: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 47 6, on Gen. 42 18, which I have

printed; (II) Add. 15,261, fol. 400a, on Eccl. 5 6; and (III) the

printed Massorah, on Gen. 42 18. The latter heads this Rubric

'TDT^Knin^ which is misfleadihg, since d'h^kk-i- without the accu-

sative -n^, occurs more than seven times (eomp. G^n. 22 lt;f

Deut. 26 18; 2 Kings 17 7 &ci.).:

iT3J:n = § 555.

iHiffT^ the feared, occurs twice. That is, with Sheva under the

Eeah in contradistinction to the only other instance whfire this

preterite third person singular feminine occurs with Tzere, which

is due to its pausal accent ^iAnacA (Gen. 18 16). This Rubric I

have found in the printed Massorah only, on Ps. 76 i>.

T3pn - § 556.

rttCn and thou akalt fear. Wherever the accent on nt"]-^, m «

HfvmU "X^l^ 4* MJitA Dageah and wherever the accent is a prince it

To understand this Massorah it is necessary to remark that

nK-i.;i, which occurs altogether five times, is in each cascfoUowed

by "^V^^P and that it is in two instances with a sepVatit = the

conjunctive accent Mcrcha (Levit. 19 14, 32) and in tijree with a

prince or the distinctive accent Tipcha (Levit. 26 17, 36, 43) Hence

the Massorah lays it down that in two instances with the servile

accent or conjunctive the Mem in ^i^tibvaz is with Dagesh, whilst

in the case of the three instances with the dominant or disjunctive

accent the Mem is Raphe.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Orient. 1379, fol. 236a, on Levit. 25 17,

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 107 a, on the same

passage; and (III) Orient. 2349, fol. 97 cr, also on the same passage.

Lists II and III omit the expression -iw after oytDS which renders

the import of the Rubric obscure, otherwise the three Lists are

identical.

t"2pn = § 557.

nriX'l.'' ye feared, occurs three times. That is, with Tzere under

the Resh, in contradistinction to the solitary instance where this

preterite second person plural masculine is onK-j^ with Kametz.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated eight Lists, five in MSS. and three printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 75 6, on Ezek. 11 8, which I

have printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 131 «, on Numb. 13 8;

(III) Add. 15,251, fol. 272 6, on Ezek. 11 8; (IV) Add. 21,160,

fol. 207 6, on Numb. 12 8; (V) the same MS., fol. 263 6, on Deut.

5 5; (VI) Paris Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement, § 5; (VII) the

printed Massorah, on Numb. 12 8 ; and (VIII) ^he same on Deut. 5 5.

Lists V and VI add at the end criK";^ 'ki, which indicates the

design of this Massorah. With the exception of List II all the

Lists give the mnemonic sign. The mnemonic sign alone is also

given in St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek. 11 8; in

Harley 5710—11, on Numb. 12 8, and in the printed Massorah

on Ezek. 11 8, as well as in the printed Massorah Finalis, letter •,

§ 317.

n":pn = § 558.

nKTSl and to fear, occurs tvAce. This infinitive with the

prefix Lamed occurs altogether fourteen times. In twelve instances

it is without the Vav conjunctive and in two only is it with this

Fa??, Hence tlie Massorah safeguards the exceptional instances.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists; (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 128 a, on Deut. 8 6,

which I havo printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 1006, on the same

passage, and (III) the same MS., fol. 420 6, on 2 Chron. 6 33.

tt"3pn - § i)59.-

KTI fear thou, occurs four times in the Scriptures. Of this

Rubric i collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 254 a, on Prov. 24 21, which I

have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 1 6, fol. 337 a, on Prov. 3 7;

(III) the same MS., fol. 345 6, on Prov. 24 21; and (IV) the printed

Massorah, on Prov. 3 7. The mnemonic sign, which I have printed,

is given in Harley 5710—11, on Eccl. 5 6 without the register.

It is also given without the register in the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter % § 316.

D'pn =;§ 560.

AUCT fear ye, occurs three times in the /Scriptures. Thnt is, with

silent Al^)h instead of
«i'.,

thus distinguishing the Kal imperative

plural of K-i" from ik-i-. the Kal future third person plural maseuiine

form rw% which occurs twenty-five times.

Of this Rubrie I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 6710— 11, Vol. I, fol. 180 6, on 1 Sam. 12 24,

which I have printwl; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 17 6, on Josh.

24 14; (in) fche same MS., fol. 42 a, on 1 Sam, 12 24; (IV) the

same MS., fol. 291 6, on Ps. 34 10; (V> the printed Massorah on

Josh. 24 14, and <VI) the same on Ps. 34 10.

K"Dpn = 561 a.

itrr he shall fear, without and with the prefix Vav is three times

plene. To understand this highly artificial Massorah it is necessary

to remark that this preterite third person singular masculine

without and with Vav conversive, occurs altogether sixteen times.

Without the prefix Vav, which occurs four times, it is always wv'

with both Yods (Amos 3 8; Ps. 27 3; 112 7, 8), whilst with the
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prefix, which occurs twelve times, it is k^ plena or with both
Yods in six instances (Gen.18 17; 32 8; Ex'od. 2 14; l Sam. 12 18;

28 20; 1 Chron. 13 12), and in«i defective or with one Yod in six

(1 Sam. 18 12; 21 18; 28 5; 2 Sam. 6 9; Jerera. 26 21; 2 Chron.
20 3)

It will be seen from this analysis that there are six plenes

in the Pentateuch and the Prophets, one without the prefix Vav
and five with it. Yet this Massorah declares that there are three.

The three are obtained (1) by reckoning all the instances in the

Pentateuch as one; (2) all the instances with the prefix Vav in

the Prophets as one, and (3) the solitary instance without the

prefix Vav in this division of the Bible as one.

And throtighout the Hagiographa it is likewise so except <ynce.

In this division of the Bible, where as we have seen, it occurs

altogether nine times, three times without the prefix Vav and six

times with it, it is plene in eight instances and defective in one
only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the solitary exception.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 313 n, on Ps. 112 7.

K'Dpn = § 561.6.

KTI is defective throughout the Prophets except twice. This

Rubric exhibits the same artificial Massorah as the preceding
one in an inverted form. It shows how the same materials have
been formulated by the different Massoretic Schools. It is from
Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 268 6, on 2 Chron. 20 3.

3*Dpn = § 562.

Kn"*'] and he feared, occurs twice at the beginning of a verse.

That is, the plene form with two Yods. In the third instance,

where it occupies this distinguished position, it is jn^ with one
Yod (1 Sam. 18 12).

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 21 6, on Gen. 32 8.

J'Dpn = § 563.

KT'*] and he feared, occurs twelve times. Of this Rubric

I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed: (I) Orient

2349, fol. 58 6, on Exod. 2 14, which I have printed; (II) Arund.

Orient. 47 6, on 1 Sam. 18 12; (III) the same MS., fol. 55 a,

on 1 Sam. 28 20; (IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 161 6, on 1 Sam. 18 12;

(V) HaUe Ochlah Ye-Ochlah II, § 30; (.VI) the printed Massorah
on Gen. 32 8, and (VII) the same on 1 Sam. 28 5.

It is remarkable that though some of the Lists (II, III &c.)

notice in their respective headings that six of the twelve in-

stances are in Samuel and six in the other Scriptures (^eaa 'i n°'

.T-ip ^33 'i), yet none of them mention the variation in its ortho-

graphy. The two artificial forms of this Massorah alone, recorded

in § 561a— 6, when properly deciphered disclosed that it is

K-i"!! plene in six instances and Kir defective in six. Though this

is confirmed by some of the Standard Codices, yet this Massorah
must be regarded as representing one School of textual redactors

only. It is now certain that the text of other Schools exhibited

variations. This is attested by the fact that on mr in 2 Sam. 6 9,

which is one of the six defectives, the Massorah in Harley
5710—11 remarks 'p jn'r; that Add. 21,161, which is one of the

oldest Codices extant, had it originally plene and that Orient.

2201, which is one of the earliest dated MSS. of the whole Bible,

has it actually jn;«i plene in the text.

The conflict which later Nakdanim produced by affixing

duplicate Massorahs on the same expression, one emanating from
one School and based upon one recension of the text, and the other

belonging to another School and based upon a different recension,

is here strikingly illustrated. Whilst one Massorah in one hand-
writing on 2 Sam. 6 9 is 'p nn'r, thus declaring that the Keti,

or official reading is plene, another Massorah in another hand
by its side declares on a"', according to which all the twelve

instances are defective.

Another proof of this contention is afforded by Jerem. 26 21.

This instance too, is one of the six defectives, according to

some Standard Codices and the artifical Massorahs recorded in

§ 561a—6. Hence it is tn»i in Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11;
Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251. Yet St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916

has it in-r plene and so it was originally in Add. 21,161, and is

80 still in the model Codex Add. 15,451. In the ancient Codex
Add. 21,161 the Nakdan not only altered the original reading

Kn'ji but put against it the Massorah • en ; % thus declaring that

it is defective thirteen times. This Massorah, therefore, emanates
from the same School of textual redactors as the second Massorah
in Harley 5710—11, on 2 Sam. 6*9.

List I, which I have printed, records eleven instances only,
though the heading emphatically states that there are twelve. As
all the other Lists not only state in their respective headings
that there are twelve but register this number, the omission of

1 Sam. 28 5 in List I is manifestly due to the carelessness of

the Scribe.

TDpn = § 564.

tCl^iO and I was afraid, occurs three times. This future first

person singular occurs altogether twelve times. In nine instances

it is without Vav convers!ve and in three it is with the Vav.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol.1, fol. 3 a, on Gen. 3 10, which
1 have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 286 a, on Job 32 6;

(IIlJ Arund. Orient. 1 6, fol. 332 a on the same passage, and (IV)

the printed Massorah Finalis, letter \ § 323.

iTDpn = § 565.

IKH*'"',! and they shall hp afraid, occurs Jive times in the Scrip-

tures, four times plene and once defective. This future third person
plural masculine with the prefix Vav occurs altogether twenty-

seven times. In twenty-two instances the Vav is conversive and
in five only is it conjunctive, Massoretically called Raphe. Hence
the Massorah safeguards this exceptional occurrence.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and
three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 173 a, on Ps. 67 8,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 144 a, on Isa.

59 19; (III) the same MS., fol. 212 6, on Micah 7 17; (IV) Vienna
Codex No. 35, on Deut. 2 4; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 30;

(VI) the printed Massorah on Deut. 2 4, and (VII) the same on
Micah 7 17. The headings in Lists VI and VII, viz. "b-i -n indicate

the design of this Massorah. The mnemonic sign with the List

is given in List IV only, without the List it is given in Harley
5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 28 a, on Ps. 59 19 and fol. 116 6, on
Micah 7 17.

As to the one defective which the headings of five Lists

mention, two only, viz. Lists IV and VII indicate the passage

where it is so written. But these two Massorahs are in dire con-

flict. Thus List IV emphatically states that Ps. 67 8 is defective

('omj3-iaO and this reading is supported by Add. 15,250; whilst

List VII as emphatically declares that Micah 7 17 is the defec-

tive ('on wnj). This is supported by St. Petersburg Codex of

A. D. 916; Orient. 2201; Add. 21,161; Harley 5710—11 (with a

Massorah on it -Bn-b^'n); Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,250; Add.

15,251; but opposed by the splendid Codex Add. 15,451 which
reads it i»n".i plene. Other MSS. again take the solitary defective

to be Isa. 59 17. Thus Harley 5710—11 and Arund. Orient. 16,

read it here =ikT1 defective and the printed Massorah Parva ex-

pressly remarks on it that it occursfve times, fotir times plene and
that this one is defective ('cn pm '"?» n 'n). These different readings

and conflicting Massorahs, therefore, can only be explained by
the fact that they are based upon the different recensions of the

text which obtained among the different Massoretic Schools, as

is not infrequently the case.

ropn = § 566.

^lO*1 is four times defective denoting and they shall fear.

Normally this quinqueliteral with identically the same graphic

signs is the future third person plural masculine with Vav con-

versive of riK"} and signifies and they sato. In this sense ucii

occurs about thirty-one times, apart from Samuel. As it is in

these five instances only that iKnr denotes and they feared and
stands for ikt»i with one Yod defective, the Massorah safeguards

this exceptional defective form.

And throughout Samtiel it is likewise so except once. In Samuel,

however, the reverse is the case, the defective form is the rule

and the plene the exception. The former occurs five times (comp.

!)K1«i 1 Sam. 4 7; 7 7; 17 1; 2 Sam. 10 19; 12 18) and the latter

is the exception. Here, therefore, the Massorah on the contrary

safeguards the solitary plene exception.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35,

on Josh. 4 14, which I have printed, and (II) the printed Mas-
sorah Finalis, letter ", § 318. The latter gives tro bjnw ba imi as

the second of the four instances, but this passage does not occur
and is evidently a mistake for h)r\tr bs irocr 1 Kings 3 28.
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fDpn - § 667.

1K*P1 and ihey $JmII fear, occurs seven times in the Scriptures.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol II, fol. 19 a, on Isa. 41 6, which

I have printed; (U) the same MS., Vol. H, fol. 189 a, on Ps. 62 8;

(in) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 186 a, on Isa. 41 6; (IV) the same

MS., fol. 296 &, on Ps. 62 8; (V) Add. 16,261, foL 114 a, on Deut.

17 18; (VI) the same MS., fol. 280a, on Isa. 41 6, and (VII) the

printed Massorah on the same passage.

The headings of the several Rubrics show that the different

Massoretio Schools had different designs in the compilation

of this Massorah. Thus List IV is headed -bn 'sn 'on -n 'Jtop •%

showing that its design is to distinguish between the instances

with Kamett under the Resh which is due to the pausal or distinc-

tive accents and the five instances in which this future though

also with Vav conjunctive, is with the normal Sheva under the

Re$h (Deut. 2 4; Isa. 69 19; Micah 7 17; Ps. 67 8; 102 16). The

heading of List VII, however, which is 'le-ipa i*b-i 'i shows that

its design is to safeguard these six exceptional instances with

Sheva under the Vav being conjunctive, against the twenty-two

instances in which this future is with Fathach under the Vav

being conversive.

It will be seen that the heading of List IV emphatically

states that four of the six instances are i«"V.i defective and

two only are ^»rr], whereas in the textus receptus the three in-

stances in Deuteronomy alone are defective and the other three

are plene. In the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text all

the three Deuteronomy instances are vtcv'^ plene. Though the

heading of the List which I have printed states that there are

seven such instances, the List itself records six only. This is

due to the omission at the end of •wrri aTam nan -ki Gen. 42 86

for want of space which is given in Lists III, VI and VII and

which, though with Vav conversive, is also with Kamett under

the Resh.

n'opn - § 668.

"fpKTf^ they shall fear (hee, occurs four times, three times plene.

As this future third person plural masculine with the suffix

second person singular masculine, which occurs altogether four

times, is spelt in two different ways, being in the first instance

iprj' with one Yod (l Kings 8 40) and in the other three instances

^nrr with two Yods, the Massorah safeguards this variation in its

orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 128 6, on Isa. 26 8, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 8016, on Ps. 72 6; (III) Add.

16,250, fol. 828 a, on Isa. 25 8; (IV) Add. 15,261, fol. 189 6, on

1 Kings 8 40; (V) Halle Oohlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 80, margin, and

(VI) the printed Massorah, on Isa. 26 8. Lists IV and VI declare

that it is the Kings instance which is defective (on -anp).

ropn - § 669.

tUCfPI y« »hall fear, occurs twice and is pUne. The future

second person plural masculine with Sheva under the Resh, occurs

altogether twenty-three times. In twenty-one instances it is the

normal form wvpi and in these two instances only is it with

paragogic Nun. Hence th« Massorah safeguards the exceptional

orthography

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, but which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated three Lists: (I) Vienna Codex No. 86, on Deut. 1 29,

which I have printed; (II) Orient 4446, fol. 51 a, on Exod. 9 80,

and (m) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. Ill 6, on Deut 1 29.

V'pn - § 570.

VTfSFl cmd tsrribh, occurs seven times and is plene. Of this

Rubric, which is one of the popular parts of the Massorah, I

collated fifteen Lists. I shall, however, specify the following seven

only, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 117 a, on Deut 7 21, which I have printed; (11) the same MS.,

Vol. II, fol. 210 a, on Ps. HI 9; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 204 a,

on Joel 2 11; (IV) the same MS., fol. 218 6, on Habak. 1 7;

(V) Add, 15,251, fol. 864a, on Ps. 89 8; (VI) Add. 21,160, fol. 269 a,

on Deut 7 21; and (VII) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 818.

It will be seen that though the List which I have printed

(Utt I) states in the heading that it occurs seven times, it records

six only and omits Ps. 89 8. But as this instance is duly given

in all the other Lists and moreover as List V is on this very

passage, it is evident that its omission is due to the carelessness

of the Scribe. The printed Massorah (List VII) again affords an

instructive example of the manner in which later Nakdanim altered

the headings to agree with erroneous registers. Instead of giving

WK- Habak. 1 7 as one instance and '•' w «?nj 's - Joel 2 11 as

another which yield the required number seven, the editor wrongly

joined them and thus obtained six only and hence altered the

t •" 7 in the heading into i = 6.

K'Ppn - § 671.

niK*1^3 terrible things. A sign indicating its spelling. This Niphal

participle plural feminine, which occurs altogether nine times

without and with the prefixes and one of which is with the suffix

second person singular masculine, is spelt in three different

ways: (1) twice it is with the first Vav, but without the second,

viz. nknlin Deut 10 21 and nfnlnis Ps. 145 6; (2) twice it is nlinii

without the first Vav, but with the second 2 Sam. 7 28 and

1 Chron. 17 21; and (B) five times it is mini) with both Vavs Isa.

64 2; Ps. 45 6; 656; 106 22; 139 14. Hence the Massorah safeguards

this variation in its orthography. As the defective spelling is in

four instances and the plene in five, the Massorah, according to

its usual method, specifies the passages of the minority, alone,

and simply states that all the others are with the normal two

Vavs without giving the catchwords or mentioning their number.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 15,261, fol. HO 6, on Deut 10 21,

which I have printed, and (II) Add. 16,451, fol. 127 6, on the

same passage. As is not infrequently the case, this Rubric emanates

from one School of Massorites and is based upon the recension

of the text which obtained in that School. That the text of other

Schools exhibited variations will be seen from the following

analysis

:

(1) Deuteronomy 10 21, which according to this Massorah

is ninun without the second Vav, is in the Samaritan recension

of the Hebrew nliniin with both Vavs. In the splendid Codex

Add. 16,451 it is piKnjn without the first Vav, but with the second

which a later Nakdan altered; whilst in Add. 21,160 it is nirjjn

without both Vavs.

(2) 2 Samuel 7 28, which is here rfiurp) without the first Vav,

but with the second, is nirjisi with both Vavs in the ancient Codex

Add. 21,161 and in Harley 5710—11.

(8) Psalm 145 6, which is here TO^^' without the second

Vav, is ifniinis entirely plene not only in the same ancient Codex,

viz. Add. '21,161 second hand, but in the first edition of the

Hebrew Bible with the Massorah, Venice 1524—26.

(4) 1 Chronicles 17 21, which is here nurjSi also without the

first Vav, is not only niK-jisi entirely plene in Add. 21,161; Harley

6710—11; Add. 15,451, but in all the early editions, as will be

seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible,

for which reason I have adopted it in the text and given in the

margin the alternative mrjbi, which is the reading in Arund.

Orient 16; Add. 15,250 and Add. 15,251.

3'Ppn - § 672.

D^'ipl ye shall fear them, occurs twice, once defective and

once plene. As this future second person plural masculine with

the suffix third person plural masculine, which occurs twice

only, is differently spelt, being in the first instance ajnvi without

the Vav and in the second ottrj-i? with it, the Massorah safeguards

this variation in its orthography and thus militates against the

recension which reverses the spelling, having the plene in Numb.

14 9 and the defective in Deut 8 22, as is attested by the

Samaritan recension of the Hebrew.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Orient 2849, fol. 1086, on Numb. 14 9, which I have printed;

(H) Orient 4445, fol. 1826, on the same passage; (III) Add. 21,160,

fol. 210 a, also on the same passage, and (IV) the printed Massorah,

on Deut 3 22. As both instances are restricted to the Pentateuch,

the heading ought properly to be ttnniKai 'a.

yppn - § 673.

>n'n he that feareth, occurs twice. That is, the adjective with

the prefix He, in contradistinction to the fourteen instances in

which it is without this prefix.
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Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 124 6, on

Deut. 30 8, which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, foL 107 6, on

the same passage; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 78 a, on Exod. 9 20, and

(IV) Orient. 2349, fol. 62 6, on the same passage.

TVpn = § 574.

D''ribK K*|l^ fearing God, occurs four times. The adjective >n;

is nine times in construction with the Divine Name. In five

instances it is followed by the Tetragrammaton, viz. nin'_ xn; fearing

Jehovah (Isa. 50 10; Ps. 26 12; 128 1, 4; Prov. 14 2)' and in four

it is in combination with ori'rK. Hence the Massorah safeguards

the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 319 6, on Job 1 8, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 353 6, on Eccl. 7 18;

(111) Add. 15,251, fol. 23a, on Gen. 22 12; (IV) Add. 21,160,

fol. 10 6, on the same passage; (V) the same MS, fol. 319 6, on

Job 2 3; (VI) Vienna Cod. No. 35, on Job 1 8, and (VII) the

printed Massorah on Gen. 22 12. List IV adds at the end that in

one instance this combination also occurs with the prefix Vav,

viz. n^i'?K KTi Job 8 l.

(TPpn = § 575.

D'^rt^N '^VTT they, or yefearing God, occursfour times. Normally

the adjective masculine plural construct is followed by the

Tetragrammaton, i. e. rtrr 'k-iv In this combination it occurs seven

times (Mai. 3 16; Ps. 15 4; 22 24; 115 11, 13; 118 4; 125 20).

In these two instances, however, it is followed by ernb». Hence

the Massorah safeguards this abnormal phrase.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Cambridge Add. 1174, on Exod. 18 21,

which I have printed, and (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 46 6,

on the same passage.

VVpn = § 576.

DTT?"^ ^^^l"! '** Z***" rf ^o*^> ^ three times thus combined ....

once in the Law, once in the Prophets and once in the Hagiographa.

This feminine noun n»n: is seventeen or eighteen times in con-

struct with the Divine name. In fourteen or perhaps fifteen in-

stances it is the Tetragrammaton, viz. rrfrr hrt^ as will be seen in

the following Rubric, and in three only is it in construct with

n'r^K. Hence the Massorah safeguards this exceptional combination.

By fixing the number at three, the Massorah militates against the

more probable reading riKTia which is exhibited in some MSS. and
early editions, as will be seen from the notes on this passage

in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 214a, on 2 Sam. 23 3,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 296 6, on

Neh. 5 15; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 73 a, on 2 Sam. 23 3;

(IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 7 6, on Gen. 20 11; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah I, § 153; (VI) the printed Massorah on Gen. 20 11, and

(VII) the same on 2 Sam. 23 3.

This Rubric forms part of the List of nine words which

respectively occur three times followed by o^1^K. {Vide supa,

letter k, § 664.)

VVpn = § 577.

ntT nK*11 the fear of Jehovah, occurs twelve times. That is,

in contradistinction to the instances in which riK-i^ is followed by

B-ri^K recorded in the preceding Rubric.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Add. 15,251, fol. 386 a, on Prov. 1 7. It wil' be seen that

though the heading states that there are twelve such instances,

the Rubric itself records eleven only and that one of these is

'jn^rnq: in the received text (Job 28 28). Apart from this various

reading, which is due to the not infrequent substitution of this

expression for the Tetragrammaton, as has already been shown
(vide supra, letter m, §§114 and 115), this Rubric omits the follow-

ing four instances in which this phrase occurs in the textus re-

ceptus: Isa. 33 6; Ps. 19 10; 34 12 and Prov. 31 10. It may
therefore be that this Massorah is based upon a recension of the

text in which 'jtk was also the reading in these absent passages.

Hence their omission frpm this Register and hence the conflict

between this Massorah and the Massorahs recorded above i^

letter % §§ 109, 112, 113, 115.

n'vpn = § 578.

rrin^ riKI.''.") and the fear of Jehovah, is twice thus combined.

In the only other instance in which this noun with the prefix
Vav is in construct with a Divine name the phrase is "^ ran^
and the fear of the Almighty (Job 6 14).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-
sorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 6 6,

on Isa. 11 2, which I have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 123 6, on the same passage. This Rubric forms part of the

List of nine words beginning with Vav which respectively occur
twice followed by the Tetragrammaton. (Vide supra, letter % § 83.)

^-Vpn = § 579.

rr^'K^l^ Jirijah, occurs tunce. Of this Rubric I collated two
Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 172a, on Jerem. 37 13, which
I have printed, and (II) the printed Massorah on the same

This proper name of the captain of the guard in the time
of Zedekiah affords another striking illustration of the endeavour
on the part of the textual redactors to safeguard the Ineffable

Name. Normally the graphic signs for this quinqueliteral are

^'''"^y. tvhom Jehovah looks upon. To disguise, however, the name
T = nirr the Massorites not only removed the Kam^tz from the

second Yod to the first, but furnished the first Yod with a Dagesh,

thus silencing the second altogether and precluding its being

regarded as the biliteral for the Tetragrammaton. For the reason

of this shyness to pronounce this name see my Introduction to

the Hebrew Bible, p. 375 &c. and for the endeavour to disguise its

orthography, the notes on Jerem. 37 13 in my edition of the

Bible.

D"pn = § 580.

mn^ '^i^'h^ ]^'mt2l ]''bt2* Forms of the verb nT to go

down, which respectively occur once only. This List, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from St. Petersburg Codex of

A. D. 916, on Isa. 58 7, It exhibits the first attempt to collect the

hapax legomena of the verb tt. Its fragmentary character will

be seen when it is stated that there are about seventy-five forms

of this root which occur once only, that this List records fifteen

expressions, that three of these belong to different roots, viz.

(1) D-nna (Isa. 68 7) is the participle plural of "rn; (2) nn"!»i

(Lament. 1 13) is the future third person singular masculine

with the suffix third person singular feminine and Vav conver-

sive of mn, and (3) n-i (Hosea 12 1) is the preterite third person

singular masculine of in, and that the fourteenth instance, viz.

n, if I have properly deciphered it, is given twice. Deducting,

therefore, the four this Register omits about sixty-four.

We have here another illustration of the fact that in

recording the hapax legomena of the forms of a certain root,

the Massorah not infrequently incorporates in the List words

which contain two letters only, which are to be found in this

root, though the forms themselves belong to different roots.

(Vide stipra, § 371.) The two letters which underlie the principle

of this List are m.

K'Dpn = § 581.

D'^'l^tp riTl^f — Normally the phrase denoting to descend

into Egypt is nan^ irr. In this form it occurs nine times (Gen.

12 10; 26 2; 37 25; 39 1 ; 46 3, 4; Numb. 20 15; Deut. 10 22;

26 5). In these four instances, however, the verb tv is excep-

tionally combined with cnxa without the local He. Hence the

Massorah safeguards this exceptional combination and thus mili-

tates both against the recension of other Schools of textual

redactors and against thd extra-official reading which exhibit

nto^-i^ in these instances, as will be seen from the notes onthese

passages in my edition of the Bible and from the Rubric trixa

recorded in letter a, § 700,

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 53 6, on Gen. 43 15, which

I have printed; (II) Add. 15,260, fol. 130 6, on Josh. 24 4; (III)

Add. 21,160, fol. 50 a, on Gen. 43 15; (IV) Orient. 2348, fol. 63 6,

on the same passage; (V) the printed Massorah also on the saitie

passage; (VI) the same on Josh, f4 4, and (Vn) the same on

Isa. 31 1. AH these Lists coincide in excluding Isa. 52 4 because

D^nxo here precedes ti;.
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rOpn = § 582 a.

yS HT'I"'* — Normally the verb nn; is conihined with 'bn except

in eight instances. Of this Rubric, which does not occur in this

form in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 102 a, on Ezek. 47 8, which I have printed,

and (II) Orient. 2349, fol. 58 a, on Exod. 2 5.

This Rubric is in dire conflict with the following Massorah.

The hypothesis that it simply exhibits the first attempt to collect

these instances and that a later Nakdan who mistook this incipient

List as complete, furnished it with a heading fixing the number

to agree with the register, which as we have seen is not infre-

quently the case, is very problematical. The two Lists which are

identical, are from MSS. of different Schools and from countries

far apart. The more probable explanation is that this Rubric is

based upon the recension of a text in which the two prepositions

-'?H and -by were not as yet definitely separated. This is not

only attested by the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text

which reads b» in Exod. 19 11, but by the many instances in

which these two prepositions occur interchangeably in the diffe-

rent Schools of Massorites, (Comp. letter k, § 514; letter p, § 352.)

TSpn = § 582 6.

"7? n^^"'* — The verb Ti'^ in different forms, is in seven-

teen instances combined with the preposition -b». This Rubric

I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter % § 334.

This Rubric manifestly exhibits a different recension and

is based upon Codices in which this combination occurred more

frequently. But it too must be regarded as incomplete judging

by the textus receptus. Though it states in the heading that "vv

combined with -br occurs seventeen times, it records fourteen

only. But even this number, which accords with the number given

in the heading in Judg. 3 16, where the printed Massorah mentions

the Rubric and refers to the Massorah Finalis for the enumera-

tion of the passages ('nan "iDiaa 'tt-m bv n"" 0"S bn nT-c ]wb b^), is not

only incomplete but contains several instances which are against

the scope of this Massorah, as will be seen from the following

analysis.

The design of this Massorah is to safeguard the instances

in which the different forms of the verb i-i; are followed by the

preposition -?? without any prefix or suffix against being con-

fused with the homonymous preposition -b». This verb alto-

gether is followed by these two prepositions about fifty-two

times. According to the textus receptus it is followed by -•?« about

thirty-five times (Gen. 37 35; Exod. 19 25; Josh. 16 3; 18 16,

16; Judg. 74 6, 10, 11; 14 10; 15 11; 1 Sam. 21 14; 25 1; 26 2,

6; 30 15, 15; 2 Sam. 6 17; 11 9, 10; 1 Kings 1 33; 18 40; 21 16;

22 2; 2 Kings 1 15; Isa. 14 15, 19; 38 18; Ezek. 26 20; 31 18;

32 24; Joel 4 2; Jonah. 1 5; Ps. 30 10; Prov. 7 27: 2 Chron.

18 2) and by -"jy seventeen times only (Gen. 16 li; 24 18;

Exod. 2 5; 19 11, 20; Numb. 11 9; Josh. 3 16; Judg. 11 37; Isa.

31 4; Jerem. 36 12; Ezek. 47 8; Micah 1 3; Ps. 72 6; 133 2, 2,

3; 1 Chron. 11 15). Hence the Massorah records the minority.

By fixing the number at seventeen the Massorah rightly

excludes the reading rm^ton-'rr (2 Sam. 5 17) which is exhibited

in Add. 15,451 second hand, but which is against the Standard

Codices, viz. Add. 21,161; Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund.

Orient. 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251 and all the early editions,

as will be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition

of the Bible. It also excludes the reading ]^m-bJf in 1 Kings 1 33

which is exhibited in Orient. 2201 first hand with the Massorah

on it 'P"^k; in Harley 5710—11 first hand and in Add. 15,451-

first hand, but which is rightly -bn in the ancient Codex Add.

21,161; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 16,251 with the

Massorah on it •p-'?K 'ra bv k"3 and in the early editions, as will

be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of the

Bible. It moreover militates against the Eastern recension of

the text, which reads -bp in Isa. 14 19.

It will be seen that though this recension (List II) rightly

states in the heading that there are seventeen instances, which

harmonises with the texius receptus, it records fourteen only.

Pi:*om this number, however, two must be cancelled since they

are contrary to the scope of this Massorah: (I) Neh. 9 13, which

is not only ^gi with the prefix Vav but precedes the v^rb yr. Ih

such cases the phrase is not counted {vide supra, § 581). For

this reason «ven Isa. 34 5, which is bv without the prefix is ex-

cluded. And (2) 2 Chrdn. 20 16 where it is orr^? with the suffix

tUrd peraoh plural masculine. The instahces in which -b? is with

suffixes are excluded. Hence not only iire i^^ -n" Exod. 19 18;

Numb. 11 9 and i]'^]» -ii- Deut. 28 24 excluded, but aybs, rv which

occurs again in Exod. 9 19.

The above analysis discloses the following facts: (1) that

the homonymous prepositions b» and by were at first promis-

cuously used; (2) that they were gradually separated in the

several Massoretic Schools; (3) that the conflicting Lists simply

exhibit the progress of this separation made by the respective

textual redactors, the limited Lists representing the earlier stages

and the more expanded the later stages; (4) that the heading

of List II indicates the latest development which agrees with the

textus receptus though the contents of the List itself are faulty,

and (5) that according to this latest development, where the two

faulty instances are eliminated, the following five passages which

with the twelve remaining ones make up the seventeen are to be

added; Exod. 19 11 ; Isa. 31 4; Ezek. 47 8; Ps. 72 6 and a second

in Ps. 133 2.

The vicious attempt to reduce to uniformity conflicting

Massorahs which faithfuly represent the different recensions of

the text on which they are based is due to the fact that the

harmonisers are not aware that several recensions obtained in

the different Schools of Massorites.

:"Dpn = § 588.

ntStl? m''T'» — To go down thither, occurs three times. That

is, with paragogic He, in contradistinction to the other three

instances in which this combination occurs and where the adverb

is without the He, i. e. o^ it (Numb. 11 17; 2 Sam. 17 18;

1 Kings 21 18). By fixing the number at three the Massorah

militates against the reading ot in Gen. 39 1, as is attested by

the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah on Gen. 39 1,

thus safeguarding the very instance which exhibited the variation.

TDpn = § 684.

^ri^n^T and I will come down, occurs three times. The design

of this Massorah is to militate against the textual reading Or

Kethiv in Ruth 3 3. This Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah', is from Add. 15,251, fol. 423 6, on Neh. 6 3.

T'l and they shall coma doum, is seven times Raphe in the

Scriptures. This future third person plural with the prefix Vav

occurs altogether twenty-six times. In nineteen instances the Vav

is with Pathach, being conversive which is Massoretically called

Dagesh and in seven only is it with Sheva or Raphe being the

conjunctive. Hence the Massorah safeguards the graphic signs

of the minority.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular parts

of the Massorah, I collated twenty Lists. I shall, however, specify

the following eight only, seven in MSS. and one printed: (I)

Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 41 6, on Exod. 11 8, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 136 o, on Numb. 16 30; (HI)

St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Ezek. 26 16; (IV) the

same Codex on Ezek. 27 29; (V) the same Ezek. 47 8; (VI) the

same on Hag. 2 22; (VII) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 240, and

(VIII) the printed Massorah on Numb. 16 30. List lU heads this

Rubric
j p in, thus emphasising the fact that in these seven in-

stances the Yod is with Kdmetz, in contradistinction to the nine-

teen instances in which it is vrm with Tzere.

VDpfl = § 586.

nH^Q when he came down, occurs four times .... and once

it is with the prefix Vav. Of this Rubric, which does not occur

in the Massorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I,

fol. 243 6, on 2 Kings 7 17, which I have printed; (II) the satne

MS., Vol. I, fol. 58 a, on Exod. 34 29; (III) Orient 2349, fol. 78 a,

on the same passage, and (IV) Orient 2348, fol. 88 a, also on the

same passage.

It is remarkable that in the catchwords for 2 CJhron. 7 3,

the List which I have printed (List I) reads D^n instead of •'as

btnf',' This Rubric is not included in the alphabetical Register

of words which respectively occur five times, four times without

the prefix Vav and once with it to which it properly belongs.

{Vide supra, letter i, § 75.)

66 b
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r'opn = § 587.

n^h coTfw ciown, occurs twice. Normally this imperative

singular masculine is tn. In this form it occurs twelve times

and in four instances only is it with paragogio He. With this He,

however^ it is twice nrn with Sheva and twice rm with T)^e,

which is due to the pausal accent /Soph-PoMik. Hence the Mas*

sorah ^safeguards the exceptional orthography, as well as the

variation in its graphic signs in this and the following Rubric,

thus distinguishing it from the only other instance in which

this triliteral with Sheva under the Hesh but with Tzere under

the Daleth, is also the imperative (Ps. 110 2), being of the root

rrn to rule.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two MSB. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 187a, on Ezek. 32 19, which

I have printed: (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 287a, on the same passage,

and (III) the printed Massorah on Gen. 46 8.

n'Dpn - § 688.

m^ occxtrs twice. That is, with Tzere under the Beth, in

contradistinction to the two instances in which it is with Sheva,

recorded in the preceding Rubric. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 1 6, fol. 97 b,

on 2 Kings 1 il. As the two instances are restricted to the same

section, the heading ought properly to be "j^ai '3.

fiS'Opn - § 589.

*T1.^ and he came down, is three times with [Kametz =/ Pathaeh

in the Scriptures. This future third person singular masculine

with Vav conversive occurs altogether forty-four times. In

forty-one instances it is inr with Segal under the Re$h and in

these three only it is with Pathach Massoretically called Kametz,

which is. due to its pausal or distinctive accents, being in two

instances Atknach (2 Sam. 22 10; Ps. 18 10) and in one instance

Pazer (Prov. 30 4). Hence the Massorah safeguards the excep-

tional variation in its graphic signs.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 218 B, on 2 Sam. 22 10,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. U, fol. 177 6, on

Ps. 18 10; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 726, on 2 Sam. 22 10;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 348 a, on Prov. 30 4; (V) the printed

Massorah on 2 Sam. 22 10; (VI) the same on Ps- 18 10, and

(VII) the same on Prov. 30 4. The mnemonic signs which are

respectively the initials of '?inov o^'rnn and ^bva, the three books

in which these three instances occur, I have found with List I

only,

Tpn - § 590.

^TT^ they shall come down, occurs five times in the Scriptures.

This quadriliteral with Sheva under the Sesh from the root in^^

occurs altogether twenty times. In fifteen instances it is iin; with

Kametz, being the preterite third person plural and in five

only is it with Tzere, being the future. The design of this Mas-

sorah, therefore, is to safeguard the future tense which is the

minority against being mistaken for the preterite.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 67 o, on Jerem. 50 27, which

I have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on the

same passage; (III) Arund. Orient IG, fol. 42 6, on 1 Sam. 13 12;

(IV) Add. 15,251, fol. 265 6, on Jerem. 60 27; (V) Vienna Codex

No. 35, on 1 Sam. 13 12, and (VI) the printed Massorah on

Ps. 55 16.

KTtpn = § 591.

iTTIJ let us, or we will go doton, occurs three times in the

Scriptures. That is, the future first person plural with paragogio

He, in contradistinction to the only other instance in which this

future without the prefix Vav occurs and without the He. As the

two forms occur in two consecutive verses (Gen. 43 3, 4) the

Massorah safeguards them against being made uniform.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and

three printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, fol. 182 6, on 1 Sam. 14 36,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 44 a, on the

same passage; (IH) Add. 15,250, fol. 9 6, on Gen. ll 7; (IV) the

same MS., foL 28 a, on Gen. 43 4; (V) the printed Massorah on

Qen. 11 7; (VI) the same on Gen. 43 4, and (VII) the same on

1 Sam. 14 36.

Lists III and IV which, as we have seen, are from the same
MS., afford an instructive example of my oft-repeated statement
that the Scribes not infrequently mistook the expression "ma
for 'ipa. Thus List III is headed iinniia '3 which is manifestly
incorrect since one of the instances occurs in Samuel, whilst
List IV is correctly headed '-pa -j.

a'3Cpn - § 692.

*Typ coming down, is in two instances plene in the Scriptures.

As this active participle singular masculine, which occun six

times altogether, is differently spelt being in four instances rt
defective and in two plene, the Massorah safeguards the variation

in its orthography in the exceptional passages. This Rubric, which
does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 6710—11,
Vol. II, fol. 224 6, on Job 7 9.

J-Xpn - § 698.

''TT is three times defective. Whilst in the singular the plene
orthography of this participle is the exception, in the plural

construct the reverse is the case. The plene spelling is the rule

and the defective the exception. Of the eighteen instances in

which it occurs it is fifteen times -nrf plene and three times
only nn* defective. Hence the Massorah here safeguards the ab-

normal defective spelling. This is especially necessary since the
two different spellings occur in the same section. (Comp. Ezek.
32 18, 24, 26 with verse 29.)

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. H, foL 91 a, on Ezek. 82 29,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol II, fol. 2lia, on
Ps. 116 17; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 820 a, on Ps. 148 7, and
(IV) the printed Massorah on Ps. 116 17.

r-xpn - § 694.

Tl\n bring down or pui off, occurs three times. That is, the

Hiphil singular inasouline, in contradistinction to the two in-

stances in which this quadriliteral is irm the Hophal preterite

third person singular masooline, recorded below, § 600.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 160 6, on Judg. 7 4,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 190 a, on
Ps. 66 8; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 297 6, on the same passage;

(IV) Add. 16,451, fol. 167 6, on Judg. 7 4; (V) Add. 21,160,

fol. 1216, on Exod. 33 6; (VI) the printed Massorah on the

same passage, and (VII) the same on Ps. 56 8. As the three in-

stances respectively occur in the three divisions of the Bible,

Lists V and VI add yk « once in the Law, once in the Proph^
and once in the Hagiographa.

n'xpn - 595.

^"nVTI and they shall bring down, is twice defective. In the

only other instance in which this Hiphil preterite third person

plural masculine occurs it is nnirn with Yod plene (Gen. 44 8 1).

By fixin|> the defective instances at two, the design of the Mas-

sorah is to militate against the Codices which read all the three

instances uniformly plene, as is attested by the Samaritan recen-

sion of the Hebrew.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 6710-11, VoL I, fol. 86a, on Numb. 4 6,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 16,260, fol. 107 6, on Deut. 21 4;

(IH) Orient. 2349, fol. 1016, on Numb. 4 6; (IV) Vienna Codex
No. 85, on Deut. 21 4; and (V) the printed Massorah, on Numb. 4 6.

VXpn = § 596.

liTTTln they brought him down, or hing ye him down, ooc&rs

twice defective. The design of this Massorah is to militate against

reading these two instances .rrrnin with Yod plene which is ex-

hibited in the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text, and is

still the reading in the Model Codex Add. 15,451. It will be seen

that though it is the preterite third person plural with the suffix

third person singular masculine in one instance (Gen. 39 i) and
the imperative second person plural wit^ the gj^i^e, suffix ^n^tbe

second (Gen, 44 22), yet /the Massorah which has regard to the

identity of the spelling ^ only, irrespective of the difference in

the sense, groups them together in the same Rubric.
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Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 6710—11,
Vol. I, fol. 26 a, on Gen. 39 1, which I have printed, and (II) the
printed Massorah on the same passage.

r)tpr\ - § 697.

TTl"1 and he brougJa down, occurs six timet, twice defective and
four times plene. As this Hiphil future third person singular
masculine with Vav conversive occurs altogether six times
and is in two instances "n'l defective, the Massorah safeguards it

against being mistaken for -n.«i with Tzere under the Yod which
is the Kal future with Fav conversive and which occurs many-
times. {Vide supra, § 689.) Moreover, by fixing the number of
defectives at one (Prov. 31 22), the design of this Massorah is to

militate against the reading -n»i defective also in Joel 2 23, which
is still preserved in St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient. 2210, fol. 81 a, on 1 Sam. 21 14, which I have
printed; (U) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 108a, on Joel 2 23;
(HI) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 23 6, on Judg. 7 5; (IV) the same MS.,
fol. 50 6, on 1 Sam. 21 14; (V) the same MS, fol. 204 6, on Joel
2 23; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 1426, on Judg. 7 5, and (VH) the
printed Massorah on the same passage.

These seven Lists represent two recensions of this Massorah
which are based upon two different recensions of the text

Recension I — According to this recension this Hiphil third
person singular masculine with Vav conversive is in two instances

-rf\ defective, once in Joel 2 23 which is attested by St. Peters-
burg Codex of A. D. 91G, and once in Prov. 21 13 which is ex-
pressdly stated to be so written in Lists V and VII, viz. osnn^y
'on ty rv%

Recension II. — This recension is represented in Lists III,
IV, V, VI and VII which are respectively headed '"jo 'ki -on 'n •% the
one defective being Prov. 21 22. This recension is the one
followed in the textua receptua ^nd is exhibited in Add. 21,161;
Orient. 2201; Harley 5710-11; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,250;
Add. 15,451 and Add. 16,251, List II is simply headed -npa 'i mn
without adverting to the fact that any of the six instances exhibit
a variation in the orthography.

n-xpn - § 598.

"nlni and she sat down, occurs three times, tvnce defective and
once plene. As this Hiphil future third person singular feminine
with Vav conversive which occurs three times only, is differently
spelt being in two instances defective (Gen. 24 18; 1 Sam. 19 12) and
once plene (Gen. 34 46), the design of the Massorah is to safeguard
the variation in its orthography. This protection is all the more
necessary since the different spellings occuu within a few verses.
(Comp. (Jen. 24 18. 26.) In fixing the number of defectives at
two the Massorah militates against the recension of the text
which reads Tiini plene in both the Genesis passages, as is attested
by the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, si» in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 15 a, on Gen. 24 18,
which, I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 48 6, on 1 Sam!
19 12; (HI) Orient. 2348, fol. 50 6, on Gen. 24 18; (IV) Orient.
2349, fol. 40 a, on the same passage; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35, on
1 Sam. 19 12; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah Supplement, fol. 130a,
and (VH) the printed Massorah on Gen. 24 18.

B'SCpn = § 599.

hey shall take down, occurs twice, once it is entirely
plene and once entirely defective. That is, in Numb. 1 51 it is nni'
both with Vav and Yod and 1 Kings 5 23 it is m'' both without
Vav and without Yod. Hence the Massorah safeguards this
variation in its spelling.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 100 a,

'

on Numb. 1 51, which I have printed, and (II) the printed
Massorah on the same passage.

rn = § 600.

Tin he was brought down, occurs four times, without and with
the prefix Vav. That is, the Hophal preterite third person singular
masculine, in contradistinction to the three instances in which
the graphic signs are n-iin the Hiphil imperative singular masculine
-"^corded above, § 694.

Of this Rubric, which registers all the four mstanoes, the
two without the prefix Vav (Gen. 89 l; Isa. 14 U) and the two

with the prefix (Numb. 10 17; Zech. 10 11), which does not occur
in the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Orient. 2349,
foL 50 6, on Gen. 39 l, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 2348^
fol. 60 6, on the same passage, and (III) Add. 1 5,261, fol. 88 5,
on Numb. 10 17. The two ^rm instances are given in a separate
Rubric in (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 41 a, on Gen. 39 1, and (II) in the
printed Massorah on the same passage; whilst the two -njni in-
stances are given as a separate Rubric in (I) Add. 15,250, foL 79 a.
(II) Add. 15,251, fol. 88 6; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 204 a, on Numb!
10 7, and (IV) in the printed Massorah on Zech. 10 li.

Knn § 601.

IT]!?! 0''n-d the Jordan, occurs three times. That is, with both
the prefixes Vav and He, in contradistinction to the 142 instances
in which it is i^n'n with the prefix He alone.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 113a, on Deut 3 17,
which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 106 a; (III) Add. 21,160,
fol. 259 a; (IV) Orient. 2349, fol. 124 6, all on the same passage,
and (V) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter ", § 338.

3"in = § 602.

''^I'^n-'^
'^ J^'"'^^} occursfour times. Normally to Jordan after

the verbs of motion is nP.-^^? (comp. Josh. 3 1, 15; 2 Sam. 19 16;
2 Kings 6 2; 7 15) or simply' pn».T (Josh. 16 7; 1 Kings 2 8). In
these four instances, however, it is expressed by the local or para-
gogic He. Hence the Massorah safeguards this exceptional form.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the
Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MRS. and two printed:
(I) Harley 6710-11, Vol. I, fol. 161a, on Judg. 8 4, which I have
printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 239 a, on 2 Kings 2 6;
(III) Orient. 4446, fol. 156 6, on Numb. 34 12; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 1016, on 2 Kings 6 4; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah H, § 87;
(VI) the printed Massorah on Numb. 34 12, and (VH) the same
on 2 Kings 2 6.

jnn = § 603.

n'T/ to shoot, occurs twice. As this infinitive which occurs
twice only is differently spelt, being in one instance n'ryh with
Vav plene (Ps. 11 2) and in one rh'h without the Vav (Ps. 64 6),

the Massorah safeguards the variation in its orthography.
Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 286a, on Ps. 11 2,

which I have printed, and (II) the same MS., fol. 299 a, Ps. 64 5!

The latter is headed -on ki '!?o 'k 'a. The defective reading in
Ps. 64 5 is supported by Harley 5710—11, on which the Massorah
Parva remarks -on nm '^a nn a; Arund. Orient. 16 which has the
same Massorah and Add. 15,251, the Massorah Parva of which
remarks -on 6. This reading, however, exhibits the text of one
School of redactors only. Other recensions read both instances
niTJ? plene. Thus Add. 2l,i6l which is one of the oldest Codices
extant, reads niT^ in Ps. 64 5; so also Orient. 2ii0l second hand;
Add. 15,250; Add. 15,461 and all the early editions, as will be
seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Tin = § 604.

D'^'ll'n the archers, occurs twice. This participle with the
prefix He, which occurs twice and in the same book, is in each
instance spelt differently. In l Chron. 10 3 it is oni«n with Vav
plene and in 2 Chron. 35 23 it is Bn»n without the Vav. The
design of this Massorah, therefore, is to safeguard the variation
in its orthography.

This Rubric, which does not occur in ti|ie printed Massorah,
is from Cambridge Add. 465, on 1 Chron. 10 3. The Massorah
Parva in Harley 5710-11 remarks on the defective instance in

2 Chron. 35 23 'bo nni -on in -a on'n.

nnn - § eos.

T^^'^l and 1 will teach, occurs tvnce. Of this Rubric I collated
three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 42 a, on 1 Sam. 12 23, which I have printed; (II) Vienna
Codex No. 35, on Exod. 4 15, and (III) the printed Massorah on
the same passage. Lists II and III head this Rubric -k^oi '3, thus
emphasising the fact that it is plene in both instances.
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rnn = § eoe.

^^rT'llrn and J mil teach thee, occurs twice in this form,

once plene "and once defective. That is, the Hiphil preterite first

person singular with the suffix second person singular without

and with the Vav conversive ('w'bs) which occurs twice only, is

differently spelt. As it is in one instance with Vav after the He

(Exod. 4 12) and in one without this Vav (Prov. 4 11), the Massorah

safeguards the variation. This reading, however, which is supported

by Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient. 16 and Add. 15,251, must be

regarded as that of one School of textual redactors only, as will

be seen from the following collation; Add. 21,161, which is one

of the oldest MSS. reads Prov. 4 11 ^iT-^in with the Vav after the

He, but without the first Yod; Orient. 2201, which is one of the

oldest dated MSS. of the whole Bible reads it ^fiii without both

the Vav and the first Yod; whilst Add. 15,250 and Orient. 4227

read it Tfi'^ln with both Vav and Yod, as it is in Exod. 4 12.

For the variations in the early editions, see the notes on Prov. 4 1

1

in my edition 'of the Bible.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Orient. 2349, fol. 59 a, on Exod. 4 12.

rnn = § 607.

nhln'p'l and to Usach, occurs twice. In the other two instances

in which this Hiphil infinitive occurs it is without the Vav

(Gen. 46 28; Levit. 14 57). In all the four instances, however, it

is without the second Vav and hence this Massorah militates

against the recension exhibited in the Samaritan Hebrew which

reads it nmnbi in both the instances which constitute this Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two

printed: (I) Cambridge Add. 1174, on Exod. S5 34, which I have

printed; (II) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and

(III) the same on Levit. 10 11. The headings of Lists II and III

emphasise the fact that both the instances are mlnbi without the

second Vav.

n-in = § 608.

IJ'Tll^l and he shall teach us, occurs three times. As this Hiphil

future third person singular masculine with the suffix first person

plural which occurs three times only, is differently spelt, being in

two instances mri with Vav after the Yod (Judg. 13 8; Micah 4 2)

and in one instance v'nM without the Vav (Isa. 2 3), and moreover,

as this variation in its orthography occurs in the two parallel

passages (Isa. 2 3 with Micah 4 2), the Massorah safeguards this

striking phenomenon.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one printed;

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2 a, on Isa. 2 8, which I have

printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Micah 4 2;

(HI) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 119 6, on Isa. 2 3; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 211a, on Micah 4 2; (V) Vienna Codex No. 35, on the same

passage, and (VI) the printed Massorah also on the same passage.

Lists III and IV rightly head this Rubric -ha '3i 'on k •:.

onn = § 609.

rH^ occurs twice in two different senses. In the first instance

it denotes / will shoot (1 Sam. 20 20) and in the second / will

teach (Job 27 11).

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 188 o, on 1 Sam. 20 20,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 233a, on

Job 27 11; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 49 &, on 1 Sam. 20 20;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 330 a, on Job 27 11, and (V) the printed

Massorah on the same passage. This Rubric forms part of the

alphabetical List of words which respectively occur twice in two

different senses. {Vide infra, letter Oj § 428.)

»'"in - § 610.

T\^ is in six instances defective in this form. Normally the

forms of the Hiphil future third person without and with the

prefixes and suffixes, as well as the Kal participle both in the

singular and plural with the prefix He of the root m-t;, are with

a Cholemed Vav between the Yod and the Resh. As this Vav is

abnormally absent in these instances and the Yod has the Gholem,

the design of the Massorah is to safeguard the exceptional

spelling.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 63 6, on 2 Sam. 11 20, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 280 6, on 2 Chron. 35 23;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 170 a, on 2 Sam. 11 20; (IV) Add. 15,251,

fol. 174 a, on the same passage, and (V) the printed Massorah

also on the same passage.

As Lists II, III, IV and V emphatically state in their re-

spective headings that there are seven such instances, though they

record the same six only, and moreover, as there are two con-

secutive instances in 2 Chron. 35 23, viz. D^-!*n ni% there can hardly

be any doubt that they are intended to count for two and that 1= 'S

is omitted after the catchwords, which is not infrequently the

case. It is remarkable that the two instances oi'i 2 Kings 17 27

and 'n»i Prov. 4 4, which are not only defective in the textus

recepius, but in the Standard Codices, viz. Harley 5710—11; Arund.

Orient. 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251, are excluded from this

Rubric. It may be that this Massorah is based upon a recension

of the text in which these two are plene. This supposition receives

support from the fact that Orient. 2201, which is one of the

oldest dated MSS. of the whole Bible, had d-i1^i plene first hand

in 2 Kings 17 27 and that the ancient Codex Add. 21,161 reads

it ""nl*! plene in Prov. 4 4.

K'nn = § 611.

'^Tl^ they shall teach thee, occurs three times. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two

Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 133a, on Dent. 17 10, and (II) Add.

15,250, fol. 106 a, on the same passage. The latter is headed

'btti % thus emphasising the fact that it is plene in all the three

instances.

rnn = § 612.

D'^^'l* — For this Rubric see letter », § 770.

rnn = § 6 13.

T'llD thy teachers, occurs twice plene. This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,250,

fol. 225 6, on Isa. 30 20. As it occurs twice only and is plene in

both instances, the heading ought properly to be 'k'?»i '3. In the

catchwords the Tetragrammaton is here given instead of '3t« as

it is in the textus receptus.

rnn = § eu.

ntriT Jerushah, occurs twice, once it is written with Aleph

and on<^ vnth He. The mother of King Jotham, which occurs

twice only, is differently spelt in the duplicate records. In the

first instance the name is written with Aleph at the end (2 Kings

15 33) and in the parallel passage it is with He (2 Chron. 27 1).

Hence the Massorah safeguards the variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in this separate form

in the printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. II, fol. 165 a, on 2 Chron. 27 1, which I have printed; (II)

• Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 109 6, on 2 Kings 16 33, and (III) the

same MS., fol. 278 6, on 2 Chron. 27 1.

This Massorah, however, emanates from one School of

textual redactors only. Other Schools read this name with He

in both instances. This is attested by the ancient Codex Add.

21,161 which has n^n: with He in 2 Kings 15 33 and Harley

5710—11, first hand. For the early editions which also exhibit

this reading, see the notes on this passage in my edition of

the Bible.

This Rubric is part of the List of eleven words which

respectively occur twice, once with Aleph at the end and once

with He recorded above, letter k, § 23.

rann = § eis.

D^btt^T Yerushalayim or Jerusalem, is five times plene in this

form in the Scriptures. Apart from the twenty-six instances in

which it occurs in the Chaldee portions of the Bible where it is

invariably written ah^-^) YerushUm, this proper name with the

different prefixes, occurs about 636 times in the Hebrew Scrip-

tures. In 630 instances it is o.'jtfn; defective, that is, without the

Yod after the Lamed, but with Chirek after the Pathach. And

though it is so written it is pronounced as if the Yod were

present In five instances, however, is it c^bf^i) with the Yod.

The Massorah, therefore, safeguards the abnormal spelling.
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Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular

parts of the Massorah,'! collated fifteen Lists. I shall, however,

specify the following seven only, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol, i9b, on Jerem. 26 18, which

1 have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 168 6, on

2 Chron. 32 9; (III) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on

Jerem. 26 18; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 277 6, on 2 Chron. 32 9;

(V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 186, marpfin; (VI) the printed

Massorah on Jerem. 2618, and (VII) the same on 2 Chron. 25 i.

All the Lists coincide in giving l Chron. 3 5 as one of the

five plenes. This is confirmed by Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11;

Apund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251, all of which not

only read it D^beh-ra plene, but remark in the Massorah Parva

against it 'ha 'n. Hence the reading oSwiT'a defective which I have

adopted in my edition of the Bible in accordance with Add. 21,161

first hand; Add. 15,451 and Orient. 4227 must be relegated to

the margin and d^^^^a plene is to be substituted for it. The ex-

pression ">ba in the heading of the List which I have printed

(List I) denotes that the form of this name has different prefixes.

The puzzling headings of Lists II and VI, viz. 'fjo 'ki 'on "i 'n a^wr
denote that of the five instances four are without the paragogic

He ('DPI *"i) and one is with it {'ba •w\), l e, 2 Chron. 32 9.

B"nn = § 616.

Pptthl^ is eight times vnih Kametz in the Scriptures. That is

in these passages the Lamed is abnormally with Kametz instead

of Pathach, not having the pausal accent Athnach or Soph-PasuJe.

Hence the Massorah here safeguards the exceptional Kametz.

And wherever it is mth the accent Athnach or Soph-Pasuk it

is likewise mth Kametz except once. Normally when this name has

either of these two accents the Lamed is always with Kametz,

with the exception of one solitary instance. Here, therefore, the

Massorah reversedly safeguards the Pathach.

Of this Hubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-^11, Vol. II, fol. 37a, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 198 6, on Ps. 79 3;

(III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 304a, on the same passage; (IV) Add.

15,250, fol. 246a, on Jerem. 13 13; (V) Orient. 15,451, fol. 418 6,

on Ps. 79 3; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 185, and (VH) the

printed Massorah on Ps. 73 9.

Pin = § 617.

P/tt^l^Ill and in Jerusalem, occurs twenty-one times. The
design of this Massorah in fixing the number at twenty-one, is

to militate against the recension of the text which reads oSahTi

in Jerem, 27 18 and n.^ehTa in Neh. 13 16 instead of D.btt^iTa'i, as

will be seen from the notes on these passages in my edition of

the Bible, as well as from the Rubric recorded in letter % § 165.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 223a, on Mai. 2 11, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 243 a, on 1 Chron. 9 3;

(III) the same MS. fol. 257 a, on l Chron. 29 27; (IV) the same
MS., fol. 378 o, on Ezra 9 9; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 280 a, on
2 Kings 23 24; (VI) Vienna Codex No. 36, on Neh. 11 4, and
(VH) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 360.

rt'nn = 6i8.

P/yllvl ""^ ^ Jerusalem, occurs eight times in the Scriptures.

By fixing the number at eight this Massorah militates against

the ancient recension which reads DbtfiT ''^i&'b in Jerem. 4 3 in

accordance with the following verse. This is attested by six of

Kennicott's MSS. and the ancient versions and is now accepted as

the preferable reading, as will be seen from the notes on this

passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2526, on 2 Kings 18 22,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 264 a, on
2 Chron. 11 14; (III) the same MS., fol. 277 6, on 2 Chron. 32 12;

(IV) Add. 16,250, fol. 210a, on 3 Kings 18 22; (V) Add. 15,251,

fol. 230 6, on Isa. 41 27; (VI) the same MS., fol. 241 a, on Jerem. 4 3,

and (VII) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 4 10.

B"nn = § 619.

Htt/t^T) to Jerusalem, occurs Jive times in the Scriptures,

four times with Pathach -and once with Kametz, it is four times

defective and once plene. That is, in four instances it is with the

usual Pathach under the Lamed and once this Lamed is with
Kametz which is due to its pausal accent Athnach (2 Kings 9 28).

To understand this Massorah it is necessary to remark that
to Jerusalem is normally ahfrfl without the local He. In this

sense and preceded by ma, which is the verb used in combination
with it in four out of the five instances constituting this Rubric,
it is of frequent occurrence. Thus it is ohfi-v^ te»i and he came to

Jerusalem (2 Sam. 10 14); Db|hTiKa they came to Jerusalem (2 Sam.
16 15); o.^8>n^ I'TK"?^ and they brought him to Jerusalem (Judg. 1 17),

and in many other places. Even the first instance of this Rubric
where it is preceded by the verb rhy^, the combination in other
passages is d^^; without the local He; e. g. D^ehi; iK^n IT rb^\
and the angel stretched out his hand to Jerusalem (2 Sam. 24 16);

D^B>nj , . . . nSB>«i and he sent to Jerusalem (2 Kings 18 17). As
it is in these five instance only where ubtvr^ is with paragogic
He, viz. no,^|hT, the Massorah safeguards this exceptional form.
In fixing the number at five the Massorah militates against the
Babylonian recension, which has D>BhT as the textual reading or
Kethiv in Ezek. 8 3.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed;

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, foL 16 a, on Isa. 36 2, which I have
printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, foL 168 6, on 2 Chron. 32 9;

(III) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 36 2;

(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 85 a, on l Kings 10 2; (V) the same
MS., fol. 133 a, on Isa. 36 2; (VI) the same MS., fol. 277 6, on
2 Chron. 32 9, and (VII) the printed Massorah on Isa. 36 2.

Lists I, II, VI and VII state in their respective headings

that four of the instances are defective, that is they are without

Yod after the Lamed which, as we have seen {vide supra, § 616),

is normally the case when this proper name is without the

paragogic He. This, however, can only be according to one School
of textual redactors, since the MSS. exhibit great variations in

its orthography, as will be seen in the following analysis:

(1) 1 Kings 10 2.—
nobtt^iT defective, is Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient. 16;

Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Add. 16,461.

na^^BhT plene, is" Orient. 2201, which is one of the oldest

dated MSS. of the whole Bible; whilst the ancient Codex
Add. 21,161 has .no^tfn; in the text with the Massorah on
it 'p na'^yhT, thus officially directing us to read it plene.

(2) 2 Kings 9 28.—
naS^i) defective, is Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient 16;

'Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Add. 15,461.

'"»'>fii: plene, is Orient. 2201; Add. 21,161 first hand.

(3) Isaiah 36 2.—
nQ^B>iT defective, is St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916;

Orient. 2201; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 16,250; Add. 16,261;

Add. 16,451.

n»:^«*": plene, is Harley 5710—11, first hand; whilst Hahn
and Baer have it rrahfrv defective in the text with a

Massorah on it 'p na^^shT which I adopted in my edition,

but which I cannot find in the MSS.

(4) Ezekiel 8 3.—
naSriT defective, is St. Petersburg Codex of A. D 916;

Orient. 2201; Add. 15,250; Add. 16,261.

nai-bfiT plene, is Harley 5710—11 first hand; Add. 15,461

first hand; whilst -the ancient Codex Add. 21,161 which
has nabeh-i; defective in the text has the following Massorah
on it 'p na'bn-i' -re D'?m' -^jaa ,'ro rnsbwr onw3n ^aa, thus
stating that this is one of the differences between the

Babylonian and Palestinian recensions. In the note on this

passage in<my edition of the Bible nB,^|hT»^aaa should

be ehp^-v^ •''raaa without the paragogic He.

(6) 2 Chronicles 32 9.

na^^thT plene, is Orient. 2201; Harley 6710—11; Arund.
Orient. 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 16,251.

na^tthT defective, is Add. 16,451.

Lists III, IV and V are simply headed 'n na^^wf without
adverting to its exhibiting any variation in the orthography, which
may be due to the uncertainty of the spelling as disclosed in the

foregoing collation. This Rubric, therefore, furnishes another in-

structive proof of the fact that the conflicting Massorahs are due

to their being based upon different recensions of the text which

obtained in the several Schools.

D'ln - § 620.

^TT) and the moon, occurs nine times in the Scriji^res. In

fixing the number at nine, the Massorah safeguards the three
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instances in which this noun is simply rvn with Vav conjunctive

(Josh. 10 13; Isa. 13 10; Ps. 121 6) instead of rn'rn as is normally

the case when it follows tfa^n the sun (comp. Gen. 39 7; Joel 3 4;

Eccl. 10 2). It, moreover, militates against the reading n-ri in

Isa. 13 10 which is exhibited in the celebrated Hellali Codex, as

will be seen from the notes on this passage in my edition of

the Bible.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only,

on Ezek. 33 7.

K'3-in = § 621.

U^tl*^ ITI.^ a month o/ days, or a full month, occurs twice.

This idiom occurs altogether five times. In three instances the

combination is with the synonym for month, i. e. o-a; eJnh (Gen.

29 14; Numb. 11 20, 21) and in two with rr\\ Hence the Massorah

safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 135 a, on Deut. 21 13, which I have

printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 109 a, on 2 Kings 16 13, and

(III) the printed Massorah on Deut. 21 13.

y3"in = § 622.

m''3 in the month, occurs four times. That is, instead of its

more frequent synonym thhs with which it is used interchangeably

and which occurs in the same section, as is the case in 1 Kings

6 1 and 37 where it is in the first instance ii Bhha and in the

second it n^s. The design of the Massorah, therefore, is to safe-

guard these variations against being assimilated.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 81a, on 1 Kings 6 87, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 220 ^ on Zech. 11 8, and

(III) the printed Massorah on l Kings 6 37.

3'3"in = § 623.

D'TTT' months, occurs four times in the Scriptures. The plural

denoting months occurs altogether thirty-three times'. In twenty-

nine instances it is u^pin and in four only is it dw. Hence the

Massorah safeguards the exceptional occurrence of the synonym.

This safeguarding is especially needed, since in one instance where

it is preceded by rv^^ three, the phrase is normally d-s^th -«>'?«>

(2 Sam. 6 11; 24 13; Amos 7 4; 1 Chron. 13 14; 21 12) and

not D-rnv

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 35 a, on Exod. 2 2, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. H, fol. 223a on Job 3 6;

(III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 334 6, on Job 39 2; (IV) Add. 15,251,

fol. 124 a, on Deut. 33 14; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah, Supplement,

fol. 132 a; (VI) the printed Massorah on Exod. 2 2, and (VII) the

same on Job 39 2.

T3in = § 624a— 6.

IITT' AttT* — a sign to indicate its different spellings. To

understand this\nd the following two Rubrics, it is necessary

to remark that this name of the celebrated city of Palestine

which occurs altogether about fifty-seven times without and with

prefixes, is spelt in three different ways: (l) irrr without the

Yod after the Besh and with Tzere. In this form it occurs twenty-

two times; (2) ^rrr, with Yod after the Re$h and with Chirek

which occurs thirty-four times, and (3) r^y^ with Yod and Chirek

but with He at the end instead of Vav which is unique. As one

of these spellings predominates in one division of the Bible and

one in the other division, the Massorah, according to its usual

method, safeguards in each case the minority against being made

conformable to the majority.

Throughout the Scriptures it is irn'; except in Joshua and Kings

where it is irn^ with one exception. Apart from these two books,

this name occurs twenty-two times and is with the solitary

exception in 2 Kings 25 6 uniformly written irn^ Yerscho without

Yod and with Tzere, viz. Numb. 22 1; 26 8, 63; 31 12; 33 48,

50; 34 15; 36 1; 36 13; Deut. 32 49; 34 1, S; 2 Sam. 10 5; 2 Kings

25 5; Jerem. 39 6; 6 63; Ezra 2 34; Neh. 3 2; 7 36; 1 Chron.

52 8; 19 6; 2 Chron. 28 16.

In declaring that with one solitary exception it is always

irn^ throughout the Scriptures apart from Joshua and Kings, this

Massorah must be regarded as being based upon the recension

which obtained in one School of textual redactors only, since

both in 2 Sam. 10 5 and Jerem. 39 6 it is irr^ in some of the

best Codices, Thus irr-ii is the reading in 2 Sam. 10 5 in the

ancient Codex Add. 21,161, in Orient. 2201, which is one of the

oldest dated MSS. of the whole Bible, in Harley 6710—11 ; Arund.

Orient. 16; Add. 15,251 and Add. 15,451; whilst the St. Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916 and Add. 21,161 read it irrr in Jerem.

39 6.

This Rubric, which does not occur in this form in the

printed Massorah, is from Add. 15,251, fol. 103 a, on Numb. 34 12.

The following one is simply an inverted form of it and is based

upon the same recension of the text and serves to show how the

same materials were differently formulated in the different Mas-

soretic Schools.

T3in = § 624 c.

im*' Yerecho, does not occur again in this book. That is, in

Kings where this name occurs altogether six times, it is spelt

IPTT with Chirek and Yod in five instances (2 Kings 2 4, 4, 5,

15, 18) and in one instance only is it irn\ Hence the Massorah

safeguards the solitary exception. This is designed to militate

against the recension of the text which makes no exception in

the orthography of this name here, as is attested by Orient. 2201

first hand; Harley 5710—11 second hand; Arund. Orient. 16 first

hand, and Add. 15,451.

And throughout Joshua and Kings it is Utt except the one.

That is, the one mentioned, viz. 2 Kings 25 5. In Joshua, where

it occurs twenty-nine times (2 l, 2, 8; 3 16; 4 13, 19; 5 10, 13;

6 1, 2, 25, 26; 7 2; 8 2; 9 3; 10 1, 28, 30; 12 9; 13 32; 16 1,

1, 1, 7; 18 12, 21; 20 8; 24 11, U), it is uniformly with Yod and

Chirek under the Resh; whilst in Kings, where as we have seen it

occurs six times, it is once irn\

And throughout the Pentateuch it is irriv In this division of the

Bible, where it occurs altbgether twelve times as given in § 624 a,

it is uniformly without Yod and with T^re. This is designed

to militate against the recension which reads it irfT plene and

with Tzere, as is attested Ijj^the Samaritan recension of the

Hebrew which uniformly reads wr in the eleven out of the

twelve passages, as Deut. 34 3 does not exist in this recension.

And in all the other Scriptures it is irT"i\ That is, in the Prophets

in which, as we have seen, it occurs four times and in the Hagio-

grapha where it occurs six times {vide supra, % 624 a), it is with

Yod and Tzere under the Resh, except the solitary Kings instance.

This is indicated by the mnemonic expression onnn Jerem.

17 6 in which the first is with Tzere without being followed by

Yod and which denotes that in the first division of the Bible or

the Pentateuch it is spelt irry and in the other Scriptures it is

irp-i\ This, however, is incorrect since it is also irn^ in the

Prophets and Hagiographa with the exception of Joshua and Kings.

And all are vn-itUn toith Vav at ike end except one which is

nfvT with He. That is, whether it is defective or plene it is always

with Vav except the solitary instance in 1 Kings 16 8.

And throughout Joshua it is without Yod except once, viz.

Josh. 18 21. This is absolutely incorrect, since it is uniformly

irf-)' with Yod in Joshua. It may probably be a Scribal error for

K'aa nv '•?» rnrr' bv\, but even this is incorrect since it is against

the best Stand. Codices and all the early editions. This is attested

by Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 16,260;

Add. 16,261; Add. 15,451; Orient. 4227, aU of which read it irr-i^

plene. For the early editions, which also exhibit this reading, see

the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

This elaborate Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah

only, on 2 Kings 25 5. As none of the MSS. to which I have

access give this form of it, I cannot say whether the mistakes

which it contains and especially whether the latter part of it is

due to a later Nakdan or to Jacob b. Chayim.

iT3"in = § 625.

'^'S^ my adversaries, occurs twice, once with Kameiz and once

with Ftithach. As this noun plural masculine with the suffix first

person singular, which occurs twice only, is in one instance with

Kametz and in one with Bathach, though it is in both instances

with the pausal accent, being in Jerem. 18 19 'sn^ with ^<>pA-

Pasuk and in Ps. 36 l '3;t with Athnach, the Massorah safeguards

the variation in its graphic signs.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 158 6, on Jerem. 18 19, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 291 6, on Ps. 35 1, and

(III) the printed Massorah on the same passage.
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VD-in = § 626.

nltt'n^ Jerimoth, occurs seven times and is plene. Without
and with the prefixes this proper name occurs altogether thirteen

times. In six instances it is with Tzere, five of which are without
Tod after the Resh, viz. r^n'v (Ezra 10 26, 27; 1 Chron. 8 14;

23 23; 25 25) and once it is nia^^ with the Tod (1 Chron. 7 8);

whilst in the seven instances which constitute this Rubric it is

not only uniformly with Ghirek, but with Yod after the Resh.

Hence the Massorah safeguards this variation. This protection is

needed, since the two spellings not only occur in the same
section (1 Chron. 25 4, 22), but are used interchangeably to

denote the same person in the parallel passage of the same book-

(comp, 1 Chron. 23 23 with 24 30). The Tzere instances are

safeguarded in a separate Rubric which is recorded below, § 629.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah Finalis

only, letter % § 358. It is incomplete since rr'jjr is manifestly a

mistake for --j^yi 1 Chron. 7 7, whilst n-'jrai nio-'Ti 1 Chron. 12 5 is

omitted. These mistakes I have corrected, and indicated the cor-

rections in brackets.

?*3in = § 627.

n U?^^^ curtains, or Jerioth, is five times plene in this form.

Without and with the prefixes ('a arba) this plural noun occurs

altogether twenty-eight times. It is normally spelt without the

characteristic Vav. In this form it is twenty-three times without

the Vav and in five instances only is it with the Vai: Hence the

Massorah safeguards the abnormal orthography.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. II, fol. 25 &, on Isa. 54 2, which I have

printed; (H) Orient. 4445, fol. 79 6, on Exod. 36 14, and (III) the

printed Massorah on the same passage. List II, which exhibits

the oldest form of this Massorah, indicates its design by the

addition nri" 'wn at the end of the Rubric. It will be seen that

though in one of the passages nirn; is a proper name (i Chron.

2 18) yet the Massorah which has regard to the identity of the

spelling, irrespective of the difference in the sense, includes it in

the five instances. The term 'w^a in the heading strictly refers

to the prefixes only. Hence wy'-i^ with the suffix, which is also

plene (Jerem. 10 20), is excluded from this Rubric.

n"3nn = § 628.

*y my curtains, occurs tioiee, once plene and once defective.

As this plural noun with the suffix first person, which occurs

twice only and is restricted to the same book, is differently spelt,

being defective in the first instance (Jerem. 4 20) and plene in

the second (Jerem. 10 20), the Massorah safeguards the variation

in its orthography.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 160 a, on Jerem. 4 20.

CSin = § 629.

nlfi*1^ Jeremoth, occurs four times in the Scriptures. That is,

with 73»»*« under the Resh and apart from Ezra, in contradistinc-

tion to the seven instances in which it is with Chirek recorded

above, in § 626.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11,
Vol. n, fol. 136 a, on 1 Chfon. 7 7, which I have printed, and
(U)the printed Massorah Finalis, letter,", § 357. The design of
this Massorah is set forth jn § 626.

bnn = § 680 a.

«*T^^^ Jeremijah, occurs four times without and with the prefix

F<fw. In this and in the following two Rubrics we have again an
instructive illustration both of the highly artificial manner and
the different methods in which the same materials have been
elaborated in the different Massoretic Schools. This proper name,
which occurs altogether about 147 times without and with the
prefixes, is spelt in two different ways. In about 130 instances

it exhibits the longer form war Jeremijahu and in seventeen only
is it the shorter form njan^ Jeremijah, Instead, however, of re-

cording this exceptional orthography in accordance with its usual
practice the heading simply states that it occurs four times
only in this form apart from Jeremiah 27 1—29 21 and Ezra-
Nehemiah.

And from Jeremiah 27 1 to 29 21. That is, in this small

section of Jeremiah extending from 27 1 to 29 1, where it occurs
eight times (27 1; 28 6, 6, 10, 11, 12, 15; 29 1), it is uniformly
jray, the shorter form, whereas in all the other portions of this

book, where it occurs about 128 times, it is as uniformly war the

longer form. Hence the Massorah safeguards this exceptional

section.

And throughout Ezra it is likewise so. In Ezra-Nehemiah, where
it occurs five times (Ezra 1 l; Neh. 10 3; 12 1, 12, 34), it is also

uniformly rrar the shorter form. As there is no exception here,

the Massorah simply states the fact without specifying the passages.

The reason why the two instances in Kings in which irrar the

longer form occurs (2 Kings 23 31; 24 8) are not indicated is

that this Massorah simply treats of the shorter form.

This form of the Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 240 6, on 1 Chron. 5 24.

^•"in = § 6306.

n^to*)") Jeremijah, occurs twice. The apparent conflict between
this Rubric and the former one which states that it occurs four

times, is due to the fact that § 630 a includes the two instances

in which it is rraTi with the prefix Vav (I Chron. 5 24; 12 4),

whereas this Rubric is restricted to the simple name without any
prefix. The rest of the Rubric is the same as § 630 a and hence
need not be discussed again.

Of this form of the Rubric which is the more popular one,

I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed: (I) Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 8716, on Dan. 9 2, which I have printed; (II) Add.

15,250, fol. 382a, on the same passage; (III) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah II, § 60, and (IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter %

§ 361. List III omits 'lai K"itp b^\ which makes this Rubric un-

intelligible, since rrar the shorter form also occurs four times in

Ezra-Nehemiah. In List IV -labott n'»K-ia pi = Jerem. 26 1 is a

mistake for xr^n n-'WHia p^ = 27 1 as the other Lists correctly

give it.

yin = § 630 c.

fTtt"]"! Jeremijah, occurs six times. This Rubric is from
St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 on Jerem. 27 1. It, therefore,

exhibits the oldest form of this Massorah. It will be seen

that it is even more artificial than the preceding two Rubrics,

inasmuch as it emphatically states in the heading that rrar the

shorter form, occurs six times. It obtains this number by counting
all the eight instances in the section extending from Jerem. 27 1

to 29 1 as one, and the five instances in Ezra-Nehemiah (Ezra 1 1

;

Neh. 10 3; 12 1, 12, 34) as one. The three instances in Chronicles

are counted separately which with the solitary instance in Daniel

are thus reduced to yield six. For the cause of the two forms
of this name, see my Introduction to the Hebrew Bible, p. 375 &c.

K'^in - § 631.

VTIp*7^ and Jeremijahu, begins a verse in tu>o instances. That
is, with the prefix Vav. In the only other instance where it begins

a verse it is without the Vav conjunctive (I Chron. 12 13).

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 172 a, on Jerem. 36 32, and (II) the printed Massorah on the

same passage.

3"^"in = § 632.

p T^ he shall spit, or a green herb, occurs three times, it is

twice defective and once plene. It will be seen that though this

expression is a verb in two instances denoting to spit (Levit. 15 8;

Numb. 12 14) and is a noun in one passage signifying a green

herb (Job 39 8), yet the Massorah groups them together because
they are with the same graphic signs, and only safeguards the

variation in the orthography by stating that the Job instance is

p\r with Vav plene.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 73a, on Levit. 15 8, which
I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. n, fol. 239 6, on Job 39 8;

(III) Add. 16,250, fol. 80 6, on Numb. 12 14; (IV) Add. 21,160,

fol. 161a, on Levit. 15 8; (V) Orient. 2349, fol. 108a, on Numb.
12 14; (VI) the printed Massorah on Levit. 15 8, and (VII) the
same on Job 39 8. List V alone is headed trh 'iro '3 pr, thus
indicating that it is used in two different senses, whilst Lists IV,
V and VII state that the Job instance is plene (-^o mna).
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y'?in = § 633.

rWy] and they shall possess, or inherit him, occurs four times

in the'Scriptures. In the only other instance in which this sexte-

literal occurs it is n«hr and they possessed him, the future with

Vav conversive (Josh. 21 41).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. II, fol. 30a. on Isa. 66 9.^J
I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 1946, on Ps. 69 36;

'-(ni) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1326, on Isa. 34 11; (IV) the same

MS fol 146 a, on Isa. 65 9; (V) the same MS., fol. 301a. on

Ps.69 36; (VI) Add. 15,261, fol. 227 6, on Isa. 34 11, and (VII) the

printed Massorah on Isp 66 9.

T^nn = § 634.

th inherit, or possess thm, occurs three times, twice defective

and once'plene. The design of this Massorah is twofold. It in the

first place safeguards the Tzere under the Resh against its being

made conformable to the other two instances in which this

imperative singular masculine occurs with Kametz, viz. f^ due to

its pausal or distinctive accent (Deut. 2 24, 13). And in the second

place it is to protect the Tzere of the homonym ttJtn in Dan. 7 1,

thus militating against its being read tin with Cholem as in the

parallel Hebrew phrase in Ps. 119 160. It will be seen that the

Massorah describes the presence of the Aleph in the third instance

as plene.

And wherever it denoUs poverty it is likewise so. That is, when

this triliteral denotes poverty it is also ttn with Tzere (comp.

Prov. 30 8).
^

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, turee in i.iSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 96 6, on 1 Kings 21 15. which

I have printed; (II) Add. 15,250, fol. 196 6, on the same passage;

(m) Add. 21,160, fol. 264 6, on Deut. 1 21, and (IV) the printed

Massorah oh the same passage.

Considering that the triliteral vhn denoting poverty is unique,

the second part of this Massorah, which declares that wherever

it has this meaning it is also with Ttere (ijiaoo •^vb '?3i)i is very

unnatural, even if ii«>»n with the suffix which is also unique

(Prov. 6 11) were forcibly added to it. It'is, therefore, far more

natural to suppose that the original form of this Massorah was

as follows:

'D«01 top BfT '31 'O'OI ""= '•" '"" '= '^ '^

Deat. 2 24 ^ ^"" Deut. 1 21 mn* nam»K3 an nSj?

^81 nam i Kings 21 16 nias ma nn en oip

'»T mxo W^ ')3\ Dan. 7 1 "'0»« 1'^° "^

That is, wherever this biliteral denotes poverty it is also

«^ with Kametz. As «h to he in want, to he poor, the participle of

tr\ occurs no less than twelve times (1 Sam. 18 23; 2 Sam. 12 i

Keri; Prov. 14 20; 18 28; 19 1, 7, 22; 28 8. 6; 29 13; Eccl. 4 14;

5 7), this not only imparts to iswdo "ivh bs) its natural sense, but

safeguards the variation in the graphic signs in the imperative

which is the main object of this Massorah. That parts of Rubrics

have not infrequently been omitted has repeatedly been shown

in the course of this work.

iT^in = § 635.

^••^ and he shall inherit, or possess, is seven times defective

in this form. Normally the Kal future third person, with and

without the prefix Vav and without and with suffixes, is with two

Yods In this form it -occurs about thirty-three times. As it is

in these seven instances only that it is with one Yod, the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional orthography. By fixing the nui»ber

at seven this Massorah militates against the recension which

obtained in other Schools of textual redactors and which reads

it wh-1 plene in Jerem. 32 23. This is attested by St. Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916 and Harley 5710-11 first hand.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 13 6, on Gen. 23 17, which

I have printed; (11) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 166, on Josh. 21 41;

(III) the same MS., fol. 209 a, on Obad. 20; (IV) Add. 15.250,

fol. 1ft o. on Gen. 22 17; (V) the same MS., fol. 129 a, on Josh.

21 41; (VI) the printed Massorah on Josh. 19 14, and (VII) the

same on Josh. 21 41

.

r^nn - § 686.

Ithn and they possessed, is four times defective. This future

third perso'n plural masculine with Fav conversive occurs altogether

eleven times. It is ^*w plene in seven instances (Numb. 21 35;

Deut. 4 47; Judg. 3 13; 11 22; Neh. 9 22, 24, 25) and defective

in four only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the orthography of

the minority. By fixing the number at four this Massorah militates

still more emphatically against the recension of the text which

reads WT»3 with two Yods in Jerem. 32 23, as is shown in the

preceding Rubric of which this separate Rubric forms part

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

pritted: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 146 a, on Josh. 12 1,

... .h I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. Ill a, on 2 Kings

27 24; (HI) the same MS., fol. 168 a, on Jerem. 32 23; (IV) Add.

16,250, fol. 124 a, on Josh. 12 1; (V) the same MS., fol. 209 a, on

2 Kings 17 24; (VI) Add. 16,261, fol. 131a, on Josh. 12 1, and

(VII) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

r^-in - § 687.

O^^'^i they shall possess, or they possessed, occurs three times

. . .it is plene in the first instance and defective in the second and

third instances. This future third person plural masculine without

and with the Vav conversive, but with the suffix third person

plural masculine, not only occurs three times, but is restricted

to the same section. Yet within a few verses of each other it is

spelt differently, being once oitt>-i': with the characteristic Vav

after the Shin (Deut. 2 12) and' twice Dfi;;i without the Vav

(2 21. 22). Hence the Massorah safeguards this variation in its

orthography and thus militates against the recension which has

it uniformly plene in all the three instances, as is attested by the

Samaritan recension of the Hebrew.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 112 a, on Deut. 2 21.

n'*?in = § 638.

T]\^1^ possessing, inheriting, is four times defective in this form.^

This participle both in the singular and plural, without and with

prefixes and suffixes (-ttrba), occurs altogether eleven times. As

it is plene or with Vav after the Yod in seven instances, and

defective in four only, the Massorah, according to its usual method,

safeguards the orthography of the minority. This Massorah,

however, must be regarded as being based upon a recension of

the text which obtained in one School of textual redactors only

and is designed to militate against the recension current in other

Schools, as is attested by the fact that in Jerem. 49 2 Add. 21,161,

which is one of the oldest MSS. extant; Orient. 2201 second hand;

Harley 5710-11 and Add. 15,250 read rifnl' plene; whilst in

Micah 1 15; Add. 21,161, and Harley 5710-11 first hand

read thl«n.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. no 6, on Numb. 36 8.

B'^in = § 639.

thiri thou shall come to poverty, occurs twice in the Scriptures.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one printed

:

(1) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 2516, on Prov. 20 13, which I

have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 343 6, on the same

passage; (III) Add. 15,251, fol. 301 a, also on the same passage;

(IV) Orient. 2349, fol. 54 6, on Gen. 45 II, and (V) the printed

Massorah on the same passage.

0-in - § 640.

DTlttnlrn and ye shall dispossess them, take possession of them,

or cause 'them to possess, occurs twice. That is, in the Pentateuch.

In the only other instance in which it occurs, it is DTrtpnim with

Kametz, being second person singular which is also in this division

of the Bible (Deut. 9 3).

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Bible, I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed: (I)

Orient. 2349, fol. 121 6, on Numb, 83 52, which I have printed;

(II) Orient. 4446, fol. 155 6, on the same passage; (III);the printed

Massorah also on the same passage, and (IV) the printed Massorah

Finalis. letter % § 867.

These four Lists exhibit two forms which are apparently m
conflict with each other. The form which I have printed and

which is that of Lists I, II and HI is designed to safeguard the

Segal instances in the Pentateuch alone, because the Kametz in-

stance occurs in this division of the Bible. Hence it is headed

•z Dntfnim and omits Josh. 8 7 and Ezra 9 12 which are outside

the Pentateuch. The design of the second form which is that of
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List IV is to safeguard all the Segol instances in the Scriptures.

Hence it is headed -i Dn«>ilrn and duly registers all the four. The

absence of the qualifying expression Knmjo in the headings of

Lists I, II and ril^ which gives rise to this apparent conflict, is

due to the fact that the older form is part of the original Mas-

sorah on the Pentateuch alone and hence «nm«3 was not needed

in the heading.

X"0-in = § 641.

tS^tT) and to drive out, occurs twice. That is, without Yod

after the Resh. In the only other instance in which this Hiphil

infinitive with the prefix Vav occurs it is s^^iini with Yod (Judg.

1 28). I have mislaid the reference to the MS. from which I have

printed this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-

sorah.

rain = § 642.

U*!'"! aud he drove out, is twice defective. According to the

offcial reading. This Hiphil future third person singular mascu-

line with Vav conversive, occurs altogether six times. It is in

four instances k^-iI'i with Vav after the Yod (Numb. 21 82; 32 39;

Josh. 23 9; Judg. 1 20) and in two instances without the Vav.

As the two different spellings not only occur in the same book

(Josh. 15 14 with 23 9), but in two consecutive verses (Judg. 1 19

with verse 20) the Massorah safeguards the variation in the ortho-

graphy of this expression.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Add. 15,250, fol. 131 b, on Judg. 1 19.

:"oin = § 643.

ntT'n'' the Hiphil of t>T, *» *«^«« [five] times defective in the

Scriptures. That is, in three instances is it without the character-

istic Yod after the Resh with Chirek. This Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11,

Vol. n, fol. 124 &, on Zech. 9 4.

It will be seen that though the heading states that there

are seven such defectives, the Rubric itself records five only.

As these coincide with the textus rcceptus which has no more, it

is probable that the 't in the heading is a clerical error for 'n. But

even these five must be regarded as representing the recension

of one School of textual redactors only. That the text of other

Schools exhibited variations will be seen both from the notes on

the following Rubric and on Job 20 15 in my edition of the

Bible. It is to be remarked that the Samaritan recension of the

Hebrew reads Numb. 14 12 which is one of the five defectives

usriiKi plene.

TDnn = § 644.

nStt^^'^ he will inherit, or cast her out, occurs twice. Of this

Rubric,^ which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah, but

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two

Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 220a, on Zech. 9 4, which I have

printed, and (II) Orient. 4445, fol. 133 a, on Numb. 14 24.

According to this Rubric, which is part of the preceding

Massorah, this expression is defective in both instances. This

reading, however, represents the text of the Jerusalem Codex

only which was followed in one School of Massorites. The cel-

ebrated Hellali Codex which was current in another School read

it njfnl'' plene in Numb. 14 24, as will be seen from the notes

on this passage in my edition of the Bible. This accounts for the

conflicting Massorahs which alternately remark on this expression

that it is defective in both instances and that it is once plene

and once defective.

•Tonn = § 645.

ntt^l a possession, is always' defective and with Dagesh. That

is, in the "seven instances in which this noun occurs without the

prefixes and suffixes it is uniformly without the Vav after the

Resh and with Dagesh in the Shin, in contradistinction to the two

instances in which it is a proper name and is both with Vav

and without Dagesh {vide supra, § 614). This Rubric I have found

in the printed Massorah only, on Deut. 2 5.

rain = § 646.

ntl^*l^ the inheintance of, occurs twice in the Scriptures. In

fixing the number of this noun in the construct at two, the

design of this Massorah is to militate against the recension of the

text which is exhibited in the Septuagint and which reads nfT

"jn^ij (= idcDxag xXr}Qovo(iicyv tolg (po^ov(iivoig) in accordance with

Deut. 2 19.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 191 &, on Ps. 61 6,

ro-in = § 647.

t2^]|'l and there is, occurs five times at the beginning of a verse.

Normally when this expression begins the verse it is without the

prefix Vav. In this form it occurs thirteen times (Gen. 31 29;

Prov. 11 24; 12 18; 13 7; 14 12; 16 25; 20 15; Eccl. 1 10; 4 8;

5 12; 6 1; 8 14; 10 5). In five or six instances, however, it is

with this prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, three in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 106 a, on Numb. 9 20, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 116 a, on the same passage; (III)

Add. 21,160, fol. 203 a, on the same passage; (IV) the printed

Massorah also on the same passage, and (V) the printed Massorah

on Neh. 5 3.

Lists II and III emphatically state in their respective headings

that there are five such instances only, and duly record identi-

cally the same five, omitting Neh. 5 2 ; whilst Lists III, IV and V
not only declare in their respective headings that there are six,

but record six including Neh. 6 2. Lists I and II must, therefore,

be based upon the recension of a text which exhibited vi without

Vav conjunctive in Neh. 6 2.

n'onn = § 648.

tr*''] and there is, occurs three times in the Pentateuch. In this

division of the Bible, where this expression occurs altogether

twenty times, it is in seventeen instances without the prefix Vav

(Gen. 18 24; 23 8; 28 16; 31 29 ; 33 9, 11; 39 4, 5, 5, 8; 42 1, 2;

44 20, 26; Numb. 22 29; Deut. 29 17, 17) and in three instances

only, is it with this prefix. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

exceptional occurrence. By fixing the number at three the Mas-

sorah militates against the recension of the text which reads tf;n

in Gen. 47 6 and which is preferable, as is atjQiited! by the

Samaritan recension of the Hebrew.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 32 a, on Gen. 47 6.

B'Oin = § 649.

litt^'' he is, occurs four times. This abnormal expression which

is taken to be ti with apenthetic Nun and suffix third person

singular masculine is very problematical, since in other places

where it is followed by similar objects it is simply ti. With

Deut. 29 14 the first which constitutes this Rubric is to be

compared 1 Sam. 21 9; 2 Kings 10 23. For 1 Sam. 14 39 and 23 23,

the second and third instances, see 1 Sam. 20 8 and 2 Sam. 14 32

and with Esther 3 8, the fourth instance, compare 1 Kings 18 10.

There can hardly be any doubt that this peculiar form was

suggested by the first instance where it occurs, viz. Deut. 29 14.

The termination u was here added to ti in the first clause to

correspond to is in uj-k in the second clause so that no ur' should

correspond in sound to ne urx. This is not infrequently the case

in other passages where anomalous forms are chosen for the

sake of consonance. A striking illustration of it we have in

Cant. 3 11. Hence the design of the Massorah is to safeguard

these abnormal forms and thus to militate against the recension

which exhibited a various reading in 1 Sam. 14 39, as is^atte^l^

by the Septuagint r-qfi instead of W.
Of this Rubric, which is one of the popular parts of the

Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists. I shall, however, specify the

following seven only, four in MSS. and three printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 131a, on Deut. 29 14, which I have printed;

(II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 272 a, on Esther 3 8; (III) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 44 a, on 1 Sam. 14 39; (IV) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah, Supplement, fol. 131a; (V) the printed Massorah on

Deut. 29 14; (VI) the same on 1 Sam. 14 39, and (VII) the same

on Esther 3 8.

:nn == § 65o.

r'^3 nS'^tr^* — /« «*«; instances in the Scriptures the v6rb

3^ to sit, is cxnnbincd with n-3 . . . . and in all the other passages it is

n'na. Normally the phrase to sit in the house is rr'aa sp) with the

prefix Beth before n^a or n^a, as will be seen from the following

examples with the same forms of the verb corresponding to

those which constitute this Rubric and which I give in the same

67 b
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order as they are given in the Rubric: (1) with the imperative

1 Chron. 26 9; (2, 4 and 5) with the future third person singular

feminine 2 Chron. 8 11; (3) with the future third person singular

masculine and Vav conversive Judg. 8 29; 2 Kings 15 5; 17 28,

and (6) with the participle 1 Kings 13 11 ; 2 Kings 6 32; Ezek. 8 2.

The design of this Massorah, therefore, is to safeguard this

abnormal combination, and thus to militate against the recension

of the School of textual redactors which exhibits the normal

phrase in the extra-official marginal reading or Sevir.

Of this Rubric . I collated six Lists, four in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 50a, on Gen. 38 11, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 2348, fol. 60 a; (III) Add 21,160, fol. 40a;

(IV) the Paris Codex in the National Library No. 1—3; (V) the

printed Massorah, all on the same passage, and (VI) the printed

Massorah on Jerem. 36 22.

These six Lists exhibit two recensions of this Rubric which

emanate from two different Massoretic Schools of textual redactors.

Lists I, II, III and VI exhibit one recension. They simply

state in their respective headings that this anomalous phrase

occurs six times and coincides in recording identically the same

six instances. None of them, however, allude to the fact that

there are differences in other Massoretic Schools with regard to

the readings.

List IV represents another recension and is as follows:

2 Kingg 16 6 n'rcnn 2 Sam. 13 20 "ran Gen. 38 11 "lan

2 Chron. 26 21 n'lPDnn Jerem. 36 22 qinn 2 Sam. 6 11 nay

It will be seen that it omits n"? 'sw the first of the two

instances in Gen. 38 11 and makes up the number six by giving

n'»Bnn = t\^ asri 2 Kings 15 5 without the prefix Beth which,

though contrary to the textus receptus, is in harmony with the

parallel passage in the duplicate record in 2 Chron. 36 21 where

it is n''3 3»n.

List V is a combination of the two recensions. It retains

the first instance in Gen. 38 11 a, but also gives the two parallel

passages, viz. 2 Kings 15 5 and 2 Chron. 26 21 nsm D'sban n-^enn)

(n'Ti. Hence it is headed 'i n^n nyvr.

There are other instances in which the prefix Beth is omitted

before the expression n-a and where the extra-official reading

is with this prefix. They are combined with different verbs and

hence are recorded in letter a, § 247.

K':nn = 65i.

S^"^ he sat, occurs twenty times, five of them are with Kametz.

In a triliteral of verbs the first radical of which is Tod (•"s)

and in which both the preterite and future third person singular

masculine are distinguished by the graphic signs only, the Mas-

sorah in accordance with its usual method, indicates the different

tenses by safeguarding the minority. As the triliteral in question

is in thirty-two instances a?*': or ar; the future and in twenty

only, or rather in eighteen only 3^; or ^t^ the preterite, the Mas-

sorah safeguards the minority. For a similar treatment^of a verb

belonging to this category, see above § 472.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the popular parts of the

Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists. I shall, however, specify the

following seven only, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 8 a, on Gen. 13 12, which I have printed;

(11) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 11 6, on Gen. 19 29; (III) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 21 6, on Judg. 5 17; (IV) the same MS., fol. 54 6,

on 1 Sam. 27 7; (V) the same MS., fol. 70 5, on 2 Sam. 19 3S;

(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 3, and (VII) the printed Mas-

sorah Finalis, letter \ § 371. These Lists give all the twenty

instances.

Dt^ i« five times xoith Kametz. The Rubric with the five

Kametz instances alone exhibits the earliest form of this Massorah.

Of it I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed : (I) Harley

5710— 11, Vol. II, fol. 65 5, on Jerem. 49 1, which alone has the

following mnemonic sign onDnKi d'?wt'3 kd-ibik ks'sob ^sk; (II) the

same MS., Vol. II, fol. 181 a, on Ps. 29 10; (III) St. Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 49 1; (IV) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 284 6, on Ps. 1 1 ;
(V) the same MS., fol. 290 6, on Ps. 29 10;

(VI) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 49 1, and (VII) the same

on Ps. 29 10.

Though two of the five Kametz instances are the apocopated

future fff aw to return (2 Sam. 19 38; Dan. 9 16) yet not only

do all the general Lists include them in their respective Registers,

but all the special Lists which exhibit the older form of this

Massorah coincide in giving them as two of the five Kametz

instances. This is in accordance with the method of the Massorah

which has regard to the identity of the spelling irrespective of

the difference in the sense. Hence the remark of the Nakdan
at the end of this separate List in Cambridge Add, 465 on

2 Sam. 19 38 -vp^'.n k^k Kin *i"« Tr^-^^pn mo"?^ mioan na vh the design

of the Massorah is not to teach us the meaning of the words, hut the

vowel-points,

3":in = § 652.

1312^^1 and they shall inhabit, or abide, occurs tunce. That is,

in this book. The qualifying expression Kicoa, as is not infrequently

the case, is omitted in the heading, as atf;i with Kametz under

the Shin also occurs in Isa. 65 21, in contradistinction to the

fourteen instances in which this preterite third person plural

masculine with Vav conjunctive is la^'^i with the normal Sheva

under the Shin. The design of the Massorah in safeguarding the

two instances in the Minor Prophets alone, is to militate against

the recension of the text which is exhibited in the Septuagint in

one of the two passages, viz. Micah 5 3, and which is here wbJ;

without the prefix Vav. Accordingly the passage ought to be

"att>; oa'rt^K m,T uv jixjai and in the majesty of Jehovah your God they

shall dwell which is preferable, since the reading laf^^i by itself

as it now stands is meaningless.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 211 6, on Micah 5 3, the very

passage which required safeguarding,

mn = § 653.

nD^S wAen, or lohile he teas dwelling, occurs twice . . . and

once it is with the prefix Caph. As this infinitive with the prefixes

Beth and Caph are practically indistinguishable in most of the

MSS., the design of this Massorah is to safeguard the passages

in which the respective forms occur, and thus to militate against

the recension which obtained in rival Schools of textual redactors

where variations were exhibited.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 27 6, on Judg. 11 26,

which I have printed, and (II) the same MS., fol. 191 6, on

Ezek. 38 14.

T:in = § 654.

n5^3 when he was sitting, occurs twice. That is, the infinitive

with the prefix Caph in contradistinction to the one instance in

which it is with the prefix Beth (Ezek. 38 14). This Rubric, which

does not occur in the printed Massorah, is from Arund. Orient. 16,

fol, 358 a, on Esther 1 2. It will be seen that it is in dire conflict

with the preceding Rubric. As is not infrequently the case, this

conflict is due to the fact that it is based upon a different recen-

sion of the text. The former is based upon a recension which reads

Judg. 11 26 rafa with Beth, whilst this Rubric emanates from a

Massoretic School whose text exhibited nacJa with Caph. We have

here another instructive warning against the vicious practice of

altering apparently contradictory Massorahs so as to make them
uniform and thereby obliterate the traces of their being based

upon different recensions of the text.

iT31fl = § 656.

115^7 ^o ^^* dtoelling of, occurs twice. With the prefix Lamed
this infinitive occurs altogether forty times. In thirty-eight instances

it is na2>b with Kametz under the Lamed, which is due to its not

being followed by a genitive, and in two only is it with Sheva.

Hence the Massorah safeguards this rare exception.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two

printed: (I) Orient, 2349, fol. 36a, on Gen. 16 3, which I have

printed; (II) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and

(III) the same on Numb 21 15. List II adds that both these

exceptional instance;^ occur in the Pentateuch ("imxa jirKi)-

mn « § 65b.

for thy dwelling, occurs three tim^s in the Scriptures.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 223 a, on. 1 Kings 8 13, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 152a, on 2 Chron. 6 2;

(III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 82 6, on 1 Kings 8 13; (IV) Add, 21,16 ',

fol. 89 6, on Exod. 16 17; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 3;

(VI) the printed Massorah on Exod. 16 17, and (VII) the same

on 1 Kings 8 13.
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As these three instances, respectively occur in the three

divisions of the Bible, Lists III, IV and V add -mas 'K '"3332 •» 'Tiia 'K.

nin = § 657.

1Diltt73 when he sitteth, occurs twice in the Scriptures. That

is, in contradistinction to the only other instance in which this

infinitive with suffix third person singular masculine occurs where

it is ira«>a with the prefix Beth (Prov. 31 23).

oit this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2316, on 1 Kings 16 11,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 9 la, on the

same passage, and (III) the printed Massorah also on the same

n":"in = § 658.

13t5? abide ye, -occurs five times in the Pentateuch, Of this

Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two printed;

(I) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 3, margin, which I have printed;

(II) Add. 21,160, fol. 10 a, on Gen. 22 5; (III) the printed Massorah

on the same passage, and (IV) the same on Gen. 34 10.

In the printed Massorah (List III) the catchwords nn K3 \sw

ought to be m3i3^nw Exod. 24 14.

t3"3nn = § 659.

mtt^rn and she sat, occurs twelve times in the. Scriptures. The

design of this Massorah is to safeguard this quadriliteral which

is future third person singular feminine with Vav conversive of

3W" against being taken for the quadriliteral 3^rii the future with

Vav conversive of vt, which occurs about the same number of

times. Hence in fixing the number at twelve the Massorah militates

against the recension of the text which actually read it a^ni instead

of 3tffti in Ruth 2 23, as is attested by the Vulgate, viz. -bKafm
Of this Rubric, which is one of the popular parts of the Massorah,

1 collated twenty Lists. I shall, however, specify the following

seven only, five in MSS. and two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11,

Vol. I, fol. 12 6, on Gen. 21 16, which I have printed; (II) the

same MS., Vol. I, fol. 34 a, on Gen. 49 24; (III) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 35 6, on 1 Sam. 1 23; (IV) the same MS., fol. 77 6, on i Kings

2 19; (V) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah H, § 3; (VI) the printed

Massorah on Gen. 38 14, and (VII) the same on 2 Sam. 13 20.

Lists II, III, IV and V emphasise the fact that six of the

twelve instances occur in Genesis and six in the other Scriptures

(nnp3 '1 n^wiTQa 'i). It will be seen that the List which I have

printed omits Gen, 38 11 and gives Josh 6 25 and 1 Sam. 1 23

twice. The omission of Gen. 38 11 is manifestly a scribal oversight,

since it is given in all the other Lists, whilst the repetition of

the two instances at the end of the Rubric is due to an ignorant

Nakdan and serves to show how the Massorah was treated by

later Nakdanim

Dtt^KT and I ioill nit, occurs twiie. With the prefix Vav this

future first person singular, occurs altogether seven times. In

five instances it is 3B>ki with Kametz, which is due to the 1 \iv being

conversive, duly recorded in the following Rubric and in two only

is the Vav with Sheva. Hence the Massorah safeguards the mino-

rity. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient, 16, fol. 331 o, on Job 29 25.

X"D"in = 661a.

D^JTKT and 1 sat, occurs four times. Of this Rubric, which is

from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 118 a, on Dent. 9 9, there are

several forms which are respectively based upon different recensions

of the text. This is attested by the end of the important

Rubric which has inadvertently dropped out of the text and

which is as follows: la '3 •ih\v\ 'idbi 'mp "ro "ijtki in Ezek. 3 loa thi

textual reading is i^ and it constitutes a difference of ojnnion

among the Schools of textual redactors whether there are two instances

o/" 3fKi in this verse. In the heading of this Rubric, however, as

well as in its register, the Massorah definitely follows the School

which read it ib>ki.

Of the other recension which cancels the textual reading

-itflj] iand follows the Keri s^ki and hence heads this Rubric 'n 3WRi

I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 223 a, on 1 Kings 8 20; (II) the same MS.,

Vol, II, fol. 72 a, on Ezek. 3 16; (III) Arund. Orient. 16; fol. 83 a,

on 1 Kings 8 20; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 430 a, on 2 Chron. 6 10;

(V) Add 15,261, fol. 830 6, on the same passage; (VI) Orient 2849,

fol. 1-^8 6, on Dent. 9 9, and (VII) the printed Massorah on the

same passage. In accordance with this recension ntfir Ezek. 3 15 a

forms part of the List of five words which are respectively written

three times alike in the text, but for which the official reading

substitutes in each case a different word, (yide infra, letter 3, § 481.)

«"D"in = § 6616.

StS^KI and I sat, occurs three times. This recension of the

Rubric is from Orient. 2211, fol. 87 a, on Ezek. 3 15, It will be

seen that it not only emphatically declares in the heading that

there are three such instances only with Kametz, but records three,

omitting 1 Kings 8 20 and 2 Chron. 6 10. It, moreover, has the

addition at the end that in all the other passages it is 3^ with

Sheva (to 3»ki iriKW), thus indicating the design of this Massorah.

This conflicting Massorah, therefore, as is not infrequently the

case, is based upon a recension of the text, which read 3^ with

Sheva in the parallel passages. We have here again an instructive

instance of the pernicious practice resorted to by some Scholars

to reduce conflicting Massorahs to uniformity by altering their

contents, and obliterating the traces that the apparent contradiction

is due to different recensions of the text.

3'Din = § 662.

IDtJ?^ they shall dwelly occurs twenty times. With Sheva under

the Beth, this quadriliteral occurs altogether fifty-two times. In

thirty-two instances it is ia^ with Kametz, being the preterite and

in twenty only is the Yod with Tzere because it is the future.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority. In fixing the number
at twenty this Massorah militates against the recension of the

text which reads «b>; the preterite in Ezek. 31 6, as is attested

by the Model Codex' Harley 5710-11.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest and popular parts

of the Massorah, I collated twenty Lists. I shall, however, specify

the following seven only, six in MSS. and one printed : (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol, I, fol. 82a, on Gen. 47 4, which I have printed;

(II) Orient. 4445, fol, 38 a, on the same passage; (III) St. Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jeremi. 50 39; (IV) the same Codex

on Hosea 3 4; (V) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 334 6, on Job 38 40;

(VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 3, and (VII) the printed Massorah

on Exod. 23 38.

:'Din = § 663.

Ilittr^ they shall dwell, occurs three times in the Scriptures ....

and once it is unth the prefix Vav. That is, with Tzere under the

Beth which is due to its distinctive and pausal accents, being in

two instances Zakeph-Katon (Ezek. 26 16; Zeph. 1 13) and in two

Soph-Pasuk (Eccl. 10 6; Ruth 4 2), in contradistinction to the

twenty instances in which it is with the normal Sheva recorded

in the preceding Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 87a, on Ezek. 26 16,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 118 6, on

Zeph. 1 13; (III) St, Petersburg Codex of A.D. 916, on Ezek. 26 16;

(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, foljl83 6, on the same passage; (V) Add.

15,251, fol. 401a, on Eccl. ^0 6; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II,

§ 3, and (VII) the printed Massorah on Zeph. 1 13. List III heads

this Rubric -t ja sn lar- as if sty the four instances were without

the prefix T'at'.

The Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List of words

which respectively occur four times, three times without the prefix

Vav and once with it, {Vide supi'a, letter i, § 73.)

Tonn = § 664,

Q^."] and they shall dwell, occurs four times in the Scriptures.

This future third person plural ^<nasculine with the prefix Fat*

occurs altogether obout fifty-eight times. In fifty-four instances

the Vav is with Pathach being conversive and in four only is it

with Sheva or Raphe, being conjunctive. Hence the Massorah

safeguards this rare occurrence.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 23 a, on Gen. 34 21,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 251a, on

2 Kings 17 27; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 1116, on the same

passage; (IV) the same MS., fol. 188 6, on Ezek. 33 31; (V) Halle

Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 3; (VI) the printed Massorah on Gen,

34 21, and (VII). the same on Ezek. 33 31. Lists H and IV are

headed pen i, which indicates the design of this Rubric,
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iTonn = § 666.

l^pK^I tttt^'5 ***<^ ^^^ **^ doton and did eat, occurs twice at

the beginning of a verse in this form, iswr occurs altogether eleven

times at the beginning of a verse. In this prominent position it

normally denotes and they abode or dwelt and with the exception

of Gen. 43 33; 1 Kings 22 l; Job 2 18 is followed by the name
of the place which they occupied or inherited. (Comp. Ezra 2 70;

Neh. 7 72; 11 1 ; 1 Chron. 4 38; 5 16; 2 Chron. 20 8.) In these two

instances, however, 13b>«i which is thus distinguished is followed

by the verb b^^ to eat. Hence the Massorah safeguards this

exceptional occurrence.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, fol. 169 6, on Judg. 19 6,

VDin = § 666.

3tt?31 and we abode, occurs three tim68 in the Prophets and
Hagiogi-apha. This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah

only, on Jerem. 35 10. This future first person plural with Vav

conversive, occurs four times in these two divisions of the Bible

and not three. (Comp. Josh. 7 7.) In the first division or the

Pentateuch it occurs twice, viz. Numb. 20 15 and Deut. 3 29.

roin = § 667.

Stt^T dtoelling, is seventeen times plene in the Pentateuch.

Without and with the prefix Lamed, this participle occurs altogether

twenty-nine times in the Pentateuch. It is defective in twelve

instances and plene in seventeen and the Massorah contrary to its

usual method safeguards here the plenes. This inversion of its

usual practice is manifestly directed against the recension which

retained the primitive defective orthography in these instances,

as is attested by the Samaritan recension. This recension reads

aw defective in no fewer than in thirteen of the seventeen

passages which are registered as plene in the Rubric before us,

viz. Gen. 24 3, 62; Exod. 18 14; Numb. IS 19, 29, 29 29; 14 26;

21 34; Deut. 1 4, 4; 3 2; 4 46 and the only four plenes are

atpv Gen. 50 U; Numb. 14 14 and arv'? Ezek. 34 12, 15. .It is

remarkable that in all the twelve instances in which the Massoretic

text has retained the primitive defective /orthography the Sama-
ritan Hebrew uniformly exhibits this snelling.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 57 6, on Exod. 34 12,

which I have printed; (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 61a, on the same
passage; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 62 6, on Gen. 60 11; (IV) the same
MS., fol. 208 6, on Numb. 13 19; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 61 o, on
Exod. 34 12; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 3 margin, and
(VII) the printed Massorah on Gen. 50 11. As two of the instances

are with the prefix Lamed, the heading ought properly to be

sp^^b awl' or T"''?3 'ba v srbr. Moreover as this participle occurs

twice in Numb. 13 19 and is defective in the first instance and
plene in the second, piorn xrsn ought to follow the catchwords

nx^^ 2VV Kin itPK.

List V. — Though this List is headed 'iro 'bo f' 3wr% which
ought to be T"' swb aw, it records ten instances only and omits

the following seven Exod. 34 15; Numb. 14 14, 25; 21 34; Deut.

1 4, 4; 4 46. Moreover Hhe catchwords b\-i'?k "•""• lotri ought to be
"i^K •'"'' -ia»n Deut. 3 2.

List VI. — This List alone is properly headed 'na ' '3D :•' aBrr"? a»r.

But though it fixes the number at seventeen it records fifteen

only. It omits Numb. 14 14, 26 two of the instances also omitted

in List V. It moreover omits after the catchwords a^-irn nai

Numb. 13 19 the expression piDti win to indicate which of the two
instances in this verse is plene. The remarkable feature in this

List is the fact that it gives the catchwords "nbnn nx-i Deut. 2 31

where awl'- does not occur, instead of irw m-n ?« Deut. 3 2, The
mistake, as is not infrequently the case, is due to both verses,

viz. Deut. 2 31 and 3 2 beginning alike with •''?k mrp -laK'T which
a later Nakdan confused. However, a scribe wrote under this

mistake the correct catchwords -yv^ 'a inx kth b* ""•< -lOn.

List VII. — This List is headed mina "•K'?a v awr and accord-

ingly records sixteen only. It omits Numb. 14 25. Like the

other Lists it does not state which of the two instances in

Numb. 13 19 is plene. The instructive part, however, connected
with this List or the printed Massorah is that like List VI it

gives the erroneous catchwords yitb nn •n'?m t\k-\ Deut. 2 SI

instead of int «Tn b\k Deut. 3 2, which is due to the same
cause.

n"D"in = § 668.

Stt^r is four times plene in this book. That is, in Judges
where it occurs altogether eleven times, it is a??^ defective in seven
instances (1 21, 27; 3 3, 20; 10 1; 16 9, 12) and plene in four
only. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority. This is

specially needed since the two spellings are promiscuously used
in the same section. (Comp. 1 9, 17, 2l, 27.)

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 18 6, on Judg. 1 9, which
1 have printed; (II) Cambridge Add. ^65 on the same passage,

and (III) the printed Massorah also on the same passage. List II

adds at the end nan -ibd *«» "jai, which indicates the design of this

Massorah.

O'Din = § 669.

Dljj^l^ is eight times plene in the booh of /Samuel In this book,
where it occurs altogether seventeen times, this participle is sp^

defective in nine instances and plene in eight. Hence the Mas-
sorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 77 6, on Exod. 34 12, which I have
printed; (II) Orient. 5404, fol. 76 6, on the same passage; (III)

Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 43 a, on 1 Sam. 14 2; (IV) the same MS.,

fol. 48 6, on 1 Sam. 19 9; (V) the same MS., fol. 60 a, on
2 Sam. 5 6; (VI) Add. 16,251, fol. 178 6, on 2 Sam. 18 24, and
(VII) the printed Massorah on 2 Sam. 19 9.

Though all the seven Lists coincide in stating in their

respective headings that there are eight such plene instances in this

book, they differ greatly with regard to the passages in which
these plenes occur. Lists II and III give identically the same
instances. Lists III, IV and V omit the second instance in 2 Sam.
7 2 (= «2 'a) and make up the eight by pS'Tn nnn = l Sam. 14 2

which is absent in Lists I, II and VI. As to the printed Massorah
(List VII) though it too states in the heading that Samuel has
eight such defectives, six alone are certain which coincide with
Lists III, IV and V, since it begins with bwKn nnn an' btwe nam
which does not occur. It may be ^^corrupt confusion of two
separate catchwords, viz. natpa aBr." '?i»wn 1 Sam. 14 2 and bwn nnn
1 Sam. 22 6. These conflicting Massorahs again show that they are

based upon different recensions of the text which obtained in

the several Massoretic Schools. This is, moreover, confirmed
by the fact that though the Massorah Parva in Harley 6710—11;
Harley 5720; Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,251, remarks on l Sam. 19 9

'BDa '•?& 'n an% yet none of these Lists include this passage in

their number.

vnn = § 670.

iStth'' is twice plene in this book. That is, in the Psalter

where this participle occurs altogether eight times, it is in six

instances at>' defective (9 12; 17 12; 69 26; 80 2; 91 1; 99 1)

and in two only is it plene. Hence the Massorah safeguards the

exceptional orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 174 a, on Ps. 2 4, which
I have printed; (II) Add. 16,250, fol. 319 6, on the same passage;

(HI) the printed Massorah on Ps. 22 4, and (IV) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter % § 383.

«T"lfl § = 671.

'2wV is twice plene in this hook. That is, in Proverbs. Of
this Rubric I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II,

fol. 2516, on Prov. 20 8, which I have printed; (II) the printed

Massorah on the same passage, and (III) the printed Massorah
Finalis, letter % § 383. As this participle occurs altogether twice

only in this book and is plene in both instances, the heading

ought properly to be 'coa 'boi 'a.

yv\r\ = § 672.

S^^ is fiv6 times defective in this book. That is, in Isaiah.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 123 6, on Isa. 10 24, which
I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 134 a, on Isa. 37 16, and
(III) the printed Massorah on Isa. 6 1.

Though these three Lists coincide in stating in their respec-

tive headings that there are five such defectives in Isaiah, they

make up this number differently. Lists I and II record identically

the same five instances, whilst the printed Massorah (List III)
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gives as the second instance Isa. 6 5 which is absent in Lists I

and II and omits Isa. 20 6, which the two MS. Lists give. In

including Isa. 20 6 as one of the five defectives, Lists I and II are

supported by all the Standard Codices which I have collated,

viz. St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916; Orient. 2201; Harley

6710—11; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Add. 15,451

and Orient 4227, all of which read it here 3?>- defective.

According to this Massorah, therefore, this participle which

occurs altogether ten times in Isaiah, is defective in the following

five passages: 6 l; 10 24; 20 6; 26 21; 37 16 and plene in 6 3,

9; 6.. 5, 11: 24 17. This represents one School of textual redactors

only. That other recensions which obtained in rival Schools ex-

hibited variations will be seen from the following analysis:

(1) Isa. 5 3 which according to this Massorah is aaM' plene,

is a*^ defective in St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 and Orient.

2201: (2) Isa. 6 1 which according to this Massorah is ag^' de-

fective, is at^i" plene in St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916; (3)

Isa. 6 5, which is aeh- plene, is as?" defective in Orient. 2201;

Harley 5710—11 and Add. 15,250, and (4) Isa. 37 16, which is

a^ defective according to this Massorah, is aw plene in Add. 15,451,

mn = § 673.

«3^ w five times defective in this hook. That is, in Jeremiah

where this participle occurs altogether twenty-five times, it is

a^* plene in twenty instances and defective in five only.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, on

Jerem. 2 16. Like the preceding (§ 672) it is based upon the

recension of a text which obtained in one School of Massorites

and is designed to militate against rival recensions current in

other Schools. This is attested by the fact that in three of the

five instances which constitute this Massorah several Standard

Codices exhibit various readings. Thus in Jeremiah 2 15 St. Peters-

burg Codex A. D. 916; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient. 16 and

Add. 15,451 read aB>l' plene. In Jerem. 22 30 the St. Petersburg

Codex has aBM" plene and in Jerem. 84 22 not only does the

St Petersburg Codex read ae^i- plene, but Orient 2201 first hand

and Add, 15,451 exhibit the same reading.

T^in = § 674.

3\5^ i» twice defective in this hook. That is, in the Minor

Prophets, where it occurs altogether ten times, it is plene in

eight instances and defective in two only. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional orthography. This is all the more

needed since the two different spellings are used In consecutive

verses (comp. Zech. 12 7 with 8 10)

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only,

where it is given twice: (I) on Zech. 12 7, which I have printed,

and (II) in the Massorah Finalis, letter % § 384.

•TPin = § 675.

Dtlh^» — This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah

Finalis only, letter % § 384. Its design is to indicate in a chain

of fifteen Links the plene and defective orthography of this

participle in the respective books of the whole Bible. The refe-

rences after the several Links to the books in which the Lists

are given, as well as the mention of the chapters are no part

of the Massorah. They are the additions of Jacob b. Chayim, the

first editor of this corpus and serve tO show that his own remarks

are often mixed up with the language of the Massorah and that

it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between the two. The

following is an explanation of the fourteen different Links:

(I) atW' In the BenUUeuch it is sixteen times plene and the

IA»t is given on Gen. SO 11. {Vide supra, letter \ § 667.)

(II) In Jo8h.ua it is once defective, viz. 17 16. Here, however,

it is a^»n with the prefix He. In the only other instance in which

it occurs with this prefix, it is a^«n plene (12 2); so are the

two instances zpv> without this prefix (9 7; 24 18).

(III) In Judges it is likewise defective except in four in-

stances. They are given on Judg. 1 9. {Vide supra, letter % § 668.)

(IV) In Samuel it is eight times plene. The List is given on

2 Sam. 19. {Vide supra, letter % § 669.)

(V) In Kings it it throughout defective. In this book, where

it occurs twelve times, it is uniformly atf-- defective. As there are

no variations to safeguard here, the simple mention of the fact

suffices without giving the List of the passages.

(VI) In Jeremiah it i» fi'^^ times defective and the List

it given on Jerem. 2. {Vide supra, letter ', § 673.)

(VII) In Exekiel it is alvxiys plene except in 12 2. In this

book, where this participle occurs four times, it is a^" plene in

three instances (2 6; 7 7; 8 1) and once only is it defective.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the single instance.

(VIII) In Isaiah it is five times defective and the List is

given on 6 1. {Vide supra, letter % § 672.)

(IX) In the Minor JProphets it is twice defective. Though

Jacob b. Chayim gives the Rubric here, he has already recorded

it on Zech. 12 7. {Vide supra, letter ", § 674.)

(X) In Chronicles it is always plene except once, viz. 1 Chron.

20 1. In this book, where this participle occurs altogether six

times, it is aBM" plene in five instances (1 Chron. 5 8; 13 6; 17 1;

2 Chron. 6 16; 18 18) and defective in one instance only. Hence

the Massorah safeguards the solitary exception.

(XI) In the Psalms it is twice plene. In the Psalter, where

this participle occurs eight times, it is at?" defective in six in-

stances and plene in two only. Hence the Massorah safeguards

the exceptions. Though Jacob b. Chayim gives here the List,

he has already recorded it on Ps. 22 4. {Vide supra, letter % § 670.)

(XII) In Proverbs it is twice plene. This List also Jacob

b. Chayim has already recorded on Prov. 20 3. {Vide supra,

letter % § 671.)

(XIII) In Job it is once defective. This participle occurs

altogether once only in Job and is a^ without the Vav.

(XIV) In JSktra it is once defective. In this book too it occurs

once only altogether and is a^" defective.

(XV) In Esther it is once defective. In this book, where this

participle occurs four times, it is a^" plene in three instances

(Esther 2 21; 5 1, 13) and defective once only. Hence the Mas-

sorah safeguards the solitary exception.

mn = § 676,

l3tS7l*n who dwell, is three times plene. Th&t is, in the Penta-

teuch and Jeremiah. In these two bo^ks this participle with the

prefix He occurs altogether thirteen times. It is a^n defective

in ten instances (Gen. 14 7; Exod. 11 5; 12 29; Numb. 13 18,

28; 14 15; Deut 11 30; Jerem. 21 9; 22 2; 38 2) and plene in

three only. Hence the Massorah safeguards here the exceptions.

And throughout [Joshua], Judges [and the Hagiographa], it is

likewise so except once. That is, in these three parts of the Scriptures,

where it occurs altogether ten times, the reverse is the case, the

plene is the rule. In this form ai?1»n plene occurs nine times

(Josh. 12 2, 4; 16 10; 24 8; Judg. 1 10, 29; Esther 6 10; 1 Chron.

9 16; 2 Chron. 16 2) and a8>»n defective occurs once only. Hence

the Massorah here safeguards the defective. It will be seen that

apart from Joshua and Judges, the Prophets are not included in

this record. This is due to the fact that outside these two books,

where this participle with the prefix He occurs altogether five

times, it is uniformly aB>«n defective (l Sam. 30 24; l Kings 9 16;

15 18; Isa. 33 24; 40 22), and hence no variation is to be

recorded here.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two

printed; (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol, I, fol. 149 a, on Josh, 16 10,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 12a, on the

same passage; (III) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 29 .16, and

(IV) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter \ § 386. The heading

of the Rubric which I have printed is defective and is correctly

given in List II, viz. K'oa 'man antvr\ vrnf "^ai ra-na bai . , 'ba 'j an^n.

It will be seen that according to this recension of the Rubric

Deut 1 44 is ai^«ri plene.

Lists in and IV are heaaed "ainai 'vovm vvw hoi,,, 'ba 'a a*l«n

on K'oa *?a 'lan. They give the two plene instances in Jeremiah

alone (29 16, 16) and omit Deut. 1 44. This recension is followed

in Orient 2201; Harley 5710—11; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Add.

16,451 and Add. 21,160, all of which read it aB>«n defective. It is

so also in the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text, for which

reason I have adopted it in my edition of the Bible.

rpin = § 677.

D^l^l and dwelling, occurs twice, once defective and once plene.

As this participle with the prefix Vav, which occurs twice only,

is differently spelt, being in one instance ash^i plene (Isa. 9 8)

and in the other aw'v defective (Ps. 50 20), the Massorah safeguards

the variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 1474, fol. 144a, on Isa. 9 8, which I have

printed; (II) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 3, and (III) the printed

Massorah on Ps. 55 20.
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n'l^lfl = § 678.

CDtf^l'' they dwelling, is ten times plene. That is, this parti-
ciple plural occurs altogether about sixty-six tipies without and
with the prefixes He, Vav and Vav Be. It is plene or with Vav after
the Yod in fifty-six instances and in ten only is it without the
Vav. Hence the Massorah safeguards the exceptional orthography.
This safeguarding is specially necessary, since the two different
spellings not only occur in the same section (Jerem. ii 13, 26),
but are promiscuously used in the same verses (Ezek. 3 15;
2 Chron. 18 9).

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists, four in MSS. and one
printed; (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 167&, on 2 Chron. 31 6,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. I7la, on Jerem.
86 12; (III) the same MS., fol. 243 6, on 1 Chron. 9 2; (IV) the
same MS., fol. 276 6, on 2 Chron. 30 25, and (V) the printed
Massorah Finalis, letter % § 396.

Though all the five Lists coincide in stating in their re-
spective headings that there are ten such plenes, they differ with
regard to the particular passages in which they occur. Thus
List II gives as the first instance the catchwords ffaor bit-\v 'jpr,

which do not occur and omits 2 Chron, 30 25. List III, which
omits the incorrect passage in List II, is identical with List I;

whilst List IV, which like Lists I and III also omits the spurious
catchwords, records nine only. Like List II it omits 2 Chron. 30 25
and makes up the ten by giving n-nwn bz cv nam Jerem. 36 12 twice.
The printed Massorah (List V) is corrupt. It omits two passages,
viz. Jerem. 44 13 and 2 Chron. 31 6 and makes up the ten by giving
the spurious catchwords e-awr banv -Jpr, which as we have seen,
are also given in List II and o'srr o"rn:m Neh. 11 21, which is

defective and is rightly absent in all the MS. Lists.

ta-unn = § 679.

D''D^1*n that dweU, is twice plene. With the prefix He /his
participle plural occurs altogether thirty-five times, and is,,
normally D'3tt>>n without the Vav. In this form it occurs thirty-
three times. As it is with the Vav in two instances only, the
Massorah safeguards the abnormal spelling.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
is from Orient. 1474, fol. 57 6, on Jerem. 44 13. It will be seen
that these two instances are part of the ten plenes recorded in
the preceding Rubric.

B'ln = § 680.

D''Zltpl''ni and that dwell, occurs three times, it is twice plene
and once defective. As this participle plural, which occurs twice
only with the prefixes Vav and He, is spelt in two different ways,
being in the first instance D*aB7»rn defective (Jerem. 24 8) and
plene in the other two passages, the Massorah safeguards the
variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the
Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Harley. 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 136 a, on l Chron. 9 2, which
I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 167 6, on 2 Chron.
30 25; (HI) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Jerem. 24 8;
(IV) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 162 a, on the same passage; (V) the
same MS., fol. 243 6, on 1 Chron. 9 2; (VI) Add. 15,251, fol. 3l8a,
on the same passage, and (VII) the printed Massorah on Jerem.
24 8. The two plenes are part of the Rubric which records the
ten plene instances. (Vide supra, letter ', § 678.)

hence records thirty-three instances. The omission of Ps 84 5 is
manifestly due to a clerical oversight List III, which also states
in the heading that there are thirty-four defectives, omits two,
viz. Judg. 1 11 and 1 Chron. 8 6, which is due to the same cause'
but gives 'am^oiKJto'i Judg. 21 12 which is also given in List IV.'
List II, however, is the most imperfect. Like all the other Lists,
It emphatically states in the heading that there are thirty-four
plenes and records twenty-seven only, omitting Isa. 38 1 1 • Amos 95-
Nah. 1 5; Zeph. 1 4; Zech. 8 21; 1 Chron. 8 6, 13; 2 Chron. 22 l'

The printed Massorah (List VI) is also headed -ba rb but
records thirty-two only or rather thirty-one, since it gives Jerem.
18 11 twice, once as No. 14 with the catchwords DD^^rnar and
once as No. 16 with the catchwords mi.T b^k •?>« nOK. It omits the
Acri 'zp'r Judg. 1 27, which is given in all the MS. Lists, emphatic-
ally declaring that this verse contains two instances only -n

-

as well as 1 Chron. 32 26, which is due to a scribal oversighT
smce It is given in all the MS. Lists. Like Lists III and IV it
rightly gives ^3»ra ikxo^i Judg. 21 12 (vide infra, § 686), but unlike
these Lists it gives two for 1 Chron. 8 13 ('ia 'a) counting ^z^^bm the first part of the verse, which is in accordance with" the
MS. Lists and ^ath^ in the second part of the verse which is
contrary to the MS. Lists. The catchwords oro^a nnn-rr -' nan ira»
which it gives in one line ought to be divided into two lines,
viz. "^ nan irar Hosea 4 l and na^a^a nnnnni Joel 1 2. In the List
which I have printed the reference Judg. 11 i should be 1 11.

This Massorah affords an instructive example of the oft-
repeated statement that some of the Rubrics were compiled when
the variations between the Babylonian and Palestinian recensions
were not as yet definitely separated, that the readings which
obtained in one School of textual redactors afe not infrequently
found in the Codices of the rival Schools and that it is, therefore,
unsafe to conclude from these readings that the whole text of
certain MSS. belongs to the Eastern or Western recension. Though
it is officially stated that in Jerem. 35 17 the Palestinians read
It ^zr defective and the Babylonians ^aeh' plene (vide supra, letter n,

§ 627) yet according to this Massorah not only does the St. Peters-'
burg Codex of A. D. 916 read it plene, but Add. 15,251 which
IS admittedly.^ ^^lestinian text exhibits the same reading, whilst
Orient. 2201; Harley'57ip-n; Add. 15,260 and Add. 15,451 which
are Model Codices read it ^af defective contrary to this Massorah.

Ezek. 32 15, which is in my edition of the Bible ^aan defectivem accordance with the Model Codex Add. 15,451, should be -aicri'

plene as it is in St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916- Harley
5710-11; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 16,250 and Add. 15,261. Hosea
4 1 which is in my edition ^z^ defective, is the reading in
St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 with the Massorah on it 'on
but in Orient. 2201; Harley 5710-11; Arund. Orient. 16; Add!
15,250; Add. 15,251 and Add. 15,451 it is 'attH^ plene which is in
accordance with this Massorah.

X'Bin = § 681.

tStth'' the dwellers of, or they thai dwell, is thirty-four times
plene. This participle plural construct without and with the pre-
fixes Vav, Lamed and Mem, occurs altogether about 175 times.
It is defective, viz. ^zf, '^t^,, '?tt>'^ or 'aeho in about 141 instances
and plene in thirty-four only. Hence the Massorah safeguards
the exceptional orthography. This protection is needed, since the
two different spellings occur in the same verse (comp. Judg. 1 31).

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one
printed; (I) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 12a, on Josh. 16 63, which I
have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 158 6, on Jerem. 18 11;
(III) the same MS., fol. 200 6, on Hosea 4 I; (IV) the same MS.',

fol. 243 a, on 1 Chron. 8 13; (V) the same MS., fol. 270 a, on
2 Chron 22 1, and (VI) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter '

§ 387.

Lists I, IV and V are identical with the sole exception that
List IV omits Ps. 84 5, but gives -owto iKJtoi Judg. 21 12 and

TBin = § 682.

[nxn '^^'\^\ For this Rubric, see letter k, § 1270.

rOin = § 683.

riKH f^KH ''atSh'' the inhabitants of this land, occurs three
times. Normally the phrase is simply pKn ^aeh- without nx^. In
this form it occurs about twenty-eight tVmes. As it is in these
three instances only that this phrase is followed by min, the
Massorah safeguards this exceptional combination.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 19 6, on Judg. 2 2, which I
have printed; (II) Vienna Codex No. 35 on the same passage,
and (III) the printed Massorah also on the same passage. As
one of the instances is ^zw^^b with the prefix Lamed, Lists II and
III head this Rubric more properly -w^ba a In the printed Mas-
sorah, however (List III), the catchwords ti^nx nn »6n are incorrect
and ought to be mn^K rrMi^bn 2 Chron. 20 7, as they are in the
MS. Lists.

Tcnn § = 684.

^5^31 and among the inhabitants of", occurs three times. )rhsit
is, this participle plural in the construct state is in these three
instances preceded by Beth without or with the Vav conjunctive.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the
Massorah, but which does not occur in the printed Massorah,
I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 1474, fol. 15 6, on Jerem. 11 9,
which I have printed, and (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 91 6^
on the same passage. The latter which is headed 'ba 'i not only
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ddclares that it is with Vav after the Yod, but the Nakdan corrected

the text which was "af"?! defective (Jerem. 11 9) into -afl-'ai plena

As the Rubric ends with 'hv 'fo, declaring that the last instance

only is plene, viz, 2 Chron. 20 23, the superscription and sub-

scription are in dire conflict.

iTBin = § 685.

^StS?**V^ and to the inhabitants, is three tim&s defective. As this

participle plural construct with the prefix Lamed without and

with Vav conjunctive, which occurs altogether eight times, is in

five instances plene and in three only defective, theMassorah safe-

guards the orthography of the minority. By fixing the number

at three, this l^assorah militates against the recension of the text

which reads it '^•f'h^ defective also in Jerem. 35 13. This is

attested by /Orient. 2201 second hand; Harley 5710—11 and

Add. 15,451, for which reason I have adopted it in my edition

of the Bible. The plene reading ^-s^b^ is exhibited in St. Peters-

burg Codex of A. D. 916; Orient. 2201 first hand; Arund.

Orient. 16; Add. 15,250 and Add. 15,251.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Vienna Codex No. 35

on Jerem. 50 34, which I have printed, and (II) the printed

Massorah Finalis, letter % § 382. As two of the instances are

with Vav conjunctive (Zech. 13 1; Dan. 9 7) and one is without

it, the heading ought properly to be 'w^'ra 'on '3. This qualifying

adjunct, however, is often omitted,

rein = § 686.

'^!S^*P /»'<»» the inhabitants of, occurs three times, twice plene

and once defective. Though the three instances not only occur in

the same book, but are restricted to the same narrative, yet they

exhibit variations in the spelling. In the first instance this par-

ticiple is '2**1? without the Vav (Judg. 20 15) whilst in the

second and third instances it is "atfi'a with the Vav (31 9, 12).

Hence this Massorah safeguards the difference in the ortho-

graphy. By fixing the plenes at two, this Massorah militates

against Lists I, II and V of § 681 which exclude Judg. 21 12

from the thirty-four instances in which this participle plural

construct is exceptionally plene. This is supported by the Model

Codex Add. 15,451 which reads it here -aB^*!? defective. The plene

reading -ae^'a, however, which is set forth in this Rubric is

that of Orient, 2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient. 16;

Add. 16,250; Add. 15,251 and Orient. 4227. It is remarkable that

Orient. 2201, which is one of the oldest dated MSS. of the whole

Bible, reads it ^y6*p defective in Judg. 21 9, the first of the two

plenes according to this Massorah.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 34a, on Judg. 21 9, which

1 have printed; (U) the same MS., fol. 34 fe, on Judg. 21 12, and

(III) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter % § 395. As the three

instances occur in the same book, the heading ought more

properly to be 'on 'ki '?» 'a 'toai ').

rein = § 687.

VDtr^^T^I and to the inhabitants thereof is twice plene. Without

and with the prefixes Vav Lamed, this plural participle with the

suffix third person singular masculine occurs altogether six

times. In four instances it is v^f* defective (2 Kings 22 16, 19;

2 Chron. 34 27, 28) and in two only is it plene. As this variation

in its orthography occurs in the parallel passages in Kings and

Chronicles, the Massorah safeguards this difference in the spelling.

It is remarkable that St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916 reads

i'9^^i in Jerem. 19 12 which the Nakdan altered and put against

it in the margin 'ba 'a.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-

sorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Vienna Codex No. 85, on Jerem.

19 12, which I have printed, and (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 248 i, on

the same passage. As one of the instances is with prefixes, the

heading ought to be 'ttr^a 'bn 'a.

n'Din = § 688.

iTDtt?1^ her inh(dntantSf is tioice plene in the Pentateuch. This

Rubric is from Add. 15,250, foL 816, on Numb. 13 32. In Levit.

25 10 all the MSS. read it !Ta«>' defective, as in 18 25 so that

Numb. 13 82 is the only instance in the Pentateuch where it is

.T^th'' plene. The Samaritan recension of the Hebrew, however, has

it plene in all the three instances. It may, therefore, be that this

Massorah is based upon a recension in which these two only were

thus written and the third alone was defective. However, as this

expression, which occurs altogether ten times, is according to the

textus reeeptus, eight times defective and twice plene, once in

the Pentateuch (Numb. 13 32) and once in Ezekiel (26 17), this

Rubric may originally have been headed 'ina 'k '"vhn 'a, that the 'k

dropped out from the heading and that a careless Nakdan sub-

stituted rran' bs*? p-ao, the catchwords for Levit. 25 10 to agree

with the defective heading instead of the catchwords bab on'nn

n-acr Ezek. 2C 17.

tD"D*in = § 689.

iT5tr'''] and her inhabitants, occurs Jive [four] times in the

Scriptures.' 6i this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and

two printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, fol. 46 a, on Jerem. 23 14,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 135 6, on

Isa. 40 22; (III)" the same MS., fol. 141a, on Isa. 51 6; (IV)

Add. 15,250, fol. 229 a, on Isa. 40 22; (V) the same MSS., fol. 233 6,

on Isa. 51 <i;\(VI) the printed Massorah on Isa, 40 22, and (VII)

the same on Micah 6 12. These seven Lists exhibit two recensions

of this Massorah which are based upon two different recensions

of the text.

Recension I. — This recension is exhibited in Lists I, II

and IV. According to this recension there are four such instances

only. But though all these three Lists coincide in recording four

only they differ with regard to one of the four. List I, which

is headed 'npa 'n and which is manifestly a clerical error for

•n, as is not only attested by the contents of the Rubric, but by

the two Lists which belong to this recension, gives Micah 6 16,

as one of the four instead of Isa. 51 6, whilst Lists II and IV

which are headed n n'rc'i give Isa. 51 6 and omit Micah 6 16.

Accordingly the rour instances are Isa. 40 22; 51 6; Jerem. 23 14

and Ezek. 26 17.

Recension II. — This recension is exhibited in Lists III, V,

VI and VII. These Lists are respectively headed 'i rrawi and they

duly record six such instances. They give Isa. 51 6, which is

omitted in List I, but not in Lists II and IV, and give two in

Micah, viz. 6 12, 16 one of which is given in List I (Micah 616)

and both of which are omitted in Lists II and IV. This recension,

therefore, agrees with the textus reeeptus.

It is, however, to be remarked that the shorter recension does

not imply that ry^t^) altogether occurs four times only. This plural

participle with the suffix third person singular feminine occurs

altogether seventeen times without and with the Vav conjunctive

and the design of both the recensions is to safegard the minority

with this prefix. According to the first recension which is based

upon the text of one School of redactors this minority consists

of four instances with this Vav conjunctive, whilst according to

the text of the other School it consists of six. This duplicate

Massorah affords another instructive warning against the vicious

practice of altering conflicting registers so as to make them

uniform, thereby obliterating the evidence that they are re-

spectively based upon different recensions of the text. The refer-

ence to Micah 6 1 in the Rubric which I have printed should

be 6 16 the 6 having dropped out from the text.

Tin = § 6b..

nStt^'' sitting, is eight times defective. This feminine parti-

ciple occurs altogether about twenty-four times. It is nafl' plene

in sixteen instances and defective in eight only. Hence the Mas-

sorah safeguards the exceptional orthography. This protection

is necessary since in the duplicate record, where precisely the

same phrase is used, this participle is r^fl' plene. (Comp. 2 Kings

22 14 with 2 Chron. 34 12). It is remarkable that in Zech. 1 11,

where it is rightly np' defective in St. Petersburg Codex of

A. D. 916, the Massorah against it is '^a.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Harley 5710-11, Vol. I, fol. 73 6, on Levit. 15 23,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 121a, on

Zech. 1 11; (III) Add. 21,160, fol. 162a, on Levit. 15 23; (IV)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 3 margin; (V) the printed Massorah

on Levit. 15 23; (VI) the same on Jerem. 48 18; and (VII) the

same on Zech. 7 7,

Lists II, III and V are headed 'on 'ts na^ and they duly

record nine instances. But this is due to the fact that these Lists

include the Keri riaB>'n with the prefix He (Ezek. 27 3), and thus

indicate that in Isa 47 8 this participle with the prefix He is

plfene. List VI (the printed Massorah) is incorrect. The addition

68 a
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to thid List, viz. nsr" rn noirrai rosr nm = Josh. 2 15, which is

designed to indicate that in one of the eight instances this parti-

ciple is n^if with Kametz instead of the normal Segol, ought to

be ra^ -^sk '0» -jiro 2 Kings 4 13.

K-Xnn = § 691.

nlStCT they are ntting, occurs four times, three times plene

and once defective. As this participle feminine plural, which occurs

four times only, is differently spelt, being in three instances

with the characteristic Vav and once rt.^ without it (1 Kings

3 17), the Massorah safeguards this variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, foL 54 6, on 1 Sam. 27 8, which

1 have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 78 6, on 1 Kings 3 17;

<III) Add. 16,250, fol. 1826, on the same passage; (IV) the same
MS., fol. 273 6, on Ezek. 8 14; (V) Add. 15,251, foL 1856, on
1 Kings 3 17; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 3, and (VII)

the printed Massorah on l Sam. 27 8.

3"X*in - § 692.

*'!)5''^n he has made me to dwell, occurs twice. This Rubric,

Which does not occur in the* printed Massorah, is from Harley

5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 219 6, on Ps. 143 3.

rXin = § 693.

D'^rilStt^l or D^riS^'TI, occurs twice, once defective and once

plene. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 168 6, on Jerem. 32 37, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah, on the same passage. Both the Lists coincide

in giving identically the same two passages, though the Zechariah

instance is D''nl3«>rn and 1 toill bring back, the Hiphil of aitf, whilst

in Jeremiah 32 37 it may either also be D-nba^rn or d'riaB^rn and

I will cause them to dwell the Hiphil of a»;, since the two forms

occur in the same verse. The Zechariah instance, therefore,

determines it that o-fiia^frn is here intended. This, however, is in

conflict both with the heading of the Rubric and with the fact

that this Hiphil form occurs altogether eight times and is spelt

in three different ways. Besides Jerem. 32 37 it is (I) crije^i

entirely defective in Jerem. 24 6; 27 22; 34 22; (2) D-niStt^rn without

Yod, but with Vav apart from the Zechariah instance given in

this Rubric, also in Jerem. 16 15, and (3) o-ria''^ with Yod,

but without Vav in Jerem. 12 15. The difficulty would be solved

if we assume that the catchwords onxa f-iKO cniawm Zech. 10 10,

which are given both' in the MS. List and in the printed Massorah,

are wrong and ought to be aiTo ?» B'nam-n Rosea 11 11. This is

supported by the fact that this Hiphil form of 3»j actually occurs

twice only, that it is D'na?>ni defective or without Vav in one in-

stance (Jerem. 32 37) and. D-riaeHrri plene or with Vav in the other

instance (Hosea 11 11), which fully coincides with the statement

in the heading of this Rubric. That wrong catchwords are not

infrequently supplied by later Nakdanim is shown, below in § 718.

T3fin - § 694.

D''\2^ri7 to cause to dwell, or to marry, occurs twice, once

defective and once plene. As this infinitive, which occurs twice only,

is differently spelt, being in one instance with Vav (1 Sam. 2 8)

and in the other without it (Neh. 13 27), the Massorah safeguards

the variation in its orthography. This Rubric, which does not

occur in the printed Massorah, is from Harley 5710— 11, Vol. II,

fol. 301 6, on Neh. 13 17.

n'3tin = § 695 a.

3^*1 and he caused to dwell, or placed, occurs five times in

the Scriptures. This form of the Rubric is from Harley 5710—11,

fol. 32 a, on Gen. 47 11. Though the heading emphatically states

that there are five instances of this Hiphil future third person

singular masculine, the Rubric itself records three only. As the

omission of the two instances is due to the fact that the three

complete the line, this incomplete Rubric affords another proof of

the oft-repeated statement that the conflict between the super-

scription and the List itself is frequently due to the exhaustion

of space. I have, therefore, given it as an instructive illustration

of this fact.

•TlCin "= § 695 6.

23tCh*1 occurs four times in the Scriptures .... and once it is

with the accent on the ultima. Of this complete Massorah I collated

seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley 5710 11,

Vol. I, fol. 250 6, on 2 Kings 17 6, which I have printed; (II) the
same MS., Vol. II, foL 163 6, on 2 Chron. 8 2; (III) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 262a, on the same passage; (IV) the same MS., foL 312 a, on
Ps. 107 36; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 57 a, on Gen. 47 11; (VI) Halle
Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 3, and (VII) the printed Massorah on
Gen. 47 11.

To understand the different headings of these seven Lists
it is necessary to remark that the five instances which constitute
this Massorah exhibit the following three varieties: (I) In one
instance, viz. Gen. 47 11, it is asih*! the apocopated form with the
accent on the ultima or is Mira and in the other four passages
(2 Kings 17 6, 24; Ps. 107 36; 2 Chron. 8 2) it is with the accent
on the penultima or is Milsl. Hence Lists I and V, the design of

which is to safeguard the variation in the accents alone, notice

this fact only, and the latter is more distinctively headed 'nawn
vha '«i b^sba n and has the addition at the end t^ha nttonp, without
any regard to the variation in the orthography. List II, which is

headed 'i arrn, the n being a clerical error for % is no contra-
diction, since it is designed to safeguard the three plene instances
only which it duly records. List IV, which is headed -^o 's >n ani,
is designed to safeguard both the three plenes and the two de-

fectives without any regard to the variation in the accents, whilst

List VI, which is simply headed -ri awn, is designed to record the
fact that this form occurs five times only, in the Scriptures, without
regard either to the variation in the accents or orthography.
This printed Massorah (List VII) is corrupt. It is headed 'i awi
Q''-ion '31 wvhti '-I for though it apparently records six instances,

there are reaUy five only since it gives 2 Chron. 8 2 twice, once
with the catchwords binvr -aa riK av as the second instance and
once with the catchwords on-n |n3 -i»k D'-Tym as the sixth instance.

rjtin = § 696.

Kl'^v*! and they caused them to dwell, occurs twice. The design
of this kassorah is twofold. In the first place it is to safeguard
the variation in the spellipg of this Hiphil future third person
plural with the suffix third person plural with Faw conversive

which not only occurs twice, but is restricted to the same book
and is dia-B^*! plene in the first instance (I Sam. 12 8) and d^ij>»i

without the characteristic Vav in the second instance (1 Sam. 30 21).

And in the second place in fixing the number at two it militates

against the ancient reading sa'e^i \nd he caused them to dwell, the

singular the preferable form which^is now accepted by textual

critics and is attested by the ancient versions, as will be seen

from the notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible.

This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only, on
1 Sam. 30 21.

?'3inn = § 697

nPtP'^ salvation, is six times defective is this form. That is,

the two synonymous nouns nrtt>; and n^t^n derivatives of vp) without

and with prefixes and suffixes are thus written without Vav after

the Shin, Normally these two nouns, which occur altogether

about 112 times, are written nyit^? and nipnSn with Vav. In this

form the former occurs 73 times and the latter 33 times. As it

is in these six instances only that they are without the Fat?, viz.

nsfi five times and n^^n once, the Massorah safeguards the ab-

normal orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and three

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 69 6, on 2 Sam. 19 3, which
I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 292 a, on Ps. 35 3;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 325a, on the same passage; (IV) Add.
15,251, fol. 882 a, on Job 30 16; (V) the printed Massorah, on
Deut. 32 15; (VI) the ^me on 2 Sam. 19 3, and (VII) the same
on Job 30 15. The printed Massorah on Ps. 53 7, where this

Rubric is mentioned, but the register is not given, is as follows

:

.'vb^ 'on vm dj> nsosi 'Dm 'on ntn wanp n-am KOip vi 'dh p a-na n-'b nirt£>^

This is incorrect, since according to this Ps. 14 7 is nrt^ entirely

defective, whereas it is here nyittJ^ not only with Vav after the

Shin, but with Pathach under the Ayin.

n'JCIfl - § 698.

^i^W^^ salvation, occurs three times. In contradistinction to

its sexteliteral synonym .tjiafrin which also occurs three times

(Judg. 15 18; 2 Sam. 19 8; Prov. 21 31) and with which it is

reckoned in the same Rubric. {Vide supra, § 697.)

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one
printed: (I) Arund. Orient, 16, fol. 44a, on 1 Sam. 14 45, which
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I have printed: (II) Add. 15,251, fol. 220 6, on Isa. 12 3, and

(III) the printed Massorah on l Sam. 14 45.

B"!:"in = § 699.

nnPltt^i salvation, occurs twice. Without prefixes and suffixes,

this noun occurs altogether nine times. In seven instances it is

r^^^ and in two only is it with paragogic He. Hence the Mas-

sorah safeguards the exceptional orthography.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, but which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

1 collated five Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 209 6, on Jonah

2 10, which I have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D.

916, 'on the same passage; (III) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 174o,

on Ps. 3 3; (IV) Add. 15,250, fol. 319 fc, on the same passage, and

(V) Add. 21,160, fol. 292 ?>, on Jonah 2 10. The latter is headed

p'r^ei '3 i^ occnva ttviee and with the accent on the penultima, that is

in contradistinction to the seven instances without the paragogic

He, which are Milra or with the accent on the ultima.

t£r"n = § 700.

nP'ltt^'' the salvation of, is five times with Pathach in the Scriptures.

That is, in the construct state. In fixing the number at five and

in adding the expression 'mp after the catchwords n-xa in- "tt

(= Ps. 14 7) the design of this Massorah is to militate against

the reading rp?B>' instead of Jiij>tS^ in the parallel passage in Ps. 63 7,

which is that of other textual redactors, as will be seen from

the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the popular parts of the

Massorah, I collated fifteen Lists. I shall, however, specify the

following seven only, six in MSS. and one printed: (I) Harley

5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 43 6, on Exod. 14 13, which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 308 6, on Ps. 98 3; (III) Add. 15,250,

fol. 321a, on Ps. 14 7; (IV) Add. 15,261, fol. 234 6, on Isa. 52 10;

(V) Add. 21,160, fol. 87 6, on Exod. 14 13; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-

Ochlah II, § 251, and (VII) the printed Massorah on Exod. 14 13.

H'Vn § = 701.

rilritS?'' salvations, or salvation, is seven times plene. This

plural nouii which occurs altogether twelve times, is spelt in

three different ways: (I) In one instance it is nirtt>^ without the

first Vav but with the second, Ps. 53 7; (2) in four instances it

is njrw" with the first Vav, but without the second (Isa. 26 18;

33 6- Ps. 42 12; 43 5), and (3) in the seven instances which con-

stitute this Rubric it is niy=iK>^ with both Vavs or entirely plene.

The Massorah here, contrary to its usual method, safeguards the

orthography of the majority. In the addition of -anp after the

catchwords ^nmnten na (= Ps. 42 6) the design of the Massorah

is to protect it against reading here tM^t", defective as it is

in the parallel passage Ps. 43 5. From this analysis it will be

seen that all the three different spellings occur in the Psalter.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 288a, on Ps. 18 51, which I

have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 290a, on Ps. 28 8; (III) the

same MS., fol. 362 a, on Ps. 74 12; (IV) Add. 1.5,250, fol. 326 6,

on Ps. 42 6; (V) Add. 15,251, fol. 344 6, on Ps. 44 5; (VI) the

same MSS., fol. 369 a, on Ps. 116 13, and*(VII) the printed Mas-

sorah on the same passage.

3"rn = § 702.

*^'^ Yishai, or Jesse, is in two instances with Zakeph and

Kametz in the Scriptures. Normally where this proper name is

with Kametz under the Shin this letter is either with the pausal

accent Athnach which is the case in five instances (1 Sam. 16 19;

17 20; 22 13; 25 10; Isa. 11 1) or with Soph-Pastik which is

also the case in four instances (Ps. 72 20; 1 Chron. 2 10;

10 14: 2 Chron. 11 18). When it is with the SiCCQnt Zakeph-Katon

it is •«>: with Pathach which is the case in seven instances (1 Sam.

16 106; 17 12; 20 30; 22 8, 9; 2 Sam. 20 1; 1 Chron. 12 19). As

it is in these two instances only that the Zakeph is abnormally

with Kametz the Massorah safeguards the exceptional occurrence.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-

sorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Harley 5710—U, Vol. II, fol.

149 a, on 1 Chron. 29 26, which I have printed; (11) the same

MS., Vol. II, fol. 260 6, on Ruth 4 22, and (III) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 284 a, on the same passage.

r»n = § 703 a.

tb'TT"' a desert, a wilderness. A sign to indicate the variatixm

in its spelling. Without and with the prefixes Beth and He this

noun, which occurs altogether thirteen times, is spelt in three

different ways: (I) In one instance it is pt., (Deut. 32 10) both

without Yod and Vav or entirely defective; (2) In five instances

it is ib^B>: (Numb. 21 20; 23 28; 1 Sam. 26 l, 3; Isa. 43 20) with

Yod, but without Vav, and (3) in seven it is tia^B^ (l Sam. 23 19,

24; Isa. 43 19; Ps. 68 8; 78 40; 106 14; 107 4) both with Yod

and Vav or entirely plene.

From this analysis it will be seen that the several spellings

are the rule in one part of the Bible and the exception in the

other. Hence this artificial form of the Rubric registers the

variations according to the Law, the. Prophets and the Hagio-

grapha.

The Pentateuch. — In the Pentateuch, where this noun

occurs three times, it is jfa-e^^ with the Yod, but without the Vav

in two instances, and once only is it jbtPi entirely defective. Hence

the Massorah here safeguards the solitary exception.

The Prophets. — In this part of the Bible, which is re-

presented by Samuel and Isaiah and in which it occurs altogether

six times, twice in Isaiah and four times in Samuel and where

the two different spellings are used in two consecutive verses in

the former (Isa. 43 19, 20), the plene instance is safeguarded,

whilst in the latter where the two different spellings occur in

parallel passages (l Sam. 23 24; 26 1) they are both safeguarded

against being made uniform.

Tlie JECagiographa. — In this part, which is represented

by the Psalter and in which it occurs four times, it is uniformly

rfa^t?^. The simple mention of the fact, therefore, suffices without

specifying the number or giving the catchwords.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Add. 21,16t), fol. 225 a, on Numb. 21 20.

:"ttrn = § 7036.

|1?^''t£^^'^ ^^^ waste, the wilderness, is twice plene. With the

prefix He this noun occurs altogether five times. 4^ is p<tr!

without the Vav three times (Numb. 21 20; 23 28; 1 Sam. 26 3)

and plene in two. Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this form of the Rubric, which does not occur in the

printed Massorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 516, on 1 Sam. 23 19, which I have printed, and (II) Vienna

Codex No. 35 on the same passage. The addition at the end,

viz. '13-! "TO "jsi does not refer to the noun with the prefix He

but to the plene spelling generally and omits the instance in

the Prophets (Isa. 43 19).

Tttrn = § 7Q4.

ribtr^n jeshimoth, occurs four times. This expression, which

is the second part of the compound proper name rbprt n's Beth-

Hajcshimoth [= house of desolation], and which occurs four times,

is spelt in three different ways: In the Pentateuch, where it occurs

once, it is na^^^'^ (Numb. 33 49) entirely defective, i. e. without

Yod after the Shin and without Vav after the Mem; (2) In Joshua,

where it occurs twice, it is niae^^n (12 3; 13 20), whilst in Ezekiel,

where it occurs once, it is na^r^^n with Yod, but without the Vav.

Hence the Massorah safeguards this variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 109 6, on Numb. 33 49, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 146 a, on Joshua

12 13; (III) Orient. 4445, fol. 154 6, on Numb. 33 49; (IV) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 9 6, on Josh. 12 3; (V) the same MS., fol. 183 a,

on Ezek. 25 9; (VI) the printed Massorah on Numb. 33 49, and

(VII) the same on Ezek. 25 9.

These seven Lists exhibit two recensions of this Massorah

which emanate from two different Schools of Massorites. In the

oldest form of it, which is that of Lists I, III, IV, the reading

in Ezek. 25 9 is nb'E>^n with Yod, but without Vav; and this

reading is supported by Orient. 4445 first hand; Arund. Orient. 16;

Add. 15,250 and Add. 15,251. According to the second recension,

which is that of Lists II, VI and VII, the reading in this passage

is nle'w:n entirely plene and this is supported by St. Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916; Orient. 2201 second hand; Harley .5710—11

and Add. 15,451 for which reason I have adopted it in my edition

of the Bible. That the variations are due to different recensions

of the text the Massorites themselves declare. On Numb. 33 49
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we are told that the reading rbt^ entirely defective is according

to the Hellali recension and that according to the Jerusalem

recension it is nfa'!?>^n with Yod after the Shin, as will be seen

from the notes on this passage in my edition of the Bible, whilst

the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew reads it niOKrn without

Yod, but with Vav. The p sts 'n after Kn'niK in Lists VI and VII

is thp addition of an ignorant scribe and must be cancelled.

n"vr\ - § 705

prrtCr Yischak, i» four times written with Sin in the Scriptures.

That is, in contradistinction to 108 instances in which the name of

this patriarch occurs and is pnr. Hence the Massorah safeguards

this abnormal spelling, thus precluding the instance in Ps. 105 9

being made conformable to the parallel passage m 1 Chron. 16 16,

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, four in MSS. and three printed

:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 55 a, on Jerem. 33 26, which

I have printed; (II) St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on
Amos 7 9; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 310 6, on Ps. 105 9; (IV)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 352; (V) the printed Massorah on
Jerem. 33 26; (VI) the same on Amos 7 9, and (VII) the same on

Ps. 106 9.

Wn = § 706.

dwPi she will be desolate, occurs twice, once with Kametz

under the Shin and once with Paihach. Hence the Massorah safe-

guards the variation in the graphic signs.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS, and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 32a, on Gen. 47 19,

which I have printed; (II) Orient. 2349, fol. 56a, on the same

passage, and (III) the printed Massorah also on the same passage.

List II adds at the end (Dtt^mnni) that it also occurs once with

the prefix Vav. This Rubric forms part of the alphabetical List

of words which respectively occur three times, twice without the

prefix Vav and once with it. {Vide supra, letter % § 70.)

rrn = § 707.

^KPttv^.?^ *'"<^ '* Ishmael, occurs twice, once at the beginning

of the verse arid once in the middle. Of this Rubric, which does

not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two Lists : (I) Orient.

2349, fol. 36 6, on Gen. 27 20, which I have printed, and
(II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 270 6, on 2 Chron. 23 1. For the

cause of the Tzere being under the Ayin instead of the Aleph

and for disguising th^ Divine name b¥i, see my Introduction to

the Hebrew Bible, p. 397 &c.

n'vn = § 708.

V^P^^*!' ^he hhmaelite, is in all its forms with Aleph,
except once. It will be seen that in this instance the redactors of

the text were not satisfied with simply transferring the graphic

sign from the Aleph to the Ayin, but elided the Divine name alto-

gether. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 147 6, on l Chron. 27 30.

r»n = § 709,

^3tP^ and they shall sleep, occurs three times in the Scriptures.

'This Rubric I have found in the printed Massorah only on
Jerem. 61 67.

''rn = § 710.

pB?''^! and he slept, occurs three times, twice wUh Kametz and
once with Pathach. As this variation in its graphic signs is due
to the' pausal or distinctive accent which is Athnach in one of

the Kameh instances (Gen. 2 2i) and Zakeph-Oadol in the other

(Gen. 41 5), the Massorah safeguards the respective vowel-signs.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, two in MSS. and two
printed: (I) Harley 6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 2 6, on Gen, 2 2l, which
I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol 93 6, on 1 Kings 19 5;

(HI) the printed Massorah, on Gen. 2 21, and (IV) the same on
Gen. 41 5

H">Vr\ - § 711.

HJ'^tt?') asleep, occurs twice, once defective and once plene. That
is, once without Yod after Shin and once with it. Of this Rubric,

which does not occur in the printed Massorah, I collated two
Lists: (I) Arundv Orient. 16, foL 78 6, on 1 Kings 3 20, which
I have printed, and (II) the sa^ne on Cant, 6 2,

It will be seen that the List which I have printed empha-
tically states that the Canticles instance is nrj?^ plene and hence
1 Kings 3 20 is nt', defective. Yet the official Lists of the
variations between Easterns and Westerns declare that according
to the Palestinians the Kings instance is rys^^ plene and the
Canticles is nj?*^ defective. (Vide supra, letter n," § 626.) And
though the textus receptm professes to follow the Palestinian or
Western recension, both the MSS. and the early editions which
are admittedly Western exhibit n3^_ defective in l Kings 3 20.

Thus Add. 21,161; Orient. 2201; Harley 6710—11; Arund,
Orient. 16; Add. 16,260; Add. 15,251; Add. 15,451 and all the
early editions. As to the Canticles instance, which the Rubric
before us says is nr^ plene, this reading is exhibited in the
ancient Codex Add. 21,161 only, whilst Orient. 2201; Arund.
Orient. 16; Add, 15,260 and Add. 15,251 read it nj«h defective.

This Massorah, therefore, affords another proof of the fact that
when it was compiled the variations, between the Palestinian and
Babylonian recensions were not as yet definitely separated.

ywn = § 712.

DTli^lDI and ye shall be saved, is twice plene. This Rubric,
which is "from Add. 16,250, fol. 79 6, I cannot understand. This
Niphal preterite second person plural masculine with Vav con-
versive occurs once only in the textus receptus and in Dent. 4 25

it is amt\i) from jt>; to be weary. It may be that the Massorite
designed artificially to couple together these two Niphal forms
which are respectively unique and are both plene because they
are similar in sound or are homonyms.

riffn =,§ 713.

Ptt^lD saved, occurs four times, one of these is with the prefx
Vav, two are with Pathach and two with Kametz. Though the

Pathach instances are the preterite third person singular mas-

culine (Deut. 33 29; Isa. 45 17) and the two with isTamete, the

one without the prefix Tar (Ps. 33 16) and the one with it

(Zech. 9 9) are the participle, yet the Massorah groups them
together because its design is to safeguard the variation in the

graphic signs without regard to the difference in the senses.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Harley 5710—11, Vol II, fol. 1826, on Ps. 33 16, which
I have printed; (II) St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa.

45 17; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 138 6, on the same passage;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 291 6, on Ps. 33 16; (V) Halle Ochlah
Ve-Ochlah U, § 251 margin; (VI) Codex Leicester on Deut 33 29,

and (VII) the printed Massorah on Isa. 45 17.

List II, which exhibits the oldest form of this Rubric, is

simply headed a rahj and records the two Pathach instances only.

Lists V and VII alone give the mnemonic sign which I have
printed, whilst List VI is headed 'op 'ni -nc 'n 'V'b^ "\ pinj and gives

the following sign K'pnx b»-ivr yafi »c^o. The two Pathach instances

form part of the alphabetical Lists of words which respectively

occur twice with this graphic sign. {Vide infra, letter 3, § 639.)

rwn = § 714.

P'wini and he shall save, occurs tvnce, once plene and once

defective. As this Hiphil preterite third person singular masculine

with Vav conversive, Which occurs twice only, is differently spelt,

being in the first instance with Yod after the Ayin (l Sam. 9 16)

and in the second ?«>lni without the Yod, the design of this Massorah
is to safeguard the variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in thei printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 40a, on 1 Sam.

9 16, which I have printed, and (II) the same MS., fol. 221 a, on
Zech. 12, 7.

VBtt^n = § 716.

DP''wini and he saved them, occurs twice. In the only other

instance in which this Hiphil preterite third person singular with

the suffix third perspu plural masquline occurs, it is d^^b^h,without

the prefix Vav. (Isa. 63 9.)

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient 16, fol. 220a, on Zech. 9 16.

r'B»n - •§ 716

^wirn and saveth, occurs twice, once defective and once' plene.

As this infinitive absolute with the prefix Vav, which occurs twice
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in the same section is differently spelt, being in the first in-

stance j^-n with Vav after the He (1 Sam. 25 26) and in the

second ^tfrn (25 83) without the Vav, the design of the Massorah

is to safeguard this variation.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16,

foL 53 a, on 1 Sam. 25 33, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah on Jerem. 11 12. As the design of List I is to

safeguard the variation in the spelling which occurs within a

few verses of each other, the adjunct "jya or 'bds ought properly

to follow the 'a in the heading. But, as we have seen, this qualifying

adjunct is not infrequently omitted. List II is headed •: p«>ini and

the Rubric duly registers three instances, adding Jerem. 11 12.

Its design is to record all the passages in which this infinitive

occurs, irrespective of the one defective, in contradistinction to

one instance in which pcHni is a proper name (Deut. 32 44). For

a different recension of this Rubric, see Vol. Ill, letter \ § 48.

VVn = § 717.

jytShn save thou, occuro ttoice in the Scriptures. The Hiphil

imperative singular masculine occurs altogether ten times. In

eight instances it is rv^P^^ ^i^h paragogic He (2 Sam. 14 4;

2 Kings 6 26; Ps. 12 2; 20 10; 28 9; 60 7; 108 7; 118 25) and

in two only is it without the paragogic He. Hence the Massorah

safeguards the exceptional form. This protection is specially

necessary, since the two forms are used in the same phrase

(comp. Jerem. 31 with Ps. 28 9).

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 200 6, on Ps. 86 2.

n"'rn - § 718.

nP^tShni and help thou, occurs twice. That is, this imperative

with the prefix Vav in contradistinction to the eight instances in

which it is without this prefix. This Rubric, which is from Add.

15,261, fol. 350 a, on Ps.20 9, is corrupt. It is manifestly designed to

record the only two instances in which this imperative occurs with

the prefix Vav, Yet a later Nakdan has not only given the wrong

catchwords nrwin mrr = Ps. 118 26 for the second instance instead

of p^ ywn - Ps. 20 9, but placed the Rubric on this passage.

This is attested by the Rubric which I have printed in Vol. Ill,

letter % § 47. A similar instance of wrong catchwords supplied

by later Nakdanim will be found above in § 693.

B''ttrn - § 719.

P'lS^'T he will save, occurs twice and is plene. Normally this

Hiphil future third person singular- masculine is gv^. In this

contracted form it occurs eight times, six times plene (Isa 45 20;

Zeph. 3 17; Ps. 34 19; 69 36; 72 4, 13) and twice s^M' defective,

which are given in the following Rubric. In these two instances,

however, it is not only the uncontracted form, but unlike the

contracted, which is differently spelt is»in both instances plene.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the abnormal form.

This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 47 a, on l Sam. 17 47.

yvn - § 720.

P^^ he will save, is twice defective in the Scriptures. As this

contracted form, which as we have seen in the preceding Rubric,

occurs altogether eight times, is six times plene and twice only

defective, the Massorah safeguards the exceptional spelling.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vo- II, fol. 270a, on

Lament 4 17, which I have printed, and (II) the same MS., Vol. II,

fol. 282 a, on Job 22 29.

K'D»n - § 721.

S^\ and he saved, is four times defective in this form. This

Hiphil future third person singular masculine with the prefix

Vav occurs altogether twelve times. In eight instances it is vxf^r

with Vat) plene and in four only is it defective, three of which

are jm^ with Vav conversive and one is r^ with Vav conjunctive

(Prov. 20 23), which is denoted by the term 'ar^a. Hence the

MassoTah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, four iu MSS. and three,

printed: (I) Harley 5710—u, Vol. I, fol. 190 fe, on i Sam- 23 5

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 224 a, on

Job 5 15; (HI) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 6 la, on 2 Sam. 8 6;
(IV) the same MS., fol. 823a, on Job 5 16; (V) the printed Mas-
sorah on Exod. 14 30; (VI) the same on 2 Sam. 8 6, and (VII) the

same on Job 5 15. Apart from List I all the other Lists head
this Rubric vt^) nm . . . 'cn 'i p«>'i.

y^vn - § 722.

liP^I^I and he will save us, occurs three times, once defec-

tive and twice plene. Of this Rubric I collated two Lists : (I) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 37 o, on 1 Sam. 4 3, which I have printed, and
(II) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

Though both these Lists emphatically declare in their

respective headings that it is plene in two instances and defective

in one only, yet this is to be regarded as the reading of one

School only of textual redactors. According to List I, which
describes the Isaiah instance as entirely plene, viz. wr^^-n,

1 Sam. 7 8 which is the second plene can only be partially so.

This may either be is^'bJ'i with Yod plene and with Vav defective

as it is in Orient. 2201; Arund. Orient. 16 and Add. 15,451 or

M^t^) with Vav plene and Yod defective as it is in Harley 5710—11.

It is, however, to be remarked that the Massorah Parva in

Arund. Orient. 16, on 1 Sam. 4 3 emphatically states that it is

defective in two and plene in one (''?o ki 'on 'a :). It is in accordance

with this Massorah, that Add. 16,250 and Add. 15,251 read it «5b>^

defective, also in l Sam. 7 8. It is remarkable that l Sam. 4 3,

which is the first of the two defectives and which is so, viz.

«y«h in Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient. 16; Add. 15,250 and

Add. 15,261, it is urvl^i entirely plene in Orient. 2201, one of the

oldest dated MSS. of the whole Bible. As to the third instance,

viz. Isa. 25 9, all the MSS. coincide that it is ut^'i entirely plene

(•"ja-t •to).

ysvn = § 723.

DP^tSh*! and he saved them, occurs four Hmes in the Scriptures.

As this Hiphil future first person singular masculine with the

suffix third person plural masculine with Vav conversive, which

occurs altogether four times, is differently spelt, being in three

instances entirely plene and once Brvf^i without the Vav (Judg.

3 9), the Massorah safeguards the variation in its orthography.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, foL 249a, on 2 Kings 14 27,

which I have printed; (H) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 207 6> on

Ps. 106 8; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 1085, on 2 Kings 14 27;

(IV) the same MS., foL 311a, on Ps. 106 8; (V) Add. 15,250, foL

339 a, on the same passage; (VI) the printed Massorah on 2 Kings

14 27, and (VII) the same on Ps. 106 8.

This Massorah, however, emanates from one School only of

textual redactors, as is attested by the fact that though it

emphatically states that the reading in Judg. 3 9 is orf*} without

Vav and though Harley 6710—11 and Arund. Orient. 16 support

this reading, yet Orient. 2201, which is one of the oldest dated MSS.

of the whole Bible: Add. 16,260; Add. 16,251 first hand, and

Add. 15,451 read it dj-t^M'i entirely plene and this reading is ex-

hibited in all the early editions, as will be seen from the notes

on this passage in my edition of the Bible.

rynn - § 724.

P^ salvation, occurs Jive tinxes in this form. Without and

with the prefixes (» msr^a), this noun occurs altogether ten

times. In five instances it is rft with Ttere under the Yod (Ps.

12 C; 20 7; 50 23; Hab. 3 13, 18) and in five it is with i^e^^

Hence the Massorah safeguards the Segol instances against being

confused with the 7We.
Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, 8ixi^.in MSS. and one printed:

(J) Harley 5710—11, VoL II, fol. 228 5, on Job 5 11, which. I have

printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, fol. 22a, on Isa. 45 8; (III)

St Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916, on Isa. 61 10; (IV) Arund.

Orient 16, fol. 188 6, on Isa. 45 8; (V) the same MS., fol 145 o,

on Isa. 61 IG; (VI) the same MS., foL 328 a, on Job 5 11, and

(VII) the printed Massorah on Isa. 45 8. Lists II, IV and VII

are headed {TinB 'n vf,i which is the Massoretic term for JSegol,

comp. letter n, § 182.

n'srn = § 725.

HBt??^ and jasper^ occurs three times. Both the MSS. and

early editions are divided with regard to the graphic signs of
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-his' expression. The earliest undated MS. extant, viz. Orient. 4445,

reads it nBt|h with T\eere, so it is in all the three instances in

Orient. 2201, which is one of the earliest dated MSS. of the whole

Bible, and in the model Codex Arund. Orient. 16; whilst n|tt>^ with

Segol is the reading in Harley 6710—11; Add. 21,160; Add. 15,250;

Add. 16,261 and Add. 15,451. The Massorah Parva in Add. 15,251

both on Exod. 39 1 3 and Ezek. 28 1 3, however, remarks against

it riBB^; K'o for which reason I have adopted it in my edition of

the Bible. For the variation in the early editions see the notes

on the respective passages in my edition.

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. ill 6, on Exod. 28 20, which I have

printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 133 a, on Exod. 39 13; (III) Arund.

Orient. 16, fol. 186 a, on Ezek. 28 13, and (IV) the printed Mas-

sorah on Exod. 39 13.

TDrn = § 726.

"ItC^^ h<i was right, is three times with Pathach under the Shin.

That is, ^it is the preterite third person singular masculine, in

contradistinction to the eighteen instances in which it is -i^; with

Kametz, being an adjective or noun.

Of this Rubric I collated six Lists, five in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 43 a, on Jerem. 18 4,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. II, foL 139 a, on

1 Chron. 13 4; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 158 a, on Jerem. 18 4;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 164 a, on Jerem. 27 5; (V) the same MS.,

fol. a47a, on 1 Chron. 18 4, and (VI) the printed Massorah on

Jerem. 27 5. Lists I and VI alone have the mnemonic sign. The

sign is also given without the List in the printed Massorah

Finalis, letter % § 416.

VDVn = § 727.

10^^ he, or it mil be right, is three times plene. By fixing

the instances at three, this Massorah excludes the reading "i^»i

plene in the parallel passage in 1 Sam. 18 20, which is exhibited

in Orient. 2201 first hand; Harley 6710—11 first hand; and

Arund. Orient. 16.

Of this Rubric I collated five Lists four in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 68a, on 3 Sam. 17 4, which

I have printed; (II) Add. 21,160, foL 280 6, on Numb. 23 27;

(III) Orient. 2348, fol. 126 a; (IV) Orient. 2349, foL 115 a, and

(V) the printed Massorah, all on the same passage.

It will be seen that the List which I have printed gives

Jerem. 18 4 as the third plene instance in which this future

occurs, and which is in the textus receptus -i^ the preterite. As

all the other Lists coincide in giving 2 Chron. 30 4 as the third

passage, and moreover, as Jerem. 18 4 is given iij the preceding

Rubric as one of the three instances in which it is i^fJ; the pre-

terite, we must conclude that we have here another instance of

wrong catchwords. List 11 heads this Rubric more correctly ''?a 'j

•sr'js, since two of the instances are with Vav conversive (2 Sam.

17 4; 2 Chron. 30 4).

n'yoT\ - § 728.

It^. he shall make straight, occurs twice. That is, the Piel

future third person singular, in contradistinction to the only

other instance in which this quadriliteral occurs, where it is

nr^ the Kal future recorded in the preceding Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient, 16,

fol. 337 a, on Prov. 3 6, which I have printed, and (II) the

printed Massorah on Prov. 16 21. As both the instances occur

in the same book, the heading ought properly to be -a'Dai -a. The

Massorah takes no notice of the variation in the graphic signs

being in one instance na^^ with Tzere (Prov. 3 6) and *-«h^ with

Segol in the other (Prov. 16 21) which is due to the Makeph.

This Rubric is part of the alphabetical List of words be-

ginning with Yod which respectively occur twice. (Vide supra,

letter ', § 11.)

0"D»n - § 729.

TTtP^ they shall make straight, or sing, is four times defec-

tive in this form. That is, the form i* is in four instances without

Yod after the Shin. It will be seen that though one of the four

only is ^if^. the Hiphil future third person plural masculine of

-Hh (Gen. 31 27) and the other three are the plural of the noun

rp a song from "rt to sing, yet the Massorah according to its

artificial method, groups them together in the same Rubric,

simply because they exhibit the same peculiarity of being without

the Yod between the Shin and the Eesh.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 888a, on Prov. 4 25, which

I have printed; (II) the same MS., fol. 346 a, on Prov. 26 20;

(III) Add. 15,250, fol. 22 i, on Gen. 31 27; (IV) Add. 16,251,

fol. 29a, on the same passage; (V) Orient. 2349, fol. 45 6, also

on the same passage; (VI) the printed Massorah on Prov. 4 25,

and (VII) the same on Prov. 25 20.

y^v pon, which is here given as the second instance, occurs

twice, viz. Ezek. 26 13 and Amos 5 23 and without any other

catchwords may denote either of the two passages. Lists VI and VII,

however, give the fuller catchwords men -ynv pon "nawm, which

leaves it beyond the shadow of a doubt that Ezek. 26 13 is

according to this Massorah the defective, and this is supported by

the fact that Amos. 5 23 is yT^ plene in Arund. Orient. 16 first

hand and Add. 15,451. Lists VI and VII must, therefore, be

based upon a recension of the text which read yvfi defective in

Ezek. 26 13. It is remarkable that in St. Petersburg Codex of

A. D, 916 yrv was omitted altogether in Ezek. 26 13 and was

added by the Nakdan. However, as most of the MSS. read y^
defective in Amos 5 23, I have given the Rubric which records

it as the second instance in letter v, § 373. Though List VII is

headed '»''?3 -on 'i d'tm it records three only, omitting the last

instance, viz. Prov. 25 20, which is manifestly due to the care-

lessness of the Scribe.

ycrn = § 730.

"Itt^S^ and in upiightness, occurs ttoice. In the only other

instance where this noun with the prefix Vav Beth is combined

with aS it is nnts^^ai (l Kings 3 G), the feminine of rnt\

This Rubric, which does not occcur in the printed Massorah,

is from Orient. 2349, fol. 128 i, on Deut. 9 5.

K'^e^n - § 681.

Q'^ltS^I? <o *^« upright, occurs three times. That is, in contra-

distinction to the two instances where it is a^ n«>:^i which are

interchangeably used in the same book (Ps. 11 2; 36 11).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 182a, on Ps. 33 1,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 291a, on the

same passage; (III) the same MS., fol. 313 a, on Ps. 112 4;

(IV) the same MS., fol. 336 6, on Prov. 2 7; (V) Add. 16,260,

fol. 340 &, on Ps. 112 4; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 199,

and (VII) the printed Massorah on Ps. 33 l.

yivn = § 732.

?K*1t5^^. Israel, is in eighteen instances preceded by a word or

words which in this combination respectively occur once only. Of this

Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the Massorah, I col-

lated two Lists: (I) the printed Massorah Finalis, letter \ § 341,

l^hich I have printed, and (II) Orient 4445, fol. 77 6, on Exod.

31 27. Though List I states in the heading that there are eighteen

such unique combinations it records nineteen. List II, which

exhibits the oldest attempt to collect these instances, is as follows

:

Isa. 41 8 '7 hH-)v> nriHi Exek. 87 28 '^ ^»n»» nna Exod. 84 27 'h ^»nw nni

1 Kings 22 10 '^ ^xw l^oi Hosea 6 10 '•? i>KnB« n»3a Leylt 9 l "h htew^ >spth)

Ezek. 87 18 '^ h*^vr> 'aairi i Chr. 12 38 ''> ^H"W" nn» Deut. il 9 'h hiew votn

Ezek. 27 17 '^ SxiV* pKS 1 Sam. 1 17 '"? Vin«P»»nSm

On comparing this ancient List with the one which I have

printed it will be seen that (I) it omits the following eight

instances; Numb. 18 23; Josh. 9 6; 10 4; 2 Kings 17 8; Ezek.

12 24; 37 16; Zech. 9 1; Ezra 6 11; that (2) it gives '?|nto'. t|^w

1 Kings 22 10, which does not occur again in Kings and against

which some Massorahs remark 'tea 'b, but which occurs again in

2 Chron. 18 9, 34 instead of b)r\)rb i^bm (Ezra 6 11) with the prefix

Larmd, which is contrary to the scope of this Massorah, and that

(3) it has no heading fixing the number, but simply describes

each phrase as unique (?). It is, therefore, evident that List I

is a further development of this Register though it also is still

incomplete. This is moreover attested by the fact that there are

many more such unique combinations, of which the following

are some:

Numb. 25 8 h^t-^f] noifM Josh. 14 10 hvn^. ^Vn Numb. 20 14 h¥H»\ \n»

Deut. 88 28 ^KllfUSitf?] Judg. 6 6 ^»«l'?!.^1?] Deut. 88 29 htrff^ir^n

Numb. 28 7 ^rrt^' "?!;* Numb. 20 21 '^•n'?' B'I Qen. 8S 22 Vj'T? Pf*

Josh. 7 11 ^Jf?*?'? . 2124 'JU-jte'? *n?!5 Josh- 7 13 "Ttnif.' ^"S??
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As is not infrequently the case, a later Nakdan mistook the

tentative List for complete. Hence he furnished it with the

superscription which fixes the number at eighteen in accordance

with the instances therein recorded and a still later editor

added the last instance which is not only against the import of

this Massorah, bu$ is in dire conflict with the number given in

the heading. After btrsv pwaiPD pjiT n'" of the artificial heading the

words K31T n"*?! have dropped out of the text. Besides the words

!]lrai and bb] which I have supplied in brackets before the fourth

and eighteenth instances in accordance with Frensdorff (comp.

Massoretisches Worterbuch, § 377, note 3), I have corrected in the

List which I have printed, the catchwords for the sixth instance,

viz. b» iKn into '?k wbr Josh. 9 6 and the catchwords Dn"?}* -or.

for the eleventh instance into nn'rx -ia"i Ezek. 37 19.

r^rn = § 733.

^K'^^^» — Instances in which toords preceding binttr respectively

occur twice in this combination. Whilst the preceding Rubric is

restricted to unique phrases in connection with this proper

name, the design of this Massorah is to register duplicate

instances. This Rubric, which does not occur in the printed

Massorah, is from Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 84 a, on

Numb. 1 52.

The absence of any heading, which I have supplied in

brackets, clearly shows that it exhibits the first attempt to collect

these passages.

T'^trn = § 734.

ins ^K'lt^'^ Israel with him, occurs ttcice. Normally when

this proper name is followed by the preposition with the suffix

third person singular masculine it is itsp, viz. %p '?><"}^- I^ t^is

form it occurs about eleven times (Josh. 10 15, 29, 31, 34, 36,

38; 2 Sam. 17 14; 1 Kings 8 62, 65; 2 Chron. 7 8: 11 1). As it

is in these two instances that it is in combination with in»t, the

Massorah safeguards this exceptional combination.

^his Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah,

is from Orient. 2349, fol. 117 6, on Numb. 27 21.

n-biDn = § 735.

D^ T'K^ltST Israel they, occurs three times. This proper name
is eight times followed by the personal pronoun third person

plural masculine. In five instances the pronoun is nan with

paragogic He (Numb. 13 3; 2 Sam. 21 2; 1 Kings 9 20; Ezek

87 11; 2 Chron. 8 7) and in three only is it without this He.

Hence the Massorah safeguards the minority.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-

sorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol.1, fol. 83 o,

on Numb. 1 16, .which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 373 a, on Ezra 2 59; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 389 1, on the

game passage, and (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 184 6, on Numb. 1 16.

List II indicates the design of this Massorah by the addition at

the end r^tir^ bH'>v '^»v\

r^rn - § 736.

n|«l ^JjHttT' occurs tunce. That is, the personal pronoun third

person plural feminine, in contradistinction to the five instances

in which this proper name is followed by rmn the masculine
given in the preceding Rubric. By fixing the number at two this

Massorah militates against the reading nan in Judg. 19 12, which
is exhibited in Harley 5710—11 first hand, and in Add, 16,451

and which is now accepted as preferable.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-

sorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 32a, on

Judg. 19 12, which I have printed, and (II) Vienna Codex No. 35

on the same passage.

vbvfn = § 737.

^iCltt^SI and in Israel, occurs three times. That is, with both

the prefix Fiiu and Beth in contradistinction to the thirty-three

instances in which it is with the prefix Vav alone, recorded in

the following Rubric.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in M^. and one
printed; (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 168 a, on Jerem. 32 20, which
I have printed; (II) Vienna Codex No. 35, on Ps. 78 71, and
(in) the printed Massorah on Jerem. 32 20. The latter is headed
'imps '3*001 'i which has no meaning, and the expression •ovxn

must have been added by an ignorant Nakdan.

rcbvn = § 788.

^K*1\P1^ and Israel, occurs thirty-three times. That is, with
Vav conjunctive in contradistinction to the numerous instances

in which it is without this Vav.

Of this Rubric, which is one of the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:

(I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 16 a, on Josh. 22 22, which I have
printed; (II) the same MS., 46 a, on l Sam. 17 8; (III) Orient. 4445,

fol. 144 6, on Numb. 24 18; (IV) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 21a,

on Isa. 44 21; (V) Add. 21,160, fol. 2316, on Numb. 24 18; (VI)

Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 29 margin, and (VII) the printed
Massorah Finalis, letter % § 419.

Though the printed Massorah (List VII), like all the other
Lists, states that there are thirty-three such instances, it records
thirty-one only. It omits three which the other Lists give,, viz.

2 Sam. 11 11; Isa. 48 12; 2 Chron. 16 11 and gives two for

Istf. 44 21 (i3 'a). This is not only supported by List VI, but by
the model Codex Arund. Orient. 16, which reads ^K-ito'i in both
clauses of this verse and by the first edition of the Rabbinic
Bible by Felix Pratensis, Venice 1617, which exhibits it in the
margin. It is to be remarked that the catchwords for Josh. 22 22,

which are here (in List VII) wrongly divided into two lines, re-

present one instance.

a'^rn = § 739.

^KTsP^T*^ and unto Israel, occurs six tim^s in the Scriptures.

That is, in cantradistinction to the thirty-three instances in which
it is with the prefix Vav alone without the Lamed recorded in

the preceding Rubric. By fixing the number at six the design
of this Massorah is to militate both against the recension which
reads sjajr^i instead of '?»nter'>i in Exod. 32 13, as is attested by
the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text, and against the

reading hvn^b^ in 2 Chron. 16 11, as is shown further on.

Of this Rubric, which is one of .'the oldest parts of the

Massorah, I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one printed:
(I) Harley 571C—ll, Vol. II, fol. 153 6, on 2 Chron. 7 10, which
I have printed; (II) the same MSS., Vol. I, fol. 224 6, on 1 Kings

8 66; (III) Orient. 4445, fol. 59 6, on Exod. 18 1; (IV) Arund.
Orient. 16, fol. 84a, on 1 Kings 8 66; (V) Add. 21,160, foL 93 6,

Exod. 18 1; (VI) Halle Ochlah Ve-Ochlah II, § 29 margin, and
(VII) the printed Massorah on Exod. 18 1.

With the exception of the printed Massorah (List VII) all

the other Lists are not only headed ^^ bvrjv^h^ but record identic-

ally the same six instances. List VII, however, states in the

heading that it occurs seven times (-i) and registers seven, giving

D-rcinn KOK "Dt nsm 2 Chron. 16 ii, as the seventh instance. But
though this passage is given as one of the thirty-three instances

in which it is b\rvff<_] with Vav alone and is so in the textus re-

cejaus, yet as the printed Massorah expressly omits it from that

Rubric (§ 738) and includes it here among the instances which
are with both the prefixes Vav and Lamed, it is probable that

these two Rubrics are based upon a recension of the text which
exhibited '?K";ttr^i in 2 Chron. 16 11,

O'rn = § 740.

^^ni2?*P1 and from Israel, occurs twice in the Scriptures.

Normally when this proper name is with the prefix Mem it is

btnt'a without the Vav conjunctive. In this form it occurs about
thirty-two times. As it is in these two instances only that it has
the lar, the Massorah safeguards this rare occurrence.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-
sorah, I collated four Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 292 6,

on Ezra 10 25, which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I,

fol. 108 a, on Numb. 32 22; (III) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 379 a,

on Ezra. 10 26, and (IV) Orient. 2349, fol. 120 6, on Numb. 32 22.

K'orn = § 741.

jD^ Jeshurun, occurs twice. That is, without prefixes. In

the other two instances where it occurs it is once p-i«ha with the

prefix Beth (Deut. 33 5) and once fnfn with the prefix Vav (Isa.

44 2).

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-
sorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Orient. 2349, fol. 142 o, on Deut
32 15, which I have printed, and (II) Harley 5710—11, Vol I,

fol. 1 33 6, on the same passage. The latter is headed p -nai '3 which
militates against the Hellali recension, as will be seen from the

notes on these passages in my edition of the Bible.
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2'QVn = § 742.

Dlrr^l and fatJierless child, occurs Jive times. By fixing the

number at five; the design of this Massorah is to militate against

the ancient recension of the text which exhibited oin^i also in

Deut, 24 12, as is attested by the so-called Jerusalem Targum
and the Septuagint (comp. Geiger, Jild. Zeitschrift IV 101; Ur-

Hchrift 473). Moreover in combination with rnthn widow, Bin; not

only precedes njabx, but is without the Vav conjunctive, viz.

nsobxi Din;. In this form it occurs six times (Deut. 10 18; 27 19;

JeVem. 32 3; 7 6; Ezek. 22 7; Ps. 146 9); whereas in three of

the five instances which constitute this Rubric, not only is the

order reversed, but nin; is with the Vav conjunctive, viz. Bin;i n:o^K

(Exod. 22 21; Zech. 7 10; Mai. 3 5).

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, six in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 199 6, on Ps. 82 3,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 219a, on

Zech. 7 10; (III) the same MS., fol. 223 o, on Micah 3 5; (IV)

Add. 21,160, fol. 101a, on Exod. 22 21; (V) the same MS., fol.

a29a, on Job 29 12; (VI) Orient. 2349, fol. 70 5, on Exod. 23 21,

and (VII) the printed Massorah on the same passage.

rattan = § 743.

D''lpn'^ fatherless children, in ttcice defective. This plural noun,

which occurs altogether nine times, eight times without the

prefix Vav and once with it, is D^ain; plene in seven instances

and in two only is it D-aiT defective. Hence the Massorah safe-

guards the exceptional orthography.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in this form in the

printed Massorah, I collated two Lists : (I) Orient.1379, fol. 155a,

on Exod. 33 23, which I have printed, and (II) Add. 21,160,

fol. 1015, on the same passage. There are two instances in which

this plural noun with the pronominal suffixes is also defective

viz. riar; Isa. 9 16 and ii'ar.' Jerem. 49 11. This explains the form

in which the Rubric is given in the printed Massorah Finalis,

letter % § 449, which is headed w-'ja 'nan "i a-anv It records the

two defectives without the suffixes and the two with the suffixes.

It is, however, to be remarked that the Isaiah instance is rain;

plene in St. Petersburg Codex of A. D. 916; Add. 15,451 and

several of the early editions, as will be seen from the notes on

this passage in my edition of the Bible.

Torn = § 744.

Tttr!^ his fatherless children^ occurs twice. With the suffix

third person singular masculine and without and with the prefix,

this plural noun which occurs twice only, is differently spelt in

each instance. In Isa. 9 16 it is van; defective, whilst in Ps. 109 12

it is rain*'^ plene. Hence this Massorah safeguards this variation

in its orthography.

Of this Rubric, wbich does not occur in the printed Mas-

sorah, I collated two Lists: (I) Harley 5710—11; Vol. II, fol. 6a,

on Isa. 9 16, which I have printed, and (H) Arund. Orient. 16,

fol. 312 6, on Ps. 109 12. The latter is headed -on 'ki '^a 'k 'a which

indicates the design of this Massorah. This Rubric, however,

must be regarded as based upon the recension of the text which

obtained in one School of Massorites only, since the text of

other Schools had vain; plene in Isa. 9 16, as shown in the

preceding Rubric.

n-nvn = § 745.

"TlTI and he was left, occurs twice. This Rubric I have found

in the printed Massorah only, on Gen. 44 20. As this Niphal future

third person singular masculine with Vav oonversive also occurs

in Judg. 9 5 and moreover as the two instances which constitute

this Rubric occur in Genesis, it is evident that the qualifying

expression 'a^aa is omitted from the heading, which is not

infrequently the case. The design of this Ma«8orah is to distinguish

between this quinqueliteral here which is the Niphal and the two

instances in which it is iwr the Hiphil (2 Sam. 8 4; 1 Ohron.

18 4).

rorn ^ § 746.

'irfi remaining, is three times in this form .... once in the

Law, once in the Prophets and once in the Hagiographa. That is,

three expressions of the root in; which are alike with Cholem

(=» ir^a) are without Vav after the Nun. By fixing the number
at three, the design of this Massorah i& to militate against the

recension of the text which reads <nnl3 plene in X Kings 9 21, as

is attested by the ancient Codex Add. 21,161 ; Orient. 2201 first

hand and Add. 16,451. Moreover the Samaritan recension of the

Hebrew text reads n^lirn plene in Exod. 12 10.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, two in MSS. and one

printed: (I) Orient 2349, fol. 64 o, on Exod. 12 10, which I have

printed; (II) Orient 2348, fol. 74a, on the same passage, and
(III) the printed Massorah also on the s&me passage.

?"0»n = § 747.

D'nrilSn that were left. This Niphal participle plural

with the prefix He, which not only occurs twice within a few

verses, but is used in the same phrase, is in the first

instance a^nnurr (Levit 10 12) and in the second annun without

the characteristic Yod plural (Levit 10 16). Hence the Massorah

safeguards this anomalous variation and thus militates against

the recension in which the two instances are alike plene, as is

attested by the Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text

This Rubric in its separate form is from the printed Mas-

sorah on Levit. 10 16.

n'awn = § 748.

On^l5n that remain, occurs three times in the Scriptures,

twice defective and once plene. As this Niphal participle plural

feminine with the prefix He, which occurs three times only, is

in two instances nnnisn without the second Vav (Gen. SO 36;

Levit. 27 18) and in one instance ninnisrt with it (Jerem. 34 7),

the Massorah safeguards this variation in its orthography. It

will be seen that in the Pentateuch the primitive defective spelling

is retained. It is, however, to be remarked that St Petersburg

Codex of A. D. 916 first hand reads also the Jeremiah instance

nhnlsn defective and that the Nakdanjjpt the Vav above the «irord,

remarking in the margin against it. It is always plene ('ra '^a).

Of this Rubric, I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. II, fol. 55 6, on Jerem.. 34 7,

which I have printed; (II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 170 6, on the

same passage; (III) Add. 15,250, fol. 258 6, also on the same

passage; (IV) Add. 21,160, fol. 26 6, on Gen. 30 36; (V) Orient

2349, fol. 45 a, on the same passage; (VI) the printed Massorah

also on the same passage, and (VII) the same on Jerem. 34 7.

a«aern - § 749.

n"Tri\^ to cause to abound, to let remain, is four times

defective in this form. That is, the Hiphil form is in four instances

without the characteristic Yod after the Tav.

Of this Rubric I collated three Lists, one in MS. and two

printed: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 91a, on Exod 16 20, which I have

printed; (II) the printed Massorah on the same passage, and

(III) the same on Deut. 28 11.

List II is headed 'arba 'an 'n and gives anniin Levit 10 16

as one of the five instances. But this is against the design of

the Massorah, which is to record and safeguard the exceptional

Hiphil instances without Yod after the Tav, whereas in DinUn it

is the Yod plural which is absent after the Mesh. Though
List III is simply headed 'Br'?a rv 'an pbK without fixing the

number of these exceptional instances, it records the same five.

It is, therefore, evident that a later Nakdan, as is not infrequently

the case, who mistook the import of this Massorah, added this

instance simply because it also was without the Yodi^

r»fl = § 750.

TTllni and leave, is three times plene. As this infinitive

absolute with the prefix Vav occurs altogether three times only,

and is uniformly with Vav after the He, the heading ought prop-

erly to be 'bai 'i.

Of this Rubric I collated seven Lists, five in MSS. and two

printed: (I) Harley 5710—11, Vol. I, fol. 59 o, on Exod. 36 7,

which I have printed; (II) the same MS., Vol. I, fol. 2416, on

2 Kings 4 43; (III) Arund. Orient 16, fol. 277 a, on 2 Chron.

31 10; (IV) Add. 16,251, fol. 202 6, on 2 Kings 4 43; (V) Vienna

Codex No. 35, on Exod. 36 7 ; (VI) the printed Massorah on the

same passage, and (VII) the same on 2 Kings 4 48. As these

three instances respectively occur in the three divisions of the

Bible, List V adds 'maa in ^aja in 'ina in.

H'Wn = § 761.

I'TTll'l and they left, is twice without the Yod in the Scriptures.

That is, without the characteristic Yod after the Tav. The design
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of this Massorah is to militate against the recension of the text

which exhibited rrnl'i plene in Exod. 16 20, as is attested by the

Samaritan recension of the Hebrew.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in this separate form

in the printed Massorah, I have collated three Lists: (I) Harley

6710—11, Vol. I, fol. 45 «, on Exod. 16 2<>, which I have printed;

(II) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. lOdh, on 2 Kings 4 44, and (III)

Add. 15,250, fol. 416, on Exod. 16 CO. This Rubric forms part of

the four instances in which the Hiphil form is without the

characteristic Yod after the Tav, recorded in § 749.

3":rn = § 752.

^|ri1*1 the Hiphil form of TTl^ is three times without the Yod.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Massorah

in this form, I collated two Lists: (I) Add. 21,160, fol. 299a, on

Ruth 2 18, which I have printed, and (II) Arund. Orient. IH,

fol. 283 a, on the same passage.

On comparing it with § 749 it will be seen that it exhibits

a different recension. According to this Rubric there are three

Hiphil instances only which are defective of the characteristic

Yod and the first Ti-nini in Deut. 28 11, like the second in the

parallel passage 30 9, is plene. Hence it is not only excluded

from the register, but the addition at the end of the Rubric

emphatically declares (jiK "-wowai) that these three defectives

respectively occur in the three divisions of the Bible and that

the Pentateuch contains one of the three, viz. Exod. 16 20.

It is therefore evident that this Rubric is based upon a

recension of the text which read ii")'rilrn in both instances, viz.

Deut, 28 11 and 30 9. This reading is not only preserved in the

Samaritan recension of the Hebrew text, but in Add. 15,451 first

hand and Orient, 2696,

y:vn = § 768 a.

ItT) and the reat of, is five times with the accent in this book.

That is, in Kings. In the narrative of the forty sovereigns who

ruled from Solomon to Zedekiah, or up to the captivity, given

in the book of Kings, the annalist supplements the record of

thirty-four by referring to other archives for more detailed in-

formation. These references are introduced by the same formula

'"i3'^"iri;i and the rest of the words or acts of &c, which uniformly

begins a verse and immediately precedes the names of the respec-

tive rulers. This formula is restricted to thirty-four out of the

forty sovereigns. But though the phrase occupies the same

position, yet it has different accents or sets of accents. It is

however, three* of these accents alone which the Massorah safe-

guards and which occur in connection with twenty-four of these

sovereigns only. The Rubric before us deals with one of the

three accents, which is exhibited in connection with five of the

monarchs.

Of this Rubric, which does not occur in the printed Mas-

sorah, I collated. four Lists: (I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol 90 6, on

1 Kings 16 5, which I have printed; (II) Orient. 1478, fol. 42a,

on the same passage; (III) Orient. 2210, fol. 147 6, on the same

passage, and (IV) Vienna Codex No. 35 also on the same

passage.

The design of this Massorah is to safeguard the five in-

stances in which -in'i is with Kadma before the accent Tevir.

But though all the four Lists coincide that there are five such

instances, they differ with regard to the names of the Kings

who have the Tevir, as will be seen from the following analysis:

List I. — This List gives d'sk as the second of the five

with Tevir. In the Standard Codices, however, which I have collated

it is with pMta. Thus it is b'SK nm in Orient. 2201 ; Harley

.'>710—11; Arund. Orient. 16; Add 15,260; Add. 15,251;' Add. 15,451;

Orient. 1478; Orient. 2091 &c. and is given as one of the five

instances in which t-^rn precedes Mehupach Pnshta, viz. d'sk nan.

Moreover this List omits ^twv 1 Kings 22 46, which is with

Tevir in Orient. 2201; Harley 6710—11; Arund. Orient. 16; Add.

15,251; Add. 15,461; Orient. 1478 and Orient. 2091. But as Add.

16,250 has It eiwirr -on nn'i, and moreover as this is actually the

accentuation in the ''parallel passage in 2 Chron. 20 34, there

can hardly be any doubt that this List is based upon a recension

of the text which exhibited these accents, in both the parallel

records. This is strengthened by the fact that BBjMrr is also omitted

in Lists II and III.

Lists II and IV. — These two Lists are identical. They both

omit D«aK 1 Kings 16 27, which is given as the second instance

in List I, but they also omit b^b>1.t which is absent in List I.

They, however, make up the five by giving '-«:? l Kings 16 27

as the fifth instance which, however, is nor "^^ "vn in Orient.

2201; Harley 5710—11; Arund. Orient 16; A*dd. 15,250; Add.

15,451; Orient. 1478; and Orient. 2091. Thpugh List II has

simply nai -irn as the fifth instance, yet the fact that it is abso-

lutely identical with List IV, both in the catchwords and in the

order of enumerating the passages, makes it certain that the

name to be supplied is ••18^.

List III. — This List alone is based upon the recension

exhibited in most of the Standard Codices. It is' as follows : -ui'i

trnnrr Kin- tsewirr' wcsz nabv 'toO'di '-ibd3 'optoa 'n i-ian. Accordingly • the

five instances with Kadma before Ternr are I Kings 11 41; 16 5;

22 46; 2 Kings 10 34 and 13 8.

ywn = § 7536.

"iri'^.l is five times with the accent in Kings. This Rubric

1 have found in the printed Massorah Finalis only, letter \ § 64 1.

Its design manifestly ir to safeguard the five instances in which

-iri'i is with Kadma followed by Mehupach Pashta. The List, however,

is incorrect. For though some of the MSS. differ about the accent

of BBtfirr '-an yr^ l Kings 22 46, there is no difference about

K^pa nan nrri i Kings 16 5, which is rightly given as one of the

five i'evir instances in the preceding Rubric. The List is, there-

fore, to be corrected in accordance with tha following Standard

Codices: Orient. 2201; Harley 5710—11 : Arund. Orient. 16; Add.

15,^50; Add. 15,251; Add. 16,451; Orient 1478 and Orient, 2091,

all of which exhibit n^jp injpin tfKi" nay D'aK as the five sovereigns.

That i^ 1 Kings 15 7; 16 27; 2 Kings' 13 1 2; 20 20; 21 17 are

the five passages in which njri with Kadma is followed by Mehu-

pach Pashta.

rwr\ = § 764.

"Tfl"''] is fourteen times with the accent Tevir. That is, in Kings

Of this Rubric I collated four Lists, three in MSS. and one printed;

(I) Arund. Orient. 16, fol. 9 1 a, on 1 Kings 16 14, which I have

printed; (II) Orient. 1478, fol. 41 h, on 1 Kings 15 31; (III) Orient

4227, fol. 116 6, on the same passage, and (IV) the printed Mas-

sorah Finalis, letter -, § 450.

List I — Though this List emphatically declares in the

heading that there are fourteen such instances, it records

thirteen only.

List II. — This List is headed 'coa Toa r- nnn and duly

records thirteen instances which are identically the same as those

given in List I, with the sole exception of the fourth instance,

which is here rrpTn nan and which is manifestly a clerical error

for iirtriKnan 2 Kings 1 18.

List III. — This List is also headed 'Boa pnan 'aroa v nn"n

and records identically the same thirteen instances as in Lists I

and II avoiding, however, the scribal error of List IL

Lift JY. — This List is simply headed o-abaa dpb nnan nnn

without specifying the number. It, however, records fifteen. The

third instance, viz. oa». 1 Kings 15 7, is wrong, since it is here

D'aK nan nnn and is one of the five instances in which nnn is

with ^Kadma and is with this accent in all the Standard Codices

{vide 8U2Jra, § 750 a) and is rightly absent in all the MS. Lists.

No. 8, however, whicU this List alone gives, viz. 'foi 'anp wkv =

2 Kings 12 20, is nnn with Tevir in Orient 2201; Harley 5710— 11

;

Arund. Orient 16; Add. 15,250; Add. 15,251; Add. 15,451; Orient

4227 and Orient 2091. This makes fourteen instances and accounts

for the heading 'yaa i'" of List I, though it is not given in this

List nor in the other two MS. Lists.

It will be seen from the above analysis that the three

Rubrics, viz. § 753 a—6 and § Tf>4, deal with the accents of

twenty-four only out of the thirty-four in connection with the

rulers recorded in the book of Kings, and that the following

ten are absent:

2 Kings 14 18

_ _ y,
28

in'vox nan in'i l Kings 14 19

0^31' nai -in'i „ » 15 23

Dj?aT 'nan tm

15 11 nna? nai im „ „ 16 20 'T3' ']3t ""ni

„ , „ 16 01^* nan ^m „ „ 82 S9 atJriH nan°in',

„ 31 npB-nan iw 2 Kings 14 15 e^KIH' nan'ini

In the case of three of these sovereigns indicated here in larger

type "nnn is with Telisha Ketanah. Moreover in 2 Chron. 36 8 in

connection with B'p;i!T it is also 'nn^i with the same accent Hence

the Massorah on f Kings 22 39 in'Oriem. 4227, foL 120 a, gives

these four instances in a separate Rubric, viz. nnj^-ai 'apaa 'n nri'i

D-'an nann onnn- 'ran Dpan- bvnvn wkih" -axni* nan.



§ 756. — 546
§ 766. ^ — •»

n'zvn - § 765.

itTIII' abundance, or Itkra, occurs twice, once it it written toith

He and once with Jleph. Though this quadriliteral is in one
instance a noun denoting abundance (Isa. 15 7) and in one the
proper name Ithra (2 Sam. 17 26), yet the Massorah, which has
regard to their being homonyms irrespective of the difference
in the sense, safeguards the varia*iV>n in the spelling.

Of this Rubric, which does n9t occur in this separate form in the
printed Massorah, I collated three Lists: (I) Orient. 1474, fol. 162 a,
on Isa. 15 7, which I have printed; (II) Harley 6710—11, VoL II,

fol. 7 6, on the same passage, and (III) Add. 16,251, fol. 2216,
also on the same passage. This Rubric forms part of the List
of the eleven words which respectively occur twice, once ending
with Aleph and once with He. (Vide supra, letter k, § 23.)


